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INDEX TO THE EIGHTH VOLUME.

A.

Accounts, faiin

Acid, or sours ......
" in the soil

Acre, to measure an, 16
;
yield of, 31 ; trees on

Activity, early mental .....
Address, Col. Ncedham's . . • .

Age, superiority of our ....
Agricultural, press, spirit of, 42 ; meetings at State

IIousc, 118; address, 293
;
products, 293 ; ex-

hibition at Philadelphia, 476 ; exhibitions,

515; Association, Boston ....
Agriculture, benefits of snow to, 43 ; an exten-

tensive science, 38 ; instruction in, 63 ; State

Board of, 75, 452 ; in Sullivan eo., N. II.,

128; in Maine, 159; new ideas in, 172; in

Mass., 300, 400; principles of, 431; experr-

ments in, 443 ; relation of to health .

Air, out-door
Alum, to purify water
Ammonia, is it a fertilizer ....
Animals, on feeding, 27; winter shelter for, 30

;

domestic, 98 ; a luxury for, 288 ; beating of,

380 ; chloroform for

Anti-progression
Apes, liow they catch crabs ....
Apple, nutriment in the, 34 ; russet sweet, 54

;

fine, 63 ; scale insect on, 78 ; several kinds on
one tree, 78 ; no blow, 90 ; orcliards, 101 ; for

cows, 101
;
granite beauty, 182; keeping win-

ter, 218; odd year, 231"; sweet, 234; R. I.

greening, 311 ; without blossom, 312; winter
green sweeting, 343 ; a good, 390 ; Baldwin,
286 ; and insects, 496 ; crop, 501 ; for export

Ai'istocracy, Britisii

Ashes, coal, 101, 406; save the coal, 174; and
muck ...... 214,

Asparagus bed, how to get, 130; fall treatment
of

August, work of

B.

Bacon, save your
Barbarism 394,
Barns, plans for, 102

;
ground plan of a, 136 ; evi-

dence of tin-ift, 1 70, 339 ; octagon
Beans, on rye land

Page
133
312
270
180
151

560
573

570

573
473
498
438

506
.528

29

Beauty, female
Beds, husk .

Bees, about, 53 ; look

310, 346 ; wintcrin

leaves, maggots on, 368

;

It, 138; managing, 151,

,,, 175; and tlie sparrow,
403 ; Iiydropathy ap])licd to, 436 ; raising, 497

;

liints on wintering
Beet, early, 132

;

leaves, ashes on
Billcrica, town of
Birds, sense of sight in, 12; the chickadee, or

black cap titmouse, 37 ; spare the, 60 ; king,
or tyrant fiy-catcher, 95 ; king, and its ncs^,
184 ; blue jay, 192 ; habits of, 320

; protect the,

543
419

231

520
345

350
548

390
280
440
18

566

390
19

• Page
336 ; that might be domesticated, 283, 295

;

swallow, clifi', 330

;

404, 428, 450, 470, 483, 507
Blackberry, tlie common, 233 ; Lawton . 540
Blacksmith, stool for 337
Blueberry, year 439
Boa and elephant 572
Bolt, transient 62
Bone, meal, effect of, 131 ; what to do with

old 280
Books, notice of new 21I
Borer, remedy for, 372 ; apple tree . 398, 511
Botany 342
Brakes, 159; how to kill, 326; and live forever

to destroy 397
Brazil, slavery in 306
Bread, the most nutritious, 18,212; something

about, 527 ; tons of 549
Breathing and thinking .... 474
Breck's book of flowers .... 455
Bricks, perforated . . , . , 340
British energy ...... 480
Bucks, to prevent from fighting . . . 538
Budding 329
Buildings, farm 355
Burgett, Henry, story of ... . 287
Butter, stock, 36 ; why it is dear, 36 ; and milk,

84 ; how to make it come, 200 ; one word
about, 206 ; how to make good . 218,230

C.

Cabbage, early, 132; crops, 279; for stock,
403 ; stump-footed 437

Calendar, for January . . . • . 9
Calf, meal for, 216; rearing, 279 ; how a cow
may have a good 519

California, letters from, 405 ; miglity cedars
of 412

Camel, travelling powers of ... 462
Cane, Chinese sugar . . 447, 504, 522, 551
Carbon . . 296
Carlton, Luther, biography of . . . 317
Carriage, new style of 54
Carrots, and oats, relative value of, 22 ; fine

yield of, 40 ; for horses . . 199, 212,250, 309
Cat, why don't she sweat, 77, 416 ; whiskers, use

of 492
Caterpillars, 311 ; to destroy with molasses, .•]12,

343 ; with jiowdcr 279
Cattle, accidents and diseases of, 131 ; watering,

135 ; lice on, 241 ; about, 545; shows, racing
at . . . . . . . .547, ,548

Cattle show, in Griggsville, 111., 556 ; at Amherst,
557 ; at Northamjjton .... 557

Cauliflower, and sea kale .... 258
Caution, a woril of .... . 419
Cedar, red, 61, 200, 230,383; and other ever-

greens 398
Celery 398
Cellar, clean your 275
Cement, water, for roofs . , . . 311

(iii)



IV INDEX.
Page

Character, a young man's .... 143
Charcoal 132
Cherry, 408 ; the ground .... 438
Children, 296 ; health for . . . . 458
Chips, about 568
Circumstances alter cases . . . 196, 233
Cistern, how to build 266
Cleanliness 567
Climate makes the people .... 74
Clothes, washing 401
Clover seed, 231 ; why abundant, 371

;
year 406

Clover, what brings the .... 546
Club, Concord farmers', 40, 138; farmers', 66;

at Chelmsford . . . . . 116
Coal, how made, 284 ; for locomotives . . 456
Cold days fso
Colts, how to raise, 104, 164, 167; care of, 202,
362 ; feeding 255, 278

Combustion, spontaneous .... 350
Composting 233
Composts 559
Corn, fodder, 16, 279, 484, 486, 490 ; h.arvesting,

60, 511 ; and oats, 180; on an acre, 189 ; king
Philip, 217 ; broom, 248 ; Darling's early
sweet, 258

;
planter, 269 ; starch, 274 ; Brown,

279; planting l)y horse-power, 318; value
of, 358 ; selecting seed, 460 ; early sweet, . 559

Correspondents, to .... 466, 503
Cottage, farm and vill.age, 181 ; a square . 457
Cow, milch, 31 ; what ails my, 107, 198

; grade,
beauty, 113; parsnips for milk, 115; an A}t-
shire, 181, 417; warm drink for, 184; barn
itch in, 199 ; as a water-lifter, 200 ; Mr. Hunt-
ington's, 223 ; talk, 275; one .acre to support
through the year, 281; poisoned, 310; and
pigs, feed for, 321

;
good, 335 ; difference in,

346
;
profitable, 390 ; machine for milking a,

399 ; bone sickness in .... 409
Cough, v.iiooping . . . . • 59
Cramp 496
Cranberry, culture of, 14, 51, 134, 552,572 ; up-

land, 129; meadow 16
Cream, new experiments in churning . . 286
Cricket, mole 449
Crops, root, 15, 387; storing for winter, 73;
measurement of, 166 ; how to get grass . 179

Crow, the 102
Cucumber, 249 ; how to pickle . . . 513
Curculio, and plum . . . 289, 438, 463

Eighteen things

P^lepliant and boa .

Elm, an old, gone .

Emmets, how to get rid of
Engl.and, war with

English characteristics .

Errors, popular
Essex county, a day in

Evergreens, transplanting of
Eyes, use of the .

F.

D.

Dairy products, 282 ; neighbor Dumpdirts . 471
December, suggestions of ... . 538
De Soto, Wisconsin 260
Dinner, a thanksgiving, 52

;
Queen Elizabeth's 467

Disinfectants, cheap ..... 469
Dogs, keeping, 367 ; a savage, in a school-
room 404

Dogwood, poison ..... 280
Draining, 16; vs. subsoiling, 222; book about,

343 ; vrith tiles, 532 ; thorough . . . 574
Drowned, restoring the .... 453
Ducks in China 298
Dykes in Holland 90

Earth, form of 390
East and west 567
Economy, vegetable ..... 403
Editorial accuracy 108
Education better than wealth . . . 335
Eels and eel-catchers 466
Eggs, value of, 80 ; liow to tell good, 132

;

of
the canker worm, 1 84 ; codnensed : . 342

Fair, agricultiiral, at Portland
Fallacies, popular
Farm, work in winter, 158; and village cottage,

181; small, 402, 526; nothing like the, 422,
555 ; water for tlie, 287 ; stick to the, 465 ; why
don't you sell the, 486 ; sheep on small

Farmer, how to become a true, 57 ; Nash's
Amherst, 62 ; open questions among, 81 ; what
his education should be, 89 ; club at Chelms-
ford, 116; the model, 124; the New-England,
150; home of the, 266; the, a man ot taste,

274 ; hint to, 286 ; wife of the, 324 ; what a
poor cannot afford, 370 ; new steam, 447 ; Cali-
fornia, 448; the model, 451 ; rich and poor,
464 ; festival at Groton, 491 ; Monthly New-
England, 499 ; education of . . .

Farming, on poor land, 34 ; is it profitable, 108
;

good and bad, 114; mode of, 247; fancy,
386 ; objections to, 410

;
good, makes its mark,

415 ; in western Mass., 467, 472; Shaker in Ky.
Feast, a Japanese
Feet, care of the

Fences, willow, 189 ; wire
Fertilizer, 396 ; is ammonia a, 438 ; a new
Fields, how to fill blanks in corn .

Filbert, the

Fish, as a manure, 311 ; tame
Flannel next the skin

Floors, barn

Fly, how walks on ceiling ....
Foddei', corn, 16 ; cut

Food, value of different kinds, 414 ; fat meat as

Forests, cultivation and iji-eservation of
Fruit, discussion about, 244 ; in cans and pies,

344 ; stealing, 480 ; sealing wax for, in cans,

505
;
growing ......

Fuel, unseasoned

G.

Garden (gardening), ornamental, 116, 188, far-

mers', 376, 385 ; a walk in, 264, 269, 397
;

for the South ......
Garget, or inflamed udder ....
Geology
Girls, American factory, 28 ; should learn to

keep house, 128 ; American is. English .

Goldfinch, American
Good, do, in your lifetime ....
Gordon, old, and his ladies ....
Grafting the plum and peacli

Grain, sprouted, 202 ;
prospects of

Granite bouldei'S

Grape, the, 25
;
pruning, 83 ; culture of the, 97

;

seeds, 102; how tor.aise under glass, 137;
vine, the, 149 ; vine, grafting the, 215, 240, 280

;

and sweet potato, 221 ; the Concord, 247, vine,

laying the, 284 ; vine, barren, 398; in pots, 521
;

native, 528; Concord . • . .

Grapery, Simpson's, in SaxonviUe
Grass, seeding land to, 150, 246 ; and gr.ain, 153;

crops, how to get, 179; worthless, 211 ; time

fur cutting, 297
;
pasture ....

440
572
569
438
337
422
372
424
326
376

538
285

559

505

562
557
493

280, 367
558
53

373
346
139
279
416
53

456
50

555
52

293
475
418

538
271
396
430
499
420
354

551
266

499



INDEX.
Page

491

563

Groton, JIass., festival at .

Guano, home made, 29, 299 ; fish, 88, 258, 335

;

brief history of, 174 ; for com, 199 ; and muck,

199 ; and plaster, 231 ; experiments with, 235 ;

trade, 259; effects of home made, 413; how
and when to apply it ....

H.

Habits 394

Hammer, the 349

Hampshire Cattle Show 569

Haras, how to euro 33, 288

Hancock, N. II., notice of .... 445

Han-is, Dr., his cabinet 576

Hay, equivalents of various plants to, 257 ; im-

portance of, 297 ; salting, 298, 354, 414; caps

for, 351, 375, 425 ; to ascertain weight of by
measure, 430 ; time 435

Havana, shopping in 344

Health 434

Heat and cold 572

Heaves, liow to euro 280

Hedge, thorn 327

Hogs, meal or corn for fattening . . . 528

Home, for the people, 80 ; beautify your, 351

;

how to secure peace at 506

Honey, ponds of . . . . . .13
Horn," distemper, cure for 258
Hop-raising 463
Horse, sagacity of the, 20 ; shoes, and how to

put them on, 23 ; slioeing and overreaching,

40 ; carrots for a, 49, 199, 309 ; distemper in,

84 ; how to make draw, 92 ; influenza in, 99

;

doctoring a sick, 106; racing at shows, 133,

215, 229, 264 ; with the heaves, 146 ; ill-using

the, 207 ; how to keep a, 216 ; a knowing,
240 ; witliout hay, 241 ; Gifford Morgan, 334,

359, 396, 448 ; cough in, 339 ; corns on feet

of a, 359 ; Swedisli, 394 ; Morrill, 398, 439

;

wild, and wolves, 415; instinct of, 423; dis-

ease among, 443, 455 ; and cattle, stabling,

516; carrots for, 551; the Morrill, 558;
Ethan Allen, 559, 560; to tell age of, 562 ; at

cattle shows, 563, 565, 568; too well fed, 565;
and carrots, 566 ; clothing, under, for winter,

558; colic in the 571
Hot-bed, how to raako 79
Hotel life in N. Y. 392
House, how to keep warm in the winter, 44 ; in

the country, 66; a small summer, 132, 169;
log, 334 ; to paint an old , . . , 482

Howes, Tredcriclc 79
lloliday, the farmer's 553

I.

Ice-house 101

Illinois, crops in . . . . • . 439
Imagination, power of 275
Implements sold in IJoston .... 281
Improvement, means of 46
Ink, how to make 505
Inorganic matter, 105 ; and organic . .213
Irrigation 201
Iron, mountains of 468
Iowa, matters in 138
Isles, British, rural economy of, 117, 123, 159,

164, 177, 186, 194, 205,238,252,2.58, 276,

302, 322, 361, 381, 426, 458
Island Eock 256
Islands, Hawaiian 560
Ivy, poison, 53 ; on wet land, 54 ; how to man-

age ' , . 292

Page

475
9

22
504
249

576
497

Jail, old Concord ....
January, calendar for

Johnston, J. F. W., death of .

Journals, agricultural, preservation of

June, and its work ....
K.

Knives, to clean with case

Kohl rabi, or German cabbage

L.

Labor, dignity of, 517 ; make it agreeable, 523;
less, or land, more 539

Lambs, to prevent being poisoned . . . 280
Lamps, cheap oil, for kitchen . . . .63
Land, sandy, how to treat, 199 ; value of, 352

;

gravelling meadow, 462 ; let the poor go . 523
Latchet, how much dcijcnds on the . . . 356
Lawns 337
Legislattire, Ag. meeting of the, 118, 125; re-

marks on, 128, 139, 162, 171, 182, 190, 203,

209, 219, 243
Leisure, the young man's 547
Letter, a wide awake, 108 ; from tlie editor, 357,

363, 445, 468, 530, 534
Leominster, cattle show at . . . .510
Life, rural, impressions of early, 100; increased

duration of 543

Lily, garden 248
Lime, superphosphate as a fertilizer, 31, 212,

262; gray and white, 132; on land well

manured, 257 ; muriate of, 272, 572 ; on wheat 279
Locust, yellow 486
Lucerne 437
Luxuries, cheap, 337 ; cost of .... 516

M.

Machine, mowing, 124; stump, 230; advantage

of simple, 306 ; washing . . . 487, 523

Mackerel, curious habits of ... . 251

Madder 409
Maggot, onion, remedy for ... - 34
Manure, special, 35 ; sheds for, 41 ; liquid, 65,

101, 106, 156, 159, 230,304; mixing, 131;

fish for, 167; how to apply, 2.33, 242, 254,

258; doubts about, 269 ; hen, 280
;
granite as.

a, 349 ; bone for turni]is, 363 ; concentrated,

396 ; how to save and make, 406 ; sawdust as

a, 482 ; chip, for mulching trees, 482 ; and its

uses, 515; hog 558
IManuring in hill 541

Marl)lc, Vermont 143
Matches, friction 358
Matrimony and money 264
Matter, organic and inorganic .... 105

Meadow, cranberry, 167; manure for, 258; bog,

reclaiming 421, 494

Meal, corn, and flour 311

Meat, effect of heat on 330
Metlicine, giving ...... 454
Melon, how to raise .... 151,262
Men, on the Pacific, 301 ;

young, 502 ; complex
beings 513

Meteorology 213
Middlesex-, North, cattle show, 509 ; county
show 519

Milk (Milking), art of, 39, 47; and butter, .54;

measure of, 148, 197, 207, 216; and native

stock 247



VI INDEX.
Page

Millet, culture of .... 277,311,437
Mistake, my friends 522

Moles, utility of 332
Moon, surface of 11

Mowing, machine, 1 24 ; scythe and machine . 1 70

Muck, peat and crops, 195, 200 ; and ashes, 214
;

preparation of, 305 ; the mother of the meal
chest, 333 ; meadow, 257; use of . . . 493

Music, old church , 416

N,

Nature, the work of mind .... 500
New Hampshire, things in, 68 ; Ipswich, New,

notice of 4G8
North Carolina, farming in . . . .331
Nova Scotia, affairs in 388
November, traits of 489
Nuts for a farmer's son to crack . . . 492
Nutriment in various substances . k_ • 38

O.

Oats, what made of, 73 ; and corn, 180, 212 ; and
carrots, and relative value of 22

Ocean, profusion of life in .... 96
October and its suggestions . . . .441
Oliio, income of 347
Oil in sunflower 215
Oliver, Gen. H. R., address of ... 373
Onion, maggot, remedy for, 34, 180; and to-

mato, 285 ; seed and brine, 511; top . . 528
Orchard, plowing and manuring, 131

; young,
what to do in a, 216 ; how to treat an old . 253

Order . 399
Owl, the 374
Oxen, hauling in, 19; the old .... 74
Oysters 526

Paint, milk ^

Papers, agricultural, use of ... .

Parsnips, for milch cows, 115, 312 ; and carrots
Pasture, in Cheshire Co., N. H., 118; old, 130;

about the Monadnock, 223 ; what manure for,

231 ; improving 294,
Patent Office, doings at, 364 ; reports
Peach, grafting the, 499 ; fine ....
Pearlash 109,
Pears, several excellent, 15, 232; list of best

varieties, 244 ; a few words about, 326 ; trees,

jn-uning, 511 ; culture of the

Peas, bugs in

Peat, muck and crops, 195 ; and muck
Pepper, 246 ; mountain sweet .

Peppergrass among cucumbers
Phosphates, their use ....
Pickles and tomatoes ....
Pies, mince, without meat, 54 ; fruit

.

Pine, cultivation of the, 217, 222; and .sand
knolls, 258

;
pitcli, culture of . . .

Pipe, water, 248, 310; material for, 258; stone
Plants, migration of, 96 ; hybrid, 287 ; food of,

307 ; mixing of, 438
;
protect your tender

Plaster, use of^ 253, 268 ; or gypsum
Plow (plowing) the double, 223; time to,253,

387, 397 ; deep, 234, 389 ; orchards, 234 ; foil,

395 ; .steam, 503, 527 ; side-hill

Plum, Lawrence favorite. Purple Gage, 168;
Imperial Gage, Princess Imperial Gage,
Smith's Orleans, 169, 320 ; save the, 290 ; dis-

ease of, 423 ; and curculio, 438 ;
grafting the

plum .... . . 499,

100
94

180

478
552
511

270

523
511

309
559
202
85

498
488

288
316

538
367

529

528

543

. 528
. 570
. 576

167, 328
. 226

Page
Ponds, of honey, 13; fish in artificial . . 474
Potasli 112
Potatoes, great yield of, 54, 104, 130; do they
mix, 102, 167, 291, 321, 337, 346; English
lapstone, 121, 134 ; for seed, 178 ; sweet, 221,
308 ; experiments with, 227 ; to be planted,

242, 301 ; for planting, 263; small, 316; and
lime, 487 ; State of Maine, 529 ; Irish .

Poultry, annual value of, 88 ; rearing, 250

;

breeds of, 352, 407 ; facts about, 515 ; how to

send to market ....
Press, Hay, Dederick's Parallel Lever
Prospects
Pruning
Publishers, agricultural

Pumpkin, seeds, effect of on cows, 510; and
vines 559

R.

Rain, effect of on fish, 444 ;
power of . . 524

Rake, a short tooth 261
Rams, hydraulic 254
Randolph, John 344
Raspberry, Catawissa, 228 ; Brinckle's Orange, 481
Rat, and sparrows 343
Reading, a preventive of dotage ... 87
Recipes . 56, 104, 152, 296, 392, 440, 487, 536
Recollections 549
Redwood, the giailt 145
Refrigeration 339
River, in the Pacific 511

Rods, lightning 21

Roofs, whitewashing, 168, 199, 303; painting . 200
Root crops, 15, 180; culture of . 227, 295, 407
Rose, cuttings of the, 366 ; red spider on . . 247
Rothschilds, wealth of the . , . .93
Rubber, wlien to wear India .... 64

Rules and laws 55
Rural economy of the British Isles, 117, 123,

159, 164, 177, 186, 194, 205, 238, 252, 259,

276, 302, 322, 361, 381, 426, 458
Ruta bagas 180

Rye, etc., nutriment in, 38, 53 ; and wheat crops 215

S.

Salt under Niagara Falls, 41 ; medical use of,

357 ; use of 405
Sawdust . . . . . . . .159
School, State Reform, 149; Luther's, 390 ; a
Turkish . 439

Science and the farmer 348
Scion, a thrifty....... 552
Sea, the open Polar, 91, 563 ; water and a cotton

shirt, 349 ; waves and sicknee-s . . . 458
Season, the, 388 ; in New Hampshire, 477 ; and

crops 486
Seed garden, 30 ; from Patent Office, 405

;
gath-

ering clover, 442 ; time, 454 ; time to attend to 509

September 393

Shaker farming in Kentucky .... 562

Sheep, winter management of, 48, 53 ; stall-feed-

ing, 55 ; Southdown, 186 ; to kill ticks on,

215, 247, 258, 279 ; valuable, 247 ; shearing,

255 ; on small farms ..... 559

Shingles, boil in lime and salt, 216; to preserve

them 343,369
Sliows, National and State, 437 ; Hampshire

Cattle 569

Sit upright 439

Skins, how to dress with fur or wool on . . 456
Snake, combat with a 148

Snow, benefits of, 225 ; the . . . .518
Soap 432



INDEX.

Society, Ilillsboro', Co., N. 11., 16 ; U. S. Ap.,

39, 109, 228, 327, 476, 485 ; Worcester North,

71; Essex, 73; N. Y. State, 60; officers of

175; pomological, Amei'ican . . .195
South, notes from the 173

Soil, garden, 70 ; night, fras lime . . 187,307
Sparrow, song, 320 ; and the bee . . . 403

Spider, red, on roses 247

Sports, country 536

Squash, .53 ; winter, 200; Hubbard . 281, 346, 486

Squirrel, striped, 84, 214, 241, 327 ; navigation 371

Starch, corn 274

Stock, butter, 36 ; feeding, 69 ; fancy, 93 ; on
raising, 132; improvement of, 235; native,

and milk, 247 ; in U. S., 327 ; care of, 402
;

vegetables cooked for, 437 ; native, 285, 288
;

management of, 498 ; keep more . . . 563

Stump-puller, a new 497
Straw, how to use 231

Strawberry, the, 389, 398, 406 ; set out in Aug.
or May' 437,479

Stoves, air-tight 146

Subsoiling vs. draining 222

Sugar 476
Summer-house, a small, 132

;
plan for a cheap 169

Sunflower, 180; seed for oil . . . .230
Swallow, clift', 330 ; barn, 404, 428 ; republican,

450, brumal retreat of, 470 ; vs. flies, 4S3 ; de-

parture of, 507 ; family .... 542

Sweet potato, slips 132

Swine, fine, Essex, 40, 53 ; carrots for, 91 ; fine,

92; large, 247; profits of fattening, 315;
feed for ....... 321

Symmcs' Hole 365

Telescope, Ross' . . ... . .431
Thinking and breathing 475
Thistles, Canada, to destroy . . . .131
Thompson, Zadock, biography of . . . 377
Thrush, the wood 545
Thursday, three in one week . . . .142
Ticks, how to kill 215, 552
Timber, time to cut, 130; powderpost in . .311
Toads, how they shed their skins ... 46
Tobacco, opinion of it 405
Tomato and onion, 285 ; and pickles . . 498
Tools, the farmer's 212
Transactions, Miussachusetts .... 379
Travel, incidents of 554
Trcadwell, John G. .

•
. . . . 432

Trees, apple, profits of, 12; pears, several ex-
cellent, 15, 55, 141, 167, 285, 511; fruit,

and mice, 25, 280 ; a new wash for, 26 ; a
singular, 47 ; fruit, how to get, 54 ; milk,

bread and butter, 77
;
pruning, 83, 438 ; ap-

ple, 102, 113, 142, 4.33; from seed, 113;
planting fruit, for others, 121; apple, 142;
of America, 14'J; peach, 167; tall, 167; on
an acre, 180; snow-bound fruit, 187; wliite-

washing, 200 ; fruit and shade, 266 ;
gir-

dled, 247, 289 ; lectures on their relations to

the atmosphere, 299 ;
plum, treatment of,

319, 367 ; love for, 350 ; salt on, 390 ; apple,

inquiries about, 4.33; shade, on roadside,

264 ; training and pruning, 265 ; sucker
plum, 282; will gas kill, 282; pear and
tomato, 285 ;

purchasing fruit, 292 ; and

Page
hedges, 295; fruit, 482; labels for fruit, 500;
too many shade, 507

;
pear, pruning . .511

Trotting courses on fair grounds . . . 477
Turnijis, are they good for sheep, 124; culture

of 290

U.

Universe, wonders of the 179
Urate 69
Urine 242

Ventilation 122
Vermin, to destroy 552
Vermont, Orleans Co., 160; crops in, 390, 437

;

things in, 444 ; State Fair, 482 ; letter from 550
Veterinary Journal 148
Vine, grape, grafting the, 215; hop, 325; a

profitable, 395 ; barren grape, 398 ; how to

protect a grapo 511

Vinegar, animal 272
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CALENDAR FOR JANUARY.
"Season of crackling nuts and pippins pale,

Of frosted cider and wild popping corn,

Of cheerful hearths with glowing embers piled,

Of honest labor in his blessed home.*********
O, Winter though thou bearest on thy brow

The tempest-scar and icy touch of death,

Still do I love thee, for beyond thee, Hope

A brighter world presents to reason's eye.

Where the Archangel sings his morning song

—

The heavenly sky-lark at the gate of day."

American Seasons, by Jesse E. Dote.

i
ANUARY, with his icy

hand, unfolds the

])ortals through

which we look, as

it were, down the

vista, and behold

Winter, with its

storms of snow and

sleet; its snow-

banks sparkling in

the bright sunlight, or reflec-

ting back the chaste glitter

of the full orbed moon ; its

gaiety and its gloom; its

merry sleigh -rides, rushing,

with silver bells, over the pol-

ished road-way ; its weai-y

and worn pedestrian, bufl'et-

ing the driving, drifting storm, and

seeking a shelter which, perhaps, he

shall never find short of another

world ; the happy former l)y his win-

ter fire, surrounded l)y "wife, children and friends"

—

all these, in our mind's eye we see, with a hundred

other thmgs common to the season of rest, of fes-

tivity and mirth.

Yes, the season of rest—for, like night to the

toil-worn man comes winter U^ the toil-worn earth :

—faithfully has she labored from April to Novem-

ber—"seedtime and harvest'' has she given, and her

abundance has been jioiired into the lap of man.

Her night of rest has come, and in the glorious

Springtime, will she arouse herself again, and again

pour forth her abundance ; and so shall it ever be,

for the Lord said, "While the earth remaineth, seed

time and harvest, and cold and heat, and summer

and winter, and day and night shall not cease."

And while the earth thus resteth, the husband-

man enjoys the fruits of his summer labor. He has

something to do, however, besides eating and drmk-

ing and making himself men-y, for Winter has her

appropriate labors as well as ' summer, and not by

any means the least is that of study. In the days

of long ago, when the only knowledge possessed by

the Farmer was that which he had learned from

his father, and when asked why he did thus and so,

it was sufficient justification to him to say, because

the same was done by my father and my grandflither,

no study was necessary. Farming then descended

very much as the "good name" so happily expressed

in the song,

"The farm that I now hold * * *

Was the same that my grandfather tilled.

He, dying, bequeathed to his son a good name.

Which unsullied dcj'cended to me.

For my son I've preserved it unblemished with shame,

And it still from a blot shall be free."

It is very well—excellently well—to have a good

name thus descend, but to have an old wooden

plow-share, that it would take three yoke of oxen

to haul through ordinary tillage land, two men on

the beam to keep it in, and a man with a hoe to

follow, and turn over the sward, descend from gen-

eration to generation, istiot quite so iveU ! We are

of those who believe in imj)rovement, and we be-

lieve too, that most of the astonishing improvement

that has been made in f;\rming, within the past

quarter of a century, is due to the improvement in

farming utensils—especially in plows, cultivators

and seed-planters—and to the many agricultural

journals and books, which have sprung up all over

Christendom, and we are not certain but among

the "rest of mankind," and enabled practical men

to hold intercourse with each other, though situated

miles and miles asunder. Thanks ! thanks to the

mechanics, for their agency in the good work.
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Yes, study is one of the—we said labors, perhaps

recreations would be a more proper designation

—

but be it what it may, no man in these days can be

a "tip-top" farmer without study ; and while he stud-

ies he compares. To illustrate. A farmer plants cer-

tain land with corn ; the crop does not answer his ex-

pectations. He supposed he had chosen the most-

proper soil, and had done all that he thought nec-

essary to insure a good crop. What was the trou-

ble ? That there Avas a "screw loose somewhere"

which had let the bottom out of that crop he was

certain, but where, and how to find it is the ques-

tion. The winter evenings come on, he says to

himself, "now 1 will make a thorough examination

of the jVeu) England Farmer, and my books, and

see if I cannot ascertain what was the reason I did

not get a better crop of corn off that ten-acre lot,

that I took so much pains with last season."

So he proceeds to examine ; he finds that certain

kinds of manure are peculiarly adapted to certain

formations of soil, while the same manures used on

other formations, have little or no effect. "And
this," says he, "is my error. I have not appHed the

proper manure to that particular soil ; next summer
I shall know better," and then profiting by his ex-

amination of the subject, he obtains one of the best

crops in the vicinity.

We beheve the prejudice which existed some
years since against "book-farming" has nearly died

away, and farmers have now learned that a man
can no more be an excellent husbandman without

the study of books, than he can be a Clergyman,

Lawyer or Doctor.

We recently spent a few days at the house of a

friend who glories in being a tiller of the soil. His

barn was well filled with hay and grain—under-

neath was a large root-cellar, clean, ventilated, and
lighted, and still another, new and warm, where his

fat porkers were enjoymg all the luxuries of hog-

dom, among the fallen leaves, used-up horse-bed-

ding, decayed weeds, &c., &c.; his house cellar was

amply stored with as fine a lot of potatoes, apples,

turnips, and other of the products of his land, as we
have seen for many a day. Abundance was all

around him ; he had been .successful even beyond
his expectations,—and his farming was chiefly

learned from books. We desired to write a letter,

and so said to our friend. "There," said he, point-

ing into a room which many would dignify with the

name of library, "is where I do both my Avriting and
my studying ; it is at your service." And there we
found a comfortable writing-desk, with all the mate-
rials for writing, in the most perfect order, and di-

rectly over the desk a large book-case, holding, say,

from one to two hundred volumes of the best books
on farming that could be procured. There was no
mystery in our mmd why our friend was a success-

ful farmer. Those books told the story.

Although winter is the time for the farmer to stu-

dy, it is also the time for him to make preparation

for the coming Spring. If the handle of a plow

happens to be broken, do not wait till the day comes

for using it, before either mendmg it yourself or em-

ploying some other person to mend it for you. Win-

ter is a capital time to repair broken tools, and no

one can better appreciate the old adage that a

"stitch in time saves nine," than the farmer.

We never shall forget the tantrum into which a

farmer of our acquaintance once got, just for the

want of a simple iron ring. He had a few tons of

as good herds grass as any one would desire to see,

just ready to go in, when the western heavens be-

gan to be obscured with the blackest kind of com-

ing shower. All was hurry and bustle, of course,

the oxen were yoked and attached to the hay-cart

in double quick time, the men and boys were all

on the qui vive, the rakes and forks were thrown

on, and away all Avent upon the run, about half a

mile, to the hay field. One large fork with which

to pitch on the hay, was taken along, and none

other at all suitable for that purpose. Tom was on

the cart to lay the load, the stout hired man was to

pitch on, and the farmer and one or two boys were

to rake after. Two or three cocks were pitched on,

and the prospect was fair that at least one large

load would be got home dry, when lo, crack went

the end of the fork handle, just as its holder was

about heaving up a large forkfull, and while the

handle went uj) with a jerk, the shining iron was

left in the hay ! The handle was spUt up about a

foot,—and there stood our friend, looking the very

picture of despair, while he exclaimed, "There now,

didn't I tell you to go and get a ring put on to

that fork handle before it was used again—didn't I,

and why upon earth didn't you do it ? And now,

here we are, and every spear of this hay will be

just as wet as muck before we can get another

fork." We all did the best we could—but our

main stay was gone—and the consequence was that

up came the shower before the load was half on,

and hay, men, cattle, and all concerned were

drenched by one of the worst pouring showers it

was ever our lot to be out in.

If that farmer, instead of trusting to Tom, Dick

and Harry, to have that ring put on, had done it

himself, he might have saved his hay dry, and we
might all have escaped a soaking that, if it did not

make any of us sick, might have done so, and en-

tailed a physician's bill sufficient to piu'chase all the

forks in a good-sized agricultural warehouse !

This, then, is one of the months in which to see

that every pitch-foi'k has a ring on it to prevent it

from splitting—every rake has all its teeth in

—

every hoe is well fast,pned to its handle, &c., &c.

Besides study and work, the farmer will find am-

ple time to be merry, and to enjoy his winter holi-

day, and we Avish him—we use the words as appli-

cable to all our readers—A Happy New Year.
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Our Initial Letter for January is indicative of an

important item of business for the month. iVfter

an abundance of genuine, heart-felt good nature in

the family, perhaps there is no one tiling which

adds more to its comfort than a plentiful supply of

good fuel, well prepared, and conveniently housed.

It sorely tasks the temper of the mother and

daughters to be obliged to coax and puff and blow

either wet or green wood into a generous flame,

when the morning is biting cold, and the children

are to l)e made ready for school, or the men to

take an early start for the woods or the market.

It is a matter of economy, too, to burn dry

wood. Now is the favorable time to set this mat-

ter all right.

Care of Stock.—Constant and kind care of

stock is something hke frequent hoeing to a corn

crop. The hoeing keeps the soil light, and suscep-

tible of receiving valuable influences from the at-

mosphere, and thus saves manure. So frequent

carding, and careful watering and feeding, saves

hay and roots and grain, and gives you a larger pro-

duct of milk and flesh than could be obtained on

even a larger amount of feed, without the extra

care. It is well to remember, too, that shelter and

warmth supply the place of food, in some degree.

Sheep.—Feed them on clover hay, if convenient,

and make it convenient for them to go under cover

at will.

Calves.—Examine your cattle—but especially

yom- last spring calves—and see if vermin have at-

tacked them. If so, a little warm lard or oil rub-

bed close to the skin about the roots of the tail, the

head and neck, will soon destroy them. Cattle

cannot thrive while feeding a little army of depre-

dators.

Snow.—Bank the house well with snow and the

wood-pile will last longer.

Jan'UARY—the Month of good wishes, new ])lans

and new hopes—let us all start right in it, in every

particular ; tlie resolution of all so to do, may be

wonderfully strengthened by a careful perusal of

the Life of the late Amos Lawrence.

Surface of the ^Ioon.—^The Earl of Rosse,
who has recently completed the largest telescope
ever made, alluded, at a late meeting in London to
its effects. He said that, with respect to the moon,
every object on its surface of 100 feet in height was
now distinctly to be seen ; and he had no doubt
that, under very favorable circumstances, it would
be so with objects GO feet in height. On its surface
were craters of extinct volcanoes, rocks and masses
of stones almost innumerable. He had no doubt
that if such a building as he was then in were u])on

the surface of the moon, it would be rendered dis-

tinctly \isible by these instruments. But there
were no signs of hal)itations such as ours—no ves-
tiges of architecture remain to show that the moon
is, or ever was inhal)ited by a race of mortals simi-

lar to ourselves. It presented no ajjpearauce which

could lead to the supposition that it contained any-

thing lilve the green fields and lovely verdure of

this beautiful world of ours. There was no water

visible—not a sea or a river, or even the measm-e

of a reservoir for supplying town or facto rj-

—

seemed desolate.

WIND AND RAIN,
Hattle the windows, winds '.

Rain, drip on the pane !

There are tears and sighs in our hearts and eyes

For the life we live in Tain I

The gi-ay sea heaves and heaves,

On the dreary flats of sand
;

And the blasted limb of the church-yard tree

Shakes like a ghostly hand I

The dead are engulfed beneath it,

Sunk in the grassy waves
;

But we have more dead in our hearts to-day

Than the earth in all her graves !

Putnam's Magazine.

WATEKBURY WILLOW ESTABLISH-
MENT.

Feeling a deep interest in the i)artial experiments
now in progress for the introduction of the basket
willow into this State, we recently paid a visit to

the willow plantation of Mr. Erastus Parker, of
Waterbury ; and we confess om- gratification of wit-

nessing, not only the remarkable beauty of his grow-
ing crop, but the completeness of his triumph in

demonstrating the practicability of adding this prof-

itable crop to our other Vermont products.

Mr. Parker's plantation consists, at present, of
about four acres, located on the banks of a small
mill-stream. About one-eighth of this was planted
two years ago last spring, and is now biu-dencd with
its third crop, Avhich stands, on an average, perhaps
six and a half feet high, and will yield at the rate of
three tons per acre. Two acres were planted one
year ago, the willows being about fi\e feet high, and
yielding a ton and a half per acre. And the re-

maining nearly two acres were planted last spring,

the willows only reaching the height of three or
fom- feet, and not being generally used for any oth-

er purpose but for cuttings for planting, -with wliich

Mr. Parker proposes, at a moderate price, to fur-

nish all who are desirous of going into the culture.

The lowest market price of the A^illow is now $130
per ton, and the whole cost of cultivation, gather-

mg and preparing for market, does not exceed $30
per ton, and with the aid of Mr. Colby's successfully

operating peehng machine, this can be done for

much less. Indeed, we have become satisfied that

an acre of willows, at least, after the first planting,

can be ])roduced with very nearly the expense of an
acre of corn ; wliile the jjrofit, after tlie second year,

as can be reatlily calculated by the above statement

of what Mr. Parker has actually accomplished, will

be ten fold greater than one coulil reasonably ex-

pect from one of the ordinary products.

The success, then, of the experiment for cultiva-

ting the l)asket willow in Vermont must be consid-

ered settled ; and our farmers have only to avail

themselves of the exam])le now before them to re-

alize profits of which before they had no conception.

Much information, however, is needed before the
business can be entered on understandingly.

Green Mountain Freeman,
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For the Neto England Farmer,

TRANSPLANTING APPLE TREES.
THEIR M,\NAGEMENT AND PROFITS.

Mr. Editor :—Knowing that you will accept

communications for insertion in your paper that

will be of interest to the farming communit}> I

Every one having young trees, should have a good
pruning-knife and saw, so that when the proper
time comes, he may give the tree its right shape

and form, removing all Hmbs that may cross and
chafe each other, giving it the form of an inverted

umbrella as near can be.

When any one has planted an orchard, he should

thought I would write and make a few suggestions
j

not get discouraged, but work with a will, and
under the above heading, from a little experience I

keep the ground in good tilth among the trees, as

I have had in the business. jit is in the kitchen garden. He should not be sat-

in the iirst j)lace, all those who have it in con- 1
isfied with a few inches growth made in a year, but

templation to plant trees for an orchard, should se- as far as lies in liis power, make a growth of from

lect a good location, which should be land of a

gravely loam, sloping to the south as near as can be,

and if a little stony so much the better. Dig your
holes for the reception of the trees, at least twice

as large as -Hill be occupied by its roots ; a rod
from the fence and a rod and a half to two rods

apart each way in straight lines, according to the

dimensions of the field. The trees to be planted

should be of good size, two years from the bud,

with handsome, straight trunks, and the Hmbs
branching out four or five feet from the ground.

It would be well to procure the best, as in the end
they are the cheapest. With the help of an assis-

tant to hold the tree in a perpendicular position,

proceed to place the roots in a straight Hne from
the tree ; then put some fuie mould underneath
and around the small roots and fibres, leaving no
place not filled up as it should be ; and pressing

the dirt gently down with the foot. See that the

trees are set in straight Hues both ways, so as to

show some taste, as well as for profit ; for there is

something pleasing to the eye of a person passing

by, to see them coming into line in several direc-

tions. After a person has set his trees he should

take especial pains not to have them injured in any
way whatever, when working his cattle among them,
by breaking the Hmbs, jamming oft' the bark and
disturbing the roots.

Having been to some labor and expense of pur-

chasing the best trees and planting them, he should

keep an eye on the best course to be pursued as re-

gards then- management. Now what is to be done
to insure success ? Why simply the observance of

a few rules that .must be strictly adhered to. First,

the ground among the trees should be kept in cul-

tivation every year with some kind of hoed croj)

;

and be liberal in the appHcation of some good ma-
nure, spread on and Avell worked in with the plow
and harrow. The trees should be washed every

year with strong soap-suds to keep the bark smooth
and healthy and free from moss. I would here

caution people against a wash for trees that I once

used, which was from a recommendation I saw m
some book or paper, and that was a pound of pot-

ash to two gallons of water. After I had washed
about a dozen trees it had eaten through the skin

of my fingers, and so I reduced it with more water.

It also turned the bark of the trees white, which
can be seen to this day.

Now as to the best time of the year to trim trees,

there are as many minds as can be imagined. Some
think the wmter is the best, because they have
more time to attend to it. That should not be any
reason why we should take such a time for the
work, as the bark gets discolored below the wounds
occasioned by the removal of Hmbs, and induces

decay. The time in my opinion to trim trees, is

in the month of June, when the wounds will speedi-

ly heal, and be the least detrimental to the tree.

one to two feet ; and he ynW have the satisfaction

in being rewarded for liis labor at a day not far dis-

tant. No man can give too much of his time, or

bestow too much care upon his trees. It is the

great secret in bringing them to perfection. What
satisfaction and delight it must be to the owner of

an orchard in full bearing, to see his trees, reared

by his own hands, bending under their loads of

fruit, rewarding him for his toil and labor, in profit

and pleasure !

In regard to the profits of raising fruit, it must
be admitted I think, that it is more profitable than

anything else a farmer can raise. The crops raised

among the trees while they are growing, will more
than pay the expenses of their culture ; and after

they have come into bearing, nothing need be done
but to keep the ground plowed every year. The
prices that good apples usually sell at, will keep in

ratio with the population at least for the next half

century. J. Underw^ood.
Lexington, JVov., 1855.

Remarks.—Mr. Underwood is a good farmer,

and understands the business he is discussing. If

we mistake not he has taken some of the first pre-

miums for oi'charding in Middlesex County. Will

he be kind enough to give us his reasons, why land

"sloping to the south," is better than any other as

a location for an orchard ? The reader will not

fail to observe the effect of a wash of potash water,

even of the reduced quaHty of a pound to two gal-

lons of water.

THE SENSE OF SIGHT IN BIRDS.

We copy the following interesting chapter, per-

haps from the pen of Prof. De Vere, from Put-

nam's Monthly for November

:

Audubon has written an anmsing book, I had al-

most said of fables, called Ornithological Biography.

By a number of cruel experiments, he has jjroved

to his own entii'e satisfaction, and that of many oth-

ers, that vultures are led to their food by the sense

of sight alone ; the sense of smell, which they were
supposed to possess in an exquisite degree, afford-

ing them not the slightest assistance. His experi-

ments prove quite too much for his purpose, for

they equally deprive the j^oor birds in question of

both sight and smell. It is certain that this bird

possesses both senses in great perfection, and equal-

ly certain that neither nor both are the sole means
it employs for obtaining its food. Though the

senses in animals are the means of obtainuig them
food, they are not the sole means, as we very well

know.

It is a most curious question, and well worth
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more attention than it has ever yet received. For
want of a better explanation, we usually say there is

an instinct that enables animals to find their food.

Many c;o from great distances directly to it.

In disputinn; about the com])arative value of the

senses of sight and smell in birds, authors notice a

much more curious fact,—tlie great power birds

possess of altering the focal length of their eyes.

To see equally well an olyect at a distance of many
miles, and a minute seed or insect an inch from the

bill, may well amaze us. Observe the first person

of your acquaintance you meet, who happens to

wear spectacles. If he looks at an object ncai him,

he looks through his glasses ; if at a more distant

one, over them. Go to a practical optician and de-

sire him to construct an instrument that will enable

you to do what birds are constantly doing in this,

and he will, most lilvely, tell you the thing is im-

possible.

Man probably surpasses birds in extent of vision,

as much as birds surpass man in sharpness. Ross,

in his voyage to Baffin's Bay, proved that a man,

under favorable circumstances, could see over the

surface of the sea, 150 miles. It is not probable

that any animal can equal this for extent. In

sharpness of sight, on the other hand, birds greatly

excel us. The eagle, soaring at such a height that

he seems a mere speck, sees the grouse walking in

the heather, which it so closely resembles in color

as readily to escape the sportsman's eye. Schmidt
threw to a considerable distance from a thrush a

number of beetles, of a pale grey color, which the

unassisted human eye failed to detect, yet the bird

observed them immediately. Many birds readily

perceive insects on branches where the sharpest

sighted person can detect nothing.

The eyes of birds are remarkable for their great

comparative size, the great convexity of the cornea,

and for having the sclerotic coat formed anteriorly

to a circle of bony ])lates. The optic nerves are

very large, and unite so intimately as to appear
perfectly incorporated. The iris is exceedingly

contractile—as all may have observed who have
watched a liird dving. Birds do not expire with

GEORGIC ABOUT TREES.

Extract from a "Georgic about Trees," read before the Young

Men's Association at Elmira, N. Y., by Prof. Edwaed Noeth,

of Hamilton College :

Trees furnish us with timber, fuel, fruit

;

Yet not for this alone, I bless their suit.

They have their language, sympathies and voice

;

With hearts that leap for joy they can rejoice,

And mourn with mourning hearts ; it happy thought,

Or hope, or love returned, or good deeds wrought

With softest sunshine fill your soul and eye,

To all this sunshine woods give glad reply.

These joys, for which tongue hath no utterance,

Are voiced in music by the streamlet's dance
;

Feeling that struggle at your lip for words,

From smiling trees are syllabled by birds
;

Or should bereavement, pain, ingratitude,

People your breast with sorrow's sullen brood

Of wretched thoughts, and human accents rasp

Your wounded spirit, and the proffered grasp

Of friendship's hand peems icy cold and hard,

—

With no such rudeness will your peace be marred.

When to the hushed and twilight grove you wend,

For friendship's self without the selfish friend.

From whispering leaves, and insect's hum, and grass

Fragrant beneath your footsteps there shall pass

Such soothing influence to your breast, that ere

Your griefs are told they turn to holiest cheer.

For the New England Farmer.

HONEY PONDS.
THE DAY OF HUMBUG STILL COXTINUES.

Mr. Editor :—Not long since,seeing an advertise-

tisement in the Traveller, to the effect, that if any per-

son would address a letter to Messrs. H. T. J. & Co.,

New York, box so-and-so, inclosing four postage

stamps, by return of mail,Messrs. & Co. would inform

the person, of a way l)y which they could make five or

ten dollars per day, with scarcely any trouble, and

without leavino^ home, &c., &c. To me the adver-

tisement contamed upon the very face of it all the

elements of a perfect humbug. However, a young

friend of mine, being out of liealth and wishing to

find some method to occupy his mind, and if possi-

eyes open, as is the case with man and the lower
j
hie replenish his pocket, followed the directions of

animals, and when they are expiring, you may read-

ily observe the great power they possess of dilating

and contracting the pupil. The muscles, as in man,
are six in number—four straight and two oblique.

in many birds the eye-lxall possesses very little mo-
1)ility, and in some of the owls it is so closely fitted

into the orbit as to be immovable.
IIow the eye adapts itself to near and distant ob

the advertisement ; and, my dear ecUtor, what was

the result, think ye ? You begin to laugh, I know
you do; well, here it is, for the especial benefit

of all young men out of health, and the would-be-

humbugged pul)lic in particular. A circular was re-

turned, in whicli the young man was informed that

if he would again address Messrs. H. T. J., (K: Co.,

inclosing five dollars, thev would inform him of a

jy. Three explanations have been ottered. 1.

brinefiny: forward the crystaline lens nearer to

jects is one of the most abstruse questions in pliysi-j method to make honey ! ! as good, if not better,

than any bee in tlie United States or anywliere else

could do ; indeed, bees could be dispensed with al-

together, and their manufactory was attended with

considerable trouble, and the bees themselves a

nuisance about one's premises. A short extract

from the circular :

—

"One himdrcd and fifty per cent, can be made

ui)on the sale of the articles, and that, too, when
sold at a less cost than the honey made by bees. It

c:ui be made in small quantities for 6 cts. per lb.

Upon the receipt of 25 cts., I will send you a small

pot containing a sample of the honey made from

this recipe, Sec, Sec. \ man can make one liundred

pounds m twenty minutes, with Imt very little

troul)le. The honey, as manufactured by the new
process, has, also, the great advantage of being al-

ways fresh and in season—a thing utterly impossi-

olo

By
the cornea, without altering the form of the whole
eye or the crystalline itself. 2. By changing the

figure of the globe of tiie eye, so as to increase the

distance between the cornea and retina, as you pull

out the joints of a common spy-glass ; and, 3. With-
out altering the general form of the eye, l)y increas-

ing the spliericity of the crystalline, and thus in-

creasing its refractive ])ower. The first was the

opinion of Ilaller and the earlier physiologists. The
second, was ado])ted by Blumcnbach and many al)le

men. The third was the opinion of ],eweMhoek,
Descartes, and Dr. Young, and is, perliaps, tlie true

explanation. Sir iM'erad Home and Mr. Ramsden
performed many experiments to elucidate the ques-
tion, but they proved nothing.
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ble in the material made by bees—and will keep for

years." Indeed ! honey by this new process, I pre-

sume, can be made to flow freely in streams to suit

all over the land, and "the rest of mankind,"_for

little or nothing. Every man who feels a partilce

of philanthropy welling up in his bosom, can have a

small or large—as to that matter—pond of it near

his premises for the use of his household and the

"stranger within his gates," to dip out of and satisfy

his hunger, or his taste for honey, "manufactured by

the new process," superior to that of the industrious

and humble little bee. Verily the day of humbug
is not yet, and what comes next—echo answers next.

That a "fool and his money is soon parted" is as

true now as in the day of the wise man.
King Oak Hill, JVov., 1855. TiTYUS.

CEANBERRY CULTURE.
Many a sensible housewife has adopted the very

sensible opinion that preserves made sufficiently rich

to keep throughout the year, are but poorly adapted
to preserve the health of those who swallow them.
Cranberries, on the other hand, are fast gainmg in

public favor, as an article easily kept in its natural

state, quickly done up for an occasion, and afford-

ing an agreeable acid, not injurious but beneficial

to health. Hence, the increasing demand for them

;

and hence the probability that the price will not
fall in proportion, as the supply increases, but that

the consumption will keep pace with the supply,

and remunerating prices be maintained ; and hence
also, a reason for copying the following from the able

report of Charles L. Flint, Esq., Secretary of the
Mass. State Board of Agriculture.

—

JVash's Farmer.

"The cranberry may be propagated from the
seed, or from cutting, or by transplanting. The
first crop obtained from planting the seed will, or-

dinarily, be a year or two later than that produced
by -wild plants transplanted. It is, therefore, found
to be more profitable to transplant, except in one
or two sections of the State, where the interest in

transplanting has been so ^reat that $10 a square
rod is not an uncommon price for plants, where the
ground is thickly covered.

Where it is desired to propagate by slips, or cut-

tings, the usual practice is to gather a large quan-
tity of vines, and run them through a common hay-
cutter, until they are reduced to the length desired

—an inch or so—when they may be sown broadcast,

and harrowed in ; though it is considered best, on
some accounts, to sow in drills, and cover properly.

These slips very soon take root, starting from the
base of the leaves, and shooting up many rising

branches.

In case of cranberries growing wild, it is a com-
mon and well known practice to flow or cover them
with water, during the winter and early spring.

This is very desirable, if the sitution is such as to

allow it, though it is not generally considered es-

sential by those who have been most successful. It

is often useful where there are facilities for flowing,

to let the water remain a few inches deep till the
spring is well advanced, (some think till the first of
May, or even later,) to retard the blossoming till

there is no danger from frosts. Facihties for flow-

ing are desirable in the cultivation of cranberries
nbo ; and if the plantation could be so arranged as

'o flow very quickly, it might be of essential ser-

'ce, occasionally, during the spring and autumn.

As the cranberry, in its natural state, is more
frequently found growing in a low, wet swamp or

marsh, that kind of land is generally selected for its

cultivation. The mode of setting out the cranberry

in such a swamp, if we suppose it to be covered with

bushes and grass and surrounded by a sandy soil,

or in the immediate neighborhood of sand, would

be as follows : first, cut the bushes and pare off" the

surface turf to the depth of three or four inches, so

as to remove as far as possible, the roots of grasses

and bushes ; then level the whole, by filling in sand

to the depth of from two to fom- or five inches, ac-

cording to circumstances. It is desirable that the

surface of the sand should be raised but slightly

above the level of the water of the swamp, meadow,

or pond filled up, so that, by digging into the sand

with the hand or hoe, the water may be found with-

in two or three inches of the surface.

The plants should be taken up with the spade,

square turfs of the thickness of two or three inches,

this being the depth to which the roots generally

descend. When the ground has been leveled and

prepared as directed above, it will be convenient to

draw straight hues and set the roots about eighteen

inches apart one way, and one foot the other, in

small clusters of about five or six together, the

grasses taken up with them m the turf having fii-st

been removed from them. The practice of some
has been to set the turf, thus taken up, into the

row without remo\dng the grass ; but the vines are

so tenacious of fife that there is Httle danger of

their dying, even if all their natural earth is removed
from then- roots, and those who have followed this

method, have generally less trouble in the suljse-

quent cultivation.

Some prefer to set them in rows at a greater

distance apart, having the rows two and a half or

three feet, and the plants one foot in the rows. If

the sand is thick and loose, so as to make it im-

practicable to cultivate the vines and pull up the

weeds and grasses, on account of the danger of

starting the roots, the closer the plants are set the

better, since they will thus the sooner cover the

ground and get the advantage of the grasses.

Where it is intended to hoe the plants in such situ-

ations, a foot each way will ])robably be the most
convenient distance between the plants.

There has been some difference of ojnnion as to

the use of peat or sand after the incipient gi-ubbing

and paring has been done ; but the weight of o])in-

ion seems to be in favor of the sand, not because

the cranberry will not grow equally as well in peat,

but because the grasses growing so abundantly in

peat, increase the labor of cultivation. A somewhat
similar mode of procedure is sometimes adopted in

the case of ordinary low meadows or swamps. If

the meadow is covered with bushes, tussocks, re-

move the former with the grubber, cut the tussocks

oS level with the surface, when the vines, being

taken from another part of the meadow or else-

where, are set by first striking the hoe into the soil

and raising it slightly, when the roots are inserted

and pressed down with the foot.

Mr. Thomas H. Samson, of Plymouth, Mass.,

removed the whortle bushes and alders, tussocks

and tops of the soil, and early in the sj^ring set

about one-fourth with cranberry Aines without any
dressing. He continued annually for three years to

set the same quantity, a part of which he covered

with a dressing of gravel and soil about an inch In

thickness, and a part with sand and gravel, and
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sowed over the lot a bushel of cranberries, first

crushing them and mixing Anth sand. He finds no

beneficial efFect from the sand—finds his cranberries

do best where the peat or mud is deepest. He
sowed his cranberries from October to April. His

products were at the rate of 250 bushels per acre.

Has no faith in raising cranberries on dry soil.

Other experiments, however, show the practica-

bility of raising cranberries on upland. Mr. Rob-
erts' experiment embraced a tract near the foot of a

slope descending in a westerly direction. The ground

was })lowed eight inches deep, and harrowed ; light

furrows, three and a half feet apart, were run

lengthwise, and the sods were cut from the swamp,
carted on the upland, and placed three feet apart in

the rows, (though two would have been better,)

then carefully hoed and kept free from weeds for

two years. No water was supplied except that re-

ceived from occasional rains.

In the cultivation of cranberries, whether on up-

land or lowland, it is very important tliat the ground

should be entirely covered by the vines as soon af-

ter planting as possible, not only on account of the

great saving of labor, by thus preventing the growth
of grass and weeds, but also because ver}- little fruit

is commonly produced until the vines have thus

spread over the surface. At the end of thi-ee years,

the whole ground should be covered ; but in the in-

stances of upland culture referred to, it was not so,

though the plantation had been set there, at least

three or four years. Probably, if the roots had
been but twelve or eighteen inches apart, the re-

sult would have been different in this respect. As
it was, however, the yield in 1852 was one bushel

to the square rod, or one hundi'ed and sixty bushels

to the acre, when cranberries were selling readily at

$4 per bushel.

Far the New England Fanner.

ROOT CROPS.

Mr. Editor :—As much has been said of late to

encourage farmers to raise root crops for cattle, I

was induced to plant a small piece of ground to car-

rots the past season. The land on which they grew
had been plowed three years, producing tlie last

two years, crops of potatoes ; the year previous of

com.
It was of a hard and strong nature, manured at

the rate of twenty-five ox-cart loads to the acre,

spread and plowed in. The carrots were sown on

the 24th and 25th of April, in drills of about twenty

inches apart. They came up very uneven, so much
so, that I jjlanted the empty spaces with beets and

turnips. On the piece of land jiine rods in length,

by twelve in width, I harvested thirty-two bushel

baskets full of carrots, five of turnij)s, two of lieets,

and one of ])arsnips. This is at tlie rate of four

hundred and seventy-ibur bushels to the acre, a

small yield compared to some; but had the carrots

occupied all the ground sown, at a proj)er distance

apart, the yield would have been much larger, j)er-

haps double, as they grew to a very large size, some
weighing u])wards of four lbs. each. Even at this

yield, which is, perhaps, nothing more than an aver-

age, I consider the carrot cro]), taking into consid-

eration the land so\\ti, trouble and expense, more
profitable to me the present season than either the

crops of corn or ])Otatoes that grew adjoining in the

same field, whether designed for home consunipfion,

or to sell at market prices. V. E. Howard.
West Bridgewater, JVbvember, 1855.

Fur the New England Farmer.

SEVERAL EXCELLENT PEARS.

TVie frashington Pear is a fruit not extensively

knoMTi, but I have seen persons who have tasted it

the past season who consider it of rather more
agreeable flavor than the Bartlett, which is no mean
commendation. It is a native of Delaware, of me-
dium size, turbinate, rather full in the neck, of

lieautiful yellow ground, with a blush, thin skinned,

tender, juicy and delicious. In season a little later

than the Bartlett. The tree is an upright, hand-

some grower, and bears early, and the fruit is uni-

tVn-mly fair. If this pear were somewhat larger, it

would rival the Bartlett as a market fruit.

The Heathcot is a beautiful native fruit, and I

thmk bears an affinity to the St. Michael. Medium
size, stout, pale yellow, of very tender skin and
flesh, juicy, ^^•ith rather more of the champaign
flavor than the St. Michael. Ripe last of Septem-

ber, and ranks among the best, though not much
known. Cole says, "thrifty, hardy, but moderate

bearer."

The Andrews Pear is a peculiarly delicious fruit,

and although not so sweet as the Seckle, I prefer

it to that, for its singular and beautiful aroma. It

is rather later than the Bartlett, and is of mcreased

value on this account. It is a native fruit, and so

generally dissemmated that a formal description of

it is hardly necessary. Not so handsome as some
pears, being a pale yellowish green Avhen fully ripe,

yet its tenderness and freshness, juiciness and good
size, give it a very high rank. Several persons to

whom I had presented the Washington, Bartlett

and Flemish Beauty, pronounced the flavor supe-

rior to them all. Good grower and bearer, but re-

quires high culture.

The Flemish Beaidy is so well kno\vn, that

hardly any thing can be said of it except to praise.

Its flavor is not always first rate, but its great size,

early and heavy bearing will ever make it a great

favorite. A twig of this fi-uit was lately exhibited

at the annual show of the Massachusetts Horticul-

tural Society, but about eighteen inches in length,

having thirteen enormous pears upon it

!

The Louise Bon de Jersey is another pear of stand-

ard excellence, and possesses some admirable traits

which the Flemish Beany and many other excel-

lent pears do not. One' of these traits is its in-

crease in sweetness and goodness up to the stage of

decay—never being over ripe—a quality equalled

only perhaps by the Dix.

Among the many pears of the nm-serymen, but

few stand out prominently in the Boston market.

These are the old Jargonelle, the Bartlett, the

Seckle, the Bon de Jersey, the Flemish Beauty, the

Beurre ] )iel, the Andrews and the Duchess d'An-

gouleme. Some of these varieties sell from fifty cents

to two dollars per dozen, and the price does not

seem to come down witli the increased supply.

Some persons have a passion for raising nice j)ears,

while others have an equal passion for paymg a

good i)rice tor them. As yet, the Bai-tlctt seems to

be the most popular.

If the price of pears should keep up, a question

would present itself to the serious consideration of

the extensive and prudent farmer, who has hereto-

fore cultivated only winter apj)les, whether the

])lanting of jjear orchards—of^ dwarfs and stand-

ards—would not be a more profitable stroke of

husbandry than the planting of apple orchards?
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If we had as many good varieties of late pears as

we have of winter apples, and if they were as easy

to raise and send to market in bulk or barrels, no
reasonable farmer would hesitate. But we have
not, and circumstances alter cases. If good winter

pears is not an anomaly—or something akin to the

unnatural—why have we not more of them ? The
Lawrence, the Beurre de Aremberg, the Glout
Morceau, Easter Beurre, and some few others, are

said to keep well, but we find them ripe in the

middle of November, and I am inclined to thhik
only a very few of them could he kept in flavor till

mid-winter. However, if the regular farmer were
obliged to send his fall pears to market as they ri-

pened, with present prices, he would probably find

it more profitable than ajiple culture. As it is

now, the nurser}men and amateurs supply the
market, with but few exceptions.

West Medford, JVov. 16, 1855. D. w. l.

Fvr the Neto England Farmer.

ON DRAINING.
Mr. Editor :—A word on the subject of drain

ing. It is my opinion that formers have not yet

given this important subject sufficient conssidera-

tion. My neighbor Jones had several acres of low
wet land that produced only wild grass, which was
used for bedding or litter ; he was fearful if he
should cultivate it, the soil would all wash away in

freshets. Well, I bought a j)art of it, and dug or

trenched it from two to three feet deep, (as deep as

the muck was,) then dug a wide ditch, 5 feet wide,

on one side, for the brook to carry off the usual wa-
ter, and deep enough to drain the land below the

mud. On the other side, where there were power-
ful springs, I excavated a fish-pond about 50 feet

long and 40 feet wide, and about two feet below
the bottom of the muck, and a channel or drain

from that to the larger brook, of sufficient depth to

keep tlie pond dry if I chose, and made a flume at

the outlet of the pond so as to retain the water if I

chose, or drain it in wet weather. My pond was
soon filled with pure spring water, in which I put
gold-fish, perch, trout and brims about one hundred
and fifty, .all of which are doing well.

My land was as dry as any land in the place, and
produced more than three times as much corn, po-

tatoes, squashes, tomatoes, and melons than my old

land : it is perfectly mellow, and free from baking,

and dry enough to raise any kind of early vegeta-

bles. And this where cattle could not go without
getting mired before the meadow was drained. I

get two crops a year from this renovated land with-

out trouble, as it is so much more pliable to cul-

tivate than old land, and free from weeds. I would
not give an acre of it for four acres of old high
land to raise vegetables or grass.

Farmer Jones retained about three-quarters of

an acre above mine which he drained into my pond,
and into our deep brook, and filled his drain with
small stones and covered them over deep enough
to cultivate over, and his worthless bog at once be-

come good land to cultivate, and after ploAving it

several times, he raised in 1853 a good crop of cel-

ery, and in 1854 he raised potatoes enough to bring
him $200, and after digging his potatoes in August,
he sowed turnips which brought him at least one
hundred dollars, and all of this Avhere the hay crop
was not worth two dollars a year before draining.

Now if draining will produce such crop?, we are well

paid for our labor. Farmer Jones has tried other
bogs with equal success ; he is now draining his up-
land with blind drains to prevent it from drying up
and cracking, which he finds is of great use, espe-

cially in places where water stood late in the spring

—in fact most of our land would be better if

drained. Yours, S. A. Shurtleff.
Sprijig Grove, 1855.

For the New England Farmer.

GREEN CORN FODDER,
Mr. Editor :—Sir,—I have read the article of

your correspondent on green corn fodder in your

paper of this date (Vol. X, No. 46) with much satis-

foction ;—because it carries upon the foee of it the

evidence of an inquiring mind. Whether the

writer was prompted to write, by any thing 1 have

said on the same subject, in two former communi-
cations, about the time green corn was in condition

to be cut, I am not advised ;—but this is certain, he

has hit upon the right plan of determining, whether
or not it is worth cultivating for this jiurpose. It

is undoubtedly true, as he says, that "the rest of

mankind" generally considered it of great value,

and that some good farmers go so far as to say,

that they should not know how to get along with-

out it. This I have heard distinctly said this present

season, by the man who brings tlie butter weekly

used upon my table—and by his Mifc also, who un-

derstands dairy management better than any man
among us, and has earned more jjremiums for first-

rate butter than any lady within my knowledge.

But still, I agree with your correspondent, that the

question of the intrinsic value of green corn fodder
is not yet settled, and that it is a fair subject for

continued experiments ;—and as I have before sug-

gested, of specific premiums to be awarded by our

Agricultural Societies. Agricola.

Abv. 17, 1855.

To Measure an Acre of Ground.—In measur-

ing land, 30:^ square yards make one square rod,

and 40 square rods make one square rood, f >ur of

whioh, or 160 rods, make one acre. It is evident,

therefore, that 40 rods long by 4 rods wide will

make an acre. The same result may be arrived at

by measuring 229 feet in length and 198 feet in

width, or by measuring 734 yards in length, by 66
yards in breadth. To lay out an acre square, 209
feet on each side is the nearest foot that will make
an acre, being less than an inch each way over the

exact distance. 43,560 superficial feet, or 208
95-100 feet on each side, constitutes an acre of

ground.

0^1=* The annual meeting of the Hillsborough

County Agricultural and Mechanical Society was
held at Nashua on the evening of Oct. 2d, and con-

tinued by adjournment to the next evening.

The following named gentlemen were chosen

officers of the Society for the year ensuing

:

President—John M. Tyi.kr, Pelham.
Vice Presidents^ Hiram Munroe, Hillsborough ;

Isaac Kimball, Temple ; Samuel Little, Hollis ; P.

M. Rossiter, Milford.

Rec. Secretary—Moody Hobbs, Pelham.
Cor. Secretary—H. A. Daniels, MiUbrd.
Treasurer—David Stewart. Amherst.
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A HOUSE TO LIVE IN.

Few things are dearer to us through Ufe than the

memories of the old Homestead,—the house in

which we were born, the old familiar barn, the gar-

den and orchard, the pastures where \\c rambled,

—

the pleasant brooks where first we cast a hook for

the speckled trout, or the millpond tiiat bore us upon

its surface in our first nautical adventure, or where

our piscatory tendencies were developed, and the

roach and perch and voracious pike were the reward

of our patience and skill. So the memories of the

silent woods, or of their deep sounding bass in a

storm, or a look out from the hills, are indelibly

im]nessed upon the mind of those born and brought

up in the country. But there is another class of

recollections, more deeply seated than these, which

go to make up some of the purest enjoyments of

life, and which 'influence us in a greater or less de-

gree in all its varied duties and pursuits. It is the

recollection of our early associations with parents,

brothers, sisters, and neighbors,—intercourse with

the dearly-loved, when the heart waf? young, and

free, and susce])tible of impressions that cannot be

obliterated by time, or space, or care.

How important, then, that the House in which we

live, together with all its surroundings, should be of

such a character as to impart agreeable emotions

and impressions ; to leave upon the mind that is to

be called into the busy whirl of commercial affairs,

the anxious duties of professional life, or the unsat-

isfactory preferments, even, of political success, the

delightful recollections of youth, and home, and the

wholsome principles inculcated in well-ordered

households. Such early impressions are a sort of

capital, a bank upon wliich we may draw with pleas-

ure and i)rofit through life. Indeed, they often

mould the affections and lead them into a current

in which the whole character takes its course, and

l)ecomcs exemjjlary or pernicious as the early ten-

dencies have prevailed.

The influence of the physical home has been too

long underrated among our people. It has too

long been conceded that a roof over the head, a

floor beneath the feet, a fire-place and bed, were all

that was necessary for the comfort and hai)piness of

the family. Happily, these views are giving place

to those of a more comprehensive nature, and more
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in consonance with the progress which has been

made in almost everything which conduces to ele-

vate the moral and material condition of man.

There is one point, at least, which ought to be

well considered by everj' person who is about to

build—and that is as to what the general appear-

ance of the structure shall be. It is as easy, and

as cheap, to erect a building that shall have some

pretentions to architectural taste, and which shall

be attractive and pleasing to the eye, as to construct

it in violation of all rules, and render it a blotch

upon the natural beauties which may surround it.

In order to accomplish this the proprietor himself,

must possess some knowledge of construction, or

have before him some plan which he is Avilling to

adopt. Therefore, to be of service to those about

building, we propose to give, in the course of the

coming year, in our columns, such perspectives and

outlines of buildings as we think may be useful as

suggestions or as may be adopted in full.

The picture which we present above is rather as

an example of taste, than as such a house as would

be recommended for farm purposes. We shall,

however, give others, suited to the farmer's wants,

and which will have the merit of being constructed

at a cost coming within the means of most of those

who build, and at the same time, possessing such

conveniences and architectural proportions as will

make it a credit to its owner.

HUSK BEDS.

As each autumn has returned, for several years

past, we have advised all corn-growers to save their

husks for under beds, believing they are the very
best substance for this pm'pose that is or can be
used. They should be the inner husks, clean and
whole, and spread on some airy floor for a few days
in order that they may become perfectly dry. Then
they may be put into the ticks, and they will last

for many years. We have some of these under

-

beds noAv in our house which have been in use more
than twenty years ; and with an annual ventilation

and beating, by being emptied on a chamber floor,

and with a little replenishing Avith new husks, they

are now as good and lively as when new. The
husks had better not be stripped up as some have
done. This makes the substance finer and more li-

able to mat up. Let the husks be whole, and, dry-

ing in irregular shapes, they will retain those shapes

and lie Hvely in the bed for a long time. There is

a beard, or furziness, on each husk, that prevents

any insects crawling through the Ijeds ; consequent-

ly they are entirely free from vermin, of which
straw is apt to be full. They are, therefore, clean,

sweet and healthy. A good husk bed is equal to

the best mattress for summer use, and we have slept

in feather beds in winter not half so soft as these.

The best time to save the husks is when in the
act of husking the corn. By a little practice, the
husker will soon learn how to strip off" first the out-

side, coarse husks, and by another motion, seize the

inner ones, (removing the silks at the same time,)

and dropping them into a basket at his side. It

•will take a little longer to husk out a bushel of com

so, but the husks will most richly repay for the ex-

tra time. When this process has been omitted, it

will not be a great job to visit the husk pile after

the corn is removed, and by hand, pick out enough
of the clean, inside husks to make a bed. We con-

sider such a bed worth a five dollar bill. After

being made, there is no need of ever going after

straw with which to fill the under beds. The job

once done, is done for hfe.

—

Drew's Rural Int.

For the Neic En gland Farmer.

THE MOST NUTRITIOUS BREAD.
The various tissues of the body, as bone, fat and

muscle, are formed from certain elements contained

in the blood, and conveyed by it to the formative

vessels. These elements are obtained from the food,

and conveyed through the lacteal vessels into the

blood vessels. That food that suppHes most abun-

dantly all the elements needed to build up all the tis-

sues of the body, or which supplies them in propor-

tions best suited to the actual wants of the body,

must be the most nutritious,and must impart the most
strength and vigor to the frame. The bread in use

among us is chiefly made of wheat. In the process

of manufacturing wheat, it is separated into two

parts, the flour and the bran. We use the flour for

bread, and consign the bran to the use of the pigs

and other animals. The corn bread and the "rye

and Indian," upon which the former race of "hardy

New Englanders" were raised, is comparatively un-

known in the present generation. I propose to in-

quire whether the fine flour, of which our bread is al-

most wholly made, is capable of supplying in the

greatest abundance, those elements of which the va-

rious tissues of the body are formed.

According to Johnston's tables, one thousand

pounds of wheat meal contain of

Muscle material 156 lbs.

Bone material 170

Fat material 28

354 lbs.

One thousand pounds of fine flour contain of

Muscle material 130 lbs.

Bone moterial 60

Fat material 20

210 lbs.

Now if we subtract the tissue-forming materials

contained in fine flour, from those contained in

wheat meal, we find that one thousand pounds of

wheat meal contain 144 pounds more than one

thousand pounds of fine flour. These tissue-forming

elements are necessary to supply the waste that is

constantly going on in the system. The more rapid

is the waste from labor or exposure, the more nec-

essary are they to the animal system.

The Yankee who is always in motion, always in

a hurry, and by his incessant activity keeps up a

continual friction in his system, needs a large sup-

ply of tissue-forming material in his food. Linng
as he does upon flour bread, his l)ones are small, his

muscles are lean and tough as whip cords, and the

fat cells of his cellular membrane are almost wholly

destitute of ftit. His bread should be made of wheat

meal, and if to this were added a large per centage

of corn meal, which contains a larger proportion of

fat-making material, it would fill up his fat cells,

and render the contour of his whole frame less an-

gular and furrowed, and mcrease in him that embon-

point that contributes so much to the good looks of
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John Bull. When we live upon fine flour, we are

throwing away, every clay of our lives, a large part

of those elements of nutrition that are essential to

our strength and vigor. Is it any wonder then, that

our children grow up effeminate and dehcate ? In-

stead of being fed upon coarse bread, and sent into

the open air for exercise, by which their lungs imd
limbs may be expanded and developed, they are fed

upon the finest flour, and kept within doors in air-

tight houses, like plants in a hot-bed, and like them,

they wilt upon exposure. If regard to the health

of ourselves and our children, will not lead to a

change in this regard, I mi^ht at the present time,

when all bread-stufi"s are almost at famine prices,

appeal to the pockets of our countrymen, A thou-

sand pounds of wheat meal cost but about two-

thirds as much as a thousand pounds of fine flour,

and yet the former contains 144 pounds more of the

ver}" material which is most essential to our health

and vigor.

It has been slanderously affirmed that the most
sensitive nerve of the Yankee leads to his pocket.

Now I do not believe this, and yet his pocket nerve

is apt to respond rather quickly to the touch. If the

rough handling to which this nerve has been sub-

jected for the last year, shall lead him to look about

him and inquire how the greatest amount of the

necessary elements of nutrition can be obtained for

the least money, it may benefit him not only on the

score of economy, but also on that of health. And
the benefit to his children may be even greater than

that which he may experience in lumself. R.

Concord, J\tov. 13, 18o5.

ways with success. Take a strong cord, (a good
fish-line will answer,) and tie it to the end of the in-

side horn of each ox, short enough so they will

straighten the cord, before they can haul on the

yoke. They soon give up, and a few trials will

completely break them of the habit.—A Subscri-
ber.—Alexander, X.Y., Oct. 2.

—

Rural M'ew-York-
er.

"HAULING" IN OXEN.

Messrs. Editors :—In a late number of your
valuable ])aper, I find an inquiry for a remedy for

"Hauling" in Oxen.
Having dealt in and used oxen for the last twen-

ty years, I have frequently purchased those that

had become addicted to the vicious habit of "haul-

ing." The cause of this is perfectly simple, and the

remedy equally so. The cause of oxen hauling is

to be attributed uniformly to their having been
worked in too short a yoke. Hence the proper
remedy is to put on a longer yoke—say, for large

oxen, two feet between the inside bow holes, and
my word for it your oxen will not "haul" worked
in such a yoke. And here let me add, that it is

a great error among many of our best farmers, par-

ticularly in the western and more level portions of
our State, to work their oxen in too short a yoke.

It must be a])parent to ever}' observer, that they
will work much easier in a long than short yoke. I

have purchased a great many cattle of the very best

farmers in your county, and in the Genesee valley,

and have always noticed this defect in their yokes,

while in the central and more eastern portions of

the State, they are obliged to use longer ones. In-

deed, how would our Eastern or New England far-

mers plow on their hill-sides with a Monroe or Liv-

ingston Co. yoke on their oxen ? If oxen are ad-

dicted to "crowding," apply the short yoke.

If you deem this worthy of a j)lace in your paper
in answer to the inquiry of "K.," you are at liberty

to give it an insertion. E. Terry.
Walerville, .V. F., Od. 20, 1855.

Eds. Rural :—To prevent oxen from hauling, I

have seen the following tried several times, and al-

THE TOWN OF BILLERICA.

We have before us a well printed pamphlet of

one hmadred and fifty-two pages, giving an account

of the celebration of the Two Hundredth Anni-

versary of the incorporation of the town of Bil-

lerica. All the arrangements for the occasion were

made by the town, in its municipal capacity, and

were carried out in a liberal and comprehensive

spirit. Many gentlemen who were born in tlie

town, but who had become scattered abroad and

made their mark in the world, were gathered within

its hmits once more, and gladdened the occasion

with their presence and their words of wisdom.

Many ladies were also present, who returned to the

place of their nativity, or who accompanied their

husbands to celebrate this anniversary ; so that the

gathering was of the most social and hai)py char-

acter.

Col. John Baldwin was President of the day,

and, assisted by liis competent friends and neigh-

bors, directed the affair in a prompt and pleasant

manner, which was gratifying to all. A hymn was

read, composed for the occasion by Miss E. A.

Foster, one of the daughters of Billerica, after

which an admirable Address was dehvered by the

Rev. Joseph Richardson, of Ilingham. Then

followed a Poem, abounding with capital hits and

happy thoughts, by Daniel Parker, M. D., of

Billerica. After a short recess, the crowd gathered

around the amply spread table, and partook of an

excellent dinner.

The third regular sentiment was

—

"The Plow—
Its one share in a bank of earth is worth ten in a

bank of paper."

This, being strictly agricultural, and our response

being of the same character, we have no hesitation

in introducing it here, as follows :

—

Mr. President :—It is always gratifying to me
to speak of my favorite art—and it is particularly

so on such an occasion and before such an audience

as this. I call it an Art ; but it is not ])urely so,

because to be a good farmer requires some knowl-

edge of many of the sciences, as well as of the

Arts. The mechanic is greatly aided by strict

mathematical guides, and the professional man is

surrounded by forms and rules which lead him

along in the same course which others have trod

for thousands of years. But it is not so with the

farmer. There are few niles to guide him, and lit-

tle that he does at one time is positively reliable at

any other, because the circumstances imder which
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he labors are so variable. He enters his fields

with the great book of Nature open before him,

ample in her page, and full of interesting and im-

portant teachings ; but without many of those

helps, the effect of study and experiments of ages,

reduced to strictly arbitrary rules, and which, care-

fully followed, Mill produce a well-known result.

No man, therefore, needs a sound and ripe judg-

ment, a clear and comprehensive intellect, and a

general knowledge of mechanics, of the physiolo-

gy of plants and animals, of botany, of meteor-

ology, geology, and something of the laws of trade

and political economy, more than the farmer. The

manner of cropping his fields this year may not

precisely answer for the next, because the season

may be of a widely different character, and thus

require a different mode of treatment. He must

lean upon a well-balanced judgment, and the great

truths of Nature, stored up by experience and ob-

servation.

If I desired to pass an encomium upon Agricul-

ture, I might with propriety point to these substan-

tial homes around us, these churches and school-

houses, springing as they have, from the products

of your still fairer fields. Or I might contrast it

with that which sustained your ancestors nearly two

hundred years ago, when these roads were at best

but bridle paths, and your gardens and fields were

occupied by the grim forests, never lighted but by

the council fires of the Indians who occupied them

before you. These changes have been wrought

with carefulness and toil through long years of

economical industry, and a practice of the stern

virtues implanted in your bosoms by the noble men
and women whose memories you celebrate to-day.

What if one of the dwellings which stood on this

plain had been protected from the elements, with

all its household goods, its furniture, bedding, wear-

ing apparel, together with the means of travelling

which they then possessed, and could be visited

and seen by us to-day, would not your admiration

be tempered with gratitude to Him who has led you

along to these pleasant places, and crowned your

labors with peaceful abodes and the fulness of do-

mestic comforts ? From those faint and boding

beginnings have sprung this Httle republic, with all

its social enjoyments, so unlike the garrisons and

perils which surrounded your ancestors two hun-

dred years ago

!

How would the fabrics of the farmer's family,

then—the homespun woollen gowns, dyed in the

chimney corner, and the checked linens, both for

dresses and apron-, compare with the glossy silks,

Thibets and muslin-delaines, together with the rich

shawls, satin cloaks, and elegant Talma capes and

Honiton laces, that I see around me to-day ! There

were then no Lowell or Manchester, turning out

thousands of yards of cotton-cloth an hour, to

clothe and civilize the world—or carpet-looms to

weave the finest wool into fabrics as soft as the

thistle's down, and with colors as bright as the but-

terfly's wing, to soften the footstep upon the floor,

or shut out rude winter Avinds.

So was the style of living and travelling as differ-

ent as the style of dress. Plain meats and vege-

tables,—the turnip instead of the potato,—and

principally rye and barley bread, made up the sum

of their frugal meals,—and there was less dyspep-

sia and despondency in those than in our more arti-

ficial life. Men and women travelled on foot, or at

best, on horseback, two or three upon a single beast,

through lonely and intricate paths, when necessity,

of one sort or another, compelled them to visit

some of the earUer and more populous settlements.

Now, we think it a hardship if our horses do not

accomplish ten miles an hour, in carriages so set

upon springs of steel, and so cushioned as to roll us

along as though reclining on beds of down ; or, in

locomotive houses, at forty or fifty miles an hour,

while we eat, drink, smoke or sleep at will, lounge

away the time in listlessness, or grumble at the

speed which only conveys us sixty miles an hour

!

In mid-winter we sit in churches at summer tem-

perature, where, perchance, flowers bloom and shed

their fragrance around the worshippers, while soft

and entrancing music floats through the vaulted

aisles.

In the fields the contrast is as great in the im-

plements with which they cultivated the soil, as in

any thing else. Shovels and plows of Avood, heavy

and cumbrous harrows and carts, and hoes and

scythes, exhausted the strength to wield them

which should have been devoted to moAing the soil.

But in the face of these discouragements, the stem

old Puritans succeeded in all they undertook ; they

were methodical, and earnest, and persevering.

If separation from friends, grim woods, coarse, and

sometimes scanty fare, and savage hate, could not

daunt them, neither could the common deprivations

and embarrassments of their position, fail to stimu-

late their exertions. Faith led them here, and it

did not desert them when sore and grievous trials

pressed them on every side.

"The Plow,—Its one share in a hank of earth

is ivorth ten in a bank of paper."— This senti-

ment, upon which you have been pleased to call me

up, suggests more topics than time will alloAV me
to touch upon noAV. The one share Avith Avhich your

fathers wrought, was but an indifferent affair ; we

have not only improved greatly upon that, but have

added another, so that while shares in banks of pa-

per, in railroads, in manufactories and mining com-

panies, are uncertain, unprofitable, or ruinous, the

Ploiv, Avith its two shares, is upturning the soil to

the sun and air, and doubling the ordinary profits

of the fields.

Sagacity of a Horse.—A young filly belonging

to a gentleman in this vicinity, which had been at
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pasture during this summer and fall, with a num- When there are collected in one place large quan-

ber of other colts, on Pettick's Island, in Boston titles of electricity, il" there are conductors, or a

harbor, was brought over to Quincv Point in tow chain of conductors to convey it away, it passes off

of a boat, on one of the coldest days of last week, siknthj, without any sensible eti'ect. If there are

She was then led behind a wagon," (it being even- no conductors, it accumulates imtil it becomes ex-

ing and the night quite dark) when siie liroke away cessive in quantity, it darts oft' through the air, or

and started for the I'oint. Alter hunting for her any substance which lies in its way, often domg irre-

an hour without success, the searcli was given up, parable uijury. Splendid and appalling as these re-

and it was supposed she had taken to the water, suhs sometimes are, they are imitated precisely, but

and on account of the wind and strong current harmlessly, by the apparatus of the lecturer. AVhen

which was then running hke a mill stream, it was it darts to the earth it always chooses the best con-

supposed she was carried out to sea. Bui the next dudors in its path.

day, on going over to the island, she was found The process by which electricity is accumulated

quietly feeding with her companions. Considering in the thunder storm, is, as has been said, by the

the distance, which is more than a mile from the rapid condensation of vapor. We do not, it is true,

m;un land, and that it requires large leeway and always have thunder and lightning when clouds

hard rowing for a boat to bring up to the island, form in the sky. It is only when the black, weU-

also that the night was cold and stormy, it may be defined clouds rise in the north-west, that the Jluid

recorded as a case of singular sagacity a'nd cunning, forms faster than it can escape.

Truly this was a pursuit of "companions mider dif-< Now when a cloud becomes excessively charged

ficultics."

—

Transciipt.

For tlie New England Farmer.

ELECTEICITY vs. LIGHTNING RODS.

with the ftuid, it must be at the expense of some

surrounding cloud or locality, and it generally hap-

pens that this cloud or locahty is nearest the one

that is tilled. Now as the air is a perfect non-con-

ductor, the quick passage of the ftuid from one

cloud to another is easily aftbrded by the moisture

Mr. Editok:—As there have been so many ai- contained in the air, or through some sul)stance up-

ticles in your pai)er upon the erection and construe-' on the earth. Ihus it often happens that the fiuid

tion of lightning rods, that another upon that sub- is seen to pass from a cloud to the earth and then

ject would only appear to add to the vast pile of to another cloud. Or, sometimes the spot upon

false o|)iiiions and ideas, which are so prevalent up-: the earth has less than its natural share. It m "s

on such a subject, I would not, were I able, put passage m either the above instances, any body lies

•
•

•

-ou^ which, instead "^ its way, it will be struck, and receive mjury in
forth any long and elaborate opinion

of demonstrating any fact or problem, would only

confuse the mmd of the reader.

But there are a few facts and principles, which I

think have never been mserted in the many com-

munications, that are absolutely necessary to be im-

derstood with to insure safety from lightning. That

proportion to its ability to conduct it away. Then
the only means by which we can avoid its eftects is

to place as perfect conductors in its cii'cuit as pos-

sible.

Granting the above facts to be true, wliich I think

no one will dispute, the pliilosophj and utility of

the reasons for my simple directions"may be more
j

lightning rods are evident. But to explain how

clearly seen, let us examine a few of the most prom- they may, in my opinion, aftbrd that protection de-

inent 'features of electricity, the causes which pro-!sirable, is the object of this article. That they are

duce it, as we see it displayed m the thunder storm, seldom if ever erected philosophically, is, 1 think,

or the tempest, and lastly, some of the best means' true. If one part of them is as it should be, there is
....

.

j^j^yjjyg something around or about them to utterly

destroy their utilitj-. The rod should always be of

square iron, about one-hdf inch ; it should pass

through glass insulated, not fastened with iron

spikes, but with wooden brackets, painted, and nailed

with copper. They should be of sulhcient size to ad-

mit the rod to pass through them freely. The points

of the rod should be plated with silver to prevent them

from corroding, and the ends instead of beuig hnked

should be screwed together, after the manner of

joining steam })ipes, that the ends may touch one

to avoid tlie many dangers to wliich it constantly

exposes us.

The various phenomena which are to be classed

under the head of electricity, and of which thunder

and hghtning are one, are very imperfectly under-

stood. Some facts, and the principles explaining

them, have been thoroughly investigated—but oth-

ers balile all human eftbrts. There is a certain

something, called by philosophers electric ftuid,

which is naturally diffused over all bodies. It is in

the chair on which I sit, in the table, the paper, my
hand—in a word, in everythiiig. In its natural another. The loot should be of copper, or some

state, it is equally and generally difl"used, jjroducing metal not easy to corrode, and placed in a well, or

no sensible effects. But there are cerUiin causes perpetually moist place. I think one rod upon any

which collect it. When it is thus accumulated in' ordinary house would be suihcicnt. They should

one place, or upon one body, it produces very strik- project above the house in proj)ortion to the size of

ing results. Among the processes by which the the house. A rod, placed upon a house in the man-

electric ftuid is accumulated and thus prepared to

produce these sensiljle eftects, one of tiie princii)a

is, the rapid condensation of va])or. This nii^ht bi

ner I have just described, will, I think, protect iL

And just as lar as one dcjiarts from this manner, in

iust that i)r()i)orti(m will the cfHciencv of the rod be
•;

• , ' S /. .1 .. 'I'l „.i :.,

shown by a simple electrical experiment, which I impaired; and for these I'easons. '1 he rod is con-

have not time or space to relate. One of the most|stantly surrounded by an electric current during a

prominent features of electricity is, that some sul)-| tliuudcr storm or shower. If, in the travels of the

stances afford it easy passage over them, while oth-Lshower, it hajjpensthat a cloud positively electrified

ers do not. The former we call conductors, the lat-i approaches tlie house, very likely some spot around

ter non-conductors; metals and water are conduct- it is negligently charged, or has less than its natur-

ors, almost all other substances are non-conductors. I al share, then that in the former darts to the latter
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to restore the deficiency. Noav if the rod is adjust-

ed in the manner I have described, it will draw it

from the cloud and conduct it silently and insensi-

bly to its destined spot. If not, it will prevent ob-

structions to its i)assage, and these will cause the

fluid to explode, thereby causing damage to life and
property. The rod should never be painted, be-

cause the fluid only passes over the surface of the

rod, the oily matter being a perfect non-conductor.

These few, simple directions are not expensive,

but I think I have never seen them in print. It is

true, we know but little of that subtile fluid, espec-

ially in its natural state, where it works silently and
unseen, exerting, probably, in the hands of the Au-
thor of Nature, some important object.

Its powerful agency works unseen on the inti-

mate relations of the parts and properties of bodies,

effecting changes in their constitution and charac-

ter, so wonderfully minute, thorough and universal,

that it might almost be considered as the chief

agent of nature, the prime minister of Omnipotence.
The science of electricity has jn'oved, in many in-

stances, the key by which we have entered into the

innermost recesses of nature, and discovered the se-

cret of many of her operations. It has, in a great

measure, lifted the hitherto impenetrable veil that

has concealed the many mysterious workings in the

material world, and has opened a field for thought,

and inquiry, as boundless as it is inviting.

Westbor'o', 1855. w. s.

Fur the New England Farmer.

RELATIVE VALUE OF OATS AND
CARROTS.

Mr. Editor :—In reply to one of your corres-

pondents, who makes inquiry respecting the rela-

tive values of oats and carrots, for feeding horses,

sheep, &c., I would state the following, gathered

from a reHable source.

Oats are remarkable for the amount of gluten

and fat they contain, being superior in respect to

the former, and but little inferior in respect to the

latter, to Indian corn, as will appear from the fol-

lowing numbers :

—

Scotch oat meal. Indian corn meal.
Water 14 14
Gluten 18 12
Fat 6 8

Starch, &c 62 66

100 100

There is a difi"erence, in different kinds of oats,

in regard to the amount of gluten they contam.

Scotch oats—the kind taken into the present ac-

count—contain more gluten than the American.

The gluten and fat which the oats contain render

them exceedingly nutritious for beast as well as for

man.
They are used more extensively in the British

Isles, and especially in Scotland, than in this coun-

try, or, indeed, in any other, as far as is known.
They admit of cultivation in higher latitudes than

wheat—oats growing as flir north as 65°, while

wheat ceases at 60°, in Europe.
Carrots contain a much larger amount of water,

and a much smaller amount of dry food, than oats,

the relative proportion being 83 pounds of water
and 17 of dry food, in every hundred pounds. By
the above table you will see that oats contain more
dry food and less water, the proportion being 86
pounds of dry food and 14 of water in every 100
pounds.

The gluten, starch and sugar of carrots are held in

solution by the water they contain, and this ren-

ders them more easy of digestion, but less substan-

tial and strengthening. Carrots are often fed out

to horses when not at hard work, but when a long

journey is to be performed, or a piece of hard work
to be done, oats are preferable.

Many choose corn for working animals. It con-

tains less of the nutritious gluten, but more of the

bulky and porous starch, than oats. Starch is wha
the rice-eating Hindoos and the potato-eating Irish

distend their "fair -round beUies" with. Corn con-

tains more oily matter than oats, and this is what
gives it its peculiar fattening properties, and ren-

ders it an appropriate article of food for swine that

are contending for premiums, or the earliest ac-

quaintance M'ith the butcher's knife. Carrots are

undoubtedly a wholesome and nutritious article of

food for sheep, and might be used for this purpose

to a much greater extent than they are, but they

are not so nutritious as oats. In this connection I

would say a word in reference to wheat as an arti-

cle of food.

Few persons, I imagine, know how little of the

nutritious element, which this grain possesses, they

obtain, in the ordinary way in which it is jjrepared.

The proportion of gluten contained in the whole

grain is 12 per cent.; bran, 14 to 18 per cent.; fine

flour, 10 per cent. From these numbers, it is

seen that meal made from the whole grain contains

2 per cent., and that from the l^ran, from 4 to 8

per cent, more gluten than fine flour. And where

there is more gluten, there is more nourishment, as

M'e have said before. And furthermore, experiment

shows that bread made of the meal of the whole

grain is more salutary. Such being the facts, the

wonder is that we persist in eating fine flour bread,

and in thinking the finer flour is, the better it is.

Common sense teaches that here is not only an op-

portunity, but an actual need of reform.

Concord, JVov. olh. J. B. R.

DEATH OF PROF. J. F. W. JOHNSTON.
This gentleman, distinguished and widely known

in Great Britain and America through his Agricul-

tural writings, died at his home in Durham, in his

60th year, on the 18th of Sept.

His writings are voluminous and replete with in-

struction. His principal work, "Lectures on the

application of Chemistry and Geology to ./Igriciil-

ture," first published in 1844, and since gone

through several editions both in Great Britain and

this country, is a systematized entyclopjedia of Agri-

cultural science. For a number of years he was

chemist to the Agricultural Chemistr}^ Association

of Scotland, and to the Highland Agricultural So-

ciety, and very many important papers issued from

his "laboratory. Mr. Johnston visited this country

in 1849, at the invitation of the N. Y. State Agri-

cultural Society, and delivered the address at their

State Fair—visiting also Canada and New Bruns-

wick. On his return he published a report upon

the Agricultm-e of New Brunswick, and his "Notes

on America." Prof. Johnston's works show in

general great care and judgment in the selection

and weight given to facts employed and statements

made, but in these two, a painful want of this char-

acteristic was observed. His recent work entitled

Chemistry of Common Life," is a very valuable

and interesting book—its science is sound, and ap-
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plying as it does the great facts and principles of! bears. The principal use of the fuller is to receive

chemistry to matters connected with even-day ex- the heads of the nails that secure the shoc_, and pre-

perience'," illustrating the one bv the other, it' will vent their benchng or breaking off:—it is further

find readers in every class of society, and all will be usefid in increasing the hold of the shoe upon the

benefited. His loss will be felt by Agriculturists ground, and with this view I always have it carried

every where.

HORSE SHOES, AND HOW TO PUT
THEM ON.

back to the heels.

The danger ai)prehended from the shoe being

applied to the foot so hot as to burn the crust, and
cause it to smoke, is utterly groundless. I would
not have it made to burn itself into its place upon

The shoe must possess substance enough to pre- 'the foot, witliout the assistance ot rasp or drawing-

vent its bending, and Avidth of web enough to ensure knife- but I would have It tnedto the foot sufh-

protection to the foot; the thickness, like the width "entlv hot to scorch every part that bears unevenly

of web, should continue precisely the same from toe "pon it; because the advantage of detecting such

to heel, and not, as is generally the case, increase as projectin- portions is very great, and this mode of

it proceeds backwards, until at the heel it becomes! accomplishing it is positively harmless. Indeed it

fully doubled. This is a great evil for many reasons, is the only one by which the even beann

rv to a perfect fitting of the shoe can be insured.

No shoe should ever be nailed to the foot until

it has been ascertained that the pressure of the

hands is sufficient to keep it steadily in its place,

and preclude any appearance of daylight between it

and the foot ; for, if the shoe does not accurately

correspond to the surface of the foot, but is disposed

to shift about upon it, the nails will be exposed to

a constant strain in order to keej) it in its place

;

and among others, that it throws the horse forwards

upon the toe, and causes him to strike it against

every projection that comes in its way. Now, as

horses are sufficiently prone to do this, without the

assistance of high-heeled shoes, it should be our

business to obviate it as much as possiljle.

In doing this we only carry out in the shoe what

nature has already done in the foot ; she has arched

the toe of the coffin-bone, to cUminish the effect of a

,

, ,

,

, , -
i 1 1 • -

i

jar at the toe; and we do the same to the shoe to ^hereas they should merely have to hold it to the

lessen the cause -of the jar. The common practice i

^ot, and not, as it were, to keep it there by force.

is just the reverse of this; it welds a lump of steel! The shoes should not be permitted to remain on

into the toe, which only increases its thickness, and 'the horse's icet more than two or three weeks Anth-

the number of obstacles that it necessarily encoun-iO"t removal
;

for m that time the heads of the nails

ters, but, being of a harder texture, is longer wear-p^H have become worn, and, from fitting the holes

ing down, and consequently exposes the loot to the! less perfect y than before, will admit of a trifling

greatest amount of concussion. Supposing a horse
|

motion ol the shoe upon the nails
;
whereby the

to wear his shoes so hard, that they will not last a holes in the hoof will be enlarged, and the security

month—much beyond which, as the foot will out- of the shoe endangered. Another reason for remo-

grow them, they had better not last—then steel the ^'ing the shoes, is the opportunity which it aflords

toe; but still let it be turned up as much out ofjofpanng away those portions of horn which m a

the hne of wear as possible. A small cHp at the! state «/ nature would have been worn down by con-

point of the toe is very desiral^le as preventing dis- '

tact with the gi-ouno.
. , , .

placement of the shoe backwards; it need not be Ihe next circumstance to be considered is one of

driven up hard, it is merely required as a check or ^ital importance to our subject, as upon it depends

stay. The shoe should be sufficiently long, fully to the amount of disturbance that the natural fmic-

support the angles at the heels, and not, as is too of- tions of the foot are destined to sustain from the

ten the case, so short, that a Httle wear imbeds the! shoe; A-i7.,the number and situation of the nads

edge of it in the horn at these parts. The foot sur- '^^'hich are to secure it tothe foot. If they be nu-

face of the shoe should always have a good flat even! serous, and placed back m the quarters and heels,

space left all around for tlie crust to bear upon;!"^ ^1'™ ot shoe, be it ever so perfect, can save the

for it must be remembered, that the cust sustains

the whole weight of the horse, and needs to have a

perfectly even bearing everywhere around the shoe.

In this space the nail-holes should be punched, and

not, as is too often the case, partly in it, and partly

in the seating. In what is technically called "black-

holing the shoe," which means comjileting the open-

ing of the nail-holes on the foot surface, great care

should be taken to give them an outward direction,

so as to allow the points of the nails to l)e brought

out low down in the crust. The remainder of the

foot surface should be carefully seated out, ])articu-

larly around the elevated toe, where it miglil other-

wise press inconveniently upon the sole ; and I

would have the seating carried on fairly to the jjoint

where the crust and the bars meet, in order that

there may be no pressure in the seat of corns ; the

chance of pressure in this situation will be further

diminished by bevelling off the inner edge of the

heels with a rasp.

The ground surface should be jierfectly flat, with

foot from contraction and navicular disease. If on

the contrary they be few, and placed in the outside

quarter and toe, leaving the inside quarter and
heels quite free to expand, no form of shoe is so

bad that it can, from defective form alone, produce

contraction of the foot.

Three years ago I commenced a series of experi-

ments uj)on shoeing, with a view, among other

things, of ascertaining how few nails are absolutely

necessary, under ordinary circumstances, for retain-

intr a shoe securely in its ijlace. The subjects of

my experiments were six horses of my own, and

three l)elonging to friends ; the nine among them
rejjresenting very f\iirly the different classes of plea-

sure liorses ; not indeed inchuliiig Iiunters or race-

horses, each of Avhich require a sej)arate and totally

dirt'erent treatment, but carriage horses, laches'

horses and roadsters ; and tliey also included the

common \ ariations. in form and texture of the gen-

erality of horses' feet.

"Wiien my attention was first directed to the sub-

a fullering or groove running round the outer edge,!je 't of nailing, I was cmpKning seven nails in each

just under the plain sui-face, whereon the crust fibre, and eight in each liind bhoe. I then with-
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di-ew one nail from each shoe, thus reducing the
number to six in the fore, and seven in the hind
shoes ; and finding at the end of a year that tlie

shoes of all the horses had been as fii-mly retained
as tormerly, I withdrew another nail from each shoe,

leaving only five in the fore shoes and six in the
hind. I found, however, that six nails would not
retain the hind shoes of a carriage horse, witliout

allowing it sometimes to shift ; so I returned to

seven in the liind shoes, and have continued that

number ever since ; but five retained all the fort

shoes as firmly during the whole of the last year
ai.d a half, as six had previously done.

I have invariably directed and suijerintended the
whole operation of shoeing during these experi-

ments ; and have always been very careful to mark
that the nails were not di'iven high up in the crust,

but brought out as soon as possible ; and that they
were very hghtly driven up before the cUnches
were turned down, and not, as is generally the case,

forced up with all the power that the smith can
bring to bear upon them with his hammer. I men-
tion these circumstances to show that my object

really was to ascertain how Uttle would retain a

shoe, and to what extent the foot might be relieved
from the evil of mmecessary restraint ; a matter
sometimes of great moment, and at all times desir-

able.

The clinches should not be rasped away too fine,

but turned down broad and firm. The practice of
rasping the Avhole siu-face of the hoof after the
clinches have been turned down, should never be
permitted; it destroys the covering provided by na-

ture as a protection against the too rapid evapora-
tion of the moisture of the hoof, and causes the horn
to become dry and brittle.

Two of the horses alluded to above, worked for

some time with only four nails in their fore shoes.

I have detailed these exj)eriments Avith a view to

expose the groundless nature of the fear that ex-
pects to cast a shoe at ever step, unless it be held
to the foot by eight or nine nails, driven high into

the crust. If the presence of a nail in the crust

were a matter of no moment, and two or three more
than are necessary were merely useless, there would
be no great reason to interfere with this practice of
making "assurance doubly sure;" but it is far other-
wise,—the nails separate the fibres of the horn, and
they never by any chance become united again, but
continue fissured and unclosed, until by degrees they
grow down with the fest of the hoof, and are ulti-

mately, after repeated shoeings, removed by the
knife.

If the clinches should happen to rise, they must
be replaced without delay ; as such rising imparts to
the nails a freedom of motion wliich is sure to en-

large the size of the holes,—and this mischief is of-

ten increased by the violent wrenching which the
shoe undergoes from side to side in the process of
removal by the smith.

Now as these holes cannot possibly grow down,
and be removed under three shoeings, it will be
found that even with seven nails, the crust must al-

ways have twenty-one of these separations existing

,
in it at the same time ; and as they are often from
a variety of causes extended into each other, they
necessarily keep it in a brittle, unhealthy state, and
materially interfere with the security of the future
nail-hold. Unluckily the common practice under
such circumsUmces is to increase the number of
nails, with the view of ensuring the security of the

shoe, which increases the evil. My object is to show
that these shaky places, as they are called, may be
relieved liy the omission of one or two of the nails,

without endangering the security of the shoe. Sup-
pose the number employed to be seven,—to gain

such an end they may safely be reduced to five,

which is the largest number 1 have employed for

more than two years ; and until I discover some
good reason for increasing it, is the largest I intend

to emjjloy. But I am far from advising the gener-

al adoption of tliis number ; for if from imperfect

fitting of the shoe, misplacement of the nails, neg-

lect of removing in proper time, or from any other

cause, the horse should chance to cast a shoe, the

whole blame would be attributed to the five nails,

and the poor beast in all probabihty be doomed to

eight or nine for the remainder of his life. I do,

however, very strongly advise the adoption of six,

knowing them to be fully sufficient for retaining

the shoes of all pleasure horses under all circum-

stances, except perhaps hunters. Since the fore-

going was pubHshed, Colonel Luttrell, master of

the Somersetshire fox-hounds, has informed me
that the horse which he rode most frequently last

season was shod with six nails only,—not one of

which, in consequence of his cutting a good deal,

was placed in the inner quarter,—and that he ex-

perienced no inconvenience whatever from the plan,

if I had entertained the smallest doubt about their

efficacy, it would have been entii-ely removed on
the arrival of the Thirteenth Light Dragoons last

year in Exeter ; for among the horses of that regi-

ment, I found, through the kindness of Lieut. Col.

Brunton, who allowed me to inspect the shoeing,

strong confirmation of the truth of the position.

Hei e were horses with a variety of feet shod with six

nails only, and these all placed in the outside limb

and toe of the shoe, all the remainder of the shoe

remaining free and iniattached to the foot. Mr.
Legrew, the very intelligent veterinary surgeon of

the regiment, informed me that he had not em-
ployed more than six nails for nearly two years,

and that the loss of a shoe was a very rare occur-

rence with them, even on a field day, than which
there is scarcely any work more trying to the secu-

rity of horses' shoes. Any mode of fastening that

has proved itself equal to retaining the shoes

through a long field-day, in stiff ground, may very

safely l)e recommended as fully sufficient for all or-

dinary purposes.

The question of the efficacy of six nails for road

work is settled, I should think, to the satisfaction of

the most skeptical, by the fact of the Thirteenth

having done the Queen's escort duty during their

year at Hounslow without the loss of a single shoe.

Any one acquainted with the rapid pace at which
her Majesty invariably travels on the road, mil
readily admit the sufficiency of the test.

—

Miles on
tfie Horse's Foot.

OC?^As an evidence of the sport to be had in Tex-

as, we give the following, from the Austin Gazette

:

"We frequently hear of fine sport in bear hunt-

ing in our upper valley. Some panthers, too, and
leopards are occasionally killed. But the last spe-

cimen is related by the Liberty Gazette. The ed-

itor says in the last number that Ben. M. Green, of

that county, killed in twelve consecutive mornmgs
before dinner, thirteen bears, one panther, one wild-

cat, and seven deer. No wonder that a Texan can

whip his weight m wildcats."
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Fur the Neic England Farmer.

MICE, AND YOUNG FRUIT TREES.

Mr. Editor :—Young orchards are liable to be

much injured by mice "girdling"' the trees while the

gi-ound is covered with snow, and as I have noticed

some suggestions in the papers recently, in regard

to this matter, I will state, if you please, how I

contrived to prevent the evil on my own trees.

Found some old waste tin, such as there is plen-

ty of "Ijing round loose" in the vicinity of tin

shops; cut into irregular sized pieces from five to

ten inches square, turned over a narrow strip of

edge on two opposite sides so as to "lock" together

Avhen bent about the tree, in the form of a hoop or

tube. These are reachly placed about the tree, and

removed again in the spring. It is immaterial

about the space inside, between the tube and tree,

or it may be well to till with saw-dust or earth. If

slightly pressed down at the base, the tube will not

get out of place, and will effectually protect the

tree from mice during the winter, at a first cost

less than one cent per tree. The tins will last for

many years.

Two years ago I had some thrifty pear trees set

near the foot of grass terraces. The following

winter they were nearly all girdled by mice, so that

I lost some thirty trees. I reset again in the

spring, and last winter tried the tin tubes, occasion-

ally leaving a tree without any protection. Not a

tree with the tin about the base was touched by
mice, while those without were destroyed same as

previous winter. I have tried treading down snow
and piling up earth about young trees, but have
found nothing so etiectual as the tin tubes. There
is no danger of injury to the tree by using them.

Messrs. Gushing & Mack, tin workers of this

city, will furnish anj- quantity of these tubes, to

our neighl3oring fruit-growers, at a trifling expense.

Lowell, JVov. 27, 1855. R.

THE GRAPE.
Its Medicinal Properties—Influence upon the Blood, Liver,

Kidneys, and other Ortjans—Appreciated in Vine-growing
Countries—Its efficacy in Dyspepsia—Best Grown in Cities

—

Manures for—Layering—Pruning—Cuttings—Prices, &c.

The grape is a fruit held in high estimation

by those who have been accustomed to use it freely.

It is not, however, generally kno^vn, perhaps, that

in addition to its other excellent qualities, it pos-

sesses medicinal virtues Avhich, of themselves alone,

would seem to present a sufficient inducement for

its cultivation.

In France and Spain, and other vine-growing

countries, these medicinal properties of the fruit

are well understood and appreciated, experience

having demonstrated that a free use of the grape

has a most salutary and invigorating effect uiion the

animal system ; that it dilutes the blood, removes

obstructions, particularly from the kidneys, liver,

spleen, and other important organs, imparting a

healthy tone and a \-igorous circulation, and in-

creasingi the strength of the entire physical econ-

omy.

In cases of dyspepsia—a disease which is the

foundation of many others—and all diseases of the

liver, by which health is not only destroyed, but

the mental powers sadly affected, a "grape diet"

is almost the only remedy resorted to, and gener-

ally with success. It is asserted, on reliable au-

thority, that those who labor m the vineyards, and

who are accustomed to partake constantly and lib-

erally of the fruit, are never troubled with that

disease. Those who are subject to it in cities, and

other places where the grape is not cultivated, on

the development of the symptoms of the com-

plaint, resort to the grape regions for the benefit of

the "grape diet," or "grape cure," and where the

disease has not become confii'med, and the system

reduced beyond the power of remedies, a radical

cure is often the result.

The nutrimental properties of the ripe grape arc

considerable, and it is said men may Uve and labor

on it as an exclusive article of food, and without

becoming exhausted, for a much longer period

than upon a diet of any other species of fruit. It

is both stimulating and invigorating, and by retain-

ing the stomach in a healthy tone, promotes the

general health, and energy of all the parts.

The culture of this truly valuable fruit should be

encouraged. It succeeds well on almost every

variety of soil, and will bear lucrative crops with

very little care or manure more than may be sup-

plied by every kitchen. At present, no production

yields a more liberal profit. The demand for it in

our markets is much more likely to increase than

diminish for the next half century. Insipid Black

Hamburghs, grown in hot-houses, are now selling

for one dollar and twenty-five cents a pound, and

Isabellas—though very few can be obtained—for

more than half that sum.

Nearly all the grapes that are grown near Bos-

ton are ordered before they are fairly out of blos-

som, and at a price scarcely ever less than one dol-

lar a pound for the Muscat of Alexandria and

Golden Chasselas, and seventy-five cents, perhaps,

for the Black Hamburghs.

This delightful ft-uit has the advantage, too, of

being more successfully raised in the city, than in

the country, as the close streets and sunny sides of

buildings, or the well-protected yards afibrd such a

shelter as to ensure the ripening of an annual crop

of the Isabella, Catawba, Concord, Diana, Amber,

and other varieties ; while the street-sweepings and

the daily wash of the kitchen, compose the pabu-

lum of all others the best suited to their nourish-

ment.

Thousands of the little squares composing the

front yards of the city, though containing not more

than three or four feet by six in length, if dug out

and suppUed with proper soil, would sustain a vine

which might produce a bushel or two of grapes

annually. In such positions, the vines would bo

highly ornamental, and exert a beneficial influence

on he atmosphere the people are breathing. In
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some cities this is extensively done. In Rochester,

and in Brooklyn, N. Y., flourishing vines are found

in every part of the city, in the most compact, as

well as the sparsely settled portions ; and in late

summer and autumn, few of the citizens are un

supplied with tliis cooling and invigorating fruit.

We have prepared this article at this time to

afford the o])portunity of suggesting a few things

in relation to planting, pruning, cuttings and layers

—but particularly that pruning may not be too long

delayed.

"The object of pruning is to remove all superflu-

ous wood, and thereby strengthen the vine, so as to

render it long-lived, and capable of bearing and

ripening the proper quantity of grapes." The

proper season is, any time after the fall of the

leaves, and before the starting of the sap. As the

grape \'ine is very sensitive of the solar influences,

a few warm days, even in autumn, or in February,

may sometimes set the sap in motion ; early prun-

ing is therefore best, certainly as early as the first

of March, and earlier if convenient, say in Febru-

ary.

LAYEKING GR.^J'E VINES.

/ // / /// /Ui /H/IJ/I/I J II III IJ // ///////

way is to plant them perpendicularly, making the

holes deep enough to have the upper bud half an

inch below the surface of the ground.

Success in grape culture mainly depends upon

getting a large, healthy and vigorous root penetrat-

ing some one or two feet below the surface, and

surrounded by numbers of fibrous roots. These

stretch away in every direction, through the mel-

low soil, in search of the nourishment which they

require in order to load the vine with fruit. In

order to accomplish this, it will not answer to let

the vine have its own way, by throwing out numer-

ous branches, and extending some of them ten,

twenty, or perhaps thirty feet in a season. This

course would give a great crop of wood, and very

little fruit. After the cutting has grown one year,

it must be pruned back to within three eyes or buds

from the ground. This must be done the second

and third year, but leaving such side shoots as are

desired to extend horizontally. Prince says the

same general rule is to be observed in pruning

grapes that prevails in pruning trees,—to keep the

shoots sufficiently apart to admit the sun and air,

and not to cross and interfere with each other. We
are inclined to think something more is neces-

sary, and as cuts will illustrate much better

than words alone, we propose, by-and-by, to

take up the subject again, and speak more

particularly of the pruning required at the va-

rious ages of the vine.

We cannot close now, however, without

earnestly recommending to all to make early

preparation to plant a Grape Vine.

This cut very plainly illustrates the mode of lay-

ing down the shoots which spring out near the

ground, and from which valuable roots may be ob-

tained. The branch should be sunk some six or

eight inches below the surface, in a moist, light and

rich soil, and after the first year, half cut off", and

after the second, entirely, and then it is an inde-

pendent plant, standing upon its own roots.

PLANTING CUTTINGS.

Planting cuttings, the pieces being each about

twenty inches long, is the easiest, most certain, and

best way of i)ropagating the vine, and the cut an-

nexed very well illustrates the manner of doing it.

Reemelin, in his Vine Dresser's Manual, says

the "cuttings" should be from healthy vines, not

more than ten nor less than three years old, and of

the early spring's growth of the previous year. His

For the New England Fanner.

A NEW WASH FOR TREES.

Noticing an allusion to the washing of trees with

lye, by Mr. Underwood, in the JV. E. Farmer, of De-
cember 1st, I was reminded of the propriety of

again noticing a wash for apple trees which I have
used with satisfaction for the past three jears

Two years ago, I incidentally spoke of it in this

journal, and though out of season now, I venture to

again call attention to it, hopmg that some one else

may test it.

Procure soap-stone dust, at the workers of soap-

stone, sift it to get out the stones, if you choose,

mix it up to the consistence of paint, with soap-suds,

and add a very little slaked hme, and if you Avish

to give it an agreeable tint, stir in a very little yel-

low ochre. Apply this mixture with a Inrush to

your young apple trees in the early part of the

summer, and it will prevent the growth of moss,

will keep the trunks cool, (which lye does not) and
Avill give them a handsome, neat and healthy ap-

pearance.

Lye is dangerous, and requires much experience.

Lime is too stiff", and closes the pores of the bark.

Hut the soap-stone dust incorporates with tke bark,

and in the winter season, presents a handsome buff"

color, which cannot be rubbed oft". There is not

the least danger, I think, in the use of this wash, or

its incorporation into the bark, as the soap-stone
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dust is mostly composed of clay, and the lime and
ochre found, in some form, in the soil. Besides

my trees are healthy, and this fact is better than
theory.

Perhaps this dust mixed with some other sub'

stances, would be found beneficial—for instance,

with guano, for pear trees. D. W. L.

W. Mtdford, Dec, 1855.

ON FEEDING ANIMALS.
Effect of LoNO-CoNirNUED Dairy Husbandry dpom ihe

Quality and Peoduce of the Son,.

And whence does the mother derive all this glu

ten and bone-earth, by which she can not only re-

pair the natural waste of her own full-grown body,
but from which she can spare enough also to yield

so large a supply of nourishing milk ?

She must extract them from the vegetables on
which she lives, and these again from the soil.

The quantity of solid matter thus yielded by the

cow in her milk is really very large, if we look at

the produce of an entire year. If the average
yield of milk be 3000 quarts, or 750 gallons, in a

year, (every 10 gallons of which contain bone-
earth enough to form about 7 ounces of dry bone,)

then by the milking of the cow alone we draw
from her the earthy ingredients of 33 lbs. of dry
bone in a year. These are equal to 40 lbs. of com-
mon bone-dust, or 3J lbs. in a month. And these

she draws necessarily from the soil.

If this milk be consumed on the spot, then all

returns again to the soil on the annual manuring
of the land. Let it be carried for sale at a dis-

tance, or let it be converted into cheese and butter,

and in this form exported—there will then be yearly

drawn from the land from this cause alone a quan-
tity of the materials of bones which can only be re-

stored by the addition of 40 lbs. of bone-dust to

the land. If to this loss from the milk we add
only 10 lbs. for the bone carried off by the yearly

calf,* the land will lose by the practice of dairy

husbandry as much bone-earth as is contained in

50 lbs. of bone-dust—or in 45 years every imperial

acre of land will lose what is equivalent to a ton of

bones.

After the lapse of centuries, therefore, we can
easily understand how old pasture lands, in cheese

and dairy countries, should become poor in the ma-
terials of bones—and how in such districts, as is now
foimd to be the case in Cheshire, the application of

bone-dust should entirely alter the character of the

grasses, and renovate the old pastures.

Of the Growing of Wool, and its Effects upcn the
Son,.

The rearing of wool affords another beautiful

practical illustration, both of the kind of food

which animals require for particular purposes, and
of the effect which a peculiar husbandry must slow-

ly produce upon the soil.

Wool and hair are distinguished from the fleshy

parts of the animal by the large proportion of sul-

phur they contain. Perfectly clean and dry wool
contains about 5 per cent, of sulphur, or every 100
lbs. containt 5 lbs.

The quantity as well as the quality of the wool

* It has been estimated that the proportion of bone in the

—

Horse . . . := .125 of the live weight.

Sheep, old, (Merino,) z= .125 of live, 20 of dead do.

:=. .33 nearly of fiesh and fat.

Pig, unfatted, . . = .17 of lice .20 of d^ad do.

yielded by a single sheep varies much with the

breed, the climate, the constitution, the food, and
consequently with the soil on which ihe food is

grown. The Hereford sheep, which are bcpt lean,

and give the finest wool, yield only l-i lbs.; but a

Merino often gives a fleece weighing 10 or 11 lbs.,

and sometimes as much as 12 lbs.

The number of sheep in Great Britain and Ire-

land amounts to 30 millions, and their yield of wool
to 1 1 1 millions of pounds, or about 5 millions of

pounds of sulphur, which is of course all extracted

from the soil.

If we suppose this sulphur to exist in, and to be
extracted from, the soil in the form of gypsum, then
the plants which the sheep live upon must take out

from the soil, to produce the wood alone, 30 millions

of pounds, or 13,000 tons of gypsum.
Now, though the proportion of this gypsum lost

by any one sheep farm in a year is comparatively
small, yet it is reasonable to believe that, by the

long growth of wool on hilly land, to which noth-

ing is ever added, either by art or from natural

sources, those grasses must gradually cease to grow
in which sulphur most largely abounds, and which
favor, therefore, the growth of wool. In other

words, the produce of wool is likely to diminish, by
lapse of time, where it has for centuries been year-

ly carried off the land ; and, again, this produce is

likely to be increased in amount when such land is

dressed with gypsum, or with other manure in

which sulphur naturally exists. Of course, this

general conclusion will not apply to localities which
derive from springs or other natural sources a sup-

ply of sulphur equal to that which is yearly re-

moved.

Of the Practical and Theoretical Values op Dippbeent
Kinds of Food.

From what has been stated in the preceding sec-

tions, it appears, as the result both of theory and of

practice, that different kinds of food are not equal-

ly nourishing. This fact is of great importance, not

only in the preparation of human food, but also in

the rearing and fattening of stock. It has, there-

fore, been made the subject of experiment by many
practical agriculturists, with the following general

results

:

1. If common hay be taken as the standard of
comparison, then, to yield the same amount of nour-
ishment as 14 lbs. of hay, experiments on feeding

made by different persons, and in differert countries,

say that a weight of the other kinds of food must
be given, which is represented by the number op-

posite to each in the following table :

—

Hay 10
Clover hay 8 to 10
Green clover 45 to 50
Wheat straw 40 to 50

Barley straw 20 to 40
Oat straw 20 to 40
Pea straw 10 to 15

Potatoes 20
Old potatoes 40?
Carrots, (red) 25 to 30

Carrots, (white) 45
Mangold-wurtzel 35
Turnips 50
Cabbage 20 to 30
Peas and beans 3 to 5

Wheat 5to 6
Barley 5 to 6
Oats 4to 7
Indian corn 5
Oil-cake 2 to 4

It is found in practice, as the above table shows,

that twenty stones of potatoes, or three of oil-cake,

Avill nourish an animal as much as ten stones of

hay will, and five stones of oats as much as either.

Something, however, -will depend upon the quali-

ty of the sample of each kind of food used—wliich

we know varies very much, and with numerous cir-

cumstances ; and something also upon the age and

constitution of the animal, and upon the way and
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form in which the food is administered. The skil-

ful rearer, feeder, and fattener of stock knows also

the value of a change of food, or of a mixture of

the different kinds of vegetable food he may have
at his command—a subject we have considered in a

pre\'ious section.

2. The generally nutritive value of different

kinds of food has also been represented theoreti-

cally, by supposing it to be very nearly in propor-
tion to the quantity of nitrogen, or of gluten,

which vegetables contain. Though this cannot be
considered as a correct principle, yet as the ordina-

ry kinds of food on which stock is fed contain in

general an ample supply of carbon for respiration,

with a comparatively small j)roj)ortion of nitrogen,

these theoretical determinations are by no means
without their value, and they approach, in many
cases, very closely to the practical values above
given, as deduced from actual trial. Thus assum-
ing that 10 lbs. of hay yield a certain amount of

nourishment, then of the other vegetable substances
it will be necessary, according to theory, to give the

following quantities, in order to produce the same
general effect in feeding :

—

Carrots (red) 35
Cabbage 35 to 40
Pease and Beans 2 to 3
Wheat 5

Barley 6
Oats 5

Rye 5

Indian corn G
Bran 5

Oil-cake 2

Hay 10
Clover hay* 8
Vetch hay 4
Wheat straw 52
Barley straw 52
Oat straw 55
Pea straw 6
Potatoes 28
Old potatoes 40
Turnips 60
Mangold- wurtzel 50

If the feeder be careful to su])ply his stock with
a mixture or occasional change of food—and es-

pecially, where necessary, with a proper proportion
of fatty matter—he may very safely regulate, bj-

the numbers in the above tables, the quantity of

any one which he ought to substitute for a given
weight of any of the others—since the theoretical

and practical results do not in general very greatly
differ.

3, As has been already stated, however, it is not
strictly correct that this or that kind of vegetable
is more fitted to sustain animal life, simply because
of the large proportion of nitrogen or gluten it con-
tains ; but it is wisely provided that, along with
this nitrogen, all plants contain a certain proportion
of starch or sugar, and of salme and earthy mat-
ter—all of which, as we have seen, are required m
a mixture which vnll most easily sustain an animal
in a healthy condition ; so that the proportion of
nitrogen in a substance may be considered as a
rough practical index of the proportion of the more
important saline and earthy ingredients also.

4. It is very doubtful, however, how far this pro-
portion of nitrogen can be regarded as any index
of the fattening property of vegetable substances.
If the fat in the body be produced from the oil

in the food, it is certain that the proportion of this

oil in vegetable substances is by no means regulated
by that of the gluten or other analogous substances
containing nitrogen. The stock farmer who wishes
to lay on fat only ujwn his animals, must therefore
be regulated by another principle. He must se-

lect those kinds of food, such as linseed and oil-

cake, in which fatty matters appear to abound, or
mix, as I have already said, (p. 354,) a due propor-
tion of fat or oil with the other kinds of food he
employs.

* Both cut in flower.

But large quantities of fat accumulate in the

bodies of most animals, only when they are in an
unnatural, and, perhaps in some measure, an un-
healthy condition. In a state of nature there are

comparatively few animals upon which large accu-

mulations of fat take place. A certain portion, as

we have seen, is necessary to the healthy animal
;

but it is an interesting fact, that as much as is nec-

essary to supply this is present in most kinds of

vegetable food. In Avheaten flom' it is associated

with the gluten, and may be extracted from it after

the starch of the flour has been separated from the

gluten by Avashing with Avater, as already described

(pp. 40 and 45.) In so far, therefore, as this com-
paratively small necessary quantity of fatty matter

is concerned, the proportion of nitrogen may also

be taken, without the risk of any serious error, as

a practical indication of the ability of the food to

supply the natural waste of fat in an animal which
is either growing in general size only, or is only to

be maintained in its existing condition.

"While, therefore, it aj)pears from the study of

the princijiles upon which the feeding of animals

depends, that a mixture of various principles is

necessary in a nutritive food, it is interesting to find

that all the kinds of vegetable food which are rais-

ed, either by art or by natural growth, are in real-

ity such mixtures of these several substances

—

more or less adapted to fulfil all the conditions re-

quired from a nutritious diet, according to the state

of health and growth in which the animal to befed
may happen to be.

An important practical lesson on this subject,

therefore, is taught us by the study of the wise pro-

visions of nature. Not only does the milk of the
mother contain all the elements of a nutritive food
mixed up together—as the egg does also for the
unhatched bird—but in rich natural pastures the
same mixture uniformly occurs. Hence, in crop-

ping the mixed herbage, the animal introduces into

its stomach portions of various plants— some
abounding more in starch or sugar, some more in

gluten or albumen—some more in fatty matter

—

while some are naturally richer in saline, others in

earthy constituents; and out of these varied mate-
rials the digestive organs select a due proportion of
each and reject the rest. Wherever a pasture be-

comes usurped by one or two grasses—either ani-

mals cease to thrive upon it, or they must crop a
much larger quantity of food to supply from this

one grass the natural waste of all the parts of their

bodies.

It may indeed be assumed as almost a general

principle, that whenever animals are fed on one
kind of vegetable only, there is a waste of one or

other of the necessary elements of animal food, and
that the great lesson on this subject taught us by
nature is, that by a judicious admixture, not only is

food economised, but the labor imposed upon the di-

gestive orgaiis is also materially diminished.—
Johnston's Elements of Chemistry and Geology.

American Factory Girls.—In one of the fac-

tories of Maine recently, the propiietors reduced
the wages, whereupon there was a general determi-
nation to strike, and as they were obliged to give a

month's notice before quitting work, they have in

the meantime issued a circular to the world at large

in which is the following interesting paragraph :

—

"We are now working out our notice, and shall
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soon be without employment ; can turn our hand to

most anything; don't like to be idle—but deter-

mined not to work for nothing, where folks can af-

ford to pay. Who wants help? We can make
bonnets, dresses, puddings, pies and cakes, patch,

darn, knit, roast, stew and fry, make butter and

cheese, milk cows, feed chickens, hoe corn, sweep

out the kitchen, put the parlor to rights, make beds,

spHt wood, kindle fires, wash and iron, besides be-

ing remarkabl)- fond of babies ; in fact, can do any-

thing the most accomplished housewife is capable

of, not forgetting the scoldings on Mondays and
Saturdays. For specimens of spirit, will refer you

to our overseer. Speak quick. Black eyes, fair

foreheads, clustering locks, beautiful as Hebe, can

sing like a seraph, and smile most bewitchingly.

An elderly gentleman in want of a good housekeep-

er, or a nice man in want of a wife—willing to sus-

tain either character ; in fact, we are in the mar-

ket ! Who bids ? Going—gone—gone ! Who's
the lucky man ?"

HOME MADE GUANO.

It is not, perhaps, generally known that the de-

posits of the hen-house, when suffered to accumu-

late for several years, without exposure to wet, are

very nearly of the same nature as the African and

Peruvian guano, of which so much has been said.

It is concentrated and caustic manure, and should

never be applied to crops without being largely di-

luted with loam or some other substance, to reduce

its strength by diffusion, as it will invariably jjrove

detrimental, if not destructive in its effects. If it

be thrown into a heap with six times its bulk of

muck, or of good loam, and moistened with water,

it will be found highly efficient in promoting the

growth and healthy development of any plant

to which it may be applied ; but it should never

be used in its raw and caustic state. A few

bushels of this manure, properly diluted and pre-

pared, will be found to produce the results secured

by a vastly larger amount of the best stable or

barn-yard manure. For vines and garden vegeta-

bles it is altogether unsurpassed.

In a recent discussion upon the profits of poul-

trj', evidence was adduced by two or three persons,

that the manure from the hen-house produced bet-

ter results on crops than any other fertilizer used

on the farm. In one instance, where about one

hundred fowls were kept, sand—mere granular

sand—was scattered plentifully on the floor, and

upon which the droppings fell. Two or three

times a week the surface of this was carefully swept,

gathering up a ])ortion of the sand with the droj)-

pings and depositing the whole in barrels. In the

spring this was in the most convenient form to be

taken to the fields and applied to the hills where

corn was to be planted, and on a large field where

excellent barn-yard manure was applied at the rate

of twenty ox-cart loads, or about eight cords, per

acre, the portion where a single handful of the

home-made guano had been applied was altogether

stouter, and the corn earlier and more sound. But,

independently of this source of profit from fowls,

the discussion to which we refer afforded satisfac-

tory proof to us, that no product of the farm yields

a better profit than its fowls.

HOW APES CATCH CRABS.

A traveller in Java relates the following amusing
scene, which he witnessed in the company of some
of the natives

:

After walking close up to the old campaign, they

were upon the point of turning back, when a young
fellow emerged from the thicket, and said a few

words to the mandoor. The latter turned with a

laugh to Frank, and asked him if he had ever seen

the apes catch crabs. Frank replied in the nega-

tive, and the mandoor taking his hand, led him gent-

ly and cautiously through the deserted village, to a

spot which the young fellow had pointed out, and

where the old man had formerly planted hedges,

rendering it an easy task for them to approach un-

observed.

At length they reached the boundary of the for-

mer settlement—a dry, sandy soil, strip of beach,

where all vegetation ceased, and only a single tall

pandanus tree, whose roots were thickly interlaced

with creeping plants, formed as it were the advanced

post of the vegetable kingdom. Behind this they

crawled along, and cautiously raising their heads,

they saw several apes, and at a distance of two or

three hundred paces, who were pertly looking for

something as they walked up and down the beach,

while others stood motionless.

It was the long tailed, brown variety, and Frank
was beginning to regret that he had not his tele-

scope with him, to watch the motions of these

strange beings more closely, when one of them, a

tremendous large fellow, began to draw nearer to

them. Carefully examining the gi-ound, over which

lie went with all fours, he stood at intervals to

scratch himself, or to snap at some insect that

buzzed around him.

He came so close that Frank fancied that he

must scent them, and give the alarm to the other

monkeys, when suddenly passing over a little eleva-

tion covered with withered reedy grass, he here dis-

covered a party of crabs, parading up and dowTi on

the hot sand. With a bound he was amongst them,

but not quick enough to catch a single one ; for the

crabs, though apparantly so clumsy, darted like

lightning into a quantity of small holes or cavities,

which made the groimd here resemble a seive, and

the ape could not thrust his paws after them, for

the orifice was too narrow.

The mandoor nudged Frank gently, to draw his

attention, and they saw the ape, after crawling once

or twice up and do'wn the small strip of land, and

peeping into the various holes, with his nose close

to the ground, suddenly seating himself very grave-

ly by one of them, which he fancied most suitable.

He then brought round his • long tail to the front,

thrust the end of it into the carity, until he met
with an obstacle, and suddenly made a face which

so amused Frank, that he would have laughed loud-

ly, had not the mandoor raised his finger warningly

-^and directly the ape drew out his extraordinary

line with a jerk. At the end of it, however hung
the desired booty, a fat crab by one of its claws,

and swinging it round on the ground with such vi-
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olence as to make it loose its hold, he took it in his

left paw, picked up a stone with the other, and
after craclcing the shell, devoured the savory con-

tents with evident satisfaction.

Four or five he thus caught in succession, on each

occasion when the crab nipped him, making a face

of heroic resignation and pain, but each time he

was successful, and he must have found in the dain-

ty dish, and the revenge for the nip, abundant sat-

isfaction for the pain he endured, or else he would
not have set to work again so soon.

Thus then the ape quite engaged with the sport,

and without taking his eyes off the ground, had ap-

and exposed. We have frequently been surprised

and shocked by what appear to be an unmerciful

regardlessness of the comfort and health of their

domestic animals, particularly their young stock.

Every correct farmer will study the comfort of

every animal under his care—not only from a com-

mon principle of humanity, which is, or should be,

instilled into him by the gentle and humanizing

character of his pursuits, but from a healthy and

laudable regard for his own interests. As a face-

tious writer once said, "misery never yet fattened
preached to within about twenty paces of the party any one, and cold and hunger are miserable bed-
concealed behmd the pandanus tree. Here, agam, N. i, » n j i <• ^ t.i i_ i i

.i„ „ ,1 , J? 11 V V, 1 ji !• °.i lellows. (jrood barns, comfortable sheds, close
the ground was full of holes, and lookmg out the » « i j • ,

one he conjectured to be the best, he threw in his;
"cotes, for sheep and swme to go to when they

line once, and probably felt that there was some-
1

please, are among the most elegant embellishments

thing alive within, for he awaited the result with of which a homestead, in a rural districts can possi-

signs of the most eager attention

The affair however lasted longer than he antici-

pated ; but being already well filled by his past

successful hauls, he pulled up his knees, laid his

arms upon them, bowed his head, and half closing

his eyes, he assumed such a resigned and yet ex-

bly boast.

GARDEN SEEDS.

There is a matter to which I wish to call the at-

tention of the public, and especially that portion of
quisitely comical face, as only an ape is capable of It who deal in garden seeds ; and 'that is, the bad
putting on.under these circumstances. Iqualitv of many of the kinds that they send round

But his quiet was destined to be disturbed in a 'among us. At five cents a paper, which, on an av-
manner as unsuspected as it was cruel. He mustjerage contains each not more than a table spoon-
have discerned some very interesting object in thejful, thev can well afford to furnish us with the very
clouds, for he was staring up there fixedly, when he best of new seeds, indued with full and active vital-

uttered a loud yell, left hold of his knees, felt with ity. But I am sure some do not, and I hazard the
both hands for his tail, and made a bound in the air, remark that none take the pains they ought to take,
as if the ground under him was growing red hot, The loss of 5, 10 or 15 cents is not much; but
At the end of his tail, however, hung a gigantic crab; that is bv no means the whole loss. There is the
torn with desperate energy from his hiding place, |loss of the labor of preparing the ground, of sow-
and Frank, who could restrain himself no longer, jng the seed, of much of the manure used, and of
then burst into a loud laugh, I the expected cro]). And there is the vexation,
Themandoor at first retained his gra\ity; but which, in this world, which is so full of vexations,

•when the ape, alarmed by the strange sound, looked ought not to be inflicted upon us, if seed-sellers can
np and saw men, and then bounded off at full speed, well help it. The complaint does not proceed from
with his tormentor still dangling at the end of his one only, but from many.
tail, the old man could no longer refrain either, and There is hardly any seed which does not lose a
they both laughed till the tears ran down their portion of its vitality; some lose all if kept over
cheeks. more than one winter. It is pretty well known
The ape, in the meanwhile, flew across the nar- that seed-sellers take back in the fall the seed un-

row strip of sand, followed by all the others, towards sold in the preceding spring, and the suspicion is

the jungle,_and m a moment after, not a single rife among us thatW seed taken back is offered
one was visible. again, and perhaps a third or fourth time. The pa-

pers bear no date of the year when the seed was
raised ; and why do they not ?

I fear the seed-sellers do not take sufficient care

to put up only the best seed. In all cases, where
the plant is biennial, they should use none but large

healthy roots ; and when it is umbeliferous, like the

parsnip, or branching, lilie the beet, they should

put up none but such as is borne on the central

umbels and the principal branches. If they were
to remove the inferior umbels, (the umbels only,)

and the tops of the inferior branches, at the time

of blossoming, or before, the umbels and branches

left would bear better seed ; and those removed,
would probably, if left, have borne only abortive

seeds.

It has been said that cabbage seed, raised from
cabbage stalks, the head being removed, seldom pro-

duce plants that head well. So reason teaches.

And it has been said also that squash and pump-
kin seeds, taken from the stem end, are more apt

to produce fruit similar to the parent than those ta-

ken from the blossom end. It is well worth while

WINTER SHELTER FOR ANIMALS.

Solomon says—"A righteous man regardeth the

life of his beast." It is remarkable, that on a very

large majority of our farms, far less attention is

paid to the comfort of our domestic animals during

the long period of their confinement during the

winter months, than the well-known humanity of

our farmers, in other matters, would seem to in

sure. LiEBiG, the distinguished German chemist

says that our clothing is an equivalent for food

;

and every discerning and reflecting person must

have received a very striking and impressive corrob-

oration of the truth of the observation in the plain

fact that an animal comfortably sheltered, and pro-

vided mth litter or bedding, consumes, during win-

ter, less food by nearly one-half than an animal of

the same size and kind will require if uncared for
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to ascertain if this sajang is correct. Reflection

would probably suggest a reason why it is so.

This spring, more complaint has been made of the

bad quahty of parsnip and onion seeds than of any

other ; but the beet beds show many vacancies.

Douljtless the failure of many seeds is due to the

ignorance or carelessness of the sower. It will take

but a few lines to remark that, in a dry season, cov-

ering the seed sown, for three or four days, with a

board or a piece of old carpet, will sometimes cause

it to vegetate, when otherwise it might not.

Can you, Mr. Editor, give a list of the seeds

which lose their vitality soonest, and of other seeds

which retain their vitality longest ? Honest seed-

raisers, and all are honest, for aught I know, would

be glad to learn. Yours, &c., S. HLlLE.

Keene, JV. H.

We fully agree with our correspondent, that

there is great need of improvement in the quality

of garden seeds. We have long been aAvare that if

there is anything in which the pubhc are hum-
bugged, it is in garden seeds. But the cause must
not be laid to the established seed dealers ; it be-

longs wholly and exclusively to the purchasers.

They require cheap seeds, and always buy of those

who sell the lowest, and of course, they get them

;

for no honest, upright seedsman could supply pure

fresh seeds at the unusually low prices at which

they are now sold.

The truth is, the mass of the people buy garden

seeds as they would a pound of sugar or a bushel of

corn ; the cheapest always finding the most custom-

ers. The standing of the seedsman is no consider-

ation, and the seeds of an unknown dealer are just

as readily taken as those from the merchant who is

well known, and has a reputation to lose. The
competition among dealers, and the eagerness to se-

cure customers, has lowered prices, and as they are

below what fresh seeds can be raised for, they must
of course be adulterated to afford a living. The
dishonest seedsman, if there are any such, must pur-

sue this course, or i)urchase, hap-hazard, any .seed

offered for sale, of which there is always an abun-

dance, without knowing anything about them.
Probably not one in ten of those who buy seeds

are aware that the best seedsmen, who can be re-

lied upon, have their seeds raised expressly for

them, and often furnish the stock, or know that it

is pure ; it is the only way they can be certain of

their genuineness. The only remedy is, therefore,

to deal with first rate houses, with men who are

known, and to be willing to pay a fair price for a

piu-e article. If, however, they must be had at a

low price, purchasers must expect to have them
mixed with old seeds ; for it is the only way in

which the dealer can compete with the cheap seeds-

man. Our advice is, to buy nothing in the way of

seeds, plants or trees, because they are cheap.

—

Hovey^s Magazine.

Superphosphate of Lime as a Fertilizer.—
We were induced, last spring, on the recommenda-
tion of a friend, to use some superphosphate of lime

upon some corn which we were planting. In order

to make the experiment fairly, we left one row of

corn without any of this fertilizer. The rows in

which we placed the superphosphate came up the

first, grew the rankest, and looked the best all

through the season. A week ago to-da}' we har-

vested the crop, and, as all the piece was equally

manured before the superphosphate was applied,

and had equal culture, we give the result of our

experiment. Gathering and husking the row with-

out superphosphate, we found they weighed 36

pounds, not ten ears of which were hard or perfect,

having suff"ered from the frost some four weeks ago,

while the next was perfectly matured and the ears

weighed 60 pounds. We are convinced that the

superphosphate saved our entire crop of corn, al-

though we used only a table-spoonful in a hill.

What wiW our neighbor of the J^ew England Far-

mer,—which is one of the best agricultural and fam-

ily newspapers in the world,—say to this?

—

Chelsea

Telegraph.

Remarks.—Your neighbor of the jV. E. Far-

mer thinks the experiment a very favorable one, and

would advise you to continue it next year , and see

if the result will be the same. We have raised be-

tween fifty and sixty bushels of corn to the acre,

this year, where only a handful of superphosphate

was apphed,—but the land was heavily manured

last year.

THE YIELD OF LESS THAN AN ACRE
OF GROUND.

I see going the rounds of the papers the products

of a two-acre farm, amounting after nine years'

preparation to the annual sum of $133,20 : and the

writer concludes he "will have his reward, if the ac-

count he gives. Mill stimulate others to do the like

out of nothing." To add a further stimulus I give

the following account of the productions of a house-

lot containing but 139 perches and 83i feet. At
least one-third of this is taken up by house and

out-buildings, and about one-third of the balance

too steep for cultivating anything but grass and

trees. It came into my possession four years ago,

with the portion now cultivated stri])ped of its soil

by grading to fill up terrace walls. There are three

of these, 5 to 8 feet high. It has produced during

the past season :

- $61,60
- 3,00

- 200

306 quarts of Strawberries, 20 cts.,

60 bunches Asparagus, 5 cts.,

200 lbs. Grass, $1
38 quarts Gooseberries,
16 quarts Currants,
20 quarts Peas,
27 quarts Raspberries,
10 bunches Rhubarb
6 quarts Cherries,

5 bushels Grapes,

8 cts.,

6 cts.,

8 cts.,

15 cts.,

6 cts., -

10 cts.,

$2
lOJ bushels Peaches, extra, $2 - -

4j bushels Peaches, common, 60 cts..

Grass, second crop, _ . .

470 Peach trees, 1 year, bud. fine, 8 cts.,

100 Gooseberry trees, 5 cts.,

14 bushels Onions, 75 cts., -

2 lbs. Hops, 40 cts.,

8 Gourds, 5 cts.,

12 Grape Vines, 1 year, 10 cts..

Total

3,04
- 96

1,60
- 4,05

- 60
60

10,00
- 21,00

2,25
- 1,00

37,60
- 5,00

1,12
80

- 40
- 1,20

$157,42

Every tree, shrub and plant has been set by my
own hands—excepting about one dozen and three

old peach trees—within the four years, and had my
attention only before breakfast and after supper.

In addition to my own labor, the whole lot has not

received more than 20 days' work during the sea-

son, perhaps less.

If the ".Yew England Farmer," or any other can

beat this, let us hear from them.

—

Robert Ar-
thurs, Pitt Township, Alleghany Co., Penn.—
Western Jlgriculturist, Pittsburg.
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JERSEY COW, FLOEA.

Among the efforts made to introduce better

milch cows to our farms, both for milk and for dai-

ry purposes, tlic Mdeniey, or Jersey cows, have taken

quite a prominent place ; but their possession has

not become general ; a fow enterprising persons,

only, having purchased them, who can afford to ex-

periment, and lose, it' such should be the result,

without ha\ing the loss materially affect their other

operations. In many cases they have proved ex-

cellent, but not in all.

Mr. Lawrence, in his general treatise on cattle,

gives as a general description of the cows, that

they are Ught red, yellow, dun, and fawn-colored
;

short, wild-horned, deer-necked, Avith a general re-

semblance to that animal ; thin, hard, and small-

honed ; irregular, and often very awkwardly shaped.

He thinks they are among the best milkers in the

world, as to quahty. He had been assured that an Al-

derney cow that had strayed from her owner,made

nineteen pounds of butter a week, each of the three

weeks she was kept by the finder ; and the foct

was held so extraordinary, as to be thought worth

a memorandum in the parish books. This product

however, has been equalled, «e believe, by some of

the common, or native cows of New England. The

reports in the transactions of our country agricultu-

ral societies have frequently shown a product of one

pound of butter, from /our quarts of milk.

Before coming to a conclusion of their true value,

we think they must become more common on our

forms, so as more generally to learn their qualities.

both for milk and beef, and their adaptation to our

climate, and pastures. In the meantime, we are

iiappy to cxjiress our obhgations to those who are

wilUng to breed and test them.

The cow from which the above engra\'ing was

taken, is the property of Jonathan French, Esq.,

of Roxbury, who has furnished us the subjoined

account of her.

Flora, the Jersey cow, is four years old last Sep-

tember, and weighs nine hundred pounds. She

was imported, September, 1854, direct from the

Jersey Islands ; was then with calf, wliich was

dropped last March.

The largest quantity of milk she has given in any

one day, was thirteen quarts. As much of the

milk as was required for the use of the family to

make up the deficiency of another cow, was reserved

and the balance made into butter, givuig, for sever-

al weeks, nine to len pounds ! After cahdng, she

was sick and did not produce the quantity, or qual-

ity of milk, wliich may be expected from her when

fullv acclimated.

A Greenland Lady's Dress.—This consists of

seal-skin stockings with the fur next to the foot,

and of such length as to reach above the knee.

Over these is drawn a pair of seal-skin boots, with

the fur outside, so that the boots are in truth a

seal-skin of double thickness, with the fur outside

and inside too. The pantaloons are of seal-skin,

something in the form of old-fasliioned knee breech-

es. A jacket of seal-skin, fur inside, fits close to

the body. The outer habihment is a loose jurrah
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CZAR, CALF OF THE JERSEY COW, FLORA.

Age 8 Months. Weight 500 Lbs.

of calico. Around the neck is a ruff of dog's fur,

but underneath this is a white or black handker-

chief tied snug to the neck. The dress when orna-

mented is quite a handsome one, as it is the best of

the bloomer style.

HOW TO CURE HAMS.

As this is about the time when most farmers are

preparing their hams, beef tongues, &c., for future

use, a few suggestions on the subject will undoubt-

edly be acceptable.

We would not advise the use of saltpetre in

curing meat—it is entirely unnecessary, and it is

dangerous. Many of the other suggestions below

are valuable

:

Pork Hams.—When the meat is perfectly cold,

after being killed, it is ready to be salted. The
salt should be of the best quality—solar evaporat-

ed, ground fine, is, perhaps, the best kind—and to

every pound of it one ounce of fine white sugar

should be added. The hams should be laid upon a

table or bench, and every part carefully rubbed ^nth

this salt ; then they should be laid in a dry tub

until the next day. The same operation should be
repeated every day for four days, taking care to

turn the hams in the tub every time they are laid

down. After this, the operation may be repeated

once every two days for a week, when it will be
found that the meat has absorbed sufficient salt to

preserve it for family use. After this it may be

slightly smoked, or hung up to dry. Hams intend-

ed for sale should be once rubl^ed over with the

salt, as described, then placed in a strong pickle.

This should be made ofthe best salt—10 lbs. to the

100 lbs. of pork, with one ounce of sugar to the

pound added, and half an ounce of saltpetre to the

ten pounds of salt, all boiled for about fifteen min-

utes, and the froth skimmed off; it is then set

aside to cool. When cold, the hams may be placed

in this pickle and left for three weeks. They should

then be lifted, hung up for three or four days to

drip, and are then fit to be smoked.

For family use, instead of smoking the hams af-

ter they are" salted and dripped, if they are simply

rubbed" over with black pepper and hung up for a

few days to dry, the meat acquires a very fine fla-

vor. A mild smoky taste may be given to hams

without smoking them, by simply smoking the bar-

rels in which they are to be laid down in pickle.

This is a good plan, because the taste of the smoke

—which sfflRie persons like—is given to the meat

without discoloring it. Sides of pork should be

treated in the same manner as hams laid in the

pickle ; but for home use, during winter, by merely

rubbing the sides with salt every day for a week or

ten days, then hanging them in a moderately cool

place to dry for use, the meat is much sweeter than

that laid down in pickle. This information we
have derived from one long engaged in curing pork,

and we have satisfied ourselves, practically, of its

correctness. The amount of salt for rubbing on

the meat does not require to be stated ; no person

can go wrong by rubbing on too great a quantity.

The sugar is used for the purpose of nullifying the

bitter taste of the saltpetre, and also that of any

bitterin—sulphate of magnesia or sulphate of soda

—that may be in salt.

Beef Hams.—The finest beef hams are made by

cutting out the entire bone of the hind-quarter,

then rubbing in the salt and sugar, the same as de-

scribed for pork hams, turning them over and rub-

bing them every day for one week. After this they

are hung up to di-ip in a cool place for three days.
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They are now taken down and rubbed all over, on
a table or bench, with some fine salt, black pepper,
and cloves, all ground together. About one ounce
each of salt and pepper, and half an ounce of

cloves, are sufficient for thirty pounds of meat, but
the exact quantity cannot be given. No person
can go wrong if he rubs every part of the whole
surface of the ham with some of this salt and pep-
per composition. The ham is now fit to be rolled.

This is accomplished by rolling it into cylindrical

form, swilling it round from the narrow to the
thickest end, and hanging it up to dry for about ten
days before it is used. It is cut in round sHces for

frying by commencing at the butt end. A stout

cord is used to swill, or tie such hams, and it must
be looped or turned under on both sides along the
coils of the cord, so as to have every coil firmly
bound and held in place when the ham is being cut
in slices for daily use. Hams made in this manner
are the finest in the world—a luxury.

Smoked beef is to be found in abundance in our
markets, but it is a poor eatable of the meat kind
in comparison with beef prepared as described.

We hope some of our farmers will make some such
beef hams this fall for family use. They will not
keep in summer weather so well as smoked beef

—

80 it is said—but of this we are not certain.

For the New England Farmer.

REMEDY FOR THE ONION MAGGOT.
Dear Sir:—I noticed in the JVew England

l^armer, a question, asking "What could be done to

get rid of the onion maggot ?" I will give you
my experience. Some few years since, I should
think the second or third year of the potato rot,

my gardener came to me and told me the onions

•were being eaten up by maggots at the root ; said

he had put ashes, and also lime on them, but they
did no good. I went to the garden and found, as

he said, the roots full of maggots. I then exam-
ined the sound ones, and found the joints full of

fly-blows, quite a number in each joint close to the
main stock ; they were then from six to eight inches

high. I told the gardener first to water the plants

with the watering pot until quite wet, and another
to sift the ashes thickly over them ; he did so, and
saved every one that was left standing. I never
had a better crop, and have continued to grow them
on the same ground ever since, and have never lost

any.

I had a bed of top onions paralled with the

others,—I found fly-blows on them, and also where
they had hatched and gnawed a circle round just

enough to leave a white mark, but the onion tops

were too hard for them to penetrate. I then
thought, as the potatoes were rotting, I would ex-

amine them. I found where the vines were decay-
ed, the roots were full of the same kind of mag-
gots, and where they were not decayed, there were
unmistakable marks where they had tried, without
success, to gnaw into the heart of the vine.

I noticed that spring that there were vast swarms
of slender black flies in the garden, and have no
doubt they blew the onions. The currant bushes
were also badly handled by them, or some other
insect. One of my neighbors soaked a paper of
onion seeds and found 40 live maggots on the top
of the water, very small, but discernible with the
naked eye.

Can you, or any of your correspondents, tell of

any method to destroy the inch worm, green and
black, that eats up all the foliage of the currant
bushes ? They have eaten ours two seasons ; the
second season the bushes died ; there are myriads
of them.

Also a cure for mildew on grape vines.

M. C, Pavilion House.
Montpelier, JVov., 1855.

For the New England Farmer.

FARMING ON POOR LAND.
Mr. Editor :—In volume 10, No. 28 of the

weekly Farmer, I gave you a statistical account of

the expenses and profits of a piece of land which I

had tilled for two years pre^'ious, which left me a

nett profit of $8,07. I now send you the amount
of another crop, with the expense of raising it, to

show that farming <hts pay, even on the hard lands

of our hilly town.

1855. Dr.
May 7—8. To \\ days' labor with boy and oxen to

plow and harrow, . - - . _ $3,00
May 8. To 1 bushel wheat, sown, - - - - 2,50
May 14. To 1 day's labor with boy and oxen to

plow and harrow, ------ 2,00
May 14. To 2 bushels barley sown, ... 1,75
May 14. To 4 bushels clover seed in chaff, - - 60
May 14. To 6 qts. herdsgrass seed, - - . 75
May 14. To 30 lbs. guano and 2 bufhels ashes sown, 1,30
Aug. 14. To 1 day's labor mowing barley and

cradling wheat, ------ 1,50
Aug. 16. To 1 day's labor, binding whtat and get-

ting in barley, ------ 2,25
Aug. 21. To getting in 33 stocks wheat, - - 50
Oct". 11. To threshing 25 bushels grain at Is. per

bushel, -- - 4,17

Total expenses in 1855. ... $20,22

1855. Cr.
By 8 bushels of wheat at $2,50 per bushel, - - $20,00
By 17 bushels barley, at 874cts per bushel, - - - 14,87
To 1 ton wheat straw, at $6 per ton, - - - 6,00
To J of ton of barley straw, at $9 per ton, - - 6,75
Add profits on previous crops, - - . - 8,07

$55,69
Deduct expenses 20,22

Leaving a balance in my favor, of - - - $35,47

Showing a fair remuneration for the use of the land.

I had a small crop, owing to the heavy rains dur-

ing the month of July, the land being naturally wet
and hea^}•.

I ask you to publish the above to show to our

brother farmers that farming does pay, even with

ordinary crops. Harvey Barber.
Warivick, JSfov., 1855.

NUTRIMENT IN THE APPLE.

With us (says the editor of the Albany Journal)

the value of the apple, as an article of food, is far

underrated. Besides containing sugar, mucilage

and other nutriment matter, apples contain vegeta-

ble acids, aromatic qualities, &c., Avhich act power-

fully in the capacity of refrigerants, tonics and an-

tis eptics ; and when freely used at the season of

mellow ripeness, they prevent debility, indigestion,

and avert, -without doubt, many of the "ills that

flesh is heir to." The operators of Cornwall, Eng-
land, consider ripe apples nearly as nourishing as

bread, and far more so than potatoes. In the year

1801—which was a year of much scarcity—apples,

instead of being converted into cider, were sold to

the poor ; and the laborers asserted that they could

"stand their work" on baked apples, without meat,
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whereas a potato diet required meat or some other 'as good a farmer as we have supposed, he will dress

substantial nutriment. The French and Germans ^^'~ '-" -^^ --'• '— *''"" "'"^' "- ^"" "--'^'' ^^^

use apples extensively, as do the inhabitants of all

European nations. The laborers depend upon them
as an article of food, and frequently make a dinner

of sliced apples and bread. There is no fruit cook-

ed in as many different ways in our country as the

apple, nor is there any fruit whose value as an arti-

cle of nutriment, is as great, and so little appreciat-

ed.

For the New England Fanner.

SPECIAL MANURES.
A^Tiat scientific agriculture will ultimately do for

farmers, time will show ; what it has done, may be

seen on the farms of many of the most inveterate

opponents of the improved agricultural movement.

Let any one consider the amount of meadow
mud, muck and similar material daily used on New
England farms, and he will find that the manurial

this land with not less than eight or ten cords per

acre, to be renewed yearly, or less often, as his ex-

perience may deem best.

Let us now ascertain the benefit this compost

thus made will do his meadow land. We know,

to a moral certainty, it will give him the next sum-

mer from two to three tons of hay to the acre,

while the same land not manured will only give a

ton ; no one doubls the wisdom of his getting the

largest possible return from his acre, consistent with

an economical outlay, and he tells us that the haul-

ing and mixing of this compost has been done at

odd jobs, and really cost but little ; the question of

cost we will reserve for the present, and inquire

what has been the scientific result of his labor.

Peat meadow (i. e. reclaimed meadow,) is com-

posed of peat which has been drained of its super-

fluous water and top dressed with more or less grav-

el. The water, scientifically, flooded the peat, kept

out the air, which by means of its oxygen would

resources of farmers have been more than doubled ; j

have aff"ected the mineral matters in the mud, and

even those persons who leave their manure to be

dried by the sun and washed by the rain, now be-

lieve they decidedly gain by such admixtures.

—

Thousands, whilst they studiously condemn all ag

ricultural newspapers, lectures and books, mix the

would have so acted upon them chemically as to

make them (technically) sweet, and capable of con-

tributing towards a healthy vegetation ; the gravel

served to give greater strength and consistency to

the mud, and increased the drainage, by the admix-

deposites from'pSnd and road-side, with the cattle ture of its stones and larger particles, and also fur-

droppings, because neighbor A or B, who do derive !
nished some lime, potash and silica and other m-

information from such sources, does so and is ben

efited.

But even this simple operation is not fully under-

stood in its scientific bearings. I will not enter in-

to the detailed analyses of peat and pond mud ; it

is enough to know that it is largely composed of

water and carbonaceous matter, and some valuable

salts (mineral mattei-) in a crude state. That so

long as it is submerged in water, no change can

take place in its constituent parts which will set free

the harmless and valuable portions, and render in-

noxious the hurtful.

We will suppose we have the mud dug, and treat

of the best method of using it, and some of the re-

sults. When first dug it is as soft as cheese, and
full of water ; to remove it then to the barn-yard

gredients to the active carbonic acid of the peat it-

self. Now what is the peat ?

It is a body composed of about 85 per cent, of

water, 14 per cent, of carbonic acid and ammonia,

and 1 per cent, of lime, potash, &c., the water and

carbonic acid being, as we see, in excess, the lime,

&c., small, the ammonia and phosphate of lime very

small in amount. The gravel will afford a large

amount of silica, a small portion of lime, differing

in that respect according to the locality of the grav-

el, and little or no ammonia or phosphate of lime.

Now without entering into the discussion whether

ammonia or phosphate of Hme is the more impor-

tant agent in vegetable growth, let us assume they

are both necessary, because both have been found,

in all carefully tried experiments, to conduce to the

necessitates the removal of a large quantity of wa-[ development of vegetation; if we examine anum-
ter ; do we need this water ? No—because we ber of analyses of plants, we shall find that in all

wanted the peat to be sponge-like to absorb the ' cases water and carbonic acid are the largest con-

surplus water of the manure, which it cannot do if tributors to their structure, and these we have to

already saturated.

A winter's frost or summer's sun settles that,

breaks it, expands it, and leaves it light and dry
;

now put it at the bottom of the manure heap, and
wc have an absorbent that will not only take up the

refuse water, but will hold it till wanted. Postpon-

ing the consideration of the chemical components
of the peat, now saturated, let us consider how
most farmers \till use the pile of compost accumu-

an inexhaustible amount in the peat ; but we no

less surely find that these two agents, alone.can

never produce a vegetation able to sustain animal

Ufe.

Ha\ing this starting point, we see that by the

same analyses, plants in the aggregate take a very

large amount of various mineral matters from the

earth ; a ton of hay, for instance—280 lbs. of water,

1600 carbonaceous matter, 21 1-10 lbs. Ume, 26

lated during the year ; the'compost made of horse, jibs, potash, 32 7-10 lbs. ammonia and phosphate

cow and pig foeces, perhaps some night soil, and the
j

of lime ; and by comparing these amounts \vitn the

before mentioned peat. In a section of country contents ofan acre of peat, we see that a few years

like this, each farm will have some upland, and; would exhaust the peat, even if we could squeeze

some reclaimed meadow, all or a part of which will
|
all out of it which it contains, an impossible pro-

be in grass ; the so-called good farmer, during the ! cess, therefore we feel the necessity of suppljing

frozen weather, Avill haul out his manure and leave these ingredients to the meadow land to ensure a

it in piles on his grass land, ready to be spread in large crop of hay; and inasmuch as the farmer gets

the spring as a top-dressing. He knows that so the large amount of hay year after year, it is evi-

piled and spread, it will lose some of its value by
evaporation, but he knows such work can be prop-

erly done at no other time, from the tender state of

the ground, and too great hurry of work. If he is

dent to superficial reasoning that he must have sup-

plied these mineral matters ; he would seem then

to have acted scientifically—has he ? No, because

though he may have supplied the ingredients in
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whole or in part, he has not supplied them accord-

ing to any definite system, or with the greatest

economy ; his top-dressing could not have cost him
less than $25 per acre, and he got an increase of

Ih tons of hay, or $30 in retm-n. If we can show
him that this end could have been gained for $9,
he would admit that he lost $17 by the operation,

which the same scientific reasoning will show to be
a most unscientific operation.

If any one has been interested enough to follow

thus far, it will be easy to show the method of opei--

ation hereafter. K. M. C.

Lexington, JVov. 25, 1855.

For the New England Farmer.

"BUTTER STOCK."
Can you, Mr. Editor, inform me whether or not

any of this famous stock is now to be had? For
several years last past, they have been trumpeted
abroad, in every possible form, up to the time of the

great National Show, in your city, and since, until

the Devons of Middlesex had become, in the minds
of readers of newspapers, as distinct a class of an-

imals as any other. If my recollection is right,

there has been a proposal to sell all these animals,

by their proprietor, that others may be benefited

thereby. Whether or not such sale has been made,
I am not advised. I have looked in vain for an ac-

count of it. If people beHeve what has been
averred about these animals—that a gallon of their

milk would produce a pound of butter, in the month
of October, and a gallon and a half at all other sea-

sons of the year—this being twice as well as may be
expected of other good stocks—then it must be
that they would sell for prices corresponding.

—

I expected that indi\'idual animals would have run
up to two, three and five hundred dollars. Certain-

ly cows that will give milk of this quality, and make
certain that their offspring will do the like, would
be worth these prices. More than this, he who
has had the sagacity to distinguish and grow up
such a stock, should be worthy of distinguished re-

membrance. I am well satisfied of the butter-ma-
king qualities of the Jersey animals, kept by Mr.
Motley, Mr. Reed and Mr. Henshaw; and that

these animals will produce milk that will yield two
pounds of butter a day, when fed in the best man-
ner. These are the best "butter stock" 1 have
ever seen. Their looks show their abihty. But
that the plump Devon can be made to do this, I

have yet to learn. Possibly, under very peculiar

circumstances, milk can be stripped from them,
four quarts of which will yield a pound of butter.

But before I can fully credit such statements, let

them be backed by never so strong arguments, my
name will cease to be Thomas,

JSTov. 29, 1855.

The Valley Farmer.—E. Abbott, Esq., late

Editor and Proprietor of the Valley Farmer, pub-

lished at St Louis, has sold the estabUshment to

Norman J. Colm.\n, Esq., of that city. Mr. Abbott,

who has long done good service in the cause, will

remain as Associate Editor. Mr. Colman announ-

ces that he shall devote his time to the interest of

the Farmer, and shall introduce important improve-

ments into the paper.

For the Neu> England Farmer,

TO THE "PEASANT BAED."
How art thou, friend, this autumn weath^jr

—

In spirits—light, as lightest feather ?

From what we learn of ye, we gather,

Thou goest it prime
;

And if, perchance, we meet together.

We'll have a time.

Thou young "potato-digging''^ loon

!

How cam'st thou by so rich a boon ?

Namely, the Muse's golden spoon,

At which folks stare
;

One wouldn't have thought it—an' such shoon.

As thou dost wear !

Moreover, what dost feed upon ?

—

We do conjure thee—tell us, man

;

And elfe, what stream from Helicon

Flows down thy gullet ?

Then, swifter then Ahimaaz ran.

Here's haste, our sidllet.

But lately 'twas, we chanced to see

A rare production, penned by thee j

And heard it asked, respecting ye,

In plain set terms,

"Have we up in the hill country,

'Mongst us a Burns ?"

Quite glad indeed, were we, to hear

Such joyful news, spread far and near
;

Though aged quite, and as we fear.

Laid on the shelf,

Thus introduce, in method queer.

Our humble self.

All summer long, have we been toiling.

About the farm, and delving, moiling,

'Twixt rain and sunshine, dripping, broiling,

To gain a living
;

One's system needs a little oiling,

Against Thanksgiving.

November's howling "o'er the lea,"

Disrobing plant, and flower and tree
;

The storm-king's driving fast and free,

Young childhood's wonder,

And our poor hardship's for a spree

A "Doesticks Bender."*

Fis ! on those "melancholy days,"

That Bryant sings in sweetest lays

;

However bright the poet's bays.

Or nobly worn,

Methinks, such times the dapple greys

Might serve one's turn.

We've chanted in our Harvest Home,
And made all snug for months to come

;

Are ready for the fife and drum.

Of social chat,

—

Discussions—Lectures—Lyceum,

We're in for that.*******
Farewell ! my brother of the plow

—

My blessing, take it—even now
;

Such welcome would I likewise show

To thee and thine.

As manna welcomed was by Jew,

In auld lang syne. r. e. o.

Stockbridse.

* A "Doesticks Bender,"—alluding to a humorous article in

the N. Y. Evening Post, entitled "Doesticks on a Bender."

Why Butter is Dear.—Is the following, from
a New York city paper, true or fabulous ?

"There is a fine pasture all over the country now,
and the price of butter ought to be down to a shil-
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ling a pound. Why isn't it ? Because the women
and girls don't know how to make it. For twenty

years past the girls' butter-making education has

been sadly neglected. They can play the piano,

but cannot churn ; can dance, but cannot skim

milk ; can talk a Httle French, but don't know how

to work out the buttermilk. The women who made

the butter in Westchester, Dutchess and Orange

Counties twenty years ago, are passing away, and

there are none to take their places. That's why
butter is high."

For the New England Fanner.

POETEAITS FROM THE FIELD AND
FARM-YARD.

BY WILSON FLAGG.
THK CHICKADEE, OR BLACK. CAP TITMOUSE.

There are but few individuals who have spent

their winters in the countiy who would not agree

with me that, to the lively notes of the Chickadee

we are indebted for a great part of the cheerfulness

that attends a wmter's walk. Though he is not

reckoned among the singing birds, there is a varie-

ty in his notes, uttered at different times, which, if

repeated in uninterrupted succession, would form

one of the most agreeable of woodland melodies.

The sounds from which he has derived his name
seem to be a s^^ecies of call-notes, and are probably

designed by nature to enable these Uttle birds,

while scattered singly over the forest, to signalize

their presence to others of their OAvai tribe. Hence
it may often have been observed, that when this call is

rapidly repeated, a multitude of these birds will

immediately assemble around the one that gave the

alarm. When no alarm is intended to be given,

the bird simply utters these notes occasionally, as

he passes from one tree to another. He is proba-

bly accustomed to hearing a response, and if one is

not soon heard, he will reiterate his call until it is

answered ; for as these birds do not forage the

woods in flocks, this continual conversation or hail

ing is carried on between them to satisfy their de-

sire for one another's company.
These call-notes, with which every one is famil-

iar, are very lively in their expression, with a mix-
ture of querulousness in their tone that renders

them the more pleasing. The Chickadee, at other

times, utters two very plaintive notes, which, un-
like those of the generahty of birds, are separated

by a regular musical interval, making a fourth on
the descending scale. They shghtlj- resemble those

of the Pewee, except that the latter are on the as-

cending scale, and they are often supposed to come
from some other bird, so entirely different are they
from the common note of the Chickadee. I have
never been able to ascertain the circumstances un-

der which, the bird rejjeats tliis plaintive strain ; but

I know that it is uttered both in summer and winter.

In the early part of summer, these birds are ad-

dicted to a very low, but pleasant kind of warbling,

greatly varied but indistinctly enunciated, and which
wants only a sufficient loudness and distinctness to

entitle the bird to high merit as a songster. This

warbling does not seem to be intended to cheer his

partner, but rather as a sort of sohloquizing for his

own amusement. If such notes were uttered by the

young of a singing bird, we might suppose it to be
taking lessons in music, and that these were some

of its first attempts. I have often heard a similar

kind of warbling from the Baltimore Oriole.

The Chickadee is one of the most lively of our

birds, and on account of his permanent residence

with us, one that would be sadly missed if his race

were to become extinct. Though not a song-bird,

he is a lively chatterer and an agreeable companion 5

and as he never tarries long in one place, he never

tires one either by his presence or his garruhty.

—

We associate him with all our pleasant winter walks,

in the orchard or in the woods, in the garden, or

our immediate enclosures. We have seen him on

still winter days, flitting from tree to tree in the

garden and orchard -with the most lively motions

and engaging attitudes, examining every twig and

branch, winding over and under and in and out, and

then with a few rapid notes, hopping to another

tree to go through the same pleasant evolutions.

Nothing can exceed either his cheerfulness or his

industry, of which he might most truly be made
emblematical. Even those who are confined to the

house are not excluded from a sight of these little

birds. In the country one cannot open a window

on a pleasant winter's morn, without a greeting by

them from the nearest tree in the garden.*

The frequent companions of the Chickadee are

the common Creeper and the downy or speckled

Woodpecker ; but the Woodpecker is a more rest-

less bird, and seldom gives the branches of the trees

so thorough an examination as the Chickadee. The

former searches for certain grubs that are concealed

in the wood of the tree; he examines those places

only in wliich they are likely to be found, Hstens

for their scratchings, bores the -wood to obtain

them, and then flies off. But theChickadee looks

for insects on or near the surface, is never weary or

satisfied of his examinations, and does not confine

his search to the branches of trees. He examines

the fences, the under part of the eaves and the

clapboards of all buildings for crysalids and cocoons,

and destroys in the course of his foraging, many an

embryo moth and butterfl)-, which would become

the parent of noxious larvcT. Hence there is prob-

ably no other American bird that destroys in the

course of the year so large a quantity of insects, as

he continues his operations in the winter, when

there is but a small proportion of any other food to

be obtained, and he is obhged by necessity to be

very cUligent in his work.

The cUfterent species above named often get as-

sembled in large numbers upon one tree, and meet-

in"' v\ith more company than is agreeable when

they are hungry, they will often on these occasions

make the wood resound with their noisy disputes.

They may perhaps have been gathered together by

some accidental note of alarm,_and on finding no

particular c.ause for it, the noise that follows re-

minds one of the extraordinary vociferation with

which young men and boys conclude a false alarm

of fire in the early part of" the night. These birds,

though evidently social, are not gregarious, and

seem never without vexation to endure the presence

of more than one or two companions. Those spe-

cies most generally associate in flocks whose food is

abundant in particular spots, and those which per-

form regular migrations. Jiui the Chickadees and

Woodpeckers can seldom obtain more than one or

two morsels from the same tree, and find it, there-

fore, most convenient to keep themselves separate

from their kindred.
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NUTRIMENT IN VARIOUS SUB-
STANCES.

Animal food, taking bulk for bulk, is assumed as

being far more nutritious than vegetable. But
when weight is placed in juxtaposition with weight

it is seen to fall far below several farinaceous and

leguminous substances. The following tabular ex-

hibit shows what chemical analysis has made ap-

parent on this important topic :

—

100 lbs. ivheatcontain 85 lbs. nutritious matter.
" rice 90 "
" rye 80 "
" barley 83 <'

" beans 89 to 92 "
" peas 93 "
" meat, average 35 "
" potatoes 25 '<

" beets 14 "
" carrots 14 "
" greens and turnips 8 "
" bread 80 "

It hence appears that a pound of bread contains

more than twice as much nutriment as a pound of

meat, and" that a pound of peas or beans, more
than two and a half times as much as a pound of

meat. Seven pounds of potatoes are also, it ap-

pears by this analysis, equal in nutritive matter, or

the power of sustaining life, to five pounds of ani-

mal food.

"Food taken into the stomach, is there digested,

and the nutritive portions of it converted into blood,

which is conveyed by the proper vessels to every

part of the system for its nourishment and sup-

port. Any portion of it which, from any cause,

escapes the digestive process, and those parts of it

which are not adapted to nourish the animal body,

are cast off as exci-ementitious." In eating, reple-

tion should always be avoided. "Most of the

chronical diseases, the infirmities of old age, and

the short periods of the lives of Englishmen," says

Dr. Cheyne, "are owing to over-tasking the diges-

tion."

"I tell you honestly," said the celebrated Abek-

NETHY, "what I thinli. is the cause of the compli-

cated maladies of the human race ; it is their gor-

mandizing, and stuffing and stimulating their diges-

tive organs to excess, thereby producing nervous

disorders and irritation."

ShaivSPEare, in one of his plays—"As you like

it"—has beautifully exemplified the good effects of

abstemiousness and abstinence—the only sure safe-

guards of health against morbidity and disease :

—

"Though I look old, yet am I strong and lusty
;

For in my youth I never did apply

Hot and rebellious liquors in my blood
;

Nor did not with unbashfal forehead woo
The means of weakness and debility.

Therefore, my age is a lusty winter

—

Frosty, but kindly."

ces paid is from 25 to 43 cents, owing to the quali-

ty or condition it is in. Mr. Wm. Lewis, of Berlin
township, sold in this place, wool from this year's

clip to the amount of $994,59. He got over 40
cents a pound, while one of his neighbors sold wool
equally as good as his for 38 cents, after hauHng it

down to the canal.

—

Farmer, {Holmes Co.,) 2Sth.

"Wool.—For the last three weeks a very consid

erable amount of wool has been sold in this place,

For the New England Fanner.

AGRICULTURE AN EXTENSIVE AND
PROGRESSIVE SCIENCE.

BY JOHN GOLDSBURY.

Agriculture has been defined to be the art or
science of cultivating the earth,—tillage—huslmnd-
ry. In its widest acceptation, it embraces all the

common and ordinary pursuits of the farmer ; nay,

all that belong to his pursuits ; such, as the clear-

ing the land from trees, bushes, stumps and stones
;

the examination of different kinds of soil, and their

adaptation to different kinds of produce ;—the best

method of cultivating different kinds of soil ;—the

mixing, making and compounding of manures ;

—

the sowing and planting of different kinds of grain

and seeds ;—the cultivation of the crops and the

gathering and securing the same for future use ;

—

the building of fences ;—the di-aining of meadows,
swamps and marshes ;—the selecting and raising

the best kinds and breeds of domestic animals;

such as cattle, horses, sheep, swine, poultry, &c.,

and the best means of fattening the same ;—the

cultivation of the different kinds of garden vegeta-

bles, such as beets, carrots, parsnips, onions, tur-

nips, tomatoes, cucumbers, squashes, S:c., which be-

long to a distinct branch of this science, commonly
denominated horticulture:—the cultivation of the

difierent kinds of choice fruit ; such as apples, pears,

peaches, plums, quinces, cherries, grapes, currants,

Sec, all which come under the head of pomology,
which is regarded as another distinct branch of ag-

riculture.

It will be seen, then, that the science of agricul-

ture embraces a wide range of subjects, sufficient

to call forth the energies, and to task the utmost
faculties and powers of every farmer, be his facul-

ties ever so various and ever so abundant. It will

be impossible for any one to arrive at perfection in

knowledge on all these various subjects. After

his utmost endeavors and his most successful efforts,

he will still be ignorant of many things, which it

would be for his advantage to know. There will be
some new experiments to be made,—somethmg
still to be learned. But, this should not operate to

discourage any one from making further experiments

and discoveries, but it should stimulate him to great-

er exertions. For, the more any one knows, the

more skilful and successful he Avill become in his

calling. Knowledge is essential to success in all

kinds of business. More especially is this the case

in scientific agriculture, which embraces such a wide
range of subjects, on which so many experiments

are to be made.

At no former period of the world, has the sci-

ence of agriculture assumed such importance, and
engaged the hands and hearts of so many \-irtuous

and intelligent farmers, as at the present time. Its

value, utility and importance, are too obnous to

at foir prices. Mr. Brumbaugh informs us he has need illustration. No subject is better calculated

bought, this season, about 24,000 lbs. Mr. Cherry to awaken and cherish that spirit of curiosity and in-

Holmes has also bought over 17,000 lbs. The pri- quu-y which is so essential to improvement; and
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none affords a better prospect of leading to useful and in the second place, in taking good care of what

and important results. Within the last few years, ' they had ; that is, gi\ing their trees wide, deep, and

numerous papers and periodicals have sprung up,' mellow cultivation, applying manure when necessa-

devoted wholly or in part to this subject, which ry, and specially the liquid manure from the cham-

have given new importance to the science of agri-jber and the wash-tub. Great pains, taken whether

culture, or rather, have presented its claims to pub-, with fruit trees or with cliildi-en, scarcely ever fail

lie attention in a new and interesting light. These to produce good results,

works have each their respective peculiarities and
excellences ; and are generally well calculated to

aid formers in acquiring a competent knowledge of

this science. Not every thing, however, stated in

these periodicals, is to be taken for granted, as true.

On the contrary, every statement should be exam-
ined, closely scrutinized, and brought to the test of

experiment.

Agriculture is, in its very nature, a constantly pro-

gressive science. It is founded upon experiments
;

and these experiments must be repeated, in order

to arrive at the truth. For instance, because a per-

son has once been successful in raising a large crop,

on a certain kind of soil, by a peculiar kind of cul-

tivation, it is not absolutely certain, that he, or

another person, can do the same again ; because

other causes, which he knew nothing of, may have

contributed, in that particular instance, in producing

the result. In order to come at the truth, therefore

it will be necessary to repeat the experiment several

times. And, if the experiment, each time it is

repeated, be attended with lilve success, we then

have something that is tangible,—something that

can be relied upon.

There are two methods of cultivating the earth,

which divide the agricultural community into two
classes, the imitators and the experimenters. The
imitators copy the example of others. They do
whatever they see others do, without once stopping

to inquire, whether there may not be a better, a

shorter, an easier, and a more expeditious way
of doing the same thing. They neither take counsel

of their reason, nor of their more scientific breth-

No matter how great the labor may be, the

U. S. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The Fourth Annual Meeting of the United
States Agricultural Society will be held at

Washington, D. C, on Wednesday, January 9th,

1856.

Business of importance will come before the

meeting. Reports from its officers will be submit-

ted, and a new election be made, in which it is de-

sirable that every State and Territory should be

represented.

Lectures and interesting discussions are expected

on subjects pertaining to the objects of the Asso-

ciation, by distinguished scientific and practical Ag-
riculturists. The transactions of 1855, containing a

full account of the late Exhibition at Boston, will

be distributed to such members as are present.

The various Agricultural Societies of the country

are respectfully requested to send delegates to this

meeting ; and all gentlemen who are interested in

the welfare of American Agriculture, who would
promote a more cordial spirit of intercourse be-

tween the different sections of our land, and Avho

would elevate this most important pursuit to a po-

sition of greater usefulness and honor, are also in-

vited to be present on this occasion.

Marshall P. Wilder, President.

W. S. King, Secretary.

December, 1855.

disadvantage under which they labor, or the ex-

pense of time and money, they still continue to

do, as they always have done, and as they probably
always will do, as long as they live. They imitate

others in everything except in the improvements
of the day. And some of these they acquire un-

consiously without knowing it, or intending it.

The experimenters pursue a different course. They
"prove all things, and hold fast that which is good."

They seize with avidity upon every hint, and upon
every new idea, and endeavor to improve upon
them. Every new experiment is, to them, a lesson

of instruction. They inquire of themselves, why is

it thus and so ? What is the cause of this ? What
would be the effect, if the experiment were varied

a little? Cannot the same effect be produced by
simpler means ? In this way, they go on, from one
inquiry to another, and from one improvement to

another, till they arrive at important results. One
inquiry paves the way to many more, and introdu

ces them into a wider field of observation, in which
" they give the most unbounded scope to all their

powers.

Luck with Trees.—We have noticed that cer-

tain men always have much finer peaches, and pears

and plums, than most of their neighbors, and are

called lucky. Their luck consisted, in the first place,

in doing every thing well—taldng what their neigh-

bors call foolish pains—leaving notliing unfinished

;

0::3^ Gentlemen who are desirous to visit Wash-
ington will find the time fixed for this annual meet-

ing, as well as the occasion itself, one of great inter-

est. The Christmas and New Year holidays will

be over, the House probably organized, the ma-

chinery of the government in active motion, and

strangers from every portion of our widely extend-

ed country, and from nearly every portion of the

civilized world, will be there looking on. All this

may be seen during the same visit which shall en-

able them to do something for the cause of Agri-

culture, in attending the sessions of the United

States Society.

ART OF MILKING.
The art of milking well is not taught in a hurry.

It requires long practice to milk properly, and
therefore all the young people on a farm ought to

be shown how the labor should be done. It is

quite important that this branch of the dairy should

be particularly attended to, for a good milker ob-

tains at least a quart more from the same cow than

a poor milker.

The first lesson to be taught to young people is

gentleness and kindness to the cows. They never

need be treated harshly, in case Ihe business is

properly commenced. Cows that have been ca-

ressed and uniformly well treated are fond of hav-

ing the milk drawn from the udder at the resrular
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time of milking, for it gives them relief from the

distention of the milk ducts.

Let young 2}eople be put to milking the farrow

cows first, or such as are to be soon dried, and then
the loss from bad milking will be less injurious ; the

hand should extend to the extremity of the teats,

for the milk is then drawn easier. They should be
taught to milk as fast as possible. More milk is

always obtained by a rapid milker than by a slow
one. They should therefore be taught to think of

nothing else while milking, and no conversation

must be permitted in the milk-jard. They should
sit up close to the cow and rest the left arm gently

against her shank. Then Lf she raises her foot on
account of pain occasioned by soreness of the teats,

the nearer the milker sits to her, and the harder
he presses Ids left arm against her leg, the less risk

will he run of being injured.

Cows may be taught to give down their milk at

once—and they may be taught to hold it a long
while, and to be stripped mdefinitely. The best

way is to milk quick and not use the cow to a long
stripping or an after stripping.

—

JVorthern Farmer.

teen or twenty seconds in a mile. If acceptable, I

may say something about shoeing foundered horses

hereafter. Dux.

Remarks.—^We shall be glad to hear from our

correspondent on the subject which he suggests

above.

For the New England Farmer.

ON SHOEING HORSES THAT OVER-
REACH.

Mr. Editor:— I was bred from my youth a

blacksmith and farmer, and whether a natural me-
chanic or not, I was always anxious to know the

whys and wherefores of things, or more properly

speaking, the casualties and j)reventives. I was
also fond of trjing experiments uj)on such things as

appeared favorable of im])rovements. 1 was gener-

ally in the shop with my father evenings, rainy days,

and such other times as I could be spared from the

farm and school. By being in the shop so much, I

obtained the views of the I'armers generally, and by
that was enabled to make many improvements on
the farm. I learned also, that many farmers enter-

tain very erroneous views about blacksmithing, (and
I might add blacksmiths too ;) still they were bomid
to dictate according to their prejucUces ; as, for in-

stance, one says : "This horse over-reaches, I want
you to put the forward shoes as far forward as pos-

sible, and set the hind shoes as far back, or he will

tear them oif." I would sometimes try to reason

the case by saying the way to prevent a horse ft'om

ovei'-reaching, is to augment the speed of the for-

ward feet, and retard the motion of the liind ones

;

but in order to accomplish that, I shall have to re-

verse your du-ections. Some who had Httle or no
mechanical genius, would cut short all argument,
and say, "follow my directions or else not shoe the
horse." Of course, a mechanic must obey orders,

if he breaks owners ; so the horse would go out of
the shop, nicely fettered, with his shoes clinking at

every step; while, perhaps, the man of inquiiy

would desire a full explanation. My way is, to

make the toe-corks very low, and standing a Httle

under, and the shoes set as far back as convenient
on the forward feet, with high heel corks, so as to

let them roll over as soon as possible. On the hind
feet, I have the heel-cork low, and the toe-cork high,

and projecting forward, thus keeping back the hind
foot, wliile coming up over a high toe-cork, gl^ing

time for the forward foot to get out of the way. II'

thus shod, the horse will travel clean, without a

clink, and his speed will be increased on a trot, fif-

CONCORD FARMERS' CLUB.
At a recent meeting of this Club, committees

were appointed to report upon the foUowmg sub-

jects. There are three persons on each committee.

We give only the names of the chairman of each.

1. On Manures—Elijah Wood, Jr.

2. Hoed Crops—A. H. Wheeler.
3. Root C»-o;«—Willard T. Farrar.

4. Live Stock—Charles Hubbard.
5. Grass Crop—Simon Brown.
6. Grain Crop—Edwin Wheeler.
7. Farm Buildings and Farms—J. D. Brown.
8. Ornamental Gardening—E. W. Bull.

9. Farming Tools—Francis A. Wheeler.
10. Fruit and Ornamental Trees—J. B. Moore.
IL Poulti-y—James B. Brown.
12. Working Oxen—Jacob B. Farrar.

13. Draining—Joseph Reynolds.

1-i. Milk—James P. Brown.
15. Feeding Stock—Daniel Tarbell.

16. Special Manures—Jonathan Wheeler.
17. Vegetables—William D. Brown.
18. Pruning—C. W. Goodnow.
19. Garden Seeds—]\linot Pratt.

20. Farm Help—Gardner Wheeler.
21. Horses—Charles B. Clark.

For the Ketc England Farmer

FINE YIELD OF CARROTS.
Mr. Editor :—On Saturday last, I saw a piece of

land in tliis town, on wliich grew carrots the present

season, under the care of John Peasley, the propri-

etor, one of our most industrious and successful cul-

tivators. He told me, that the carrots had all been

weighed at the town scales, as they were harvested

and deUvered, divested of their tops—which were

left on the ground. To-day I learned from Mr.

F. Walker, who has the care of the town scales

that he had weighed carrots for Mr. Peasley, the

present season, as follows, all of which grew on less

than half an acre.

October 23 1 load 2,070 lbs.

November 5 5 10,040

November 6 4 8,010

November 8 4 8,230

November 8 4 8,010

November 10 1 1,039

19 loads 37,999 lbs.

Better crops may have been grown by others

—

but I have not seen them. J. w. P.

JVov. 13, 1855.

A Fine Essex Hog.—Our neighbor, Charles

B. Clark, Esq., recently slaughtered a hog of this

breed, which weighed when dressed four hundred

and seventy-two pounds .' He has plenty of infon-

tiles of the same race, wliich promise just as much

obesity as this, when they arrive at matui-e hog-

hood.
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ABOUT MANURE SHEDS.

When we see a reasonable scheme in successful

operation we feel more of its force—it stirs us more
—than anything we may only hear of it. So

thought a certain farmer—or at least so acted he

—

when he went to work the other day to build a

manure shed. He had often heard it remarked

that manure kept under shelter was worth double

that left exposed in the yard—he had often noticed

the difference in its smell, texture and appearance

on his own premises, but he had never tried the

two, side by side, on a fair experiment, until the

present year. Now he saw the difference in value,

he believed what he had been told, and he went to

work to build a manure shed, so as to reap more of

the benefits now so evident.

It is not to be supposed that the story of his ex-

periments Anil convince all who read it ; he had

read just as good, long before he really began to

"show his faith"—in the only true way of showing

it
—"by his work." But it is "good enough to tell,"

for all that, and we hope, will not be without its in-

fluence. He has two good-sized open sheds at-

tached to his barn-yard, Avhich his cows occupy for

shelter at will in stormy weather. He keeps his

oxen and horses in close stables, and these, as well

as the sheds, are kept well littered through the win-

ter. The manure from the stables is thrown into

the yard ; that made under the sheds remains there
;

both have a sufficient mixture of straw to prevent

too active fermentation. And both, were they in the

same situation in regard to shelter, would be of

equal value.

Last spring, incited thereto by a remark in the

Rural, he determined to test the difference as close-

ly as he could, Avithout going into any minute figur-

ing or preparations, for that is too small business in

his ejes, for one with so much work to attend to.

So on his corn and barley ground, he took pains to

draw the manure from the yard and from the sheds

in equal quantities—though he said he did not think

it was hardly fair, for in the yard raamn-e he had to

cart off a large quantity of water, making—if there

were no other difference—a sheltered load worth
one-third more than an unsheltered one. (This was
the first idea that really hit him on the subject.

He saw that he could save the cost of a simple shed,

just in the expense of cartog-e.) Both kinds were

treated in the same manner, the crops were sowed

and cultivated the same ; but he did not wait till

harvest to decide that he would shelter his manure,

hereafter.

Where the sheltered manure was appUed, the

corn and barley came up first ; and they kept ahead

all the season. The cut-worm worked less in the

corn, and the barley seemed to escape all injury

from insects, though tliat part to which the yard

manure was appHed suffered from the Hessian fly

to a small extent. The difference in the two was

very plainly marked, and at harvest, it was estima-

ted that the shed manured land gave a crop one-

third greatest.

Now our friend has erected two manure sheds.

One covers the dung-heap from his horse stable,

the other is intended to contain that from his cat-

tle stalls, and the major part of the yard drop-

pings, gathered from day to day. Some time, we
doubt not, he will go into manure cellars, and sta-

bles for all his stock ; but this move is a creditable

one, and in the right direction. He will also learn

the benefit of muck as a material for cheaply in-

creasing liis stock of manure, and then we shaL see

a shed for that, to be used as an absorbent of the

liquid—now, something stronger than rain-water,

and worth saAdng and cartage.

His sheds are simple and cheap affairs.

—

Crotched posts are set for the front, the back is the

barn-yard fence—one shed is covered with boards

—

the other with poles and straw. We expect to hear

more of their success or failure hereafter. That

other improvements will follow, is very sure ; for

a good example, especially if a man sets it himself,

certain to influence those who see it.

—

Rural
JVew-Yorker.

HOWE'S ADJUSTIBLE CATTLE
LEADER,

AND CHECK FOR FENCE BREAKERS.

It has often seemed to us a somewhat cruel mat-

ter to punch out the cartilage of a bull's nose, and

thrust in an iron ring, and keep it there as a per-

petual annoyance to the poor animal. Still, some-

thing must be done to afford a safe control of them.

The device of Mr. J. A. Howe, of this city, as rep-

resented above, seems to be just the thing. The

thumb and finger being pressed immediately over the

ends of this spring, open the balls on the other end

;

it is then sHpped on to the cartilage of the nose, and

the spring in the centre gently closes it. The car-

tilage being thinner on the inside of the nose than

it is near the end, prevents the balls from sHpping

off,—so that the harder the strain is on the cord,

the tighter becomes the balls. The implement can

be applied, or removed, in a moment.

It is also intended for unruly cattle by a simple

process which is not illustrated in the above en-

graving.

A patent has been applied for, and the imple-

ment will soon be for sale.

A Stratitm of Salt under Niagara Falls.—
E. Merriam, of Brooklyn, who has examined the

rocks underlying the limestone bed of the Niagara

river, states that he found a saline stratum under

them. This stratum is the foundation of the great

limestone walls which form the great cataract of

Niagara, a frail structure it is, and it is in tliis stra-

tum that the Niagara has the whole of its bed be-

low the Falls, and being soft, the water which falls

over ihe Horse Shoe and over the American, north
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of Goat Island, has had no difficulty in sinking

chasms of vast depth, into which the broken rock

of the Hmestone Avails which compose the cataract

falls. This stratum extends over a large tract of

country, watered by the great lakes, which seem to

have a subterranean communication with the vol-

canoes of Hecla, in Iceland, and those of the south-

ern part of the European continent, as the disturb-

ance caused by the earthquake at Lisbon, in 1775,
caused the agitation of the waters of Lake Ontario.

He says that an immense volume of gas arises from
the chasm into which Niagara plunges from the lof-

ty precipices which form the Horse Shoe on the
American fall, and might with proper apparatus be
ignited—and when on fire would exceed in beauty
the flames of the gas ascending from the deep ra-

A-ines of the salines of Kanhawha, which give a col-

umn of flame of seventy feet in height. His con-
clusion, from all his observation, is, that the great
falls do not date beyond the universal deluge.

SPIRIT OF THE AGRICULTURAL
PRESS.

PERUVIAN GUANO.

Prof. Nash, in his Farmer, says :
—"This is an ex-

cellent fertilizer. Every farmer should have more
or less of it at command for special aj)plications.

On poor, out-of-the-way soils, where heavy manures

cannot be carried without too much expense, it may
be used with decided advantage for almost any crop.

On lands of a good quahty well situated for work-

ing and manuring, guano will not, in the long run,

pay at present rates, if used for the ordinary pur-

poses of inland farming. When there is before-

hand almost a certainty of high prices for produce,

the inland farmer may do very well to try it."

AVe have recently conversed with two gentlemen

—both practical men, and of critical observation

—

who informed us that they now have fields in grass,

and yielding good crops, laid down some five, six

and seven years ago, manured then solely M-ith gu-

ano, and receiving little or no manuring since. If

such were to be the general result, we might bring

up our farms to a wonderful degree of fertility ; be-

cause a third or half of the tillage land laid to grass

with guano, and producing a fair crop for several

years in succession, would enable us to appropriate

all the manure of the farm to the hoed crops.

This would allow of very high manuring, and put

the land in such condition as to produce heavy grass

crops without the further application of guano.

But we need further experiments, and test the gu-

ano upon its own merits, by putting the land into

grass without a particle of any other manure.

THE AMERICAN SCYTHE.

A writer in one of the English papers inquires if

any of their agricultural readers are acquainted with

the American scythe, its construction and superior-

ity over those of ordinary use in the British isles ?

It ap]>ear-s that a native of Yorlishire, England, on
aA-isit to his native land, brought the subject of our

scythe into comparison with those in use in that

country. He told his friends there, that if it were

possible to introduce largely the true American

scythe, though at great money outlay, the gain to

Britain would be very remunerative, and that by its

superior efficienc)'. He also told his wondering

friends that one man here could cut four acres of

barley or oats in a day ! The writer states that the

real shape of the scythe could not be ascertained.

Is it possible that the American scythe has not yet

been seen and used in many parts of England ? We
recommend to our friends, Ruggles, Nourse, Mason

Sc Co., to send Mr. Mechi a case of half a dozen by

the next steamer.

HARVESTS L\ EUROPE.

A French paper, the Constitutionnel, says there is

a large deficit in the crops of that country, and that

they will be under the necessity of jiurchasing large-

ly of other countries. They have usually gone to

Russia and the countries on the Black Sea, but this

year, they say, "we shall address ourselves to the

United States, where the harvest has been very

abundant, and it is evident that we may pay in

produce or drafts for a considerable part of the com
[wheat] which Ave purchase."

The crops of Avheat and rye throughout the Avhole

of Northern Europe are lamentably deficient. The

Mark Lane Express (London) says :
—"America as

well as ourselves, began this cereal year Avith an ex-

hausted stock ; Avhilst on the other hand, the pop-

ulation of the States increases even faster than our

OAvn, or any European State ; so that consumption

keeps pace Avith production up to the present time,

whatever it may do hereafter. They have, hoAvever,

had this year an excellent crop, and a large increase

of land under Avheat, and Avill probably be able to

export as much, if not more, than in 1847. The

question therefore is, what proportion of this shall

we obtain ?"

In some parts of Europe, however, the harvest

has been good. In Austria, the Avheat crop was

abundant, and so in Prussia and Egypt.

SCAKCITY OF HORSES IN EUROPE.

A correspondent of the New York Spirit of the

Times, writing from Paris, says :—"In London, ladies'

saddle horses and carriage horses are not to be had.

In thirteen days' search, I could not find a decent

pair for sale at any price. If this war lasts another

year, the Europeans will be importing horses from

America ; and it would be Avell worth the attention

of our farmers and breeders to raise large horses, fit

to draAv a heavy carriage, or carry a heavy man.

Good saddle horses for gentlemen are still to be

found by paying for them ; a first rate one stands

you $300. A Utica (N, Y.) paper states that a

gentleman is now in that city purchasing carriage

and saddle horses for the market."

HOGS AND CORN.

Good pork has not been so high for several years
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as it is now ; indeed, pork in New England has

been raised at a very small profit if any for six or

eight years past. The Cincinnati Prices Current

says :—"Within the last two weeks there have been

numerous contracts made for new corn, amounting

in the aggregate to one hundred and fifty thou-

sand bushels, at prices varying from thirty-one to

thirty-five, all to be delivered in this city before the

first of next January. Holders, under the influence

of the excited state of the market for breadstuff's,

and anticipating a large foreign demand for corn,

are now very firm, and contracts could not be made

below tliirty-five, and many are asking higher rates.

There is a better feeling on the part of hog buy-

ers, with an increased disposition to operate. Con-

tracts for two lots have been made at $6,75 for No-

vember delivery, and holders are now asking $7,

and seem pretty stiff at this rate. For December

delivery, $6,50 has been paid, and at this rate there

are, perhaps, more buyers than sellers."

AGRICULTURAL BENEFITS OF SNOW.
It is with some feelings of regret and discomfort,

that formers, as well as other men, regard the ap-

proach of winter. That during several months,

there must continue an exhausting drain upon the

accumulations of the year, without any replenishing

streams to counterbalance its eff'ects, is a fact not

pleasant to contemplate, especially if an individual

happens to be straitened in supply. Hence, when
a storm of snow occurs early in the season, as one

did in this locality, on the twenty-fifth ult., the in-

quiry naturally arises of what benefit is snow ?

We see its evil effects in the wretched state in which

it places our roads ; in the strained and broken

manner it leaves our trees, especially if it comes, as

in this instance, before they have been defoliated by
the wind and frost ; in the downcast and sorry look

it gives to all animated nature, man included.

It is not our purpose to assert the A'alue of an un-

timely snow, any more than that of an untimely

frost. Any one of the phenomena of nature may
be attended with evil consequences, however bene-

ficial and necessary in a general way. Too much
rain or too httle, too backward a season or too for-

ward ; and a thousand things generally beneficial,

may be specially injurious. Nature works by gen-

eral laws, and in their impartial administration,

does not stop to inquire whether or not this man's

seed is sown, or that man's harvest is secui'e.

Snow, in latitudes, where the temperature is suf-

ficiently low for it to fall, is of vital importance to

vegetable life. Its peculiarly porous structure ren-

ders it an exceedingly bad conductor of caloric;

and hence, when covering anything either warm or

cold, and greatly differing in temperature from the

snow itself, or from sui'rounding objects, it requires

a long period of time for the equilibrium to be re-

stored.

If the earth becomes early covered with snow,

and before the ground is frozen, it will remain above

freezing point the entire winter, even though the at-

mospheric temperature should go down many de-

grees below zero. So decided is its protection, that

if the soil be penetrated witli frost to the depth of

several inches before the fall of snow comes on, the

caloric of the subsoil will remove the frost, not-

withstanding the atmosphere has not at any time

risen much above freezing point. The ground had
been frozen like a stone before the snow fell upon
it, the weather continuing many weeks below freez-

ing point ; and yet afterwards, on removing the

snow, the ground was found thawed out, and easily

lifted with a shovel. Of course, a boy's reason was
given for this circumstance, nz : that the snow was
warm, and had thawed out the gi'ound, instead o!

the true one, that its non-conducting properties had
intercepted the radiation of the heat from the low-

er strata of the soil, and this, acting upon the upper
stratum, had removed the frost.

Alpine plants, that outlive the severest winters of

mountain districts because protected by snow, have
perished in the comparatively warm cHmate of Eng-
land for want of such protection. We had a good
illustration of the genial influences of snow in our

own country last winter. The thermometer went
down to a point unprecedented in our history, be-

ing no less than twenty-two degrees below zero.

That was a point of depression indicated for the

first time in a record of sixty-seven years, and for

how long a period previously, it is impossible to

tell. Of course, the peach crop was utterly ruined,

and orchards, which were wont to yield hundreds
of bushels of splendid fruit, produced tliis year,

nothing but leaves. At our horticultural show,

however, there were exhibited several magnificent

specimens of peaches, which, upon inquiry, were
found in every instance to have been produced up-

on limbs that had, by a fortunate accident, been

bent down and covered with a snow-drift. The
temperature in their position did not probably fall

to zero, and if they could have laid upon the ground,

would barely have reached freezing point. The
earth at this severe period was mantled -with a heavy
fall, and we tremble at the possible consequences

which might have ensued in case the ground had been

exposed and denuded. As it was, the frost did not

penetrate to an unusual depth, and the wheat fields

and the meadows came out in the spring, fresh and
green from their long winter slumbers.

Snow has been called the poor man's manure ; but

we are not aware that analjsis shows it to possess

any fructifying elements not contained in rain wa-

ter. The gradual manner of its melting away en-

ables the soil to absorb a greater portion, and thus

become thoroughly saturated at the season when
such a result is desirable. The absorption of calor-

ic, which becomes latent in melting snow, prevents

a sudden transition from the chill of winter to the

warmth of spring. If it were not for this, vegeta-

tion would start too early, and all the fruits and
tender plants would be nipped by vernal frosts.

As the seasons are now constituted, the sun must
at least cross the equator, and the length of days

exceed that of the nights, before the snow melts

from the hill-side, and disappears in the vale. It

has then performed its mission, a gentle and a mer-

ciful one, whatever may have been its chill and for-

bidding aspect in the early autumn.

A locaUty that experiences abundant falls of snow,

which cover the ground uniformly through the win-

ter, will admit of the cultivation of many things

that cannot be grown in other places with no lower

temperature, but destitute of snow ; and many coun-

tries would be, without its protecting influences,

mere regions of waste and desolation.

—

Rural JVeio-

Yorker.
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For the New England Farmer.

HOW TO KEEP YOUR HOUSE WARM
IN THE COUNTRY.

BY HENRY F. FRENCH.
Open Fire-places nearly Obsolete—Old-fashioned Kitchens

—

Sledding Wood—Franklin Stoves and Fire -frames—Heat and
Fresh Air, Necessaries as well as Luxuries—How much air a

Man uses—How agreeable to breathe the same Air that has

just beem used by a dozen others !—Close Stoves—Carbonic

Acid by Slow Combustion—Poison from red-hot Iron—Ven-
tilation, Principles of.

Discourse as pleasantly and as learnedly as we

may, of the cheerfulness and healthfulness of an old

fashioned Avood fire on the hearthstone, we can nev-

er bring back any more of that agreeable idea than

the pleasant memories of one generation wliich has

before my day. In our own Homestead, we used

to burn four-foot wood in the kitchen, and ours

was a modern house, built about the year one, of the

present century. Now as to the comfort of this

style of fires—everybody knows who ever lived in

an old fashioned house, in the country, that in a

cold day, everything froze, even in the back part

of the room, with the big fire blazing, and the

chambers where there were no fires, seemed con-

siderably colder than out-doors. Who, that re-

members how his breath was frozen like snow upon

the blankets,—(we should have perished in sheets)

—at waking, ever desires to go back to the old

Avay of keeping warm ?

And then the labor and expense ! To be surejust lived through it, choose to furnish to posterity.

Wood piles on the hearth, like wigwams and log- the wood Avas reckoned of little value on the lot.

houses, are, as the clearings increase, getting to be
i

But, at my father's, and at every respectable estab-

matters of history. They are very pleasant things lishment, it was the winter's work for two mer, and

to remember, but on the whole would be, to our

more cultivated sensibilities, in these times,very un-

comfortable to depend on, for house warming, in a

New England winter.

I trust I am not ungrateful in what I am saying.

a team of four oxen and as many steers, to g up

the years stock of fuel. The men and teams were

oflf by daylight, and brought home the wood, sled-

length, load after load, and rolled it up into huge

piles in the door-yard, and he was considered an

Many a pleasant evening have I danced with the uncommonly forehanded farmer, who ever had a

boys and girls of the village by the hght of the

blazing fire on the kitchen hearth. Many a time

have I sat on a stool in the chimney corner, and

looked up and seen the stars twinliling through the

broad flue. Well do I remember the high-backed

settle, which was as essential then in a kitchen, as a

sofa is now to the parlor. There may be readers

of the Farmer so ignorant as not to know what a

stock of seasoned wood on hand. And so they

toiled all summer, to raise corn and hay and pota-

toes enough, to keep the men and teams through

the winter, and worked all winter long, getting up

wood to keep from freezing !

Wood fires, on the hearth, are out of the ques-

tion. They cost too much, and that is decisive of

the matter. Next in order, came Franklin stoves,

settle is! It is a high-backed wooden bench, long' nd fire-frames, and patent fire places, of all de-

enough for four or five, or occasionally, six or eight, Lcriptions. The old fashioned people must see the

boys and girls to sit on, boarded close, from top tol^^-g^ and war was, for a long time, waged against

bottom on the back, and with arms at the ends,

and a board overhead—a piece of furniture doubt-

less designed, not only for a seat, but for a screen

to break the current of cold air, that always whis-

tled past every door and window toAvards the big

fire-place to supply the tremendous draught. I

remember well, too, the fun we had, getting in the

wood for the evening fires, at one of our neighbors'

where the old fashioned fire-place flourished in its

piu-ity. The boys had a sled, with a yoke at the

end of the tongue, for the two largest to pull by,

and a rope hitched forward, for the smaller ones.

We piled on the wood, four-foot length, to the

top of the stakes, about three feet high, and then at

the word, with the doors set open, in Ave Avent, into

the kitchen, sled and all, and unloaded near the

fire-place. A back-log of any size not less than a

foot and a half in diameter, and afore-stick of half

the size, were essential to every respectable fire, and

a supply of pine knots for light, finished the prepa-

ration for the evening's comfort, in the Avay of light

and heat. They say there is a house in Chester,

where the occupants ahvays hauled the wood into

the kitchen, sled-length, with a horse, but that was

close stOA'es, mainly because they shut the fire from

sight, I have ahvays fancied, that the reason Avhy

we love to see the fire, is because we are usually

cold Avhere open fire-places are used. I i ever knew

a person Avho thought a blazing fii-e a very beautiful

object in dog-days, and am inclined to think, that a

person who is comfortably warm, usually thinks

very little of the presence or absence of the fire

that warms him ; while it is very natui-al for one

who is obliged to stand close by the andirons, and

turn round, like a goose suspended by a string to

roast, once a minute, to keep fi'om freezing—it is

very natural for liim to like the looks of a wood

fire. Some one has suggested, as an economical

substitute for the use of those who want a fire to

look at, that they should warm their house Avith a

stove, and have a picture of a good fire painted on

the fire-board.

The objections to Franklin stoves and fire-frames

were found to be, that they smoked, because in

modern buildings, the rooms Avere too tight to sup-

ply the draught, and again they consumed too much

wood. They too are gone, like the Indians, an oc-

casional straggler, only, remaining, and we in New
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England, in spite of all sorts of warnings, of all

sorts of fatal effects, have practically come to the

choice between stoves and furnaces. Leaving all

other questions for those who believe that the earth

goes backward sometimes, let us discuss for a little

space, this question between stoves and furnaces, re-

membering always, that we are speaking of houses

in the country. Your brick blocks in the city, shel-

tered on every side, warmed from cellar to attic day

and night, form a distinct class, of which we say

nothing now, except that the principles which gov-

ern the subjects of heat and ventilation are not lim'

ited in their application to the rural districts.

Two objects are to be kept distinctly in view,

heat and fresh air. Perhaps the latter should be

put first, for without air, a man will die in about

three minutes, while at the lowest temperature

known in this latitude, he would Uve much longer

than that, exposed naked, before he would freeze to

death.

There is no difficulty in generating heat enough

at a cheap rate. An air-tight stove, in an air-tight

room will do that, but the difficulty is, nobody can

live in such a place, thus heated. A healthy man
must have about a pint of air at a breath, and he

breathes about a thousand times in an hour, and so

he requires about fijly-seven hogsheads of air in

twenty-four hours ! And this air, once breathed, is

unfit for respiration, mitil chemically changed. The

pint of air Avhich passes from the lungs, does not re-

main in one lump by itself, in some corner of the

room, so that a fresh quantity is taken in at the

next breath. A single whif of cigar-smoke will per-

vade the whole room in a few moments, and an old

pipe zealously worked by some vagabond, will pol-

lute the atmosphere of a whole street, as you follow

behind him. And so, delicate ladies and gentlemen,

so fastidious that they would faint at the idea of

di'inking from the glass which another had used, sitj

pent up in an unventilated room,and breathe—what ?

Really, it is too disagreeable a topic to j^ursue so

minutely.

The air is, as we have seen, polluted—in other

words, it is deprived of its oxygen, and receives in

return carbonic acid and vapor, by passing through

the lungs in breathing.

This same poisonous carbonic acid is generated

also, in large quantities, in the combustion of coal,

of all kinds. It is heavier at the same tempera-

ture, than common air, and can therefore only as-

cend, through the stove-pipe, or chimney, by being

heated and so expanded as to become lighter than

common air.

In the air-tight coal stoves, where the combus-
tion is very slow, and all the heat is saved, the car-

bonic acid is saved also, and instead of going up
the chimney, rolls out into the room. It some-

times takes the form of carbonic oxide gas, or, as

the miners call it, coal gas, which is, when pure, at

once destructive of human life. Such a fire is like

a pan of coal ignited in a room without any escape

for the smoke or gas—a very common means of

committing suicide.

A third method by which the air is rendered im-

pure and unfit for respiration, is by coming in con-

tact with red hot iron. Carbonic acid is generated

not only from the iron itself, but from the particles

of dust floating in the an-, which are consumed at

once by contact with the iron. Iron contains also,

usually, traces of sulphur, phosphorus, and some-

times arsenic, all of which are given off by the iron

at a red heat.

These three methods of corrupting the air, name-

ly, by breathing, by slow combustion of coal, in-

cluding the charcoal made in air-tight wood stoves,

and by contact with red-hot bon, are always to be

kept in mind. The remedies obviously are ventila-

tion, or the introduction of fresh air, the use of

stoves open, or with sufficient draught to carry ofi" the

unhealthy fumes, and the disuse of all stoves and

furnaces that require heating to redness.

I have room only for a few general suggestions

as to ventilation. Ventilation implies the introduc-

tion of air, and its escape ; for it is obvious that air

cannot come into a room, unless a like quantity at

the same time escapes, for the room is at all times

full. All stoves that have a fi'ee draught constant-

ly carry air out of the room through their smoke

pipes.

If your room were perfectly tight, the fire must

go out, or smoke, by the air coming down the chim-

ney, in part. You ventilate such rooms by provid-

ing an opening for the air to enter the room, and

this may be often done by introducing fresh air by

pi2)e or box through the cellar, and admitting it

by a register, under the stove, so that it may be

warmed as it enters.

If the heat comes from a furnace, the fresh air

being supplied below, and heated, must have space

in the room which is to be heated, cr it cannot en-

ter. The room is therefore to be ventilated by

pro\'iding an opening for the escape of the air from

it, and this is done best by a register near the top

of the room ; for, although, as we have seen, the

air which has been rendered impure by breathing,

is, at the same temperature, heavier than before,

yet it is warmed in the same process of breathing

and so rendered lighter, and at first ascends, as you

may see your breath do, in any clear, cold morning.

In the case of close stoves, or air-tights, there is no

change of the air,—no tendency of the air to enter

or escape. The room soon becomes like a corked

up bottle of the water of the Dead Sea, unless ar-

tificial means are provided for the admission and es-

cape of air. A register under the stove bringing

fresh air in from without, and a register at some

distant point at the top of the room, for its escape,

are perhaps the best means of ventilation.
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But my space, for this number, is already con-

sumed and the question of stoves or furnaces,

which I had intended to discuss, must rest for

the present, upon the general principles already

suggested, perhaps to be further considered in the

future.

For the New England Farmer.

MEANS OF IMPROVEMENT.
BY JOHN GOLDSBURT.

The facilities for acquiring and diffusing informa-
tion are immeasurably greater than they ever have
been at any former period of the world. The
great improvements in the arts and sciences, the
general progress of the age in civilization and re-

finement, and the spirit of unwonted enterprise

pervading all classes in the community, are the

surest harbingers of a better day. They have al-

ready done much to break dowTi the barriers be-

tween different classes of men, and to introduce to

each the knowledge and the business of all.

This is as it sliould be. Man was not made for

himself alone, but for society, in which there is a

community of interest, and, in some measure, of

feeHng, which becomes a bond, uniting all together

as one common family ; so that whatever interests

and deeply affects any one class of the community,
will, in some measure, interest and affect the whole.

We live in an inquiring and obser\ing age. Everj'

improvement, in agriculture or the mechanic arts

is now chronicled by the public press, and sent

abroad on the wings of the wind, to be read b\ all

classes of men in every part of the world. The fa-

cility and rapidity of communication between dif-

ferent and distant places, are among the proudest
triumphs of human knowledge, and will do much to

correct public opinion, and to direct it to its legiti-

mate objects. There are none so high, and none so

low as not to be benefited by the means of intelli-

gence. The thoughts and experiments of one in-

di\'idual are now communicated with electric speed,

to quicken the thoughts and experiments of anoth-

er; and, in this way, all are benefited. Besides,

much is to be effected through the agency and in-

strumentality of our common schools. These little

primary institutions, in which the children of the
rich and the poor enjoy equal privileges and advan-
tages, and receive the same instruction, are the pla-

ces in which to sow the seeds of knowledge. And,
if these seeds be sown with care, they will spring

up and produce an abundant harvest. Here, then,

we have a lever power, by means of which we may
be enabled to elevate and educate all classes in ihe

community ; to qualify them for entering the great

field of labor and of usefulness, with skill, dexterity

and enterprise.

Our progress, in agricultural knowledge, is on-

ward; it is slow, but sure. We have not yet
reached the extreme point of improvement. Before
that is reached, many a project will have been pro-
posed and rejected; many an experiment tried and
failed. Still the spirit of investigation and experi-
ment is abroad, dangerous only to those who are in

error, and who are afraid of improvement. It is

highly probable that many of the inventions and
improvements of our day would have been regard-
ed by our early pious ancestors as little better than
damnable heresy and witchcraft. What would they
have said at beholding the effects of steam, which is

now used in propelling almost all the machinery of

the world ; when in their day, every thing was done
by manual labor, and at a very slow rate, and in a

very inferior manner. It then took as many days
to do the same work, as it noiv docs hours, and
without doing it half so well. What would they

have said at witnessing the more astonishing effects

of the electric telegraph, by means of which intelli-

gence is now transmitted, with the speed of light-

ning from one end of the United States to the oth-

er ; when in their day it would have talvcn several

months, if not years, to have done the same ! We
see, then, that the spirit of improvement has been
abroad in the land, and has wrought out important

results ; and, that if we do not keep up with the

spirit and improvement of the times, we shall soon
find the world ahead of us, and that all our ideas

and associations belong to a past generation.

It is true, that most of the improvements of our

day, great and astonishing as they have been, have
been made in the mechanic arts, in the use of ma-
chinery, and in the means and facilities of intercom-

munication. Some improvements have been made
in the tools and implements employed in agricul-

ture ; but few improvements have been made in

the science of agriculture itself. And even these

improved tools and implements are not generally

used by farmers. Too many still use the old and
worn-out implements of a by-gone age. They still

continue to plow and harrow, to plant and sow, and
to dig and cultivate the ground, in the same man-
ner, with the same im])lements, and with the same
results, as did their fathers, gi-andfathers and great-

grandfathers before them. They never once stop

to take counsel of their reason or to consult with

their neighbors, upon the best means and methods
of doing the same things. The consequence is,

they have fallen behind the age in which they live,

and are living in the age of high-heeled boots and
peaked-toed shoes, when people used to go to mill

with a bag thrown across the back of a horse, hav-

ing the grain in one end of it, and a large stone in

the other.

Still, in proportion as knowledge has increased

among the people, and industrious habits have been
formed, in the same ratio have the means of im-
provement increased. Every one must have no-

ticed the greater productions of the educated and
skilful laborer over the ignorant day laborer who
knows just enough to do what he is told to do.

Every one must have witnessed the increased skill

and power of the scientific laborer, and the greater

profits Mlaich come from forethought, order, and
system, as they preside over aU our farms, in all

our workshops, and in all the labors of our house-

holds ;—the care that mends a fence and saves a

cornfield ; the prudence that cuts the coat accord-

ing to the cloth, that lays up something for a rainy

day, and that saves all its earnings ; and the wisdom
that leads the farmer to avail himself of all the

means of improvement within his reach. Progress
—improvement—should be the motto of every

farmer.

The way in which Toads shed their Skins.—
I have a small house under my care for growing
cucumbers. There is a bed in the middle of it, and
the soil is about 3 feet high from the ground {i. e.,

to the top of the hills where the plants are in.) A
person, therefore, standing in the house can exam-
ine an object placed on the hill with ease. Last
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Saturday, about seven o'clock A. M., I uncovered

the house, and went to see that all was right, when
to my surprise I saw my pet companion, a fine toad,

apparently in the agonies of death. It was seated

at the end of the ridge, or hill of soil; its mouth,

or rather under jaw opening every few seconds (the

top jaw did not move), the eyes shut, and the body

violently convulsed each time the jaw opened, and

with each convulsion of the body the right fore foot

was raised to the head. I placed myself in front of

it, and perceived that it was dra^nng something into

its mouth each time the jaw moved; at that instant

the right eye opened, it then inflated the body on

the left side, and drew in the right, placing at the

same time the left fore foot on the head behind the

eye and drawing it down to the mouth ; it then ap-

peared to hold its fore foot in the mouth for about

a second, when it drew it out, and I distinctly saw

the three points of the skin that came off its toes,

outside its lips till the next opening of the jaw, when
they were drawn into the mouth. When it drew
its foot over its left eye (which before was shut), it

broke out as bright as ever. Some folds of the

skin adhered to the left eg, but by two or three

motions of the jaw they were gone, and in about

a minute the skin was drawn off the lips—the toad

had eaten its own skin, and there it stood with its

new covering as bright as if it had been fresh varn-

ished. I endeavored to touch it, to feel if it was
clammy, but the creature gave a vigorous jump, and
the soil adhered to its legs. I looked at it an hour

afterwards; it had then begun to resume its dingy

brown color. The time it took to get off its head-

dress was only a few minutes. It appeared to ir e

that each time its jaw opened it drew the skin for-

ward, while it distended the body on the side to be

uncovered.

—

W. Turner.

chusetts." At any rate, it will well pay any lover

of trees the expense of a few miles ride, to see it.

It stands on a farm formerly knowTi as the "Perley

Morse" farm, 3^ or 4 mlies south-westerly from

Lawrence, and a mile or two more than that dis-

tance from Lowell, in a north-easterly direction, or

less than a mile from the Bartlett farm. It is one

of the greatest natural curiosities that I ever saw in

the shape or form of a tree. B. F. Cutter.

Pelham, Oct., 1855.

For the New England Farmer.

MILK.
The component parts of milk are the same in

all animals. The only difference in the milk of dif-

I

ferent animals, is in the different proportions of its

i
component elements. These elements are caseine

I

or cheese, butter, sugar, saline matter and water.

Sometimes, however, substances are found in milk,

;

derived from the food, which render it medicinal

j

and even poisonous. The following table exhibits

the composition of the milk of different animals, ac-

cording to Professors Henry and Chevalier:

IVoman, Coiv. Ass. Gnat.

Caseine 1.52 4.58 1.82 1.08

Butter 3.55 3.13 0.11 3.32

Sugar 6.50 4.77 6.U8 5.28

Saline matter 0.45 0.60 0.34 0.58

Water 87.98 87.02 91.65 86.80

For the New England Farmer.

A SINGULAR TREE.
Mr. Editor :—Several times within two years I

have been asked whether I had ever seen or heard

of a certain curious or singular evergreen tree in

the to\vn of Methuen, in Essex County, Mass., and
being engaged in raising forest or ornamental trees,

I this day took the trouble to go a short distance

out of my way to see it, and propose to give you a

short, but not ])otanical, description of it, viz.;

—

I should describe it as a white pine tree, 35 feet

in height, 18 inches diameter, 3 feet from the

gi-ound, straight and smooth like an old growth
swamp pine up to about 14 feet high ; it then

branches out very thick, forming a head 25 feet in

diameter, of verj' regular cone shape, so thick as to

be entirely impenetrable for the entrance of birds

on the wing. The limbs are so thick that it would

be almost impossible for a man to climb through it.

Ten seed-cones that I found under it measured less

than three inches in length, (the common pine aver-

aging over six,) the leaves being very much thicker

than the common pine, and the joints on whorls of

limbs. The tree stands in open, cultivated ground,

and is perfectly thrifty. Several young trees that

have been transplanted and cultivated by Mr. Jer-

emiah B.\rkkr, are 2h feet high, and the diameter

or spread of limbs from 2 ft. 9 in. to 4 ft., in all

cases showing a greater diameter than height.

From its general appearance, seed-cones, &c., I sup-

pose it may be a new variety of the white pine not

described by Mr. Emerson in his "Trees of Massa-

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

The proportion of butter and cheese in the milk

of the cow is well known to depend upon her food,

and the distance of time from the birth of the calf.

The milk, several months after this period, contains

much more butter,than soon after the calf is dropped.

Milk, M'hen viewed by the naked eye, appears to be

a homogeneous white fluid; but when viewed through

a microscope, it exhibits an infinite number of min-

ute globules. These consist of an oily substance,

and when collected together, they constitute butter.

When milk is set at rest, in a cool place, these oily

particles being lighter than the other parts, gradu-

ally rise to the surface, and form cream. When
milk is exposed to the atmosphere the sugar it con-

tains is converted into an acid called lactic acid.

The warmer the atmosphere to which it is exposed,

the more rapidly does this change occur. This acid

causes the caseine to coagulate, and thus forms

curds and prevents the separation of the cream.

Hence when milk is set to allow the cream to rise,

it should be kept as cool as possible, in order to re-

tard the formation of this acid, and thus allow all

the particles of butter to rise to the surface. As
this acid is usually formed before all the butter has

separated, the curd retains a portion of it, some-

times nearly or quite half of the butter is retained

in the curd. The longer we can keep milk sweet,

the more cream rises. The milk of different cows

differs in this respect. From some, the cream sepa-

rates more rapidly than from that of others. Perhaps

this is owing to the different proportions of caseine

they contain. From forty-eight to seventy-two

hours are required to separate the cream. When
this separation is completed, the milk loses its

white color, and assumes the bluish hue, by which

skimmed milk is readily distinguished from milk

containing the cream.

When criam is taken from mill<, a portion of

milk still adheres to the cream. The lactic acid

contained in this adhering portion causes the cream
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to sour. Various methods have been resorted to,

to prevent the souring of milk, the chief of which
are the addition of some alkali dissolved in water,

and added to the milk when first set in the dairy.

Carbonate of soda, carbonate of magnesia and liquid

ammonia have been used for this purpose. But
neither will answer the purpose effectually, unless

added in pretty large quantity. When they are

added in sufficient quantity to prevent the souring,

a portion of the alkali will combine with the parti-

cles of butter, and form a species of soap, which
rising with the cream, injures the quality of the but-

ter. The only effectual method appears to be, to

keep the milk as cool as possible without freez-

ing, and to churn the cream soon after it is taken
from the milk. K.

Concord, JVov. 20.

WIKTEE MANAGEMENT OF SHEEP.
In the Patent Office Rejjort for 1854, there is a

valuable article on the "History and Management
ofthe Merino Sheej)," by Gko. Campbell, Esq., of
West Westminster, Vt., from which Ave extract the
following remarks on the winter management of

sheep, which will be read with interest

:

Much of the success of the wool-grower depends
upon the M'inter management of his flock. Sheep
are animals which pay their owners better for good
care and keeping than any other stock usually kept
on a farm ; but if fed M'ith a stingy hand, or ne-

glected, if suitable conveniences are wanting, they
pay perhaps as poorly as any. The annual loss to

the United States, resulting from a want of suita-

ble sheds and other conveniences for the winter

accommodalion of sheep, is immense. The prompt-
ings of self-interest Avould seem sufficient to induce

our farmers to adopt a better system of winter
management. No intelligent firmer at this day
will attempt to deny the princij)le that wami enclo-

sures are equivalent, to a certain extent, for food
;

a variety of well-conducted experiments have con-

clusively demonstrated the fact. A large propor-

tion of food consumed in winter is required for

keeping up the animal heat, and consequently, in

proportion as the apartments are warm, within cer-

tain limits, the less amount of food will be required.

The other extreme, too close apartments, would be
objectionable from the impurity of the air, and
should be avoided. Sheep have very little reason

to fear injury from this cause. The majority of

those in our State suffer for the want of shelter

and a suitable quantity and variety in their winter
food. Many flocks are brought to their winter

quarters in fair condition, but are fed so spnringly

that the growth of their wool is almost wholly ar-

rested during the winter season, the fodder given

them being only sufficient to sustain the vital func-

tions. Under such circumstances the food con-

sumed by them is in fact nearly lost. The owner
has received no return in the increase of wool nor
in bodily weight ; and he will suffer further from a

large per cent, of actual deaths before the time of
shearing.

With such a course of management the profits

of wool-growing will necessarily be small. If nei-

ther self-interest nor the feelings of humanity Avill

induce the farmer to provide properly for his de-

pendent flock, he will find it for his advantage to

keep some other domestic animal, and I know ot

nothing more suitable for such men than a hardy

goat. While I protest against the starving system,

it would seem hardly necessary to caution farmers

against the opposite extreme, too high feeding,

wliich is also detrimental to the health and long fife

of the animal. While preparing sheep for the

butcher, high feeding is necessary and proper, but

for store sheep and breeding ewes, an over amount
of fat, produced by high keeping, is decidedly in-

jurious ; and, aside from the attending expense to

produce this state of things, it has a tendency to

shorten the lives of the sheep and enfeeble the off-

spring. The forcing system of feeding brings ani-

mals to maturity early, but is productive of prema-
ture death.

The proper and the most profitable mode of feed-

ing, for breeding and store sheep, is that which will

develop In them the highest degree of bodily vigor.

Sheep fed in this manner would endure the fatigue

of a long journe)', while those high fed would fail

from excess of fat, and the scantily fed, from mus-
cular debility. Every wool-grower will find it for

his interest to provide warm, ca])acIous, and well

ventilated sheds for his fiocks, with a convenient

access to pure water. The feeding racks should be

made with good tight bottoms, in order that the

chart' and seed, the most valuable part of the hay,

may not be lost. Such racks will also answer for

feeding out roots and grain, and will avoid the

necessity of having an extra lot of troughs for that

purpose.

The different ages and classes of sheep should be
pro])erly assorted. This classification, however,
must be left to the judgment of the breeder. The
size of his fiock, and his conveniences for keeping
will determine the extent of the classification. It

will be necessary, in all flocks of consideralile size,

to place the strong and feeble, in separate flocks.

The breeding ewes should constitute another divis-

ion, and so on with the lambs, keeping each class,

and age b}' themselves.

In regard to the question, how often should sheep

be fed ? a difference of opinion among good mana-
gers exists. While one believes that twice a day
is sufficient, another thinks it desirable to feed three

or four times ; but the most important point, I al)-

prehend, is to feed regularly, whether twice, three

or four times a day. The writer feeds, at present,

hay twice, one day ; the next, hay in the morning
and straw at night, and so on, giving hay and straw

alternately, instead of hay ; and beside, a feed of

roots and grain is allowed at mid-day, allowing a

half bushel of corn and cob, or oatmeal, mixed with

two bushels of roots, to the one hundred head. As
sheep are fond of a variety of food, it Is desirable to

make as many changes as practicable. If allowed

constant access to pine or hemlock boughs through
the winter, it will be conducive to their health.

Salt Is equally as essential in winter as in summer,
and should be kept constantly by them. Rock-salt,

which is imported In large lumps, weighing from
20 to 50 pounds each, is the cheapest and best.

Sheep are not liable to eat it in sufficient quantities

as to ever injure them, as they can only get it by
Ucking.

The New Jersey Farmer, is a new Agricultu-

ral monthly, published at Freehold, N..J., by Pharo
& Bentleson. It is in book form, and promises,

by its well-filled pages, to be an efficient agent in

the work of agricultural progress. It is edited by
Orrin Pharo, Esq.
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THE WILLIAMS APPLE.

This apple is called TVilliams Favorite, and Tfl,l-

liams Eaiiy Red. It originated in Roxbury,

near Boston, and was introduced by A. D. Wil-

liams, Esq.,—hence its name. Cole describes it

as "large, oblong-ovate ; bright red ; dark red in the

sun ; little pale ye How in the shade ; stalk slender,

two-thirds of an inch long, in a narrow basin ; flesh

yello^vish white, fine, mild, pleasant and excellent.

Ripe during August. Moderate grower, good

bearer. Requires a strong moist soil, and high cul-

ture to bring the fruit to perfection, and then it is

splendid, and the most salable apple of its time in

the Boston market.

The apple from which the above sketch was ta-

ken, grew in the garden of Wm. W. Wheildon,

Esq., of Concord, who not only obligingly furnished

the fruit, but the following description :

—

The above description by Cole, of this favorite

summer apple, (admitted to be the best we yet

have among the early kinds,) will hardly enable

any one not familiar with the fruit to recognize it.

The form varies considerably, but the true type re-

sembles the Porter in shape ; and others of them

can hardly be distinguished in color or feature from

the Sopsavine, which is ripe about the same time,

—

say the middle of August. The stalk or stem is

nearly an inch long, but sometimes very short and

fleshy at the base—this latter is an invariable fea-

ture, and together with the fleshy nob, where the

stem is set in, always distinguish it from he So})-

savine. It is of a rich iviney flavor, and generally

with fine veins of red running through the white

and delicate flesh.

For the New England Farmer.

CARROTS FOR HORSES.

Mr. Editor :—For two winters past I have fed

my two horses upon carrots and hay ; commencing

with November, and ending about the first of April.

During this length of time, I gave very little other

grain, for carrots I consider grain, and fidly equal

to oats. My horses arc in constant service on the

road ; and under this treatment, they usually come

out at the end of the "pile" looking better than

when they commenced. My dose, is two quarts,

morning, noon, and at night four to each horse

;

they have as much good, sweet English hay as they

will eat, and cut, whether fed to them dry or other-

wise. This latter, I have always practiced, ever

since I have had the management of horses ; and

I am satisfied, that it is the cheapest and best way,

in which it can be given to the horse. There is no
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waste, and horses eat it better, and have more time

to rest, which is quite an important consideration,

where the horse is liable to be taken from the sta-

ble at any moment. I am satisfied there is no bet-

ter way of feeding horses, nor is there any cheaper

one—that I have ever tried—than the one here

mentioned. If there is, will not some person who
knows please report ? I always cut them quite fine,

before using. Carrots are most excellent for horses

whose wind is any way affected—such as the heaves,

&c. Those who have tried them for this purpose,

will, I think, agree with me in this; if not, just try

the experiment and be satisfied. They are usually

cheap, compared with other articles of feed of equal

nutritiousness. Last year I paid nine dollars per

ton, this year eleven, and at the latter price I pre-

fer them to oats—measure for measure.

Patent Office report : "A bushel of carrots, well

cut up by a proper root-cutter, is as good as a bush-

el of oats for a working horse. I have tried the ex-

birds, mice or squirrels, it is best to plant them in

the fall, as that is the time designed by nature

;

and a moist, shady place is much the best, especial-

ly if they are to be transplanted. The arbor \itce,

white cedar, larch, spruce and hemlock will seldom

vegetate unless they are sown in wet and shady

places.

All seed trees need but a thin covering of earth,

if the m-ound is moist ; but if the ground is drj-,

there should be allowance made and the seed cov-

ered a little deeper as the ground is drier. One of

the best rules than can be given is to follow Nature
as near as possible, in the time and manner of plant-

ing and also in the selection of lands. All the light-

er kinds of seeds, that are scattered by the wind,

need but very slight covering, and generally succeed

without anything more than the rains will do.

It is a very good jjlan,—and is the practice in the

old countries—to sow several kinds together, as the

oak and pine, or the pine and white birch, as they

periment (so have I, Mr. Editor,) fully, and satisfac-
j

protect each other, and one may come up if the oth-

torily. I have fed twelve quarts of sliced carrots
.
er fails.

instead of twelve quarts of oats, to a horse, the
]

The red cedar, mountain ash and the thorn ripen

whole winter, and found no difference in the results, their seeds in the autumn, and require two years to

I gave hay with the carrots as we do with the oats."
|

vegetate—they should be gathered and kept in

It is calculated that 27G pounds of carrots, are some shady place mider ground one year previous

equal to 100 pounds of good hay, and that 52 to plantin.

Eounds of meal or corn is equal to 100 pounds of

av. From these estimates—and I will venture to

All the oaks, nut-bearing trees, maples, bass, &c.,

require warm moist soil, while the evergreens.

say, they will be found pretty nearly correct—any [white birch, &c., will generally succeed on the

person, so dis])osed, can easily satisfy himself, wheth-[ lightest soil. The white pine probably adapts it-

er my method of feeding horses during the winter self to all kinds of land better than any other tree,

months is not as cheap as any. Where horses are
,

growing equally well from the quagmire of our

worked and kept in good condition at the same swamps to the top of the highest hills,

time, if not the best—that is generally the best If the trees are to be transplanted from the for-

which does its work </ie tesi and cheapest. est, care should be t;iken to select good, strong.

East JVeymouth, JVov., 1855. N. Q. T. [growing young trees from places where they have

not been too much shaded—should be taken up
'

j
carefully and set out as soon afterwards as possible.

They may be set at first from 3 to 6 feet apart, and

the "trees may be of any size from 1 to 12 feet high

or more, according to the taste, andcare should be

taken not to have them set much deeper in the

ground than they formerly grew in the woods.

A growth of wood could probably be obtained in

CULTIVATION AND PRESERVATION
OF FORESTS.

BY B. F. CUTTER, ESQ.

The first thing to be taken into consideration in

the cultivation of forests is the means by which they

are pi-opagated, whether from seed or by trans- 1 this way sooner than by sowing the seed ; but the

planting young trees, I propose first to notice the i
first cost would be much the most. If seedling trees

propagation from the seed.

The seeds of all the oaks, hickories, butternut,

black walnut, beech, chestnut, bass, hornbeam and
nettle tree, are ripe, and may be gathered at the

first hard frosts of October, and all require the same
treatment, viz : they may be planted directly after

ripening, or may be kept in some moist place until

spring and then planted. It injures all of the above
lunds to dry them.
The scarlet and silver maples, canoe and river

bu'ches, and elms, ripen their seeds early in June,

and should be planted immediately without drying.

In good land they will grow from three inches to

three feet the first year. They may also be dried

and kept.

The sugar maple, white pine, hemlock, spruce,

arbor viUs, white cedar, larch, black and yellow

birches, ripen their seeds in August and Septembei',

and may either be so\\ti directly or dried and kept
till spring before planting.

The pitch pine and white birch ripen from No-
vember to March, and of course should«be planted

in the spring.

When seeds are not liable to be destroyed by

from the seed bed were to be transplanted, I should

recommend to transplant them when much smaller

;

say from 1 to 3 feet high.

The protection of our forests might be all summed
u]) in a very few words, viz.: keep out the cattle,

fire and the speculators, and let the birds live, es-

pecially the wood-peckers.

Every man knows what would be the consequence

if the fire should run through his wood-lot; but it

is not every man that is aware of the damage his

cattle do to his lot by being allowed to run in it

;

and any one would hardly be able to make him be-

lieve that a herd of cows would destroy more young

wood in a few days or weeks than they were all

worth, and yet it is frequently the case.

It is probably not of much consequence to say

anything at this time about the destruction of our

old growth, as it is nearly all gene m this region,

but do our best to save the young growth that is

left, and let the speculators go for the present.^

In regard to birds, it is well known that all kinds,

that live in the woods subsist, at times, almost

wholly on insects, and it is also very well known by

naturalists and others, that all insects are injurious
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to trees, hence it should be the duty of every man
to do all in his power to save the birds from
harm. I have never knowii but one kind of bird

that ever injures a tree, that one is the sap-sucker,

a species of woodpecker, which sometimes eats the

tender bai-k ; and he, probably, does ten times more
good than mischief.

It is thought by very many of our farmers that

the forest does best if let alone and not pruned, and
as the woi'k has generally been done,this is the best

way ; but from twenty years' experience in the busi-

ness, I have come to a different conclusion. I know
of no good reason that can be given why a wood-
lot may not be as much benefited by pruning as an

orchard. Every good cultivator of fruit knows
that it injures his orchard very much to let an in-

experienced man prune it with an axe, as peoj)le

generally have done their wood-lots, and the same
rule applies as well to the one as to the other.

The method I should recommend to be pursued
would be, to thin out all trees that are dead or

show vsigns of decay, and also othei's where they are

so thick as to interfere with each other too much,
and to trim off with a pruning-saw all dead and de-

caying limbs where they interfere. I very much
doubt the propriety of cutting off good, thrifty,

growing limbs, unless they interfere badly with oth-

er trees or limbs of the same tree.

It is frequently said that it does not pay to trim

them. It may be so in some instances ; but when
wood sells from four to nine dollars per cord in our

markets, it does not take but a small pile to pay
for a day's work. I know of many places near by,

where a man may turn out from two to thee dol-

lar's worth per day and still leave the lot in a better

condition to grow for ten years more, than if not

pruned.

In order to have a growth of trees start in good
shape, it is necessary to have them very much
thicker at first than they can grow when they be-

come larger, and most farmers argue that they will

die out and thin themselves best, if let alone, and
refer you to the old growth and talk of the clear

lumber they make where the limbs have rotted off;

but they do not consider that our climate is very
different from what it was when the whole face of

the land was covered with wood, and that those old

trees that made the clear lumber had been 200
years in growing from 1 to 2 feet in diameter ; nor

that the dry winds now sweep through and between
our scattered wood-lots, and have a tendency to

preserve the dead limbs from decay, so that they

remain on the tree in a dry state and make what
the carpenters call pin-knots, ?o that the only way
by which we can have clear lumber, is to prune the

limbs off when the trees are small. It is well

known to every observing man that the lumber of

our second growth grows much faster, and comes
to maturity in much less time, than it took for the

original growth, and that there is a vast difference

in the value of lumber, some of it being more val-

uable and some of it less—the ash and white pine,

for instance—the former being more valuable and
the latter less.

In regard to the length of time that a lot of

wood should he left to grow, people differ very

much ; but where wood is for the fire, and dollars

and cents are the only objects in view, from 26 to

30 years is long enough. But, if this ])rocess were
followed out, the question would be asked—where
is our lumber for building and mechanical purposes

to come from? and the answer will and must be,

let your wood-lots stand longer, and prune and con-

tinue to thin out, and you will soon have lumber
enough.

In conclusion, it may not be out of place here to

give a few instances of the growth of some trees

on my own land, to show at what age of the tree

we may expect a good sized lumber. I have two
white pines, one of which was trimmed about 50
years ago to the height of 25 feet, and a man, who
was present at the time, said that it was just the

right size to hew for a six inch square stick. The
other was pruned 5 years later, and was just about
the same size ; they stand in thick woods and are

100 feet high, and girt, 4 feet from the ground, 8

feet 3 inches each, and are estimated by good
judges to contain more than 1200 feet each of mer-
chantable lumber. Another lot of six trees, where
the old growth has, more of it, been cut out, meas-

ure 7 feet 7 inches, at four feet from the ground,

are not so tall as the others, but grow much faster,

I

as I can remember the time that I could carry off,

on my back, the whole of a tree, and my age is 52.

Another lot which came from seeds of the first

mentioned tree, and cannot be more than 40 years

old, are now 60 feet, or more, long, and from 6 to

10 inches square. From the above it will be seen

that the trees gain in quantity much faster after

they arc 40 yeai's of age than they do before.

The study of nature, as seen in the growing for-

est, is a very profitable and pleasing one to me, and
it seems strange that there are not more who pur-

sue and enjoy it.— Granite Fanner.

CULTIVATION OF CRANBERRIES.
At the New Hampshire State Fair, Kichard Hall

of Auburn, exhibited some cultivated cranberries

raised in a run not very wet, but bordering upon
the high land. His process of cultivation he stated

to be this : to remove the surface of the ground

some three inches in depth, which in this case was

carted to the pig-sty ; he then took sand from the

shore of a pond, and spread it plentifully upon the

ground, and set his vines two feet apart ; the second

year after this he had a plentiful crop. This was
done three years ago, and the vines now cover the

ground completely, no grass or weeds being present.

He has done nothing to the vines since, and says

that the average yield will be, the present year, two
bushels of cranberries to every ten feet square. He
esteems this the most profitable crop he can culti-

vate. He has five acres of this land which he in-

tends to appropriate to this use.

When it is considered that fruit is now sold at

not less than two dollars a bushel in our markets,

this may be considered as farming to some purpose

and profit. There are thousands of acres in New
England which should undergo the same treatment.

Ey such a course a great deal of wealth would be

added to the community annually from the invest-

ment of a small amount of capital. Mr. Hall also

stated that some cranberries in the immediate vicin-

ity, growing naturally, had been destroyed by the

frosts, while those cultivated were not affected in

the least.

—

Maine Fanner.

Food for Milch Cows.—It is said that a large

milking establishment at the North of England,

the cows are fed in the following manner, viz.:
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ninety-one pounds of clover hay, cut or chopped
;

one pound of salt; one hundred and sixty-eight

pounds of brewer's grain ; twelve pounds of ground
flaxseed. These ingredients are mixed together,

and equally di\'ided as the food of twelve cows. The
hay, after being cut, is put into the mash-tub and
scalded M'ith boiling water. The other articles

are then mixed with it. It is asserted that the
"average yield of milk, is fourteen quarts, for a pe-
riod of eight months in succession."

—

Am. Vderina-
ry Journal.

UNSEASONABLE FUEL.
A few calculations relative to the comparative

value of green and seasoned wood for fuel may serve
to remind those interested, of the importance of at-

tention to the subject.

Everybody knows that green wood is poor stuff

to kindle a fire, though some contend that it will

keep up as well as seasoned, if appHed constantly,

not suffering the heat to go down. That is, if you
have a good fire to season it in, you can burn green
wood as well as dry. But to the calculations

:

A green stick of wood weighing 100 lbs., when
seasoned, weighs only 66 lbs., or such is about the
average of wood commonly used for fuel. In
seasoned stick you have all'the wood—all that will

support combustion—you have only got rid of 34 lbs.

of water.

Now, water will not burn, and if present in fuel,

it has to be converted into steam, at the expense of
that fuel, and it will take five times as much heat
to make steam of water, as it will, simply to bring
it to a boiling point. Here is seen at once, the poor
economy of burning green wood.
We have shown that about two-thirds of the

weight of green wood is water—now, how many
barrels of water is there in a cord of Mood ? There
are 128 cubic feet in a cord, which allowing two-
fifths for vacant space betM-een the sticks, leaves 77
feet of solid wood, one-third of which is water

—

equal to over six barrels of water in every cord of

green wood. The heat required to evaporate this

water, would bring thirty barrels to the boiling

point. And this is not the only expense. If the
wood was cut properly, piled aiid seasoned in the
woods, the cost of drawing it Mould be nearly one-
third less. Any way you can look at it—the econ-
omy of burning green wood is more than question-
able.

Every farmer should look at, and determine to

keep a stock of wood on hand, sufficient to last one
year, at least. And he may take another look at

the difference between wood seasoned just enough,
and under cover, and that which has lain out doors
until all the sap-wood has become rotten, and one-
half its value been lost by exposure to the weather.
—Ag.Ex.

A Thanksgiving Dinner.—We have a family

in this State, who all dined under one roof on

Thanksgiving Day, whose dinner consisted of /en

bushels of potatoes, eight hundred pounds of fresh

pork, roasted, j?ye barrels of pudding, together with

plenty of good bread and pure cold water

!

In the evening, the great hall was cleared, a

couple of fiddlers were found among the number,

and the whole party assembled for a joUificatioujj

the lame and lazy, the halt and blind, the aged and

infants, and all graduations between, were there.

Many a madam galloped that night that hadn't

even trotted for years before, and many an old sol-

dier shouldered his crutch

"And showed how fields were won."

In the midst of their festivity the great bell told

the hour of nine, when up Avent three rousing

cheers for their considerate guardian, and in five

minutes more, the gay wassailers were dreaming of

Elysium on the advent ofanother Thanksgiving.

HOME PICTURE.
BY MRS. F. D. OAGE.

Ben Fisher had finished his hard day's work.

And he sat at his cottage door

;

His good wife, Kate, sat by his side,

And the moonlight danced on the floor

;

The moonlight danced on the cottage floor,

Her beams were clear and bright.

As when he and Kate twelve years before

Talked love in her mellow light.

Ben Fisher had never a pipe of clay,

And never a dram drank he ;

So he loved at home with his wife to stay.

And they chatted right merrily
;

Right merrily chatted they on, the while

Her babe slept on her breast

—

While a chubby rogue with rosy smile

On his father's knee found rest.

Ben told her how fast the potatoes grew.

And the corn in the lower field,

And the wheat on the hill was grown to seed.

And promised a glorious yield

:

A glorious yield in harvest time.

And his orchard was doing fair
;

His sheep and stock were in their prime,

His farm all in good repair.

Kate said her garden looked beautiful.

Her fowls and her calves were fat

;

That the butter that Tommy that morning churned

Would buy him a Sunday hat
;

That Jenny for Pa a new shirt had made.

And 'twas done, too, by the rule
;

That Neddy the garden could nicely spade.

And Ann was ahead at school.

Ben slowly raised his toil-worn hand,

Thi-ough his locks of greyish brown

—

"I tell you, Kate, what I think," said he,

"We're the happiest folks in town."

"I know," said Kate, "that we all work hard

!

Work and health go together, I've found
;

For there's Mrs. Bell does not work at all,

And she's sick the whole year round.

"They're worth their thousands, so people say,

But I ne'er see them happy yet

;

'Twould not be me that would take their gold.

And live in a constant fret.

My humble home has a light within,

Mrs. Bell's gold could not buy

—

Six healthy children, a merry heart.

And a husband's love-lit eye."

I fancied a tear was in Ben's eye.

The moon shone brighter and clearer,

I could not tell why the man should cry.

But he hitched up to Kate still nearer;

He leaned his head on her shoulder there.

And he took her hand in his

—

I guess—though I looked at the moon just then

—

That he left on her lips a kiss.
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EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

SWINE—SHEEP—CUT FODDER—CORN—RYE--CUT FODDER—CORN
SQUASHES.

Mr. Editor :—I, as a subscriber of the JV. E.

Farmer, msh to have the following questions an-

swered through the columns of that paper.

1st. Which of the three following breeds of

swine are the most desirable for the farmer, the

Suffolk, Essex or Berkshu-e ?

2d. What breed of sheep are most profitable

for our New England soil ; huA-ing in A-iew the ob-

ject of raising both lambs and wool for the mar-

ket?
3d. What is the best kind of grain to feed to

sheep in winter, and how much should each receive

per day ?

4th. Is it economy for farmers to cut their hay

and mix with meal for all their cattle ?

5 th. What variety of corn is best to plant for

fodder ?

6th. Which is most jirofitable to raise for win-

ter fodder—fodder corn or millet ?

7th. Is it economy to sow rye in the fall for

ewes and lambs to run on in the spring ?

8th. What variety of squashes is most profita-

ble to raise for marketing in the fall ?

9th. Which is most profitable to raise for

stock fcecUng, carrots or cabbages ?

Yours truly, John Demon.

Wakefield, R. I., Oct. 28, 1855.

Remarks.— 1. The Suffolk is a hearty, quiet and

thrifty breed ; they grow rapidly, are docile, con-

tented and good-looking. They are well-formed,

compact, short-legged, hardy animals, equal in

point of value, Youatt says, to tlie best of the Es-

sex, and superior m constitution, and consequently

better adapted for general keep.

The Essex is a breed highly esteemed by some

—

the best breeds are entirely black, and they will

sometimes attain the weight of nearly 500 pounds.

Some prize them for their rapid growth and apti-

tude to lay on flesh, as well as for its excellence.

The Berkshire is also a fine breed, with some-

thing of the general shape of the Suffolk and Es-

sex, but quite different in color and the length and

appearance of the hair. The skin of the Berk-

shu-e is thin, the ffesh firm and well-flavored, and

the bacon very superior. The Berkshire and Suf-

folk have been favorably mixed.

We should not hesitate to propagate from either

of the three mentioned ; we are not aware that

there is any decided choice in them. A neighbor

of ours, Charles. B. Clark, Esq., of Concord, has

some of the finest Essex in the country.

2. Some of our correspondents, better acquaint-

ed with sheep husbandry than we are, may be kind

enough to answer the second, third and seventh

questions.

4. There is no doubt among many of our best

farmers, that it is profitable to cut all the hay their

stock consumes, especially now that we have cutters

capable of doing it so rapidly. The saving in over-

hauling the manure-heap in the spring, is an item

of considerable importance, as it can be done in

less than half the time Avhere no long litter is m it.

5. The white and yellow flat southern is gener-

ally sown for fodder ; some say sweet corn is bet-

ter. We h ave no experience with the latter.

6, Millet. It is exceedingly difficult to dry the

corn.

8. The marrow squash takes the lead, and the

Canada crook-neck comes next. There are other

fine squashes, as the Custard and Acorn, but they

are not usually raised extensively for market.

9. Carrots. Cabbages are valuable, and answer

a good purpose for late fall feeding, but they can-

not be stored away in sufficient quantity where

they will keep well, to be used through the winter.

Carrots, are nutritious, clean, may be' compactly

kept, and commend themselves in every respect.

HOW to fill blanks in CORN FIELDS.

Many farmers, while hoeing corn, carry a pocket

of beans to drop in blank hills, which seldom get

ripe before frost. I tried an experiment with turn-

ips this season, wliich did well. The worms having

destroyed nearly one-third of an acre of corn, I

sowed broadcast', half a pound of turnip seed, (flat

English) the last time hoeing, to be washed in by

the first rain. The result was 2 10 bushels of large,

nice turnips.

This land was broken up last spring ; another

piece in close proximity to the first, of the same

soil, but plowed in the' fall, manuring and after

treatment, the same in both cases, did not have one

hill injured by the worm. Alex. Prlngle.

Ryegate, Vt, Xov., 1855.

about bees.

I wish to inquire through the columns of your

invaluable paper, as to the management of bees, the

kind of hive best adapted to their wants, and the

best time to purchase bees, fall or spring ?

Ludlow, VL, 1855. Subscriber.

Remarks.—It would require a Icng story to an-

swer all your inquiries. The best thing you can do

is to purchase LangstroMs book On the Hive and

the Honey Bee, and there you Mill find every direc-

tion you need. The price is one dollar, and may

be made to answer for a neighborhood, if it is de-

sirable.

poison I^'y.

R. G. B. recently inquii-ed for an effectual method

of destroying ])oison ivy. I have done it bj- sprink-

ling salt upon the ivy ; the cattle and sheep, in their

eagerness for the salt, completely destroyed it, so

that it never again made its appearance.

I wish to state another fact in regard to poison

ivy, which, if more generally known, would pre-

vent much suffering, and save valuable time in the

haying season. It is this—that the leaf of the

white pine is a perfect antidote ; let any person who

has been exjjosed to the poison ivy chew a few

leaves of the white ]nne, swallowing the juice, and

it will destrov the effects of the poison.

Mclndoes Falls, Vt., 1855. J. H. Currier.
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GRKAT YIELD OF i-OTATOES. not ?—if not, the wives of your neighbors do—and
Messrs. Editors:—I have noticed much has they understand this matter, full better than any

been said in some of the papers of late, in regard; Editor—be they never so experienced. *.

to large potatoes, raised in various parts of Massa- Remarks.—Speaking of "our uife," Mr. Star,
chusetts, the i)resent season. . , , , - , . ,

Although not living in so productive a portion of
^^"^""^' "' "^ ^ '^'"'^"'^ °^ ^^"' ^"^^'^ "^^'^"^^J' ^I^°"

Massachusetts, as concerns agricultural interests, as'^^^adrng a statement m some agricultural paper smi-

many, yet we can raise, and do, many potatoes, and ilar to the one you have quoted above. Said she,

some large heavy ones even here, amongst the hills
|

"I have made a good deal of butter with the milk
and stones of western Massachsetts

_ ^f excellent cows, and my experience is that dou-
Let me give you the weight of thirteen potatoes ui *i, ^-^ » .. j • • j i

of the "Jenny Lind," or dhfornia variety, raised |^^' *^' ^^^'^^^^^ '^^^^^ '' ^'^l^'*^^ ^' ^ ^"^""''''^

by Mr. Alvan Cross, of this town ; weight of the
i

^"^^•" Extravagant assertions hke the one quoted

thirteen, 18 lbs. These thirteen are but a fair! by our correspondent, either act as discouragements
specimen of many bushels raised by him. These to the farmer, or fill his mind with doubts as to the
may be considered "whoppers," but Mr Friend

|
^tiiit,. ^f ,i,,,H^,,,l rs. We do not believe

Jvnowlton has raised thirteen that iveigh 21 lbs.'
- » i i

What may those be considered ?

Jlshfield, JVov. 19, 1855. Joseph Blake.

NEW STYLE CARRUGE.
Mr. Editor :—I have a new pattern for an ex-

tension family carriage, either on wheels or run-
ners, and as I presume there are many of your
readers, like myself, in want of an extension car
riage, I beg leave to give them a short description

of it through your columns.
The perches are screws, and on turning these

screws, by means of a crank, the body and wheels
are extended so as to form a two-seated carriage.

When it is retracted, it is so constructed that one
seat fits exactly into the other, forming a short car-

riage, occupying the space of only one seat. Nu
merous competent judges have examined this pat-

tern, and pronounce it the most convenient family

carriage ever offered to the public. Any persons
in want of a convenient carriage are requested to

examine for themselves.

Patented by the subscriber in August last.

B. W. Gay.
JVeto London, JV. H., JVov. 19, 1855.

russet SWEET APPLE.

Mr. Brown :—I send you two kinds of apples-

are they either of them worthy of cultivation ? The
red ones I call the African Prince—is that the true
name ? The russets are seedlings that came up
spontaneously. We think them excellent, especial

ly for baking.

Weston, 1855. G. N. Cheney.

Remarks.—The russet sent is an excellent ap-

ple, worthy of cultivation on every farm. It is

known by several names, the russet sweet, the York
russet and the golden russet. We prefer Russet

Sweet. The red apples we do not know. There

is nothing in their flavor to recommend them.

MILK AND butter.

"Four quarts of milk in October, and six quarts
in June and July, will make a pound of butter, in

case you procure the right kind of stock." Incase
you procure the nght kind ofstock—here is the rule.

We remember to have been told, when joung, that
it was easy to catch pigeons, "when you could lay

salt upon their tails, and make it stick there." We
suspect this rule about making butter is something
of the like character. What think you, Mr. Ed-
itor,—your wife malves butter sometimes, does she

that any stock exists, the cows of which will yield

milk that will jjroduce a pound of butter from four

quarts, or even six quarts, as a general thing. If

these products are only occasional, then they should

be stated as exceptions to the general rule. This

is one of those agricultural flams which bring dis-

credit upon the exertions of all who are laboring

to advance its interests.

POISON I\'Y ON AVET L.\ND.

Mr. Farmer :—If you can tell me of any ef-

fectual method of destroying poison ivy on land

that is too wet to plow, you will much oblige,

Acworth, jV. H., Oct. 15, 1855. R. G. B.

Remarks.—Who knows how it should be done,

and will inform us ?

For the New England Fanner.

HOW TO GET FRUIT TREES TO YOUR
LIKING.

Mr. Editor :—In the fall, October or Novem-
ber, take a branch of an apple or pear tree, such as

suits your taste, take off down to the third year's

growth, cut it smooth and rub it on a red-hot iron

so as to scorch and shut the pores of the wood
thoroughly ; then bury in the ground all but the

last year's growth. If placed in good ground, and
well taken care of, you will have fruit in five or six

years. I have sometimes dipped the lower end in

melted rosin, but think burning preferable. I have

a tree near my door that is nine feet high and well

proportioned, that I took from a graft four years

ago ; to this rosin was applied, and whatever sprouts

sprung up the next summer were bent down and
became roots. We can get fruit considerably quick-

er this way than from seeds, and we know what we
have growing, and when grown the whole tree is of

the same kind, and whatever sprouts come from the

roots in after years can be transplanted without

grafting. In case of a drought the first year they

should be watered.

TO make mince pies without meat.

Prepare your pie-crust and apples in the usual

way : when seasoned, and in the pie-pans, fill to

the top of the apples with custard prepared the

same as for custard pie ; then put on the top crust

and bake
; you will have a good imitation of mince-

pie in appearance, but in flavor far preferable, al-

though the taste is similar.

State Line, JVov. 6. Jason Beckwitii.
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STALL-FEEDING OF SHEEP.
THE PROFITS OF STALL FEEDING MERINOS AND SAX-

ONS FOR THE BUTCHER.

Mr. J. W. Colburne, of Springfield, Vermont,

writes to the editor of The Country Gentleman, at

Albany, New York, that he, being stimulated by

what he had read in that paper of what one of his

neighbors had done in the way of stall feeding, had
tried his hand at it this past winter, and had kept an

account of the results.

a southern or eastern exposure. Cattle are stabled

nights, and mostly stormy days ; sheep go out and

in at their pleasure
;
pure aqueduct water in each

yard,with a box of St. Ubes' salt constantly supplied,

which I consider quite as essential in winter as

summer
;
yards and sheds kept dry by straw and

other coarse litter. A large stable connected with

my sheep-yard enables me to shut them off when
putting hay into their racks, or grain into their

troughs, so "that they all go to their feed together

and share as equally as possible. I commenced this

In^reajding the items of die cost of^the feed given
j

flock of wethers with twenty quarts of corn per day,
^"^

"^
"

' ' '
' "' "'""'

and from time to time increased gradually as they

would bear it, without producing the scours, until

they would take 70 quarts per day, with as much
good hay as they would eat without waste. It ^^•ill

not pay the cost and trouble to grind any kind of

grain for sheep, though it always should be done

for cattle or hogs. No whole grain passes the stom-

ach of a sheep undigested. The ewes belonging to

this flock of wethers (those of the same year's

growth) were sold when two years old to go to

Western New York, where I have no doubt they

will contribute to the improvement in fine wool.

by Mr. Colburne to his sheep, it will be seen that

he reckons the cost of his hay at $10 per ton, and

his corn at nearly double what it is worth in this

State under ordinary circumstances. But we regard I

the fact of these fine-wooled sheep being brought

to market in such fine condition, as proving that

they may be kept -with profit for their mutton as

well as for their wool, and showing that there is not

the least excuse for any farmer in this State to raise

a poor coarse-wooled sheep, unless he is so careless

and unambitious that he is willing to let every body
else get ahead of him.

This intelligent Vermont farmer says : "I culled

one cow from my limited number of four, dried her

1st September ; fed with pumpkins and short grass

until 20th November ; then with corn-stalks, hay,

and corn in the ear (ground) until the 22d ofMarch,

when I sold her to go to Brighton market, with the

following results :

Value of cow on 1st September $15,00
Grass $2, three cart-loads pumpkins, $2 4,00
Hay and other coarse feed through the winter 7,00
Corn with the expense of carrying three miles to mill. 24,00

Total cost of cow when fatted $50,00

Estimated to weigh 1,000 lbs. ; sale on foot at the

bam, $72 ;
profits, $22.

Her blood was three-fourths Native, one-fourth

Durham. She was large, and very fat ; worth at

Brighton, $7,50 per 100 lbs., which left $3 for

drift, by railroad—just a fair compensation.

I also stall-fed 123 wethers, all of my own rais-

ing, four years old last May and June—a cross be-

tween the full-blood Spanish Merino and Saxony

;

very fine quality of fieece—a race which all wool-

growers know never attain to a large size. I was
offered $2 per head for them in November, and my
neighbors considered it a very generous offer : it was
all they could have brought at that time. I com-
menced feeding them with corn unground on the

24th of November, and followed it without change
(except in quantity) until the 29th of March, when
they went to Cambridge market, with the following

results

:

Sale 123 head at $6,60 per head $811,80
Value of sheep in November $246,00
20 tons English hay of good quality 200,00
200 bushels of corn at 80c (the market price ).160,00
Cost of getting them to market by railroad... .44,28

650,28

Profit $161,62
Or a fraction over $1,31 per head.

It is a satisfaction to the grower to be enabled to

say, that these sheep, considering the superiority of

blood for wool-growing purposes only, the fineness

in texture of fleece, and the number raised and fat

ted in one flock, were deemed by the sheep dealers

at Cambridge, equal if not superior to any ever ta-

ken to that market, from any one flock in Vermont.
And now a word as to the manner of feeding.

My sheep and cattle yards have open sheds, -with

Forty Dollar Pear Tree.—Mr. C. A. Nealey,

formerly a resident of this town, but now a farmer

Eddington, in Penobscot County, hauled into the

rillage last Tuesday morning, forty bushels of pears,

and in one hour retailed all of them from his wag-

on at two dollars a bushel. The pears Mere of a

superior quality, and bought expressly for making
preserves. Mr. N. informed us that he gathered

twenty bushels of the lot from one tree. We should

think that the formers in this region might take the

hint—it costs but a trifle to grow the trees.

—

Ells-

worth American.

BOYS' DEPARTMENT.

LAWS AND RULES.

[A few weeks since we gave notice of a little

32mo book, "A Public School Teacher's Letter to

a Pupil." The following remarks in this letter, on

the subject of rules and laws, we commend to the

attention of our young readers :—

]

Now, young friend, in order that the school may
be thus pleasant and useful, there are various duties

for you to perform. I will mention two or three of

the more important ones. And
1. You must carefully regard and cheerfully

obey all the rules of the school.

You know there are, in every family, school,

society, town, State and nation, certain rules and

laws to regulate the conduct of the members.

There can be no happy family, school or communi-

ty, without such rules and regulations. And these

rules must be strictly obeyed to be of any ser^^ce.

To secure this obedience, there are always certain

penalties or punishments connected M'ith disobedi-

ence.

We have certain regulations and rules in our

school, which must be cheerfully complied with, or

the school can be neither pleasant nor useful. They

are regarded as essential to the prosjjerity of the

school. They are all designed for the good of each

scholar and the whole school. They were adopted
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for your good as much as the good of any scholar.

They leave each one to enjoy just as much liberty

and freedom as will not interfere with the interests

of the whole. Good laws were never designed to

interfere with the rights or happiness of any one,

only so far as the highest good of the whole re-

quires. They are intended to protect the rights and
happiness of all. These laws and penalties are al-

ways friends to the good and obedient, but a ter-

ror to the lawless and wicked.

Punishment is no jJart of keeping school, only so

far as it is necessary to maintain the rules of the

school. If these rules—which, we have seen, are

essential to the peace and prosperity of a school

—

are all compHed with, there will never be any such
thing among us as punishment.

''Well, my son," said a gentleman to a boy six or

seven years old, "do you go to school ?"

"Yes, sir, I have been three days, and I haven't

been punished once."

And he looked as though he had accompUshed a

feat that was worthy of his boasting. And why
should he be punished ? That is no object of going

to school, any more than being fined or sent to

prison is an object of being a farmer or a storekeep-

er. What would you think to hear a boy say, he
had been on a form or in a store three days and
had not been arrested by an oHicer once ? If he
has not been breaking any of the laws of the com-
munity, why should he be arrested ? And if he
should break any of those laws and be punished, the

punishment would not be for working on the farm

or in the store, but for crime-. And so punishment
in school is for crime—for the violation of rules

—

not for going to school.

You should remember, young friend, that we
must always be imder laws—laws that will protect

us from injury and injustice, and that will also pre-

vent us from doing injury or any injustice to others.

If you learn to comply cheerl'ully with the rules of

school, you will find it easy hereafter to comply
with tiie laws of the society, under which you must
ever live.

The laws of the land and the rules of school are

much like the fences that enclose the public wavs.

If there is a good road, you never find any inconve-

nience from the fences that enclose it. You never
complain of them as abridging your liberty, and in-

terfering with your rights, and wish them out of

the way. When you drive the cows to pasture, you
find these same fences of great service, saving you
many a run after your stra}ing drove, and also pre-

venting other creatures fi-om coming in from the

fields to annoy you.

LADIES' DEPARTMENT.

DOMESTIC RECIPES.
Buckwheat Porridge.—Take a quart of rich

milk, and after boiUng it hard, stir in as much buck-
wheat meal as will make it of the consistency of
thick mush, adding one teaspoonful of salt and a
tablespoonful of fresh butter. In five minutes after

it is thick enough to take from the fire. If the milk is

boiling hard and continues to boil while the meal is

being stirred in, very Httle more cooking Avill be
required. It should be placed on the table hot, and
eaten with butter and sugar, or with molasses and
butter. This is sometimes called a five minute pud-

ding
; it is excellent for childi*en as a plain dessert,

or for supper. Some add a seasoning of ginger or
grated nutmeg before sending it to the table.

Indian Muffins.—A pint and a half of yellow

Indian meal sifted. A handful of wheat flour, A
quarter of a pound of fresh butter, A quart of
milk. Four fresh eggs, A very small teaspoon-

ful of salt. Put the milk into a saucepan. Cut the

butter into it. Set it over the fire and warm it un-

til the butter is very soft, but not until it melts.

Then take it off", stir it well till all is mixed, and set

it away to cool. Beat four eggs very light ; and
when the milk is cold, stir them into it alternately

v>iih the meal, a little at a time of each. Add the

salt. Beat the whole very hard after it is all mixed.
Then butter some muffin-rings on the inside. Set

them in a hot oven, or on a heated griddle
;
pour

some of the batter into each ; and bake the muthns
well. Send them hot to table, continuing to bake
while a fresh supply is wanted. Pull them open
with your fingers, and eat them with butter, to

which you may add molasses or honey.

How TO Make Xo-Matters,—This is an article

of food which has for many years been confined to

the descendants of a single family of this town.

Its excellence will commend it to the attention of

those housewives who wish to make a good display

of culinary skill upon their tables, at the same time

having a due regard to economy. The lady who
furnishes the recipe has given frequent opportuni-

ties of tasting their deUcious flavor ; and if any are

inquisitive, perhaps she might be induced to inform

them how the cakes obtained their homely name.
"To three tea-cupfuls of buttermilk add three

table-spoonfuls of rich cream, and a small quantity

of sugar. Stir in flour until it is of a consistency

of paste for doughnuts. Roll out size of a large

breakfast plate, and fry in lard to a rich brown col-

or.

"As each cake comes from the fire, cover with

apple-sauce made from tart apples sweetened to

taste, and spiced with nutmeg or cinnamon, and
continue the ))rocess till the plate is well heaped."— Oxford Democrat.

Nursery Puddin-g.—Slice some white bread,

without crust
;
pour scalding milk on it ; let it

stand until well soaked, then beat it well with four

eggs, a little sugar and grated nutmeg. Bake in

small cups half filled.

Use of Salt in Cooking Vegetables,—Here is

something everybody ought to have known long
ago, and that everybody should now read and re-

member :

"If one portion of vegetables be boiled in pure
distilled or rain water, and another m water to

which a little salt has been added, a decided differ-

ence is perceptible in the tenderness of the two.

Vegetables boiled in pure water are vastly inferior.

This inferiority may go so far, in the case of onions,

that they are almost entirely destitute of either

taste or color, though when cooked in salted water,

in addition to the pleasant salt taste, a peculiar

sweetness and a strong aroma. They also contain

more soluble matter than when cooked in piu-e wa-
ter. Water which contains l-420th of its weight
of salt is far better for cooking vegetables than
pure water, because the salt hinders the solution

and evaporation of the soluble and flavoring princi-

ples of the vegetables.

—

Sdentijic American.
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HOW TO BECOME A TEUE FARMER.
iOUTUNATELY for the

cultivator of the
soil, the demands of

the winter months

are less exacting

upon him, than

those of other portions

of the year. He has

the long evening, and,

if disposed, can give a

portion of the day-time

to stud) and reading, without

detriment to his affairs. So,

while thib season of rest and

I)ri\ilege is passing, we gladly

pie=;ent the topic of the title

above, and ask for it the can-

did attention of all.

The whole subject of educa-

tion is one that, perhaps, can not be

thoroughly discussed, except by one
who ha.-! devoted his years of manhood

and maturity to the task of instruction. It requires

a closeness and comprehensiveness, only to be

gained liy years of labor and experience. Like a

question in law, or theology, or politics, it is one on
which every head may have an opinion, and every

tongue its say. Tlie education of thefarmer is not

so comprehensive as the general subject of educa-

tion; bat it is no lc?s difficult and delicate, and is

by no means a business to bo planned and accom-
pli.shed without much and considerate reflection.

Education consists of two parts, or departments;

the education of the boy, which is rudimentarv on-

ly, and goes to the laying of a foundation for the

superstructure afterwards to be raised upon it.

This is the object of school education. The other

department of education is that of the man, which
consists in the development, expansion and appli-

cation of the rudiments. This is effected, first, by
a more intimate research into the body of know-
ledge, of which those rudiments were little more

^

than the shadow ; and, second, by experience and

practice in those matters, to which the rudiments

apply, and of which they are the index. It is this

last department which makes the superstructure,

completes the edifice of education. It is this which

forms a professional education, which mere rudi-

mentary knowledge is wholly inadequate to do. It

is this, consequently, which is necessary to make a

scientific farmer. Rudiments will not do it. After

passing fifteen years in preparatory and professional

studies, from the earliest school lessons to the close

of the legal course, half of which is given to college

and professional studies, the young lawyer has done

little more than lay a foundation for his know-

ledge of the science ofjurisprudence. It is the ju-

dicial learning of the cases developed in practice

that must give completeness to the fabric.

From the above view, imperfectly expressed, the

inference would seem to be conclusive that the

young farmer is not to receive his professional edu-

cation, as some speakers and writers have imagined,

in the common schools. There is another consid-

eration which presents an objection equally formi-

dable against this plan of education. At the age

when the boy is at school, his mind is not sufficient-

ly mature even to comprehend, much less to ap-

preciate and digest, the principles of the vegetable

physiology, not so easily seized and appropriated

by the mental faculties as those of the animal phy-

siology, from the less obvious operations of the de-

licate functions of the vegetable kingdom. Neither,

if the mind were mature enough, could it, as a first

exercise, receive this knowledge, without a well-

laid foundation in other parts of knowledge, which

it is the object of a common-school education to im-

part. It is manifest, if the above idea is correct,

that the education of a farmer cannot be obtained at

a common school, any more than that of a lawyer or

physician ; — and it is equally plain that a good

common-school education is indispensable to him, as

preliminary to his professional education. It might

be added, that the whole time which a farmer's soi

usually passes at scliool, would not be sufficient for
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the attainment of professional education, un-

less, at least, to a mature and quick mind, already

well-disciplined and stored by a course of prepara

tory studies.

It is worthy of consideration, however, what

studies would be most usefully pursued at the com-

mon schools, by a boy who was designed for the

business of agriculture, and having reference to his

greater accomplishment and skilfulness in that sci-

ence. To this end, arithmetic and the common math-

ematics, geometry, and surveying, are particu-

larly adapted to be of the greatest use. Arithme-

tic, to make him expert at accounts, and in all those

calculations which are essential in a well considered

plan of farming operations ; as well as in the con-

tracts which may be necessary for the improvement

of his farm, by buildings or otherwise; in the esti-

mate of profits or losses, in his expenditure, or in

his common contracts of sale or purchase. The

usefulness of a knowledge of surveying is obnous,

in the purchase or sale of land, settling boundaries

with his neighbor, or estimating the contents of his

tillage or mowing. Geometry is no less so, in the

superficial or the solid measures of the material in

use by him, or matters coming under his care. But

the mathematics and geometry have a more im-

portant and general usefulness in training his mind,

giving to it that habit of exactness which is of

most especial benefit, and essential to the right

qualifications of a farmer, more than perhaps of any

other, excej)t a lawyer. No other study has such

effect in producing this habit, as that of mathemat-

ics or geometry. These studies of the common
school or academy, we hold to be indispensable in

the foundation-work of a thorough farmer's educa-

tion. And these studies are not only indispensable,

but they are enough for a boy of common intellect

and common industry to master, in the usual term

of a common-school education. To our mind, it

would be as sensible for a man to undertake to rear

a magnificent edifice on the same day that its foun-

dation is laid, to perform the whole work in both

departments of the building in one day, as to per-

form the whole work of an education so compre-

hensive as that involved in the sciences pertainintj

to agriculture, at a common school. Where will

the time be found for storing the mind with only

the principles of chemistry, geology, botany, vege-

til;le physiology and anatomy, to say nothing of

that body of knowledge in details, which it is the

part of a thorough knowledge of agriculture to at-

tain ; we mean scientific knowledge, which is entire-

ly independent of that understanding of the manual
or mechanical operations which is learned by prac-

tice only, and which comprises the handicraft of

husbandry. In this reference to the studies which

should enter into the plan of education of a farmer,

we are far enough from presenting the case more
unfavorably to the idea of a common school educa-

tion than should justly to be done, by exaggera-

tion, or over-statement of the amount and extent

of knowledge that is to be included in such educa-

tion. On the contrary, we have not undertaken to

enumerate all the studies that should be included

in a full course of instruction. It will occur to

every one who considers the subject, that a study

of the laws of mechanics, for instance, is indispen-

sable to making an accomplished culturist, as it is

to the plan of any complete education.

The plan of an agricultural school or college,

which has also its advocates, offers more promise of

usefulness to the student in agricultural science.

There can hardly, indeed, be a question, that a

jn-ofessional school, established for teaching the sci-

ences that have relation to the art of agriculture,

similar to the schools of theolog)', law, or medicine,

may be of great advantage in fitting a man for the

skilful and well-directed practice of husbandry.

At such a school, the requisites for entrance being

a previous good common-school education, inclu-

ding especially a good knowledge of arithmetic,

(and to make it of the best degree of usefulness, ge-

ometry and surveying also,) the student might be

initiated into that extensive field of science which

makes up the sum of the knowledge of agriculture.

Whatever study is to be undertaken in course, and

by the methodical and systematic instruction of the

school, must be done at such an institution as this,

especially designed for the pursuit of professional

studies, and instilled into a mind matured by age,

and expanded and disciplined by a course of pre-

paratory learning. The mind is a thing of gradual

growth, no less than the animal body, or the trunk

and branches of the tree. It is more gradual than

either. And the mind of the child is less able to

receive the higher parts of knowledge than his

body is to take the amount of stimulus, or endure

the degree of labor of which a man is capable.

Such a school might be either connected with a

university or separate. The schools for law, physic,

and divinity are sometimes connected with a univer-

sity, and in other cases separate. The course of

study at even such a school as this, could not, how-

ever, be supposed to finish a scientific education

for the farm, only as the studies of the law school

are said to complete a law education. It does, in

each case, complete the systematic pursuit of the

study which is intended for an initiation into the

business, by a knowledge of its principles. But

the school, and the only thorough one, is business,

and the time is the whole of life after the facilities

have attained their maturity.

Some persons look with much favor on manual-

labor schools. So far as practice can be brought

to illustrate the studies of the school, it is undoubt-

edly of the first importance. In the form of in-

struction by lectures especially, upon any subject,

illustration by material objects or natural or m&-
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chanical operation, is of the greatest auxiliary use.
|

geology will show him that knowledge
;

that it is

But if the manual labor is intended as the means of

inslrudion in the handicraft of the farm, it would

seem to be a disproportionate means to the object

to be attained. It is paying a large price for a

small acquisition.

We repeat, that the place for the study that com-

prises the education of the man, and completes it,

is not the school. In the case of the lawyer, it is

the office and the court-house. In that of the

physician, it is the study and the sick chamber. In

the case of the farmer, it must be the fireside and

the farm. And the time is the interval of labor

through life. If a man designs to go thoroughly

into the study of any particular science, to make

himself a master of it, he makes that particular

study his business for life, or until he has accom

plished it. Such is the mode, and only mode, in

and by which, a man masters any science. So Lin-

njEus made himself—and was not made by the

school—the greatest botanist in the world ; so Her-

schel, Newton, La Place mastered the knowledge of

the stars, and sounded the depths of mathematical

science ; and so did that son of Massachusetts, Bow-

ditch, in the same department of knowledge, make

himself at once familiar with the heavens, and a

light to guide the seamen on the deep. The knowl-

edge, such as these men obtained, comprises the ed-

ucation of the man, and is attained, and must be,

hy the man himself, and cannot be imparted by the

school or college. Tae full knowledge of any one

or more of the sciences, is to be gained in the same

way, and in that way alone. And so is the knowl-

edge which may be necessary or useful in the busi-

ness of life, to be acquired in the same way.

The particular means of attaining such a knowl-

edge as is desired by the farmer, are books, agricul-

tural papers and lectures. If the difficulty arises, how
he shall know, without direction of some person of

better knowledge, what sciences he shall study, or

•what books are the best exponents of them, we

answer, that in this age of printing and lecturing,

the least inquisitive mind may find the proper direc-

tion if it seeks it. It is not easy to imagine any se-

rious difficulty in the case, because a man will be

qualified to b'e his OAvn guide, as soon as his own

mind is sufficiently prepared, by cultivation, for the

study. Such studies, by a mind unpre2)ared, would

be attended with results similar to the planting of

corn in a rocky and hard soil, without any of the

elements of productiveness first being given to it by

the application of the proper dressing and culture.

It would be a barren harvest. The reading of the

farming papers and hearing of lectures, would pre-

pare his mind for the higher studies of the sciences

and create in it the desire for that knowledge. He
will soon find from this reading that a knowl-

edge of the constituents of the soil, and of the ditier-

cnt kinds of soil, is desirable, and that the science of

important to know the peculiar combinations and

proportions of those constituents in the vegetable

world, and in any particular kind of plant, and

that he must resort to books of chemistry to give

him this knowledge ; and that the knowledge de-

rived from both these sciences would be gi-eatly in-

creased to him, as,a farmer, if he knew the struc-

ture of the plant, its principles of growth, the oper-

ation of its functions in appropriating the aliment

within reach, in conveying that aliment to its sev-

eral parts, and converting it to its destined use

in the vegetable economy ; and he will understand

that for this knowledge he must study vegetable

anatomy and physiology. His next step in the

progress will be to obtain the best books and to

pursue those studies at his fireside, making the illus-

trations of the docti-ine contained in them from

the daily works and matters that come mider his

care. This is the mode in which the farmer must

be educated.

If it is not already sufficiently stated, let it be

again repeated, that no education, either seholastit

or professional, is sufficient to give him the whofe-

of this learning. There cannot be, from the> nature

of the case, any school that can thoroughly: educate

a man, in any science. The instruction tbere ob-

tained must be rudimentary and limited^ There is

no institution in which Linnaeus, Newton, Herschel

and La Place could have pursued their studies, to

the extent to which they pursued them, nor caia

there be ; nor in which a complete education in any

science can be obtained ; nor ta such extent less

than that, to which many persons would desire to

pursue the studies necessary to tlie science of agri-

culture. Davy, and Chaptal, and Liebig, and John-

son, the teachers in this science, learned it in the

way here pointed out—there being no institutions

capable of carrying instruction to the point to which
they attained. The education of the man is be-

yond the capacity of the school or college. They
can educate the youth :—the man must educate

himself in whatever science or pursuit, in whatever

department of knowledge he may choose. This ed-

ucation consists both in the practical appHcation of

the rudiments learned in a course of study, and in

an accumulation of a body of knowledge in detail

neither of which can be taught in a school.

Whooping Cough.—^The Springfield Republican

says, whooping cough has prevailed in this city this

season to a considerable extent. A very great re-

lief, we are assured upon practical knowledge, k ob-

tained by wearing about the neek a fresh tarred

rope, of the size of a bed-cord, covered with a thin

ribbon. The aroma of the tar has a wonderful ef-

fect in quieting the cough, and preventing the

<ipasms—two very essential items iu the managc-

LuenL of the disoi'der.
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For the New England Farmer.

ON HARVESTING CORN.
Mr. Editor :—A writer who signs himself "J.

Undei;wood," whose article appears in your paper
bearing date Sept. 15, has disclosed his views of har-

vesting corn, and I beg leave to differ from him
He appears to be prejudiced in favor of the old

way, which, if practiced, will be much loss to the

farmer. It is twice the work ^o harvest corn by
first cutting the stalks, for it is less work to cut up
corn with the tops on, than after they are cut ofi';

so you save the time spent in cutting, binding and
drawing, and then you only save one-third of the
fodder, while the other two-thirds is of little value
if it stands to dry off and take the hard frosts.

Then again it shrinks the corn when cut at the
usual time of cutting stalks, as ex])eriment has
shown, one-eleventh part in an acre from what it

would to let the corn remain in its natural state, as

the wise Creator has formed it ; so that there is

not only a loss in the fodder, but also in the corn.

If we were wholly secure from frosts, the largest

amount of corn would be obtained to let the corn
remain undisturbed till dry enough to husk and put
up.

But the safest and best way is to cut up corn

when the husks begin to turn white and cleave

open ; say one-fourth or one-third of it. There will

be but a small portion of shrinkage, and there are

many advantages ; the corn is much better flavored,

and has a rich, sweet taste ; it is as much better as

wheat, rye or barley, which all admit is better, to

harvest wlien the straw is gi-een. The proper time
is when the straw is a bright yellow ; in like man-
ner, corn should be cut up and set up when the

kernel is first yellow, at which time the fodder is

mostly green, unless frost has lit on it. The time va-

ries as to when corn should be cut up ; some jears

it will do in August by the 28th, and so on till the

10th of September. This year it is later here in

the highlands of Vermont,where the water runs both

north and south. Men are inclined to go upon the

extremes ; some cut their corn quite too soon ; there

is a loss in so doing ; iniless to save it from frosts it

should not be cut until it is all turned, and the ear-

liest fit for housing. I think there is a saving, if

the corn is of large growth, of the value of from five

to ten dollars to the acre, over the old way of cut-

ting first the stalks, and then after the fodder is dry
and dead cut up that. My practice is to let the

corn stand about one week longer before cutting up
than those do who cut off the top,

Roxbury, Ft., Sept. 18, 1855. A SUBSCRIBER.

Injury to Trees.—The Hartford Times says

the thick coating of ice upon the cherry, pear and
peach trees has served to protect them from the

frost, and at the same time has acted in the capac-

ity of a burning glass, by concentrating and inten-

sifying the rays from the sun, until the unseasona-

ble warmth thus imparted has had the effect of

starting the flow of sap, and developing the buds.

ilt is feared the damage is very serious.

Spare the Birds.—^We used to suppose that

crows might be regarded as an exception, but we
see that this begins to be doubted. The American
Agriculturist says :

—

There is another valuable bird, not mentioned by

our correapoudeut, which has fallen into great dis-

repute M'ith many of our farmers. We speak of the
common crow. Perhaps we are too partial to them.
We once reared one of these birds, and a more cu-

rious or cunning creatiu-e we never saw. He be-

came a most incorrigible thief, and was never so gay
as when he could get hold of a silver spoon or some
valuable article. We used to call him Jack, a name
which he understood and responded to as quickly

as any child. He had a high contem])t of hawks,
and when he saw one saiHng along he would pursue
him, and rising high in air, come down upon him
with terrible vengeance. Sometimes in these ex-

cursions we would sing out Jack ! and though high
up, he would wheel around and come sailing down
through the air in the most graceful manner, and
alight upon our shoulder. In haying time he al-

ways accompanied us into the field, and amused him-
self in hunting grasshoppers ; and the number he
ate was surprising. Afterwards, he would go and
sit on a haycock and allow them to "settle," when
he again renewed the war upon this insect tribe.

In a year or two Jack disappeared, having been
killed, we suj)pose, through the enmity of some of

our neighbors to the crow-khul.

The great objection to crows is, that they some-
times injure young corn; but this may be easily

prevented at a trifling expense, and the good they

do, is, in our opinion, infinitely greater than the in-

jury.

NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

We have before us, the fourteenth volume of the

transactions of this Society. It is a noble collec-

tion, and raises still higher the reputation of the

association, and of its talented secretar}-.

The volume commences with a description of the

new Geological Hall, Avhich the liberality of the

State is erecting for the promotion of agriculture

in all its various departments. AVhen completed,

this Hall will be a monument to the intelligence

and public spirit of the State, of which its citizens

may justly be proud. Then follows the act passed

by the last legislature, to facilitate the formation of

Agricultural and Horticultural Societies in the

State, the constitution of the State Society, and a

list of the life members from its organization.

The report of the secretary, B. P. Johnson, Esq.,

to the legislature, is a model for such documents.

Brief in its details, clear in its arrangements, it

brings out in bold relief the leading points that

have occupied the attention of the society during

the current year. Drainage and irrigation, the ef-

fects of drought, the ravages of the weevil or wheat

midge, the study of the insects mjurious to vege-

tation, special manures, the location of the State

Fair, the new building for the Society, and an ac-

count of the Fair held at the city of New York, are

the principal topics discussed in the report. We
should be glad to present the whole of it to our

readers, did our space permit. But we must be

satisfied with a few brief extracts, remarking, by

the way, that it will be a fund from which we may

herenftrr draw valuablp and suggrstivp thoughts.
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The experience of the past season has proved most

satisfactorily that thorougli draining is the most

effectual protection that we know against the ef-

fects of drought. By furnishing "far more food to

plants, it enables them to strike their roots deeper

into the soil, and by increased vigor, to resist much

longer the influence of the drought." This fact, in

addition to often the demonstrated truth, that it

"changes swamps, that ha\e hitherto been a nui-

sance upon a farm, to most valuable and pro-

ductive portions," proves abundantly its importance

as a means of agricultural imjjrovement.

Irrigation, also, is a means of improvement,

•which we are happy to know is engaging the atten-

tion of Massachusetts, as well as New York farm-

ers. Says one New York farmer, "it is now about

four years since I turned a stream of water over

about thirty acres of my farm that were conveni-

ently situated for the purpose, and the consequence

has been that the yield of my grass and hay crops

has been more than doubled, and much of it upon

the gravel soil, four times told more than ever be-

fore."

Reports respecting the use of special manures

should always exhibit, not only the results of the

produce raised by these means, but the actual cost

of the manure used. Suppose a piece of ground

produces 2000 pounds of hay; by the addition of

400 pounds of guano, you get 4000 pounds of hay,

you have doubled your crop. But if the hay is

worth but $8,00 per ton, which is the case in large

sections of the interior, and the guano costs $10,

does it pay ? This is the real question, after all,

upon which the question of the use of special

manures must turn.

We learn from the report that the Legislature

appropriated $25,000 for the erection of a building

at Albany, for the use of the Society. Li the mu-

seum of this building, it is designed to preserve

farm implements now in use in the State and in

the country, and which may hereafter be introduc-

ed, and a complete collection of grasses and seeds.

The insects, also, which are common, will be cor-

rectly arranged and named, with the plants, leaves

and twigs upon wliich their depredations are most

commonly committed. Choice and rare plants will

also be preserved, and their method of culture ex-

hibited. Such a museum must be of immense and

constantly increasing value, not only to the State

by whose liberality it is established, but to the

country at large.

From the treasurer's report it appears that the

income of the Society for the year was $22,546, and

its expenditure $19,982. This munificent sum in

the hands of the public spirited and energetic men
who have the control of it, has enabled them to

produce the results which this volume exhibits.

One thousand dollars was appropriated to sustain

the labors of Asa Fitcii, M. D., the State Ento-

mologist ; and when we learn that the destruction

ofwheat in the State was estimated at $9,403,012 85,

during the last year, we may well believe that we

need to know more of the insects injurious to vege-

tation, and that liberal appropriations, which tend

to increase this knowledge, and our security against

their ravages, will be the truest economy. We
hope that the incoming legislature of our own State

will not fail to make an appropriation to reprint

Harris's work on this subject, with such alterations,

colored illustrations, and other additions, as he may

be called on to prepare for it.

We will occujjy no space with the State Fair, as

we did this, to some extent, at the time of its oc-

currence.

In the Horticultural report, a page is appropri-

ated to the Concord grape, and the superintendent

of the exhibition says : "All candid men will agree

in saying that it is a most valuable addition to our

native grapes. Mr. Bull has rendered horticul-

ture a good service by the introduction of this fine

grape, and I hope he will be encouraged to contin-

ue his experiments in raising vines from the seeds."

The various scientific treatises, prize essays, reports

of the several county societies, addresses and dis-

cussions in the State House, and at annual meet-

ings, descriptions of farm implements and mechan-

ical labor-saving machines, and reports of individu-

al stock-raisers and farmers, contain matter of very

great interest, and show a rapid development of

the resources of the Empire State.

And, although there is something—considerable

even—which we think may well have been omitted,

yet we shall often recur to this vobmie with the

certainty of deriving from it pleasure and instruc-

tion.

For the New England Fanner.

RED CEDAR.
Friend Brown :—In riding, both by rail-road

and county-road, my observation has been directed

to the rapid increase of this tree. In Medford they

seem to be covering the pastures, and the roadsides

are lined with them. In many towns near the sea-

shore, I think their number is five times what it

was ten years ago. If this be correct, it shows that

the climate favors their increase. They do not ap-

pear to be confined to any particular soil. They

grow on rocky hills, and pine plains, on dry and

moist, rich and poor lands. But wherever they are

the land is enriched by them. Their timber is val-

uable for fence posts, and rail road ties, and both

limbs and boughs are excellent oven wood, either

green or dry. Their branches aie numerous, and

small, extending but a short distance from the body

of the tree, and producing a large amount of^ seed.

Although I have been acquainted with this tree

more than sixty years, I have no recollection of see-

ing a branch broken by the wind, or a tree blown

down, or one of any bigness bent b)- the snow
;

therefore it is a very safe tree to cultivate on the

line of railroads.

My object in writing the above, is, that railroad
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stock-holders may think for themselves, whether

it would not be well for them to let their "repair

men" gather some seed, and sow it on the line of

their railroads, thus raising their own posts and ties.

Farmers, can you not make a saving, by sowing this

wherever you wish for a fence on pasture land ?

Dejjend on it, your cows will not eat it up. Gard-

Kers, have you a garden that needs a northern pro-

tection ? Can you raise a cheaper, handsomer, or

more durable hedge, than red cedar ?

A. G. Sheldox.
Wilmington, Dec. 24, 1855.

For tlie New England Farmer.

TO THE READERS OF "THE FARMER,"
LATE OF AMHERST, NOT DECEASED.

"We meet again." Shall we go on longer to-

gether? So asks the quondam editor and pub-

lisher of the Farmer, a journal always upward in its

aims, and still aspiring to a higher, broader, more
useful life. He must now doff the pruralis excel-

lentiae, must no longer say ive, and must gossip a

Uttle less freely in the presence of a new and larger

circle of .readers ; but may yet rejoice to meet his

old readers once more, at least, to tender them the

cozy adulations of the season, and to ask them alone,

(other readers having full permission to jump this

item,) shall we go on together another year ?

If so, please retain this No., and its successors

will follow in course. If otherwise, be so kind as

to return it to the office in Boston, and its return

shall be deemed a refusal, as politely given as has

been the invitation ; only be sure and get enough
out of it to ])ay you for the postage out, and leave

the publisher to take care of the postage back.

The return postage need not be ])repaid. If any of

you j)refer the weekly, just say in a brief note to

the publisher, with name and post-office distinctly

written, "Please send the weekly, instead of the

monthly," and your wi.sh will be attended to. If you
will take neither, still, a hajjpy new year to you

;

go ahead; improve your farming; get a better

founial than the JVav England Farmer, if you can,

but dont't try to get along without some good ag-

ricultural paper—its no saving, but much lost

—

remember that.

A few editors, in announcing the present course

of the Farmer, have spoken of it as "dead," a slight

mistake, but no matter—and some have imputed to

J'armcrs, in its vicinity, a lack of interest in its wel-

fare. This is a greater mistake, and must be cor-

rected. Farmers in the neighborhood have done

nobly—300, 200, 100 and oO subscribers in a town
is not to be fiulted. A few remote towns have

done the like. But formers at a distance seem
generally to have reasoned, that an agricultural

paper from some important business centre would
answer their purposes lietter. They certainly had

a right to choose ; and no inference should be

drawn unfavorable to their intelligence or gener-

osity. Long since, the farmers of the Connecticut

valley had lixed upon Boston, as the place, whence
agricultural papers, best adapted to. their wants,

should come. It was hard to turn them out of a

beaten track, and perhaps the effort should not have

been made. Those of them south of the Connecti-

cut line have now an excellent paper at Hartford,

in their own State, and they will do well to give it

a generous support.

We have quite enough agricultural papers, per-

haps too many. As a general thing, they are not

well supported. With their limited means, they

cannot do all that for the benefit of the farmer,

which, with enlarged means, might be done. Type
setting, a leading item in the expense of publica-

tion, costs no more for ten thousand readers than

for one. Hence, the more numerous the readers,

the more value can the publisher give for the same
money. Fewer agricultural publications, and bet-

ter, are the want of the age. We want condensa-

tion rather than expansion. The JVew England
Farmer has swallowed up the Valley Farmer.

The latter has lost its name by the operation ; but

no matter ; ladies lose their names, when they get

married, but are not always sorry for it. If it

should swallow two or three more small papers, and

"grow by what it feeds on," it would only hasten

the supply of a real want of the farming interest.

It need not change its name in consequence of the

union, for that is just right as it is ; nor its man-
ners, for tliese have always been good ; nor would
it be quite modest for the writer to promise, that it

shall become more prolific of good things for the

farmer. He can only promise to represent the

Connecticut valley in it, as well as it can be repre-

sented by such sort of timber, and to contribute

his mite towards making it what its leading con-

ductors are always striving to make it—a sound,

truthful, reliable journal, ever conservative, and yet

progressive, occasionally whipping up the loitering

on the one hand, and often checking the visionary

on the other.

To former readers of the Farmer, who Avill re-

ceive the JVew England Farmer in its stead, may
it prove a pleasant and useful visitant for the year

to come, and as much longer as they see fit to re-

ceive it, adding something to their happiness, and
something to their wealth, as their reception of it

will afford a high gratification to the writer.

J. A. N.

For the New England Fanner.

TRANSIENT BOLT.
now TO STOP ITS NOISE.

Passing my neighbor Goodman's yard, to-day, I

saw him at work on a wagon, and in a few words

he told me how he stops the jingle of the transient

bolt on his light four-wheeled vehicles.

He cuts a ])eice of india rubber fi-om an old fash-

ioned shoe, that will just go round the bolt, and
then, placing it nicely down hito the hole through

the rocker iron and bed-piece, enters the bolt, and
has the wagon together again.

He says the rubber will last a number of years.

I have noticed that his vehicles run noiseless, ex-

cept the proper squeak of the axles. They get the

best of oil, and talk some. w. d. b.

Concord, JVov. 2Sth, 1855.

The Old Farmer's Almanack. Established in

1793, by Robert B. Thomas.—^Those who try to

keep house in this enlightened age without a copy

of this oldJireside companion, must expeot to have

their pork shrink in the pot and their beans grow

hard by boiling ! The cook must have it, and so

must everybody. How could we tell when the sun

rises, or the moon, or anybody else, without the Old
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JFanntr's Almanack ! How should we know when

it rains, or when the plants need watering, or when

to g«t the sJeigh out, or to hang the shirts out to

dry, if that "jolly old brick" in the title-page, flap-

ping his wings and wasting all the water in his jug,

djjn't teJl us ?

Tiien, to live like anybody, go to Hickling, Swan

& Brown's, Boston, and purchase it.

CHIMES FOR THE TIMES.
Br WILLIAlf LTLE.

Be ntjt jea.lous over-much,

But hope and time will make you better;

There is a faith care cannot touch,

Which leaves the soul without a fetter.

O ! it is but a sorry creed

To look for nothing but deceiving

—

To meet a kindness in your need,

With a smile of misbelieving !

The tide of ill is not so strong
;

Man loves not always wrath and wrong.

It cannot be that every heart

Is steeled so much against its neighbor

;

Let each with reason play his part,

And fruit will spring from out the labor

;

Progressing still life's journey through,

Be just and kind towards your fellow,

Remembering whate'er you do.

That duty spreads the smoothest pillow
'

And ne'er the hand of friendship spurn.

But trust, and man will trust in turn.

Some men there be who deem it good

In trade to overreach a brotner
;

And some who would not, though they could,

Upraise a hand to help another
;

They deem not, though convulsions wide

May show the earth by danger shaken,

That still of hearts unjust through pride,

A dark and true account is taken
;

Kingdoms may quake and thrones may fall,

But God is looking over all.

! join not then the strifes of men,
But hourly show by waxing kinder,

That ye have reached the moment when
Reason no more is growing blinder !

And though ye hope that time should yield

A change for each benighted nation.

Seek not at first so wide a field

To fling the seeds of reformation

;

But sow them first in hearts at home.

Then trust in God, and fruit will come.

Mark-Lane Express.

INSTRUCTION IN AGRICULTURE.
It appears by a recent catalogue of Amherst Col

lege, that the winter term of that Institution will

commence on the 9th of January, and is to continue

fourteen weeks. Of the large and increasing num-

ber of students, several we are glad to see, are de-

voting themselves to the study of Agriculture, un-

der the direction of Prof. Nash; and there can be

no doubt that young men having an • eye to the

farm, as their field of future action, can acquire, by

a trifling expense of time and money, knowledge,

which will be of essential service to them through

life. Besides instruction in Practical Agriculture,

in connection with a liberal course of reading, and a

free use of the geological and other cabinets, there

is to be, we understand, during the coming term, a

very full and complete course of chemical lectures

by Professor Clark. In chemistry, as taught by

experimental lectures, with apparatus ample for il-

lustrating and making plain its difficult points, we

have long thought, is the key to many of the far-

mer's most earnest inquiries ; and we should think

that this course of lectures alone would be worth

more to a young farmer, or one wishing to become

a farmer, than the expenses of the whole term.

We shall wonder, if many of our young men, who

desire to be intelligent farmers, do not avail them-

selves of the privileges offered by Amherst College
;

for we do not believe that fourteen weeks and ten

dollars for tuition lectures, use of cabinets, and oth-

er means for acquiring knowledge, could be better

employed by the young farmer, or the young man

who is looking to the farm for the employment of

his future industry and skill.

CHEAP OIL FOR KITCHEN LAMPS.
We find the following in an old almanac, and

think, that, if it will operate as stated, it would be

of some consequence in our domestic economy.

To keep a good light, at the present high price of

oil, is quite an item of expense, and any suggestion

that will put us in the way of reducing that expense,

and of obtaining a good light at the same time, is

worthy of consideration. Oil that could be pur-

chased five years ago for $1,25 cents per gallon, now

sells at $2, and the dirty whale oil that was then

considered unfit for the most common use, is sell-

ing now at eighty or ninety cents, and even one

dollar a gallon.

"Let all scraps of fat (including even whatever

bits are left on the dinner-plates) and all drippings,

be set in a cold place. When the crock is full,

transfer the fat to an iron pot, filling it half-way

up with fat, and pour in sufficient cold water to

reach the top. Set it over the fire, and boil and

skim it, till the impurities are removed. Next pour

the melted fat into a large broad pan of cold water,

and set it away to cool. It will harden into a cake.

Then take out the cake, and put it away in a cool

place. When wanted for use, cut off a sufficient

quantity, melt by the fire till it becomes Hquid, and

then fill the lamp with it, as with lard. It will give

a clear, bright light, quite equal to that of lard, and

better than whale oil, and it costs nothing but the

trouble of preparing the fat. We highly recom-

mend this piece of economy."

Fine Apples.—We have before us one of Mor-

rison's incomparable Red Seedling apples, and one

of the Red Russet, which Mr. Cole said "seems to

be a cross between the Baldwin and Roxbury Rus-

set." It has patches of carmine similar to those on

the Hunt Russet, and we know of no other apple

which has them. Both these apples are as fine in

flavor as in appearance. Mr. Morrison is now test-

ing their keeping qualities.
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THE TYSON PEAR.

Last summer we saw a fine tree, and finely loaded

•with fruit, of this excellent variety of the pear, in

the garden of His Excellency Gov. Gardner, at

Dorchester. Later in the season we were furnished

with an ample basket of the ripened fruit, which we

found delicious, and from one among the number we
have had the illustration here given sketched.

This pear is not large, perhaps a little below me-

dium size; it has the striking pear form, is light

yellow, with russet patches, and reddish in the sun.

Stem medial length and set on apr'nt ; basin broad

and shallow ; flesh white, melting, very juicy, sweet,

with a delicious aromatic flavor. It is fit for eating

in the latter part of August or first of September.

By most amateurs it is not ranked high among the

good pears, but is worthy a place in any considera-

ble garden. The original tree stood in Jenkinstown,

Pa., and the tree on which the fruil gi-ew of which

we have been spealdng, we have understood to have

sprung from the first scion, cut from the old tree,

which was set in this State.

When to Weak India Rubbers.—We have,

noticed that many persons in our city wear india

rubber overshoes in cold, dry weather, to keep their

feet warm. This is an injurious and evil practice.

India rubber shoes are very comfortable and valua-

ble for covering the feet during Met, sloppy weath-
er, but they should never be worn on any other oc-

casion ; their sole use should be to keep out water.

They should therefore be put off" whenever the wear-

er enters a house, and be worn as httle as possible,

because they are air tight, and both retain and re-

strain the perspiration of the feet. The air cannot

be excluded from them, or from any other portion

of the body, for any length of time, without sensi-

bly affecting the health. It is our opinion, that no
habit tends more to good health than clean feet and
clean, dry stockings, so as to allow the free perspi-

ration of the nether extremities.

Curiosities of Water.—Nor is the hailstone

less soluble in earth than in air. Placed under a

bell glass with tA\-ice its weight of lime, it gradually

melts and disappears ; and there remain four parts,

instead of three, of perfectly dry earth under the

glass. Of a plaster of Paris statue, weighing five

pounds, more than one good pound is solidified wa-
ter. Even the precious opal is but a mass of flint

and water, combined in the proportion of nine

grains of the earthy ingredient to one of the fluid.

Of an acre of clay land a foot deep, weighing about

one thousand two hundred tons, at least four hun-

dred tons are water ; and, even of the great moun-
tain chains with which the globe is ribbed, many
milHons of tons are water solidified into earth.
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AVater, indeed exists around us to an extent and

under conditions which escape the notice of cursory

observers. When the dyer buys of the dry salter

one hundred pounds each ofaUim, carbonate of soda,

and soap, he obtains in exchange for his money, no

less than forty-five pounds of water in the first lot,

sixty-four pounds in the second, and a variable

quantity, sometimes amounting to seventy-three

and a half pounds, in the third. Even the trans-

parent air we breathe contains, in ordinary weather,

about five grains of water diffused through each

culiic foot of its bulk, and thus rarified water no

more wets the air, than the solidified water wets the

lime or opal in which it is absorbed.

For the New England Farmer.

LIQUID MANURE.
BY PROF. J. A. NASH.

Liquid manuring, as first practiced by Mr.
Mechi, in the neighborhood of London, and Mr.
Littledale, near Liverpool, now beginning to be

imitated by other distinguished farmers in that

country, and perhaps by some in this, is effected by
the following means

:

An immense tanlc is constructed in the yard,

into which the solid excrements from the barn, sty,

fold, &c., are thrown. Into the same tank are di-

rected all the liquid excrements of the premises.

Whatever about the building can add to the fertil-

ity of the fields, is added ; and if purchased fertil-

izers, whether in the shape of dead animals from
the cit}', or of phosphates, guano, poudrette, &c.,

are to be used on the farm, they are all thrown
together into this tank. It becomes an omnium
gatherum.
A considerable stream of water—a small brook

in some cases, in others a collection of drainage

waters from the higher grounds ; or a copious

spring, if there be one near—is there directed upon
them. Water is supplied in such abundance, as to

com])letely neutralize the foul odors that would
otherwise be generated. Water, it should be un-
derstood, is in all cases a sufficient deodorizer,

provided enough of it be used. The great quan-
tity of the water in the tank holds the soluble mat-
ters of the various manures there gathered in solu-

tion ; and when agitated, as it should be before its

application to the land, holds in suspension the

finer soluble portions of the manures, so that it ap-

pears slightly colored by the soluble parts of the

manure, and a very little roily, by reason of the in-

soluble.

Any one will see, that by this time, the quantity

of water has become too great to be removed by
any ordinary means of transportation, A smart
shower, lasting an hour or two, and ginng one
inch of water in depth, gives about 1 15 tons to the

acre. Such manure requires to be supplied in like

quantity every few days, as well while the crops are

growing, as in preparing the ground before hand,

in order to produce the best results. It is manifest,

therefore, that unless some very cheap mode of

transportation can be devised, such manure would
not be worth applyng. To obviate this difficulty,

an iron pipe, some two inches in diameter, is laid

fi'om the tank, below the frost and below the pos-

sibility of being struck by the plow, branching to

all parts of the farm. To this pipe hydrants are

attached, one to every ten or twelve acres. The

water in the tank is forced into this pipe by a steam
power ; men in the different fields, with a gutta

percha hose, some eighty feet in length, attached

to a hydrant, direct a stream of the dilute liquid

manure high into the air, frequently fifty feet or

more, whence it falls, like rain, upon the growing
crops, not beating them down, as it would, if thrown
in a solid stream horizontally upon them. This is

an imitation of Heaven's way of fertilizing the

earth by means of rain, each drop of rain water

containing, as this manure does, a few impurities, of

which it has cleansed the atmosphere, in passing

through it, the impurities, in both cases, being im-

parted to the soil, as the water passes dowiaward

through that.

The foregoing will give a pretty good idea of

liquid manuring, as practiced by the gentlemen

before named, on a liberal scale, and at great ex-

pense for the outset, but with very little, for the

subsequent application of the manure. Something

like $75 an acre is requisite for under-draining

the ground, procuring and laying the iron pipes,

constructing the tank, purchasing the engine and

hose, and getting the whole into full operation

;

but when this is done, tlie liquid manure can be

distributed on any part of the farm, remote as well

as near, for only a few mills per ton. Let it be kept

in mind, that this liquid manure, being greatly di-

luted, Uttle differing from rain water slightly roiled,

distributes its insoluble parts evenly over the sur-

face, where, under the action of sun and air, they

soon become soluble and fit food for plants, thus

giving an advantage, with regard to them, over be-

ing plowed under, where they might remain a long

time inert ; while the soluble parts are imparted to

the soil at some depth below the surface, as the wa-

ter penetrates downwards, varying according to the

quantity applied at once. If applied often, and

little at a time, the effect terminates near the surface

;

but if applied in very large quantities, it extends

farther downward. Mr. jtlechi says, he wants his

soil manured all the way from the surface to three

feet below ; that the roots of crops will go as low

as there is prepared food for them ; and that liquid

manuring is the only means of tempting the roots

downward among inexhaustible supplies of earth-

food for plants. We are not to infer from this,

that he would advocate the plowing in of manures

verj- deeply. That is a different matter. If you

were to bury soUd manure three feet under ground,

you might about as well sink it three miles ; for in

either case it would bo excluded from air, would

not ferment, but would remain in a condition un-

available to the plant ; whereas, in the case of li-

quid manure, it is already in a state to be seized

up and appropriated to the growth of plants. As
some men, who would not swallow pure alcohol,

will imbibe it pretty freely, when mixed with three

or four times its bulk of water ; so plants will re-

coil from their own a])propriate food, if too strong,

when they will drink it in like topers, if dissolved

and well diluted. We often speak of the food of

plants; and yet plants do not eat; they only drink;

and it must be admitted that they are not fond of

strong drink.

The advantages of liquid manuring seem to be,

that it is capable of providing pabulum for crops,

in the right state—that of a weak solution ; at the

right time—just when the plant requires it; and in

the best manner—as regards the depth it is to pen-

etrate the soil ; and it gives the farmer great power
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over his soils and crops, enabling him to adapt the

one to the other, to supply deficiencies Avhen they

become manifest, and to step in at any time and
correct mistakes which he may have made at seed

time. The disadvantages are, the expensiveness of

the preparation, and a want of capital. To pre-

pare 80 acres for this mode of manuring, if Mr.
Mechi's example of doing everything in the most
thorough, durable way, were followed, Avould cost

$6000. If Yankee ingenuity could effect the same
object at half the cost—a thing more than proba-

ble, and if half the remaining cost could be avoid-

ed, by selecting land so porous as to require no
under-draining—as with more than half of all the

land in New England, still the expense M-ould be
beyond the means of the majority of farmers ; and
there is no use in advising farmers to do what they

cannot do. If some retired merchant, who is try-

ing his hand at farming, would be willing to draAV

something from his easily gotten treasures, for the

sake of trying a brilliant experiment, and being

applauded or laughed at, as the result might re-

quire, it would be well. That miserably poor
lands, as were Mr. Mechi's, originally, can, in this

Avay, be made to produce astonishingly, is already

settled. It remains to be decided whether this

mode of eliciting great crops can be made profita-

ble, and the man who decides it, will do a good
thing for agriculture, and, whether laughed at or

praised, will be sure to gain notoriety. Who will

try it ? The writer of this believes he could give

the requisite information—how to begin and how
to proceed ; having examined Mr. Mechi's and Mr.
Littledale's works under the most favorable circum-
stances. But it might be well for the man who
would try the experiment, to run over to England
and see for himself. It would be worth an Atlan-

tic trip to converse with those men, and to witness

their high intelligence and noble enthusiam in be-

half of agriculture. They are men who love Old
England, but they love America also, enthusiasti-

cally, as well they may, for it is their trade with
this country that has enabled them to farm in

princely style, and that only for their amusement.

For the New England Fanner.

FARMEKS' CLUBS.

Mr. Editor :—The Farmers' dub is an institu-

tion which is destined, I believe, to work a great

improvemeai, not only in the farms of New Eng-
land, but also in the fanners. And herein, perhaps,

lies its chief value—that it will inevitably call out

and exercise the intellect of the members, develop
it, make it more active, and give them the habit of

thinking more upon the various topics connected
with their occupation. It is a school,— a school of

the right sort, where tlie pupils are obliged to look

sharply, and with their own eyes, at the various

problems set for them to M'ork out. Without
ciaiming perfection for all the theories or opinions

advanced in these clubs, it is safe to say that much
of good, sound, practical common sense is spoken,
and many valuable facts in the experience of the
members is developed and brought to light, that

might otherwise have passed into the chaos of for-

gotten things. A man's own experience will be of

much more value to himself, even, when he is

obliged to analyze it and think upon it, and put it

into shape, that it may be seen in all its aspects.

Without doubt, crude opinions are sometimes ad-

vanced, and real experiences sometimes so imper-
fectly understood and related, that, they do not

teach the truth. All this occurs also among those

who are not farmers—among those who are, by
themselves and others, considered wise and learned.

But the habit of closer observation, which is is stim-

ulated by the expectation of being allied upon to

relate our experiences ; the habit of keenly scru-

tinizing and sifting the theories and practices of

ourselves and others, with entire freedom, cannot

but aid us in the endeavor after improvement—if

in no other Avay, by giAingto our minds an increase

of vigor and activity . A man who is thus quick-

ened, must make a more intelligent farmer, a wiser

and a happier man. JoNATH.\N SnoRT.
Elm Lodge, Dec. 20, 1855.

For the TS'euj England Farmer.

HOW TO KEEP YOUR HOUSE WARM
IN THE COUNTRY.

BY HENRY F. FRENCH.
Back Plastering—Double Windows—Cold Air not always Pure
Air—Furnaces or Stoves, that is the question—Furnaces for

Wood—Air-Tights not necessarily Fatal—Primary Schwol
Room in Exeter—Practical Objections to Furnaces—Ventil-
ation the Main Point.

In my former article, on this subject, I omitted

to allude to one idea, which is all important. It is

this,—if you would keep your house warm, make it

tight. In building, see that air, as well as water, is

excluded, except through proper openings. The

cheapest and best mode of rendering the walls of a

wooden house tight, is, by back plastering—plas-

tering between the studs before the usual lathing is

put on. This should be done by furring out, say

an inch from the boarding and lathing, so as to

leave an air space between the boarding and back

plastering, and there will be another air space be-

tween this and the common plastering, which will

be a far better protection from cold, than solid

walls of the same thickness, of any material.

Next, to make your house tight, put on double

windows, upon the rooms usually occupied. They

should be made whole, and screwed upon the out-

side, rabbeted into the window frames, or otherwise

nicely adjusted, with one or more panes in each

room, hung jn hinges for ventilation, unless better

means are provided. Then by opening the inside

sash, and thp single pane of the outer sash, air may
be admitted as occasion requires.

These sugj^estions will, of course, be met, by

those who do not think much on the subject, but

"only think they are thinking," with the olj5ection

that our houses are too tight now for health, and

that the very difficulty is that we have not fresh air

enough. All this is very true, as to not having

fresh air enough, but furnishes do .-eason for admit-

ting the winds of Heaven thiough all sorts of

cracks, in unlimited quantities. Were one to ad-

vise us, because water is essential to health and

comfort, in our houses, to leave leak holes all over

it, to admit a proper supply, none of us would be
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likely to adopt that mode in preference to aqueduct

pipes, which v,e can control as we please. Some-

what akin to this absurdity, is the idea, that, be-

cause fresh air is essential, we should allow it to

blow through our houses without obstruction.

But there is another* consideration, which must

not be forgotten, as to double windows. Although

glass is, comparatively, a non-conducter, yet a sin-

gle thickness, of an eighth of an inch, between the

temperature of zero without, and seventy degrees

within, is an insufficient protection. The glass be-

comes cold, so cold that ice or frost, as we term it,

sometimes forms on the inside of it, even in a room

comfortably warm, near the fire ; and the air of the

room is continually cooled by contact with the

glass, without the admission of any fresh air, for no

air passes through the glass, though the heat con-

stantly escapes through it. The distinction be-

tween cold air andfnsh air, must not be forgotten.

The cold that comes through the glass, if we may

use an expression not quite philosophical, does not

purify the air of the room. We are apt to asso-

ciate the idea of bad air with that of warm air, but

a man would die just as soon, bottled up in a glass

jar, for want of fresh air, in a cold, as in a warm

place.

What we need most to provide for, is, not cold

air, but air that has not been vitiated by breathing.

In other words, we require a change of air in our

rooms, and this not by accidental cracks, left by

the unsldlfulness of carpenters and masons, but by

some systematic arrangement for its admission and

escape. The old idea, that, fight as manfully as

we may, against the admission of air, enough will

somehow get In, must be given up. We can, and

for economy ought to, make our houses tight, and

as we usually build in these days, they are, with

stoves in them, too close for health.

And now, as to the question offurnaces or stoves

for houses in the country. This question does not

depend upon the comparative cost of wood and

coal, because furnaces are much in use, in some

parts of New England, heated by wood. They are

frequently constructed of a common cast iron stove,

from two to four feet long, with a sheet iron drum

on top, all enclosed in a brick chamber, from which

the hot air is taken directly, by the usual pipes.

' This cheap and simple mode of heating is liable to

the objection, that usually the stove is heated red

hot, and so the air is vitiated before It reaches the

persons who are to breathe it. All furnaces are

obnoxious to the same objection, in some degree,

so far as I know, though I dare say, science has, in

theory, at least, obviated the difficulty, and every

patentee of a furnace In the land will assure you,

that his Invention rather improves than corrupts

the air passing through it. The theory of a fur-

nace, which shall never be red hot, where it comes

in contact with the air that passes to the rooms,

supplied abundantly with fresh air from without,

and with water to counteract the drying tendency

of the heating process, is unexceptionable. A very

large opening from the open air, not from the cel-

lar, as often arranged, is necessary for the supply of

air, and corresponding openings by way of ventila-

tors, to allow its free circulation and escape, are

also essential. For a furnace designed to warm

five or six rooms of ordinary size, the opening for

admission of air should be not a mere stove pipe,

but a box eighteen or twenty inches square, or

perhaps better, two boxes of that size, opening to-

wards different points, to be used according as the

wind may blow, and constructed with gates or

valves, to be opened and closed by means of cords

or rods, from within the house.

Now an air-tight stove, though perhaps more in

use than any other, because It furnishes the most

heat, at least expense of fuel, Is generally regarded

as the very worst enemy which we take to our

homes and firesides, and as generally managed, is

bad enough to deserve universal condemnation,

but with proper attention to ventilation. Is perhaps

as unobjectionable as most furnaces.

The Primary School House, here in Exeter, a

plan and description of which may be seen in vol-

ume five of the monthly JST. E. Farmer, affords

the best illustration of my Idea of the best use of

air-tight stoves. It is in full view from my window,

as I write, and my children attend the school there.

The school-room is twenty- five feet square, and

thirteen in height. It has five large windows, not

double, exposed on three sides, and accommodates

sixty-two children, and it is warmed by a single air-

tight, sheet-iron stove, of common size and con-

struction, which stands within about six feet of the

chimney at the east side of the room, with funnel

enough to go up about eight feet, and thence to the

chimney. Under the stove is a large register

which admits the air directly from the out- door

world. At the west side of the room, there is a

ventilator in the ceiling, opening into the attic,

which again is relieved of its vitiated air by a cop-

per ventilator on the roof. This simple and cheap

arrangement gives sufficient heat in the coldest of

New Hampshire weather, and the air of the room,

though constantly drawn upon by somo sixty little

pairs of lungs, for vitalizing theii- young blood, is so

constantly changing, as to give no such indication

of impurity, as occurs to you on entering a com-

mon air-tight room, Inhabited by a single old bach-

elor and his close stove. The Avhole secret of the

matter is this : abundance of fresh air enters under

the stove, and becomes warm as it is drawn up

around it. The ventilator in the ceiling at the oth-

er end, is not a mere show pipe, such as we see in

parlors—-a mere little ornamental pretence, but a

trap-door about eighteen Inches by twenty-four, on

hinges, managed by a cord and pulleys. The air
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•warmed by the stove, passes over the heads of the

children, is cKffused through the room, and goes out

at the top, to make room for more.

This is the best that can be done with an air-tight

stove. If the heat be sufficient, as it usually is, I

suppose, in a wood stove, to carry off the carbonic

acid, generated by combustion, I see no objection

whatever to this mode of warming a room. My
friend. Professor Hoyt, deserves the credit of this

pronounced, not against riches, but against trusting

in riches, and so I tliink it may be against those

who trust in furnaces alone, for warmth in our

changing climate.

After all, the point chiefly to be regarded is

Ventilation. Yankee ingenuity has already furnished

abundant focilities for heating our houses at little

cost, and whenever the importance of Fresh Air is

fully appreciated, the demand for the means of in-

simple but scientific arrangement, as he insisted up- troducing this luxury, which is unthought of be

on trying it, against my solemn protest, that no

Buch stove could be in any way induced to warm
so large a room. The teacher iiiforms me that she

usually keeps the register and ventilator both open,

and that she is told by the committee that her room

requires much less fuel than either of the five other

school-rooms in the district.

And, by the way, a visit to this model school,

taught by a model teacher, in a room a$ neat as a

lady's parlor, will compensate any of our friends for

the trouble of a call as they pass through our vil-

lage.

To furnaces, for common houses in the country,

there are several practical objections, which most

of us can appreciate. In the first place, the heat is

not equally diffused. The vertical pipes, or those

nearly so, take all the heat, at the loss of those

which run horizontally. If in a cold day, you keep

your register constantly open so as to be very com-

fortable, the family in the parlor are probably shiv-

ering with cold, and you feel as guilty, as if you

had appropriated the coats and cloaks of the house-

at their expense. Again, in the moderate and

changeable weather of spring, the furnace supplies,

on pleasant days, quite too much heat, while in

the severest cold of winter, Lf enough is generated,

it cannot be equally diffused.

So far as I can learn, warming by a furnace is

far more expensive than by stoves. There is evi-

dently a great loss of heat, by generating it in the

cellar, and conducting it in pipes through the

cause so common, will soon be met by an abundant

supply.

For the New England Farmer.

THINGS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Mr. Editor —Having recently visited several

of the countie; in the Granite State. I forward

you some of my "pencilllngs by the way," that you
may dispose of them as you see fit. Jafifrey, in

the eastern part of Cheshire County, is a pleasant

town, having the bald Monadnock on the west, and
the Peterboro' mountains on the east. There are

two villages, the east and the west ; in the former,

on the Contocook, which rises in Rindgc, are two
cotton mills in successful operation, said to be the

only mills of the kind in Cheshire County. There
is also a school-house, said to be the most perfect

of its kind in the State, The structure is of brick,

containing below, two school-rooms, with modern
and most-a])proved fixtures. Above, a spacious,

commodious and beautiful hall. It speaks well of

the wisdom, liberality and correct taste of the peo-

ple. How can money better be expended than in

providing ample facilities for the education of the

young ?

1 ,, , ., 1, J n. 1 • 1 , 1 1 . In the west village is an academ}-, well-sustained,
hold for a ride, or pulled ofi^ their bed clothmg ^^^ ^ j^^^^ building for manv years occupied as a
while they were asleep, and so kept yourself warm meeting-hcuse ; but now as a town-hall. The frame

was being raised on the day of the Bunker Hill bat-

tle ; when the news of the battle came, so many of

the men left for the scene of the conflict, that three

days were occupied in putting together the frame.

A short distance westward, the mountain rises

with peculiar majesty. It stands an isolated peak,

upon an extensive plain rising 3100 feet above the

ocean's level. On the north and north-west, the sur-

face gives unmistakeable evidence of having been

swept over by some current, removing all loose

rocks, and leaving deep traces of its course. The
house. We thus warm a great many bricks, and a 'second week in October, I found blueberries near

good deal of machinery, the warmth from which the summit, in good condition—also, dwarf cran-

never benefits us. Doubtless, this may be in some

measure compensated by the philosophical arrange-

ment of the best furnaces. My own house is kept

comfortable, by means of a close coal stove in the

hall, an open coal stove in the parlor, and wood

stoves in all the other rooms, except the kitchen.

When I built it, in 1850, I arranged it, so that, if

my notions should change, a furnace might be put

in.

I have no insuperable objection to furnaces, but

berries.

The lover of the bold and the beautiful in nature

will be well paid for the labor of clambering to

Monadnock's height.

The land in this region has been valued mainly

for its pasturage. But a blight has come over it,

in the shape of the June grass, or white grass. The
evil is a most serious one. This grass takes posses-

sion of the soil, to the exclusion of all others ; it

shoots up very early in the season, matures and ri-

pens in June, and the early part of July. When
green, cattle do not like itj dried, it is not only of-

am convinced, that no man, who in the country re- 1

^'^^^i^^. but very injurious to them. From the first

,. «
, ^

-1. 1 -111 01 August the pastures look as though a severe
lies on a furnace a/07ie to warm his house, will long

I

^^^^^gj^''^ j^^^ pj^^^ ^^.^^ them, and animals are
be satisfied. He will find, that stoves, or fireplaces compelled to resort to the swamps, canebrakes and
at certain seasons, are still necessary. The woe was

1
forests for sustenance. How to remove the evil is
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a serious question. Could the land be tilled, the

difficulty might be obviated. But not an acre in

twenty is susceptible of cultivation. The same dif-

ficulty is experienced in Massachusetts, especially

in portions of FrankHn, Hampshire, and Worcester

Counties. Will you, Mr. Editor, or some of your

correspondents, suggest a remedy ? Or, must these

lands be abandoned, and the possessors go West in

search of better ?

The tide of emigi-ation, westward, is making

heavy drafts upon the grazing districts of New Eng-

land. The late census shows that the increase is

confined to the cities and manufacturing districts,

while the "hill country" has been making a decid-

edly down-hill movement. Whereas, formerly, Ver-

mont and New Hampshire supplied our cities, and

manufacturing towns with butter and cheese, and

our mills with wool, they now do but little toward

it. In almost every part of the State, I found a

New York cheese ; and to see a sheep it was neces-

sary for me to go as far out of my way as John

Randolph was willing to travel for the privilege of

kicking one.

Agricultural pa])ers and fairs have done much to

awaken interest and diffuse information touching

the best modes of tilling the soil. The aggregate

products of cultivated land in New England have

been very considerably increased. The same is true

of the orchard. But for the hill-side, the "summer
pasture," I have yet to learn that anything effectual

has been done. This latter embraces about one-

third of all the productive land in New England. Is

there no way to renovate it—to save it from utter

worthlessness ? K. B. H.

be first diluted, say one gallon of the acid to one

and a half gallons of water, and sprinkled over the

manure heaps, or floors where animals are confined,

every morning. Urine, in its fresh state, does not

evolve ammonia; it is only when in the putrifying

or fermenting process'that this gas is given out or

eliminated. Pulverized charcoal, and a solution of

copperas, are also valuable, used for this purpose.

By attendmg to this matter the farmer may eas-

ily save a large amount of his richest fertilizers in

a single season. His lands will be all the richer for

it, and repay him liberally for all the trouble and

expense involved.

For tite New England Farmer.

FEEDING STOCK.

[Extract from the Records of the Concord Farmers' Club.]

* * * * E. Wood, Jr., asked the opinion of dif-

ferent members, as to how much hay it would take

to keep a cow in good condition for the winter sea-

son of 26 weeks ?

E. W. Bull thought it would require from 2h to

3 tons.

C. W. Goodnow said he had fed to his cow about

2i tons, commencing before the middle of October,

and ending early in May ; but thought he might

have wasted some by his mode of feeding.

James P. Brown thought U to 2 tons would be

sufficient.

James A. Barrett said his father once fed a cer-

tain quantity of hay to fifteen cows, and tiiey aver-

aged 22 pounds a day, equal to 3960 pounds in six

months ; and they had, at the same time, three quarts

of meal or shorts, or two quarts of shorts and one

quart of oil meal each, daily.

E. Wood, Jr., said a cow gi%ing miUc would eat

as much as an ox. Different farmers in town had

told him that cows would give as much milk if fed

on meadow hay, as on English hay—and he was

now trying the experiment of feeding his cows with

meadow hay and oil meal. During the past week

UaATE.
This fertilizer has not been very extensively used,

as yet, in our country, and few are aware of its na-

ture, or the process by which it is formed. Every

one must have noticed on entering a stable, or othei

place where horses are confined, a very peculiar

and pungent odor, often aff'ecting the eyes, and

sometimes the throat, and creating nausea. This

ofiensive principle is ammonia, one of the mostpow-j^^g'l^ad weighed the hay consumed" by fifteen cows

erful, and—contemplated in an agricultural point

of view—most valuable of all the gaseous products

of vegetable decomposition. Now if we sprinkle

common gypsum, or pulverized plaster of paris, we

shall economize this volatile substance, and bring it

to a condition readily available as a substance for

plants. In its fertilizing character and properties,

it is similar to urate, but not strictly the same.

It is asserted by manufacturers that from three

to four hundred weight of urate form an ample

dressing for an acre of wheat ; but how much bet-

ter would it be for the farmer to economize the li-

quid voidings of his domestic animals, in the man-

ner here described, and apply it to his crops of hay,

grain and roots, as his necessities or wants may re

quire. All urine is rich in the food of plants ; the

urea and salts are all highly valuable, and no one

who rightly reflects upon the subject, will vnllingly

suffer it to be lost.

Another article of much value in economizing the

I'quid voidings ofanimalo is sulphuric acid. It should

in five days. The hay was cut and mixed with the

oil meal. " The cows averaged 16^ pounds of hay,

and 4 pounds of oil meal, daily. Reckoning the

hay at $13 a ton, and the oil meal at $43, the

weekly cost amounted to about .$1,35 for each cow.

These 15 cows gave, in the five days of trlal^ 97

quart cans of milk ; or about 8 quarts, each,

daily. The whole cost of feed, was, for the five

days, $14,39 ; 90 cans of milk at 30 cents are $27;

nearly $13 more than the cost of feed. He mixed

4 quarts of oil meal with 31 pounds of hay, and

he thought the cows would eat it better than if

mixed with 12 quarts of Indian meal. It takes 5

pails of water to moisten the 31 pounds of hay, and

4 quarts of oil meal. He thought one quart of oil

meal was as good as 2 quarts of Indian meal to pro-

duce quantity of mlllv. But if he kept only one

cow for his family use, he would give Indian in-

stead of oil meal. He beUevcs cut feed is the

cheapest way of feeding any stock. He iises Gale's

. cutter; cuts up his corn butts, moistens, and

mixes oil meal with them—and the cows eat nearly

all. He would cut them if the cattle did not eat

them better, on account of the greater convenience

in forking over the manure ui spring.
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E. W. Bull said, if cows are supplied -with warm son to grow, and the wood which they make be-

"water and food they will make more milk. He rec- comes better matured and prepared to endure the

commended frequent changes of food. Fed on well- cold of the ensuing winter.

cured com fodder, cows will give more milk than if: in such soils, fall sowing is often practised to
fed on the best of English hay. ' advantage. Onions, beets and lettuce are sowed in
James A. Barrett said, a neighbor of his thought, September and covered with salt hay, rock weed or

when feeding his cows on green corn fodder, that
^ meadow hay; the mulching is removed early in

they gave more milk, but not so much butter.
i March, and the ground between the rows stirred,

At the next meeting, E. W. Bull said, that smce| and onions and beets are thus obtained for the mar-
the last meeting he had fed his cows partly with, ket in June, or early in July. Vegetables at this
meadow hay. He got as much milk, but it was
not so good-flavored. The unpleasant flavor was,

however, easily removed by scalding the milk.

season command nearly double the price that they

do later in the season. Three crops are often ob-

tained from the same ground. A portion of ground
But an important question remained,_ which could: is plowed as soon as the frost is out, and a heavy
not be answered without a long-continued trial— " " '

"

. . _ . ^_ .

will the meadow hay sustain the cow in good flesh

as well, or nearly as well as English hay ?

James P. Brown had also, since the last meeting,

fed his milch cows with meadow hay, cut and
mixed with shorts and oil meal. His cows did

not give so much milk, as when they had EngHsh
hay and the same quantity of meal in swill.

Fur the New England Farmer.

GARDEN SOILS.

A good garden may be made by skilful manage-
ment, upon almost any soil. But the results will

differ somewhat according to the nature of the

soil ; where the soil is a moist, heavy loam, resting

upon a clayey subsoil, crops cannot be obtained as

early as upon a diff"crent soil. But by tillage

adapted to the nature of the soil, lai-ge heavy crops

may be obtained for fall and winter use. Upon such

soils only one crop can generally be obtained,

in a season. Such soils should be well drained, and
cultivated in beds or ridges, so that the surface wa-

ter may be conducted off, and not be permitted to

injure land already sufficiently moist. Horse man-
ure is the best dressing for such soils, when cultiva-

ted as a garden, and should be liberally supplied,

and well plowed in. Such land is apt to bake and

become hard ; consequently it requires to be fre-

quently stirred during the growth of the plants.

Such a soil is well adapted to the growth of pears

ftnd quinces.

When it is an object to obtain early crops, as in

the cultivation of market gardens, a Hght, sandy

loam is preferable. When such a soil is made rich

by high cultivation, the crops are earlier, more sure

and the soil is more easily worked. Many of the

most productive gardens in the neighborhood of

Boston are made upon light sandy plains that were

previouslv exhausted by cultivation without man-
ure, and that have been redeemed by judicious

management. The plow is put in as deep as it can

be made to run, and the whole of this depth is

made fat by liberal supplies of warm, stimulating

manures. It is an important object with market
gardeners to get early crops, and they are able to

get them in such a soil, two, three and four weeks
earlier than in a heavy loam. This gives them a

longer season, and by a skilful management of suc-

cessive crops, they get two or three crops in one

season. Apple trees succeed well on such soils.

When the ground is enriched by high manuring

and the cultivation of hoed crops, the trees grow
rapidlv, and come into bearing some years sooner

than in a colder and heavier soil. They start ear-

lier in the spring, and, of course, have a longer sea-l

dressing of horse manure is plowed in. Early peas

are planted in rows perhaps five feet apart ; then

radishes are sowed broadcast, and raked in. The
radishes are pulled before the peas are all picked.

Between the rows of peas are planted at proper
times, squashes, melons or cucumbers ; by the time
the vines begin to run, the radishes and peas are

removed from the ground, and the whole surface is

left in possession of the vines. Early potatoes are

taken oif in July and the early part of August, and
a full crop of turnips is made to follow. Or after

peas and potatoes, onions and beets are sowed for

the spring market. After lettuce and ri^dishes, cab-

bages are set for fall use. Many siich gardeners

start vegetables in hot-beds under glass ; thus they

obtain potatoes, tomatoes, cabbages and cucumbers
some two or three weeks earlier than by open cul-

ture, and the increased price amply repays them for

the outlay of capital and labor.

Strawberries succeed admirably on such soils, es-

pecially if in addition to high culture, irrigation is

employed. Some of the strawberry gardens in the

vicinity of Baltimore, consisting of from ten to one
hundred acres, are made of worn-out sandy land,

which has been redeemed by cultivation. One gar-

dener in the neighborhood of Boston, receives more
than three thousand dollars annually for the vege-

tables and fruit grown upon twenty-six acres of

sucli land. His proximity to a ready market, and

to an abundant supply ofmanure, are cu'cumstances

which contribute greatly to his success. But high

culture, and a skilful arrangement of successive

crops are the essential conditions of his prosperity.

I do not believe he would make as much money in

proportion to his outlay, in the cultivation of a

heavy loam, although the soil is in itselfmuch more
fertile. Early cro])s could not be obtained on such

a soil, and these are a chief source of profit. Apples

would not succeed as well as on a lighter and more
sandy soil. From four Porter apple trees on such

a soil, apples have been sold to the amount of more
than a hundred dollars in a year. This to be sure

is an extraordinary product, and was owing to the

superior quality of the fruit ; but under such culture

on a sandy soil, Baldwins, Greenings and Russets

will yield from four to five barrels to a tree, worth

from two to four dollars a barrel. On such a soil

peaches and plums thrive better than on any other,

and bear full crops in four or five years from the

stone.

Let no man say he cannot have a good garden,

because he has only a piece of poor sandy land.
_
On

such land, he can have earlier crops than his neigh-

bor who has a deep, rich, moist loam ; and if he

does not have so heavy a crop, he can have two to

his neighbor's one. Plow early and deep, and put
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on manure with a liberal hand, and you shall have

a luxuriant garden, where you have now an unpro-

ductive and barren patch. K.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

Transactions of the Worcester JVorth, for the

year 1855.—A well printed pamphlet of 84 pages.

Before noticing its contents, we call the attention

of the officers of the Society, to what we consider

as an important omission in the account of the

transactions for the year ;—and that is the entire

absence of any account, whatever, of their Fair or

Exhibition. Indeed, from this "History of their

Transactions," we do not learn that they had any

annual exhibition, or that the farmers, M'ith their

products, assembled at any time during the year,

for any purpose ! Did the members of the

society dine together, and if so, where, and who

were their in%'ited guests ?

Now, in all these associations, it is not so much
for the public to learn that twenty members took

premiums for orchards and for plowing, and as

many more for poultry and butter and choice fruit,

as it is to learn, through what particular skill they

gained them, and what effect the operations of the

Society have had upon their practices in husband-

ry, and upon their industrial condition. The whole

spirit of the thing should be summed up in the

few first pages of what purports to be a history of

the transactions for the year.

There are several excellent reports in this

pamphlet, on Stock, Fruits and Flowers, Grains,

Root Crops, Orchards, Manures, &c.

The following extracts are taken from the report

entitled, "Fruits and Flowers"—though the flow-

ers, after diligent search, cannot be found. We
are glad, however, that the idea of flowers was on

the mind of the committee, even if they have re-

ported nothing of them. We have often expressed

our own opinion of the notion that too much fruit

is now under cultivation, and now introduce this

committee, with their excellent report, to confii;fn

us.

"It has been estimated, by one well qualified to

judge, that the sales of trees throughout our Union,
amounts in value to upwards of a million of dollars

annually ; and the amount increases with every
season. Nurseries have been drained of every
thing worth cultivation, and very much of that

which was worthless. So great, indeed, has been
and still is, the mania for tree planting, that well

informed persons have expressed fears that the
whole matter of raising fruit, with the -view of pro-

fit, would be 'run into the ground.' That fruit

would become so common, that the markets would
be glutted, and that as a speculation in the hands
of the producer, it would prove an entire failure,

"Let us consider, for a moment, how the case

stands at the present time. Are we really in dan-
ger of becoming surfeited with an over-abundance
of good fruit ? Has our experience during the
past few years been such as to justify this conclusion ?

We think not. So far from the market being over-

supplied, there are very many people who have
never even tasted of some of our finest »cuieties of

fruit. They are not as yet produced in sufficient

quantities to get into the market at all. This is

true of even our staple fruit, the apple.

"But it may be said that among the millions of
trees that have been set within the last rive or ten

years, but a small number have, as yet, -^r'^'i'icfd

fruit in any quantity, and that until the majority of

them began to bear crops, the efi'ect upon the mar-
ket will, of course, be hardly felt. We are not,

however, of that class who indulge fears of liis na-

ture. We are unable to believe that the better

qualities of fruits will ever be purchased, unless, as

an occasional exception, at prices which will fail to

handsomely remunerate the intelligent producer for

his outlay and trouble ; and we are strengthened
in this conviction, while taking a survey, and learn-

ing the history of a large portion of the trees

which have been set within ten years past.******
"We might estimate, in merely an approximate

way, the value of the annual growth of a tree,

something as follows :

—

First cost 35 ots.
First year's growth valued at lo
Second year's 20
Third year's 30
Fourth year's 45
Fifth year's 60
Sixth year's 80
Seventh year's Ijio
Eighth year's 1,50
Ninth year's 2,00
Tenth year's 2.60

$10,00

"By this estimate, the value of a tree in ten
years from sitting would amount to $10,00, which
for an apple or pear, cannot be considered as too
high. Because at this age such trees well cared
for, are generally in a condition to produce a crop,

the average annual value of which is sufficient to

pay the interest on a much larger sum, in fact often

to ten times this amount. What more profitable

operation then can the farmer pursue than to bring
a portion of his lands into orchard. Even if he is

a man that looks at the present entirely, the annual
increase in value of his farm, in consequence of
the accumulation of fruit trees, will always com-
mand a price more than enough to cover the whole
expense.

"To every man, then, we say, plant fruit trees,

but what is of more importance, cultivate and cai-e

for them with the same zeal that you bestow on
any other crop, and you will be sure of a return
that will fill you heart with satisfaction and your
purse with something useful."

OK GRAIN CROPS.

"The Committee take great pleasure in noticing

the increasing interest felt by many of the flirmers

of this society in the cultivation of grain, more
particularly wheat and corn. It is often said that

wheat is an uncertain crop, but for a few years past

the cotfee-whcat, so called, with good cultivatioH,

has never failed of giving a good crop. There may
be other kinds as good, and when we can raise it

for one dollar per bushel, or less, we think it ought
to be more generally cultivated. It cannot be said

of Indian corn as of wheat, that it is an uncertain

crop, for with good cultivation we are sure, nine-
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teen out of twenty years, of a bountiful harvest. "Our examination of their several orchards has
On this grain the farmer mainly depends to fatten : convinced us that potash, as a wash for trees, should
his beef and pork, and to give strength to his ani-jbe used with more caution than is generally used,

mals for lal)or; and what could the farmer InmselfjThe orchard of Mr. "Works was injured, we think,

do witliout a good supply of Indian bread and i

very much by the potasli with which he washed his

pudding to give him strength for the labor of the! trees, and Mr. Works agrees with the committee
farm ? It is often said that we cannot raise corn in that opinion."

on our rough farms for less than one dollar per
bushel, which Ave think is not true. The average
cost of the corn offered in this society for premium
this year, is not far from fifty dents per bushel, and
we think that with the use of labor-saving imple-
ments and a bountiful application of manure, it can

In speaking of the orchard of Mr. Enoch Cald-

well, of Princeton, the committee say

—

"When the committee were on this lot, the ques-

tion came up as to the value of such trees, and it

was the unanimous opinion that $25 each was not
be raised at from fifty to seventy-five cents per above their value. Is not this an inducement, in a
bushel, generally, which at the present prices leaves

a good profit for its cultivation."

Jabez Flshe7''s Statement.—The acre of corn
which I enter for the society's premium, was plant-

ed upon a moderately strong loam, resting upon a

clayey bottom. Its slope was toward the south and
east. Cultivated last year for sweet and fodder
corn. Plowed twice during the third week in

M'~y, ten to twelve inches deep. Manured l)road

oast, previous to ])lowing, with 14 loads, containing

ih cords, of the following compost. Of the clear

droppings, solid and liquid, of 1 horse and 7 head
of neat stock, 4 parts, wool waste 1 jjart. Corn of

the King Philip variety was sown May 26th, in

drills 3 feet 8 inches apart; the stalks at gathering,

averaging 7.^ inches distant from each otlier in the

row. Manured in the drill with hen manure, work-
ed fine with loam. Hoed twice with the horse hoe,

followed by the hand hoe. Culture entirely flat.

Stalks were cut up whole Sept. 24th, and stooked
on the field. Husked the last week in October,
and yielded 6640 pounds of ears, or 4 1 ^ pounds to

the square rod. The whole amount of soft corn
was less than a bushel, of which I make no account.

One acre of land in account with Jabez Fisher,

C'R.

By 92 2-9 bushels, 72 pounds each, of sound corn
at $1 ,12J $103,75

" Fodder 15,00
" Unexpended manure 2-6 of the whole 14,00

Dr.
For interest and taxes $6,95
" Plowing twice 4,00
" Cultivating and furrowing 1,00
" Compost manure 27,00
" Hen manure 8,00
" Carting and spreading 3,00
" Planting and seed 2,00
" First Hoeing 3,20
" Second Hoeing 3,20
" Cutting and stooking 3.15
" Storing and husking 9,00
" Balance, being net profit per acre 62,25

$132,75

Cost of production of corn per acre $41,50
" " per bushel of 72 pounds 45

Profit per bushel 67;

We wish the report on Gardens had been more

fully considered and detailed.

ON ORCHARDS.

The committee say

—

"Mr. Brooks' trees (John Bkooks, Esq., of
Princeton) have been injured by the borer, and we
think by the potash water. He has, however,
taken the best method known to eradicate the first

evil—and with a good will—and has resolved to

make his liquor a little weaker, if he does not ab-

stain from the 'critter' altogether.

pecuniary point of view, to plant good trees well,

and on good ground, well located, and after, culti-

vate well ?" ;

i

We regret |hat in this statement they did not

give us the age of the trees.

SCOTT'S GRAIN MILL.
This is a small mill, with bolt, and we are assiu-ed

>vill grind from 4 to 1 bushels ofcorn , rye, wheat, &c.,

per hour, according to the power applied. A consid-

erable number of them have been sold by the Boston

agents ; and we understand that in every instance

tjiey have given entire satisfaction.

Samuel Cooper, Esq., and W. P. Parrott, Esq.,

of this city, examined it when it was in operation

at Gore Block, during the exhibition in October

and they say that they "feel safe in recommending

it to all those requiring a cheap and efficient mill."

The highest premium was given to it at the

above-named exhibition. The mills are complete,

ready to attach a belt, and cost $55. They are

sold in this city by Messrs. Parker, White & Gan-

nett.

The American Farmer.—Kalamazoo, Michi

gan, E. Porter Little, publisher.—This is a week-

ly paper in common newspaper form, well printed,

with handsome type. Our western friends seem

determined to progress es fust as the rest cf the

world in all the substantial* of life.
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STORING ROOT AND OTHER CROPS
FOR WINTER.

Since the increased culture of root crops, their

modes of preservation have become important, as

Parsnips may be preserved in the manner named
for turnips ; but it is only necessary for the purpose

of keeping them clean and free from rains, as

freezing does not injure this root; indeed, they are

not fit for use until they have been frozen. Mar-
many crops bear higher prices later in the seaaonU

^ gardeners usually leave part of their parsnips
than m December, .vhile others if bad y stored,

U^ ^j- ^^^^^ ^^^
^^l^

early spring sales, and those
are rendered of comparatively little va ue fheU^^^

j^^^^.^ ^^^^ ^1^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^jl
^^P^^

^.^ ^^^,^^^^^
strap-leaf red-top, and other kinds of white tui-nips I

^^^^^ ^^^^^^, ^^^^ those dug in the fall. The prop-
are among those requiring the greatest care, for it

^^ ^^^ ^^.^ for extracting odors is so great,
stored m too larp bulk, without proper ventilation, Lj^^-^

a fishv duck buried in it over night maybe
they become pithy m a short time Many methods

^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^.^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ j/^^
are appealed to, but the one which we have round

successful, is to place a ridge of turnips on the sur-

face of the ground, three feet wide at the base, of

any required length, and forming a jjoint at the to])

like the letter A. This should be covered with soil

dug from the sides, so as to leave a flat fourteen
|

inches wider than the heap, and surrounding it, thus

leaving a ditch around the pile to prevent the ad-

mission of moisture to the base on which the turn-

ips are placed. The first covering should not be
|

more than four inches in thickness. On top the

heap, at distances not greater than five feet, tufts of

straw should be placed, which will leave holes for

ventilation, sufl'ering the escaping moisture to pass

off during the sweating of the turnips. When the

weather becomes more severe, more dirt may be

thrown on, until the whole thickness is twelve

inches, which will prove entirely sufficient for the

severest weather. If the turnips are slightly

sweated in this heap before being covered, and are

permitted to dry off before covering, they will keep
sound until required for use. The end of the heap
may be opened, and this should have a southern or

south-western exposure. As the turnips ai'e re-

moved, the exposed portions should be covered with

straw. Carrots, beets, and ruta-bagas, may all be

preserved in this way.
In soils that are very dry and sandy, and tho-

roughly under-drained, pits may be dug so as to

place the roots below the surface of the ground.
They may also be kept in cellars covered with dry
sand and properly ventilated. Carrots should be
compactly stowed, with a small amount of earth

between them. Where roots can be placed under
sheds, a covering of dry charcoal dust will be found
sufficient for their preservation, although the side

of the shed may be open to the weather.

To preserve apples, they should be placed in

heaps, and covered with planks or straw to induce

sweating ; this covering should then be removed,
and the air suffered to pass freely among them.
They will lose eight per cent, of their weight with-

out shrinking in size. In about six weeks the sec-

ond sweating will occur ; and if the atmosphere
should then not be as low as the freezing point, the

second drying will prepare them for being kept in

safety by any of the ordinary methods. Indeed, if

shipped immediately after the first sweating, pro-

vided the apples be not bruised, they will keep for

a voyage of five weeks, and on the sixth week the

sweating will again commence, and if not properly
aerated, decay will rapidly follow. The object

should be to keep them as near the freezing point

as possible, but always above it. Delicately flavor-

ed apples should never come in contact, directly,

with the soil ; for if it contains much clay, or car-

bon, it will abstract the aroma of the apple, and
render it comparatively flavorless ; indeed, it will

often impart a ground-like smell and taste to fruits.

The root crops are not so injured.

this objectionable flavor. Dry cod-fish is often

ameliorated in flavor by such treatment. Indeed,

the clothes of those who have died of the plague

may be worn by others, without the fear of com-
municating disease, after they have been buried in

the soil a few hours.— Working- Fanner.

For the New England Farmer

ESSEX AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Transactions for thb Year 1855.

This Annual is again before the public, in a

neatly printed pamphlet of about one hundred and
fifty pages, from the press of Messrs. Huse & Co.,

Newburyport. From a cursory glance at its con-

tents, I think it will be found not less interesting

than those which have preceded it ;—and I know
of no publication that is perused with more instruc-

tion. It emanates from the people, and contiiinfl

intelligence of a practical character. If the farm-

ers of the coun*y had been as mindful of their own
interests, as the officers of this society are for them,

they would long ago have improved their knowl-

edge of their honorable occupation. The truth is,

fanners are slov/ to engage in new things. Their

fathers have gone along through the world toler-

ably well, and they think they can get through by

following in the same tracks—notwithstanding it

may go round the swamp, and not aa-oss it.

Farmers are not fond of railroad speed and light-

ning conductors—they hold that the sure way is

the safest in the end. They may be right in this

—

but such is not the order of the day in other

things ;—and one may as well be out of the woi-ld

as out of the fashion.

Great credit is due to the secretary, for looking

up, preparing and putting forth such papers, and

only such as will be found worth reading. What
astonishes most is, that notwithstanding so much
has been said and written on the culture of the soil,

there is always something new to come. Essex is

not a stock-growing county, and cannot be made
such, any way you can fix it. We have no large

herds of Devons, or Jerseys, or Ayshires, or Dur-

hams, here, or interested editors to pufl' them. A
few independent gentlemen keep a few fancy ani-

mals for their own use, but the mass of the animals,

like their owners, are of the homespun order.

Nevertheless we have seen as good butter in Essex,

as any where else, notwithstanding it takes two

gallons or more of milk to produce a pound.

Essex.

^ Oats take from an acre of land, ninety-six

pounds of silica, or sand, twenty-two of phosphoric

acid, six of sulphuric acid, twelve of lime, nine of

magnesia, thirty-six of potash, four of soda, and six

of common salt.
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For the New England Farmer.

CLIMATE MAKES THE PEOPLE.

Messrs. Editors:—In passing through one of

our American cities, especially the more southern

ones, the traveller will be struck with the great va-

riety of features he meets with in the streets ; he

will see every hue of complexion, from the ebony
to the pallid white, as well as every degree of ugU-

ness in features and form, up to fine symmetry and
beauty ; on inquiry, he will find that every nation

on the globe has its representitives among the busy
throng, which, rushing through the streets, pass

each other unnoticed ; also he will find the darkest

colored ones are Africans, or descendants of Afri-

cans, from the hottest climate in the world, where
the white race cannot propagate, and the others

from climates corresponding to their complexions.

The Africans show the effects the torrid climate

they occupy has upon them, by their dark skins

and frizzled hair which grows from their heated

The weather of the southern climes operates up-

on the natives like an anodyne, and by its debili-

tating effects unnerves them from undertaking mer-
cantile or warhke expeditions in foreign lands,

like the roving, restless, go-ahead people of the

North, where the climate has fitted them with an
instinct for rambling enterprises, and a curiosity to

see "all the kingdoms of the woi'ld and the glory of

them." The climate makes a difference in the peo-

ple of our owa country. AVe hear of the hardy

sons of Maine entering the forests of the South and
selecting and felling their better oaks for naval pur-

poses, then transporting them home to be formed

into ships, thence sent back again to the original

owners of the forests to transport their rice and cot-

ton to market. Why not build their vessels at

home, without so much expense ? The want of

elasticity in the climate produces languor and a

want of energy to accomplish such work. The peo-

ple of southern latitudes can boast of their heroic

exploits in war with nations enfeebled by climate

skulls. They, like the inhabitants of all warm cli-jlike themselves, but how easily, generally, is their

mates, naturally feel that languor and lassitude

which produces a dread of labor, and like savages,

live on the spontaneous productions of the earth,

and what chance throws in their way. The inhab-

itants of the south of Europe, the warmer parts of

North and South America, Syria, and many other

portions of the globe, from the same cause, lack

that energy which is necessary to excel in agricul-

ture, and if we may credit travellers, they are far

behind the people in temperate latitudes in all that

pertains to neatness, convenience, improvements in

agriculture, and gardening, and, rather than stren-

uously assert their rights, tamely submit to the dic-

tation and oppression of the most odious tyrants.

The tendency of warm climates upon the constitu-

tion of man, is to lessen the energy of the physical

faculties, and produce a sensitive irascibility, espec-

ially among the people of the United States, which
is not always kept under that prudent control

which would give the greater lustre to the char-

acter of the gentleman. The true determinate spir-

it of Hberty never can be extinguished in the minds
of the people of the temperate cUmates who have
once enjoyed it. History tells us of the struggle

between this and the mother country of a like peo-

ple, which lasted for years, and subjugation vvas

abandoned in despair.

Now let us view the contending nations of Eu-
rope, in a war between people of a like climate, of

like knowledge, and a like determination of charac-

ter and purpose, 'and who can help shuddering at

consequences, that has not been familiar with atroc-

ities. The struggle between such people bodes
nothing short of a prolonged disastrous war

;

"where reason to restrain" is out of the question,

and the unbridled passions of such people, let loose

upon each other, -what have we reason to expect
but consequences of the most fearful kind ? Here
are people, equally yoked, contending; not the
white man with the crouching black, modified by
climate to become the supple slave, but people by
reputation highly civiHzed and advanced in the im-
provement in every art relating to peace or war,
and unless the spirit of the God of peace shall op-
erate upon the minds of the people of those nations,

to induce them to stay the improved diabolical mis-
siles of destruction, the present winter, death and
carnage will claim their \'ictims in unprecedented
slaughter.

renowned valor and fight bragging put to check

by a nation from the bracing skies of the North.

Thus we see the people of the North more hardy

laborers, more powerful warriors, more industrious

farmers and mechanics, more enterprising mer-

chants, and certainly, on an equality, if nothing

more, as literary characters and statesmen.

Wilmington, Mass., 1855. Silas Brown.

THE OLD OXEN.
nearly 20A yoke of oxen, nearly 20 years old, were

slaughtered by Madison Tuck, of Hallowell, on

Wednesday, the 14th inst., (Nov.) an account of

which may not be uninteresting, as they have been

noticed by the press several times heretofore.

They were raised and kept on the same farm

during their lifetime, and were, in course, the prop-

erty of three successive generations. They were

originally owned by Dea. Joseph French, of Ches-

terville, himself one of the pioneers of that region

;

were nearly 6 years old at the time of his death,

and outlived him fourteen years. From him they

descended to his son Isaac French, by whom, in

connection with his son E. R. French, they were

owned till the time they were driven to the mar-

ket.

The latter, when a boy of eight years old, used

to yoke the then year old calves, hitch them to his

hand-sled, and drive about the barn-yard, and up
and down the road, and has driven them more or

less ever since.

They were calved the 7th and 14th of February,

1836, and consequently were 19 years and 9 months
old at the time they were killed. They were what
is called high-strung, high-mettled steers, hard to

break, but when once broken, tractable and kind to

labor, quick in their movements, and ready in an

instant when the word was given. They were be-

low the medium size, not girting 7 feet till some 12

or 15 years old, yet strong ; the nigh one in partic-

ular never failing, when put to it, to either open his

yoke or break his bow if the load did not go ; thus

breaking 6 yokes and several bows in 3 consecutive

years.

The amount of labor they performed was im-

mense. They have been from Chesterville to the

Kennebec with masts, spars, or other ship timber,

345 times, averaging 50 miles to a trip, besides
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about half as much other teaming in the same hne

of business to other places, making in all, at least

25,000 miles that they have travelled on the road

since they were 5 years old. Their labor on the

farm, logging, &c., was equal to more than twice

the above amount ; so that it may safely be said

they have travelled in the yoke miles enough to

measure the circumference of the earth at least

3 times.

The nigh one retained his vigor to the last, and,

to all appearances, was as active and fit to labor as

ten years ago. The off one failed rapidly after he

was 18 years old, at which time he was lamed by

some means in his hip, and, for a year past, has

been unfit to perform any great amount of work.

Had he been as active as his mate, they would have

been kept some years longer.

In their appearance they resembled, in more re-

spects than one, the old people whom we notice

among us ; comporting themselves with a kind of

dignity and lofty bearing among the other animals

of the farm, that betokened their age.

Their average girth at the time they were slaugb

tered, was 7 feet 2 inches, and their weight in round
numbers, was 8 and 10 hundred, respectively ; and
this, too, they attained the past season without be-

ing stall fed.

—

Drew's Rural Intelligencer.

Fur the New England Farmer.

WILLOW CULTURE.
From what we have read in the various agrlcul

tural papers, and heard from miscellaneous sources,

the idea has become quite prevalent in this vicinity

that the willow may be set in any wet place and
left to the mercy of the weeds and grass, without

care or culture, and still "do well." Undoubtedly
it will live and grow upon such fare, but is it not
reasonable to suppose tliat, like all other plants, the

better the cultivation, the better the growth and
the more the profits—if any ? Why not leave

potatoes or corn without hoeing, because they will

live when so neglected ?

In passing many new plantations of willow dur-

ing the past autumn, I noticed that the weeds and
grass had wholly covered the precious thing from
the eye, and even on a microscopic inspection, the
far-fetched "cutting" can only be found to have
sided out a poor feeble twig, nearly six inches long,

No wonder the owners wish their money back
again, and it will be a wonder if they do not event-

ually pronounce the thing a perfect humbug. They
will denounce every thing for the common farmer,

but the old line of corn and potatoes, and if agri-

cultural pajjers and books are not favored with a

wholesale curse, they may feel content, for they
must walk out of my house, and atone for theu'

want of common sense.

Instead of this, let every man who commences
this new business, do it thoroughly, and take the

same care, in kind, though less in degree, that he
would of a young apple nursery. Let the ground
be in order, and kept clean from weeds, at least

during the first year. Commencing such an en-

terprise last spring, the thought occurred to me,
why not have sometliing to pay for all this care the
first season? Accordingly the rows of willows

were set 2h feet apart, and a row of carrots sowed
between each row of willows, and while hoeing the

willows, the carrots were also hoed. The work was

but little more than without the carrots, and the
extra trouble of thinning out well paid by 160
bushels of good-sized carrots. The rows were
about 8 rods in length, and averaged 4 bushels per
rod.

In addition to the direct profit from the carrots,

I consider the digging necessary to harvesting them,
of considerable service to the next year's growth of

willows. Where carrots would not do well, turnips

might be set in place of them.
Dea. Parker, the owner of the successful willow

plantation at Waterbury, Vt., assures me that good
care pays as well upon the willow, as upon corn or
potatoes. Hoping to hear from others on this sub-

ject, I leave the "ttvig patch" for the present.

Randolph, Vt., Dec, 1855. g. f. N.

STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
State House, Dec. 5, 1855.

The meeting was called to order in one of the

new rooms in the west wing of the building, by

His Excellency, the Governor. Present :—Messrs.

Tower, French, Sprague, Phillips, Chandler, Lewis,

Brooks, Page, Parkhurst, Hubbard, Clapp, Bart-^

lett, Wilder, Nash and Brown.

The first business was reading the i)roceedings of

the last meetmg by the Secretary, and then came
the reports of the several standing committees, and

first in order was that of the committee on Crops,

by its Chairman, Marshall P. Wilder, The
crops experimented upon were peas, potatoes, com,
onions, carrots, beets, parsnips, cabbages, turnips,

oats, bromus, millet, rye. On these crops all the

fertihzers usually resorted to were employed ; com-

mon bam manure, superphosphate of lime, muriate

of lime, guano, potash, leached ashes, coal ashes,

poudrette. The time of application, the amount of

each, the kind of soil and state of the weather were

all noted by the Superintendent of the farm.

The manures were applied in exact values. If

twelve dollars worth of barn-yard manure was ap-

plied, so the same value in guano, or any thing

else, was applied, and the various fertilizers were

given upon different portions of the same field,

where there was no particular difference in the

quality of the land.

The gentlemen to whom was assigned the duty of

experimenting with manures, were Col. Wilder
and Prof. Nash ; at intervals of some weeks dur-

ing the growth of the crops, springing from the

manures which they applied, they visited them, and

after careful observation noted their appearance.

When the crops were gathered, they were both

measured and weighed, so that the amount of land

they were grown upon being known, the exact val-

ue of the manures used, and the quantity of crop

obtained, it would seem that some facts of great

practical value to the farmer should have been ob-

tained. But such does not appear to be the case.

For instance : The same land that jn'oduced one

hundred and twenty bushels of pot.itoes last year,
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upon a certain amount of guano, this year, with the

same dressing, fell thirty bushels short ! Who can

account for this, especially when we take into con-

sideration that the farm was more highly favored

with seasonable rains in the smnmer of 1855, than

in the summer of 1854,—it being generally con-

ceded that guano acts more beneficially in wet than

in dry summers ?

The results, in all these carefully conducted ex-

periments with manures, we regret to say, have

been not only unsatisfactory, but contradictory,

ending, thus far, in confusion and uncertainty, rath-

er than leading to any well settled principles. The
reports of these gentlemen are not yet completed,

so that we can not state their precise terms, or draw
inferences from them that would be of any value.

When they are published, if not earlier, we hope
to give the inquiring reader a better view of them.

The gentlemen who had the charge of experi-

ments with Stock, were Messrs. Bkooks, of Prince-

ton, and Newell, of West Newbury. In prosecut-

ing their trial of cows through a period of six

months, the animals were weighed, morning and
evening, at the expiration of each twenty days

;

their food was also weighed, the kind noted, and
the average quantity given which was consumed,
daily, during the twenty days. A table, similar to

the one below was made out for each of the periods

contained in the twenty days. This is given to show
the results obtained, as well as the systematic mode
of proceeding by the committee.

Statement of milk and food, &c., of cows, from
Feb. 1 to Feb. 20, both inclusive, 20 days, 1855.

cents, or eight cents and twenty-one hundredths

(8.21) the gallon of ten pounds.

Average number of cows milked daily 15.41
Average flow of milk daily 233.65 pounds.
Average iiumVjer of pounds of milk given by

each cow daily throughout the two hundred
and sixty days 15.24 pounds.

Average number of days of giving milk after
calving 166J

Reports were also made from the committees to

whom were assigned the subjects of Permanent

Improvements, Labor, and from the delegates 'sent

to the several county societies. All these reports

were subjected to a pretty thorough discussion,

which in some cases demanded an analysis, or sy-

nopsis, of them, and several were recommitted for

emendation, enlargement, or explanation.

In the afternoon of the second day, a most in-

teresting discussion arose upon the propriety of the

introduction of the trotting course into the show

grounds, and its influence upon the general pros-

perity of the societj', and on the morals of the people.

The arguments presented were varied, ingenious

and earnest, but pressed with that courtesy and dig-

nity which has ever characterized the proceedings

of the Board.

The following are the principal crops raised the

past summer

:

Peas 15^ bushels.
Potatoes 1647 bushels on 12 acres.

Corn 982 bushels on 21 acres.

Oats 286 bushels on 10 acres.

Beans 60i bHshels on 2 acres.

Carrots, 62 tons 2480
Rye 160
Turnips 1000
Hay 66
Onions 461
Parsnips, Beets, kc 260
Cabbages 4000
Corn fodder 30

bushels on 6 acres.

bushels on 10 acres.

bu.shels ou 2J acres.

tons.

bushels on IJ acres.

heads,
tons.
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WHY THE CAT DOH'T SWEAT.
"Pa, does the cat ever sweat ?"

"No, my son."

"Why, pa?"
True enough, thought I, why ? The carnivorous

animals have no persj)iratory ])ores, as it is said

;

but this only helps over the first why, and we are

stopped again by the next one. If it had been ne-

cessary for them to sweat, God would have given

them an apparatus, as he has given to horses and
cows in their skinf;.

"I think," said I, "it is because they eat so much
lean meat."

Strange as it may seem, all animals that perspire

get into a sweet to keep cool. AVhen an ounce of

water is converted into vapor, whether it has been

sprinkled on the floor on a summer's day, or put on

the fire in a green forestick, or spread on the sur-

face of the earth in a dew, or exists in the form of

perspirations on our bodies, or exhales invisible

from our skin, or comes out of our lungs in breath,

that ounce of water appropriates to itself, and de-

stroys for all other purposet^, a certain amount of

heat. If animals sweat to get rid of excess of

warmth, is there any connection between this pro-

cess and the cliaracter of their food ?

If we designate the surplus carbonaceous matter

in the food, heat, and the nitrogenized matter, mo-
tion, we should have in beef, 1 lb. motion to 3 lbs.

heat; in oats, 1 lb. motion to 15 lbs. heat ; in hay,

1 lb. motion to 18 lbs. heat.

Now, observation shows that animals cannot use

of the one of these elements, without disposing, in

some way, of a corresponding amount of the othei*.

Stage horses hard driven, if the weather be warm,
grow poor—in common terms, they sweat off their

fat. It is equally true, too, that animals in low flesh

are weak.

As the food of herbivoi'ous animals contains five

or six times the amount of heat-producing mate-
rials—starch, gum and sugar—that exists in animal
flesh, so that class are more sluggish in their hab-

its than carniverous animals. Lions and tigers,

though they have been consigned to a warm lati-

tude, and covered in furs by a kind Providence,

must roam to keep warm. It is for these natural

reasons that they cannot brook the condition of cap-

tivity. Poetry has nothing to do with their rest-

less habits when in cages ; they are chilly from the

inaction of the domestic condition.

Dogs and cats are very sensitive to ' cold. How
Carlo shivers when he comes out of his house on a

cold morning; and whines at the door; and puss,

notwithstanding her full dress, never lies down to

nap in a cold place. Neither of them can keep
still in the cold. If they were to be stabled Uke
cattle, and could be kept as still, it would kill them
in a few days.

Although the horse, when fed on hay, has but
one pound of motion to dispense of for every eigh-

teen pounds of heat, he must work that oft' in or-

der to enjoy warmth. After drinking on a winter

morning, when he finds himself shivering, he pran-

ces and kicks for the fun of the thing, and by dis-

posing of a little motion, is enabled, so to speak, to

use eighteen times its weight of heat. How he
snorts the blasts out of his furnaces

!

When we notice the slight difference that is

shown in this table between the analysis of hay and
oats, and when we reflect on the diSerence in the

performance of a hay-fed horse and one fed on
o-rain, and when we compare these two items with

the composition of flesh, Ave are led to conclude

that horses could never be brought to feed on beef

—and that we must put the flesh-eating horses of

mythology in the same stall with centaurs.

But, on the other hand, if a horse is fed high,

and is confined in cold weather, and the carbon of

his food is used to keep him warm, the nitrogen

will accumulate somewhere. He will get the gout

from high living. Let him have exercise every

day, if it is only oy running in the yard.

The horse sweats because there is so much starch,

gum and sugar in his food ; while the cat does not

because there is so little in hers. The starch, gum
and sugar in the grass go to make fat with grass-

eating animals ; the cat gets but little flit in her

food, and so God gave her furs, and lets her wear

them all summer to keep her warm.

—

Country

Gentleman.

MILK, BREAD AND BUTTEE TREES.

We had heard several weeks before of a tree, the

sap of which is a nourishing milk. It is called "the

cow tree," and we were assured that the negroes of

the farm, who drink plentifully of this vegetable

milk, consider it a wholesome aliment. All the

milky juices of plants being acrid, bitter, and more

or less poisonous, this account appeared to us very

extraordinary ; but we found by experience, during

our stay at Barbula, that the virtues of this tree

had not been exaggerated. This fine tree rises like

the broad-leaved star-apple. Its oblong and point-

ed leaves, rough and alternate, are marked by later-

al ribs, prominent at the lower surface and parallel.

Some of them are ten inches long. We did not

see the flower; the fruit is somewhat fleshy, and

contains one and sometimes two nuts. When in-

cisions are made in the trunk of this tree, it yields

abundance of glutinous milk, tolerably thick, devoid

of all acridity, and of an agreeable and balmy smell.

It was offered to us in the shell of a calabash. We
drank considerable quantities of it in the evening

before we went to bed, and very early in the morn-

ing, without feeling the least injurious effect. The
viscocity of this milk alone renders it a little dis-

agreeable. The negroes and the free people who
work on the plantations drink it, dipping into it

their bread of maize of cassava. The overseer of

the form told us that the negroes grow seuvsibly fat-

ter during the season when the palo de vaca fur-

nishes them with most milk. This juice,_ exposed

to the air, presents at its surface (perhaps in conse-

quence of the absorption of the atmospheric oxy-

gen) membranes of a strongly animalized substance,

yellow, somewhat resembling cheese. These mem-
branes, separated from the rest of the more aque-

ous liquid, are elastic, almost hke caoutchouc ; but

they undergo the same phenomena of putrefaction

as gelatine. The people call the coagulum, that

se])arates by the contact of the air, cheese. The

coagulum grows sour in the space of five or six

days. Amidst the great number of curious phe-

nomena which I have observed in tb.e course of my
travels, I confess there are few that have made sa

powerful an im])ression on me as the aspect of the

cow tree. Whatever relates to milk or to corn, in-

spires an interest which is not merely that of the

physical knowledge of thmgs, but is connected with

another order of ideas and sentiments. We can
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Bcarcely conceive how the human race could exist

without farinaceous substances, and without that

nourishing juice which the breast of the mother
contains, and whicli is appropriated to the long fee-

bleness of the infant. The amylaceous matter of
com, the object of religious veneration among so

many nations, ancient and modern, is diffused in

the seeds, and deposited in the roots of vegetables
;

milk which serves as an aliment, appears to us ex-

clusively the produce of animal organization. Such
are the impressions we have received in our earli-

est infancy
; such is also the source of that astonish-

ment created by the aspect of the tree just de-
scribed. It is not here the solemn shades of for-

ests, the majestic course of rivers, the mountains
wrapped in eternal snow, that excite our emotion.
A few drops of vegetable juice recall to our minds
all the ])owerfulness of the fecundity of nature.

On the barren flank of a rock grows a tree with
coriaceous and dry leaves. Its large woody roots

can scarcely penetrate into the stone. For several

months of the }ear not a single shower moistens its

foliage. Its branches appear dead and dried ; but
when the trunk is pierced, there flows from it a
sweet and nourishing milk. It is at the rising of
the sun that tliis vegetable fountain is most abun-
dant ; the negroes and natives are then seen hast-

ening from all quarters, furnished with large bowls
to receive the milk, which grows yellow, and thick-

ens at its surface. Some empty their bowls under
the tree itself, others carry the juice home to their

children.

—

Humboldts Travels in the Equinoctial
Jiegioirs of America.

THE SCALE INSECT OF THE APPLE.
Nearly every person who grows an apple tree,

has observed that the branches of the older, and
stems of the younger trees, are frequently covered
with a minute scale, showing in general no appear-
ance of life, and resembling nothing so much as a

j

mmiature oyster shell. This Httle scale is, however,
an insect, and one of the many enemies of the ap-
ple, belonging to a family that contains more an-

;

omalous forms than any other. It is the Homop-
j

tera of Maclay. All this family are supplied with
^

a suctorial mouth, arising so far back on the under
side of the head as apparently to come from the

|

breast in some species. The present insect is inclu-

!

ded in the genus Coccus, and has for its near rela-

'

tions, some that have been useful to man from the
time of the ancients, producing valuable dyes, the
cochineal being one of them ; and it is calculated
that in one pound of this dye there are 70,000 of
these little insects. It feeds upon the cactus.

Our apple scale has, however, no qualities to ren-
der it useful ; and a short account of its life and
habits will be all that is necessary. When first

hatched from the egg it possesses considerable am-
bulatory powers, and can crawl all over a tree and
select a situation. It then inserts its rostrum into
the tender bark and draws the sap, and such a con-
Btant drain, by the countless numbers found upon a
tree, must be very injurious. The insect remains
in this position until death in the female, undergo-
ing its transformations, which, instead of producing
a higher state of development, as in most other
forms, has a contrary effect, it becoming, in fact, a
paere inert, fleshy mass, in some allied species los-

ing even the rudiments of limbs and all appearance
of articulation. The male, on the contrary, how-

ever, who is much smaller, in casting off his pupa
skin, obtains pretty large wings, and well developed
limbs, armed with a single claw, and his mouth be-

comes obsolete ; he then sallies forth in search of

his partner, of which he sees notliing but the pupa
envelope. The female afterwards becomes distend-

ed with eggs. She then gradually dries up, leav-

ing the shell of her body for a covering to the new-
ly hatched young, of which there are two broods in

a year.

Preventive.—Harris, in his "Treatise on In-

sects injurious to Vegetation," recommends the

foUoAving as a preventive : To two parts of soft

scap, add eight of water, and mix as much lime

with it as will make a stiff white-wash, and apply

with a brush to the trunk and branches of the in-

fected trees in the month of June, when the young
insects are newly hatched. K.

Remarks.—This is a capital description of the

apple scale, by one of the most promising entomol-
ogists in Ohio.

—

Ohio Farmer.

For the New England Farmer.

APPLES.
SEVERAL KlXrS IN ONE TREE.

In grafting large trees, several varieties of scions

are frequently em])loyed in forming one new top
;

there are several objections to this practice.

Every one at all familiar with fruit trees, must
have observed that each variety has a mode of growth
peculiar to itself, and those who have had much ex-

perience can often ascertain the kind, when not in

fruit, Ijy this circumstance alone. Some varieties

are vigorous and of rapid growth, others, are slow

and unthrifty, and others of short duration and sub-

ject to decay early. A tree combining these dis-

cordant elements can possess little of symmetry or

beauty, and the most judicious pruning cannot rem-
edy the evil. For instance, a tree may be grafted

with the Northern Spy, which is of remarkable uj)-

right growth ; the Roxbury Russet, which is hori-

zontal, or spreading, and the Spitzenburg, whose
branches are droo])ing, or pendant. In a few years

the scions clash and entangle, and it will be impos-

sible to give them the proper form or direction,

and when the tree comes into bearing the defect

will be still more apparent. There is another ob-

jection to having more than one variety in a tree
;

it creates confusion in gathering the fruit, and where
the kinds somewhat resemble each other, they are

liable to get mixed, causing dissatisfaction among
the purchasers. Where a person has but little land,

and a few large trees which he is desirous to graft

to other varieties for his own use, and who is wil-

ling to dispense with a good formed top, it may be
justifiable to put several kinds into the same tree,

but in extensive orchards it should be avoided.

Leominster, Dec, 1855. O. V. Hills.

Remarks.—We call especial attention to this

article. By observing its suggestions, a great many
errors in the name of fruits, as well as a great vex-

ation in the cultivation of them, may be avoided.

Luxury of the Ancients in Roses.—To enjoy
the scent of roses at meals, an abundance of rose-
leaves was shaken upon the table so that the dishes

were completely surrounded. By an artificial con-
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trivance, roses, during meals, descended on the

guests from above. Heligoabalus, in his folly, caused

violets and roses to be showered down upon his

guests in such quantities, that a number of them
being unable to extricate themselves, were suffoca-

ted in flowers. During meal times, they reclined

upon cushions stuffed with rose leaves, or made a

couch of the leaves themselves. The floor, too, was
strewed with roses, and ni this custom great luxur}'

was displayed. Cleopatra, at an enormous expense,

procured roses for a feast which she gave to Antho-
ny,had them laid two cubics thick on the floor of the

banquet room, and then caused nets to be spread

over the flowers, in order to render the footing elas-

tic. Heliogabalus caused not only the banquet
rooms, but also the colonades that led to them, to

be covered with roses, interspersed with lilies, vio-

lets, hyacinths, and narcissi, and walked about on

this flowery platform.

For the New England Farmer.

THE LATE FREDERIC HOWES, ESQ.,

OF SALEM.
BEFORE THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES, DEC, 1855.

Mr. President :—Since the last meeting of this

Board, one of the oldest and most distinguished of

our number,—one who was prominent at the start,

and has enjoyed the highest honors of the associa-

tion,—has "passed that bourne, whence no traveller

returns." It is fit, in conformity with established

usage—it is fit, in consideration of the merits of the

deceased, that a respectful and truthful notice should

be inscribed to his memory.
Fkederic Howes was born in the town of Den-

nis, County of Barnstable, 1782 ; and died at Salem
County of Essex, 1855; aged 73 years. When
young, he removed with his father to Ashfield,

County of Worcester, where he learnt his first les-

sons in farming, and imbibed that taste for the cul-

ture of the soil, which was uppermost in his thoughts
through life. Mr. Howes possessed a sound, dis-

criminating mind,—an ardent desire for knowledge
;

and a perseverance of effort, that would not allow

any subject, to which his attention was directed, to

pass imperfectly understood. He examined closely,

and was not satisfied with superficial observation.

His opinions, therefore, when formed, were entitled

to respect. He pursued his studies at Harvard Uni-

versity ; but unfortunately, (in the year 1807, when
many of the young men there thought they knew
better than their masters,) he did not receive a de-

gree on leaving the institution. Not that a degree,

in itself, is of any value, but because the depiiva-

tion of it is oftentimes a source of uneasiness and
mortification ;—and so in after life he often felt it

to be ; notwithstanding he ever felt, that the author-

ities of the College made a mistake, in jjui'suing

the course they then did.

Mr. Howes was educated to the profession of

the law, in the County of Middlesex ; and entered

upon the practice, at Salem, in the County of Essex
;

at the same time having his home in the adjoining

town of Danvers, Such was his reputation among
those who knew him best, that he was repeatedly

chosen, to represent them in the General Court.

By nature diffident and unassuming, he was not

the man to crowd himself where he was not fitted

to be. He was one of the earliest founders and of-

ficers of this Society; and at all times, its constant

and devoted friend. He labored without ceasing

through good and evil report, never faltering or

hesitating where any service was to be performed.

It is no small honor, for Mr. Howes, to have been
designated by the discriminatiug mind of TiMOTllY
Pickering as most worthy to succeed him in the

Presidential Chair. The manner in which he dis-

charged the duties of this station, for several years,

until he voluntarily withdrew, is well remembered
by some still here, with locks bleached with much
service. To say that he Jilled the place that had
been occupied by his distinguished predecessor, for

ten years previous, is what no son of Essex will ever

presume to say. Primus inter pares,* will ever stand

the name of Pickering, the friend and confidant of

Washington. But, to say that he discharged all

the duties that devolved upon him, with fidelity and
care, is certainly true. The lessons of instruction

communicated by him, will be found on the pages

of our journals; and will continue to be referred to

with increasing respect.

Mr. President, I have said enough, perhaps more
than enough, to impress upon the minds of all, the

propriety of the act in which we are now engaged.

Thirty-seven years, and more, have passed away
since the organization of this Society. A few of

the founders only remain to tell the story. A few

years more, very few indeed, and. all will be gone
;

and "the places that knew them will know them no

more forever." When thus admonished, it becomes

us to pause for a moment, to consider "what shad-

ows we are, and what shadows we pursue." On
the same day, and about the same hour, that I

heard of the death of my venerated teacher and
friend, I was called to part with one, to me most

dear, in my own household. All nature proclaims

aloud that we must die. No one can more fully

appreciate this truth, than the intelligent, reflecting

farmer. A man may pass through life in splendor

and affluence ; but when death comes, there is no

distinction between the laborer and the lord of the

manor. Here all are on the same level, however

they may have been born. Here it is that fame

and renown cannot assist ; that even the devotion

and sympathy of friends cannot save. Here it is

that the relations of the creature to the Creator,

are irresistibly forced upon our consideration. Hap-

py are those who meet the closing scene of life

with that calm and confiding trust in the mercy of

God, which characterized the last hours of our de-

parted friend.

In view of these considerations, I respectfully ask

of the Board, to lay aside the cares of the world

for a moment ; and to adopt the following Resolu-

tions.

1. Resolved, That the members of this Board
have heard with deep emotion of the death of Fred-

eric Howes, Esq., the oldest surviving honorary

member of the Board.

2. Resolved, That the amiable virtues, devotion

to duty, and sound learning, that so eminently

characterized the deceased, present a model to all

worthy of imitation.

3. Resolved, That the Secretary be instructed to

communicate to the widow and family of the de-

ceased, a copy of this expression of the feelings of

the Trustees, and that the same be published in the

Transactions for the year.

* The first among his equals.
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HOMES FOR THE PEOPLE.

As proposed some time since, we now give one

of several plans of houses, which we think will

afford many valuable suggestions to those who are

about to build. And those contemplating building

should study. No one is safe in erecting expensive

buildings, unless he has given considerable thought

and examination to the subject. He should refer

to books, converse with those who have experience,

and make personal inspection of buildings that

come somewhat near that which he proposes to

erect. In this way, he will be able to prevent an-

noying and expensive alterations, and find his house

constructed upon correct principles, and affording

the conveniences at once that he desires.

So far as expense is concerned, it is as un-

wise to erect a house without careful study

and deliberation, as to construct a ship upon

the first model that chances to lie in the way.

Want of original design will give a dwelling,

without architectural taste or skill, M'ith awk-

ward and contradictory roofs and gables,

—

with smoking chimneys, and bhnd passages

leading the unwary headlong down the cellar

stairs,—with doors opening against each other

and battering themselves like a pair of young

rams, with basements mouldy and dank, and

the general appearance of the whole estab-

lishment indicating that it was thrown togeth-

er, rather than constructed upon any well set-

tled principles.
j

Such a dwelling would stand as a perpetual '

reproach to its proprietor, a never-ceasing an-

noyance to the family doomed to occupy it,

—

and the nursery of ill-humor and discontent.

The plan presented below is from "Homes

for the People,'" by Gervase Wheeler, Esq.,

Architect, N. Y., and published by Charles

Scribner, of that city.

This plan represents a building somewhat irreg-

ular in form, yet compelling to no waste of space in

its internal arrangements. The principal entrance

is made by means of an open porch marked upon

the plan. No. 1, which protects the hall door open-

ing into an entry, No. 2, between which and the

inner hall. No. 3, is a screen filled with glass and

double doors. This hall is nine feet wide. On one

side is a large drawing-room, No. 4, which is about]

thirty feet long and sixteen wide, with projecting

bay-windows in the front and upon one side.
j

Upon the other side of the hall are a dining-

room. No. 5, and family parlor or library, No. 6.

This latter room has a peculiar feature in the deeply

imbayed window, or rather wing. No. 7, which is!

sufficiently large to make a pleasant little retreat

for quiet reading or writing. Its window on one

side opens upon a covered terrace. No. 8, the end

of which is terminated by a small conservatory,!

No. 9, a view into which can be obtained from the

projecting bay in the parlor.

Connected with the conservatory is an entry,

No. 10, which communicates with the domestic of-

fices, and is also a means of exit to the garden.

No. 1 1 is a passage connecting dining-room and

kitchen, provided with shelves, and other conveni-

ences that permit it to be used as a serving-room

during meal times.

No. 12 is the store and china closet, connected

with the dining-room, and 13 is one of similar in-

tention, connecting with the kitchen, having a

sliding door between them for passing the contents

one from the other. All these useful features for

domestic conveniences are of ample size.

PLAN OF PRINCIPAL FLOOR.

No. 14 is the kitchen, conveniently near the

main body of the house, and yet so shut off, by means

of double entries and other separation, as to be no

annoyance. This room is sixteen by fourteen.

From it leads the servant's stairway, to the floor

above, under which is also a flight leading to the

cellar below.

No. 15 is the laundry and scullery; connected

therewith is a store closet, and next to it (opening

into the kitchen) one for use of the cook. In the

laundry is an outside door leading to the yard and

stables, which may be planned, and as much room

given, as the wants of the family require.

Underneath the whole of this floor is a cellar

seven feet high in the clear, containing vegetable,

milk and store-rooms, as also receptacles for coals,

and space for the furnace.

The distribution of the space upon the chamber
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floor is thus made. No. 1 is the upper

hall, lighted by a dome overhead, which

is inserted in the attic floor, and illumi-

nated by glass level with the roof, in

such a manner as not to be observed

from outside the building.

On one side are large chambers, 2

and 3, over the drawing-room ; No. 2

being designed for family use, and hav-

ing connected with it a large closet.

In front is a smaller room, No. 4,

over the entrance porch. No. 5 is over

the family sitting-room, and No, 6 is

above the dining-room. Each of these

rooms has abundant closet provision, as

the plan will show.

In the wing of the building, a stairway. No. 7,

leads to an attic overhead, the partition inclosing

which projects into the chamber. No. 6, and to

conform to which, on the other side of its window,

a closet of similar size is framed, by which means

the symmetry of the chamber is preserved.

No 8 is a chamber of liberal size, connected with

which is a large closet, beside the stairway to the

attic.

No. 9 is a corridor, leading from the head of the

private stairway to a bathing-room, No. 10, and a

servant's sleeping-room, No. 1 1.

CHAMBER FLOOR.

In this portion of the building the walls are

eight feet high to the top of the plate, the ceihngs

following up the rake of the rafters so far as to

permit a straight ceiling of about ten feet, or even

more, in the highest part of the room.

The rooms, in the main part of this building

FRONT ELEVATION.

upon the chamber floor, are nine feet high in the

clear.

The elevation of the principal front consists of a

gabled projecting portion, forming the main mass

of the buildi i^', and which is higher than the rest

of the edifice. This contains ihp family-room,

dining-room, &c., and has an attic above its cham-

ber floor, lighted in front by a circular-headed win-

dow, in the gable-end, and by a similar windo ,v in

the rear. Cost about $4000.

F<yr the New England Farmer.

OPEN aUESTIONS AMONG FARM-
ERS.

Probably, in no human jmrsuit, are there so

many unsettled and contradictory usages, aa

among the agriculturists. Other professions

have their thoroughly-settled principles, and
these are regarded as axiomatic truths—as

the basis of further advancement, and of de-

finite, practical results. Richard Cecil tells

us, that when he had once thoroughly examined
any question in theology or morals, and had
made up his mature opmion upon it, he put

that question on the shelf, as one never to be

opened again. And the lawyers have their

"res adjudicata," or principles which have

been adjudicated and forever settled. But
how few are the modes of farnihig among us

which have been "placed upon the shelf."

—

How few of our farmers have their "res adju-

dicata"—their well-settled, uniform practices.

Let us see how this matter stands. It ia

yet an open question among farmers, whether

the Ayrshire, or the Devons, or the Durham,'},

or the Herefords, or even the natives, are the

best cows for milking purposes.

It is an open question among them, wheth-

er the Suffolks, or the Essex, or a mixture of

breeds, make the most profitable swine.

It is an open question what kind of potatoes it

is best to cultivate, and whether the seed should be

large or small, and whether it should be cut or im-

cut.

It is an open question, whether corn should be

topped, or cut up by the roots.

It is an open question, whether common plowing,

or deep plowing, is, on the whole, the best.

It is an open question, whether sward land, in-
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tended for corn the next year, should be plowed- in

the fall or not, or whether it should be plowed

twice in the spring.

It is an open question, whether corn stalks should

be taken into the barn before the juices are entirely

evaporated, or whether they should remain in the

field, exposed to all the rains of autumn, till they

are "done up brown."

It is an open question whether potatoes liable to

disease should be dug early or late in the fall.

It is an open question, whether manure should

be kept under cover, that its ammonia may be re-

tained, or throAvn out to the action of the sun and

rain, that those powerful disinfectants may deprive

it of its offensive odors.

It is an open question, whether it is best to have

a drain running from the barn-yard into the road.

It is an open question, whether green or dry

wood makes the best fire ; but when the mercury is

ten degrees below zero in the morning, there is lit-

tle doubt in the mind of the "hired girl" who is

compelled to make it, which she had rather have

provided.

It is an open question, whether it will pay to dig

and cart meadow mud, and compost it with stable

manure for the crops next spring.

It is an open question, whether guano or artificial

manures, at their present high prices, can be profit-

ably used in New England.
And, finally, it is an open question with many of

the tillers of the soil, whether they ought to take

the JVew England Farmer, and with some who now
take it, whether they ought to pay for it.

Here, Messrs. Editors, endeth the present com-
munication, for I have not the time, nor you the

space, this week, to consider what can be done to

settle these and many other questions, which are

yet open among the farmers of our country.

fraliham, Dec, 1855. D. C.

For the New England Farmer.

FARM WORK FOR WINTER.
Mr. Editor :—In the JVeiv York Tribune of the

24th ult., there is an article on this subject, and as

it is addressed to the farmers of the country, I

propose to examine the ideas advanced. In the first

place, they assert that farmers in the country are in

the habit of hiring help of both sexes, in large num-
bers, from the city through the busy season, paying

them only such wages as will sustain them for the

time, and then turning them adrift on the approach
of winter, and they make their way back again to

the city to starve or five on "soup" at pubHc ex-

pense and charity till spring.

Now that there are many laborers that go into

the country from the city in the spring season, is

probablj' true ; and that many of these laborers

seek work among the farmers is also true ; but that

the great majority of such help is just the poorest

help the farmer can have is more true still. But
owing to the extreme scarcity of Yankee help, the

farmer is obliged to hire this foreign help, which,

in some cases is good ; in the majority of cases it is

unskilled and awkward in the extreme. But that

such help invariably make their way back to the

city again at the close of the busy season, to winter,

I want more proof of. So far as my knowledge
goes, when these laborers are discharged from the

farm, they generally seek employment in the man-
ufacturing villages and towns, to work as waiters

and tenders in the shops, coal bearers, wood saw-

yers, livery stables, &c. I much doubt whethei- one

in twenty of such laborers who leave the city in the

spring, to seek work and get a hundred miles in-

land, go back to the city again to winter, unless they

have parents or relatives to receive them. The
truth is, these hordes of lazy beggars that infest the

city at all seasons of the year, never go into the

country at all to any extent, unless they are car-

ried there by main force. Tliis fact is plain to us,

when it is known that such people very seldom beg
Avhen in the country at any season of the year, but

they look around for something to do to earn

enough at least, to keep soul and body together, till

the warm season opens again. The great object of

this class is, to live to-day and let to-morrow take

care of itself.

But the Tribune says, "if a farmer cannot afford

to pay wages in the winter, he can afford to feed

his summer laborers, and he should do so instead

of discharging them, and sending them back upon
the city. It is a mistaken notion that a farmer

cannot find employment for laborers in winter. In

this latitude, one-half the days of the winter months
are good working days, and with very slight excep-

tions, there should be no lost time." Now, what

are the facts in regard to farm labor during winter ?

Many farmers know well that in a latitude between
40° and 50° North, that very little or no practical

farm labor can be done between the first ofDecem-
ber and the first of April. There will be years when
mild weather will hold out till the 15th or the 20th

of December, but they are only exceptions, and not

rules. In 1835-6, or twenty years ago, this season,

winter set in the 20th of November with a snow
and ice storm, and that snow did not go off" till the

next April. There was in this section of country

over a hundred days' sleighing that Avinter, and more
still at the North.' I had a field of turnips caught

under the snow in November that season, and I lost

them ; other farmers were caught with crops out.

In 1839, I worked at farm fences from Thanksgiv-

mg till about the 15th of December. The weather

was as mild as it has been the past season from the

1st to the 20th of November. On or about the 15th

of December that year, a north-east snow storm set

in on Saturday evening, which continued till late

Monday afternoon following. There was no frost

in the ground and the snow lay from two and a

half to three feet deep on a level. My sheep I

found, after the storm, on a neighboring farm, some
under the fence, some under bushes, and others un-

der the snow-banks, and my woodpile was standing

up in the woods, not a very comfortable satisfaction

to think of either. Had I spent the first two weeks

in December in hauling a wood-j)ile together in-

stead of fence-making, it would have been time and

labor better laid out. That snow did not show bare

{ground again till the last of February.

I name these two cases to show what our winters

often are, and that generally speaking, winter farm-

ing in this climate is just no labor at all on the

farm. November is a good month to finish off farm

[work. Crops—with the exception of tiu-nips

—

' should be secured in October, and as early in No-

'vember as convenient. During November, trees

!may be transplanted and late fall plowing may be

'done. Stones may be dug up in the fields, and large

'rocks blasted out with powder. If a light snow
' should fall, large stone and rocks may be removed

[on a stone sled or drag, to a good advantage, to the
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fence line. But then no dependence can be placed

on this labor in such constantly varying weather.

After winter sets in with frost, no wall-laying or

fence-building can be done to any advantage, as it

requires the ground clear of frost for such business.

The writer in the Tribune says again—"Most of

the fence building should be done in the winter,

yet it is a kind of work, that is much neglected, be-

cause unnecessary to restrain cattle. We contend

that no barn should ever be built without a cellar,

yet ninety-nine of every hundred are so built. To
remedy this, go to work in winter and dig and wall

your barn-cellars. As soon as this is done, go to

the nearest muck bed and dig a cellar in that, and
haul a ])ortion of it to your new barn-cellar to com-
post with your manure heap. Hauling manure is

another part of winter work, but mind and not drop

it in little heaps to bleach and soak through snow
and rain. Pile it up as much as possible to shed

rain, in some convenient spot to haul upon the field

where you want it."

Generally speaking, barn-cellars should be made
under barns, though there will be exceptions to this

rule. A gentle elevation or knoll of gravel, where
it can be had, should be dug out for a barn-cellai-.

This will make the cellar dry and airy, lea Ting the

mouth of the cellar to face the south, tb .bottom
of the cellar to set on or near the level nith the

surface below. If the situation of the land for the

building is on or near a level, and the soil inchned
to wet and dampness, then the barn-cellar should
be pretty much above ground. But then, instead

of digging and stoning barn-cellars and building

barns in the Avinter season, the time to do this is

in early summer, after the spring hurry of work is

over, having the buildings ready for the hay and
harvest crops. The timber should be prepared and
hauled the previous winter, and other materials

should be got together as much as can be. Dig-
ging out muck in the winter season, is a work at

which little can be done, but it may and should be
attended to in the fall, previous to winter setting in.

Where draining is done in the dry season, the
refuse muck should be carted into the barn-yard
and piled away in the cellar for winter use to mix
with manures. As to hauling manure in the winter
season out of the barn-yard on to the fields, it is a

poor business, being well followed by few farmers.

The composting of manures in the field during the

winter season, will not amount to anything, all the

materials, both muck and manure, being in a froz-

en or half-frozen state ; ditto, the farm laborers.

The better way is to keep all the manure in the

yard, hog-pens and barn-cellars till spring, taking

care that the manure does not heat and fire-fangle

by using plenty of muck with it in the course of the

winter. Manure may be carted out and compost-
ed on the field where it is wanted late in the fall,

before cold weather sets in, as it may be spread
and turned in Avith the plow to He till spring. As
to digging wells in the winter, I dug one some
years ago in December, and when finished there

was some five feet of water in it. The next spring,

in May, the water all run out at the bottom, and
there has never been any water to stand any length
of time in that well. I made uj) my mind before

I dug the next well it would be in August or Sep-
tember, when the springs are at the lowest point.

For barn-yards, running water is the best, if it

can be had naturally, or it may be raised by a
water-ram or wmd-mills. Where running water

cannot be had, a cistern should be dug in the yard
;

one that will hold one hundred barrels or more
should be provided, and then all the water falling

on the farm-buildings should be conducted into the

cistern. Cisterns are much preferable in some
yards to wells or pumps of any description ; and
the cisterns should be built large enough to hold

out through a month or a week's drought, with an
occasional shower to replenish it. A good cistern

is also indispensable for the kitchen, unless you can
have soft running water.

It will be seen, then, to sum up, that the amount
of farm labor proper, that can be done in the win
ter, is very small in this cold climate. Where the

weather is mild and the ground bare, something
may be done at cutting bushes and trimming up
woodlands. But of course, no dependence can be

placed on the weather
;
you may have one or two

days in a month for this business, and you may
have none at all. If you have a swamp of wood
and brush that you wish to cut over, it may be done

after the swamp is well shut up with frost. Wood
for the winter and coming summer may and should

be cut and carted or sledded home when there is

snow. Also, rail and fence timber may be cut and
delivered on the lines of fences where it is wanted
for spring work. Saw logs and heav}^ timber may
be cut and delivered to the mill when there is a

good body of snow on the ground. Also, where
farmers cut and deliver wood for market, a load of

wood may be carried to the town or village, and a

load of manure brought back, which can be put in

the hog-pen, barn-yard or barn-cellar, as may be.

Very few farmers will have work for the same
number of hands in winter that they can employ in

summer, in this climate, yet one or two hands may
often be employed to good advantage. Between
latitude 40"* and south of that, or the southern

parts of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, with Dela-

ware and Maryland, this same work through win-

ter may be carried out in part, while down in South-

ern Virginia, and south of that, it may be carried

out in full, making leeway for stormy weather.

Next, all farmers may have an ice-house, and all

that can, without carting it at too great a distance,

should build a house in late fall or early winter, and
then three or four days in a week may be spent

when the ice is of right thickness, in cutting, carting

and filling it. A farmer may, on the principles of

charity, keep his farm laborers over through the

winter ; but very few or none of the farm laborers

that are worth anything would stay and work for

board without wages, while those who would stay

for board would only do so for the time being.

And, finally, it is much easier to give advice to far-

mers on such matters as farming in winter, than it

is to have that advice worth mucli to practical men.
For of what avail is such advice, unless it can be
made practical to farmers themselves ?

Derby, CL, Dec, 1855. L. Dukajjd.

Trimming Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, ect.—
Those who neglected to trim their grape vines in

November, may do so this month. It is a much
better practice than to trim them in the s])ring.

Many fear to do so, because, when so trimmed, they

occasionally find dead wood in the spring, and im-

agine that it is consequent upon the exposure of

the ends of the branches where trimmed. This,

however, is not the fact. Inexperienced hands
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sometimes trim miripe wood, instead of removing it,

and this, of course, dies down during the winter,

which it would do whether trimmed or not. Trim-

ming at this time prevents bleeding in the spring,

and it also saves that portion of jmbulum Avhich

would arise in the spring from the roots, into the

removed parts, thus giving greater vigor to fall-

pruned vines. We have tried this experiment fully,

and are satisfied that grapes grown on vines pruned
in the fall, ripen earlier than on those pruned in

the spring.

The trimming of fruit trees should occur a week
before mid-summer, but if neglected at that time,

they may be trimmed now. The exposed ends, how-
ever, should receive a slight coating of mastic dis-

solved in alcohol. The alcohol will pass off by
evaporation, while the mastic will render the ex-

posed portions water proof. The coating will be so

thin as not to prevent the closing over of the bark
by future growth, while the wood will remain bright

and clean, instead of becoming dotted, and permit-

ing the bark to close over a decayed portion.

—

Working Fanner.

For the New England Farmer.

THE HORSE DISTEMPEE.
On the Disease now Prevailing among Horses— TYPnon)

Influenza—Its Natdee—Symptoms—and Terminations.

There is a disease now prevailing among horses

in this State, which in stable language passes under
the familiar terms, horse-ail, pink-eye, distemper,

&c. (fee. It seems to prevail most extensively

among what are termed coarse-bred horses, such as

are used in the trucking business, or any other la-

borious work. In fact, a case occurring in a well-

bred horse has not yet come to my knowledge. In

some localities it spreads after the manner of epi-

zootic, enzootic, and sporadic affections ; appearing
here and there in certain localities, with greater or

less intensity ; sometimes singling out half a dozen
horses, out of a stable of twenty ; at other times,

and perhaps in a contiguous atmospheric locality, it

runs through a whole stable of the same.

At the present time there are a great number
of truck horses laid up with this typhoid affection

;

a great proportion of them are doing well, and up
to the present there have been very few deaths. So
that there is no foundation, infad, for the unfavor-

able reports that are now circulating.

I have named the disease typhus, because it ap-

pears under the form of persistent fever, marked
by great debility, and gastro-intestinal symptoms

;

and two autopsies, that I have been permitted to

make, revealed the usual evidences of a typhoid af-

fection.

SYMPTOMS OF THE DISEASE.

It generally commences without any other warn-
ing than a little weakness and loss of appetite ; soon
the animal becomes so weak that on urging him to

walk across the stable, he reels as in delirium, and
if hurried, or handled roughly, he is liable to fall.

The sclerotic and conjunctival membranes of the

eye are reddened, yet present a yellow tinge.

The eyes and eyelids have a languid appearance,

resembling those of a horse laboring under influ-

enza. The membranes of the mouth are also red-

dened, yet have a more marked tinge of yellow

than those of the eye. The tongue is generally

coated, with a white or brown fur, and the breath is

foeted. This yellow tinge of the surfaces is indica-

tive of functional derangement of the liver. The
membranes of the nasal passages are congested, and
sometimes we have a slight discharge of viscous

matter from the nostrils.

The respirations are more or less laborious and
accelerated, and the least muscular movement will

augment both arterial and respiratory actions. On
applying the ear to the trachea, a sort of mucous
rale will be heard ; there is generally some soreness

of throat ; enlargement of the thyroid glands, ac-

companied by slight cough.

The pulse is almost always irregular and feeble
;

the nose, ears, limbs and tail, are cold : the urine

and faeces are both scanty and foetid.

Such are the prominent symptoms of this disease

;

they may vary both in duration and intensity, but

the symptoms as above described are generally

present during its early stage. As the disease pro-

gresses, we have a complication of disease within

the abdomen and thorax, and the patient is afflicted

with excruciating torment, indicating inflammation

of the gastro-intestinal surfaces, and he exhibits the

usual symptoms manifested by hoi-ses when laboring

imder gastro-enteritis.

At this stage, the disease, if properly treated,

may take a favorable turn ; some mild cases, how-
ever, are marked by an absence of enteritic symp-
toms ; in either case, the animal may be troubled

with a cough, yet gradually recovers.

The disease is apt to run on to the last, or putrid

stage, in animals of inferior vital resistance, whose
constitutions have been shattered by previous dis-

ease ; and horses, also, in a state of plethora, un-

less they have been under active treatment, are in

the same predicament; while the disease, if seen

early and properly treated, can be cut short. There
is one curious circumstance that has been noticed,

and that is, various forms of disease, differing essen-

tially in their symptoms from the above, are apt to

merge into a typhoid affection. So that horses at

the present time, showing any symptoms of illness,

ought to receive early attention.

George H. Dadd,
Veterinary Surgeo7u

For the New England Farmer.

THE STRIPED SQUIRREL.
Mr. Editor :—I noticed in the Fanner of the

10th, a paragraph giving a description of the man-
ner in which the striped squirrel digs his hole in

the ground. Your correspondent says that natural-

ists, and every intelligent farmer, ought to know
that he carries away the dirt in his cheeks, and
goes on to prove it. Now sir, he must be very

much mistaken, or chitmucks differ in New Hamp-
shire from those in Massachusetts, in respect to

digging their holes. This squirrel commences his

hole, and digs in a slanting manner till he reaches

a depth below the frosts of winter ; there he digs a

basm, or room, large enough for himself and a de-

posit for his winter stores—then he digs straight

up to the surface, and fills up the hole where he

first commenced. As a proof of this I have dug
them out of a new burrow, found their store of

corn, chestnuts and acorns, and followed out their

hole to where they first begmi, and there I found

their pile of dirt. One burrow undisturbed will

last for years. J. H. Whitney.
JV. E. Village, JVov., 1855.
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For the New England Farmer.

REPLY TO "E. E. G."

BY THE "PEASANT BARD."

I read your lines, my unknown friend,

From the beginning to the end.

Not half the verse that's now-days penn'd

Is worth the reading

;

Scarce could the subject, e'en, be kenn'd

But for the heading.

But, sir, I'll bear you witness now,

A man may guide the plodding plow,

With hands like horn, and sweaty brow,

Rugged and strong.

And yet all gloriously endow
His day with song.

Thanks for your kind inquiries;—

I

Will scribble something in reply.

Although small time, just now, to try

The fine or funny ;

For I'm as busy as a fly

O'er pot of honey.

I'm well, thank Him who has our keeping.

And who, we're told, is never sleeping;

In fact, if all, like me were reaping

Hygeia's plains.

The "faculty" would all be weeping

In doleful strains.

You ask :—"Potato-digging loon,

How cams't thou by so rich a boon,

—

Namely the Muse's golden spoon

—

At which folks stare ?"

—

How came we by the sun and moon .'

Don't know ;—they're tJieie.

"What do I feed upon .'"—In cliief

The best of cabbage, pork and beef

;

Potatoes, also ;—to be brief.

Just come and see.

Indulging ever the belief

I'd welcome thee.

"My drink ?"—Good friend, 'dye ever see

A Temp

—

(hie '.)—ranee So-ci-e-ty .'

Down with your name, and give that "spree"

A fair acquittal

;

You're answered '.—sober men, like me,
Are non-committal.

My sympathies I freely spare

For all your farmer's toil and care ;

I knew full well just what they are,

E'er you made mention.

I've done hard work enough to share

A lib'ral pension.

'. had I lived when last was blown

War's trump, and down our gauntlet thrown

At Britain's foot ; had I but known
Two week's /parade,

As fine a "section" 1 might own
As God e'er made.

But, with enough, who should complain?

Pipe with me, friend, a cheerful strain,

Long live the Farmer, shout amain
With pow'r of voice

;

Be the Lieutenant yet again

The people's choice !

Attention ! brothers of the Plow.

File front !— I mark each "soger"' brow ;)

Halt ! Dress !—before no king ye bow
With knees a slappin';

No, sirs ! but all attention ! novf—

Salute your captain (

Gill, Nov. 26, 1855.

BIOGRAPHY.
We present, to-day, in another part of this num-

ber, a short biographical sketch of Frederic

Howes, Esq., of Salem, late President of the Essex

County Agricultural Society. This tribute to the

memory of a good and useful man was adopted by

the Board of Trustees of the Society upon motion

of our attentive correspondent, J OHN W. Proctor,

Esq.,of Danvers.

Similar sketches of the lives of those who have

cherished and promoted the cause of agriculture

will be useful in several respects : they will re-

call their virtues, for us to copy ; relate to us their

principles of culture and their modes of operation,

and tend to inspire us with the same zeal and ener-

gy which actuated them. We hope, therefore, that

our correspondent, and others who have the means

at hand, will favor us with concise sketches of per-

sons who have been eminent in promoting the in-

terest v/hich we believe to be at the root of our

national prosperity.

PHOSPHATES-THEIR USE.

The following letter from Professor Liebig on the

valye of phosphates, cannot be too often read by
those who would undei'stand the more important

facts connected with agriculture

:

My I)e.\r Sir :—My recent researches into the

constituent ingredients of our cultivated fields have

led me to the conclusion that, of all the elements

furnished to plants by the soil and ministering to

their nourishment, the phosphate of lime, or rather,

the phosphates generally, must be regarded as the

most important.

In order to furnish you with a clear idea of the

importance of the phosphates, it may be sufficient

to remind you of the fact, that tlie blood of man
and animals, beside common salt, always contains

alkaline and earthy phosphates. If we burn blood

and examine the ashes which remain, we tind cer-

tain parts of them soluble in water, and others in-

soluble. The soluble parts are common salt and
alkahne phosphates ; the insoluble consists of phos-

phate of lime, phosphate of magnesia, and oxyd of

iron.

These mineral ingredients of the blood—without

the presence of which in the food, the formation of

blood is impossible—both man and animals derive,

eitlier immediately or mediately, through other

animals, from vegetable substances used as food

;

they had been constituents of vegetables, they had

been parts of the soil upon which the vegetable

substances were developed.

If we compare the amount of phosphates in dif-

ferent vegetable substances with each other, we
discover a great variety, while there is scarcely any

ashes of plants altogether devoid of them, and those

parts of plants which experience has taught us are

the most nutritious, contain the largest proportion.

To these belong all seeds and grain, especially the

varieties of broad-corn, peas, beans and lentils.

It is a most curious fact, if we incinerate grain or

its flour, pens, beans and lentils, we obtain ashes,

which are distinguislied from the ashes of all other

part* of vegetables by the absence of alkaline car-
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bonates. The ashes of these seeds, when recently
prepared, do not effervesce with acids ; their solu-

ole ingredients consist solely of alkaline phosphates,
the insoluble parts of phosphate of hme, phos-
{)hate of magnesia, and oxyd of iron ; consequent-

y, of the very same salts which are contain-

ed in blood, and which are absolutely indispensable
to its formation. We are thus brought to the
further indisputable conclusion, that no seed suit-

able to become food for man and animals can be
formed in any plant without the presence and co-

operation of the phosphates. A field, in which
phosphate of lime, or the alkaline phosphates, form
no part of the soil, is totally incapable of producmg
grain, peas, or beans.

_
An enormous quantity of these substances, in

dispensable to the nourishment of plants, is annu
ally withdrawn from the soil and carried into great
towns, in the shape of flour, cattle, et cetera. It is

certain that this incessant removal of the phos-
phates must tend to exhaust the land and diminisl

its capability of producing grain. The fields of

Great Britain are in a state of progressive exhaus-

tion from this cause, as is proved by the rapid ex-

tension of the cultivation of turnips and mangel-
wurzel—plants which contain the least amount of

the phosphates, and therefore require the smallest

quantity for their development. The roots contain

80 to 92 per cent, of water. Their great bulk
makes the amount of produce fallacious, as re-

spects their adaptation to the food of animals, inas-

much as their contents of the ingredients of the
blood—that is, substances which can be transformed
into flesh—stands in a direct ratio to their amount
of phosphates, without which neither blood nor
flesh can be formed.

Our fields will become more and more deficient

in these essential ingredients of food, in all locali-

ties where custom and habits do not admit the col-

lection of the fluid and solid excrements of man,
and their application to the purposes of agriculture.

In a former letter I showed you how great a waste
of phosphates is unavoidable in England, and re-

ferred to the Avell known fact, that the importation

of bones restored in a most admirable manner the

fertility of the fields exhausted from this cause.

In the year 1827, the importation of bones for ma-
nure amounted to forty tiiousand tons, and Huskis-
son estimated their value to be from one hundred
thousand to two hundred thousand pounds sterling.

The importation is still greater at present, but it is

far from being sufficient to supply the waste.

Another proof of the efficacy of the phosphates
in restormg fertility to exhausted land is afforded

by the use of the guano—a manure which, al-

though of recent introduction into England, has
found such general and extensive application.

We believe that the importation of one hundred
weight of guano is equivalent to the importation of

eight hundred weight of wheat,—the hundred
weight of guano assumes, in a time which can be
accurately estimated, the form of a quantity of food
corresponding to eight hundred weight of wheat.
The same estimate is applicable in the valuation of
bones.

If it were possible to restore to the soil of Eng-
land and Scotland the phos])hates which during the
last fifty years have been carried to the sea by the
Thames and the Clyde, it Avould be equivalent to

manuring with millions of hundred weights ofbones,

and the produce of the land would increase one-

third, or, perhaps, double itself, in five of ten years.

We cannot doubt that the same result would
follow, if the price of the guano admitted the-ap-

plication of a quantity to the surface of the fields,

containing as much of the phosphates as have been
withdrawn from them in the same period.

If a rich and cheap source of phosphate of lime
and the alkaline phosphates were open to England,
there can be no question that the importation of

foreign corn might be altogether dispensed with

after a short time. Foi- these materials England
is at present dependent upon foreign countries, and
the high price of guano and of bones prevents their

general application, and in sufficient quantity.

Every year the trade in these substances must de-

crease, or their price will rise as the demand for

them increases.

According to these premises, it cannot be dis-

puted that the annual expense of Great Britain for

the importation of bones and guano is equivalent to

a duty on corn—with the difference only, that the

amount is paid to foreigners in money.
To restore the cUstributed equilibrium of consti-

tution of the soil—to fertilize her fields—England
requires an enormous supply of animal excrements;
and it must, therefore, excite considerable interest

to learn that she possesses, beneath her soil, beds
of fossil guano, strata of animal excrements, in a

state which will probably allow their being employ-
ed as a manure at a very small expense.

The coproHthes, discovered by Dr. Buckland
(a discovery of the highest interest to Geology,)

are these excrements: and it seems extremely
pi'obable that in these stiata England possesses the

means of supplying the place of recent bones, and
therefore, the principal conditions of improving ag-

riculture—of restoring and exalting the fertility of

her fields.

In the autumn of 1842, Dr. Buckland pointed

out to me a bed of coiwolithes in the neighborhood
of Clifton, from half to one foot thick, enclosed in

a limestone formation, extending as a brown stripe

in the rocks, for miles along the banks of the Sev-
ern. The limestone marl, of Lyme Regis, consists,

for the most part, of one-fourth part fossil excre-

ments and bones. The same are abundant in the

lias of Bath, Eastern and Broadway Hill, near
Eversham. Dr. Buckland mentions beds, several

miles in extent, the substance of which, consists, in

many places, of a fourth part of coprolithes.

Pieces of the limestone rock of Chfton, near
Bristol, which is rich in coprolithes and organic

remains, fragments of bones, teeth, &c., were sub-

jected to analysis, and were found to contain above
eighteen per cent, of phosphate of lime. If this

lime stone is burned, and brought in that state to

the fields, it must be a perfect substitute for bones,

the efficacy of which, as a manure, does not ( lepend,

as has been generally but erroneously supposed,
upon the nitrogenized matter which they contain,

but on their phosphate of lime.

The osseous breccia found in many parts of Eng^
land deserves especial attention, as it is highly

probable that in a short time it will become an im-
portant article in commerce.
What a curious and interesting subject for con-

templation ! In the remains of an extinct animal
world, England is to find the means of increasing

her wealth in agricultural produce, as she has al-

ready found the great support of her manufacturing

industry in fossil fuel—the preserved matter of
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grimeval forests—the remains of a vegetable world,

lay this expectation be realized ! and may her ex-

cellent population be thus redeemed from poverty

and misery.

For tlie New England Farmer.

READING, A PREVENTIVE OF
DOTAGE.

Messrs. Editor and Proprietor :—The annual

consultation is over, and our folks conclude that we
must allow ourselves the luxury of reading the Far-
mer another year. I have sometimes thought it

would be interesting to trace back to the pockets of

your "patrons" the dollars which, at this season of

subscribing, are flocking into the treasury of the Far-
mer, and by some sort of clairvoyant faculty to review

the various processes of reasoning by which close-

calculating farmers satisfy themselves thus to part

with their money. But as I am neither a clairvoyant

nor a "medium,"—as neither the spirits of the dead
nor of the living will respond from their misty

deeps to any invocation of mine, I must be content

with the far less poetical task of divulging one of

the considerations which in my case, did much to

"kick the beam" against the subscription price of

the Farmer.
It is a common remark that the scenery of the

"Hill of Life," over which all of us are wending
our de^^ous ways, is ever changing. To those who
have just commenced its ascent, every step towards

its glowing summit discloses a wider and more glo-

rious prospect ; while to those who are on the

downward slope, the prospect gradually narrows
and mingles with the shades of approaching
night. I find myself in the latter class. I am
growing old. And it is natural, therefore, that I

should be influenced by considerations different

from those which move the young, and that we
should even perfoi'm the same act from ditferent

motives. Various and cogent are the reasons that

are especially urged upon the young for agricultu-

ral reading and study. Are there not those as pe-

culiarly applicable to the aged ?

I think it was Mrs. Child who said of female
education, one great object should be to teach them
to grow old gracefully. Would not a similar truth

in respect to the education of the other sex be
expressed by saying, they should be taught to grow
old usefully ? Those who are students all their

lives generally enjoy a "green old age" intellectu-

ally, while those who neglect the cultivation of their

minds, or who suspend it in middle Hfe, often end
their days in a state of dotage that exhibits hu-
manity in its most deplorable aspect. Benjamin
Franklin, John Quincy Adams, and many others

whose names will recur to every reader, were hard
students all their lives, and their intellectual facul-

ties were undimmed by age, although they lived

far beyond the usual limit of human life. Like the

sinews of the body, the energies of the mind are

strengthened and enlarged by exercise, and are

dwarfed and shrivelled by disuse. Farmers culti-

vate the one, and neglect the other. They work
too much, and study loo little. Removed from
those excitements of thought and discussion which
are afforded by the denser population of the village

or city, farmers have probably ever been more sub-

ject to mental decline in old age than any other

class. An erroneous idea respecting education has

probably done much to aggravate the evil. While

farmers are careful to secure for their children a

good "schooling," they too often require the books

to be closed when the school closes, and allow them
to be opened again only when the school opens,

with the belief that an education once a quued is

something that cannot be lost ; something of which

no reverses, no inattention, no lapse of time, can

deprive themselves or their children.

I believe that cases of extreme imbecility or sec-

ond-childhood are less frequent now, in this coun-

try, than they were a hundred years ago. And this

opinion is based mainly upon what old people, with

whom I was familiar in my boyhood, told me of

those who were aged, when these old friends of

mine were young—a period of just about one hun-

dred years ago. Among many similar instances,

my grandfather used to relate the case of an old

man who had forgotten his own children, and who
on the return of one who had been long absent,

resolutely denied that he ever had such a son !

At the present time, Avhen newspapers are is-

sued daily, and even several times a day ; when
magazines and books are made by steam ; and the

news of the day carried all over the country by
flashes of Hghtning, it is no easy thing to get our-

selves back among the realities of even one hun-

dred years ago. At that time no paper was j)ub-

Hshed in New England out of Boston. Mr. Thom-
as says that, "in 1754, four newspapers only were
printed in New England ; these were all published

in Boston, and, usually, on a small sheet ; they

were published weekly, and the average number of

copies did not exceed six hundred from each press."

This weekly circulation of about twenty-four hun-

dred papers, in all New England, was mostly con-

fined to literary and professional men—in the

words of one of their editors, to "Gentlemen, Mer-
chants, and Others, his usual Customers." Farm-
ers, then, did not read papers, for there were none
for them to read ; and books, excepting the Bible,

Psalter and Almanac, were no more common.
About this time, however, newspapers began to

multiply, books were printed, pamphlets were cir-

culated, and the discussion of colonial rights

which preceded the Revolution, gave to the people

an interest in pohtical events and principles, which
that long struggle, and the subsequent establish-

ment and operation of an independent government,

have not only kept aHve but greatly deepened.

With this view of the subject, after all that may
be said against political papers and political excite-

ments; after all the shame-flicedness we may have
to put on for the extravagances into which we and
our friends are sometimes led ; after all the ani-

mosities that a "campaign" engenders are duly la-

mented,—we may still believe that they j^roduce at

least one very important beneficial result. They
exercise, invigorate and strengthen the powers of

the mind ; a good that may safely be weighed
against many evils that alarm some of our quiet-

loving citizens.

Now, if such has been the effect of papers whose
conductors have too often looked to office-holders,

or office-seekers for support, or wlio have some-
times regarded and used their journals as steppmg
stones for their own political elevation, may we not

reasonably indulge much larger hopes and more
sanguine anticipations of the benefits which are to

accrue from the rapidly increasing demand and sup-

ply of agricultural papers ? If pohtical questions

have done tlius much to keep the mind from the
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torpor of old age, may we not believe that the per-

severing study of agriculture, involving as it does

the most noble and elevating subjects of investiga-

tion and thought which the broad fields of science

afford, and being withal so congenial to the tastes

and habits of the aged, will do still more to pro-

mote the vigor of their minds, and to counteract

their natural inclination to repose and inaction ?

With such belief I rene\t my subscription to the

Farmer, and hope that it may continue to direct

the young, to encourage the middle-aged, and to

Bend the invigorating blood of new thought through
the minds of the aged. s. F.

Winchester, Dec. 25, 1855.

ES9PUS SPITZENBEEG APPLE.

^

Rather large; roundi.=;h ovate; yellow,
mostly covered with rich, dark red; stem
medial, slender, in a wide cavity ; calyx
small, in a shallow basin; flesh yellow,
firm, crisp, juicy, of a rich sprightly flavor.

Winter.^ A good grower, and sjood bearer.
It flourishes well in new lands in Maine,
(excepting a defect in the trunk,) and in

New York it ranks as their best winter ap-
ple. But on old lands in this region, the
growth is poor, and the fruit inferior.

—

\

When well gro^vn, it is rather superior to the

Baldwin in quality, but inferior in growth, fairness,

and bearing. Origin, Esopus, N. Y.

—

CoWs Fruit

Book.

EISH GUANO.
We have received a sample of Fish Guano, man-

ufactured by the Narragansett Manufacturing Com-
pany. If taste and smell afford any e\'idence of its

virtues as a fertilizer, we think this , article must

have a powerful influence on any crop, Th? Indi-

ans used a dead herring for each hill of corn, and

obtained fine crops ; so people now living near the

sea-shore, and having access to fish, increase the

fertility of their soil thereby wonderfully. If this

article is made up, mainly, of fish, it will prove val-

uable, as the bones, in the minute state in which we
find them, are exceedingly useful, especially on

our old soils. S. B. Halliday, Providence, R. I.,

is the Agent of the company.

S^" Rollin H. Sanford's fine house in Brooklyn,
furniture, pictures, &c., were nearly destroyed by
tire on Saturday morning.

BEEAKING COLTS TO BIT AND HAR-
NESS.

Much may done with young horses in the way
of culti\ ating their good manners, and forwarding

their edi cation—or breaking, as it is termed—be-

fore the a d of the colt-breaker is required. Foals

should be accustomed to familiarities, fondling, and
kind us: ge, from their birth ; and if that kind

treatment be continued as they grow up, they will

occasion very little trouble when the time arrives

for them to be broken. Before that operation is

conimeu' ed, it is desirable that a bit should be

placed in the young animal's mouth. Any plain

snaffle of sufficient substance will answer the pur-

pose. There should not be any reins attached to

it ; it shi.uld be merely suspended by the head

piece. The colt will thus learn to play

with the bit, which will tend very ma-
terially to the establishment of a good
mouth, care being observed that the

bit is suspended evenly by the proper

length of the head-piece. This may be

adjusted by any quiet, good-tempered

person, to whose care the young crea-

ture is entrusted, and may be left on

from one to two hours daily. A loose

box, hovel, or small yard, are the most
suitable places for the purpose.

It is a very bad custom, though a

very prevalent one, when a young horse

is first bitted, to make use of reins,

which are drawn tight. A colt-breaker

when employed, should therefore be

cautioned against it, for it will cause

the pupil to contract a habit of leaning

on the bit, and probably create a one-

sided mouth. By such treatment, ma-
ny colts will talve a position in one cor-

ner of the box or hovel, and there stand

and sulk ; whereas if the bit be used as

I have recommended, they will champ
and play with it freely, thereby produc-

ing the sensibility of mouth which is es-

sential to future perfection.

Breaking to harness may be considered necessary

with such horses as are adopted for carriages ; and

their services after they are three years old may be

advantageously called in requisition on the farm.

Their first introduction should never be to a noisy,

heavy cart. The plan which 1 have adopted, with

invariable success, has been to put the harness on

so that the animal may become quite famiHar to it

in the stable, after which I have a cord attached to

each trace. The horse is then led out_ by an assis-

tant, and another man, with the cords in his hands,

offers a slight resistance, as the animal moves for-

ward ; by this initiation the alarm frequently occa-

sioned by the pressure of the collar against the

shoulders is avoided, as the man who holds the

cords can instantly relax them if necessary. After

two or three lessons of this kind, neither trouble

nor danger need be apprehended in putting the an-

imal to any employment calculated for the advance-

ment of his education in the art of drawing.

—

London Farmers' Magazine.

IS^The annual value of poultry in the United

States is estimated at twenty millions of dollars.

The city of New York expends yearly a million

and a halt of dollars in the purchase of eggs alone.
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always to find just the right men. Still, if the right

men have fitted themselves for any position in life,

which circumstances and time may bring about,

then, of course, the right men can be found, so

that nothing will l)e lost by farmers in obtaining

all useful information on all other subjects which
may present themselves for investigation.

Now, it is well known that the farmer, the me-
chanic, the manufacturer, the professional man, the

scientific man and the scholar, each of these, have
their particular ideas in which they view matter and
things. Namely, the practical men and the theo-

retical ; some, perhaps the majority, will incline

largely to the practical view of things, while others

will incline more to the theoretical side ; now,
which is right and which wrong? The farmer says

the great and leading points of a farmer's life are

the practical, and it is true. But then I claim that

this is just as true in regard to the jirofessional

man, scientific man and scholar. Why not ?

Still, Avhile I lay the principal claim to the practical

in all things, at the same time the theoretical is

worthy of attention and study. In fact, theory

many times precedes practice, not by sj)eculation

so much, as in opening the way for practice, which
comes along either to refute or sustain, as the case

may prove to be. Now, to my mind, where the-

ory and practice can be made to harmonize and
work together, each in its own way, without clash-

ing with each other, that system of education will

For the New England Farmer.

WHAT A FARMER'S EDUCATION
SHODID BE.

Mr. Editor :—What kind of education do far-

mers require, difierent from other classes, may be

asked by those engaged in other employments.

Now it may be a difficult matter to determine just

what kind of education farmers should possess, in

order to qualify them for their vocation and position

in fife. Still, some ideas on this subject may not

be out of place ; if farmers can be induced to think

on the subject, it will have at least a good look to-

wards improvement on this ])oint. Any education

that a farmer can pick up, of course, will be better

than none, or, at least, a very scanty one,—a fact

which many farmers, as well as other men, are too

apt to content themselves with. In fact, a farmer

should consider that his education is never finished

until he lays his body down in the grave, and this

fact will hold good when applied to all classes of

people. Now we have a great deal in the world at

present, among all classes, which passes for educa-

tion, but in reality it is just no education at all.

That is to say, it is not that kind of education which

serves to lead a man to become an honorable, up-

right and useful citizen. A man may have a great

deal of what the world calls knowledge, yet in re-

ality be not educated, after all, in a strict sense.

Education ]n'oper, means, as I understand it, the

fitting, training and preparing one's self for all the
|

be the most perfect and useful in all things.

dudes which men have to do with in this life. Now In these days the question is often put, what kind

a farmer's education should be of that character of studies should the young farmer pursue, or the

which partakes largely of the practical in all things scholar in school study, in order to maJ^e the young

that he has to do with. He should see the neces-jman an educated one in after life? To this ques-

sity of fitting himself for his own position in life,
I
tion, almost as many answers might be given as

and he should adapt his means to that end; he you have men to deal with; some would say, per-

shoukl feel, also, that he has a peculiar work to per-

form ; he should feel, in reality, that no one else

can do that work but himself, which is true in every

sense of the word. But then a fiirmer's education,

in the main, should be directed with a particular

reference to his business on the farm ; because, it is

from that source that he derives his living, and it is

there that his forte lies, and if he does not succeed

in making a point there, he will hardly do so in

anything else. Now, while I cannot lay down
any rule to guide or govern all in this matter, yet

I may be able to throw out some ideas, which, if

improved upon, will result in benefit to all con-

cerned. I have become satisfied, too, from per-

sonal observation, that a fiirmer's education, if it is

ever obtained at all, must be got upon the farm.

Of course, there will be exceptions to this rule,

but a home education is what the mass of farmers

must depend on, or a system of self-instruction.

And in reality, this is the ])lace for it, so far at

least as all jjractical instruction relates to it, Avheth-

er it be on the farm, or sell-improvement as relates

to a general education. In i'act, I believe that the

farm is a better place to get a practical education,

such an education as will both be useful and ])rofit-

able, than any other position in which a man can bo

placed. I might go on to say how a farmer should
fit himself to fulfil all the duties which devolve
upon him as a citizen, how he should educate him-
self so as to meet all the exigencies which men have
to encounter. But it may not be practicable, or

even necessary, now to do this, as when men are

wanted to till any particular position in life, they
can generally be found, though it may be ditncult

haps the majority, that in order to make the far-

mer a thorough scholar, he must go through a reg-

ular course of scientific studies, dead languages and

all, in order to come out right in the end. Others

will say they wish their sons to have a thorough,

practical and scientific education, such a one as will

have a direct bearing on their practical business,

and in all other relations in life ; still, the dead lan-

guages they want no time spent with, as in reality

they consider them of no consequence whatever.

Now what I contend for, is an education ; I do not

care so much how they get it, as that they shall

have it at some rate. Still, if parents feel disposed

to put their sons through college, dead languages

and all, then do so ; they can make good fanners

after they get through ; that is to say, if you can get

them there, a question which will remain to be

tried.

Now, while I freely admit that this course can

make thorough going scholars and scientific far-

mers, yet I claim on the other hand, that as thor-

oughly scientific farmers and as good scholars can

be made without any aid from the dead languages,

or heathen mythology, as with it. And why not, we

ask ? What great diti'erence does it make, just

what path you take to gain a certain jioint, provid-

ed both paths come to the fame thing finally ? The

question is not put as to how much Greek and Lat-

in )ou are able to read and master, or whether yon

can read any at all ; but the greater question is,

have you got a good practical and scientific educa-

tion, such a one aswill lead you to become a good

firmer, and an honorable, useful and upright citiien.

If so, then all right
;
you can pass along. Now it
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may be that where men are preparing themselves
for any particular field of action, that it will be nec-

essary for them to follow such pursuits and studies

as will fit them for such calling. But however
many recommendations may be laid down for far-

mers, and especially young ones, to get an educa-
tion, yet it is known that but very few out of the
mass can avail themselves of any such plan as I

might and should be glad to lay down for their ben-
efit. So, for that reason, I want to give out some
ideas that will be applicable to them at home by
their own firesides, and on their own farms. If I

were to offer some far-fetched and dear-bought and
out-of-the-way scheme, such a plan as not one in

ten or twenty could practice, if they were ever so
disposed to, then the object I have" in view could
not be attained.

Hence a plan that will suit all classes to follow
after, is the one in general to be adopted. Of
course, it is plain to begin with, that the masses of

Its shape is oblong, and it looks like a club foot.

It is a passably good apple for eating or cooking.

The tree on which it grows stands in a pasture,

where it is said to have come up from a dropped
seed, and never blossoms—the fruit rarely having

any seed ! Some of the specimens have Uttle green

coated protuberances around the calyx, but they

contain no seed. The apple is not entirely core-

less, having the usual appearance of an apple core

in the flesh, but AvhoUy without seeds. The follow-

ing is a description of the fruit as accurately as we
can give it

:

Size above medium but not large, measuring ten

and a half inches in circumference over the stem
and calyx ends, and eight and a half around the

middle of the apple ; color greenish, speckled with
russet, with a large deep red blush, spotted like a

Baldwin, on one side. Stem an inch long, serrated,

and set in a deep cavity. One side of the apple

resembles a Baldwin, and most of the other side a
young men preparing themselves to cultivate the greenish russet. The flesh is yellowish, and flavor-

soil cannot obtain Avhat is called a classical or sci- ed like the Baldwin and Rhode Island greening,
entific education for reasons that every body knows becommg tender and pleasant to the taste. The
well.

_
Then if this be the case, what is the use or calyx is almost without a basin, being the mere

propriety of recommending such an education for

the great body of cultivators Avhen they cannot
adopt it or anything near it. How much more hu-
mane it will appear, when a feasible plan is offered,

which every one can adopt, for then you reach that
class that stand most in need of instruction.

Those who are capable of instructing and teach-
ing in this business, should always remember that
the pupils are the masses, as a general thing, who
need instruction and will not come to the teacher
for it, because there is a natural diflSdence in them
that keeps them back. Hence the teacher or in-

structor must take his teachings and carry them to
the people ; or in other words, he must give out his
instructions in such a plain, practical way, that the
people can appreciate and adopt them for practical
use. The few who have means, can, of course,
get an education any way. It is not those that I

speak of: but it is the body of working people who
want the best practical method shown to them for
instruction, one that will meet them at their own
homes and firesides. But then the working far-
mers_ should remember that, after all the teachings
and instructions they may receive, and other ad-
advantages for getting an 'education, it will depend
upon their own efltorts at self-instruction wheth-
er they make progress or not in the undertaking.
That the great body of working farmers will be
ever educated, according to the general sense of
that word, I do not expect, nor do I consider it of
great consequence whether they are or not. What
I want to see is the farmers making the best use of
means within their reach to obtain a good thorough-
going educatiod. If they do this it is all that can
be expected reasonably by any one. Farm schools
and colleges are being instituted for this purpose,
where young farmers can get a good practical and
scientific education ; of course, all who can should
avail themselves of such mstruction.

L. DURAND.

gathering in of the skin, having little green pro-

tuberances around it, looking like seed vessels.

The shape of the fruit is very irregular, though
constantly adhering to its form. It bulges out

around the top, and is smaller below the middle.

—

Bunker Hill Aurora.

THE DYKES OF HOLLAND.

Singular Ai'ple.—An apple was brought into
the Boston market for the first time the present
season, from New Hampshire, where it has received
the name of "JVo-blorv .'" It is a most remarkable

j

of clay—if not entirelv, at least on the outside'; and
apple m its appearance, as well as in its character, the interior is filled with a mixture of earth, clay,
It is about as near square as round, for it is neither, land sand. The face of the dy^ie is thatched, as it

The dykes, at first sight, strike the beholder as

no extraordinary work ; and it is not until we find

that a considerable part of the country of Holland
hes some twenty-four feet beneath the level of the

sea at high-tide, and that it has merely a fence of

mud-banks to fortify the land against the terrors of
invasion from the host of waters about it, that the

mind becomes awakened to the vastness and im-

portance of the structures. Nor is it in summer-
time, when the surrounding rivers are half dried up,

and the ocean without is placid and beautiful as

some vast lake, that we are able to arrive at a sense

of the protection aflbrded by the belt of sea-walls to

the people within them ; but only during the tem-
pests of winter, when the terrible waves are tower-

ing to the sky, like liquid mountains, and the tide

has risen many feet above its usual height, OM'ing to

the immense body of water from the Atlantic hav-

ing been driven by the gales across the German
ocean towards the narrow straits of Dover, and
there being dammed up as it were, so that the vast

flood is forced back upon the Dutch coast, and
leans all its stupendous weight against the ridge of

dykes around the Nether-country. It is at such

times, indeed, that we learn how much property

and how many lives depend upon' the strength of

these same ocean bulwarks. It is fearfully inter-

esting then to walk at the foot of one of the great

dykes, and to hear the heavy waves beating like so

many batter-rams against the outer side of the mud
wall, and to know by the noise that the ocean is

already some twenty feet above the head. The
dykes are sometimes forty feet high, and their

foundation, which is generally of clay, is from 120

to 150 feet m width. The dyke itself is composed
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were, with willow twigs, interlaced into a kind of

wicker-work, the interstices of which are filled with

puddled clay. The wicker-work lasts but a few

years ; so that as it requires to be repeatedly re-

newed, a number of willows have to be grown in

Holland for the purpose. The base of the dyke is

generally jjrotected by masonry, and strengthened

by large heaps of stones and rows of piles ;
while

the summit is mostly planted with trees, because

their roots are found to bind the soil firmly togeth-

er.

—

Mayhew's Rhine.

CAEKOTS FOE SWINE.
According to Arthur Young, carrots and pars-

nips are better food for swine, while fattening, than

potatoes, and some persons do not hesitate to assert

that parsnips are superior to either for feeding them.

A writer in one of the Enghsh agricultural journals

asserts that they fatten all their pork in the island

of Jersey on this root. They contain a large

amount of saccharine matter, and in this important

particular are superior to carrots ; and it is well

known that no vegetable fattens swine more rapid-

ly than sugar cane. Perhaps in this respect the

French sugar beet is superior to the parsnip, as it

exceeds it in the amount of the sugar-making prin-

ciple ; but whether, on the whole, it would be as

salutary, \^ hen used as a constant diet, is a matter

admitting, we think, of some doubt. The quantity

of these roots, which, under favorable circumstances,

may be grown on an acre, is much greater than has

generally been supposed. Of carrots, we beheve as

many as sixteen hundred ' bushels per acre have

been realized in tliis State, but such a yield is only

to be expected, of course, where the ground is in a

very high degree of cultivation, and where great

care and attention are bestowed on the crop. But

supposing one-half of this large amomit can be pro-

duced, and allowing the roots to possess a value

equal to potatoes for feeding swine and other do-

mestic animals, we shall perceive that the balance

will be considerably in favor of the former. The

labor of tending an acre of carrots or parsnips, is,

it is true, considerably greater than that involved in

the cultivation of the same extent cultivated in po-

tatoes ; yet this is not all loss.

All tap-rooted crops, like the parsnip, carrot, and

beet, effect a certain amelioration in the lands upon

which they grow, by pulveming and disintegrating

its particles, and rendering it more light and pervi-

ous. The process of preparing the soil for the re-

ception of the seed, and the method generally pur-

sued in cultivating and removing the crop, contrib-

ute also very materially to this result. In some

parts of Europe this amehoration is regarded of so

much importance, that the cultivation of root crops,

once in a certain number of years, is entered as a

condition in all leases, and its fulfilment rigidly ex-

acted and enforced. That it is not too highly esti-

mated, is demonstrated by its highly beneficial ef-

fects, which are too obvious to be misunderstood.

For the New England Famter.

THE OPEN POLAR SEA.
IS THE EARTH HOLLOW?

It appears that late discoveries in the Arctic re-

gions have resulted in establishing the fact that it

is much warmer towards the North Pole than about

the latitude where Sir John Franklin and his crew

perished, or where former navigators had reached

;

and that there is an open Polar Sea, some 3000

miles across. Various speculations are afloat to ac-

count for it. The United States Gazette says

;

"One writer attributes it to the subterranean

passage of tropical waters from equatorial seas to

the polar regions. Another finds the cause in softie

supposed great agitation of the winds about the

poles of the earth, consequent upon the motions of

the latter. A third calls attention to the well-

known fact that the earth is an oblate spheriod, and

that the flattening of the poles brings the latter

nearer to the internal fires believed to exist at the

centre of the globe than any portion of the surface.

A fourth revives Symmes's ftvmous theory that the

earth is hollow and open at the poles, and adds

that this opening, must have been caused by t)ie

i-upture of the earth's crust by the internal fir&s, the

heat of which, emitted from the opening, keeps the

Polar Sea free of ice, and milder in temperature.

The same writer undertakes to prove Symmes's

theory from the book of Job. If the Polar Sea is

not accounted for, it will not be for lack of theo>

rising."

Now I do not know but that the theory that the

earth is hollow is as likely to prove correct as any
other of the above theories. The theory that

the warm water at the North Pole is caused by a

"subterranean passage of tropical waters from equa-

torial seas to the polar regions," does not look very
plausible ; for what agent in nature is in operation

to cause such a flow of equatorial waters ? If sucl^

a flow of water from the South, sufficient to heat

the northern Polar Sea, is constantly moving on,

what becomes of it when it gets to this open Polar

Sea ? Would it not, in that case, flow back to the

North on the upper surface of the sea ? But there

is evidence that it does not, as the fact of the mov-
ing of the Gulf Stream from south to north, on the

sea's surface, shows the fallacy of that theory.

As to the agitation of wind about the Pole,, to

keep the sea open, it is not at all pix>bable. I should
suppose if any part of the earth endured a dead
calm, it would be the region about the pole,, as the

diurnal motion of the earth near the polo^is so

small that it cannot be subjected to such fluctuation,

nor by heat and cold, caused by the action of the

sun on the temperate or torrid zones. The third

argument advanced is, that the earth is flattened

towards the poles, and therefore nearer the internal

heat of the earth. But this idea is whollyya/Za-

cioits. Is not the whole Arctic region nearer the

centre of the earth than that of the- temperate or-

equatorial region? Yes, every ons will acknowl-

edge that, who believes that the earth is an oblate

spheriod—flattened at the poles, and that the sur-

face of the equatorial region is much forther from

the earth's centre. It remains, therefore, for the

theory that the earth is hollow, somewhat like an

egg shell—open at l)oth ends—-that is, at the polts

of the earth. Can there not be as great or greater

argument advanced that the earth is hollow, as

there can be that it is one solid mass to its centre ?
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I think so. First ; is it not conceded that nothing! diction of Mr. Paine. No doubt but that the inde-

is made in vain—that nothing superfluous is crea-!*atigable energy of our people will have a steam-

ted when the less would be sufficient? Now if it
I

boat with a suitable crew, sailing upon this "open

would not conflict with the eternal law of gravita- '
sea," within a few years and if there is an opening,

tiontohave made this earth hollow, instead of solid,
j

one or two hundred miles m diameter, they will be

and thereby have saved one-half, two-thirds, or three- sure to find it, and their indomitable courage will

quarters of the material of which it is composed
and have one-third or more larger surface for ani-

mals and intelligent beings to perform their active

life,—would not that be an economy worthy of God
the Creator ?

If the outer shell of the earth is (say from the

fortieth degree of both north and south latitudes,)

five hundred miles thick, this would leave the inner

space seven thousand miles in diameter. Accord-

ing to the laws of attraction, every j)article of the

inner part of this shell would keep its place, and
not fly off" 7000 miles across this hollow to get to

the opposite shell of the earth. Can the objectors

to this theory maintain that it would ? I think not.

Capt Symmes, who lectured some thirty years ago.

induce them to enter it, and within a year after,

may return and make their report.

Yours most resjiectfully, Isaac SxE-iRNS.

Mansfield, Mass., January Ist, 1856.

P. S.—I would ask the question of you, or your

correspondents, (if they see this in your paper) how
long ago was it that Capt. Symmes lectured upon
the theory of this earth being hollow; and also,

were his lectures ever published ? If so, where can

I obtain a copy ? I. S.

HOW TO MAKE A JIBING HORSE
DRAW.

An omnibus full of passengers was detained a
upon the earth being hollow, and capable of being j^,, ^i„,e ^j^i^ afternoon in Oxford Street, bv one
inhabited, was not the first who broached such an

idea. I have in my hand a book published in the

year 1813, of 179 pages, which advocates this theo-

ry. The author was Mr. Otis Paine, of Foxliorough,

Mass. It was entitled '^Tnie and Infernal Friend-

of the horses turning obstinate and refusing to pro-

ceed ; and notwithstiinding numerous and persua-

sive arguments inflicted ujion him by a large crowd
of persons collected, such as digging spurs info him

,i from the hand, sundrv kicks and licks, cursing and
ship; or the JVisdoin of Eve, and fhe Character o/\^^^.^.^^.-^^^^^

^^^^ t^^ horse would not advance; and
the Serpent. JVdh the Sitiiation, Joys and Loss of ^^.^en by manual force, some ten or fifteen managed,
Paradise." It was composed principally of poetry

In its preface I find the following on jiage 9th :

"1st. That this earth is a hollow globe, contain-

ing a celestial region in its centre, and the same

that is called Paradise, Mount Zion, and Eden, in

scripture, where Adam and Eve and the new crea-

tion were laced when created, and whence they

were driven on eating the forbidden fruit."

After advancing three other propositions, which

do not relate to this question, he proceeds to prove

his theory as follows :

"Proof that this earth is a hollow globe, &c.

By the records of Scripture, both of the old and

new Testaments, it appears that there is a region,

or beautiful realm, in the centre or heart of this

earth; that the first created man (Adam) was

formed of the dust of this earth, and put into this

realm (then called Eden) to till and cultivate it,

and to hav« dominion over all who dwelt there.

But he, (Adam) breaking his Creator's law, was

driven from this celestial region to till the gromid

from whence he was taken.

"It farther appears, by the predictions recorded

in scripture, that this region will be discovered,

and be inhabited with the human race ; that on

this discovery, a thousand years of perfect peace

throughout ail nations will take place, and millen

nium commence."

Mr. Paine then oocuj^ies over four pages of his

b(M)k with extracts from various passages of scrip-

ture, and his own comments, to prove the truth ot

his tlieory.

Now, I will venture to conjecture what this

-'flaming sword, which turned every way," &c.,was.

If the Garden of Eden was in the hollow of the

earth, ami our first parents were "driven out," in

consequence of disobedience, it was the glittering

ice which from that time to this has been sufficient

to Vppn them and their posterity from finding the

entrance to the interior of the earth, but will, with

in a few years be overcome, according to the pre-

on several occasions, to move the omnibus a few

paces, it resulted in nothing but a graceful piroutte

of the whole concern back to the same spot, much
to the amusement of the crowd, but not so much of

the passengers, who, I must admit, maintained the

greatest patience anil forbearance. Observing all

the endeavors of the crowd to fail in making the

horse move, I suggested to. the persons interested,

a simple remedy used in India, on similar occasions

—that is to get a slight rope, and attach it to one of

the fore feet of the slubljorn animal, and the person

holding the other end of the rope to advance a few

])aces, taking \vith him the horse's foot, when, as a

matter of course, the horses and omnibus must fol-

low. My ad\ice was at first ridiculed and laughed

at, but after some more inefl"ectual attempts after

their own barbarous and savage manner, a rope was
jiroduced and apjjlied as described, when the horse

immediately advanced, and the omnibus, in the

course of a few minutes, was out of sight, much to

the amazement of the rude and bigoted crowd. I

heard them expressing their wonder and astonish-

ment at this very simple remedy, which should be

more generally known in this country.

—

London
Tinus.

GOOD HOGS.

Mr. Cyrus Stow, of Concord, Mass., gives us an

account of four Suff"olk pigs, fatted by him. We
saw them a short time before they were killed, and

noticed that, though not remarkably large, they

had great weight of carcass for the bone and offal.

They were bred by C. B. Clark. INIr. Stow says

—

"these four pigs (all sows) I bought on the 8th

of Februarv last. They weighed 145, 140, 130,

100—totar523 lbs.—at 5i cents—$27,46. De-

duct for shrinkage forty percent., would leave 314

lbs. dead weight when I purchased them. Tliey

were killed on the 15th of December, and weigh-

ed 449, 374, 366, 367—total 1555 lbs. I sold

three of them at my door at 1 l-i cents per pound

—
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kept the other for my own use. Aggregate value

of the four, $178,04; deduct cost, $27,48, leaves

a gam of $151 48. They were kept by me 309
days, and gained, as I calculate, 1217 lbs., or a tri-

fle over a pound, each, per day—nothing to brag

of if they had l)een high fed—but they were kept

very cheaply, and had but little meal until the last

month of the time, when they were fed with cob

meal (corn and cobs ground together.) The re-

mainder of the time they had the wash of the

house and the skimmed milk of two or three cows,

with small jjotatoes, and pumpkins boiled up with

a little meal. I keep five cows and sell about one-

half of the milk."

—

Boston Cultivator.

as a writer, chemist, &c., and now the principal

Editor of the Farm Journal, published at Philadel-

l)hia, is the Editor. For sale by Kuggles, Nourse,

Mason & Co., Boston.

WEALTH OF THE ROTHSCHILDS.
The number and amount of the loans that have

been negotiated by the Kothschilds is scarcely any

mdex of their wealth. It is not necessary that they

should be worth the enormous sum of a thousand
million of dollars, Mhich has been absurdly attribu-

ted to them, in order to take, since the Crimean
war, the English loan of eighty millions of dollars,

the Austrian of a hundred and twenty millions, the

Turkish of forty millions, an e?rly one to Russia of

one hundred and thirty millions, one to Sardinia of

ten millions, another to England in exchequer bills

of thirty-tive milHons, and a second now on the tapis

of a hundred millions of dollars.

Just consider how such loans in this country and
everywhere else are made. Some house, like the

Rothschilds, for example, confers with its corres-

pondents and friends of various cities, ascertains

how much they will assume of a jn-qjected loan, and
then rejects or accepts the proposal of the borrower

on specified terms. The house named represents

the whole, and perhaps is the only one recognized

and known in the transaction ; but takes no more
of the loan, perha])s, than others not named, if so

much, and may immediately, or soon, part with that

moderate fraction, if a satisfactory advance can be
obtained.

Negotiators of public loans in this country are not

always men of large capital, but, acting in the capa-

city of conductors, they are merely in possession of

ability to place them among those who are. They,

as well as the Rothschilds, doubtless sometimes act

in the capacity of brokers simjily, though at others,

without question, as loaners of their own cajjital. A
merchant might as well be set down as worth five

millions, Ijecause his sales amount in two years to

that sum, as the ]{othschilds be estimated as worth

a thousand millions of dollars, because the loans

they have negotiated within a few years reach that

prodigious figure,—a sum comprising about one-

quarter of all the precious metal of the globe.

—

j^ewark Advertiser.

Year Book of Agriculture.—This work is a

compilation of articles and engravings, on nearly all

subjects connected with agriculture, and contains

a thousand suggestions valuable to the farmer who

has not access to a variety of works on similar top-

ics. It is printed handsomely, is illustrated by nu-

merous engravings of implements and plants,

among the latter, some half-dozen full large en-

gravings of the cotton plant in its various stages.

David A. Wells, Esq., a gentleman well-known

THE FIRESIDE.
When the snow-flakes softly rattle

On the darkened window pane,

And the nicht winds moan and murmur
In a wild and fitful strain

—

0, how welcome is the cheerful,

Brightly burning, ruddy light,

Glowing from the evening fireside,

Glowing, sparkling, warm and hright

!

How the mellow beams are dancing

On the ceiling, in the hall,

E'en within the heat's dark corners.

With a gentle glance they fall.

And in the clear and pleasant radiance,

As in the waves of gold it plays,

Melts the soul that's filled with sadness,

Lights the eye with radiant rays.

Loved ones meet around the fireside,

Through the dreary winter eve.

Whilst the storm without is wildest.

Tales of other ("ays to weave,

Songs that to the heart are dearest,

Breathe upon the hallowed air.

Voices gay in mirth are mingled,

"Household words" are sweetest there.

How the aged and the weary

Look back to the happy hearth.

By whose merry li^ht they sported,

Ere they tasted aught but mirth.

Though the glow has long been faded,

Brighter than of yore it burns.

When the spirit, worn with waaijrin,

To that cherished vision turns.

Then, while falling snow-flakes rattle

On the darkened window pane.

Let us gather round the fireside,

Heedless of the night wind's reign.

And when life's cold winter Cometh,

'Mid the darkness and the storm

We'll again in memory's chamber

Meet around the fireside warm.

Fur the New England Farmer.

FANCY STOCK.

WHO KNOWS \A^IERE IT CAN BE FOUND.

Mr. Editor :—I am one of the "constant read-

ers" of the Kew England Farmer, and froln_ it

have gained a deal of useful information in relation

to the various matters on which it properly treats,

(i. e. ruralities.) besides a great variety of pleasant

and instructive reading on various other subjects.

But there is one thing that I have been rather sur-

jnised at,—and that is, that people do not avail

themselves more of the opportunity of advertising

in its columns many things which are wanted by

those who reside in the country, and particularly in

suburban villages ;—I refer to the various kinds of

fanai stock, such as fowls, pigeons, ducks, geese,

rabbits, and dogs of various kinds.

Now there are very many who have a taste for

such things, and would gladly become jjurchasers, if

they only knew where the sellers were to be found.

In England, it is quite the fashion to advertise

every such thing in the rural papers, so that if a per-
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son desires to obtain any particular breed of foAvls,

or a well-bred sporting or watch dog, he can almost

always find just what he wants at the shortest no-

tice. I think that those M'ho breed such animals,

either for amusement or profit, would find it greatly

to their advantage to heed this suggestion,—and
advertise in the J^ew England Farmer.

Yours ever, A Country Gent.

WHAT'S THE USE OF AGRICULTURAL
PAPERS ?

Mr. Editor :—If one of the great objects of ag-

ricultural papers should be to induce the mind to

co-operate with the hands in the prosecution of

their laborious task, then it is a question of first

importance to those who conduct them, by Avhat

means can this object be attained ?

The first thought that occurs to my mind, is, that

agricultural jjapers must show that farming is a

subject worthy of the mind.
That it is not generally so considered, I am well

aware. In reading the life of Daniel Webster, we
find that his father was not satisfied with his busi-

ness, but murmured that it was his doom to plod

upon the farm, "unhonored and unknown," while

others, whom he regarded as only his equals by na-

ture, but who had chosen the "professions," had se-

cured both fortune and fame. And such is the

common feeling of farmers throughout New Eng-
land, at least. The farmer's son that would be
rich or respectable, looks away from the farm for

the means of attaining his object ; and he has a

perfect right to do so, if wealth and respectability

are not the growth of the soil. If all who become
lawyers, ministers, doctors, merchants, and mechan-
ics, live easier, make money faster, and otherwise

get on better than those who remain upon farms,

it appears to me an utterly hopeless task to satisfy

the mind that possesses a single spark of enterprise

or ambition with the business of agriculture.

Here, then, we are; agricultui'al papers must go
to work, and prove that, all things considered, farm-

ing is as desirable a pursuit as any other. If they
cannot do this now, they must wait until the pres-

ent rush of young men from agriculture into every

other department of business, shall enable them to

do so. For until this is done, by facts that will

convince and by figures that do not lie, people will

not be satisfied with the business. No amount of

poetical fliglits nor of rhetorical flourishes—no talk

of Cincinnatus at his plow nor of the flocks of Job
—no descriptions of what agriculture has been or

ought to be—will answer ; they must show what it

is, and, by way of contrast, what other occupations

are. They must turn attention from the Websters,
the Lawrences, and the Chickerings, to the great
multitude of lawyers, traders, and mechanics, above
whom these individuals towered so high. We have
books for the million ; but we greatly need books
o/the million. The Life ofAmos Lawi-ence has been
written, and printed, and read. But the lives of

the thousands whom that book shall entice to the
city, will never be written at all, (the number that
sleep in the watch-houses, it is true, may be men-
tioned in the daily papers, but who will look there
for the followers of a great man,) unless agricultur-

al papers shall follow up the history of her truant
sons, and give us a new phase of biography—lives

of the undistinguished.

But to be more direct. I believe there is among
farmers great misapprehension as to the condition

of the mass of those who follow other professions,

especially of those congregated in our cities. I

think also that agricultural jaapers can furnish no
matter more interesting and valuable to farmers,

than honest statements of the actual incomes and
necessary expenditures—the toubles and anxieties

—the disappointments and vexations, which are in-

cident to professional, commercial, and mechani-

cal life. If this were to be done faithfully, many
causes of contentment and satisfaction with the

farm would be found, where in fact only reasons

for envj' and discontent are now seen. The Billy

Grays, the John Jacob Astors, and the Stephen Ge-
rards, are taken as a sort of basis for our notions of

the wealth of city merchants ; the ten to twenty
dollars a week that the overseers and foremen of

shops sometimes receive, gives us our impression

of mechanical wages ; to the few distinguished men
who force themselves upon our notice, in the vari-

ous walks of literature and learning, are we indebt-

ed for our ideas of the honors which attach to the

professions ; and the "glory of war" comes from
her Alexanders, and not from the thousands who
butcher each other on the field of battle, or die

still more miserably on the march or in the camp.
When men come to form their opinions of these

professions from the great multitude who follow

them as the means of a livelihood, and not from the

few "great and shining lights" that, meteor-like,

occasionally rise up far above the ordinary level

of their associates, I believe that the humble claims

of agriculture will be better appreciated.

Let agricultural papers, then, send their "report-

ers" not only to agricultural exhibitions, but among
the office-holders at Washington, among the

learned professions, among the "merchant princes"

and their clerks, into the shop and flictories of the

mechanic and artisan, and if you please let them
step into Scbasto])ol, where the three mightiest na-

tions of the earth have been making corpses as men
make hay ; let them pry into the "private affairs"

of these classes, learn what rents they pay, what
bills they have to meet, and just how their money
goes, then see how their children "make out" in the

world, and finally look into the probate office to as-

certain M'hat sums they leave for their heirs and
successors, and we shall thus have an account-cur-

rent which will greatly assist in making up our bal-

ance-sheet between them and agriculture—and ai'gu-

ments, too, for the decision of the question with

which we started,—Is farming a subject worthy of

the mind ?—Will it do for farmers, like good gen-

erals, to make the subject of the approaching "sum-
mer's campaign" the study of their leisure hours in

the "winter quarters" to which they are about re-

tiring ? Is it proper that, like the lawyer, the far-

mer should studiously hunt up the authorities and
precedents which bear upon the "case" in hand ?

May he, like the mechanic, have a "pattern" to

work by ? and hke the physician, have his "dis-

pensatory" to consult in administering to his un-

complaining patients ?

If these queries must be answered in the nega-

tive, we may as well throw aside the agricultural

paper at once. Love stories and the Pirate's Own
Book can be read by our families, and ghosts and
hobgoblins, stamping tables and communicating
spirits, ugly neighbors and unruly cattle, may be

I discussed as well without a paper as with it; and
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•when these fail, we can at least "whistle for want

of thought," and so "welcome in the peaceful eve-

ning ;" or we may keep ourselves in a constant

fret, and make those about us as unhappy as an en-

vious and discontented spirit ever does, with our

murmurs that we are nothing but farmers, while

others are enjoying the luxury of large pay, high

life, and hght toil.

But if the foregoing questions can be answered

in the affirmative—if we really can believe it will

"pay" to think and read about farming—if we begin

to mistrust that, after all, we are about as well off

as the average of other professions—how agreeably

does the dark side of our prospect change for the

brighter and more hopeful ! Let us keep it before

our eyes if we can. A Windsor County Boy.

Winchester, Mass., Dec, 1855.

JVoiihern Farmer.

For the New England Farmer.

TYRANT, FLY-CATCHER, OR KING
BIRD.

MUSCICAPA TYRANNUS.

This bird generally selects, for a place to build,

an old apple tree standing alone in some pasture

skirted with wood, or on some hill-side, below

which is a clear field with a few trees or bushes

thereon which will serve him for standing places
;

from these he sallies forth in pursuit of insects

that pass and repass, turning to the right, then to the

left, now rising in the air with quick vibrations of

his wings, then, with hawk-like motions, he skims

the surface of the ground, seizing his prey at every

turn he makes. Over such a field he holds su-

preme authority, and is a dreaded foe to black-

birds, crows and hawks ; even the eagle daunts not

his corn-age ; for he no sooner perceives his coming

than he lowers his body to the branch on which he

stands, moves his head from one side to the other,

raises its feathers—then launches forth to meet
him, uttering, as he starts, his twittering notes

;

the eagle no more sweeps in circles to reconnoitre

the field below, but starts on a direct course to rid

himself of his pm-suer—but it is in vain—the in-

trepid tormentor rises above him, dives upon his

back, rises again, and sweeps from side to side,

while with velocity the eagle dives, then mounts
almost perpendicularly to elude his hot charges ; but

such evolutions avail him nothing, he must leave

the king-bird's precincts, or by alighting on some
tall tree, when, with a few more swoops at this no-

ble bird, the tyrant retires ; and as he returns, hov-

ering triumphantly to his place, you see his head

move, as his eye follows the insects that he passes,

first on one side, then on the other, until he sees

one to his Hking ; he turns, or rises, as the case may
be, snaps him in his bill, returns to his place, strikes

him a few times on his stand, and devours him;

thus is he as merciless mth his prey, as is the

eagle, with whom he disputes the right to hunt

over the same field, and to every bird, larger than

himself, a teasing master, who dares intrude on his

presumed rights.

After having chosen the spot, which is generally

on a horizontal branch, not many feet from the

ground, in which to locate their nest, keeping in

view the fact that the thickest fohage will best con-

ceal it, the male decends to the ground, and
brings to the place the first stick which commences

the foundation of their future home. The work is

then carried on principally by the female, who with

small sticks, coarse grasses, and dry flowers of the

yarrow forms the outside ; and for the inside, she

brings small fibrous roots, but oftener fine dried gra.ss

and horse-hair, making a very neat and compact

nest. The exterior diameter of it is about five

inches, the interior diameter is two and three-fourths

inches, and the depth two inches. The eggs are

usually four, and sometimes five, in number ; of a

broad ovate form, and of a ver^- pale cream color,

marked with large brown spots placed in clusters

with others, some of a deeper, and some of a

Hghter purple, chiefly at the large end, and smaller

detached spots of the same color at the small end

;

they are one inch in length, six-eighths of an inch

in diameter.

During the time of incubation the male presents

an example of the most devoted attachment to his

mate, rarely, if ever, shown by any of the feather-

ed race. While the female is performing her duty

of hatching her eggs, he sits near the nest, on a

projecting branch of the same tree, and with valor

defends her and the nest from all harm ; Avhile at

the same time, his restless eye selects for her the

choicest food. He also assists m hatching the

eggs, and appears to perform the duty Avith cheer-

fulness.

In the fore part of the day the female leaves the

nest, and alights on the nearest stand in the field,

and sits pluming her feathers for some time, inter-

rupted at times by insects which she allows to pass,

by merely following them with her eye. After

having arranged her feathers, she is ready totake

her prey the first opportunity that presents itself.

In a few moments she launches in the air and

keeps upon the Aving, making a wide circuit, around

the field, and sometimes beyond it, before she

alights ; this circuit she makes several times, and

remains one, and sometimes two hours from the

nest ; when she returns the male, Avith incessant

twitterings, betakes himself to the most prominent

part of the field to pass the remainder of the day

in strife with other birds.

After the young are reared they separate, and

you hear them no more during their stay at the

North ; they are seen, hoAvevcr, Avatching for insects

from stone Avails, posts, or fences, until about the

first of September, Avhenthey dejwrt for the South.

With regard to the house-Avren, {Troglodytes

Adon) : This favorite and well-known bird arrives

in Massachusetts about the tenth of May, and im-

mediately commences looking up a place for its

nest ; they Avill select some cavity in an old apple

tree, or occupy a box put upon a pole, or tied on a

tree in the garden. A jug Avith a hole through its

side large enough for theii- entrance, with its neck

corked tightly, is generally accepted by them in pre-

ference to any thing else." When any one takes suflH-

cient care to proAide such a place for them to breed

in as their habits require, he will be likely to

have a pair of these birds about his premises, Avhose

loud and animated song is exceedingly pleasing,

and whose usefulness in destroying insects Avhich

prey upon fruit and vegetables, would be a re-

compense.
It cannot be too strongly urged upon farmers and

horticultuiists to proA-ide for the Avants of useful

birds ; the immense number of insects destroyed

by them daily, for their own wants, and those of

their young, greatly reduces the ravages of these
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vermin. In the month of May I tied to the up-

right limb of an apple tree, a jug which I had fixed

for their accommodation ; also a box, which I placed

upon the ridge-pole of a shed ; in a few days I

heard the merry song of a male as he sat upon the

top of the box, and for two days he sang almost

incessantly ; at times he would fly to the jug and
curiously examine it, then return to the box—con-

stantly in motion when not in song. On the morn-
ing of the third day a female arrived—shy and

coy, and as she became more familiar, he became
more vivacious ; it seemed as though his little bo-

som would burst with ecstasy of joy, as he led her

to and from each place that had been erected for

their use.

The next two days seemed to be spent by them
in viewing the orchard and premises generally, par-

ticularly the pig-stye, barn and bee-house; the lat-

ter building being a place of resort for them
through the summer at twilight, at which time

they destroyed numbers of bee-moths. On the

fourth day the female commenced carrying smal

dried sticks into the jug, and continued with thisl

work until she had filled it nearly full, placing

them on the top in a circular form, leaving a cav-

ity, in which she made the nest of fine dried grass,

and lined it lavishly with feathers.

It is invariably their custom to nearly fill the

cavity they have selected with sticks before they

build their nest, unless such a cavity is very large
;

and in every instance, I have noticed that the top

of the nest was above the place of their entrance.

Danversport. A. F.

sions of the rich luxuriance of animal life in the

ocean, and reveals to the astonished senses the con-

scousness of the universahty of being."

PROFUSION OF LIFE IN THE OCEAN.

Not a shell or a stone is bro 'ght up, but is

thronged with living beings. Every branch of

weeds gives shelter to multitudes of creatures

—

some temporary lodgers, seme permanent resi-

dents. Life is a parasitic upon life. The surpula
builds its stony case on the abode of the shell-fish,

and the delicate lace- work of the moss-coral over-

spreads the surpula. Over the stem of the sea-

weed creeps the graceful plumes of the zoophyte

sprmg. These, again, are thickly invested by the

pretty cells of many smaller species ; and they in

turn, minute as they are, often bear in profusion

the curious forms of microscopic animacuLe. Let
us take a stone from the heap that is lying in our
boat. It is a perfect museum in itself. It is richly

colored in parts by the nullipore—one of the lowest

forms of vegetable life, which does for the scenery

of the ocean, what the moss and 'the lichen do for

the scenery of the u])per world. Here is a circular

cluster of cells, "looking like beautiful lacework,

carved in ivory ;" here a little saucer, of the purest

whiteness, containing within a number of stony-

tubes, the habitation of a whole company of tiny

polyples. A sponge overgrows one portion of the

stone, itself the home of many a living thing ; a sea

anemone has possession of another. The little en-

crimite is present, and near it a small star fish.

There are worms, too, in plenty ; and more of life

and beauty than we have space to describe. It is

pleasant to think of the happy existence a single

stone may support.

The forms to which we have chiefly referred are
visible to the unassisted eye ; but, as Humboldt re-

marks, "the application of the microscope increas-

es in the most striking manner, our impres-

MIGEATION OF PLANTS.
Botanists have long been convinced that the

facts connected with the diffusion of plants may of-

ten be explained by an inquiry into the structure

of their seeds, the lightness of these, and their ca-

|)ability of teansportal ion by winds ; by their tex-

ture preserving them from destruction in the w^aters

of the ocean ; by the prevalence of particular cur-

rents in the air or sea ; or by the presence or ab-

sence of mountainous barriers, or other obstacles to

their dispersion. It had been ol)served that {the

God of) nature has provided a variety of methods
for the diffusion of seeds. Many such have been
noticed by naturalists, and their oj)erations has been
illustrated by facts well ascertained. The most im-
portant are doubtless winds, or rivers, or marine
currents. The former convoy the lighter kinds of
seeds to an incalculable distance, and the latter are
well known to transport others occasionally from
the most remote couniries. Besides these more
general causes, it is well known that seeds nre of-

ten conveyed from foreign countries, which were
transported in commerce. Various ])lants are well
known to have been introduce into Europe by the
accidental mixture of their seeds with rice brought
from the East or West Indies, and those tro])ical

countries have interchanged some of their jjroduc-

tions in a similar way. Some seeds are capal)le of
preserving their vitality in the stomach of birds, and
arc thus propagated. Such are the mistletoe and
juniper. A number of facts are upon record, which
prove that the migration of jjlants by means of cur-

rents in the ocean to distant shores, where, if the

climate is congenial to them, they form new colo-

nies, is not a matter of conjecture, but a thing

which actually takes place. Several remarkable in-

stances of this description are recorded in the

AmancBitates Academicae. It is stated that the

seeds of several plants of equinoctial countries are

occasionally collected in the Hebrides.

—

Pritchard's

Physical History of Mankind,

Our Summer Birds.—The attention of the

reader is called to a highly interesting article on

one of our summer birds, the Tyrant, Fly-Catcher,

or King Bird, well known to all who visit the fields

in the summer. It is wTitten by Augustus Fow-
LKR, Esq., of Danvers, Mass., a brother of S. P.

Fowler, Avhose articles in our columns on "The
Birds of J^tew England," have won for him an

enviable reputation. Both of these gentlemen are

deeply imbued with a sense of the beautiful in na-

ture, and have a high appreciation of the charms

of rural life,—and thus their writings touch a

chord in every human heart. We welcome "A.

F." to our columns, and feel confident that the

reader will welcome him too.

Virginia Farmer.—Harrisonburg, Rockingham
Co., Va. By Wm. G. Stev-ens.—Filled with valu-

able reading. We are glad to see agricultural pa-

pers taking root in the Southern States.
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CULTURE OF THE GRAPE.

In a recent number of the Farmer, we had an

illustrated article upon the Grape, and then spoke

of it £is an ornament in the garden or about the

dwelling, of its healthfulness as an article of food,

and of its usefulness in sickness. That article has

been very favorably received, and a desire express-

ed by many to see another giving more full and

explicit directions for priming and training, from

the time the root or cutting is set until the vine

has covered all the space which it is desirable to

have it occupy.

In Wilson's Economy of the Kitchen Garden, we

find succinct and clear directions for the manage-

ment of the vine, which we give below, with such

illustrations as cannot fail to make the whole mat-

ter clear to those entirely inexjaerienced.

No. 1. . Ko. 2 No. 3.

JJo. 1.—Plant when set out.

No. 2.—Plant one year after setting out.

No. 3.— Plant two years after setting out.

No. 1 on the plate is a representation of the

plant when set out, of one year's growth from the

cutting, and is to be cut otf to one good bud, as shown
by the cross lines. The lower bud is seldom count-

ed, and only the upper bud is to be allowed to pro-

duce one shoot ; the young buds on this shoot will

many of them shoot out in the course of the sum-
mer, which should be ])inched oft".

No. 2 represents the plant of one shoot, one
year after being planted, and is to be cut down
to two good buds, about fifteen or eighteen inch-

es high from the ground. The shoots from these

two buds are to be trained to a trellis, horizon-

tally, to a distance of four feet, and then their

ends ])inched oft", as we intend the plant to fill a

space in width of eight feet.

No. 3 represents the plant two years after setting

out, with the last year's horizontal shoots as they

must be cut in to three good buds. The two buds
next to the stem, are to be allowed to shoot and
grow upward as high as they please, to be tied up to

the trellis, and the end buds to be trained horizon-

tally, to the limits of three or four feet distance,

and again pinched off.

No. 4.—Vine three years after setting out.

No. 4 represents the plant three years from set-

ting out, with its two last year's upright shoots, as

they must be cut down to four good buds, which

are this year to bear fruit, and the horizontal cut

in to three good buds ; their shoots are all to be

trained upright, which will comjjlete the head of

your \ine, with eight branches at about one foot

apart.

No. 5.—Vine four years after setting out

No. 5 represents the vine four years after setting

out, with the two centre branches that bore fruit

last year, as they must be cut down near to their

origin. The next two cut down to four buds for

bearing fruit. The next two to one good bud, for

producing one good wood shoot. The next and

last two, to three buds for bearing fruit. Its reg-

ular culture, afterwards, is to cut four of the

branches low down, and to leave four longer to

bear fruit alternately, always allowing the branches

that bear fruit the one year, to be cut down, for re-

covering a good shoot again for bearing the next.

The other mode of training, is called horizontal

training, but may be extended to any height or dis-

tance, so as you retain the leading shoot, or it may
be confined to a very low space by cutting it off".

No. 6 represents the plant when set out, the

same age as the other ; to be cut also to one good

bud, as at e. This bud to be allowed to produce

one good shoot.

No. 6. No. 7. No. 8.

No. 6.—Vine when set out.

No. 7.—Vine one year after setting out.

No. 8.—Vine two years after setting out.

No. 7 represents the ])lant one year after setting

ont, to be cut down to three good buds as at e.

The shoot from the upper one of which is to be

trained upright, and the two lower ones to be train-

ed horizontally.

No. 8 represents the plant two years from set-

ting out, the leading shoot of which is to be cut

down to nine buds, as at e. The upper bud to be

allowed to shoot upright, and all the others hori-

zontallv ; four feet from each side. The two last
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JL
No. 9.—^Vine three years after

setting out.

year's horizontal, cut as they must be to one good
bud, its shoots to be trained as it was last year.

No. 9 represents the
plant three years after

setting out, with its
branches cut as they
must be. The two lower
ones to three good buds
for bearing fruit. The
next two cut to one good
bud for wood. The next
two, to three for fruit.

The next two, to one.

The other two to three,

and the leading one
again to nine. The up-
per bud to have its

shoots continue upright
—the other eight hori-

zontally.

No. 10 represents the
plant four years from
setting out, with its

branches cut as they
must be. The lower
two, to one good bud

;

the second two, to three buds ; the third two to
one ; the fourth two to three ; the fifth two to one

;

the sixth two to three ; the seventh two to one

;

the eighth two to three ; the ninth two to one, and
the leading shoot to nine buds, all to be managed
in the same way as last year. And in this way
you may continue your plant as for as there is room

;

when that is terminated,

cut off your leading
shoot, and regulate all

the horizontal branches
so that they may bear
fruit and M'ood alter-

nately to the end of the
grape vine's existence.

It may be necessary
to observe, that in the
first mode described for

training the vine, the
two horizontal branches
or arms, to support the
upright shoots, are in-

tended to extend four

feet from each side of
the main stem, and on
each of them are to be
selected four upright
branches which will

make them abnut a foot

apart. It will be neces-

sary to rub off any inter-

mediate buds, so as to

regulate them, to be
placed at proportionate

distances. And after

they are once cut down
to one bud, the next year's cutting down would be a
joint higher, and this may be allowed for a year or
two ; but whenever they get too far above the arms,
by cutting down to the lowermost new bud, they must
be cut down on the old wood near to their origin,
and only one good shoot allowed to grow; any
other bud to be rubbed off. And the same rule
must be observed in cutting all those trained on a

on the leading shoot, it is only intendedcase in the
plant be very strong and ^igorous ; should it not
be so, it would be better to cut it to five, or even to

three buds ; in which case there would be only one
or two branches on each side instead of four, as ex-

hibited in the plate ; and the choice of numbers
should always be regulated by the strength and
condition of the vine.

But the grape may be produced in large quanti-

ties, and of fine quality, without the exact pruning

detailed above. Plant and tend it as you would

any thing else that you wish to make flourish rap-

idly, and after it has covered as much space as you

care to have it, prune it, so as to leave the branches

free and clear of each other, and so as to admit

freely the sun and air. In this manner the plant

will not have so full a supply of roots, as under the

system of close pruning, but with proper feeding,

M'ill flourish and produce abundantly. There is no

necessity, therefore, of any person neglecting to

set grape roots, because he does not fully under-

stand the principles of after-culture.

No. 10.—Vine four years after
setting out.

ON WINTERING DOMESTIC ANIMALS.
There is no great amount of labor to be done out

of doors in this climate, during December. The
most important labor of the farmer now, is the care

of his domestic animals, to see that they be well

sheltered from cold and wet, and properly fed and
watered. The year's profit or loss, of the farmer,

depends greatly upon the manner in which he win-

ters his stock. The milk of the ensuing season, the

wool, and the ability for labor, all depend, in a

great measure, upon the care the farmer gives

his cattle, sheep and horses, during the winter.

The Cultivator, some years since, most truly said

—

"If there is one truth respecting animals more
deserving of remembrance than another, it is that

the animal, entering the winter months in high con-

dition, is already half wintered—that is, the care

and food required to bring him out well and hearty

in the spring will not be one-half as much as Anil

be required by the one that commences the winter

spring-poor. A fat strong animal, will be warm
and comfortable where a poor weak one can hardly

live, and the hearty vigorous one will digest and as-

similate food which the weak one Avould scarcely

taste."

Regular hours for attending to all matters is

important, but in no department of the farmer's

business is it more important than in milking cows,

foddering or feeding, watering and carding stock.

Cattle should be fed often, and but little at a

time,—say four times in the twenty-four hours, will

keep cattle in better condition and at less expense
than to feed but twice a day, being careful never to

give them so much at a time that they will leave

their feed before it is all consumed.
Cattle thrive better when their dormitories are

kept clean and freely littered with dry leaves or

straw, being mindful not to forget tlie frequent use

of the card and currycomb. Cattle, horses and
sheep, should have salt where they can have access

to it whenever they desire it. A gentleman in-

formed me that some years since he lost many hors-
horizontal plan. In directing vine buds to be left es annually, but since he commenced to salt his
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horses three times a week, or feeding on salt hay,

he has lost none.

Sprinkling hay with salt dissolved In water, or

salting hay too freely, is injurious, as over salting

diminishes the nutriment, and weakens and keeps

the animal too loose ; but when they have free ac-

cess to use or not, they are not apt to take more
than nature requues.

Cutting provender, corn stalks, straw or coarse

hay, is a great saving. When cut, it is all eaten
;

there is no loss of material. A good milch cow will

tell her milker a good story when well supplied with

chopped corn stalks, or rye, or oat straw, wet and
well powdered with corn ground with the cob or

wheat, shorts, or buckwheat bran, and a little pow-
dered oil cake. My cows increased their milli and
flesh, and my sheep improved last winter, by Col.

Jaque's mixture, which was two bushels of turnips

cut fine, one bushel wheat bran, half a bushel pow-
dered oil cake, with seven bushels cut hay, wet with

ten gallons water—the mixture well stirred and in-

termixed, giving them as much as they would eat

of it thrice a day, and once a day a feed of good
English hay, with a tub of soft clean water to which

they had access as often as they chose.

—

Country
Gentleman.

THE HORSE INFLUENZA.
We hardly need recommend the following article,

from Dr. Dadd, to the close attention of our read-

ers. It is the result of thorough knowledge and

long experience, and its suggestions will be found

of great value. We especially hope that the clos-

ing paragraph will not be forgotten, but that all

who can exert any influence, will use it for the en-

couragement and extension of Veterinary Science.

Editors of New England Farmer :

—

Gentle-

men—Your note requesting me to answer the in-

quiries of one of your subscribers, who seems

anxious to elicit information regarding the treat-

ment of the prevailing horse viftuenza, came to

hand. In reply, permit me to remark, that it

would be a matter of impossibility for me to give

the proper treatment of a disease, which, in both

attack and progress, assumes such a variety of

forms. In some cases the most consummate skill

has been baffled. I am informed that in the State

of New York, the disease has assumed a most ma-

lignant type, and the subjects die in the course of a

few hours, notwithstanding the efforts of the most

experienced . surgeons.

During the past week several fatal cases have

occurred in this vicinity ; the cold snap of last

week operated very unfavorably on horses then suf-

fering under the primary stage of the above mala-

dy, and should the weather continue cold, I fear we

shall have to record a greater per centum of deaths

than heretofore.

I have said that the disease assumes a variety of

forms, hence no special treatment can be adopted;

variations in the symptoms indicate the same as re-

gards treatment ; and what might be good medi-

cine at one stage, would be injurious at another.

Some general ideas of the treatment, however,

may be gleaned from the following :

—

The disease is very prostrating, and as it pro-

gresses, the heart, lungs and brain become congest-

ed and embarrassed. The blood accumulates car-

bon ; the heart fails to propel, and the lungs to \i-

tahze the same. This state demands stimulants of

a character that shall excite vital action, and tend

t* effect chemical changes in the blood ; the most

valuable agent in this view is carbonate of ammo-
nia. In veterinary practice this agent is considered

as one of the most valuable diffusible stimulants

;

it acts first on the nerves of the stomach, and

through them excites the whole nervous system ; it

may be given in doses of from one to three

drachms, either in the form of bolus, or drench.

Its stimulating influence, over the heart and ner-

vous system, may be increased by the addition of

one or more drachms of good Jamaica ginger.

This treatment may be continued until congestion

subsides, which may be known by the fulness of

pulse, and heat of the external surface of the body,

and by other symptoms which usually attend fever

in its inflammatory stage.

The exciting, or stimulating plan of treatment

must never be entirely abandoned ; to husband

the powers of the system, and thus guard against

subsequent prostration, must be our chief object

;

although the case may require a sedative to-day,

(in the form of camphor and white hellebore,) to-

morrow the symptoms, may again indicate excit-

ants, and thus the treatment must necessarily vary.

Excitants, or counter-excitants, are also, at times,

needed externally ; if the patient has a deejj seated

cough, strong Uniment, composed of oil, harts-

horn and turpentine, (and sometimes camphor,)

must be applied. Often I annoint the parts with a

thick paste, composed of mustard and Aanegar. The

membranes of the fauces—throat—are excessively

sore, then the same course has to be pursued, at

the same time a mucilagenous drink, composed of

flaxseed, sweetened with honey, must be allowed.

The nervous system must also be aroused by the

aj^plication of the above liniment to the spinal col-

umn.

At another stage of the malady, diaphoresis

must be excited by clothing the body with flannel,

and drenching with a preparation known as solu-

tion of acetate of ammonia, to the amount of six

or eight ounces per day, until the skin feels soft

and warm.

In case cedema—local dropsy—of the body or

extremities sets in, the patient then requires diu-

retics ; one or two ounces of sweet spirits of nitre

may be given in linseed tea, until the kidneys

respond, and the secretion of urine becomes aug-

mented. The bowels are sometimes inactive, the

freces are clothed with mucus, and have a foetid

odor. I then prescribe :

—
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Linseed oil.

,

Lime-water.
Dose—Eight ounces.

Equal parts.

Occasionally the animal becomes uneasy, paws

with his fore feet, the pulse is somewhat wirey, and

beats at the rate of fifty, and over, per minute. I

then give camphorated tincture of opium, one

ounce, and repeat the dose if necessary. This state

is one of great danger because it indicates active

congestion of the bowels, which may result in mor-

tification of the same. In order to ward off the

last stage, I depend chiefly on stimulants, sedatives

and tonics. Tlie best tonics are powdered g"ejjh'rt?i,

golden-seal, quill-hark ; either of which may be

advantageously given, as they possess very little,

if any, astringency.

Prescription for a tonic ball :

—

Either of the above tonics, powdered 3 drachms.
Ginger 1 drachm.

Rub them together in a mortar, then add a tea-

sjjoonful of molasses, and a small piece of brown

soap, and form a bolus.

Among all the cases that have come under my
care and observation, I have neither found it ad-

visable nor necessary to practice the anti-phlogistic

treatment, in so far as it relates to bleeding and

purging; and I cannot conceive a case (so depress-

ing as influenza is known to be,) that would re-

quire any such heroic treatment ; the safety of our

patient depends on the judicious application of

remedies such as are here named ; and, therefore,

I would warn the farmers against the use ofjleam

and cathartic in the treatment of the prevailing in

fluenza. Yet, after all, the very best treatment

may fail in restoring a patient. We require aid in

the form of pure air, suitable diet and good nurs-

ing; failing in the latter important adjuncts, our

treatment avails but little.

The reader will probably perceive that the above

disease, like many others to which domestic ani-

mals are subject, requires professional skill, conse-

quently the farmers should use their means and

influence for the purpose of having a properly qual-

ified veterinary surgeon in their several localities.

We are now in possession of the long needed fa-

cilities for imparting a thorough course of iftstruc-

tion to all who knock at the door' of veterinary

science. We have an incorporated institution in

this city, and are in possession of men and facilities

to impart to the aspirant for veterinary honors, as

practical an education as can be obtained else-

where. G. 11. D.

Milk Paint.—A paint has been used on the

continent of Europe, with success, made from milk
and lime, and dries quicker than paint, and has no
smell. It is thus made. Take fresh curds, and
bruise the lumps on a grinding stone, or in an

earthan pan or mortar, to make it just thick enough
to be kneaded. Stir this mixture without adding

more water, and a white colored fluid will soon be

obtained, which will serve as a paint. It may be
laid on with a brush with as much ease as varnish,

and it dries very speedily. It must, however, be
used the same day it is made, for if kept till next
(lay it will be too thick ; consequently no more must
1)6 made at one time than can be laid on in a day.

Any color, red or yellow ochre, may be mixed with

it in any proportion. Prussian blue is changed by
the lime. Two coats of this jiaint is suthcient, and
when dry, it may be polished with a piece of wool-

en cloth, or similar substance, and it will become
bright as varnish. It is only for inside work ; but
it will last very long if varnished over with the

white of an egg after it has been poUshed.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

WaiOLESOME IMPRESSIONS OF RURAL LIFE.

The reader cannot fiiil to sec, in the following,

the beautiful and healthful imj)ressions made upon

the mind by an early and intimate acquaintance

with rural life. They are a fountain from which

gush up perpetual pleasures, as the well-spring

sends up its cool, clear and sparkling water, and

thus have a decided influence, little as we may think

of them, upon the character and happiness of life.

See how delightfully they nestle in the bosoms of

men immersed in the business and cares of life :

—

One of us was out, yesterday, at the old home-
stead, in West Brookfield, Worcester county, where

our childhood was passed, and very vividly came up
the recollections of the days, when we boys of ten

to fourteen years, rode horse to plow, spread the

swath after the mower, and

' 'Jocund drove the team a-field,"

and sometimes, even at an early age, our heads

hardly higher than the ])low-handie, yet guided that

kingly instrument along its furrowed track. The
Depot now stands upon the exact spot where we
once raked after the cart, or at ten o'clock, under

the shade of a spreading oak, partook of the lun-

cheon of bread and cheese, with a relish of appe-

tite never since equalled. The music of our repast

was the "spink, sjjank, spink," of the chattering bob-

o-link, balancing himself upon some tall field lily, or

stout stem in the meadow. It all comes back :

"Then summer heats refulprent come

—

The air is filled with insect hum ;

With s-kilful arm, but strong and lithe,

The sun-browned farmer swings his scythe
;

His fervid rays old Sol down pours,

Which promise give of garnered stores,

Which shall dispel of want the fear,

When winter rules the "inverted year."

Blest be the farmer ! Honored his occupation

!

The voice of health and rejoicing is in his habita-

tion ! Sweet are his slumbers—refreshed his awak-

ing. He communeth with nature, and is taught

from her ever-instructive volume.

"Ill fares the land to threatening ills a prey,

Where wealth accumulates, and men decay
;

But a bold yeomanry, their country's pride,

When once destroyed can never be supplied."

We are a sort of amateur farmers now, finding

relaxation from turbulent business cares in the cul-

tivation of a few acres, and our hearts go out to all

engaged in this honored vocation. Success to your

lai)ors to aid their toils. G. & C. Merriam.

Springfield, 1856.
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ICE HOUSES.

Mr. Browx :—I want your knowledj^e, or opin-
ion in regard to an improvement I desire to make
to my ice house. It is built entirely ai)ove ground,
12d/eet in the clear, and 12 feet high, Mith posts
set in the ground, sided up with 1^ inch prime
plnnk, and enclosed by another house or shell, 16i
feet in the clear, same' height and same material,—
leaving a space 2 feet between the two,—which is
filled With tan bark. The ground on which it
stands IS slightly elevated, and with an additional
6 inches of tan bark, then the ice (last winter 4
inches thick) is put in, a la^er at a time, till the'
house is full.

Now what I want to know, without the expense
of the experiment, is whether the ice will keep bet-
ter by making the bottom like the sides and sus-
pending the bottom with sleepers, say 6 or 8 inches
above the surface of the ground ?

The ice house is protected by another house 32
by 30 feet, posts 12^ feet high, planked up with
U inch pine boards set on end. The spaces be-
tween the ice house and the outside ])rotection serve
as wood-house and carriage-house, so the room is
all used, and the ice house thoroughly protected
from the sun. The ice held out till the" last of Sep-
teinber,_and we used it without stint or measure in
the family, and supplied the neighborhood in sick-
ness, and used it as a milk-room in hot weather,
covering the warm milk-pans in the ice. The waste
M-ater Irom the ice flowed at times quite freely.
Next summer I want to make it supply a milk-
room before it loses its icy nature.

Locust Lawn, jVew Albany, bid.

Remarks.—Raise your ice-house 12 to 15 inches
above the surface of the ground, and let the wind
have free passage under it, not being ol)structed by
your outside building. The floor should be tight,

though it is not absolutely necessary to have it dou-
ble and lined with tan, as the cold air will contant-
ly find its way to the bottom. The keeping of ice
well depends in a great measure upon having it in
large quantities and compactly stowed. We propose
to give a more extended article on ice and ice-

houses at a futui-e time.

[er had one give so much or so rich milk before. As
apples will not generally keep through the winter
in cellars, they may be spread on the bain floor and
frozen, then piled up and covered with hay or
straw, where they will keep, and may be used as
wanted by pouring water upon them.

'

West Windsor, R., 1S55. A Subscriber.

CLAY AVATER—COAL ASHES.
Mr. Editor:—What will settle a newly duo-

well, where the bottom of the well is of a clayey
nature? I have dug one this fall—the water is
beautiful to the taste, but will not settle and a])pear
clear.

Will you inform me whether coal a.shes are good
for anything as a manure ? By answering the al)oye,
you will confer a great favor on a constant reader
of your valuable paper. j. p. r,

Hopkinlon, Dec. 7, 1855.

Remarks.—There are no means in our knowl-
edge, whereby to "settle," or make clear, the wa-
ter in your well, that is, while it is there. Nor do
we beheve that it contains any substance injurious

to health. K you prefer to have it appear perfect-
ly clear, place in a keg or cask ofany kind whatever,
a layer of pebbles, then sand, then fine charcoal, then
sand, again, each layer beingthree inches in depth,
upon this and turn the water and let it pass through
and draw it off at the bottom. The water in your
well will, probably, always, retain its present ap-
pearance

; that is, if it has merely a whitish ap-
pearance and no sediment is visible to the naked
eye. But if particles are visible, then by-and-bye,
they will probably subside and the water become
much clearer.

Coal ashes are good manure, and ought to be
preserved.

APPLE ORCHARDS.

Mr. Underwood, of Lexington, in reply to our
question, why he prefers southern slopes for apple
orchards, says :—"My reasons are these : that with
such a location the trees will be protected by the
rising ground on the north and northeast, and from
the winds and storms that prevail from that quar-
ter. The frost will also be out of the ground ear-
lier in the season, and of course the trees will

sooner get the benefit of the o])ening spring." He
also informs us that he has not taken the i^remiums
for orcharding which we supposed he had.

apples for cows.
Mr. Editor :—I live in a county whore in times

past apples fed to cows were said to dry up their
milk. I think that may have lieen the case when
fed in large quantities. I have been feeding a cow
some four or five quarts a day, regularly, and nev-

How to use liquid manure.
Gentleaiex :—In all works on Agriculture, li-

quid manure is strongly recommended, but in no
one do I find directions for its use which are satis-
factory. Can you inform me through your valuable
paper, the necessary strength of the liquid ? What
proportions of either of the following articles are to
be used inlOO gallons of water, and the times of
Its application to grasslands?—either guano, super-
phosphate of lime, soot, night-soil, urine, or liquid
from manure heaps, {a.)

If used of too great strength, it would only burn
up the grass, and if too weak, would be of little
advantage. (6.)

I have engaged about 200 bushels of soot, from
a person who has cleaned chimneys where wood is

burnt, and also 200 bushels of soot, taken from the
flues of boilers where anthracite coal is used. To
what crops would they be of the greatest benefit,
and what is the mode of applying it.

Salem, 1855. A Subscriber.

Remarks.—(a.) It should not be used strong,

for more reasons than the above named.
{h.) There is no danger of diluting it too much,

provided the ground be thorough-drained, or have
naturally a subsoil sufficiently j)orous to allow the
water to pass oflt freely. In this case, (and liquid
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manure should be used in no other,) there is no li-

mit to the amount of water in which manures may
be dissolved, except that of economy. Use there-

fore as much water as you can afford to carry into

the field. More on this subject in our next; some-

thing also, on the subject of irrigation, which is

closely connected with it—almost the same thing

;

and on the composition and uses of soot.

RAISING WHEAT.

Friend Brown :
—"Some things can be done as

well as others," were the words of Sam Patch as

he leaped the falls for the last time. That wheat
can be raised in New England is an incontroverti-

ble fact. The high prices of flour the past season,

induced many farmers that never sowed wheat be-

fore, to try it last spring, and the result in this vi-

cinity, or as far as my ol)servation extends, is that

it is the most profitable crojj raised.

Last spring I obtained 1^ bushels of coffee or

Java wheat, (which bears its name from the seed
being taken out of some Java coffee,) which I sowed
on one acre of ground, and harvested from it 29
bushels, which weighed Gl ll)s. to the bushel. This
wheat is bearded and covered with white husks,

which drop off" very easy and the grain shells out

easy. The flour from it is large in quantity, it be-

ing thin-skined wheat, and not only equal, but bet-

ter than the best Genesee flour. J. D. W.ARD.
JVorlh Jlshburnham, Dec. 17, 1855.

PLANS FOR BARNS.

Mr. Editor :—Presuming you would be willing

to enhghten a subscriber on any subject connected
with agriculture, I take the liberty of asking you
to send me, or publish, the best ground plot for a

barn about forty-five by fifty feet ; the best mode
of weather-boarding, &c. R. Haines Passmore.

rrest Chester, Pa., 1855.

Remarks.—We contemplate presenting some

outlines of barns by-and-by. In the mean time per-

haps some of our correspondents may suggest some

plan theat will be favorably received.

GRAPE seeds.

Mr. Editor :—Please inform me through your
paper what is the best time to plant graj^e seed ?

Yankee Settlement, loiva. L. H.

Remarks.—Grape seeds may be sown either in

the fall or the spring, but as in keeping them

through the winter they may become too damp or

too dry, as the place may be where they are kept,

perhaps it is better to sow them in the autumn, and

in such a manner as to resemble the condition they

would be in if faUing from a spur in a vineyard

;

that is, among decaying leaves and tfligs, and in a

light, rich mould. Small seeds are apt to be cov-

ered too deeply. So deep as to be m a suitable

condition to keep for ages, or too deep to germin-

ate, and not deep enough to preserve them, and

thus they become moist, are slightly quickened by

the solar rays, but cannot push out a germ suffi-

ciently vigorous to reach the surface, and conse-

quently perish.

SPROUTED WHEAT.

I Avish you, or some of your correspondents ac-

quainted with experimental or practical farming,

would inform me through the JV*. E, Farmer, wheth-
er it would be safe to depend upon grown wheat
for seed, as I am calculating to sow some next
spring, and have a few bushels not quite as good
for bread as that not grown. An answer to the

above, from a source to be depended on, would be
gladly received by me, and perhaps be a benefit to

others. W. Bugbee.
Orfordville, JV. H., 1855.

Remarks.—If we had a field to sow, we would

not run the risk of sowing seed that had sprouted,

or "grown," as it is called. A gentleman at our el-

bow says he has tried it, but that it has always failed

to grow. Our correspondent Avill accept thanks for

his hearty words of commendation of the Fanner.

AN apple tree.

I have an apple tree that was nine years old last

spring, that has borne for five years. On the 8th

day of Oct. I gathered three bushels of apples from
the same tree, and since have measured it ; the

height is nineteen feet and eight inches ; four inches

above the ground, it is two feet in circumference,

and five feet from the ground it is one foot and five

inches. It is natural fruit, and similar to the Bald-

win apple. It has grown without any extra care or

trouble. Samuel W. Blodgett.
Acworth, JV. H., 1855.

powder mill WASTE.

Mr. Editor :—We have a powder-mill in our

place, where a number of barrels of stuff from the

saltpetre refinery is taken off. AVhat I wish to

know is, what it is worth, if anything, for manure,

and how applied ? If you, or some of your corres-

pondents, will inform me through your valuable

paper, you will oblige a subscriber. J. H. A.

Fair Haven, 1855.

For the New England Farmer.

DO POTATOES MIX?
Mr. Editor :—As much has been said in your

interesting and very valuable paper, during the last

few months, about potatoes—concerning the relative

value of large potatoes, small potatoes and cut po-

tatoes for seed, &c.,—I feel a desire to extend the

potato inquiry a Httle fm-lher. I find the opinion

quite prevalent among farmers—or at least among
men laboring on farms—that different kinds of po-

tatoes planted together will intermix ; one kind be-

come changed, or at least, partially changed to an-

other. I have ever supposed the opinion was erro-

neous, and if I am in mistake, I wish to be con-ect-

ed. If such a thing takes place, how is it effected ?

Is it done by seeding, that is, growing balls, or by

some other way ? In this region, we have but few

varieties of potatoes that ever produce balls.

Enosburg Falls, Ft., 1855. A PrsxEY.

The Carolina Cultivator.—^The services of

Prof. B. S. Hedrick Professor ofAgriculturalChem-

istry in the University of North Carolina, have been

secured as Editor of tliis paper.
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For the New England Fanner.

PORTRAITS
FEOM THE FIELD AND FARM YARD.

BY WILSON F L A G G .

THE CROW.

The crow is one of the most remarkable and well
known of all our winter birds. Every one is famil-
iar with his black plumage, his peculiar manners
and his croaking voice. Unfortunately, he is re-
garded with an evil eye, and there is no other bird
that suffers such general persecution. In no king-
dom or province is he protected either by custom
or superstition, and there is no peace for him in any
part of the earth where man resides. Remember-
ingthe mischief he does by plundering a few
grains of corn in the sowng season, and forgetting
the benefits he confers by the destruction of myri-
ads of noxious insects, the farmer looks upon him
as the enemy of his crops, and destroys his species
by every means which he can invent ; as an excuse
for this atrocity he is accused of all sorts of imami-
able and wicked propensities. He is abused for his
cunning, his stealth, his mischievousness and his
habits of thieving. But his stealings might justly
be regarded as the perquisites attached to his of-
fice as scavenger and destroyer of vermin. His cun-
ning is the natural result of' the machinations made
against him on all sides, and the traps that are con-
stantly set for his destruction.

His wariness is really a %-irtue ; because under
the circumstances in vv'hich he is placed, it is one of
his principal means of self-preservation ; and I am
persuaded that the persecutions to which he has
always been subjected have caused the development
of an amount of intelligence that elevates him many
degrees above the majority of the feathered race.
Let one be born with no more sagacity than a com-
mon hen or turkey, and he would not escape the
snares of his enemies a week after he had left the
maternal nest. There are few birds more interest-
ing from their manifestations of intelligence. He
observes many things that seem to require reason
in the observer. He knows at once from the de-
portment of the person whom he sees, whether he
is prepared to do him an injury, and takes but little
notice of one who is strolling the fields in search of
flowers, or for recreation. Such a person may ap-
proach so near him as to observe his manners, and
even to note the varying shades of his plumage.
Neither does he seem to regard the presence of a
party iii a chaise or on horseback ; but if you have
a gun in your hand, you can hardly get sight of
one for the whole day.

The crow is by no means destitute of beau-
ty. His coat of glossy black, with violet reflec-
tions

; his hazel eyes and intelligent look ; his state-
ly and graceful gait, and his steady and equable
flight, notwthstanding his want of brilliant colors,
combine to yield him a handsome and dignified ap-
pearance. The crow, and his congener, the raven,
have always been celebrated for their gravity an
appearance which seems to be the result of his black
sacerdotal dress and certain exhibitions of intelli-
gence in his ways and general demeanor. Any one
who should Avatch his motions for the space of five
minutes, either when he is stalldng alone in the
field, or when he is careering Avith his fellows
around some tall tree in the forest, must be satis-
fied that he deserves to be called a grave bird. His
voice has nothing to recommend it; it is harsh and

unmelodious. But iEsop mistook the character of
the crow when he represented him as the dupe of
the fox, who gained the bit of cheese he carried in
his mouth, by inducing him to sing and exhibit his
musical powers. Vanity is evidently no part of his
character.

The expedients used for the destruction of the
crow in all parts of the world are cruel and shame-
ful. The laws of every nation have set a price upon
his head. He is hunted with the gun ; he is caught
in crow-nets ; he is hoodwinked with bits of paper
smeared with birdlime, in which he is caught by
nieans of a bait ; he is poisoned with grain steeped
in hellebore and strychnine ; the reeds in Avhich he
roosts are treacherously set on fire ; he is pmioned
by his wings on his back, and made to grap-
ple his sympathizing companions who come to
his rescue ; and children after receiving lessons of
humanity, are taught to regard the crow as an un-
worthy subject, when carrying those precepts into
pactice. Under every government he is made an
outlaw by legislation, and is everywhere held up
for public execration.

As an apology for all this inhumanity, are enu-
merated a variety of misdemeanors of which he is

guilty._ He pillages the cornfield both in the spring
when it is planted, and in the autumn when it is

gathered
; he destroys the eggs of innocent birds

whom we would like to preserve ; he purloins fruit
from the garden, and carries off" young ducks and
chickens from the farm-yard. But to make amends
for these overt acts, he confers upon man some
special benefits. Omnivorous in his habits, he de-
stroys in the course of the year, vast myriads of
grubs, worms and noxious vermin ; he clears the
land of offensive masses of decaying fish and flesh

;

he hunts the grassfields and pulls out and devours
the cutworms wherever he perceives the evidence
of their operations; he destroys mice, hzards, young
rats, and the smaller serpents ; lastly, he is a kind
of sentinel about the farm, and drives the hawk
from its enclosures.

After weighing the services he performs for man
against the mischief he occasions, I cannot think he
deserves death. It is during seed-time and harvest
thathis depredations are chiefly committed; and
so highly are his services appreciated by those who
have written of birds, that there is hardly an ornith-
ologist who does not plead in his behalf. Audubon
remarks, "lean well assure the farmer that were
it not for his race, thousands of cornstalks would
every year fall prostrate, in consequence of being
cut doM-n close to the ground by the destructive
grubs which are called cutworms." "VA'aterton says,
'•he does but very httle mjury to man during nine
or ten months of the year,"—"and for my own
part, I should lament his final absence from our
meadows and our woods." Wilson, and many oth-
ers, also plead for him, and would save his species
from extermination.

But the crow, independently of the services ren-
dered by him as a scavenger and a destroyer of ver-
min, may be esteemed for certain quahties which
are agreeably associated with the charms of nature.
It is not the singing birds alone that contribute by
their voices to gladden the husbandman and cheer
the solitary traveller. The crowing of the cock at
break of day, is as joyful a sound, though not so
musical, as the voice of the robin, who, in his season,
chants liis lays at the same early hour. The caw-
ing of the crow is to me one of the most cheerful
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of sounds, and is heard long before the majority of

birds have left their perch. If not one of the mel-

odies of morn, it is one of the most notat)le sounds

that herald its approach. And how intimately is

the voice of this l)ird associated with the sunshine

of pleisant winter days ; with our woodland excur-

sions during this inclement season ; with the stroke

of the woodman's axe ; with open doors during

warm winter days, when the eaves are dripping

with the melting snow, and with all those cheerful

voices that enliven the groves during the period

when every object is valuable that relieves the si-

lence or softens the dreary aspect of nature.

For the New England Farmer.

HOW TO RAISE COLTS.

Dear Sir :—I am often asked the best mode of

feeding colts the first and second winter after taking

them Irom the mare, and not having had much ex-

perience in the raising of colts, could not give the

necessary information.

I would therefore like, through the columns of

the Farmer, to receive the answers to the following

questions, for my satisfaction, and for the informa-

tion of others.

Is it well to give colts oats, or any other proven-

der, the first or second ^vinter after taking them
from the mare ?—or are they better to be kept up-

on carrots and other roots ?

Is it best to take them from the mare before

they are brought to the barn for winter, or to wean
them on hay ?

How long should a colt remain with the mare
before it is weaned ?—or in other words,—how old

should it be ?

Would it be of service to the colt to remain with

the mare all winter, if it could be done convenient-

Would it injure the mare if she could be kept in

good flesh and spirits ?

Answers to the above, as soon as possible, would
be desii-able. A Subscriber.

Remarks.—There are five hundred persons

among our readers abundantly qualified to answer

the queries propounded above. Will some one do

so ?

For the New Unglanci Farmer.

GHEAT YIELD OF POTATOES.

Mr. Editor -.—A few days since I noticed an ar-

ticle copied from a Providence paper, "that a lot of

50 potatoes, raised thereabouts, weighed 50i lbs."

this does not seem "hard to beat," and would rather

place that fifty among my small ones.

I have raised this season, and since seeing the

above article have Aveighed, 25 potatoes which weigh

56:^ lbs. If any one can beat this, I will try again.

Perhaps at a future day I will give you my method
of culture, which has produced as many and as fine

potatoes as ever were grown ; a field of 3^ acres

producing at an average of less than 12 hills to the

bushel. O. S. Saxford.

Cordaville, Oct., 1855.

Remarks.—We shall be glad to publish your

account when furnished.

LADIES' DEPARTMENT.

DOMESTIC HINTS.
Bird's-Nest Pie.—Take a deep baking tin, and

set as many apples in it as will cover the bottom.

Pare them and remove the core from one end

;

make a custard and fill each ajiple, as it is placed

in the dish. Then make a thick flour batter, pour
over the whole, and bake one hour. Serve with

sour sauce.

—

Ohio Farmer.

Boiled Pot-Pie.—Take two quarts of ap])les,

pare, core and quarter, then ])ut them into a pot or

kettle, and sprinkle on a little sugar, grated nut-

meg, and pour in water enough to boil them. Then
make alight saleratus crust, and roll one inch thick,

of the size of the kettle, and lay it on the ap])le

;

boil three-fourths of an hour without cessation.

Prepare the sauce in the same way as the bird's-

nest pie.— Ohio Farmer.

How TO Burn Coal.—The great mistake of all

is to put on too much coal, as if it were wood—the

greater the heat. If too much coal is applied, the

combustion is necessarily "choked up," the draught
destroyed, and the elements of the coal slowly es-

caping from it to pass ofl' to the chimney uncon-

sumeu, or are disseminated in gases through the

room. Whereas, if the strata of coal be but mod-
erate, a red flame will play around the interior of

the.stove, by which entire combustion and a healthy

heat are secured. One ton of coal, therefore, l)y

thorough combustion, will often secure more heat

and a healthier atmosphere, than two tons secured

in the ordinary way ; and this is a fact which can
easily be demonstrated. It will be very important,

this winter esj)ecially, to have attention paid to this

rule.— Graham's Magazine.

Vegetable Seasoners.—Parsley, celery, thyme,
sage, onions, garlic, and other seasoners, should not
1)6 put into soups or stews imtil the souj) is nearly

done ; chop fine, and j)ut in five minutes before the

soup is taken from the fire.

Cookies.—One tea-cup of butter, two of sugar,

two eggs, four table-spoonsful of sour milk, one tea-

spoonful of pcarlash put into the milk with spices.

Ohio Farmer.

Stewed Celery.—The Horticulturist recom-

mends highly stewed celery. Cut the blanched or

white portion of theceleiy stalks in pieces about an
inch in length, and put them in a sauce-pan over

the fire, with milk and M-ater, in equal proportions,

barely sutticient to cover them ; add a little salt and
let them stew gently, until perfectly tender. Then
take out the celery, add a piece of butter to the

liquor it was boiled in, thicken it slightly with flour,

pour it over the celery, and serve it up.

A Source of Smiles.—Dr. Franklin having

noticed that a certain mechanic, who worked near

his office, was always happy and smiling, ventured

to ask him for the secret of his constant cheeriiil-

ness.

" No secret, Doctor," he replied, " I have got one
of the best wives, and when I go to work, she

always has a kind work of encouragement for me
;

and when I go home she meets me with a smile and
a kiss, and the tea is sure to.be ready ; and she has

done so many little things through the day to

please me, that I cannot find it in my heart to speak

an unkind word to anvbody."
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ORGANIC AND INORGANIC MATTER.
ANY allusions are

now made to scien-

tific terms in agri-

cultural articles,

and farmers are fre-

quently heard to re-

mark that they do

not comprehend the

precise meaning o'

the words "organ-

ic" and "inorgan-

ic," as appHed in agriculture.

They are at a loss where to

apply the proper distinction

•which they suppose ought to

be observed in judging of the

two forms as they occur in na-

, All living animals and plants,

and their carcases when the vitalizing

principle of life has left them, are

composed of organic or organized

matter. These are readily distinguished from in-

organic matter by a structure visible to the eye, as

observable in the fibres of hemp aad flax—the po-

rous structure of wood and flesh, and the more
complicated texture of hide and hair. Rocks and
soils—the waters of lakes and oceans—all thino-s.

m short, that do not live, which neither are nor
should be the medium of vitality, are to be includ-

ed under the general division of organic matter.

Plants and animals, of what.soever description, are

composed mainly of the four principal elements

—

carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen. When
either animal or vegetable matter is burned, it loses

its texture, and disappears, leaving behind only a

slight residuum of ash.

The substances alcove named, being derived from
the atmosphere, are released, and are termed or-

ganic elements, or constituents. All the various
forms and mutations observable in the animal and
vegetable kingdoms, arc attributable to the chemi-

cal combinations, through the operation of the vital

principle of these primary elements. Vegetable
oil and starch, sugar and animal fat, are, by fire,

resolved into their original elements—carbon, ox-
ygen and hydrogen. These, with all substances of
a kindred nature, or character, are the result of,

and derived wholly from, organized matter. Wood
burned in the open air has its organic constituents

dissipated
; the inorganic particles only remaining.

In the ashes may he detected magnesia, lime, silex,

potash, oxide of iron, &c. These latter constitute

the inorganic substances in which no structure is

visible. Gum, sugar and starcli, are all formed in

plants, and yet are deficient in pores and fibres;

but being produced by the natural operation of

living organs, are included, with propriety, under
the head of organic matter.

It would be well for our farmers if they could an-

alyze their crops, and also the soils in which they
are produced. Few, however, are competent to

this, and much, therefore, remains uncertain and
unexplained. But as time advances, and science

difl"uses its light over the earth, these mysteries will

radually pass away ; and the farmer Avill then dis-

cover that when he gathers in the rich fruits of his

laborious industryin the fall, he collects together

a portion of what was his soil, at seed time. In
his wheat he will detect lime, flint, and a portion of

clay. His Indian corn, a crop in which he justly

glories, contains also the same materials, though
differently modified in combination, and so do most
of the grains he cultivates. All vegetables must
have a certain proportion of mineral matter to per-

fect them, and it is consequently important that he
should understand how he can best supply them
by animal manures, or mineral applications where
there is a deficiency of power to supply them in

the soil itself. Animal manures contain these min-
eral ingredients in a soluble state, and consequently

in a condition the more perfectly adapted for im-
mediate appropriation. No particle of matter ca;i

enter into, or be assimilated by the vegetable or-
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ganism, until its texture has been broken and mod-

ilied by the solvent action of water.

Thus it will be seen that there is an immediate re-

lationship and constant interchange between the an

imal, vegetable and mineral kingdoms, and the more

perfectly we comprehend the laws of this union, and

its phenomena, the more able shall we be to aA'ail

ourselves of the riches which nature so prodigally

holds forth as an encouragement to enlightened

toil. We should ever l)ear in mind the important

fact that manures are endued with degrees of energj-,

partly from their innate richness, and partly from

the facility and promptness Avith which they part

with their fecundating particles to the soil, and to

the roots of plants. These are given off only in

solution, or in the form of solution or serified bodies,

(gas,) the first taking the name of liquid manure,

which penetrates the soil and is absorbed by it to

feed the roots of the crop, and the other as air,

which, if not absorbed and fixed by some substance

for which it possesses a strong affinity, will pass

into the atmosphere and be lost. It will hence be

seen that the art of manuring consists, not so much

in the liberality of our benefactions to the soil, as

in the competency of the measures we adopt to

prevent the escape of the soluble and gaseous pro-

ducts of the matters applied. It has been estimat

ed by a late writer, that more than one-half of all

the active nutrimental matter, formed by the con

sumption and decay of organic substances, is whol-

ly lost in consequence of the impei-fect and thrift

less habits which regulate the conduct of our farm-

ers in applying them. This is, indeed, an important

consideration, and no one who contemplates it

philosophically, will find cause to question the verity

of the remark above quoted.

Fur the New Englund Farmer.

DOCTORING A HORSE.
Mr. Editor :—There has been, and perhaps now

is, prevalent among horses, a disease which in ma-
ny cases has proved fatal. Perhaps Avhat I am
about to relate has no relation to that disease ; it

it has, well—if it has not, the facts in the case I re-

late will not be altered.

I have a valuable brood mare which has done no
work during the winter. She has lived on natural
mowing hay, without any extra feed, till within the
last few days, and is in good condition. About two
weeks since, I noticed that she appeared weak

—

staggered as she left the stall for water, and would
stand with her feet unusually wide apart, bracing
in the stall, and to move quick would all but bring
her to the floor. Her hmbs swelled and I feared
the result.

During a few days, I gave her potatoes and row-
en, not that she was "fioi/nc? up" but for a change
of food. I did not perceive that this produced anv
fiFect whatever. Then for three days in succession,

I gave her, say four quarts of oats, wet with water,
imong which I mixed a pint to a pint and a half
>f good hard wood ashes, which, with a few dry

|

oats on top, she ate very readily. After eating the

second mess, there was a decided improvement, and
after the third mess, the mare appeared very like

herself again.

This was all I did to her in the way of doctoring,

but I gave her good attention by rubbing and feed-

ing, during her illness. She is now bright and
hearty as ever.

I am inclined to the opinion that she had a dis-

ordered stomach, and that the ashes served to pu-

rify it and set it right. Pot or pearlash might
have produced the same effect, but would have re-

quired more care in their use.

Shrewsbury, Jan. 23, 1856. Tiios. W. Ward.

For the Neic England Farmer.

LIftUID MANURING.
BY PROF. J. A. NASH.

All gardeners, and most farmers, know well that

a handful of guano, a pound of super-phosphate,

or a shovelful of barn manure, stirred into a bar-

rel of water, and a])plied after standing a few days

to growing plants, mIU produce effects entirely be-

yond what would be expected from so small

amounts of fertilizing matter.

Facts show that manures, dissolved and greatly

diluted, possess astonishing power on the grasses

and on growing crops generally, if the land be well

underdraincd, or naturally porous. Nature has

drained most of our land quite enough, some of it

too much, owing to wliich we should be the more
willing to drain the rest. Now the gardener, ex-

pecting a large income from a small surfaced, can
aflbrd to apply diluted, liquid manure, from a wa-
tering pot or a hand engine. The shades would
overtake the farmer, before he would have gone
over a large field in this way. Can he apply it by
means of a water-cart, say with facilities for jiump-

ing it into the cart, and then letting it flow upon
the land, as in watering streets ? I think not pro-

fitably. An effort of this kind would be Ukely to

result, either in applying it too strong, or in such an
increase of labor, as would overbalance the advan-

tages gained. On small farms, and under the most
favorable circumstances, it might succeed, but could

not generally. The manure might be applied in a
less diluted form, if it were to be distributed in a
hard rain, as the falling rain would reduce the too

great strength of the manure, and cause it to per-

colate the soil, instead of lying on the surface to be
dried and evaporated by the next da) 's sun ; but
this could not be done always, and it ought to be
done never, for the farmer has no right to expose
his own or his men's health.

I see not, therefore, how liquid manuring can be
adapted to any considerable extent among us, un-
less it be either in the very expensive way employ-
ed by some distinguished Enghsh farmers, or in one
or the' other of the two following, which are not

recommended, for to my knowledge, neither has

ever been tried, but simply suggested for the con-

sideration of practical men.
The first suggestion applies only to mow land

;

and it could taiic effect only in cases where the

mowing is a slope of land below and near the barn,

and where a brook, or copious spring of water, could

at pleasure be turned into the yard. It proposes

to let a stream of water into a tank in tlie yard,

the tank to receive the liquid and a portion of the
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solid manures, and arrangements being made for

letting in and shutting off the water at pleasure.

If the ground to be treated to liquid manure was
a regular slope, like the roof of a building, the ob-
ject could be easily gained, and the land would pre-

sent a neat appearance ; for then the catch drains

would all be in parallel lines, and might be at equal
distances. 'In the following cut, the land is sup-

posed to be rolling, and in no way favorable to the
carrying out of the plan, except that it lies mostly
lower than the barn-yard, and that there is some-
where above the buildings a stream that can be run
into the tank at pleasure. Let the tank have a
pipe running horizontally from the bottom till it

reaches the surface of the ground near the upper
edge of the mowing. It should have a gate, and
the upper end should be surrounded with a screen,

or strainer, to prevent its filling with solid matters.
Then each way from the lower opening should be
constructed a broad, shallow catch-drain, with the
lower bank neatly rounded, and perfectly level from
end to end. Below this, and as nearly parallel as

the nature of the ground permits, let there be an-
other catch-drain, and so on, as in the cut below :

K' H

Let the square, a, represent the location of the
barn, sheds and yard, a marking the place of the
tank ; c, the outlet of the pipe running from tank
into the upper catch-drain ; e, the second catch-

drain ; {, the third ; m, the fourth ; n, n, embank-
ments to prevent the liquid manure running out of
the lot, if it should reach these points ; o, o, o,

parts of the field too high for irrigation ; and the
hair lines, rills of the liquid manure, running from
one catch-drain to another. If the field above rep-
resented have an impervious subsoil, retaining the
water, and inclining it to produce the sour, innu-
tritions grasses, it would be bad policy to apply this

diluted manure—it might only make bad worse, to

put on extra water ; but if it were first underdrained,
or if it have naturally a light, open subsoil, the ef-

fect could hardly foil to be good. In the first

place, the water itself, considered merely as for ir-

rigation, would be salutary ; and in the next place,
it would carry the soluble portions of the manure
along and deposit them in the soil, from the sur-
face downward, among the grass roots, more fa-

vorably to the growing crop than could be done in
any other Ava)'. The more elevated portions of the
field could receive a coating of manure spread on,
or could be tilled, the manure being plowed in, and
thus the whole be kept in a productive state.

Some may regard all this as mere theory, and if so,

they regard it just as it is. I will only say that
liquid manuring, could it be accompKshcd at a mod-
erate rate of expense, would be better in practice
than on paper, and we ought, at least, to be inquir-
ing how it can be done.
The other suggestion is, whether liquid manure

could not, in particular cases, be conveyed to more

distant fields, by its own weight and pressure. Sup-
pose, for instance, the farm buildings to be elevated,
and yet from still higher land, a running stream to
be at command ; and that in an opjwsite direction,

at a distance of 60 or 80 rods, is a field of, sav, 12
or 15 acres of tillage land, lying at a level of 30 or
40 feet lower than the buildings. The cost of lay-

ing a had pipe from the tank to the centre of the
field would not be very great. A single hydrant
with a hose 90 feet long would enable the operator
to throw the liquid manure over the whole field.

It would be no very great expense to extend this

pipe to other fields adjoining, and there to con-
struct hydrants, to which the same hose could be
attached. It would not be best, in such a case, to
agitate the manure in the tank very strongly, be-
fore drawing it oflf, but to let it settle so as to be
nearly free from solid matters, (the insoluble part
of the manure,) and to a])ply this to lands nearer
the barn. I cannot but think that on farms favor-

ably situated for such an operation, a considerable
saving of labor and a great increase of crops might
be gained, without any very frightful expense.

For the New England Farmer,

WHAT AILS MY COW ?

Mr. Editor :—Can you tell me what ails my cow ?

Two or three weeks ago the hair around her eyes
turned white and came off; afterwards it came off in
spots back of her hips and on her thighs ; it has since
come off in other parts of her body—but princi-
pally where the spots first appeared—around the
roots of the tail, &c. The skin generally starts
with the hair, and a little bloody matter is seen be-
neath it, which soon dries up and forms a scab.
She appears as well as ever—eats and drinks as
usual. She is with calf, to come in late next sea-
son, and we milk her, but do not use her milk.
She gives her usual quantity, (a.) Is it best to
keep cattle in the barn, or let them run in the yard
in cold weather ? Many farmers keep them in the
barn mostly, turning them out to drink only once
in twenty-four hours. Is this the best way ? (b.)

Piinceton, Jan., 1856. A Subscriber.

Remarks.—(a.) Can't tell you. Perhaps your eow
has been suddenly heated, and cooled off too quick.

Has a dog been after her recently ? Perhaps she

eats concentrated food, such as meal and slops.

Feed her on carrots or other roots, and English

hay, using the card freely, and you may bring out

a new coat better than the old one.

(b.) Cattle do best in a warm and equable tem-

perature. If they can stand in the sun, and away
from the wind, two or three hours each day, well ;

if not, keep them tied up, but in a comfortable

manner.

Wheat Cultivation.—Prof. Mapes, in a recent
address at the Indiana State Fair, stated that the
wheat crops of Ohio had fallen from 35 to 15 bus-
hels per acre. This statement is denied to be true

by the editor of the Ohio Farmer. He asserts that

the average amount of wheat raised per acre in

Ohio is now greater than ever it was, and he gives

statistics to prove his assertion.
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For the New England Farmer.

"IS FAEMme PROFITABLE?"
SKETCHES OF WEST STOCKERIDGE EARMERS' CLUP.

BY J. N. BAGG.

It was remarked, that indolence and bad man-
agement are always mijn-ofitable, and these are of-

ten allied to agriculture. Eleven hours a day are

required of operators in manufactories and work-
shops, all winter long, and merchants keep their

stores open from fifteen to seventeen hours a day.

Few farmers work in winter as many hours as

manufacturers. Some, on the contrary, rest all

winter, and idle away part of the summer, and these

are the ones, usually, that cry out against the pro-

fitableness of farming.

If farmers were as dihgent and constant as other
men, they would make as much money.
K farming is unprofitable, how happens it that

farmers' families are so well fed and clothed, and so

many have money in the Savings Banks ?

The farmer's salary comes in by driblets, instead

of a lump. Little by little he receives his yearly

stipend. A dozen of eggs to-day, a few pounds of
butter to-morrow, pigs, calves, poultry, corn, pota-

toes, apples, are some of the things he sells.

Land worth ten dollars an acre often pays for

itself, besides taxes, interest and expense of culti-

vation, in a single year. A man in this vicinity sold

$210 worth of potatoes from an acre this year.

They were an early variety, and were dug and sold

in season to sow the ground with turnips.

Besides, money is not the only thing in which
there is profit. Farmers are healthy men. Is

health profitable ? Ask the invalid. Is good di-

gestion worth any thing ? Ask the dyspeptic. Is

sound sleep good ? Ask the sleepless. Is longev-

ity valuable ? Ask him w'ho dies in "manhood's
early prime."

All these belong to the farmer. They are al-

most inseparable from his business. They are al-

lied to his calling. Who would not then be a

farmer ?

A WIDE AWAKE LETTER !

We cannot resist the temptation to pubhsh the

following letter from one of our earnest and intelli-

gent correspondents. If our vanity Avould permit

it, the excellent suggestions it contains for our

brother farmers, would positively forbid it. So

here it is, and we believe it is all as true as the

book of Mark. Thank you, sir.

Friend Brown :—I take the hint, and respond
in the sum of two dollars for the Farmer, due or not
due. Who ever kept debtor and creditor for a
newspaper? I assure you, I contract no debt,
where I get so much value received for the two
dolls. My friend H., at New Rochelle, says he
"takes no paper that combines so much farm in-

struction and good reading matter ;" and without
the fulsomeness of comphment, I beg to say, I like

its editorials, its dealings in practical ad\ice, and
soundness of literature. The Monthly Calendar
is always well adapted to its time.

To me, it is a matter of regret that farmers do
not write more. If time is short, I, for one, would
excuse them with sir lines or less, in descrilnng a
big beet, pig, turkey, an ear of corn ; or the length
of a wheat head. The first page of your paper

always interests and instructs me with something
new.

A few days since, I met in Western Mass,, one of

your correspondents, a Mr. S., of South Deerfield,

an eminent farmer, whom I should have accounted

"a Barnum," had he not been mounted with an
honest blue farmer's frock. He wislied me to go
and see his farm—haste would not permit, although

anxious to do so, Avhen he told me he raised 800
bushels of corn on less than eight acres of ground,

and raised his own wheat, and had not bought a

barrel of flour for years. Now Gov., this is one of

the working bees—(does not work hard, but ivell)

that brings honey to the hive—that speaks with em-
phasis upon the bread question to the drones of

the great hive of the New England farmers—an
open question, which can only be answered by bush-

els of wheat and barrels of fiour—that drains their

pockets to the dregs. But as sure as there is wa-
ter in the sea, the example of our friend S. will be
adopted by all those noble farmers "down east."

Yours respectfully, Henry Poor.
jVeiv York, January loth, 1856.

Fur the Neic Englanu Farmer.

EDITORIAL ACCURACY.
Milk, four quarts for one pound of Butter—Importance of Edi-

torial Accuracy—Trip to Washington—Farm School at West-
boro'.

Mr. Editor:—The late driving storm, that has

filled every avenue to the barn, and the fields and
woods to the generous depth of snow, two and a

half feet at least, has been peculiarly favorable for

the perusal of agricultural instruction from the

city. I admire the attire in which your jiaper is

clothed, and the promise it gives of sound instruc-

tion. I am glad to know that }0u are so fortunate

as to secure a series of contributions from fountains

so rehable as are at your command. When we find

editors deliberate and considerate in what they say,

and abiding by it, year after year, we have respect

for their publications, although we do not approve
of all their notions. This remark is brought to

mind by the vascillation in the columns of one of
your neighbors, much circulated among the farmers,

about the superior butter-making qualities of his

stock. We had understood him to say again and
again, that his Z)ei'ons would yield milk, /ottr quarts

of Avhich would make a pound of butter. I now
understand him to say that he never stated any
such absurdity, and to challenge any one to show
where he has made such a statement. I have not
a file of his papers at hand, and know not where to

find one ; and therefore will not presume to name
the page and time, where the statement can be
found—but if no such statement has been made by
him, I do not wish to hold him to it, because I do
not believe it to be true. I do not believe there

can be found, in his herd, or anywhere else, four

animals together, that will give milk of a quahty
through their entire season of milking, (say nine

months) that will yield more than one pound of
butter to each eight quarts of milk, lauful measure!
And whoever undertakes to leave an impression

difierent from this, is so far chargeable with an at-

tempt to mislead the public.

I was truly glad to learn that you visited Wash-
iington, at the meeting of national farmers there.

I

Hope that the products of their labors will be pro-

I

portioned to the excellence of the purpose. I am
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glad to learn that the energetic President of the

association still holds on—for without his energy,

skilfully applied, what would it be ?

I am truly pleased to see that the Governor was
able to speak so fiivorably of the State Farm School

at Westboro'. There is no one of the institutions

under the care of the State, from Avhich more is to

be hoped, than this, if properly conducted ;—there

is no one ^yhose influence will l)e more baneful, if

not properly conducted. Only think, here are con-

stantly six hundred youths, between the ages of
ten and twenty, training up for good or evil—in a

situation to be moulded at M-ill, without any con-
trolHng influence of guardians and relatives. If

they do not come out valuable members of the
community the fault will be on the heads of those
who guide them. We hope for the best.

Pardon this hasty scrawl, and believe me ever
faithfully yours, EsSEX.

Jan. 14, 1856.

PEARLASH.
We re-j^ublish the following article in order to

give the correction which some chemical friend sent

us on Jan. 5 th.

Pearl Ash.—This is the common name for car-

bonate of potash, and is an alkaline substance ob
tained from wood ashes. The ashes of the burnt

timber are collected and put into cisterns ; water is

poured u])on them, which dissolves all the soluble

parts of the ash, and, after standing some time to

become clear, is drawn off and evaporated to dry-

ness in iron pots, when the half-melted pearl ash re-

mains. It is then put up in casks containing about

500 weight. Pearl ash obtained by this process is

usually of a greyish coloi', from the presence of im-

purities ; but it is readily freed from these by dis-

solving it carefully in water, and evaporating the

clear liquor. Pearl ash, when pure, is a white sub-

stance, of an acrid, caustic taste, easily soluble in

water, with which it has so great an affinity as to

attract it from the air, unless it is kept in closely

corked vessels or casks. It is an article of great
utility in many of our manufactures. Soft soap is

in part composed of it ; many kinds of glass are

made by its aid. It is also used by scourers in

cleaning wool. Sec. ; and its use in remoAing grease

and scouring wood-work, paint, &c., is very great,

although soda has of late rather superseded it for

the latter purposes.

Messrs. Editors :—I note your article on "Pearl-

ash" in yours of to-day, and, inasmuch as it is not
wholly correct, beg to refer to it.

The lye, after being "evaporated to dryness,"

leaves a deposit of what is known as black salts,

and the pearlash of commerce is the result of the

following after processes, viz : These salts are then
placed in an oven, so constructed as to bring as

much surface as possible in contact with flame of

wood fire, and the impurities are thus burned out,

and if properly treated, instead of being of a grey-
ish color, the pearlash is i\\Q xevy luhitentss ofwhile
inlensified.

Touching the matter of its uses, I apprehend that

the "soft soap" ap])lication would produce a very

indifferent commodity for domestic uses
;

potash

(a caustic alkali) being not only more reliable, but
more economical. CllEM.
January 5th, 1856.

FOUKTH AKNUAL MEETING
OF THE

U. S. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The United States Agi-icultural Society met at

Washington, in the East Room of the Smithsonian
Institution, Jan. 9. Although the severe storm,which

had blocked up the roads at the North, prevented

many delegates from reaching the city, there M'as a

respectable attendance from various States and
Territories.

Credentials were presented by gentlemen repre-

senting various State Boards of Agriculture, and
State and countv societies.

The President", Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, then
delivered the following; able

Gentlemen of the Society, and friends of Agri-

culture :—Official duty requires me to submit to

you, on this fourth anniversary of our Association,

a statement of its operations and progress for the

past year, and to offer such recommendations as

these may suggest in respect to its future mission.

The year which has just completed its course has

been one of unusual prosperity to the American
farmer, in which a kind Providence has rewarded
his toil with abundant harvests, with ready mar-
kets and remunerating prices. Among the second-

ary causes which have contributed to this result, we
recognize the scarcity produced by the drought of

the preceding year, and the demand for American
produce created by the war in which many of the

countries of Europe are still involved. As philan-

thropists and Christians Ave deplore this conflict,

yet we cannot lose sight of the fact that it imparts

to the agriculture of our country peculiar import-

ance, and, should it continue, will afford an increas-

ed demand for the products of our soil. Still our

main reliance must ever be upon the progress of

society within our own borders, upon the ]jrosperi-

ty of our industrial pursuits, and the consequer"*

home consumption of our agricultural products.

The commerce of one section of our republic with

another, hardly second in importance to our foreign

trade, is worthy of the attention and study of our

political economists and the Atisest of our states-

men ; and this commerce is created and sustained

by the art which it is the object of our association

especially to promote.

Gentlemen, I congratulate you on the progress

of our institution during the past year. If it has

not accomplished all which we anticipated, it has

furnished pleasing evidence of its growing prosper-

ity and usefulness, and strengthened our hopes in

regard to its future development.*»**
The arrangements for the Boston exhibition were

on a mosthbcral scale, and so perfectly systematized

as to be easily controlled, and to contribute to the

comfort and happiness of the multitude in attend-

ance.

The number of entries in all the departments

was nine hundred and thirty-one, embracing be-

tween one thousand and fifteen hundred animals.

The sum awarded in premiums alone was nearly

twelve thousand dollars, a larger amount than has

ever before been distributed by any other Agricul-

tural Society in our country. The other incidental

expenses were very large
; yet all these, as will aj)-

pear from the treasurer's report, were more than
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covered by the receipts, ]ea\'ing a balance to be
added to the funds of the Society, This balance

would have ])rohabIy exceeded ten thousand dol-

lars, but for the severity of a storm which entirely

suspended the exercises of the occasion, during the

24th inst.

Tlie experience of the last year confirms the

opinion before expressed in favor of holding annual
exhibitions in different sections of the country, as a

means of establishing the reputation of the Society,

and of promoting personal acquaintance and prac-

tical knowledge, among the most intelligent farm-
ers of our land.

The utihty is becoming more and more manifest
every year, combining the most healthful recrea-

tion of the people, and verifying the remark of

Daniel Webster, at the first exhibition of the Nor-
follt Society in Massachusetts : "The great practi-

cal truth and characteristic of the present genera-
tion is, that public imjjrovements are brought
about by voluntary association and combination.

The jjrinciple of association—the jn-actice of bring-

ing men together for the same general object, pur-

suing the same general end, and uniting their in-

tellectual and physical efforts to that purpose, is a

great improvement in our age. And the reason is

obvious. Here men meet together that they may
converse with one another—that they may com-
pare with each other their experience, and thus

kee]) up a constant communication. In this prac-

tical point of view, these Fairs are of great im-
portance. Conversation, intercourse with other

minds, is the general source of knowledge. Books
do something. But it is conversation—it is the

meeting of men face to face, and talking over what
they have in common interest—it is this intercourse

that makes men sharp, intelligent, ready to com-
municate to others, and ready to receive instruction

from them."
I, therefore, recommend to your particular at-

tention any application which may be made in ref-

erence to future exhibitions of the society. As the

fact is now well estabhshed that the exhibitions of

the national society in every State advance rather

than retard the progress of the local associations

within its bounds, such applications may be expect-

ed to multiply, and it is worthy of your inquiry

whether any additional action of our body is neces-

sary on this subject.******
I have the pleasure to inform you, that in-sita-

tions have been extended to several gentlemen of

distinction to deliver lectures before this associa-

tion during our session. I would, also, recom-
mend that as much time as possible be allotted to

the free discussion of agricultural subjects, with a

view to elicit the results of experience in different

parts of our Union.

It will be remembered that such a course, at our
last annual meeting, led to an interesting debate on
the relation of political economy to American ag-

riculture. One of the gentlemen who took a

prominent part in that discussion, and whose pow-
erful argument is published in the transactions of

this Society, has finished his labors on earth, and
entered into his rest. Chauncy P. Holcomb, Esq.,
one of the founders, and a Vice-President of the
Association, died at his residence, soon after oui

last meeting. He was one of the most distinguish-

ed farmers of Delaware, and of this Republic ; of

clear and discriminating mind, thoroughly convers-

ant with the science and practice of Agriculture,

and one of its ablest defenders and warmest friends.

His ])rivnte virtues and f)ublic services will per-

petuate his name and his memory in the heaits of

his countrymen. Of other members, who have
deceased during the year, we cannot s])eak particu-

larly, with the exception of Thomas Hancock, Esq.,

of New Jersey, who was present at our last meet-

ing, and took part in its exercises, and who, like

Mr. Holcomb, entered the spirit Avorld soon after

his return from this city. With both of these gen-

tlemen it has been my privilege to be long asso-

ciated, for the promotion of the rural arts ; and I

am happy to bear testimony to their integrity of

character, and to their zeal and fidelity in the cause

of terraculture. Here, beneath this roof, where

they mingled their thoughts, and joined their ef-

forts with ours, it is pleasant to speak of their mer-

it, and to record tlieir worthy deeds.

But, gentlemen, while individuals die, associa-

tions and institutions survive. It is not, ordinarily,

the i)rivilege of those who start any great enter-

prise, to witness its consummation. One genera-

tion jjrepares work for the next. We are carrying

out the designs of our fathers, and realizing the re-

sults for which they labored. Our national institu-

tion is but the partial development of ideas cher-

ished by the immortal Washington. In his letter

of July 20, 1794, to Sir John Sinclair, he says : "It

will be some time, I fear, before an agricultural so-

ciety, with Congressional aids, will be established

in this country. We must walk, as other countries

have done, before we can run. Smaller societies

must pre})are the way for greater ; but, with the

lights before us, I hope we shall not be so sIoav in

maturation as other nations have been."

What the farmer of Mount Vernon, more than

half a century ago, desired, we have undertaken
;

but others must carry on and perfect them. Local

associations have been formed in towns and coun-

ties, in States and territories of the Union ; and

these, as he anticijiated, have opened the way for

our national organization.

The United States Agricultural Society is now
an established institution. It is in successful oper-

ation, receiving the confidence, patronage and fa-

vor of the public ; and, in return, it is co-operating

with local associations, and dis])cnsing its bounties

for the encouragement of individual enterjirise and

merit. The encouragement thus afforded to Amer-
ican agriculture, and the im])rovement therein, have

helped to till and put under profital)le cultivation

the immense prairies of the West and the alhnial

soils on the banks of our vast rivers—to reclaim

thousands of acres of waste land in populous dis-

tricts, and to restore the exhausted soils of the old-

er States. They have thus increased, many fold,

the value of our land, the amount of our agricultu-

ral products, and have preserved us from the bank-,

ruptcy and ruin, too often consequent upon an ex-

ess of trade, or an influx of the precious metals.

They have created and sustained trade, spread the

sails of a prosperous commerce, and saved us from

commercial embarrassment which would otherwise

have been as prolonged as those of former years,

rhey have also maintained an equilii)rium among
ill branches of American industry. They have de-

veloped, in a remarkable degree, the conservative

ind jji-ogressive elements of the American system,

md have taught us that we can safely de])end upon
our own resources, and become, in the noblest sense,
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free and independent. Already our American farm

extends from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and it is

only a question of time when it shall be bounded

on the North by the Arctic, and shall terminate on

the South at Cape Horn.
Gentlemen, I have cordially co-operated with

you in the inception, organization and progress of

the society to the present time, and, in future, I

shall be ever ready and willing to contribute to its

advancement according to my ability. But I have

not the presumption to believe that I possess such

qualifications for its presiding officer as to entitle

me any longer to the honors of that office. So far

as its responsibilities are concerned, I claim to have

borne my full share of them, and it is my desire to

resign the presidency, and to aid in installing some
one of the many gentlemen whom I see around me,
better qualified to sustain these res])onsibiHties and
more worthy of this high trust. To you, my fel-

low-associates, who have borne with me the heat

and burden of the day, I tender my heartfelt ac-

knowledgments for your cordial support and con-

fidence ; and I beg to assure you all of my contin-

ued interest in our association, and of my affection-

ate and high regard for you personally.

Gentlemen, while we review with unfeigned

pleasure the extension of our agricultural domain

—

the advances of improvement in the arts of hus-

bandry—the increase of the jjroducts of our soil

—

the interest manifested everywhere in the objects

which we seek to promote—the contributions which
wealth and science are continually making for the

advancement of this cause, and the numl)erless oth-

er proofs of progress which encourage and cheer us

in our noble work, yet let us remember that the

prosperity of our association must ever dejjend up-

on the untiring energy and perseverance of its mem-
bers. We rejoice that it is so, for activity is the

life, health and triumph of enterprise. To no peo-

ple on the fiice of the earth is this more a])plicable

than to the farmers of the United States of Ameri-
ca, where every man is the arbiter of his own for-

tune.

What a cheering prospect is before the Ameri-
can yeomanry ! What a destiny awaits them !

—

one in all the rights and privileges of a common
citizenship—the conservators of a common country
—the almoners of Heaven's bounty to the redupli-

cating millions ofour population. Bound together liy

a chord of living sympathy, they are and ever must
be, the guardians of the jjublic weal ; and the

power that would paralyze their arm destroys the

last refuge of our nation's hope.

"Princes and lords may flourish or may fade
;

A breath can make them, as a breath has made,
But a bold yeomanry, our country's pride,

When once destroyed, can never be supplied."

Success, therefore, my brethren, to the Ameri-
can farmer

!

Hon. B. B. French, treasurer of the society,

then presented his annual report, showing the bal-

ance in the treasury to be $4,019 15.

On motion. Major B. P. Poore, of Massachusetts

;

D. Jay Browne, of Washington, and C. H. McCor-
mick, of Illinois, were appointed to audit the trea-

surer's accounts.

The President read a letter from Mayor Conrad,
of Philadelphia, inviting the society to hold its next
annual exhibition in that city.

On motion of J. I). Weston, Esq., of Massachu-
setts, seconded by Col. Anthony ICimmel, the pro-

position was accejDted, and referred to the Executive
Committee.

A. H. Byington, Esq., of Connecticut, and other

gentlemen, discussed the feasibility of holding exhi-

bitions in the city which would guarantee the lar-

gest fund.

The President read a series of resolutions passed

by the General Assembly of the State of Illinois,

asldng Congress to donate to each State an amount
of land, not less in value than $500,000, for the es-

tablishment of Industrial Universities.

After discussion, the subject was referred to a

committee, consisting of Professor Henry, of Wash-
ington, Hon. J. D. B. DeBow, Esq., of Louisiana,

and A. H. Byington, Esq., of Connecticut, with au-

thority to present the same to the attention of Con-

gress.

D. Jay Browne, Esq., of the Patent Office, made
some interesting remarks on the various races of

"the horse" to be found in France, with the differ-

ent government estal)lishmcnts there for improving

the breeds of this useful animal. His remarks, with

a paper upon the same subject, suggests a similar

system for this country. The importation of ani-

mals of different breeds, for purposes of propaga-

tion, could not fail to be of immense advantage.

Captain Van Vliet, U. S. A., read a valuable pa-

per on the domestication of the wild animals of our

western prairies. It was replete with interesting in-

formation, especially on the "Rocky Mountain
sheep."

Professor Baird exhibited specimens of the horns

and skins of these sheep, and urged experiments to

ascertain if they could be domesticated.

On motion of Mr. Browne, the Executive Com-
mittee were authorized to take such stejxs for the

domestication of the Rocky Mountain sheep as

they might deem expedient.

A resolution jjrovldlng for the importation of

seed wheat was discussed and adopted.

Several other pajjers w^ere read, and the society-

then adjourned until to-morrow, at ten o'clock.

SECOND DAY.

The society was called to order at half-past 10

o'clock, and quite a large number of gentlemen re-

ported themselves, who had been detained by the

storm. Others are yet on the " 'tother side of the

Susquehanna," and one delegation often members
of the Massachusetts societies is among the weath-

er-bound. President Wilder read several letters

relating to annual exhibitions. Mr. Secretary

Guthrie, delegate from the Southwestern Agricul-

tural society, invited the National Society to hold its

next annual exhibition at Louisville, Ky. Resolu-

tions from the Maryland Mechanics' Institute were

read, inviting the National Society, In eloquent and

earnest terms, to hold its next exhibition in Balti-

more.

On motion of Col. Anthony KImmel, the invita-

tions were referred to the next annual meeting, it

having been decided to hold the next exhibition

at Philadelphia.

Major Poor, from the committee appointed to au-

dit the Treasurer's accounts, reported that they had

attended to their duty, and had found everything

correct.

Dr. Beechman, of New York, presented the fol-

lowing resolution :

Resolved, That agriculture and other great inter-

ests of the State would, in the opinion of this socle-
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ty, be materially benefited by extending to the land

the system of meteorological co-operation and re-

search which has done so much and is doing so

much for commerce and navigation at sea; and
that this society do hereby earnestly recommend
such extension to the favorable consideration of

Congress.

This resolution was debated, Lieut. Maury, Prof.

Henrye and other eminent gentlemen participating.

C. B. Calvert, Esq., of Maryland, replied to Pro-

fessor Henry's remarks, especially his insinuation

that Lieut. Maury was not entitled to the credit of

having made meteorological observations practical-

ly useful. With due respect to Professor Heni-y

and the Smithsonian, he would not have the mat-

ter pass from the hands of that eminent and distin-

guished man, who had not only proved himself a sci-

entific man, but a man of practical science.

Jndge S. 11. Huntington, of Connecticut, hoped
that a committee would be appointed to consider

the subject, before presenting it to Congress.

C. B. Calvert, Esq., objected to this, as calculated

to detract from the honor belonging to Lieut. Mau-
ry.

Lieut. Maury, Judge Huntington, Professor Hen-
ry and Horace Greeley spoke on the question of

reference to a committee.

D. J. Browne, Esq., wished to make some expla-

nations of meteorological observations carried on at

the Patent Office.

Major Poor, regretting that the discussion was
becoming a personal scientific quarrel, into which
subjects had been introduced as illegitmate as was
the "scion of the House of Northumberland," who
had been alluded to, moved the ])revious question.

The motion was sustained, and the resolutions

were then carried, viz :

JJeso/verf, That agricultural and other great inter-

ests of the State would, in the opinion of the socie-

ty, be materially benefited by extending to the

land the system of meteorological co-oj)eration and
research which has done so much and is doing so

much for commerce and navigation at sea ; and that

this society do hereby earnestly recommend such

extention to the favorable consideration of Congress.

Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed

by the President to communicate the above resolu-

tion to each member of Congress, and to solicit his

co-operation. The result of their application in be-

half of the great agricultural interests of the coun-

try to be reported at the next meeting of the Soci-

ety.

Major Poor, Judge Huntington, and C. B. Cal-

vert, Esq., were appointed as this committee.

C. B. Glover, of the Patent Office, read a pajjer

on "Agricultural Entomology ;" which, on motion
of G. W. P. Custis, was ordered to be published in

the transactions.

THIRD DAY.

The society Avas called to order by the President.

Professor Henry read a paper on the "origin and
action of Power as applied to the vegetable king-

dom." On motion of Col. Calvert, it was ordered to

be ])ul)lished.

Col. Kimmell, from the nominating committee,

presented a list of officers for the ensuing year, and
an expression of regret that Major Poor had posi-

tively declined serving further on the Executive

Committee. After some discussion as to the quali-

fication of the Vice Presidents nominated, the report

was accepted. The officers were then elected for

1856, viz:

PRESIDENT,

Marshall P. Wilder, of Massachusetts.

VICE PRESIDENTS,

J. D. LanK, Maine, M. L. Underwood, Kentucky,
H.F.French, New Hampshire, John Bell, Tennessee,
Simon Brown, Massachusetts, Jos. A. Wright, Indiana,

J. J. Coolve, Rhode Island, F. A. Kinnicut, Illinois,

J. A. Rockwell, Connecticut, T. Allen, Missouri,

Dr. J. P. Beekman, New York, Roswell Babee, Arkansas,
Geo. Vail, New Jersey, J. C. Holmes, Michigan,

Isaac Newton, Pennsylvania, D. J. Yulee, Florida,

J. W. Thompson, Delaware, C. Durkee, Wis.,
Anthony Kimmel, Maryland, P. Ord, California,

G. W. P. Custis, Virginia, W. W. Corcoran, D. C,
H. K, Burgwyn, N. Carolina, J. M. Gallegos, New Mexico,
R. W. F. Alston, S. Carolina, H. H. SiWey, Minnesota,
R. Peters, Georgia, P. W. Gillet, Oregon,
C. C. Clay, Jr., Alabama, C. Lancaster, Washington Ter.

M. W. Phillips, Mississippi, E. Hunter, Utah,
John Perkins, Jr., Louisiana, B. R. Chapman, Nebraska.
Gen. Worthington. Ohio,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,
J. A. King, New York, J. Jones, Delaware,
A. L. Elwyn, Pennsylvania, W. H. H. Taylor, Ohio,

D. Jay Browne, D. C, Richard P. Waters, Mass.

Secretary—W. S. King, Boston, Mass.

Treasurer—B. B. French, D. C.

Col. Wilder, in an eloquent and impressive speech,

accepted the office.

On motion of Gen. Worthington, of Ohio, it was

Resolved, that the members of this society return to

our worthy President our heart-felt thanks for the

great ability, the indefatigable zeal and kindly cour-

tesy with which he has discharged the duties of his

office, and also for yielding his wishes to ours in

consenting to retain his station.

This resolution was received with great satisfac-

tion by all present, and cordial testimony to its

truth was born by gentlemen who had witnessed

the indefatigalole lal)ors of President Wilder.

A paper on agricultural chemistry was read by
Professor John 1). Easter, of Baltimore, and or-

dered to be published in the transactions.

Mr. Browne presented a jmper on guano, which
was read and ordered to be pubHshed in the trans-

actions.

Reports from Professors Henry and DeBow on

the grant of land by Congress for Industrial Col-

leges in each State, were discussed and referred to

the next meeting.

Other business was then transacted, after which

the venerable G. W. P. Custis was introduced to

the society, and delivered a most eloquent address,

referring to his youthful recollections, when he had
seen the "Father of his Country" shooting birds on

fields, now the site of this metropoHs. He gave a

vivid sketch of our national rise and progress, both

agricultural and social. Li conclusion, taking such

a farewell as the oldest member present might take,

he would give that noblest of human sentiments :

"Success to agriculture."

The society adjourned sine die. The next meet-

ing will be held here next year—the next annual

exhibition will be held at Philadelphia, in Septem-

ber or October, and will doubtless be a grand af-

fair.

0:^ Potash constitutes one-half of the weight of

potatoe ashes. This shows the importance of wood
ashes, as a manure for this crop. As there is 9-60

per cent, of sulphuric acid in the ])otato ash, it is

apparent that plaster (sulphuric acid and lime,) is

also .necessary to insure a good crop.
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GRADE COW, BEAUTY.

One of the marked evidences of the improvement
among farmers, is the attention wliich has been
given of late years to neat stock. It is not alone

an effort to introduce new crosses, or distinct breeds,

but a better appreciation of their wants, and a bet-

ter knowledge of their physiological structure.

Few cattle-breeders now leave their stock exposed
to the elements, or expect them to thrive, unless

kept in a comfortable condition. But the time has
been, when we heard an aged farmer, of a good deal

of experience, say that a portion of liis stock throve
as well in the open air through the winter, as did

those who were sheltered in his barn ! It is now
generally believed, that the food of the animal,

like fuel in the stove, generates heat, and that ex-
posure creates a new demand for food.

Stock is tended better, every way, than it used to

be. They are fed more liberally, kept warmer,
cleaner, and protected from dogs, and the stronger
ones of the herds. Their natures, constitution,

habits and wants are studied mere, and are better

understood.

The Grade Cow, Beauty, represented above, is

the result of the new interest in stock which we
have spoken of above. She is the property of
Georgk M. Barrett, Esq., of Concord, in this

feed only, and gave seven quarts a day on the 20th
June last, when he discontinued milking her. She
dropped her last calf on the 23d of August, 1855,

and since that time, up to the first of November,
(when his statement was made to us,) gave sxxltm

quarts of milk per day on grass, with an occasional

feed of corn-fodder.

We understand that this cow, as well as other ani-

mals of his stock, prove to be excellent in every

way ; are good milkers and feeders, hardy, gentle,

and lay on fat or flesh as rapidly as any other stock,

M-hen producing the same amount of milk.

There is plenty of room still for improvement in

our cattle. What is required is patience, study and

intelligence ; and without these, there can be little

hope of permanent and important improvement.

Trees from Seed.—"A few years ago we made
a large collection of the seeds of shade and orna-
mental trees, both deciduous and evergreen, and
planted with much care, but did not get a seed to

vegetate. This season we have found out what was
the matter ; we planted too deep. It is well known
that in the pine-regions of Georgia, this has been a

great mast year, and we now find everywhere
where the winged seeds have met the surface soil,

they have thrown out roots, and begun the form of

"iJt.T+o ^.,„ ,. ., , ^ i", , /.
' „ a tree. They had no planting but what nature gave

State, one ot the largest and best farmers, as well as them, and dame nature is a tolerable horticulturist,
one ot the best citizens of the commonwealth. She VVe invariably plant tree seeds; just soil enough to
received the first premium at the late United States
Fair

; is four years old last July, half Ayrshire, and
raised from Mr. B.'s Ayrshire and native stock

;

had her first calf Sept. 8th, 1854, and averaged fif-

teen quarts of milk a day for two mouths, on grass

preserve the moisture is all that is necessary. An
ornamental trpe, grown from seed, may lie made
anything the cultivator wishes it. A fruit tree

grown by seed is most likely to be healthy, and may
prove a sure and valuable variety. It has been a
question of time with most of us ; we could not
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wait for tree seeds to form trees. A pine seed will

make boards in twelve years. Apple seeds will

make fruit-bearing trees in four years. Grapes in

eight and tpn years. Peaches and plums in two
years. The China tree seed will make a good shade
tree in four years. A man may have a forest or an
orchard from seed, if he will. Even the acorn and
hickory nut may be planted with profit. Plant
tree seeds, reader, and you will be astonished at

the work of your hands in a few years."

—

Ex-
change.

For the New England Farmer,

GOOD AHD BAD FARMING.
BY JOHN GOLDSBURY.

Whoever has travelled much, in any part of our
country, whether North or South, East or West,
cannot have failed to notice the different appear-
ance of different farms with regard to neatness,

economy and thrift. On one farm, everything is in

good order, and appears neat and tidy. The build-

ings are all in good repair, and the yards, about
the house and burn, look as though they had just

been swept and garnished ; no litter, or lumber of
any kind, is to be seen about the establishment.

"There is a place for everthing, and everything is in

its place." Everything on or about this farm, be-
tokens neatness, economy and thrift. On another
farm, how altered is the scene ! Here, everything
looks as though a hurricane had swept over the
place, scattering litter, rails and lumber in every di-

rection. The house, and barn, and fences, ajjpear

in a dilapidated state ; and all the yards about the
establishment are filled with broken-down carts and
carriages, j^lows and harrows, wlieelbarrows and
ox-yokes, and implements of husbandry of every
description. Everything on or about this farm, in-

dicates a want of taste, neatness, economy and
thrift.

The same is obsei-vable with regard to towns.
Go into one town, where considerable attention has
been paid to agriculture, as a science—a town not
remarkably distinguished for the richness and fer-

tility of its soil, or the care with which it may be
cultivated—being rather a poor, hard and rocky
soil, and there you will Ijehold comfortable, conve-
nient and well-built farm-houses and well-filled

barns, cultivated fields and fruitful orchards, good
walls and fences, large stocks of cattle, horses,

sheep, swine, &-c., and everything indicating the
taste, neatness, economy, industry and tlirift of the
farmers. Go into another town, in which little or
no attention has been given to the cultivation of the
earth—a town possessing all the natural advantages
of a fertile, well-watered and exul)erant soil, and of
a favorable location and mild climate, —and there
you will behold a scene, which, if it do not make
you "stare like a cat in a strange garret," will, at

least, induce you to quit the town as quick as possi-

ble, lest the contagious infiuence of such a scene
should overshadow your spirit with gloom. For,
as you cast your eyes about jou, and behold the
miserable prospect on every side,—houses, barns,
and other buildings, grown old and going to'decay,
fields covered with weeds, brambles, briers, thorns
and thistles—as you behold all this, you will be
con%anced, that some blighting, withering curse
must have fallen upon the inhabitants of that town,
and paralyzed all their energies. Otherwise, why
have they neglected to cultivate and improve their

lands, to repair their rusty old buildings, and to re-

pair their broken-down fences ? In order to ac-

count for such negligence on their part, one would
be inclined to think that they must have been the

worshippers of Bacchus, or of the drowsy god Som-
nus.

Having taken a comparative view of the condi-

tion of different farms in the same town, and of
whole towns imder different cultivation, let us now
endeavor to arrive at some just estimate of their

comparative values. Evei-ytliing is said to be worth
what it will bring in the market. Whether or not

the market price be the true standard value of

everything, it is not necessary for us to determine.

The value of a h\n\, all other things being equal,

shculd be estimated by the abundance, variety and
richness of its productions, and by the facihty and
ease with which it can be carried on.

A farm, which is made to produce twice the

amount of productions, with the same labor and
ex])ense bestowed upon another, is cert^unly, for all

]n-actical purposes, worth twice as much money,
though it may not liring twice as much in the mar-
ket. The same is true with regard to a farm, on
which the owner is ol)liged to skim over twice the

number of acres, and perform double the amount
of labor, in order to ol)tain the same amount of

crop. It is cheaper—it is easier—it requires less

labor to cultivate a few acres and cultivate them
well, than to attempt to cultivate a large number,
and do it imperfectly. We see, then, that the

highly cultivated flirm is the most valuable and
productive farm, and will generally bring the most
in the market. It is skilful, practical and scientific

agriculture, which renders a farm truly valuable and
productive.

The same is true Avith regard to towns which arc

made up of. the different farms contained therein.

Every town is to be estimated according to its j)ro-

ductiveness ; and this de])ends, in a great measure,
upon the degree of the attention which has been
paid to agriculture. No matter how a town stands

on the State valuation list, its real value de])ends

upon its resources—its ability to produce all the

necessaries, the comforts, the conveniences, and the

luxuries of hfc ; and these depend, in a great meas-
ure, upon the knowledge and practical skill of its

cultivators. A town, in which the science of agri-

culture has never been developed, cannot vie with

another, in which art and science and persevering

effort, have, for a long series of years, been carrying

forward the great work of improvement. The riv-

er does not gush up at once in full tide from the

ground ; but it commences in a thousand springs,

whose waters flow on and mingle until they become
a flood, when the ships float and the sea monsters

play. The sun does not rise up instantly, deluging

the earth with a sudden burst of light ; but faintly,

at first, his rays tmge the eastern horizon ; and
while the shadows of the dark night are still upon
the earth, higher and still higher mounts the sun,

until at last his broad light is poured in full splen-

dor upon the world, and it is day. So it is with

the science of agriculture. Its beginnings are small ;

but it increases as it advances, till it finally changes

the whole aspect of a town.

The Merchant's Clerk and the Plowboy.—
The young man who leaves the farm-field for the

merchants desk or the lawyer's or doctor's office,

thinking to dignify or ennoble his toil, makes a sad
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mistake. He ])asses, by that step, from independ-

ence to vassalage. He barters a natural for an

artificial pursuit, and he must be the slave of the

caprice of customers and the chicane of trade,

either to sup])ort himself or to acquire fortune.

The more artificial a man's pursuit, the more debas-

ing is it morally and physically. To test it, con-

trast the merchant's clerk with the plowboy. The
former may have the most exterior polish, but the

latter, undej- his rough outside, possesses the truer

stamina. He is the freer, franker, happier, and
nobler man. Would that young men might judge

of the dignity of labor by its usefulness and manli-

ness, rather than by the superficial glosses it wears.

Therefore, we never see a man's nobility in his kid

gloves and toilet adornments, but in that sinewy

arm, whose outline, browned by the sun, betoken a

hardy, honest toilet, under whose farmer's or me-
chanic's vest a kinghest heart may beat.

—

Hunt's
Magazine.

HARVEST HOME.
Proud ships may hold both silver and gold,

The wealth of a distant strand
;

But ships would rot, and be valued not,

Were there none to till the land.

The wildest heath and the wildest brake

Are rich as the richest fleet,

For they gladden the wild birds when they wake.
And give them food to eat.

And with willing hands and spade and plow,

The glad'ning hour shall come,

When that which is called the "waste land" now.
Shall ring with the "Harvest Home."

PAESmPS FOR MILCH COWS.
Will you inform me, through the columns of the

Country Gentleman, respecting the quahties of pars-

nips as feed for dairy cows through the winter. I

have a quantity, and would like to know if you
think them good feed for miking cows.

Lexington, Ky. Thomas Jinks.

Parsnips are very highly esteemed as food for
milch cows, as well as for pigs and poultry, in the
Island of Jersey, where they are extensively grown
for this ])urpose. We quote from the Cyclopedia

of .'Igricultnre : "When parsnips are given to

milk cows with a little hay, in the winter season,
the butter is found to be of as fine a color and ex-
cellent flavor as when the animals are feeding in the
best pastures. As parsnips contain six per cent,

more mucilage than carrots, the difference may be
sufficient to account for the superior fattening, as
well as buiter-making quality of the parsnip. l)on
observes, that 'in the fattening of cattle the parsnip
is found equal if not superior to the carrot, perform-
ing the business with as much expedition, and af-

fording meat of exquisite flavor, and of a highly jui-

cy quality ; the animals eat it with much greediness.
The parsnips are given in the ])roportion of about
30 Ib'^. weight, morning, noon and night ; the large
ones being split into three or four pieces, and a lit-

tle hay supplied in the intervals of these periods.
The result of experiment has shown, that not only
in neat cattle, but in the fattening of hogs and poul-
try, the animals become fat much sooner, and are
more healthy than when fed with any other root or
vegetable

; and that, besides, the meat is more sweet
and delicious.'"

—

Country Gentleman.

NORTHFIELD, MASS.
This town is one of the most beautiful in New

England. It is the Indian Squekeag, and was set-

tled in 1673. It suffered severely from Indian

depredations, and was laid waste by them a few

years after its settlement. In 1G85 the people re-

turned and commenced to build and cultivate the

land, but in a few years fresh inroads from the In-

dians destroyed their crops, burnt their log-houses

and scattered the inhabitants, so that for many
years it was left alone, but with the unmistakable

marks of an attempted civiHzation scattered over

the dismal plain. In 1713, after the erection of

Fort Dummer, in its vicinity, the hardy pioneers

once more returned and rebuilt the town. A large

portion of the land is of an excellent quality.

Near the river are two distinct plateaus or plains

;

one. on the bank of the river, and called interval,

or meadow, and the other some third of a mile

back, and fifty or sixty feet higher than the mead-

ow. This plain extends about a mile in two direc-

tions, and on it stands the thickly-settled portion

of the town. The main street continues nearly a

mile, parallel with the river, is, we should judge,

some twelve or fifteen rods M'ide, and is ornamented

by four rows of the most beautiful trees, mostly of

the American elm, but interspersed, occasionally,

with the rock maple. Standing about two rods

apart, and extending three-fourths of a mile at

least, they must number some five hundred trees

in all.

It was our good fortune to be called hito this

beautiful town on the evening of the 22d inst., to

have an agricultural tallv with the good people at

their Lyceum, and in passing through the street

our attention was instantly arrested by the noble

trees which adorn it, and of which it is our purpose

now to give a brief account.

In the year 1811, a young man, born in Boslon,

and there educated to practice law, found himself

surrounded by many already possessing "nine

points" in the essentials of practice, if not in the

substantial acquirements of the mysterious pro-

fession. So he cast about to see where he should

go to carve out his fortune, and his good genius di-

rected him to Northfield, Mass. There he found

the Connecticut, with its green and fertile meadows,

higher up a plain about a mile in length and half

that distance in width, bounded at each termina-

tion of the mile by a limpid brook, sparkling and

fresh from the hills which boldly rise from the edge

of the plain.

In this lovely valley was once, undoubtedly, a

lake, and this plain was made up of the debris of

the hills and the alluvion of the river, gathered

and deposited through long ages of passing time.

In form, nothing could be better adapted for plant-

ing a town than this spot. Stretching along on the

bank of the river, it gave access to it to a large
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proportion of the settlers, and on the other side of

the street, fine lots for buildings and farms, and a

way to the rich grazin g lands farther back. The

water was pure, wood for timber and fuel aboimded

on the hills, while the prospect down the winding

valley of the river, or away upon the receding

mountains, was lovely in the extreme.

But though the hills and the banks of the river

were covered with trees, there were none on this

plain, where the early settlement was commenced.

Houses had been erected, and the lands cultivated,

on either side of the broad road, but the sun fell

with unobstructed power, or the winds whirled the

dust into the traveller's face.

At the period of this young man's settlement in

the town, these lands had been cultivated about

one hundred years, and thrifty farmers occupied

them, and were gradually increasing their worldly

goods, and drawing around them more of the com-

forts and elegancies of life. But even at this time, the

plain was still destitute of trees and shrubs ; not a

flower, planted by the hand of man, not even a rose,

could be found. No ornamental tree, or shrub, or

climbing plant, cast a shadow in the burning sun.

The road-sides were encumbered with cast off imple-

ments of husbandry ; the relics of an ancient log

house, or some dilapidated vehicle, and among
these, the burdock and thistle, the mullein, milk

weed and johnswort, were flourishing in rank luxu-

ance.

Such was the general appearance of the jolace in

1813, about three years after this gentleman enter-

ed it, with the intention of making it his future

home. There was Avithin him a love of the beauti-

ful in rural life, which the scene before him aroused

into action ; and after arranging the whole matter

in his own mind, he called on some of the farmers

with whom he had become acquainted, on the min-

ister, the physician, and others, and proposed to

them to plant four rows of the American Elm,
hundreds of which, young and thrifty, were then

standing on the banks of the river, through the en-

tire length of the street ! By most, the proposition

was cordially received, and they were ready to lend

a helping hand in the work. But by others it was

fiercely opposed, and denounced as "a d d fed-

eral trick"—it being during the war, when parties

were strongly arrayed against each other, and when
burning jealousies were more common than a de-

sire to embellish and increase the comforts of

home. But a survey was made, the lines were

struck, and the work went on. The farmer came
with his team, the lawyer, and doctor, and minister,

and store-keeper came with their implements,

and in a ew days the noble work was accomphshed.

But here and there, in front of certain premises,

there was a gap ! and shot was threatened to be

thrown if these public benefactors broke ground

there ! An so they passed them by, and broke

ground where no guns were charged, or threats

made, and the gaps stood as living remembrances

of the hostility to the work. The traveller, how-

ever, will find no vacant places now—they were af-

terwards planted with maples by the recusants, and

God's sun and rains have matured them into lofty,

spreading trees, along with the rest.

There are now four roM's of trees extending the

whole length of the village, with a carriage-way be-

tween the two centre rows, and foot-walks between

each outer row and the ornamented grounds in front

of the substantial dwellings of the place. The once

barren plain is now a rich gem, whose surroundings

are the fertile hills, covered with verdure in sum-

mer, and dotted with cattle and sheep, or dark with

the forests which spring from their sides.

And who was the enchanter that touched and

transformed the scene ? It was Thomas Power,
now, and for a long time, the efficient and kind-

hearted Clerk of the Police Court, in Boston, whose

sympathies know no limits wherever a kind word

or a good deed may benefit his kind. We have

little reverence for kings, or bishojis, or men of

high estate, merely as such ; but to a nobility like

this, we pay the homage of a grateful heart. He
has erected a monument more enduring than brass,

— for when the trees which he planted shall have

mingled with the dust, children's children will re-

peat in delightful remembrance, the name of Thom-

as Power.

For the ISew England Farmer.

MEETING AT CHELMSFORD.
Mr. Editor :—On the evening ofMonday, the 21st

inst., there was a public meeting of the Chelmsford

Farmers' and Mechanics' Association, in the Town
Hall. An interesting address was delivered by Hon.
Simon Brown. After the address, there was a dis-

cussion, in which Dr. Bartlett, Mr. Hodgman, Rev.

Mr. Bromer, of Chelmsford, Dr. Reynolds, and
Jacob B. Farmer, of Concord, and the orator of the

evening, participated. The speakers showed that

they were accustomed to the discussion of scientific,

as well as practical subjects—that they were in the

habit of thinking, and discriminating, and making
careful observations. The hall was well filled by
ladies and gentlemen, and the meeting was presi-

ded over in a very felicitous manner by Otis Adams,
Esq., a gentleman who has the right tact for a pre-

siding officer. He has much dignity and courtesy,

and a great fund of mother wit. The fact that so

large a number of the good people of this town as-

sembled on a cold evening, when the roads were

piled up with snow, shows a deep interest in the

subject, and an earnest desire to obtain knowledge

Such meetings cannot fail to be useful. They tend

to impress upon the young the importance of mak-
ing themselves acquainted with the various branch-

es of knowledge pertaining to agriculture. They
tend to elevate to a higher rank in their estimation,

the business of farming, and to give it that impor-

tance and dignity which intrinsically belong to it.

When men of learning, talents and enterprise, will

devote to agriculture the same energy which they
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have hitherto devoted to professional pursuits, to

commerce and to politics, they cannot fail to suc-

ceed, and at the same time, to give a character and

influence to the business, which will induce ambi-

tious and enterprising young men to engage in it,

instead of resorting to the city, and burying them-

selves in dark and dingy counting-rooms, and in-

haling the villanous smells and gases of foul docks,

and mouldy cellars, and smoking lamps, instead of

the pure air of heaven in the open fields, and entan-

gling themselves in the mysteries and anxieties of

trade, in which nine out of every ten are sure to

foil. It is such men that agriculture needs, men,

who, after acquiring a good education, and cultiva-

ting all their faculties in the best manner, shall

then devote the dew of their youth and the

strength of their manhood to the cultivation of the

soil. Men who have acquired wealth by other pur-

suits, and then engage in farming to gratify their

taste and amuse their fancy, will never do much to

improve practical agriculture, or raise the charac-

ter and standing of the farmer. B.

For the New England Farmer.

RUEAL ECONOMY OF THE BRITISH
isles-No. i.

SOIL AND CLIMATE.

Mr. Editok:— I shall attempt, in a few numbers,

to interest you and your readei's with such facts as I

can collect respecting the rural economy of England,

or rather of the British Isles.

In the first I shall endeavor to give some account

of the theatre of agricultural operations in these

Islands—the soil.

The British Isles have a total area of 77,394,433
acres. England pro])er has about thirty-two mil-

Hon acres. But these seventy-seven million acres

are far from being of uniform fertility ; on the con-

trary, they exhibit greater differences than can be

found in any other country. England alone forms
about one-half of the whole territory, while Scot-

land and Ireland divide the remainder between
them in nearly equal proportions. Each of these

three grand sections should itself be divided in re-

spect to farming, as in other points of view, into

two separate parts, England into England proper

and Wales ; Scotland, into Highlands and Low-
lands ; Ireland into south-east and north-west re-

gions. .Enormous differences exist between these

different districts.

Of the thirty-two millions of acres in England,
two millions and a half are, and I'emain, entirely

unproductive, having hitherto resisted all attempts

at cultivation. Of the remaining twenty-nme and a

half, two-thirds at least are ungrateful and stub-

born lands, which human industry alone has sub-

dued.

We pause to ask, whether the soil of New Eng-
land, which by so many is considered such poor
farming land, is naturally inferior to that of Old
England ?

But we will be more minute in our description

of the soil of the British Islands. The southern

point of the Island, forming the county of Cornwall
and more than half of Devonshire, is composed of

granite soils. There, in the ancient forests of Ex-
moor and Dartmoor, and in the mountains which
terminate the Land's End, and those verging on
the Welsh peninsula, are nearly two and a half

million acres, of little value. In the north of Eng-
land are more mountains, which separate England
from Scotland, and ramify through the counties of

Northumberland, Cumberland, \yestmoreland, and
parts of Lancashire, Durham, York and Derbyshire.

This region contains upwards of five million acres,

worth scarcely more than the former.

Wherever the ground in England is not hilly, it

is, in general, naturally marshy. The counties of

England and Cambridge, now reckoned especially

the first among the most productive, were formerly

but one vast marsh, partially covered by the sea,

like the polders of Holland opposite. In other

parts of the Island are extensive sands abandoned

by the sea,—the county of Norfolk is nothing else.

There remain in England, the undulating hills

which form about half its whole surface, but these

lands are not all of the same geological formation.

The Thames basin is composed of a stiff clay, called

London clay. The counties of Essex, Surrey, and
Kent, as well as Middlesex, belong to the clay-bed

called in England, stiff land, and well known as ex-

ceedingly troublesome. Left to itself, this clay never

dries in England, and when not transformed by
manure, and improved by draining, farmers despair

of making anything of it. It prevails throughout the

south-east of England, and makes its appearance in

many parts of the midland districts, as well as in

the east and north.

A long band of chalky lands, of indifferent qual-

ity, runs through this great bed of clay, from south

to north, forming the greater portion of the coun-

ties of Hertford Wilts and Hunts, the chalk show-

ing itself, almost in a jiure state, on the surface.

The sandy clay lands, -with calcareous sub-soil

and the loams of the lower valleys, occupy only about

ten millions of acres of England. The rivers being

short and the valleys confined in the narrow island,

alluvial lands are rather scarce. It is light soils

which predominate in England, what were formerly

called, poor lands, or moors
I beg the reader to dwell on this description of

the soil of England, and to think what cultivation

has made it. Now, a few words of the climate.

The mists and rains are j)roverbial ; its extreme

humidity is little favorable to wheat, which is the

prime object of all cultivation ; few jilants ripen

naturally under its dull sky ; it is propitious only

to grasses and roots. Kainy summers, late autumns,

and mild winters, encourage, under the influence of

an almost equal temperature, an evergreen vegeta-

tion. Here the action of climate stops—nothing

need be asked of it, which demands the interven-

lion of that great producing power—the sun.

How much more propitious is the summer and

autumn climate of New England to ripening the

fruits of the earth when the farmers, by deep tillage

counteract the effects of drought. I will not

say that the Ncm' England winter climate is as fa-

vorable for the preparation of land, for crops, or

for the keeping of stock, as that of our father-land.

A few words concerning Wales, Scotland and

Ireland. Wales is a mass of mountains covered

with barren moors. Including the adjacent islands

and that part of England bordering upon it, it con-

tains five million acres, only half of which are capa-

ble of cultivation.

The two divisions of Scotland, the Highlands and

Lowlands, are pretty equal in extent, and contain

about ten million acres each. The Highlands,

without exception, form one of the most unfertile
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and uninhabitable countries of Europe. There is surprised to hear that cattle have to resort to the
an enormous granite rock cut up into sharp peaks cane-brakes and swamps for sustenance. Pray, sir,

and deep precipices, and to add still more to its did you not find this Avhite grass on the mountain
ruggedness, extending into the most northerly lat-

[

peak instead of pasture land, and was it as poisonous
itudes. More than three-fourths of the Highlands !

to grasshoppers as cattle ? However, there may be
are uncultivated, and the small portion which it is some barren spot of the kind that has not yet come to

possible to work, requires all the industry of the

inhabitants to produce any thing.

Even the Lowlands of Scotland are far from
being every where susceptible of cultivation. Nu-
merous ridges cross the country. Out of ten mil-

lion acres, five are nearly unproductive ; the other

five million exhibit almost everywhere prodigies of;

the most improved farming, but only two million

and a half are of rich and deep soil ; the rest is

poor and thin. As to climate, snow and rain fall

in great abundance, and the fruits of the earth have
only a short and precarious summer for bringing
them to maturity. Edinburgh is in the same lati-

tude as Copenhagen, and Moscow.
Of the two divisions of Ireland, that of the north-

west, embracing a fourth of the island, and com-
prehending the province of Connaught, with the

abjacent counties of Donegal, Clare, and Kerry, re-

sembles Wales, and, in its Avest parts, the High-
lands of Scotland. Here, again, are five million of

unsightly acres, the frightful aspect of which has

given rise to the proverb, "Go to the devil or Con-
naught." The larger or south-east division, em-
braces three-fourths of the island, and includes the

provinces of Leinster, Ulster and Munster, and
equal to about fifteen million of acres, is at least

equal in its natural fertility to England proper. It

is not, however, equally good, and the amount of

humidity there is even greater than in England.
Extensive bogs cover about a tenth of its surface

and tracts of mountains another tenth. In fact.

my knowledge ; if so, and "R. B. H." is the unfortu-

nate possessor of it, I would advise him to burn it,

or abandon it for the West at once.

Judas Wild.

THIRD LEGISLATIVE AGRICULTURAL
MEETING.

Kkported for the Farmer iiy E. H. Rockwell.

[The first meeting of Itiis series was held at the State House,

on the evening of Tuesday, Jan. 15, and was organized by the

election of an "Executive Committee," to give direction to

the business of the meeting. This committee consists of Messrs.

Charles L. Flint, Secretary of the Board of Agriculture,

Messrs. Jabez Fisher and Velokous Taft, of the Senate, and
Messrs. R. P. Waters, Samuel I.. Parsons, and Edwin Coolet,

of the House. No definite subject for discussion having been

announced, remarks upon several topics were made by Messrs.

Parsons, of hudlow, Taft, Choate, Hall, Darlinq, Maks-
FiELD and Fisher.

The second meeting took place on the 22d inst , and the sub-

ject discussed was Farm lmjjlcme7its. Mr. Flint illustrated a

lecture on Plows and Plowing by various diagrams of plows

and other implements, and Messrs. Proctob, Dobge, Wituer-
ELL and Parsons, of Ludloiv, engaged in the debate.]

The third regular meeting of the Legislative Ag-

ricultural Society was held in the Hall of the

House of Representatives, on Tuesday evening, at

7 o'clock.

The nuniber in attendance at the hour appointed

, , 1,. ,. , .,,. , was very good. The subject presented for the con-
only twelve and a halt or the twenty millions of j •

,

acres in Ireland are cultivated.

I think I have shown from the above, that, from
whatever causes, the agriculture of Great Britain

excels that of other countries, as it certainly

does excel the agriculture of all other countries,

its excellence is not owing to the natural fer-

tility of the soil, nor to the climate of the British

Islands.

Having shown this fact, I shall now ])roceed to

show how it is that the agriculture of England is

richer than that .of any other country, and then

inquire why it is so. M.

For the New England Farmer.

PASTURES m CHESHIRE CO., N. H.

Mr. Editor :—On seeing an article in your last,

bearing the signature of "R. B. H.," concerning the

land in Cheshire County, N. H., it occurred to me
that I might give the gentleman some information

on the subject desired. I was born and bred in the

"Old Granite State," have lived twenty-five or thir-

ty years in a town adjoining Jafi'rey, and my busi-

ness has been such that I have had occasion to vis-

it that town, as well as others in the county ; have
visited the Monadnock a number of times, and call

myself well acquainted with the land in this vicini-

ty. If New Hampshire makes less butter and
cheese than she did 'brm.erly, it is no doubt owing
to the increasing manufactures ; but, the pasturing

around the Monadnock, in my opinion, has been,

and now is, in good condition. I was very much

eration of the meeting, was, "Farm Implements.

Plows, and the Preparation ofLand."

The meeting was called to order by Dr. FisilER,

of Worcester, a member of the Executive Commit-

tee who introduced to the meeting, Fra>X'IS De
Witt, Secretary of State, as the President of the

meeting, who briefly stated the subject proposed

for discussion, and invited gentlemen to express

their news upon it.

C. L. Flint, Secretary of the Board of Agricul-

ture, suggested that at the last meeting there were

some doubts expressed as to whether tlieVe had

been any actual improvement in plows, for the last

hundred years or more, and he believed there

might be some one now present who would give

some reason for those doubts.

Mr. John Brooks, of Princeton, said that he

did not call all changes improvements, and he did

doubt whether even going back a century, there

had been as much improvement in plows as was

sometimes claimed. The Roman plow was made
to turn the furrow from the land plowed. Perhaps

our modern plow would do it better, but he was

not quite sure of it. He vfas not sure that on some

sandy land, like that of Cape Cod, the old Roman
plow would not be better than the modern ])low.

Sixty years ago, or more, Mr. Jefferson v.rote a

(letter to Sir John Sinclair, giving a descrintion of
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the mould-board of a plow as it should be. He
described it as forming a perfect wedge, which was

the true scientific principle. Mr. Brooks said he

did not know of any plow constructed on that prin-

ciple now, and therefore he thought there was a

doubt as to whether there has been any improve-

ment in the mould-board.

A plow should run easy, and do its work well at

the same time. The rubbing surfaces are the

same—iron and earth—in the ancient and modern

plow. The new one does not run so easy as the

old one therefore, if it is of the same construction ;

because it is heavier. A wooden plow with a

wooden mould-board runs easiest. A wooden shod

sled runs easier than one shod with iron. Wood
and earth produce less friction than iron and earth.

The modern plow has not a sufficient angle at

the land side. The Michigan plow, however, leaves

the land light, and in that respect operates well.

The old Dutch plow, for the same reason, was a

emploj'ed while the grass was being cut. He had

found that a machine would do the work of six men

at a cost of about half that which would be paid to

the men.

The Independent Horse Rake was another imple-

mentwhich he considered the greatest improvement

that he had seen for thirty years. He had raked with

one over stone heaps as high as the axle-tree of the

machine, into hollows eight or nine inches deep.

They were the only implement that he considered

a genuine unmitigated saving.

Mr. Sprague, of Duxbury, defended modern

plows. The cattle were much farther from the

plow, as formerly made and used, and therefore

needed a driver, and the handles of old fashioned

plows were much longer than those of modern

ones. Modern plows, therefore, do the work much

easier ; and most farmers are of opinion that one

yoke of cattle with a modern plow, will do as much

work as two would do with an old fashioned one.

good one. If these are facts, he could not see The iron part of a modern plow can be renewed for

what improvement there had been in plows. The

modern jtloAV is heavier, and does not do its work

any better, nor generally so well as the ancient one,

of the same construction. Though changed within

the last sixty years, he could not see that it had

been improved. On the subject of plows, at this

point in his remarks, Mr. Brooks cautioned against

buying plows merely on the recommendation of

others. He had paid $150 for plows within the

last fifteen years, which were not worth two cents

to him now.

He next compared the ancient and modern Hoe.

He thought the ancient one quite as good as

the modern. The modern one is heavier. He ad-

mitted that the old-fashioned one would clog more

about three dollars, and that, as a matter of econo-

my, is one improvement. In conclusion, Mr.

Sprague expressed the opinion that the gentleman

from Princeton had utterly failed to show that

there had been no improvement in the plow and

hoe.

Col. Newell, of West Newbury, did not under-

stand the proposition of Mr. Brooks as to hoes, un-

less he meant that a man must wear out one of

each kind every day in order to make the old hoe

as profitable as the new one.

As to plows, the mould-boards of modern plows

are varied, and adapted to either sandy or clayey

land. He was not certain as to the superiority of

the Michigan plow. The harrow would sometimes

than the new ; but then the new was heavier, and
j
bring the first furrow to the top. The share of

was more liable to get out of repair. The new hoe [those first made was not wide enough. As to the

costs more than the old, and the amount of labor

expended in worldng with a hoe which clogs—as

the old one does—was balanced by the increased

expense of the new hoe. Labor must be employed

to earn the extra amount of money to buy a

new fashioned hoe, and that labor which would

be necessary to earn the extra money, would do the

work with the old hoe. So that it amounts to the

same thing whether you expend a certain amount

of force with the old hoe, or buy a new one and

then spend the same amount of force or labor to

pay for it. This argument seemed to excite some

incredulous smiles on the part of the audience,

and gave rise to some cross-questioning; but nothing

was elicited.

Mowing Machines were next spoken of, and

these Mr. Brooks thought were an improvement

wherever they can be used. There were disadvan-

tages with them, however, the greatest of which

he had found tcJ be that more men were needed to

secure the hay when dry, than could be profitably

draft of a plow, he was certain that a large one,

—

Eagle, No. 25, for example—would turn a furrow

7 inches by 12, with as little power as a small plow.

He had seen that matter tested by experiments

which occupied two days.

He agreed that the Independent Horse Rake was

a good one. In the use of mowing machines, he

had tried oxen, and found them able to mow an acre

in an hour, and to do it as well as horses. He had

found no difficulty in keeping liis men employed

throughout the day.

Mr. Hauvey Dodge, of Sutton, was surprised to

hear his friend from Essex speak of using a harrow

after a Michigan plow. The road-maker uses a

harrow to bring the earth to a consistency. The

real Michigan plow does its work perfectly. All

that is needed after it to smooth the land, is half-a-

dozen white birches, put into a straight stick, and

drawn over the land, to fit it to sow or mow. Three

heavy yokes of oxen are needed on Worcester coun-

ty land, to draw the Michigan plow.
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The Horse-Rake he considered among the great- days in succession last Spring, and sold the ma-

est improvements of the age. No one implement chine when he got through for all it cost. He had

is helping farmers so much. He preferred the re-

volver. No man has said so many good things by

way of suggestion to farmers as the horse-rake has

said. It suggests the removal of stones from the

surface of the land, and of stone walls which are

now used to partition off mowing lots, so as to

bring them into one, and thus restore the land to

use, which is now occupied by them. And when

the land is thus prepared for the horse-rake, it is

also prepared for mowing machines. He under-

stood that this rake, though claimed as a Yankee

invention, was really the invention of a Congo

negro, who whittled out one with a jack-knife.

As to the pitch-fork of old times, we have not

bone and muscle enough now to use one such as was

used in 1796 ; and as to the wooden plow, such a

one as he could take from his hen-roost, the man
could not be found who could push it into the

ground. To use one needed severe labor, and

practice from boyhood. Holding a breaking-up

plow was once spoken of as the most severe kind

of labor. But it is not severe labor to put a Michi-

gan plow into the soil to the depth of 11^ inches

He liked to bring up the soil from that depth, and

put the worn-out soil underneath. He preferred

the earth thus brought up for his compost heap,

to any washes he could fiud on his farm.

Mr. Brooks again spoke. He wanted some gen-

tleman to give a reason why the modern plow run

easier than an ancient one

—

of the same construction.

The plow with a small angle, and wedge-shaped,

will run easier ; but it does not do the work well

if it is narrow behind. The modern plow does not

run any easier than an ancient one, he repeated,

because the rubbing surfaces are the same, and it

is heavier. It runs as much harder as it is heavier.

He had seen no reason to show that there has been

any improvement in plows. Gentlemen had onlj'

made assertions. He again cautioned against buy-

ino- plows or other farming tools merely on the rec-

ommendation of some one man. He once bought

a plow for $15, and a few days after offered to sell

it to the maker for $3, and he would not take it.

He paid $141 for a mowing machine, and could not

sell it to the maker for $40.

Mr. SrRAGUE doubted whether a plow M-ent any

easier for being narrow behind, as Mr. Brooks had

suggested.

Mr, S. L. Parsons, of Northampton, said that a

plow, "of the same construction," would be the

same plow, and, therefore, there was no real com-

parison between an ancient and a modern plow, by

the gentleman from Princeton. He considered the

Corn Planter and Fertilizer as one of the most

economical and useful implements. A machine

costs $15; and a man and horse can plant from

hix to eiiiht acres in a day. He did it for several

used a mowing machine three seasons. He cut

grass enough for other people, in the first season,

to pay for it. The second season he cut 180 acres

with it, and would not sell it for $1000, if he could

not get another. One pair of horses, with Ketch-

um's new machine, will mow as much as two with

the old one. Last season he mowed 225 acres at

a cost for repairs of $1,25, or less than a cent an

acre. It cost $100. He found no difficulty in

keeping the men, necessary to get the hay in, em-

ployed during the rest of the day. The most he

had ever cut with a machine in a day, was 12 acres

in 6| hours. The fastest that he had ever mowed
with it was in cutting 4 acres in one hour and fifty-

seven minutes. The fields in Northampton are

smooth and large, sometimes long and narrow, so

that the machine can go 160 rods in one direction.

He used Ketchum's new mower last year. The

crop would vary from one to three tons to the acre.

Could cut short, fine grass, or rowen, perfectly well.

Last season mowed 60 acres of rowen, at the rate

of one acre in 33 minutes and 17 seconds. The

maker of the Corn Planter is E. C. Fairchild.

Mr. W. J. Buckmixster added some testimony

to tlie facility with which rowen could be cut with

a mower.

General Sutton, of Salem, had used Ketchum's

Machine, It cost $125. The repairs the first sea-

son amounted to two or three dollars ; last year,

not a cent, and it is now in good order.

Mr. Brooks preferred Manny's Machine, because

it does its work as well, and draws easier.

Mr, BuCKMiNSTER spoke of witnessing the work-

ing of Manny's Machine in a field of Mr. Porter, in

Essex county. Mr. Porter uses both Ketchum's and

Manny's, and says that Manny's can be used with

two-thirds the power required for Ketchum's.

Mr. Whitney, of Ashburnham, spoke of plows,

and thought one reason why the modern plow jiro-

duced less friction than the old one, was because

the share was of cast iron instead of wrought iron.

On old plows with wooden monld-boards, there

used to be strips of iron, which produced fric-

tion.

Mr. P^uisoNS, of Ludlow, thought the discussion

of the evening had proved that a plow of modern

construction would have run as easy seventy-five

years ago as it will now

!

Dr. Fisher, of Worcester, thought the principle

on which the plow works the land to be wrong,

and that some other mode of doing it will yet be

invented. The spade operates on the true princi-

ple, by loosening all the soil and hardening none.

Mr, Brooks congratulated himself that the last

gentleman was approaching to his own

admitting that tlie plow was not perfect
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For the New England Farmer.

LIGHT WANTED ON WILLOWS.
Mr. Editor :—A statement is going the rounds

of agricultm-al and other journals, that basket-wiL

low is im2)orted into this country to the amount of

five or six millions of dollars worth annually ; and
recommending the ^nllow crop for general cultiva-

tion. In the last volume of the statistics of our

Commerce and Navigation, on the 220th page, I

find the amount of manufactured willow imported,

put down at $132,658; of unmanufactured, at

$45,459. Is there any other willow imported than

that which is published in this volume, by our na-

tional Congi'ess ? Are these figures reliable ? If

there is only forty thousand dollars worth of the

raw material imported, and if that is a good index

of the present demand for willow, will not extensive

willow planters, who have gone into the business

upon the belief that there is an unlimited demand
for it, be greatly disappointed ? What is the origin

of this six million statement ? Is there another

Multicaulis speculation in the wind ? As you edi-

tors know every thing, please enlighten one of

The Public.

For the New England Farmer.

Mr. S. Bro\\'n:—Dear Sir—At your request

I offer the following in reply to the editor of "The
Homestead :"

Like your correspondent, W. C, I am curious to

know who is the author of the statement he refers

to. I have seen it in two New York papers—the

JV. Y. Weekly Times and the jV. F. Tribune. I

had, Ijefore receiving your letter, made up my mind
to write to the editor of the JV. Y. Weekly Times,
and ask for better evidence that so large a quantity

of willow is imported from Europe, as is given by
their correspondent, in the words, "from the best

data M'ithin our reach." I have more than once
told Mr. Buckminster, of the Massashusetts
Ploughman, that there is not over two hundred
thousand dollars worth of willow and willow-bas

kets imported from Em-ope annuall}- ; that the

baskets cost considerable more than the willow, and
are retailed here at about one-third the price they

can possibly be manufactured at. I believe I made
a statement in your office, which, in substance, was
the same. You will observe that my statement

corresponds with that found in the Statistics of U.

S. Commerce and Navigation. I did not get my
information from that work, but from a careful col-

lection of information from reliable persons, who,
like myself, are interested in the manufactui'e of

willow.

In the United States there is used in casing glass

bottles and demijohns, and in the manufacture of

willow-baskets, not more than $50,000 worth of

willow, of which $17,000 worth are grown in Del-

aware, Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, Rhode Is-

land and Massachusetts. I have no knowledge of

any being gro\^^^ in Vermont for more than three

years past. Messrs. Parker and Colby, of Vermont,
are spoken of in the article referred to by your
con-espondent. Mr. Colby is the inventor of a ma-
chine for peeling willoAV, the cost of which is said

to be $200.
To save me the trouble of answering a number

of letters, from persons who ask for information in

regard to Mr. Parker's plantation and Mr. Colby's

plantation and peeling machine, permit me to oiler

to all Avho inquire of me, the following

:

From letters received by me, from Erastus Par-

ker, and from a relative of ]\Ir. Colby, I conclude

that their experience in willow culture is small, and

their knowledge of the same very imperfect. I

have seen the sketch and descrij)tion of Mr. Colby's

peeling machine, which 'he has published, and have

my doubts of its use for the purpose it is intended,

but desire to avoid saying anything that would in-

jure the inventor. AVhen the peeling machine has

been used a whole season, and the willow peeled

with it has been worked up into baskets, its real

value can be properly estimated.

Yours, with respect, John Fleming.
Sherhorn, Mass., Jan. 28, 1856.

For t!ie New England Farmer.

"ENGLISH LAPSTONE POTATOES."

Mr. Editor:—In the J^tew England Farmer
of January 26th, I noticed an article mth the above

title, in which the writer asks others who have

tried the variety spoken of, to give the re-

sults of their experiments. I am one of that

number who bought a few of the "Lapstone Kid-

ney"—as they called them—at a high price, behev-

ing the statements that were made concerning

them. I bought some of the "Fluke Kidney" at

the same time, in regard to which I may have a

few words to say at another moment. I planted

the "Lapstones" in a field with over sixty other

sorts, named varieties and seedlings, in rows three

and a half feet apart, hills two feet apart in the

row ; the manure used was the same throughout

the field, a large spoonful of guano to a hill ; they

were planted about the first of June, hoed twice,

and all the weeds kept down. The land was high

and loamy, and suffered a little fromthe drought.

The result, on digging, was very unsatisfactory, they

were, emphatically, "small potatoes and few in a

hill ;" the yield was not over half that of the Davis'

Seedling, State of Maine, and other first rate sorts,

while it was not one third as much as some of the

coarser sorts, such as "Jenny Lind," "Rhode Island

Seedling," "BuUard's Seedling," &c.

What I did get, I consider fit for nothing but to

feed to stock or pigs ; they are yellow meated and

very strong, and I confess it is more than I can do,

to eat such a potato, after being used to the State

of Maine, and other good sorts. They rotted Mith

me, a good deal, both before digging, and after be-

ing put into the cellar. I consider the variety un-

worthy of attention, for Me have more than twenty

local sorts that are infinitely superior. I try all

kinds, and hold flist to those that are good. May
have more to say on the subject of potatoes at an-

other time. J. F. C. II.

JVewton Centre, Jan. Sth, 1856.

Pl.vntixg Fruit Trees for Others.—The
Spaniards have a maxim, that a man is ungrateful

to the past generation that planted the trees from

which he eats fruit, and deals unjustly towards the

next generation, unless he plants the seed, that it

may furnish food for those who come after him.

Thus, when a son of Spain eats a peach or pear by

the road-side, wherever he is, he digs a hole in the

ground with his foot, and covers the seed. Conse-

quently, all over Spain, by the road-sides and else-

where, fruit in great abundance, tempts the taste,

and is ever free.
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Let this practice be imitated in our country, and to^vn contained but two dwelling-houses, situated

the weary wanderer will be blest, and will bless the upon opposite sides of the creek, and each sufR-

hand that ministered to his comfort and joy, We'ciently large to accommodate over six hundred

are bound to leave the world as good, or better

than we found it, and he is a selfish churl, who
basks under the shadow, and eats the fruit of trees

which other hands have planted, if he will not also

plant trees which shall yield fruit to coming gener-

ations.

—

Home Circle.

For tlie New England Farmer.

VENTILATION—PEOPLE OF TAOS.

Fkiend Brown :—Occasionally I receive your

Monthly Farmer. The January No. came yester

people. They are built of adobes, or sun-dried

bricks; each covers an area of about two acres at

the foundation, and are five stories high, with but

one entrance through the external walls and but one

window, and both of these open into the Chief's or

Governor's room. After ascending to the height of

one story, there is an offset in the walls, and the

size of the house is lessened around its entire cir-

cumference to the depth of the external tier of

rooms, about fifteen feet, and this continues to be

the case at the top of each story, until the summit

is reached. The tops of these houses are fiat, and

day; soon as time to light up for evening,'! took j the oftset m the walls at the top of the first story

the paper and "put her throigh by candle-light,"
j

affords a fine terrace or walk, about fifteen feet

before going to rest. ^vide, extending entirely around the building which

The reacUng of Judge French's "How to keep, would make it, say four hundred yards in length,

your House Warm," in memory, carried me back
|

and the residents of each story have a similar prom-

with a rush, to the "days of auld Lang Syne," andjenade or walk, though lessened m length as you as-

faithfully daguerreotyped to the mind's eye the cend nearer the top. The entrance of these hous-

old kitchen ffre, with its massive andirons, to bear'es is from the top, which is eff-ected by ladders

up the fore-stick of the size of a good mill-log, of; resting on the ground in the first instance; but at-

the heavy shovel and tongs, and stout wooden hand-|ter ascending to the top ot the first story, the lad-

spike that always, when not in use, occupied their ders intended for the accommodation of those re-

plce in the corner by the oven. Then there was siding m the second story are placed upon the roof

the huge rock maple back-log, four feet long, and of the one below. Each tamuy has its room or

in girth, the size of a forty gallon whiskey-barrel, 'rooms partitioned oft by wa Is, of sufRcient strength

that required the strength ofihe "hired hand" and and thickness to sustam the accumulated weight

all the boys of the family to drag in at night on the 1

above, and through these partition walls are doors

stout hand-sled. Then there was the high-backed of communication with each mom of the house, but

settle he has so grapliically described. How many ,<^ere is no other meaiis of ventilation except through.

long winter evenings, when a freckled-faced boy, 1, small trap-doors in the roof. Ihese strange buUd-

haN^e sat upon that dear old settle, in poring overjings form perfect^ labyrinths, and as the interior

Shakspear,Hume,Brissot and Smollet's—(I am not 'apartments are quite dark, it might be difhcutt tor

sure I've got the names right end foremost)-Histo- 1 a stranger to find his way out
;
but notwithstandr

ry of England, Gibbon's Rome, the Spectator, andli«ff t^ ivant of veMation, the inmates appear to

other standard works. These things, "mind meM quite healthy and vigorous, and the_ number of

of departed joys ne'er to return." They, like high- ,
children swarming around was astonishing.

heeled shoes, and hoo-by jingo, I liked to have ! And now, Judge, can you tell us where these six

written "hooped petticoats"—but they have come I

hundred human beings, burrowed m these hives

back again, but no matter, the high-heeled shoes .(like so many woodchucks in their winter quarters)

have had their day, and so have the old-fashioned
|

obtain their fifty-seven hogsheads of pure air each,

kitchen fire-places. Peace to their ashes !

The Judge has much to say on ventilation ; theo-

retically, we suppose, all very correct. He says "a

healthy man requires about Jijlij-seven hogsheads of

air in twenty-four hours ;" and for the man to re-

tain his health, we suppose he would have us un-

derstand, the fifty-seven hogsheads of air must be

pure.

Now, Mr. Editor, I am not going to have any

controversy with jny good friend Henry, but I want

to tell him a bit of a story, and then ask him a

question or two.

The story, I copy from Governor Merriwether's

last year's Report to the Commissioner of Indian

Affairs. Merriwether is Governor and Superinten-

dent of Indian Affairs in New Mexico, U. S.

The Governor says in his report, "Having visi-

ted several pueblos, or villages, and believing that

these people differ in some respects from any other

Indians to be found on this continent, I beg to be

excused for giving a minute description of the pue-

blo of Taos, which I visited in the month of March
last. This pueblo is situated in the valley of Taos,

on a small stream which supplies water for irriga-

tion and other purposes, and the number of inhabi-

tants may be set down as something over twelve

hundred.

every twenty-four hours, and how it is that in these

close, unveiitilated quarters, there are such aston-

ishing numbers of healthy, robust children!

Yours truly, Levi Bartlett.

TVarner, A". H., Jan. 22, 1856.

Remarks.—The Monthly Farmer is regularly

sent to your address, and has been, for a long time,

Who appropriates it ? Please inquire.

^ _ my
On my arrival I found that this Indian sensible impression for several days.

Fur the New England Farmer.

THE WEATHER.
That distinguished personage, the oldest inhabi-

tant, scarcely remembers the time when the earth

was covered with a body of snow so hard and im-

penetrable. And so it is all along the coast, from

Maine to Carolina. Not only snow, but cold of a

respectable character, say from ten to twenty de-

grees below zero. I remember the famous cold Fri-

day in the winter of 1810-11—when the mercury

was down only to seven degrees, and the wind from

the north quite piercing—it was thought almost un-

endurable. Going home from school on that day,

cheeks were so whitened with frost as to make a
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My principal purpose in adverting to the weath- See what results follow from these two princi-

er at this time, is, in confirmation of the views of 1 pies. Formerly, the English sheep were not fit for

Mr. J. C. Gray, in his essay on the climate of New i the butcher until about four or fi\e years old; and

England—as deduced from the diaries of Rev. Dr. in France, now, the French sheep are not consid-

Smith, of Portland, the venerable Dr. Holyoke, ered fit for the butcher before this age
;

but the

of Salem, and the accurate Mr. Nathaniel Lord, Jr.,

of Ipswich—forming a continued series of observa-

tions from 1750 to 1850, a period of one hundred

years. The result of this examination is, that there

has been no essential change in our climate ;—and

that the common remarks implying a change, are

not well sustained by the facts. For this reason,

I welcomed with joy the drifting snow, on thi-ee

successive Sabbaths, at the commencement of the

year—but I am now quite willing that the snow
shall dissolve, and soften the sod beneath. What
is to be the eriect of the adherence of icicles to the

trees—excepting so far as the limbs were broken

thereby, I have no conjecture—but do not appre-

hend any evil consequences. We could afford to

sustain some loss, for the gratification of so splen-

did an illumination, as was seen when the sun lairly

shone upon these icicles. I have never witnessed a

more splendid display of brilliants, at so Httle cost.

Januanj 20, 1856.' Essex.

For the New England Farmer.

RURAL ECONOMY OF THE BRITISH
ISLES-No. 2.

SHEEP.

In my last number, I spoke of the natural soil

and climate of the British Islands ; and showed
that England owed the excellence of her agriculture

to other causes than these. I now go on to show
how her agriculture is richer than that of any oth-

er country, and Avhy it is so.

The most striking feature of English agriculture

is the number and quality of its sheep. This

strikes even the passing traveller, on the railway.

It requires only a glance to see that the sheep of

England are larger, in the average, and must give

a much greater weight of meat and wool, than
those of other countries. This is an extraordinary

fact, and leads to astonishing results. The first ob-

ject of the English farmer is to keep a gi'eat many
sheep, and for these reasons ; because the sheep, of

all animals, is the easiest to feed, derives the great-

est benefit from the food it consumes, and gives the

most active and rich manure for fertilizing the

land, and is valuable for two things, its meat and
its wool. England has thirty-five milhons of sheep
on its surface. Scotland, in spite of all her en-

deavors, can maintain only four millions. Ireland,

which, from its pastures, ought to rival England,
reckons, at most, only two millions—and this is one
of the most striking marks of its inferiority.

But it is the quality of its sheep, as much or

more than the number, which distinguishes Eng-
land. England adheres to this ])rinciple in raising

sheep—she makes meat the chief object of produc-
tion in sheep, and considers wool the accessory.

Therefore, in her breeds of sheep, she seeks two
qualities : first, precosity, or animals which may be
fattened as early as one year old, and reach their

full growth before the end of the second year—con-

sidering that, by this single fact, the produce of her
flocks would be doubled—and second, she seeks a

perfection of shape in her breeds, which renders

them more fleshy and heavier, for their size, than
the breeds of any other country.

improved breeds of England are now fit for the

butcher at from one to two years old. Has not

England doubled by this precocity of her breeds,

the produce of her flocks without doubling her

numbers ? But the English sheep are now not

only more precocious than formerly, so that the

farmer can send two or three to market, where he

formerly sent one ; but they are broader, rounder,

and have a greater development of those parts

which give most flesh. This follows—that the ten

milHon sheep annually slaughtered in England

yield an average weight of eighty pounds of net

meat ; and though nearly the same number are an-

nually slaugtered in France, they yield an average

weight of only forty pounds of net meat. But this

is not all. While the English farmer aims, princi-

pally, at the production of meat in raising sheep,

such is the greater size and developement of the

English sheep, that the clip of wool, from each

sheep in England, is fifty per cent, greater in weight

than the clip of each sheep in France.

I stated above the number of sheep in England

to be thirty-flve millions. Therefore, England

feeds two sheep on every flve acres of her land.

France, which, of the two large countries of the

world is next to England in agriculture, feeds only

two-thirds of a sheep on each five acres of her soil.

I stated above that the English sheep yielded dou-

ble the net weight of meat of the French, and fifty

per cent, more wool. Is it not probable, then, that

the average return of an English sheeja farm is

seven or eight times greater than a French one ?

Now, two questions fairly arise. Can a country

have a rich agriculture, which does not have sheep

as a part of the live stock of its farms, and a large

part ? Can a country have a profitable Hve stock

in the sheep on its farms, unless they have a breed

of sheep, which is precocious, and early fit for the

butcher, and yields a large net weight of meat, as

well as a heavy fleece ?

A few words now upon the manner in which Eng-
land became possessed of her present breeds of

vsheep. The licicester or Dishley breed she owes

to Bakewell ; this is the breed of her plains.

The Southdowns, which are the sheep of her hills,

.

she owes to John Ellman. The Chievot is a sheep,

of the mountains, and I do not know to whom she

owes its improvement. Bakewell aimed to pro-

duce a breed of sheep which should be precocioas,

or be early fit for the butcher, and yield a large

weight of meat, as well as a heavy fleece. And on

his farm at Dishley, after many years of labor and

experience, he produced the Dishley breed, animals

that may be fattened at one year old, and in every

case have reached their full growth before the end

of the second year ; and to this invaluable quality

have added a perfection of shape, which renders

them more fleshy, and heavier for their size, than

any known breed. They give, on an average, one

hundred lbs. of meat, net, and sometimes more.

Our sheep, I am told, average forty. The means

adopted by Bakewell for obtaining such a mar-

vellous result is known to all breeders by the name
of selection. It consists in choosing individuals of

a breed exhibiting in the greatest degree the qual-

ities desired to be perpetuated," and to make use of
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such only for reproduction. At the end of a cer-

tain number of generations, following the same

principle, the pomts selected in all the reprodu-

cers, both male and female, become permanent

;

and thus the breed is estabhshed. This mode of

proceeding appears extremely simple ; but what is

less so, is the choice of those qualities to be repro-

duced to arrive at the best result. Many breeders

mistake these, and, in a measure, work contrary to

their desired object. Bakewell deserved his suc-

cess, and profited by it. He let his rams for one

season for the enormous sum of $50,000. But the

wealth he conferred on his country was incalcula-

ble. EUman proceeded on the same principles,

which succeeded so well with BackeAvell, and at the

present day the Southdown sheep gives, on an av-

erage, eighty to one hundred pounds net mutton.

The Southdown has spread widely, and made its

way wherever the soil, not rich enough for the

Dishley breed, is yet sufficient to provide a proper

quantity of winter' food, in addition to good summer

pasture. It predominates in all districts of Hme for-

mation.

The history of the Cheviot sheep is not quite so

brilliant as that of the Southdowns and Dishleys.

Still the breed is not less valuable than the others.

It is a mountainous breed, and its shape is now as

perfect as well can be—fattening often now in the

second year, and yielding on an average sixty to

eighty pounds of excellent meat. Their fleece is

white and short. They spend even the winter

months on their native mountains, and are seldom

sheltered.

These three breeds tend now to a1:)sorb all oth-

ers, and take entire possession of Great Britain.

Throughout England, the sheep farmer now seeks

either to improve his breed by itself, or by crossing

it with others already improved, or else he substi-

tutes one of these breeds for his own—whichever

method appears to him most efficacious for increas-

ing precosity and giving roundness of form to his

flock.

English agriculture is, then, first of all, rich in its

flocks of magnificent sheep. M.

they would probably like better. We have fed

turnips to sheep through the winter and spring

months, for several years, and found that they were

economical and appropriate food.

ARE ENGLISH TURNIPS GOOD FOR
SHEEP ?

Mr. Editor :—I wish to inquire, through the

columns of your paper, if English turnips are good

feed for sheep ? I have a few sheep of a superior

breed, which I wish to raise lambs from the com-

ing spring. I am now giving them turnips, (cut

fine,) at the rate of one quart each per day ,( and

some of my neighbors tell me that turnips will kill

all the lambs. If you or some of your correspon-

dents will express your views on this particular

point, you will greatly oblige A SUBSCRIBER.

JVew Gloucester, Dec. 21, 1855.

Note.—We have fed sheep with English turnips

and never knew any harm come to the sheep or

lambs either, from them. Probably more lambs

die for the want of turnips than from their moth-

ers being fed with them.

—

Maine Farmer.

Another Note.—^^Ve agree with you, brother

Holmes. Roots of all kinds are far from bemg

properly appreciated, as feed for stock. Turnips

are excellent for sheep, making a most grateful

change with their dry food. A variety of roots

THE MODEL FARMER.
We cheerfully give insertion to the following

communication from one of our agricultural subscri-

bers, descriptive of a model farm and farmer in

Dracut. We were not aware that there were any

such farms or farmers hereabouts, or mdeed this

side of New York and Ohio.

Mr. Editor :—Perhaps it may not be known to

the numerous readers of your widely circulated

journal, that the largest and most extensive culti-

vator of the soil in this county is a resident of the

ancient town of Dracut. C'apt. Nathaniel Fox is

one of the largest farmers in the State, and the

largest in old Middlesex. He is the owner of

nearly nine hundred acres of land, a large propor-

tion consisting of field and pasture. He employs

from six to eight men in the winter, the rest of the

year from twelve to fifteen, with an addition of

eight or ten through the hay season. I will give

as near as may be the amount of some of the prin-

cipal products of liis farm. He raises upon an av-

erage some two thousand bushels of potatoes, fif-

teen hundred do. of roots, eight hundred do. of

corn, and of other kinds of grain about eight hun-

dred bushels ; one hundred barrels of cider, aiid

five hundred do. of winter apples. Under the skil-

ful management of the Capt. (for, by the way, he

takes charge in person of all his farming opera-

tions,) the increased productiveness of his farm has

forced him to enlarge his store-room, although he

already has three good-sized barns and several out-

buildings. The past year he has put up a large

granary, and the largest barn in the country, at a

cost of over four thousand dollars. It is built of

the best material, and in the most w'orkmanlike

manner ; it is one hundred feet long, forty-six wide,

and twentv-two and one half feet posts ; height at

ridge-pole'forty-fom- feet ; it sets over a cellar ten

feet deep, and the wall is built of split stone. He
keeps four horses, six oxen, and over seventy cows,

which he intends to mcrease to one hundred ;
the

milk is carried to the Lowell market. From this

source alone he realizes over five thousand dollars

a year.

—

Lotvell Courier.

{S^ Well, we should Uke to see the Capt. and

the farm, too.—Ed. JV. E. Farmer.

For the New England Farmer.

MOWING MACHINES.

Mr. Editor -.—At the farmers' meeting, last

week, a gentleman, (a member of the upper House,

I believe,) argued that mowing machines could not

be advantageously used in his region, because,

where the best grass grew, the surface was so un-

even ; and anv attempt to level it and make it

smooth and fit for the use of the mower, would dis-

close too many stones. Perhaps there may be a few-

fields in the central part of the State, just reclamied

from their forest condition, where this is true. Such

fields bear a very small proportion to all the lands

to be mowed. Take, for instance, the thousands of

acres of interval land, on the borders of the Con-
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necticut and its tributary streams ; take the other
|

thousands of acres of salt marsh on the shores of

the ocean ; take the many thousands of acfes of i

fresh meadows—on all these, abundant opportuni-!

ty will be found for the use of such machines.

Merely because this gentleman's premises are so

situated that he cannot use them, is no good rea-

son why others should not. I was greatly aston-

ished, to hear an eminent farmer from Worcester
county say, that he was confident mowers could

not be used on half the farms in the Common-
wealth. He did not pretend to say they could not

be used on his farm, for he admitted, that he had
tried every kind that he had heard of, and they had

worked well with him. If they had tvorkedtvell

with him, why may they not be made to work as

well with others ? I think the gentleman was a lit-

tle too much incUned to the opposite in the ground

he took ; because others had put them forward

with approbation. If I have the right idea of that

gentleman as a farmer, he will be among the last to

discard the use offaiihfuUt/ built and ivell managed
mowing machines. I am clearly of the opinion that

our farmers are about to find in these implements,

the best means of labor-saving they have ever ex-

perienced. P.

January 25, 1856.

FOURTH LEGISLATIVE AGRICULTU-
RAL MEETING.

Reported for the Farmer by E. H. Rockwell.

The fourth regular meeting of the Legislative Ag-

ricultural Society was held on Tuesday evening, in

the Hall of the House of Rejiresentatives. The

number in attendance was respectable, though not

quite equal to that at the last meeting. The sub-

ject for discussion was Manures, and their prepar-

ation. At 20 minutes after 7 o'clock, the meeting

was called to order by Dr. FlSHER, of Fitchburg,

Chairman of the Executive Committee, who invited

Hon. Simon Brown to take the chair, who, on do-

ing so, expressed his gratification that there was a

more general desire to find something to be used

on farms as fertiHzers, that would enable farmers

to reap larger crops. The attention of scientific

men, as wtII as that of farmers, has been turned to

the subject. Guano, lime, bone dust, phosphate of

lime and various specifics have been suggested and

tried, but they have not always been found to an-

swer the desired purpose. Guano applied to the

soil may produce a good crop for one year, and fail

to do so the second, and so it is with many other

fertilizers. Suppose something could be found

which is cheap, and to which all can have access,

that would almost invariably result in 2)roducing

better crops, and it would l)e thought a great point

gained to secure it. He had no doubt such a fer-

tilizer could be found within the reach of all, a fer-

tilizer that could be used without stint, and one

which would, at the same time, greatly improve the

mechanical condition of the soil, and secure larger

crops of all kinds.

That substance lies near almost every ftxrm in the

commonwealth, and is nothing more nor less than

the meadow muck, sometimes called humus, and

sometimes geine ; but best known as swamp or peat

muck.

The material of which this muck is composed was

stated to be mosses, coarse grass, leaves, aquatic

plants, and even branches and trunks of trees gone

to decay, and of the fine mould and mineral matter

which has been washed down from the hills in the

vicinity.

The effect of this muck on heavy lands is to

make them lighter, and being black, it attracts and

absorbs heat and makes cold lands warmer. Then

it contains nearly all the salts which cow dung

does, and is worth nearly as much as the fresh

droppings of the stalls and the farm. When piled

up in heaps it will not ferment and rot as cow dung

does, because it does not contain ammonia, as that

does ; or if it does, it is in an inert state, and does

not act on the compost heap. But that fermenta-

tion may be readily brought about by either potash,

soda ash, or house ashes. Either of them will

cause ammonia to be evolved, and then the heap

becomes exceedingly valuable. It not only attracts

heat, but it cools rapidly, so tha I after a hot sum-

mer day, when a great amount of heat has been at-

tracted and absorbed by rapid cooling, moisture

is deposited, and thus the plants have the benefit

of that moisture.

It should not be used immediately upon being

dug, but it is a good practice to take it from the

swamp in the autumn or winter and let it remain

in heaps, of the depth of a foot or more until the

next spring before it is spread upon the soil. It is

well to mix salt and lime or potash with it, putting

30 pounds of potash to a cord ; or 15 or 20 pounds

of soda ash ; or 8 or 10 bushels of house ashes.

This, overhauled once or twice and thoroughly

mixed and pulverized, will make one of the best

possible manures for any farm. He believed with

Dr. Dana, "that in whatever view we regard peat

muck, it is the basis on which rests the whole art

of agriculture. It is this which causes the great

difierence of physical characters. The chemical

characters are uniform. If, then, geine (or peat

muck) is the soul of fertility, if it makes soil hot,

cold, wet, dry, heavy or light, the proportion and

state in which it exists in soil becomes an agricul-

tural problem of the highest value."

Mr. Brown then closed with expressing the

hope that gentlemen present would freely give the

results of their experience and observation on the

general subject of manures and their application.

Mr. Dodge, of Sutton, regarded the subject of

manures as of the first importance. He thought

that there was scarcely a farmer in the State who

did not lose manure from his barn-yard, or neglect

to save it, to the value of $5 every year ; and if

each one lost as much from not saving from his
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hog-pen and from about the house, the total loss in

the State would be at least $300,000 a year. He
thought there was some doubt whether composts

were important for making manures. He did, how-

ever, use subsoil carted in the fall, to mix with his

barn-yard manure, with which he threw in corn

buts and other refuse matter, which remains thus

mixed till May. He used j^laster of Paris and salt,

turned on in a liquid state, so as to saturate the

whole heap with it. The heap is kept till Septem-

ber, the droppings of the cows being added every

day. The plaster is put in to preserve the ammo-
nia, and he found the salt was useful on his land,

which, as he expressed it, was hungry for salt.

The principal reason for using salt, however, was,

that it killed the weed seed. After all, he was in

doubt whether the doctrine of composting manures

was good. He would like to concentrate his ma-

nures as much as possible. There was a great deal

of labor required to cart into the yard, muck or

subsoil, and then to cart it back again on to the

land.

Mr. Dodge stated the result of an experiment

that he made in feeding a pair of twin steers for a

premium. He tied them in a stable, and the litter

used, as well as all the liquid manure, was saved in

his barn cellar, and the whole manure was weighed

and measured. Ninety-three solid bushels of ma-

nure were made in eight weeks from three tons of

hay fed to them. He thought the Hquid manure
from the stables, worth about four-fifths as much
as the solid manure.

The chairman suggested that there was little cer-

tain knowledge as to the fermentation of manure,

and there was a difference of opinion as to whether

it should be fermented at all, and as to how it

should be preserved and 'how applied.

Mr. Waters, of Beverly, was then invited to ex-

press his views on the general subject, being re-

ferred to by the chairman as a man who mows
sixty or seventy tons of hay every year . with his

own hands. [Guiding a machine.

—

Ed.]

He gave an account of his manner of composting

manure. He usually got about 200 loads of mea-

dow mud, in the month of August, out of his

swamp, which he allowed to remain in a heap dur-

ing the winter. After cleaning out his barn-yard

in the spring, he spread it to the depth of eight or

ten inches over it and under the sheds. The yard

is made lowest in the middle to catch the water

and hold it. His hogs were allowed to root over

the yard in the day time, and the cows were kept

in it at night. In the autumn it is brought up in-

to a heap. Sometimes gypsum is thrown into the

heap when it ferments. This method of making

manure was a great deal of trouble, and he had

hoped some more profitable fertilizer could be

found ; but at present he knew of none that would

take the place of this kind of manure ; and to be

successful cultivators they must do this. He agreed

that much was lost every year by not saving ma-

nure, "j^robably half a miUion of dollars, in the state.

Mr. How.ARD, editor of the Boston Cultivator,

added his testimony to the value of swamp muck.

There is a difference of opinion on the subject,

which is probably owing to the difference in the ar-

ticle Avhich goes by that name. It varies in its

composition, as it is derived from quite different

sources. He had seen that, which spread upon the

land, precisely as it was taken from its bed, pro-

duced as good an effect as the same quantity of

barn-yard manure would have done. This muck
was taken from a narrow basin in a piece of woods,

the growth of which was rock maple, v^dth some

chestnut and oak. This basin was simply a recep-

tacle for decayed leaves and the debris of the rock

which had washed down into it.

Some muck is formed from moss, one of the

simplest vegetables, and, like other aquatic vegeta-

bles, it contains little fertilizing matter. This muck
is mixed Avith the resinous matter and some sub-

stances from the trees which grow upon it, such as

the cedar, spruce, hacmatack or American larch.

They contain tannin, which is wholly insoluble,

which is imparted to the muck.

Dr. Dana says that muck needs only potash to

make it almost similar to cow dung. The potash

tends to neutralize the acid and resinous matter,

and opens the way by which the oxygen can dis-

solve that matter. But generally, perhaps, it is

better to compost muck. As an absorbent of

urine, muck is one of the best substances, because

the ammonia which is evolved, is the article

most needed to bring it into such a state that its

properties can be appropriated by plants.

The manner of composting is a distinct subject.

The application of chemistry to agriculture, even if

what is called the mineral manure theory, is thrown

out, has been of great use by setthng the question

that the leading value of all manures is the ammo-

nia which they contain. So obvious is that idea,

that in some instances the amount of ammonia has

been taken as the criterion of value. The question

then arises whether ammonia can be excited with-

out fermentation, and whether fermentation can be

produced without composting.

The leading object vnth farmers should be to

save all their manures. The value of guano as to

its ultimate results, rests still in doubt. The expe-

rience of this country does not yet prove what its

results will be, when used with other manures.

We can draw no inferences from its use in Eng-

land, because many other substances are used in

connection with it there.

In answer to a question put by the chairman,

Mr. Howard said there might be some doubt as

to whether the manures should be piled up and

fermentation produced before applying them to
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the soil, or -whether they should be applied to the

land, and plowed in, so that fermentation might

take place in the soil. In either case, it is probable

that different kinds of fermentation would result.

In the latter case, the fermentation would not be

active, and would not evolve ammonia. It is a ques-

tion whether ammonia or nitric acid is the best

form in w^hich nitrogen can be applied to plants.

If ammonia is the best, the process which produces

it is to be preferred. There might be danger that

if manures were plowed in before fermentation

took place they would work down to so great a

depth that they would lose their utility to plants.

He did not consider the question well settled,

though it is an important one.

Mr. Hall, of Bradford, was called on next, but

he said he had never used muck to any great ex-

tent because it was not found in his vicincity. He
had however seen its effects in a nursery on high

and dry ground, and never saw so handsome apple

trees of two years growth as he saw there. About

four inches of meadow muck were put at the bot-

tom of the trenches in which the trees were set out.

He then referred to another application of muck

where it is used about some young trees on setting

them out, and by which every tree was killed.

This shows the difference in different kinds of muck.

Mr. DoroE again spoke, expressing the hope

that something might be found to hold the ammo-

nia. He had used saw-dust. He did not think old

garden soil worth the expense of moving it to the

compost heap or into the barn-yard.

He hoped more attention would be given to sav-

ing liquid manures. He then stated how a friend

of his in Berkshire was saving all the manure from

800 sheep by box feeding. He believed he had

not overstated the amount lost in the common-

wealth every year, by not saving manure. He
claimed also that farming had absolutely run down

this side of the Connecticut river, and is not in as

good a state now as it was twenty-five years ago.

The value of subsoil as an absorbent was ques-

tioned by Mr. Hall. Mr. Dodge repHed that he

had tested it, and he knew nothing better for the

purpose. He had tried it where Hme would not

stop the offensive smell of a yard where beef cattle

were butchered, and it succeeded perfectly well.

Perhaps the subsoil of Worcester county is pecuUar

in that respect.

Dr. FisiiEK gave some of his experience on the

subject of saving manures. Before he commenced

he made himself familiar with the literature on the

subject, and then built a barn with a cellar cement-

ed on the bottom and sides so as to be entirely

water-tight, having a caj)acity of about 15,000 gal-

Ions. Over this the floor upon which the cattle

stand is placed, having about four feet of the width

of the floor, where the hind feet of the cattle stand,

made of oak and scantling, with spaces of an inch

and three-fourths between them, through which all

the solid and liquid manure may drop into the cellar.

The cattle stand upon this with no bedding, the

place where their fore feet are, being always dry

and clean. The sink drain from the house runs to

this cellar, and water from the roof of the barn and

sheds, so that the manure in the cellar is always

covered with hquid. The cattle are kept stalled,

throughout the year, except that the cows are let

out for exercise, and the horses for use. This liquid

manure is pimiped out, by a chain pump, and car-

ried off in a box which holds a hundred gallons. This

box can be filled and carried thirty rods and spread

upan grass ground in fifteen minutes.

He considered the hquid worth as much as the

same quantity of solid manure. The liquid ma-

nure may be applied to vines and trees at any time

in a very diluted state. He would apply it to grass

in the spring and fall, and immediately after cut-

ting off the first crop of grass. As the cattle in the

stable stand with their heads some four feet from

the openings into the cellar, he had seen no bad

effects upon their health ; nor could he discover

any smell from the cellar. His pigs have a stall

where their manure drops into the same cellar, and

his fowls,—some 250—have a separate house.

Mr. W. J. BucKMLxsTER suggested that there

might be danger in the application of manure in a

too concentrated form. He had found liquid ma-

nures to make jjlants grow faster than any other.

As ventilation, for the health of animals, was im-

portant, he thought it would be better to have the

cellar for the manure in a separate building.

Mr. Brown, the Chairman, suggested that farm-

ers must exercise a sound judgment in the selection

and use of manures, and particularly of muck.

The farmer has no mathematical rules to guide him,

but must be guided by the light of experience, in a

great degree. Meadow mud should be hauled in

the winter into heaps, where it may freeze so as to

kill the bulbous roots of the swamp grasses it con-

tains. As a deodorizer, meadow muck, when dry,

is very valuable. There is no substance, excepting

charcoal, which is equal to it. He said he expected

to see the day when this muck would be sold in

Boston, at a high profit, as a deodorizer.

Mr. Freeman, of Orleans, stated that the farm-

ers in his vicinity had long been in the habit of

using muck in connection with barn-yard manure,

and they considered it equal to stable manure.

Mr. BucKMiNSTER remarked that the meadow

mud, properly called peat muck, was that only

which was good. He considered the other kind

useless.

Mr. BRO^VN said that the best peat muck, ap-

peared, under a microscope, like thousands of nee-

dles, which are in fact the fine roots, so fine as not

to be seen by the naked eye. That which has sand

in it is least valuable.
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Mr. Darling, of Boston, added his testimony to I the highest degree of refinement and mental cuL

the value of manures Mhich have been long kept

housed.

Mr. Nye, of Sandwich, also spoke of the value

of the muck obtained in his -vicinity, even when ap-

pHed fresh firom the swamp, and without mixture

with other manures.

General Toavne, of "Worcester county, could not

agree with Mr. DoDGE that agricultm-e had gone

backward within the last twenty years. He would

not believe it, certainly, if Mr. Dodge had not

said so ; but his opinion is the end of the law. He
urged the importance of greater punctuality in

meeting, and then, at half past 9 o'clock, the meet-

ing adjom-ned till 7 o'clock next Tuesday evening,

at Avhich the same subject will be further discussed.

GIRLS SHOULD LEARIJ TO KEEP
HOUSE.

ture. Many of the most elegant and accomplished

women I have known, have looked well to their

household duties, and have honored themselves and
their husbands by so doing.

—

Anon.

No young lady can be too well instructed in any-

thing that will affect the comfort of a family

Whatever position m society she may occupy, she

needs a practical knowledge of the duties of a

house-keeper. She may be placed in such circum-

stances that it will be unnecessary for her to perform

much domestic labor ; but on this account she needs

no less knowledge than if she was obliged to pre-

side personally over the cooking stove and pantry.

Indeed, I have often thought it was more difficult

to direct others, aud requires more experience, than

to do the same work with our own hands.

Mothers are frequently so nice and particular in

their domestic arrangements, that they do not like

to give up any part of their care to theii" children.

This is a great mistake, for they are often burdened

with labor, and need relief. Children should be

early taught to make themselves useful—to assist

their parents in every way in their power, and con

sider it a pri\i]ege to do so.

Young people cannot realize the importance of a

thorough knowledge of housewifery, but those who
have suffered the hiconveniences and mortifications

of ignorance. Children should be early indulged

in their disposition to bake and experiment in cook-

ing in various ways. It is often but a troublesome

help they afford, still it is a great advantage to

them.
I know a little girl, who, at nine years old, made

a loaf of bread every week during the winter. Her
mother taught her how much yeast and flour to use,

and she became an expert baker. Whenever she is

disposed to try her skill in making simple cake and
pies, she is permitted to do so. She is thus, while

amu<suig herself, learning an important lesson. Her
mother calls her "her httle housekeeper," and she

often permits her to get what is necessary for the

table. She hangs the keys by her side, and very

musical is their jingling to her ears. I think, be-

fore she is out of her teens, upon which she has not

yet entered, that she will have some idea how to

cook.

LEGISLATIVE AGRICULTURAL MEET-
INGS.

We are glad to see this reorganization. It has

ever appeared to us that great, good might be de-

rived from these meetings if properly conducted.

The great difficulty lies in two things. One, that

there are always some of those long-winded, ever-

lasting talkers, who occupy a long time in begin-

ning, more in talking, and who, after they have

wound off six times, you find just spreading them-

selves for a speech. The other difficulty is found

in the fact, that no one feels that responsibility

rests on him, and of course no one prepares him-

self with facts gathered, condensed and arranged

for the occasion. Each one appears to go without

definite object, and expects the one who speaks be-

fore him, to furnish topics and suggestions for him
to corroborate or refute, according as the real or

fanciful relation of something he has seen or heard,

may, at the moment, dictate. If a portion of the

speakers were pledged at the pre\ious meeting,

those speakers restricted to 15 minutes, and all

others to 10, it would give a life, definiteness and
practical value, not often found in the discussion as

now conducted. There Mould be hope, also, that

some of the same spirit might be carried into the

proceedings of the Legislature, in the sessions dur-

ing the day. Every auctioneer knows if he would
sell high he must sell fast. Bidders soon find it is

now or never, competition becomes brisk and good
prices are realized. So with discussions. Let a

speaker be stopped a few times in the middle of a

long yarn, and he will soon accustom himself to

commence with his subject, stick to it while he

talks, and stop when he gets through ; and by so

doing give pleasure to all who hear him. There is

almost always agricultural talent of the highest

order, in attendance at the meetings, talent not

connected with the Legislature, and nothing but

definiteness of sulijects, time and order, is requisite

to bringing it out. But if, when raising and pre-

serving apples is the subject, one man taken half an

hour on the breed of cattle, because he is a cattle-

breeder, and another on sheep because he has

sheep to sell, and a third on underdraining, that be-

ing his hobby, another on the virtue of guana ap-

plied to corn, because he has killed the sweet corn

in his garden with it, you will have a meeting too

much like many that have been held.

—

Culturist

and Gazette, Pittsfteld.

Agriculture in Sullr'an County, N. H.—At
a recent meeting of the Executive Board of the

State Agricultural Society, the Committee on

Farms awarded the Jirst premium of $40 to Ezi-a

J, GHdden, Esq., of Unity, for the best cultivated

farm in the State ; and the second premium of $30
for the second best.to Ebenezer Pike, of Cornish,

Some mothers give their daughters the care of I These awards establish the fact, as we understand

house-keeping, each a week by turns. It seems it, that "Little Sullivan" stands^two degrees ahead

to me a good arrangement, and a most useful part of any other county in the matter of first class

of their education. farms. It is a distinction worth bragging over.

—

Domestic labor is by no means incompatible withljV*. H. Spectator, JVeivport.
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THE LODGE PEAR.

smith's BORDEN A.'V^ OF SOME COLLECTIONS.

This portrait of the Lodge Pear is a good one

The fruit grew in the garden of Col. Wilder, of

Dorchester, who not only furnished that in its

season, but has kindly sent us the following history

and description

:

The Lodge pear was brought to notice about

twenty years since by the late Col. Carr, of Phila-

adelphia, and was supposed to be a seedling

fruit of that vicinity. Within a few years it has

been disseminated from Hartford, Conn., as Smith's

Bordenave, having been received in an invoice of

trees imported from France into that city, either

without a name, or one which was subsequently

lost. Whatever its origin may have been, it pos-

sesses excellent characteristics, and is worthy of ex-

tensive cultivation.

Size, rather above medium, three and a half

inches long, including stem, by two and a half in

diameter; form, acute, pyriform, broad across the

middle, some specimens inclining to obovate, out-

line and surface a little irregular; calyx, small,

sunk in moderately deep basin ; stem, one inch long,

rather stout and curs'ed, sometimes swollen at the

base and set without depression ; color, dull green.

overcast with a thin coat of russet
; Jlesh, greenish

white, very melting and juicy
; flavor, rich, vinous,

with a distinct high brown beurre aroma ; maturity,

first of October
;
quality, very good.

The tree is hardy, but not very vigorous, except

when grafted on the leading shoots of old trees.

It produces abundant crops, which adhere strongly

to the branches during the autumnal gales, and the

fruit keeps well for one of its season.

For the New England Farmer.

UPLAND CRANBERRY.
Messrs. Editors :—I know that you are interest

ed, and are glad to receive' information in regard

to any new fruit that may come into use from any

section of our country. I have recently had my
attention called to an upland cranberry, found on

sterile hill-sides and barren, cold lands, near the

upper lakes in Canada. Prof. F. Shepard,^ of New
Haven, from whom I gained my information, and

from whom I received a sample of the berries,

says that he has seen them in great abundance on

his exploring expeditions, and that they almost

cover the ground in places where but very little

vegetable matter can be found, and look beautiful,

with their bright flaming red color.
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The berries are smaller and more round than
the low vine. When prepared for sauce it is not

as acid, and has a peculiar rich flavor, and is very

highly esteemed by those persons who are able to

{)rocure them. The vines are very much like our

ow cranberries, and yield more abundantly. If

they can be introduced into the Avaste, cold unpro-
ductive parts of the United States, they must be
very remunerative and valuable to the producer. It

is my intention to obtain some of the plants in May
of this year, and hope to be able to supply those

who wish to try the experiment.

jYew Haven, Ct. F. Trowbridge.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
OLD PASTURES— BASKET WILLOW.

Mr. Editor :—Is it best to plow old pastures
that are run out, or let them remain, provided no
manure is to be plowed in ? (a.) I believe here
the majority of farmers are against plowing, but

my own judgment leans to the other side Perhaps
Massachusetts men are better able to decide cor-

rectly than we, as their farms are much older.

Is there any other variety of the basket willow

as profitable to cultivate for market as the Purpu-
rea, or bitter purple willow? (b.) Perhaps your
correspondent from Sherborn, as he is a manufac-
turer, can answer this question.

Greenboro', Ft. Benj.vmin Comings.

Remarks.—(a.) It is doubtful, certainly, wheth-

er it is best to go to the expense of plowing old

pastures, and re-seeding, without the application of

manure. It would be a contest for the mastery

between the weeds and grass, in which the former

would be quite likely to succeed best. Would it

not be better to take an acre, plow, manure and

seed it, and as opportunity presents, continue it ?

In this way what is done, would be well done, and

would afford a profit.

(6.) The Triandra, Forbyana and Purpurea,

make a comi)lete assortment for basket-makers,

supplying all their wants, according to an article

on the subject prepared by Mr. Charles Downing.

He places the Purpurea last, but says it is valuable

in all respects as an osier.

HOW TO get an asparagus BED.

Mr. Editor :—I want to set out an asparagus
bed. Will you inform me, through your columns,
which time is best, spring or autumn, and how
deep it should be set, and how long after planting
the seed it should be set out ? After it is set out,

how many years should it grow before it is fit to

cut for use ? j. H.
Marlboro', 1856.

Remarks.—We cannot do better than to pre-

sent the following, from the Rural JVeiv- Yorker,

which we find at hand :

The Asparagus Bed.—"How shall I get an as-

paragus bed ?" asks one of our subscribers. We
will try and give the information desired.

To begin with the beginning—the seed may be
sown in autumn or early in the spring, in a good
loamy soil. Select good and ripe berries, putjthem

in water, and when slightly fermented, the seed

can easily be washed from the pulp and dried.

One ounce will grow a thousand plants. Sow in

drills an inch deep, about one foot apart and cover

with fine soil, pressed down lightly. Keep the

weeds out, stir the soil often, and thin the plants to

six inches apart in the drills. At one year old se-

lect the best and thriftiest plants to form your bed.

The asparagus bed should be open to the morn-
ing sun. And it is better if protected from the

north and east, yet open to light and air. It should

be very rich, and on this, more than anything else,

depends the amount and value of the product. Dig
uj) a loamy, porous soil two feet deep, intermixing

largely and thoroughly with manure to within six

inches of the top ; this should be filled with gar-

den loam. Then take the young plants from the

seed bed—injuring the roots as little as possible

—

and carefully set out in rows two feet apart, one
foot apart in the row. Then cover the bed two
inches deep with dark colored soil, made by a
mixture of charcoal dust and muck, and sprinkle

salt until the surface is white again. This will keep
down the Aveeds and promote the growth of the

asparagus, which, it should be remembered, orig-

inated on the sta-shore.

In autumn remove the dead stalks and cover the

bed three inches deep with stable manure, to be
forked in the spring, with another dressing of salt.

Let the stalks grow the first and second year with-

out cutting, that the roots may get well established

;

the third year the asparagus will be fit to cut, and
Avill, Avith similar treatment each fall and spring

—

with perhaps a slight addition of earth to prevent

the roots from coming too near the surface—con-

tinue to yield well for many years*

Remember, room, a rich, warm soil, moist, but

well drained, and salt enough to prevent the growth
of weeds, are peculiarly beneficial to the aspara-

gus plant. With these, and good care, one cannot

fail to have that inmate of all good gardens, an as-

paragus bed.

fine yield OF POTATOES.

Mr. Editor :—Noticing in your valuable paper

a report of a large jield of potatoes, by friends

Knowlton and Cross, I will give you my success in

raising the same kind, (the Jenny Lind,) in the

rocky town of Shelburne. The past season I have

dug from eleven rows, eleven rods long, (about

twenty-two rods of land,) seventy-five bushels ofpo-

tatoes- Although I did not weigh any of them,

yet I think I might have weighed some which would
fully equal Ashfield "whoppers."

Shelburne, Jan. 7, 1856. Reuben Nims.

TIME TO CUT TIMBER—WILLOW FOR FENCES.

I wish to inquire the right time to cut timber

and not have it powder post ? Is the basket wil-

low good for fencing ? Has any one tried it, so as

to know how it ought to be managed between pas-

tures, or between pasture and meadow ? What
length of time, and what kind of willow is the

best ? What distance apart, and what kind of land

is the best ? How many years before it will make
a permanent fence, or will they be always browsed

so that they are not of any value. If you, or any

one of your subscribers, will give light on these ques-

tions, you will do a favor to many of your sub-

scribers. A. B.

Salisbury, Ft.
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PLOWING AND MANURING ORCHARDS—CANADA
THISTLES.

Mr. Editor :—I wish to have your judgment as

to the best manure for me to use upon an orchard

which I propose to plow in the spring. There are

some 2^ acres, of a claj'ey loam soil, gently undu-

lating, with a slight northwestern inclination.

It was planted about 7 years since, and has had,

1 judge, about an equal share of cultivation and

neglect since—the owner ha\ang gone west four

years since.

It came into my possession last spring, and I find

that the last summer, though the trees seem to

thrive, and for the second appearance of fruit, did

well, yet the weeds and grass had a strife for pos-

session, in which the grass came out second best.

The weeds most numerous and troublesome are the

white daisy, and a large, coarse weed, with yellow

blossoms, called by some, John's-wort.

Now the question is, as to using stable manure,

ashes, lime, poudrette, super-phosphate, &c., &c.,

either singly or mixed, and if it is best to give a

heavy dressmg this year, or moderately for two or

three years to come?
Is there any better way to cure Canada thistles

than to salt them ? D. F. M.

Remarks.—Cover your orchard land well with

stable manure, and plow it in, but plow with great

care, or you will injure the roots. After plowing,

apply ten bushels of ashes to the acre, and harrow

it in, and your trees will "drop fatness," after the

roots have got fairly hold of such dressing.

Cut the Canada thistle when in blossom, and

when dry burn them where they grew. Apply

brush and other rubbish, if you have it at hand.

But plowing and cultivating is best.

ACCIDENTS AND DISEASES OF CATTLE.

Mr. Editor :—Ten years ago next April I had
a cow burst so badly that she grew poor and weak

;

for seven or eight days I could get no one to re-

lieve hf r, when she failed so rapidly as soon not to

be abl& i ( rise alone. With the aid of a farrier I

then cut through the skin a slit about eight inches

long, and ])ut back the small intestines, which were
all down in the skin in front of her bag. We
closed up the skin with a strong waxed thread, and
she gradually recovered and brought a calf the

next spring, and so on for seven years in succes-

sion, when I fattened her.

In reply to some inquiries about the horn ail, I

would say that I cured several creatures, so far gone
that they could not rise without help, by taking a

bag that would hold a quart or more of equal

parts of soft soap and fine salt, filling it and tying

it on top of the head to each horn. Let it remain
several days, and apply another if the cure is not

effected. B. Martin.
East Corinth, Ft.

how to prepare wheat for SOWING.

Wash the wheat clean, drain off the water and
add two quarts of coarse-fine salt to a bushel. Let
it stand from 24 hours to a week, and stir it occa-

sionally. When ready to sow, drain off the brine,

spread the wheat on the barn-floor and sprinkle it

with slaked lime until it is in condition to be scat-

tered in sowing easily. I never knew smut or the

weevil to attack wheat prepared in this manner.

Dublin, JV. K, 1856. JosEPHUS Snow.

about mixing manures.

Mr. Editor :—As this is a good time to draw
out manure, will you please tell me, through your

paper, which is the best to put into my heap, plas-

ter or muriate of lime ? It may be, some of your

readers have tried both, and can tell from experi-

ence.

Milford, Jan., 1856. L. A.

Remarks.—We would not advise either. Haul

out the manure, pile it up snugly, and cover it with

old muck, if you have it. In the spring, after you

have dressed your land with this manure, then, on

a portion of it apply the muriate of lime, and on

another portion apply the plaster. Keep an exact

account of the transaction, and through the sum-

'ner note the appearance of the crop, and in the

autumn, the result.

You will find this course more satisfactory than

by mixing all your fertilizers in a promiscuous

heap.

mtiat is the effect of bone meal ?

Mr. Editor :—Will you have the goodness

through your valuable paper to tell me the proper-

ties and effect of bone meal upon cattle and fowls,

and how often, and what quantities, should be giv-

en ? A Subscriber.

JVasftwa, Jan., 1856.

Remarks.—^When "A Subscriber" remembers

that in every one hundred pounds of the bones of

his cows, there is fifty-Jive and a half pounds of

phosphate of lime, and then remembers that those

bones are principally drawn from his pastures and

fields, he will become satisfied that long and con-

stant cropping must exhaust that substance. The

term, phosphor, is from two Greek words which

mean "to shine," "to bring," that is, to bring light,

because when exposed to the air it smokes, shines

in the dark, takes fire by mere rubbing, and burns

with a large bright flame. Phosphorus, in chem-

istry, is a combustible substance, of a yellow color,

and resembling fine wax. It exists in all animals

and plants, though in comparatively small quanti-

ties. Phosphoiic acid is obtained by burning a

piece of phosphorus under a glass, where the

white fumes of acid will condense on the cool in-

side of the vessel in the form of a white powder,

which speedily absorbs moisture from the air, and

runs to a Hquid. This liquid is called phosphoric

add, and is very sour and corrosive. It combines

with potash, Hme, &c., and then makes what we

call a phosphate, that is, the phosphate of lime., &c.,

and the bones of animals contain a large propor-

tion of this acid, chiefly in combination with lime

and magnesia.

After long-continued cropping of fields and pas-

tures, without returning much manure, this sub-
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stance is exhausted, the cattle do not obtain a suf-

ficient quantity of bone-making material, and con-

sequently sicken, and sometimes die. Young chil-

dren, fed principally upon arrow-root, and other

edibles which are nearly pure starch, often suffer

exceedingly for the want of the proper bone-mak-

ing substances.

We think "A Subscriber" will now clearly see

what are the "properties and effects of bone meal

upon cattle." Give it as often, and in quantities as

much, as the creature will eat in an unmixed state

;

or, it may occasionally be mixed with a little meal,

or sprinkled upon wet hay. We are alwaps happy

to find the attention of the reader turned to such

points—they are of importance to the farmer.

HOr-BEDS—EARLY BEET AND CABBAGE

—

S^T;ET

POTATO SLIPS.

Mr. Editor :—I am one of the constant readers

of the JV. E. Farmer, and I want to make a few

inquiries through its columns. I want to start

some vegetables under glass, and my sashes will

cover about forty square feet. How shall I build

the frame ? How deep must the manure be ? (a.)

What is the earliest beet and cabbage ? (b.) Can
I find sweet potatoes in the market at a suitable

time for starting slips ? how early must they be

planted ? (c.)

Hanson, Jan., 1856.

Remarks.—(a.) The following description of a

hot-bed, from "Bridgman's Gardener's Assistant,"

will be in point

:

Some gardeners make their beds on the level

ground, but it is always safest to make them in pits

from eighteen inches to two feet deep ; in order to

do this, the pits should be dug in autumn, or a heap
of dung may be deposited on the ground intended

for the beds before the frost sets in, and good
earth may be obtained from the pits without diffi-

culty.

The frames should be made of good sound
planks ; the back plank may be two feet wide, and
the end ones may be so sloped as to make fifteen-

inch plank do for the front. A frame calculated

for four sashes, of three feet in width by six m
length, as above described, should be nearly thir-

teen feet long, and about six broad at the top.

The frame being set over the pit, and properly

fastened, the fresh dung should be spread regular-

ly m the pit to the depth of twenty to twenty-four

inches ; if the dung be in a good heating condition,

cover it six or eight inches deep with mould, then

lay on the sashes, and protect the beds from the

inclemency of the weather. In two or three days

the rank steam will pass off; it ^vill then be neces-

sary to stir the mould before the seed be sown, to

prevent the growth of young weeds that may be

germinating ; then sow the seed either in shallow

drills or broad-cast, as equally as possible, reserving

a small quantity of the warm mould to be sown
lightly over the seed.

(6.) The Bassano beet and early York cabbage

are considered the earliest.

(c.) Sweet potato slips are usually sold by Messrs.

Rand & Darling, Quincy Market, about the season

for setting,—first of June.

GRAY LIME AND WHITE—CHARCOAL.

I wish to ask the following questions of you, or

some of your able correspondents

:

Is gray lime as good for farming purposes as the
white ? I mean as a manure.
What sort of soil is most benefited by charcoal ?

and is coal made from hemlock, or other soft wood,
as good as that made from hard wood, as a fertili-

zer, and what is the best way to apply it ? to keep
it on, or near the toj) of the soil, or bury it in deep.

Jan., 1856. c. w.

A SMALL AND CHEAP SUMMER-HOUSE.

Mr. Editor :—Will you give us a plan for a
small and cheap summer-house, upon wliich vines

may run, and in an unpretending garden; and di-

mensions of lumber for the same.
Yarmouth, Maine, 1856. O. A. Hill.

Remarks.—Such a summer-house is a beautiful

feature in a garden, and we hope some of our cor-

respondents will tell us how it should be construct-

ed. _
HOW TO TELL GOOD EGGS.

Mr. Brown :—In a good egg the small end is

always cold, and the big end warm. They can be
tested by touching the tongue to the small end,

and then to the large end ; any one can observe the

difference. w. R. S.

Petersburgh, Jan. 14, 1856.

For the Aew England Farmer.

ON RAISING STOCK.
Having had considerable experience in the rais-

ing of stock, I wish to state through the columns

of the Farmer, a few facts connected with it.

There is a mistaken idea prevalent among many
farmers, that if a creature is fed high while young,

it will naturally be tender, and must so be fed

through life to be kept in good condition. A thing

that is worth doing at all, is worth well doing; if

farmers would have fine, well proportioned cattle,

they must be well cared for during their first years,

and this is the main point ; if a calf is kept grow-

ing all of the time the first year, the probability is

that it will make a fine creature, if it have enough
even of poor hay to eat. My method of raising

calves is this ; let them suck one-halt' the cow gives

for four or five weeks, keeping fine hay before

them, and giving them, once a day, a handful of

meal or oats, or a few crusts of bread soaked in

water, then learn them to drink porridge made of

skim milk and buckwheat flour, or meal that has

been sifted. In this way they seldom scour at all

;

and if one does, I take a little white pine charcoal,

finely pulverized, and mixed with lard enough to

make it adhere, spread this mixture on a piece of

bread, and give it, which is a certain cm-e. I feed

in this way until they are three months old, when
they will do to wean. A few oats should be given

once a day a while longer. During the first winter

they should be kept in a warm stable, and have all

the good hay they will eat; after this they will

grow well and keep in good condition on meadow
hay. In this way it is no uncommon thing for my
three years old steers to weigh 3,000 lbs.

And what is true of calves, is true of colts in a
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greater degree, as it is the symmetry of form, and, horse to inin a race that the crowd "that pays" may
gracefuhiess of movement in the horse, in which have an opportunity to gratify a strange curiosity

consists his liighest value. If the colt is allowed that seems to exist in the breasts of the Yankees,

to become stinted while young, all the high keep- We might ask the managers of these societies

ing that can be given in after Ufe never can restore
;
that annually throw away their monej- on this ra-

that which he has lost. I have known a man who ' cing business, this question—are you expending the

•wished to raise up a tough horse for his o\Ml\ use,
j

money committed to your charge in a manner cal-

who kept his colt in an open shed, with nothing but culated to give permanent satisfaction? And of

poor hay to eat, and it was tough indeed ; tough to i the members of these societies I would ask, are

look at, tough to drive, and a sorry looking thing
j

your officers spending your money as you wish to

altogether. A colt should be kept in a warm sta- 1 to have them ? Are you willing to have forty or

ble, with plenty of good hay, a pint of oats and & fijly dollars paid for the best specimen of "horse-

pint of sliced carrots a day, during the first winter, womanship," when your wife or daughter receives

and here I would say, that I consider grooming of but three or four dollars as the highest premium
as much importance as good keeping ; farmers, as a

general thing, pay too Httle attention to this ; a

good rubliing from head to foot, once a day, is

worth as mucli to a horse as two quarts of oats.

If farmers would keep three things in view, in re-

gard to young animals, we should soon see a great

improvement in the stock of New England, which
are these—feed, feed well, feed high. A. F.

West Brookfield, 1856.

Remarks.—Capital suggestions-

given for the best butter, cheese or bread ? No
and I hope the officers of all the agricultural soci-

eties will consider well what they are doing before

they conclude to give away half or a quarter, or in

shoit, any of the money which is distributed in pre-

miums, to those who can best run or race a horse.

Pray remember those who have exerted themselves

to raise fruit and vegetables, to make bread, cheese

and butter, to bring specimens of their handiwork,

j

that your halls may be ffiled. And if any person

and as true as should prefer horse-racing to bread and butter, or

they are capital. Hope to hear from A. F. again.

For the New England Farmer.

HORSE RACING AT CATTLE SHOWS.

Mr. Editor :—Can you tell us how it happens
that within a year or two, the time at our cattle

shows, instead of being devoted to the legitimate

objects of such gatherings, is devoted to horse-ra-

cing ? And not not only that, but a large part of

the money raised and set aside for jirizes, given for

the best specimens of female equestrianism ? Is it

Eossible, that, in this enlightened age, we are wil-

ng to sustain horse-racing, with all its attendant

evils too numerous to mention ? that which our

good fathers and mothers have labored to warn us

against, and to shun as the places where vice and im-
morality did abound. This practice has been dis-

countenanced by the good and moral for ages

;

and now, that it presents itself in a new form, un-

der the name of cattle shows, thousands, both old

and young, are in attendance ; the grey headed, who
ought to be too wise to be seen there, and the

young and thoughtless, who drink in the excitement

of the hour, Mith all the evil they see and hear, as

they would the most luscious sweets. Horse-racing

has become the most important part of the per-

formances, beside which, an able and well delivered

address would be called poor and insipid, and not

•worth listening too.

It is said by way of excuse for all this, that it

draws a crowd, and it pays, and this is all that can
be said in favor of the thing. All very true. So
it would draw a crowd and doubtless pay, to have
a puppet show, Jim Crow dancers, a circus, or

something of that sort, but do you think it would
tend to promote the noble art of agriculture ? For
one, I think otherwise, and am determined to raise

my voice against the increasing e\il. More than
once when I have witnessed the races, I have been
led to remark that the ladies would do better to be
at home, making bread or butter, or still better, be
able to bring a specimen of those articles to the

fair, that they might compete for the prizes offered,

rather than to show themselves mounted on a fast

fruit, then I say, let him have his fill and live on

that as long as he can, for he does not deserve any
of the bread or the butter. More at another time.

Middlesex.
JVewton Centre, Jan. loth, 1856.

Remarks.—There is a diversity of opinion in re-

gard to trotting-courses on our Fair Grounds. We
are willing to yield room for a pertinent discussion

of the question.

For the New England Farmer.

ABOUT FARM ACCOUNTS.

The neighbors of Shoemaker A. expressed sur-

prise on hearing that he had made a purchase of

real estate. It was not so sm-prising an affair, after

all. The observation of A. had learned him that

lucky ])urchases were made in a dull market. He
had "the money, and thought it would bo a safe in-

vestment, and having been brought up on a fann-

and ha-\ing a taste for agriculture, the management
of a piece of land would be to him a relaxation in-

stead of a care. A.'s purchase consisted of a small

farm of twenty acres, "be they more or less," with-

out buildings, they having recently been destroyed

;

situated -nithin half a mile of his shop and the Post-

office. A.'s first step was to hire a surveyor to

measure and draw a plan of his land, when he found

he had nearly an acre more than he expected,

which more than ])aid the expense.

The trees next became the object of particular

attention ; they^were^pruned and washed, and every-

thing done for them that promised to promote

their advancement. The labor was all hired, the

manure for composting was all bought, the crops

were all sold, and accm-ate accounts kept of the

same. What time A. spent in managing and keep-

ing accounts of the land, the agricultural paper,

&c., were all charged to real estate.

At the end of three years, the hay crop had

been doubled, and all the other crops greatly in-

creased. A. became desu'ous of changing his resi-

dence, and consequently of selling his farm. The
farm was advertised in the agricultural paper that
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had the greatest circulation in the vicinity, and a

purchaser soon appeared to inquire the price, which
he informed A. was altogether too high.

Then the value of the accounts A. had kept for

his own amusement become manifest. By them he
then was able to show that the net income of the

farm was ten per cent, on the amount asked. The
farm was sold for a handsome advance on the whole
cost, which A. thinks, he owes mostly to his ac-

counts. A. thinks the fuller the farmer's accounts

of his crops, cost of cultivation, and net income of
his farm, the better advantage he has when he
wants to sell ; the better chance he has of getting

a fair price for his fiirm ; and that no farm work pays
better than that of keeping as accurate accounts as

possible of all farm aifairs.

A.'s conclusion is certainly reasonable ; is it not

•worthy of being endorsed and acted upon ?

Brookfidd, 1856. Yeom.\n.

I now give you a statement of the proceeds

1850, picked 17 bushels, sold 15

bbls.,

1851,
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ety, is a problem that farther time must determine,

so far as I am concerned. In harvesting, I person-

ally inspected the produce of ten hills, each seeded

with a single potato, and the average yield was
thirty-four and a fraction, ranging in size from that

of a robin's egg to a circumference of 7 to 9 inch-

es, about one-half medium to full size quoted,
|

than common whitewash,

and remaining half from medium down to the size

first mentioned. Of seven varieties which I raise,

equally great difference in size prevailed, Avith the

exception of White Chenangoes ; they were few in

the hill in comparison with all the others, but in

size uniformly large, although much affected by the

disease. I am of opinion that the variety is worthy

of cultivation with a view to general use, not only

on account of its early variety, but for its excellent

baking qualities. Will not others who produce the

the seeds for trial give their experience through
your valuable journal ? Middlesex.

Jan. 3d, 1856.

For i'awn color, add 4 lbs. umber, 1 lb. Indian

Red, and 1 lb. lampblack.

For grey or stone color, add 4 lbs. raw umber
and 2 lbs. lampblack.

The color may be put on with a common white-

wash brush, and will be found much more durable

Scientific American.

For the New England Farmer.

WATERING CATTLE.

THE OLD HOMESTEAD.
Whene'er the happiest time is come

That to the year belongs,

Of uplands bright with harvest gold,

And meadows full of songs

—

When fields of j-et unripened corn,

And daily garnering stores,

Remind the thrifty husbandman
Of ampler thrashing floors

—

How pleasant from the din and dust

or Uie thoroughfare aloof,

Seems the old-fashioned homestead,

With steep and mossy roof !

When home the woodman plods, with axe

Upon his shoulder swung,

And in the knotted apple tree

Are scythe and sickle hung

—

When light the swallows twitter

'Neath the rafters of the shed,

And the table on the ivied porch

With decent care is spread

—

The heart is light and freer

Than beats in populous town,

In the old fashioned homestead.

With gables sharp and brown.

When the flowers of summer perish

In the cold and bitter rain.

And the little birds with weary wings

Have gone across the main

—

When curls the blue smoke upwards

Up towards the bluer sky,

And cold along the naked hills,

And white the snow-drifts lie

—

In tales of love and glory,

Is forgot the cloud and storm.

In the old fashioned homestead,

With hearthstone large and wartu.

Whitewash for Out-houses and Fences.—
Take a clean barrel that will hold water. Put into

it half a bushel of quicklime, and slack it by pour-

ing over it boiling water, sufficient to cover it four

or five inches deej), and stirring it until slaked.

When quite slaked, add two pounds of sulphate of

zinc, which may be had at any of the druggists, and

one of common salt, which in a few days will cause

whitewash to harden on the wood work. Add suffi

cient water to bring it to the consistency of thick

whitewash.

To make the above wash of a pleasant cream
color, add 3 lbs. yellow ochre.

Being under the necessity of going out in this

driving storm of snow to see that my stock are

watered at the neighboring brooks, has impressed

on my mind the loss I am suffering by not having

provided water for them in their stalls, or in the

barn-yard adjoining. This same brook loins with-

in two hundred feet of the barn, where, at an ex-

pense not exceeding $50, machinery could be placed

that by the power of the water itself, would yield a

constant supply of pure water for as many cattle as

the barn will accommodate. That this is so, I

know, because on my neighbor's farm, where he

keeps constantly fifty or more cows, and as many
oxen, horses, and other animals, as are needed on
a large farm, for the last^^ye years, he has obtained

all the water they needed, both winter and summer
from a small pond in his pasture distant 2500 feet f

forced through a lead pipe, by a fall of only 13 feet

head—the original cost of the preparation did not

exceed $200. Here then, at an expense not ex-

ceeding $20 a year, is obtained a convenience that

is equivalent to the services of one man, and an ad-

ditional benefit, more than double this saving.

Think also of the saving made, in the droppings of

the animals, one-half of which would be lost by
their roaming abroad, and irretrievably lost, when
dropped in and floated away with the stream.

—

This is no fancy picture ; instances of this kind may
be seen in every farming village ; aye, more, we
have known farmers who have boasted of their

convenience of watering their cattle at the brooks,

or neighboring j3onds, as their fathers for a hun-
dred years had done before them. It is perfectly

easy to demonstrate, that the loss sustained in fer-

tihzers, by this careless usage, in this period, at a

moderate valuation, would exceed the present value

of the farm, at a high valuation. So much for heed-

lessly going on in the steps of those who have been
before us, without regard to consequences.

January 1st, 1856. \*

Remarks.—The above communication is an ex-

ceedingly valuable one. It is the notice of such

practical, every day wants of the farmer, that gives

an agricultural paper much of its value. Water

arrangements are generally expensive, we are aware

but that should not deter one from making a be-

ginning. We know a good farmer—one of the best

—who pumped water forty years, for forty head

of cattle per day. Now this would require at least

a minute for each animal, twice a day, making eigh-

ty minutes, and of very hard work, too. At length

after wearing out some dozen pumps, and pretty

nearly wearing out himself, he dug a well in the

side of a hill twenty-one hundred feet from his barn,

put in a half-inch gutta percha pipe, and for several
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years past has had the felicity of seeing the water

run down hill by its own gravity, and filling his

ample troughs to overflowing, where the cattle may

slake their thirst at mil. It also serves for many
other purposes, and all accomplished at a cost of

one hundred and fifty dollars.

GROUND PLAN OF A CONVENIENT
BARN.

This barn is 38 by 65, on the gi-ound ; 20 feet

posts, with small ventilator on the roof; two win-

dows in each gable end, of 12 lights each; 4 vdn-

dows in the stable, of 6 lights each ; a long window

over the great doors two Ughts high; all 9 by 12

glass.

The driveway in the centre, 12 feet wide ; the

entrance door to stable in the centre; entrance to

manure shed at each end.

Jl, bay for hay. B, driveway, or barn floor.

C, is a crib, or stancheon, placed 2 feet 4 inches

from the line of driveway. D, platform for cows,

4 feet 2 inches, with 2 inches pitch. E. trench be-

hind cows, 22 inches wide, and 5 inches deep. F,

walk back of cows, 3 feet 8 inches wide, with scut-

tles at suitable distances, with wrought hinges. G,

manure shed, 7 feet deep, built of wood, 10 feet

wide, with a 5 foot entrance in the centre to the

stable.

The floor over the driveway should be framed so

as to be movable, either 7 feet, lOh, or 14 feet in

height, for convenience in storing coarse fodder.

The tie stancheon should lean from the animal

at the top, 5 inches in 6 feet in height, and the space

between the stancheons at tlie bottom should be an

inch and a half wider than at the top—say 6^ at

top and 8 inches at bottom.

A di%ision wall nms under the crib the whole

length of the barn, to divide the manure cellar

from the main one under bay and driveway.

The object of a manure shed, in addition to the

cellar under the cow stable, is to leave the cellar

room free in which to deposit muck and loam, keep

it from freezing, and have it convenient to mix with

the droppings in the manure shed ; also, to keep

the evaporations of the manure from ascending

to the barn to injure the hay and be breathed by

the cattle. Two or three scuttles should be made

in the crib throught which to drop muck.

Two ventilating pipes should be placed on the

outside of the main building, 18 by 12 inches, com-

mencing on the roof of the manure shed, and ex-

tending nearly to the eaves of the barn, with cap on

top, and opening at three sides.

If the cellar is made tight there should be small

windows in opposite sides of the cellar, made to

open at pleasure.

MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL
CLUB.

It is well known that we have in this State the

old Massachusetts Society for the Promotion of

Agriculture, a State Board of Agriculture, and one

or more agricultural associations m each coimty in

the State, and a Legislative Agricultural Society,

holding its meetings one evening in each week, dur-

ing the session of the Legislature. It may not be so

well known, however, that there is but one in all

these associations, open to the public, where any

may go in and take a part in the discussions—and

these discussions are held in the evening.

The State Board of Agriculture has ample rooms

at the State House, where meetings might be held

during some convenient hours of the day, and

where the people, not only of our own State, but of

all the surrounding States, could meet and engage

in conversation, discussions, or for the arrangement

of any business, having relation to agricultural pro-

gress.

We suggest, therefore, the propriety of forming

a Massachusetts Jlgricultural Club, and that the

State Board of Agriculture be requested to allow it

the use of one of its rooms at the State House,

where a meeting may be holden, at 12 o'clock, noon,

on one day of each week. The Club, of course, to

be regularly organized. Such an arrangement

would accommodate himdreds who find it entirely

inconvenient to attend the evening meetings at the

State House, and it would afford opportunity for

the farmers, gardeners, drovers, and all others to go

in and pass an hour or more without much mter-

ruption to their business, and without being away

from home over night. Who will take up the mat-

ter and help it along ?
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For the New England Farmer.

HOW TO RAISE FOREIGN GRAPES
UNDER GLASS.

Mr. Editor :—My information on the subject

of raising foreign grapes under glass, has been de-

rived from observation, the reading of some jjubli-

cations on grape culture, and the experience I

have gained by experimenting upon their sugges-

tions. In the first place I will give you the plan of

my vinery, and the preparation of the border. The
vinery is 34 feet long by 16 wide; the sills are

placed upon seven brick piers on a side, rising

three feet above the ground, with a span roof, run-

ning north and south. The sides are boarded with

matched boards up to the sills, and the ends the

same on each side of the doors. The rafters are 12

feet long. The sashes two lengths, three of the top

ones on the west side slide over the bottom. The
ends are also of glass, above the ceiling, three feet

from the ground. There are two ventilators about

six feet long and eight inches wide, on each side

under the sills, which open and shut, and a door at

the centre of the north and south ends, all of which
can be opened to admit air when necessary.

I have a hydrant at one end of the building, un-

der which I keep a barrel of water standing, and a

hose, by which 1 can water the border and sprinkle

the vines in a short time. The border is the

length of the building, and 19 feet wide on each

side of the walk, which extends through the centre

of the house; being 7 feet inside and 12 outside of

the building. The soil was removed two and a

half feet in depth. The bottom was filled about

six inches with oyster shells and small round
stones, to prevent the roots from soaking on a wet
bottom. The turfs taken from the top of the

ground were laid on the shells and stones, then a

laying of compost, and then a laying of bones from
the slaughter house, mostly catties' heads, and filled

up with a mixture of loam, muck, leached ashes,

scraps of old leather, lime, rubbish, bones and ma-
nure, raising it about six inches above the ground.
As it was placed on a gravelly foundation, I have
thought a drain to take off the water unneceesary.

Downing says of grape culture, respecting the soil,

that "it should be dry and light, deep and rich."

Dead carcasses, which are reccommended by some
writers, I think entirely unnecessary. The cost of

the building and border was about four hundred
dollars.

The beginning of April, 1853, I planted 24 grape
vines, 12 on each side, which I had of Parsons &
Co., of Flushing, L. I. There were 11 varieties,

but mostly black Hamburgh. The roots were well

spread out, just outside of the building, and covered
with about three inches of soil, and the vines

brought in under the ceiling to the inside, and tied

to the wires about ten inches from the glass, after

the buds began to push. It being important to

keep the house and border moist the first part of

the season, the inside was watered three or four

times a week, and the sines sprinkled almost every

day, and the outside was watered near the roots

with soap-suds once a week. The most of the

vines reached the top of the vinery by the middle
of August. The house was opened as the heat be-

gan to increase, and shut before sunset. The ther-

mometer, when the weather would allow, was kept
between 70'^ and 80°, and not over 90*^, unless the

temperature without was higher. After the first

of September, I watered but seldom. The first of

December I cut back the cane to within four feet

of the ground, and laid them down inside and cov-

ered with tan bark. The 2d year, 1854, I uncover-

ed the vines the tenth of April, and opened the

house as the season would allow, and after the

buds began to push, lied them to the wires. 'Aliout

the first of June they began to show fruit. I

pinched off the most of them, and did not allow

over three bunches to grow on a vine the first year

of bearing, and not more than one cluster on
a spur. Watering the border was continued three

or four times a week in the morning, but sprink-

ling the vines was discontinued while the fruit

was in blossom. When the fruit was formed, 1

pinched ofi"the end of the spur an inch beyond the

first leaf above the bunch, and kept all the laterals

back to M'ithin about 12 inches of the cane. When
the fruit became the size of a pea, I commenced
thinning them out with a pair of sharp pointed

scissors, taking the small ones first. This was done

twice in the course of two or three weeks, taking

about one-half of the number. The first of July

and the first of August, I sprinkled two pounds of

sulphur each time on the ground in the middle of

the day to prevent mildew. When the vines

reached the top of the vinery, they were pinched

off, but two or three laterals were left to grow a

few weeks longer to prevent the buds from burst-

ing. There were about fifty bunches, weighing

from ten ounces to one pound. One vine, the Syr-

ian, had three bunches weighing from two and a

half to three pounds, and some few of the l^lack

Haniburghs, over one pound. In seventeen months
from the time of planting, some of the bunches

were ripe. In the fall I covered the outside bor-

der with manure about ten inches thick, to prevent

the roots from freezing, and to enrich the border

for the next year. Tlie first of December, I cut

them off" to within eight feet of the ground, washed

them with a coat of soft soap and sulphur, laid

them down as last year and covered with tan bark.

The third year, 1855. As the season advanced,

I opened the house on hot days, and as the season

was late, did not uncover the vines until the 18th of

April. I washed them with soap-suds, and when

the buds began to push, tied them to the wires.

The whole border was forked up after removing

the manure from the outside, and the inside wa-

tered thoroughly from the hydrant and hose, so as

to penetrate the depth of the border. It had not

been watered for the previous six months. A simi-

lar course in the cultivation was pursued as the pre-

vious year in regard to watering, airing, thinning

out, cutting back the spurs, and stopping when

they reached the top of the house, leaving two or

three laterals to grow a few weeks longer. Sul-

phur was scattered over the ground twice as the

previous year. I allowed from seven to ten bunch-

es to grow on a vine, but only one on a spur, and

had about two hundred bunches of good and well-

ripened fruit. I commenced picking the 1 Jth of

September, and have had them till the present

time, 20th of Nov. The black Hamburgh, Royal

Muscadine and White Sweet Water have been

heavier than last year, some of them weighing

from 14 to 20 ounces. The Syrian, on which

were seven bunches, weighed from U to 2 poundi?

each. The danger of overtasking the vines com-

pelled me, though with reluctance, to pluck off

more than one-half of the clusters after they had
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formed and appeared as likely to ripen as well as

the others. .The result was, the remaining bunches

ripened perfectly, and the vines appearm good con-

dition for another year.

I have thus given you my method of raising for-

eign grapes, and I should like to have others make
the trial for themselves, and prove more successful

than I have been. It has taken my personal atten-

tion an hour or two almost every day, and in thin-

ing them out it took two or three whole days.

The rich fruit obtained the premium of the Horti-

cultural and Agricultural Societies, yet of ilsdf has
amply compensated me for the trouble and ex-

pense. Any one who has a taste for the work, and
can spend the time, will find it a pleasant, if not a

profitable pursuit, but if he depends on others, un-

less ho has a skilful gardener, will probably meet
with but little success. Okrin Sage.

Ware, .Yoi;. 20th, 1855.

man, his son, Associate Editor, and Mr. Abner
Haven, of Framlngham. They all participated

in the discussion, and gave a new interest to the

meeting. Full notes of the debate were taken by

Mr. Pratt, the Secretary, which we may obtain,

perhaps, for publication at a future time.

LOOK TO YOUE BEES.

The want of proper ventilation is scarcely less

destructive to bees than the moth. If the hive is mod-

erately close, the continued extreme cold which we

have had has probably congealed their breath and the

vapors of their bodies into sheets of ice, which now

line the inside of the hive. The bees pass into the up-

per part of the hive, and huddle together over comb
well filled with honey, from whence they move away

occasionally to feed. Thus they are incased in ice

which gradually thaws as the weather moderates

and drips upon them or keeps the hive and comb

moist so long as to induce mustiness and mould.

An examination should be made and this state of

things remedied as far as possible. Ventilation is

as important—perhaps more so—in winter as in

summer, and for the want of it, we have no doubt

many swarms annually perish, when the loss is

charged to extreme cold.

On examining several swarms the last week in

January, we found those in loosely-constructed

hives, having cracks about them an eighth of an

inch wide, in better condition than those in hives

where the corners fitted closely. If the wind does

not reach them, nor moisture, they will probably

care little for any degree of cold we experience, if

they, at the same time, have plenty of honey. At
no time this winter have we opened a hive but we
found the bees in lively motion and ready to take

wing, although standing in an open bee-house. But

an occasional examination is necessary to ensure a

successful wintering.

CoxcoRB Farmers' Club.—This club held a pub-

lic meeting on Thursday evening, Feb. 7. The trav-

elling Avas bad, and the clouds threatening, so that

the attendance was not numerous. Enough were

present, however, to go into an animated discussion

on the subjects designated

—

Root Crops and Orna-

mental Gardening. Among the visitors were Wm.
BuCKMlNSTER, Esq., senior Editor of tJie Plough-

For the New England Fanner.

MATTERS IN IOWA.
Mr. Editor :—The weather has been extremely

cold in Iowa, for nearly a month past. Frozen po-

tatoes are "thick as blackberries ;" though we have
but very few I'rozen apples—for the obvious reason

that we have none to freeze. It is no uncommon
thing, however, to see frozen hogs, and other crea-

tures, in consequence of the piercing winds and
imperfect shelter. I have really pitied the poor
cows and hogs, as I have seen them wandering
about, bellowing and grvmting for a comfortable

place to lie down in. But the farmers here seem
to think that the south side of a hay-stack is warm
enough for any dumb beast ; and the poor creatures

themselves, if they could speak, might perhaps won-
der, as the little boy did, how their neighbors get

along, that don't have any hay-stack to stand under.

A good warm barn, is really considered, by some,

as a mere Yankee notion, not to be imitated in

Iowa ; at least, as a luxury not to be indulged in.

(A large part of the people in this vicinity are from

Ohio and Pennsylvania.)

The hogs, both living and dressed, look very dif-

ferently from your housed and stuffed porkers in

Massachusetts. I have hardly seen a fat hog in

Iowa ; seldom one that weighed over 200 pounds.

They run at large most of the year, and often fair

poorly. A little stuffing, just before killing, does not

make much of them. The mode of killmg, too, dif-

fers as much from yours, as the mode of raising.

There is no squealing about it. That interesting

noise I have hardly heard in the West. They are

shot down, and dead in an instant. Beeves also

are treated in the same way, instead of being

knocked down. The gun is a great institution, out

West.
The comparative expenses of living, here, and at

the East, difier somewhat from the common notion

at the East. In the first place, land has gone up
so rapidly, within the last two or three years, that a

good farm out here costs about as much as a good
one in Massachusetts, I mean one that has been im-

proved, and furnished Avith comfortable fences and
buildings. Fuel is as high as in most ])arts of

Massachusetts
;
good woocl being from $4 to $5

per cord. All kinds of dry goods and groceries are

from 20 to 50 per cent, higher than in Massachu-

setts. Furniture, hardware, etc. is from 50 to 100

per cent, higher. Horses and cattle about the same
as at the East. The principal things that are lower

are pork and grain. I speak of the more thickly

settled parts of the West. In places remote from

all the privileges of society, it may be slightly dif-

ferent.

Nevertheless, the tide ofimmigration is unabated.

The railroad, lately completed to Iowa City, 60
miles from ths Mississippi, is thronged daily, as

much as your Eastern roads. Where all the folks

come from, is "a wonder unto many"—much more
so than where thev are all going to. The latter is
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no mystery at all, to those who have seen the vast,

unbroken prairies, on every side. Please send us

S07tie of your best farmers ; and many of your most
sterling men and women. Yours, &c., M. K. C.

Tipton, Iowa, 1856.

Fvr the New England Farmer.

THE GOLDEN RULE.
AiE :— ''Green grow the rushes, O .'"

BY THE "peasant BARD."

T/te Gulden Rule 's the rule of rules,

But few there be who fullmc it;

Have ijuu 'it not ?

—

hare you forgot 1

G'J buy, beg or borrow it.

See'st thou within thy brother's eye

The mote, when thine is full of stuff

Enougli to take, and easy make
Your Human lout; and strong enough !

—

The Golden Rule, &c.

Why take advantage of the weak
And simple-minded Josey, ?

Why him deceive, and make believe

A cat-tail is a posey, i"

—

The Golden Rule, &c.

Why hold the noses of the poor

Hard down upon the grinding-stone ?

Full many flaws have Fortune's laws.

And you may yet be finding one.

The Golden Rule, &c.

O, dweller in the house of glass !

Why will you aye be throwing stone .'

If one you crack should cast it back,

I tell you what it is—you're done.

The Golden Rule, &c.

We know the human craft is weak.

The sport of Sootie's bellows, Sirj

But let us see if we can't be

Confounded clever fellows, Sir !

The Golden Rule's the rule of rules,

' But few there be who follow it

;

Have you forgot .'^have you it not '

Go buy, beg, or borrow it.

For the New England Farmer.

FLANNEL NEXT TO THE SKIN.

Mr. Editor :—I like your occasional instructions

as to domestic duties—and was particularly pleased

with your remarks on the use of flannel next to the

skin—and the mode of washing to prevent its full-

ing. This accords with my own experience in years

gone by. But, for two years last past, I have worn
a vest made of raw silk next to the skin, with de-

cided comfort and convenience—and like it better

than any flannel I ever used, and find it quite as

good economy. Two such vests, that cost in the

first instance five dollars, I have now worn two
years, having them washed about once a fortnight,

and they are good ve->ts yet. During this period,

I have taken no cold, nor had any sickness that con-

fined me to my house. To be sure, I take care to

have a thorough ablution with cold water every

morning, and a dry wiping afterwards. If any one
can find a better prescription for the preservation

of health, I should like to know how it reads.

1 do not boast of knowledge in these matters, I

only give my own EXPERIENCE.
Feb. 4, 185G.

FIFTH LEGISLATIVE AGHICULTURAL
MEETING.

Reported fob the Farmer bt H. E. Rockwell.

The,^j!/i regular meeting of the Legislative Agri-

cultural Society was held on Tuesday evening in

the Hall of the House of Representatives.

The subject for discussion was the same as that

at the last meeting, "Manures, and their Applica-

tion:''

The meeting was called to order by Dr. FiSHEK,

of Fitchburg, Chairman of the Executive Commit-

tee, who invited ]Mr. E. T. Parsons, of Ludlow, to

act as chairman of the meeting. He said that he

regarded the subject which was to be discussed this

evening, as at the foundation of all successful farm-

ing. He had had little experience in the use of

guano or the other concentrated manures. He
had been obliged to manufactui'e his own manures

by taking peat, muck, mud, and the earth from un-

der old fences, removed for the purpose, and putting

it into compost heaps. He then urged gentlemen

present to take up the subject, and to express their

views in their own way.

Mr. CooLEY, of Conway, said his practice had

been to raise everything he could on his farm, and

to feed out upon it everything he raised. He cut

brakes and swamp grass, and Avorked it into ma-

nure by using it as litter. He thought it better to

apply manure, especially on wet land, before it is

fermented ; he did not therefore work over his ma-

nure much, or allow it to ferment much before ap-

plying it.

Dr. Reynolds, of Concord, was next called on,

who commenced his remarks by speaking of the

very great importance of the subject of manures.

We need to study vegetable physiology, and apply

food or stimulus to their support and growth, as

we study human physiology and apply either cod

or stimulus as we need. It is important, therefore,

to know what is food, and what is stimulus merely,

and to know how to apply them in due proportion.

It is important to understand the difference between

a stimulus and a nutriment to plants. We may
have a thrifty plant with little seed or grain ; and,

on the other hand, we may have much gi-ain with

small stalks. We need both, and must therefore

furnish the material which will produce them.

In most New England soils, humus and lime are

needed. Our soils are exhausted, by carrying off

the humus in crops, without returning to them

enough to compensate for it ; and it is therefore

necessary to supply it artificially. The lime is car-

ried off in the bones and milk of the cows, in large

quantities, and both these—the humus and the lime

- -should be restored to the land in such a form

that they can be taken up by the plants easily. The

question arises as to the form in which they shall

be applied. This is for experience to determine

;

and farmers should all make a record of thf^'v '^t-
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periments in regard to the matter until the question

is satisfactorily settled. The Germans do not clear

their stables during the season ; but give their cat-

tle litter. But we cannot use rye straw which costs

$16 per ton, as a litter, because it is too expensive.

But rye straw, cut up and wet with hot water, and

sprinkled with meal or shorts, is of more value as

food than it has generally been considered.

The importance of using peat muck was then

spoken of, M'hich may be used to advantage, even if

it is of acid quality, by mixing lime or an alkali Avith

it.

Mr. C. L. Flint, Secretary of the Board of Agri-

culture, spoke of the importance of understanding

the nature of manures so that they may be applied

as stimulants, as fertili2ers, or as ameliorators.

Well rotted manure is an example of a good fertil-

izer, where immediate results are desired. As a

stimulant, lime may be used to call into action cer-

tain elements which are dormant in the soil.

Coarse barn-yard manures are good as ameliora-

tors where the soil is of a stiff, clayey nature, the

effect being to make the soil more light and pliable.

Most forms in which guano is applied produce a

great deal of ammonia, which stimulates the plants

more perhaps, than any other substance. But

some plants need phosphates ; and there are forms

in which the phosphates can be more cheaply 2)ro-

cured than that of guano ; as. from bones. A
burned bone is a neutral phosphate of lime, and by

applying sulphuric acid to bone dust it becomes sol-

uble, and is easily taken up by plants.

He thought experiments should be made by

farmers, to ascertain the money value of each con-

stituent of a compound manure, so that they may

know what is the best and cheapest manure for any

specific purpose. He would be glad to learn the

results of experiments in the use of soda ash.

Mr. J. W. Proctor, of Danvers, thought the

great practical question for farmers to consider was,

whether they can find any material to be used as

a manure, that can be as easily, or more easily ob-

tained, and which will do as well as that from the

barn-jard and hog-pen. They had been encour-

aged by chemists to hope for such a substance.

He had seen guano applied on grass land with good

success. In one instance, where it was applied at

the rate of 400 pounds to the acre, it produced

more than three tons of hay to the acre, while

from the same field where none was applied, less

than one ton to the acre was cut.

In another case where it was applied at the rate

of 500 pounds to the acre, the grass was not worth

cutting, though the land was pretty good. He had

not seen the continued application of it. In his

own neighborhood they were in the habit of gath-

ering sea weed, kelp, and what they call muscle-

bed, which is the mud of the harbor in whicli are

miiscles and muscle-shells. From Beverly Harbor

more than a thousand cords are taken every year,

and applied to the adjoining fields. It is applied

continuously upon land cultivated with onions, with

great success. He would not, however, rely upon

that alone. The sea-weed mixed with other ma-

nures, helps to raise some of their best crops. He
fully agreed in the necessity for discriminating be-

tween the different kinds of muck and meadow

mud. It is used on the town farm in Danvers,

where they make three hundred cords of manure,

and where they raised a crop of rye last year which

sold—grain and straw—so as to net $45 to the

acre, the crop being 30 bushels to the acre.

Hon. DA\aD Choate, of Essex, inquired of Dr.

Reynolds how he could determine when the peat

mud was of the acid kind, and therefore needed

lime?

Dr. Reynolds said, that if a small quantity of

muck were mixed with water, and the water al-

lowed to stand, it would have a perceptible acid

taste ; and generally this was a sufficiently accurate

test. Some muck contains sulphuret of iron ; and

then there is danger in using too much of it.

Mr. Choate said he had heard river sand—salt

sand—spoken of as being very valuable in combi-

nation. One gentleman took ten loads of road-

scraping, with five of river-sand, and mixed them

together. He then took two bushels from the

privy and two from the hen-roost, and put them

in a hogshead, and poured in a quantity of water.

He drew off the water and poured upon the heap of

sand and road-scrapings, and then fiUed the hogs-

head again. This processs was repeated till the

virtue of the contents of the hogshead was ex-

hausted. On applying this to half an acre, wanting

nine rods, and cultivating it with cabbages, he ob-

tained as a crop, cabbages which sold in Cape Ann
market for $82.

Mr. Choate then referred to a book which he

held in his hand, written in 1747, by Jared Elliot,

in which the author recommends meadow mud as a

manure, speaking of it in almost the same terms

in which it is now commended.

SiAiON Brown, Editor of X. E. Farmer, was

called on, who stated, as he did at the last meet-

ing, that he had great confidence in meadow muck
;

and since the last meeting his confidence had been

confirmed by what he had read corroborating his

own \aews, and the opinions of others, uttered here.

He then repeated the reasons why he considered

it valuable, which he gave at the last meeting

;

which are,

1. Because it exists in abundance, all over New
England, in every neighborhood.

2. Because it is accessible to all—as those 'not

owning meadows may purchase at low rates.

3. Because it contains nearly all the elements of

fertility which the plant requires.

4. Because, next to charcoal, it is the best ab-
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sorbent, that is, the best preserver of other fertili-

zers, that we can command.

These points Avere elucidated.

He thought more should be said as to the appli-

cation of manures, which was a point that had not

been sufficiently investigated. Bulk, in some in-

stances, is required. He made an experiment by

spreading coarse, fresh manure on a piece of land

—

a dry, sandy knoll. Though manured before, plants

did not flourish there. After applying this coarse

manure, containing straw, corn-stalks, and coarse

grass, in a very wet heavy state, it was plowed in

immediatel)^, in the autumn, to the depth of six or

eight inches. The land was very porous and light

in the spring, and the field was cultivated with pars-

nips which gi-ew to a very great size, so great, said

Mr. Brown, that I think I never saw the bottom ofone

of them. They would break off" at the bottom, they

were so long. The doctrine of applying fresh ma-
nure is unpopular ; but the contrary one is a popu-

lar error in many cases. He could show from the

best authorities, that much is lost by fermenting

manures which are to be applied to heavy lands.

If we wish to force a crop, the manures must be

well rotted and fine, but if we wish to have the ma-
nm'es last two or three years they should be applied

at once, in their coarse, unfermented state, and un-

der cover, where they will give off their gases to

the surrounding soil. There is much lost constant-

ly, in the yards, by the fermentation of manures.

In one instance, a gentleman applied coarse manure

upon one part of a piece of land, while upon anoth-

er part of the same piece he ap})licd manure of the

same kind, but fermented. That to which the fer-

mented manure was applied, did best the first year

;

but for the second, third and fourth, the crops were

altogether better where the fresh manures were ap
plied. Mr. Brown then quoted from Johnston's

Elements of Agricultural Chemistry in confirmation

of this doctrine.

"When used coarse, the immediate action of ma
nure is not so perceptible, yet the ultimate benefit
to the soil, and to the crop, may be even greater, if

not requiring to be forced at one particular season
pf the year. While it is undergoing fermentation
in the farm-yard, or cellar, the straw loses part of
its substance—either in the state of gaseous mat-
ter, which escapes into the air—or of saline mat-
ter, which is washed out in liquid form. Thus, af-

ter complete fermentation, the quantity of matter
present is really less, and consequently, Avhen added
to the soil, though the immediate effect upon the
crop be greater, the tvhole effect may also be con-
siderably less.

One ton of dry food and straw gives a quantity
of farm-yard dung which weighs

When recent 46 to 50 \hs.
After 6 weeks 40 to 44 lbs.
After 8 weeks 38 to 40 lbs.
When half rotted 30 to 3J lbs.
When fully rotted 20 to 25 lbs.

A part of this loss may, no doubt, be ascribed to
the evaporation of a portion of the water of the re-

cent dung ; but the larger part is due to an actual

escape of the substance of the manure itself. The
farmer, therefore, who applies the manure from a
given weight of food and straw, 171 a fresh state,

adds more to his land tlian if he first allowed it to

become perfectly fermented. Were he to chop his

straw, and put it in as it comes fresh from the field,

he would add still more ; but its action as a manure
would be slower, and while it would l^eneficially

open stiff' and heavy soils, it would injure others, by
rendering them light and porous."

Moses M. Fiske had found the value of peat or

meadow mud to depend altogether on the charac-

ter of the timber which had pre\iously grown upon

the land, or in the vicinity. If the previous growth

had been of oak or other hard wood, the muck was

good, but where the growth had been of pine or

hacmataok, it was comparatively useless, except as

an absorbent. He thought one shovel full applied

in the hill was worth five spread on the soil and

plowed in. He referred to the practice of the late

Simon Baker, who, he said, had obtained, by the

use of manure which had not been thrown out dai-

ly from the stalls, but was left for the cattle to lie

upon, a bushel of potatoes from ten hills, while his

neighbors were getting only a bushel from twenty-

five hills by the use of manures thrown out daily.

Mr. Parsons, the chairman, then gave his testi-

mony to the valne of muck when applied to young

trees. He had found it equal in value to compost

manure. He used a little of rye straw, cut tA\ice

in two, for his cattle, and had no floor to his stalls,

and he had found the manure thus made to be verj'

valuable, as the liquids are thus wholly saved.

Mr. Darling, of Boston, added further testimo-

ny to the value of coarse manure when ajDplied to

clayey soils. He believed liquid manures to be bet-

ter for trees than solid.

Dr. Reynolds confirmed the view of Mr. Dar-
ling in reference to the application of liquid ma-

nures to ti'ees. A good liquid manure might be

obtciined by having a tank at a distance from the

house to receive the drain from the sink, with which

other manures might be mixed, or it might be ap-

plied to trees or vines with profit without any addi-

tion.

W. J. BucKMlNSTER thought more experiments

were needed to learn how to apply manure proper-

ly, and expressed the hope that further suggestions

might be made on that particular subject.

At a few minutes after nine o'clock the meeting

adjourned to next Tuesday evening, at seven o'clock,

when the discussion of the same subject will be re-

sumed.

Look to your Pear Trees !—Persons cultiva-

ting dwarf pears, or other low trees, shrubbery or

evergreens, must have an eye to them — and a

shovel too—when the great body of snow now ly-

ing on the ground, begins to thaw. It will settle

about the tender twigs duting tlie day, and freeze
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them at night, but the earth being warm and the pro-

cess of thawing and settHng still going on, will drag

down the smaller branches and break them oif

where they unite with the main stem. So it will

be with raspberry and blackberry canes, and even

currant and gooseberry bushes.

As soon therefore as a thaw commences, the

snow should be carefully shovelled away from the I

plants so as to relieve their branches. In neglect

of this, we have known some of the finest young

fruit trees and shrubs of our gardens utterly ruined.

THREE THUESBAYS IN ONE WEEK.
Of all the paradoxes there is none more surpris-

ing or calculated to disturb the mind than that

which asserts the possibility of having three Thurs-
days in one week. It is, notwithstanding, possible

;

and during the last century it was demonstrated
more than once. Circumnavigators in their voy-
ages round the world have discovered the fact.

The ancients never entertained an idea of the pos-

sibility of such a thing. It was a matter of aston-

ishment to seamen sailing round the world, to find

on their return to the place from which they com-
menced their voyage, that they had gained a daj'.

It was Thursday with them, and Wednesday at the
place of their arrival.

On the contrary, those who sailed westward
round the world, counted on their return, one day
less to have passed than those did who had con-

tinued all the while at the place from whence the
ship set out ; so that it was Wednesday Avith the

circumnavigators, and Thursday at the place of

their arrival. As the pilots and others kept jour-

1

nals, and paid strict attention to every occurrence
during the voyage, they were, in the first instance,

at a loss to account for the difference they found
between the journals of those who had sailed east,

and those who had taken a westerly course. They
accused each other of negligence, and the dispute

led to a strong contest. Several able mathemati-
cians at last discovered the cause. They found that

the difference in time was occasioned by the laws

of nature, and not the fault of the navigator?.

The reason will be easily seen. Every fifteen de-

grees east from the meridian of London, it will be
noon one hour sooner than with those of London.
When they reach the meridian of Cairo, thirty de-

grees east of London, they will have noon two
hours sooner than those at London, and so on in

the same proportion. Every meridian they arrive

at will bring the natural day one hour sooner than
at London, so that when they have got quite round
the globe, and returned to London again, they will

have gone 360 degrees and it will be noon, accord-

ing to their reckoning, 24 hours, or a whole day,

sooner than to those who stay at London ; or
Thursday to them, when it is but Wednesday noon
In England.
On the other hand, if a ship set out from Lon-

don and sails westward, when they come to the me-
ridian of the Canary Island, 15 degrees west of
London, their noon will be an hour later than at

London. At 30 degrees west it will be noon two
hours later than at London, and when they get
round to London again, through the 27 meridians,

their natural day will be 24 hours later than at

London, or Wednesday noon with them, while it is

Thursday noon at London. In this affair it is not

necessary a ship should go round the world on the

equator, it is sufficient if she passes through the

several meridians, as all navigators must who go
round the globe eastward or Avestward.

For example : suppose a traveller embark at Ro-
chelle to go to the East Indies, when he shall ar-

rive at the distance of 180 degrees east longitude,

half the circumferance of the earth, it will be mid-
night there and noon at Ilochelle. It follows that,

in making the Avhole circle of the globe, he will

gain twenty-four hours upon the day at Rochelle.

If it is Wednesday at Rochelle, thus there are two
Thursdays in a week. To find a third in the same
week, we must dispatch another navigator, to sail

from east to west. When he has reached 180 de-

grees of longitude, he will find himself opposite to

that of Rochelle, and it will be Tuesday midnight,

when they will have noon on Wednesday at Ro-
chelle ; they would find a difference of twenty-four

hours between their reckoning. The Wednesday
at Rochelle is Thursday for those who went to the

east, because they gained a day. Secondly, the

Friday of Rochelle is Thursday to those who
sailed west, because they have lost a day. The
Thursday at Rochelle is the third. Thus, accor-

ding to the time, there are three Thursdays in one

week.

—

JVantucket Inquirer.

For the Netc England Fanner.

LITTLE THINGS:
Or, a Walk in My Garden.. .No. 6.

Cold weather, you will exclaim, Mr. Editor, to

walk in the garden, with the thermometer down to

zero. But let us see. Yesterday was a pleasant

January day. So with saw in hand, I ventured out
on the snow-banks, and walked into the tops of my

APPLE TREES.

Now don't, kind reader, turn up your nose, because
your theory dlflers from mine. What does the sur-

geon do when he amputates a leg ? O, he dresses

it carefully as possible ; very well. So do I dress a

limb of a tree after it is sawed off, and common
sense requires it as much in one case as in the oth-

er. But I find it pleasant, as well as convenient,

on a leisure day to go out and trim off' the shoots

and dead branches, and when a warm day comes in

spring, I go all over the orchard with a ball of

grafting wax, or some shellac dissolved in alcohol,

and cover every wound. If you are not wiUing to

do this, then don't prune till the leaves are set, or,

which is, perhaps, better, till September and Octo-

ber, which with me is a very busy season. I see

where I have practised pruning and dressing in

years past, as I have described, that the bark is

lively, and the heahng process is going on all

around the wound, a point of the greatest impor-
tance. My theory on this subject, is to take care

and dress your wounds, make them when you will.

But let me get over this snow-bank and look into

the

FRONT YARD.

I want to tell your farmer readers how they may
have a front yard filled with the most thrifty trees

and shrubbery without any exjiense. A great many
persons build a house, put up a front yard fence,

and set out four elm or maple trees, and leave them
to take care of themselves. The probability is that
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about one of the number will live in a sort of doubt-

ful condition for several years, and then either con-

clude to live or die.

Now I will tell you how I did. I had a small

front yard, thirty-six by eighteen feet, fenced in

fi'om a common. I spaded up the ground, manured
and planted it with potatoes, and cultivated them
thoroughly, and obtained a crop which more than

paid me for my labor. The next year I spaded,

took out the small stones, manured and sowed with

carrots, beets, and other roots, and at the same
time set out a row of ti'ees around the garden, con-

sisting mostly of rock maples. The neat-looking

beds were no mean ornament, as the weeds were
kept out. A handsome crop of vegetables reward-

ed me this year. The second year of planting my
trees, I had shoots eighteen inches in length.

There is no tree that loves good treatment like the

maple. As opportunity occurred, I introduced trees

and shrubbery and diminished the space for garden
vegetables, until I had a complete forest in my lit-

tle front yard without any real expense whatever
but which enhanced the value of the property in

the market at least twenty-five per cent. One of
these maples has been planted seventeen years, and
has grown from one inch and a half in diameter to

forty inches in circumference, and the luxuriance of

the trees has been so great, that more than half of

them have been cnt out. I deprecate the habit of

digging a hole in hard soil and crowding in a tree

with the expectation of having a shade tree in the

present generation, when a good shade may be ob-

tained in five years, by the method I adopted. As
ever, I am sometimes zeroically, and at others ther-

moically, yours, N. x. T.

Bethel, Me., Jan. 26, 1856.

its way into the new capitol extension at Washing-

ton, and into the parlors of the rich in New York

and Paris. The committee for the erection of the

Benjamin Franklin monument in Boston, adopted

it for that purpose, after subjecting it to the severest

tests of heat, cold, and pressure. The "Vermont

Italian" quarry of Dorset presents a bold front on

the side of the mountain, half a mile long by 150

feet high, and of a breadth which ages cannot ex-

haust. Rutland alone turns out half a milHon dol-

lars' worth a year.

Mr. Manly's prize offer for a sawing machine ap-

pears to have been fully successful. He states that

sixteen patents have already been granted for ma-

chines of the character proposed, and several of

these are now doing satisfactory work. In a short

time a number more will be added to the list.

VERMONT MARBLE.
Mr. M. M. Manly, of South Dorset, Vt., who is

largely engaged in the marble business, and who re-

cently offered a prize of $10,000 for the best mar-

ble sawing machine, furnishes the Scientific Amei-i-

can with some interesting information in regard to

this important interest. He says the quarries of

Vermont alone are noyf valued by their owners at

not less than $15,000,000. The marble formation

extends the entire length of the State, and runs also

through Berkshire County, in ^lassachusetts,

thi'ough western Connecticut, and, he thinks, into

New Jersey. And probably these' marble interests

are not a moiety of those which exist in the coun-

try. The business is yet in its infancy, although it

has increased more than a hundred-fold in ten

years. In Vermont, marble of almost every kind is

foxmd, from the ebony black to the snowy white,

and varying nearly as widely in texture. Sudbury,

Brandon, and Middlebury have statuary marble

equal to the best Italian, as the busts of our native

sculptor, Kinney, testify. Roxbury has an inex-

haustible supply of the true Verd Antique, so

identical in composition and appearance with that

hitherto obtained from ancient ruins, that the best

judges have mistaken the one for the other. Al-

though these quarries have been opened but a cou-

ple of years, this beautiful stone has already found

A YOUNG MAN'S CHARACTER.
No young man who has a just sense of his own

value will sport with his own character. A watch-

fid regard to his character in early youth, will he of

inconceivable value to him in all the remaining

years of his life. When tempted to deviate from

strict pro})riety of deportment, he should ask him-

self, can I afford this ? can I endure hereafter to

look back upon this ?

It is of amazing worth to a young man to have a

pure mind; for this is the foundation of a pure

character. The mind, in order to be kept pure,

must be employed in topics of thought which are

themselves lovely, chastened and elevating. Thus
the mind hath in its own power the selection of its

themes of meditation. If youth only knew how du-

rable and how dismal is the injury produced by the

indulgence of degraded thoughts, if they only real-

ized how frightful are the moral de])ravities which

a cherished habit of loose imagination })roduce8 on

the soul—they would shun them as the Ijite of a

serpent. The power of books to excite the imag-

ination, is a fearful element of moral death when
employed in the ser^^ce of \'ice.

The cultivation of an amiable, elevated and glow-

ing heart, alive to all the beauties of nature, and all

the sublimities of truth, in^^gorates the intellect,

gives to the will independence of baser passions,

and to the affections that power of adhesion to

whatever is pure, and good, and grand, which is

adapted to lead out the whole nature of man into

those scenes of action and impression by whicii its

energies may most appropriately be employed, and

by which its high destination may be most eflectu-

ally reached.

The opportunities of exciting these faculties in

benevolent and self-denying efforts for the welfare

of our fellow-men, are so many and great, that it

really is worth while to Hve. The heart which is

truly, evangelically benevolent, may luxuriate in an

age like this. The promises of God are inexpressi-

bly rich, the main tendencies of things so manifest-

ly in accordance with them, the extent of moral

influence is so great, and the effects of its employ-

ment so visible, that whoever aspires after benevo-

lent action, and reaches forth things that remain

for us, to the true dignity of his nature, can find

free scope for his intellect, and all-aspiring themes

the for heart.
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GIANT EEDWOOD.
"Giant trees,

Chiklren of eldei- time in whose devotion
The chainless winds still come, and ever come.
To drink their odors, and their mighty swinging
To hear—an old and solemn harmony."

—

Shelley.

We copy from a new work on "The Trees of

Jlmerica," by Dr. PiPEE, of Woburn, Mass., and

by his consent, the above splendid specimen of the

vegetable kingdom, the Giant Redwood of the

Snowy Mountains of California. This tree is re-

ported to have been four hundred and ffly feet

high. It is not represented in our engraving as en-

tire, as when sketched a portion of the top was

broken off.

Dr. Hunter, in speaking of one the gigantic

English oaks, which measured forty-eight feet in

circumference, says, "When compared to this, all

other trees are but children of the forest. This

enormous oak would scarcely make a branch for

one of these gigantic Californians. A drawing of

this oak and the big elm on Boston Common are

shown in the plate, dra-rni on the same scale as the

Redwood.

Dr. F. WlxSLOW, an American traveller, com-

municated a graphic description of this tree to the

California Farmer, which we introduce here, to-

gether with interesting remarks from the Country

Gentleman

:

"The Gi-eat Tree, (thus he distinguishes the Se-

quoia gigantea,) is peculiar to the Sierra Nevada,
and grows no where else on the globe. I may even
add, as far as my information extends, that it is

enth'ely confined to a narrow basin of 200 acres at

most, of which the soil is silicious and strewn with
blocks of Lignite. This basin is very damp, and
retains here and there pools of water ; some of the

largest of the trees extend their roots directly into

the stagnant water, or into the brooks. There are

more than a hundred which may be considered as

having reached the extreme limits of growth which
j

the species can attain. One of our countrymen,
Mr. Blake, measured one, of which the trunk, im-
mediately above the root, was 94 feet in circum-
ference. Another, which had fallen from old age,

or had been uprooted by a tempest, was lying near
it, of which the length from the roots to the top of

branches M-as 450 feet. A great portion of this

monster still exists, and, according to Mr. Lapham,
the proprietor of the locality, (and who has un-
doubtedly appi'opriated to himself all trees by right

of occupation,) at 350 feet from the roots the trunk
measured 10 feet in diameter. By its fall, this tree

has overthrown another not less colossal, since at

the origin of the roots it is 40 feet in diameter.

This one, which appeared to me one of the great-

est wonders of the forest, and compared with

which man is but an imperceptible pigmy, has been
hollowed, by means of fire, throughout a considera-

ble portion of its length, so as to form an immense
wooden tube of a single piece. Its size may be
imagined when it is known that one of my compan-
ions, two years ago, rode on horseback in the inte-

rior of this tree for a distance of 200 feet, without
any inconvenience. My companion and myself
have frequently entered this tunnel and jirogressed

some sixty paces, but have been arrested before

reaching the end by masses of wood which had fal-

len from the ceiling. Near these overthrown giants

others still are standing, not inferior to them in

size, and of which the height astonishes the behold-

er. I can mention three particularly, which, entire-

ly isolated, grow near each other so systematically

as to appear to have been planted purposely to

produce the effect. A fourth is remarkable in hav-

ing between 50 and 100 feet from the ground, its

trunk divided into three enormous branches of the

same size and nearly parallel, extending to a dis-

tance of more than 300 feet. Others are distin-

guished by the straightness of their trunk, compar-
atively as dehcate and erect as that of a pine tree,

and which are not less than 350 feet in height. At
some distance may be seen a species of knoll rising

from the surface of the ground, and which is mere-

ly a half-developed knot, the last remains of one of

these monsters, which have fallen centuries ago and
are now buried under the soil.

"I am informed by Mr. Lapham, that the wood
of one of these trees is remarkable for its very

slow decomposition. When freshly cut the fibre

is white ; but it soon becomes reddish, and by long

exposure to the air acquires a color nearly as dark

as Mahogany. Its consistence is rather feeble,

nearly resembling the pine or cedar, but the bark

covering it differs materially from the latter. It is

excessively thick near the foot of the tree, sensibly

elastic on pressure, and is readily divided into a

mass of fibres closely resembling those constituting

the husk of the cocoa-nut, but much finer. About
this portion of the trunk it is split in every direc-

tion by deep cracks, but at the elevation of 100 or

ISO feet, it is almost smooth, and not more than

two inches in thickness. At this point the bark is

removed from the living tree for exportation.

(How can such a sacrilege be tolerated !) A hotel

has been built along side of the "Great Tree," the

bark of which was exhibited last year at San Fran-

cisco, and, on its overturned trunk a sort of ladies'

pavilion has been erected, which serves as an ele-

gant promenade. In order to fell it the trunk was
bored, by means of a very long and powerful augur,

with many holes very near to each other and ar-

ranged circularly ; but even when almost detached

from its bases its immense mass resisted all efforts

to overthrow it. Four days subsequently it was
blown down by the wind. It shook the earth when
it fell, and made for itself a deep furrow in the

ground in which it Ues, at this moment, half buried."

The Country Gentleman adds :

"Now to read simply of a tree four hundred and
fifty feet high, we are struck with large figures, but

we can nardly appreciate the height without some
comparison. Such a one as that through which

the horseback journey was performed, would

stretch across a field of twenty-seven rods wide ; if

standing in the Niagara chasm at Suspension Bridge,

it would tower two hundred feet above the top of

the bridge ; if placed in Broadway, New York, at

the head of Wall Street, it would overtop Trinity

steeple by one hundred and sixty feet, and would

be two hundred and thirty feet higher than Bunker

Hill monument, Boston ; or two hundred and sev-

enty above Washington monument, Baltimore. If

cut up for fuel, it would make at least three thou-

sand cords, or as much as would be yielded by sixty

acres of good woodland. If sawed into two inch
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boards, it would yield about three million feet, and
furnish enough three inch plank for thirty miles of

plank road. This will do for the product of one
little seed, less in size than a grain of wheat.
By counting the annual rings, it appears that

some of the oldest specimens have attained the age
of three thousand years. If this computation is

correct, and we see no reason to doulit it, they must
have been as large as our best forest in New" York,
in the times of Homer and the prophet Elijah

;

and venerable and towering giants during the
Carthagenian wars. In other words, "The Roman
Empire has begun and ended" since they commenc-
ed growing. We hope the small plantation which
comprises their whole number, will not share the
fate of the world-renowned cedars of Lebanon on
their native mountains, now reduced to a dozen in

number, but that they will be protected and pre-
served, and only those that foil by old age be re-

moved for exhibition. It would of course be idle

to talk of transporting such a monster to this part
of the country, weighing as it does some five thou-
sand tons, and a portion of its shell only may be
secured as a fragment of such a specimen in natu-
ral history."

For the New England Farmer.

AIR-TIGHT STOVES.

A recent article in the Fanner reminded me of

an idea in relation to Air-tight Stoves. The
true principle of an air-tight has almost been lost

sight of within a few years, by making them small,

under the mistaken notion that the smaller the stove,

the greater the saving of fuel. There is no better

method yet discovered of securing a soft balmy air

in a room at a cheap rate than from an air-tight of

large size. Mmutacturers make small stoves to

suit customers, but true economy will lead a man
to inquire whether a small stove is not really the

more expensive. It requires moreIa1)orto prepare

the fuel. The air-tight principle is almost entirely

lost. The high temperature of the stove speedily

burns it out, as well as changes every particle of

dust into carbonic acid, which will soon produce
headaches, while it requires almost constant atten-

tion.

I have an air-tight made to order from the best

of Russia iron, which has been in constant use for

fourteen winters, and it is not worn out yet. It is

two feet six inches in length and of the same height,

and will warm any room, giving out a large vol-

ume of heat at a low temperature, which is the true

secret of a good air-tight. Among all the com-
forts of hfe in my possession, I have never yet found
one to equal the somewhat unfashionable looking

air-tight,

I believe that a little attention would give us air-

tight stoves that would warm our churches, school-

rooms and private dwellings much cheaper and bet-

ter than the present clumsy and expensive mode of

brick furnaces. Any method by which a large ra-

diating surface is obtained (and no material yet dis-

covered will do it at a cheaper rate than sheet-iron)

and a corresponding volume of heat at a low tem-
perature, and the object will be accomplished.

I have noticed another foct in the school-room.

The habit of putting water on a stove is in most
cases an injurious one. There is a large amount of

evaporation, and the moment a person who has not

been exercising, steps out of doors, he feels an un-

usually chilly sensation, which is anything but
agreeable. Then if there is any vegetable matter
in the vessel, it will certainly generate carbonic acid,

and pupils will complain very soon of headache.

Water kept in an open vessel in any other part of

the room will su])ply all the moisture necessary, I

have not kept water on a stove for twenty years,

and find it much better than formerly for the com-
fort of i)U])i!s, But few persons distinguish between
vitiated air, and warm air. A room may be cold

but have impure air, or it may be warm and pure.

Hence the necessity of some ready means of venti-

lation. N. T. T.

Bethel, Me., Jan. 14, 1856.

Remarks,—Capital, This article alone is worth

more than a year's subscription to any person who

desires to keeji his house warm at a cheap rate.

A HORSE WITH THE HEAVES.
How I Bought a Horse that had the Heaves, and how I

Treated that Disease.

BY HENRY F. FRENCH.

Mr. Editor :—Did you ever read the "Adven-
tures of a Gentleman in Search of a Horse ?" I

read it years ago, and have never been so fortunate

as to see it since. If I recollect aright, it gives the

experience of a man, Avho set out to purchase a per-

fect horse, and with about the same success that

King Solomon had in trying to find a jierfect wo-
man ; and tells how he, like all the rest of us, got
cheated again and again, in different ways, as the

best of -people will, and indeed are more likely to be
than anyljody else. Once he bought a fine animal

that was advertised, as soldfor no fault only the

owner ivants to leave town, and the new projjrietor

was led to feel the full force of the language, the

first time he wanted to leave town, for his new
steed could not be induced by any suasion, moral
or 2)hysical, to budge a single rod from his stable

door.

Perhaps it was not that gentleman, but another,

who having purchased a nag, which was re])resent-

ed A!^ freefrom allfaults, andhimd him s^tone blind,

brought him back to the seller, and reminded him
of his statement,

"I hope," replied the seller coolly, "you don't call

Ijlindness afaidt, when it is only the poor horse's

misfortune .'"

Everybod)- knows that I have no great preten-

sions to much knowledge about horses, and in or-

der, therefore, to give my teaching due weight, you
must be informed how I came by my education in

this dei)artment of science. Be it known, then,

that about five years ago, I chanced to be the pro-

prietor of a mare, the veriest vixen that ever went
on four feet. Among her other "amiable weak-

nesses," was a strange propensity to kick. It was

her favorite amusement to kick at any other crea-

ture, quadruped or biped, that came within reach ;

and when tied alone, she would keep herself in

practice by kicking up her heels, as high as the

scaffold, about once in five minutes, accompany ing

the performance with a squeal, that could be heard

by all the neighbors.

Such an animal was rather difficult to dispose

of, as you mav suppose. Mr. Pickwick and his

friend, after they had led that "dreadful horse" six

miles in the heat and dust of a summer's day, with-
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out being able to mount him, were in a scarcely gle politics with agriculture, and did not want my
worse dilemma. Finally, my precious Kate, who was horse to run a political course,

more of a "shrew" than even Petruchio's, ha^'ing
|

Having dreamed of horses all night, besides hav-

withstood most manfully (ivomanfully occurred to ing the nightmare, once or twice, I awoke betimes,

me, but I wont say it,) "all my endeavors to tame anxious to learn the condition of my new treasure.

her, commenced a new species of gymnastics, by I
Everybody knows how much more pride one feels

kicking up in the carriage every time she felt the ' in his horse, than in any other_ property, and espe-

breeching in going down hill. Icially how it takes the conceit out of him to be

Now, as she would not work on the farm "for ' cheated in a "horse-trade."

any man's persuasion," and was not precisely the
j l -^-ent to the stable with fear and trembling,

kind of animal to sell to one's particular friend as 'doubting whether the "General" had not been trans-

"a steady family horse," and as I did not dare to 'formed like fairy gold to dust and ashes during the

risk my own wife and children behind her, I began night, or whether he might not have been a witch's

to read the "Muck Manual" with the idea of com-
1
horse, and be found turned into a broomstick!

puting lier agricultural value for the compost heap.
: But he was there in full shape and proportion,

when fortunately I had ocasion to drive her to thejpie gave a slight cough as I opened the door, a

good old town of Dcrry in a sleigh. As I came up
' sound which a man who has owned a horse with

to Cameron's Hotel, at about a "three minute lick,"
! tj^e heaves will never forget ; and on examination, I

as the jockeys say, I saw at the sign-post, a fine found he had a strange way of breathing, his flank

stately horse harnessed to a sleigh. I was exam-
| heaving two or three times at every expiration of the

ining him pretty carefully, when a man whose ap-' breath. I was told at once that my horse had the

pearance announced him as one of "the fancy," heaves.
stepped out and accosted me with "Well, friend, I had heard of the disease frequently, and had
do you want to buy such a horse as that?" "I' the impression, which I find is quite common, that

should like him," was my reply, "if he is as good as
I

it renders the animal worthless. However, as it

he looks, and you will sell him at a fair price, andl\vas a complaint which struck at my purse and my
take mine without any steel engraving."

! feelings, and not lilvc Katy's heels, at my head, I

"Why, what sort of a beast have you got? She 'concluded to be resigned, and avail myself of my
looks well, and came up the street as if she had legs very manifest advantages for observations on its

enough."
i symptoms and treatment.

I hojje I shall be forgiven, if I suspected he would '

^^ly horse went home to Exeter, sixteen miles, in

not believe more than half I said, when I replied, 'fine style with no symptom of disease, except once

giving him the literal truth : "She is six years old, in a mile or two a slight cough. Straightway I

and sound, can trot a mile in three minutes, and strove to learn all that books and stalile-men can

will be likely to kick your brains out, if you take tell of the heaves, and to try all knoM-n remedies.

her, in the course of a week." He assured me that! In its common form it is thought to be a forma-

ts horse was perfectly sound and kind; that his
j

tion of air-cells on the outside of the lungs, from
price was three hundred dollars, and that he Avould

! which the air escapes with difficulty. Sometimes,
"swap right ;" adding coolly, "I should like to see 'on dissection, the proper air-cells of the lungs are

one horse that is uglier than / am."
j

found to be ruptured, and generally there is inflam-

I proposed to drive his horse, alone, to which thcimation of the throat and windpipe. The theories

owner at once assented, and I steered straight off" to
i about it are various. It is often said that the lungs

the stable of a man, famous for his skill in horse-
j have not room for action, and that food should

flesh, whom I had known when I was a boy thereat therefore be given in a condensed form, and in a

Pinkerton Academy, and asked him to examine the 'moderate quantity—and this I should regard as

animal with me. We drove him out of sight, and ' correct, were it not notorious that horses at grass,

gave him a thorough investigation. We tried him
[ where they eat enormously, and keep their stom-

in alibis paces, walk, trot and canter, forward and,jachs distended, are usually relieved of their worst

backward, examined his teeth, his feet, his knees, [symptoms
his eyes. We observed his breathing, spoke of the

glanders, the heaves, broken wind, and various oth-

er ills which horse-flesh is heir to. He was young,

and large, and handsome, and fleet, and to all ap-

pearance sound and manageable ; and yet we were
perfectly satisfied that the horse had some defect.

However, I put a bold face on the matter, drove

back to the hotel, and told my man I would give

him fifty dollars to hoot, or go along with my own
horse. Without driving my mare an inch, he qui-

etly unhitched his own horse from his sleigh, and

I tried all sorts of heave jwwders on my patient,

with no effect whatever. It is said that in a lime-

stone country this disease is unknown, and lime wa-

ter Avas prescribed with no apparent advantage.

Some one told me to give the horse ginger, and

strange to tell, I found that a tablesjjoonful of gin-

ger given to the General with his oats, would cure

him for the day, in half an hour after he had eaten

it ; but on giving it daily, the effect soon ceased. It

is ?i jockey's remedy, and will last long enough to

swap u])on. Finally, I was advised to cut my
exchanged harness, put him to my sleigh, and ])ock-j horse's, fodder and give it always wet. I pursued

etedhis fifty dollars, hardly losing a whiff of the
|
that course carefully, keeping the General tied with

cigar he was smoking:. I confess I was a little 'so short a halter that he could not eat his bedding,

startled at his perfect comjwsure, but with a friend-

ly caution to beware of Kate's heels, I bade him
farewell.

I had but five miles to drive that afternoon, to

my native town of Chester, where I stabled my new

,iving him chopped hay and meal three timesa day,

and never more than a bucket of water at a time.

He improved rapidly. I have kept him five years,

making him a factotum—carriage horse, saddle

horse, plow and cart horse—and he bids fiiir to re-

horse for the night. I gave him the name of the main ussful for five years to come. Kept in this

"General," it being a time of political excitement, way, his disease does not lessen his value for speed

when both candidates bore that title. I never min- or labor, a single dollar. When the boys grow care-
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less, and give him dry hay, he informs me of it in a

few days by the peculiar cough, I have mentioned

;

but sometimes, for six months together, no indica-

tion of disease is visible, and he would pass for a

sound horse with the most knowing in such matters.

There is no doubt that clover hay, probably because

of its dust, often induces the heaves. Stable keep-

ers with us, refuse it altogether, for this reason.

Many suppose that the wind of the horse is affec-

ted by the heaves, so that fast dri\'ing at any time

will, as we express it, put him out of breath. With
my horse, it is not so.

When the "General" was at the worst, rapid driv-

ing, when just from the stable, would increase his

difhculty, but a mile or two of moderate exercise

would dissipate the symptoms entirely. We have,

occasionally, what are called wind-broken horses,

which are nearly worthless for want of wind. They
can never be driven rapidly without great distress,

and frequently give out entirely by a few miles'

driving. This is thought to be a different disease.

The "General's" case is, I suppose, a fair example
of the heaves.

I have no doubt that regular feeding with

chopped and wet fodder, and exclusion of dust from
hay fed to other animals in the same stable, would
render many horses now deemed almost worthless,

and which manifestly endure great suft'ering, equal-

ly valuable for most purposes, with those that are

sound.

And now, my dear sir, if you will call on me
when the snow has gone, and the birds begin to

sing, I will show you the "General," fat and sleek.

I shall be glad, also, to show the country gentlemen
of our neighborhood, om whom they already know
by his works, as a man who has done much to

make the earth fruitful and beautiful, and to en-

hance the enjojmeuts of liural Life.

Veterinary Institute, which gives a brief history of the

horse, his uses, treatment and importance, and also

of the abuses which prevail, and the necessity of

placing the veterinary medicine of our country up-

on the basis which it merits. The paper is a capi-

tal one, and ought to be read by all who have the

charge of horses. There is also an Essay on Diet,

a paper on Chronic Cough, one on the present

jjrevalent disease among horses, one on ill-using

horses, which we intend to copy, and several top-

ics are discussed, all of an interesting and practical

character. The work ought to be well sustained.

The number for February has a most spirited en-

graving of the horse, "Wild Air," owned by J. S.

Durgin, of Fishersville, N. H., the conclusion of

the article on diet, articles on horse influenza,

black leg in cattle, &c.

A SNAKE COMBAT.

The above account of "How I bought a Horse
that had the Heaves, and how I treated that Dis-

ease," was furnished some time since for the col-

umns of the Country Gentleman, by Henry F.

French, Esq., of Exeter, N. H. The" spirited style

in which it is narrated will give double effect to the

lesson it teaches. Though extensively copied at

the time of its publication, we think it well worthy
of a wider circulation, as well as a convenient form
for frequent reading.

—

Illustrated Jlnnual Register

qf Rural Affairs.

Remarks.—We have often had an agreeable

ride at the expense of "The General's" strength, and

have seen him at the plow, and in all sorts of har-

ness, and everywhere conducting himself as a very

sensible and powerful animal. Proper treatment

in feeding, working and stabhng, will accomplish

more than all the nostrums of the shops, as will be

seen in this case. At the age of fifteen, the Gen-

eral is still sound as he was when "one of the Fan-

cy" stept out of Camerons'- Hotel and accosted our

Associate with, "Well, friend, do you want to buy

such a horse as that ?"

Combats between the rattle and black snakes are

certain if they meet, and the black snake is, ^vith

rare exceptions, the conqueror. Upon seeing each

other, those animals instantly assume their respect-

ive attitudes of defiance, and display the great dif-

ference in their organization. The rattlesnake coils

itself up, ready for attack or defence ; the black

snake, being a constrictor, moves about from side

to side, and is in constant activity—naturally ex-

citing each other's passions. The rattlesnake final-

ly settles down into a glomng exhibition of animos-

ity, its fangs exposed, its rattles in constant agita-

tion. The black snake, seemingly conscious that

the moment of strife has come, now commences
circling round its enemy, absolutely moving so

swiftly that it seems but a gleam of dull light ; the

rattlesnake attempts to follow the movement, but

soon becomes confused, and drops its head in de-

spair ; then it is that the black snake darts upon
the back of its deadly foe, seizes it between its teeth,

and springing upward, envelopes the rattlesnake in

its folds. The struggle though not long, is pain-

ful; the combatants roll over in the dust, and get

entangled in the bushes ; but ever)' moment the

black snake is tightening its hold, until the rat-

tlesnake gasps for breath, becomes helpless, and

dies. For a while the black snake still retains its

grasp
;
you can perceive its muscles working with

constant energy ; but finally it cautiously uncoils it-

self, and quietly betakes to the water, where recov-

ering its energy, it dashes about a moment as if in

exultation, and disappears from the scene.

The Veterinary Journal.—The number of this

useful work for January contains a lecture by D. D.

Slade, M. D., delivered at the opening of the Boston

Fur the New England Farmer.

MEASURE OF MILK.

Mr. Editor :—We are accustomed to look to

those in authority for guidance in the ways of life.

I hear much said about the measure of milk. My
millvman has lately altered his measure from beer

measure to wine measure, and his price from seven

to six cents per quart. I wish you or some of your

statistical correspondents, would inform which gains

by this change ?
*

Feb., 1856.
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THE TREES OF AMERICA.

Under this title Dr. R. U. Pipek, of Wobuni,

Mass., has issued the first number of a work of sur-

passing interest and beauty. It is in quarto form,

printed on fine, hea\'y paper, with large and hand-

some type, and illustrated with a beautiful vignette,

and a portrait of the Giant Redwood, copied by

permission, and given in another column of tliis

paper, the "Assabet Oak," on the Randall estate at

Stow, and the "Avery Ehn," at Stratham, N. H.

Dr. Piper is a genius. We have seen various sjiec-

imens of his artistic skill which are wonderful. His

illustrations in surgery,with their exquisite colorings,

would alone give any man an enviable reputation,

and so would his transfers of the frost-work on win-

dows, also colored in any desirable tint. That the

reader may better understand the purpose of the

Doctor we give below his own explanation.

The subscriber proposes to publish a work on

Trees of tuts Country, accompanied with steel

engravings of such trees as are of interest, on ac-

count of their size and history, &c. Like their com-
patriots, the Soldiers of the Revolution, many of

these venerable trees will soon have passed away,

and it seems an object of much interest to preserve

their memory for the future. Every other civilized

country has done this work, making it a matter of

national concern. We have trees in our country

as beautiful as any of which foreign countries can

boast, and of far greater magnitude ; many of which

possess, to us, also much historical interest.

To the description of each particular tree will be

added whatever may be deemed of interest in re

gard to the cultivation of the species to which it

belongs, giving the best method of ti-ansplanting, &c
In this department the author has, in addition to

his own experience, the promise of the aid of the

most eminent Arboriculturists in this country.

It is intended to give twelve or more Plates dur-

ing the year, adding perhaps a few foreign trees of

note, for comj)arison.

The work will be issued in Quarterly Parts, each

Part containing at least three plates, with the de-

scription. Price of one year's subscription, two dol-

lars, payable in advance. R. U. Piper.

force the formation of fruit, as to keep the vine

within bounds ; for in good soils, they are all rapid

growers. The small limbs branching from the

main stem, may be cut back to three buds ; each

one of these buds will make fruit. So if each one

of the lateral branches produces three bunches of

gravies, the vine will make a splendid yield. The

main vine may be cut back, when it is necessary,

but if fruit be the object, only prune the laterals.

If the vine wants invigorating, dig in a mould from

the woods and swamps, with a little good guano,

or hen manure with it, around the roots, not mere-

ly at the base, but ten or twenty feet from it

Train the vine to trellis or posts before the buds

begin to swell, otherwise the buds may be rubbed

off", and lost." Prune immediately before the warm
sun and air starts the sap.

THE GRAPE VINE.

Our people are taking a great interest in the

culture of the grape ; and since the success of Mr.

Bull, in introducing a variety, at once excellent

in flavor, and so early and hardy as to ripen before

our usual autumnal frosts, and withstand the low

temperature of ov;r winters, there is great encoui*-

agement for renewed etfbrts.

Our object now, is, however to make a suggestion

or two to those already possessing vines in different

stages of growth, and those we find at hand in

"The Soil of the South," an excellent paper pub-

lished at Columbus, Georgia. It says, "Whatever

pruning is to be done, should be done now. The

native vines are found only to succeed well in open

culture. Thoy will not need pruning so much to

For the New England Farmer.

STATE REFORM SCHOOL.

Mr. Editor :—I was pleased with the inquiry in

your last as to the State Reform School at AVest-

borough. It seems to me your correspondent was
right, in considering this one of the noblest of the
institutions of the State—both in its origin and in

its object. The generous founder, who appropria-

ted nearly 07ie hundred thousand dollars of his pat-

rimony to tliis institution, had enlarged views of

its utility. It is the bounden dut}' of the State to

see that these views are carried out to their full ex-

tent.

Compare it with other public institutions, such as

the State Prisons—the State Alms Houses—the

State Hospitals, and the like—all these are well

enough m their place ; but what is this—to provide
for those that are used up, and from whom there is

no longer hope of benefit to the community. Not
so with the youth sent to Westborough. To be sure,

they may have the misfortune to be without the
protection and guidance of parents, but they are
not wanting in physical and mental energy ; and if

properly guided they will be found the seed of hope-
ful promise.

There are several hundred boys, between the
ages of ten to twenty, entirely under the control of
the guardians of this institution. Provision is made
for binding them out to service ; but this is not com-
pulsory, if they can be better instructed and em-
ployed on the farm.

Where could there be a better opportunity to

educate and discipline good farmers ? The connec-
tion of this school with the Board of Agriculture
was a happy idea. Here you have a board of su-

pervision drawn from every section of the State,

selected by the best of farmers in those sections

—

coming together not for the purpose of enriching

themselves by pocketing high salaries, but for the
noble purpose of doing good ;—if it be possible to

find an organization from which much is to be
hoped, this is the one. With all my heart, I say,

Jau. 28, 1856. Speed the Plow.

Remarks.—The writer of the above is not only

well acquainted with the institution and the farm o

which he speaks, but from an extensive knowledge
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and constant observation of other farms in the If your land is ah-eady in sward and needs re-

State, knows what may be accomplished at the [setting, another method is to tm-n the sod mider
State farm, under a judicious management. There] eight to twelve inches, dress with compost manure,
is an opportunity to implant a love of rural life that

shall guide hundreds of these unfoitunate boys

through life in the paths of usefulness ar d peace. We
regard the agricultural teachings there—properly

directed, to be ofas much importance as the moral

and educational in their schools, and beheve our

opinion would be sustained by the facts, if the lives

and characters of all who have left the institution,

could be ascertained.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
COLD DAYS.

his month has had an uncommon number of

cold days, I have kept a minute so far as follows :

—

1856—January 5, Mercu.-y at 7 A. M. 26 below zero.

January 7, Mercury at 7 A. M. 24 below zero.

January 16, Mercury at 7 A. M. 12 below zero.

January 21, Mercury at 7 A. M. lU below zero.

January 22, Mercury at 7 A. M. 20 below zero.

Montpelier, Ft. Charles Bowen.

SEEDING land TO GRASS—DIFFERENT MODES OF
DOING IT—WHAT CROPS SHOULD PRECEDE IT.

Mr. Editor :—As you have a column dedicated

to "Extracts and Replies," I should like to inquire

what is the best crop to seed land down with ? (a.)

Also Avhat the best crop to raise before that, with aj-E. Farmer sent me some weeks ago, were read

good coating of manure? (6.) My farm is stony, 'with no small degree of satisfaction. I know not

and I want to know the grass that will be the most 'how a farmer can spend a dollar to better advan-

harrow finely, and sow grass and turnip seed to-

gether, in the last of July or first of August. The
turnip, not exhausting the soil much, costs little

more than the expense of gathering, and will afford

an excellent change with the dry food of winter.

(6.) Crops that precede seeding down to grass,

should be such as leave the ground mellow, and

free from weeds ; and for this reason hoed crops

are to be preferred, such as turnips, potatoes, corn,

peas and beans.

If your farm, as you say, is "stony and rather

wet," you will be quite likely to commit an error

common to most of us—that of attempting to culti-

vate too much land. Suppose you select a single

acre, or field, thoroughly drain it, plow deep, ma-
nure liberally, and cultivate well every way, and

keep an exact account with it for three years, doing

the same by an equal amount of land managed in the

ordinary way, and then compare profits, and let us

know the result ? This would be the way to ascer-

tain wliich mode would ensure the largest profits.

THE NEW I::NGLAND FARMER.

Dear Sir :—The specimen numbers of the JV*.

profitable, and still leave the land in the best poS'

sible condition for grass.

I am not able to drain my farm yet, and as it is

rather wet to work to advantage at all seasons, it

is very desirable to have it produce well as long as

possible when once down to grass. j. b. f.

Lebanon, Oct., 1S55.

Remarks.—(a.) The queries of "J. B. F." sug-

gest a reply extended to a column, or more, but

we think in a few words, he may be afforded some

reUef. If your land has been planted a year or

two, and you wish to lay it down m the sjjring,

plow deep, manure and pulverize well, and if the

soil is a- heavy loam, inclined to be wet and tena-

cious, sow oats Avith your grass seed at the rate of

two and a half or three bushels to the acre ; but if

the land is a gravelly loam, sow barley from five to

seven pecks per acre, according to the richness of

the soil and the state of the season. You may
plant corn, cultivate without hills, and at the

third hoeing sow grass seed and rake it in. The

corn keeps the ground moist, facilitates the sprout-

ing and springing of the germ, and shelters the

young plant when it is up. In harvesting the corn,

the stalks should be level with the ground, so as

tage than to enroll his name on your subscription

list. Pay in advance makes subscribers like both
editor and paper a hundred ])er cent, better than
when they know they are in debt to both.

CROPS IN CHESTER COUNTY, PENN.

We had a fine fall, but January has been severe,

with good sleighing. Wheat appeared well before

the ground was covered, and there is a large quan-
tity put in. We had good crops of corn and pota-

toes. There will not be as much corn put in the

coming spring as last, because so much of the

ground is occupied Avith wheat.

JVear Lewisville, Pa., C R.

To Correspondents.—x\rticles have been re-

ceived on Willow Fences, How to raise Colts, Sin-

gular Apple, Things in Vermont, South Down
Sheep, In Regard to Capt. Symms's Hole, Liquid

Manures, Horse Racing at Cattle Shows, Preserv-

ing Forests, Barns, Farm Buildings, Use of Plaster,

Planting Cut Potatoes, Poultry, Rearing, Prepara-

tion for Market, <S:c., Orcharding for Stock, a fine

Ayrshire Cow, Science and the Farmer, Green Com
for Soiling, Reports on Cashmere Goats, Experi-

not to interfere with the scythe when mowing the '
ments with Superphosphate of Lime, The Open Po-

grass crop the next season. This is one of the sztr- lar Sea, The Plow, Green Wood, Management of

est methods of seeding down land to grass, and we
j

Stock, State Reform School, Sec. These articles are

believe one of the cheapest ; we have never known mostly from practical farmers, and v\ ill be given as

a crop to fail when seeded in this way. our limits will permit.
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AN OCEAN RIVER IN THE PACIFIC.

Lieut. Bent, of the U. S. Navy, read an interest-

ing paper before the New York Geographical and

Statistical Society, last week, on the existence of an

ocean river in the Pacific, flowing to the northward

and eastward along the coast of Asia, and corres-

ponding, in every essential particular, with the Gulf

stream of the Atlantic. We find a brief report of

this valuable paper in the New York Evening Post,

from which we condense a few of its facts,

The existence of a strong northeast current on

the coast of Japan was noticed by Cook and other

Jf'or tlie Neic England Fanner.

COMMENDABLE FEATURE.
If "commendation commonly animates mankind,"

would the mention of the (;ommendal)le features of

the Farmer animate its contributors to perfect and

to perpetuate them ? The hope that it would, has

incited me to mention one which every contributor

can help perfect and perpetuate, and which adds

not a little to the interest and circulation of this

valuable paper, whose influence for ])opular educa-

tion is inestimable. It is the distinct signature of

each contributor, and the toivn from whence the

communication comes. How natural, before read-

in<r a piece, for the eve to glide down the column

,
• . ^ .X. ^ 1 • „„ ,-^ +!,„ to see what town IS represented. Will each writer

early navigators, and the Japanese have given it tne . ,• . ^i i
•

<. • ^ <. <.
•' " '

i
„e 'give his town, therebv ensuring extra interest to

name of the "Kuro-Siwo," or "Black Stream, from
\
j

•

its dark blue color, as compared with the adjacent

ocean. Springing from the great Equatorial cur-

rent of the Pacific, the oceanic stream extends from

the Tropic of Cancer on the north, to Capricorn,

with a width on the south of three thousand miles,

and a velocity of from twenty to sixty miles a day.

Upon reaching the coast of Asia, it is diverted to

the west, and in passing through the great Polyne-

sian Archipelago is split into innumerable streams,

which diffuse a fertilizing warmth over that portion

of the globe. The influence of the Kuro-Siwo up-

on the climates of Japan, and the west coast of

North America, is, as might be expected, as striking

as that of the Gulf Stream on the coasts bordering

the North Atlantic. From the insular position of

Japan, with the intervening sea between it and the

continent of Asia, it has a more equable climate

than we enjoy in the United States. The soften-

ing influence is also felt on the coasts of Oregon

and California, but in a less degree, perhaps, than

those of the Gulf Stream on the coasts of Europe,

owing to the greater width of the Pacific ocean over

the Atlantic. Still, the winters are so mild in Pa-

get's Sound, in lat. 48 deg. north, that snow rarely

falls there, and the inhabitants are never enabled to

fill theu- ice houses for the summer, and vessels tra-

ding to Petropaulowski and the coast of Kamtschat-

ka, when becoming unwieldly from accumulation of

ice on their hulls and rigging, run over to a higher

latitude on the American coast, and thaw out, in

the same manner that vessels frozen up on om* own

coast retreat again into the Gulf Stream until fa-

vored by an easterly wind.

his communication, and oblige many a

Brookfield, Dec, 1855. Yeoman.

MANAGING BEES.

S.4XT0X & Company, N. Y.,have published a lit-

tle Manual, or an easy Method of Managing Bees,

ivith infallible rules to prevent their destruction by

the Moth. It is by John ]M. Weeks, of Salisbury,

Vt., and has an Appendix, by WoosTER A. Flan-

ders, of Northfield, Vt. We have had sufficient

experience as a bee-master, to know that both these

gentlemen must have had a good deal of experience

in their subject to write as they have, as the work

abounds with excellent suggestions and directions.

Its descriptions of the bee and its management are

clear and pleasantly written. Having never seen

the practical workings of the hive which they rec-

ommend, we cannot speak of it from any personal

knowledge. It is for sale by Redding & Co., Bos-

ton, price twenty-five cents.

BOYS' DEPARTMENT.

How TO Raise Melons.—We w^ould in^-ite the

attention of all lovers of good melons to the adver-

tisement on the cover of this Number, of S. C
Abeel. The editor of the Wisconsin Farmer says

"From what we know of Mr. Abeel's method, we
think there is no humbug about it. When a rest

dent of Janesville, we lived neighbor to him three

years, and know that he has unbounded success in

cultivating melons—raising from one to ten acres

annually."

EARLY MENTAL ACTIVITY.

"Experience," says Dr. Spurzheim, "demonstrates,

that pf any number of children of equal intellec-

tual power, those who receive no particular care in

childhood, and who do not learn to read and write

until the constitution begins to be consolidated, but

who enjoy the benefit of a good physical education,

very soon surpass, in their studies, those who com-

mence earlier and read numerous books when very

young. The mind ought never to be cultivated at

the expense of the body ; and ])hysical education

ought to precede that of the intellect, and then pro-

ceed simultaneously with it, without cultivating one

faculty to the neglect of others ; for health is the

base, and instruction the ornament of education."

Let parents then check, rather than excite in

their children, this early disposition to mental ac-

tivity, or, rather, let them counterbalance It by a

due proportion of physical and gymnastic exercises

;

for it is not so much the intensity as the continuity

of the mental action, which Is injurious to the con-

stitution. Let them not cause the age of cheerful-

ness to be spent in the midst of tears and In slav-

ery ; let them not change the sunny days of child-

hood into a melancholy gloom, which can, at best,
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only be a source of misery and bitter recollection in

maturer yearf.

Physical exercises and the cultivation of the per-

ceptive faculties should, with the reading of moral
and instructive books, form the principal occupations

of children. Their expanding frame requires the
invigorating stimulus of fresh air; their awakening

LADIES' DEPARTMENT.

DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

To Make L\dl4^ Puduixg.—"Real Genewine
Yankee Pudden."—Take three pints of scalded

organs seek for external objects of sense; their '^l'^' '"^f^d as much fine, yellow Indian meal as will

dawning intellect incessantly "calls for the action of,'^^
sufficient to make a stiff batter, and a teacupful

their observant powers. This is the great law of ^^ ^o^^sses, with salt to your taste. Boil it four

Nature. She has given to the child that restless I

'^""i"^' or even longer, for boiling doe.'; not hurt, but

activity, that buoyancy of animal spirits, that i

i™P™^"e« ^t. A few ripe cherries or whortleberries

prying inquisitiveness, which makes him delight '

^'i^l '^1*^° ™Prove it. Many think a small portion

in constant motion and in the observation of new ,

o^ ^"^^ (beef's) chopped fine, without the fruit, a

objects. If these wise intentions of Providence be 'good and even better addition. It is to be eaten

not frustrated ; if he be allowed to give himself up "'i^'i '^"tter and molasses, of course,

to the sportive feelings of his age, he A\ill acquire a This fine dessert of Revolutionary memory should

healthy constitution, and a physical and percej^tive occasionally have a place on every man's table,

development, which are the best preparation for ^own East it often comes to hand. Out West it

mental labor

Of the men who have conferred benefit on soci-

ety, and have been the admiration of the world, the
greater number are those who, from various causes,

have in early life been kept from school or from

is quite too rarely found.

—

Ohio Farmer.

Baked Indian Pitdding.—Take three pints of

I

scalded milk, one handful of wheat flour, three

j

eggs, and as much Indian meal as will make the

^ , „, ,
, . , ,, 'whole thick, lilce batter for pancakes. Add one

serious study They have, by energetic and well-
{ jjl of molasses, and salt to vour taste. Bake three

du-ected efforts, at a period when the brain was hours.-Ohio Farmer.
ready tor ttie task, acquired knowledge, and dis-

played abilities which have raised them to the high- Best New England Johnny Cake.—Take one
est eminence in the different walks in life, in litera-

^

quart of buttermilk, one tea-cup of Hour, two-thirds

ture, the arts and sciences, in the army, the senate, 1 of a tea-cupful of molasses, a little salt, one tea-

the church, and even on the throne. The history
j

spoonful of saleratus, one egg (beat, of course.)

of the most distinguished among those who have' Then stir in Indian meal, but be sure and not put
received an early classical education, sufficiently ! in too much. Leave it thin—so thin that it ^vill

proves that it is not to their scholastic insti-uction, 'almost run. Bake in a tin in any oven, and toler-

but to self-education after the period of school, that 'ably quick. If it is not first rate and light, it will

they chiefly owed theii- su])eriority.

David, the sul)lime author of the Psalms, follow-

ed in his early occupations the dictates of nature

;

he had, in his youth, muscular power to tear asun-
der the mouth of a lion, to resist the grasp of a

bear, and to impart to a pebble velocity sufficient

be because you make it too thick witli Indian meal.

Some prefer it without molasses.

A Nice Dish for Breakfast.—Take one egg
and beat it up, add a teaspoonful of salt, pour into

it about two-thirds of a pint of water, then slice

-Ohio Farmer.

to slay a giant.
"
Napoleon, when in the' school ofrJ""^

bread, dip it in, and Iry in a little butter.

Brienne, was noted in the quarterlv reports of that ^^^/i^'^'''^^"''
'"^"'^ >"0" '"" ^"^ '^ ^"^ excellent dish,

institution as enjoying good health ; no mention
Avas ever made of his possessing any mental supe-
riority ; but, in physical exercises, he a^ as always
foremost. Sir Isaac Newton, according to his own
statement, was inattentive, and ranked very low in

the school, which he had not entered until after the

age of twelve. The mother of Sheridan Ion

garded him as the dullest of her children.

Clarke was called a "grievous dunce" by his first

teacher ; and young Liebig a "booby" by his em-
ployer. Shakspeare, Moliere, Gibbon, Niebuhr,
Byron, Humphry Davy, Porson, and many others,

were in like manner undistinguished for early ap-

plication to study, and, for the most part, indulged
in those wholesome bodily exercises and that free-

dom of mind, which contributed so much to their

future excellence.

—

Marcel.

A Pity.—The young Prince of Wales, a lad of

about thirteen or fourteen, is, it seems, already by a
sad mixture of boyishness and dissipation, giving no
little uneasiness to the maternal heartof the Queen,

re- 1 who has honestly enough, no doubt, tried all that a

Adam i mother could, to keep him out of harm's wa^-.

Courage and Discretion,—A courageous ram
took it into his head to resist a locomotive. The
brave old sheep heard the whistle, the roar and the

rumblt- ; he saw the shower of fire and glaring eye-

balls of the monster; he curled up his majestic

head, and he battered his brow into the foe. Alas

!

poor ram ! not a lock of wool nor a peice of horn
could be found. The owner, in lamenting the loss

of poor ramray, said :
—"I admire his pluck, but

confound his discretion."

With the education, learning, power and religion of

all England, with its State Church at their backs,

the royal pair, possessing no little education and
taste themselves, find the same di'Kculty that George
III. did, and all other kings have done from Henry
III. downwards—the difficulty of providing the

right kind of moral education for one born the heir

apparent to the British throne. This arises in part

no doubt from tlie anomaly of his position. He is

a child educated with the knowledge that he is one

day to be a king, the king over every inhabitant of

Great Britain and its dependencies, embracing hun-

dreds of millions of human beings, witha territorv'

on which the sun never sets. A lad with his head

filled with these ideas, surrounded by those vvhose

interest it is to flatter and indulge all the whims of

a child, in hopes of being remembered hereafter by

the powerful young man, may well have his head

turned, had he the wisest as well as the best of

mothers.
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GRASSES AND THE SMALL GRAINS.

LL FLESH IS GRASS.

Never were words

more true, or more

full of meaning,
than those of the

Prophet Isaiah,

when he said, "All

flesh is grass."—
These four words,

^nnple and unimportant as

thej at first seem, lead to a

tiain of thought and investi-

gation that results in the con-

^iction that all flesh is literally

grass ; that this is the prime

basis upon which rests all our

agricultural operations, and

that without it, civilization,

nay, life itself, could not be

sustained.

Cotton is a cinlizer, and,

more than all missionary ef-

fort, is introducing the comforts of artificial life

among the rude and untutored in every part of the

world. Like the introduction of stoves and window

glass, it has shed new blessings on the race ; only

in its importance it far transcends them both. De-

prived of the glass, the stove, the cotton, and even

of wool, a limited number might still supply a few

of the first j^hysical requirements, and live. But

not so with grass. Strike that out, and all anima-

ted existence dies without it : first the insect race,

then the graminivorous, or grass-eating animals,

then the carnivorous, or flesh-eating, and then, in

the dismal train, man himself. And as if to stamp

the grasses with the seal of usefulness, in every

way, what a noble and exalted j^urpose they dis-

charge in covering the earth with unnumbered

forms of grace and beauty of coloring. How beau-

tifully they adorn the surface, and "thus make man-
ifest to us, in their very existence, and in all their

^^

thousand wonders, the Almighty Creator of heaven

and earth."

And yet the grass crop, so important in every

respect, has not received an equal attention with

the animals that are to be supported by it.

The grasses comprise a numerous family, some

four thousand varieties having been noticed, scat-

tered over various parts of the globe ; but among
these, only some twenty kinds, which will in one

summer produce rich food, independent of the dry

heat and rigid cold of our climate, have been

chosen,—and some three, four, or perhaps half a

dozen of these are under general cultivation among
us. The grains, as we term them, our oats, rye,

barley, wheat, and even Indian corn, are as much
grass, as the meadow cat's-tail or red-top. Their

seeds are larger than those of the herds-grass, and

therefore, more conveniently approjmated to our

use, so we distinguish them from the other grasses

by a specific name, and at length are apt to forget

that they belong to the same genus.

"Grasses," said a distinguished philosopher, "are

Nature's first care. They are the most general, ex-

tensive, and hardy of the earth's productions. They

are nearly of endless variety, and adajjted to almost

every climate. They endure the trampling of men
and beasts, the browsing of cattle, the parching

droughts of summer, and the snows and ice of win-

ter, and spring into new and often more vigorous

life, under influences which to other plants would

prove destructive.

"On mountain tops, where the warmth of the

summer's sun is not sufficient to ripen their

seeds, they live by their roots, and with thick, clus-

tering leaves protect these roots, producing there-

by the densest and most beautiful verdure. And it

is reported by one writer, that, for the preservation

of the grasses in those localities where the ripening

of their seeds is important, the wild beasts, guided

by a remarkable instinct, leave untouched the

stems that support the flowers." The manifesta-

tion of such an instinct would not be more wonder-
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ful, or command om- admiration in any greater de-

gree than that exhibited in many other things,

—

yet a more simple and natural explanation of the

fact would be, that these flowers possess a flavor, of

some pungent sort, which the animal feeding does

not relish.

"We have said that cotton is a ci\ilizer—it would,

indeed, be difficult to estimate or appreciate, the

blessings it confers on mankind. It not only com-

prises the clothing of vast numbers, some of whom

would wander naked without it, but it enters into

nearly all the domestic articles we use. It shows

the fair jjage of the book we read, or gives us the

paper on which we write ; makes a part of the bed

on which we sleep or the carpet on which we tread ;

is a part of the stock used by the tailor, the book-

binder, cabinet and shoe-maker and carpenter. It

protects the hay of the farmer, encloses his wheat,

flour and other products in sacks, and gives wings

to commerce to waft them to the waiting nations of

the world ! Cotton is, also, a staple article in our

manufactories, and gives employment to thousands

of the sons and daughters of New England, It

does not only civilize—it has refined and elevated

civiUzation itself, and given it a thousand forms of

the beautiful while it has supplied our wants ; it is

the utile dulci, "the useful with the pleasant," and

its era of general introduc-tion will be marked in

the annals of the world. Unlike the grasses, how-

ever, it does not flourish except under certain de-

grees of temperature, beyond whose limits it is cul-

tivated in vain.

Rice is another article of great value, and like

cotton, enters largely into our exports, amounting,

sometimes, to nearly four millions of dollars in a

single year. It is admirably adapted as sustenance

to the human system, affording a healthful propor-

tion of nutritive matter to the bulk required. It

may be easily and long preserved, and annually

feeds its millions, many of whom eat but little be-

side. But, like cotton, this article can never be-

come one of general culture, as it requires a high

temperature throughout its growth, and to be

grown on alluml soils, not only irrigated, but

flooded for periods of considerable length.

Until lately, these two articles, cotton and rice,

have been prominent in our tables of exports, and

the nation believed that they were the chiefproducts

of our agricultural industry ; that they gave us

credit and character abroad, and fed us, or propelled

the looms in our manufactming districts at home.

We mention these, particularly, because the pohti-

cal economist seems never to have investigated and

compared some other leading crops with them, and

to afford opportunity for a partial comparison

now.

On reference to the last Census we find the hay

crop of the United States for 1840, set down at

10,248,108 tons; in 1850, it was 14,000,000 tons
;

in 1855, it would undoubtedly reach 15,000,000

tons, and at ten dollars a ton, would be $150,000,-

000. The cotton crop of 1853 is valued at $128,-

000,000. The hay crop of Massachusetts in 1850, at

$15 a ton, amounted to nearly ten millions of dol-

lars, while the cotton crop of South Carolina at 4 cts.

a pound, was less than two and a half milHon. We be-

lieve the corn and grass crops of Massachusetts will

equal in value any two leading crops of any of the

Southern States, leaving our vast mechanical, man-

ufactupng and artistic products out of the question,

in an estimate of the results of our industrial pur-

suits.

Compared with other crops, very little has been

wi-itten or said in relation to the grass crop. We
know not their number or names, or but that among

those indigenous to our soils there maybe those far

better than our herds-grass, red-top, or clovers. In

England, there are two hundred and fifteen varieties

well known, named, and cultivated. With us a

dozen varieties, perhaps, would exhaust our list

;

and yet some think there is no more room for inves-

tigation and for more accurate knowledge of the

things around us ; that hard hand-work is better

and more profitable than seeking after new things

by head-work.

Who knows but that in our fields, or on the way-

side, trampled on and despised of men, or, perhaps

all unknown, there is an unobtrusive plant, spring-

ing up, blossoming and struggHng from year to

year for notice and for a firmer hold,—but as often

sought and eagerly fed off by the grazing animal

who only knows how to appreciate it ?

Like the potato, as large as walnuts in its native

state, or the peach, bitter and dry and offensive, or

the pear, with its hard, woody flesh, or the apple

tree, with its thorns, so this humble plant may only

want the fostering care of man to outvie the beautiful

purple bloom of the herds-grass heads, or the car-

mine of the gracefully tasselled red-top,—and yield

in nutritive matter more than either of these or the

richest clovers.

Why did Infinite Wisdom create 4,000 varieties

of grasses ? Was it that man should avail himself

of but one, or a dozen of these varieties, and the

others remain unsought, untasted and unappropria-

ted ? Or did He expect that the reason with which

he is endowed, and the intelligence which he might

gain, would lead to investigation and a choice of

these numerous varieties ? Is there not room' then,

for study and research ? "Who shall estimate the

number of our grasses ? Who shall classify them ?

And—what is a far more important question—who

shall test them in the crucible of science, so that the

practical farmer may, with certainty, avail himself of

the advantages which will result from the cultiva-

tion of the best varieties ?"

The two grasses familiarly known, and generally

cultivated in Massachusetts, are timothy (so called
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from its introduction into Marjland by the Rev. gets such root-hold as to withstand the effects of

Timothy Hanson) and the red-top, and the red and frost, unless it is very sever. In the succeeding

white clover or honey-suckle. There are the mead- summer such fields often yield more than a ton per

ow fox-tail, the rough coSks foot, or orchard grass, acre, and the second summer, if the operation was

tall fescue, rye grass, &c,, but few persons, however,

are able to apply the name with certainty to the right

variety, and the terms are seldom used.

Next to the adoption of the best varieties, is the

all right, from two to three tons. "We have accom-

plished this in our own practice.

A more common practice is, to plow in the

spring, manure and sow grass seed with about three

importance of a proper cultivation of them. The i

bushels of oats to the acre. This course frequently

average product at present is probably about one operates well, but in many cases, failure is the re-

ton per acre. But this is not a paying crop—and suit. The oats sometimes spring into a rapid

no good farmer will cease his efforts until he adds

half a ton to this average, or doubles it. When
the expense of reclaiming, plowing, manuring and

seeding down is taken into account, it will be seen

that one ton brings little or no profit, and thus there

occurs a waste of energy, of time, and interest in-

vested in the land. In order to accomphsh the

result, three things must be regarded.

1. Thorough draining.

2. Deeper plowing.

3. Higher manui'ing.

Without the first, as a basis to start upon, both

of the others will, in a degree, fail to accomjjlish the

expected purpose. When this is effected, there

will be no standing water to repulse the roots, and

the deep plowing will enable them to roam at pleas-

ure in search of agreeable locality or food. Here,

then, is the superstructure ; now add the fertilizing

agents, subjecting the land to hoed crops, as far as

possible, for two or three years before devoting it

to grass, feeding it liberally just before it receives

the seed, and then you have a basis from which to

gather profitable crops through all time, so long as

the same process is observed. It is simply acting

on the consistent rule, "Feed your crops and they

will feed you." The food must not only be there,

but under such conditions that they can reach and

appropriate it. If it is in cold spring water, they

will not touch it ; or if too near the surface, where

the sun will smite them by day, or cold winds or

eolder vapors chill them by night, they will have

no appetite to feed on your proffered bounty. But

give them a mellow seed bed, mingled with ferment-

ing vegetable and animal matters, through which

the sun in heaven shall send his cheering beams, and

the blessed showers shall percolate and find their

gladsome way, fructifying every little rootlet with

their moisture, and then you shall have, not only

your two tons, but often three to the acre! Under

these conditions, heat or cold, flood or draught, will

have little influence on a grass crop ; it becomes

one of great certainty, and of generous profit.

Where grass is principally desired, and the land

is not wanted for other crops, a practice is now ob-

served of plowuig the sward in August or Septem-

ber, and seeding at once. If the season is favor-

able as to moisture, this course operates well.

The young grass comes readily, grows rai)idly, and

growth, shading, and taking entire possession of

the ground and utterly precluding the tender grass

plants from any participation in the rays of the sun,

and with scarcely a place whereon to stand. They

gain Uttle in root, and but a trifle in height, are

slender, succulent and weak, and when the oat croj)

cut, and the sun blazes in upon their tender

heads, they quietly lie down and die, just as any

sensible plant would be expected to, under such

treatment.

Barley is a better grain to seed down with than

oats, because it does not send out so many off-

shoots or tiller as much as oats.

Another course, and one for which we have much

partiality, is to hoe the com crop flat, and at the

third hoeing in August, sow the grass seed, and

rake it in. The process is not a slow or disagree-

able one ; indeed, I think it can be done at much

less cost than some other modes of seeding to

grass. In this position, the young plants have

good opportunities for a fair and pleasant start in

the world. The ground is mellow and moist, and

protected from high wind by the corn, so that when

the tiny seed starts and the tender germ takes

hold of a neighboring morsel of rich muck or other

fertilizing matter, it is not torn rudely away by the

wind, but left to extract its supplies and grow fat

upon them. The com also breaks the direct rays

of the sun from the young grass, but leaves suffi-

cient heat to pass to promote their growth. When
the sun becomes less vertical and intense, the com
is usually topped, and the rays are more freely ad-

mitted, so that without purposely favoring the new
crop, the operations on the old one, or corn, seem

exactly to suit its wants. The corn-stalks, when

gathered, should be cut close to the ground, or with

a hatchet may be cut a little below, so as to be en-

tirely out of the way of the scythe at the first mow-
ing.

On the subject of seeding and of harvesting,

some thoughts occur, but we should be exceeding

reasonable limits to speak of them now.

We have said nothing of the grasses for our pas-

tures—and this is a subject, too, which intimately

concerns us all. No branch of our husbandry so

much requires "consideration as this, and we trust it

will be the subject of your earnest inquiry and in-

vestigation.
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"There are many among us who seem to think people would only take the trouble to weigh a load

that the earth is possessed of a constitution so | of the solid material intended for top-dressing, in

strong, so stout, and so healthy, that no extreme of
*e mornmg of a dry day before being spread, then

bad usage can affect it injuriously ; but Time, the
at night, after being ex^sed to the sun, and for

only 10 or 12 hours, and it will be found that the
great instructor, is demonstrating our folly, and dim'inution of weight is nearly one-half ; the liquid

warning us to change our modes of farming. "While [and only fertilizing properties of the mass being

the husbandman carries forward his works of agri- "early all dissipated in that short period. Should

cultural improvement, he must not forget the in-

junction, 'Let the earth bring forth grass.' If, dis-

regarding this mandate, he shall continue to ne-

glect the investigation and cultivation of grasses,

the annual depreciation of his crops of corn, and

other grains, will ultimately qualify him to appre-

ciate fully the force of the Belgian maxim, 'jYo

grass, no stock ;
—no stock, no manure ;

—no ma-

nure, no c7-ops.'
"

Let us exhort you, then, to a more earnest study

of the cultivation of the grasses—their names, their

qualities, and the best modes of cultivation. Like

rice or the potato for man, so good high-land grass

is adapted to all herbivorous animals, and as a gen-

eral food, will sustain them better than any other.

And as so large a proportion of the food upon

which we ourselves subsist comes from the grasses,

and from the animals which they sustain, we can no

longer wonder at another declaration of the same

prophet whom we quoted in the beginning, that

"Surely the people is grass."

For the New England Farmer.

LiaUID MANURE.
Mr. Editor:—In your paper of the 12th inst.,

I read with great pleasure an article on this subject,

by Professor J. A. Nash, in which he describes very

comprehensively the mode of preparing and dis-

tributing hquid manure by some of the first farm-

ers in England, and the success attending it. As
the system thus described, however, is on too gi-

gantic a scale for general introduction into this

country, I shall here state in as few words as pos-

sible, my own experience in such matteivs.

It has long been a matter of surprise to me, that

farmers in this section of the country do not avail

themselves more generally of the many advantages

to be derived from the proper application of liquid

fertilizers, especially as regards the top-dressing of

grass lands ; as more prodigal waste has taken

place in the application of solid manure for that

purpose, than in all the other branches of agi'icul-

ture combined. It is easy to perceive, that top-

dressing grass with barn manure, either clear or

composted, or any solid material whatever, in com-
mon use for that purpose, is less or more depend-
ent on the quantity of rain that may happen to fall

immediately after the dressing is put on, in order
to produce the desired effect. If that operation is

succeeded by very dry weather, httle or no benefit

is derived from it, and the material and also the
labor are lost ; and even when heavy rains chance \

bution cart

to fall immediately after the process "has been com- !
the back-house of the family which should be in

pleted, only about 20 per cent, of the fertilizing variably placed right above the cess-pool.

the drought continue but for a few days longer, not
one particle of the fertilizing properties will remain
to perform the functions for which they were in-

tended. On the other hand, liquid preparations go
immediately to the roots of the grass, and produce
almost instantaneous and salutary effects

;
provided

the preparation has been properly fermented, and
is of the requisite sti'ength. Liquid manure can be
provided on almost every farm, in ample quantities,

at one-third the expense of solid, and when pro-

perly prepared and applied, its effects are certain

;

whereas the former is but a game at chance at the

best, as far, at least, as top-dressing grass and ma-
nuring fruit trees are concerned. Not one practi-

cal farmer out of a hundred has given due consid-

eration to this important subject ; and it is almost

impossible to suppress laughter at the absurdity of

many of them purchasing stable manure in Boston
and other cities at a high price, and carrying it,

sometimes, 20 miles into the country, after it has

been denuded of nearly every particle of ammonia
and other fertilizing properties, by over-heating in

the cellars in which it is collected ; while the in-

valuable liquids in abundance on their own farms
are completely neglected ; their only use being to

produce pestilential effluvia for the comfort of the

family during the summer months !

To farmers on a small scale Avho have not the

means to jjrovide themselves with that inestimal)le

convenience of a water-tight cellar under their.

I)arns, a simple and cheap substitute is easily ])ro-

Aided. That sul)stitute is nothing more than a
tank or cessjiool, built under ground, of suitable

capacity in proportion to the extent of the farm,

placed in the most convenient situation for receiv-

ing the whole liquid refuse of the dwelling-house,

the urine of every description from the barn, and
also water from the house pump to dilute the li-

quor and prevent smell when required. The tank
may be constructed of stone, or brick, or even
wood, as being the cheapest in the outset. Spruce
plank is good enough for the purpose, and comes
cheaper than any other material; and, if bedded
in clay to prevent it from decay on the outside, the
liquor ^^ill preserve it in the inside for generations

to come. A tank 12 by 6 feet, and 4 feet deep,

could be built of this wood, for about $20, and will

hold over 1728 gallons ; which is sufficient during
the season to supply liquid in abundance to top-

dress from 12 to 20 acres of grass land, and in-

crease the quantity of hay in a most astonishing

manner. It should have a close cover for the top,

part of which, however, should be movable at

pleasure, with a view to cleaning out the bottom
when required ; and in the permanent part a hole

should be left to admit a wooden pump, which is

essential for discharging the liquid into the distri-

Also an aperture for the discharge of

properties of the manure go to nourish the grass;

the residue being wasted in atmospheric evapora-

tion. Proof of this assertion is always ijt hand, Lf

A cart for the distribution of the liquid can be
made in different ways. Those used in many parts

of Europe for that purpose, are on the same prin-
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ciple, and similar in construction, to those used in

this country for watering the streets in cities, dur-

ing dry weather in summer ; but one of much
easier and simpler construction may answer all use-

ful ])urposes, to those of small means. A large

band fixed on a pair of old wheels, with a spire for

oxen or shafts for a horse attached to the axle, is

all that is wanted ; or the barrel may be placed in

an ox or horse cast, as convenience may dictate,

with a spout or box behind pierced with many holes

in the bottom for the even distribution of the liquid

on the grass. With such a cart one man can ma-
nure from 4 to 6 acres in a day, which is a great

saving in the expense of labor compared with the

common practice of top-dressing with composted
manure, a topic worthy of some consideration in

this frugal land.

In order to derive all the advantages from this

mode of manuring grass land, special attention

must be paid to the pfoper fermentation of the li-

quid before application, as properly fermented, and
unfermented liquid, may be compared to strong

manure, and no manure at all. Every one at all

conversant with the making of wine, beer and cider

knows that these liquors require to undergo a cer-

tain degree of fermentation before they impart that

invigorating and stimulating effect on those that

drink them, for which alone their value in propor-

tion to their relative strength is estimated. In like

manner does liquid manure operate in all its stages

of fermentation ; as it has to undergo several

chemical changes during that process before it be-

comes fit food for plants. The next important
consideration connected with this undertaking after

the fermentation has subsided, is how to fix the

ammonia and other volatile matter that the liquid

may contain ; and how to ascertain when they are

fixed. Many substances may be used with good
effect for fixing these volatile principles in liquid

manure. Any ingredient of an acid nature, if

added in sufficient quantity to decomposing urine,

fixes and neutralizes the ammonia as it is evolved

from the urea and the other nitrogenous bodies of

urine ; and in consequence very much enriches the

ultimate liquid manure. Water, as Professor Nash
says, is an excellent absorbent of ammonia, and is in

all cases a sufficient deodorizer, provided enough of

it is used. This I have invariably found to be cor-

rect ; and would, therefore, advise a certain quan-

tity to be pumped into the tank every other day in

proportion to the amount of other matter it may
contain. This will completely subdue any offensive

odor that may arise from the fermentation of the

liquid, and add considerably to the bulk of the ar-

ticle. Should this course be objected to on account

of such quantities of water making the preparation

too weak, I would say add guano, night-soil, cow
dung, or even green succulent vegetables and many
kinds of weeds from the garden and field, to thick-

en the mass, and bring it up to the proper strength.

Before application I invariably use a small quantity

of diluted sulphuric acid as a deodorizer and neu-

trahzer of the ammonia ; and the surest and safest

criterion to judge by, when the liquid is fit for us-

ing, is its being destitute of any disagreeable odor
when stirred about with a stick from the bottom of

the tank. That shows conclusively that the whole
volatile principles of the manure are fixed, and
neutralized, and prepared for application to the

grass or other crops. Any one may see that even
water alone put upon grass Svhile in a growing state,

accelerates its growth, often in a very wonderful

degree ; and how much more may not l)e reasona-

bly expected, from such a combination of the known
elements of fertility, as such liquids contain. With
a plentiful supply of such liquid preparations, which

are within the reach of every cultivator of the soil,

from the small garden to the extensive farm, there

is nothing to prevent an increase of the crops of

hay and fruit four-fold, at least, if people interested

in such matters would give it a fair trial.

I have been a practical cultivator of the soil for

over fifty years, in diff"erent parts of the world, and

it is only within the last five years that I learned

the secret of properly preparing and applying li-

quid manure to growing crops ; and since then, I

have seen two, three, and even four crops of strong

grass cut from the same ground in one season by

the copious application of liquid preparations ; and

for that valuable discovery I have to thank Profes-

sor Liebeg's familiar letters on chemistry ; although

deadly opposed to book farming previous to that

date. T. C.

Beverly, West Beach, Jan. 16, 1856.

Remarks.—^We are under obligations to the

writer of this article—his suggestions and descrip-

tions will lead many persons to adopt a system for

preserving the best portion of the manures of the

farm. Will he favor us with an interview ?

AGRICULTURE IN MAINE.
Some of the farmers in Maine had a meeting at

the State House, on Friday evening, Jan. 18, and

from the report given m the Maine Farmer, it must

have been an interesting and profitable one. There

was quite a free interchange of opinions, and among

others, the discussion evolved the following :

—

"Mr. Carr, of Bangor, said, "we did not do

enough in farming ; if it were profitable on a small

scale, it would, if rightly pursued, be more profita-

ble on a larger scale.

If we could demonstrate this, and convince our

young men of it, it would induce them to stay

here instead of going West, and a great object

would be attained.

Mr. Parlin, of Winthrop, being called upon,

stated that he was a mechanic, but farmed it on a

small scale, he had to hire his labor, he kept a strict

account with his farm, and finds, that this year, af-

ter paying all expenses, he has $450 for oversee-

ing the business.

Mr. Butman said he had been a farmer 50 years,

labored with his hands, had a sick wife, no sons

—

no daughters, has had to hire help, and yet had

made money by farming ; when he bought where he

now lives, found six acres of swamp land near his

bvvildings,—not wanting a frog pond there he com-

menced clearing it, and finally got it in a condition

to plow, plowed it into beds, made the dead furrow

pretty deep, and then set a man to dig it deeper,

on the 13th of June following, hauled on 100 loads

of manure and sowed to oats and grass—had 65

bushels of oats per acre, which he sold for 55 cts,

per bushel ; this paid all the expenses except for

manure, then laid it down, and has mowed three

tons to the acre ; has mowed it ever since, and has

cut 120 tons of hay from it during this time. The
whole of the labor cost $28 to the acre.
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Mr. Crane did not agree with Mr. Goodale's rea-

soning ; he had been left an orphan, without pro-

perty, and when twenty-one years of age he had
not $5 worth of property. He had done nothing

but farming, and was now out of de1)t, and the as-

sessors rated him $5,000, the whole made by farm-

ing, and by nothing else.

Mr. Goodale said, one reason why farming is not

more profitable is, because the farmer does not use

capital enough. In addition to his fixed capital of

farm, fences, buildings, &c., he should use working
or circulating cai)ital.

What condition would a manufacturer be in, if, af-

ter his mill was ready, he had no working capital ?"

At this stage of the meeting, Prof. Boody was

called on, who said he had been in the western

country, and from observations and experiments he

had made there, he would say that a young man
in Maine need not go to the West for fear there

was no jjrofit in farming in Maine. He had no

doubt whatever, that if the farmers here would cul-

tivate less land, feed it better, and pulverize it well,

it would be a profitable business.

"Mr. French said, twenty-five years ago he went
into the woods with a wife and two children, and
}iad but two hundred dollars in the world, bought
a farm on mortgage, family increased to nine chil-

dren, when his son was sixteen and began to be
help to him, he died, his buildings were soon after

;;ll burnt, the Mcevil took his wheat and the rot his

[jotatoes ; never hired help excepting in haying.

He now had a fiirm, free from debt, had a com-
fortable home, had educated 9 children with com-
mon school education, had plenty to eat and set be-

fore his friends, and he left it to the meeting to say

whether farming was profitable or not.

Mr. Hersey, from Lincoln, stated that he did

some lumbering business, but farming was his prin-

cipal business ; usually raises 1000 bushels of grain

of different kinds, per year, this last year raised

1800 bushels,—800 on 'burnt and 1000 on plowed
land ; as near as he can judge his grain costs about
one-half what it would bring in market.

Mr. LNlorrow, of Searsmont, said, the question is

this,—is farming profitable, compared with other

callings ? It is the primary business of the State,

all depend upon it. The idea is abroad among our
young men that Harming is not profitable in Maine.
This idea is making against the best interests of the

State, it is injuring the community ; now if any thing

can be done to correct this belief by your organi-

zation or by the Legislature, it should be done.

We will suppose a young man, when of age, hires

out by the month until he has earned $1200 or

$1500. The question comes up to him, is farmini^

profitable ? How shall he invest this to obtain a

living ? You can now hardly procure a respecta-

ble farm for $1500, but he nevertheless buys a

farm for $1200, and uses $300 to stock it with
tools and animals. Now can he sustain himself,

raise a family, and keep them in comfortable cir-

cumstances through life ? This is the question

—

the sentiment is abroad that he cannot, and hence
the young men rush into ti'ade, go to California,

into the professions, &c. &c. Now he believes that

farming can l)e made profitable; but the farmer
must have his farm and stock, and a little surplus

capital, and he can then, by proper management,
make it profitable."

Many other excellent things were said during

the evening, and will have an influence to call out

more to attend the meetings, and to turn attention

to the subject of higher modes of cultivation. Our

object, mainly, in these quotations, is to show the

opinions of the speakers with regard to farming

as a profitable avocation.

For the New England Farmer.

FARM WORK IN THE WINTER.
Mr. Editor :—The subject of farm work, gener-

ally, is one upon which much has been said with

profit, and much more needs to be said, particularly

by those who can talk from experience. Some
farmers can find abundance of work on the farm in

the winter, while others can find but little that can

be done to a satisfactory profit. Let the result of

every one's experience be given through the agricul-

tural press, and at length the experience of each

will become the wisdom of all, and a true system be
reached.

The New York Tribune recommends farm work
in winter, and I have great respect for the teachings

of the Tribune. My friend, L. Durand, of Con-

necticut, thinks that but httle farm work can be done

in winter. Allow me, though a plain Avorkman, to

give a specimen of my experience, from a region

where cold weather and abundance of snow are the

usual accompaniments of winter. At the falling

of the snow I hauled up a year's sujiply of wood,

and then commenced hauling muck from the muck
l)ed, and shall continue in the business as long as

the sleighing shall last, which will ]u-obably be until

about the middle of March. I find that with one

horse, I can average two cords of muck each day
dehvered one mile from the muck bed.

The muck on the bed is eight to ten feet deep.

I remove the snow, and the frozen muck to the

depth of about a foot, is cut up and removed from

the sui'face of a pit five feet wide and ten feet long,

and then there is no difficulty in shovelhng the muck
into the box on the sled.

The advantages of getting out the muck in the

winter are, that any part of the muck bed can be
reached, which cannot be done in the summer.
There is a decided advantage in hauhng it upon the

snow, and when there are no pressing calls for labor

elsewhere on the farm. The muck, load by load,

gets well exposed to the action of frost, and some
advantage is gained in composting it, partially, at

least, with stable dung and night soil, so that in the

spring I have only to shovel it over once, as it thaws,

and it is ready to be used in the drill. There is

also an advantage in spreading the muck on the

snow as a top dressing for grass lands.

The muck which I hauled out last winter was
used last spring, and my crops were highly satisfac-

tory and profitable, so that this is not hypothesis,

but experiment and practice.

I might say much on the subject of vegetable

muck, (not swamp mud) as a manure, but that mat-

ter is perhaps too well understood to require this.

My own experience has proved it to be highly val-

uable.

From this brief statement, I thinli it must be

confirmed that, for me, there is work to be done to

advantage in the winter. MiCHAEL.
Bangor, Feb., 1856.
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For the New England Farmer.

BRAKES-SAWDTTST-MANURES.
Mr. Editor :—Acting upon the suggestions in

your paper, I have "housed" all my manure. I bed
all my cattle liberally with brakes and sawdust. I

allow my bedding to remain in the stables one
week. By this process, the brakes are pulverized,

and with the sawdust, become perfectly saturated.

The knowing ones tell me my manure Avill be burnt.

What is your opinion ? (a.) How shall 1 manage
in the spring when I cart it out ? (&.) Permit me
to suggest to the readers of your paper the econo-

my of cutting brakes. I put under cover the first

year about seven tons of brakes ; with my oat straw,

and a few roots, and occasionally a little meal, I

have kept to the present time nine head of cattle.

In many pastures, grass grows with the brake ; the

cattle will not eat this in summer, but when made
into hay and fed out in winter, they readily eat

both grass and brake. By yearly mowing, the

cane brake gives way to a finer quality, and in

time, the pasture becomes entirely rid of them.
Yours truly, ' "INQUIRER."

Buckland, February 1th, 1856.

Remaeks.—(a.) When there is much coarse veg-

etable matter there is danger' oi Jire-fang, as it is

called. To prevent this, a good supply of peat

muck should be stored up and mingled with the ma-

nui-e; but if this, or loam, is not at hand, the heap

must be watched. As long as it is kept dry, there

will be little danger. (6.) A few days before using it,

throw it up lightly, wet it, and stick two or three

bean poles through it. When you find, upon draw-

-ing one of these poles out, that the heap is warmed

to blood heat and that it has remained at about

that temperature a few days, it will be ready for

use ; and if it has been covered with loam or muck,

will have retained nearly all its fertilizing qualities

Your good example ought to be imitated in cutting

the brakes.

For the Neto England Farmer.

WINTER IN VERMONT.
Mr. Farmer :—As so much is said of snow and

cold weather from Maine to Louisiana, we fear our

friends abroad may suppose that in this hyperborean
region we are hopelessly frozen up and buried in

snow. To quiet such apprehensions, I will give you
a short sketch of our winter.

We had snow early in December, and since, fre-

quent additions, so that now it is full 2^ feet in

forests. December was a fine winter month, no ex-

treme cold. January was uniformly cold ; 12.09''

colder than 1855—8.55° colder than the mean of

the last 18 years, but warmer than 1840 or 1844.

The mean temperature of three observations daily,

—sunrise, 1 to 9 o'clock, P. M.,—has been 13 9°.

The lowest points at sunrise was 5th, 13*^; 7th, 10°;

9th, 4°; 20th, 10«; 22d, 6°; 25th, 5°; 26th, 6°;

making seven days when the mercury has stood be-

low zero.

You can judge of our snow drifts when I tell j'ou

that the trains on the Central Railroad, from Wind-
sor over Connecticut river to Burlington on Lake
Champlain, have never lost a trip, nor have they

ever been delayed, so as to be more than fifteen

minutes behind, making time on this road some-

times late, caused by non-arrival of trains on con-

necting roads. From Burlington to Rouse's Point,

(57 miles) lat. 45°, the trains have not been de-

tained one minute by snow. We have had near

two months of uninterrupted good sleighing, and a

fair prospect of a month more.

If you are buried in snow in Boston, I advise yo:i

to migrate to Vermont. Here you would at all

times have found wide paths on our side-walks

about town, made by snow-plows, except in the

business parts ; and no day so cold but you might
have seen our young ladies walking a mile or more,

"just for the fun of it ;" and—as to sleigh-rides

—

in the city you can only imagine what sleigh-riding

is. C. Goodrich.
Burlington, Feb. 11.

For the New England Farmer.

RURAL ECONOMY OF THE BRITISH
ISLES-No. 3.

CATTLE.

I shall now proceed to show how rich English

agriculture is in cattle as well as sheep. England
possesses the finest milch cow race in those beauti-

ful, intelligent, gentle-looking animals, which go un-

der the name of Alderney, and in the Scotch Ayr-
shire—that charming race of cows, whose graceful

forms, speckled hides, quiet dispositions, large ud-

ders, and rich luxuriant supply of milk, realize the

idea of pastoral life. She possesses also, the short-

horned Durhams—animals which may be fattened

as early as two years old, and attain, at that age, a

weight which no other breed can arrive at so soon.

Their heads, legs and bones, have been reduced to

such small proportions, and the more fleshy parts

of the body so largely developed, that nearly three-

fourths of their weight is meat.

After the Durham short-horn, which, among
cattle, is what the Dishley breed is among sheep,

come the Hereford and Devon breeds, which, in

their turn may be compared to the Southdowns
and Cheviots. The Hereford breed follows closely

upon the Dui'ham, and is even more generally

sought after, as ofi"ering almost an equal precocity,

and the same aptitude for fattening, but M-ith great-

er hardiness. The county of Hereford, from which
it comes, lies at the foot of the Welsh mountains,

and possesses a soil of but indifferent fertihty.

The English farmer looks upon cattle, with the

instinctive calculation, which distinguishes his class,

and argues that there are three descriptions of pro-

duce, which man may demand from cattle, besides

the manures the hide and the off'al—namely, their

labor, their milk and their flesh. Of these, he deems
their labor the least profitable, and therefore looks

chiefly to their meat and their milk.

He demands of his milch cows the greatest sup-

ply of milk, and a good Ayrshire cow will give four

thousand quarts of milk in the year; and it is reck-

oned that the three million cows in Great Britain

produce three thousand millions quarts in a year

—

an average of a thousand quarts for each cow. The
French cows, many of M-hich are worked, do not

average, as a whole, over five hundred quarts a

head. To get the greatest quantity of milk from

the cow, the English farmer has studied and la-

bored, till he has spread over his fields the finest

herds of milch cows in the world.
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It appears, at first sight, tliat the worli our cattle

are made to go througli with, would have but little

influence upon the return they give in meat. It

might be supposed that this work, since it turned

the life of the animal to account, admitted of a

cheaper production of meat. But not so argues

the English farmer. He believes that habitual la-

bor causes animals to become hardy, vigorous and

slow, to eat much and fatten little, to increase in

bony structure, make little available flesh and that

slowly ; that hal)itual inaction on the contrary, pro-

duces a soft, lazy race, which fatten early, assume

rotundity of form and fleshiness, and on an equal

amount of food, give a better product of butcher

meat. The English farmer argues further that

where labor is the first consideration, the animal is

not killed till it has finished its oflice ; but on the

other hand, where meat only is sought, it is slaugh-

tered at that period Avhen it gives most, and that

when the breed is precocious, this period comes

early—and that thus, by raising cattle for slaughter,

he gets the best return for what they consume. The
English farmer's reasoning on this matter, is, I

have no doubt, right, when he possesses a preco-

cious breed of cattle like Durham or improved

Hereford. And this reasoning would be true, in

any country j)ossessing similar l)reeds of cattle, un-

less the profit of working oxen was greater than it

is in England. The results of British agriculture

in raising cattle are that Great Britain feeds eight

millions of horned cattle—slaughters two millions

annually, from Mhich she realizes a hundred mil-

lions of dollars for meat alone.

The other species of domestic animals are horses

and ])igs. As regards horses, the pre-eminence of

the English breeders has long been recognized. As
for the race-horse and his rival, the hunter, every-

body knows by what a combination of effort the

English have succeeded in ])roducing and keeping

up these superior breeds. They are productions of

human industry, real works of art, obtained at a

great expense, and designed to gratify a national

passion. A fine horse constitutes with everybody

the ideal of fashionable life ; it is the first dream of

the young girl, as it is the latest pleasure of the

aged man of business. But the English have breeds

for draught, which are equally valuable. Such, for

example, are the plow horses, the best of which,

perhaps, come from Suffolk. I have already stated

that tillage with horses has been generally substi-

tuted by the Enghsh for that of oxen ; they thought,

and with reason, that the quicker action of the horse

made its work more ])roductive, and that an idle life

made the meat of the ox more productive. But
they have done more ; they have substituted horses

for men wherever manual labor—the most expen-

sive of all—could be replaced by a machine set in

motion by horse-power. The brewers' horses and

those used in coal wagons are celebrated for their

strengtii and bulk. The l^est fetch very high prices.

It is the same with the carriage horses ; the breed

of Cleveland bays from Yorkshire is reckoned one

of the most perfect that exists for average work.

English pigs on an average are not very large
;

but they arc killed young, exemplifying the great

principle of precocity contended for by Bakewell,

and apjjlied to all kinds of animals destined for

food. They are all of breeds which fatten rapidly,

and whose shapes have been improved for a length •

ened period.

The English rear few fowls, the dampness of

their climate being unsuitable for it, and spite of the

I

efforts of wealthy amateurs, the occupation has

hitherto obtained but little favor ; whereas in France

the annual production of eggs alone is estimated at

twenty millions of dollars, and that of all kinds of

fowls at an equal sum.
Such are the advantages obtained by British ag-

riculture, from the best breeds and the best man-
agement of them, in rearing domestic animals.

I must next show what crops support this animal

production of England ; for crops are both the

causes and consequences of a great production of

domestic animals. M.

For the New England Farmer.

THE COUNTY OF ORLEANS, VERMONT.
Mr. Editor:—I improve the o])portunity to

make a few remarks with regard to this ])art of

Vermont, which may be of some interest to your

numerous readers in other parts of the country.

First, with reference to our winters in particular,

and our climate in general. We are frequently

amused by the remarks we meet with in one of our

newspapers from Cincinnati, Ohio. People there

seem to think that the unfortunate people of New
England, (Vermont in particular,) live under snow-

drifts through a terrible winter, or that spring thaws

them from the heart of an ice mountain,—where
life is ])reserved by a miracle. Even the good
peojjle of your State seem inclined to pity us in

the northern part of Vermont, on account of the

terrible cold storms and snows of our winters. Such

used to receive my assertions, while I resided in

Massachusetts, that the winters in northern Ver-

mont, are less uncomfortable than they are in Mas-
sachusetts, almost with incredulity. ]3ut, as I have

spent more than thirty years of my life in two of

the northern counties of the State, and some ten or

twelve years in Massachusetts, I think I can make
a correct comparison. We know here very little of

the searching winds, the deep falls of snow, and the

territ)le storms to which the eastern part of your

State is subject.

During the time in which the great storms pre-

vailed on the 6th and 13th of the present month,

in southern New England, tve, in this county had
no idea of anything unusual on the coast. My i)ar-

ishioners are scattered over a considerable extent,

but the meetings for prayer, on those Saturday

evenings, and the congregations on those Sabbaths,

were not characterized by any considerable dimi-

nution of numbers in attendance. I reside a mile

from our meeting-house, and did not experience the

slightest inconvenience in attending with my fami-

ly. During more than fifteen years, my meeting-

house has never failed but once of being open for

worship on the I^ord's day, and then worship was

attended in a smaller room. The Salem Register,

of a late date, speaks thus of "stormy Sabbaths :"

—

"The oldest inhal)itant cannot remember a parallel

to the long series of unpleasant Sabbaths with

which we have been nsited for the last four months
;

or, a former period, when for consecutive Sabbaths,

our houses of worship have been closed, at least for

a portion of each day. Such was the case in this

city, on the 6th and 13th of this month, at least on

a portion of each day, in consequence of the inclem-

ency of the weather. From the 14th of October,

18o5, to the 13th of Jan., 1856, hiclusive, embrac-
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ing 14 Sabbaths, one only was pleasant from morn-

ing to night."

In this county, during those 14 Sabbaths, we
hardly noticed a diminution of the usual congrega-

tions, on more than one or two, on account of the

state of the weather. Two only do I remember,
which may be said to be stormy, and one of these,

only in the morning. Our house of worship is on

high ground, and exposed to wind from all points

of the compass. Thermometer has been once or

twice 21 or 22 degrees below zero, and on usual

days, from 2 to 10 below, in this town, but our

stages have not lost a single trip, or been delayed

much beyond their usual time. The thermometer

has been lower in some villages contiguous to

streams, in our valleys, though not, so far as I have

learned, so low as 30. We have, in all, some two

feet of snow in the north part of the county, and

probably more than that at the head of the streams

which flow in to Memphremagog lake. The town,

in which I write is 12 miles south of Canada line, and

is generally three or four hundred feet above the

level of the lake, or about one thousand feet above

the ocean. The weather, thus far, has not been

such as to make it uncomfortable to perform out-of-

door work, with the exception of a very few days.

There has been hardly any interruption to travel.

Jan., 1856. Yours, &c., Orleans.

EMERY'S RAILWAY HORSE-POWER.

The time has been, says the Rural JVew- Yorka ,

when the implements used in agriculture were of

the rudest and simplest construction ; when the ig-

norant hind who used them, possessed an intellect

scarcely above the abiUty to yoke a pair of bullocks

to a forked stick for a plow, and to tread out the

ripened grain by means of cattle. As civilization

advanced, and intelligence became diff'used among
the people, the agricultural laborer was not slow to

avail himself of the lights of science in order to

ameliorate his condition. He hastened to adopt

improved implements of husbandry, until at length

complicated and elegant machinery has superseded

a vast amount of manual labor. The horse-power,

the threshing-machine, the gang-plow, the mower

and reaper, &c., &c., must now be reckoned among

the necessities of the farm.

To keep pace with the demand for improved

machinery, vast and extended workshops for its

manufacture have been erected in various parts of

the country, employing hundreds of men, and re-

quiring the investment of a great amoimt of capi-

tal. Among those establishments which have be-

come distinguished, may be reckoned the works of

Messrs. Emery & Co., at Albany, N. Y. Their

manufactory occupies a building four stories in

height, built of brick, and the machinery and im-

plements turned out by them are models of their

kind. Emery's Horse-Powers and Threshers are

especially known and appreciated in the grain-

growing districts of the North and West. Those of

our readers desirous of procuring information rela-

tive to, or purchasing, these or other machines

manufactured at the above-named Works, will re-

ceive prompt and faithful attention by addressing

the proprietors as above.

To J. D., Wakefield, R. I.—How's cattle-leader

will be for sale at the Agricultural Warehouses

soon.

The price of the Cider Mill you inquire for is

about $40.
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SIXTH LEGISLATIVE AGRICULTURAL
MEETING.

Reported for the Farmer by H. E. Rockwell.

The sixth regular meeting of the Legislative Agri-

cultural Society was held on Tuesday evening, the

number present being about the same as heretofore.

The suliject for discussion was, "Preparation and
application of Manures."

The meeting was called to order by Dr. Fisher,

who invited E. W. Bull, of Concord, to take the

chair. He said he did not consider it so much a

question how much land a man cultivates, as how
much manure is applied. If a hundred loads are

ajiplied to an acre, it may be as profitable as to cul-

tivate, a hundred acres, applying one load to an

acre. Heavy dressing amends soils, improves

their texture, and makes them valuable for a long

period of time.

He thought it necessary to ferment manures.

He had tried peat muck, by putting two pounds of

muck to one of manure, he had found it more fer-

tilizing than manure alone. On a dry soil he did

not find it profitable to use unfermented manure,

as it would dry up, and its virtues would evaporate.

He prepared about forty loads of compost, by mix-

ing peat-mud with the manure of one cow and one

pig for a year, by the application of which he ob-

tained fifty bushels of corn to the acre, where he

had never obtained more than thirty before.

Dr. Fisher thought something might be said to

reconcile the differences of opinion as to using ma-

nures in a fermented or unfermented state. Un-

fermented manm-es do well on a clay soil when the

season is drj'. If the season is wet, the manure
rather produces acids than ammonia. The impor-

tance of using liquid manure, and applying it in a

liquid state, was next suggested. For grass, he

preferred it to any other form, because, it may be,

in that form, thoroughly and equally distributed.

He believed that if a cord of manure were leached,

and the liquid applied, its effects would be greater

than if ajDplied in a solid state. Even to other

crops he thought it equally valuable with soUd ma-

nure. No man is justified in sending to Peru for

guano, while he fails to save the liquid manure of

his animals ; because, as he believed, the liquid ma-

nure of every grown animal was worth $20 a year.

R. S. Fay, of Lynn, thought there M-ere difficul-

ties in the application of liquid manure which

should be better understood than they generally

are, before they can be reUed upon. The applica-

tion of liquids should not be made to plants until

they have acquired some degree of growth, in or-

der that it may be immediately taken up by them.

It may be applied in such a way as to destroy the

crop. Liquid manure of the strength of m-ine,

should receive from five to ten times its bulk of wa-

ter. If it is applied in a hot sun, much of its am-
monia is evolved in the air. It is better therefore.

to apply it in wet, rainy weather. There are so

many circumstances to be be considered in its use,

that its application is quite difficult. He had seen

an entire farm in Ayrshire, Scotland, of a hundred

acres, manm-ed by liquid manure. The crops were

very large. On another farm, it is said that five

cuttings of ItaHan rye grass were taken in a season,

the whole of which produced at the rate of seventy

tons per acre. He considered the story too large to be

told generally, and he was in the habit of saying

thirty-five tons instead of seventy, in order that it

might seem more credible. He had seen one farm

of forty acres thus manured by irrigation. About

two acres were cut at a time, and immediately af-

ter cutting, a quantity of the manure was made, by

machinery, to flow over so much of the field. Then

two or three acres more were cut, and the manure

apphed upon it in the same manner as before.

Thus the whole field was cut and manured, a little

at a time, five or six times in a single season. By
this process the grass will become eight inches

high, in three or four days. The 7node and time of

application of manure is of the utmost importance.

He then referred to the practice in Belgium. They

there cover manure, at the time of its being put up-

on the ground. The manure made in the summer
is put in the ground in the autumn. It there as-

similates with the soil, and is ready for use in the

spring. So the manure made in the winter should

be composted in the barn cellar in order to make it

fit for use in the spring. With those two simple

principles, he thought farmers could not go very

far wrong, in applying manure.

B. V. French, of Braintree, followed. He
did not believe farming could be carried on with

any profit without manure. Even where lands are

rich, there will come a time when manures must be

applied. According to Dr. Dana, a cow will make

a bushel of manure in a day, by mixing the drop-

pings with muck or some similar substance. About

seven cords of good manure may be made from a

cow in a year, by saving and composting all the ma-

nure. When a farmer has made all the manure he

can, he might still use more to advantage. He
preferred app]3ing the manure to the soil and plow-

ing it in, to composting. In order to show ofhow lit-

tle value fermented manure maybe, he stated that he

applied five cords of fine manure which had been fer-

menting two years, upon one end of a lot, six rods

wide, and fifty long, and plowed it in. He then

spread long manure over the whole field, equally,

but he found no advantage from the five cotds

plowed in, that part of the field producing no bet-

ter crop than the other. It was an entire failure,

as he never saw any benefit from it in the first, sec-

ond, third, or any future crop. On a field of poor

land he applied three himdred pounds of guano to

the acre annually, and had found its results very

good for three or four years, in producing rye.
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The application of liquid manure he thought might

be of great advantage in a very diluted state. He
withed farmers could agree as to the manner of ap-

plying manure in the best way, when that way is

discovered ; and it was important to experiment,

and record and compare experiments in order to

arrive at the desired result, which was of more im-

portance to them than the commerce of the State.

The Chairman repeated that his own experience

satisfied him that unfermented manure upon a

dry sandy soil was not of much value, even if it

was not entirely lost. He would certainly never

apply raw manure to such a soil in the spring,

though it might do better in the autumn.

Mr. French stated that in the application of

guano he had found it necessary to have it pulver-

ized and spread when there is no mnd blowing,

and better still if rain is falling. He thought it

better to put the manure into the soil at a proper

depth, than to compost it, as the labor and expense

of composting is thus saved.

Mr. Fay was disposed to be modest in disputing

the experience of the Chairman as to the effect

of long manures on a sandy soil, but he still

considered it well to cart out such manure in

the fall and to plow it in, and he was confirmed

in his opinion by the view of Mr. French. What-

ever manure might be put upon a sandy soil, and

plowed in, would be retained until it was taken up

by plants. There might be a good reason for the

failure of Mr. French to obtain any benefit from

the manure which he applied to his piece of six

rods in width, in the fact, that the land was suffi-

ciently rich without any manure, or, that by the ap-

pUcation of the general coating which was spread

equally over the whole, it had become so.

Mr. CooLEY, of Conway, gave the result of his

experience in the appHcation of long manure to a

sandy soil. His farm was upon a river bottom, hav-

ing a sandy loam of two feet in depth upon a sub-

stratum of gravel. When he went upon the farm,

much of it was so poor that it would produce scarce-

ly anything, not half a ton of hay to the aci-e. For

the purpose of fair experiment he plowed up a hun-

dred rods, and got from it without manure three

bushels of buckwheat. The next spring he put on

eight loads of long manure and planted to potatoes

and hoed twice, getting for a crop forty bushels. The
next year nine loads of long manure were applied,

and potatoes again planted, and the crop was eighty

bushels. The third year ten loads of manure were

used, and one hundred and fifty bushels of potatoes

were hars'ested.

His practice with regard to his com land was to

put twenty-five loads of long manure to the acre,

and plow it in, about eight inches deep, and then

from ten to twelve loads more to the acre are put

in the hill, and from seventy to eighty bushels of

corn are obtained uniformly. He would not plow I

deeper than eight inches.

Mr. M. M. FiSKE added his testimony to the

value of liquid manures. He did not believe in

composting. The expense might be saved by put-

ting the manure upon the land and plowing it in,

and equally good results might be obtained. He
had never seen any good results from the use of

lime, but he knew that long manures, plowed into

a gravelly soil, were beneficial. The great want of

New England soil was the application of vegetable

matter as a fertihzer.

Mr. Frederic Emerson, of Boston, thought

that lime was valuable upon soils that were moist,

and where there was iron in some form, in connec-

tion with an acid condition ofthe water. He thought

farmers needed to know the results of the applica-

tion of particular crops, and he gave his own ex-

perience in a single instance. He cultivated a small

piece of land which had once been a garden, and

was consequently rather fertile, with beets and car-

rots. Both the beets and carrots were sown in

drills about two feet apart, and nearly at the same

time, the beets occupying half of the land and the

carrots the other. No manure was put upon the

piece with the exception of the adjacent rows of

beets and carrots—one of each,—which were two

feet from each other. " To these an equal quantity

[the exact quantity not specified] of superphosphate

of lime was applied, being put into the drills when

the seed was sown. The yield upon the whol e piece

was fair, of each crop ; but the adjacent rows told

something m the experiment. The rows of carrots

which had the superphosphates of lime applied, pro-

duced one-third less than any other ; and the row

of beets, treated the same way produced one-third

more than any other row, thus showing that super-

phosphate of lime is good for beets, but bad for car-

rots.

The subject for discussion at the next meeting is

"Agricultural Education," and a lecture on this topic

will be given by G. E. Waring, Jr., of New York

State.

[We believe that seven farmers out of ten in the

States, may save more than the cost of this paper

for one year, by the careful perusal of the above

remarks on the application of manures. We be-

lieve the doctrine sound, and now certainly sus-

tained by high authority, that the sooner manures

are appHed to the soil and plowed under, the more

valuable they are. In winter we compost because

we cannot plow under.]

Coining by Air Power.—All the gold and sil-

ver coins of England are struck by atmospheric

pressure, or in other words, the au- we breathe coins

money. By a complicated arrangement of pneu-

matic valves, levers, springs, and other mechanical

apphances, the air is made to exert its vast weight

in rapid alternations upon a series of pistons, which,

again connected with the coining presses, carry

down the dies upon the pieces of metal to be coined

with unerring precision and force.
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For the New England Farmer.

"HOW TO RAISE COLTS."

Mr. Editor:—In your paper of the 19th inst.,

I find some important inquiries under the above

heading, to which "A Subscriber" requests an early

answer, through the columns of the Farmer, As I

have for several years been a subscriber for the

Farmer, and have not directly contributed to its

columns ; and, having had experience in relation to

the subject matter of "a subscriber's" inquiries—

I

offer the result of my experience and observation to

the consideration of all those of your readers who
feel an interest on this subject.

I shall not attempt to answer the inquiries of "a

subscriber" in the order in which he has placed

them, but vdW endeavor to make myself intelhgible

on the whole subject. It is no damage, either to a

mare or the colt, to work her moderately up to the

day of her bringing forth ; and regular exercise is

beneficial.

After she has foaled, the mare should be allowed

to rest for one week ; meanwhile, she should be

handled every day, so as to accustom the colt to

meet you without fear.

After the first week, the mare may be worked
regularly ; but care should be taken that she nei-

ther become weai-y, heated, or thirsty ; under these

restrictions, no harm will arise, either to the mare
or her colt.

Colts may be weaned at any age, as well as a

calf or a baby ; and they should be at once, if it is

required that the mare be put to hard work ; but

in such cases, there is danger of injuring the mare.

It is generally best to w^an a colt the latter part of

September, without regard to age. Process—con-

fine the colt in the barn where there is no

chance of injury by tryins; to get out, and remove
the mare to such a distance that neither can hear

the other's call. Visit the colt several times the

first day, handle it firmly but kindly each time.

At night, give it two quarts of new milk, from the

cow ; selecting the cow that has most recently

calved, and whose milk is poorest for butter. The
next day, and onward, feed three times a day, from

the same cow. After two weeks, milk of twelve

hours standing may be used ; and in one month,

sour milk is just as good as any. While confined,

the colt should be constantly supplied with fine hay

and mellow apples ; and may be suti'ered to run

about the yard as soon as it becomes fond of you,

which will be in a few days. They make the pret-

tiest pets in the world.

It is no dam age to the mare to give suck through

the winter, under favorable circumstances. As a

general rule, I prefer weaning in September, for

the following reasons— 1. It is favorable to the

mare ; the feed being short and dry, and her milk

scant. 2. It gives her time to recover from the

effects of her milk before winter. 3. It is the most
convenient time to learn the colt to stay contented

and alone. A lesson of great importance.

Milk may be given colts while you have it to

spare, and then substitute swill. I have now eight

colts, three years old and under, each of them as

glad to see a pail of dish-water or pot-Hquor as a

shoat.

I believe roots are valuable food for colts of any

age. Oats or grain of any kind should not be giv-

en before they are fit for the harness ; unless, by
some means the colt is pining, and then roots or

milk are better.

I do not believe it an advantage to keep colts

high ;" give them such food as will develop heal-

thy bone and muscle ; and, though they will not

get their growth as young, they will ultimately

grow as large, and have far more stamina ; and are

much less liable to accident.

It is generally a matter of economy to halter-

break colts while running with the dam. This may
easily be done by fastening them—either by strap

around the neck, or halter—to the breast of the

harness, giving them a chance to go either side, or

in front of the mare, when in harness.

If the mare is flush in milk at the time ofweaning,

special pains should be taken lest her health suffer

in the change.

I have uniformly found my colts, when weaned
as above directed, gain in flesh, even within ten

days. Phinehas Field.

East Charlemont, Jan. 21, 1856.

Remarks.—We have never had the pleasure of

raising a colt, but believe the course suggested

above will lead to the best results. Too many of our

horses are injured or spoiled before they arrive at

four years of age. We shall be glad to hear from

Mr. Field again.

Fur the New England Farmer.

RURAL ECONOMY OF THE BRITISH
ISLES-No. 4.

CROPS.

I come now to consider the crops of English ag-

riculture—the causes and consequences of the great

animal production of England. The object of all

cultivation is to produce the greatest quantity of

human food upon a given surface of land. This ol>-

ject can be obtained by several different means.

We say, naturally, that wheat is the most desira-

ble human food, and therefore, we will sow wheat.

But the English farmer, after a careful considera-

tion of the whole subject, and the climate, says no,

to the proposition to sow wheat on his land—"I

must take a more circuitous course, and pass my
land through other crops, before I sow wheat : for,

in northern climates, one great drawback attends

wheat ; it exhausts the soil which bears it. It is

true there are certain favored lands capable of pro-

ducing wheat almost uninterruptedly, and where

land is plenty and population scanty, wheat can be

grown on the best soils, and then they can lie fal-

low ; but a period at length arrives, when land too

often required to bear wheat refuses to do so. It is

impossible for me to take many wheat crops from

my land ; but my land affords spontaneously an

abundant growth of grass for cattle."

On these two facts, to wit, that wheat exhausts

his soil, and that his soil spontaneously grows grass,

the English farmer builds his system of agriculture

—or, I may say, his indirect and circuitous method
of raising wheat. The spontaneous grass unites

the feeding of cattle—the manure of cattle is the

best agent to renew the fertility of the soil, after

the exhaustion of a wheat crop. The argument is

simple. The more cattle I feed, the more manure
I have ; the more manure, the greater the richness

of the soil, and the production of wheat.

At first, the English farmers contented themselves

with natural pastm-es for their cattle, and upon this
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system one-half the land remained in pasture, and
the other half was divided between wheat and fal-

lows. But, by-and-bye, the idea of the cultivation

of certain grasses and roots exclusively intended for

the food of cattle suggested itself, and the fallows

were reduced by this cultivation. After a time, the

land given to wheat and oats -was reduced, and
more given to grass and roots, till a fifth of the soil

only was given to oats and wheat. Thus the cattle

increased, but the harvests of wheat and oats in-

creased also, on a diminished breadth of soil, owing
to an increase of manure.

Finally, through the genius of Arthur Young, the

cultivation of England settled down into the Nor-
folk system, so called, of the rotation of crops.

Half the cultivated soil is maintained in permanent
grass—that composing Avhat is called arable land, is

put the first year, in roots, turnips or potatoes ; sec-

ond year, in oats or barley ; third year, in artificial

grass and clover ; fourth year, wheat. For exam-
ple, upon a farm of 175 acx'es, 75 would be in per-

manent grass—20 in potatoes and turnips—20 in

barley and oats—20 in clover and 20 in wheat.

In this consists the whole system of English
farming. A large extent of grass, whether natural

or artificial, occupied for the most part as pasture,

—two roots, the potato and the turnip—two spring

cereals, barley and oats, and a winter one, wheat

;

all these plants linked together by an alternating

course of cereals with green crops, commencing
with roots which require hoeing, and ending with

wheat. And the Enghsh have established this ag-

ricultural law, that to reap largely of cereals it is

better to reduce than to extend the breadth of

land sown ; and that, by gi^'ing the greatest space

to the forage or green crops, not only is a gi'eater

quantity of butcher's meat, miik and wool obtained,

but a larger production of wheat also.

The extent of pastures is certainly one of the

most striking features of British farmmg. Com-
paratively little hay is made in England, the winter

food of cattle being chiefly obtained from the arti-

ficial meadows and from roots. Three-fourths of

the English meadows are grazed, and as one-half

the artificial grasses are also, and as turnips are, to

a great extent, eaten off the ground by sheep, and
as the uncultivated lands cannot be turned to ac-

count except in the shape of commons, two-thirds

of the whole soil are thus given up to livestock. In

this consists the peculiar charm of British fields. A
land has a smiling aspect, whose greensward is de-

pastured by fine animals, at large.

The system of pasturage has many advantages in

the eyes of English farmers. It saves manual la-

bor, is favorable to the health of animals, admits of

turning to account lands, which otherwise would
give but small returns, and which are, in course of

time, improved by the deposits of the cattle ; it

supplies food always springing up afresh, and the

sum of which is found, in the long run, to equal, if

not exceed, that which would have been obtained

by the scythe. Great importance is, therefore, at-

tached to having on every farm a sufficient extent

of good pasture. No where has the art of improv-
ing meadows and pasture lands been carried to such

extent as in England; they have been rendered
sound by draining, fertilized by irrigation, manur-
ing, subsoil plowing, and improvements of every

sort, for the encouragement of nutritious plants and
the destruction of weeds.
The turnip crop is the starting point of the Nor-

folk rotation ; upon its success depends the rest of

the course. Not only is it capable ofinsuring the suc-

ceeding crops, from the abundance of manure given

by the numljer of cattle it can feed ; not only does it

produce much butcher's meat, milk and wool, from

the quantity of food it supplies for all domestic ani-

mals ; but it clears the land, by the frequent dressings

it requires, and by the nature of its growth. The
English farmer spares no pains on his turnip

crop ; to it he gives almost all his manure, the

most thorough weeding and his most assiduous care.

The turnip requires a light soil and wet summers,
and England has both.

Such are the results of the crops we have men-
tioned in the English system of agriculture, that

the British Isles produce more food for cattle than

the whole of France with twice the extent of acres.

The quantit}' of manure is proportionally three or

four times greater in England than in France, yet

this mass of manure is not considered sufficient.

Everything fitted for increasing the fertility of the

soil,—bones, blood, rags, oil-cake, the refuse of

manufactories, all kinds of animal and vegetable

waste, gypsum and lime, are assiduously collected

and put into the ground. Ships go in quest of

guano—chemistry works to discover new manures,

and a round sum, every year, figures in the far-

mer's accounts, for the purchase of fertilizing ma-
nures.

Land requires not only manure and fertilizers,

but it must be dug, pulverized, levelled, weeded,

drained, worked in every direction, so that the wet

may pass thi-ough without lodging, be rendered

pervious to the atmospheric gases, in order that

the roots of plants may strike down and extend

themselves. A host of implements and machines

have been invented in order to facilitate these vari-

ous operations, which economize labor and supply

the place of a large number of hands. These filled

a large space at the great exhibition.

Gardens and orchards occupy, as compared to

other countries, a small space in England, and

their produce is much inferior to om's. The En-
glish are not great consumers of fruit and vegeta-

bles ; and they are right, for both the one and the

other with them are very tasteless. All their eat-

ing as well as production, is confined to a few arti-

cles obtained in great abundance. In fact, the na-

tional genius of England, in agriculture as well as

manufactures, and everything, aims at quantity in

uniformity— in agriculture it produces two or three

large crops upon a large scale by great simplicity

of means ; in manufactures, it produces the great

staples of woollens, cottons and iron ; in food, it

delights in beef and mutton, and the potato, fol-

lowed by crackers and cheese, wliile the French
genius in all these things and others, aims at quality

in variety.

Let me ask here a few questions. Have we any

system of agriculture in New England ? I thmk
the answer must be, we have none. Probably suf-

ficient capital is not yet applied with us to agricul-

ture to develop one ;
probably neither labor nor

capital are yet cheap enough with us to be so ap-

plied
;
perhaps until within a few years, the mar-

kets for farm produce -with us have not been high

enough to demand a good agricultural system.

Shall we ever have one ? I think so. The fertile

West is against us. But the cost of transporting

farm produce from the West is large. The markets,

which our manufacturing, mechanical, city and town
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populations will aiford for farm produce, will call for

a New England agricultural system. What will it

be? New England minds will work out that ques-

tion. But is it not clear that before we have, or

when we have a system of our own, we must so far,

follow England, as to have a race of sheep of our

own, of which meat will be the chief and wool the

accessary product, and which will produce a large

weight of meat at an early age ? Must we not have,

also, a good and fixed race of milch cows—a preco

cious race of cattle, giving a great weight of butch'

er's meat ? Must we not have a fixed rotation of

crops ? Must not the culture of roots be a part of

it ? Must we not feed many cattle, and have much
manure to make our agriculture profitable ? Must
we not, in one word, study, though we may not adopt
the English svstem ? M,

For the New England Farmer.

MEASUREMENT OF CROPS.

The uncertainty and want of uniformity, in the

different modes of determining the quantity of pro
duce on a given quantity of land, makes it very de-

sirable that some uniform mode of measurement
should be adopted.

Take for instance Indian corn, a crop more exten
sively cultivated than any other. This crop is usu'

ally estimated by the bushel. But what is a bush-
el ? The statute defines it to be a measure contain-

ing a certain number of cubic inches—and it further

prescribes the number of pounds a bushel shall

weigh. These would seem to be hmits sufficiently

precise :—but experience shows that corn gathered
before it is fully ripe, will shrink from twelve to

twenty per cent, before it is fit for use. It is com
mon in some places, Plymouth County for instance,

to select out a part of a field that will yield an aver-

age product of the whole, and to mark off" an exact

rod, and to gather the corn that grows upon this,

and to multiply this by 140, and thus ascertain the
quantit}- upon an acre.

A few years since, 75 lbs. weight in the ear was
estimated a bushel ; of late 85 lbs. gi-een corn in the
ear is estimated a bushel. It is apparent that all

such estimates must be essentially modified by the
kind of corn raised—the state of dryness when gath-
ered and weighed—the size of the cob—always
supposing the purpose of those measureing to be
equally honest.

Remarks of like character will apply to almost
every variety of crop grown. I would respectfully

suggest, that some definite and certain mode of
measurement should be prescribed, either by the
Board of Agriculture or by the Legislature, and that
the same should be required in all the counties of
the Commonwealth that presume to use the money
of the State as rewards of culture. Essex.

Feb. 19, 1856.

Remarks.—This should be done-

attend to it if "Essex" does not?

-but who will

For the New Ensland Farmer.

OC?" The Wool Grower and Stock Register,

only fifty cents a year, T. C. Peters, Editor, pub-

lished at Rochester, N. Y., is the best work, devo-jy^ce of"Nature"whaTthe"humankii^irto7he w
ted to sheep husbandry, in the country. It is print- 1 er,—an ornament and a defence. w. D. B.

ed well, handsomely illustrated, and all right. Concord, Mass., 1856.

ORNAMENTAL GARDENING.
I understand "Ornamental Gardening" to refer

to that department of rural affairs which relates to

the laying out, an-anging and embellishing of
grounds. It is beginning now to be pretty gener-
ally understood that the farmer may have a home
that shall be extremely attractive. The means are

within the reach of the humblest, if he have the

taste.

Suppose the house to be located a little back from
the highway, it is out of the dust, and safe from the
gaze of the staring traveller. Is there not land

enough in the world, that a few rods maybe allowed

for ornament in front of one's home ?

It seems in accordance with good taste, that the

grounds in front of one's house should be occupied

with ornamental trees and flowers alone. A mis-

taken practice is to introduce almost every variety

of fruit in beautiful confusion. But the foreground
in the home picture is like the parlor in character.

It should be neat, clean, trim—as elegant for the

guest to walk through as the parlor to sit in. Now,
fruit trees will not permit of the neatness and order

that can be maintained with forest trees. Fruit

trees require a/u'fljysthat the ground should be cul-

tivated and annually enriched. Forest trees, when
once growing \-igorously in decent soil, allow of an
unbroken turf—Nature's own beautiful carpet. Fruit

trees do not admit of such shapes as are natural to

forest trees. They scatter blossoms over the grovmd
in Spring, and in Autumn, litter the ground with

imperfect and decaying fruit. The limbs bend and
droop over needed avenues, to be propped by fence

rails, or old slabs.

It is best to have forest trees by themselves, and
fruit trees together, also. An elm will dwarf any
fruit tree in the vicinity, and is an expense and an
annoyance in cultivated grounds anywhere. By the

roadside, in lanes, and public squares, it stands un-

rivalled as the proudest of trees. The sunny side

of one's home, it stands the most grateful of guar-

dians ; so tempering the scorching heat of the sum-
mer's sun that the dwelling is deliciously cool

through the day, and is a place for rest at night, in-

stead of an heated oven to suffer in.

When the cold weather comes, and the sunshine

IS needed for health and comfort, the elm flings

down it awning and waits for the right season to get

up a new one.

Now instead of planting deciduous trees (those that

shed their leaves in Autumn,) on the south side of

the house, some mistake by setting evergreens.

These afford a poor shade in summer, when the

sun is nearly vertical, and obstruct the desired

warmth and light when the sun runs "low"
It is very obvious where evergreens belong. Their

place is on the north side of a dwellmg. There,

their thick lower branches check the fury of the cold

winds, and are a great protection.

I do not mean by any means to exclude fruit

trees from the grounds, but these should occupy a

compact, regular lot by themselves. They may oc-

cupy and become a part of the kitchen-garden ; not

of minor importance to the forest trees, but only

occupying, like the kitchen, a more retired position.

I have spoken only of trees. They are to the
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EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
YOUNG PEAR AND PEACH TREES.

Mr. Editor :—I should like to inquire through

the medium of your valuable paper, where I can

obtain a few thousand pear stocks, and at what price ;

wishing to set that amount out the coming Spi'ing.

Also, where I can buy some young peach trees.

Danvers, Feb. 20, 1856. A Subscriber.

HOW TO RAISE COLTS.

If I had a good colt, I would take him from the

mare at four months old, and feed him in the barn.

If in warm weather, give him good room and air,

and some greenfood daily. If late, I would give

him half a pint of oat meal with a quart of cut car-

rots, and continue this through t\\Qfirst ivinter to

keep him in good flesh and gi-owing. I would lead

him to water and let him play. After this, with a

decent chance, he would take care of one, no mis-

take, without grain, till he came to work. I reckon

this better for mare and colt, than remaining longer

together.

DO POTATOES MIX.

In answer to A. Pixby, permit nie to say, pota-

toes never mix, any more than beets, carrots or tur-

nips, by the roots growing in proximity. I have

planted different kinds in my garden, and I have

taken the balls from one kind, and then raised as

many kinds of seedlings, as there were different

varieties of potatoes in blossom, and also some hy-

brids. I once planted the kidney potatoes alone,

and took the balls and planted to renew them, and
my seedlings were of only one kind, the kidney,

which afterwards produced abundantly and very

fine qualitj'. I consider it an established law of

Nature, that like produces like, and that the hybrids

in animals, fruits and vegetables, are the conse-

quence of mingling different species. We might
raise every variety of fruit without budding or graft-

ing, could we get the unminghd seed.

For many years I raised and sold the finest va-

riety of peaches and peach trees, the product of one
tree standing alone, till I procured other kinds for

the sake of variety, and set out in the same garden,

when lo ! I had no more of the kind pure, but hy-

brids enough in my nursery, raised from the pits of

this same tree. I have had the same experience in

apples. Benjamin Willard.
Lancaster, Feb. 12, 1856.

FISH FOR MANURE.

Mr. Editor :—Can you, or any of your corres-

pondents, give me the best method of applying
fish to the land, as a manure for corn ; they are

very extensively used in this part of the country

;

some prefer to spread them on broadcast and plow
them in immediately ; others , to stack them with

dirt and sand. We get them during the month of

May. By giAing your opinion upon this subject, I

shall be much obliged. G. "W. p.

Little Compton, R. 1., 1856.

Remarks.—Personally we have no experience in

the use of fish manure, but have often heard opin-

ions of it expressed, and have seen lands dressed

with it. It adds great value to the compost heaps

of the barn-yard, and when mingled with them in

moderate quantities, will decompose and not be

come particularly disagreeable during the process

of decay. It is said that by making an excavation

in the earth—according to the amount of fish it is

desired to work over —filling it with fish and cover-

ing it with peat muck or loam, that in a few days it

will become soft. It should then be wet with dilut-

ed sulphuric acid, and the muck, sand or loam, stirr-

ed in with it. Then the whole may be removed, and

the same process gone through with a fresh supply.

They are excellent composted in alternate layers

of leaves, peat muck, loam, pulverized charcoal, or

even saw-dust. Excellent plowed under in a crude

state. Excellent when four are laid around the hill

and covered up when the corn is planted, and excel-

lent dug in, in moderate quantities around fruit

trees, say thi'ee to ten feet from the tree, according

to its size.

tall trees.

I saw accounts of some large trees in your paper
last week, and read them with interest. I cut a

Rock Maple from my woods the 14th inst., which
is less than two inches in diameter and measures
41 feet in length. A Pine less than 3 inches diam-
eter, 45 feet.

We don't boast of our large trunks, but we stump
the readers of the JV. E. Farmer to measure poles

with us in Vermont. Benj. F. Whittier.
Hartford, Ft.

FLOWING CRANBERRY MEADOWS—PRUNING.

Mr. Editor :—Will spring water haA'e the same
effect when used to cover cranberry vines in winter,

as common river or rain water ? Or will the spring

water so used be an injury to said vines? (a.)

What benefit is derived from the top-dressing -with

sand on peat or swamp land for the cultivation of

the cranberry ? (6.)

What month is best for pruning old apple

trees ? (c.) T. C. Kingsley.
Alhnton, R. /., 1856.

Remarks.—(a.) We have no doubt that spring

water will answer all purposes for flowing a cran-

berry meadow.

(6.) As a general thing, wherever we have found

a luxuriant growth of cranberries, we have found

sand, usually white sand—Avithin six to twelve inch-

es of the surface. This has led us to believe that

the cranberry plant requires considerable sand, and

that, therefore, it will not flourish well on meadows

composed, or nearly so, of jiure vegetable matter.

Hence the benefit of sand when a^jplied to a peat

meadow. The sand coming in contact with some

salt, which acts as a base, is dissolved, and is then

ready to be taken up by the roots of the plants.

It has the effect, on meadow lands, to make herd's

grass and red-top stand up, by coating the surface

of the stem with a substance which is brittle and

almost as hard as glass.

(c.) Prune in mid-summer, or in October or No-

vember. Not in March or April, unless you wish

to spoil your trees. And when you prune, cover
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up the wounds you make, as carefully as you would

your finger if a piece of it were cut off. See a re-

cent article by "N. T. T." on this subject.

WHITEWASHING ROOFS.

Mr. Editor :—I should be pleased to have your
opinion, or the opinions of some of your numerous
contributors, on the practicability of whitewashing
the roofs of buildings. Would not whitewash be
as good a preservative for the roof, as for the sides

of buildings ? Any one will confer a favor by an-

swering the above, through the columns of the
JVew England Farmer.

Yours truly, Orrin P. Allen.
Prodorsville, Ft., Jan., 1856.

Remarks.—Would not the whitewash lodge on

the ends of the shingles, and prevent the water from

running off readily, and thus cause them to decay ?

It is said that shingles, painted after they are laid,

have this effect, and do not last so long as those un-

painted, unless they are dipt in paint, or painted on

both sides before they are laid.

A TALK OF PLUMS.
Few fruits are more beautiful on the tree, or

more tempting in the dish, than plums. As a

dessert, they are every where esteemed, and are

extensively used as a preserve, and in either form,

taken moderately, they are wholesome and nutri-

tious. The beautiful about us adds something to

our happiness, if our tastes are rightly cultivated,

as well as a ministration to our physical wants

;

and what can be more attractive than a small, well

managed plum orchard near a favorite window, or

in a sunny spot of the garden, where the rich, dark

red of the Golden Drop, the faint green of the

Imperial Gage, the golden yellow of the Jefferson,

or the pale crimson of the Washington, gleam in

the sun, and reflect their colors upon each other

!

How delightful to lead your friend, unexpectedly

to him, where plums in variety hang in clustering

profusion, and invite him to gather at will of those

ready to drop with fulness and perfection ! The
work of your own hands, too, the result of odd

moments, a few at a time, when the body required

a little exercise, and the mind a change of scene

and employment. "So the plums cost me nothing,

sir ; indeed, they are more than clear gain ; for in

cultivating them, I cultivated my own mind for a

love of th^ beautiful and useful, and awoke new
emotions of gratitude and love. Fill this basket,

sir, and take them to your wife and children."

Plum trees are hardy and easily cultivated, and

are suited to our climate, unless the black wart is a

climatic disease. They flourish better, however, on

soils that are rich loams, than on rich sandy soils.

Of late years, thousands are deterred from setting

plum trees by two discouragements—the black

knot and the curculio. The first is destroying them

in large numbers, and no remedies seem yet to have

been discovered that will prevent it. Many have

been suggested, but their efficacy has not been uni-

form. The curculio continues its work only for a

short time, and may be prevented from doing much
mischief by the timely appHcation of fine lime,

ashes or plaster, sifted over the young fruit as soon

as it begins to form, and continued twice or three

times a week, for a month.

Below we introduce four well estabhshed varie-

ties, either of which is worthy of a place in the

garden. Other varieties, equally as good, perhaps

better, we may speak of, and illustrate at another

time.

Lawrence's favorite.

Rather large ; roundish, shghtly oval, with flat-

tish ends
;
yellowish-green, clouded with darker

streaks, light greenish Tiloom, at full maturity

brownish l)lotches and reddish specks around the

stem ; stalk short and slender, in a small cavity

;

flesh greenish, melting, very juicy, of a brisk, de-

licious, vinous flavor, resembling and almost equal

to the Green Gage, and larger. Almost freestone.

Last of Aug. to Sept. 15. Vigorous, upright

growth ; moderate bearer. Originated by Mr. L.

U. Lawrence, Hudson, N. Y.

PURPLE GAGE.

Medical ; roundish, flattened at the ends, shaLow
suture ; skin rather thick, violet, yellow dots, blue

bloom ; stem nearly an inch long, rather stout

;

flesh yellowish, rather firm, of a rich, sugary, high,

luscious flavor, almost equal to Green Gage. Free-
stone. Aug. 25 to Sept. 25, and la^ts through the
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month. Fruit very hardy, hanging long on the

tree, shriveling slightly. Excellent for the dessert

and for preserves. Great bearer. Foreign.

IMPEKIAL GAGE—PRI^•CE'S IMPERIAL GAGE.

Large medial : oval, distinct suture
;
pale green,

with a yellow tinge, and clouding of darker green,

thick white bloom ; stem medial, in a moderate

cavity; flesh gi'eenish, melting, very juicy, of a rich

sprightly, delicious flavor. Mostly freestone. 1 to

15 Sept. A vigorous grower and prodigious Iiear-

er. Dark shoots and leaves. Fruit rather inclined

to rot. Adapted to rather dry soils. Native of

Flusliing, N. Y.

smith's ORLEANS.

Large ; roundish-oval ; broadest at the base, dis

tinct suture on one side ; reddish purple, azure

bloom ; stem short, slender, in a deej), narrow cav-

ity ; flesh yellow, rather firm, juicy, of a sprightly,

vinous flavoi-. Clingstone. Sept 1 to 20. Tree
hardy and vigorous, and adapted to various climates

and soils. Very good for market. Rather inclined

to rot, when hanging very thick.

CoWs Fruit Book.

Correction.—Our attention has been called to

an omission in the report of the transactions of the

U. S. Agricultural Society, at its late meeting at

Washington. The name of Frederick Hol-
BROOK, as Vice President for Vermont, was not

given. The error probably occurred in changing

the arrangement of the names from one solid col-

umn, as we found it, into two columns, as it stands

in our paper.

For the New England Farmer.

PLANTING PINES.
Mr. Editor : — As I am intending to plant out

and raise a few acres of ivhite pine timber, I wish

to learn the best method of propagating the same

from the seed, and also the best method of nursing

and cultivating the trees. I have several acres al-

ready of this valuable timber growing, (indigenous,)

on land formerly covered with hard timber, and is

about twenty-two years since it was first discovered,

probably the first year of its growth. These were

but small bushes in 1839. I had them trimmed
up and thinned out a little at that time, and have

thinned them out for fire-wood occasionally since,

and the quantity and value of the timber, aside

from its beauty, is far greater than it would be, if

the first growth had been allowed to stand till now.

Any suggestions by you or any of your correspon-

dents in relation to this subject will be duly appre-

ciated. John M. Weeks.
fVest Farms, Salisbury, Vt., Feb. 15.

Remarks.—Last summer, during a visit to the

Cape and Martha's Vineyard, we saw many acres

covered with young pines imder cultivation. We
are not able to state the process, but have no doubt

that brother Phinney, of Barnstable, will enlighten

us with the whole story, through the Patriot, which

we shall be happy to spread before our readers.

For the Neiv England Farmer.

PLAN FOR A CHEAP SUMMER HOUSE,
Mr. Editor : — In answer to the inquiry of Mr.

Hill, of Yarmouth, in the last JVew England Far-

mer, for "a i)lan for a small and cheap summer-

house, upon which vines may run, and in an unpre-

tending garden," I will state the course adopted by

myself, a few years since, to obtain such a summer-

house. Having occasion to use about one hundred

white cedar posts for fencing, I had the bark care-

fully stripped off and laid aside for an experiment

in rural architecture. This I proceeded with in my
own way. I set in the ground at one side of my
garden four red cedar posts, about ten feet long,

leaving say seven feet in length above the surface.

These were set about eight or ten feet apart, in the

form of a parallelogram, and were the posts of my
summer-house. I then nailed pieces of rail around

the top, for the plates of the roof, and on two sides

fastened the ribs for the same, made of strips of

board, and across these ribs longitudinally nailed

other strips. I had thus a stiff" frame for a roof,

which I proceeded to cover with the broadest strips

of the bark, nailing them on up and down, in the

old style of boarding roofs. The roof has a sharp

pitch, and a projection at the eaves of a foot oy

more. On three sides of the house I formed a

door-way, or open space, by setting smaller posts

in the ground, and nailing them at the top to the

plates. Pieces of board were nailed cross-ways for

ribs, leaving the open spaces for door-ways on the

front and sides, and running entirely across the

rear part of the building. These ribs were then

covered both inside and out with the bark, being

nailed on in strips lengthwise.

I thus made myself a very cheap and pretty sum-

mer-house, around which have been planted the va-

rious climbing roses, and which, in time, I hope to
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see enveloped by their foliage and flowers. The
expense for the materials ox this structure is com-
])aratively small, though the time taken in nailing
on the strips was considerable. Still I have felt

amply remunerated for the outlay, the house hav-
ing stood two years, without needing repairs. A
rustic seat in the interior will complete the work,
where, Mr. Editor, when you visit me of a summer
day, we will sit and talk over the past exploits of
farming, and the future prospects of this healthful
if not profitable occupation.
But as to summer-houses. I must say that in

any garden, ])retentious or unpretentious, they
should not be made, as they too often are, of strips
of board planed and painted and finished off with
as much exactness and nicety as a dwelling-house.
They have more the marks of art than is in keep-
ing with the garden. Here the trees, the shrubs,
the plants, have all the irregular aspect that nature
gives them. But if you choose to cut and shape
these into pyramids, and other artistic forms, then
you may make your summer-house to correspond,
and yourself wear a bob wig, three-cornered hat,
and breeches with knee-buckles, when you walk or
work among them.

Yours truly, Allen W. Dodge.
Hamilton, Feb. 4, 1855.

Remarks.— Capital suggestions, these. And
when did his pen ever write, that he did not make
such ? "We consider your "when you visit me," as

a bonafide invitation, and shall appear to you at

the earliest opportunity.

J''or the Netc England Fanner.

BARNS.
Mr. Brown :—I am glad to see that vou pro-

pose adding still further to the interest and value
of the Farmer, by publishing some plans for good
barns. This Winter, a good many of your readers
are making preparations to build in the Spring, no
doubt, and any hints of a practical character may
save them money.
Hoping before I am many years older to occupy

a better barn than I now do, I have had my atten-
tion particularly directed to this subject, and have
been into a good many fine barns. I need not go
out of town, as you "very well know, sir, to find
them. And lundertake to say that the exception
is not known in Concord, where a judicious outlay
for a spacious, convenient barn, has not been fol-
lowed by unmistakable evidence of thrift about the
whole j^remises.

Those who build now, are prettly generally
agreed upon one point ; that it is more econoni-
ical to build one building for the various farm pur-
poses, rather than the great number which are
seen so common about old establishments.

Let us look at a few figures, which won't lie. A
building ten feet square contains one thousand cu-
bic feet. Not to speak of the roof, the outside pre-
sents a surface to the weather of four hundred feet.
we have, then, ten feet inside, to four feet outside.'
Take another examj)lc. A building twenty feet

square contains eight thousand cubic feet; the out-
side measures one thousand six hundred feet. Here
we have five feet inside to one foot outside. We

,
will now take a building forty feet square. The in-
side to the outside is as ten to one!

I am aware that the larger structure requires a

heavier frame, that is all. The boards and shingles

are the same in either case. I know, too, that the

wide roof is worn by rain. That objection, however,
is not of great weight.

1 hold, Mr. Brown, that one part of a large barn
accommodates another part. It is a saving of steps

to have your horse near the vehicle to which you
wish to attach him. Why go several rods to a ten-

footer, and open another set of doors in the wind
to "get out the chaise ?" What comfort, in return-

ing from market or town-meeting on a stormy day,

and driving into a snug floor-wa}-, there to untackle

and put away horse and wagon, with ease and expe-

dition. There is no difficulty in dispensing with the

carriage house ; the barn is the place for all the ve-

hicles, the cellar takes in all the carts, and coarse

wagons—a room at the side of the drive- way, the

lighter vehicles.

Then what need is there for a separate building

for tools ; what place so central as an ample room
by the side of the floorway 2 You start from the

barn, usually, to go to different parts of the farm,

and you return thither after the work is done.

I have thought, Mr. Brown, that portalile bins

for corn might be put up in this large tool-room.

\n the busy season of the year, corn-bins are apt to

get pretty low, so they would not be in the way
much when the tools were most used. I should

prefer that the bins be where they could be seen to

often. One might stand a better chance then of

keeping the rats from destroying the corn. I have
little faith in these out-of-the-way places to keep
corn, it is sure to waste and injure.

In conclusion, may I ask those readers of the

Farmer who have had experience, if apples can be
kept through the winter in a part of the barn-cel-

lar, without being tainted by the manure in the vi-

cinity ? 'What does Mr. Alorrison, of Somerville,

say ? w. D. 13.

Concord, Mass., Jan., 1856.

Remarks.—Excellent—we regret that it got out

of sight and has been postponed so long.

For the New England Farmer.

SCYTHE AND MACHINE MOWING.
Father Buckminster is down upon the mowing

machines. What ails the man ? He seems to think

scythe mowing as cheap as machine ; and so far as

the past is concerned, he mai/ not be far from right;

but it cannot be so with the future. The machines
we must have. Any machine, which, in our hur-

ried climate, substitutes brute for human labor, ic

the months of May, June and July, must be cher-

ished. If a mowing machine will cut the grass as

well and cheaply as the scythe, we should say of it

as Patrick Henry did of the war,—"Let it come ;"

because it eases the severity of summer labor.

But more is to be expected. It will do the work
cheaper and better, after a few more such years as

the past has bqen, for im])roving the machines. It

probably does it cheaper already. At least such is

the opinion of many who have used it ; and not a

few who have tried it two or three years, declare

that although a good mower will excel it in the

goodness of the work, yet it already does its work
better than the majority of such hands as can be

hu-ed. J. A. N.
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SEVENTH LEGISLATIVE AGRICULTU-
RAL MEETING.

Eeported for tue Farmer bt II. E. Rockwell.

The seventh regulur meeting of the Legislative

Agricultural Society was held on Tuesday evening,

in the Hall of the House of Representatives. The
meeting was called to order at half-jiast 7 o'clock,

and Gen. Salem Towne, of Charlton, was called on

to preside. He expressed some regret that the

meeting was not more full, and that a notice of it

had not been put in the daily papers. Before the

close of the meeting, however, the attendance was

as good as usual.

He then introduced as the lecturer of the eve-

ning, George E. Waring, of New York, stating at

the same time the topic of the lecture tobe, "^^n*-

cultural Education."

The lecturer commenced by paying a high trib-

ute to the people of Massachusetts as having done

more, through their Legislature, for the promotion

of agriculture than any other people on the conti-

nent.

He then spoke of the relative importance of ag-

riculture, as not only surpassing any other occupa^

tion, but all other occupations. The necessity of

educating those who are to be farmers, in such a

manner as[to fit them for their appropriate business,

Avas insisted upon, and its necessity illustrated in a

variety of ways. Agricultural Colleges are needed;

but in order to be most highly beneficial they must

be supported by those who attend them. But while

we have no Agricultural Colleges, their place may
be and should be supplied by giving an agricultural

education to boys in the common schools. The in-

troduction of agricultural studies into the schools

of Great Britain has been tried with success. Chem-
istry should he made subservient to an agricultural

education by making boys acquainted with the

fundamental principles of agricultural chemistry.

Philosophy also should be studied with reference to

making boys acquainted with agricultural mechan-

ics. Whoever is to be a farmer has a right to

know all that relates to the first principles of his

business. No one can be a good practical farmer

without knowing the nature of the raw materials

from which he is to produce his crops. He must

know what he is to get from his soil in any particu-

lar crop, and consequently he must know what to

apply to the soil, in order to enable him to obtain

that crop.

The materials which constitute plants were then

specified to a considerable extent, and 'then Ihe

manner of their growth was considered, and plainly

pointed out.

The uses and abiuses of soils were next referred

to. In the consideration of soils it is necessary to

regard especially their ashy or inorganic matter.

In all fertile soils there is a large quantity of phos-

phoric acid. The soil of the Miami valley contains

4 per cent, of phosphoric acid, while the best wheat

land in Massachusetts contains only 2J per cent.

The importance of atmospheric fertilizers was par-

ticularly commented u])on. The air supplies to

soils quantities of ammonia, carbonic acid, and oxy-

gen. These not only enter plants through the

leaves, but they enter into the composition of the

soil to a great extent.

But few realize to how great an extent manure is

lost in the country. In riding from New York to

Boston, he had taken pains to notice the barns along

the route, so far as he could do so, and he had

seen but one barn upon the side of the railroad

track which he was in a position to see, where the

manure was not thrown out of the stable Avindow

and left exposed to the action of the atmosphere.

The waste of manure, especially in cities, is enor-

mous. Some very interesting statistical statements

were made in this connection which were well fitted

to impress the audience with the importance of

greater attention to saving manures. Man is Imt

a tenant of the soil, and he is guilty of a ciime if

he impoverishes the soil and leaves it poorer bv his

cultivation than he finds it, so that those who come
after him suffer from his wastefulness. In conclvi--

sion, the lecturer said that farmers were yet, to a

great extent, working in the dark, and were guided

by superstition in many instances, rather than bv
reason.

At the close of the lecture. Rev. Ralph Saiv-

ger, of I^over, said that he was much pleased «ith

the lecture, and he considered it,—to use £o> ex-

pression suited to his own profession -^J'pretty

close preaching," and to carry out thi-iame.idea,

they had got to make an "applicatiqri'- of it., He
then referred to the comparative results of cultivat-

ing wheat in Ohio and in Massaohusetts. The av-

erage crop of wheat in Ohio has. been stated to be
sixteen bushels to the acre» tv Nprfolk County he
had known forty bushels to ha raisetj to the acre.

Of three entries for preraiupjs on wheat, the lowest

was about twenty-five bushels to the. acre and the

highest was thirtj'-two.

Mr. J. Brooks,.. of Princeton, said that the aver--

age crop of corn, in Illinois is thirty-six bushels to

the acre, and. in Massachusetts, it is thirtyronje...

There is, therefore, more made in Massachusjetts

.

than in Illinois, by the cultivation of an acre of.",

corn. The price of a bushel of corn in Illinois was ,

40 cents, the last year, making the value of the -

crop from an acre $14,40. It is said to cost $5 an

acre to cultivate it,, which would leave a profit of

$9,4<) per acre. Corn has sold in Massachusetts

for $1,25 per bushel this year, and the value of the

average crop of an acre Avould therefore be $38,75.

Admitting the cost of cultivating an acre to be $20,

which is considered high enough, the profit is

$18,7.5 per acre, or $9,35 more per acre than in

Illinois.
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Mr. Bkooks strongly urged the importance of

saving manure, so as to produce larger crops. We
are trustees of the land, and we have no right to

starve our children who are to inherit it. The far-

mer is the first man in the world ; everything de-

pends upon him. It is important that he should un-

derstand the theory of soils and manures, and know

their chemical elements. All knowledge may be

brought into use in farming. He did not quite

agree with the lecturer that in every case, corn

should not be hilled. He had tried hilling and

leaving corn to grow without it, and had found that

which was hilled to stand best when exposed to the

wind.

Mr. Sbiox Browx, of Concord, expressed his

gratification with the lecture, and especially with

that part which related to the education of the

young farmer. He thought much of the education

of the child who is intended to be a farmer to be

wrong. Instead of selecting the brightest boy of a

family to educate at College, he should be the one

who is instructed in farming. Of all professions,

there is none which requires such varied and deep

learning as that of the farmer. But the method
now pursued is to push aside the boy who is intend-

ed to be a farmer, so that he loses many opportu-

nities which others enjoy. He has fewer holidays,

and he does not enter into company so often as the

child of the mechanic. The same is true of the

daughters of farmers. There should be a change in

the manner of educating young farmers.

Agricultural Colleges and schools are important,

doubtless, but there are schools enough around us

all the while, which are" not used. Every gentle-

man present might set in motion a school in his

own neighborhood by collecting together some doz-

en young men around his parlor fire, and encour-

aging and instructing them in agriculture, and by

providing them with such periodicals as will in-

struct them. That has been done in one town, and

it has altered the whole face of things in a few

years. Every one can do much in that way.

The Chairman said he hoped they were not so

much behind the age in his vicinity as had been

suggested. He did not think the farmers' daugh-

ters worked any harder than girls did in former

times.

Mr. Dodge, of Sutton, corrected a statement

made by him at a former meeting, in which he had

put the number of barns in the State at thirty-six

thousand. He had been since informed by the

Secretary of the Board of Agriculture, that there

were seventy-six thousand. He took occasion also

to re-affirm that in his opinion, the business of ag-

riculture has depreciated within the last twentv

years on this side of the Connecticut river. The
importance of saving everything in the shape oj

manure of any kind, was also urged. He was de-

cidedly of opinion that composting was unprofitable.

any further than was necessary to catch and save

liquid or other manures that would otherwise be

lost. To use his own language, "this composting,

or using phosphates, is all gammon. We don't

know anything about it in our section ; nor are we

ignorant,"

A farmer in his vicinity, who has read the discus-

sion here, on the subject of the application of ma-

nures, expressed his surprise that there was so

much said m favor of composting. He said that he

applied his manure in a fresh state, and then after

spreading upon the surface, plowed furrows, just

far enough apart to cover it—cut and cover, he

called it—and leaving the si)ace between the raised

furrows for the water to subside into. The manure

thus covered was composted in the soil, and none

of it was lost.

• The farmers of Massachusetts are as intelligent

as any class of peoj)le, and they bring up their sons

and daughters in a manner as reputable to them as

any other profession.

With regard to the cultivation of corn, he said he

had no doubt it could l)e raised here with more

profit to us than it could be to any farmers at the

West, if they have to come here for a market.

Mr. C. L. Flint then rose, and expressed his

pleasure with the lecture of Mr. Waring, and of-

fered the following resolution, which was unani-

mously adopted.

Resolved, That the thanks of this Legislative

Agricultural Society, be and are hereby paid to

George E, Waring, for his able and very inter-

esting lecture on Agricultural Education at the

State House, Feb. 26th, 1856.

The subject for discussion at the next meeting

was announced to be, " Grasses and Small Grains."

Far the Nezc England Fanner.

NEW IDEAS IN AGRICULTURE.
Pumpkin seeds should not be fed to milch cows,

unless you wish them to decrease in milk. A gen-

tleman in this vicinity has tried it, believes it, and
would have made it known earlier, but for fear of

ridicule.

Girdling an a])ple tree the last of June, or when
its fruit is of the size of a common walnut, will not

kill the tree, but improve the fruit.

A close chamber is a better place to keep apples

than a cellar. Apples bear freezing once without

injury, if they are not handled till thawed. Linen
cloth laid on or around apples prevents injury from
freezing. Apples have been found in good order

in the spring, that have lain in barrels under the

trees all winter, lloxbury Rubsets are considered

the longest keepers.

Gathering fruit from the apple and cuiTant trees,

when green, or before they are fully ripe, makes
them more prolific the following year.

Trees designed for clayey soils do best when
transplanted in the spring.

Currants bear in three years from cuttings. Ap-
ples bear in ten or fifteen years from seed, usually

in about twelve vears. J. N. Bagg.
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Fur tfie Neic England Farmer.

NOTES FROM THE SOUTH.

TFddon, JV. C, Jan. 10, 1856.

Dear Sir :—Agreeably to my promise to you,

to give my ideas of Southern agriculture, I am now
writing you from this town, or rather collection of,

houses in North Carolina.

"Weldon is the junction of three lines of railroad,

Northern, Southern and Western, and were it in

Yankee land, would long ago have rivalled many of

our Northern cities, but it is a mere "indus" at

present.

The changes from the Northern practice of agri-

culture may be seen the moment one leaves Phila-

delphia ; the grass crops become of less importance,

the gi'ain of more ; and instead of carts and wag-

:

ons that may be drawn, well loaded, by two horses
j

or mules, the wagons and carts need, at least, two

!

mules to draw them without minding the load. I|

repeatedly saw at Washington, four and even six
|

mules drawing loads that I should send into Bos- i

ton, from my farm at Lexington, with at the best,:

two horses, and in most cases, only one. A very|

remarkable feature, too, is, that no one drives his

load as we do, sitting in the wagon or on top of

the load, but whether he have two or four horses,

rides one in the saddle, and drives the others, eith-

er by reins or the voice.

The agricultural implements, too, strike a North-
erner with amazement. Hoes as large as four of

ours
;

])lows that a man can hardly lift, and often

not running more than* three inches in the soil.

Seeing all these things, and having been told ev-

er since I can remember that the Southern people

do everything by halves only, I was not surprised at

the state of things that I found prevalent in this

State. I have been staying here several weeks,

and have therefore had a pretty good chance to see

things as they are. Now, remembering what I

have said about the poor tools, the negligent

habits of the people, the carelessness of the ne-

groes, &c., as well as the highly cultivated fields,

trim grass lands, nice barns and large yields of our

best New England farms, shall you not be surprised

to hear me say, that even here, in North Carolina,

a State rarely heard of, and generally considered

entirely behind the times, I have seen better farm-

ing, l)etter tools, better discipline and better crops,

than I have ever seen before in my life.

It may seem to you something like exaggeration,

but it is nevertheless true, that any of our North-

ern farmers might visit the estates of Messrs. Hen-
ry and Thomas P. Burgwyn, on the Roanoke Riv-

er, near Halifax, to their very great advantage.

These gentlemen farm, or more properly plant,

some three thousand acres of land, and show a per-

severance against obstacles, and a grasp of mind,
agriculturally, that would do them credit in any
portion of the world. Their lands consist of a rich

alluvial river bottom, some high and some low, that

with reasonable culture, will yield twenty-five bush-

els of wheat or less of corn to the acre ; land much
of which they bought for less than five dollars per

acre because it was worn out.

The texture of the land is loamy clay, and when
they took their plantations they had been so long

cultivated in the old way, plowing three inches

deep, thit all the surface below that depth had be-

come hard as a rock. As I more ])articularly stud-

ied Mr. H. 11. Burgwyn's plantation, having staid

there a week, I will confine myself to what he has

efi'ected. Mr. B. inherited his plantation about

seventeen years ago, together with some hundred
negroes, he, at that time, living at the North, al-

though of Southern birth, and at that time of de-

cided anti-slavery tendency. His first business af-

ter taking possession of his property was to inves-

tigate how he could best dispose of his slaves for their

own advantage ; and in his researches occupied sev-

eral years. Li the meantime he also a])plied his

thoughts to bettering his lands ; whilst engaged in

this liljeration scheme, together with his brother,

he imported a hundred Irishmen, so as to try wliite

labor, which proved an entire failure, costing them
about $2000. A mind thus active had not failed

of course to study the plantation economy, and see-

ing us plant deep and liberably manure at the

North, he tried the same thing on his lands, and
putting in his plows ten inches instead of tliree,

found the benefit ; he also suftered very much from
standing water which made his clay subsoil so te-

nacious as to be almost unworkable ; to remedy that

he dug ditches, and besides innumerable covered

and blind ditches, has one single straight ditch,

two miles long. Probably all of his ditches would
out-measure eight miles. When he first com-
menced there was not a single field in one crop on
the Roanoke that would exceed a hundred acres

;

he had last year, nine hundred acres in wheat

;

four hundred and fifty in corn, and five hundred in

clover ; and he has for this year, nine hundred in

clover and nine hundred in wheat, the corn not yet

planted. To manure the wheat of last year he not

only ap])lied several thousand dollar's worth of lime

and artificial manures, but also turned in clover

enough at present prices to come to six or eight

thousand dollars more. Of the nine acres of clover

this year, he will cut a portion, feed a portion, and
turn in the remainder. The first wonder is, how
he cuts his wheat ; he had last year six four-horse

reapers in the field at once ; his wheat is cut, then

bound and stocked, and then thrashed in the field.

The thrashing goes almost simultaneously Avith

the cutting. To thrash this wheat he has a steam
thi'ashing machine, of twenty horse power, that

will thrash one thousand bushels in a day ; and I

saw it shelling corn at the rate of two tliousand

bushels a day. His working force is one hundred
and seventy-five negroes, fifty-five mules and horses,

and one hundred and fifty head of cattle, about

one-third of which are oxen. His plantation at

this season of the year, is, of course, much less in-

viting than at the growing season, the more partic-

ularly that it snowed the day after we got there,

and has not thawed yet. So severe cold has not

been known these thirty years here ; the Pioan-

oke being covered with ice, and the thermome-
ter at eight degrees above zero. In spite of the

wintry appearance however, it is easy to see his im-

provements, particularly for one, whose business is,

like mine, to judge of nature's beauties and capa-

bilities. His house stands in a grove of oak trees,

and has directly in front of it a field of wheat, of

six acres, not one great square field, but beautifully

broken and diversified with groups of trees : and

when fully grown, under the influence of the wind,

it must even rival the beauty of a water landscape,

as it rolls, swells and waves, according to the ])0W-

er of the blast.

Such a plantation is a village in itself; it has its

carpenter's and blacksmith's shops, its wheelwright
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and harness-maker ; and this one its steam engine.

From the nine hundred bushels of wheat, Mr.
B. measured off twenty-three hundred bushels of

wheat, which sold in Petersburg, Va., for $2,25 per

bushel.

But a word for the character of the country.

—

Probably no State in the Union can surpass it in

its capacities. Not only are there these immense
and fertile fields, but almost all the temperate
and many tropical fruits flourish there ; the apple,

pear, plum, cherry, peach, persimmon, grape, cur-

rant, gooseberry, straAviierr}, blackberry, and huckle-

berry grow wild, together with which may be culti-

vated the fig and ijomegranate, amongst the fruits.

In the field crops, we have all the cereals, Indian

corn, tobacco, cotton, hemj), flax, indigo, madder,
the grasses and several of the root and green crops,

and lastly but not least, the sweet potato, that may
truly be called the staple of the South. In the

mountains are almost every kind of valuable miner-

al, and its immense sand plains are covered with

the long-leaved pine that gives turpentine, rosin,

tar, pitch and yellow pine lumber.
Every one has heard of the immense herds of

hogs that live in the woods here, returning to the

owner only when hunted for, or starved out in the

winter ; a singular feature of the pine tree, is, that

its mast and young roots are a favorite food with

hogs upon which they fatten ra])idly,so that the long-

leaved pine may be considered the protecting ge-

nius of the State, giving as it does shelter, when
worked info lumber the materials for ship building,

fire in its waste portions, hght by its far-famed

light wood knots, and food for the pigs, which in

their turn sup])ly the only one thing the pine tree

does not, animal food for man.
The great desideratum here is intelligent white

labor ; any intelligent and willing Northerner, eith-

er, as farmer or mechanic or tradesman, is sure to

succeed if he will but come here and apply the

same powers of mind here that he would at home.
Land can be purchased for three dollars an acre,

which by simply deep plowing, and the application

of a small amount of lime, will yield fifteen to twen-
ty bushels of wheat the first year.

Mr. Burgwyn told me of numerous instances of

this sort; instancing one of his own plantations

thus ]iurchased for three dollars i)er acre, from which
he sold $30 per acre the first year.

The only danger to be apprehended is, that such
men coming here would become slave owners ; for

the institution as seen here jiresents no olinoxious

i'e&turei', and provides so wellfor the nnimal happi-

ness of the slave, that it necessitates one to contin-

ually summon up his principle to resist falling in

with and heartily a])])roving the whole system ; but
to one who cares nothing about slavery and who is

minded to put energy into his action, here lies a

certain fortune.

Excuse the length of this letter ; in future I will

be more concise. I remain yours truly,

R. Morris CorELAND.

extent, go to pay the British holders of Peruvian

government bonds, giving them, to all intents and
purposes, a lien upon the profits of a treasure in-

trinsically more valuable than the gold mines of

California, There are deposits of this unsurpassed

fertilizer in some places to the depth of sixty or

seventy feet, and over large extents of surface.

The guano fields are generally conceded to be'the

excrement of aquatic fowls, which live and nestle

in great numbers around the islands. They seem
designed by nature to rescue, at least in part, that

untold amount of fertilizing material which every

river and brook is rolling into the sea. The Avash

of alluvial soils, the floating refuse of the field and
forest, and, above all, the wasted materials of great

cities, are constantly being carried by the tidal cur-

rents out to sea. These, to a certain extent at

least, go to nourish directly or indirectly, subma-
rine vegetable or animal life, which in turn, goes to

feed the birds, which in our day are brought away
by the shipload from the Chincha Islands.

The bird is a beautifully arranged chemical labo-

ratory, fitted up to perform a single operation, viz.:

to take the fish as food, burn out the carbon by

means of its respiratory functions, and deposit the

remainder in the shape of an incomparable fertil-

izer. But how many ages have these dejiositions

of seventy feet in thickness been accumulating?"

Brief History of Guano.—The London Far-
mer's Magazine furnishes the following brief his-

tory of guano : — "Guano, as most ])eople under-
stand, is imported from the islands of the Pacific

—

mostly of the Chincha grovip, off the coast of Peru,
and under the dominion of that government. Its

sale is made a monopoly, and the avails, to a great

SAVE COAL ASHES.

Arthur Young, in his valuable Report of the

Agricultural Surveys of several European countries,

speaks of cases whfere coal ashes were used with

great and astonishing success, though the state-

ments made to him, he says, were quite discre])ant

and contradictory. In one of his articles upon the

subject, he remarks

:

"Coal ashes are used from fifty to sixty bushels

to the statute acre, for a common dressing ; they

succeed well sown on clover in March or April, on
dry lands, and do much good applied to sward
lands, during any part of the winter or spring.

They are never used on wheat. In very dry sea-

sons, coal ashes do very little good ; they, as well as

most other of those dressings, requiring rain after

being sown to set them to work."

Coal ashes, like the ashes of wood, possess many
valuable qualities, and are generally found to ])0s-

sess great efficacy on soils which are characterized

by a deficiency of alkali. Why the ashes of coal

should not be regarded as valuable on wheat lands,

is a problem we are wholly unable to solve. No crop

is more decidedly improved by alkalescent manures,

as a general thing, and as coal, as well as wood

ashes, possess certain alkahne properties, as well as

other energetic principles, their application to the

trop must necessarilj', we think, be productive of

advantageous results.

In the 4th volume of the Farmer, {or 1852, page

474, may be found an excellent article by Mr.

Stoker, of West Hartford, Conn. His experiments

in the use of coal ashes, had surprising results.

There is also an article on the subject in the vol-

ume for 1853, with an analytical table by Prof.
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Norton. This subject is introduced, because in-

quiries have been recently made M'ith regard to the

value of coal ashes as a fertilizing: agent.

Fur the Ketr England Farmer.

WINTERING BEES.

My Dear Sir:— Your paper of Feb. 16 con-

tained a timel)- caution, "Take care of your Bees,"

which in the present inclement season, merits more
notice than heedless and inexperienced bee-keepers

give. The greatest peril of the season with regard

to them is yet to come, when the warm days of

spring invite them abroad, and the heavy body of

snow now upon the gi'ound, by imparting a chilli-

ness to the atmosphere, to which they are imac-

customed, disenables them, and will, if proper cau-

tion is not exercised in their behalf, ruin whole co-

lonies in a short time.

Aside from this unnatural atmosphere, there is

another caiise of a fatal etiect attending their going

abroad while the snows are dissolving, especially if

a warm sunshine invites them from their winter

quarters. They become snow-blind, lose their way
and fall upon snow never to rise. Hence it is de-

sirable to keep them in as dormant a state as pos-

sible until the snows have fairly dissolved. To ef-

fect this, a cool locality, with Httle if any light, is

decidedly the best. The cool may be found in

open buildings, where the sun's rays will not fall

upon the hive, and if the building is too light, a

rug or piece of matting may be thrown over the

hive, so as to shut out all the light from the aper-

tures, and yet leave a free circulation of air, if that

is necessary, though we doubt the utility of giving

too free an access of the latter.

Our views on this matter are established from

the experience we once had of burying some light

hives in the earth on the approach of cold weather,

and allowing them to be buried until frost came
out the following spring. Here they lay, froze in,

and much of the time covered with snow, yet when
they were taken out, they were as fresh and lively

as though no winter had' disturbed their dreams

;

the loss in number was very small, the quantity of

food consumed was trifling, indeed; the air that

reached them must have been very small in quanti-

ty, yet we never saw bees healthier in spring, or

work better in summer, than these.

We left a few hives standing unprotected the

present winter. The consequence was, in one of

our earliest severe storms, they were all buried in a

heavy drift, which we removed in front in order

that the necessary evaporation of moisture arising

from the breath of the bees might be going on, and

prevent the formation of ice in the hives. But our

lalwr in this matter was soon counteracted, for an-

other storm came and buried them still deeper,

while the rapid succession of storms and blows to

which we have been subject deferred our labor in

the clearing away process, so that they remained

buried in snow some four weeks. Last week, how-

ever, the wind stopped blowing long enough for us

to take breath, and among our earliest labors we
exhumed the hives from the cold tomb that the

winds had raised around them. We found they

had, l)y their breath probably, melted tiie snow from

the immediate front of their hives, and were as Uve-

ly as a cool morning would permit them to be.

They were removed to a cool, dark room, where

they are now apparently enjoying their morning
nap preparatory to spring labors, with a commend-
able and healthful quiet.

From the facts in the case, so far as they have
been presented, I have concluded that the dryer
and more dormant bees can be kept until spring

has fairly set in, the less will be the loss in winter-

ing, both in numbers and food, and, as a matter of

course, the more prosperous they will be the fol-

lowing summer. Yours truly,

Elmwood, Feb. 26. William Bacon.

Remarks.—The above facts and suggestions are

valuable. There is more capital invested in bei's

in New England than many believe. It is an er-

ror to suppose they need the sun in the winter

—

they want an equable temperature, and that may be

a pretty low one, down to the freezing point, or

even lower, all winter, if it be regularly so. Hives

protected on the north, and open on the south

where the sun will strike them freely, will become

so warm, even in February, as to set the bees all

in motion ; they will then pass out of the hive to

relieve the promptings of nature, become chilled or

blinded, or both, fall upon the snow and die. They

may be safely kept in a cold chamber or attic, in a

cool, dry cellar, and Ave have heard it stated, buried

in the centre of a hay-mow, the aperture being

closed with stout wire gauge. The article of our

correspondent is timely and excellent, for which we

beg to express our thanks.
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A VILLAGE OR FARM COTTAGE.

This is one of the beautiful designs which we

have promised, from the work entitled "Village

and Farm Cottages," by the Messrs. Cleveland

& Backus Buothers, of New York. Come, and

look at it, and see how inviting it is in every par-

ticular. Criticise its proportions, observe its ap-

proaches and surroundings. See how rui'al it i^,

and yet how modestly dignified and attractive. No
wonder a woman approaches it, "last, best gift."

Beyond the close fence is the garden ; now be

seated on the piazza, under the luxuriant grape

vines, and see how completely that agrees with the

mansion itself. It is not an ornamental garden, it

cei-tainly is not purely a kitchen garden. It has no

pretensions, but like the house, it supplies the wants

of the family with everything it can in its way.

—

How convenient to drive to the door, or turn and

drive away to the stable. No sharp angles in the

way, no frightful sinuosities to torture your carriage

wheels, and give them a cramp for life. Every-

thing is easy, and natural, and unsophisticated

about it.

Will all this have an influence on its occupants ?

Who can tell ? Has architecture, and art, wlieiher

on the House or on the Soil, any moral bearing on

the heart? on the character? on the hnppiiic<s of

the family? Who can tell? Will the shade of

Inigo Jones reply ?

"In exterior and future, this design has consid-

erable claim to originality. There are two large

bays on the front, one in the parlor and the other

in the hall. The main entrance is at the side of

the latter. This is from a porch, partly enclosed

l)y these projections, and covered by an overhang-

ing roof.

There are four good chambers on

THE FIRST FLOOR PLAN. THE SECOND FLoOR PLAN.
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Of these three have clothes presses attached. The

front windows of this story are double,—two in one.

This makes the rooms more valuable, while it gives

dignity to the exterior. Many house fronts are

spoiled by having too many windows. The wall-

veil has no breadth or dignity, and the house be-

comes a large lantern.

The roof is low and has a bold cornice. The

back verandah is plain, with solid posts and visible

fi-ame-work. There should be a rear building, the

roofs joining. In winter, the middle part of the

verandah may be enclosed, making an entry to the

kitchen and wood-room.

Its general form makes it suitable for a spot

where it may be seen from several points. The

lot on which it is to stand, should be open and

smooth, rather above than below the grounds about

it. Height of each story 9 feet. Cost, $1,200."

For the New England Farmer.

RURAL ECONOMY OF THE BRITISH
ISLES-No. 5.

CONSTITUTION OF FARMING A^TD MARKETS.

In my last, I submitted a few questions respecting

the system of agriculture, which would, in time, be

adopted in New England, and how for we should

copy the English system. I venture to say we
shall never ado]it the system of large farms, which

is by many considered the distinguishing feature of

the English system. Our institutions are opposed
to the system of large farming, and sound policy is

opposed to it and to its tendency. Whatever the

system we adopt, the larmer here will own his farm,

and where the laborer owns the soil he tills, the

spade digs deeper, the scythe takes a wider sweep,

and the muscles Hft a heavier burden. A few rural

populations, owning their own farms, is indispensa-

ble to the lasting prosperity of a country and to its

military strength. England feels now, as Rome
felt before her, the evils of the poHcy she has car-

ried so far, though not as far as is thought, the

conversion of small holdings into large farms—in

her inability to fill up her armies. She has driven

by the conversion of small farms into large ones,

many of her rural population to her cities and oth-

er lands, whom she now would fain have in the

Crimea ; though perhaps this population is better

off, scattered where it is, in other lands and even in

cities, than it would be in the Crimea. But the

martial pride of England can no longer glory as it

once could, in its rural military strength. A just

retribution—fruit of an unjust policy.

Large farming is indeed carried very far in Eng-
land, but as we before remarked, not as far as is

thought. There are the immense possessions of

the nobility ; but there are also the modest domains
of the gentry. There are dukes, who own whole
counties, but there are 250,000 proprietors of the

soil of the United Kingdom ; and two-thirds of the

soil is in the possession of wliat may be called sec-

ond rate proprietors ; and farms of 200 acres are

very common. An erroneous impression prevails,

that landed property in iMigland docs not change
hands. Hei'e a particular fact has been unduly
generalised. Certain lands are under entails, but

most are I'ree.

Just as the concentration of property in England

is very much over-rated, so the influence whJt'h

large property exercises, in the superiority of its

agriculture, is also exaggerated. Large farms usu-

ally, though not always, imply capital, that is,

means to command labor, manures, tools, farm-

buildings, stock, &c., in possession ;
but where the

owner of a small farm has a proportionate command
of these means a small farm will be better cultivated

than a large one, and produce more in jn'oportion

to its size. Large forms, in England, have general-

ly belonged to men or been cultivated by men
of large means ; hence their success. In New
England, small farms are cultivated by men of

small means, and markets near at hand have

stimulated this cultivation, hence the state of

forming in New England. The Island of Jersey,

with its dependencies is a country of small propri-

tors ; there is scarcely to be found, in the whole

island, a ])roperty of forty acres, many vary from

five to fifteen; but yet it is'cuhivated like a garden.

The great bane of agriculture, of manufactures, of

commerce, of every business is, in fact, debt, and

want of means, not debt contracted, to make im-

provements, but to hold the property used, and

stock it, and carry it on. In fact, there is no dis-

tinction between agriculture and manufactures,

though it is so often made ; both are processes to

produce results useful to man—both are processes

to produce results by the aid and co-operations of

the powers of nature and by the blessing of God

—

a beet, a carrot, a potato, an ox, a sheep, grass, are

each as much a manufactured article, ])roduced by

man, by the use of means and labor and capital, as a

piece of cloth, or a plow, or a machine, or any im-

plement. God aids, by the powers of nature and

the qualities he has imi)arted to created things, as

much, in the one case as the other ; and man co-

operates with his Maker, in the one case, as well as

the other in producing the results, by his thought,

his labor, and his capital. A small manufactory of

any article, with proper capital and skill, will pro-

duce as cheaply and often cheaper than a large one.

A small farm, with proper capital and skill, will

produce as cheaply and often cheaper than a large

one. The products of the farm and of manufactur-

ing require markets and will not be jn-oduced un-

less there are markets for them. When money is

worth three per cent. ])er annum, as in England,

there will be better and cheaper farming than with

us here, where it is worth seven, and there will be

better and cheaper forming, especially on a large

scale, where labor is cheap as in England, than

with us where it is dear ; there will be better farm-

ing, marts population is dense and congregated in

the where of commerce, and manufactures largely,

than with us, where it is sparse and scattered. The

same is true under the circumstances stated of man-

ufocturing; in fact, farming partakes of the nature

of manufacturing, or is manufacturing and'sul ject to

all the laws to which farming is subject. The best

constitution of property for agriculture is that which

attracts to the soil most capital, either owing to the

owners being richer relative to the extent of land

they possess, or because they are induced to lay

out a larger proportion of their income. I believe

that with us, small projn-ietors are most liberal to

their lands. Nothing can exceed the implicit con-

fidence with which the English farmer makes ad-

vances to his land, a matter in which our farmers

do not rival him, though they may do so hereafter,
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as markets and means tempt them to it. The Eng-
lish ascribe their substitution of horses for oxen,

their large out-lays for manures and fertilizers, for

levelling, subsoil-plowing, draining, and to large

farming, but these things are signs of rich and intel-

ligent, rather than of large, farming. Small and
middling farmers understand the benefit of these

things quite as well as great; they are unknown
only where farmers are poor and ignorant. What
characterizes English farming is not so much large

farming, so called, as the raisuig of farming into a

business of itself, and the amount of capital at the

disposal of farmers. We have settled how much
capital is needed to carry on most manufacturing
operations, but not how much is needed to carry on
the operations of a farm, which is, as we have shown,
no more nor less than a manufacturing operation

;

but the English farmer before 1848, lield, that to

conduct a farm, he must have a cajaital of $40 to

the acre, and now he thinks $80 to the acre not too

much.
But markets, markets, are the greatest and most

pressing requirement of agriculture. How to pro-

duce is a question which thousands of minds settle

after the demand for production comes. In mar-
kets, the English farmer has the advantage of far-

mers of all other countries. From the develo])-

ment of manufactures and commerce in England,
the farmer there is surrounded by industrial and
commercial populations, which exist nowhere else

in the world. One-third of the English nation is

congregated at two points, London in the south and
the manufacturing towns of Lancashire and West
Riding ; these human-ant hills are as rich,as they are

numerous. If the Yankee farmers were thus sur-

sounded l)y markets, think you they m'ouUI not set-

tle, as the English have done, the questions, what
produce brings the highest ])rice relatively to its

cost of ])roduction, and by what means the cost of

production is to be reduced in order to increase the

net profit ? The English farmer, for examjile,

gives a preference to the production of meat, but

this is not only because the animals by their ma-
nure maintain the fertility of the land, but because

meat is an article much in demand and the popula-

tion are rich enough to buy it. So of milk, and so

of wheat.

I think an observer can see that the markets of

New England begin to speak in a voice, which the

farmer must hear in many a farm-house, whose oc-

cupant has thus far raised but little more than was
needed for his own consumption, and that the in-

crease, in the populations of the towns and cities of

New England, portends an agricultural revolution.

The agricultural population of England has de-

veloped a law of increase, which I trust, will not be
developed by ours ; and yet there are indications

that Ave tend in the same direction. The more pop-
ulous England has become, the less proportion has

the agricultural population borne to the whole popu-
lation. At the end of the last century the agricul-

tural population was sixty per cent, of the entire

population of England ; it is now but twenty-five

per cent of the entire population. In 1800, it was
reckoned that there were about nine hundred thou-
sand agricultural families in Great Britain ; now
there may probably be a million. But now the
non-agricultural families amount to five miUion,
while in 1800 they did not probably amount to a
million.

If this be the law of increase of agricultural pop-

ulation, as a country advances in population, then,

as a country advances, the processes of agriculture

must improve, the products of agriculture, on a given

surface be greatly increased, and the price of agri-

cultural products must advance.

There is a feeling of discouragement in New Eng-
land respecting agriculture ; but it will jjass away

;

she has taken the two great ste])s towards agricul-

tural ])rosperity ; she has developed commerce and

manufactures and thus multiplied consumers, and

improved the means of communication which bring

consumers and jn-oducers together. Will the fer-

tihty of the West keep New England agriculture at

a stand '^ M.

For the New England Fanner.

SEED POTATOES.

Mr. Editor :—As much has been written in

your paper about seed potatoes, permit me to give

the views that I have obtained from my experience

and observation in growing them.

As respects small potatoes for seed, I have some-

times planted them, and have had a good crop

;

but experience has taught me that, by continuing

to plant the smallest size a few years successively,

you will have small potatoes. And this we might

reasonably infer from the nature of things.

I think we should select for seed those that are

most jierfectly grown and matured. I would not

select all the largest size to plant, for they are of-

tentimes defective. Neither would I select those

that are covered with prongs, or in any way defec-

tive.

Potatoes intended for seed, I think should be

grown upon a soil which has not been made so ex-

cessively rich by manuring, as to force their growth

to an enormous size ; such are not likely to be ma-
tured in a very healthy state, and consequently are

unfit for seed. This rule will a])ply to many other

things. Animals raised upon very high keeping,

may be forced to an unusual growth : l)ut this will

exhaust the powers of their natures, and they will

become unhealthy, and be short lived. Such would
l)e poor breeders. One thing more, in respect to

seed potatoes. They should be grown in a soil in

which ])otatoes are least aflected with the rot.

Ipsivich, February, 1856.

Remarks.—One thing seems generally to be for-

gotten in speaking of "seed"' potatoes—and that is

that we do not use the seed for planting, but the tu-

ber. We have experimented for years by using

large and small potatoes, and have never been able

to discover any difference in the product. Indeed,

we heard Mr. BuCKMixSTER, of the Ploughman,

state a few evenings since, at a Farmers' Club, that

It was highly probable that an unripe potato is ac-

tually better for planting than one that has come

to perfection ; and we are more than half inclined

to agree with him. In times of scarcity, some per-

sons cut out the eyes, and use them only, and still

without any diminution of crop. This is usually

the case with sweet potatoes,—nobody thinks of

planting the whole potato to remain as the source

of a hill. Too much care cannot be observed, in

using the most perfect seed—when seed is used.
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Fur the New England Farmer.

HOW TO GET GRASS CROPS.
Old Fields—Ashes—Lime—Salt and Brine—Keeping Stock up

—

Sivitching them for Exercise—Ventilation—Remarlis.

Mr. Editor :—I am in trade. Have 145 acres

of land, three miles I'rora place of business ; thirty

acres in grass. Soil, coarse gravel ; bears one-half

to three-fourths ton good hay per acre. Now as

liay is the most profitable crop grown in this lum-
bering region, I wish to keep the soil, if possible, in

condition to bear one ton per acre, by top-dressing,

and sell my hay. Ashes can be delivered on the

farm for twentv cents per bushel, (unleached.)

Rockland lime, $1 G2h per bbl. Plaster, $10 per

ton. Will all or any of them be profitable to buy
for top-dressing ? Hay is worth, (average price,)

$10 per ton on said land. If so, when and how
should they be applied ? («.)

I have the salt and brine that remains in retail-

ing fifty bbls. of pork and fish annually—would it

be right to scatter the salt and brine on to the

mowing field, or mix with muck, lime or ashes,

or even charcoal ? In answering these questions, I

deem it of the greatest importance to be sure, be-

yond a reasonable doubt, that it will pay, for invest-

ment in manure is often like "railroad stock," the

balance sheet may show money out of pocket. (6.)

A neighbor of mine asks your ophiion of the pol-

icy of keeping stock tied up all the time, in the

barn. In his case, it is less labor to drop the ma-
nure into the cellar, and water the stock at the stan-

chions, than to turn them out of the barn. But the

main question is, is it as well for the health of the

stock ? One argument advanced by him in favor of

his new plan is, that the stock are more comfort-

able or warmer, and hence, will do better. Anotli-

er is, that they are in no danger of injuring each
other, as is often the case, the stronger beating the

weaker ; and cows, especially, being more quiet,

will give more milk.

In answer to my objection that they will suffer

for want of exercise, he proposes to make them
stand about to the right and left pretty lively, with

a switch, once each day. His barn is forty by fifty

feet, three stories high, including the basement, and
claj)boarded. I urge to ventilate by raising the

windows in either gable end—from the fact that the

moisture from fifteen head is so great, the roof, and
even the walls of the barn, are completely covered
with frost an inch thick in places, and constantly ac-

cumulating. As our neighbor is a reader of your
valuable paper, I hope, should you agree with me
in my suggestions for more ventilation to his barn,

it might induce him to reduce it to practice, (c.)

C. S. Weld.
Olamon, Penohscot Co., Me., 1856.

Remarks.—(a.) If your grass land has been

mowed for several years, the roots are probably

scattering and feeble, so that if you manure ever so

highly, a good crop could not be reasonably expect-

ed until the new grass, stimulated by the dressing,

had formed new and vigorous roots. To do the

work properly, therefore, the land should be plowed

and re-seeded ; then with a plentiful application of

ashes, together with a little barn manure, {/possi-

ble, for the first year, you would probably get an av-

erage crop of a ton and half of the best hay for sev-

eral years. But an annual application of ten to

fifteen bushels of ashes per acre would be required.

(6.) Mix your salt and brine and lime with peat

muck, for a top-dresssing.

(c.) Your doctrine is undoubtedly correct with re-

gard to the stock. On a sunny day, turn out three

or four of the cattle to stay an hour or two, and

on the next as many more, until all the stock have

their turn. The card, drawn in vertical lines down

the sides of the cattle vdih a careful hand, would

be an excellent substitute for "the switch." The

evaporation from the manure, with the breath and

perspiration of the cattle, will soon destroy the

strength of the timber and boarding of the barn,

making it weak and rotten as "punk." But, not-

withstanding, your "neighbor" is more than half

right. A long experience has satisfied us that cat-

tle do better tied up most of the time.

WONDERS OF THE CREATED UNI-
VERSE.

What mere assertion will make any one believe

that in one second of time, in one beat of the pen-

dulum of a clock, a ray of light travels over one

hundred and ninety-two thousand miles, and would,

therefore, ])erform the tour of the world in about

the same time that it requires to wink our eyelids,

and in much less than a swift runner occupies in

taking a single stride? What mortal can be made
to believe, without demonstration, that the sun is

almost a million times larger than the earth ; and

that, although so remote from us, that a cannon

ball shot directly towards, and maintaining its full

speed, would be twenty years in reaching it, it yet

affects the earth by its attraction in an inapprecia-

ble instant of time ? Who would not ask for

demonstration, when told that a gnat's wing, in

its ordinary fiight, beats many hundred times a

second ; or that there exist animated and regularly

organized beings, many thousands of whose bodies,

laid close together, would not extend an inch ?

But what are these to the astonishing truths which

modern optical inquirers have disclosed, which

teach us that every point of a medium through

which a ray of light passes is affected with a suc-

cession of periodical movements, regularly recurring

at equal intervals, no less than five hundred mil-

lions of millions of times in a single second ! That

it is by such movements conmunicated with the

nerves of our eyes that we see ; nay, more ; that

it is the difference in the frequency of their recur-

rence which affects us with the sense of the divers-

ity of color. That for instance, in acquiring the

sensation of redness, our eyes are afiected four

hundred and eighty-two millions of times ; of yel-

lowness, five hundred and forty-two millions of

millions of times ; of violet, seven hundred and

seven millions of times jjer second. Do not such

things sound more like the ravings of madmen than

the sober conclusions of peojile in their waking

senses ? They are, neveitheless, conclusions to

which any one may most certainly arrive, who will

only be at the trouble of examining the chain of

reasoning by w'hich they have been obtained.

—

Her-

schel.
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NUMBER OF TREES ON AN ACRE.
Table showinc; the number of Trees requireJ to plant an acre

of ground, from one to fifty feet, apart.

FEET.
1
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the ruta-baga, as it may be transplanted succesfullj

where the seeds have failed to come.

(c.) Preparation of land for onions should be

much Hke that for ruta-bagas. The seeds of both

are small, and require a very fine tilth in order to

ensure germination. Charles B. Clark, Esq., of

Concord, Mass., has raised the finest crop we have

seen this year, and would undoubtedly communi-

cate to you his mode of cultivation. A 'liberal

dressing of ashes will be quite likelj to brmg a

good crop.

VILLAGE AND FARM COTTAGES.

The most beautiful,—and what will prove the

most useful,—book which we have seen on this sub-

ject, is now before us, with the above title. By

Henry W. Cleveland, William Backus, and

Samuel D. Backus, young, intelligent, and enter-

prising men, and published by Appleton & Co.,

N. Y.

We cannot half so well in any other way give the

reader a true idea of the work, as in the words of

those who made it. They say—"In preparing the

following pages of designs and prints, we have had

in view a class, numerous and important in every

community, but specially so in ours-comprehend- 1 the Ayrshire cow -Beauty" prompts me to give

, . \ / „ , ^ . vou a few facts touching mv Avrshire—a cow which,
ing mechanics and tradesmen or moderate circum- •

. p. -

stances, the small formers and the laboring men

The Initial letters are gems, and the thoughts they

suggest—with the exception of those of moving

ill May—are of the most pleasing character. The

Garden has not been forgotten. Not only its out-

lines are given, but we have specific directions for

planting, pruning, &c. Then there are selections

of the best fruits, shade-trees, fiowers, shrubbery,

and climbing plants to complete the whole, and

make it in reality, A Home.

In reading the work, in looking at its attractions,

and admiring the genius which we found on every

page, and ending only with "the end" we felt that

we were admitted to the hearts of the authors, and

knew them well. And when we sought them in

their seventh story, Jauncey Court, 41 Wall Street,

N. Y., we found them not a whit difi"erent from the

opinions we had formed.

Every person intending to build or alter a house,

should own the book, which may be found at Tick-

nor's, 135 Washhigton Street, Boston.

For the New England Farmer.

AN AYRSHIRE COW.

Mr. Editor:—The recent notice in your paper of

generally. A moderate home, which he may call

his own, is beyond the search of no capable and in-

dustrious man. It is a laudable ambition which

prompts him to strive for such an object. We have

endeavored to provide the villager of limited means

with a plan for his small house, in which strict econ-

omy shall be combined with comfort, good looks,

and substantial value.

"Convenience, facility in doing the family work,

and pleasantness of internal aspect and arrange-

ments, were our first aim.

"We believe that every improvement in the

abodes of men, which renders them more neat, com-

fortable, and ])leasirig, contributes not only to phys-

ical enjoyment, but to mental and moral advance-

ment."

These gentlemen do not seek to contribute alone

to the physical enjo) ment, but to the mental and

moral as well, and this gives the whole work a tone

and a value which it would not otherwise possess.

The descriptions ai-e prudently written by one made

co'm])etent for the task by reading, reflection and

observation ; and he has accomplished it with as

much of genuine feeling as of art.

They have not given us the perspectives on bar-

ren heaths with forbidding approaches. The sur-

roundings exhibit as much good taste as do the

architectural proportions and ornaments. Nothing

that tends cheaply to embellish and render the home
lovely and attractive, is omitted.

though not graced with the name -'Beauty," was

perhaps never examined by an admirer of good

cows, but he exclaimed, "What a Beauty
!"

She M'as a gift to me, July, 1846, then a three-

year old heifer, some two months after her second

calf. From five to seven years old, she rose as

high as seventeen, and I think, for a short time,

upwards of eighteen quarts ; I have regretted I dicl

not preserve a critical minute of her yield at this

age. Two years ago this season— then almost

eleven

—

she milked six measured quarts thirty days

before coming in. The calf was dropped April 10,

1854, from which time to Feb. 22 following, (when

I sent her into the country to board,) a period of

318 days, her total yield was 2618 quarts, averag-

ing 8i quarts nearly per day, and giving nearly

seven and one-fifth quarts per day, for 365 days

—

the entire year. I have amused myself with figur-

g a little' farther, and ascertained' that this gives

654 beer—798 wine gallons, or 25^ wine barrels.

I regret to add, that I lost this cow by milk fever,

thirty-six hours after calving, in last June. I have

a heifer of promise from her coming three, sired by

a i^remium Ayrshire.

Allow me to trouble you with the remark, that

the above cow, some nine years ago, incidentally

suggested to me the mode of stalling, of which I

furnished you a description, and rough diagrams,

some year and a half since, over the signature "Pro

Bono "Publico ;" from which, however, the public

have derived no benefit— pardon me— it having

never been published. But still there is no mistake

about that mode of stalHng. For upwards of eight

years that cow (and others of mine,) had come out

of her stall in the morning, with hair as clean as

the best dressed mustache in your city. My broth-

er, (named in the description alluded to,) jiut up

fourteen stalls under my direction, in his "Big Stone

I

Barn," in Danvers, some year ago, and without ex-
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ception, they confirm my statement touching them,
as occupied by oxen, cows and calves from six to

twelve months old. My brother values them very

highly. Charles Lawrence, Esq., a neighbor, who
introduced them into his barn six months since, has

expressed to me his admiration of them, and allows

me to assure you and the public, if I choose, in his

name, that they perfectly answer my promise re-

specting them. They use chain ties. In honor of

my lost cow, please speak of them, if at all, as the

"Ayrshire Stall."

Yours, &c., Jos. M. Driver.

Remarks.—We feel obliged to our correspond-

ent for his favors ; we did not understand his dia-

grams sufficiently to come to a clear perception of

their merits. Will take them up again.

the old motto ought to be improved, in order to

a]5])ly truthfully, and read thus—"what man has

done, man may yet outdo." I am a farmer, and
read much upon the subject, and conclude that the

A. B. C.'s of farming are not learned yet.

By the way, reading has a curious effect upon
my mind, especially the reading of the JVein Eng-
land Fanner, for it always sets me into a "Brown
study." Thine for the earth's best products,

Ware,N. H.,Feb. 25, I806. L. Breed.

Re^iarks.—The apples sent were very beauti-

ful in shape, color and flavor, and other things be-

ing favorable, ought to be extensively cultivated.

Fur the New England Fanner.

GRANITE BEAUTY APPLE.
Friend Browx :—I take the liberty of sending

along a specimen of an apple, much ])rized in this

vicinity, the history of which, as related by those

"who know," is as follows :—Years ago, when our
grandfathers and grandmothers first came to seek

them a home in the wilds of New Hampshire, their

only mode of conveyance from place to place was
on horseback. The grandmother of the family that

lived on the farm I now occupy, was one day
I'eturning from a visit to her old home and friends,

mounted on a slow horse ; a long ride was before

her, and wishing to accomj^lisb it in one day, she

felt the necessity of using means to increase the

speed of her pony. I;Ooking about for something
that would suit her purpose, she spied by the way
side a slender "stripling" of an apple tree, which
she plucked, rools and all, and came on her way
rejoicing. Soon after arriving home, it being the

season for setting out trees, and the subject of

planting an orchard decided upon, she bethought her

of her riding stick ; this she took into the little or-

chard "to be," and Avith it finished a row of trees,

just transplanted. It lived, flourished, and from it

were taken the scions that produced these a])ples.

The tree is exceedingly hardy, naturally low in

"stature," flourishes best in a rich gravelly soil, and
bears every year. They are good for cooking, ear-

ly, and with good care, keep till into March. I

think Cole describes this apple, as what he calls

the "Mother Apple ;" but as it probably has a dif-

ferent origin, and the name not conveying any idea

of the apple, and as it originated as stated above,

the admirers of it, in this vicinity, have christened it

the "Granite Beauty."

With this history, and with this name, I intro-

duce this beautiful and luscious apple to the pub-

lic. That the cultivators of nice fruit for home
use, and for market also, may know its value, where
it is known, I will just say, that in this time of

great abundance of apples, when selected Baldwins

bring only $1 25 per barrel in Manchester, I can

sell the Granite Beauty, for $1 00 per bushel, or

$2 50 per barrel I took $5 00, for 2 barrels [at

Manchester, week before last. Mine are the lar-

gest and nicest that I ever saw of the kind, but oth-

ers can do the same, if they cultivate as I do, for

"what man has done, man may do," was the motto
of the ancient school-master.

I thinlc, in reference to gardening and farming.

EIGHTH LEGISLATIVE AGRICULTU-
EAL MEETING.

Reported for the Farmer uy H. E. Rockwell.

The eighth Legislative Agricultural meeting was

held in the Hall of the House of Representatives,

Tuesday evening, agreeably to adjournment. The

sutiject for discussion, as previously announced, was,

" Grasses and the Small Grains."

The meeting was less fully attended than usual.

No member of the Executive Committee being pres-

ent, Mr. ^Y. J. BuCKMiNSTER, in their behalf, invit-

ed Mr. Harvey Dodge, of Sutton, to preside. He
said, on taking the chair, the grass crop in Massa-

chusetts was of greater value than that of'any other

crop in the State. It has been considerably im-

proved within the last quarter of a century, by

clearing swamps, by under-draining on clay soils,

and seeding in August,

Deep plowing and manuring, as when corn is to

be planted, and then sowing herds-grass, red-top

and turnip seed, in July, has been beneficial. The

sowing of turnip seed has been particularly useful

in shading the grass seed during the hot, dry weath-

er of August and September. In the Spring suc-

ceeding, a roller will make the surface even. It has

been thought that the growth of turnips would make

the grass too thin the next season ; but it is not so.

The rolling should be done when the soil is neither

very soft nor very hard. A good croj) of grass may
l)e obtained in this way. ^^'hen grass is sown with

oats, it is apt to dry up in the fall after the oats are

taken off. He never had an oat crop that paid for

raising. He would not speak of the small grains

at present, but leave others to introduce that part

of the evening's discussion.

Mr. Parsons, of Ludlow, had had Init little experi-

ence with regard to the subject. He said the sug-

gestions of the chairman as to sowing turnips with

grasses was entirely new to him ; it Avas not prac-

ticed by any one in his vicinity. They practiced the

rotation of crops, plowing and planting for a few-

years, and then stocking down with clover. The

idea of sowing grass seed Avith turnips struck him

favorably. It is well worth consideration and of

experiment, if a crop of turnips is desired, and then

a crop of grass for th.e next summer.
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The chairman suggested that he used the Michi-

gan plow, so as to bring the sod, in jilowing, entire-

ly under ; and then the brush harrow is used instead

of the common harrow, and the roller the next

Spring makes the surface smooth enough.

Mr. Parsons said that the soil in his vicinity was

natural grass land, and it is devoted almost entirely

to raising grass. When corn, potatoes or oats are

raised, it is done for the purpose of enriching the

land, and then it is stocked down, and the after

growth is plowed in. He thought it an excellent

plan to stock with clover so as to plow it in to en-

rich the soil. He generally ])ermitted the clover to

become pretty ripe before it is plowed in. Clover

is better than any other grass, for that purpose.

The farmei'S in his vicinity cultivated but a small

surface, but tried to cultivate thoroughlj'. It pays

better to cultivate two acres of corn well than to

cultivate three times that quantity, less thoroughly.

There is a fine kind of grass Avhich comes up spon-

taneously in the soil in his vicinity. Sometimes the

grass Mill come in without seeding, thick and fine,

on new land, with white clover and red-top, making

excellent pasturage.

Mr. David Choate, of Essex county, thought

the subject under consideration one of the greatest

importance. The hay crops are now the best in

Massachusetts. Two tons of English hay to the

acre pays better than any other crop. The great

desideratum is to keep grass lands in good condi-

tion enough to produce that amount. The difficul-

ty is, that when manure is applied on the surface, it

often evaporates very much. One farmer in his vi-

cinity Jiad mowed a good crop from some of his

fields for twenty-five years, Avlthout plowing. The
Boston market, heretofore, has called for coarse

herds-grass ; but now, the fine grass is more de-

manded. Where the Canada thistle grows, it is

better not to plow often. Frequent plowing, ac-

cording to his experience, had caused them to spread

very much. He said he was much surprised to see

an article in an agricultural paper recently, recom-

mending plowing Canada thistles to destroy them.

He never tried to raise any wheat till last year,

when he raised a good crop, by sowing the wheat in

drills. It is a slow process, but he thought it jiaid.

Two quarts produced a bushel of good wheat. The
wheat which he sowed broadcast, produced but lit-

tle. Every farmer ought to ti-y to raise his own
•wheat, and to do it if possible. Barley is a good

crop in Essex county. It is worth from a dollar to

a dollar and a quarter a bushel. They get from

thirty to thirty-five bushels to the acre. Barley and

Indian corn make an excellent material for bread,

and many farmers in Essex county use it consider-

ably, and are quite pleased with it. He had not

succeeded in raising two crops of barley in succes-

sion, from the same field.

The chairman desired gentlemen to state their

experience in plowing in clover, as a fertilizer.

Mr. Howard, of Boston, had seen the practice

of plowing in clover to a considerable extent. In

New York, it is considered the most important

means of enriching wheat lands. He referred to

an experiment made by the late Gen. Harrison,

at North Bend, in Ohio. The farmers in his neigh-

borhood had been in the practice of plowing in the

whole crop of clover. He tried an experiment on

twenty-five acres. He mowed a part and plowed

in the stubble. A part he pastured and then plowed

in ; and the crop, for several years, was as good

where a part had been cut or fed oE as where the

whole had been turned in. If a large quantity of

vegetable matter is plowed in while full of sap, it

becomes acid in fermentation, and is injurious.

Some soils are liable to be too loose when there is

a large quantity of vegetable matter plowed in.

Wheat land needs to be well pulverised and not

very loose. Clover roots bring up a large portion

of alkali from a great depth, to the surface ; and

then when plowed in, they furnish the alkali for

plants that could not reach to so great a depth.

Lands may be enriched, even by the crops which

grow upon them. Clover obtains much nourish-

ment from the air, and thus becomes a good ferti-

lizer when plowed in.

As to Canada thistles he thought a good way to

kill them was to cause the grass to grow about them
so as to smother them. But the best way is to cut

them thoroughly as fast as they grow.

Mr. Darling, of Boston, spoke of the impor-

tance of plowing in clover for enriching the soil, as

shown in a case he had witnessed in western Mas-

sachusetts. The crop of oats obtained was over

sixty-three bushels to the acre.

Mr. Howard spoke of the importance of using a

drilling machine in sowing wheat. Very few farm-

ers in New York now sow wheat broadcast.

Mr. Childs, of Waltham, suggested that where

he resides, the land is so rocky that they cannot be

turned thoroughly with the Michigan plow. They
plow in the spring and plant to corn, and then the

next year, if they wish to seed doM'n, they plant an

early kind of potatoes, and dig them in August, and

then sow to grass seed and turnips. They thus get

a crop of potatoes and turnips in the same season,

and a good crop of grass the next year.

A top-dressing to grass land does best M'hen ap-

pHed in the spring, when the grass is growing, so as

to shade it some. The next best time is in Sep-

tember or October, when the fall rains have com-

menced. When barley is highly manured, it pro-

duces too much straw, and the grass which comes

up with it is liable to be too slender to endure the

heat and dry weather after the barley is taken off.

Rye is raised in Brighton, AValtham and Water-

town and vicinity; and it is believed that the straw

pays for the cultivation.

The chairman spoke of having visited a farm in
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Great Barrington, where, upon the same land, a

good crop (about twenty -eight bushels to the acre)

had been taken for twenty-eight years in succession.

The soil was of a limestone character.

Rev. Mr. Farnham, of Boston, spoke of the

value of salt-marsh hay. He had been acquainted

with salt-marshes in Marshfield and vicinity, from

which place much hay was formerly carried into

the interior. Recently its value has decreased

for some cause, he thought it might be made

valuable.

Mr. Choate said it was now worth in Essex

county, sixteen dollars per ton at the barn, and

could scarcely be obtained at that price. They

were accustomed to ditch the marshes to the depth

of three feet, the ditches being very narx-ow and

running parallel about sixteen or twenty feet apart.

There was a great difficulty in getting otf the hay,

because heavy animals could not go upon the

marshes.

Mr. Darling gave the result of an experiment

in raising rye. He sowed one and three-fourths

acres upon new land where brush had been burned,

in August ; he then fed it down, and obtained as

a crop, forty-nine bushels of grain and three tons

of straw.

Mr. Parsons had raised on new land, where

brush had been burned, thirty bushels to the acre,

many times, and from large fields. He had done

this when it was sowed from the 20th of October

to the last of November ; and therefore he ques-

tioned whether it was any better to sow in August,

on new land. Until the present season, straw had

not been worth more than five dollars a ton in

Hampden county. But now, as the hay crop is

short, it is worth ten dollars a ton in Springfield.

For the New England Farmer.

WARM DRINK FOR COWS.
Friend Brown : — Having been a careful peru-

ser of your paper for several years, and not observ-

ing much with regard to warm drink for cows, I

will, with jour permission, give my experience dur-

ing the present winter. My cow dropjied her last

calf August 27, 1855. At the age of four weeks it

was taken away. She then gave fourteen quarts of

milk daily, and continued to do so as long as the

warm weather lasted. When I put her in the barn

for the winter, I adopted the following plan for

feeding, viz :— 1 pint cob meal, 1 pint rice meal,

and 1 quart shorts, with ^ bushel cut hay, twice

a day. The quantity of milk decreased daily, until

she gave but seven quarts. I had allowed her all

this time to drink from a tub in my yard.

I concluded to adopt another method. About
the middle of December, I fed her in this manner

;

1 pint oil meal, 1 pint cob meal, 1 quart shorts,

mixed with hot water in the form of a swill, after

standing half an hour. I give it to her morning
and night, and one-half peck of carrots at noon.

All the water she drinks is warmed in the propor-

tion of one quart of warm water to one pailful of

cold. At present, she gives ten or twelve quarts

daily. Her dry hay is English rowcn and husks

in equal quantities. F. E. BiGELOW.
Concord, February, 1856.

Remarks.—In the excellent remarks, above, of

the Hon. Mr. Choate, of Essex, he expresses sur-

prise that an agricultural paper should recommend
plowing to extirpate Canada thistles. No persons

plow, we believe, in this country, and leave the

ground in fallows ; but wherever they plow, they

cultivate ; and if the Canada thistle can withstand

this process, it is a more obstinate plant on other

lands than on our own.

For the Netc England Farmer.

MEASURING WOOD.
The shortest way to measure a pile of M'ood, is to

find the height and length of the pile—five feet and
six feet, for example—multiply those figures to-

gether—thirty feet—and divide by four. The an-

swer is, cord feet—seven and one-half cord feet.

If you have a load on a wagon two tiers, which
measures five feet high by three and one-half, mul-
tiply these together—seventeen and one-half, and
divide by two. Answer eight and three-fourths

feet. w. D. p..

Concord, Mass., 1856.

For the IS'etc England Fanner.

THE KING BIRD AND ITS NEST.

Friend Brown :—The February number of the

Fanner came to hand this day, and, as usual, I have
enjoyed the perusal of it very much, and ])ropose

to say a few words on some of the articles contained

therein.

The article on tlie "King Bird," I like very

much, and agree Avith Mr. Fowler, in all he says,

but in one particular trait, and that is, that this

bird, so far as I have observed, always builds his

nest on the top of a tree, where he can see in all

directions, instead of a secluded place. He stands

as a sentinel, and is almost sure to give the first

alarm to other birds, when an enemy appears.

I have seen them start off from the nest after a

hawk that was nearly half a mile off'. They built

in a tree that stood in the corner of my nursery for

more than twenty years, and as long as tlie tree

stood, and so exposed was the nest that it could be

seen in the road for more than fifteen rods each

way. B. F. Cutter.
Pelham, A'. H., 1850.

Canker Eggs.—Now is the time to rid young
trees, and such branches of older ones as can be

reached, of the eggs of the canker-worm. They
are found in patches of all sizes, up to as many as

one or two hundred in a patch. They are attached

to the stem and twigs, particularly in the crotches

of the boughs ; and can be readily detected by the

eye, aided by the strong light from the snow be-

neath. They may be scaled off" with the fingers and
destroyed. If thrown on the ground they are apt

to hatch, and the worms thus find their way up the

trees. Hundreds and even thousands of eggs may
be removed in this way with very little trouble, and
in a vorv few miiuitcs.

—

Bosioii Journal.
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ENGINE PUMP FOR WEILS AND CISTERNS.

A good pump on the farm is exceedingly desira-

ble. It ought to be one not easily put out of or-

der, one that will throw water rapidly, that may be

readily prevented from freezing, and that can be

purchased at a moderate price. The pump figured

above promises all these, excepting the moderate

price. A majority of our farmers ought to procure

a good pump at a less sum than twenty dollars

;

but if this one will accomplish all that is said of it

in case of fire, watering plants, washing windows,

&c., they are points which must be considered, and

may make this pump really cheaper than many of

those now in use. It is manufactured by Cowing
& Co., Seneca Falls, New York, and they speak of

it as follows :

—

This newly invented pump we deem the most
practical and useful improvement of the age. It is

not only adapted to the ordinary uses of a well or
cistern pump, of superior and decided advantages
over all other pumps, but combines the principles

of atmospheric pressure, or suction, with the force

pump ; and having the patent ventilating air-cham-

ber, is calculated to throw a constant and steady
stream, and by simply tightening the nut on the
top of the air-chamber, and attaching the hose in

the place of the spout, (which can be done in half a
minute,) it is at once converted into an engine force

pump, and with the power of one man a constant

stream of water can be thrown seventy or eighty

feet horizontally, or over a two-story house, with

ease, and by attaching suflRcient hose, water could

be carried over the entire premises.

It is particularly adapted as a safe-guard against

fire, the washing of windows and carriages, laying

the dust, showering the flowers, &c. It is simple,

strong and very durable, being made entirely of

iron, and it will do good service forty or fifty years,

with the trifling expense of a new packing and valve

of leather, once in five or seven years, at an ex-

pense of twenty cents. The piston rod works
through a stuffing box at the top of the pump, ma-
king a tight top, which prevents impediments being
put in. The plunger or bucket at the lower end
works in the cylinder some three feet below the

platform, or top of the well, where is a small let-off",

which entirely prevents freezing in winter,—pro-

vided the well is covered tight.

Directions.— When used as a common pump,
with the spout attached, the nut on the top of the

ail- chamber should be left loosened up about two
turns. But when used as an engine, with the hose

attached in the place of the spout, the nut on the

top of the air chamber must be screwed down tight.

The shop price of this pump, including three feet

of hose and the discharge pipe, is $20; extra hose,

two ply, per foot, 25 cts. ; extra hose, three ply,

per foot, 31 cts. ; extra brass couplings, each, 75 cts.

This pump should be used in wells not exceeding

thirty feet in depth. For wells exceeding that

depth, there must be an extension of the cylinder

or working part of the pump, at an extra expense
of 75 cents per foot.

State or county rights for sale.
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For the New England Farmer.

RURAL ECONOMY OF THE BRITISH
ISLES— No. 6.

COUNTRY LIFE.

Whoever attempts to explain the causes of the

agricultural wealth of England, must not omit, as

among the most important, the taste of the wealth-

ier and more influential part of the nation for a

country life.

This love of a country life is not of yesterday's

birth, but dates from the earliest history of the Eng-
lish people, and is part of the national character. Both
Saxon and Norman are children of the forest. Com-
bined with a spirit of individual independence, these

barbarous races, of which the English nation is com-

posed, had all, instinctively, a turn for solitary life.

It was not so with the Italians, the French nor the

Spaniards, who early manifested a predilection for

town Hfe. From the days of King John to the

present time, it has always been among the coun-

try or rural population that the true national char-

habitual residence offamilies at their country places,

may easily be conceived. In other countries, field-

labor goes to pay for town luxury; in England
town work pays for the luxury of the country. Al-

most everything which the most industrious nation

in the world can produce, is in England consumed
for the benefit of farming. The proprietor takes

a pride in his place, and lays out his pi'ide produc-

tively
;
just as in cities, it is sjjent in folly from ex-

ample and rivalship.

We, alas, are far from this state of things. Yet
improved means of communication make a constant

residence in the country compatil:)le with the pleas-

ures of society, cultivation of mind, or even the

amusements of town life. Mr. Webster, almost

alone of those among us who have removed to the

city and grown great, was true to his Saxon and

Scotch blood, and the love of the country which

belongs to our race.

I should point to three, as above all others prom-
inent causes of the agricultural wealth of Eng-
land—first, the expansion of commerce and manu-

acter was to be found ; the fighting people are of i factures, which furnishes markets for the products

the rural districts, not of the towns. The present

war is most warmly espoused by the country pop-

ulation. Everybody in England desires to become

a landed proprietor ; those who make fortunes buy

land. When a man has had the misfortune to be

born in the town, he tries to conceal it as much as

possible. Everybody would be born in the coun-

try, because a country life is the mark of an aristo-

cratic orighi, and when a man happens not to be

of agriculture—second, to the English love of coun-

try life—third, to the spirit of freedom indigenous

in the English race. M.

For the New Ensland Farmer.

SOUTH DOWN SHEEP.
Mr. Editor :—In answer to I. Dimon's second

question, I would say the South Down sheej) com-

born there, he wishes, at least, to die there, that his bine as many good qualities as any that are adapted

children may inherit the prestige. Look at a list

of the House of Lords, in official publications, it is

their country residences, and not their town address-

es, which follow their names. It is the same with

the members of the House of Commons as with

the Lords. All those who have country residences

take care to have them indicated as their habitual

residences. Appearances in this respect correspond

with fact ; members of both Houses are scarce

more than visitors in London. Show and splendor

are reserved for the country, as are the interchange

of visits, fetes and pleasure parties.

The Enghsh sovereigns show the same predilec-

tion for a country life as their subjects, living, as

they do, as little as possilile in town. Both Prince

Albert and Queen Victoria take a real pleasure in

farming. The Prince has a farm at Windsor, where

the finest cattle in the three kingdoms are bred

and fattened. His produce genei'ally gains the first

prizes at the agricultural shows. At Osborn, where

she spends the greater part of the year, the Queen
takes great interest in her poultry yard ; and the

newspapers have lately announced a cure which her

majesty has discovered for a particular disease

among turkeys. We may laugh at this, but the

English take it very seriously, and are happy to see

their Princes thus occupied. I judge the Queen
keeps country habits of early rising also, for, the

otker day, when the King of Sardinia was obhged

to leave in the 5 o'clock train, the Queen break-

fasted with him at four in the morning.

All the literature of England is marked Avith this

to our soil and climate. "The South Down Mill

subsist on short pasture, but well re])ays full feed-

ing, it attains early maturity, is hardy and prolific,

frequently producing two at a birth," producing

wool of fair medium quality, and to my eye, the

most beautiful in form of any sheep I know. The
bucks of this breed seem to be more particularly

adapted to crossing with our common mixed me-
rinos than those of the other kinds of "mutton

sheep." The first cross of this kind usually pro-

duces an animal very similar to the South Down, in

form and disposition to fatten ; and, if the ewes are

fine wooled, with quite an improved fleece. Some
of the nicest shcej) I know, are Avhat I Mill call

South Down merinos, being large, handsome, and

excellent nurses, and yielding good fleeces of wool.

The quantity of grain that sheep require varies

so much, depending on the condition of the flock

at the commencement of the foddering season, that

no definite rule can be given ; no animal is more rea-

dy to repay, with interest, good care and generous

keeping. As a general rule, about one gill of Indian

corn per day, with good hay,AviIl be sufficient, but if

early lambs are wanted, perhaps half a pint per day

would be better, until the lambing season, when oats

should be substituted, as they are not so heating.

You may gi-adualh' increase the quantity to nearly

a quart per day, if "you want very nice Iambs, and if

the ewes can "have roots in addition, so much the

better. Early lambs, from sheep fed and managed

in this way, will bring, at four months old, pretty

nearly five "dollars per head. Lambs that arc drnjippd

distinctive trait of the English character—love of the ' late can be raised much cheaper, but the market fjr

country. England is the country of descriptive po-

etry, most of her poets have lived in the country,

and sung of it,—Spencer, Shakspeare, Milton, Cow-
per, Thompson and Gray.

The beneficial eff"ects produced upon land by the

such is not good.

The Leicesters, Cotswolds, S:c., are much in fa-

vor with some, and are doubtless good kinds of

sheep for some parts of the country ; but I am not

in favor of over large breeds of animals for New
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England. Were I to name the kinds of stock for

a farm, I would say a good Morgan horf^e, Devon
or native cattle, South Down sheep, Suffolk pigs,

and Dorking or native fowls. By native fowls, I

mean those beautiful old-fashioned fowls that were

generally found on most farms in New England
thirty years ago. But I am getting off from my
subject, and will stop before I get to writing my
dislike of all over-growii combinations of ugliness

and bones.

Rye for early spring feed would no doubt be

good for sheep and lambs. I have not tried it my-
self, but have heard those who have, speak of it in

high terms. T. B. Buffum.
JVewport, 1 mo. 3, 1856.

For the New England Farmer.

NIGHT SOIL-GAS LIME.
Mr. Editor :—Every farmer has some method

by which he performs his labor; he plows his

ground about such a time, and about such a depth,

and uses about so much manure to the acre. He
is either governed by his own judgment, or by the

way his father did before him, or by his neighbor,

or, perhaps, by some theory advanced in some agri-

cultural journal which he may read.

Now, what we all need, is the right method, or

that method, by which from a given amount of la-

bor and cost, we can attain tfie greatest results.

—

We need more light, more freedom of opinion, a

greater interchange of expression in our agricultural

experiences. I have enjoyed much pleasure, and
derived some benefit, I trust, in perusing the Far-
mer the last three years, and although there has been

some opinions expressed, some theories advocated,

which I could not endorse, yet, if farmers in gener-

al were to adopt and practice much that comes to

us in it, we should not only be wiser, but it would
soon be manifested by our elongated purses.

But my object in writing, is, to gain some infor-

mation. Living in the outskirts of a city, I hauled

and mixed with other manures, last winter and
spring, some thirty or forty loads of night soil. Now
I wish to inquire if you or any of your correspon-

dents can tell me its relative value compared with

other manures, and for what kinds of soil it is best

adapted, (a.) The course I pursued with it was to

mix it in the spring with the barn-yard manure,

(say one part of the former to five of the latter,)

hauled out the fiill previous, a large share of which

was poor soil carted into the yard as an absorbent.

It was then plowed in fpr sugar beets, carrots and
onions, and mostly plowed in for corn, but a little

was put in the hill to give it a start in the first part

of the season. I used about twenty cart-loads to

the acre, and had good crops. But if others have

used it more successfully by a difierent manage-
ment, I should be happy to hear of it.

Will you please inform me of the nature of

leached lime, and if of any value for wheat crops,

and for what kind of soils it is best adapted, (b.)

JVewburyport, Jan., 1856. J. M. M.

(b.) If by "leached lime," you mean gas lime,

that is, the reufse lime of gas works, it should not

be wasted. Some writer says it may be used with

good effects under the following circumstances

:

1. It maybe used directly upon mossy land, upon

naked fallows, and in spring, when preparing for

turnips.

2. In composts, in which the whole of the soluble

salts of lime will have a tendency to be converted in-

to gypsum by the action of the air ; and consequently

the benefits which result from a large apphcation

of gypsum will be obtained by laying such composts

upon the land.

3. As it appears to contain only a small propor-

tion of caustic lime, it may with safety be mixed at

once with barn-yard or other animal manures,

though not in too large quantity. It may also prove

a valuable admixture with guano, on which its ac-

tion would ultimately be to fix rather than to expel

the ammonia.

4. Strewn sparing over the young turnip plants,

it is stated that it prevents the attack of the turnip

fly ; and harrowed in, when the ground is naked,

if the quantity be considerable, slugs and wire

worms disappear from its efl'ects.

5. If appHed in too large quantity, it is liable to

be injurious to crops of young grain. But grass

lands, though at first browned by its application,

soon recover and repay the cost by yielding a

greener and an earlier bite in the spring.

For the New England Farmer.

SNOW-BOUND FRUIT TREES.

Mr. Editor :—How is the mild weather affect-

Remarks.—(a.) We should judge that the

night soil you speak of, mixed with other manures,

ought to afford the highest fertilizer that can be

found, and if applied plentifully, on good land,

would produce seventy-five bushels of corn to the

acre.

ing our snow-bound fruit trees ? The snow in most

sections is so exceedingly drifted as to bury the

lower branches of even our largest fruit trees. Far-

mers are well aware of the eti'ect of a thaw under

such circumstances ; the snow becomes more and

more condensed, and presses the branches farther

and farther down ; the dark color of the bark draws

the heat of the sun, and the surface snow close

home to the buried branches is thus melted, and

the water taking the submerged part as a spout,

runs down till it congeals, when a frozen crust is

formed beneath the surface, which bolts them down

in the snow-bank, and the branches are now ice-

bound as well as snow-bound. Under this double

attachment they must succomb; they gradually

separate from the tree, and usually break ofl'

close home to the parts from which their growth

commenced, taking with them a full share of

bark. When Spring returns, the unfortunate fruit-

grower, in the midst of his injured trees, learns a

lesson that he will not soon forget, provided such

an old-fashioned winter returns often enough to jog

his memory.
I was impressed with the importance of examin-

"
ing fruit trees, just now, by seeing to-day on a hill-

' side a voung Northern Spy which had been robbed

of half its wood by the above process, besides hav-

ing the bark below torn ofi' in long stri])s half-way

around the trunk. On looking further, I found the

branches of a larger tree deeply buried in the snow.
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and one of them, about two inches in diameter,

drawing like a bolt from the parent tree. What
should a stranger do in such a case,—leave things

to their natural course, and the owner to learn a

lesson when Spring returned? No, Mr. Editor;
true, in one sense it was none of my business ; but
in a higher sense it was my business, if I have read

the Bible correctly ; besides, a fruit tree is too no-

ble and generous a thing to see it injured without a

feeling of regret, and an impulse to save it. So I

set to work, and in fifteen minutes had the pleasure

of liberating a fine tree from the grasp of the snow
king. The branches sprang out of their chill pri-

son with a bound that seemed like joy, and I felt

that I was thanked. For the future, I shall regard
that tree with additional interest.

If the views at the close of this article are cor-

rect, every one will see that they have a far wider
application than is here made of them. j. G.

Marblehead, Mass.

For the New England Farmer.

ORNAMENTAL GARDENING.
Ornamental gardening is one of the fine arts.

It is classed with painting, and sculpture and archi-

tecture. It is justly reckoned with those arts, for

it is founded upon the same principles in the mind,

and calls into exercise the same powers. The love

of the beautiful, of fitness, of harmony in form, in

color, and proportion, are the basis of all the fine

arts. Ornamental gardening was formerly one of

the luxuries of princes and nobles. Poets and trav-

ellers tell us of the beautiful gardens of the east

—

of the groves of spices, and the fields of roses—the

avenues of trees, and walks bordered with flowers,

the grottoes, and arbors, and water- foils, which
adorned them. Ornamented grounds were no less

valued than painting and statuary. Indeed, paint-

ing and sculpture and architecture were put in re-

quisition to ornament the garden. No palace was
completed, until the grounds were wrought into

forms of beauty, and covered with the beautiful

forms which spring from the bosom of the earth.

But ornamental gardens are no longer a luxury

confined to the great and the noble. The increase

of intelligence, and taste and wealth, have convert-

ed many things that once were luxuries into the

comforts and even necessaries of life. Every man
who cultivates even a small patch of ground, and
wko has a taste for beauty, can ornament his cul-

ture ; can mingle with those plants which are sweet

to t'lie taste, and which are designed to nourish the

body, such as are pleasant to the sight, and such as

shed an agreeable fragrance around laim. In Eu-
rope, oriamental gardens are laid out by artists,

and cultivated under their direction. An artist is

there as indispensable as an architect. Several gen-
tlemen in this country are devoting themselves to

the cultivation of the art of landscape gardening,

and are doing much to promote ornamental and
tasteful culture ia the vicinity of our large cities, and
much to improve the public grounds of the cities

ttiemseives, and thus to cultivate and gratify the

taste of the citizen?.

Men of wealth, and those who have little knowl-
edge of cultivation, an$ little time to devote to it,

.«nd whe wish to create rapidly a world of beauty
around them, may employ the artist. But every

farmer chould be his own artist. Nature has im-
planted in every man, the loy^of the beautiful, and,

every man should cultivate the taste which nature
has given him, and it will become to him a source

of pleasure and enjoyment. Every man cannot
paint, but every man can make a picture. The
farmer has not time, or patience, or the cultivated

taste necessary to success in painting. But the

farmer can make a beautiful garden, and what
more beautiful picture can anywhere be found,

than a well-arranged, well-cultivated garden ? The
cultivator can make a garden anywhere ; among the

rocks, upon the steep declivity, he can form a ter-

race ; by the side of the brook, around the pond, or

along the borders of the marsh, he can make beau-
tiful flowers spring up. He can plant flowering

shrubs, or climbing vines, or fruit-bearing trees.

He can form beds of rich vegetables, and borders

of roses, or pinks and verbenas. He can arrange

them in straight lines, or curved lines. He can
form them into parallelograms or squares, into

circles or ellipses, into triangles or hexagons, into

any forms that may please his fancy, or best suit

the nature of the ground. He may so arrange the

vegetable forms that spring from the soil, and which
are beautiful in themselves, and so combine their

shade and hues, as to increase and brighten the

beauty of the whole. And he can set the picture

in a beautiful frame. He can surround his garden
with trees—evergreens, forest trees and fruit trees,

so arranged as to give shade to those plants that

require it, and to protect all from the cold winds.

By doing a little at a time, by adding one improve-
ment after another, and one beauty after another,

every farmer may, in a few years, create a beauti-

ful scene around him that will amply reward all

his pains.

A garden thus formed by degrees, is much better

than one ])roduced at once, and by a large outlay

of labor and money. The pleasure of creating it is

prolonged, and the expenditure being but little at

a time, is not felt, and in this way, new flowers, and
vegetables and fruits are added from time, that

j-ield new pleasure, and add new beauty to it. A
beautiful garden is a source of pleasure to the fam-

ily. The wife and children can here indulge their

taste, and study the beautiful forms and wonderful
instincts of nature. It is one of the most fruitful

sources of instruction. The farmer can here bring

his children around him, and speak to them of the

wisdom, and skill and benevolence of the Creator.

He can dissect flowers, and plants and seeds, and
show their curious structure, and how wonderfully

nature has provided for their preservation.

This is that one of the fine arts which the farmer

can cultivate. It is the one that is suited to his

condition and circumstances, and by the cultivation

of it, he can gratify the love of beauty that nature

has given him ; and while he is gratifjing this love,

he is improving his intellect and his heart. The
mere allusion to this part of the subject will sug-

gest a multitude of pleasant thoughts to the mind.

The cultivation of a garden is a source of recre-

ation to the farmer. His strength and time are se-

verely taxed in cultivating the staple products of

the field. Like all men, he needs relaxation and
recreation. Where can he find it so well as in his

garden ? It \\ill make him fond of his home. It

will keep him from temptation. Instead of seek-

ing pleasure in the store and the tavern, he will

find it in his home. How many a young farmer,

had he early commenced the cultivation of a beau-

tiful garden, would have been saved fiiom ruin.
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This is a subject that needs to be urged upon the

community. Every improvement in agriculture

meets with opposition, and works its way slowly in-

to use, especially if it does not yield immediate
profit. Editors of agricultural papers have a work
to do with regard to this matter. They must press

it upon the attention of the cultivators of the soil.

Every man of taste should seek to interest his neigh-

bors, and especially the younger portion of them,
in the subject. By-and-bye it will take hold upon
the public mind, and add greatly to the beauty of

our land, and increase our attachment to our be-

loved country. It will surround our homes with as-

sociations of beauty, and memories of pleasure and
joy, that we shall carry with us wherever we roam,
and that will never forsake us, till we lie down to

our final repose in the bosom of the earth. K.

Concord, February 20th, 1856.

For the New England Farmer.

SMALL MATTERS WORTH KNOWING.
BY PROF. J. A. NASH.

Corn planted three feet apart each way, gives 30^
hills to the rod, 4840 to the acre, and 48,400 to a

ten-acre field. Allowing 5i hills to the rod for the

worms and crows, it would leave 25 hills to the rod,

4000 to the acre, and 40,000 to a ten-acre field.

Planting four feet apart each way, gives 19 9-64

hills to the rod, 3062| to the acre, and 30,625 to

a ten-acre field. Whether the crows and worms
would find as many hills four feet apart, is not a

matter for mathematical calculation, but supposing

they should destroy 62i hills to the acre, thei-e

would be left 19 hills to the rod, 3000 to the acre,

and 30,000 to a ten-acre field.

It is manifest that about 4000 hills are to be ex-

pected from 3 feet planting, and about 3000 from

4 feet. A pint to a hill on the 3 feet planting, will

give 62i bushels to the acre. A quart to the hill,

(and I would quite as soon undertake to get a quart

from 4 feet planting as a pint from 3 feet,) will give

93| bushels, allowing 4000 hills to have escaped

all accidents in one case, and 3000 in the other.

The corn plant seems to have no objection to

two or three very near neighbors; but it wants

all others to be remote :—as if it would say to any-

thing within less than four feet, except its bosom
companion of the same hill, as Diogenes in his tub

said to King Philip—"out ofmy sunlight."

Owing to this strange sort of propensity, if I may
so call it, or rather owing to unknown causes-^pos-

sibly to the generation of vegetable warmth, as pigs

profit by each others' animal heat in a cold winter's

night—four stalks of corn will grow quite as luxu-

riantly in the smallest space possible, as one of them
would have grown alone ; but are annoyed and put

back if other hills are too near. Nothing is lost by
planting the kernels in a hill thickly together. I

would as soon have a corn-planter that should leave

them in actual contact, as one that would scatter

them over a square foot. Whether, like the pigs,

they keep each other warm, by close packing, each

generating a kind of vital heat, by which all the

others are benefited, or what maybe the true cause,

I know not ; but the fact is certain, that three or

four stalks in a circular inch will do as well, and
each will put forth as extended roots and as broad
leaves and as long stalks, and just about as many
and as full ears as if there were but one.

It would seem, as if there was an influence of

corn plants upon each other, calorific, electrical or

some other, not yet known, favorable within short

distances only, and that for this reason, whatever it

may be, nothing is lost by putting the seed in jux-

taposition. But much has been lost in this country,

both in the increase of labor and in the diminution

of crop, by planting the hills too thickly. Four feet

each way, giving in round numbers, 3000 hills to

the acre, is the best distance. If the corn be of a

very small kind, it may be nearer together. But
who wishes to raise such corn, unless it be in some
cold mountain region, much exposed to May and
September frosts ? Or if you wish to grow a corn

crop on hard, uncomfortable land to till, it may be
well to fill the soil with manure and plant 3J feet

instead of 4, calculating to raise the heat of the

soil by the fermenting manure as a sort of compen-
sation for shutting out the sun, and so to get your
allowance of corn by the cultivation of as small a

piece as possible. But in proper corn land, ordina-

rily manured, 4 feet planting will give more corn

with less labor.

In 3 feet planting, the length of row is 5i rods

to the square rod, 880 rods to the acre, and 8800
rods to a ten-acre field. In 4 feet planting, the

length of row is 4 J rods to the square rod, 660 rods

to the acre, and 6600 to a ten-acre field. To plow
out, or to cultivate a ten-acre field, planted at 3 feet,

twice to a row, the horse walks 55 miles ; in plow-
ing ten acres, at 4 feet, he walks 41 miles, SO rods.

'

In planting a ten-acre lot, at 3 feet, the planter

walks 27^ miles. In planting the same, at 4 feet,

he walks 20 miles, 200 rods. If in planting in the

old way with the hoe and pouch, it requires five

distinct motions to a hill, it will require 242,000 for

a ten-acre lot, at 3 feet; and 153,625 for planting

the same at 4 feet. On land not uncommonly fea-

sible, the latter would be ten good days' work ;

and the former, at the same rate of time per hill

would be upwards of sixteen ; but as one would
plant hills near each other in a little less time, say

fifteen.

If there should ever be brought into use a horse-

planter, which would plant two rows at a time, and
be so light of draft as to be easily drawn by one

horse, and would yet do its work well, this work
could be done in one day by a single horse and a

man. The travel, in case of 3 feet planting would
be 14J miles ; and, in case of 4 feet, would be 10

miles, 100 rods.

The expectations of such a planter would appear

visionary to most men ; and so did that of a steam-

boat to the cotemporaries of Robert Fulton.

J. N.

For the New England Farmer.

WILLOW FENCES.
Mr. Editor:— "A. B." inquires through your

paper concerning willow fences. Now I have had

some experience that way, and am willing to tell

him what little I know about it. I should say that

some varieties of the basket willow are good for

fences,—the strongest growing sorts that are used

for osiers, such as the "Beveridge ;" I think they

will do well in land that is tolerably moist. The
ground should be prepared by spading and manur-

ing, and the willows should be kept free of weeds

and grass until they get a good start. I put them

about twenty inches to two feet apart, though I
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think they would do well as near as a foot. The
strongest cuttings I could get were from the use of

wood three or four years old, and set them a foot

to fifteen inches in the ground, and three to four

above ; but unless the ground is moist, many of

them will die in this way ; it is better to cut the

tops shorter. If it does well, in four or five years

it will make a pretty good fence. Cattle will not

browse it much only on the sides. A great deal of

good willow for basket-making could be raised in

this way on division fences. I have some such

fence, but I planted poor sorts of willow years ago,

before I was posted up in these matters.

JVewton Centre, Jan., 1856. J. F. c. H.

NINTH LEGISLATIVE AGRICULTU-
RAL MEETING.

Reported for the Farmer by H. E. Rockwell.

The ninth Legislative Agricultural meeting was

held Tuesday evening, as usual, in the Hall of the

House of Rejiresentatives. The meeting was called

to order by Dr. Fisher, of Fitchburg, at half-past

7 o'clock, who announced that the subject for dis-

cussion would be, "Indian Corn, as a grain and as

fodder." He then introduced Hon. Jonx Brooks,

of Princeton, as the Chairman of the meeting.

Mr. Brooks spoke of the relative importance of

the corn crop, which he considered quite as valua-

ble, as a crop in Massachusetts, as in any other

State. The average crop in this State is from thir-

ty-one to thirty-five bushels to the acre, and th£

price at which it is sold makes it more profitable

here than in Illinois, where they raise on an aver-

age not more than thirty-six bushels to the acre.

He then urged gentlemen present to give their views

on the subject as annoimced, or to state any fact

having a bearing on the subject of corn culture,

everyfact being of importance to farmei-s.

Mr. Fay, of Lynn, stated some of the results o

his experience. He considered com as a hungry

feeder, and therefore he wanted to have the land in

a high state of cultivation. Generally, he planted'

on land which had been in grass; and he plowed in

the fall, and in the Spring put about twelve cords

of manure to the acre. He planted about three

and a half feet apart in drills, striking out the drills

with a plow, and dropping the corn without refer-

ence to hills ; and he did not hill up the corn by

hoeing, but used a cultivator. The best manure

was that which had been comjjosted in winter, or

plowed in to the ground in the fall preceding, so

that it might compost in the soil.

The addition of plaster, at the rate of one hundred

pounds to the acre, or of ashes, will always increase

the crop, even though the ashes have been leached.

He had found little difference in the effect, whether

the ashes were applied after the corn had come up,

or were put in the hills before.

As to the time of cutting, he said he cut as soon

as it is glazed, and stacked it up in shooks and al-

lowed it to cure in that way. After it is brought

into the barn, and the corn removed, the stalks are

salted when put away for fodder. In feeding it out,

he cut the stalks very fine, added a little meal and

water, and allowed it to stand and ferment forty-

eight hours. He had never seen cattle kept on so

little fodder as by this method of feeding. Cattle

of all kinds feed upon it greedily.

Amasa AValker, of Brookfield, was glad to be-

lieve that more and more attention was being paid

to the cultivation of corn, and especially to the use

of stalks for fodder. There is a necessity for pro-

vichng something to meet the failure of the grass

crop by drought, which often occurs in August

;

and corn is well adapted to the purpose. The ma-

nure best suited to corn is that which has been some-

what fermented. Barn cellars for composting, were

becoming very common in his ncinity, he said, and

more efforts are made to secure all the manure

possible. He said that during the last year he had

tried phosphate of lime, which had a wonderful ef-

fect, making a hundred per cent, difference in the

crop. The phosphate used was that manufactured

by DeBurg. Many farmers in his vicinity had

tried it, and in all cases it proved successful. He
had found it valuable on grass land with a clay soil.

The line where the phosphate of lime was sown

was perceptible as far as the field could be seen.

He found that its effects appeared to be increased

in proportion to the amount applied, which is not

the case with guano. The first crop of grass was

from twenty-five to thirty per cent, better where it

was applied ; and the second crop was a hundred

per cent, better. If the quality of phosphate can be

kept as good as that used in his vicinity, it would

prove exceedingly valuable as a fertilizer. In an-

swer to an inquiry, Mr. W. said he applied four

hundred pounds to the acre of corn, putting it into

the hill with the corn. The great argument in its

fovor is that it is so simple and easy of application,

and much more safe than guano, there seeming to

be no risk in its usfe.

Mr. MosELT, of Westfield, spoke of his experi-

ence in the use of guano. Five years ago he got a

ton of genuine Peruvian guano, and sowed about

three hundred pounds to the acre on old pasture

land, as poor as any in the world, and harrowed it

in thoroughly, and then brushed the land, and then

planted his corn. He did not think a hill foiled to

come up, and by its api^Kcation he got twenty bush-

els more to the acre. The next year he sowed

one hundred and fifty pounds to the acre, and it

gave him twenty-three bushels to the acre addition-

al. He had found three hundred pounds to the

acre better than a hundred loads of manure. If he

was to have one hundred dollars worth of common
manure or three hundred pounds of guano offered

him, he would prefer the guano. He had found

it useful when appHed to corn for two years in suc-

cession. He cautioned those present to be sure to
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get the Peruvian guano, for he could not warrant

any other ; but that he considered it a perfect ma-

nure. He raised two hundred bushels of corn this

year on land that would not have borne white beans

by the use of one ton of guano. [Quantity of land

not stated.] The guano was ajiplied in a finely

pulverized state. He carried it into the field in

that state, and mixed it with some of the earth of

the field, whatever it might be, and then sowed it.

In answer to a question from the chairman, he said

the average crop was fifty bushels to the acre in his

^^cinity, and where manure is applied freely and

guano used, they get from sixty to seventy-five

bushels. When asked what was the average cost

of cultivation to the acre, he said he had made no

figures, and rather humorously suggested that if a

farmer were to do that, he would fail twice in a year,

a statement which produced incredulous smiles.

Mr. Walker further urged farmers to try the use

of the phosphates and of guano more, with care to

* record the results of their experiments. He was ear-

nest in his advice to cultivate corn more.

Mr. COOLEY, of Conway, found corn the most

profitable crop he could raise. He raised it on the

same field two years in succession, the first year ap

plying twelve to fourteen loads of compost—half

milck and half barn-j-ard manure—to the acre,

and the second year, applying twenty-five loads

to the acre; he obtained seventy bushels to

the acre, which weighed in January sixty-four lbs

to the bushel. According to his calculations it

cost him forty-eight cents per bushel.

Mr. Osgood, of South Reading, thought there

had not been sufficient attention given to raising

corn for green fodder. He said that he had for-

merly been employed in buying butter and cheese

for the Boston market, and always found the best

to be produced where farmers fed green corn in

the case of failure of their pastures. Last year he

planted a piece of very poor land,—pine plain land

—and applied a compost of night-soil and coal ash-

es, and raised as fine a piece of corn for fodder as

he had ever seen. On a part of the same land, he

applied well-rotted, barn-yard manure, liberally,

and the crop was not as good as in the other case.

On feeding green com as fodder, he had found his

cows to increase in their quantity of milk, giving

nearly as much in the fall as when fed in the pas-

tures in June.

Mr. Emerson, of Boston, wanted to have some

information as to the best kind of corn to be plant-

ed. Last year he planted a kind of eight rowed

corn, which did not get ripe on his farm, which is

in New Hampshire.

Mr. Walker recommended the use of the kind

called the King Philip com. His own ripened

thoroughly, and was ripe sooner, by a fortnight,

than that of any one in the town. It is a produc-

tive corn also.

Mr. Dodge, of Sutton, had been experimenting

with a small kind of corn, which he called Tip corn.

He planted it in drills, and quite thick; he procured

a large crop. He had found an objection to the

King Philip corn that it had a large stalk, and

sometimes it did not ripen on his land. There is a

singular fact, that while all crops of the root kind

have deteriorated, corn, which is indigenous here,

maintains its character. He knew of one farm

where the same kind of corn had been planted for

seventy years, and never changed or mixed at all.

He had found corn to be his most profitable crop.

Many farmers say they cannot aff"ord to raise corn.

But corn can be raised for fifty-eight cents per bush-

el. If so, it is a profitable crop in this State.

Pork can be made from corn, and the raising of

pork will help in increasing the manures. He had

not been successful in the use of the phosphates.

In the purchase of guano, he had reason to believe

that farmers were often imposed upon. He spoke

strongly in favor of corn fodder for cows. He knew

the cow of a neighbor that gave a good quantity of

milk thi-ough the wiiiter and appeared well in the

spring, having been fed only on corn stalks.

Mr. W. J. BrcKMixsTER thought too much

could not be said in favor of the cultivation of corn.

Nothing makes a farmer feel so rich as a good crop

of corn. He exhibited some specimens, which he

supposed to be the Brown corn, which was very

handsome indeed. It is an eight-rowed corn, with a

small cob and stalk, and filled out perfectly at the

tip.

He sowed considerable corn in drills for fodder

and some broad-cast. In both cases, he obtained

a large crop. In curing, there is a danger of ma-

king the stalks too dry. Even if they mould a lit-

tle, cattle will eat them better. For fodder, he was

rather in favor of the sweet corn. Gen. Chandler,

of Lexington, had told him, he said, that he had

raised a certain kind of sweet corn for twenty

years, and he had found it very excellent. His cat-

tle will pick out the stalks of sweet com from a mix-

ture of diff"erent kind*, showing that they prefer it.

Mr. Howard, of Boston, spoke of the varieties of

corn which are recommended. Among them he

said there was one which had obtained great celeb-

rity under the name of the Wyandott corn. But it

has been known in Western New York as the Tus-

carora corn, and it is of a white and tasteless kind.

The earliest kind of sweet corn is known as the

Darling corn, from the late Judge Darllxg, of

New Haven, Connecticut. It is very sweet and

very early.

To Correspondents.—A beautiful article on

"Woman's Influence" in rural life, by a lady, one

on agricultural afi"airs in Nova Scotia, and several

others on various topics, have been received and

will be "-iven in due time.
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PORTRAITS

FROM THE FIELD AND FARM-YARD.
BY -WILSON FLAOG.

THE BLUE JAY.

If we visit any part of our forest, or if we live

near an extensive wood, in the winter, we are sure

to be greeted by the voice of the lively Blue Jay,

another of our well-known winter birds. He is

recognized by his elegant plumage of different

shades of l)lue; his pale azure crest and head,

adorned with ])urple silky plumes; his black cres-

cent-shaped collar ; his wing or tail of liglU blue,

with stripes of white and black, his harsh voice, and
his lively and querulous manners. A constant res-

ident in our woods, his voice may be heard at every

season ; but like that of the crow, it attracts partic-

ular attention only in the Avinter, when the most of

the birds are absent. He is a true American, be-

ing known throughout this continent, and never

visiting any other country. Though a beautiful

bird, the farmer, who is well acquainted M'ith his

thieving habits, is no friend to him ; for he takes

not only what is necessary for his immediate wants,

but hoards nuts and grain in large quantities for fu-

ture use. When engaged in his foragings, he is in

general extremely noisy; but as proof of his wari-

ness, when he ventures into the barn to take what
does not belong to him, he is silent and stealthy,

and exhibits all the peculiar manners of a thief.

The Blue Jay is never absent from our woods,
and in the winter, Hke the Chickadee and the Wood-
peckers, he seems greatly to enliven them by his

loud notes and his brilliant plumage. At this sea-

son he has no opportunity of doing mischief, either

by plundering the cornfields, or by robbing the

smaller birds of their eggs ; and as most of the trees

are leafless, he is more easily seen, and hence there

seems to be a greater number of Jays with us

winter than in summer. His characteristic traits

are extreme activity and irascibility. He is never

still, and always seems like one who is out upon
some expedition. His irascibility is particularly

manifested when one ventures near his nest. I

found a nest of this bird when I was a boy ; and on
climbing the tree to examine its contents, the old

birds flew round me, aiming their blows at my face

and eyes with so much determination that I hardly

dared to stay long enough to ascertain the color of

the eggs. At the same time they raised such a hue
and cry, that in less than a minute a dozen others

had assembled, and commenced screaming at me
with a vengeance which I had never before, and
have never again experienced. I have ever since

that time been persuaded that the Blue Jay has but

little of the meekness of a dove, and that it would
never tamely submit to molestation or injury.

At certain times I have heard this bird utter a

few notes that somewhat resemble the tinkling of a

bell, and which, if syllabled, might form such a word
as dilhj-UUy, dilly-lilly ; but the strain is not consid-

ered a song. Indeed, there is nothing musical

about him, as in all his imitations of other sounds,

he seems to jH-efer the harsh to the melodious, such

as the voice of the hawk and the owl and other

noisy birds. He seems to have considerable talent

for mimicry, often exercising it in a wild state

and still more when caged and domesticated. He
may then be taught to imitate human speech, like

the parrot, to counterfeit certain mechanical sounds,

to frighten the cat, and whistle after the dog.

The Jay is an industrious consumer of the larger

insects and grubs, and in this way atones for some
of the mischief he performs. In this respect, how-
ever, his services are not to be compared with those

of the crow, or the birds of the Avoodpecker tribe

;

but he is one of the most cheering tenants of our

woods at a season when they have but few inhabi-

tants. It is not often that we are led to reflect upon
the extreme loneliness that would prevail in the fields

and woods, in winter, were all the birds to migrate,

at this season, into a warmer climate, or go into a

state of torpidity, like the frogs, dormice, and other

smaller animals. But the beneficence of nature has

proAided that certain birds should be endowed with

power to endure the cold, and with a faculty of

jH'oviding for their wants, at a time when it would
seem that there was not sustenance enough in the

woods and fields to keep them from starvation.

The woodman, however insensible he may seem to

the charms of all such objects, is gladdened and en-

couraged in his toils, by the sight of these active

creatures, some of which, like the Jay, are adorned

with the most beautiful plumage, all pleasantly '

garrulous, and filling the otherwise silent woods
with constant and vociferous merriment.

To those who look upon nature -with the feelings

of a poet or a painter, we need not speak of the

value of our winter birds as enliveners of the land-

scape. Any circumstance connected with scenery

that exercises our feelings of benevolence, adds to

the picturesque charms of any ])rosj)ect ; and no
man can see a little bird or any other animal at this

season, without feeling a lively interest in its wel-

fare. The sight of a flock of Snow-buntings, de-

scending like a shower of meteors upon a sedge-

field, and eagerly devouring the seeds contained in

their drooping pannicles that extend above the

snow-drifts ; of a company of Crows rejoicing with

noisy sociability over some newly-discovered feast

in the pine wood; of the httle speckled Woodpeck-
ers, winding round the trees, and hammering upon
their trunks, all these and many other sights and
sounds are associated with our ideas of the happi-

ness of these creatures, and while our benevolent

feelings are thus agreeably exercised, the objects

that cause these emotions, add a positive charm to

the dreary prospects of winter. These reflections

have always led me to regard the birds and other

interesting animals as having a value to mankind
which cannot be estimated by dollars and cents, and
which is entirely independent of any services they

may render to the farmer and the orchardist, by pre-

venting the over-multipHcation of noxious insects.

Brookfield Farmers' Club.—This association,

recently formed, held its 1st public meetingWednes-

day evening, 5th inst., O. C. Felton, Esq., Pres-

ident. The addres, on the occasion was delivered

by Hon. Amasa Walker. This society also em-

braces the iterests of mechanics as well as farmers,

and they have united in this club. The prospects

of its successfulness, we understand, are very prom-

ising. There is room for a great many more, and

we hope, from time to time, to be able to record

their existence.
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BLUE JAYS DESTBOYING BOBINS' EGGS.
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For the New England Fanner.

RURAL ECONOMY OF THE BRITISH
ISLES-No. 7.

CUSTOM REFORM AND HIGH FARMING.

We have shown the principal causes of British

agricultural M-ealth. First, among these, is ihe

strong predilection of all classes, especially the rich,

for a country Hfe. Next, pohtical liberty, with its

blessed fruits, as necessary to the prosperity of all

industrial life, as is the pure atmosphere we breathe,

to human life. Next, the immense commercial and
manufacturing development, which, in England, fm'-

nish such materials for agricultural produce.

Our view of British agriculture is very imperfect.

But we will now advert to two circumstances m its

development, which astonish every observer, to

wit, the customs reform, or repeal of the corn laws,

and high farming, so called.

British agriculture was long protected by duties

on foreign wheat, and this protection was thought

to be essential to its existence. But some six or

seven years ago the British corn laws were repealed,

and British agriculture flourishes and has flourished

since their repeal, as much as before, and without,

in general, a diminution of the rents of the land-

lords, or of the wages of agricultural labor. The
exjjorts of other countries, especially of the United

Statps, of agricultural produce to Great Britain,

have increased enormously, since the repeal of the

corn laws. Yet British agriculture flourishes, and
gives indications that it will continue to flourish,

with the gates of its islands open to receive the sur-

plus produce of the world. Perhaps no one can

account for this by naming few or many reasons.

But among the causes which have sustained Brit-

ish agriculture, thus brought into competition with

that of the world, has been the increased consump-
tion of agricultural produce by the poorer and mid-

dle classes, smce the repeal of the corn laws ; but,

more than this, the fact stands out prominent above

all others, that the British agriculturists have met
the crisis of the customs reform, not with faint

hearts, but by allowing more capital to their lands

than ever before, and by applying more skill and

thought to agriculture than ever was applied before

they commenced highfarming.
Under their trial, the industrious spirit of Eng-

lishmen was set to work, with a will. First, they

studied anew the character of their soil, of which
they saw that nearly half was wet and clayey, and

they appHed themselves to the problem of drainage;

and solved it. "What is the meaning of this small

hole at the bottom of a flower-pot ?—to renew the

water. And Avhy renew the water?—because it

gives life or death ; life, when it is made only to

pass through the bed of earth, for it leaves with the

soil its productive principles, an^ renders soluble

the nutritive properties necessary to nourish the

plant ; death, on the other hand, when it remains

in the pot, for it soon becomes putrid, and rots the

roots, and also prevents new water from penetrating.'

The theory of drainage is here exactly described.

The new invention consists in employing cylin-

drical tiles of burnt clay to carry off the water, in-

stead of open ditches, or trenches filled with stones

or faggots—methods known even to the ancients.

These tiles, which are a foot or more in length, are

placed end to end, at the bottom of trenches which

are filled in with earth. It is difficult, at first, to

understand, without having seen the efiect of these

tiles, how the water can get into them and so es-

cape ; but as soon as one sees a drained field, not

the smallest doubt of the fact remains. The tiles

perform the office of the small hole always open at

the bottom of the flower pot. They attract the

water, which comes to them from all parts, and car-

ry it out, either into drain-pits or main drains, where
the inclination of the land admits it. These tiles

are made by machinery of various dimensions, and
laid in trenches, at a greater or less depth, and more
or less apart, according to the nature of the soil and
the quantity of water to be drained off". The total

cost of purchase and laying is about $20 to the acre.

It is considered that this outlay is money invested

at ten per cent., and the farmers scarcely ever re-

fuse to add to their rent five per cent, per annum
on the proprietor's outlay for draining. There is

something magical in the eff"ect of draining, both

upon arable lands and meadows ; but it may be

carried too far on grass meadows. In meadows,
marsh plants disappear and the hay is more abun-

dant and of better quality.

On arable lands, even the most clayey, wheat

and roots shoot more vigorously and are healthier,

and less seed is required for a larger crop. The
climate itself gains sensibly by it. Tht- health of

the inhabitants is improved, and the mists of the

foggy island seem less thick where draining prevails.

Two milHon and a half of acres are already drained,

and everything promises that, in ten years, the

whole of England will be so. It is, as if the island

were once more rising out of the sea.

The second improvement in farming, which dates

from the last few years, is a large increase in the

employment of machines, and particularly of steam.

Previously to 1848 few farms possessed a steam en-

gine. One may safely say that, in ten years, the

exceptions will be those without them. Smoking
chimneys are to be seen in all parts of the country.

These steam-engines are used for thrashing wheat,

cutting fodder and roots, grinding oats and oil-cake,

chiu"ning, raising and distributing water ; and their

heat serves to prepare food both for man and cat-

tle. Some moveable steam engines go from farm

to farm to do heavy work. Machines for mowing
and tending hay, reaping and digging, are now un-

der trial. The great desire, at present, is to find

means for turning up the soil to a depth hitherto

unheard of, in order to give gi-eater \-igor to the

arable bed.

I have already stated that the pasturage of cattle

is held in high repute in England. But there is a

process going on, which is at variance with all Eng-

lish habits, and encounters much opposition, and this

is the stall-feeding of cattle, or stabulation, as it is

called. The eff"orts making in this direction are

very systematic and thorough. A cattle-house is

provided, thoroughly aired, usually constructed of

open planking, with mats of straw for a roof, which

are raised or lowered at pleasure for the purpose of

sheltering the animals from wind, rain or sun. The
cattle stand loose in boxes ; the floors are pierced

with holes, to allow their eVacuations to fiiU into a

trench below. Beside the cattle is a stone trough

containing water and others containing food. Where
the cattle are intended for the butcher, the food is

sometimes composed of chopped roots, bruised

beans, crushed oil-cake—sometimes a mixture of

chopped hay, straw and bruised barley—the whole

more or less boiled in large boilers, heated by the

steam-engine, and fermented some hours, in closed
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vats ; for milch cows the food is green grass and

fodder. The manure being accumulated in the

trench beneath the house, is occasionally sprinkled

•with earth or other absorbents, so that the absence

of all smell in the sheds is remarkable. It is af-

firmed that the extension, by this process of stabula-

tion, of the culture of roots, pulse crops and artifi-

cial grasses, on the pasture grounds, really gives

two or three times more food for cattle.

Another feature in English farming of modern
origin, is the process by which the evacuations of

the cattle, after falling into the trenches, under the

stalls, pass through pipes into a reservoir, where
they are mixed with water and fertilizing substan-

ces, and from thence driven, by the steam engine,

through a system of underground pipes to the ex-

tremities^ of the property. At distances of every

fifty or sixty yards are placed vertical pipes and a

gutta-percha tube fitted on, and a man, boy and
the steam engine are able to manure five acres a

day. Great results have followed this system of

manuring ; but it is yet only adopted by the few

more ardent, enterprising and wealthy agriculturists.

These are the general features of the present agri-

cultural revolution, called high farming ; introduced

by the repeal, or after the repeal, of the com laws,

and possible only in a country of great wealth,

dense poj^ulation, and limited surface.

The English do not revolutionize like their neigh-

bors the French ; but they revolutionize ; they are

always at it, in their quiet way, attempting only

what is possible and useful, without the destruction

of the past, ushering in a better future. M.

THE AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

SIXTH SESSION.

In conformity with a resolution passed at the last

meeting of this National Association, the Sixth Ses-

sion will be held in Corinthian Hall, in the city of

Rochester, New^ York, commencing on Wednes-
day, the twenty-fourth day of September next, at

10 o'clock, A. M., and will continue for several

days.

Among the objects of this meeting are the fol-

lowing : To bring together the most distinguished

Pomologists of our land, and by a free interchange

of ex])erience, to collect and diffuse such researches

and discoveries as have been recently made in the

science of Pomology—to hear the Reports of the

various State Committees and other district associa-

tions—to revise and enlarge the Society's catalogue

of Fruits—to assist in determining the synonymes
by which the same fruit is known in A merica or

Europe—to ascertain the relative value of varieties

in difterent parts of our country—what are suitable

for particular localities—what new sorts give prom-
ise of being worthy of dissemination—and, especial-

ly, what are adapted to general cultivation.

The remarkable and gratifying progress which
has been attained, of late years, in this branch of

rural industry, is, in no small degree, attributable

to the estabhshmentand salutary influences of Hor-
ticultural and Pomological Societies. It is, there-

fore, desirable that every State and territory of the

Union should be represented in this convention, so

that the advantages resulting from this meeting may
be generally and widely diffused. Held, as it will

be, at a convenient point between the Eastern States

and the Western, easily accessible from the South,

and also from the Canadas, it is anticipated that the

attendance will be larger than on any former occa-

sion, and the beneficial results to the American far-

mer and gardener proportionably increased.

All Pomological, Horticultural, Agricultural and
other kindred associations of the United States, and
of the British Pro^-inces, are requested to send such

number of delegates as they may deem expedient

;

and nurserymen, and all other persons interested in

the cultivation of fruit, are invited to be present,

and to participate in the deliberations of the con-

vention.

In order to increase as much as possilile the util-

ity of the occasion, and to facilitate business, mem-
bers and delegates are requested to forward speci-

mens of fruits grown in their respective districts,

and esteemed worthy of notice; also, papers de-

scriptive of their mode of cultivation—of diseases

and insects injurious to vegetation—of remedies for

the same, and also to communicate whatever may
aid in promoting the objects of the meeting. Each
contributor is requested to make out a complete list

of his specimens, and present the same with his

fruits, that a report of all the varieties entered may
be submitted to the meeting as soon as practicable

after its organization.

Packages of fruits and communications may be

addressed as follows : "For the American Pomo-
logical Society, care of W. A. Reynolds, Esq.,

Chairman Com. of Arrangements, Rochester, N. Y."
Delegations will please forward certificates of

their appointment, either to the above, or to the un-

dersigned at Boston.

Gentlemen desirous of becoming members of the

Society, and of receiving its Transactions, may do

so by remitting to the Treasurer, Thomas P. James,

Esq., Philadelphia, Penn., the admission fee of two
dollars, for biennial, or twenty dollars for lift mem-
bership. Marshall P. Wilder, President,

H. W. S. Cleveland, Secretary.

Boston, Mass., March 15, 1856.

Fur the New England Farmer.

PEAT MUCK AND CROPS.

Mr. Editor :—I don't know when I have been

so interested as in reading a recent report of the

Massachusetts Legislative Agricultural Meeting,

on manures. It is a subject second to none to

the farmer. On the farm that I occupy, there

is a' swamp containing about five acres, from which

we have for the last ten years drawn from fifty to

eighty loads to the yard, and by way of experiment,

small quantities have been put on different parts of

the farm, in a raw state, always to htlle or no bene-

fit, excepting in one case. We had about one acre

of cold, stiff, clay land, the mould not being over

one inch in depth, upon which we put thirty loads

of muck right from the swamps
;
plowed in the

Spring, harrowed and sowed to oats, and had a

good crop. In the fall, (September I think,) I

plowed, harrowed, and sowed one-half bushel of

Timothy ; mowed it last summer and got a fair

crop of hay.

We get the most profit by putting it in the yard

and in the trenches in the stable ; and get as good
corn where we manure with muck carted from the

yard, as we do from any other manure. So it makes
it a matter of fact with me, that the juices of the
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yard and stable, which would otherwise be lost, are
the best part of the manure.
Some time in 1854, I inquired by the way of the

Farmer as to the way of using muck—the editor
kindly answered me. I could not fully carrj' out
his directions, except in one case, and that was in

the mixture of lime, at the rate of one bushel dry
slaked lime to the load ; this I tried, and the result
was that it doubled my crop of potatoes. It was
put on at the rate of thirty loads to the acre. On
the remaining part of the same piece, manured with
yard manure, at the rate of twenty-five loads to the
acre, did not get more than half as much crop as on
the part manured with muck.

Tlwtford, Ft., 1856. S. K. Berry,

For the New England Farmer.

CIRCUMSTANCES ALTER CASES.
BY HENRY F. FRENCH.

An Agricultural Discussion among Legislators— Profound
Views of one of them—Two Ways of learning Agriculture—
A little Learning Is a dangerous Thing—Use of Mathematics
in Agriculture, Illustrated—Science is simply the Ob<rvation
of God, at Work—The Life Principle—Men of Education
needed—Experiments Frustrated.

Three or four years ago there was a discussion

one evening in the hall of the House of Represen-

tatives at Concord, New Hampshire, at a meeting

called by the friends of agricultural progress, for

the purpose of impressing the members of the Gen-
eral Court, if possible, with the idea that the State

ought to do something in aid of the farming inter-

est, by way of pecuniary assistance to the agricultu-

ral societies, or otherwise. One would suppose that

this would be no difficult task, especially as the

constitution of the State expressly provides that

—

"It shall be the duty of the legislators and magis-

trates to encourage private and public institutions,

rewards and immunities for the promotion of agri-

culture," but as the lawyers say in their bills in

chancery, "the contrary thereof is true." I well

remember the argument of one highly respectable

gentleman, who evidently considered it his duty to

make a speech against these new notions about sci-

entific agriculture. The fact is, said he, that there

is no dependence to be put upon those men who
.
talk about scientific agriculture and agricultural

chemistry. They don't agree among themselves,

and if you undertake to follow their advice, you

will find no two of them to advise alike. One of

them will tell you to plow in all your manure
green, and another to compost it all before it is

applied ; one will tell you that you must put the

manure into the ground a foot deep, because the best

part of it rises and so escapes, while another informs

us that the manure sinks, and goes ofi" into the

ground, and so we had better leave it near the sur-

face. One chemist tells us there is nothing so good

as lime for our land, and another warns us not to

mix lime with our manure heaps, because it will

spoil the whole. And so our worthy legislator

proceeded to show up the absurdity of these new
light teachers of husbandry.

Now this is not a very unusual style of argu-

ment, and it is very hard to meet. The fact is, that

the man was so far offfrom any appreciation of the

truth, that nobody could go far enough back to get

round him ! There are two ways of learning agricul-

ture, as there are of learning music. The one is by

rote, the other by understanding its principles. A
person may learn a particular tune, perhaps as well

by the former as by the latter method, but this

will not help him to sing or play a new sheet of

music. And so in husbandry. A man may see his

grandfather and father carry on the homestead, and

by treading in their footsteps, may bring about re-

sults as satisfactory as theirs, on the same farm with

the same crops. But place him on a new farm, or

let him undertake to raise new crops on the home-

stead, with no knowledge o^principles, va\(\. nobody

can tell whether the product will be Yankee Doodle

or Old Hundred.

There is truth in the poet's saying

"A little learning is a dangerous thing."

A man is much safer to be literally a know-nothing

in agriculture, than he is when he has got a glimpse

of two or three ideas, with no sufficient knowledge

to guide him in their application. Many men have

a strong propensity to mathematical reasoning

—

to work out their propositions by the single rule of

three direct. Thus, if a half-ounce of guano to the

hill, will add twenty bushels of corn to the acre to

my crop, how much will a quarter of a pound to

the hill add to it ?

Now the corn and the arithmetic will not be

likely to come out, exactly alike ; indeed, the com,

probably, will never come out, at all.

The farmer, who tried salt as a manure for pota-

toes, by putting half a pint in a hill, was probably

disgusted with scientific farming forever. Had he

put the same quantity into his soup for dinner, he

would have had a parallel case.

We, in New England, need education in the

Principles of Agriculture, to do our work properly.

On the new and fertile soil of the West, only brute

force is requisite to produce a crop. Cut off" the

timber and burn it, or break up the prairie sod and

put in the seed, and the crop will come. But, the

skinning process has been finished here, and we can

get from the earth only what we first give it, or

induce the elements to render up to its use. The

temper of our good mother Earth is worn out,

and she will no longer deal with u=< on terms, which

place "the reciprocity all on one side."

We can no longer have our music by turning

the crank of a hand-organ, but we must learn skil-

fully to touch the keys, or we shall reap only dis-

cords. The philosopher in the story, who beheved

that all things came by chance, and sought to make

for himself a wife by mixing all the elements which

enter into the composition of a human body, and
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putting them into a cask, which he diligently rota-

ted daily, till the particles should happen to come

into their proper relations to each other t< roduce

the lovely object of his desire, never succeeded, tnat

I have heard of, in finding the lady, by that process.

A farmer, who supposes that he will chance to

hit on the laws that govern the principles of vege-

table production and growth, by acting on some

one scientific idea that he has fallen upon, in total

ignorance of every other law of nature, has scarcely

less absurdity to answer for than the philosopher

in search of a wife. It is much to learn the

bounds of knowledge, so as not to waste our efforts

on things beyond human reach. The essential

Life Principle is beyond the grasp of human knowl-

edge. How the dead differ from the living, He
alone knows who gave life. Philosopher and chem-

ist are both at fault here. They may analyze the

dead but not the living. The vast, the Heaven^

wide difference between the living and the dead no

man can define. And this is equally true of vege^

table, as of animal nature. The grain of corn, or

the blade of grass, which we carefully examine in

the laboratory, is not that which receives our care

in the field—which drew up its nourishment from

to the air, and what soil is most tenacious of these

properties. Then we need men of education to

note down and compare results when obtained.

Probably three-quarters of the experiments com-

menced each spring fail entirely from want of sys-

tem, or knowledge, in some person on the farm.

You plant some select dozen of potatoes, procured

with great care and cost, and in your absence, your

boy who does the chores digs them all for dinner,

some day. You have a few hills of some new and

valuable variety of corn, and tell your Irishman, re-

cently imported, to cut the stalks ; and before you

know it, he cuts it all up at the roots, and the cows

have had it for supper.

And, finally, when some experiment has been

carefully watched through the whole season by

yourself, personally, the crop is gathered by some

enterprising "hired man" who wanted to do some

surprising act of energy in your absence, and when

you eagerly inquire of the results, he has them so

thoroughly mixed up in his head, that he gives you

the same valuable information that the woman did

about the indigo ; said she, "If you want to know

whether it is good or not, just put a little piece in

water, and if it is good, it will—either sink or

the soil, selecting thence the honey from the poison swim, I declare I can't tell which !"

—which absorbed from the dew and the rain and

from the sunlight even, the elements of its being,

which gave it form and color and distinctive quali-

ties. This is a dead plant. That was a living

creature, with a soul-like instinct, which directed

the germ in the sod to strive upward for light,

which governed it, in its growth, in choosing from

the infinity around it, those elements suitable for

this and no other living thing, which made it in the

midst of various others, growing so diversely side by

side with it, so unlike them all and yet so unerring-

ly true to its own type, so exactly in form and es-

sence, to its own species, scattered far and wide

over the earth.

In this view, we are tempted to say, that agri-

cultural science must rest only on experiment.

Doubtless the carefully conducted experiments, with

their well-observed results, by persons competent

to observe and appreciate the means used, the con^

ditions of soil, and climate and treatment, are the

most reliable and satisfactory of our guides for the

future. The difficulty, however, is in having exper

iments thus conducted, and the results noted and

compared. The chemist may, and does, accurately

analyze the soiL That is dead matter. It is the

same in the laboratory and in the field. He can

tell you whether one soil is like another, or how
they differ. He can analyze the fertilizing agents,

and give you their comparative richness, in certain

elements admitted to be valuable. He could have

told our friend in the General Court, which of the

valuable properties of manures are likely to sink in-

to the earth, and which to escape by evaporation in-

To illustrate the necessity of knowing enough to

see both sides of a proposition, and to show how "cir-

cumstances alter cases," in farming as in everything

else, I have noted several topics. Among them is

the subject of the application of manures, and

therein, of composting, the subject of deep plowing,

and that of digging about fruit trees. On all these

topics, thei'e are different notions ; arising mainly

from the differences in soil and locality, which may
be profitably examined with a view to reconciling

or refuting ihem.

In a future number, having faith—though the

snow lies deep around, and the glass is at zero

—

that seed time and harvest will not fail, I hope to

discuss these matters with more minuteness.

For the New England Farmer.

MEASURE OF MILK.

Mr. Editor:—In the Farmer for February 16,
"*" gives a problem nearly as follows :—"My milk-

man has lately altered his measure from beer meas-

ure to wine measure, and his price from seven to

six cents per quart. I wish you or some of your

correspondents would inform me which gains by

this change ?"

As you did not answer it, I send you the result of

my ciphering, to dispose of as you think best. In

Greenleaf 's Arithmetic I find that a gallon beer

measure contains 282 cubic inches, and a gallon

wine measure 23 1 cubic inches.

If I have reckoned right your correspondent has

to pay nearly five per cent, more for his milk now,

than he did before the milkman changed measures*

Broohfield, Feb. 19. Yeoman.
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effectual ; but although intelligent men will roll it item in the expense of preparation, -without -which,

as a sweet morsel under their tongues, it will make it seems to me, the horse's teeth will soon be worn
a beast sick, and sometimes produce death
My remedy is to rub unguintum sparingly on

out. (a.)

I wish to learn how to treat a piece of light, sandy,

the parts affected, and repeat once a week, for a few, weak soil, so as, if possible, to reahze something
times, and the cure is effected.

Pitts/kid, 1856.

GUANO FOR COEN.

\V. N. from it ; stable or barnyard manure being out of

the question, {b.)

Fairhaven, Vt., 1856. W. Bbiggs.

Rem.4IIKS.—(a.) Many persons never wash roots

Mr. Editor :—Can I expect a good crop of corn
J

of any sort, for horses or cattle—though it is an
if I use guano alone ? If so how should it be ap-!g ^.^tter to do so. Take a half hogshead tub
plied.'' How much m a hill P I tried it on a very

i > an -^ -u ^e t ^^ e ^ ^-u • ^\. ^ i

small scale last spring, putting a small handful in^^"'^
^^^ '^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^'^t""' ^^^^ ^" ^^^^ ^°°ts, and

the hill, and mixing it thoroughly, but the corn was] let them remain two or three hours, or over night,

all killed. As I should like to use it on a somewhat stir them about one mmute with a sled stake, or
larger scale, another year, [ thought it best to ask something like it ; then with the six or eight tined

fork, throw them into a box and cut them with a

shovel. The same water -will answer for use for
Remarks.- There are nearly as many differ-

; ^^^.^^^1 j^y^^ -jj^j^ ^^^ be done in the root ceUar.
ent results in the use of guano, as there are experi-

ments. There is really no certain information to

information of one who was able to give it.

Taunton, Feb., 1856. SUBSCRIBER

give you. We used it on two acres of corn, spread

broadcast and harrowed, and got a good crop.

Our neighbors used it and got nothing. The cir-

cumstances were not the same. Just so it is on

grass crops. We find no certainty in its results.

It is not so -with barn manure, or meadow muck
composts. Who ever knew them to fail ? or that

their application resulted in an entire loss ? You
must earn your knowledge experimentally—on a

small scale, and with great cai'e, and tell us by-and-

bye what it is.

Poudrette is a good manure, because it is manu-

factured from very active fertilizers—that is, if it is

made well. Excellent potatoes have been raised

with guano, and in large quantities ; but as many
have failed with it in this crop as have succeeded.

These general remarks are the best we can do for

you. The truth is, we do not know what guano

will accomplish for any body.

BARN ITCH IN CO-WS.

Mr. Editor:—In your paper of the 26th of
January, one of yom- subscribers makes the in-

quiry, "What ails my cow ?" I think, from his de-

scription of the cow, she has got what we Vermont-
ers call the barn-itch. My remedy is, lard and sul-

phur, applied to the parts diseased. Rub it in

thoroughly. It is a disease prevalent in these parts,

but is easily checked l)y applying the above remedy.
In my opinion, it does not injure their milk in the
least, as it is a disease of the .skin. j. L.

JVorth Springfield, Vt., 1856.

(C^* Another correspondent, E. J. Bacon, Ware,

Mass., also gives it the same name, and says he had

seven cows afflicted with it ; thinks it does not af-

fect the milk. Remedy, rub on lamp oil.

carrots for horses—HO-W SH\LL I TRK\T
SANDY LAND.

Mr. Editor :—I see a great deal in the agri-

cultural papers about feeding carrots to horses, but
not a word about washing or cleansing them from
the adhering particles of soil—quite an important

(6.) Use clay, and plenty of good peat muck, on

your weak, sandy land. If very sterile, after apply-

ing one or both of these, sow buckwheat and plow

it under tAvo or three times, and then you have a

basis to work upon which will last for years.

W^HITE-WASHING ROOFS.

Messrs. Editors :—In the Farmer of 23d Feb.
Mr. Orrin P.Allen, of Proctorsville,Vt., makes the

inquiry whether whitewash would not be a good
preservative for the roof of a building. In ans-wer,

I will tell him my first experiment. About twenty
years ago, we built a barn, and for the want of bet-

ter shingles, I used those made mostly of the sap

wood of white pine
;

previous to laying of them,
they were dipped into a large kettle of boiling hot

white wash, well salted, till well soaked, and laid

on to the roof after being dried. Now after nine-

teen or twenty years, those shingles are apparently

sound and the roof tight ; had they been applied

without the antiseptic steep, they would probably

have been rotten in five years, if they had shared

the fate of those applied to some of my other build-

ings. The time that the shingles ought to contin-

ue in the white wash, must be decided by further

experience.

Another advantage beside the preservation of

shingles is the fire-proof tendency of the salt com-
bined M'ith the whitewash, which we all know is a

damper to fire.

Wilmington, Feb., 28, 1856. S. Brown.

GUANO AND MUCK.

Would it be good economy for a farmer, who
would get pay in return for the outlay, to purchase

guano and mix with muck for the purpose of grow-
ing corn or other crops ? and if so, how much guano
should be mixed with a load of 30 bushels of muck,
in order to put a shovel full to the hill.

Webster, Feb., 1856. NoviCE.

Rem.arks.—Apply at the rate of 300 pqunds of

guano to the acre, and if the land is of a sandy na-

tm:e, as much fine peat muck as you can aftbrd. Be-

gin by making the experiment in a small way. There

are so many circumstances, of which we know noth-

ing, in such cases, that a mere opinion would be

worth but little to you.
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WINTER SQUASHES.

Mr. Editor :—I would like to be informed of

the best kind of winter squash ; I mean a good
kind, and one that keeps the best.

I raise a kind they call here the marrow squash,

a very good kind, and I am well satisfied with the

quality, but never have been able to keep it longer

than into January. E. G. Crowell.
Canaan, Me., 1856.

Remarks.—We have seen to-day, March 12, a

fine marrow squash—to be kept long they must be

placed in a dry place, above the freezing point, and

where the temperature is somewhat even. The

"Canada crook-neck" is a fine variety, and will keep

a year.

RED CEDAR.

Can you give me information about the Red Ce-

dar ? Where can the seed be obtained ? Will it

bear transplanting ? C. W. s.

Wisconsin, 1856.

TO RAISE EARLY CUCUMBERS AND TOMATOES.

Place pieces of inverted turfjust beneath the sur-

face of the soil in a hot-bed, and on these plant

the seed. As soon as the time for spring frost has

passed, lift out carefully the pieces of turf with the

growing plants, and place them in highly manured
ground where they are to complete their growth.

No check is received by this removal. If there ap-

pears afterwards any probability of a night frost,

cover them with boxes, or other things most conve-

nient. If the foregoing operations have been con-

ducted with tolerable care, cucumbers may be gath-

ered in eight or nine weeks from the seed, and to-

matoes in fifteen or sixteen weeks. Do not, ordi-

narily, plant anything between the hills, as lettuce,

radishes and cabbages ; they will be sure to make the

bed too thick and close before they have got their

growth. M. H. Y.

jSTorth Berwick, Me., 1856.

PAINTING ROOFS—MEADOW MUCK.

C. E. L., High^ate, Vt.—An article in the last

number speaks of painting roofs. Several recent

numbers of the Farmer give the information you

desire about meadow muck. See a letter on white-

washing roofs in this number.

Charles S. Webster, Kennebunk, Me.—You
can obtain the Japan potato of Mr. Wm. R. Prince,

Flatbush, L. I., five for five dollars. Send to this

office and we will furnish the report you inquire for.

Mr. Webster adds

:

"I would also add my mite in testimony of cut-

ting feed for cattle. I have tried it for two win-

ters, and I am satisfied that I can save one-fifth

of the food, or I can keep five cattle on the same
feed cut.that would keep five without ; and this is

the result of taking the papers.

We have had a cold dry winter ; the snow is

near three feet deep on a level in the woods, it has

not settled any yet ; we had a heavy fall last night,

the 2d ; there has been no rain since December,
and the springs and wells are very low.

March, 1856."

WASHING FRUIT TREES—CAN A COW DRAW WATER
FOR HERSELF.

I would like to be informed if it is best to wash
fruit trees with strong soap suds, and how soon it

ought to be done, and when is the best time to set

out strawberry A-ines ? I would like to be informed

if a cistern holding from eighty to one hundred
barrels can be so rigged as that a cow, by stepping

on the platform, can raise the water herself ? If it

can be done, I would like to see a plan in the Far-
mer, and the probable cost, without the cistern.

Cotuit Port, 1856. D. Child.

Remarks.—Wash fruit trees in April or May,

with soap diluted to the thickness of good cream.

We cannot answer the other question—who can ?

HOW TO MAKE BUTTER COME.

A subscriber wants to know how to make but-

ter come.
Ansiver.—Scald the milk when new by setting it

on the stove, or in the stove oven; if the latter, may
leave the oven doors open that the milk may not

burn. •

Erratum.— In the article, "Organic and Inor-

ganic Matter," in the monthly Farmer for March,

30th line from top, read inorganic for organic.

LADIES' DEPARTMENT.

DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.
Improvement l\ Soap.—The wife of an Amer-

ican agriculturist has been experimenting in soaps,

and finds that the addition of three-quarters of a
pound of borax to a pound of soap, melted without

boiling, makes a saving of one-half in the cost of

soap, and of three-fourths the labor of washing, im-
proves the whiteness of the fabrics, besides the

usual caustic effect is thus removed, and the hands
are left with a peculiar soft and silky feeling, leav-

ing nothing more to be desired by the most ambi-
tious washerwoman.

To Preserve Lard Sweet.—Instead of putting

it into large vessels, put it in stone crocks, or jars,

of from one to four gallons each ; when cooling or

thickening, put in your salt, which will mix through
the lard, instead of settling on the bottom of the

crock. The next day take clean bits of cotton

cloth, rather larger than the top of the vessel, and
after putting it smoothly down, and pressing the

edges snugly around so as to exclude all air, pack
in a close layer of salt, then lay over another piece

of cotton cloth, and turn over it a plate or a cover

which will fit tightly; then tie over two thicknesses

of paper, and set it in a cool, dry place. In this

way I have kept lard perfectly sweet eighteen

months. Crocks of butter should be kept in the

same way.

—

Cor. of Michigan Farmer.

Beet Steaks.— The beets, after being washed
carefully, may be baked either whole like sweet po-

tatoes, or in shces, and then served up hot with

butter, pepper, &c., to the taste. There is a deli-

cious flavor in beets cooked in this way, which is

lost when they are boiled. The best sorts for this

purpose, are Bassano, Waite's dwarf black, and tur-

nip blood beet.— Ohio Cultivator.
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IRRIGATION
ANY •writers on ag-

r riculture have been

unanimous in urg-

ing the importance

of irrigation, espe-

cially on soils which

are naturallj- dry,

and susceptible of

being affected inju-

riously by drought;

and in many situa-

tions, it is certainly

to be regarded as

one of the most

useful and impor

tant operations
which come within

the pro\'ince of the

farmer. Water, or,

at least, moisture,

is one essential con-

dition of vegetation, for water, either directly or by

its decomposition, contributes to the nutrition and

sustenance of every cultivated plant, as well as to

the vegetable world in general. This fact, and the

importance of irrigation as a branch of agriculture,

was well understood by the ancients. Homer, in

the Iliad, says, in allusion to the subject

:

"The peasant with his spade, a rill

Conducts from some pure fountain, through his grove
Or garden, clearing the obstructed course."

And in the Odyssey, when he describes the wonder-
fid beauty of the gardens of Alcinous

"Amid
The lovely scene, two fountains welling forth.
One visits into every part diifused.
The garden round."

And Virgil, in his Georgics, expresses himself in

very much the same manner, while most of the an-

cient writers, historians, as well as the children of

Parnassus, have recorded innumerable instances of

its adoption in oriental countries, as a means of

vegetable enrichment, and sustenance to crops.

In China, it has been practised from the most re-

mote epoch of which the historical records of the

country furnish any account. In some parts of

Asia, particularly at Mysore, irrigation, as a branch

of agriculture, is under the express auspices and

control of government. In the Milanese territory,

it is probably adopted to a greater extent than in

any region, and ditches, tunnels and canals are

everywhere seen running in every possible direc-

tion through lands, the unsurpassed beauty and lux-

uriance of which attest most conclusively, the ad-

vantages resulting from their efforts. These life-

giving veins were opened centuries ago, and the

continuance of an adequate supply of water in them

for all the numerous and multiplied purposes of

agriculture, is still, more than formerly, an object

of popular solicitude. So highly, indeed, are the

advantages resulting from this universal diffusion

of water estimated, that the canals and viaducts em-

braced in this system of general irrigation, are

placed under the jurisdiction of the government,

the same as are the highways.

The wonderfid fertility of Egypt, or that part of

it rather, which is known by the appellation of the

Delta," bordering upon the river Nile, and period-

ically submerged by the exudation of its waters, is

proverbial. "To this river," remarks a celebrated,

traveller, "Egypt is indebted for its fertility and

happiness; for as it seldom rains in the inland

parts of the country, and the soil is naturally dry,

if the lands were not annually watered by its over-

flowing, Egypt would be one of the most barren

regions in the world."

Water, in almost all cases, contains feitiziUng

particles which are exceedingly beneficial to vege-

tation. When water has stood for a considerable

length of time on the surface of the soil, it is found

to be pregnant with nutritive matters, which it has

imbibed during its quiescence, and which are in a

condition to act beneficially, and with great energy,

when applied to plants or crops of any kind. The

water conveyed by rills and streams, is never with-

out fertilizing powers. When applied by irrigation
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it does not only supply a necessary and indispensa-

ble condition of vegetable life in furnishing a sol-

vent for the inert and soluble matters already con-

tained in the soil, but it supplies the actual food of

vegetables in a state of solution, and consequently

ready for their immediate appropriation and sup-

port.

There is no substance that enters into the organ-

ization of the living system of plants, that can be

taken up by the roots, as food, except in a state of

solution. Hence the powerful effects produced by

copious and frequent irrigation in seasons of exces-

sive drought, and Avhen the natural supplies of the

soil are so far exhausted as to cause it to parch, and

the soluble humus contained in it, to become dry

and incapable of yielding its juices to the roots it is

designed by nature to supply. In many places, the

natural facilities for introducing a system of gener-

al irrigation, which would subserve the wants and

supply the necessities of a whole community, as in

the cases above mentioned, are not to be found

;

yet there are a great many farms at least, that might

be effectually and permanently irrigated, at very

small expense. It is already done, in some instan-

ces in our knoM-ledge, with the happiest results.

That irrigation and thorough draining must go to-

gether, we are aware, and to establish a complete

system would be a work of considerable time and

expense on a large farm. But the subject is one of

importance, and ought to be familiar with the

thought of every farmer, so that in his annual oper-

ations he may have the object in ^iew, and that they

may have a tendency to the beginning of the work.

It seems to us that the character of our summer

climate is settled—it is to be dry ; so dry, that

without artificial means, either of deep trenching and

high manuring, or by irrigation, many of our crops

must annually suffer. It is the part of wisdom, then,

for the cultivator to have in view some method of

averting an evil which shall annually reduce his

profits and blast his hopes.

For the New England Farmer.

CAEE OF COLTS.

Mr. Editor :—Knowing the inattention usually

shown to questions asked through the public prints,

I take the liberty of being one (perhaps of the five

hundred) to give answers from practical experience,

to the questions asked in your February number of

the Monthly Farmer in regard to raising colts

;

and will here say that it is much the custom of

breeders generally to care very little for coUs, and

until of late years there was no stock raised, to

which so little care was given. I will make an-

swer in the same order as the questions were pub-

lished in the February number.

1. Keep colts in good order, not too fat, with a

variety or change of food. Oats, cut feed or roots,

and two or three quarts of grain, not more, per

day.

2. Wean colts before taking up for winter, if

strong and Uvely ; if not, afterwards, but according

to the time of being foaled.

3. The colt should be weaned according to the

strength of it and its dam, but generally at about

the age of six months.

4. If the colt was a late one, by all means. It

would not materially injure the mare, if she could

be kept in good flesh and spirits ; but if a large and

strong colt, it would reduce the strength of the

mare. It is not advisable to let a colt draw on the

mare longer than can be helped.

I will here remark that there is no particular

need of cleannig or rubbing, but feed and water,

regularly, and keep them warm in winter, and by

this, and kind treatment push them forward for the

first two years. But above all things to begin with,

—breed from the best blood to be had, as they are

more profitable, and the expense is just as much to

raise a good one that will bring a $150 at a year

old, perhaps $300, as one that never will bring

much.
If these answers meet your ideas, use them as

you will ; if not, why they may be sent with the

rest of the rejected ones to the fire.

Respectfully, your obedient servant,

Feb., 1856. M. A. C.

Fur the Neic England Fanner.

Biographies.—Some weeks since we stated that

it would be a part of our plan hereafter to publish

brief biographical notices of men distinguished for

their ability and influence in matters pertaining to

agriculture. We have already given a notice of the

late Frederic Howes, Esq., of Salem, and are now

furnished with a memoir of the late Professor Za-

DOCK Thompson, of Vermont, the State Naturalist

at the time of his death, and long eminent for the

interest he manifested in every thing that promo-

ted the prosperity and tended to adorn rural life.

We shall soon find a place for this sketch.

Peppergrass among the Cucumbers.—A gen-

tleman from the western part of the State in-

forms us that a plant or two of peppergrass in a

cucumber hill, will keep off all yellow bugs.

SPROUTED GRAIN.
Mr. Editor:—In the February number of your

interesting and valuable paper, I find an inquiry

from Mr. W. Bugbee, respecting the sowing of

grown or sprouted wheat. During the last twenty

years I have usually sown grown grain and ob-

tained fair crops. The last season my grain, both

wheat and rye, was badly grown, so much so, as to

render it wholly unfit for use as to making bread.

I sowed both kinds of it last fall, which came up

well and looked as well as usual when the snow

came. It would be prudent, when grain has been

much sprouted, to sow a few quarts of seed extra,

to the acre. But I will give our friend B. my
method of testing seeds, both of grain and grasses,

which is, to fill a tumbler nearly full of milk-warm

water, lay upon the water in the tumbler a piece of

cotton batting, having previously scattered some

seeds to be tested into the cotton ; set it in the sun

in a window, or keep it in a Avarm place, and in

forty-eight hours or less the seeds will show their

vitality, if they have any in them. The above is a

sure test and no mistake.
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One reason why grown grain sometimes does not
come up may be, its heating in the mow or stack

before threshing, in which case it cannot be expect-

ed to vegetate, as tlie life-principle is destroyed.

Agawam, March 4, 1856. J. E. Feree.

TENTH LEGISLATIVE AGRICULTURAL
MEETING.

Reported for the Farmer by H. E. Rockwell.

The tenth Legislative Agricultural meeting was

held in the Hall of the House on Tuesday evening.

Subject for consideration, "Root Crops."

Dr. Fisher introduced Mr. Cooley, of Conway,

as the chairman of the meeting, who, on taking the

chair, stated that he was unexpectedly called upon

to officiate, and was consequently unprepared to

make any remarks upon the topic for consideration,

and he would therefore leave the conducting of the

meeting to others.

Mr. Brown, of Concord, editor of the J^Tew Eng-
land Farmer, said he thought we did not yet fully

understand the value of root crops. In England

they are highly valued, because more can be ob-

tained from the same surface for the support of

cattle, by their cultivation, than by the cultivation

of grain, and because they are valuable in produc-

ing beef and mutton, which are in great demand
there. They are a favorite diet for sheep. With
us, there is a prejudice against the cultivation of

roots, perhaps on account of the amount of labor

required. They need a deep soil, and most farmers

have not got into the habit of cultivating deeply.

Not more than one farmer in a hundred, in Massa-

chusetts, had made any fair experiments in trench-

ing. There are sandy loams, and in some cases,

clay loams, that are well suited to raising roots. If

well cultivated, from six hundred to twelve hun-

dred bushels may be obtained from an acre. He
had raised parsnips at the rate of twelve hundred

bushels to the acre. The mangel-wurzel is very

easily raised ; it grows large, and is always an ex-

cellent root for stock. It grows much out of the

ground, and, therefore, seems to require a different

kind of cultivation from some other roots. In cul-

tivating, it is necessary to have the ground well pul-

verized, and then two furrows are turned together,

and upon the top of the ridge thus formed, the

seed is sown ; the ridge being first flattened a little.

The labor of harvesting them is less than that of

turnips, or ruta-bagas. Cattle are very fond of

them, and they are highly nutritious. He had not

succeeded so well with beets as with other roots •

but he had no doubt they could be raised at a hand-
some profit.

Round turnips may be cultivated easily by sow-

ing them upon the land which is designed for grass,

the ground being first jjlowed in July, and thorough-
ly prepared for grass, and the turnip seed being
sown, along with the grass seed. From three hun-

dred to seven hundred bushels per acre may be ob-

tained without any extra labor except that of gath-

ering them. This method impoverishes the soil

very little. He thought, in the eastern section of

the State, the potato must be thrown out of the

question as a root for stock feed.

The advantages of feeding roots to stock were

next referred to. He had been told that milk

could not be made for market unless the cows

were fed on meal of some kind ; but he had found

it too expensive to feed Avholly with meal and

hay. Having determined to try roots, after an ex-

periment of feeding six cows with meal one season,

he fed the same six cows, with the same kind of

hay, and with roots the next season. The roots

were of various kinds, the mangel-wurzel, beet, ru-

ta-baga, round turnip, parsnip and carrot, and

these were mixed in feeding. After being milked

in the morning, each cow was fed with half a bush-

el of mixed roots, which they ate greedily. There

was no complaint of the turnip taste in the milk,

and his milk-man returned him cash for twice as

many cans of milk as he did the year before when
they were fed on grain. That experiment had sat-

isfied him that more milk could be obtained by the

use of roots than by feeding a certain amount of

meal a day, say three quarts a day, as he fed his

cows the first winter. The milk from roots is per-

haps of a poorer quality, but milk sellers rarely

have any qualms of conscience about that, if they

get a greatly increased quantity. Mr. Webster was

a careful observer, and although he never did a day's

work on a farm, perhaps, after he left the old home-

stead, he watched the operations of others in farm-

ing narrowly ; and there are many better farmers

who never did a day's work than some who have

been at the plow-tail all their lives, because they

have been close and accurate observers. They
would be able to go on to a farm, and direct its op-

erations well at once. So Mr. Webster rarely

talked about farming, any where, without bringing

in the root crops. He saw that their cultivation

would be of great benefit to New England farmers.

In closing, Mr. Browx expressed the opinion that

more could be made from a given number of acres

by the cultivation of roots, than by the cultivation

of gi-asses and grains.

Mr. Williams, of Hadley, was next called upon.

The soil in his town, he remarked, was, in every

part of it, susceptible of cultivation. But root crops

are not generally raised there. The soil is so good,

and grain is so easily raised, that roots are neglect-

ed. They were probably too negligent in that re-

spect. He was, however, of opinion that they

might be raised with great advantage, not only in

his vicinity, but throughout the State.

The chairman stated that his cultivation of roots

had been principally confined to potatoes. He had

had very little rot among them, and invariably had
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a good crop. He spread his manure broad cast,

and plowed it in, to the depth of eight inches.

He put ashes in the hill sometimes, and found them

beneficial. Guano put in the hill, had caused his

potatoes to rot. His potatoes cost about sixteen

cents per bushel, which was less than the expense

of raising a bushel of carrots.

Mr. Brown stated the result of feeding round

turnips to a cow for fattening, to which he fed thir-

ty bushels, with hay, and made her very fat indeed,

so that she was sought by the butchers at a high

price. In preparing the land for turnips, he pul-

verized it well, and levelled with brush harrow.—

The seed was sowed in drills marked out with a

machine prepared by himself. The labor of sowing

in that way was very little, and they were weeded

principally with a wheel hoe. He had recently seen

a plan of a cultivator which weeded both sides of a

row at once, but he had not seen it tried.

Mr. J. L. LoVERiN-G, of Vermont, Avas next in-

troduced, who said that though root crops were per-

haps less cultivated in Vermont than in Mass., there

were few farmers who do not raise more or less.

They raise many sheep, and it is becoming an ax-

iom that no farmer can have a good flock of merino

sheep who does not feed them with roots as often

as twice in a week. The green food seems to pre-

vent some of the diseases to which they are subject

when not thus fed. Ruta-bagas are raised principal-

ly for feeding stock. He had not succeeded well with

getting his carrots to germinate, as for some cause

or other the seed failed ; but when they came up

well he had no difficulty in obtaining a large croj).

He had raised at the rate of twelve hundred bush-

els to the acre, and he thought them better than

ruta-bagas. Potatoes are still fed to stock a good

deal in Vermont. Many are raised, and if they

getting into mischief by getting among the beets,

and they will eat off all the leaves, which are as

good as green corn for them, and the eating of

them off does not injure the crop at all. He

thought the leaves more than paid for the labor of

raising those which were near the hog-pen.

He thought Mr. Bown had slandered potatoes.

They are decidedly better for milk cows than car-

rots. For hogs he always boiled them. A little

meal, say a quart to a half a bushel of potatoes, he

admitted, would do a great deal of good, if fed reg-

ularly. He thought turnips injured milk. Carrots

he had found to be good for horses when they were

not worked; they will fatten well upon them.

At the present time, when corn is woth $1,25 a

bushel and hay more than a cent a pound, he was

willing to pay thirty-three cents a bushel for pota-

toes to feed to his stock.

Mr. Bkown said if he had slandered the "mur-

phies," of which he was not aware, he would "ac-

knowledge the corn," if Mr. Towne would state his

method of cultivating sugar beets.

Mr. Towne replied that he prepared the ground

for them precisely as Mr. Broavn did for the man-

jel-wurzel. He took pains to put but a single seed

in a place, dropping them in little holes made by a

stick, about five inches apart. He was quite par-

ticular about sowing them because it would save

the labor of thinning them out. He put them in

about two inches deep and covered with a hoe. The

rows Avere about two feet apart. He did not soak

the seed before sowing.

Mr. Howard, of Boston, thought the idea that

turnips make poor milk was carried too far. He

knew a farmer who fed his cows on Swedish tur-

nips and chopped hay, and his customers complained

when the turnips were omitted. He knew anoth-

will not bring in market about twenty-five cents a er man who has kept seventy head of cattle and

bushel they are considered worth that to feed out. fed several thousand bushels of turnips, and made

Some farmers cook ruta-bagas before feeding, and excellent butter. At the exhibition of the New

one gentleman had recently fattened a pair of old York State Agricultural Society, he received the

cattle with ruta-bagas cooked, and made them very

fat. He thought ruta-bagas worth twice as much

when cooked as when fed raw. Turnips are fed to

sheep, and are thought to be better for them than

carrots or other roots, producing a better quality of

milk for the lambs.

Gen. Towne, of Worcester county, had a very

hiwh opinion of the importance of roots for feeding

stock ; the sugar beet, for beef and for stock gen-

erally, was decidedly the best root that grows, in

his opinion. One great advantage in raising them

is th\t the tops are very good indeed for young

hogs. He said he always meant to have some pigs

about the first of September, so that about the first

of October the milk of the mother would hardly be

highest premium for butter, his cows having been

fed wholly on Swedish turnips and hay. The

comparative value of different vegetables is impor-

tant ; but he beHeved the potatoes to be far supe-

rior to any other root for feeding to cattle. One

winter he fed two cows one week with potatoes, the

next on parsnips, and the next on sugar beets, giv-

ing them also constantly two quarts of meal per

day. They were fed in this way through the winter,

and the result was that the cows did best in those

weeks when fed on potatoes, and poorest when fed

on sugar beets. He thought the Massachusetts

Board of Agriculture could not do a better thing

than to direct attention to experiments as to the

relative value of different kinds of root crops as feed

sufficient for them. Then he had a yard of sugar ;
for cattle.

beets near, and he would make a little hole in the
|

Mr. WiLLUMS, of Hadley, spoke of the difficulty

fence so that the pigs might understand they were in raising roots on the Connecticut river valley, for
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the reason that the soil becomes weedy from culti-

vation, and consequently there is more labor requir-

ed to cultivate roots than corn. He had experiment-

ed some in the cultivation of potatoes. The dis-

ease has affected them considerably sometimes.

When planted on a dry, alluvial soil, without any

manure placed in the hill, they decayed much less.

He had found great advantage in taking the seed

from a distance. On one occasion he produced

some Carter potatoes from a hill town twenty

miles distant from his own farm. They were quite

small, and he hesitated about planting them. But

he obtained a very fine crop of excellent potatoes

from that seed, while fi-om large ones of the same

kind raised on his own farm, he did not obtain more

than two-thirds as many from the same quantity of

land.

Mr. A. B. Maynard, of Onondaga county. New
York, was next introduced. He said he was a na-

tive of Conway and went West when two years of

age, when Western New York was a new country.

But now they had reached an advanced position in

agriculture in New York. He then spoke of the

manner of raising the mangle-wurzel, beet and car-

rot there. They plow in the Spring so as to have

the weeds killed, and plow two or three times also

in the Summer. The manner of prejjaring the

ridges for sowing and the after cultivation was sim-

ilar to that stated by Mr. Brown. He raised a

mangle-wurzel that weighed ten pounds when

washed and with the top oif, and a carrot that

weighed six pounds. He had tried fattening cattle

on roots and hay, keeping them shut up all the

time, and found that they fattened faster when thus

treated than when allowed to go out to drink. He
preferred the white sugar beet to any other root

for feeding stock. In his opinion, they improved

the land by shading it. In reply to inquiries, he

said that he had not found the sugar beet to ex-

haust the land. He had cultivated them many
years on the same field and found no depreciation

in the crop.

To this it was suggested by Mr. Emerson, of

Boston, that the soil of that country was once the

bottom of a lake, and very fertile, and of course

could not be taken as a standard for others.

Mr. LOVERING spoke with reference to the ne-

cessity for changing potatoes, in answer to the re-

marks of Mr. Williams, stating that he had culti-

vated one variety which he knew had grown on his

farm for thirty-five years, and he had no doubt

he obtained as good ones from them last year as

were ever raised anywhere.

Mr. Dodge, of Sutton, spoke of the difficulty

from weeds among root ci'ops, and said that he had

killed the weed seed in the manure by patting salt

into the manure.

Mr. BUCKMINSTER advocated the planting of small

potatoes, ofabout the size ofhens' eggs, or even small

er, if sound. If they are equally good, there is

an advantage in using them—^because more plants

can be obtained for a bushel. He knew a gentle-

man by the name of Blanchard, of Wilmington,

who had tried planting small potatoes six years, and

the last year the crop was quite as good as that of

any previous year. He was glad that the cultiva-

tion of a variety of root crops was gaining favor.

Carrots are worth $12 per ton in Essex County.

One gentleman in Worcester County raised one

hundred and forty tons, which he sold for from $10

to $12 a ton. In this connection, he spoke of the

value of sweet apples, which he thought very bene-

ficial for stock.

Gen. To^\'NE said he had cultivated small pota-

toes six years and he considered them decidedly

better than large ones. He would also feed sour

apples to stock, if sweet ones were not to be had.

Dr. Fisher, of Fitchburg, stated that a gentle-

man in his town had planted very small potatoes

between twenty and thirty years, and he found

them as good as large ones.

For the New England Farmer.

RUEAL ECONOMY OF THE BRITISH
ISLES—No. 8.

SOITHERX COUNTIES—KENT AND SUSSEX.

If now my reader will take a map of England,

and travel over it with me, by counties, tlie jour-

ney, even if it be tedious, will confirm the remarks

I have made, in the seven former numbers, on the

system of English rural economy.

England proper is divided into forty counties of

different sizes. They are commonly divided into

five groups—southern, eastern, midland, Mestern

and northern. We will commence our survey with

the seven southern counties, the poorest of the five

groups, to wit, Kent, Sussex, Surrey, Hampshire,

Dorset, Devonshire, Cornwall.

Landing at Dover, we enter the county of Kent.

This county has a character peculiar to li&ei'i, first,

in its crops—half the hops produced in the king-

dom grow in Kent, all kinds of seeds are produced
for the supply of the London seedsman—kitchen

gardens, on a large scale, abound near the capital—second, in the extent of its farms—many are not

of more than ten or fifteen acres, few exceed two
hundred acres

—

third, in its laws, by which lands

are divided, on death of the father, equally among
his sons, and if there be no sons, among the daugh-

ters. This county belongs to the great clay basin

of London, and is not of easy cultivation. It ad-

heres to its old methods of tillage, and the system

of Arthur Young has not been adopted here. The
wet lands by the banks of the rivers form almost

the only natural meadows, except the celebrated

Romney marsh, one of the richest pastures in the

kingdom, situated on the coast, and covering an

area of about 40,000 acres. There the fine race of

sheep, known as the New Kent, takes its rise, which

combines with a high quality of mutton, a wool su-

perior to that of other English breeds. With the

exception of this valuable breed of sheej), there is

nothing remarkable in the stock of Kent. The
crops are not what they ought to be, although imr
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proved methods of tillage are spreading, and drain-

age is extending, and appears destined to alter the

character of the clay lands. The population of Kent
is 600,000, upon an area of a million acres, but not

all dependent on agriculture—Aallas abound and
commerce flourishes in the numerous ports of its

coast. Wages are about fifty cents a day, and the

rent of land is from five to six dollars per acre.

Sussex lies next to Kent, and contains about the

same number of acres, but only 330,000 inhabitants.

What is called the Weald occupies about half its

surface, and is an extremely clayey tract of land,

formerly a forest, which weald signifies. This tract,

called Weald, is the most backward part of Eng-
land, in ])oInt of agriculture. It is divided into

farms of from 50 to 200 acres, rented at from a

dollar and a quarter to three dollars and a half an

acre ; and generally speaking, the tenants are men
without capita], and as ignorant as they are poor.

Wherever rents are high in England farmers are,

generally speaking, better off" than where they are

low. Improved implements are little known in the

Weald ; farmers thrash with the flail and employ
oxen for tillage. These animals are strong and
large, and a contrast to the other national breeds

;

and the cows, as is the case of all working races,

are bad milkers. Our cows in New England would
be better milkers, if not of the race of our work-
ing oxen.

The Duke of Richmond has his seat. Goodwood,
in Sussex, and pays much attention to agriculture.

He was an (>arnest opponent of the repeal of the

corn laws.

The Weald, probably, cannot remain in the state

it now is. Sir Robert Peel long ago remarked that

it needed a large infusion of capital. But this is not

easily found—it does not exist on the spot. The
proprietors are not wealthy, nor the tenants. If

the capital comes from abroad, it will come with a

change, in the mode of farming and of property.

If the large system of fiirming is introduced—and

this is the favorite system now in England—M'hat

is to become of that population of small tennnt

farmers, who have gone on increasing under the

present svstem? They will be forced to emigrate.

Such is the decree of modern fate in England; and
a hax'de fate it is.

Several successful attempts demonstrate what the

land of Sussex may become, in the hands of men of

ability and capital. Among these is the farm of

Hove, near Brighton, tenanted by Mr. Rigden,

containing about 740 acres, and let for a rent of

$7750, including taxes and insurance. The annual

work expenses are $15,000, divided as follows;

wages $8500 ; tradesmen's accounts $1750; cost

of manure and seeds $4750 ; totid annual expenses,

including rent, $30 the acre. Besides this, Mr.
Rigden expended, on entering the farm, $60,000
to bring it into condition. This capital, according

to the recognized rule in such cases in England,
ought to give a return of ten jier cent. Mr. Rig-
den, in order to be recomjiensed, ought to obtain a

gross return of $28,000. This is a specimen of large

English farming, in all its magnificence.

The following is the rotation of crops : forty acres

in permanent pasture ; of the remaining seven hun-
dred, half is in grain, and the other half in forage

crops. The 350 acres of grain are thus divided :

wheat, 250 ; barley 40 ; oats 60. Of tlie 350 in

forage crops, 20 are in beet-roots ; 12 turnips ; 42
swedes; 6 carrots j 50 potatoes; 10 cabbages; and

the remainder in clover, rye-grass, lucerne, sain-

foin and vetches. A greater breadth of land is here

given to wheat and a less to turnips than is usual

in England ; but this is owing to the nature of the

soil, which is more suitable for wheat than barley,

and for roots, than green crops.

The stock Mr. R. keeps is as follows : 350 South-

downs ; 20 tups ; 21 milch cows ; 28 farm horses and

a small number of pigs. He does not fatten sheep,

but sells, annually, about 250 lambs of six months,

and about 100 ewes, which he replaces from his

j-ounger stock. This branch of farming brings him
about $2,500. On account of the high reputation

of his stock, his lambs fetch $500 apiece, and the

ewes and rams more than double that sum.

His milch cows give an average of nearly twelve

quarts of milk per day, which is sold in Brighton,

making the return for each cow about $175 a year.

Taking into account the sale of calves and fattened

cows, this department brings in some $3500 to

$4000. He sells, annually, $ 12,000 worth of wheat

and barley, and $10,000 "worth of straw, hay and

potatoes. Of his twenty-eight farm horses, seven

are almost constantly employed in carrying produce

to market and bringing back manure.

Mr. Rigden's example has thus far had few imi-

tators—indeed few have $60,000 to invest in a

farm, especially in a district like Sussex.

Next the Weald, the county of Sussex presents

one of the most primitive and prosperous districts

of England—what are called the Southdowns. The
soil of these hills is poor and arid, and resists all

attempts at cultivation. This very sterihty has

proved their fortune. Fi'om time immemorial,

they have been covered with flocks of sheep, that

feed upon the short sa])id grass, which is manured
by their excretions. We have already spoken of

the Southdown sheep—the most esteemed breed

of England. The chief amusement of the wealth-

ier classes of the English who flock to Brighton, in

the season, is riding over these immense downs,

where there is nothing to interfere with them—no

hills, and very little heath or shrul)s, but one unin-

terrupted green carpet of fine close grass. This

land, thus neglected and left to itself^ a desolate

looking country, inhabited only by sheep, is the field

of a skilful and lucrative kind of farming.

Thus far our journey has been over Kent and

Sussex. M.

Fur the New England Farmer.

ONE WORD FROM SALLY ABOUT THE
BUTTER.

Mr. Editor :—I have made butter for twenty

vears, and worn out a good constitution in churning

and working and salting butter. I bought, (when

my husband was from home,) one of Fyler's Butter

Working Churns, made by Henry Holmes, of Graf-

ton, Vermont. The man said it would work and

salt the butter, and I want the world to know that

pedlar told the truth, and that there is one good

patent churn. I think it makes more butter, and

I know it saves one-half the work, and it does the

work so easy and quick, that I am troubled to keep

Mr. from churning. Now, sisters, I want you

should assert woman's rights enough to pay five or

six dollars for one of these churns the first chance

you have, and if you get scolded a little by the

lords of creation, never mind, if it only causes them

to churn and work the butter. SallT.

Keene, JV. H., Feb. 8, 1856.
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ILL-USING HORSES.

Mr. Ga^-in, V. S., a contributor to the London

Veterinarian, offers the following remarks, on i7Z-us-

ing horses, which are adapted to our meridian as

well as that of London.

"Allow me to draw the attention of your readers to

a subject, which, although at first sight may appear a

very unimportant one, yet, on a second view, seems

to contain largely the tendency to mischief and mis-

fortune; and the veterinary profession, I think,

may safely be looked to, as likely to exercise a con-

siderable "influence in oI)viating the evil. I allude

to the practice so common at horse-fairs, dealers'

yards, &c., of rattling a stick and hat together,

•with the avowed object of frightening horses. It

seems very questionable whether it be judicious, on

the contrary, to teach a horse to be afraid at all

;

but, to associate in the animal's intelligence, terror

on the one hand, and an article which may accident-

ally at any time create terror, on the other, appears

very thoughtless. I have known many a case_ of

tumble and run away, from just so simple a thing

as a bat coming clattering to the ground. Not

many horfees Avill stand it. But what else can we

look for ? The last time they heard the sound, it,

in all probability, was in connection with whips and

sticks, fright, &c.

I have frequently heard it very gravely recom-

mended by very knowing horsemen, to under-feed

horses that are difficult to break, I suppose, on

the presumption that hunger will tame a lion. I

doubt if mere hunger ever tamed any thing ; star-

vation might, but even then, the tameness, appar-

ently, is more the result of the subsequent kindness

than the previous cruelty. From a trial of my
own, I infer the practice to be a bad one. That

"an angry man is a hungry one," is proverbially

true, this being one of the laws of organization

;

hence the soundness of British philosophy, in cele-

brating everything with a dinner; and I can see

how an organization, disqualified to perform well

the alimentary functions, should be attended, as of-

ten as it is in horses, with a fretful, bad temper, vide

what we call weakly animals.

Horses, however, on the whole, get pretty severe-

ly punished for being made this way. Others of

them, from careless breaking, riding, or disease, get

a habit of stumbling, to which the punishing is ap-

pUed very often as a remedy ; and, although I never

saw it do any good myself, and perhaps nobody else

ever did either, yet I suppose it is impossible to al-

low such aggravated disobedience to go unpun-

ished.

Horses frequently come under the rod for shying,

as if they had no right to be frightened without

leave. It seems hardly fair, but opinions differ.

He may be going past a Kme quarry, for instance

;

there is a noise, he gets uneasy, and then punished,

to get more uneasy still ; the next time he sees the

same object, and a further punishment only settles

him moire firmly in the belief, that there is some

unfortunate connection between a quarry or animal

leap and the whip and spur. I have every faith in

the efficacy of kindness, and none whatever in cru-

elty. This, however, is at the consideration of your

readers, for their own individual adoption as a prin-

ciple of action in the treatment of animals.

I am your very obliged servant,

William Gavin."

For the Netc England Farmer.

PRICE OF MILK, «&;c.

Mr. Editor :—In a late number of the Farmei

a correspondent inquires concerning the difference

in the measure by which milk has been sold, and

the legal one, and was glad to hear that one more

had dropped that old measure and commenced
with the new.

But, sir, the object I have in view at this time is

not to answer the question of your correspondent,

but to call the attention of the community to the

price paid for milk.

I find in my intercourse with the community that

they entertain the grossest errors concerning the

worth of the article and the cost of its production.

They don't seem to think that a pound of gopd

milk is worth more to one-half of the human family

than a pound of beefsteak ; that it will make more

bone, and give more strength
;
yet the milk costs

only 6 cents per pound, and the steak from 10 to

20 cents. Then, again, the cost of production has

advanced nearly 50 per cent., and instead of being

sold for 6 cents per quart, as it now is, should be

sold from 10 to 12 cents, and my word for it, who-

ever lives to see five years more, will have to pay

that for it.

People believe, many of them, that if a man
raises milk he is on the high-road to fortune, and

nothing but great mismanagement can prevent it.

Now to such, I ask their candid consideration to

the following facts

:

First, good milking cows within fifty miles of

Boston will average $50 apiece. Second, their

keeping twenty-two weeks in summer, including

cow corn, pumpkins, apples and hay, is worth $10.

Third, the interest and depreciation upon each one

cannot be less than 7 per cent, $3,50. Fourth,

the buildings necessary to keep her in, and for the

storing of hay, grain or roots, cannot be less than

$5,00. Fifth, keeping 30 weeks at hay and grain.

Dr. Dana, in his Muck Manual, see page 189,

states that an average cow of fifty, kept in Lowell,

consumed 167 lbs. of hay, with 87 lbs. of potatoes,

per week, and the hay at that rate is worth $50,10,

while the grain necessary for them, 2 quarts oil

meal with 2 quarts cob meal or shorts, is worth 75

cents per week more, making $22,50. Now we

will put it together, and see what it amounts to

:

Keeping in summer, 22 weeks $10,00

Interest, &c 3,50

Buildings 5)00

Hay ^^0,10

Grain 22,50

$91,10

Thus you see that it amounts to ninety-one dol-

lars and over, and I have made no allowance for

accidents of death, abortions, &c., which is quitean

item with milk raisers. I have offset the washing

of cans and care of stock with the manure. I do

not believe there is a man in Massachusetts that

keeps more than one cow, who has raised milk the

past year, that has averaged three-fourths that sum

for his milk at his door; and I assert distinctly that

whoever has raised milk the past season, and sold

it to the retailer, has lost by the operation from

$10 to $40 per cow. I have sold milk at my door

for the last five years, have a good set of cows, and

I have never averaged ??50 per cow, and the m Ik

raised within fifty miles of Boston will not, I thi' k,

average $40 per cow. So much for getting rich

by raising milk. Middlesex.
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MORRISON'S RED APPLE.

At our particular request, Mr. Morrison furnished

us, last fall, with two specimens of his incomparable

Red Apple, from which we have had made the ac-

companying engraving. But no engraving can do

the fruit justice—it cannot show the bright, deep

red, nor the exquisite blending of colors in the

shade, nor the minute russet spots, mere pin dots,

which cover it in the sun. It is, indeed, a great ac-

cession to our list of first rate apples. We have

eaten it now three years, and can speak with confi-

dence. Mr. Morrison deserves the thanks of the

community for bringing it into notice. He says :
j

Friend Brown :—As I have sold most of ray

'

Reds, I tliought I would give you a little further!
history respecting them. I have sold four bushels!
to one man in Boston, for nine dollars. I havej
a few on hand, in order to test their quahtv for
keeping.

_
Dr. Plympton, of Cambridge, who gave

me the scions, says he was informed by the owner

j

of the tree, that the apple would keep into sum-
mer. My impression is that they will keep as well,
'or better than the Baldwin. The windfalls were
considered, by good judges who ate of them last

October, to be a first rate apple. This has been
the general opinion of all who have seen and tasted
[the ajiple, to the present time, except Mr. Down-
ing, of New York. He says the New York Pippin,
'and some others, are better. From what knowl-
[edge I have of them, I think there is no winter ap-
iple in the vicinity, that will command a higher
I price. I shall not, however, as fruit growers have
been so mucii im])osed upon, recommend the aj)-

ple to be extensively cultivated, until I have fur-
ther tested their quahties. Your candid judgment,
sir, is solicited respecting the fruit, as you know the
quality as well, or better than I do.

The original tree, supposed to be a seedling,
stands on the Fisher farm, in Medfield. The trees
are good growers, and very productive. I calculate
to use all the scions I can get this season, and re-
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graft trees which have proved to be almost worth-

less.

If farmers -would study and practice that econo-

my in all the various branches of farming which is

their privilege to do, they need not go hungry, or

with an empty purse. It costs no more to propa-

gate a tree which is productive, and bears fruit that

will command the highest price, than it does to

propagate a barren, worthless one. I have a few-

trees that were almost worthless when I purchased

my farm, but by using a little theory and much
practice, well combined, they now pay me the in-

terst of two or three hundred dollars a tree, annu-

ally.

Now, friend Bro-mi, I confidently believe that I

have I'eceived more net income from the labor ex-

pended in the management of my fruit trees, than

I have from all other sources of farming put togeth-

er, although part of my theory which has produced

such a result, has been considered bad by some of

your correspondents.

Give us that economy and practice which has

made many a poor man rich, and which brings in

the most dollars from the least amount of labor.

I am propagating thirty or forty varieties of apples.

Some of them are seedlings. If any should prove

worthy of a place in the records of good fruit, I

shall cheerfully contribute to friends who are fond

of the same. N. P. Morrison.
Somerville, March 24, 1856.

ELEVENTH LEGISLATIVE AGRICUL-
TURAL MEETING.

Reported foe the Faemer by H. E. Rock-well.

The elevenfh meeting of the Legislative Jlgricul-

iural Society was held in the Hall of the House on

Tuesday evening, as usual. The subject of discus-

sion, as previously announced, was "JVeat Cattle."

Mr. W. J. BuCKMlNSTER, of Boston, junior Edi-

tor of the Ploughman, was invited to act as chair-

man, who said the number of varieties of neat cat-

tle most common in New England were the Natives,

Devons, Durhams, Alderneys, Herefords, and some

others. He went on to specify some of the distinc-

tive characteristics of these varieties. The Devons

are small boned, rather medium sized, color good,

skin yellow, dis])osition remarkably gentle, whether

as bulls or as oxen. The oxen, which are half

bloods of course, 'u\ this country, are good for work,

docile, quick enough, and generally large enough

for most purposes of farmers in this vicinity. They

are good for beef. He then spoke of the milking

qualities of the cows of this breed, and represented

them as very good. In order to show their relative

value in this particular he read a statement wliich

has once been published, of the amount of butter

made from a cow, owned by Thomas Motley, of Ja-

maica Plain. This cow. Flora, was of the Ayrshire

stock, and was from four to five years of age when

the milking for the year commenced. During the

year 511 pounds and 12 ounces of butter were made
from her milk. During the last three months of

the year, it took "almost exactly" five quarts of

milk to make a pound of butter. The cow. Bloom-

field, a North Devon cow, owned by Mr. Colman,

in England, produced 21 pounds of butter in one

week. He then referred to a statement made be-

fore a Lyceum in Barnstable county, by Mr. James

Howes, of Dennis, who kept 16 cattle last year,

comprising Devons, natives, and half breeds. He
says it takes six quarts of milk of the Devons to

make a pound of butter, and eight quarts of the

milk of the Native cows for a pound. He does not

state what quantity is required of the milk of the

half breeds.

It has been stated in the Massachusetts Plough-

man, that four quarts of milk of Devon cows made

a pound of butter. It was done in the month of

October, when the feed was very good, from two

young cows that gave but three quarts of milk each

per day. The amount per week would not, there-

fore, be remarkable. No statement was ever made

that one pound of butter was made from four quarts

of milk during the year. In a report made to a

country society, a gentleman went out of his way

to throw doubt on the statement, that a pound of

butter was made from four pounds of butter. An-

other cow, owned by ISIr. Reed, of Tewksbury, (a

Jersey cow,) is said to have made a poimd of but-

ter from four quarts of milk.

Mr. Asa G. Sheldon, of Wilmington, said he

would not endeavor to exalt one variety of cattle

above another. He admitted that beef cattle had

been improved by imported cattle, but he did not

believe dairy stock had been improved. He never

knew a heifer from a good native cow, and an im-

ported bull, so good as the mother. He did not

beUeve extra feeding was a benefit to breeding

stock for the dairy. He was satisfied that there

were 200 bulls, highly fed, in this State, that ought

to have been slaughtered last fall. Bulls ought

not to be kept till they are over two years old. He

thought that in case of small farmers who could not

well afford to keep much stock, heifers should be

bred to work. He wanted to have premiums given

for the best broke pair of heifers. He had seen

heifers worked to good advantage by saving the

keeping of oxen, and they were not injured for

milk cows. He had known one farmer who had

spent $4000 in keeping bulls that were of no profit

to him, and ought to have been killed to give place

to cows. He did not believe the imported cattle

had been of any essential benefit to the country, on

the whole.

Dr. Hartwell, of Southbridge, thought there

were fewer objections to the Devon cattle than oth-

ers. The objection in his -vicinity was that they

were too small for beef. Oxen should yield 1200

pounds neat weight for beef. He had seen in New
York a cross of Devon and Durham which improved

the cattle in size, but in other respects they had not

been tested. The Devon cows, he considered good,
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but could not say they were extraordinary. He
had raised a heifer from a native cow and Devon

bull that was better as a milker than the mother.

He thought it desirable to increase the size of the

Devons, and if that could be done, farmers might

rest satisfied. This could probably be done better

by crossing with good native cattle than with Dur-

hams. He had been led to suppose that the Dur-

hams would deteriorate in size in this country, and

on that account he would prefer a half blood to a

full blood imported animal.

Mr. William Buckminster, senior Editor of

the Ploughman, said that the best cow he ever had

was a native cow and he made from her 14^ pounds

of butter in a week. She weighed about 1100

pounds. He had a pair of oxen, half Devon, which

he fattened last fall, which weighed 3300 pounds

alive. They were fattened about two months, prin-

cipally on carrots, with half a peck of cob meal part

of the time.

Mr. Sheldon said that he did not believe that a

good or bad disposition was confined to any partic-

ular breed of cattle. A cow having a hazel eye

will have a good disposition, and one with a black

or white eye will have a bad disposition. He thanked

his friend, Mr. Buckmenster, for confessing that

his best cow was a native.

Mr. Buckminster.—I meant to say that she was

the best not only as to the quantity of milk but its

quality for butter. But he raised nine calves from

that cow, not one of which was good for anything

for milk.

Mr. Sheldon.—Did not you take her to an im-

ported bull ?

Mr. Buckminster.—No sir, but to a common
bull.

Mr. Dodge, of Sutton, spoke of the importance

of trying to obtain a distinctive race of cattle of our

own. He believed it would be better to work bulls,

even though they are kept for breeders of stock.

He had a pair, one of which is ten years old, and

he intended to work him with another, this season.

Mr. Sheldon suggested to him as a matter of

advice as to breaking them to work, that it would

be a good plan when they are first yoked, to put

two yokes on them at a time, which would make it

impossible for them to turn the yoke.

Mr. Dodge said that he had kept a good cow till

she is now seventeen years old, but he had never

obtained a calf equal to the mother, for milk.

General Salem Towne was called on to speak of

the bull, Holderness, which was kept by Mr. Par-

sons, of Carlton. He testified to the great excel-

lence of that bull, and said that the stock in his vi-

cinity had been greatly improved by the introduc-

tion of that bull into the country. He said he saw

six pairs of cattle, down on the Penobscot River

when he was on a visit ^there, and from their ap-

pearance he judged them to be Holderness cattle.

though he did not know that there were any of that

breed in the vicinity. After examining them, he

was satisfied they were Holderness cattle, and told

the owner of them that he was sure they were.

"No," said he, "they were raised here in this neigh-

borhood." "But what bull are they from ?" "They

are from the Towne bull," said he. That reminded

him that he had sold several years before, a Holder-

ness bull to a gentleman in Maine. He went to

see the bull and found it was the same animal that

he once owned.

Mr. Howard, of Boston, said he had in his pos-

session the history of the bull Holderness. He was

obtained in England, and was from a breed as much

entitled to be called Durham as any thing. After

the owner got him to this country he called him

"Holderness," his former name being Fortunatus.

He was sold to a man in Connecticut, and after be-

ing kept there some time, he was sold to a man in

New York, and he died in a distillery. His qualities

corresponded to those of the short-horned breed,

in respect to the comparative coarseness of the

flesh. Cows of that stock give a large quantity of

milk, which makes a great quantity of cheese, but

is not good for butter. Farmers should not judge

breeds by simple specimens. They should exam-

ine many animals of all breeds.

Mr. W. Buckminster said that he considered

it important to keep bulls till they are large, in or-

der to keep up the size of stock. He had one

which was eight years old last year, and he was as

useful as a breeder as ever before. He said he had

six Devon cows, whose milk was so nearly alike

that it could not be distinguished, and this is of a

quality which will produce a pound of butter from

four quarts of milk, in the month of October.

Mr. R. S. Fay, of Lynn, was highly pleased with

many of the remarks of Mr. Sheldon as to the su-

periority of native cattle. For beef, Avork and milk,

there is no breed that is equal to our native stock

in all these particulars, as they are found in Mass.,

and perhaps in Maine and N. Hampshire. But in

some respects, he thought that these might be im-

proved by crossing them with foreign stocks. To

cross with Devons, Alderneys and others may be

profitable if it is done with judgment. With refer-

ence to the preservation of the good qualities of a

good cow, he said it was found, by a long course

of experiments in Switzerland, that the way to ac-

complish the result was through the bull calves

from the good cow and not by the heifers. A bull

from a cow that is a good milker, is almost sure to

perpetuate in his progeny the good qualities of the

mother. That principle is an important one, and

it is in harmony with statements made by gentle-

men this evening, and it is considered as fully set-

tled in Switzerland. The size of cattle may be in-

creased without doubt by the introduction of for-

eign breeds, and it would be well to introduce them
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from countries whose climate and soil corresponds

to our own as nearly as possible.

Mr. Emerson, of Boston, didnot think large cat-

tle desirable, but he preferred smaller ones as being

more hardy and more easily kept.

Adjourned to next Tuesday evening, when the

subject will be "Horses and Farm Stock." Mr.

Howard, of the Cultivator, will give an address on

the first branch of the subject.

For the New England Farmer.

WORTHLESS GRASS.

Mr. Editor:—In the JVew England Farmer
for February, is a communication from R. B. H.,

in which is noticed a species of worthless grass,

that has taken possession of much of the pasture

land in the vicinity of Mount Monadnock, in New
Hampshire, to the exclusion of other grasses, and is

a serious evil. He mentions that the same difficul-

ty is experienced in Massachusetts, especially in

portions of Franklin, Hampshire, and Worcester
counties.

In this county, Hampshire, there are thousands
of acres of rough, hill-side land, and many acres

more, smooth and level, with a light soil, that pro-

duce little grass, except a species that is nearly val-

ueless. This mean grass was not uncommon in

some towns thirty years ago, and has been gradu-
ally extending. It is the Danihonia spicata of the

botanists, and in some books is called wild oats.

The product is small, and of little value as grass or

hay. In the spring, the brown leaves are all cui'led.

In this town, the heads or panicles are disclosed

between the 10th and 20th of June, and are soon
after in flower. I suppose this to be the same kind
of a;rass as that about Monadnock, noticed bv R. B.
H.

According to my observation, the Danthonia does
not commonly take possession of the land, until the

soil is exhausted, and has become too poor to bear
anything more valuable. If this be so, nothing will

remove the evil but enriching the land. Many of

these hill-side pastures cannot be cultivated ; where
land covered with Danthonia has been plowed, and
sowed or planted, without manure, it has generally

produced a light crop that hardly paid for the la-

bor, and has not been improved. There may be
some exceptions.

Our farmers have no manure to spare for these

lean pastures, and they are not likely to become
more productive than they now are. Many graz-

ing farmers do not keep more than one-third or

one-half as many domestic animals as they did thir-

ty or forty years ago. Thousands of farmers in

Massachusetts could not live from their farms, if

they did not sell wood and timber. The forests are

fast disappearing in every direction. s. J.

JVorthampton, Feb., 1856.

Farmers' Girls.—The beautiful piece of o?%t-

nal poetry communicated by "P. A. P.," from Lit-

tle Compton, R. I., was written for the N. Y. Trib-

une by Helen M. Ladd, and may be found on page

259, of the Monthly Farmer, for 1854.

NEW BOOKS.

The Cr.\nberrt.—C. M. S.axton & Co.,N. Y.,

have published a beautiful Httle work of 120 pages,

entitled ".-4 Complete Manualfor the Cultivation of

the Cranberry, with a description of the best varie-

ties." By B. Eastwood, It is illustrated by a very

tasteful title-page and several engra^ings of the vari-

eties of the cranberry, of sod and cutting planting,

and the diseases of the vine. The book is printed

on large, elegant type and fine paper, and would

really be an ornament to the parlor table. Price

60 cts. For sale by F. S. Saxton, 81 Washing-

ton Street, in Boston, and by the publishers, in New
York.

The American Grape Grower's Guide.—This

is another of Saxton & Co.'s useful and elegant

works, by William Chorlton, author of "The

Cold Grapery," &c. It is illustrated with numer-

ous engravings, and gives plain directions on

"Houses and Conveniences, Artificial Heat and Ap-

paratus, Borders or Prepared Beds, Planting and

Management the first year, Management for the

second year, and Permanent Treatment, the Forc-

ing House, Pot Culture, Retarding House, List of

Varieties, Pruning and Training, Propagation and

Raising of New Kinds, Diseases, Insects, and how

to destroy them, and the Vineyard and Out-Door

Culture." Here you have the whole story by one

who knows ivhat to tell and how to tell it. Price 50

cts. For sale as above.

The Strawberry Culture.—A Complete Man-

ual for the Cultivation of the Strawberry ; with a

description of the best varieties. Also, notices of

the Raspberry, Blackberry, Cranberry, Currant,

Gooseberry and Grape ; with directions for their

cultivation, and the selection of the best varieties.

Third Edition Revised. By R. G. Pardee. With

an Appendix, containing the Experiments of some

of the most successful cultivators in the country.

This book is handsomely illustrated, and printed in

the same beautiful style as that on the Cranberry.

The above-named books are handsomely bound, so

that they are as attractive outside as they are in.

The price of each is low, and the mformation

—

flowing as it does from such reliable sources—of so

much importance, that every person who intends to

cultivate any of the plants treated of, ought to pos-

sess a copy. Everybody wants a grape ^^ne, those

who have land and those who have not. We ex-

pect soon to see them growing in the sitting-room,

brought from the border through the window*

trailed in graceful draperies about the room, and

loaded with delicious and fragrant fruit. Are there

any doubters ? Let them read these books.

Davy's Devon Herd Book.—American Edition,

Edited by Sanford Howard, Esq., Editor of the

Boston Cultivator. This book ought to have been

noticed months ago, but got laid away with other
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books, and was forgotten. If those interested in

the Devon race of cattle—and who is not—desire

to see their portraits in perfection, and learn the ped-

igree of the most distinguished animals of this breed,

let him refer to the Devon Herd Book. We know
of no better hands into which the task could have

fallen to prepare an American edition, than those of

Mr. Howard.

For the New England Farmer.

EXPERIMENTS WITH SUPERPHOS-
PHATE OF LIME.

Mr. Editor :—Having made a trial for the first

time, during the past season,of DeBurg's Superphos-
phate of Lime, I send you the results, hoping they

may be found useful to those engaged in agricul-

ture.

The first was 150 pounds sowed the 21st of April

on 60 square rods of natural mowing. The land

was of good quality, but much exhausted by long

cropping, situated on a side hill, with a clay subsoil,

By the 1st of June the effects were visible at a con-

siderable distance, and many persons visited the

spot to observe the change it produced. In the

middle of the lot my hired man, when he sowed the

phosphate, had marked out the initials of a name,
by putting on a much greater quantity of the fer-

tilizer ; those initials could be plainly read, and the

grass upon them was probably three-fold greater

than where only the average quantity was sown.

This fact is important only as showing that the in-

crease of crop was in proportion to the increased

quantity apjilied. The clover, on the whole sixty

rods, came uj) much thicker than upon the adjoin-

ing land, and at hajing time it produced 33 per

cent, more than where the phosphate was not ap-

plied. But this was not the least part of the ex-

periment, for the second crop was still more re-

markable than the first. It was fed down in the

fall, and therefore could not be accurately measured,

but no one who saw it doubted that there was an
increase of at least 100 per cent, in the second crop.

Nothing could well be more gratifying than the re-

sults of this experiment. It showed most conclu-

sively the wonderful power of this fertihzer on grass

land of the description named. I feel entirely con-

fident that the first crop of grass next year on the

same land will be much greater than it was last

season.

I tried the same article on corn land. It was a

dry knoll of poor exhausted pasture land, plowed
in the fall, and in the spring 20 loads of stable ma-
nure spread and plowed in. The seed was the

King Philip corn. Where the phosphate was ap-

plied in the hill at the rate of 400 pounds to the

acre, the crop was doubled exactly, over that where
nothing was put in the hill. The result on corn-

fodder, though not so striking, was very satisfacto-

ry, the increase being about 50 per cent.

I tried the same on potatoes. Those called the

Jenny Lind were increased about 25 per cent.

Other kinds nearly as much.
By my advice several of the farmers in my neigh-

borhood have made a trial of DeBurg's phosphate,

and I do not know a single case in which it was not

highly successful ; and I am of opinion that there

will be five times as much used in this town next

season. All seem to be satisfied that they have

found a fertilizer that can be depended upon, that

will pay, and pay well.

The advantages of the phosphate are that it can

be easily obtained, conveniently transported and
readily appHed. To manure a field at a considera-

ble distance, or on a high hill, with barn manure, is

a formidable affair, requires a strong team, and a

great deal of hai'd work. To apply enough of the

phosphate to produce equal results is a very smaU
matter. It enables fiirmers to extend their plant-

ing beyond the extent of their ordinary manures.

It is particularly convenient for small cultivators,

who often have some land, but no manure. To
such the phosphate is the very desideratum. It is

applied as easily as ashes, and is so effective as to

answer every purpose.

Should the quality of the article be kept up, I

feel quite sure it will be rapidly introduced into use.

The only fears I have, arise from the apprehension

that it may be adulterated, and thus rendered less

effective and satisfactory. I do not know but the

superphos])hate prepared by other manufacturers

may be equally good, but DeBurg's is the kind
which I have used, and of that alone can I speak.

I hope that others will give their experience in

the use of it, whether favorable or otherwise, so

that the farmers may have as much light as possi-

ble on the subject. AmASA WALKER.
JSforth Brookfield, January, 1856.

For the New England Fanner.

BREAD, OATS AND CARROTS.
Mr. Editor :—In the J^ew England Farmer,

monthly, for January, I notice two communications
upon subjects of much interest,—"The most nutri-

tious bread," and "The relative value of oats and
carrots." Will you, or your correspondent, who is

evidently quite familiar with the subject, oblige the

readers of the JV. E. Farmer by explaining why
corn meal, containing two per cent, more gluten

than fine wheat ttour, will not make an adhesive

dough ? I had supposed corn meal to be deficient

in gluten, partly because Dr. Pereiza has said so,

but the good Dr. may have been mistaken. A
thousand pounds of fine wheat flour is said to con-

tain two hundred and ten pounds, and the same
weight of wheat meal three hundred and fifty-four

pounds of tissue-forming materials. I do not quite

understand the method of "ciphering out" a differ-

ence of more than fourteen per cent. Does the

gluten, starch, fat, &c., differ in kind as well as

quantity ? Does one hundred pounds of fine wheat
flour contain more or less nutritious matter than

the same weight of oat or corn meal ?

Is it true that the "potato-eating Irish" have
"fair round bellies ?" Mike Fagan declares it to be
a "mistake entirely." Mike is an honest fellow and
has seen the Irish—he speaks for Tipperary, and
avers that not a potato-eating laborer with a big

belly can be found in the whole country.

Boston, Jan. 16, 1856, "w. H. H.

The Farmers' Tools.—On every farm there

should be a good tool-house, or some place in the

barn or shed, particularly appropriated to that use,

for the shelter and security of the farming imple-

ments. The cost of a small building for the pur-

pose, where the price of lumber is moderate, is
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trivinl, contrasted with its utility, and would be use

ful for other purposes when not required for the

ORGANIC AND INORGANIC.
An organized body is one having organs to secure

protection of tools. Many of our farmers are sin- the purpose of its being. An animal has arteries,

gularly remiss in the matter of protecting their ag-l^^ins, nerves, and glands, a heart, lungs, stomach,
• u 1

• 1 . ri i 1 1 u 1 1
i&c,—organs having functions in the economy of

nculturalmiplements. Carts, sleds, wheels, plows, i-r- . ,°,. ,
*'

, ,. ,
•'

J , , o
^ ^' ^ plfiiit has sap-vessels, secretmg organs, leaves,

harrows, spades, shovels, rakes, wheelbarrows, &c.,,buds and flowers. Crystals of the metals and min-
are costly articles, and should by no means be ex- erals have their parts arranged by a law as definite

posed to the wearing effects of the atmosphere dur- and inflexible as the bodies themselves,—a kind of

ing those seasons when they are not in use.

I'or the New England Farmer.

METEOROLOGY, AS APPLIED TO
CULTURE.

Mr. Editor :—It was long ago said, that "snow
was the poor man's manure ;"—this being so

prospect is, that his grounds will be Uberally fertil-

ized the coming season. Never have 1 known so

continuous and substantial a coating of snow as has

been for two months last past—say since the begin-

ning of January. From all quarters, I learn that

the depth has varied from two to threefeet—so that

it is is fair to estimate the average depth, at least,

thirty inches. It has been solid and impenetrable

to an unusual degree. Directly opposite the win-

dow of my morning room, it was blown into a drift,

organization. A gathering of citizens becomes an
organized body by the choice of moderator and
clerk. A Legislature is organized by appointing
speaker and clerk. These officers are organs by
which the design of assembling is to be accomplish-
ed. But the terms organic and inorganic, as tech-

nically used in agriculture, have nothing to do with
"^^jthe object, design or arrangement of parts, but
,
me fay oimnlv t,n thp plpmpnt. or plfimpnts nf wyiinVifer simply to the element or elements of which the

body is composed. The terms, thus used, may be
convenient, and are easily understood. If we burn
a body, those portions wliich become gases and fly

ofi" we call organic ; those to which the fire gives no
wings, we call morganic. If we take a piece of hick-

ory, for example, and burn, oxygen, carbon and hy-

drogen will fly otf, and silix, magnesia, potash, &c.,

will remain. If you burn a cabbage stump, nitro-

gen will be added to the winged products by burn-
ing:. If you burn a fresh bone, oxygen, hydrogen,

fourfeet deep, on babbath mormng, Jan. oth, and.
^^ ^^ ^^^ carbon will fly off", and'Ume, phosphor-

has so remamed ever smce, not settling mo^^^^
^jll j.g„^^i„_ Tj^g ^^QQ^^ the cab-

nine inches. I mention this to show the little influ-

ence of the sun upon the drifts during the winter.

The same philosophy that prompts Lt. Maury to

note the variations of temperature, in different

parts of the country, should prompt the cultivators

of fields and gardens to note the quantity and posi-

tion of snow upon their ground. I remember the

finest peaches I saw the last autumn were exhibited

at the Rockingham Fair at Exeter, and were said

to have grown in one of the shore towns, in the

eastern part of New Hampshire, Kensington or

Hampton, I believe. On inquiry why they should

have grown so perfectly there, it was said the limbs

that bore them were covered for months with a

drift of snow. Here there was a fertilizing or pro-

tecting influence exerted by the snow drift, worthy

of note—such a one as secured the first premium
for the specimen, of the most dehcious of fruits

—

the thoroughly ripened peach—even on the verge

of perpetual frost.

My purpose is not so much to give a philosophical

explanation of how these phenomena operate on

culture—as to induce you, Mr. Editor, to gather in

from your friends and correspondents, in difierent

sections, such facts as have come to their oljserva-

tion and knowledge ; and to enter them for record

in your useful journal, so that those who come af-

ter us may understand for a certainty what were the

peculiarities of 1856. Pardon the suggestion, that

well observed and recorded facts are the only reha-

able basis of knowledge in culture—however other-

wise it may be in political management, know-noih-
ingism may succeed in this for a time—but not in

the culture of the field and garden. In these, he
that knows most, will as certainly succeed best.

I have often heard the remark—"this winter
seems like the olden time"—but when you come to

pin the speaker down to the particular time referred

to, there is not one in a hundred that can give you
any reliable information whatever. Esstix.

Feb. 29, 1856.

bage and the bone are organized bodies, composed
of organic and inorganic substances, and, so iar as

we know, the inorganic potash and Hme are as es-

sential to organization as the oxygen and hydrogen.

The fact that when you destroy the organization

by fire, one part flies away, certainly proves nothing
on this point. The inorganic are frequently called

mineral elements.

Were we to apply scientific accuracy to the terms
organic and inorganic, we should find them, in their

best agricultural use, very indefinite and faulty. All

would call a piece of chalk inorganic, and yet if you
burn or heat it, almost half of it flies otf in this

same oxygen and carbon, and the remainder is lime

;

and even this lime, when subjected to a higher heat,

is shown to be, in par,t a metal called calcium, in

part this same winged oxygen. Inorganic water is

composed wholly of the winged spirits, oxygen and
hydrogen. So that chemistry soon brings us to el-

ements, and of these, one is just as much organic,

for ought we can see, as another. But in the agri-

cultural use of the terms, if you burn an organized

body, those substances which pass ofl' are called or-

ganic, those which remain in the form of ashes, in-

organic.

—

Culturist and Gazette, Pittsfeld.

A REVOLUTIONARY INCIDENT.
The second volume of Irving's life ofWashington

has just been pubhshed. From it we cull the fol-

lowing anecdote. At the time Gen. Washington
had his head-quartei's in Cambridge :

"A large jjarty of Virginia riflemen, who had re-

cently arrived in camp, were strolling about Cam-
bridge, and viewing the collegiate buildings, now
turned into barracks. Their half-Indian equipments
and fringed and ruflled hunting garbs provoked
the merriment of some troops from Marblehead,
chiefly fishermen and sailors, who thought nothing
equal to the round jacket and trowcrs. A banter-

ing ensued between them. There was snow upon
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the ground, and snowballs began to fly when jokes

were wanting. The parties waxed warm with the

contest. They closed and came to blows ; both sides

were reinforced, and in a little while at least a thou-

sand were at fisticuffs, and thei-e was a tumult in

the camp worthy of the days of Homer. 'At this

juncture,' writes our informant, 'Washington made
his appearance, whether by accident or design I

never knew. I saw none of his aids with him ; his

black servant was just behind him mounted. He
threw the bridle of his own horse into his servant's

hands, sprang from his seat, rushed into the thick-

est of the melee, seized two tall, brawny riflemen by

the throat, keeping them at arm's length, talking

to and shaking them.'

As they were from his own province, he may
have felt pecuharly responsii^le for their good con-

duct; they were engaged, too, in one of those sec-

tional brawls which were his especial abhorrence

;

his reprimand must, therefore, have been a vehe-

ment one. He was commanding in his serenest

moments, but irresistible in his bursts of indigna-

tion. On the present occasion, we are told, his ap-

pearance and strong handed rebuke put an instant

end to the tumult. The combatants dispersed in

all directions, and in less than three minutes none
remained on the ground but tr.e two he had col-

lared."

For the New England Farmer.

THE STRIPED SUUIRREL.

Mr. Editor :—In the JsTew England Farmer

for February, I notice a short communication upon

the highly important, somewhat ancient and very

perplexing question, "when the striped squirrel digs

his hole, what does he do with the dirt which is

displaced ?"

That communication proposes one theory and re-

futes another. Now, I am moved to take my pen,

not with the hope of casting any light upon a point

so recondite, but to tell a story, which will illustrate

another matter. I am willing, frankly to admit,

that I have remained ignorant of the true answer

to the above question ; among all my researches in

natural history, that discovery I have never made.

Many a smart run after the provoking little crea-

ture have I had in my youth, terminated by his

sudden disappearance in a small round hole, which

seemed to have opened for his safety by magic.

—

No dirt about t'le mouth of his retreat indicated

the agency of his paws ; some underground power,

I used to fancy, took pity on his feebleness, com-
miserated the tate which surely awaited him, if

overtaken by a school-boy, and opened the earth

beneath his feet at the critical moment when the

club or stone was about to descend upon his head.

I have procured water from a neighboring spring or

brook, and carrying it in my hat, have poured it

steadily down his hole, till he was forced by the

flood to come to the surface, and have another run

for life. This process demonstrated to my mind,

that he had but one mode of communication with

the upper world ; but it determined nothing re-

specting the great question how he could dig his

hole and leave no dirt behind him. And I M'as

wont to return from such a chase with very much
the same feelings, which, at a later period of my
life, I experienced, after climbing to the top of tlie

great Pyramid in Egypt, and exploring its inner

chambers, 1 looked around me for evidence of the

enginery by which such a work was accomplished,

and could not find a chip to indicate the existence

of a workman.
But I Avill tell my story, I dare say it is famil-

iar to many of your readers, but it will bear read-

ing twice. It runs thus :

In those days of darkness when the bar-room of
the village tavern was the only rallying place for

wits and loafers, when lyceums and farmers' clubs

had not been invented, and when the temperance
reformation had not yet invaded the right of men
to assemble peaceably, drink riotously, and part

quarrelsomely, in those days of old, there was, in a

certain village inn, a circle of neighbors, met for

the purpose of having what is called "a good time."

In order to afford a suflicient excuse for the ex-

pense and consequences of pretty frequent libations,

they agreed that each one in turn should ask a
question ; this question was to go round the cir-

cle ; if any one could not answer it, he should treat

the company ; if aL were at fault, the question

should return to its originator ; if he could not an-

swer it, he was to treat the company.
After the sport had become animated, one of the

circle, who was a wag in his way, ])roposed the ques-

tion,—"'When the striped squirrel digs a hole, what
does he do with the dirt ?" As you may suppose,

no one could solve this knotty point. They all

turned to the wag, and demanded an answer, feeling

sure tliat he would have to pay the forfeit. When
he saw their eagerness, he put on an air of su])erior

knowledge, and coolly gave this answer: "Why,
the squirrel when he digs his hole, leaves the dirt

at the other end." Instantly and unanimously they

shouted out, "but how does he get there ?" "How
does he get there ?" "Ah !" said the wag, seeing

them all in his trap, "that is a question of your own
asking."

This is said to be the origin of that saying, so

convenient, when one is hard pushed by a perplex-

ing interrogatory. M.

Groton, Maixh, 1856.

For the New England Farmer.

ASHES AND MUCK.
Mr. Editor :—I have a piece of upland I wish

to enrich by applying a mixture of ashes and muck
from an adjoining swamp. I should say that^ the

timber in and around this swamp was mostly hard
wood, and the muck when dry is of a reddish brown.

Should you think this to be a valuable kind of

muck for fertilizing purposes ?

Would August and September be a suitable time

to cart out this muck and mix it with the ashes at

the same time ?

I would like to have you, or some of your corres-

pondents, give a few simple instructions about mix-
ing ashes and muck, at what seasons it should be
done, and about what proportions should be used,

how long it should lie before being applied, &c.

As this field lies at an inconvenient distance from
the barn, if I can get up a manure of this kind that

will take the place of barn-yard manure, it will be of

great value to me. D. T. A.

.Yorthjleld, Vt.

Remarks.—We have ah'eady said so much on

this subject that we prefer to leave it to some of

our intellegent and practical correspondents. The
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subject is an exceedingly important one, and scarce- ing, in a close apartment. Some was used for oil-

ly too much attention can be given it. The muck- 1

ing machinj^ry ;
but it ^^;as condemned even for^that

beds of New England are worth more to it than its

share of California gold will be.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
HORSES AT CATTLE SHOWS.

Having: noticed a piece in your paper of Feb. 2d,

signed "Middlesex," which I read with much inter-

est, allow me to make a few remarks upon the

same. It seems that the writer is much opposed

to having horses show their speed at our feirs. It

is well known for what purpose shows are held

;

that people may bring together the rich specimens

of the productions of the earth ; show the ingenuity

of our mechanics, the skill of the fair sex, in mak-
ing butter and cheese, and the handiwork which

they accomplish with their needles. All this I like

to see brought together, that I may compare with

each other, and see if any improvements can be

made. Let me ask who wants to go to a cattle

show, and look ten or twelve hours on a fat yoke of

oxen, a fine cow, or a nice dairy of butter and
cheese ? Our firmers have large and stout oxen
which they like to show, and how large loads they

can draw ; and why not give the man that has

raised a fine horse, the jirivelege of showing his

sjjeed ?

The writer says, "Horse-racing has become the

most important part of the performance." Shall

that part be stricken out ? I say no; let him pro-

duce the best specimen he can, for speed, for

strength, for beauty, and all others that have speci-

mens, do likewise, and all that attend, look at what-

ever their taste may choose. C.

Claremont, JV. H., 1856.

POTATOES IN 1756.

Mr. Editor :—I saw in your paper a report of

a large yield of potatoes. I have a report before

me of a yield of potatoes, raised one hundred years
ago, in the town of Gramille, Mass.

I copy from my grandfather's papers the following

:

"About the year 1756 my father went to New York,
and back again, on horse-back, and brought home
four potatoes ; two of them froze, so as to lose

about half he planted ; however, he had fourteen

hills from what remained, and had four bushels of

potatoes." N. Hitchcock.
Deerjield, Mass., March, 1856.

SUNFLOWER OIL.

Several inquiries having lately been made in re-

gard to this article, we give the following from the

Morgan (O.) Chronicle. The article is from the

pen of Dr. S. A. Barker.

Some years since, several barrels of sunflower oil

were made in this county, and those who remem-
ber it, never wish to see any more. Some of it was
said to have found its way into barrels marked
"Linseed oil," and was used for painting. The
paint would not dry, and unless some better drier

than any now known can be found, it is useless for

that purpose. Some M'as burned in lamps, in Zanes-
ville, we know. While burning it gave out a large

quantity of gas, similar to that of cliarcoal, delete

rious to life and health. It is totally unfit for burn-

purpose. The seeds afford a large quantity of oil,

but so inferior for all purposes, that its manufacture

should not be encouraged.

—

Albany Cultivator,

Feb. nth, 184:9, page 68.

Mr. Editor :—I send the above, not with any
desire to enter into a discussion on the merit or

demerit of sunflower oil, but simply to give the

opinion of those who know the article ; as I pre-

sume you prefer experience to theory on this sub-

ject. A Subscriber.
Middlebury, Vt., March llth, 1856.

TO KILL TICKS ON SHEEP.

Prepare a solution of tobacco, of sufficient strength
to kill a tick when immersed, then immerse the
whole flock, one by one, taking particular care that
there are no stray ones on the nose and face of the
sheep, which, of course, are kept out of the liquor.

The operation must be done from the 1st to the
15th of Sept., for two or three reasons. 1. All the
eggs then have hatched out. 2. Then the wool is

longer than in shearing time, (the usual time to kill

ticks) and will consequently absorb more, and more
effectually kill even the very last survivor.

E. B. M.

Remarks.—Is the operation a safe one ?

RYE AND WHEAT CROPS.

Mr. Z. Howard, Sudbury, Ft., states that some
of his rye straw last year grew to the height of sev-

en and one-half feet, and that on three acres of land

he obtained seventy-five bushels of perfect Rio

Grande wheat. He states, also, that between the

hills, on two and one-half acres of corn, he raised

thirty-one and one-half bushels of pea beans, and in

the pods that grew on one stalk, he counted one

thousand three hundred and seventy-five beans, and

the product of another stalk was nine hundred and
ninety-five beans !

grafting the grape "VTNE.

Mr. Brown :—Did 3'ou ever know of the grape
vine being grafted, with success? I, and many
others in this vicinity, have grafted them, but in

every instance it proved a failure,

JVew Ipswich, JV. H., 1856. M.\rk Farrar.

Remarks.—We have never grafted the vine, but

think it is successfully done by some of the nursery-

men. Downing says, "it is attended with much
success in the cleft manner, if treated as follows :

—

Cut your scions during the winter, or early spring,

keeping them partially buried in a cool, damp cel-

lar, till wanted. As soon as the leaves of the old

vine or stock are fully expanded, and all danger of

bleeding is past—say about the 10th of June, cut it

off smoothly below the surface of the ground, and

split the stalk, and insert one or two scions in the

usual manner, binding the cleft well together.

Draw the soil carefully over the whole, leaving two

or three buds of the scion above the surface. If

the root of the stock is a strong, native grape, the
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graft will frequently grow ten or fifteen feet during

the first season, and yield a fair crop the second

year." So long as the grape \ine can be obtained

so readily by cuttings and layers, it is hardly worth

while to gaft much, as new shoots from the original

root will constantly sjn'ing up.

BOILING SHINGLES IN LIME AND S.ALT.

Mr. Editor :—If the following fact is of any val-

ue, it is at your service.

There is a building in this place, covered with
shingles that were taken from another roof, (where
they had been in use some years) wei'e boiled in lime

and salt about five minutes, and then relaid. This
was twenty-seven years ago, and these shingles

1. Shall I plow the apple trees and cultivate

without cropping ? or

—

2. Shall I plow and apply some concentrated

manure, and if so, what manure ? oi-

—

3. Shall I keep it in grass and sow guano or

some other stimulant ?

Any suggestions will be thankfully received by
Your friend, P. F.

East Charlemont, Feb., 1856.

Remarks.—Plow as deeply and thoroughly as

possible over every part of the land before the trees

make much root. It can be done cheaper and bet-

ter before the trees are set. Such a position is the

very one whereon to try specific manures. Do not

mix them. Try guano, superphosphate, fish guano,

look, now, as if they would last some years longer, and Gould's muriate. Thorough work as far as

_
Other roofs that were treated in the same way

^.jn ^g ^j^^re profitable than to have the
smce, appear well : tney are clean and smooth, the

;^
. , , ,,..,.„. ^, rn.

moss does not form on them, and the water rmis ^^^ ^'^^''^^ ^^ ^^'''^ ''^"^ ^'o^'^ '^ mdiflerently. Three

off readily. or four hundred pounds of either of the first three,

There seems to be no reason why white wash, '
or six to ten barrels per acre, of the last, would be

with the addition of salt, would not be beneficial

when applied to a dry roof, in proportion to the

lime and salt absorbed by the shingles.

Have you not observed that where the rain wash-
es the lime from the chimney upon the roof, that

the shingles remain sound longer than on the other

part ? Yours truly, s. E. P.

Spnngfield, Vt, 1856.

MEAL FOR CAL\'ES.

One year I began the wmter with forty calves.

The first part of the winter I sold three, as they
were wanted for express purposes, which left me a

flock of thirty-seven, not to die, but to be wintered,
if in my power. All my time was devoted to the
care of the calves and the rest of my stock. Dur
ing the first of the winter, some of my neighbors
would say, as they saw them, "you of course must
expect to lose some, out of so large a lot." About
the middle of winter, I found some three or four to

have failed, or did not appear to look quite as well

as formerly.

Thinking they must have extra feed of some kind,

I cut ruta-bagas with a shovel very fine, and allow-

ed two quarts, with the addition of a handful of oats,

to each calf. They still failed under that feed. I

thought of what I had read in the Farmer, of the
value of meal ; therefore, instead of the oats, I add-
ed a handful of meal. In a few days, I found
them to be on the gain. They were all kept through
that winter and the next. T. S. Fletcher.

fVest Windsor, Ft., 1856.

WHAT TO DO IN A YOUNG ORCHARD.

Mr. Editor :—I have ten acres of ground near-
ly new, of a deep warm loam, one-third is level,

and the remainder rather steep, descending to the

a Hberal dressimg.

HOW TO KEEP A HORSE.

Mr. Editor :—I have a valuable horse, and wish
to keep him in as good condition as possible, on
four quarts of grain daily, and first quality English
hay. I wish to know whether it is best to give

him all the hay he will eat, or keep him on allow-

ance ? Last winter, he was not doing any work,
to speak of, and had four quarts of grain and all

the hay he would eat, (and he did eat enormous
quantities) and was thin at that. 1 am of the ojjin-

ion that if he did not eat so much hay he would
look better ; he is perfectly healthy.

A Lover of Agriculture.
Uxbridge, March, 1856.

Remarks.—Men who have large interests in

horses, study into the various modes of keeping and

raising them, and learn the true way, so that their

example becomes valuable. There is not an owner

of a livery stable, or of stage or omnibus lines, who
feeds his horses more than three times a day.

Whatever grain is allowed is mixed with cut hay or

other fodder, and fed to them in this form. Carrots

often take the place of hay and grain at noon.

Great regularity should be observed in feeding.

Treated in this manner, a horse will not consume

moi-e than one-half the hay he would under the

course you have practiced, yet he will keep in bet-

ter flesh and strength.

measurement of milk.

Mr. Editor :—Four hundred quarts of milk,

north and north-east. About one-half of it has late-
P'^*^!' °^^^^"^'^' »<• ^e^'^" <^e°*^^ 1^^^ quart, will come

ly been set to orcharding, and the remainder is des-'*^" ^^^"^J'^g*^^ ^o^^'^^'^
'

^^^ ^^™^ """^ "^ the

tined for that purpose. It is now in mowing, and! '^""^ quart, will measure in round numbers, four

yields near one ton to the acre; the grass is thin] hundred and eighty-eight quarts, which at six cents

and tall, mostlv herds grass, and the whole is full P^^ ([^^^^'i, will come to twenty-nine dollars and
of blackberry bushes ; these I wish to exterminate.
The land is good for corn, and excellent for pota-
toes, but it is so situated that I cannot cart manure
on it mthout fording the Deerfield river, which is

,

generally impracticable at planting time, and al-
'^'^^^ measure, sold

ways difficult. I wish to make a few inquiries. i

March Sth, 1856

twenty-eight cents. The milkman that alters his

measure from beer to wine, and his price from sev-

en to six cents per quart, gains one dollar and twen-
ty-eight cents on every four hundred quarts of milk,

J. B.
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For the New England Farmer.

IMPROVED KING PHILIP OR BROWN
CORN.

Mr. Editor:—Through the kindness of the

Secretary of the Board of Agriculture, I received

two years ago, a small bag of this corn for seed ; it

was planted quite late—the 28th of May—and
though the season was very dry, and it sutl'ered

from the drought, yet it did very well, and was fid

ly ripe and ready to harvest by the middle of Sep
tember. I was so much pleased with it, that I

planted last year all I could, and though it was
planted late again—about the first of June—it was
ripe by the lOth or loth of September. The corn

was planted on a dry piece of land, and though it

looked splendidly in the early part of the season,

yet it suffered severely from the drought, which
cut short the crop, and made the corn less sound
and firm. From what I have seen of this corn, I

consider it a gi-eat acquisition, and know of no vari-

ety—not excepting even the small Canada—that

will ripen so early. It is from a week to ten days

earlier than any other I have ever planted. The
corn is of a reddish cast, has a large kernel, looks

rich and beautiful ; the ears are long and handsome
where it has a fair chance. I should recommend it

to all who plant corn, and Avant a crop, as it is sure

to ripen when other varieties foil. In proof of this,

I quote from the Patent Office Report of 1854,

w^here can be found reports from different States,

where this corn has been sent and tested.

Gilbert L. Bailey, of Portland, Me., writes :

—

"Early last spring, I received from the Patent Of-

fice a small quantity of what was called 'Improved
King PhiHp or Brown Corn.' I handed it to a

friend, Mr. Robert Leighton, of Westbrook. He
planted the seed early in June, in a soil composed
of a dry sandy loam, hills 3 feet apart, 4 kernels to

a hill. The corn was harvested on the 10th of Sep-
tember, and yielded in good full ears at the rate of

120 bushels to the acre. Had it not been for the

drought, the yield would probably have been con-

siderably more. Our common kinds of corn did
not yield more than half the usual crop. A gentle-

man living about forty miles in the interior, took
40 kernels of the corn, which he planted after he
had begun to hoe his other crop, and in two
months and twenty-seven days he gathered 5 pecks
of fine full ears from the product."

P. W. Peckil\m, of Westford, Mass., says :—
"Last spring I received a small bag of 'Improved
King Philip or Brown Corn,' from the Patent Of-
fice. To test this corn by comparison with the
kinds that I usually cultivate, I planted it at the
same time, the 10th of May, and in the same way

;

it yielded 208 ears of a large size, although several
hills were destroyed by the worms. It eared low,
and was harvested twenty days before any of mv
other corn. I usually plant the Rhode Island
White Flint and Yellow Canada cora* The seed
of the latter I obtain every fourth year direct from
Canada, as it ripens later by planting seed raised
here. I have heretofore considered it the earliest

variety cultivated. From the above result I think
the 'Brown Corn' is well adapted to our soil and
climate."

Statement of Epheaim Mon. iGUE, of Belcher-
town, Mass.: — "Havhig received from the Pa-
tent Office a sample of 'Improved lung Philip or
Brewn Corn,' I pkmted it the Ist of June, accord-

ing to the directions given. There were 72 hills;

the land was on a pine plain, Hght and rather

sandy, with some coarse gravel, on which I seldom
raise more than 20 or 30 bushels to the acre with
the same amount of manure as was applied in the

present instance, I harvested the product early in

September ; and the amount raised, after being well

dried, was 25 quarts of corn of good quality, being

equal to 62 bushels to the acre. 1 believe the vari-

ety to be a valuable acquisition to this section of

the country."

J. E. Waters, of West Millburj-, Mass., says :

—

"On the 25th of May last, I planted a small parcel

of 'Improved King Philip or Brown Corn,' received

from the Patent Office, following the directions

given. It was fit for harvesting twenty days earlier

than any other corn in the vicinity, and was very

sound and good; the yield was at the rate of 85
bushels to the acre. I think it is far superior to

any early variety of corn known among us."

Statement of James Dockeray, of North Can-

non, Michigan :
—"Last spring, I received from the

Patent Office a small package of 'Improved Iving

Philip or Brown Corn,' I planted it about the 1st

of June. The amount of ground planted was a

square rod ; and the product was one bushel of

ears, which will undoubtedly furnish half a bushel

of shelled corn, or at the rate of 80 bushels to the

acre. My other crop of coi-n did not exceed 15

bushels to the acre."

Statement of E. A. Philips, of Coventrj^, N. Y.:—"Last spring I planted 78 hills of the 'Improved

King Philip or Brown Corn.' The product was
121 quarts of shelled corn, equal to about 90 bush-

els to the acre. This proves the variety to be well

adapted to our northern climate,"

Statement of W, M, Mahew, of Marcy, N. Y.

:

—"I received the 1st of June last, a small package

containing about half a pint of 'Brown Corn.' On
the 9th of June I planted it, but thought it would

never ripen. To my surprise, however, it was ful-

ly ripe by the middle of September- The yield

was 1^ bushels of shelled corn."

Another writer of Ontario County, N. Y., says :

"it is at least two weeks earlier than the common
kinds planted here. I believe it to be an excellent

variety."

Another says :—"I would recommend its culti-

vation especially because of its extreme earliness."

I might quote the opinion of many other per-

sons from ditl'erent States, all speaking in the same
high terms of this corn. And from what I have

seen, I am willing to substantially endorse all that

lias been said by the above-named persons, I shall

plant no other sort this year-, I consider it wor-

thy of trial % every person ^lo raises this impor-

tant crop. This corn is yet scarce, and is not to be

found only at a few of the principal seed stores.

JVewtoii Centre, March 21. J. F. C. H.

Cultivation of the Pixe.—We are under a

thousand obligations to as many persons, for the

kind manner in which they have answered our nu-

merous inquires on various topics. In another col-

umn the reader will find an article on th£ cultivation

of the white pinefrom the srul, by S. B. Phixney,

Esq., of Barnstable, and Editor of the Barnstable

Patriot. Tills history grows out of his own expe-

rience. On our visit among the Cape Codders last
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summer, we were delighted with the new aspect

which they were giving the country, by the cultiva-

tion of the pine, as well as by their unaffected hos-

pitality. We hope, yet, to help them drive a school

of black whales ashore, and then take a nap in the

shade of their beautiful pines

!

For the New England Farmer.

KEEPING WINTER APPLES.

"Ap])les have never kept better than the past

winter," is a very common remark. Now we need
only to look at the uniform, steady cold of the past

season, and we discover one pretty essential condi-

tion for ])reserving fruit.

Apples will not freeze when water will ; but a

very low temperature will injure the fruit for pres'

ervation, when the mercury rises. Perhaps it is

best to keep the apple cellar at about thirty-four

degrees.

A great many absurd ideas prevail about keep-
ing apples. One man in this town fills his barrels

in the fall, and then throws in a pail or two of well

water! A good many fill the barrels, and head
them tight, and leave them under the trees, on the
damp ground, exjiosed to all the storms. Some
head up, and ])ile the barrels, and cover with a few
boards. The apples in these cases are out of sight,

but are damaging. Let us see how :

The "sweating" of stones is a familiar spectacle
;

or of the pitcher of ice water upon the summer din-

ner-table. The well-known explanation is, that the
watery particles—the vapor in the atmosphere—is

condensed as it comes in contact with a colder body,

and tails upon its surface.

Now apples, when cold, act upon the warm air

like cold stones, or the iced water pitcher. The
apple is covered with a highly varnished surface, as

smooth and as impervious to moisture as the glazed
water pitcher.

It must be seen that a frequent showering after

the fruit has ripened will s1o\a ly dissolve this beau-
tiful varnish, which Nature has so delicately laid on.

If you break through the hard enamel of the tooth,

the bony part hastens to decay. If the skin of the

apple is injured, in hke manner the pulp soon per-

ishes.

I see no reason to believe in the "sweating" of

apples, by which is meant, that moisture passes out
of them ; I think it a mistake. When kept in

thick bodies, or, when closely confined, as in bar-

rels, moisture will collect upon them. I have en-

deavored to show the true cause. The amount of

moisture, however, will depend upon the sudden
changes of the temperature. It will never be seen,

I imagine, where apples are ke])t at an even tem-
perature.

When apples are packed in barrels, and become
damp, as they invarial)ly will, every impurity about

the barrel moulders and becomes offensive. Ap-
ples rapidly absorb foul odors, and how often the
fine, natural flavor is gone, and an earth}', fishworm,

or musty and offensive one, substituted.

i had the impression once that ap])les must be
"headed up" ever to see the spring, I have
proved, by many years' experience, that some kinds

will endure till Summer, if left in open barrels or

boxes. I prefer bins to bold apples. The a])plcs

keep better, and are sorted with more dispatch, to

say nothing of less room being required for storing

the same quantity.

Apples that are intended for spring sales should
be gathered more carefully. They ought never to

be turned from the basket to the barrel. A little

care here will save much future loss.

I have some further thoughts upon this subject,

which I defer till a future time.

I wish, Mr. Brown, that you would "call up," as

you do so successfully, as President of our Farm-
ers' Club, Mr. Simon TuTTLE, of Acton, Mass. His
large experience in wintering apples entitles him
to the Jloor ; which, for him, I now cheerfully

yield. w. D. B.

Concord, Mass., March 25, 1856.

Remarks.—Mr. Tuttle is called for.

be kind enough to "let his light shine ?"

Will he

For the New England Farmer.

HOW TO MAKE GOOD BUTTER.
Mr. Editor :—Having read several communica-

tions in the Farmer on making good butter, and
not seeing any that comes up to my ideas, I will

now give m) practice, (or rather, that of my wife,)

and some of the causes of not making good buttec;

1. Milk should never be set for butter in a dark,

damp cellar—as is the case with butter-makers in

this section—as the cream is thereby moulded be-

fore it has had time to rise, which gives the butter

a mouldy taste.

2. The milk is allowed to set too long before be-

ing skimmed, which gives it a cheesy taste.

3. The cream is kept too long, before it is churn-
ed, after it is skimmed, which gives it the taste of

the other tMO ; and also a sour taste.

4. The butter should never be washed in water,

because it takes away that beautiful aroma so es-

sential to good butter.

5. It should never be taken in a person's warm
hands, as the heat melts a certain portion of the
globules, which gives it an oily taste, and makes it

become rancid very soon.

6. The milk should be set in good clean tin or

earthen pans, in a dry, open, airy and shady place,

above ground, if possible, although a cellar may be
so built, and ventilated, as to answer the purpose.

It should never set over twenty-ibur hours, in warm
weather ; and for a dairy of three cows or over, the

cream should be churned every morning, and nev-

er be kejjt over forty-eight hours, in warm weather

;

in cold weather, it may be kept longer. It should
always be about the same heat that the milk is

when drawn from the cow, and churned steadily,

and I have never known it to fail of coming readi-

ly
;
(we use a cylinder churn) it is then taken from

the churn with a wooden butter ladle, into a wood-
en tray, which has been well scalded and cooled in

pure cold water ; the salt is then worked in, to suit

the taste, with the ladle, which is easily done, with

little practice, and the butter-milk well worked
out ; it is then set away in a cool place for about
twenty-four hours, when it is well worked over

again, as long as milk or pickle can be worked out.

Butter made in this way, and put down in stone

pots, and kept from the air, will keep good for a
long time. c. S. W.
Kenntbunk Depot, March, 1856.
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TWELFTH LEGISLATIVE AGRICULTU-
RAL MEETING.

Repored for the Farmer bt H. E. Rockwell.

The twelfth meeting of the Legislative Agricul-

tural Society was held in the Hall of the House,

Tuesday evening.

Hon. J. W. Proctor, of Danvers, was introduced

as the Chairman of the meeting, and said :

—

Gentlemen:—Unexpectedly invited to preside

at the discussion of a topic, on which I cannot claim

to have any special knowledge—"the horse"—I am
happy to know, that arrangements have been made

to have a lecture from my friend Mr. Howard, of

the Boston Cultivator, who knows all about it. It is

a matter of great interest to the farmer, and the

entire community ; and although, on the introduc-

tion of railroads, it was apprehended, these move-

ments would, in a measure, do away with the neces-

sity for the horse, still experience has shown that

the demand for good horses has been constantly in

evidence that horses have been bred upon the As-

syrian plains for thousands of years. Late re-

searches among oriental cities have brought to

light sculptured images of horses that maj be ta-

ken asfac similes of the Arabian in the days of Sen-

acherib or Nebuchadnezar. Job's sublime descrip-

tion of the horse would scarcely apply to a less no-

ble animal than the Arabian.

The early colonists brought from different parts

of Europe different varieties of horses to this coun-

try. From those brought from Spain have sprung

the half-wild horses of Mexico and some of the

South American countries. In the United States

there are but few breeds. We have had, for many

years, the English racer. The Germans introduced

the heavy draft horse of their father-land, and it is

still perpetuated. Some specimens of the Norman

horse were introduced into New Jersey, but the

stock has not been numerous. In Canada there is

a breed somewhat different from the original stock,

creasing, and never were they deemed of more val- introduced from France. In the upper provinces are

ue than at the present moment. I am advised by specimens of Scottish, Clydesdale and other breeds,

those ex])erienced in the rearing of horses, that] The horse may be called a machine, and he per-

there is no species of stock on the farm that pays|foi-ms certain actions corresponding to his shape

better for rearing than colts, when proper care is '
and proportions. Though it maybe said that

taken to have sires for them of the right character ;' horses of different shape perform the same things,

they will, at the age of three years—properly train- jit does not disprove the proposition
;
for an imper-

ed—command remunerating prices. But I forbear feet engine may be made to run at a high speed

to multiply remarks, that will be so much more im-
j

by the application of steam. The animal machine

pressivelv made, by those of more experience in is set in motion by what we call nervous energy

this class of animals. jand force, and a large amount of this force may

Mr. Howard, of the Cultivator, was then in- produce great results, even in a badly formed ani-

troduced by the chairman, as before announced, nial. It may safely be assumed, that, other things

to speak upon the subject of "The J?orse."— , heing equal, the best horse, in the end, is that hav-

He commenced by saying that the horse is a na- ;
ing the truest form considered in reference to the

tive of thp old Continent only. And there, where- kind of action required. The qualities demanded

ever man has risen above the savage state, the
j

for different kinds of service were then pointed out.

horse has been held as a servant. He was pos- 1
For the race horse, the model was something like

sessed by the earliest civilized nations ; and from that of a hare, having the hind parts more elevated

time immemorial, has been propagated in a domes- than the fore quarters. The celebrated English

tic state, although still found in his original wild- 'horse Eclipse is said to be two inches higher at

ness and liberty in the vast wastes of Central Asia, the rump than the fore shoulders. A long back

Although the horse, in point of usefulness, cannot
j

is favorable for a race horse, where a long race is

claim superiority over some other domestic ani-'to be run with a light weight ; but a shorter back

mals, he has always been regarded with peculiar 'is to be preferred when a weight is to be borne a

interest. All the varieties of the horse are inclu- short distance. For a trotter, oblique shoulders

ded in one species under a zoological arrangement, and higher ones are required. Good trotters

Yet some varieties are so ancient that their origin never have upright shoulders. In general, the high-

cannotbe determined. Those of greater bulk are ' est nervous energy accompanies the firmest and

found in temperate climates, and those of a small- closest texture. The English race horses are de-

er size in elevated, exposed and rough sections of
j

rived from the Turkish, Persian, Arabian, Moorish

the country. It is difficult to account for the dif-jand Spanish stocks, with the blood of a British

ference between the English draft horse that weighs horse in some instances. There is no variety of

a ton, and the Shetland pony which weighs scarce! horse in Great Britain that has so many different

200 lbs. qualities as the so called thorough-bred horse. Th«

The conformation of the Arabian horse is such term "thorough-bred" is used in England to distin-

as to combine great speed with great strength, to' guish the imported or Eastern blood, though the

carry weight upon his back, and he is, on this ac-
j

particular kind, whether Arabian or Moorish, is not

count, placed at the head of his species. There is ^specified.
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The term "blood" as applied to horses is gener-

ally without any good foundation. The race horse

of England is not any more pure blood than any

other kind that distinguishes him ; for the draft

horse and the pony are more pure. The term is

only used to distingnish the racers.

In this country, the nearest approximation to a

distinct breed is that of the Morgan stock. That

breed has acquired wide-spread notoriety. Some of

that stock was taken from Vermont to Canada, and

were thence taken to England as cavalry horses,

and they were examined and highly praised by the

late Duke of "Wellington. The origin of that breed

cannot be ascertained in every particular. The first

one was owned by Justin Morgan, of West Spring-

field in 1782. He was sold to a man in Randolph,

Vt., in 1795.

Mr. Howard related the folloM-ing narrative to

show that the horse owned by Justin Morgan was

once owned by Col. James de Lancy, a British of-

ficer. He said he ascertained that a horse called

"The True Briton" was stolen from Col. De
Lancy, and he went to visit at Morrisiana, an aged

man, who once lived with Col. De Lancy, by the

name of Andrew Corsey. When he visited him he

was ninety-five years of age and very deaf. But he

learned from him that Col. De Lancy's horse was

stolen by a man by the name of Smith, of Hartford,

Conn. Smith, after peace was declared, called on

Col. De Lancy, who received him with cordiality,

and invited him to take breakfast with him. While

he was at breakfast. Col. De Lancy went out to the

barn and got a rope, and commanded his slaves

(slavery existed then in New York) to go into the

house and put the rojje around the neck of Smith,

and hang him, and it was done. The facts thus stated

are reliable, and there is reason to su]:)pose that the

"True Briton" and the sire of the horse of Justin

Morgan were the same.

The first Morgan horse was extensively used as

a sire in Vermont, and lived to an advanced age

His progeny were easily distinguished, arid those of

even the second and third generation retained the

points and properties of their progenitor. Only

four of his male progeny were kept as sires. Those

were Sherman Morgan, Woodbury or Burbank
Chelsea or Bulrush and Revenge. The Vermont
Black Hawk was the progeny of Sherman Morgan.

On that point there could be no doubt, Mr. H. said,

as he had in his possession abundant proof of it.

In England the coaeh horses are bred in a dif-

ferent way from the racers and roadsters. In or-

der to obtain horses of a peculiar quality, it is nec-

essary constantly to select those for sires which pos-

sess most nearly the desired qualities. In closing,

he called at^ntion to a fine representation of a

young horse. Trotting Childers, painted by an Eng-

lish artist. His remarks occupied half an hour,

and were listened to with great interest

The chairman said it would seem that the best

breed of horses came to us by a Yankee trick ; but

as the theft was atoned for, we have a right to en-

joy them. In Essex County the question had been

considered of the propriety of encouraging the rear-

ing of fast horses, by trotting exhibitions, and they

had come to the conclusion that it was not desirable.

There is more interest now than formerly in horses

for the market. They usually get $100 for them

at three years old. Notwithstanding the great num-

ber of railroads in the country, he thought there

never was more demand for good horses than now

nor more encouragment to raise them.

Mr. Browx, of Concord, expressed his gratifica-

tion with the address. Such addresses as take up

particular topics and discuss them thoroughly were

much needed. There was, as he thought, great

need of paying close attention to the breed of stock

of any kind, and especially of horses. He believed

in the doctrine, "once impregnated always impreg-

nated." But horses need education as much as hu-

man beings, and it is true of them as of men, that,

"Just as the twig is bent, the tree's inclined."

The gait of a horse may be fixed by early training,

to a great extent, so that if rightly managed it is as

well to have a gait of eight miles as one of four

per hour. But even with good teaching and good

masters, horses will sometimes be bad. Feeding

colts on refuse coarse food, which they are com-

pelled to pick up in the barn-yard, is very foor pol-

icy ; and the same is true with regard to calves.

—

If horses and cattle are thus cheated of their rights

in their younger days, it is unreasonable to expect

much from them. He closed with an earnest ap-

peal for humane and kind treatment of horses in

the matter of driving and working them, protesting

against the practice which is quite common, of

overloading and then beating them to make them

draw beyond their strength. Every man who thus

cruelly treats his horse ought to be severely pun-

ished.

Mr. A. G. Sheldon, of Wilmington, said that

there ought to be more mercy sliown to horses af-

ter their best days are past. Every market day,

there was time and money enough spent in trotting

and trading off old, worn-out horses, at Brighton

market, that ought to have been dead for years, to

buy a good dairy of cows. He said that he wished

to be understood in his remarks last week, to say

that after bulls were two years old they ought to

be broken to the yoke, and not that they should

not be kept any longer. He thought tlie dairy was

the most profitable farm stock. He did not think

the Berkshire hogs the best for pork. He liked the

Suffolk breed when crossed with others, but be-

lieved it would cost as much to raise one full-blood

Suffolk pig, as four of a mixed breed.

Mr. W. J. BuCKMINSTER thought it important

to inculcate the idea that to make a good farmer,
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required a high degree of good judgment and care-

ful observation. He thought horses were much less

frequently abused than formerly, in the city of Bos-

ton. When we see faithful animals willing to do

all they can, it is our duty to interfere in their be-

half, when they are abused. There is no necessity

for abusing cattle in training them. He depreca-

ted the practice of having the time at cattle shows

taken up by exhibitions of fast horses. It was

wrong, in his opinion, to encourage the tendency to

fast driving, by such exhibitions.

Dr. Fisher, of Fitchburg, spoke of the relative

value of mules as farm stock, and especially for

work. He purchased a pair last spring that weighed

700 pounds each, and he found that they could be

kept very cheaply compared with horses. His

horse, which weighs between 1 100 and 1200 pounds

eats more than both the mules, while they will do

nearly double the work that he will. They will

work more hours, are less subject to diseases and

accidents, need but little grain,—none except when

worked hard. He had not found any bad tricks

in them, though it is often objected to them that

they are apt to be tricky. They will pay for good

treatment as well as a horse, and will bear poor

treatment much better. They know how to shirk,

it is true, and in that respect seem to be more intel-

ligent than the horse. They will draw as much on

a drag as a pair of oxen that weigh 2800 pounds. A
pair of mules weighing 1400 pounds will do nearly

or quite as much work as a pair of horses that

weigh 2200 pounds, and they will not eat more than

half as much.

Mr. Emerson, of Boston, added that the life of

mules is much longer than that of horses. It is a

proverb in Virginia that a mule never dies. Their

working life is nearly fifty years. He thought them

a better working animal than any other. He also

spoke of the comparative profits in keeping differ

ent kinds of animals. Fowls require less suste-

nance, in proportion to the amount of meat they

will furnish, than any other animal; and next to

them was the sheep. He had found great difficulty

in keeping sheep, however, because they were so

apt to be unruly.

Mr. R. S. Fay, of Lynn, said sheep might be

trained so as to be kept within their proper limits

as well as any other animal. His own sheep pas-

tures were enclosed with low walls, and though the

feed was often poor, and there were vegetable gar

dens and much better feed adjoining the pastures

he had never known his sheep to go over the walls.

He bought them in New Hampshire and put them

on to his farm five years ago, and though they were

as wild as any sheep when he purchased them, he

had found no trouble in keeping them within their

proper bounds, though they were tended only by a

boy fourteen years old. They had become perfect-

ly docile, and literally exemplified the Scripture

language, "My sheep hear my voice," &c. If sheep

are kept under the care of any particular person

they will always come at his call. He thought noth-

ing was more important for farmers than to have a

certain proportion of his farm stock consist of sheep.

There is no manure so fertilizing as that of sheep,

and it does not so readily waste by exposure as that

of other animals. Sheep are gleaners after other

cattle, and will help to keep the cattle pastures in

good condition by being turned upon them occasion-

ally to eat the coarser plants which have been left by

the cattle. They will enrich the land, too, and may
be made exceedingly useful in helping to prepare

land for a crop. A German agriculturist has calcu-

lated that the droppings from one thousand sheep

during a single night would manure an acre suffi-

ciently. By that rule a farmer may determine how

long to keep any given number of sheep upon any

particular piece of land. Mr. Fay said he was ac-

customed to fold his sheep upon land that he de-

signed for corn and other crops ; and in doing so

he shut them upon half an acre at a time, keeping

them there by a wire fence, which was easily moved

from place to place. He kept his flock of three

hundred, five nights upon half an acre, and then re-

moved them to another half acre, and in this way

his land was well manured without the labor of

shovelling or carting. He thought that the lambs

and manure paid for keeping, and the wool was

clear profit.

For the Neie England Farmer.

GRAPES AND SWEET POTATOES.
Mr. BRO^\'^• :— I noticed in the JV. E. Farmer

for February, on page 97, a paper on the cul-

tivation of grapes, in which you give full informa-

tion how to prune the vine, &c. Now if in your

March number you will point out to us all the

kinds of grape vines that are best adapted to our

climate, giving directions, first, what kind of grape

vine is best to purchase ; second, how they ought

to be set out; and at what time each kind ripens in

your state, I, and many of my neighbors, will give

them a fair trial. Three years ago I sent to Bos-

ton and got three Isabella vines, and set them

;

last season they bore thirty-six pounds, and ripened

well. I took them off the vines Nov. 11, I have

one later vine that bore last season, but the fruit

did not ripen. I have two Diana vines, not in bear-

ing ; one Concord vine, not in bearing ; one Am-
ber, and one Sage. Now as I wish to get more
vines in the spring, will you direct me what kinds

to purchase, and how old vines it would be best to

get, and insert in your March number ?

Now one word about the

CAROLINA SWEET POTATOES.

Last spring I got half a peck from Boston, split

them lengthwise, made a kind of hot-bed, and there

placed the pieces side by side each other. About

the last of May or the first of June they were three

or four inches high ; I then cut the sprouts or slips

in very small pieces, and set them out in the same

way I do cabbage plants ; they grew well, the vines

I

run on the ground two or three yards long, and as
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soon as frost came, I went into my garden to dig

them. To my surprise, I found not one potato in

the form of those I planted ; but I found their

roots had run one and two feet in length in the

earth ; the diameter of a few may have been two

inches, but the most of them were not over half an

inch. Now I presume I did not cultivate them
right, and 1 wish to obtain information from you.

I am a decrepid old man of 76 years ; but if I should

live, I want to raise potatoes and grapes.

Nicholas Thomas.
Edeii, Hancock Co., Me., Feb., 1856.

CULTIVATION OF THE PINE.
In a recent nnmber of the JVew England Far-

mer the editor of that paper, Hon. Simon Brown,

while answering the inquiries of a correspondent in

regard to the cultivation of the Pine, alludes to a

thrifty young plantation of this valuable forest tree

of our planting, which he noticed during his visit

here last season, and asks for some information in

regard to our mode of cultivation. We are happy
to give the method we pursued in the planting of

a tract of about ten acres—if thereby we shall en-

courage even one individual to attempt a similar

enterprise, which, when properly begun and cai-ried

out , is sure to return an hundred fold.

In the Spring of 1845, we fenced off half of a

tract of about twenty acres of land almost exhaust

ed from its manner of cultivation in many former

years :—the half we selected for planting had not

been used for grain or other crops for several years,

the soil being light, and sandy, and from the high

location of the ground, difficult and expensive to

cultivate. It was at the time we speak of mostly

covered with mosses and whortleberry bushes.

—

We began its reformation from a brown, bleak, and

almost useless pasture, as it then was, to a very

thrifty and beautiful plantation of Pines, as it now
is,—the admiration of all eyes capable of apprecia-

ting "woodland beauties"—by first having shallow

furrows jjlowed to the depth of about five inches,

and four feet apart. The hills for the pine seed

were then prepared in these furrows in the same
manner as for corn, into which three or four seeds

were dropped and covered with about a half an
inch of soil—the hills were four feet apart, A
man and boy planted in this way about four acres

a day.

Not more than two-thirds of the seed came up
after the first planting, and did not grow over four

inches during the first season. The first shoots

much resemble those of an onion and are nearly as

tender. In the autumn and spring following this

first planting, those portions of the ground where
the seed had failed to germinate were replanted,

and in due time were seen the tender shoots of the

Pine, which now covers the entire ground with a

dense and thrifty body of trees.

During the first three years, their growth was
quite slow, but after that period, they averaged an
annual hicrease of more than a foot in height, and
at the present time, many of the trees are twelve
feet in height, and the majority will average about
nine feet.

Others in this \icinity have been equally success-

ful, by a similar mode of cultivation. Amos Otis,

Esq., of Yarmouth, has planted about two hundred
acres, and is one of the most experienced cultivators

of the Pine in this section of the State. He plant-

ed upon land of a light loamy, or sandy soil, which
was for the most part exhausted, and of but little

value for any other purpose. The experience of

our cultivators has shown, that land worn out and
too poor to sward over thickly, is best ada])ted to

the growth of the Pitch Pine. The months of

March and April are considered the most favorable

for planting, although Mr. Otis says he has planted

in every month in the year,—the summer months
excepted.

Where a small lot of land for experiment is tak-

en, a plow may be run through the land, making
parallel furrows about six feet apart, then take a

common planting machine, such as is used for plant-

ing beets or onions, and run it along in the bottom

of the furrows, dropping three or four seeds in a

hill, about a foot a])art, covering them not more
than half an inch deep. If all the seed vegetate,

there will be a much greater number of trees than

can grow on the land, but they will die out in the

course of a few years.

Large tracts of worn out land in Barnstable

county, that were worth comparatively nothing,

have been planted, within the past fifteen years,

with the Pitch Pine. In most cases, these experi-

ments have been very successful.

The seed can be procured by gathering the cones

of the Pine in the autumn, and keeping them in a

ivann, di-y place, until a leisure season in the winter,

when the seeds, which have a small wing attached

to each, can be easily rubbed out. When planting

by hand it is not necessary to rub off this wing,

which must be done, if the seed is dropped by a

seed planter.

The growth of wood upon the ten acres we plant-

ed in the sp;ing of '45 has been so rapid as great-

ly to increase its value. The value of the ten acres,

at that time, was less than $75,00. Within a few

months, $300 has been offei'ed and refused, for the

same land.

We know of no way in which the many thousand
acres of poor, sandy lands in this State, can be made
so valuable, as by planting them with either White
or Pitch Pine seed. Such was the favor with which
the Barnstable County Agricultural Society viewed
the experiment we made in planting the seed of

the Pitch Pine, that a liberal premium was awarded
therefor in 1853. We trust similar experiments
to our own will be made by many others, and M'ith

equal success.

—

Barnstable Patriot.

SuBsoiLiNG vs. Draining.—There is no doubt
but a soil made deep and mellow will resist both
drought and deluge better than a thin, hard soil.

The reason is obvious. If you have two inches of
soil on a board, or in a box, half an hour's rain

makes it complete mud, and a half day's sunshine

will convert that mud into hard lumps, especially if

the soil is clay, or any considerable part clay. But
if instead of two inches it is two feet, it will take a

long rain to wet it through, and no part of it will

be mud, until there is water enough to make it all

mud, and then in drying, no part will be very dry
until the whole is dry, A deep mellow soil will

bear a larger amount of rain without destroying its

loose, porous character to such a degree as to ex-

clude the air. So far as we have observed, a piece

of dry, gravelly soil, if plowed deeply, will stand a

drought better than wet clay soil if plowed shallow,

and underlaid by clay or hard pan.

—

Culturist and
Gazette,
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Fw the New England Farmer.

THE DOUBLE PLOW.
Mr. Editor :—I have a piece of high loamy

land that I wish to plant with corn the ensuing sea-

son. I wish to plow it deeper than it has been in

times past, and should like some information about

the double plow. I should like to know what pro-

portion harder thej- draw than No. 2, Eagle. I

I have never seen one, but if they are an improve-

ment, I should like to try one, if they can be man-
aged in land where there is some fast rocks, but

not many small stones.

I have been actively engaged in the cultivation

of the soil for more than half a century, and my in-

terest in it increases with my experience. I am
satisfied that it is the best employment for all who
are calculated to follow it.

Making money should not be the sole object of

the farmer ; utility should have some weight with

him. If he can take one acre of unproductive land,

and make it produce fifty dollars worth of the nec-

essaries of life, he has done much towards supply-

ing the real wants of the race. Another has dug
five hundred dollars worth of gold in the mines of

California ; he has done nothing towards supplying

the real wants of life, but has been living upon the

products of the farmer all the time.

TiiojiAS Haskell.
Gloucester, March, 1856.

Remarks.—It is said by good judges who have

used the double plow, that it requires no more

team to plow ten inches deep with the double plow,

than to do it with a single mould-board. Indeed,

they say it does not require so much team ; and

from the experience we have had—and we have

used the double plow considerably—we are inclined

to agree with them. The double plow does the

work better, because it separates the sod or turf

from the lower part of the furrow, and lays it all

snug on the bottom of the preceding furrow.

When plowed well in this way, the field presents a

mellow seed bed, which may be wrought without

disturbing a single turf.

For the Neio England Farmer.

PASTURES ABOUT THE MONADNOCK.
Mr. Browx :—In your last, I noticed a commu-

nication over the signature of "Jonas Wilde," call-

ing in question my statement respectnig the pas-

tures in N. H. If in error, I certainly wish to be

corrected. If I have been deceived, and what
appeared to me poor gi-ass, spreading over whole
townships, and converting, what was once fertile,

fattening pastures, into "old fields," if this was an

optical illusion,—if the many intelligent farmers

with whom I conversed, and who made special men-
tion of this evil, if they were mistaken, and the

pastures are still "as good as new," it will certainly

afford me pleasure to stand corrected.

"If New Hampshire," says Mr. Wilde, "makes
less butter and cheese than she did formerly, it is,

no doubt, owing to the increasing manufactures."

Now if increasing manufactures have a tendency to

kill out the grass upon the hills, and thus diminish

the quantity of butter and cheese, the matter ought
to be looked into.

The opinion extensively prevails, that manufiic-

tures and agriculture are twin sisters ; that they as-

sist, and are mutually dependent upon each other

;

that together with commerce, they constitute a

trio, which is indispensable to a full develojiment

of the human faculties, and the highest possible de-

gree of perfection in civilized life.

The legitimate effect of manufactures is to im-

prove agriculture. This it does in various ways
;

but especially by creating a home market, and giv-

ing to the products of the farm, and the farm itself,

an increased market value. And when farmers, as

is soTnetimes the case, manifest a disposition to

quarrel with manufactures, they are, unconsciously,

perhaps, but not less truly, laboring to bite off their

own noses.

That the evil of which I made mention, does ex-

ist, and that, too, in the region round about Monad-
nock, and in many other parts of the State, and in

Massachusetts, is a truth so obvious, that he who
runs or walks through any of those regions, in the

months of August, September or October, may
read and understand. R. B. H.

Fur the New England Farmer.

LINES.
B Y H. D. WHITE.

Written on the margin of an engraving entitled

—

"The Fae-
mer's Winter Hearth."

! if there be one spot on earth

Where cloudless bliss and joy have birth,

—

Where blighting sorrows seldom come.

And envy's bitter tongue is dumb

—

That spot of quiet, peace and mirth

la found beside the "Farmer's Hearth."

Thrice blessed spot ! where friendship's light

In many a lovely eye is bright

—

Where hearts and hands to kindness given

Prepare an antepast of Heaven,

And consecrate a "humble cot"

With that which kings in vain have sought.

Windham, Me., 1S56. ^

For the New England Farmer.

MR. HUNTINGTON'S COW.

This afternoon (March 24th,) in company with

a friend, a good judge of cows, I travelled a mile,

to see this animal. We found her all she had been

reputed to be, and more. My friend thought her

the finest looking animal of the kind he had ever

seen. She is now seven years old, of a uniform

chestnut red color, considerably above the medium
size, with all the points of a superior milker fully

developed. She is expected to calve this next

month, but still yields a fair quantity of milk. It

will be remembered that she yielded two pounds of

butter per day, tlie last season.

Mr. Osborn has a heifer from her, now thirty

months old, expected to calve soon, a perfect like-

ness of the original. I speak of these animals for

the information of those who are curious to look at

animals worth seeing, and challenge the production

of their superiors.

The Guenon sign is fully developed, both in the

mother and her offspring. This animal is larger

than was the celebrated Oakes cow, but in all other

res])ects quite her equai. She is worthy to be seen

—the owner is not inclined to part with her.

South Danvers, March 24. P.
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AN ORNAMENTED COTTAGE.

In our January number we gave the engraving

of a cottage, with its surroundings, but rather as an

example of good taste, in its external appearances,

because we had no means of showing its internal

arrangements, or its cost. We spoke at the time

of the influences of our childhood's Home upon the

heart and character in after life, and ventured the

opinion that they may be greatly affected by The

House we live in, while we are young, and the

mind easily and rapidly receives impressions. It

would be pleasant to continue these thoughts a lit-

tle farther, but on glancing at the plan which we

now present to the reader, we find that to give a

fair understanding of the matter, the accompanying

description will occupy all the space we can afford

for the present on this topic.

This house is intended for a large family who
have few calls to the city for business, and may be

so contrived as to render an occasional winter resi-

dence pleasant and agreeable. It would differ from

a country home in its more free expression of ar-

chitectm-al style, and upon the plan of its apart-

ments being rather adapted to pleasure occupancy

than to constant family use.

The beauty of simple form, honestly used, is the

highest charm a building can possess ; and the

graceful blending of outlines formed by the adapta-

tion of a somewhat irregularly shaped edifice, to the

ground upon which it stands, will result in a pic-

turesque object more truly beautiful than whimsi-

cal planning and ornament can effect.

The situation for which this building was con-

trived was one of the many bold and beautiful ones

overlooking the rich valleys of the Housatonic, in

Berkshire County, Massachusetts. The view was

of great extent, and had an air of quiet repose, fitly

in character with the feelings that would tempt the

construction there of a summer abiding spot.

The plan is arranged thus. In front, a few steps,

protected by an overhanging balcony to the window
above, lead to the hall door, which opens into a ves-

tibule. No. 1, on either side of which are hall clos-

ets with sash doors towards the inner hall, and nar-

row windows upon the exterior.

Within this is the inner hall, No. 2, and in it the

principal staircase. This hall is ten feet in width,

and, exclusive of the entry and closets, twenty-eight

feet in length.

Connecting with it upon one side is a drawing-

room, No. 3, -with a projecting window in front, and
a double window opening on to the side veranda

;

its dimensions, exclusive of bay-window, are twenty-

two by sixteen. In the rear of this is the library.

No. 4, the same size as the drawing-room, with the

exception of the space inclosed by the projecting

window. In this room are double windows to the

veranda at the end, and one at the side, correspond-
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ing to which is a recess in the wall for a mirror, the

finish around which should be the same as that to

the window, and the symmetry of the room will

thus be preserved.

Upon the other side of the hall is the dining-

room, No, 5, a fine apartment sixteen by twenty-

four, exclusive of a recess at one end for a side-

board, and a projecting window upon the side. The
room also contains a closet, and attached is a ])an-

try or waiters' room. No. 6, with a sink, and a door
connecting with the kitchen.

At the end of the principal hall a sash door
leads into an entry. No. 7, from which is the back
staii'case to cellars below and floors above. In this

is a closet for fishing apparatus, baskets, &c,, and
from it a door leads into a dressing-room. No. 8,

containing wash-stand, water-closet, and an outer

doorway leading to the veranda.

Beyond these is the

kitchen. No. 9, a large,

well lighted room, with a

large closet at the end op-

posite the fireplace, and
next the latter, provision

is shown for an old-fash-

ioned brick oven, if the

family desire such an ap-

pendage. Ihe fireplace is

of large size, suitable for a

Metropolitan range, and
roaster.

ORNAMENTED COTTAGE—PRINCIPAL FLOOR,

In the rear of the kitchen is the laundry. No. 10,

with a boiler inserted near the fireplace, and from
this a door leads into an entry connected with a

platform conducting to the outer yard, and, as

shown by the plan, two water-closets, and a tool-

house, are inclosed within this portion of the build-

ing. The remaining portions of the ])lan are No,
11, a larder, and 12, a small wood-house for the stor-

age of fuel for immediate use, A side veranda shel-

ters a rear entrance to a hall leading to the kitch-

en, &c., by the side of the larder, and examination
will show that every comfort and convenience has
been secured, in the arrangement of the plan of this

floor. The height of the rooms in the main part of
the house is eleven feet, and that of those in the

kitchen wing, nine feet six inches.

The chamber plan shows a large hall. No. 1, at

the end of which an arch opens into a lower bay,

from which is a window on to the balcony. From
the side of the hall a similar arch leads into a vesti-

bule conducting to a chamber, No. 2, by the side of

which is a large hall closet, and in the room itself

one of ampler size and fitted with drawers.

In front of this is a chamber No. 3, and at its

side a large closet. Upon the other side of the hall,

above the dining-room, are chambers 4 and 5 with
closets.

The wing building contains a bathing-room. No.
6, which is provided with a door into chamber No.
2, so that in case of necessity they could be used in

connection. The entry, No, 7,

has in it a house-maid's closet

and sink, and under the stairs

which lead to the space in the

roof above the ceilings, in the

principal body of the house, is

a large linen closet.

Nos. 8 and 9 are large bed-

rooms, each one provided with

a fireplace and closets, and 10

and 11 are sleeping-rooms of

smaller size.

In the front part of the house
the high pitch of the roof affords

an opportunity of partitioning-

otf, if wished, three good sleep-

ing-rooms for servants, though
independently of the increased

accommodation thus capable of

being made, the plan shows that

a liberal amount of room is laid

out upon this floor.

The cost of this building, fin-

ished fully, including a large fur-

nace to render the house com-
fortable in case of winter occu-

pancy, plumbing and painting,

would depend upon situation ; in

the instance for which the design

was made, the contract, compre-
hending all these, was about six

thousand dollars, but a very care-

ful finish was insisted upon, and
the house contains all the appen-

dages found in a suburban villa.

We have given above, so much
of the description as will give

an idea of the internal arrange-

ments of the house only, leaving

much that ought to be carefully

studied by the persons proposing to build. The

cuts, and mainly the descriptions, are from an ex-

cellent work entitled Homes for the People, by

Gervase Wheeler, architect, N. Y. city, which wg

earnestly recommend to all disposed to adopt the

plan which we now present.

Benefits of Snow.—Snow, from the porous

condition of its particles, receives from the atmos-

phere while falling through it, all gases before held

in suspension, and after it reaches the surface of the
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earth, continues to perform
various offices not noted
above. No gas from below
can escape through the

snow, as itself is always at

32 degrees or less, and thus

condenses these gases, caus-

ing them again to fall into

the soil, or to remain com-
bined with the snow. The
gases arising from decom-
position, which travel above
the snow with the atmos-
phere, are condensed when

ORNAMENTED COTTAGE—CHAMBER FLOOR.

—

See p. 224

house is that of C. M. Saxton & Co.,
which has not long since moved into
commodious rooms at No. 1-iO Fulton
Street, near Broadway. Here they
keep a complete assortment of agricul-
tural works, and a reading-room sup-
plied with all the agricultural and hor-
ticultural journals of Europe and Am-
erica. Their list of publications com-
prises nearly one hundred different
works, embracing the Avhole range of
farming, gardening, planting, &c., 6cc.

Mr. Saxton founded the house some
nine years since, and for seven years
has confined himself directly to" the
speciality we have referred to. It ar-
gues well for the intelligence of the
agriculturists of this country that they
require so large an establishment to
supply them with publications bearing
upon the diversified interests of their
occupation. Among the publications
of this house just issued are— The
Grape Grower's Guide, The Cranber-
ry Culture, Strawberry Cultm-e, and
Peroz's Culture of the Vine. They
have also in press a new work by W.
N.White, of Athens, Geo., upon Gard-
ening for the South, intended especial-
ly for that section of our country.

We take pleasure in corroborating

the above. This firm, by devoting it-

self directly to the interests of the ag-

ricultural community, has furnished a

vast amount of practical knowledge

to the public, and by the reasonable

price of their publications, placed them within reach

of all classes. Farmers, planters, gardeners, &c..

who want agricultural books, will always be able to

in contact with it, and are continually passing in this
condensed condition through the snow. As a mulch,
snow is better than any other substance, and is of
material benefit. It is a mistake to suppose that ^u

"^
rVJ- "^ 7

»...-j.. --^ ..^... .^

rains cleanse the atmosphere as thoroughly as snow. 1

1'"''''''''*' .*^^™ °^ ^^'' ^™' *«^ S^e^^ ^^^^^"S house

Many instances are given by Liebig and "others, of °^ ^^^ ^^^ ^" ^^^ United States.

snow having the smell of urine and other fecal mat-
ters so strongly, as to be easily recognized.

—

JVork-
ing Farmer, SHADE AND FRUIT TREES.

A French Puff, Translated Gratis.—The
I^^t every c/tiW set a tree. We have nothing now

greatest clothing estabUshment in the world is that j''^ ^^Y ^° ^^^ ""^^ ! '^*3/ '"'i^^ set trees, of course, and
ofM. Godillot, in Paris. It employs sixty-six sew- i tend them well after thpv nrp spf ! Rut tliP rhiU
ing machines, kept in motion by a "steam-engine of
nine horse power, and which sewed all the over-
coats for the Crimean army. The superintendent
of the establishment is the Emperor's tailor, Dus-
santoy, who has invented a cutting-machine capable
of cutting out fifteen suits at once, almost with the
rapidity of lightning. Besides the machines, one
thousand women and girls are constantly engaged
at sewing.

Agricultural Publishers.—The literary cor-

respondent of the Boston Traveller, referring to

the publishing house of C. M. Saxton & Co., of New
York, says :

—

It is an item worthy of note that New York con-
tains the only publishing house in the United States,
indeed in the world, which devotes itself exclusively
to the publication of agricultural works. This

tend them well after they are set ! But the child

who has never set a tree, knows little of the enjoy-

ment in store, if he or she has not one tree to care

for and love, and water and feed and watch over, as

it bursts into new life and beauty and promise at

each returning spring. He who has practiced it,

will know the sweetness of the enjoyment, and
when the tree has gained stature and strength and
sent out its broad and leafy branches to shut out

the noon-day sun, how gratefully will he listen to

the songs of birds that nestle and feed their young
about him. And for this kind provision of a home,
ihty shall teach him lessons of wisdom and trust,

or beguile his hours of labor with their cheerful

notes, or protect his crops from enemies so minute
as to escape his own observation.

Parents should encourage each child to plant a
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tree. It will be an object of interest through life,

be often remembered, or spoken of or visited.

—

Children will gather around it and relate old inci-

dents of the homestead, and not only will it become

the centre of clustering affections, but of gathering

hearts themselves. "My father planted this elm,"

said a gentleman to a happy group, "when I held it

in place at the age of five years ; I remember it

well. See how its branches extend, and shield us

from the burning rays ; more than a dozen fami-

lies people its sheltering top, whose social and hap-

py lives are perpetual lessons of confidence and

love. My children ever read them with delight,

and daily bless the memory of their grand-parent,

who planted this tree. In imitation of his noble

example, they, too, have planted their trees, and

these groups about us, lifting their heads to the

skies, or reaching away into the air, are so many

good genii around our dwelling, protecting and

adorning and influencing all."

Now, is the time to decide what and where to

plant. Shall it be one of the varieties of the elm,

prim, and all its length of a size, like a maiden's

dress in days gone by ? or the vase-form, or the

weei)ing elm ? Will you select the red or white ma-

ple, the stately ash, the rough, but noble oak, the

pendent willow, the wide-spreading beech, the horse

chestnut, black walnut or some evergreen ?

Our New England Flora is unsurpassed ; the

nurseries, and the woods and pastures, abound with

beautiful specimens of most of our varieties. What
child in the country will feel that its whole duty is

iischarged, who has not planted a tree !

For the New England Fanner.

EXPERIMENTS WITH POTATOES.
Mr. Editor :—I wish to give you the results of

some ex])eriments that I have tried in jjlanting po-

tatoes. I planted five rows, eight hills in a row
;

one row was large potatoes cut, two halves in a hill,

yielding 44 lbs, 2 oz. ; one row large, two quarters

in a hill, 39 lbs. 2 oz. ; one row small, two halves

in a hill, 3 1 lbs. 2 oz. ; one row small, whole, two in

a hill, 30 lbs, 10 oz. ; one row large, whole, one in

a hill, 27 lbs. 2 oz. By this trial you will see that

the large whole potatoes, with one in a hill, gave

the lightest yield, and the two large halves in a hill,

the heaviest ; and that the two small halves gave a

little better yield than the two whole ones. I think,

as far as this experiment goes, it gives the prefer-

ence to cut potatoes for seed,

I wish to say something more about potatoes, for

. the benefit of any one that raises them. The in-

formation that I wish to impart, I obtained in read-

ing a communication pubUshed in your paper some
time last spring, signed by an old English farmer.

I followed his advice by cutting my potatoes and
dipping them immediately in plaster, and planting

them with the plaster side uj), handling them light

ly, to keep from knocking ofi" the plaster. I plant-

ed a piece of land containing some four rods short

of a fourth of an acre ; the land was in a neighbor's

field, and he planted potatoes the same day, each

side of mine, but his potatoes had no plaster on

them. The result was that the plastered potatoes

came up first, and continued to gain on the others

through the season, and when dug there was some

difference in the yield. My neighbor dug the same
number of rows of his, that I had in my piece, and

we measured them to ascertain the difi'erence ; he

had thirty-eight bushels, and I had seventy-two ! I

think the experiment needs no comment ; and I

think, likewise, as the old English farmer did, that

if you try it once, that you will never plant pota-

toes without the plaster, A Subscriber.

Shelburne, Vt.

Fur the New England Farmer.

CULTURE OF ROOTS.

Mr, Brown :—Agreeably to my promise, I will

now endeavor to give a concise account of my meth-

od of raising root crops, and the uses to which I

have applied them. And jierhaps it may be as

well to give you my manner of sowing and culti-

vating the turnip crop, which I adopted the last

season, although I have for many years raised a

considerable amount of that crop, for a farmer with

a moderate quantity of arable land, which will be

the case, usually, in the hilly regions of New
Hampshire. In the spring of 1855, I manured

well one acre and five-eighths of ground, and plant-

ed the same with corn ; at my last hoeing, I sowed

my turnip seed broad-cast, after having plowed

lightly between my com rows. The time of sowing

was some time during the first week in July. In

the fall I harvested from that field one hundred

and nine bushels of the soundest corn which I have

seen for many years ; and quite late, just before

the ground froze, I gathered in my turnip crop from

the one and five-eighths acres, which measured, as I

stored them away in cellar, two hundred and twen-

ty-six bushels. I had also, two cartloads of extra

pumpkins on the same land, I had another small

spot of ground measuring seventy-one square rods,

which I sowed to wheat; that I harvested some

time in the fore part of August, which when thresh-

ed, measured ten bushels of good wheat. Imme-
diately after the wheat was cut I turned under the

stubble, and after smoothing the ground, I mixed

turnip seed with my grass seed, and sowed broad-

cast, I sowed this small field on the loth of Au-
gust, I gave this piece of land a sprinkling of ash-

es at the time of sowing my last seed, and harvest-

ed from it seventy-four bushels of turnips, of the

best quality that I ever saw, and they have been so

considered by others who have used them for table

use. My kind of turnip is the flat English, The
principal use which I have made of my turnip crop,

has been feed for my cattle ; I think much of the

crop for that purpose, I consider it a great saving

of fodder, and I have had some very fine stock which

I have exhibited in various fairs, and nearly all the

extra keeping of the same has been turnips, which

I cut mth a root cutter. The grass seed sown with

the turnips came up very even, and was, when small,

just shaded enough to preserve the roots in a vig-

orous state, and when I last saw the grass before

the snow fell, I thought it looked the best, and bid

the fairest for a good crop the next season, of any

which I ever have had, I think land seeded in

this way, far better than to stock down in the

spring with oats, which I find a very exhausting

crop.
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In the season of 1854, I found, toward the last

of June, that I had a small portion of mowing land,

which was so bound out, that there was no promise
of a crop of hay ; not even to be worth mowing. I

plowed up ninety-two square rods of this land, and
spread on it twelve loads of compost manure, about
the 12th day of July. On the 25th day of July,

"zoef or dry," I sowed my turnip seed ; and harvest-
ed from that field three hundred bushels of turnips.

I mixed my grass seed with the turnip seed as

above stated. Last haying season, I cut the finest

crop of herds grass, on the same land which I have
ever had from any other method of stocking down.
The quantity of turnip seed sown by me is at the

rate of one pound to an acre. I have now gone in-

to a greater length than I intended ; but it is at

your election to use as much of the above as you
may think proper, and in such a manner as you
may please. Josiah Bennett.

Westmoreland, JV. H., 1856.

Remarks.—Mr. Bennett presented some very-

large and fine cattle at the national exhibition last

fall, and imputed their superiority mainly to their

being fed upon roots. We are glad he has given

his testimony in favor of roots as profitable feed for

neat stock.

CATAWISSA RASPBERRY.
The Catawissa Raspberry is a native variety, en-

tirely, grown and sold by Joshua Pierce, at Linne-
an Hill Nursery, near Washington, D. C., and en-
tirely new and distinct in its characteristics in re-

spect to the manner of bearing, and the periods of
maturing its fruit, which promise to render it an
object of general cultivation. From its appearance
and mode of growth, I have no doubt but it is a
seedling produced from the common wild black
raspberry of the country, which grows in great
abundance about the regions where it originated

;

nor can I lean that any other varieties, native or

foreign, wild or cultivated, ever grew near the orig-

inal plant, except, perhaps, the Thimble Berry,
(Rubus purpurea, or odorata,) which from the dis-

similarity of the two, I do not suppose had anything
to do with its production.

This bountiful gift of nature originated in the
grave-yard of the little Quaker meeting-house, in

the village of Catawissa, Columbia county, Penn.,
situated near the confluence of a stream of the
same name with that noble river, the Susquehanna.
The history of its discovery is smply as follows :

The person who had the care of the meeting-house,
from whose own lips I received the account, was in

the habit of mowing the grass in the grave-yard,
several times in the course of the year ; and on one
occasion, some eight or ten years since, obser^^ng
that a brier, which he had often clipped with his

scythe, showed symptoms of bearing fruit out of the
ordinary season. For this time he spared the plant,

bestowing upon it watchful care, and afterwards re-

moved it to his garden.

The fruit is of medium size, inferior to many of
the new, popular varieties, but is sufficiently large

for all economical purposes. Its color is dark-red-

ish purple, when ripe, and is of a very high flavor.

It bears most abundantly throughout the season af-

ter the young wood on which it produces its best
fruit attains a height of four or five feet, usually be-

ginning to ripen early in August, but sometimes
sooner. The fruit is produced on branches contin-

ually pushing out from all parts, successively ap-
pearing in its various stages of growth, from the
blossom to perfect maturity ; and often there may
be counted more than fifty fruits on a single branch.
As the fruit on each branch successively ripens, the
later ones diminish in size, but there is no suspen-
sion of its fruiting until checked by frost. If pro-
tected in-doors, it undoubtedly would produce fruit

during the winter months.
The Catawissa Raspberry is ofi'ered to the fruit-

growers as a grand desideratum which should be
in the possession of every one who has the means
of cultivating even half a dozen plants. It is not
expected that it will compete with many other sorts,

as a general crop at the ordinary season of rasp-

berries ; its time of ripening and its great produc-
tiveness are the qualities for which it is particularly

recommended; producing its fruit on the young
growth of each year, it is in its fall crop entirely

exempt from the effects of spring frost, so often de-

structive to many of our fall fruits, in which case, it

otfers a valuable substitute for such as may fail,

both as a desert at hand for present use, and vari-

ous economical uses as a preserve for wnter.
In its cultivation, deep plowing, or trenching the

ground before planting,will be found advantageous.

It should be planted in rows six feet apart, and at

least four feet in the rows. The plow and cultiva-

tor should be freely used to keep the gi-ound loose,

and to keep down weeds or grass. The bushes

may then be tied up to stakes or trellises, as with

grape vines ; and as it is desirable to a good fall
crop, the old stalks should be cut away in winter or

spring, to promote the rapid growth of the young
wood.

U. S. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

We have the Journal of this Society for the year

1855, before us, and it is more valuable than any

that has preceded it, in every respect—in spirit,

matter, and typographical and artistic execution.

It is illustrated, first, by one of the most graphic,

Hfe-like, and beautiful hthographs of the grounds

and structures, with all their animated beings, that

we have ever seen. The view includes some of the

surrounding buildings of the city, a portion of the

shipping in the harbor, the rich foliage of the trees

and the adjacent hills. Then comes the address

of the President at the annual meeting in Feb. 28,

at Washington, giving a rapid, yet clear history of

the transactions of the Society, for the year, with

appropriate reflections on the present condition of

American agriculture. The business of the annual

meeting is then given, such as choice of officers, &c.,

and then follows, a history of the Third Exhibilion

of lite Society, held at Boston, in October last.

This is illustrated with elegant specimens of the

Short Horn and Jersey breeds of cattle, of South-

down sheep, and the Essex, Berkshire and Suffolk

swine.

The account of the Banquet, containing the In-

vocation, Thanks, President Wilder's Address, and

speeches and sentiments, would make an interest-
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ing and instructive volume, in itself. The Journal,

(as well as the transactions which it records) is a

credit to the genius and ^perseverance which de-

vised and executed the whole, and is a crowning glory

to the operations of the year.

We are glad to see institutions of all sorts, even

of the most primary character, established to pro-

mote the interests of the Farm. The village farm-

ers' club is unquestionably the true starting point,

—and like the fishery for those who are to stand

on the quarter-deck,—qualifies those who are to

conduct others into more difficult and imjjortant

regions of the Art. These men will be active and

efficient in the County Societies, and will become

those who are to act with wisdom and foresight, in

an Association which recognizes the interests of the

Nation.

The next exhibition of the U. S. Society is to be

held in Philadelphia in October next, and the same
untiring energy which carried the last exhibition to

such brilliant results, will be infused into the next.

But the responsibilities of such an enterprise are

more than should be demanded of one person—the

Vice President of each State (as well as all commit-

tees) should stand ready to co-operate with the

President, and second his efforts in every possible

way. The experience, the zeal and indomitable en-

ergy of Col. Wilder, as the controlling head, will

accomplish much, but that will not exonerate oth-

ers from the discharge of a fair share of the labor

to be employed.

For the New England Farmer.

HORSES AT CATTLE SHOWS.
Mr. Editor:—I read with much interest your

valuable paper, atfid have been a subscriber for a

long time, and look forward with much pleasure to

the close of each week which brings to my door a

new number; and as you remark after the article

signed "Middlesex," on "Horse-racing at Cattle

Shows," "that there is a diversity of opinion on the

subject," and also expressed your willingness to

yield room for discussion on the matter, I have
written, not to take issue against my friend from
Newton Centre, for I agree with him in pail, but to

offer my little mite to the many valuable articles in

your columns, hoping it may interest some of your
readers. Although there may be truth in the re-

marks of my friend, I cannot see why the strength,

the power and the speed of horses may not, with
propriety, as well be tried at our agricultural fairs,

as the products of the farm in other particulars. I

cannot see the objection to exhibiting, or the driv-

ing of horses at oiu* fairs. We must have speed
and strength in the animals on the farm to make
them useful. Why not ? As the age progresses, man
progtesses ; the farmer desires a stronger and better

team of horses,—he wants, or ought to want, a horse
of all work,—one that will carr}- his load to mill or to

church and not stumble by the way-side ; he also

wishes, or ought to wish for an animal which will

carry him to market before market hours are over,

or to the village sanctuary before the benediction is

pronounced, and if tliey be but four or five miles

distant, he ought to be carried there in a shorter

space of time than three or four hours, and to do
this, my friend must give up in a measure his anti-

quated ideas, and join in a degree the young Amer-
ica school, (I do not mean politically speaking.)

How is this to be done ? Must we pay the same
and no more attention than our fathers and grand-
fathers did to their stock ? raise the same breed of
cows, hogs and horses as they did ? Or shall we
improve our stock ? Shall we, because they thought
that $ 100 for a horse was a large figure, be satisfied ?

Surely not. Now, Mr. Editor, I do not see why a
spirit of emulation ought not to exist, just as well

among the breeders of horses, as in the raisers of
butter or hogs. Can we not have the horse, the
noble horse, represented at our fairs ? Who wants,

unless it be the sluggard, a slow horse, either for

the plow, the harrow or the carriage ? There are

men, and those of high respectability, among us,

who have been at great expense to introduce a breed
of horses that shall excel in their various callings.

They have presented at our fairs the draft horse,

the strong, powerfully framed animal, capable of

much labor, he is certainly useful, in his way ; his

strength and his good qualities have been shown at

our exhibitions, and why cannot the roadster have
his place ? surely his duties ought not to be over-

looked. We ought and must have, to meet the de-

mand of a certain and by no means a disreputable

class of men, the horse of speed and bottom, style

him what you may, a fast horse, or the horse of en-

durance, and how can his qualities be tested, (any
better than my friend's butter,) unless it be at public

fairs ? If one has a horse, such an one as is called

by a friend of mine, and a good agriculturist, "the
gentleman's powerful roadster, that can go his thir-

teen miles within the hour," we are at once asked
by the buyer, and the very first question in such
sales invariably is, "How fast is he ?"

Now, I say, we must have such horses, and I can-

not see why my friend from Newton cannot allow

us, who love the horse as dearly as he loves his

hogs, to have a place for our horses at the fairs. I

am sure that the greatest and most beautiful attrac-

tion, and the one that drew and interested by far

the most people of all sexes, all professions and
trades, was the magnificent display of horses at the
late United States Agricultural Fair at Boston. I

will venture to say that where any other part of the

exhibition was amusing to ten persons, the lovers of

the horse were ten times that number. I for one,

am anxious to have everything relative to the farm,

be it in the way of horses or of butter, well and
Ijroperly represented, each and all in their re-

spective places, and have the privilege granted to

all to follow their oaati inclination in visiting every
part of the exhibition, and not be confined to any
particular branch. I will agree to furnish one hun-
dred persons that would pay their half-dollar to visit

an exhibition of horses, where my friend from New-
ton Centre would obtain ten at 12^ cents each, to

visit his dairy, (not to speak dispf^ragingly.) I have
written these rough ideas as they have suggested

1

themselves to me, and trust my friend would not

j

desire me so cruel a wish that I miglit be deprived of
I his nice tasting and without doubt elegant looking

I

butter, just because I am so fond of that beautiful

{animal, the horse. Essex.

(5:^* Tart words make no friends : a spoonful of

honey will catch more files than a gallon of \iuegar.
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EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
SUNFLOWER SEEDS FOR OIL.

Will it be convenient in some future number of

your paper to give information as to the best man-
ner of getting the oil from the sunflower in a pure
state, that it may supply the place of our bad whale
oil for lamps ? I understand, from what I have
read respecting this plant, the oil is equal to the

best Florence or oHve oil, and yields, some say 50,

some 70 gallons per acre ; while the stalks afford

good fuel.

This plant has been much neglected, but I am
persuaded it is worthy of culture, especially at this

time, as we can hardly hope to see the best sperm
oil come into common use again. We do not think

either, how much fertilizing ashes might be had, if

the stalks of this plant were used so freely as they

might be, if we were accustomed to grow it.

Yours, respectfully, G. P. s.

Byjield, 1856.

Remarks.—An acre of sunflowers, one foot apart

each way, will contain 45,560 plants. We find it

stated that an average product would be fifty bush-

els of the seed and fifty gallons of oil. The oil is

said to be excellent for table use, for burning in

lamps, and for making soaps. The refuse of the

seeds after the oil has been expressed, will produce

1500 lbs., and the stalks when burnt for alkali, will

give ten per cent, of potash. It would require a

powerful 23i"ess to extract the oil, but such an one

would soon be found.

STUMP MACHINE—LIQUID MANURE.

Mr. Editor :—I once saw a description of a

stump machine that pulled the stump by a screw,

and cost only twenty or twenty-five dollars. Can
you tell me anything in regard to such a machine.

(a.) Would you recommend farmers to adopt the

plan of using liquid manure as recommended by "T.

C, in Farmer Feb. 23 ? As this matter is quite new
here, I wish more light in regard to it. With what

should the tank be filled after the liquid is drawn
ofl", and how often should the liquid be applied to

the soil ? Should the tank be built entirely under

ground, or only level with the ground so as to be

easily opened ? Can they be made water-tight in

the manner described byT. C. ? S. G. Butler.
Essex, Vt., 1856.

Remarks.—The farmer must be governed in his

operations by the same laws which govern the man-

ufacturer, the merchant, or commercial maa ; by

the circumstances with which he is surrounded and

the capital which he can controL If a proper in-

vestment in the farm, or implements and stock, ab-

sorbs all his capital, we certainly should not advise

him to risk a large outlay in the fixtures and con-

veniences for liquid manuring, unless he possesses

a remarkably enterprising spirit, and means to give

farming his entire attention. We are far from be-

lieving in Dr. Beecher's theory, that the farmer

should 7iever incur a debt.

But there is a way to begin the good work, which

is open to all,

Jn a convenient spot, eear the buildings, make a

cistern in the ground, four feet wide, six feet long

and eight feet deep, in the clear ; stone, or brick it

if perferred, though on firm earth it will answer all

purposes cemented directly on the ground itself. A
good way is to begin by laying a wall on the surface

of the ground, eight to twelve inches high on each

side of the tank, leaving the precise demensions de-

sired. Let the stones have a face inside, and level

the top to receive the plank which is to cover it.

Cement the joints of the wall, and then turf over the

outside. Then excavate the inside, being careful

not to disturb the wall. Into this cistern, conduct

the sink water, and over it set the privy ; in the

other end set a stout pump stock, and the cistern

is complete. It would also be well to conduct the

water from the roofs of the house into it at will.

—

The cistern would be stronger if made round, in-

stead of square or oblong. The pump should be

made of inch boards, and about six inches square.

Here, then, is a receptacle for all sorts of cast-off

stuff"; nothing of a perishable natm'e can hardly

come amiss. During a portion of the year liquid

contents may be applied directly to the fields, by

the aid of a cask mounted on wheels. Then, as an

adjunct, there should always be a hollow square of

meadow muck close by to receive the contents of

the cistern when it is too thick to be pumped out, or

when it is not convenient to distribute it on the

fields, or in the winter.

If the odor should not be so much like that from

a bed of mignionette as you would like, dissolve a

few pounds of copperas in plenty of water and stir

that in with it, when you will be able to proceed

pleasantly.

RED cedar seed.

Can you tell me where I can procure the Red
Cedar seeds, and the amount it requires to sow fif-

ty rods ? When will be the best time to sow it,

and how ? How much will it cost ?

I was led to inquire by seeing an account in your

paper a few weeks ago, by Mr. Sheldon. He says

it will make a good fence. A Subscriber.

Manchester, JV. H., 1856.

Remarks.—We have not the information desired.

Will Mr. Sheldon, or some other person, impart

it.P _
HOW TO MAKE NICE BUTTER.

Mr. Editor :—Being a farmer's wife, and a con-

stant reader of your paper, I take this opportunely

of making a few remarks on the art of butter-ma-

king, during the winter season in particular.

In the first place, my milk is put into six quart

pans, about two quarts in each pan. These are

placed in my pantry, on shelves about twelve inches

wide, leaving an open space through the shelves

of four inches. There it is kept at a moderate heat

through the day ; then it is carefully placed over a

kettk of hot water, or on top of the stove, until it

is brought to a heat about one-third above that

when taken from the cow ; it is then removed to

its former place, where it remains until the next
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night, when the cream has risen sufficient to take

off. Great care should be taken not to allow it to

become too much heated, as the quantity of cream
will be much less when ready for churninsir ; to one

straw into heaps near, or on, the field to be plowed

;

the spring rains will probably wet it through; then,

just before plowing, spread on to the land as much

pailful of cream, add four quarts of new mflk, whicl>« ^^^ ^^ plowed under in half a day, so as to get

in addition to the above method, will give a taste jit under m a wet state. If it is found difficult to

and flavor far surpassing that of the best made June
butter.

I likewise contend that one-third more of butter

from the same quantity of milk can be made from
the above method than any other way.

A Lover of Butter Making.
C n, jV. H.

MTSAT MANURE FOR PASTURES?

Mr. Editor :—I have ten acres of new ground,

rather light soil, descending to the east, one quar-

ter of the surface covered with large rocks and ledg-

es. This is seeded with timothy and red-top, and
sowed with rye in September, lSo4, and clover seed

in the spring of 1855. I intend it for pasture.

—

What shall I put on to improve the land, and the

amount of feed ? If plaster, how much per acre,

or if any of the fertilizers of the day, how much per

acre? c. w.
Indian Orchard, 1856.

Remarks.—Apply ashes, if you can get it for

anything less than twenty cents a bushel, or leached

ashes for twelve cents. Plaster sometimes has a

good effect. Sow, when the dew is on, four to six

bushels an acre. Try an eighth of an acre with

guano, and another eighth with superphosphate of

lime, and note the results. No one is competent

to tell ivhat the result will be.

HOW TO USE STRAW—ASHES—CLOVER SEED,

Mr. Editor :—I wish to have your judgment, or

that of some of your correspondents, as to the best

way to dispose of straw. I have eight or ten tons,

and wish to make some disposition of it this spring,

What effect would it have to burn the straw on the

land before sowing ? (a.) I have heard of scattei--

ing potatoes on grass land and covei'ing them with

straw ; would that be profitable ? (6.) How would
it do to plow it in deep ? (c.) Also the best and
most profitable way to use dry unleached ashes, on
dry loamy or gravely soil ? {d.) Is it best to sow
timothy in the s])ring or fall ? Will it answer to

sow clover seed in the fall, if so, at what time ? (e.)

I have running water to my barn, caused by a

force ])ump, and wish to know how I can firmly at

tach the lead pipe to the socket snout, or nose, of

the pump, so that it can be easily removed? (/.) I

have done it with a hose wound with a strong

cord, but it bursts frequently.

Is sour milk injurious or beneficial to cows, if in-

jurious why ? By answering the above you will

much oblige, E. KiNGSBERY.
Derby, March, 1856.

Remarks.—(a.) There would undoubtedly be

great loss in burning straw on the land, beca'.ise all

its volatile matter would be dissipated into the air.

The straw, plowed under, would supply a large

amount of vegetable matter, or humus, to the soil,

which would be highly valuable. We would re-

commend this course as an experiment; throw the

get the straw under with the plow, throw it upon a

cart, follow the plow and deposit in the furrow to

be covered by the next furrow sHce. This process

may be a slow one, but worthy of an experiment.

When buried in the soil in a dry state, straw

decomposes slowly, and produces a less sensible ef-

fect upon the succeeding crop, therefore, if a quick

return from it is desired, it should be saturated with

the water of the barn cellar or yard.

(b.) It is doubtful whether a paying crop would

be obtained by covering the potatoes with straw on

grass land. Try it, on a rod square.

(c.) To plow the straw in seven or eight inches

deep, is, we think, the true com"se, and one from

which important results may be realized.

(d.) Ashes, like barn-yard dung, is a standard

manure. It is a universal panacea. Spread it broad-

cast and harrow lightly.

(e.) Young clover, from seed sown in the fall,

is apt to winter-kill. Sow it in March—if on the

snow it is as well, and then you can see the seed

and sow evenly. Timothy seed may be sown in

April, May, or in July, August and September.

Some persons seed down grass land in October, but

as a general thing, it is too late.

{/.) Some person better skilled in "pipe laying"

than ourselves, must answer this query ; and also

the one in regard to sour milk fed to cows. But

sour milk is excellent for pigs—why not let them

have it ?

odd year apples.

Mr. Brown :—Enclosed you will find commu-
nications from gentlemen who have in their orchdrds
what we consider the very choicest variety of apples,

with the addition of being odd ye'ar bearers. I have
felt so much interested in this fruit that I have pro-

cured of ^Ir. Thorp some specimens from his tree,

which I herewith present to you, and if your opinion

should be favorable, I trust you will make it known.
You can judge of the interest I take in this fruit

from tho fact that of over one thousand trees which
I have within a few years set out for orcharding,

the largest portion are of this variety.

South Hadley, 1856. Charles Eastman.

Remarks.—The apples did not reach us in per-

fect order. They appeared much like the Baldwin.

Mr. Eastman's opinion came strongly backed by

that of several other gentlemen who know the fruit.

guano and plaster.

John H. Saunders, South Benvick, Me., informs

us that he mixes guano and plaster, equal parts,

and applies a large table-spoonful to the hill, and

has found it to increase the corn and potato crops

finely.
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THE BLACKBERRY.
The common blackberiy which is found

growing wild in the fields and pastures of

New England, is a fruit susceptible of easy

and profitable cultivation. In its season, few

of our berries are superior to this. It is a

universal favorite, and always meets with a

ready market, and at a price highly remuner-

ative, as it costs less than the strawberry or

raspberry.

In order to succeed in the cultivation of it,

care must be taken to secure good and heal-

thy bushes for transplanting, and to set them

in good soil. By the term "good soil," we
desire to be understood as indicating a quality

of land similar in its physical character to

that from which the bushes were taken. A
soil of a sabulous or sandy character is the

most congenial to the blackberr}', and should be

filled M'ith old, well decomposed compost, into

which forest mould and leaves enter as ingredients.

Charcoal, finely pulverized, and wood ashes, leached

or unleached, make an excellent top-dressing for

the beds. If these stimulating substances are ap-

plied in sufficient quantity, there will be but little

trouble experienced in securing a good and abun-

dant crop of fruit.

But the blackberry plant, Uke many others, at-

tempts to do too much. It will blossom profusely,

and set three or four times as much fruit as it can

perfect. As soon, therefore, as the blossom leaves

begin to fall, trim out with the scissors, half or two-

thirds of the fruit, or according to the amount

which has set. We failed in obtaining a crop, for

two or three years before we learned this lesson

;

but since we have thinned, have always obtained a

crop.

For the New England Farmer.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT PEARS-

In Barry's Fruit Garden,—a work all fruit culti-

vators should have—on l^age 81 are the following

remarks :

"Double Working.—When we graft or bud a

tree already budded or grafted, we call it 'double-

j

worked.' Certain very important advantages are

gained by it. Some varieties are of such feeble

growth, that it is impossible to make good trees of

them in the ordinary way of working on common
stocks. In such cases we use worked trees of strong

growing sorts as stocks for them."
j

* * * * "A great many improvements may
|

be effected, not only in the form and growth of;

trees, but in the quality of the fruit, by double-
working. Very few experiments have yet been
made on the subject in this country, except from
necessity ; but the general interest now felt on all

matters pertaining to fruit tree culture, cannot fail

tt) direct attention to this and similar matters, that

have heretofore, in a great measure, been over-,

looked."
I

I have been cultivating, quite extensively, for a

MAIDEN'S BLUSH APPLE.

X
Large medial ; fiattish ; smooth

;

lemon yellow, with a most beautiful

blush; 'stem short, in a cavity from

deep to shallow ; calyx closed, in a

shallow basin ; flesh white, tender,

pleasant, sub-acid. A good grower

and bearer. Though rather acid,

and not of high flavor, yet it is one

of the best market fruits. Oct. and

Nov. Origin, N. J. It is often

called Hawthornden, which is sim-

ilar, but more green, and inferior

;

the best apple Scotland.

few years past, a pear I think admirably adapted as

a stock, for the purpose above mentioned of "dou-
ble-working. This pear is quite common in this

neighborhood. I have seen it in various parts of the
country, grafted on old trees, but (have never seen
any young trees of this variety for sale, or growing
in any nursery except my own. It may be, for aught
I know a well known old variety. It is an abundant
bearer, ripe early in August, of medium size, keeps
but a short time, and would be considered, by most
people, a very good pear. It finds a ready sale at

good prices in the market here, under various

names, as the "August pear," "Sugar pear," "Jar-

gonelle," &c. I have adoj)ted the latter title though
at the risk of a little confusion, and advertise and
sell it under the name of "Jargonelle."

I am much interested in the cultivation of the

pear, and have been experimenting for a hw years

past with nearly one hundred varieties, very few of

which I find perfectly hardy here. ^I;»iiy, even
those having the highest recommendations, I find

exceedingly difficult to raise from the ground. I

think the main trouble lies in the injury the young
wood receives during winter, which causes a stinted

growth the ensuing season.

The pear referred to above, far surpasses all oth-

ers in my collection for its wonderfully strong and
vigorous growth, and its freedom from injury dur-

ing the winter, and from bhght of all kinds ; nev-

er fails when transplanted, to hve and grow Avell in

all soils and situations, succeeding perfectly where
many esteemed varieties entirely fail. It makes the

finest looking tree in the nursery, remarkable for

its upright, handsome and symmetrical form, with
its hard and stocky wood. I have great confidence

it will prove exceedingly valuable for a stock on
which to work varieties o^ slow growth and difficult

to raise. In fact, I do not think I have a pear in

my collection, of which if an orchard was planted, I

should not be a g.uner by double-working on the

"Jargonelle." Thftt is, for orchard or even garden
cultivation, set out the Jargonelle, and let them grow
until well established, and graft from time to time,

with A arieties deemed most advisable. I have not,

as yet, practised this method much, but intend to

on an extensive scale, and in regrafting, I should

retain all of the stock I could. 1 grafted the Seck-

el on a voung tree of the Jargonelle three or four
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years after it was taken from the nursery rows, and

obtained fruit the third year.

The Beurre d'Amahs is the next best grower I

have, and very hardy. The Flemish Beauty I find

perfectly hardy, and a fair grower. This, I think,

will prove one of, if not the very best pear for gen-|

eral cultivation in the north of New England. The
j

St. Ghislain grows well and is perfectly hardy.
|

The Urbaniste, a variety of slow growth, tardy in
]

coming into bearing, but wonderfully hardy ; have

never seen a single twig a particle injured by the

winter. The Rostiezer is a very fine, promising,:

early variety, succeeding first rate Avith me. I

I am preparing to go somewhat extensively into

the cultivation of the ])ear on its own roots, and
1

shall devote my attention mainly to those kinds I
j

find by experience to be perfectly hardy and adapt-

ed to the wants of a severe climate.

See advertisement in another part of this paper.

Wakefield, X. H., April 1. John Copp.

For the New England Fanner.

CIRCUMSTANCES ALTER CASES.
BY HENRY F. FRENCH.

How to apply Manure—Composting—Some Elements of Fertil-
ity Evaporate and others Sink—Deep Plowing—Seeding to

Grass in Autumn—Sod and Subsoil Plow—Plotting Orchards
—Distinction between Rules and Principles.

In a former article, I proposed to apply the idea

suggested in the above caption, to the subjects of

the ajiplication of manures, and of composting and

deep plowing.

Shall I plow in the manure as deep as possible,

or shall I leave it near the surface ? Shall I com-

post it with mud or soil, and work it over to make
it fine, or use it in a fresh and green state ? The
answers to these questions depend on circumstan-

ces, many and various. If you have a heap of com-

mon barn manure, and are ready to apply it this

spring to your land for corn or potatoes, my advice

would be, to mix nothing with it, but to sj)read it,

and plow it in as deep as the plow will cover it,

running to the depth to which the land has been

usually plowed. As a general rule this would be

the true method, but if the land be a stiff" clay, for

reasons which will be presently stated, the manui-e

would be more profitably apphed nearer the sur-

face. The common manures consist of various el-

ements, some of which are readily converted into

gas and fly off into the air, and others which are

not volatile, but are dissolved by water and carried

away into the streams or into the ground.

A large proportion of the value of common man-
ures consists of ammonia, which is always produced
in the process of decay and putrefaction, and is

very volatile, and is diffused at once into the air,

when set free, and so benefits the world in general,

as much as the original owner.

Another proportion consists of lime in various

forms, and of potash, soda, and common salt.

—

These are inchned to sink into the soil, and to pass

off below, unless taken up by the plants growing

there, or combined with other substances which re-

tain them.

Where lime is used in large quantities, its ef-

fects are not considered permanent, but in a few

years it is washed out of the soil, and it becomes

necessary to repeat the application. This is well

understood in the old countries. So it is said that

common salt may be applied in sufficient quantity

to land to destroy all vegetation, and that its effects

will not last beyond the third year.

If, therefore, we place the manure near the bot-

tom of the furrow for a hoed crop, we save all the

ammonia, which rises and is incorporated with the

soil, and the roots of our crop extend low enough

to find the other elements, which would otherwise

slowly pass downwards by solution in water.

Clay, or alumina, has a strong attraction or affini-

ty for ammonia, which it absorbs from the manure

and even from the air, and retains for the use of

vegetation.

Hence, upon a clay soil, manure, though covered

but lightly, will not lose its ammonia, and the parts

which naturally sink are better protected near the

surface.

Formerly my own practice was to plow all ma-

nure into the soil, as deep as possible, but if it be

fine enough not to obstruct the convenient tillage

of my crops, I, in general, now prefer to keep it

near the surface. In laying swamps, and clay lands

to grass in autumn, I prefer to use fine compost ma-

nure, and to apply it to the surface, merely harrow-

ing it in.

COMPOSTING.

As to Composting,—this depends on circumstan-

ces. For market gardening, much of the manure

must be fine, or it will render a proper culture of

the soil about the young plants, impossible, and so,

in all cases, where it is desirable to produce an im-

mediate eff'ect, manure finely divided, and thorough-

ly decomposed, furnishes more ready food for the

plant. Again, highly concentrated manures, Uke

night-soil, require to be finely divided, or compos-

ted, that they may not prove too powerful and that

they may be equally diffused. Where top-dress-

ing is used, it is an extravagant waste to aj^ply

fresh manure, because the most valuable portion of

it passes off into the air, whereas if thorough!}'

mixed with clay or swamp mud, charcoal, or any-

thing else which will retain the ammonia, the loss

will be shght.

Again, where we have swamp-mud which con-

tains in itself elements of fertility, in a form which

needs but the addition usually of this very substance,

ammonia, which is always endeavoring to escajje,

to render it a valuable manure, we make a double

gain by mixing it with the manure because we save

the ammonia which would otherwise escape, ainl

we convert the mud itself into a valuable fertihzer.

If the mud can be added daily or weekly to the ac-
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cumulating heap in the barn cellar, this is perhaps

the best use of it. The less a manure heap is hand-

led over, in the open air, especially in windy days

in Spring, the more of its value is retained.

DEEP PLOWING.

The Depth of our Plowing is another question,

which must depend on many circumstances. I

plow all my own land from eight to twelve inches

deep. Much of it is sandy, and I manure heavily.

The deeper such land is plowed, the better it will

stand the drought, because the roots will strike the

deeper, and on light soils, however much the ma-

nure may be dift'used, the roots of the plant are

sure to pursue and find it. On my heavy clay soil,

in turning over the sod after haying—say once in

half a dozen years—to exterminate the bad grasses

and briars, which spring up after a few years, I am
suspicious that I have usually plowed deeper than

is profitable. In my next experiment, for which I

am preparing a large compost heap of night soil

and swamp mud, I propose to run the plow to the

depth of about eight inches, apply the compost,

harrow it well, and sow my seed in August, or ear-

ly in September. On such land, which has a

strong affinity for ammonia, there will be little loss

by evaporation, and the young grass roots will find

their food at hand for a start. In after life, much
of their nourishment is derived from the air and

•water; and the heavier portions of the manure

they will have time to seize upon, before it washes

below their reach. For several years, I have used

the sod and subsoil plow, and run it a foot deep,

for my hoed crops ; but upon a stiff clay, which had

been plowed but five or six inches before, I should

deem such an operation dangerous. A deep soil is

desirable everywhere, Ijut it must be deep^'ued grad-

ually, unless bountifully manured. In our rocky

soil, it is often impossible to plow more than eight

inches, though I believe it is well established that

a granite subsoil, taken even from the bottom of a

well, will become fertile merely by exposure to the

air, so that on such soils, we have little danger to

apprehend from deep cultivation.

PLOWING ORCHARDS.

Shall 1 plow my orchard deep ? is a question of-

ten asked. My answer would be, plow it as deep
as possible, and subsoil it before your trees are

planted. After that, plow as deep as practicable,

•without cutting the roots of the trees. As they ex-

tend through the soil, plow more shoal, so as not

to disturb them. I have no doubt trees are often

injured, by this violent kind of root pruning. There
are "circumstances" to be regarded as to the treat-

ment of apple trees. On the old homestead
at Chester, on the firm granite subsoil, an apple

tree takes a hold of the earth that the elements

themselves cannot unloose. The wind may break

down the tree, but it cannot uproot it. On our

sandy land in Exeter, it is no uncommon thing to

see a thrifty tree so loaded M'ith apples, as to actu-

ally be weighed down, and its roots drawn from

their bed, on one side. The root, in a deep, fine

soil, with no surer foundation than sand for twenty

feet below, can find nothing of sufficient substance

to which to attach itself. Now in the first case, the

earth may be kept as light as possible by frequent

forking, and deep tillage. In the latter case, the

soil is fine and porous enough, without artificial

aid, and if manure be applied, and merely covered,

and the land be occasionally laid to grass for a

year or two, provided it he kept always rich, the

trees will be the better for the treatment.

General Rides for the treatment of all soils, can-

not be given. General Principles, to be applied by

the aid of common sense, may be learned by all

who seek for them in the proper direction. Until

the distinction between rules and principles is bel-

ter understood, Ave shall continue to have those,

whom even braying in a mortar will not cure of

braying in another sense, complaining that the

teachings of scientific agriculturists are inconsist-

ent.

Par the New England Fanner.

SWEET APPLES.
The cultivation of sweet apples has been too

much neglected ; they often command an extra

price—especially the best winter varieties—and it

is difficult to obtain them, even at that. Many per-

sons prefer them, rather than the acid kinds, for

the dessert, and for baking; they are altogether

superior in sickness. As food for cattle, and other

animals, they are especially valuable. It may be

said that horses or cattle have sometimes broken
into orchards and surfeited themselves, so as to

cause their death, or serious injury, and the same
may be said of the corn-field. Apples fed to stock

daily, and in ])roper quantity, are no doubt benefi-

cial, and are highly relished by them. An experi-

enced farmer in this vicinity, formerly a member
of Congress, informed me that he had tried the ex-

periment of feeding swine with Ijoiled sweet apples

and potatoes, and that he never had better pork,

or less difficulty in fattening it. There are superi-

or kinds of sweet apples to be found in the cata-

logues, and none but those which rank as first rate

should be selected for cultivation ; among these

are the Early Bough, Danvers Winter, Haskell and
Orange Sweet, Tollman, Seaver and Ladies' Sweet-

ing ; the last mentioned is a New York variety,

which is highly recommended, but may not have

been sufficiently tested here. There are other

kinds, as well as the above, which are of first qual-

ity, and one can select according to his fancy, al-

ways bearing in mind that the variety should be

productive, the fruit first qualitj-, and the tree har-

dy, and of vigorous growth. It is no more expensive

to cultivate a tree which will produce from five to

ten barrels of good fruit in a bearing year, than one

which will yield but a single barrel, and that nearly

worthless.
"

O. V, Hills.

1^ A negro carpenter was lately sold in Adams
county, Miss., for $3,700.
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IMPROVEMENT OF STOCK.

Considerable has been said of late, of the hereti-

cal notions put forth in the Report on Milch Cows,

in Essex County, 1855. Without presuming to be

expert in these matters, we beg leave to call atten-

tion to the closing sentence of this report, which

reads as follows, viz :

—

"Whether cross breeding with imported stock

—

or a course of judicious selection for a series of

years from one common stock, be they natives or

nameless, or your well aiding the selection, by a

system of constant care and nutritious food, will

best accomplish the end in view, your committee

express no opinion."

Although the intelligent chairman of this com-

mittee prudently abstains from the expression of

an opinion, no one can carefully analyze and com-

pare the facts included in his report, (see abstract,

p. 193— 199,) without coming to the conclusion

that his own judgment was in favor of "the common

stock" of the country as the best basis of hope for

improvement.

For the New England Farmer.

EXPERIMENTS WITH GUANO.
Mr. Editor :— Dear Sir,— In your number

of the loth inst., is a statement purporting to be

my experience in the use of Peruvian guano, which

is far from my experience in practice. If it is not

asking too much, you will obhge me by publishing

this statement of my experience with the Peruvian

guano.

In the spring of 1852, I purchased one ton of

said guano for $56 delivered. The land it was

used upon was a gravelly pasture tliat was never

manured, plowed in the fall and cross plowed in the

spring. The guano was carted into the field in the

sacks, and placed so as to be convenient for putting

300 pounds per acre, then emptied from the sacks

into the furrows, or a smooth place, and mixed
with about one-quarter earth, then sowed broad
cast from a bag or basket, saving out the hard
lumps ; when mixing it with the earth, put the

lumps in the sacks, and at some convenient time,

place them upon a flat stone, and pound them fine

with an axe or stone-hammer, and sow as above

;

nubs not larger than walnuts or chestnuts, will do
no harm. Sow on still days, if damp weather, all

the better, and haiTow as fast as sowed, to keep the

ammonia from escaping : then well brushed over

with a good white birch bush, so arranged as to

take a sweep 12 or 14 feet wide, which is ])refera-

ble to a good roller. The second week in May, I

planted tlie com square, three and a half feet each

way ; then cultivated it both ways ; it required but

a little hoeing. Good judges estimated it to in-

crease the crop at least fifteen bushels per acre,

upon seven acres. We had a good opportunity of

judging, as it was side by side with that which had
no guano.

I also made an experiment on meadow lands,

both wet and dry, by sowing broadcast 300 pounds
per acre, and harrowed as before, and upon each
side of said acre, plowed in fifteen loads of

than the manured, and was eight or ten days ear-

lier. In the fall sowed to rye, and when harvested,

the guanoed acre had the preference.

I nave also mixed guano with a quarter earth, or

one bushel plaster with 300 pounds guano, per

acre, and sowed it as a top-dressing in the spring

upon grass ; sow in damp weather or before a rain.

I have tried it upon wet, rich lands, and upon up-

lands poor and dry, with good success. Also, after

taking off the first and second crop of hay, it has

always paid.

In the spring of 1854, 1 purchased of Messrs.

Allen & Co., of Springfield, the Peruvian guano, at

$53 per ton. Sowed one ton upon eight acres of

gravelly pasture as above ; cultivated as above, and
it gave me 218 bushels good shelled corn ; all that

saw it judged that the guano increased the crop

100 bushels ; the stalks sold for $30, which would
not have brought more than ten ; the corn sold for

$110, so that the $53 worth of guano, gave a prof-

it of $77. I am confident it produced mor* com
than $100 worth of manure, to say nothing about

drawing it one and a half miles. In the fall, sowed
the above to rye, adding 150 pounds guano per

acre ; it more than doubled any previous crop, and
gave fifty per cent, more grass, for feed, than ever

before.

I also plowed in fifteen good cart loads of stable

manure per acre, on seven acre* of my meadow,
some of it warm, some cold and hea\')' loam ; sowed
150 pounds guano upon five acres of it, and bushed
the whole, but did not harrow for fear of disturbing

the manure ; planted the corn the third week in

May, three feet square, cut it up the first week in

September, husked early in October, ripe and dry.

Weighed the haisked corn from the same number
of hills upon one rod of each, and upon three dif-

ferent rods of each, and made an estimate of the

number of hills to the acre, and allowing 74 pounds
to the bushel, as it was very dry, and found the av-

erage increase per acre of the five acres that were
guanoed, was 23 bushels, so that $19,87 worth of

guano gave an increase of 115 bushels good shelled

corn, and it was eight or ten days earlier than the

two acres that had no guano upon the land, just

alike, and has been treated and cultivated alike for

years.

Also sowed half a ton at the rate of from 100 to

150 pounds per acre. The drought affected some
fields so that it would not more than pay for har-

vesting. It was so with mine where no guano was
used, side by side, but where it was used, it had
very little if any effect—all cultivated alike in rak-

ing to set it up ; where the guano was it produced
nine bunches to one on the same chstance where
there was no guano used, the straw was increased

enough to pay for the guano—to say nothing of the

berry which was very heavy and nice.

Last spring, 1855, plowed in fifteen cart loads of

good stable manure per acre, on nine acres of warm
river land. Then sowed 250 pounds guano per

acre, and bushed it in with a bush harrow, as I call

it. Planted the first week in May, the Dutton

twelve-rowed yellow corn ; fifteen years ago the

ears were short ; by selecting the best ears for seed,

they have increased in length and size of the great

twelve-rowed corn, that is late. Every hill came
ood up and was healthy, and of a dark green color, and

stable manure. The land was equally good, and was even over the whole field. The first week in

was planted and cultivated alike. The acre that August the ears were suitable for boiling ; cut it up
was guanoed yielded from a quarter to a third more ' the second week in September, and hnsVed in Oo-
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tober, perfectly ripe and dry. Good judges admit

that the guano increased the crop at least twenty

bushels per acre, and was ten or twelve days earlier

for the guano ; so that 1350 pounds guano gave an

increase of 180 bushels corn. Upon one acre of

the same field, sowed 300 pounds guano without

any manure, harrowed and bushed it in, planted it

same time and cultivated with the other—on har-

vesting, it Mas better every way than where it Avas

manured and 150 pounds guano; showing plainly,

that 300 pounds Peruvian guano Avill make more
corn than 15 good loads good manure.

Also sowed one ton guano upon seven acres of

poor pine plain land worn out. After plowing, as

I prefer harrowing and bushing it in as it mixes it

more suant in the earth, Avhich is very important,

and prevents the guano from injuring the crop, as I

have never had any injured, always plowing seven

or eight inches deep, planted the eight-rowed corn

on the second day of May ; all came up, though it

was exposed to the crows ; they did not pull it up,

as it was planted from three to four inches deep,

and patted with the hoe—when planted shallow

the crows almost always pull it badly in this vicin-

ity. Cut it up the second week in September, and
husked in October. It produced

205 bushels shelled corn, ripe and drj^, at $1 per bush. .$205,00
The stalks sold for 26, CO

Making $231,00

Cost of growing crop :

n«wrfng $14,00
Haa-Tdwinf: and bushing 4,00

Sowing guano 2,00

Planting corn 3,50

Oultivatiiig three times once in a row 8,00

Very 'little hoeing three times 6,00

Cutting u;p and stacking corn 7,00

Husking asid carting corn 10,50

Interest and taxes on land 4,20

Guano 53,0C

Thi-as5iLD,g corn. 4,00-$116,20

Profit $114,80

The last week of last June, sowed one ton of Pe-

ruvian guano upon fifteen acres of poor sandy white

birch land, worth not more than $6 per acre, and

plowed but once about the first of June ; sowed the

buckwheat and guano as above, and harrowed and

bushed them m together, cradled and set up the

last week in September, carted into the barn before

the fall rains in fine order ; thrashed in the winter,

as the straw was needed for bedding for stock; it

is worth as much as any straw for bedding, and when
cut before the irosts, cattle will eat it readily. It

produced

203 bushels, of 52 pounds each, at 75 cts. per bush $152,25

10 tons straw, at $6 per ton 60,00

Making $212,25

Cost of growing crop

:

Flowing $15,00
10 bushels seed 7,50

Sowing, harrowing and bushing 7,00

Sowing guano 2, CO

Cradling and setting up 9,00

Carting into barn 12,00

Thrashing ,
10,00

Interest and taxes 6,75

Guano 53,0a-$122,25

Profit $90,00

The Peruvian guano does equally well with the

potato crop ; 300 pounds has given me more bush-

els of potatoes than 20 loads manure. Oats and

spring wheat have proved equally successful. The

common turnip, 300 pounds on very poor land,

gives a better crop than forty cart-loads of manure
per acre.

Seeding with grass seed in August or September
for mowing or pasturing, 300 pounds has made
fine crops of hay. Turnips may be raised with the

same, sowed with the gaass seed. My experience

from the experiments made proves that one ton of

the genuine Peruvian guano will make more corn

than one hundred loads of good manure, worth with

us one dollar per load ; and 300 pounds has always

made more corn for me, than twenty loads of my
best manure. David Mosely.

JFesffield, March, 1856.

WAR WITH ENGLAND?
To the Selectmen nf the tuwn of Concord

:

Gentlemen :— I have received—and herewith

send you—from our brethren in the town of

Coggeshall, in the county of Essex, England, an

address to the inhabitants of this town, invoking

their infiucnce for the perpetuation of peace be-

tween this country and England.

It asserts strong fraternal feeling towards us and
the American people at large.

It is enrolhd on parchment. I hope it will be

read to the persons assembled in Town-meeting to-

day, and such action taken on it as may be deemed
proper, and then placed among the records of a

people who were the first to resist aggression, but

who sympathize with the sentiments of the address,

and who believe that war, however fiercely wag-ed,

can never settle difficulties between nations.

Very truly yours, SiMON Brown.
To George M. BROOKS,

^ Selectmen of the

Concord, April 1, 1856.

ADDRESS.
To our Brethren and Sisters, the Inhabitants of Concord, Mas-
sachusetts, U. S. The Address of the undersigned. Inhabi-

tants of the Town of Coggeshall, Essex County, England .-

It is impossible but that we regard with deep

and unafi'ected anxiety any approach to a misun-

derstanding between the governments of the Unit-

ed States and of Great Britain ; and the rumors of

hostilities between the two nations have given us

intense sorrow ; we deeply regret that the influ-

ence of the Press in both countries should have

tended to fan the spark into a flame ; but we are

devoutly thankful that the "God of Peace" has, by

the more recent development of His providence,

led us to believe that the gloomy forebodings which

some of us entertained, will not now be realized,

but that the amicable relations that have been so

long maintained may continue undisturbed. Still

we deem this a fitting opportunity to assert our fra-

ternal feelings towards you, and our American

brethren at large.

Friends and brethren, we hold the evils atten-

dant upon war to be so tremendous, so unspeaka-

bly horrible and heart-rending—and beUeving that

"God has made of one blood all nations of men,"

and that consequently all men are brethren, we
woukl seek by all possible means to maintain j)eace.

But there are strong special reasons why we should

cultivate peace with the people of your land : Your

ancestry is so truly noble, of which not merely

England, but all Europe "was not worthy;" we
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hold so much in common; we speak the same lan-

guage ; our literature is one ; and for the most

part our religion is one ; bound by ties so solemn

and tender, our alienation, for ever so short a time,

we could not but regard as a fearful calamity.

Friends and brethren, accept this humble effort

on our part towards the perpetuation of peace and
good-will between us. May you be still more abun-

dantly blessed by the Giver of all Good than you
have yet Ijeen—and bright and great as have been

the preceding ages of your country, may its future

be even greater and brighter than the past.

Signed,

F. W. Pattisson, J. P. for Essex Co.,

And 99 others.

On motion, a committee was raised to prepare

and report a reply, which they did as follows :

The committee appointed to consider the subject

of the address, report the following reply, and re-

commend that it be signed by the Town Clerk, the

Selectmen, and such other citizens of the town as

may find it convenient to do so, and that it be fair-

ly transcribed and sent to the first signer of the

Address.

To our Brethren of the Town of Coggeshall, Essex County, Eng-
land :

We acknowledge the receipt of your late Ad-
dress, asking us to exert whatever influence we may
to perpetuate peace between Great Britain and the

United States, and we accept it with jjleasure.

—

Standing, as we do, on soil baptized with the blood

of both nations, and that was once the theatre of

war, we fully appreciate the sentiments you have

expressed, and most earnestly desire that the bonds

of union now so happily existing between us may
never be broken ; that both nations may remain

not only the conservators of peace, but continue to

cherish the arts of peace, the literature and reli-

gious freedom of which both have become such

eminent examples.

It was the spirit of Peace which you invoke that

settled this town without the shedding of blood,

and which has enabled us to live in harmony and
concord ever since.

We tliank you for your kind thought of us, and

trust that a common ancestry, a common literature

and rehgion, together with the important commer-
cial relations existing between us, and the highest

civilization that the world has ever known, may
keep us united in friendship and love, and convince

us that War would be an unnecessary, as well as a

fearful calamity.

In the spirit of Peace, therefore, and of fraternal

regard, we return your friendly greetings.

Simon Brown,
j)

E. R. Hoar, > Committee.

R. W. Emerson, )
Concord, April 7, 1856.

Ohio Agricultural College.—An institution

has been incorporated under this name and put into

successful operation at Cleveland, Ohio. Its design

is to place within the reach of farmers, both old and

young, the means of acquiring a thorough and prac-

tical acquaintance with all those branches of science

which have direct relations to agriculture.

The plan of instruction consists in daily lectures,

which embrace all the departments of agricultui'al

science ; chemistry, in its applications to soils, ma-

nures, &c.; anatomy and physiology, with reference

to feeding and breeding of stock
;
geology and min-

eralogy, and botany ; natural philosophy, rural ar-

chitecture, draining and farm-book-keeping, and the

political economy and history of agriculture, are in-

cluded in the plan. Harvey Rice, President, and

Thomas Brown, Editor of the Ohio Farmer, Sec-

retary.

For the Neip England Farmer.

THE ORIOLE'S LAMENT.
Cairee, cairee, pip-pip-pee,

Where are ye, come, come to me ;

Here I hung your cradle soft.

Safe on bough that waved aloft

;

Here ye nestled 'neath my wing.

Here I nursed you in sweet spring.

Answer me, my fledglings dear,

Mother's call will ye not hear?

Summer's o'er, frost nips the rose,

Green leaves fade, the chill blast blows,

Autumn lowers, come, come away,

To climes where shines a brighter daj'.

Cairee, cairee, hark ye, here am I,

Hither to me swiftly fly
;

Long I've sought you mourning sore,

Grove and wildwood wandering o'er ;

On your birth-tree last I light,

Ere my hope shall sink in night.

Late I carolled, blithe and gay,

'Mid the blooming trees of May
;

Joined with warblers of the skj',

Recking nought of danger nigh

—

Darlings sweet, your tender voice

Bade this swelling heart rejoice !

Now I flit, in sad October morn,

Robber fell has left my breast forlorn
;

Man, thou spoiler, didst thou hear my lay,

Boon most free, and thus my trust betray,

Heeding not my wail, my dire alarm.

Pitying cry to save my brood from harm !

Ravished offspring, silent groves, farewell

!

Winter's harp, thy dirge my grief shall tell

;

Lonely, far I fly to southern skies.

Where may foes no more my peace surprise
;

When sweet spring these northern climes shall greet,

May we hope, in man a friend to meet? J. L.

Salisbury, Conn.

For the New England Farmer.

WHEAT CULTURE IN MAINE.
Mr. Editor :—Much has been said against this

State as a wheat growing State, and the idea is be-

coming quite prevalent among many farmers that

wheat cannot be profitably cultivated here. The
farmers here contend that a very tenacious soil is

required for the production of this grain, and conse-

quently you see but very little wheat growing on

light loams. Now that a tenacious soil is not best

adapted to the cultivation of this grain I will not

dispute, but that it cannot be successfully grown on

light soils, I will attempt to dispute, for on such

soils I experimented the past season with good re-

sults. Two years ago I purchased a flirm which

consisted mostly of what was called by the neigh-

bors weak land, and had been under the scientific

culture of an old sea captain for twenty years pre-

vious to my purchase. The land was completely
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worn-out and exhausted from the fact that it never

had been halfcultivated. The land was very light but

not sandy, and the captain said he could grow any-

thing but wheat, and that would not pay in this

State. The first year I put in a piece of wheat with

very poor success, raising eight bushels from near

an acre. The second year I had two acres of old

ground which had never been manured. On this I

carted near one hundred cartloads of swamp muck
in the fall, distributing it in small heaps over the

field. In the spring I spread it and plowed it in

and sowed wheat. The spring was cold and back-

ward, and from some cause it did not all germinate.

After it came up I sowed on twenty bushels of re-

fuse lime and as many more of ashes, the effect of

which was soon perceivable. When it was ready

to harvest, some of the straw was more than five

feet high. I reaped it and it threshed out forty bush-

els, at the rate of twenty bushels to the acre. I

think all light soils can be renovated by applying

muck, ashes and lime, so that wheat, as well as oth-

er grains, will grow. J. M.

Searsmont, Maine.

For the Neic England Farmer.

RURAL ECONOMY OF THE BRITISH
ISLES-No. 9.

SOUTHERN COUNTIES—SURREY, HAMPSHIRE, DOR-
SET, DEVONSHIRE, CORNWALL.

We now enter the county of Surrey. Rents
should be about the same as in Sussex ; for the soil

naturally is not better. The southern portion of

the county touches the Weald, and partakes of all

its disadvantages. On the west, is another kind of

ban-enness, consisting of unsound moors, which

farming has not yet everywhere ventured upon, be-

cause it would not pay the expenses of cultivation.

As for the north and east of this county, London
occupies it, with its en\irons and immense depen-

dencies.

Surrey, therefore, is of no importance as an ag-

ricultural county ; its large population is more ur-

ban than rural ; and its area is only 450,000 acres.

It is, however, the county most visited by strangers,

and its beauty has always been celebrated. A few

miles above London, the Thames is neither more
nor less than a park river, whose clear waters,

covered with swans, wind through green meadows,

and under the shade of magnificent trees ; its banks

are studded with mansions and parks, interspersed

with elegant villas, and pretty cottages ; well-kept

roads, running through this enchanting country,

disclose its beauties at every turn.

Here you see the English taste for gardening

—

it is entirely rural. Indeed the taste of the English

is pastoral ; they are essentially agriculturists and

sportsmen, even more than naval. Properly

ways thought of-that while it turns off" so much speaking, they have no woods, but trees scattered
•' ^

, 11 f • J ! here and there, over large grass fields ; and mstead
more work than man alone could perform, it doesi^f j.^^^^^^^^^^^ ^j^^^ ^^^^ ^.^^^jg. nothing artificial or

not have to be warmed and fed.
[
ha\ing the appearance of arrangement—real coun-

try brought to perfection by the

freshness of the turf, the beauty

of the trees and flocks, depth of

horizons and happy distribution

of water,—the useful and the

pleasurable, in fact, united ; art

aspiring no further than to sep-

arate nature from its roughness

and decay, in order to leave it

adorned with all its loveliness

and fruitfulness. The undulat-

ing character of the country,

(the English love to a])ply sea

terms to all things,) adds beau-

ty to its perspectives. Such is

In the cut above we have another, and a new [the appearance of_the county of Surrey. And

view of that excellent implement, the Horse Hoe.

It possesses some advantages over the one intro-

duced three or four years since, in having parallel

expanding bars, so that it may be worked as wide

HOWE'S EXPANDING HORSE HOE.
There is really no limit to the genius and actiNi-

ty of mind; one improvement suggests another,

and their union, or the adoption of the best ideas,

has been of immense benefit to the farmer. They

save a vast amount of human toil, while their results

are even more valuable than though human hands

and muscles had been doubled or trebled. A great

advantage in a good machine is—and one not al-

how much of New England might, and in time will

wear the same aspect. It is not the soil that has

wrought these wonders, because it is naturally arid

in the high grounds, and marshy in the low ; but

labor and a pastoral taste. Even the commons,

or as narrow as is desired. The side teeth are also! which are here and there to be met with, covered

supported by a rod connected with the front part of

the hoe, thereby giving them permanency, and with-

out any wearing of the socket that holds the tooth to

the bar. The want of expansion was often felt in

the old hoe. The implement is made in the most

thorough manner, and the improvements are by

Mr. James A. Howe, of Boston, a gentleman of a

good deal of inventive genius and skill.

with their furze and broom and heather, by their

wildness, add an agreeable variety to the view.

Hampshire comes next, continuing along the

Southern coast, and is considered to be one of the

most agreeable counties as a residence, on account

of its mild and healthy climate. The Isle of Wight,

where the Queen has her favorite residence, belongs

to Hampshire.
Generally speaking, the soil is bad, especially

towards the north. There was, formerly, an im-
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mense moor here, known as Bagshot Heath. Sev-

eral portions have been cleared, and others planted
with pine trees, but most of it is in its original state.

Moors again make their apjiearance towards the
south, where there is a large forest, called the New
Forest, made by William the Conqueror, who is

said to have destroyed towns and villages that he
might have it for a hunting ground. The New
Forest covers 68,000 acres, and belongs to the
crown.

The character of Hampshire, therefore, is a coun-
ty of ancient forests and heather. The heather
supplies food for a race of small but excellent

sheep, known as Bagshot sheep. The oak forests,

similar to those descril)ed in Ivanhoc, proA'ide food
in like manner for herds of swine, which furnish

excellent bacon.

In the poorer districts of this country, single

farms contain as much as 1000, 2000 aiid 3000
acres. In the southern part, they range from one
hundred to five hundred acres. The large farms
are almost entirely devoted to sheep, and the race
has been greatly increased in numbers, though not
improved in the quality of meat. The race of pigs

is no longer that tall, active and strong race of

former days ; but one that fattens better and more
quickly.

This county calls on me to say a few words on Eng-
lish trees. The existence of the New Forest is now-

threatened, on the ground that it might be advan-
tageously parcelled out and sold, either for farms or
parks. In England, the prejudice against clearing

land is not great, because coal is abundant for fuel,

and the rapid advance of population mikes it neces-

sary to look about for means for its support. But
observe—the destruction of forests in England,
does not imply the destruction of the large trees

;

far from it. If England has less wood than most
other countries, she possesses more fine trees

Most of her counties present the aspect of a well-

wooded country ; but the trees are scattered among
the hedgerows, in the parks, and along the roads.

They are not packed together. At the same time,

all lands, which are unfit for anything else, are

planted. The art and taste for plantations are

widely extended in England, and promise, in the
future, to be a source of great wealth. To grow
wheat on wheat lands, and timber on lands not suit-

ed for cultivation, and everywhere else to make use

of trees as shelter and screens, as well as for orna-

mental purposes—to have, in fact, a sufficiency of

trees without having too many of them, but to re-

spect them and defend them—this is the English
system, and a good one.

A place presented by the English nation to the
Duke of Wellington, called Strathfieldsaye, lies in

the north of Hampshire. It is one of those stiff,

clay soils, so difficult to work. The duke laid out
the whole rental upon improvements of all kinds

—

in draining, marling and farm offices—to little profit.

Such an outlay on a less rebellious soil, would have
given ten times the result ; but the old soldier per-

severed in the struggle, considering it a point of

Dorset is the next county to Hampshire, follow-

ing the coast line. Here the aspect of the country
changes. In place of the wooded hills and dales of

Hampshire, we find extensive calcareous downs
;

bare, without trees or shelter of any kind ; possess-

ing a scanty population of about one to three acres,

few habitations, few gentlemen's seats, very exten-
sive farms ; in point of agricultural wealth, rather

inferior to Hampshire ; but having a higher aver-

age rent. Most of the country is in pasture. Ag-
ricultural occupations are principally the rearing of

sheej) for the butcher, and the care of milch
cows for the production of butter. Upon this jioor

and dried up soil, greatly resembling the Downs of

Sussex, any other system of culture would probably
fail. Turned to account in this way, the land af-

fords an average rent of about five dollars the acre.

Mr. Huxtable, one of the boldest pioneers of

English agriculture, resides in the county of Dorset.

This gentleman was one of the first, after the re-

peal of the corn-laws, to assert the opinion—which
he did in a pamphlet—that, even at low prices,

English farmers could retrieve themselves, if they

kept up their courage. One can imagine the storm
such an assertion raised. ]\Ir. Huxtable was treat-

ed as a public enemy, although himself a farmer, as

well as rector of the parish of Sutton Waldron.
He has two farms, upon which he put his theory to

the proof. The one near Sutton Waldron is that

upon which the distribution of liquid manure by
subterranean pipes was first practiced. The other,

containing 280 acres, lies upon a bare, calcareous

hill, much exposed, and rising abruptly several

hundred feet. It was, at one time, almost in a state

of nature, but is now admirably cultivated, and all

the new methods of culture are carried out upon it.

The two remaining Southern counties are moun-
tainous, and of granite formation. Devonshire,

which comes next to Dorset, is famous for the beau-

ty of its scenery, and the mildness of its climate,

and it is no less worthy of attention, in an ngricul-

tural point of view.

In no part of England, has irrigation been car-

ried to a greater extent than in Devonshire. The
streams, which run through granitic soils, are very

fertilizing, and the land there lies very favorably for

such works. It may be said that there is not a

stream in all the county, howcA'er small, which is

not collected and turned to account. The new-

breed of Devon cattle is justly reckoned one of the

handsomest and most pi'oductive in Great Britain.

It is below the average size ; but for symmetry and
for the excellence of its beef, there is no breed su-

perior. The cows do not give much milk ; but the

quality of the butter made from it is celel/rated.

It is, in fact, butter and cream alone, which the nu-

merous dairies of Devonshire supply. The cereal

cultivation is very limited ; the soil being more suit-

able for green crops. The country is covered with

apple trees, from which much cider is made.
Cornwall is covered with a mass of barren moun-

tains. Agriculture holds only the third place

among the occupations and resources of the county.

honor as well as of duty, to be sti'onger than his! Tin and copper mining occupy a considerable por-

land. He was much beloved by his tenants and tion of the people, and fishing another portion
;

neighbors, who profited by his liberality. He and all that is to be said is, that the effects pro-

caused commodious and comfortable cottages to belduced on such farming as there is in Cornwall, by
erected for his laborers, with about two perches of i

the proximity of these industrial occupations, is

garden ground attached to each—renting them at 1
very observable.

twenty-five cents a week, and taking his pay in We have now travelled through the southern

labor. ] counties of England. I think every farmer, who
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has read my sketch of them, and of their soil, will

agree with me, that New England soil is not infe-

rior to the soil we have travelled over, in these

southern counties. We have been on Romney
Marsh, and met the New Kent sheep ; on the

South Downs, and seen the South Down sheep on
their native soil ; among the mountains of Devon-
shire, and seen the New Devon cattle ; among the
heather of Hampshire, and seen the Bagshot sheep

;

we cannot find in New England but few (and those

iQiported) sucli breeds of sheep and cattle, but a

soil as good as that which sustains these breeds of

animals, is abundant enough in New England,
The soil of New England, then, will not prevent its

equalling, at least, the southern counties of England,
in agriculture ; this is a fixed fact. Is it then a
very vain imagination, that the day will come, when
New England will have breeds of cattle and sheep,

markets, labor and capital, such as will bring her
agriculture u]) to English agriculture ? It would
not surprise me, if the child, and perhaps the man
is nnv hving, who will see Mr. Rigden's farm
repeated in New England. And it would not
surj)rise me if there were many a sturdy New Eng-
land farmer who will not lose heart under the com-
petition brought to his door from the rich lands of
the West, more than Mr. Huxtable did, when the
corn laws were repealed. Why should the New
Englander lose heart more than Mr. Huxtable,
when it costs nearly as much to carry a barrel of

fiour from New York city to the interior market,
where the New Englander sells his produce, as it

does to carry the same fiour to the market where
^Ir. Huxtable sells his produce ; there being now
no duty in either case.

The course to be pursued in New England at

present, appears to me to be this—to keep up the
agricultural spirit and courage of the people, and
the love of country life ; to improve our l)reeds of

sheep and cattle, and pigs and horses, and wait the
time, not so distant as some think, when markets,
developed liy the growth of commerce and manu-
factures, and greater abundance of cajjital and labor,

shall bring with them agricultural prosperity, and
the marriage of forming and capital. Farther than
this, our course is to demonstrate, if we can, and fix

the conviction in the minds of fiirmers—if it be
true—that success will crown the efforts of small
proprietors, if farming be united with capital. The
improvement in British agriculture has been
through large farming ; its origin has been aristo-

cratic ; we must show that success and improve-
ment can attend farming liy small proprietors ; our
improvement must be democratic in its origin, but
accomplished by the aid of capital. No man is

more capable of great exertion than the New Eng-
land farmer; but to induce the exertion he must
see he has the prospect of bettering his condition

;

whereas, now he too often looks for bettering his

condition by spending the money he gets off the
farm in investments off the farm, or by leaving the
farm altogether. M.

ternoon, was fed with meal and cut-feed as usual,

but for his supper he had nothing but dry hay,

which did not agree very well with his sense of

right, after travelling twenty miles with a load

through snow drifts. However, he kept his thoughts

to himself till we were all out of the way for the

night ; then, sundering his rope in some way. he

passed through the cow stable, crossed the barn

floor and the carriage-room to the granary, at the

further end of the barn, some forty feet, where he

had often seen us get the meal for him ; he there

found two bags of meal standing by the bin, tied up

tight, but the top one being too heavy for his pur-

pose, he threw it aside, and after examining the

other bag, which weighed between fifty and sixty

pounds, he took it in his teeth, and carried it about

twenty feet, to a clean spot on the barn fioor.

Finding it difficult to untie it, he cut a hole in the

side and shook out about a peck of meal, and ate

w^hat he wished; and seeing the cow (the only

comjjanion he has these long winter nights) looking

with a longing eye at his pile of meal, he took up
the bag again, and carried it about ten feet further

to her manger, and shook out some more meal for

her. They were found in the mornhig feasting to-

geihev.

A Knowing Horse.—"E. M.," of Belchertown,

writes to the Amherst Express about a very intel-

ligent horse, of which he is the owner. The follow-

ing incident, among others, illustrates the matter :

"One day last week he was driven a few miles ..„^„._... „.
out of town, and on his return, some time in the af-JMilwaukie, for $8000

For the liew England Farmer.

GRAFTING THE GRAPE.

Mr. Brown :—From reading the queries and re-

marks in your paper of 29th ult., I feel disposed to

tender my mite of information and experience to

Mr. Farrai-, and all would-be-grafters of the noble

grape. I have grafted the grape vine with good
success, and it always pains me to see one of these

native vines, after becoming well established in the

soil, ruthlessly dug up us a nuisance, simply for the

want of a mite of information to enable its owner to

change it to any (or even all) of the different va-

rieties to be desired. In addition to Mr. Down-
ing's remarks, I would say, that it is better to use

Babbit's grafting wax, as it facihtates the union be-

tween the stock and scion, and if put on with care

(the same as in ordinary grafting) it prevents the

stock from bleeding; so that one can graft them as

early in the spring as the frost will permit, thereby

securing a better growth and ripening of the wood,

than if postponed till June. The grand secret of

success is, in keeping all sprouts from groiving on

the head or bulb of the vine grafted. Generally, on

a vine, where the roots and top unite, there is an

enlargement, (which I call the head,) which is full

of eyes, which are very ready to put forth and ab-

sorb the sap and supply the place of the old vine

removed. As often as once a week I dig around

the head of the vine, and remove all the sprouts,

taking great care not to break the buds of the sci-

ons or disturbjthem in the least. I never leave but

two buds on a scion, and cover them with fine earth,

over which strew a little fine mulching, so that it

will keep moist around the buds.

I hope Mr. F., and many others, will try the

above, lor I think they will be more than satisfied

with the result.
'

Reader.
Winchester, Jipril, 1856.

lEF^Mr. Willis, of Orange, Mass., has sold the
right of his "Improved Stump Extractor," for the
States of Wisconsin and Iowa, to a gentleman in
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iM-is^-a..

AN ALDERNEY, OR JERSEY COW.

The Alderney cow, Flora, rejjresented above, wasj

exhibited and admired by the lovers of good stock,

at the great exhibition in Boston, last fall. She was

owned by G. H. French, Esq., of Andover, Mass.,'

who also exhibited other excellent stock. The Al-

derney and Jerseys are bred on two islands off the

coast of England, where no pains is spared to keep

them pure. They are light red, yellow, dun or

fawn-colored ; short, wild-horned, deer-necked,

thin, and small-boned, ii-regularly, but often very

awkwardly shaped.

An English writer of emenence says : "The Al-

derney, considering its voracious appetite—for it

devours almost as much as a short-horn—yields

very little milk. That milk, however, is of an ex-

traordinary excellent quality, and gives more but-

ter than can be obtained from the milk of any oth-

er cow. Of this no one can doubt who has pos-

sessed any Alderney cows. The milk of the Alder-

ney cow fits her for the situation in which she is

usually placed, and where the excellence of the ar-

ticle is regarded and not the exjiense ; but it is not

rich enough, yielding the small quantity that she

does, to pay for what she costs."

I presume that I have dug out more squirrels

than ever he did, and I do not find his account of

the manner of digging correct in one quarter of the

instances. They dig according to circumstances

in the soil and situation, frequently running along

several feet on a level, and not more than six or

eight inches below the surface. If anybody else

ever sees a squirrel digging his hole and'leanng the

dirt at the mouth, I wish they would let me know

it, as soon as possible, and I will pay them hand-

somely for the trouble. B. F. Cutter.

Pelham,JV.H.,Feb.,l85G.

THE STRIPED SaUIRREL.

In answer to your corres])ondent, F. H. Whitney,

I would say that I live in New Ham])shire, and

very near the State of ]\Iassachusetts, and have l)een

acquainted with the striped scpiirrel in both States
;

that his habits are all the same ; and further, that if

Mr. W. ever saw fresh dirt lay at the mouth of a

hole, that there had been some other help at work
that did not belong to the family of striped squir-

rels.

For the New England Fanner.

HORSES WITHOUT HAY—LICE ON
CATTLE, &c.

Mr. Editor :—Although not engaged in farming,

still I am a constant and well entertained reader of

your valuable paper, and feel highly interested in the

subjects that fill its columns. In the number for

March 15, 1 noticed an article on the use of corn-

stalks as fodder, and the preference cattle have for

those of the sweet corn, mentioned by Gen. Chand-

ler, of Lexington, and which fact has been observed

by others. But what I wish to say is, that one of

mv townsmen cuts yearly about six acres of stalks,

M-ith which he keeps five horses in good working

order, dealing it to them finely cut, with the aver-

age quantity of cob meal. With regard to keeping

on hay and grain, a friend of mine who has constant

use for his horses in teaming on the road, says he

keeps them in good condition with seven quarts of

meal and shorts with their hay, dealing to each

horse two quarts in the morning, two at noon, and

three at night, with no more hay than will be eaten

up clean.

In the article under the caption "What ails my
Cow ?" the writer says "he uses unguintum on the

parts aff'ected, spanngly." It should be thus used,

if at all, as by the cow lapping it ofi", and perhaps,
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too, by absorption, might sicken and die, as we
knew once to be the case, where this mercutial

pre])aration was rather too lavishly used.

Some of our older farmers contend that the lice

go as regularly to the animal's nose to drink, as the

cow does herself to the brook. Hence, they saj',

that the best mode to get rid of them is, to bore a

gimlet-hole or two in the stanchions, and fill with
the ointment, so that it may be rubbed off upon the

neck of the animal, or by applying a circle of it

around the horns and neck. Others, upon the same
principle, apply oil about the head and neck, and
declare it to be effectual, leaving the lice to perish

on the premises, or quit, just as they choose.

—

Whether the theory be correct, or otherwise, I am
not prepared to say. Will you enlighten me ?

Waltham, March, 1856. s. B. E.

Remarks.—The caution about unguintum on

cattle is a timely one. It never should be used.

Even when applied moderately, a little exposure

may make the animal so susceptible to external in-

fluences, as to cause great mischief by it. It is a

preparation of mercury or quicksilver, a metal, and

passes into the circulation of the system, and, it is

said, into the bones themselves. The teeth some-

times become loose so that the animal cannot eat,

even if it had appetite. Good feed, cleanliness

every way, frequent carding, and the careful appli-

cation of soft oil, will prevent the access of vermin.

Lamp oil is too clogging. A little neat's foot oil

will cover a large surface if carefully applied. The
hand should he oiled, then draw the hair of the an-

imal through it from every part of the body, and

rub the oil down to the skin. This should be re-

peated as long as any live animal appears.

For the New England Farmer.

POTATOES TO BE PLANTED.

_
Mr. Editor :—In your paper of March 8, I no-

tice some sensible remarks about potatoes to be
planted,—probably from the pen of the intelligent

superintendent of the county fiirm at Ipswich, as I

have before met something of the same kind about
his operations on the grounds under his care. I

know of no man whose observations are better en-
titled to respect. It is so common to speak of the
"tuber" or the "root" of the potato as the seed to

be planted that whoever would use the term "seed"
in a different sense, is bound to explain its mean-
ing.

That fair potatoes can be grown, from what are
called "small potatoes," there can be no doubt ;

—

but if the practice of planting only "small potatoes"
is continued for several years, the crop will degen-
erate, there can be as little doubt. For planting,
I would select those of fair size and firm texture,

fully ripe. I would have the ground fairly fertil-

ized—but would take care that the potatoes plant-
ed should not come directly in contact with the
manure, for when they do, there is more danger of
the rot. \*.

March, 1856.

Note.—In the same paper I noticed Mr. Dri-

ver's account of his Ayrshire cow, that gave about

eight quarts of milk per day, for each day of the

year ; this, if I do not mistake, is quite equal to the

best of your neighbor's Devons. The fact is, that

no man has anything so good that another cannot

be found with something to match it.

For the New England Farmer.

MANUaE--URINE.
BY H. D. V^'niTE.

Much has been said and written of late on the

subject of liquid manures; yet few of our farmers,

comparatively speaking, appear to be aware of their

importance. Urine contains principles that act

with great energy when this liquid is applied as a

stimulus to vegetables. In most Euro])ean coun-

tries, its value is so well understood that it is there

rigidly economized, and appropriated with as much
care as are the soHd voidings of animals.

Of cows' urine, Brande gives the following ana-

lysis. In one hundred parts, those found to be

present

—

Of Hydrochlorate of Potass and Ammonia 1.5

Sulphate of Porass 0.6

Carbonate of Potass 0.4

Pliospbate of Lime 0.3

Urea 4
Water 96.8

100.0

The urine of the horse, according to Vauquelin,

contains, in one hundred parts

—

Of Carbonate of Lime 1.1

CarVwnate of Soda 0.9

Hippurate of Soda 2.4

Hydrochlorate of Potass 0.9

Urea 0.7

Water 94.0

100.0

Human urine, adopting the analysis of Berzelius,

contains, in one thousand parts

—

Of Urea 30.20

Lactic Acid 17.14

Uric Acid 1.00

Mucus 0.32

Sulphate of Potass 37.01

Sulphate of Soda
Phosphate of Soda 3.16

Phosphate of Ammonia 2.94

Hydrochlorate of Soda 1.65

hydrochlorate of Ammonia 4.45

Phosphate of Magnesia and Lime 1.50

Silicic Acid 1.00

Water 933.00

1000.00

In the above tabular exhibit, the quantity of sul-

phate of soda is not given—probably an omission by

the compositor ; but this is by no means a material

defect, as the quantity of that article, be it more or

less, would affect but slightly its value as a manu-
rial agent. The components of the solid excre-

ments, including those of the ash, or residuum re-

maining after deflagration, are here given, as^ it

may be interesting to some to compare them with

those of the liquid voidings. The first analysis is

by Haidlen, the second by Jackson :

—

'

Fre.sh cow manure, in one hundred parts,—the

animal being fed on hay, straw, beans and pota-

toes,—gave

—

2.2 of bile in a state of alteration.

8.3 mucus, &c.
14.1 non-digested (erude) vegetable remains and ashes.

75.4 water.

The ashes, which amounted to six per cent., were

composed of the following ingredients

:
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Phosphate of lime 10.09

Pho?phate of Magnesia 10.00

Perphosphate of Iron 8.05

Carbonate of Potass 1-05

Sulphate of Lime 3.01

Silicic Acid 63.07

Loss 3

100.00

Of horse manure—the animal being fed on oats,

straw and hay—one hundred i)arts contained

—

Of biliary matter, and coloring matter, in a state

of alteration 3.7

Mucus, (crude,) &c. &c 6.3

Non-digested vegetable remains and ashes 20.2

Water 69.8

100.0

The ashes amounted to six per cent., and their

composition, as developed by the analysis of Jack-

son, is as follows :

—

5.00 Phosphate of Lime.
18.75 Carbonate of Lime.
36.25 Phosphate of Magnesia.
40.00 Water.

100.00

An experiment which goes far towards demon-
strating the great value and efficacy of urine when
used manurially, was published not long since in

an English paper. We present it in the author's

own words :

—

"A box of fine white sand was exposed to a heat

sufficiently intense to dissipate its moisture and de-

stroy every particle of organized matter it con-

tained. It was then placed in a dry situation, and
some seeds of the Egyptian wheat being planted in

it, the whole mass was saturated with urine in a

state of incipient putridity. The result of the ex-

periment was that the wheat vegetated—grew ra-

pidly through the season, and in autumn, rather

before the maturation of the same grain in the

open fields, produced a remarkable yield of fine

and well developed grain. The application of the

liquid was made weekly during the season."

Such facts have an important significance, and
should be recorded and carefully pondered by the

agriculturist.

JVindham, Me., Apnl, 1856.

deep, (2 or 3 inches) you have then an abiding root

deep and strengthened against the attacks of "Old

Jack Frost" who will never die, but at his word

every flower, leaf and blade, droops and dies. He
never compromises—all the garden is his and, man
is green, if he fails to heed his law. H. Poor.

jVeu> York, April llh, 1856.

For the Neio England Farmer.

WINTER KILLED WHEAT.
Mr. Ed-itor :—Winter's great winding sheet is

rapidly being dissolved—the sunny breezes, for the

past few days, have an unusual welcome, every face

is joyous, and whose more so than the farmer who
anxiously looks for "seed time," and the green blade

of wheat that so early peers itself through the re-

maining snow. Very soon he will be enabled to

discover the winter-killed patches, if there are any,

and I would advise him to harrow over these patch-

es and sow as early as possible some spring tvJieat,

adding ashes and lime, or ashes alone, by which he

adds uniform beauty to his field, and the waste

spot is profitably employed.
On the whole, it has been a favorable winter for

grain. The danger to the crop rises thus—a deep
snow to lie, while the grain is growing and before

the ground freezes, is likely to produce suffocation,

and rot, or an open or an early breaking up of win-

ter, throwing it out by the roots, by alternate thaw-
ing and freezing—this late spring is favorable.

This teaches a lesson, that no other farm-work
should hinder—sow early in September, cultivate

THIRTEENTH LEGISLATIVE AGRICUL-
TURAL MEETING.

Repored for the Farmer bt H. E. Rockwell.

The thirteenth and last of the series of Legislative

Agricultural Meetings was held in the Hall of the

House, Tuesday evening. The subject for consider-

ation was, "Fruits—their cultivation and preserva-

tion."

Hon. Marshall P. Wilder was invited to take

the chair, and on doing so he spoke twenty min-

utes upon the topic assigned for the consideration

of the meeting, and with which he is so entirely fa-

miliar. Few subjects, he said, exhibit so remarka-

bly the progress of American society, as the culti-

vation of fruit. It is only about a quarter of a cen-

tury since the first horticultural society in our coun-

try was established—the Massachusetts society, and

a kindred one in Pennsylvania. Now, they are

scattered over the country, from Maine to Califor-

nia, and from the British Provinces to the Gulf of

Mexico. All are working harmoniously together,

and aiding the American Pomological Society,

whose influence extends throughout our national

domain. The extent of the demand for fruit trees

at the present time may be indicated by the fact

that from a single nursery in New York, $80,000

worth of trees and plants were sold last year. The

fruit crop in the United States is now believed to

exceed $30,000,000 in value annually,—more than

double the rye crop, and nearly equal to that of

the potato. It is rapidly increasing in importance,

and is destined to become one of the most impor-

tant departments of American husbandry. No coun-

try is better adapted to the cultivation of fruit than

ours, especially, of the apple and pear. Strange as

it may seem, there are some varieties of the pear

that seem to flourish better in Mississippi than in

our own section. The Julienne pear reaches the

weight of half a pound there, and the Beurre Diel

sometimes weighs a pound and a half; and these

from trees only seven years from the bud and fif-

teen feet high, bearing from one to two hundred

specimens each.

It is not easy to calculate the importance of fruit

culture, whether we consider the crop as a luxury,

or as contributing to health and wealth. At no dis-

tant day, it is probable we shall be large exporters

of fruit to other countries. It is, therefore, a sub-

ject which deserves careful inquiry as to what is the

best mode of cultivation, and what are the varieties

best adapted to particular localities, and also, to
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general cultivation. As there would not be time

to speak of many kinds of fruit in one lecture, he

would confine his remarks to the pear.

The impression formerly prevailed that a long

life was required to bring the pear to bearing, and

hence the distich

:

"He who plants pears,

Plants them for his heirs."

The first thing necessary is a genial soil, and

proper preparation of it. It is absolutely nec-

essary that the soil should be rich and deep, or be

made so by artificial means. Thorough draining of

the soil, also, in some cases, lies at the foundation

of success. In a cold, wet soil, disease commences

at the root ; the juices become stagnant, and unfit

for vegetation. Thorough draining permits the air

to permeate the soil, warm it, and prepares the la-

tent fertilizing elements as food. Plants do not

suffer from drought where the soil is properly

drained. The imjjortance of draining is begin-

ning to be understood, and is attracting the atten-

tion of governments, both at home and abroad.

The Emperor of France has recently recommended

the appropriation of 100,000,000 francs ($20,000,-

000) for the encouragement of draining,—an act

which, if properly expended, will redound as much

to his honor as any of his life.

For fruit trees the upper and lower soils, with ap-

propriate manures, should be thoroughly incorporat-

ed. But however properly the soil is prepared, the

vai'ieties selected for cultivation must be suited to

their localities also. All are not adapted equally

well to the same section of the country. All plants

flourish best in soils similar to those in which they

originally grew. Although we have many excel-

lent foreign varieties, the safest way is to raise our

own seedlings. Van Mons, after a long experience,

advised to sow seeds in order to obtain better

fruits. He (Mr. Wilder) was satisfied that the

best means of obtaining the most valuable plants

for particular localities is to plant the most hardy

and vigorous seeds, on the principle that like pro-

duces like, and from the conviction that immature

seeds will not produce vigorous, healthy plants.

In reference to the cultivation of the pear upon

quince stocks, he thought the prejudice against this

practice must have arisen from a want of proper

management. The pear upon the quince should

be planted deep enough to cover the place of junc-

tion three or four inches below the soil, and then

the pear will throw out roots from itself, and the

result will be not only early fruiting, but also

strength and longevity.

On the subject of the preservation of fruit, he

said particular attention should be paid to gather-

ing it. The pear should generally be picked a few

days before it would naturally come to maturity.

If the process of fermentation commences, the cel-

lular tissues are broken, and decay will ensue.

When picked, pears should be kept at a low

temperature, that the ripening process may not

commence. The great difficulty is to keep them
from ripening in the -warm autumnal days, and he

had not been able to keep a perfect equilibrium of

temperature without the use of ice in the months

of October and November.

In relation to the profits of fruit culture he thought

there was no branch of husbandry that could be

made more profitable. One gentleman in this vicin-

ity purchased in 1848 as many dwarf pear trees as

he could plant upon an acre, setting them in rows

eight feet by twelve ; and between the pear trees he

planted quinces. He received from them on the 5th

year 120 bushels of pears and 60 bushels of quinces.

He sold about 70 bushels of the pears at from $5
to $6 a bushel, and gave the rest away. Only two

or three per cent, of the trees have died, and they

are still healthy and vigorous. Similar facts might

be adduced to show the pecuniary advantage of

the business of raising fruits. The following list was

then given as being those Avhich are best suited to

this section of the country, those at the head of

each class being the earHest to ripen.

SUMMER VARIETIES.

Boston,
Tyson,
Brandywine.

Doyenne d'Ete,
Beurre Giffart,

Rostiezer,

EARLY AXJTIIMN.

Bartlett, Golden Beurre of Bilboa,
Doyenne Boursock, Andrews.

MID AND LATE AUTUMN.
Louise Bonne de Jersey,
Belle Lucrative,
Seckel,
Urbaniste,
Flemish Beauty,
Lodge,

Paradise d'Automnes
Beurre Bosc,
Beurre Diel,

Kigue d'Alencon,
Vicar of Winkfield,
Beurre d'Anjou.

WINTER VARIETIES.

Lawrence,
Winter Nelis,

Beurre Langlier,

Glout Morceau,

Beurre d'Aremberg,
Easter Beurre,
Doyenne d'Alencon.

VARIETIES WHICH SUCCEED WELL ON THE QUINCE.

Beurre d'Amalis,
Louise Bonne de Jersey,
Belle Lucrative,
Urbaniste,
Duchesse d'Angouleme,
Beurre Diel,

Beurre d'Anjou,

Vicar of Winkfield,
Nouveau Porteau,
Figue d'Alencon,
Winter Nelis,

Glout Morceau,
Easter Beurre,
Doyenne d'Alencon.

NEW KINDS "fl'HICH GI\'E GOOD PROMISE.

Conseillor de la Cour,
Sheldon,
Walker,
Howell.

Beurre Clairgeau,
" Storkman,
" Superfine,

Emile d'Heyst,
Pius IX.

Mr. A. G. Sheldon, of Wilmington, said he had

cultivated pears but little ; but he had cultivated

apples with much success and profit. In his prac-

tice he had followed the counsel of an early friend,

and during the last sixteen years he had set out

1200 apple trees. When he commenced setting

them out, one man told him it was of no use, for

he would never get the fruit from them. But

that was not a proper principle to act upon. His

mother, after she was eightj-eight years of age, re-
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quested him to set out an apple tree in each corner!

of his garden, and he did it, and she lived to eat

the fruit from two of them. He sold his winter

apples last year, on the trees, for $300. Apples

would pay for raising for stock. Sweet apples are

good to feed to horses occasionally. A neighbor

had a cow that seemed to fail in her milk, and after

being fed half a peck of sweet apples a day, for

three days, her milk increased one quarter. For

the market he thought the Baldwin variety, the best

on the whole. He preferred to have his trees so

trimmed as to have five main branches, in order

that, whichever way the wind may blow they will

be less liable to be split. He had tried setting

them out at thirty-five feet apart ; but he believed

that twenty-five feet was a sufficiently great distance.

It is better to cultivate the trees in this way, in or-

der that the greatest amount of fruit may be ob-

tained in the shortest time. There is only one

man who knows where the first Bald\vin apple tree

grew, and Mr. Sheldon hoped some one would as-

certain the exact locality, and cause a monument
to be erected in honor of LoAMi Baldwin, who
raised that tree which has proved so great a bless-

ing to the State. Such benefactors ought to be

gratefully remembered; and he hoped a monu-

ment in honor of the chairman of the meeting

would eventually be erected also.

The chairman stated as an inducement to plant

trees, that a gentleman at the age of seventy-five

commenced the planting of a nursery, and he lived

to be over a hundred years of age, and eat of the

fruits of his trees for many years.

Dr. Fisher, of Fitchburg, had planted over a

thousand pear trees within the last two years. He
took much pains to prepare the soil, by digging

holes five feet in diameter when they were set out,

and filling in with rich surface soil. He had not as

yet had sufficient experience to enable him to

speak of results.

Mr. W. G. Le\\7S, of Framingham, first set out

pear trees twenty years ago, and he had cultivated

them on pear stocks. He had four Seckle pear

trees, each of which yields $25 worth of pears an-

nually. He thought there was no business more

profitable for a young man than to cultivate pears.

Mr. Simon Brown, of Concord, also called at-

tention to the profit of raising fruit. A gentleman

who had brought up a family, and who had reached

nearly seventy years of age, and lost much of his

property, had a few acres of land, upon which

he set out one hundred apple trees, and now he is

made independent by the fruit of liis trees. Mr.

Brown urged the cultivation of the smaller fruits,

such as the currant, gooseberry, raspberry, &c.

There is too httle interest in this matter, and he

thought women as much to be blamed as men in

regard to it. Mothers ought to insist that their

children shall cultivate fruits. He had no doubt

there would be seen a marked difference, as they

go out into the world, between families reared in

connection with a good garden and plenty of fruit,

and those that have not been so reared. The for-

mer will be seen to go in advance of the latter in

morals and virtue, and everything that goes to

make this a comfortable and pleasant world. There

is then a moral as well as physical aspect to this

subject. Every one ought to plant a tree ; and

now is the time, in the spring of the year, to do

this work. Let every one urge the planting of

trees, to cultivate and improve the taste and to

beautify our homes.

Mr. Sheldon urged upon the young present to

carry out the suggestions of the last speaker, and

to cherish the memory of such men as Loami Bald-

win. Being about to leave to take the cars for

home, the chairman expressed to him his thanks

for the honorable mention of his name, and assured

him that he would be most happy to join in erect-

ing a monument on the site where the original

Baldwin apple tree stood ; but he begged that the

monument to himself might be postponed a few

years.

Mr. Sheldon.—I hope it may for many. In an-

swer to inquiries, Mr. Sheldon said he cultivated

the land of his orchard, and trimmed the trees just

high enough to allow cattle in plowing to pass un-

der the limbs. He did not care how low the limbs

grew, were it not for plowing under them. He set

his trees about twenty-five feet apart. The trees

might not last as long to be highly manured, and
to have the groimd plowed ; but there was a quick-

er return and greater profits on the whole. It was

better to get the money quicker and use it, than to

be twenty or thirty years about it. The remarks

of Mr. Sheldon were exceedingly valuable, and

met with the hearty applause of the audience.

Mr. "W. J. BucKMiNSTER spoke of the relative

value of sweet apples, which he thought excellent

for feeding to stock. He condemned the practice

of buying fruit trees at auction sales, where gener-

ally only refuse trees are sold. Root grafting, too,

he opposed. No security could be had for good

trees except from thrifty plants, produced from

seedlings.

The relative profit of cultivation of fruit and of

grass or grain upon the same land, was then dis-

cussed by several gentlemen, Mr. John Brooks,

of Princeton, doubting whether the profit in culti-

vating fruit, for a long period, would be as great as

that of some other crops. He thought the land

where trees are cultivated could not be profitably

used for the cultivation of other crops at the same

time.

Mr. Brown had made no calculation, but he

had been upon Mr. Sheldon's orchards many times

and had noticed every year that he had fine crops

of com and potatoes and turnips there. He
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thought the crops obtained there were as good as

any on the farm, from the fact that in the endeavor

to cultivate the trees well, the whole soil is well cul-

tivated. Large crops have been obtained for six-

teen years, and can be obtained for ten years

more ; and then, if the trees become too large to

enable him to cultivate the land profitably, there

can be no doubt that there may be reserved from

each acre two trees that will be worth more than

all the hay to be got from an acre. He (Mr.

Brown) got his best crops where the trees stand,

for the reason that the land is there cultivated

best. He had obtained from thirty to fifty-six

bushels of corn on the same land where the trees

are. He had raised also twenty bushels of wheat

to the acre, and four tons of millet. There was no

doubt in his mind as to the practicability of raising

good crojjs where there is an orchard, nor as to the

profit from the cultivation of fruit in comparison

with other crops.

The meeting this evening was large and very in-

teresting, and the discussion, up to a late hour, was

quite animated ; but we have not room for further

details.

For tlve New England Farmer.

"HOW DID YOU RAISE SUCH NICE
PEPPERS ?"

Mr. Editor :—Having purchased a small place

last spring, as the first step towards success in its

cultivation, I subscribed for the jV. E. Farmer, and

found it a step in the right direction.

One item in relation to saving suds, slops, S:c.,

for the benefit of the garden, was worth more to me
than a year's subscription. I took a cask, and put

in the droppings from the hen roost, and filled it

with waste water from the house, and at night,

with a pail and dipper, applied it to beds, vines, ^c,
and in fact, used no other manure for tlie garden.

Some ladies of delicate organization might have

turned up their noses ; but I was bound to have a

garden, and I succeeded. I have been asked fre-

quently, '"how did you raise such nice peppers ?

Mine never get ripe." My answer is, "I take the

papers."

It was my intention to enter the arena against

small potatoes, and I experimented carefully with

eyes, butts, large, small, cut and whole potatoes;

and my conclusion is, that, with well prepared soil,

and proper culture, small potatoes are as good as

large. A friend gave me eight potatoes of the

Jackson variety, about half as large as a small

sized hen's egg, of which I made ten hills in my
garden. The yield Avas three pecks, forty-seven of

the largest weighing forty-eight pounds.

My employment as a teacher has taken me from

home the past six months, and, the consequence is,

I have no manure heap this spring. So I must try

something else, and, as I have an acre and a half

tliat ought to be laid down to grass, without taking

off a crop, I wish to propose a few inquiries through

the Farmer. Had you prolonged your article in

last week's Farmer, beyond a "reasonable limit,"]

you might have spared yourself this article,
|

1. Will buckwheat, sown upon the land and
plowed under, answer instead of manure ? '

2. Will India wheat do as well as buckwheat?
It is easier to procure in this vicinity, and I am told

it is of the same nature.

3. Is clover preferable to either ? If so, how
much should be sown to an acre to turn under ?

4. My land is a gravelly loam, with any quantity

of small stones ; would deep plowing be profitable ?

I use plaster and ashes, but have never tried any
of the popular fertilizers.

And now, Mr, Editor, if the mooted question of

"Woman's Rights" was buried, I would be the last

person to give it a resurrection, yet the apostle has

decided, that one right is to ask questions ; and as

I have not the privilege (?) of availing myself of the

prescribed source, I venture to propound them thus

publicly, trusting to your good nature to rej)ly to a

Orford, A*. H., 1856. Sister Farmer.

Remarks.—A "Sister Farmer" will always find

the "latch string out," when she calls at tlie door of

"77^e Farmer," and its editor will find pleasure in

"keeping up his end of the yoke," in an agricultu-

ral conversation

—

if he can. Well, in reply to query

1. Buckwheat is good, and two crops may be

plowed in the same season, if it is desired.

2. India wheat we know nothing of ; it is prob-

aV)ly a fancy name. But any stocky, succulent

plant will answer the purpose, that is, supply vege-

table matter to the soil.

3. Clover is better, we think, than most plants

to be used as a green manure, as it furnishes a

large amount of valuable roots. There is a differ-

ence of ojjinion as to the time the green plant

should be turned under ; some supposing the time

should be when in its greenest and most succulent

state, and others when the plant has passed matu-

rity, and is in the first stage of decay. Sir Hum-
phrey Davy says—"all green, succulent plants con-

tain saccharine or mucilaginous matter, with woody

fibre, and readily ferment; they cannot, therefore,

if intended for manure, be used too soon after their

death." He also thinks the proper time to turn

plants under for manure, is when they are in flow-

er, as then their leaves are most active in forming

nutritive matter.

4. Plow deep, gradually. Very deep plowing, at

once, to lay down to grass, would not be advisable.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
PUTTING LAND TO GRASS.

Mr. Editor :—Having but recently turned my
attention to farming, I feel the want of j)ractical

experience, but as I am willing to learn, either from
books, or from any other source, and knowing that

you are always ready to give information on this

most "noble and healthful employment of man," I

wish to make the following inquiry.

I have a piece of land (commonly called bog land)

which I wish to seed down to grass. It has been in

grass for several years, but of an inferior quaUty,
and is now covered with a "firm sod," so that an ox
team may be driven over it without difficulty, I

have been told, the better way would be to "top-

dress with sand or gravel and seed down upon the
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sod, for if broken up, it will take two or three years

to get a firm sod, and the land is more liable to get

thrown up with the frost."

The inquiry then which I wish to make is, would
you recommend the above plan, or would you rath-

er bi*eak up the land, and seed down with oats ? for

which the land is well suited. T. Bkidge.
JS/orth Tewksbury, 1856.

Remarks.—Undertake no more than you can ac-

complish, and do it well. Plow, by all means, ma-

nure liberally, pulverize thoroughly, sow about two

bushels of oats per acre and cut them for fodder,

and with the oats sow one bushel of red-top and

eight or ten quarts of herds grass seed per acre.

Top dressing will not give new roots to your grass

—at least, not very readily.

MY MODE OF FARMING.

Mr. Farmer:—In 1842 I purchased a wild lot

of land, commenced clearing it, seeding down with

the first crop. Some part of my land is very dry,

getting no more than ten or twelve hundred pounds
of hay per acre. In 1847, I commenced breaking
up, plowing five or six inches deep, sowing the first

year with oats and getting a light crop. But since

I have become a constant reader of the ..V. E.
Farmer, I have plowed eight inches deep, (and more)
sowed the first crop to oats, peas and oats together,

and peas separate, turning under the stubble in the

fall. In the spring I harrow it well. I then haul
the manure from the yard and stable, drop in

small heaps, spread it even and plow in before it

dries, usually about thirty loads per acre. For corn,

I dung in the hill with what I make yarding my
cattle nights the previous summer.
The next spring I sowed 1^ bushels wheat, |

bushel timothy and four lbs. clover seed per acre.

After the above treatment I got li to 2 tons per
acre, instead of ten or twelve Inmdred pounds. I

never allow myself to take more than three crops
before seeding down. Shall we, as Vermont or

New England farmers, take a few acres of our best
land and wear it out by keeping it under the plow
for six or eight years in succession ? Nay, but let

us cultivate our poorest part, so that we shall have
none but good. Freeman.

Korthjield, Vt., Feb. 26th, 1855.

VALUABLE SHEEP.

Mr. Nathaniel M. True, of Meriden, N. H.,
has the present season shorn 100 sheep which av-

eraged 6 pounds 14 ounces per head, of good wool,
well washed, and sold readily for the highest jn-ice

paid at time of sale. They are remarkably healthy,

easily domesticated, quiet, cheaply kept and in

length, thickness and compactness of fleece, are un-
surpassed. A Friend to Improvement.

the red spider on roses.

Mr. Editor :— Will you have the goodness,
through your valuable paper, to tell me what will

kill the red spider, that is so destructive to house
plants ? I have a choice rose that they have almost
destroyed. A SUBSCRIBER.

Hopkinton, Feb., 1856.

Reaiarks.—Whale oil soap, largely diluted, or

soap-suds and tobacco water, are said to destroy

the Acarus, or red spider. We have not tested it.

MICE GNAWING YOUNG TREES.

Mr. Editor :—I find upon examination of my
young apple trees, that the mice are making havoc
among them by gnawing ofi' the bark, near the
ground, where the snow is deep. I think many
valuable young trees are ruined already, and more
will be, if neglected. For prevention I tread down
the snow around the trees. Will you give us a
method to save the trees that have been gnawed by
the mice. j. n. w.

JV. E. Village, March, 1856.

Remarks.—If the tree is a valuable one, it may
be saved by cutting the edges of the bark smooth

and inserting, perpendicularly, three or four strips

of fresh bark from another tree, binding it up care-

fully from the air.

native stock and MILK.

Genti^emen :—Glancing the eye over the reports
of the discussions on Neat Stock, that took place at

the farmers' meeting, in the State House, on Tues-
day evening last, though it is not easy to conceive,

how such varied reports of the same thing could be
given, one thing is clear, that JVative Stock advan-
ced very considerably on this occasion. Thanks to

our noble friend, Mr. Fay, for the views he ex-
pressed. He is discriminating in observation, and
independent in the expression of his opinions. He
is above all sideway or sinister influences. He has
no "axe to grind" on the iai-m, or any where else.

Several facts seem to have been admitted by all

the speakers.

First, that the best butter-producing cows, or dai-

ry stock, they have ever know were natives, or the
common stock of New England.

Second, that not less than six quaiis of milk can
be relied on, under circumstances most favorable,

for the production of a pound of butter. EsSEX.

now to kill ticks on sheep.

Mr. Editor :—I saw in the last number of your
paper a method by which to kill ticks on sheep,
put in by E. B. M. I think he must be some years
behind the times. My method to kill ticks on sheep
is, to feed them on sul])hur, mixed with salt, in the
month of March or April, before they leave the
barn; give them three or four ]jounds to one hun-
dred sheep, given at three diflereut times, and I
will warrant you not to have any ticks at shearing
time. I have tried it three times, and it proved a
killer to every tick. 1 have a small flock of sheep,
and there has not been a tick on them for two years.

Ludlow, Vt. R. c. h.

a LARGE HOG.

Mr. Wm. Childs, of Union Village, has this day
slaughtered his hog, whose weight was as follows

:

Round hog 803 lbs.

Rough fat 40

Total 843 lbs.

and was two years and nine months old.

Union Village, March 5. M. R. Walker.

the concord GRAPE.

A. E. p., Springfield, Vt.—The price of the Con-

cord grape, this spring, is $2 00 ; or for a dozen

plants, $18 00.
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V.

PIPES FOR COXVEYING WATER.

Mr. Brown:—I would like to inquire of your
subscribers about the best material to use, to con-

vey water to buildings. In this section, a large ma-

jority of the farms can have running water to all of

their buildings. But the great desideratum is, what
material to use, with an eye to cost and durability.

Wood lasts so short a time, that I have discarded

that ; with me it has lasted from three to seven

years. Lead pipe, under some circumstances, is

poisonous. I now carry water to all my buildings

in half-inch lead pipe. I wish to take up a part of

it, and put inch pipe in its place. How long will

iron pipe last to convey soft, spring water ? Inch
iron pipe is sold in Boston for fifteen cents per foot.

Is there anything better and cheaper ? How should

iron pipe be laid down ?

I have a hydraulic ram that has been in opera-

tion three years. It has worked well, so far; raises

water forty feet, and supplies my house with an
abundance. H. Morse.

Johnson, Vt, Feb., 1856.

AGRICULTURAL ANECDOTE.

Capt. B., from small beginnings, became a rich

man, if his own definition of that phrase be coiTect,

(and I have never seen a better,) viz : "He is a rich

man who is a little better ofi' than his neighbors."

Capt. B. could give orders as exjilicit to his

hired men as to the militia company over which he

had presided. And he was fortunate in having Mr.
P., a young man who understood the English lan-

guage, and could toe the mark.

It was in the spring of the year ; two stout yoke
of oxen were hitched to the plow and driven to a

part that had become nearly barren l)y cropping

without manure. Mr. P. was placed at the ])low,

and furnished with a boy as teamster. "Now," said

the Capt., "I want you should plow up the dirt that

hasn't seen the sun forfour thousand years." The
' orders were fulfilled by letting the plow in beam
deep. The next order from the Capt. was, "jYow
dung it to death." JVuf sed. Mr. P. was as faith-

ful as Jack Tar on board a ship of the line, and,

said he, "I watched that piece of land for several

years, and it taught me one thing, that is, to plow

deep and manure thoroughly." p. F.

THE GARDEN LILY.

Will you inform me through the Farmer where 1

can obtain the white Garden Lily, so called with us.

Manchester, jV. H. b. s. s.

Remarks.—Probably in many gardens in your

neighborhood, or at the nurseries.

Dear Sir :—I was reading the fourth Legislative

Agricultural Meeting of Feb. 9th, which treated of

manures and theirpreparation ; and I wish, through
your valuable paper, to know how is best to prepare

apple pomace, and how to use the same for the

benefit of the land and crops. A Subscriber.
Dublin, m H., 1856.

PtEMARKS.—Apple pomace rots very slowly, and

perhaps for that reason has been neglected as a

manure. Its decay may be hastened by mixing it

with some rapidly-decaying substance, as fresh horse-

dung or urine. Judging as we do of other matters,

it ought to be beneficial to apple trees.

BROOM CORN STALKS.

Messrs. E. and J. Cushman, of North Amherst,
have succeeded in making good wrapping paper
from these stalks, which have been considered worth-

less. They mix the stalks, in about equal quanti-

ties, with rye straw. The value of this invention

may be inferred from the fact that rye straw is

worth $7 per ton, and stalks may be had for the
gathering.

Apjilication has been made for a patent.

R. B. H.

Fur the New England Farmer.

THE WINTER.
Mr. Editor :—With your permission, I will give

the readers of the Farmer a short account of the

past severe winter. Although we have not had as

severe weather as reports bring from other places,

yet it has been uncommonly severe. Snow that

fell on Dec. 25 still remains, and we have had good
and uninterrupted sleighing from that time to

March 20, when the main roads began to be bare,

and about the 25th we began to use wagons; al-

though at this time the ground is two-thirds cov-

ered with snow, with enormous drifts in many pla-

ces. The snow in March drifted more than in any
previous month, and consequently the measurement
is quite uncertain. The following is the amount of

snow in this place :

—

December 14 inches. I February 5J inches.
January 17 inches.

|
March 13 inches.

Making about 49^ inches. We have had no rain,

except a light mist on the forenoon of Feb. 12.

Owing to the topography of the place, we have
generally less snow and rain than other places

around us. We are situated in the valley of Otter

Creek, with the Green Mountains on the east, a

moderate range of hills on the west and south,

while at the north the land is decidedly higher and
more hilly, which gives us climatic conditions of

less intensity, regarding temperature and humidi-

ty, than may ])laces around us.

The following table exhibits the extreme cold

days during the winter, with the temperature at

three observations during the day, and the daily

mean :

—

DECEMBER, 1855.

.10. .2...-1.50

JANUARY, 1856.

.10 9 6.5.... 4.16

.22.. ..-1 -7.66

..1 7. ...-6 66
7. ..-16. ...19.. ..20 7.66

8 21. ...20 -1 13.3.3

9 -5 2 -4 -2.33

12 -6.. .21 12.5. .13.16
20 10 7. ...-2 1.67

22. ..-16.. ..13 -2 1.67
...-4 1.5 2.5. .-1.67

26 18.5. .20 13.5. . .7.00
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JUNE, AND ITS WORK.

TINE, perhaps, of aU

the months in which

vegetation is grow-

ing and is to be

tended, calls for

' more care and nice

attention than any

other month. The

main crops have

S been planted, the

(^ seeds have sprung

^^ into a new exi&t-

-li ence, and presented

their tender stems

and leaves to the

eye of the cultiva-

tor, while their roots

have struck below

in search of mois-

ture, and gathered

a firm hold to sus-

tain the plant in place. These evidences of life

and progress gratify the hope in which the seeds

were cast into the ground, and cheer the farmer in

his labors.

In June, all the hoed crops require constant at-

tention, and their treatment during this month

will decide whether they are to be materially ben-

efited, or not, by atmospheric influences. A plant,

as an animal, to grow fast and well, must be

healthy—and that health \n\l depend upon the cir-

cumstances under which it is placed. If in a lean,

compact, close soil, its growth will be slow, it will

be more or less moss-covered, and look shrivelled

and old, even in June. But if it stands in a warm,

generous soil, light, finely-pulverized, and porous,

so as to admit air and heat, then it will stretch away

in a cheerful and vigorous growth, and come to

maturity in season. Plants show this difference

according to the treatment they receive ; but that

they may assume tlie latter form, the soil should

be rich, and then the cultivator and hoe kept in

frequent use, especially during the month of June.

Plants may derive important aid from the atmo-

sphere ; but in order to avail themselves of this,

they must be vigorous and in health. During all

their growth they require large portions of carbonic

acid, and if small, hard and weak, they are not in

a condition to receive it, though it ever floats about

them, waiting to be pressed into their service.

It is the food of plants and of the whole vegetable

world ; they absorb it into their systems, and

whilst they retain the carbon, they emit the oxy-

gen, and so feeding themselves, they purify our at-

mosphere. The atmosphere, also, is continually-

charged with vapor, which, as the earth becomes

cooled at night, is condensed upon it, and if thfr

soil be fine and porous, is taken up by it and appro-

priated by the roots of the plants.

There are many ways in which plants derive di-

rect and immediate benefits from the atmoe^jhere,

provided the farmer has done bis part to place them

in a condition to receive it. After plowing, ma-

nuring, and planting, therefore, he can scarcely be

more unwise than to fail to give them careful and

attentive cultivation. So far as his agency is con-

cerned, he must see that they have light,, heat,

moisture, and a seed bed in which their roots may
traverse freely, and lay hold of the humus, or par-

ticles of mould. He can furnish them with light,

by a proper arrangement of rows—with Aeai, byan
open, loose soil, and with moisture, by proper

drainage, and stimulating manures.

Cucumber, (Cucumis.)—The cucumber isacold^

watery and indigestible fruit, yet more universally

admired, probably, than any garden esculent in

common use.

On analysis it has been found to contain in 600

parts not less than 582.80 of water—the remaining

17.20 consisting of thirteen diflerent ingredients,

in various proportions, the principal of which ar? a

fungous substance, nearly resembling the substance
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of the mushroom, and a saccharine matter which

communicates to the fruit its 2)eculiar flavor.

To fruit well, the plant requires rather a warm,

light soil, and it is not necessary that it should be

very rich. It spreads rapidly, taking root as it

rims, so that thin planting is the best.

For the New England Farmer.

THE CARROT.
The following paper on the Cidiiratton of the Carrot, has

been translated from the French for the N. E. Farmer, by an
intelligent and earnest friend of agriculture. It is a sketch of

Flemish agriculture, originally published by the "Society for

the Dissemination of Useful Knowledge," and printed by the

Bureau of Agriculture, Montreal, 1855.]

Carrots, says the author, do well in light soil

which has been plowed to a great depth, and they
consequently form part of the regular rotation of

crops upon light lands. When they are sown as a

principal crop, it is generally after potatoes, buck-
wheat, or a kind of turnip called rape. The earth

having been well affected by these crops, is sub-

jected to any additional plowing before winter, and
receives one-half the quantity of manure usually

employed, either that of neat cattle, or the sweep-
ings of streets, with which is mixed one-third part

of hog manure, under the idea that this last drives

away the moles and mice of the fields which other-

wise endanger the crop. The land is now plowed
to the depth of six or seven inches, and thus rests

for the winter. At the commencement of April the

land is again plowed to the depth of nine or ten

inches, and manured with liquid manure at the rate

of about twenty hogshead to the acre. Two and a

half pounds of seed are sown to the acre. The har-

row reversed {iinversei) is then used, and the spaces

between the beds are dug up with a spade, and the

earth is thrown evenly upon the seed. The roller

is then passed lightly over the field. In some
cases liquid manure only is used. If the preceding

crops were potatoes, the soil is usually sufficiently

rich, and any addition of manure has only the effect

to make the carrots fork, this being caused by an
excess of manure. But if carrots follow buckwheat
which has not been highly manured, it is necessary

to add manure in order to secure a good harvest.

The more the manure is decomposed and mixed
with the earth, the better for the crop. When the

carrots are up it is necessary to weed them with

care. This is the principal trouble ; and women
and children who labor upon their hands and knees
are annually employed in that service.

If the seed-sower is used, much trouble is saved

by the use of the horse-hoe between the rows and
then the hand-hoe among the plants. If the car-

rots are missing, the farmer supplies the ground
immediately with the turnip or spurry, in order

that no time may be lost. In May the carrots are

thinned, and those which are pulled are given to

cows. They are left at the distance of six inches

from each other. Field carrots in Flanders are of

two sorts. One is the orange carrot of Holland,

now quite common in England ; the other is the

white can-ot, which is more vigorous, attains a

greater size, and upon a light soil yields a much
larger crop. After an experiment upon a small

scale, we are compelled to believe that it is a valu-

able addition to our family of roots for the use of

animals in the winter.

The white carrot is usually sown with another

crop, as flax or barley. In such cases it is sown
one or two weeks after the principal crop. The
flax or grain will come forward rapidly, while the

carrot is consequently kept down, and must content

itself with pushing its roots deep into the soil, with-

out much increase of size, or growth of leaves.

After the flax is pulled, they pass again over the

field and remove the weeds. A dressing of liquid

manure is then furnished, and the carrot increases

rapidly. If the principal crop is barley, the stub-

ble is pulled up \^ith care, and the carrot is then
treated as above.

Towards the middle of October the farmer is

thus able to take a crop of carrots from land which
had already furnished an excellent crop in the first

part of the season, and thus obtains a considerable

additional quantity of food for his animals during

winter. Carrots are sometimes sown among peas.

The peas ripen in July, and are immediately gath-

ered, and the carrots are then treated as before

described. When peas and carrots are raised in

alternate rows, the result is usually favorable. In
either case fifteen loads, ten or twelve tons, are

considered a good crop.

If we judge from the product of about one-

eighth of an acre of good sandy land, on which, in

England, the white carrot is often raised without

manure, in rows one foot apart, well weeded and
hoed, the crop may rise to the amount of twenty-

two tons per acre. The orange carrot ordinarily

produces only half that amount from the same soil.

The parsnip is sown upon lands which are too

vigorous for tlie carrot ; and in deep, rich marl, the

product is abundant. Parsnips have the advantage
of being able to withstand the severest cold, and
consequently need not be housed, but may be left

in the ground until the moment of consumption.

They are not considered equal to can-ots for milch
cows, but are better for fattening animals. The
quality of the soil should decide whether the pars-

nip or the carrot may be sown with most profit.

For the New England Farmer.

POULTRY REARING, &c..~No. 2.

Mr. Editor :—In No. 1, 1 gave you my manner
of keeping hens laying when shut up. I now send

you some suggestions that may interest the breed-

ers of poultry ; every family can and should keep a

few laying hens ; but I would not advise every one,

however situated, to raise chicks.

A person that desires laying hens will obtain the

smaller sorts, as they are better layers and poorer

mothers ; on the other hand, a person who wish-

es to raise for the market will obtain the larger

kind, as they will obtain an earlier market size.

—

Large hens kept for layers ought to produce gold-

en eggs to pay a fair profit on the feed they con-

sume.
Again, persons in a village, or near neighbors,

should not raise poultry, as they will have to be

shut up, and to shut chickens in a yard, and to think

of their being fit for an early market, is absurd.

—

Chickens, to grow and do well, must have their lib-

erty, besides all they can eat. A farmei-, or per-

son by himself, with a warm, dry situation, right

kind of fowls, and managed properly, will find poul-

try as profitable as the raising of any farm stock

;

if not so managed, the most unprofitable. Chicks

ready for the market by the first of July, weighing
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from four to five pounds the pair, bring from $1,25
to $1,50, which is a large per cent, above what they

ought to cost ; and to obtain such, you must have a

healthy stock. Change your male bird every year,

and avoid in-and-in breeding, for of that comes
ricket, deformed bodies, gapes, pip, &c. Set as

many hens in March and April as desire to do so,

none after that time, and as many in the former
month as possible, for one early chick is worth
three late ones.

Never set a hen upon hay or straw without earth

underneath, as the heat escapes more readily, and in

the early season is very essential ; also when she

leaves her nest for food it will retain the warmth
longer. The bottom of the nest should have two
or three inches of earth, and nearly level, to ena-

ble the hen to move her eggs when instinct prompts
her so to do. Always provide food and water where
she can readily obtain them, and return as quickly

as possible. Leave her to herself for twenty-one
days, at which time one-half of the brood will be
out. Remove the shells and give no food to the

chicks for forty-eight hours ; nature having provid-

ed for them, until about that time, when fine cob
meal, and clean meal and shorts in equal propor-

tions, mixed with milk, sour or sweet, until they are

three or four weeks old.

The hens should be cooped on the earth, or

where they can have gravel and sunshine, and
avoid wet and damp places. When old enough,
cracked corn and buckwheat, barley, iS:c., can be
added.

At the age of four or five weeks the hens can be
set free, and with meal, corn, chopped scraps

mixed with sour milk, to go to when they want,
they will need but little attention after.

PREPARATION FOR THE MARKET.

Chicks that weigh three pounds alive, will dress

two pounds. Having provided yourself with a gar-

ment suitable for the business, and having your
fowls boxed the day previous, you take the chick

by the legs, head down, and with one smart rap on
the head with a stick an inch in diameter, and a

foot in length, stun it ; then place the body between
your knees, and with a sharp knife cut the upper
part of the mouth from eye to eye ; waste no time,

but commence with the wings, and pluck the fowl

as quickly as possible. In dressing, draw the en-

trails only, but they must be done properly and
without accident, otherwise the value is lessened.

Leave on the head, and remove no crop.

I have been somewhat particular in the dressing,

as poultry poorly prepared for Boston market will

have to be sold 25 per cent, below others of same
value otherwise. H.

Concord, Mass.

Curious Habits of Mackerel.—The habits of

these fish are very peculiar. And although they
have been taken in immense numbers for three-

quarters of a century, their habits are not well un-
derstood. They often move in immense bodies,

apparently filHng the ocean for miles in extent.

They are found near the surface. Sometimes they
will take the hook with the greatest eagerness.
At other times, not a mackerel will bite for days,

although millions of them are visible in the water.
When they are in the mood for taking the bait, ten,

twenty, and even thirty barrels, are taken by a sin-

gle vessel in a few hours. They usually bite most

freely soon after sunrise in the morning, and tow-
ards sunset at evening. They all cease to bite
about the same time, as if they were actuated by a
common impulse. They are easily frightened, and
will then descend into deep water. It has often
happened, that a fleet of vessels has been lying off

the Cape, a mile or two from shore, in the midst
of a school of mackerel, and taking them rapidly
upon their decks, when the firing of a gun, or the
blast of a rock, would send every mackerel fathoms
deep into the water, as suddenly as though they
had been converted into so manypigs of lead ; and
perhaps it would be some hours before they would
reappear. They are caught most abundantly near
the shore, and very rarely out of sight of land.

—

Peter Gott.

THE BALDWIN APPLE.
During the interesting discussion upon TTie Cul-

tivation of Fruits, at the last agricultural meeting

at the State House, the conclusion of which is giv-

en in another column, Mr. Sheldon, of Wilming-

ton, spoke of Col. B.ALD'VNTN as the person who
gave this renowned apple notoriety, and said that

there is now but one person living, who knows, for

an absolute certainty, the spot where the original

tree stood. He said a monument ought to be erect-

ed, not only to mark the spot, but with a suitable

inscription to perpetuate the name of Col. Baldwin,

who discovered the merits of the fruit, and took

pains to extend it over the land. The chairman,

Col. Wilder, said it would afford him pleasure to

aid such a movement, and so did others who were

present.

For the New England Fanner.

THE RHODE ISLAND GREENING.
Mr. Editor :—Can any of your readers tell us

—

who live in this neighborhood—what we shall do to

our trees of the yellow cheeked greening—the Rhode
Island greening P

Some twenty-five years since, the trees produced
very large crops, perhaps more abundantly than
any other variety of apple in this region ; for ten

years past they don't bear at all well. The bloom
is abundant ; a large number of small apples fill

the branches, but when the fruit is about the size of

a pea, and thence up to the size of a hen's egg, it

begins to drop, and at harvest time, the trees are

bare; the fruit doesn't set well. One of my neigh-

bors says it is the drought, the dry summer, that

causes this. Another looks for the cause to the ex-

haustion of the soil. Both the old and yomig trees

of Rhode Island Greening no longer produce crops.

Shall we remedy the evil by sending to Rhode
Island for new trees ? Shall we try grafts from
old trees ? Some say this apple has run out. I

don't think that any variety runs out, if the trees

are properly taken care of. What is wanting to

the apple tree that the stem does not hold to the

tree ? Having always used barn manure, must we
try the manufactured fertilizers ? Will guano help

us ? Some say the east winds produce this result

with the trees ; but the east winds blew thirty years

ago, when this kind of apple was produced in the

greatest abundance. Subscriber.
Duxhury, 1856.
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For Vie New England Farmer.

EURAL ECONOMY OF THE BRITISH
ISLES-IJo. 10.

EASTERN COtJNTIES—MIDDLESEX, HERTFOKD, ESSEX.

The Eastern counties of England are ten, to wit,

Middlesex, Hertford, Essex—Suffolk, Norfolk, Bed-

ford and Northampton—Cambridge, Huntington

and Lincoln.

^Middlesex, Hertford and Essex may be called

metropohtan counties, from their proximity to Lon-

don. Middlesex, esjjecially, which is the first coun-

ty we enter on crossing the Thames, has no agri-

cultural importance ; it is small in extent, and almost

entirely occupied by the immense metropolis of the

British Empire. Beyond the town ])roperly so called

all that is not in villas or gardens, is under grass,

either natural or artificial ; the hay from which is

sold in London or goes to supjjly the dairies of the

capital. I'roximity to such a large population af-

fords enormous supplies of manure, by which the

fertility of the soil is renewed. It is admitted, how-

ever, that farming, in the neighborhood of London,
is not what it might be. High as rents for arable

land are—averaging $10 the acre—they do not

reach the rents paid in other parts of England. The
agriculture of the surrounding counties makes itself

felt, through the railroads, to the very gates of the

city. Farms in the environs, average one hundred
acres—some are three or four hundred, but many
are below one hundred. Among the most skilful-

ly managed, is one at Willcsden, of 100 acres, en-

tirely in grass, 60 in natural meadow, and 40 in

Italian rye-grass, and let at §18,75 the acre.

Immediately to the north ofLondon is the small

county of Hertford, which like Surrey on the south, is

filled with villas and gardens. It possesses one of the

most remarkable establishments in England, namely
the laboratory of agricultural chemistry, belonging

to Mr. LaWES, the only establishment of the kind

now existing. A private individual has established

and sujjports, at his own ex])ense, a costly enter-

prise, which, elsewhere, governments have declined

to undertake. All England looks to the results of

experiments there carried on, and it has already

furnished valuable information as to the kinds of

manures best suited to the different crops and soils,

The laboratory is on the scale of a regular manu-
factory, with steam engine, enormous furnaces, (S:c.,

and the entire carcases of cattle are reduced to ashes,

for the purpose of exact analysis. A piece of ground
of 12 or 15 acres serves as a field for trying exper-

iments with different manures.
The impression prevails in England that further

progress in agriculture must be by the aid of sci-

ence, that expense or capital has done nearly all it

can ; and a half hour's conversation with the first

farmer one meets, and his talk of ammonia and
phosphates, will convince you that the agricultural

mind is running into agricultural chemistry, how
wisely, and with what results, time will show.
That it is difficult to lift the veil that covers the
mysterious processes of nature, all will admit—that

it will never be lifted, so that we can act intelligent-

ly in the cultivation of the earth and the rearing of

animals, who will say? Agricultural chemistry
seems to have established and explained the fact

that the most successful manure for grass land is

bone dust ; and farmers in England willingly pay
proprietors seven per cent, annually of the expense
of laying this powerful manure upon the soil ; as

upon every four acres they say it gives them suffi-

cient extra food for an additional cow. Chemistry
says the jahosphates are taken out of the soil by the

constant carrying away of the milk, and requires to

be renewed. One or two tons of ground bones are

used to the acre, the effect of which is immediate
and lasts for fifteen or twenty years.

Next to these two counties comes the county of

Essex, containing, like Sussex and Kent, about a
million acres, and it much resembles these counties

in its history. Though so near to London, its ag-

riculture is not in good condition—it almost all

rests upon clay ; and its system of farming, for this

reason, has, like that of Sussex, cereals for its object.

For the same cause, there is a greater division of

farms than in three-quarters of England—the farms

generally varying from one hundred to three hun-

dred acres. Many farms are cultivated by their

own proprietors. Properties in this county have

generally been mortgaged to the extent of more
than half their value ; and carried on therefore with

little capital. The result has been foreclosures,

and a pretty large number of forced sales. The
English attribute this result to too great division of

property—I should attribute it to want of capital

to furnish stock and carry on the farms. Large
proprietors, as a general thing, have more capital

than small ones, in pro])ortion to the extent of their

propertj-—often more intelligence ; but a proprie-

tor of a moderate sized property, of capital pro-

portioned thereto, and equal intelligence, will carry

it on better than a large pro])rietor, as I think.

—

That sized farm is the best which most reduces the

expenses of production ; but capital, cai)ital, with

intelligence, is the thing in farming, as well as in

manufacturing; and a small farm can do better

without capital, than a large one.

Fortunately for Essex, it possesses one of those

energetic individuals, who is of a spirit to contend

with the difficulties by which farming is surround-

ed in that county. This is Mr, Mechi, a cutler by
trade, but devoted to agi-iculture, who owns the fa-

mous farm of Tiptree Hall, situated in one of the

worst parts of the county, and often visited and
described by foreign agriculturists. All that the

inventive spirit of the English could imagine to

make the soil produce to its utmost extent, and
overcome the resistance of clay lands, is employed
by this indefatigable man. The farm is of about

170 acres, the average size of farming and property

in the county ; the farm was originally of marshy
land, which had resisted hitherto all kinds of cul-

ture. The soil has been relieved of stagnant water

by thorough draining, and then turned up to the

depth of two feet, and transformed by means of the

most powerful fertilizers. In the centre is a steam

engine, the soul, as it were, of the farm. Mr. Me-
chi feeds on the farm, besides working horses, 100

horned cattle, 150 sheep, and 200 pigs, or equal to

about one head of cattle per acre ; and these ani-

mals are entirely stall-fed, and grow and fatten al-

most perceptibly. There is scarcely any natural

pasture on the farm ; one-half is in wheat and bar-

ley, the other half in artificial fodder and roots.

It must not be supposed that this farm presents

the true state of EngUsh agriculture. It is rather a

vigorous effort, than a success—more admired than

imitated. It is said Mr, ISIechi sinlis a good deal

of money on his experiments. But if he does, I

may, with some show of reason, prefer his extrav-

agance in farming, to that of the men (who are
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not few,) who, with their money, would have built

on the same land an elegant villa, with Gothic

summer-house, and other similar appendages.

It would seem, from the history of farming in

Essex, that it is as true in England, as with us, that

debt is the great enemy of farming—that the mort-

gage is a blight on agricultural prosperity—and
want of capital is fatal to success. On the other

hand, Mr. Mechi's farm of Tiptree Hall would
seem to show that capital may be over-spent, so as

to give no return; and that there is a proper and wise

prejudice among practical farmers against extrava-

gant or high farming. Still, does not the fact stand

that the farmer must make liberal advances to his

land, and must have an amount proportioned to his

acres, invested in stock, implements, fixtures, drain-

age, &c., in order that he may be successful ? What
is wanted is, that the practical farmer who has ca]>

ital, should, judiciously and for his own interest, ad-

vance more capital than he now does to his farm
;

not that he should be called upon to imitate the

man, who, city-bred, comes forth into the country
to carry on his newly purchased farm, as ho would
a mercantile adventure. The farmer should rath-

er compare himself with the manufacturer, and con-

sider himself engaged in a similar pursuit ; the

manufacturer rarely succeeds without capital ; no
more can the farmer ; both raise or make objects of

necessity for the market, and the one employs the

agencies of nature about as much as the other in

producing his results ; both occupations require cap-

ital, thought and skill. I am tired of hearing agri-

culture called a science— it is not a science any
more than manufacturing is a science—science may
aid farming or manufacturing ; thus far it has aid-

ed manufacturing more than it has aided farming.

—

Agriculture is an art, a business rather than a science,

to be conducted like all arts or business, by capital

and skill. M.

For tlie New England Fanner.

USE OF PLASTER.
Mr. Editor :—I wish to make some inquiries of

you or your correspondents in regard to the use of

plaster. Plaster costs at the mill here eight dollars

per ton. Will it pay to sow it on pasture and mead-
ow land ? If so, on what kind of land and what
quantity per acre should be used? A farmer once
said to me he sowed one year seven tons, and could

perceive no benefit therefrom. I have apjjlied it to

potatoes when planting, which I think decidedly

preferable to applying it to the tops, and also to

oats with marked advantage. Whether it should

be used on oats when sowing and harrowed in or

after they are up, I am undecided. Either way the

cro]) will be greatly increased. Can it be used to

profit also on wheat and rye ?

It is customary in this region to sow buckwheat
about the 20th of June, but the crop is often great-

ly injured, if not destroyed, by early frost. Can it

be sown earlier and a good crop obtained ?

Can you give a description of a cheap stump ma-
chine which can be operated by one horse or a yoke
of oxen ? s. s. b.

Essex, Ft., 1856.

Remarks.—Willis' stump machine is the best

we have ever seen. We have often spoken of it,

and given an engraving.

For the New England Fanner.

HOW TO TREAT AN OLD ORCHARD.
Mr. Editor :—In your directions to your corres-

pondent relative to cultivating old orchards on poor
land, I think you are not quite thorough enough
for a farmer of the "old Bay State," and many of us

away up here in Vermont look to you for direction

horv to do all things pertaining to farming, so that

a mistake of yours causes great injury. I will re-

late my experience in this matter, which you are at

liberty to use as you think proper.

Seventeen years since, I jiurchased a lot in this

village, one mile from, and two hundred and fifty

feet above the lake, having a western slope. When
I tell you the owner was a sea-captain, that he had
not seen it for fifteen years, during which time ir

had been rented to, generally, yearly tenants, you
can imagine its condition better than I can describe

it.

On this place was one and a quarter acres of

what had once been an orchard of apple trees only
;

more than half the original trees had died of star-

vation, or been cut down and burned by various ten-

ants ; about thirty trees remained ; one-third of

them grafted when young, the others natural fruit.

"

These were in such condition that all my friends

advised me to cut down most of them, and plant

young trees—but, lilce most Yankees, being stub-

born and self-willed, I determined first to try ex-

periments.

I made two drains through the lot, 20 inches

deep, carefully completed after the usual mode o!

blind drains. In the spring, after wet seasons, wa-
ter runs freely from them, two to four weeks ; after

the dry season, they are dry during the spring

;

summer rains never affect them. In April, I pur-

chased and applied 50 loads of coarse manure, at

an expense of one dollar a load. This was spread

evenly, the land carefully plowed and levelled with

a hoe. I then applied eight loads of twenty-five

bushels each of refuse lime, perhaps equal to half

the quantity of fresh slaked lime ; this was spread

on the surface. The next operation was to have a

gardener from the 'ould counthriee," (brought u]i

as most foreign gardeners are at the end of a spade-

handle) dig with a spade about each tree, twelve to

eighteen inches deep, and as far as the roots ex-

tended ; to complete two trees was his regular

day's work. In the summer following, I employed
two active young carpenters to prune it, of course,

as I directed. Large quantities of dead and decay-

ing limbs were removed ; on many trees nothing
but sprouts were left ; some half a dozen trees were
so decayed that as soon as they commenced grow-
ing, the dead portions were loosened so as to drof>

out, and the trees needed heavy posts to sustain

them ; nearly all of them were either hollow or de-

caying at the heart.

The next season I commenced grafting; the

trees being in active, growing condition, large tops

were soon formed. I have since yearly applied a

heavy top-dressing of "long stable manure," mostly

straw or swamp hay used for bedding horses and
cows, and as often as once in three or four years,

refuse lime or ashes and peat or swamp muck. The
ground has not been cultivated where shaded,—nor
has it been necessary—the yearly top-dressing

keeping it very light and porous. The grass has
been cut often every season.

The practical result of this treatment has been.
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that an orchard considered worthless, has, in pro-

portion to the number of trees produced more and

better fruit than any other in this county, more uni-

formly productive, and is still in a healthy condi-

tion. The vacant places when purchased were filled

with young trees now in full bearing. But one tree

has died in seventeen years, and that in the winter

of 1854-5, after the drought of the preceding sum-

mer which was very destructive to trees of every

description.

This may look like too much work, but if any

farmer will try the experiment, call his land and

old trees $1000 per acre—charge his manure and

all labor to expense account—sell all the products,

and after fifteen years' experience he will find a bal-

ance of profit equal to any other part of his farm

and probably much greater. C. Goodrich.
Burlington, Vt., March, 1856.

Remarks.—We have referred to the remarks

made upon treating an old orchard, and really can

find nothing that looks like "a mistake." The oc-

casion did not call upon us to go into minute details,

as you have done, and done well. In most cases,

• we are obliged to leave a great deal for the further

inquiry and good sense of the operator to find out

for himself.

TIME TO PLOW.
It is often difficult to know when to plow. If

ground is moved when wet, it often remains in very

hard and compact lumps. If we wait until the

ground is dry, so much work is brought together

that it cannot be done in time. A few common
sense thoughts may aid in this matter :

1. Sward ground may be plowed when much
wetter than any other, without causing it to be

hard on drying.

2. Sandy and gravelly land is much less injured

by handling when wet, than clay or clay loam.

3. The plow is not half as bad for wet ground
as the harrow for several reasons. In plowing, the

team tread on the broken ground far less than in

harrowing. The action of the plow is different.

The one raises up and turns over, the other drags

down and presses together. So true is this, that

ground thus harrowed will soon become a mass
of brick-bats, and remain so for years. Ground
may be plowed when pretty wet if you will let it

remain untouched afterwards, till dry and warm, and
by this treatment it will be fit for sowing sooner

than if not plowed.

The same principles will apply to spading and
raliing. Ground may be spaded up when considera-

bly wet, if you lay down each spadeful carefully,

and be sure not to touch it with the spade or with a

rake until it is thoroughly dry. But if each spade-

ful is knocked do^vn with the spade, and as soon as

the surface crumbles, is raked until it is beautifully

smooth, the air will be to a considerable extent

excluded, and the whole ground be hard and diffi-

cult to till during the whole season. Plowed or

spaded, the ground, if wet, should be left as loose

as it can be left, that it may dry rapidly and crum-
ble easily, and the case must be a very urgent one
which will justify putting the harrow or the rake

upon it till it is dry. Then it will break down easily

and remain light and easily tilled through the en-

tire season.

—

Dr. Reed, Pittsfield.

For the New England Farmer.

APPLICATION OF BARN MANURES.
My general practice has been to keep manures

as dry as possible until it is to be used, and for

this purpose I have built leantos to my stables.

My mowing and tillage land (fifteen acres) is a

mixed medley of dry, sandy, gravel loam, heavy
loam and swamp muck. When I first occupied the

farm eighteen years since, it Avas what was usually

called "run out," having been rented for several

years, and the crops sold or carried off; now I

know of no land more productive in this pictur-

esque valley of the Deerfield river. The course

pursued has been the following, beginning with the

uplands.

In the spring, ])low as much greensward as I can

manure thorovghly. I have uniformly plowed a

little deeper than any of my neighbors, and take

more pains to plow well, but detest a flat furrow.

The manure is spread on the surface as evenly as

possible, in its raw state ; from twenty to forty cart-

loads to the acre, and thoroughly harrowed, plant-

ed and thoroughly hoed three times. The corn is

cut up and taken off" early in October, and the

ground sowed with rye, and seeded in the spring to

ten quarts timothy and two of northern clover. I

usually mow thi-ee years, then plow again as be-

fore.

Last spring I adopted the method generally rec-

ommended by scientific farmers of plowing in

the manure on the whole of my planting ground,

in three separate patches, composed of four differ-

ent kinds of soil, and all in good heart. The result

was that I had a smaller growth of corn than I

have had for several previous years. I shall plow
in no more manure at present.

The swamp lands after being thoroughly drained,

one part was plowed and planted with corn, man-
ured with green horse manure, and afterwards

seeded ; another part was covered with about one

hundred bushels of loamy sand to the square rod,

manured and seeded with grass and oats ; and an-

other part plowed and seeded in the sod in August.

This last method I consider the best.

I occasionally spread green manure on moist

mowlands, and after bushing and rolling, sow a

bushel of gypsum to the acre ; the same on my com
lands also as soon as the manure is spread. The
manure that is made during the summer by plow-

ing occasionally the droppings of the barn-yard

with what had been carted in the previous fall, is

spread on such part of the mowland as is not to be

disturbed by the plow, as soon as is convenient af-

ter haying, the sooner the better ; when the yard is

to be filled again with either sandy loam or muck,

the ichich to be decided by the quaHty of the land

for which it is intended. P. Field.

E, Charlemont.

Hydraulic Rams.—Mr. R. A. Gesner, of Sa-

lem, Oregon, asks the editor of the Country Gen-

tleman some questions relative to the Hydraulic

Ram ; and as his reply may be of sernce to some
of our readers, we subjoin it :

—

Three feet fall, in thirty feet, as in the instance

mentioned, will be ami)le to operate a water-ram to

advantage, and raise the water to fifteen feet as pro-

posed, or to any other desired height, if it be five

times this elevation. The ram will not be likely to

succeed, however, with a driving-j^ipe less than one
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inch in diameter, and the quantity of water should

be at least halfa gallon per minute. The discharge

l)ipe need not in this case be more than a half an

inch internal diameter.

The quantity of water elevated In as many times

less than the amount furnished by the spring, as

the elevation of the discharge pipe exceeds the fall

of the driving pipe, with friction also deducted.

If, for example, the drive-pipe descends three feet,

and the elevation is thirty feet, a spring furnishing

one gallon per minute, will elevate one-tenth of a

gallon per minute to the height named, or one gal-

lon in ten minutes, deducting the amount of fric-

tion. The latter usually varies from 10 to 20 per

cent, in this instance, the real quantity of water

driven 30 feet high would be about 8.^ gallons

every 100 minutes, or nearly one-twelfth of the

whole water of the spring.

As the power of the ram depends on the momen-
tum of the descending cylinder of water, there

should be a longer drive-pipe where there is a

greater head to be overcome.

For the New England Farmer.

DARLi:^G'S EARLY SWEET CORN.
Mr. Editor :—I think it was in an early volume

of Downing's Horticulturist, that I first observed a

notice of "Downing's Early Sweet Corn," procured

by a cross with the Canada corn. It has proved
with me, (and I have raised it several years,) an
exceedingly sweet kind of corn, as well as an early

sort. It is incomparably sweeter than Mapes' sweet

corn, which, whatever may be its virtues in late

keeping, certainly has very little sweetness about

it, and is moreover, a very late kind, the stalks in

yrowth and root showing a western or southern or-

igin. Of the various dishes of sweet corn I have
ever eaten, I have never found any equal in deli-

ciousness to "Darling's Early," and hope those of

your readers not familiar with it, will procure it,

and I feel sure that they will confess that a new
world of sweetness has opened for them. It can be
obtained, I presume, at your seed stores in Boston.

THE MOON AND \T:GETATI0N.

Not having had time to read some of the last

numbers of the monthly Farmer, I know not but

the moon question has already been settled therein,

but if not, I Avould inquire if the advocates of lunar

influence bear in mind that whether the moon is

new, old or full, there is as much of the substance

of the moon towards the earth in one case as the

other, although that side be not fully illuminated

by the sun except at full moon. It may be reason-

able to suppose the tides affected by the relative

position of the moon toward the waters, but much
more difficult to suppose that the greater or less

light from the moon can affect vegetation, when the

entireface of that body is always toward us when
it is in the heavens ; and yet more difficult to sup-

pose that vegetation is affected by whether the

eighth of the illuminated part of the moon visible to

us is on one side of the moon or on the other, or, in

other words, by the moon's being "old or new," for

that is all the difference between old and new moon.
It is so easy for people to infer cause and effect

from mere coincidences that it is not strange that

many mere notions, unsupported even by probabil-

ity or any reason, find many firm behevers.

JVorthampton, April, 1856. L. S. n.

For the New England Farmer.

FEEDING COLTS.

Mr. Editor:—I notice in a late number of

the Farmer, an article from "A Subscriber," calling

upon some one to point out the "best" mode of
feeding colts the first and second winter after tak-

ing them from the mare, <S:c. &c.

The task of pointing out the "best" way of doing
these things I shall leave for another to perform,

while I briefly state my own method of treating

colts, during the time above mentioned.
I never wean a good colt before he is six months

old, unless the dam is a very bad nurse. In that

case, I wean the colt when it becomes necessary to

stable the mare. In all cases, I wean on hay, and
from the commencement of weaning, till there is

good grass the following spring, I give a daily feed

of a pint of oats, and a bran mash, or roots; car-

rots, if I have them. I never allow a colt to stand

upon a floor before he is two years old, as I believe

the practice prejudicial to the formation of good
feet. During the second ^vinter, I give my colts no
grain or roots. If a mare brings a foal every year,

I would not allow her to nurse more than six

months ; and in fact, no good mare should be al-

lowed to nurse more in any one year, and in my
opinion, if the weaning is defered longer, it is at

the loss of the owner.

The above are a few of the many rules observed

by me, in breeding and rearing a hardy and long-

enduring horse. Whether he is to be used in fu-

ture, as a horse of all work, or to be kept exclu-

sively for breeding purposes, I have found the final

results to be nearly the same.

Derby Line, Vt., 1856. Solomon Steelb.

For the New England Farmer.

A. L. BINGHAM'S SHEEP-SHEARING
FESTIVAL.

Having seen a notice in the Ohio Farmer, from
a gentleman in Jefferson Co., that he would shear

the Silician sheep for dollars and cents, against any
breed in the United States, I was induced to adver-

tise, through the agricultural papers west, that I

would shear thirty ewe lambs, dropped last March,
against an equal number of any man's raising in

the world, for quality and quantity, unwashed or

cleansed, or for dollars and cents, according to live

weight, every man keeping his sheep as he pleases.

Now I propose, in compliance with what I have
published, to hold this sheep shearing festival at

Middlebury, on the 17th and 18th days of June
next, commencing at ten o'clock in the morning of

the 17th. The first day will be devoted to the

shearing of the sheep, the second will be devoted

to a general exhibition of horses, also there will be
purses offered for the fastest time made by ti'otting

horses.

Also, there will be an exhibition of ladies' and
gentlemen's horsemanship, to be held on the fair

ground, near the village. Also, at the close, in the

evening, there will be, what is called a sheep shear-

ing festival ball, to be held at the Addison House,

Middlebury. Now, one and all are invited to at-

tend, and have a good time ; all papers will please

confer the favor to give notice through the land,

and oblige A. L. Llngham.
West Cormvall, April 7, 1856.
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A NEW SEED SOWER.
We have rarely examined a machine which commended itself

so readily to our jadgment, as the one pictured below. As will

be seen by a reference to the illustration, tiie whole thing is sim-

plicity itself. There is little friction for the strength to be wasted

on, and so few pieces and httle gearing, that a single glance

would detect anything out of order, if it could be deranged short

of a violent blow.

One great advantage in this sower, is the ease

with which the hopper which contains the seed may

^,t5l/H.V-rt^«CLOq,~5^

be taken off and the seed changed. To do this

nothing is required but to move a hasp, when the

hopper may be taken off and the brush removed.

In this machine we have the advantage of an ad-

justable plow, by its being hinged to the arbor of

the driving wheel forward, and holding the roller

in the rear of the plow by the same arms, thereby

For tlie New England Farmer.

EOCK ISLAND, ISLAND CITY.

I mean the veritable Island itself, not the city of
that name, just below it. This beautiful three hun-
dred acre plat is, and is to be. Government land,
which no sharp speculator in land-warrants can
"enter," at any price. Nature, in her uncontami-

giving a uniform depth to the seed, independent ofh^\^f ' P"™^1 ™o°^' reigns here undisturbed. Ven.

the operator. There is also attached to the plow

an iron rod, which passes through the cross bar of

the handles, by M'hich the operator is enabled, by

erable oaks and elms, thrifty young hickories, ma-
ples, ashes, clambering vines, with all the nameless
shrubbery and undergrowth, interspersed with lit-

tle open grass-plats, gentle elevations and depres-

dropping the handles, to raise the plow, and at thel^io^^ of the surface, responsive to the underlying

same time the seed is cut off, and the whole thing T^^''?"^
surrounded by the ceaseless murmur of

. ., .UP J 1. 1 .1- .1.
* the Mississippi rapids, render this one of the most

isthiwraupon the forward wheel
;
then the ma- enchanting spots on earth. While you are still

chme may be run from one row to another, or from
|
shrouded in a mantle of snow, the grass is here

field to field, in the easiest manner possible. The quite green, and the birds are singing as merrily

plow is self-covering. The whole thing is simple,

and easy in its operations.

We believe this machine will prove a valuable

one, but intend to give it a thorough trial and then

speak of it again. The improvements are by Mr,

James A. Howe, of Boston, the same gentleman

whose skill wrought the changes in the Horse Hoe
which were figured last week.

The machine is light, and will be sold cheaper

than the large ones have been heretofore.

as in May. One is forcibly reminded, as he enters

the little quiet nooks, or wanders through the nar-
row paths, of the original garden, where Adam and
Eve

'both stood,

Sea Bathing.—Home Tooke ridiculed the prac-
tice of sea bathing, and said, if any of the seal spe-
cies were sick, it would be wise for a seal physician
to order them to go on shore. Porson declared
that sea bathing was only reckoned healthy because
many persons have been "known to sur\'ive it

;"

—

but Sheridan's objection to salt water was the most;
is thawed down sufficiently to receive a plow, it is

quaint: "Pickles said he, "don't agree with me." Ij,eady for seeding. The rapidity with which the

Both turned, and under open sky adored
The God that made both sky, air, earth and heaven,
Which they beheld."

All the more delightful and refreshing is such a
place, by contrast with the monotonous prairies on
either side, and the "intense practicabihty" which
is every where exhibited. Not that a wise and an
earnest practicalness is to be despised, or is any-
thing else but a wholesome duty; but that neither
is an occasional recurrence to the principles of taste

and beauty in nature, which God has so profusely
planted around us, anything else but a duty also,

and a prime felicity.

The Iowa farmers, in this vicinity, are now sow-
ing their spring wheat, while the frost is still a foot
in depth, in many places. So soon as the ground
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surface dries, while the frost is still deep below, is

very remarkable. There is none of the up-heaving

and continual moisture, so common in Massachu-

setts, till the frost is gone ; but the roads and fields

become dry and dusty as summer, while it is grad-

ually melting away beneath. I remember hearing

Prof. Nash complain of the dryness of the atmos-

})here at Amherst, as unfavorable to the throat and

ungs. But here it is much dryer, and yet the

country is regarded as peculiarly favorable to that

class of disorders. How does the Professor ex-

plain it ?

The tide of immigi-ation this spring is immense.
The great bridge across the Mississippi, at this

point, is expected to be ready for the iron horse in

another week. All of the most valuable land in

Illinois is already taken up, and that in Iowa is ra-

pidly being so. No public land of any value can

be had, within a hundred or two hundred miles of

the river. Why do not more people go to Mis-
souri? Land can be obtained there, within ten

miles of the Iowa line, for five dollars an acre;

while at the same distance, on the other side of the

line, the same quality of land brings fifteen dollars

an acre. M. K. c.

^pril 12, 1656.

EQUIVALENTS OF VARIOUS PLANTS
TO HAY.

Mr. Editor :— Farmers are often at a loss to

know how much of one kind of ordinary fodder is

equal in nutrimental value to an equal amount, in

weight or measui'e, of another kind. For instance,

if I find my horse is ke])t in good working condition

on eight quarts of oats and ten pounds of hay every

twenty-four hours, how much corn must I give him
in the same time with the eight pounds of hay to

produce the same result as the eight quarts of oats ?

In Berger's Economy of Farming, translated by
Smith, there is a "Table of Equivalents," which will

be found useful to those having the management of

stock. The following is an extract ;

—

100 pounds of hay are equal to

—
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CAULI^LO^VER AND SEA KALE.

Mk. Editor :—Please inform me, through the
columns of your much valued paper, the best time
for planting cauliflower and sea kale ; and is the

sea kale as good for pickling as the red Dutch cab
bage ? Also, the best manner of cooking or pre
paring for ]jickling—and oblige a

Derby, Vt., April. Farmer's Wife.

Remarks.—Sow cauliflower seeds in the hot bed

in March or April, or in a warm border in May
for late setting out. The ground should be as finely

pulverized as possible, and shaded with thin mat-

ting or a shingle slightly raised from the surface,

until the plants show themselves.

Sea kale is sometimes sown in October ; in the

spring it should be put in as soon as the soil can

be brought into good condition, in drills an inch

and a half deep, and fourteen inches apart. We
know nothing of it as a pickle.

SAND KNOLLS AND PINES.

Several years ago I called on an uncle that lived
in Connecticut. He showed me a piece of land
that was covered with a handsome growth of fine

trees, six or eight inches through. He told me
the land was once a blowing, sandy knoll, and that
he went to the woods and gathered a lot of pine
balls, (seeds) and sowed them on to the land

; per-
haps he plowed them in.

Would not many of our barren knolls be im-
proved by being cover«>d with little pine trees,

which would soon get to be large enough for tim-
ber ? C.

MANURES.

I wish to ask your Beverly correspondent, if he
supposes he can make a practical, thinking farmer,
believe that the exposure of manure to the drying
sun and winds, for but a few days, will destroy all,

or even one-half of its fertilizing properties? I

should like to see his man efi'ectually manuring four'

to six acres per day, with liquid manure. Now I
have a high estimate of Hquid manure, but think it

best when one writes to keep probabilities in \-iew.

I am satisfied that a great loss is sustained by ap-
plying stable, yard, or even compost manure, to
grass land that is fit for tillage. It is much better
to adopt a rotation of crops, and apply no manure,
except when under till. If top-dressing is applied
to grass land, other than liquid, let it be compost-
ed, by all means, with a large proportion of muck,
loam, or other earthy matter.

Chicopee, April, 1856. H. N. Sherman.

CURE FOR THE HORN DISTEMPER.

Bore the horn with a gimblet, and blow through
a quill into the horn, a small quantity of saltpetre

;

or pour into the ears fine mustard and vinegar, well
mixed together, taking care to hold the ears in a
proper position to retain the mixture as long as
possible. The application of either of these reme-
dies may be repeated, if necessary, after one or two
days. Either method is a "sure cure." In the
most malignant case, apparently, of this disease I
ever knew, I tried both these remedies with com-
plete success. This prescription, which now ap-
pears, I think, for the first time in print, in the Far-.

mer, may save some readers many times the price
of their subscription to this paper. s. G. B.

Essex, Vt., 1856.

Remarks.—We know nothing of the virtues of

this prescription, and as a general rule, are opposed
to all violent remedies.

TICKS ON SHEEP.

Mr. Editor :—In answer to the query, whether
the receipt given in yoiu* paper of March 29th, to
"kill ticks on sheep," is a safe operation or not, I
have to state as the result of my own experience,
that in a number of cases where it has been applied
(precisely according to the directions given) to
flocks varying from one to two hundred, I have not
been able to see any injurious effects in one single
instance, while it was a most efl'ective destroyer of
the tick.

Can you, or any of your correspondents, inform
me through the columns of your valuable paper,
where and for what price may be obtained a full

bred South Down buck and ewe ?

J. Champlin.
Pleasant Hill, K I., April 4, 1856.

MLiTERIAL FOR WATER PIPES.

H. Morse asks what is the best material for
conveying water to buildings. [ think, cost, dura-
bility and health regarded, that wooden pipes should
be used. I have nine rods, laid three feet deep in

a moist clay soil, more than thirty years ago, which
convey water freely yet. I have also a wooden
pump, made twenty-two years ago, and often in use,
that I now prefer to a new chain pump.

WATER LIFTER.

D. Child asks if a cow stepping on a platform can
raise water for herself from a cistern or well ?

—

Ans. She can. The cost of the machine and fix-

tures will be from twenty to fifty dollars, as depth
of the well, the size of the machine and kind of ma-
terial used to make of, may be. One that will dis-

charge six gallons, by the weight of the cow, each
time she steps on the platform, made mostly of
wood, will cost twenty-five dollars. n. e.

MANURE FOR MEADOWS.
I wish to inquire through your paper, whether

ashes is good for low meadows, or what is best to
increase the crop of hay. AsAHEL Underwood.

Bennington, Vt., 1856.

Remarks.—Ashes is good for any crop. But
top-dressing, with fine composted manure, does well

on such land as you describe.

FISH guano.

Mr. Editor :—I would like to inquire through
you, or your valuable paper, if any one has made
an experiment with the fish guano manufactured in

Providence, R. I., by the Narraganset Co. ?

Yours respectfully, Jacob Crov^tlet.

Mansjield, Mass.

Remarks.—No case has come to our personal

knowledge. Try a barrel or two, and make care-

ful note of it ; keeping an accurate record of the

amount of manure you apply, of the manner of cul-

tivating, and the kind of season.
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For the New England Farmer.

ETJRAL ECONOMY OF THE BRITISH
ISLES-No. 11.

EASTERN COUNTIES.
SUFFOLK, NOHFOLK, ISEDFORD, NORTHAMPTON, CAM-

BllIDGE, HUNTINGTON, LINCOLN.

In Suffolk, Norfolk, Bedford and Northampton,

we witness the results of the agricultural and social

revolution which took place about sixty years ago,

under the auspices of Arthur Young. At the close

of the last century, the lands in these counties

were in a more miserable and neglected condition

than the lands in the southern counties at the pres-

ent day ; and their poor and sandy character seemed

to offer fewer resources to the cultivator than the pine

plain lands on the banks of Connecticut river. It

was never thought possible to turn the greater part

of them to better account, than as large rabbit-war-

rens ; but now they rank among the richest and best

lands of England. What mercantile adventure,

moderate-sized farming, permanent stabulation,

drainage and steam have done in our day for stiff

lands, large farming and the four course rotation

accomplished, sixty years ago, for light soils.

—

Money, in those days, was not as plentiful as now,

and large amounts of capital were confined to few

hands. Everything tended to favor large property

and large farming, and the lands most free, for the

purpose, were those best suited for large farming.

Hence the great success of Young's system, which

up to the present day, has acted lilie a second char-

ter for the English.

Suffolk has not profited by the system of Arthur

Young. A large portion of the county partakes of

the clayey nature of the neighboring soils to the

south ; in the north alone, light soils are to be

found, at least to any extent. Suffolk, through the

influence of Young, is, however, the seat of the

largest manufacture of agricultural implements in

England. There are to be found the celebrated es

tablishments of Messrs. Ransomes of Ipswich, Gan
nett of Leiston, &c. These immense factories tes-

tify to the extensive use, among English farmers,

of the heaviest and most costly machines.

Norfolli has been the true theatre of the success

of Arthur Young. The north and west of this

coimty forms an immense sandy plain of 750,000
acres, where there is no obstacle to large property

and large farming; and where everything favors

horse tillage, cultivation of roots, the use of ma-
chines, and the four course rotation. By means of

this system, steadily pursued for sixty years, these

inferior lands, producing scarcely a dollar and a

quarter per acre, in 1780, now return, on an aver-

age, six dollars and a quarter per acre, or five

times the former amount, as net production ; and
the gross production has risen, in at least, an equal

proportion.

A large part of the credit of this wonderful trans-

formation belongs to an extensive proprietor in the

county, Mr. Coke. Mr. Coke had a large property

in the west of the county, called Holkham, contain-

ing 30,000 acres. This immense estate, which is

now worth six millions of dollars, was worth at

most in 1776, when Mr. Coke inherited it, a million

and a half. It was then in the occupation of a great

number ofs mall farmers, who paid their rents bad-

ly, although these were very low, and ultimately

many of them abandoned their farms, because they
could not get a livelihood out of them. It was then

that Mr. Coke decided upon farming a portion of

these sandy lands himself, and the rest he put into

very large farms, and leased them on long leases,

to farmers of intelligence and capital. I should not

omit to mention (as one purpose I have is to show
New England farmers that they must employ capi-

tal in farming) that in the course of fifty years, ]SIr.

Coke expended two millions of dollars, in improve-

ments of various kinds, which caused the farmers

to lay out about as much more—an excellent in

vestment on the part of both, since they have all

made money by it.

Any one who wishes to get an idea of this period

in the history of English agriculture, ought to visit

Holkham, the farm which ]\Ir. Coke personally di-

rected. Its extent is 1800 acres—500 of which are

in permanent pasture, the rest is arable, laid out

exactly for the four course rotation. The farm

maintains 250 large cattle, 2500 South Down
sheep, and 150 pigs. An equally profitable Aisit

may be paid to other farms ; but the same princi-

ples everywhere prevail followed by the same re-

sults. The whole land formerly grew only rye

;

now it raises not a particle of that grain, but in-

stead are to be seen the finest wheat crops and the

best cattle in the world.

The agricultural amelioration of Bedfordshire has

been no less complete and rapid than that of Nor-

folk. Less than a century ago three-fourths of the

county consisted of nothing but waste commons.

These unproductive lands have been gradually di-

vided, enclosed and cultivated ; and owing to the

four course system, now rank equal to the full av-

erage of English lands. The Duke of Bedford has

realized an immense fortune thereby.

In Northamptonshire, adjoining Bedford, rents,

during the last sixty years, have tripled from the

same causes which have operated in Norfolk and

Bedford.

Of the ten counties which compose the eastern

region, the three last, Cambridge, Huntington and

Lincoln, form a division by themselves—the fens.

In looking at the map of England, we observe a

large bay running into the land at the north of

Norfolk, called the Wash. All around this muddy
bay, the land is flat, low, and was constantly being

covered by the sea. These marsh lands, at one

time uninhabitable, now rank among the richest

meadows of England. Situated opposite Holland,

they have, like that country, been reclaimed by

means of dykes. The area of these three counties

is about 2,500,000 acres, of which the fens, prop-

erly speaking, occupy about a third. The lands re-

claimed are already intersected with roads and rail-

roads, towns have been built and farms laid out

upon them. These once submerged lands are let

at a rent of $6,25 to $7,50 per acre. Cereal and

root crops are occasionally seen on them ; but the

most part is in grass, on which are fattened short-

horned cattle and sheep, a cross between the old

Lincolnshire and the Dishley.

All the north of Cambridgeshire forms part of

the fen district. The average rent has doubled,

within the last forty years. The southern part, in

which clay soils px-edominate, is not in so satisfiic-

tory a state. Huntington, the county of Oliver

Cromwell, has nothing in an agricultural \Ae\\, to

recommend it to our attention.

Lincolnshire, which a century ago, was more
sterile and waste than Norfolk, now disputes the

palm with that county in agricultuial develop-
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ment. Fens occupy the south and east, wolds and
plains the north, and moors the west of tliis coun-

ty. The fen district goes by the name of Holland,

which it much resembles. The advancing dykes,

which gain more and more every day from the sea,

are the same, the meadows the same, and the flocks

nearly the same ; the country is low and wet. Rent:

average $7,50 per acre. The wolds are dry and
bare upland, with a calcareous subsoil, which the

four course system has entirely transformed. These
wolds are now rented at $6,25 an acre. The moors,

now called Lincoln Heath, were at one time more
barren than the wolds; but now the change there

is not less great.

Large flirming, as well as large property, flour-

ishes in the wolds in Lincolnshire. We find farms
of 1000, 1500 and even 2000 acres. Such farms
grow from two to five hundred aci-es of turnips, a

like extent of Iiarley or oats, as much clover, and
equal extent of wheat. The farmers are almost all

wealthy, and live in a liberal style. Lord Yarbor-
ough is the wealthiest and most efficient proprie-

tor of this county, owning about 30,000 acres,

yielding a rental of $150,000. What a change in

these once desert moors, where the traveller often

lost his way
We have now finished our journey over the east-

ern counties. I think my readers will concur with
me, that we have not found in the eastern counties,

as we did not find in the southern, a soil naturally

superior to that of New England. In all that we
have seen of England thus far, whatever the supe-
riority of its agriculture, we are safe in saying, that

this superiority is not owing to the natural superi-

ority of its soil.

I might illustrate these remarks by showing va-

rious instances in which England has made great
things of kinds of land, of which, as yet, we have
made little or nothing. I confine myself to one
instance, suggested by the fens we have just trav-

elled over. We have large tracts of salt marshes
on every part of our sea coast. They are generally

composed of a fat rich soil, often several feet deep.
These are our fens. But what have we made of

them, compared to what England has done ? They
produce a crop of hay worth half the price of up-
land produce. I know attempts have been made in

many places to dyke out the sea water, and in a
few places most luxuriant crops have followed ; but

at some not distant day be made public. With great

intelligence and close observation, he possesses a

rare abihty in expressing his own, or of giving the

views of others in a clear, concise and happy man-
ner. In a note to us communicating the numbers,

he says—"They are collated from the work of a

very acute Frenchman little known in this country,

which has interested me very much." In an inter-

view with the writer, subsequently, he gave us an

account of the work of the Frenchman, Lavergne,

and how he came to write it. No man has less oc-

casion to resort to the labors of others than "M.,"

for his head and heart are full of knowledge and
interest in the subject of agriculture, as will be ev-

ident before the series is closed. Perhaps an an-

nouncement of these facts with the first number
published would have prevented any misapprehen-

sion, although the writer distinctly states that he is

collecting facts, not originating them.

For the New England Farmer.

DE SOTO, WISCONSIN.
Mr. Editor :—About a year ago, you inserted in

your columns a communication from my pen, con-
taining a statement of our location, climate, soil,

future prospects, &c. On the strength of that
communication, a large number of the readers of
the Faitner located here, and others, not then ready
to come, are renewing their inquiries this spring,

with a -siew to ascertain our present condition and
prospects. A brief statement will give your read-
ers the information they need. Eighteen months
ago, two log cabins and eight inhabitants constitu-

ted our town. AVe have now twenty-two dwelling
houses, and over two hundred inhabitants ; one
steam saw mill ; one store 25 feet by 60, three sto-

ries high, well filled with goods, at wholesale and
retail, and said to be the best building between Du
Buque and St. Pauls ; one store, two stories high,
containing a well selected stock ofgoods ; one black-
smith and wagon shop ; one fanning mill factory

;

one carpenter's shop ; one school-house, and two
organized churches. We have preaching ever Sab-
bath. Inquirers for information have demanded

generally the lands have again run to waste, and !
that I should be thus particular. In regard to our

the sea water again been admitted to cover them. !
future prospects I will say a few words. There are

Doubtless they are difficult to be reclaimed ; but I '
now commenced, to be completed with Western

doubt whether most of the experiments have not '
dispatch, one large ware-house ; one large three-

failed from being imperfectly made. Though the i

story hotel ; one block of stores, three in number,
tide has been kept from overflowing the surface,

|

for rent ; one store to be occupied by the builders

;

the water within the soil has been kept too near the I

one wagon shop ; ten dwelling-houses, and proba-
surface to prevent the soil being freshened. In one bly thirty more will be erected during the season,

word, they have not been underdrained. Certain In regard to the departments of business unoccu-
it is, that what has been done in England, can be pied, a shoe store, embracing a manufacturing de-

done in New England. And one day in the here- partment for all kinds of custom work, is greatly
after, the best farms in New England will be found needed ; a watch maker ; cabinet maker ; harness

maker ; baker, tailor, stone and brick masons and
plasterers are wanted and will find inviting open-
ings. A shingle machine ; a furnace ; a steam grist

mill, and manufactory of agricultural implements,
could not fail to do well. On the opening of na\-i-

gation, a steam ferry-boat will run between our town
and Lansing, Iowa, and will connect with a line of

stages running east to Madison, the capitol of the

State, where passengers going South or East can
take the Milwaukie railroad. We had, at our levee

on its now neglected coast.

Rural Economy of the British Isles.—In

another column will be found No. 11, of the inter-

esting series of articles, by "M.," a gentleman who
has made some of the most expensive and valuable

agricultural experiments that have yet been en-

gaged in, in New England, and which we hope will
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last season, about 200 steamboats, and the number

will probably be double the present season.

Our flourishino; little town has a back country of

great fertility, and will be the shipping point for the

surplus produce of a farming district of great ex-

tent. "Can government land be obtained ?" No,

only in small parcels. Second-hand farming land

can be bought, within three miles of town, at from

$3 to $6 an acre, unimproved ; and at about the

same price in the interior. Farms, partially im-

proved, command from $7 to $12 an acre. "Who
will bo our neighbors ?" An im])ortant inquiry,

which I can satisfactorily answer—prol)ably there is

not another town in Wisconsin that contains a

more desirable population than ours. Its proprie-

tors have encouraged none but American citizens

;

and it has been their highest aim to have it distin-

guished for its temperance, morality and piety, and
in these respects, it will compare, favorably with

any town of the same size in New England. It is,

in fact, a New England village, shorn of its loafers,

transplanted. "Can you raise fruit here ?" Yes.

The apple, plum and grape grow here spontaneous-

ly. Of the peach I cannot speak confidently
;
prob-

ably it would succeed as well as in the same latitude

in New England. The general reader will think

me unnecessarily particular in my statements. I

have been compelled to be so in answer to particular

inquiries. The fare to our town can be more accu-

rately ascertained in Boston. The route will be to

Chicago, and Dunkirk—thence by steamer to our
landing. Persons arrived here, last year, from
Boston, in four days.

Respectfully, James Osgood.
Bad Ax Co., Wis., March 24, 1S5G.

A SHOET TOOTHED BAKE !

Do you own one, Mr. Gardener? If not, you

are still without one of the most comfortable, aye,

and profitable, implements used in yom- business.

For cleaning paths, where the autumnal leaves

found a nestling place for the winter, tliere is noth-

ing like a. short-toothed rake. For raking the grass

borders of paths, the short-toothed rake will accom-

plish the work in half the time that any other will.

For finishing off the bed, just made to sow with

small seeds, nothing will draw out the pebbles, the

bits of stick or coarse manure, like a short-toothed

rake

!

What gives the house a more inviting appear-

ance than a green door-yard, covered with a carpet

more beautiful than the art of man can possibly de-

vise ? One that need not be taken in when it rains,

and whose color is not injured, even if there be a

little soap in the water. But it must be clean—no

bones that RoUo has gnawed, no dead twigs from

the old elm or chips from the wood-yard, must be

left there. And here, too, the short-toothed rake

operates like a charm ; it insinuates itself into eve-

ry little recess, holds all it gets, and supplies plenty

of soft dead grass to mulch the rose tree, or favor-

ite plum or pear.

And then on the lawn ! We do not mean the

amateur's lawn of an acre or two, but the little

sunny lawn of the common farmer or mechanic,

who never dreamed of a regular lawn rake, with its

curved back and capacious maw. On such a little

lawn, it is the king among rakes, small as it is.

So do not take our word for it, but get a short-

toothed rake, and find a greater pleasure than ever

in working in the garden, and a faciHty in accom-

plishing it, altogether unknown before you wrought

with a short-toothed rake !

For the New England Farmer.

LITTLE THINGS:
Or, a Walk in My Garden....No. 7.

I have just been out to examine into the condi-

tion of my pear and plum trees. Everything here

must be tied to a stake to keep it from being bro-

ken down by the snow. While extending my ob-

servations, I s])ied an apple on the ground that had
passed through the winter without any other pro-

tection than a snow-bank. While looking at it, I

was led to think of the causes of

THE SWEATING OF APPLES.

I have been led to suspect for two years past,

that popular opinion was wrong in regard to apple

sweating ; and these suspicions have become much
strengthened during the present winter. Last fall,

I gathered my apples later than usual, and put

them into my cellar earlier than usual, and during a

very warm day. They did not sweat at all. AVhy
not ? Because I did not carry them into the cellar

with a temperature much below the cellar itself,

so as to condense the moisture of the cellar upon
them. Will a])ples sweat in a sealed glass jar ?

I much doubt it, under any circumstances. Has
any one ever tried the experiment ? I remember
a few years since, of filling a barrel in which brown
sugar had been kept. The apples were brought

from the orchard on a cold morning, and put into

a room adjoining the kitchen. In a short time, a

stream of water had passed the length of the room,

from the moisture of the apples and the sugar.

Now I may be wrong, all wrong ; if so, will some
ppmologist convince me by direct proof from liis

own experience ?

My conclusions.—Carry your apples into the cel-

lar in the middle of the day, when they are warm
and dry, rather than on some cold morning, for

fear they will freeze. As I have got from the gar-

den into the orchard, I will look at my various

methods of

MANURING OLD TREES.

I doubt the economy of placing manure around
the trunks of old apple trees. Come along with

me, and I will give you my reasons. Here are two
trees, very vigorous, bear well. Between them a

large pine stump was dug up, nine years ago, and
the cavity was not filled, but became a receptacle

for the trimmings of the trees, from year to year,

where they have decayed, and into which the roots

of these have penetrated, and furnished abundant

nourishment. Let us take the next two trees, yes,

four of them. The soil is rather poor around, as is

the case with those before mentioned. So I thought

I would place some manure around the trunks, al-

most every year, but they have borne but few ap-

ples. Let us go still farther. Here are two trees

whose roots extend twenty feet into a deeply
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trenched and highly manured asparagus bed.

These trees bear abundantly. Indeed, one of them
bears every year, supplying me with cooking apples

four months in the year. There stand several trees

whose roots extend beyond the enclosure into the

chip yard. These bear every year, or nearly so.

If we now will look at the roots of an old tree, we
shall find a few fibrous roots beneath the trunk,

but the healthy, large, growing roots, will stretch

off at a distance for suj)port.

M]) conclusions.—If you have a wheelbarrow

load of manure of any kind, dig a hole eight or ten

feet from the tree, and bury it up, and you need

have no fears that it will be lost. But what is the

matter with those

YOUNG BALDWIN TREES.

They are dead ; every one of them,—winter-

killed. I believe that better success would attend

the setting out of young orchards, here in Maine,

if seedlings were allowed to grow until sufficiently

large to be grafted into the tops. This was formerly

practised with complete success. I do not believe

that one-half the trees brought into Maine, for five

years past, will ever bear apples. They are small,

liable to be broken down by snow, or cattle, as well

as to be winter-killed. Many become stinted, and
worthless. The Baldwin, here in Maine, should be

grafted only into old trees. To boast of a tree that

will bear in a few years from the seed, is no gain at all.

It never will make a great tree, no more than a pert

boy, much above his years, will make a great man
The first scion I ever got, bore an apple the same
year. This was seventeen years ago, and it has not

grown, nor borne much since. A forced develop

ment will be of short duration, whether in man,
beast, or vegetable.

Ml) conclusions.—That I shall let my seedlings

grow till of sufficient size to graft into the branch-

es, transplant with care, graft the second year, and
have a bearing orchard sooner, and at less expense,

than my neighbors, who adopt the prevailing meth-

od. ' N. T. T.

Bethel, Me., Jlpril 15, 1856.

Fur the New England Farmer.

SUPEEPHOSPHATE OF LIME.
Mr. Editor -.—Having been induced by the ma-

ny flaming commendations of the Superphosphate

of Lime, which have appeared in most of our agri-

cultural papers, to experiment a little with that ar-

ticle, I consider it but fair that others should have

the benefit of my experience.

On a greensward field plowed deep, finely pul

verized, and manured at the rate of about twenty

loads per acre, I applied De Burg's No. 1 Super-

phosphate to corn, putting in each hill with the

seed as much of the fertilizer as could be dipped

out with a common table spoon. Part of the field

was treated in this manner, to a part plaster was
applied, and a small corner left without either. At
no time during the season could the slightest dif-

ference between the three portions be perceived

Soil a warm, rich loam.

To another field, broken up the fall previous,

otherwise similarly treated, but having a soil not

quite so light or warm, I applied the SuperphoS'

phate, with the exception of a small portion left

without. Result the same.

I also applied it to potatoes in the same manner

and quantity. They were planted on old ground,

warm and dry, part treated with Superphosphate,
and part with plaster. The crop—as well as the

corn—was good, but no difference in favor of the

Superphosphate.

A neighbor of mine made similar experiments,

with like results. The year previous, he made al-

most all sorts of experiments with Peruvian guano,

and never could discover, from its effects, where he
had but it.

The conclusion to which these and other experi-

ments have brought us, is that although amateur
farmers may, with these much vaunted fertilizers,

produce some fancy {or fancied) results on your

sterile Massachusetts soils, yet up here in cold Ver-

mont, (where we have milder winters than they do
five hundred miles south of us,) nature is altogeth-

er too fast for them. r. A. D.

Rutland, Vt.

MELONS.

Melons of all kinds require a light, warm and

rich soil. That which seems best adapted to their

growth, is a light sandy loam, with a pervious sub-

soil, and a texture susceptible of easy disintegration

and fine tilth. Pasture lands of this character usu-

ally produce abundantly, if limed or dressed with

house ashes. They should be broken the previous

year, say in August, and if practicable, on a wet

day, and allowed to lie fallow. The next Spring

they should receive a good dressing of well decom-

posed manure, which should be worked in and in-

corporated thoroughly with the soil, and the seed

planted in hills not less than six feet apart. Some
recommend eight feet as the proper distance be-

tween the hills, but this we consider as useless waste

of soil, six feet being space enough for the largest

and most luxuriant vines. Some gardeners prefer

sheep manure for the hills, allowing from one to

three bushels to every plant—the number preserved

in each hill. The strong tendency, however, of

this manure to ferment violently, and the conse-

quent speedy evolution of the fructifying gases be-

fore the plants have attained a development suffi-

cient to prevent their waste by assimilation, ren-

ders it less efficacious than that in which the econ-

omy of fermentation is less rapid and energetic,

unless indeed it be applied after the plants are ful-

ly developed, and in a condition to appropriate rap-

idly their pabulum. Like all plants with broad

leaves, the melon is not severely affected by mod-

erate degrees of drought. It stands a sharp drought

better than most vegetables, but when fruiting the

preservation of humidity occasions a shrinking of

the fruit, and circumscribes the productiveness of

the vines. Irrigation is frequently resorted to at

this season of its development, and always wit'i

beneficial results. Soap sud-: is the best article

that can be used, probably, for this purpose. It

contains the food of plants in a state of perfect so-

lution, and induces a healthful and rapid growth,

besides acting as a remedy for many diseases to
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which ^^nes of the culmiferous class are subject to-

wards the close of the season. Urine, in which

gypsum has been mixed, is also a good article for

imigorating melons, and other vines of a similar

kind. It should, however, be permitted to ferment,

or be greatly reduced with water before being ap-

plied, as in its fresh state it would prove rather det-

rimental than otherwise to the %ines. Water from

the barn-yard, which is rich in carbonaceous mat-

ter, and saturated with various fertilizing salts,

tends to urge forward the growth, and induce a

more liberal development of fruit.

For the New England Farmer.

THE PAST WINTER.
In the course of the winter I had occasion to

pass three times over the road from tliis place to

Canada West, and I often heard it remarked that

such a winter was never known. A similar remark
is made almost every year, and to a certain extent,

it may be true. If we compare any number of

years, perhaps we shall find no two exactly alike,

yet there is a general similarity.

True, the past winter was one of almost uninter-

rupted cold weather, but the temperature was much
more equable than in some others, the extreme be-

ing several degrees nearer together than in the

winter of 1854. In o??e particular, however, it was
remarkable. From the 23d of the 12th month, to

the 14th of the 3d month—76 days—we had no
thaw in this region. In the night of the 11th of

the 2nd month it rained at Boston, but at this place,

and in the same latitude several hundred miles west,

scarcely rain enough fell to be perceived. The
snow on the south side of roofs frequently melted,

but it did not soften in the road by the influence of

the sun, during the above named period.

The usual "January thaw" was completely lost.

Water was very low ; many wells which afforded

water throughout the di-y summer of 1854, entire-

ly failed.

Snow at the South and West was much deeper
than usual, but in this vicinity it was not so deep as

it frequently is, though as far as I have seen or

heard, it was drifted as much as ever. The wind
blew almost incessantly about six weeks, and an in-

terdict seemed to be laid upon travelling, although

from an article which a])pears on page 159 of the

current volume of the Monthly Farmer, over the

signature of "C. Goodrich," we might infer that

northern Vermont presented an exception. I think

his travels did not extend beyond those good side-

walks of which he speaks, and that his knowledge
of the regularity with which the cars run from Bur-
lington to House's Point must have been based up-

on ''hear-say," or he would hardly have made such
assertions. I should not have called his statements
in question if I had not had some experience in

travelling on that road.

The 12th of 2nd month last I went from Frank-
lin, N. H.,to St. Albans, Vt. The train was clue at

St. Albans 10 minutes before 8 o'clock, P. M., but
we did not arrive until nine. A gentleman from
Boston, then present, informed me that he went
over the road three weeks before, and did not ar-

rive until midnight. I also learned that for a con-
siderable time the cars had been an hour or more

"behind time." The night was very cold and windy,
and the next morning the train from Burlington
was half an hour late, and we were detained an
hour and a half longer in consequence of the snow
which had blown into the road during the night,

making us two hoiirs late at Rouse's Point. But
friend G. says "the cars have not been detained one
minute by snow."

The pages of the JV. E. Farmer will probably
be read by future generations, and it is a matter of
importance that they convey correct information.

Snow, except the large drifts, is nearlv gone, but
the weather is dry and cool. We had some light

showers the 12th inst., but it froze hard in the
night. In the morning of the 13th the mercury
fell to 20'^, and it did not thaw in the shade dur-
ing the day.

Robins and Blue-birds were seen here the 3d,
and we have now a pretty full choir of vernal
songsters. The season for making maple sugar aj>
pears to be nearly closed, and the bare fields, and
pleasant mornings, remind the farmer that another
busy season has ari-ived. L. Varney.

Sandwich, JV. H., 4 mo. lllh, 1856.

For the New England Farmer.

POTATOES FOR PLANTING.
I notice in the agricultm-al papers that a differ-

ence of opinion still exists as to the relative value

of large and small potatoes for seed. Most of the
speculative writers on this, as well as other subjects,

appear to have formed their opuiions on the result

of a single experiment. No wonder, then, that

their experience leads to different conclusions.

Every man of but slight observation knows that in

some seasons, with Aveather apparently favoral)le,

certain crops will be light, and the reverse in other
seasons. These results will be further affected in

different soils, and under the same treatment.

Even in the same season, apparently in similar soil,

and under the same treatment, wide results are no-

ticed. It is no uncommon thing for the production

of one hill of potatoes, for instance, to be double
that of other hills in the same lot, with no appa-
rent difference in seed, soil or treatment. Hence,
no safe inference of a general rule can be inferred

from a single experiment in the same season

—

much less when the experiment embraces two sea-

sons. I am led to these remarks on reading a

communication in the Farmer from Bridgewater,
Oct. 22d, signed H.
From my experience and observation, I am con-

vinced no certain inference can be formed of the

relative value of seed of any kind, or of manure, or

of treatment, from a single experiment. The result

may be materially affected by numerous causes hid

den or apparent. I do not think the mere selec-

tion for seed of large or small potatoes affords any
test at all, without reference to the circumstances

whether the small are unripe, late productions of a

species of larger size, or the mature dwarfs of the

same, or are the production from small or large

seed for a series of years, or of one year only.

The effect, if any, between large and small seed
will not be fully developed at oi;ce. A series of

experiments pursued for many years, by planting

the small potatoes, raised from small seed, and
large potatoes from large seed, will alone \)e of any
value in deciding the question. Sixty or seventy
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years ago, there was a species of potatoes generally

cultivated, of a blue color, very excellent, but not

large, though they yielded pretty well in the great

number in a hill of small ones. Of course the lar-

ger ones were picked out through the winter for

family use, leaving small potatoes for seed. For
that, or some other reason, the crops became hght,

and but few produced large enough to cook. My
brother, who occupied the farm on which I was

brought up, commenced selecting his seed in the

fall, when harvesting his potatoes, and other farm

productions. He selected the largest of the blue

potatoes for a series of years for seed, and planted

no small ones. The result was, that in the course

of fifteen years or more, these blue potatoes pro-

duced much Inrger crops, and much larger potatoes,

instead of having the variety run down, as it is be-

lieved by many, all varieties will in that time. But
another unexpected result followed. We all know
that the over large potatoes of any variety are not

of so good quality as those of a medium size. By
selecting the largest, my brother necessarily select-

ed those of inferior quality, and by raising from

them, he not only got tubers of improved size, but

of superior quality, and thus materially changed the

variety, both for quahty and productiveness. I

have known the productiveness of com materially

changed in the same way ; not in a single year, but

in a long series of years, though the change in a

single year was scarcely perceptible.

RuFUS McIntire.

For the New England Farmer.

EOAD-SIDE SHADE TREES.
Friend Bkown :— Ai-e you not often forcibly

struck at seeing or experiencing the comfort of

some old shade tree on the road-side in your pe-

destrian walks or drives through the country ?

What, but a good old elm, ash, walnut or chesnut,

gives grace and beauty to a farmer's dwelling?

To the stranger, it attracts the eye and leaves plea-

sant recollections. To the scattered family in far

off climes, what clustering reminiscences, identified

with every leaf that unfolds itself. The music of

the oriole, its ingeniously wrought nest hanging on

the waving limb, lOce a reticule upon a ladj-'s arm

;

the old swing, that chilled with fear, and dizzied

the brain of innocent childhood ; how like magic

the mind rushes back to the old shade tree that

waves its branches over the maternal, the ancestral

home. Nature's knife cuts away no such revered

tie. Time enshrines it, as the back-ground and
picture of pleasant memories.

But I am forgetting my task. Farmers, land-

holders, all,—trees by the roadside add value to

your property ; to this you will not object. They
add beauty to your home, and comfort to the trav-

eller. The time and cost in planting, how insigni-

ficant on this small portion of your premises. Your
own forest will furnish them all. The cherry is a

rapid grower, almost sure to live. In a few years

this would furnish fruit for the ])oor, and food for

birds. Opposite your fruit orchards, to avoid shade,

put out the maple, ash or walnut. We notice some
have an idea of the ornamental, by misplacing for-

est trees inside of the orchard fence. This is the

proper place for fruit trees, which should be set ten

feet from the wall. Shade trees have a more be-

coming appearance outside the wall, and at such

distance from it as to give shade to the road.

How charming the prospect in passing through
the towns lying along the Connecticut river, with
their lofty, shading elms. Two men and two days'

work upon every farm, in planting forest trees,

would add much to the rural beauty of the farm,

the pleasure of the traveller, and very little ex-
pense for so praiseworthy an object. Friend B.,

can you not propose some plan of association for

this object? You wield an efficient pen ; allow us

the pleasure to hear from you.

Yours trulv, H. P.

J^ew York, April 2\.

Rem.\rks.—There—if that appeal, Avith all the

delightful associations it has awakened, will not

arouse every man, woman and child, to plant a
tree, Ave know not what will. We are not all idle,

friend P., nor forgetful of the comforts and charms

of an old tree. Associations, as well as individuals,

all over Massachusetts, and we hope. New England,

are engaged in the good work of planting.

MONEY AND MATRIMONY!
Every week, we are iuA-ited to publish advertise-

ments of one sort and another, to raise money, or

obtain a wife, in a manner not consistent with the

principles upon which this paper is conducted.

—

Sometimes an important mechanical secret is to be

divulged, at others medicinal, and now, with the

cash enclosed, it is to help a disconsolate Might to

obtain a wife ! In this way we cannot do it. But

privately, we would inform our unfortunate friend,

he may, perhaps, get a little courting done by proxy,

if all that he sets forth in his bill is correct. We
want money, and we like matrimony, and are al-

ways willing to help an honest man to either in an

honest way, provided he will put his own shoulders

to the wheel and try to help himself. But, as we

have often done before, we return the letter and

money to L., and advise the writer to put on his

"go-to-meeting-suit," and make a desperate adven-

ture among the fair ones in his own proper person.

"There swims no goose so gray, but soon or late

'Twill find some honest gander for lier mate."

The sentiment is just as good reversed, friend,

so take courage, and "make an effort."

For the New England Farmer.

HORSES AT CATTLE SHOWS.
Mr. Editor:—Unwilling to train in borrowed

plumes, and having been charged with writing the

article in your paper of the 12th inst., on "Horses

at Cattle Shows,"—I beg leave to disclaim entirely

all knowledge of, or connection with said article.
_

Although I am an admirer of fine horses, in their

proper places, I am not in favor of exhibiting

fast horses, at our shows, or of trying their speed,

either on the public ways, or in adjoining enclosures,

on these occasions. The experience of the last

year in Essex in this matter, should operate as a

veto on all such movements. I forbear to say more,

hoping that our exhibitions will continue to prosper,

in the use of their sober and legitimate purposes.

Essex, Senior.
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TRAINING ANJ) PRUNING.

Much has been written and said upon this sub-

ject—enough, one would think, to satisfy all who

have the work to do, to perform it properly. But

such is not the fact, as persons of observation may

see in every ride they take in the country. It is a,

severe loss to the farmer to purchase fifty or a hun-|

dred trees, plow and manure his ground, plant the

trees and tend them with care for a dozen years,]

and then ruin them, or reduce their lives one-half;

poor, mutilated, dying things, before they have ar-

rived at the common age of maturity.

There is such a veneration for old customs, that

men insist upon pruning in the months of March,

April and May, and continue in the practice, though

they constantly complain that their orchard "does

not do well, and that something is the matter."

Two trees have grown up under our eye, stand-

ing within thirty feet of each other, both crooked,

low-limbed, mis-shapen trees to begin with. Now,

at the age of ten years, one of them, judiciously

tended, is

stand at nearly five feet, yet there is no wound to

be seen where the first set were taken off. We
have no doubt that apple trees bear more fruit, and

are less liable to be broken, where they are trained

!
with short stems. But if cultivation is important,

they must be carried higher.

The tree represented below, was, to begin with,

as handsome as the other ; it has been cultivated

and tended the same, but has been trained more in

accordance with the old notions of pruning. It is

evidently

A WELL-SHAPED TREE.

The tree itself appears far better than the idea

given of it in this engraving. Its trunk is straight,

all the limbs having plenty of room, and large and

vigorous, while the top is compact, with a symme-

try and grace which at once attract the beholder.

When such a tree is full grown, its top may be trav-

elled over with ease to gather the fruit, and with

little danger to the person or to the tree itself. The

main branches coming out as they do at nearly

right angles with the stem, may drop their extrem-

ities to the ground without being injured, and are

rarely broken by the ^rind. When this tree was

purchased from the nursery, the first limbs came

out three feet from the crown of the root—they now

A TEEE ^^^THOUT GRACE OR SYMMETRY.

These trees were sketched by one of the best ar-

tists in this city, and give a fair but not exact rep-

resentation. The first one does not appear so well

as the tree itself, and the second is slightly carica-

tured.

We have often given our ideas of pruning, and

cannot do more than to give merely an outline now.

Never cut ofi" a limb of more than half an inch in

diameter in the months of March, April or May

;

but cut in June, October or November, and always

cover the wound, even of small limbs, with gum

shellac dissolved in alcohol. Cut out where limbs

cross, or where they incline too many of them to

the inside of the tree. Do not cut off the young

side shoots and leaves in the growing season, as

they are placed there to elaborate the sap, and will

increase the growth of the tree.

As a general thing, too much pruning is done to

young trees. If started judiciously, they need but

little, very little trimming, annually, so that if the

owner of a young orchard has an uncontrollable de-

sire to use his knife, he had better supply his pock-

ets with several pieces of soft pine wood, before he

takes a stroll through his orclaard. Prevention is

better than cure.
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THE FARMER'S HOME.
We have really but few farm houses and farm

barns that approximate that style of architecture or

utility of arrangement so essential to pleasing effect

and to the highest comfort and convenience of the

occupant.

I would not urge the farmer to an extravagant

outlay for a house to live in, but I would have him
keep in view neatness of appearance, comfort and
convenience.

Every one knows, who has them, what inconve-

nient houses and barns are ; but once built, it is no
easy matter to improve them ; if ever undertaken,

they are seldom put right. It is in building as in

every thing else, always cheapest in the end fo be-

gin right.

Every man's house should be a house in the broad
and best meaning of that word ; neatness and order

should be the presiding divinity of the place. This

cannot be unless each part shall have a correspond-

ing fitness to every other part.

The grounds should be more ample and better

arranged than is generally common, admitting of

such an arrangement of out-buildings as will add to

the convenience and general appearance of the

whole.

No farmer's house is a comfortable home if crowd-

ed to the line of the highway in front, or closely at-

tacked by pig-styes and bird-lofts in the rear. There
should be room, also, for ample shade. Sylva is

the fair Goddess that sheds her choice blessings on]

him who leads a rural life, little less than Cei-es, the

annual draught from whose horn is so grateful.

The barns of the farmer should be constructed

after the most utilitarian model. While it needs a

combination of utility and nice taste to plan and
construct a home that shall be worthy of the name,
it requires not a less combination to construct a set

of farm-barns. The health and thrift of stock will

depend much upon the comfort and convenience of

the stable arrangement. Facility for performing
the labor in and about the barns will be greatly in-

creased, by constructing every part only after the

best model. Housing of manures is an important
consideration with every farmer, and should not be
overlooked in lapng plans for farm buildings in

which stock of any kind is to be kept.

In short, every thing about farm buildings should
be commenced right from the foundation, if we
would have what is really desirable, and that shall

best subserve the purpose intended.— IVesttrn Pa-
per.

BUILDING CISTERNS.

Eight years ago, while building my house, I dug
a hole seven feet deep, six feet in diameter at top,

three feet at centre, sloping the bottom like the

large end of an egg. The soil where made, mostly
clay in composition. Used equal parts of water-
lime and coarse, clean sand for covering. After it

had dried, coated thoroughly with a white-wash
made from cement to fill any cracks occasioned by
the drying process. Laid three pieces of white-
oak scantling across the top with a covering of
two-inch plank matched together, and a trap-door

to admit ingress for the purpose of cleaning it out
as occasion required. AVhere cisterns are thus
constructed, the first filling of water should be
pumped out. After that it will be as soft as though
caught in a barrel. It matters not what the soil

is, if it but holds its shape till the mortar sets.

I have seen them dug in a bed of sand with good
success. It must not be allowed to freeze.

My cellar bottom is composed of the same mate-
rial, with this difierence : one part cement with
two of very coarse gravel. I think five barrels of

water-lime sufficient for a cellar 24 by 40 feet, one
and a half inches thick of mortar. Make the bot-

tom of the cellar a little convex. Put the cement
on with a trowel. In a few weeks you have a bot-

tom as hard as a rock. In hot weather throw on
cold water and scrub off with a broom ; the Avater

will run off the edges into the drain, and you will

have a sweet, cool- cellar in the hottest weather.

Observe the same caution as with the cistern, viz.,

keep out the frost.

—

Rural JVew- Yorker.

For the Neic England Farmer.

A VISIT TO SIMPSON'S GRAPERY IN
SAXONVILLE.

TALK AT A GREEN-HOUSE COLLATION.

Mr. Editor :— While visiting a green-house
grapery, during the past month, some interesting

subjects were discussed relative to the physiology

of the growth of the grape vine, and on the func-

tions which different parts of the plant play, in

their progress of growth and of fruiting. Some of

these thoughts may not prove wholly uninteresting

to the general farmer or to the grape grower, and
I shall therefore report them for their considera-

tion.

The great object of nature in the formation of fruit,

is reproduction of the plant by seed. This is the

strongest vital effort of the plant. The pulp of the

grape and the flesh of the peach, plum, apple and
pear is placed around the seed, not only as food for

man and animals, but also for the purpose of induc-

ing them to transport the seed to other spots of
earth, where they may be cast upon the ground
and grow. The A\inged thistle-seed, and the feath-

ered seeds of the maple and pines, obtain their lo-

comotion by aid of the wind, and the oily and nu-
tritious nuts and acorns find a planter in the ever

active squirrel, who plants thousands for one that

he opens and eats. Thus this nimble animal, by
his instinct, is forced to become nature's planter of
forests of oaks and of walnuts, and some species,

especially the red squirrel, rejoice in lugging away
and planting the white pine cones.

Bu-ds distribute the seeds of berries profusely

over the plains, and aid their growth by a guano
dressing as they drop them on the soil. The burr

sticks to the wool of sheep, to the hairy coat of cat-

tle, and to the clothes of man, and thus finds its

means of gaining a new location and soil. The co-

coa nut floats on the river and even on the sea, and
is wafted to distant islands. Every plant has some
method of sending its seed abroad. These facts

must strike every observing mind as the provisions

made by the Author of Nature for distributing his

vegetable productions over the earth.

The seed—and what is it ? It contains the em-
bryo plant, and the nutriment required for its early

development, its mother's milk in its most concen-

trated form ; it is analogous to the egg of a bird,

containing the embrj'o and the nutriment the young
animal requires before it can shift for itself. The
seed contains arovmd the germ, what is styled by
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botanists, its mucilage or albumen ; around this is

laid up in most seeds a quantity of starch, a sub-

stance readily changeable into gum, and then into

suo'ar, by the action of the albumen, which forms,

by chemical changes, the principle called diostase.

In other plants an amjgdalaceous substance takes

the place of starch, and undergoes peculiar chemi-

cal changes in the process of germination. In the

bean pea and in cucurbitaceous plants, such as the

pumpkin, squash, cucumber and melon, it changes

into organized cotyledonous leaves, as it pushes

from the soil and meets the light. In cereal grains

we have the mucilage in the chit, then the layer of

starch mingled with cellulose, and around this a

hard substance called gluten, containing a fixed oil

in cells. This is more obseiTable in the grain of

Indian corn. This gluten, which is the last of the

ingredients to decompose in the soil, furnishes am-
moniacal products. The starch forms first gum
and then grape sugar. The phosphates are all con-

tained close around the germ in the chit or muci-

lage. All seeds are formed on similar principles,

and there is a grand unity in their plan.

The seed of the grape is richly supplied with

phosphates and with the alkalies, potash chiefly,

with some soda. It liears also the organic nutri-

ment of the embryo vine. The production of these

little seeds, or grape stones, as they are called, is

the most elaborate performed by the plant, and

during the process, the grape ceases to swell, and

becomes almost stationary in its functions of growth,

so far as the eye can discover. Its whole ener-

gies are bent on perfecting of the seed. This ac-

complished, then the grapes undergo a sudden

change, and begin what the cultivator calls the sec-

ond swell of the fruit, when it becomes full
_
of

juices, which change by ripening into saccharine

and aromatic syrups, tempting the palate of man.

If, in out-dooi- growth, there happens to come
on a few rainy days, the grapes swell quite large-

ly, but are not so sweet as if less liberallv sup-

phed with water. Hence, the judicious gardener

takes the hint from nature, and wishing to pro-

duce more concentrated saccharine, and higher

flavored juices, is sparing in his supply of water to

the roots ; and if he understands vegetable physi-

ology, he is not guilty of the barbarism of plucking

off' the leaves from his vines, by which he M'ould in

part, at least, defeat the elaboration of the sap,

which is forming the sweet juices of the grape. It

is an error to remove the leaves under the belief

that by so doing more sunhght may come to the

bunches of grapes. It is on the leaves the sun-

light must fall, to produce the proper elaboration of

the sap. Every boy Avho has picked wild grapes

in the swamps, knows that only sour grapes are

found on branches that have lost their foliage. To
pluck off" the leaves from a plant, is analogous to

the removal of the lungs of an animal, and the

diminution of them is like the destruction of a por-

tion of the lungs.

The circulation of plants was next discussed. By
what power does the sap ascend in the stem ?

—

Is it by capillary attraction ? Is it by attraction of

the buds? These were two of the old botanical

theories. If by capillary attraction, allo\ving it to

be equivalent to the production of a perfect vacuum,
it can only raise the sap from 34 to 40 feet, and if it

is assumed to be owing to the attraction of the buds,

the same objection stands in the way, m., that it

will not account for the elevation of a column of

sap from 100 to 200 feet in our tall trees and high

climbing vines.

The sap must then ascend by a vis a tergo—or

rather, a force from below,—and this force we find

in the beautiful discovery of M. Dutrocht oi endos-

mose, or internal impulse. If we tie a piece of blad-

der over the mouth of a small jar or cupping glass,

open at the bottom, so as to make a false bottom
to the jar by the membrane, and then fill thejar

with a syrup of sugar, or any fluid denser than wa-

ter, and attach an open tube to the neck of the jar,

and then sink the jar to its neck in water, it is ob-

vious that there is no diff"erence of pressiu-e between

the inside and outside ; still in a quarter of an hour

it will be observed that the fluid rises in the tube,

and will continue to rise until it overflows at its up-

per opening. Now this membraneous bottom is

equivalent to the spongiole or the rootlet of the

plant. But if we add a series of diaphragms in our

tube, instead of obstructing the ascent of the liquid,

they will each give it a Hft, and so it will go on as-

cending to the highest part. In the stem of a plant

are myriads of these crossing diaphragms, and each

one of them tends to Hft the sap upwards, while

some of the lateral ones direct it to the glandular

apparatus of the plant. The evaporation from the

leaves continuously inspissates the liquid sap, and it

becomes more and more endosmetrical, as it be-

comes denser by this process.

In winter and during the rest of plants, the sap

in the roots becomes denser, and is ready with the

return of warmth and moisture to absorb water and
saline and soluble organic matters from the soil.

—

When the sap reaches the green buds, they swell

and put forth their leaves ; these leaves are acted

upon by sunlight in such a manner as to effect the

most marvellous chemical changes in the sap ; car-

bonic acid gas from the air is greedily absorbed by
the leaves, and oxygen gas is exhaled in its place.

This carbonic acid gas, the poisonous breath of ani-

mal respiration, and the product of combustion of

carbonaceous fuel, is changed into the proper juice

of the plant,—forms gum, sugar, and many other

of the ingredients we find in the fruit. In the chem-
ist's laboratory, red hot potassium is required for

the reduction of carbon from carbonic acid, but in

the finer chemistry of plants, this decomposition is

slowly and silently effected, without the dazzling

red blaze of the chemist's experiment. Not only is

the carbon of wood produced, but also an infinite

number of hydorocarbonaceous substances, inimita-

ble by the chemist, and organic substances which

vegetable life alone can produce, are formed. So
rapid is the absorption of carbonic acid gas by fresh

and healthy foliage, exposed to full sunlight, that

according to Dumas and Cahours, if a branch is in-

closed in a glass globe, and a blast of air is driven

through it by the bellows, all the carbonic acid is

abstracted from the air by the foliage.

It was formerly supposed that plants produced

carbonic acid during the night, and hence the idea

of Virgil, that the evening shade is unfavorable to

singers was supposed to be justified by this botani-

cal view of the matter. But more exact researches

have shown that plants do not produce carbonic

acid, but only allow that which they absorb from

the earth to pass their stomata or breathing pores

of their foliage.

Years ago, while encamped in the unbroken for-

ests of Maine, I often reflected upon this physiolog-

ical theory of the older botanists and chemists, and
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could not reconcile it with the fact, that, although

encamped amid deep grover., and all covered with

green leaves, we enjoyed the most perfect health.

Modern researches have corrected this erroneous

theory, and it is now known that the sum total of

the action of a plant in confined air, is to remove its

carbonic acid, and to replace it by pure oxygen.

Hence, the fears of some persons, of injurious ef-

fects coming from the growth of plants in a sleep-

ing-room, are unfoimded.

In the absence of sunlight the leaves of plants

droop, and they are said to sleep in the night. It

is true they do not elaborate the sap, as they do
under the influence of sunlight, but the circulation

of the sap goes on still, both by night and by day.

In the green-house, the lower temperature of night

should be imitated by reducing the heat of the fur-

naces, and it is well to bring the temperature down
to 60° or 60° F., while in the daytime it may be

carried to 80° ; and perhaps, if moisture is abun-

dant, still higher. Heat undoul)tedly hastens the

circulation of the sap, while the sunlight causes the

leaves to elaborate it. When there is no sunlight

there is less necessity of heat.

When a plant has formed its fruit, it ripens it

and the wood, and at length begins to form its

buds, the foliage dropping from the stalks. When
these processes are completed the work is all done,

and if cold comes on, the vine takes its winter's

rest. Or the grape-grower, like Mr. Simpson, sub-

stitutes a tropical dry season for a ^vinter, and puts

his vines to rest in midsummer. He has lately be-

come more daring in his theories, and questions

the necessity of any season of rest to the vine after

it has made preparations for a new growth by per-

fecting its wood and preparing its buds, and thinks

the vines may, by proper treatment, be al once set

at work again. This theory, however, requires a

practical verification before it should be adopted,

for there may be processes necessary to the health

of the nne which take jilace in its glandular appa-

ratus during the period of repose. The experiment

is one worthy of a careful trial, but it will require

several years' time to test it. It may turn out that

the ])eriod of rest is merely one of fallowing of the

soil about the roots of the vine. If this is the case,

and the plant itself needs no more rest, then it

will be easy to apply the matters required in the

soil, so as to have all ready in a moment, that four

or five months' fallowing would produce. It would
be practicable then to have grapes ripening every

month in the year, without a very great number of

vines. Green-house culture is destined to become
more than a mere expensive luxury. Window
glass can now be produced as cheap as shingles,

and iron sashes may be made at a low cost, so that

good and permanent green-houses may be con-

structed, in which the most desirable vegetables

and fruits may be grown in winter as well as in

summer, and to an extent far beyond that which
has thus far been attained.

By having a number of green-houses connected,

it is possible to economize the heat of the fires, by
passing the heated air from one room into the oth-

er, and employing graduated temperatures in them
all ; and by having a sufficient number of rooms,

to raise large crops, the constant employment of

several gardeners and laborers in their manage-
ment could be afforded.

There is room for improvement in the construc-

tion of green-houses, and in rendering them less

liable to the accidents of

bably improvements may
ments, and in heating the

er, are questions to be
gardeners, rather than by
ogist. C.

State Assater.

Boston, May 1, 1856.

frost in winter, and pro-

be made in the embank-
borders. These, howev-
considered by practical

the chemist and physiol-

T. Jackson, M. D.,
, &o., 32 Somerset Sxeeet.

For the New England Farmer.

THE FARMEH'S LIFE.
BY H. D. vrniTE.

I love the farmer's quiet life

—

His peaceful home devoid of strife,

With sweet contentment blessed
;

I love the virtues of his heart,

Which peace, and joy, and love, impart

Around his humble rest.

I love the scenes of social mirth,

That brighten round his evening hearth,

With joy unmixed, replete
;

Where friendship's smile, and love's sly leer.

Are seen through joj^'s transparent tear,

And TRUE friends only meet.

I love the labor and the toil.

That clothe with beauty Freedom's soil,

Where despot never trod !

And where each task, from turmoil free,

Great God, is sanctified by Thee, «

And consecrates the sod.

I love the bloomy hills and dales

—

Their healthful winds and odorous gales,

Untainted by disease
;

I love the tales and legends old.

By White-haired sires at twilight told,

'Mid scenes of shadowy ease.

I love whate'er the seasons bring,

—

The flowers thai blush—the birds that sing,

Eve's low jEolean breeze,

—

The vernal smiles—the Summer's charms

—

The Autumn's fruits—the Winter's storms

—

All charm in their degrees.

JFindliam., Me., 1856.

For the New England Fanner.

PLASTER OF PARIS.

Sir :

—

I am aware that gypsum or plaster of

paris is extensively used by farmers throughout the

United States, and in Great Britain. Our island

abounds with it, in almost every creek and harbor,

and yet none of our farmers use it in any shape i

probably, they do not know its value, or how to ap-

ply it to the soil. Will you or some of your corres-

pondents be kind enough to furnish the following

information respecting its use and application ?

1 St. Is it generally used in its raw state, or burnt

into lime ?

2d. What kind of soil would be most benefited

by its application ?

3d. Is it mixed with compost and plowed in as

a fertilizer ?

4th. What is the best lime to apjjly it to the soil

for grass ?

5th. What is the average cost of the mills used

for grinding it? A Subscriber.

JVorth Sydney, Cape Breton, April 12, 1856.

P. S. Some plaster is white, and some light blue

:

the latter is the hardest, which is the best ?
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THE GARDEN.
Every farmer, every mechanic, in short, every in-

dividual of whatever standing or profession, should

have a gai'den. There are few who are so circum-

stanced as not to be able to procure land for this

purpose. If a farmer, owning your hundred or two

hundred acres of land, you can of course devote as

much of your premises to the cultivation of vege-

tables, fruits and flowers, as your preferences may
suggest, or you can have your front garden, your

flower garden, and your garden for the cultivation

of the more substantial productions ; and you can

have each so arranged and managed as to subserve

the purposes of both ornament and use. There is

nothing derogatory in this business, even to the

loftiest intellect. Let those who ca^^l at this asser-

tion, and look upon gardening as a plebeian voca-

tion, look at Domitian pointing exultingly to the

cabbage he had cultivated,—at the immortal Cin-

cinnatus, called from the peaceful cultivation of his

three juger-a of soil, to command the armies of im-

perial Rome ; at Washington and Jefferson, Cal-

houn, Webster, Clay and Van Buren, as well as

many other illustrious warriors, philosojjhers and

statesmen, both of the past and present day.

The mechanic who is tied down to his seat or

bench during the long and wearisome day, and

whose sedentary avocation renders a certain degree

of active exercise essential to health, will find the

garden an excellent theatre for the relaxation both

of mind and nerves. Here pleasure and the pur-

suit of health may be combined with profit, and the

increase of blessings rendered equal, or nearly so,

to that of his "working hours."

To every sedentary person, whether mechanic or

lawyer, minister or "man of pleasure," we would

say, unhesitatingly, plant a garden. Have some

vegetable growing upon which you can bestow your

hours of unoccupied time, your periods of leisure

and lassitude, and thus escape that terrible ennui

wliich is ever the cause of the idle and unoccupied.

No man can be happy or healthy without some em-

ployment—something to stir his blood and send it

in healthful currents through his veins. The more

open and regular this exercise, the more healthy

and happy he will be.

"Ye fostering breezes, blow !

Te softening dews, ye tender showers, descend

!

And temper all, thou world-reviving sun.
Into the perfect year ! Nor ye who live

In luxury and ease, in pomp and pride,
Think these last theme i unworthy of your ear;
Such themes as these the rural Maro sung
To wide-imperial Rome, in the full height
Of elegance and taste by Greece refined.

In ancient times the sacred plow employed
The kings and awful fathers of mankind."

Randall & Jones' Hand Corn Planter.—The
reader will find an advertisement concerning this

implement in another column. We first heard of

it, standing in the midst of the most beautiful

field of corn that we saw, in the autumn of 1854.

It was on the farm of Solon Carter, Esq., of

Leominster, who said the field was planted Avitli

this machine, and that he considered corn dropt

close, better than to have the kernels spread apart.

The doctrine sounded strange to us, but on inquirv

we found many people agreeing with Mr. Carter.

Last year we dropt our corn close, and shall con-

tinue to do so, liking the plan better than the old

practice.

We find the following letter from Mr. Carter,

among other testimonials of the implement.

Leominster, Jan. 24, 1856.
I used one of Randall & Jones' Corn Planting

Machines, for dropping the corn on two acres of
land, newly broken up, covering it with the hoe. I

think it would have covered it sufficiently without
the hoe, as I used it to plant half an acre, on which
the hoe was not used. This came up well, and
more even as to number of stalks in the hill, than
common hand dropping. The general objection

made to the machine, that it leaves the corn too

close together, is not, in my opinion, an objection-,

but an advantage, as the rows can be cultivated

nearer together than otherwise ; it is also less

work to hoe with the corn planted close than with
it spread, especially where the land is weedy.

Solon Carter.

For the New England Farmer.

DOUBTS AND DIFFICULTIES.

Mr. Editor :—I have read with much interest the

report of your Legislative Agricultural Meetings, as

published in the Farmer,hut as yet with more amuse-
ment than edification. Why is it there is such a

diversity of opinion entertained by those of equally

high agricultural attainments on almost every sub-

ject under discussion ? Their opinions, whether cor-

rect or otherwise, are widespread, and thousands

here in N. H. read the weekly reports of their do-

ings in quest of information. But who can know
the truth when doctors disagree ? One says that

peat or meadow muck is the only substance to be

depended on to renovate our farms and bring them,

back to their primitive productiveness. Another
says it is valueless, oj: not worth the trouble of draw-

ing—compost, stable-manure, lime, plaster of paris,

guano, &c., &c., all have their advocates and oppo-

nents relative to their comparative value.

Now, Sir, in charity, 1 believe all are right, or

nearly so, and the whole difference arises from the

diversity of soil they cultivate or the different meth-
ods of applying the manure. Unlike the broad prai-

ries of the West, our N. E. farms, and even fields

of the same farm, differ materially in soil, and re-

quire different cultivation. We are told by some,

that we should bury manure as deep as possible

with the plow, and by others that we should spread

it on the surface, to produce the best results. Now
we know that both cannot be right, relative to the

same piece of land, and yet they may be as to dif-

ferent soils. The different kinds of soil even in N.
E. are not so numerous that there may not be some
established method for the cultivation of each, or at

least some undeniable facts as starting points from

which we may improve, and without which we seem
to be groping in the dark, or sailing without chart

or compass.
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Agriculture, although the first, best, and noblest

employment of man, is yet but imperfectly under-

stood.
' Chemists have done something to promote

its objects by informing us of the constituents and

food necessary to promote the growth of plants,

but have left us nearly in the dark in relation to the

best method of supplying or applying the same.

—

That knowledge, with numerous other objects of

inquiry, can be gained by no other means than by

practical and experimental farmers, for which we
look to your agricultural meetings with much solic-

itude. If we, as working farmers, can have new
and well demonstrated facts, we should draw our

own inferences, and if we should err, it would only

prompt us to more intense inquiries. The truth

that the gases arising from the decomposition and

putrifaction of manure is the cause of all vegetation,

as demonstrated by Sir Humphry Davey, is truly

valuable ; at least it has been so to me. It has

taught me the effect ofmanure on vegetation, and

—

First, that it need not of necessity come in con-

tact with the earth or roots of the plants.

Second, that the exhalations arising from it and

imbibed by the plants is the true cause of their

growth.

Third, that the frequent stirring the earth around

the jilants has the same eSect as uncorking a new
set of bottles.

Fourth, that manure spread on the surface loses

much of its fertilizing properties before the plants

come up, or before they are of sufficient growth to

imbibe them.

Fifth, burying it deep is similar to keeping the

bottles continually sealed.

Sixth, land highly charged with manure, if plowed
in the fall, should be plowed so deep as to bury all

the manure, that the frosts may seal up the gases

and keep them for use the ensuing summer.

—

These are but few of the inferences from the ex-

periment of Sir H. Davey.

Now it is very desirable that some of your weal-

thy and intelligent [Massachusetts farmers should

make some such experiments as the above. They
would confer a great favor on the whole farming

community. They have means and leisure, and can
do it.

I would add, that taking the hint from Sir H. D.,

I tried the same experiment with plaster of paris

in my corn field, with precisely similar results ; that

is, setting the plaster in dishes under the hills in

the field promiscuously, where there had been no
other plaster used.

Yours respectfully, H. s. P.

Orfordville, JV. H., Feb. 15, 1856.

dissolved in water, when the impurities will settle

at the bottom, which they would not do in the

black salts, because they were too light. I mean
the impurities were too hght. This liquid is now
carefully drained off" and evaporated, or boiled to

dryness, and is called ivhiie salts, and is, of course,

in a purified state. These salts are again put into

the oven, such as Chem. describes, and heated until

the oven appears to be full of sparks of liquid fire,

such as comes from the blacksmith's forge, just be-

fore the iron melts ; it is now taken out and cooled

off, and is ready for market, and is truly white as

snow itself. M. S. Woodward.
Bath, 1856.

For the New England Farmer.

PEARLASH.
Messrs. Editors :—Your chemical friend of Jan-

uary 5th does not give the whole process of manu-
facturing pearlash, and as I am somewhat familiar

with the whole matter, I beg leave to offer the fol-

lowing :—What "Chem." calls pearlash, is only

scorched salts, and are of a greyish color. This

process of heating them in the oven, only burns out

the coarse and lighter impurities, and leaves them

in a more condensed and heavier form. Another

process is still required, to separate their impurities

from the pure salts, or pearlash of commerce.

Chem's. pearlash, or what I call scorched salts, are

ACID IN THE SOIL.

The presence of free uncombined acids in the soil,

affords one of the most insuperable barriers to suc-

cessful and profitable cultivation by which the efforts

of the farmer can possibly be opposed. How these

acids act, is sufficiently explained by Mr. Ruffin, in

his essay on "Calcareous Manures." The presence of

acids, he says, "by preventing or retarding putrefac-

tion, keeps the vegetable matter inert, and even hurt-

ful on cultivated lands ; and the crops are still fur-

ther jured by taking up the acids with their nutri-

ment. A sufficient quantity of calcareous earth, that

is, earth where lime is present mixed with the soil,

will immediately neutralize the acid and destroy its

powers; the soil, released from its baneful influ-

encees, will be rendered capable, for the first time,

of exerting the fertility which it really possesses.

Calcareous earth has also the power of altering both

the texture and ahsorbency of soils."

On all lands where there is a growth of red sor-

rel, acids of some kind abound in a free and uncom-

bined state, and it is only by adopting some emend-

atory ])owers of culture, or by the apphcation of

neutralizing substances—such as lime, ashes, &c,,

—

that they can ever be rendered fertile in the pro-

duction of valuable crops.

On lands where sorrel seemed determined to

overpower every other plant, we have eradicated it

effectually, by the use of lime and ashes, but at the

same time giving the soil a more generous manuring,

and more careful cultivation with the hoe. We
have, therefore, no doubt of the correctness of the

statement by Mr. Ruffin, who is a very careful and

experienced cultivator himself.

It is important that the farmer observe very

closely what the natural prevailing product of his

soil is, as this will indicate more correctly, perhaps,

than anything else, what sort of a corrective is

required. If sorrel greatly abounds, or wormwood,

or the daisy, or bulbous-rooted grasses, state the

fact at the farmers' club, and discuss it, drawing

out the experience of each, or, if necessary, get an

analysis of the plant, and learn what the character

of the soil is in which it, flourishes so well ; then,

perhaps the proper correctives may be applied.
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APRIL 19, 1775, AND APRIL 19, 1866.

Written for the Annual Festival op the Concord Far-

mers' Club, April 19, 1856.

Four score years and one have past,

And this the natal day,

Since Concord heard the war-cry blast

For battle's fierce array :

Since o'er these hills, or through the vale

When April's sunshine beamed.

As sire to son has told the tale,

Old England's banner streamed.

It crossed the Atlantic's surging tide

At tyranny's command.

To cast its shadow far and wide

O'er this our native land.

It came with drum, and squeaking fife,

And bristling bayonets bright,

—

With men equipped for bloody strife.

Freedom's young bud to blight.

On war-clad steeds, with swords unsheathed,

Their leaders rode in pride
;

Nor deemed that here in Concord breathed

Bold hearts to check their stride.

Our fathers left their peaceful toil,

To meet the invading band.

To free their hearths, their homes, their soil,

From tyranny's rude hand.

And bade them hurl that banner down,

Xor plant their standard here ;

We serve no king, we own no crown,

Nor earthly monarch fear.

The conflict of that glorious morn

Yon monument shall tell

To generations yet unborn,

Of those who fought—who fell.

That struggle o'er, these fields are ours

To plant, to sow, to till

;

They teem with fruit, they're bright with flowers,

And spacious granaries fill.

In valleys low, by hill-side steep,

Or where the plains extend.

Are grazing herds, or bleating sheep,

Or ripening harvests bend.

Ascend yon hill with verdure clad.

Or crowned with towering trees ;

Not the blest view that Moses had

Could more delight or please

—

When on the mount the patriarch stood,

Led by Jehovah's hand.

He saw beyond old Jordan's flood,

Canaan—promised land.

So from our Pisgah's heights we view,

Where'er the eye may roam.

Bathed in the sunlight or the dew,

The farmer's happy home.

His acres broad arov.nd him lay

In furrow or in sward,

His toils are hard from day to day,

But—Plenty's the reward.

With toil-worn hands, by sweat of brow,

The Primeval Fiat said,

"Go till the earth, its surface plow,

By labor earn your bread.

For thy transgression, this the doom,

From Paradise to go.

Where Eden's flowers perennial bloom

And fruits uncultured grow.

Thistles and thorns the earth shall yield,

Dust shall return to dust.

Cursed for thy sin is every field

—

But in my promise trust.

Earth shall bring forth her sure increase,

Seed time nor harvest fail,

I've arched in htaven my bow of peace

Where watery vapors sail."

Nor yet alone was Adam doomed
His Paradise to leave

;

Where'er he went the flowers still bloomed.

And with him wandered Eve.

Her daughters fair are with us here,

We have them by our side.

Our cares to sooth, life's paths to cheer.

As matron, sister, bride.

Home is not home where they are not,

The garden is a waste.

The hearth a cold, unsocial spot,

Unless by woman graced.

In every varying scene of life.

Where'er our lot be cast.

Woman as mother, sister, wife,

Is earliest and last.

Concord, Mass., April 19, 1856.

Fur the New England Farmer.

THE AMERICAN GOLDFINCH.

There is a peculiar trait in the habits of this bird

which I have never seen mentioned by any Natural-

ist, and am at a loss to conceive why it should have
escaped their notice, when such habits digress ma-
terially from the general custom of all other birds.

I allude to the time of their breeding. It is a fact

which I have for many years noticed, that these

birds do not commence building their nests until

the month of July, while many kinds, who remain

with us through the whole season, have reared their

first brood, and have commenced laying their eggs

for the second. By careful observation and study

with regard to this fact, I am led to the conclusion

that, although the old birds find a sufficient quanti-

ty of food at all seasons of the year, and the kind

that is adapted to their wants, they would be unable

to find in spring or early summer those new and

milky seeds which are the necessary food for their

young, for those seeds that have escaped vegetation

are exceedingly hard and dry by age, and would

be highly injurious to them as food. Had they

been constructed with a pouch, as some birds are,

into which the hardest grain or seeds may be re-

ceived, and in a short time softened by the chyle

formed in such pouch or stomach, as is the pigeon's,

they might commence their breeding earlier in the

season, and not delay the time until a certain peri-

od arrives.

In the study of nature one is surprised to see the

beauty and harmony that exists through all the

works of Him who is the contriver of them all.

—

How wonderful it is that the Goldfinch, by a law of

their nature, should not be allowed to bring forth

their young before, nor after, but at the very time

when those seeds used by them for food have com-

menced their formation, or have passed into the

milk, in which state they are more easily dit^solved

in their stomach, and at which time an abundant

supply may always be found.

They sometimes feed their young on the pulps

of barley, oats, and even Indian corn ; but their

principal and favorite food is the seeds of the au-

tumnal hawk-weed and thistle.
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They usually build upon some sajjling, preferring

the Maple to any other ; and although they select

so clean a tree, and build so neat a nest, they are

exceedingly filthy in and around it, removing none

of the excrements of their young from the time

they are hatched till they have flown. One would

hardly believe, on seeing it, after they are fledged,

that this delicate looking bird that daily washes in

the cleanest water, that gently runs over the peb-

bles in some brook, reared their young in such a

foul nest. I do not know of any bird that breeds

amongst us, so filthy at home, nor of any when
abroad who appear so clean, or who seems to take

so much real pleasure in washing. This habit of

their frequent washing seems not to have been no-

ticed by Mi\ Wilson, but Mr. Audubon asserts that

"they seldom alight on the ground, unless to pro-

cure water, in which they wash with great liveliness

and pleasure."

During spring and the first part of summer, they

rove about in small flocks, and in July will assemble

together in considerable numbers on a particular

tree, seemingly for no other purpose than to sing

;

these concerts are held by them in the forenoon of

each day for a week or ten days, after which I have

noticed they very soon commence building their

nest. I am inclined to believe this is their time of

courtship ; and that they have a purjjose in thus as-

sembling together other than that of singing. If,

perchance, one is heard in the air, the males utter

their call-note with very great emphasis, particular-

ly if it is a female ; and while in her undulating

flight she describes a circle preparatory to alighting

(as is always the case,) they will stand almost

erect, move their heads to the right and left, and
burst simultaneously into song. They do not quar-

rel, as male birds of other species usually do, at such
times, nor do any of them manifest in the least

degree a preference to either of the females ; when
they disperse, two or three leave the tree at the

same time flying wide apart, or each bird taking a

different direction.

The nest of this bird that is now before us, is, as

I have already remarked, usually placed on a sap-

ling of the white maple, and built almost entirely

of hemp, tow or wool, and lined with the softest

material. Its exterior diameter is three inches, its

interior diameter is 1| inches, and its depth is 1^
inches. The female usually lays four and sometimes
five eggs of a uniform bluish white ; they are eleven-

sixteenths of an inch in length, and seven-sixteenths

of an inch in diameter, and they raise but one brood
m a season.

Some years the Goldfinch is a resident of the
State of Massachusetts through all the seasons, and
in winter a flock is often seen flitting from one field

to another in search of food, of which in some in-

stances they obtain a small allowance, as the deep
snows sometimes bury, or the frozen rains encase
the stalks of weeds and grasses, which contain the
food upon which they live.

Although a small bird, they are remarkably har-
dj , enduring the rigors of winter, and sporting over
th*^ snow as blithe and contented as when they
b{:sk in the sun, or bathe or plume their feathers in

th e month of June, and it really seems rather than
otherwise to them a season of pastime ; but the
cold winds which drive the snow from its northern
home, brings with them their most dreaded enemy

;

he perches upon some post in the fence, or topmost
"^anch of a tree, fi.-om which he can detect the least

mo\'ing object within scope of his vision, and while

the Goldfinches are busy in gleaning for food in a
variety of positions, unconscious of an enemy about
them, the "Butcher bird" drives in their midst,

striking his victim and bearing him off" to the near-

est tree ; at this the whole flock is alarmed and rise

in the air, flying in all directions, not knowing
which course to take, while in the confusion small

detachments are formed from the main flock who
remain separate, until in subsequent time, they
meet the same or some other party. A. F.

Danvcrsport, 1856.

GOULD'S MURIATE OF LIME.

We have made some experiments with this ma-

nure, on wheat, and with fine results. Since that

time it has been considerably improved by the ad-

dition of liquid night soil—the component parts of

this manure are all good. Below we give a letter

from a gentleman who has tried it.

Mr. James Gould :—I take the present oppor-
tunity to acknowledge the receipt of a barrel of
your muriate of lime, about the middle of Aug.,
through the agency of C. Young & Co., Boston.

Owing to the lateness of the season, and the
drought which followed the long rains in July, a
fair trial of its merits could hardly be expected.

Yet the result of the experiments made with it

was highly satisfactory. I had a field of clover,

from which I had already taken two crops, that

season. Upon four square rods of this field I ap-

plied, as a top-dressing, about 40 pounds of muriate
of lime. The effect produced, occasioned much
surprise, for, where the fertilizer was applied, there

the growth of clover was heavy, rank and dark
green ; exhibiting a striking contrast between that

portion which was top-dressed, and the remamder
of the field which was not. I thought at the time,

that this third crop which was fed off, was equal to

the second crop which was cut.

I tried this fertilizer upon different kinds of veg-

etables, and in one instance, side by side with
Mapes' Superphosphate of Lime, upon a few drills

of ruta-bagas, I could not perceive any difference

in the result, though the yield from these drills so

manm-ed was greater than from the rest of the

field.

I think that this muriate of lime must be a val-

uable manure. Convinced by the result of these

experiments, I intend to top-dress my grass lands

and clover fields with it the next spring.

Yours with respect, W. F. Wheeler.
Grafton, J^ov. 22d, 1855.

Vinegar Anemal.—Hue, in his travels in China,

gives a curious account of the "Vinegar Animal,"

a polypus found in the Yellow Sea, which is placed

in a large vessel filled with fresh water to which a
few glasses of spirits are added; and, after tw^enty

or thirty days, this liquid is transformed into excel-

lent vinegar as clear as spring water, very strong,

and of a very agreeable taste. Additions of pure

water, without any more spirit, are ail that is nec-

essary to insure a perpetual supply. Like other

polypi, it propagates from a detached limb. The
formic acid of ants, and the exudations of the sHmy
grub which feeds on our pear leaves, contain vine-

gar.
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EUEAL HOMES.

We have taken considerable pains, and incurred

some expense, in lapng before the reader a variety

of styles of dwelling-houses, and the outbuildings

which usually surround them. The wide circula-

cf this journal demands this variety, because it goes
into the hands of all classes of our people, each of

which may find something in it to meet its general

wants. The architectural rules which have from
time to time been given, are from the best works on
the subject which our country affords ; and if they
have not always met the exact wishes of the person
building, they have, at least, presented a number of

views of the case, and enabled him so to mingle
them with his own, as to produce something near

the desired result.

It is not easy to say what shall be the architectu-

ral style of a dwelling—what pitch its roof, how
high its posts, what point of the compass its front

shall face, or what ornamental work it shall receive,

because every locaHty in the country requires some-
thing appropriate to its own position and its gener-
al surroundings. A square brick house, in the

country, with contracted gables and eves, and stand-

ing in the midst of a beautiful grove, would strike

the most unobser\dng as sadly out of taste, and a

blotch upon the natural objects about it. A cor-

rect taste may build in such a spot so that there

would be harmony between the buildings, the loca-

tion and the immediate scenery, upon which the

eye would dwell with pleasure, and nothing but

agreeable emotions be excited in the mind. This

taste we may greatly improve by attention and cul-

tivation. To this end we make these suggestions

and present our engraving.

The appearance of the rural homes of New Eng
land has greatly changed during the last fifty years,

and changed for the better. We are told that

forty or fifty years ago there were two classes of

farm houses prevalent, and that he was a bold in-

novator who broke away from the style which had

been adopted and sanctioned by almost universal

consent. One of these styles was a large two-story

square house, with two front rooms, with a front

door between them, but no hall through the house,
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a large kitchen back of these rooms, and a bed-

room at its end. The chambers were arranged

pretty much like the rooms below. One of the

front rooms, that on the south corner, the kitchen

and the bed-room, were usually finished and plas-

tered, but often without paper or paint. In hun-

dreds of cases, the remaining portions of the house

were left untouched either by j^lane, trowel or paint-

brush,—a monument of folly, and a verification

of the fact, that the builder did not count the cost

before he began. Some of these houses remain to

this day, the most dismal and dreary looking habi-

tations we have. The traveller, as he passes, may

see through them in every direction ; for those wlio

erected such things were quite sure not to build

where trees stood, or if any were there, to cut them

down.

The other style was the less pretending, cheaper,

and yet more comfortable and convenient one-storj'

house, with a sitting-room on one corner, a small

bed-room behind it, a good-sized kitchen on the

other end of the house with a bed-room, and a

small sink-room behind the chimney. In both

styles the chimney stood in the centre, occupying a

goodly portion of the whole area, and containing

bricks enough to build a modern fortification.

At present, we believe both these styles are aban

doned as the peculiarities of a by-gone age.—

It is found in this, as it is in other things, that a

careful study of the matter will enable us to con

struct a good looking, convenient, and even orna-

mented dwelling, at as little cost as one of the ghast

ly, unfinished castles of which we have spoken.—

The whole matter of building is now reduced to so

much of a certainty, that one may see his home in

advance,—first, every stick of timber that is to com-

pose it, and then in perspective. He may have his

plans and estimates, and know, to a dollar, what his

structure is to cost, as well as the farmer can give the

cost of cultivating an acre of corn. And this every

person building should do, and will find it an item

of economy in the end.

It was our intention to speak more of the sur-

roundings of the house than of the house itself,

—

but that must be left for another time.

males of the family to sew one into each corner,

and the thing is completed. It would be an im-
provement to enclose the stones in a small bag and
suspend them a few inches, which would be thought
very little more trouble in so good a cause. No
hemming the selvages is necessary. Cast-iron

weights of 6 ounces each would cost about one cent

apiece, but it is doubtful whether they would an-

swer a better purpose than stones. Every farmer

should supply himself with these covers at once, as

by and by he will be too busy to attend to this

matter. The immense losses sustained last year,

by wet weather, should admonish him of its utmost

importance. There is the best authority for stat-

ing that the county of Worcester alone, which

produces upwards of 145,000 tons of hay annually,

would have saved $20,000 last year if the farmers

had been supplied with these hay covers.

—

Hamp-
shire Gazette.

Hay Covers.— Every Farmer his own Manufac-
turer.—Take a piece or more of yard wide im-

bleached cotton sheeting, that can be bought for 7

to 8 cents per yard, and tack it up on the sunny

side of the barn or board fence. Then prepare the

following mixture, namely :—For one gallon of lin-

seed oil, add about two pounds of beeswax, tn be
simmered together, and when taken from the fire,

add about a quart of Japan. When it is cold, it

should be about the thickness of paint. If too thin,

add more wax, and if too thick, add more oil, then

paint the cloth over, on one side only, with a com-
mon painter's brush, and after drying a day or two,

take it down and cut it into squares ; then pick up
stones of about 6 or 8 ounces each, and get the fe-

THE FARMER A MAN OF TASTE.

But the farmer of to-day should be not only a

thorouglily educated man, and possessed of sound

accompUshments ; he should be pre-eminently a

man of fine taste. He is an in-dweller of Nature's

Temple, and is everj' where surrounded by the beau-

tiful creations of Art Supreme. Here he may take

lessons from the choicest pencillings of a perfect

Master. In matters of taste, order and neatness,

the American farmer need be second to none ; and

these qualifications should be manifested in all his

ojjerations.

When I see a farm laid out without regard to

order or system, the fields taking shape as the con-

venience of the moment might dictate, I conclude

that the owner has never studied taste or economy.

When I see the fences of a farm overgrown wth
bushes, briars, weeds, etc., it is quite clear to me
that the man who "stays" there has very little taste,

so far as his business is concerned.

When in passing the domain of a large farmer,

I find his spacious dwelling and his extensive barns

and stables, side by side—door-yard and barn-yard

in close juxtaposition—the latter odoriferous of its

fertilizing contents—I at once see that with all his

acquisitions, the proprietor has neglected to store

his mind with a Httle humanizing taste—a few ideas

and principles of order and propriety—which would

have put his barns and stables, with all their un-

pleasant accompaniments, back, in rear of the

dwelling, where they belong, giving the latter prom-

inence and character, showing that the fanner and

his household believe themselves superior to the

beasts of the stall, and are unwilling to live virtual-

ly in their midst.

When I see a door-yard overgrown with wild

grass and weeds, the fence shabby, no flowers or

trees about, I know at once that there is no taste

there, in doors or out.

—

Betts' Agricultural Ad-

dress.

CoRX Starch.—Another large manufactory of

starch from Indian corn, is about to be estabhshed

in the Scotia Valley. A company at Columbus, Ohio,

it is reported, are about to put up buildings and

machinery sufficient to work up six hundred bush-

els of corn a day. Such use of corn will do less

mischief in the world than some other modes of

using it, largely practiced in Ohio.
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CLEAN YOUR CELLARS.

By a beneficial arrangement of Providence, gases

and odors most prejudicial to human life are light-

er than the air which surrounds us, and as soon

as disengaged, rise immediately to the upper at-

mosphere, to be purified, and then returned to be

used again.

The warmer the weather, the more rapidly are

these gases generated, and the more rapidly do

they rise, hence it is, that in the most miasmatic

regions of the tropics, the traveller can with safety

pursue his journey at mid-day, but to do so in the

cool of the evening, or morning, or midnight, would

be certain death.

Hence also the popular but too sweeping dread

of "night air." To apply this scientific truth to prac-

tical life in reference to the cellars under our dwell-

ings, is the object of this article.

In the first place, no dwelling-house ought to

have a cellar. But in large cities, the value of the

land makes them a seeming necessity, but it is only

seeming, for during many years residence in New
Orleans, we do not remember to have seen half-a-

dozen cellars. But if we must have them, let sci-

ence construct them in such a manner, and common
sense use them in such a way as to obviate the in-

juries which would otherwise result from them.

The ceilings of cellars should be well plastered,

in order most efiiectually to prevent the ascent of

dampness and noisome odors through the joints of

the flooring.

The bottom of the cellar should be well paved
with stone ; cobble stones are perhaps best ; over

this should be poured, to the extent of several

inches in thickness, water lime cement, or such oth-

er material as is known to acquire in time almost

the hardness of stone ; this keeps the dampness of

the earth below.

If additional dryness is desired for special pur-

poses, in parts of the cellar, let common scantling

be laid down, at convenient distances, and loose

boards be laid across them for convenience of re-

moval and sweeping under, when cleaning time of

the year comes.

The walls should be plastered, in order to pre-

vent the dust from settling on the innumerable pro-

jections of a common stone wall.

Shelves should be arranged in the centre of the

cellar, not in the corners, or against the walls ; these

shelves should hang from the ceiling, by wooden
arms, attached firmly before plastering, thus you
make all free from rats.

To those who are so fortunate as to own the

houses in which they live, we recommend the month
of June as the most appropriate time for the follow-

ing recommendations.

Let everything not absolutely nailed fast, be re-

moved into the yard, and exposed to the sun, and
if you please, remain for a week or two, so as to af-

ford opportunity for a thorough drying.

Let the walls and floors be swept thoroughly, on
four or five different days, and let a coat of good
whitewashing be laid on.

These things should be done once a year, and
one day in the week at least, except in mid winter,

every opening in the cellar, for several hours, about

noon, should be thrown wide, so as to allow as com-
plete ventilation as possible. Scientific men have
forced on the common mind, by slow degrees, the

importance of a daily ventilation of our sleeping-

apartments, so that now none but the careless or
the most obtuse neglect it ; but few think of venti-

lating their cellars, although it is apparent the noi-

some dampness is constantly rising upwards and
pervading the whole dwelling.

Emanations from cellars do not kill in a night, if

they did, universal attention would be forced to

their proper management, but it is certain, from the
very nature of things, that unclean, damp, and
mouldy cellars, with their sepulchral fumes, do un-
dermine the health of multitudes of families, and
send many of their members to an untimely grave

;

especially must it be so in New York, where the
houses are generally constructed in such a manner,
that the ordinary access to the cellar, for coal, wood
vegetables, etc., is within the building, and every
time the cellar door is opened, the draught from
the grating in the street drives the accumulation of

the preceding hours directly upM'ards into the halls

and rooms of the dwelling, there to be breathed
over and over again, by every member of the house-

hold, thus poisoning the very springs of life, and
polluting the whole blood.

With these views we earnestly advise our city

readers, as a life-saving thought, in the selection of
a dwelling for the ensuing year, to give ten per
cent, more for a home which has a model cellar

; you
will more than save it in doctor's bills, in all prob-
ability, to say nothing of taking pills, and drops,

and bitters, and gin, from one month's end to an-

other.

—

Hall's Journal of Health.

THE POWER OF IMAGINATION.
That mysterious influence exercised by the mind

over the body, is well illustrated in the following

case, contained in Dr. Warren's excellent treatise

on the "Preservation of Health :"

"Sometime since a female presented herself to

me, with a tumor, or swelling of the sub-maxillary

gland of the neck. It was about the size of an egg,

had lasted two years, and was so very hard that I

considered any effort to dissipate it by medicine to

be vain, and advised its removal by an operation.

"To this, the patient could not bring her mind

;

therefore, to satisfy her wish, some applications of

considerable activity were directed to be made to

the part, and these she pursued a number of weeks
without any change. After this she called on me,

and with some hesitation, begged to know whether
an application recommended to her would, in my
opinion, be safe. This consisted in applying the

hand of a dead man three times to the diseased

part. One of her neighbors noAv lay dead, and she

had an opportunity of trying the experiment, if not

thought dangerous. At first I was disposed to di-

vert her from it, but recollecting the power of the

imagination, gi-avely assured her that she might
make the trial, without apprehension of serious

consequences. Awhile after she presented hersel

once more, and, with a smiling countenance, in-

formed me she had used this remedy, and no oth-

er ; and on examining for the tumor, it had disap-

peared."

Antiquity of Cow Talk.—"Koh ! koh ! koh !"

ejaculates the milkmaid when she calls her cow.

It is somewhat remarkable that the Persians, more
than two thousand years ago, used the very

same word for the same purpose—to call their

"moolies."
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RURAL ECONOMY OF THE BRITISH
ISLES-No. 12.

WESTERN COUNTIES.
SOMERSET, GLOUCESTER, MONMOUTH, HEREFORD,

SHROPSHIRE AND CHESTER.

If the southern region is the zone of the cereals,

and the eastern counties the chief domain of the

four-course system, the character of the western

counties is grass, that primitive wealth of England.

The rural prosperity of these counties is of old

standing. At one time, the entire agricultural

wealth of England was confined to grass, in the

western districts and part of the central, and to the

wheat lands of the south-eastern counties ; the rest

of the island was nothing but heaths, marshes and
mountains. Later, however, these wheat lands

have beeen surpassed by the light lands, worked by
the four-course rotation ; but the grass lands have
maintained their old superiority. The rain, which
falls in the west of England, is three times more
than in the east; and, perhaps, the grass lands of

western England are nourished by the saline par-

ticles, which the sea breezes bring, as well as by
abundant rains.

Now-a-days, ^his grass country, though enriched

by manure, which successive generations of cattle

have dejiosited upon it, begins to lag behind. Ag-
riculturists, of the present day, are not very favora-

ble to what is called old grass. But no change has
yet taken place, in the management of the grass

lands of the western counties; the farmers ofthe pres-

ent day, do just as their fathers did before them ; and
probably one-fourth of the United Kingdom is now
m old grass. Nowhere else is found a like extent

of land, giving such a revenue. The rents or prof-

its of these, is half and more of their gross product.

The labor bestowed upon them is scarcely anything,

the capital required is small, the chances of loss

small also ; the whole is nearly sure profit. Thus
we see rents given of as much as forty dollars the

acre.

Grass lands may be turned to account in three

ways; for breeding stock, fattening, and the pro-

duction of milk. Breeding is the least profitable

of the three. To this, only the forest pastures are

devoted. Fattening is looked upon as more lucra-

tive and certain, where the pastures are of a better

kind. But it is milk, which carries the day in Eng-
land, and the cheese of these counties is highly es-

teemed.
For a few large estates to be met with in the

western counties, there are a great many small

ones, some of which are worked by their own pro-

prietors. Indeed, in grass land districts, the na-

ture of the prevailing occupation forbids its being

carried on, on a large scale.

The western counties are Somerset, Gloucester-

shire, Monmouth, Hereford, Shropshire and Ches-

ter.

That portion of Somerset which borders on
Devonshire, is mountainous and rugged, and con-

tains one of the most desolate and uncultivated re-

gions in the island—the granite moorland, called

Exmoor Forest, rivaling Dartmoor in wildness.

It is abandoned to a kind of half-wild sheep, and
forms a refuge for the shyest kind of game, such
as deer. As a set off to this, the vale of Taunton,
bordering on Exmoor, is celebrated for its beauty

and fertility, and all the country abounds in excel-

lent pastures. Rents are very high, averaging
.$7 50 the acre, and rising to $15, and even $22 50
in the vale.

A county uniting so many advantages, so near
to London, and with such outlets as Bath and
Bristol for its produce, favored with that beautiful

grass vegetation, and with such high rents, might
be supposed to be in a very flourishing condition.

The working classes suffer, however, and the mani-
fest cause is over-population. This provokes un-
due competition for farms, and high rents, and too

great division of lands. The population of the
county has risen from 280,000 in 1801, to 444,000,
Avhile the land has not proportionably increased

in richness. The only remedy for this untoward
state of things, is either an increased production of
land or a diminution of population.

Gloucestershire, which adjoins Somerset, divides

itself into two parts, which are called the Cots-
wolds, or high grounds, and the vale or valleys of
the Severn and Avon. These two agricultural dis-

tricts require to be considered separately.

The Cotswolds form a series of table lands from
500 to 600 feet above the level of the sea, intersect-

ed by shallow valleys. The character of the soil is

poor, and the climate cold. At one time they
were almost entirely devoted to sheep pastures, but
now, by means of the Norfolk rotation, and the

purchase of extra manure, remarkable results have
been obtained. The average rent now reaches

$4 00 the acre. The farms are extensive, and far-

mers generally, well off. The cultivation begins

with turnips, which are eaten off by sheep ; then
comes barley with grass seeds ; the third year,

clover; the fourth, wheat. The chief stock is sheep,

which is the old breed of the country, by modern
improvement made one of the best in England

—

rivaling the Dishley and Southdowns. The agri-

culture of the Cotswolds may be held up as a mod-
el for Ught and poor soils.

The vale of Gloucester has been endowed by na-

ture more highly than the Cotswolds ; but human
industry has done less for it. The average rents

reach $7 00. The land is almost entirely under
grass, and it holds its ancient and deserved reputa-

tion for cheeses. Draining is not much resorted to,

and the use of supplementary manures is not com-
mon. The small farmers are poor, and the proprie-

tors not rich. No actual distress meets the eye. It

seems as if comfort and happiness would never fail,

in the charming and refreshing valleys of the Sev-

ern and the Avon, with their ever-green verdure,

their luxuriant hedgei-ows, and thousands of graz-

ing cattle ; but the prosperity of the farmer does

not correspond with the beauty of the vale.

The sniall county of Monmouth, situate between
the sea and the mountains, presents a great variety

of aspects ; towards the west and north, we have

the rugged wildness of the Alps ; while the east

and south, bordering on the Wye, is a jierfect gar-

den. Cultivation by oxen is still sometimes to be
seen there ; but this is becoming more rare in Eng-
land, every day. On the coast, rents rise very

high, but fall as they near the mountains.

Herefordshire and Shropshire call for but little

remark. They are generally hilly, and in the latter

are numerous potteries and iron mines. The chief

agricultural occupation is the breeding of that fine

race of white faced red cattle, known by the name
of Hereford. These cattle, which the graziers of
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the midland counties purchase for fattening, fatten

more readily than any other breed, when put upon

good pasture ; and their beef is better than the

Durham, but slower in forming.

Last, comes the county of Chester, the richest of

the six western counties. The fame of the Che-

shire cheese has reached thousands who have never

tasted it. Half the county, which contains 700,000

acres, is under grass. The number of milch cows it

maintains is above one hundred thousand, and
each gives from 200 to 400 pounds of cheese, and
15 to 20 ])ounds of butter. Farming is much di-

vided, and rents for grass lands are about $7 50
the acre.

The agricultural condition of the county is better

and more prosperous than that of Gloucester and
Somerset, owing probably to the neighborhood of the

manufacturing districts, which offer immense outlets

for its produce. Drainage is general, and the use of

su]5plementary manures frequent.

The ancient and prosperous rural economy of

this county has not prevented the spirit of innova-

tion. ]\Ir. Littledale's farm, on the Mersey, oppo-

site Liverpool, is already famous. The cows on
this farm are stabled throughout the year, which
appears monstrous to the graziers of the neighbor-

hood. In summer, they are fed on clover, Italian

rye grass and green vetches ; in winter, on corn,

chopped hay, turnips and beet roots. It is assert-

ed, that, by this means, eighty-three milch cows

and fifteen working horses are kept upon eighty

acres.

The Marquis of Westminster, a very extensive

proprietor, and whose magnificent residence is the

ornament of the county, is a great encourager of

draining ; he has tile works, which make a million

of drain tiles in a year, and these he gives gratui-

tously to his farmers.

The Cheshire cheeses weigh from fifty to a hun-
dred pounds each ; the largest are considered the

best ; some smaller are made in the shape of pine-

apples, but they are not so much appreciated. It

takes four quarts of milk to produce one ])ound of

cheese. The red color which distinguishes the

Cheshire cheese is produced by annotto, and they

are sometimes kept as much as three years, before

they are sold for consumption. The cooler for

the milk, the salting tub, the large and powerful

presses, the well-kept utensils of wood and iron,

the store filled with these huge cheeses—everj'-

thing in these dairies wears an air of comfort.

Among the productions of rural economy, cheese is

the most interesting ; it furnishes the mass of the

population, in all countries, with a wholesome, pal-

atable, and nourishing food ; easily carried, and
easily procured, cut in any quanWty that may be
needed, and requiring no preparation. It was the

manufacture of cheese which enabled Holland and
Switzerland, two of the noblest nations of modern
Europe, to establish their independence ; as it was
the development of her cotton manufactures which
carried England through the wars of the French
revolution. There is more connexion than is usual-

ly supposed, between a nation's political history and
its rural economy. The making of cheese passed
from Holland into England, along with turnip cul-

tivation
; both were valuable giftg, perhaps the tur-

nip the most so even.

The trade in cheese appears likely to be greatly
extended, in the present day. The rise in price

shows the increased demand. Nothing, however.

is more simple than to imitate the moat esteemed
qualities of Dutch, Swiss and English cheese ; it

only requires a little attention, and a certain

amount of capital, M.

THE COUNTRY CHILD.
Child of the country ! on the lawn
I see thee like the bounding fawn,

Blithe as the bird which tries its wing
The first time on the wings of Spring

;

Bright as the sun when from the cloud

He comes as cocks are crowing loud
;

Now running, shouting, 'mid sunbeams,

Nov, groping trouts in lucid streams,

Now spinning like a mill-wheel round,

Now hunting Echo's empty sound,

Now climbing up some old tall tree

—

For climbing's sake—'tis sweet to thee

To sit where birds can sit alone.

Or share with thee thy venturous throne.

Cdsninqham.

MILLET AS FODDER,
To secure a variety of fodder ought to be an ob-

ject of the farmer, as well as to secure a large

amount. Cattle will often eat a foddering of poor

meadow hay with as much relish as they will the

best timothy or clover ; and this is e\idence sufficient

of the necessity ofvariety. But if, when we furnish

variety, we can supply grasses of a nuJa-itive char-

acter, that -svill at once gratify the appetite and con-

tribute to the muscular system, then we introduce

a fitness of things which will result in profit.

It seems now to be so much of a settled opinion

among farmers, that we shall continue to have dry

hot summers and short pasture feed, that all resort

to some green fodder to make up the deficiency

—

and this resort has been principally to green In-

dian corn. Few have tried millet ; but those who
have, like it, and find it a profitable crop. Cut

green and fed to stock, it is one of the best soiling

crops we have—and made into hay, cattle eat it

with as much avidity as they will our best grasses.

The mode of culture is simple and easy. The
ground should be rich, or at least in good condi-

tion, finely pulverized, and sowed with seed about

the first of June, using eight quarts ta the acre ; we
have never used more than this amount, and found

it amply sufficient. When sowed as late as the

tenth of June, it is not necessary to cut it until af-

ter the rye and wheat crops are harvested, and the

press of work is over. It is somewhat difficult to

cure it, as it is a hea\'} , succulent plant. Cut k
when the blossoms are just closing, and make it as

clover hay is usually made. Hay caps may be used

to great advantage in securing this crop, as it is

necessary that it should be out two or three nights.

A few square rods left to ripen will furnish an

abundance of seed for another year.

{5^1=' The post-office address of our friend N. P,

Morrison, "The Apple Man," is North Cambridge,

Mass.
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COLTS.

Friend Brown :—My regard for that noble an-

imal, the horse, leads me to fully endorse the good

practical hints of your correspondent, '_'M. H. C,"

upon raising colts. But an important item has es-

caped his notice, namely,—cleanliness, as regards

the pen, which has much to do with their feet, and

consequently, their usefulness in after life.

The feet of a colt are supposed to be tender,

spongy and susceptible, as compared with an old

horse ; now, suppose the colt-pen to be a winter's

accumulation of filthy droppings, and never to be

cleaned out till planting time—with an occasional

littering of straw for decency's sake. Very soon, fer-

mentation, heat, and almost fire, is generated in this

hot-bed, so ignorantly, yet so kindly prepared for

the colt. His feet, or body are in constant contact.

If he lies down, he burns; if he stands, his feet are

absorbing powerful ammonial gases—disease is

taking hold ; the young hoof begins to grow dry,

hard and horny,—ring-bones begin to clasp the

ankles—the joints stiffen, and by the time the foot

is ready for the shoe, he is oftentimes crippled

and of little value. The pungency of these gases,

must be hurtful to the lungs as well as the feet.

When children are born with corns on their toes,

we shall beheve colts are born with diseased feet

—

not till then. While a calf at five weeks old is

worth but ten dollars, the promising colt may be

valued at one hundred dollars—take good care of

that colt.

Mr. Editor, I write from experience upon this

matter, as many of your readers know. I spoiled

two horses, and nearly the third one, by allowing i

them to stand, month after month, upon theii own

filth, well littered down to keep them clean. My
motives were kind, but my practice was treacher-

ously wrong ; "Old Fanny" was rapidly cripphng

upon her hot bedding of manure, but was saved in

time, by substituting a hard plank floor. A French

writer put me right ; he said, half the_ horses, old

and young, are ruined by this practice.
_
A mo-

ment's reflection convinces one. Now give the

colt a hard clean floor, (and the old horses too.)

—

It expands the hoof, hardens and preparesit for

after service. It would be about as convenient to

get the butter out of a dog's throat, as to make

some farmers lielieve this hardjloor doctrine—yet

it is indisputably true. H. Poor.

Brooklyn, L. L, Jlpnl, 1856.

P. S. I take strong ground against Solomon Steele,

Esq., of Derby Line, in his treatment of colts. He
says, "I never allow a colt to stand upon a hard

floor before he is two years old, as I believe the prac-

tice to be prejudicial to the formation of good

feet." In the foregoing communication—written

two weeks since—I had anticipated Mr. S. on this

very point. But with all due deference, if his plan

is to keep the colt bedded down, standing upon his

droppings, I should expect a contracted instead of

an expanded hoof, superinduced by standing upon

heated offal, the young feet absorbing, drying, be-

ing naturally feverish. If the young colt never

r.inges when he gallops over the frozen ground,

why keep his feet submerged and softened by his

filth at the risk of inoculating him with disease ?

—

Will not a hard floor better prepare and spread the

young foot for hard roads and pacing stones, than

standing upon a soft substance ? If an old horse

can be crippled in one winter, how long would it

take to ruin a colt under the same circumstances ?

In conversation some years since with Mr. H., of

Belfast, Maine, I named the circumstance of near-

ly ruining my third horse with this mistaken kind-

ness. He instantly replied, "I always buy the best

horses to be found, but they become diseased in the

feet, soon after I get them ; I keep them standing

upon their manure, well bedded down, and now I

am convinced of my error."

This is a subject of vast importance, and I hope

it will be thoroughly discussed, by persons of expe-

rience and scientific attainments, as it regards the

pathology and diseases of the horse. If it is mal-

practice that has made so many tender-footed hors-

es, let us look to it.

REARING CALVES.
BY F. HOLBROOK.

Take the calf from its dam when a few days or

a week old, according to the condition of the cow's

l)ag, and learn it to drink new milk, warm from

the cow, feeding it thus twice a day till four or six

weeks old. Then begin quite gradually to lessen

the quantity of new milk, adding, in place of_ that

taken away, an equal measure of skimmed milk

—

the milk, previous to skimming, having stood about

twelve hours, and, before it is given to the calf,

having been warmed to the temperature of the new

milk. So graduate the reduction of the new and

the addition of the skimmed miik, that the latter

shall constitute the entire mess for the calf when it

arrives at the age of eight or nine weeks. When
the calf is five or six weeks old, give it a few dry

oats, say a moderate handful daily, and increase a

little at a time, till at and after ten weeks of age

the calf shall receive about a pint per day ; also, at

the age of five weeks, begin to feed a little nice fine

hay. When the calf is ten weeks old, the milk it

receives may be that Avhich has stood longer than

twelve hours before being skimmed ; also at and

after this age, the quantity of milk may be gradu-

ally lessened, and water substituted for the milk

taken away, so that when the calf is twelve or four-

teen weeks' old, the milk shall be wholly withdrawn,

and the calf shall receive oats, hay and water, or

shall be turned off" to good pasturage.

Thus managed, the calf will never know when it

was weaned from milk—will have no season of re-

pining and falling away in flesh, or remaining sta-

tionary in growth—will have no troublesome habit,

after the time for weaning, of sucking cows that

may chance to be in the pasture or yard with it,

and will be quite as large, plump and symmetrical

when a yearling, as though it had been reared by

the more expensive mode of sucking a cow. Dur-

ing the winter preceding the period when the calf

becomes a yearling, it should be fed on the best of

fine hay, with one quart of dry oats, or six to eight

quarts of mashed roots, daily. It is not a good

practice to feed meal to young calves, either before

or after weaning, the meal being too heating, injur-

ing digestion and bringing on purging, and worse

still, if fed freely, causing the calf to grow out of

shape, picked and scrawny. It is also difficult to

rear a nice well-sbaped calf on gruel, because of

the meal of which the gruel is in part made, and

because the quality for forming well-developed bone

and a well-shaped body, which milk eminently pos-

sesses, is too much lacking in the gruel
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EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
THE CABBAGE CROP.

As I am about commencing the cultivation of

cabbage I wish you to inform me which are the best
varieties, both early and late, and what kind of ma-
nure is best for them, and how near the hills ought
to be to have them do well. Alden Hill.

Hudson, JV. H., May 5, 1856.

Remarks.—The early York is generally consid-

ered the best for the fii-st crop, and the large late

Drumhead, for winter use. Good barn-yard ma-
nure is better than any thing else, as a fertilizer,

but if you -want a specific take superphosphate of

lime, and apply in the hill. Eighteen to twenty-

four inches apart, according to size of cabbage.

BROWN CORN—CALVES—SHEEP.

Mr. Broavn :—I saw a notice in the last Farmer,
April 5, of King Philip's corn, or brown corn. Can
you tell me its origin ? Did it come from one of the
islands of the Winnipisiogee lake, N. H. ? If not,
and is as good as recommended by those gentleman,
every farmer should plant it. Where can it be
procured, and at what price. ?

CALVES.

I saw in the Farmer about a year since a notice,
or an article, on raising calves without suckling them
on the mother. I have been trying to look it up,
but have not succeeded ; will you please republish
it, as you can probably refer to it in your Monthly
Farmer, or perhaps you or some of your numerous
correspondents will give us the "modus operandi,"
afresh.

SHEEP.

I notice that some of your correspondents re-
commend very highly the South Down sheep. Hav-
ing sold my flock, I should like to obtain a few to
commence with, of a kind that are peaceable, and
will go in a pasture of about twenty acres. Are the
South Downs peaceable ? Where can they be ob-
tained, and at what price P If some of the numer-
ous readers of your excellent jiaper have this kind
of sheep living near this section, should like to hear
from them.

Will Mr, R. C. Fay, of Lynn, give, through the
Farmer, his method of training sheep so that they
will not jump low walls when there is better feed
the other side ? W. B. Weeks.

Gilford, April 11, 1856.

Remarks.—The corn you speak of is the Brown
Corn of Winnipisiogee Lake. At the seed stores.

The article on rearing calves, was written by Mr.
HoLBROOK, our Associate, and we give it in another
column.

HOVS^ SHALL I LAY BARN FLOORS?

Mr. Editor :—I wish to know which is the best
way to have a barn floor laid so as to have it cheap
and tight ? I mean the thrashing floor. Some lay
two thicknesses, and som.e lay groove and tongue
plank. I have seen plank laid down having the
upper edges beveled so as to have the lower edges
tight, thus allowing the dust and hay seed to fill

the crack, making it tight. I should think that
when thrashing the dirt would pass out. c.

corn for fodder.

Mr. Editor :—I would ask how corn stallcs can
best be raised for green fodder, whether in drills,

or sowing the seed broadcast ? If i;i drills, what
should be the distance apart ? What kind of seed
is best, the southern or our northern com ?

Would it not be best for late fodder planted in
June? ^ A. D. M.

Hyannis, Cape Cod, 1856.

Remarks.—Sow southern corn, white or yellow,

in drills 3^ feet apart. Begin immediately to sow
a few drills, and sow occasionally till June.

green corn fodder.

Mr. Editor :—Please inform me of the best
method of curing green corn when planted for fod-
der for winter use, and also of rearing young tur-
keys. Ira p. Smith.

Dublin, J^. K, 1856.

Remarks.—Cut the corn and let it lie one or

two days, then tie it up in very small bundles and
straddle it on the wallrj, or set common fence posts,

insert poles, and put the corn on them, or on anj^-

thing that will keep the bundle from the ground.
Millet is a better fodder crop than corn.

Manage young turkeys much as chickens are.

The important rule to be observed is

—

keep them

from getting loet until they are at leastfour iveeks

old. Wet and cold are the great destroyers of
young poultry.

MURIATE OF LIME ON WHEAT.
Mr. Editor :—I would inquire through you or

your excellent paper, if any of your correspondents
have ever tried muriate of lime on wheat, if it has
any fertilizing powers, and if it strengthens the straw
like common lime, and how much per acre.

Dresden, Me., 1856. Subscriber.

Remarks.—We have used it on wheat with ex-

cellent results. From five to twenty barrels.

summer ^ntteat.

In 1855, 1 sowed a bushel of wheat the 26th of
May, on one acre of ground that had been planted
the year previous to corn, and harvested in the
month of September, cleared and measured, 30
bushels. I had no more ground prepared for
wheat, so I tried an experiment. I plowed one
acre of grass land, with a side hill })Iow, spread on
ten loads of green manure, harrowed thoroughly
the same day it was plowed, and sowed one bushel
of wheat. I harvested 18 Ijushels of good clean
wheat. The ground was plowed and the grain
sowed after the 26th of May. Lewis Hall.

Dover, JV. H., Jlpril 16, 1856.

TO DESTROY CATERPILLARS.

"C." recommends blowing off caterpillar nests

with gunpowder—this has been practiced, but with

great care, it has been found that the limbs are of-

ten injured.

To G. H. H., Beckett, Mass.—The Eagle Hay
Cutter is as good as any in use.
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POISON DOG-WOOD—K.ED ANT.

Mr. Editor :—Do you know of any means to

destroy poison dog-ivood ? We have tried every-
thing we have heard of, and to no purpose.

Is there anything which will drive away the red
emmet ") A. A. E. Morse.

Methuen, 1856.

Remarks.—Can shed no light on the dog-wood,

other than the common remedies of salt, fire, kc.

To destroy the ants, dissolve a little brown sugar

in a bowl, squeeze out a sponge in it, and lay the

sponge on the shelf where the ants "most do con-

gregate," and when there are a million collected in

it, throw it into hot water, then the sugar water,

and place upon the shelf again.

MICE AND FRUIT TREES.

Mr. Nourse :—I have noticed several instances
of the depredations of mice upon fruit trees in dif-

ferent localities. Having had experience in this

way several years ago, I will state how I treated
my trees, and saved them, although they were
fairly girdled all around. It may not be known to

all, if any, I hoed the dirt up around the tree,

above_ the part girdled, and then laid over it a
quantity of green turf to keep it in place. The re-

sult was, that new roots sprung out from the
•wounded trunk, quite around it, and the tree recov-
ered, and grew well. In a dry soil, a little plaster
mixed with the dirt hoed up, would doubtless be
of use in retaining the moisture.

Chandler Dean.
Bndgewater, April 2\st, 1856.

WIRE FENCE—GRAFTING THE GRAPE.

Ira Bro-wn, JSTew Haven, Ft.—Mr. Nesmith,
of Lowell, was the original manufacturer of wire

fence, and, we think, had a branch in New York.

We have made inquiry of persons who have long

practiced grafting the grape, and they state that

the process is in no way dissimilar to that of graft-

ing the apple, and that they are usuallv success-

ful. _
HOW TO CTOE THE HEA^-ES.

I wish to inquire through the columns of your
paper if you know of any thing that will cure the
heaves in a horse ? w. s. w.

Remarks.—Treat your horse well, in every wav,

neither working him too hard, nor subjecting him
to sudden changes of temperature ; then feed him
morning and night on good clean timothy or red-

top hay, cut, and wet with meal, and at noon four

or five quarts of carrots, cut.

WHAT shall I DO a\t:th old bones ?

Mr. Editor :—How shall I dispose of a lot of
old bones so as to make them useful ? t. j. b.

Remarks.—If it is not convenient to dilute them
with sulphuric acid, boil them in ley made of ashes

until they can be pounded fine, or what is better, be-

come of a pasty consistency.

CULTURE OF PITCH PINES.

To James J. Sawyer, Putnam, Ct.—Pitch pine

seed may be obtained by JVourse, Mason S^ Co.,

Boston, at $3,00 a pound. It would probably take

two pounds to sow an acre. Plow shallow furrows,

say four or five inches deep, and four feet apart,

and make the hills the same distance, and plant

much as you would corn, with three, four or five

seeds in a hill. Cultivate and keep weeds down.

BEANS ON R'V'E LAND.

Mr. Editor :—Will beans grow on new land
that had rye on it last year P The soil is ofa sandy
loam. An answer to be depended on would be
gladly received by me, and perhaps be a benefit to

others. G. A. Raymond.
Royalston, 1856.

Remarks.—We are a "practical farmer," friend

Raymond, laboring daily, both with head and

hands, in the fields. We have felled the forest and

burnt it ;
got in the rye, and had fine crops ; but

we never followed that crop with beans. But if

you manure and tend well, keeping off all sheep

and woodchucks from the beans, we can see no

possible reason why your labor should not be abun-

dantly blessed witli an ample crop, if the season

should be favorable.

TO PRE^'ENT LAMBS FROM BEING POISONED.

I have practiced for several years with feeding

my lambs a httle laurel before they leave the barn
in the s])ring, and have never known them to taste

it afterwards.

I would lilve to inquire if Whipple's scythes are

made now the same as in use eight or ten years

ago.

East Charlemont, Jipril 24, 1856.

Remarks.—Whipple's scythes are not manufac-

tured now.

HEN manure.

I have quite a quantity of fowl manure which I

am desirous of using in the most profitable way for

vines. How shall I use it ? T. R.

Westminster West, Vt.

Remarks.—Pulverize and scatter it over the

hills, and work it in well with the rake. It will

make you glad, and the vines too, as far as they

know how to be. _

HEN MANLTRE.

Mr. Editor :—How do you think is the best
way of applying hen manure to corn and garden
vegetables ? This manure has been kept dry dur-
ing the winter, and can be very easily pulverized.

Remarks.—Apply it to the hill, well mixed with

the earth.

Subscriber, South Hanson, Ms.—Mix super-

phosphate of lime with your meadow muck for your

crop of French turnips, and at the rate of 400

pounds an acre.
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For the New England Farmer.

A NEW SaUASH FOR WINTER AND
SPRING USE.

Mr. Editor :— I would recommend to Mr,

E. G. Crowell, (and have sent him seed) the

Hubbard squash, as the best varietj- for the table

with which I am acquainted ; best for quality, and
best for keeping—always excepting the crookneck

for a keeper. This squash is a hard shelled variety,

the shell of pure specimens being nearly one-eighth

of an inch in thickness. In size it is about one-

third hea\'ier than the pure marrow, weighing

about nine lbs. when fully grown. Its color is

greenish black, and when grown under very favor-

able circumstances, lead color. It is fine grained,

of excellent flavor, very sweet and very "mealy."

The only objections I have ever heard made
against it, were on the part of some that it was too

sweet, and by others, that it was too dry. A first-

rate specimen tastes much like a boiled chestnut,

and will make a very fair pie without sweetening.

Ihey are dryest late in the fall, and sweetest to-

wards spring.

Respecting their keeping qualities, I have kept
specimens in a cool dry place, till Maj-. The last

sound specimen of last season's crop, I brought to

the table towards the close of April. In hardiness

and prcductivenes they rank about with the mar-
row. I have never found it necessary, during the

years we have raised them, to take extra precau-

tions, beyond what are necessary for the perfection

of ordinary squashes, giving them a warm rich soil.

A farmer, who for the two past years has raised

this variety for the market, informs me that he
has sold it at double the price per lb. of the pure

marrow, to customers who have once tested its

quality.

Of its history, I know next to nothing, farther

than that the seed was given to me by an aged fe-

male, about twelve years since, in remembrance of

whom I named it, and that the party from whom
she received it cannot tell from whence the seed

came. I infer that it is of foreign origin, partly

from the fact that the gentleman to whom I traced

it is a resident of a sea-port town, and is largely

connected with those who follow the seas.

As Mr. Crowell is total stranger to me, we may
consider him an impartial judge ; if, therefore, this

variety of squash, when planted in warm rich land,

is not up to the character I have here given, taking

pure specimens as samples, and dating his test from
about the middle of November, I hope he will

qualify these statements in as public a manner as I

now make them.
I have made an article more lengthy than I at

first intended, but I consider a squash of superior

quality and keeping as a rare and excellent table

delicacy, and therefore, well worthy of having its

good qualities set forth, to induce a more general

cultivation. J. J, H. G.

Implements Sold in Boston.—The report of

the Boston Board of Trade gives the following sta-

tistics : Ten years ago, the total value of Agricul-

tural Tools produced in Massachusetts was only

$650,723. Now there are in Boston alone five ag-

ricultural warehouses whose united sales in 1855
were two and a half million dollars. Among the

articles sold, the curious reader will notice 3(3,950

plows, 93,000 shovels, 60,600 hoes, 60,000 forks

138,600 rakes, 33,600 scythes, 12,000 axes, 6,750

wheelbarrows, 11,900 hay-cutters, 12,165 corn-

shellers, 5,815 cultivators, 5,100 grain-cradles, 1,850

horse-rakes, &c., &c. One house alone sold 100
tons of clover seed, 10,000 bushels of Timothy seed-

and 7,500 bushels of red-top.

BELLE LUCRATIVE AND WASHING-
TON PEARS.

<
/

\
I

Belle Lu(
v

-Fo?i-CRATITE.-

danle de Automne.—Medial

;

round-obovate; pale yelloAv-

ish green, slight russet; stalk

medial, stout, obliquely set in

a slight cavity ; calyx open,

in a moderate depression

;

flesh melting, extremely jui-

cy; of a rich, honeyed, aro-

matic flavor. Latter part of September. In a warm
soil and favorable season, it has no superior, but it

varies. Hardy, and good bearer. Does not bhght
nor crack. Poorer in moist soil. Not well tested

in orchard culture. Foreign.

Washington.—Dotted Outline.—Small medial

;

oval-obovate ; bright yellow, ruddy cheek, and red

spots ; stem medial, slender, slight cavity ; shallow

basin ; flesh white, fine, melting, sweet, delicious

and perfumed ; uniformly good. September 10 to

October. Rather small for market. Fine for the

amateur, particularly further south. Small grower,

good bearer. Beautiful fruit. Origin, Gen. Ro-
bertson's estate, Del.

—

Cole's Fruit Book.

One Acre to sltport a Cow through the

Year !—In an article on the "Rural Economy of

the British Isles," in another column, it is stated

that on the farm of Mr. Littledale, on the river

Mersey, opposite Liverpool, eighty-three milch cows

and fifteen working horses are kept through the

year on the product of eighty acres ! This should

be an example to American farmers. We believe

that a cow may, and should be, well supported

through the entire year, on the product of a single

acre. Indeed, we have a few among us who al-

ready accomplish it. When this result is more gen-

erally attained, we shall hear less complaint of lim-
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-led crops and small profits. The energies of the

form must first be concentrated upon a smaller

space, and then the power increased of gradually

raising the fertility of the whole.

For the New England Farmer.

SUCKER PLUM TREES.
Me. Farmer : — The following article was written a year

since, in reply to an article by C. Smith, and accidentally

mislaid. If you think it may be useful to plum-growers, print

It ; if not, use it for lighting your cigars.

Burlington, Vt., May, 1856. C. Goodrich.

In your paper of April 21, is an article from C.

Smith, Shelbum, Mass., in which he says he finds

"that suckers from the plum tree, transplanted as

standing, almost invariably fail to produce fruit."

This may be true with those planted by Mr.
Smith, and many others ; but the theory I think

entirely wrong. All suckers or layers from any
fruit tree, whether apple, pear, plum or grape, are

fruitful or barren, like the parent stock. If a tree

or vine is a poor bearer, or produces flowers with-

out fruit, all suckers or layers from it do the same

;

if a great bearer, the same quality by suckers or

layers is propagated indefinitely.

More than three-fourths of the plums grown in

Vermont are from sprouts. Some bear very little

fruit, sometimes none, but generally they are pro-

ductive ; when sprouts are from varieties that are

good bearers, always so.

Some sixty years since a lady from Connecticut

brought and planted pits from what she called the

"Blue Gage," in her garden in this town. Among
her seedlings was a medium-sized blue plum, which
is propagated by thousands from sprouts. In an
adjoining town, one of the first settlers raised one
so closely resembling the Mirabelle both in growth
of tree and fi'uit, that strangers call it such without

any hesitation. The Lombard, or Bleecker's Scar-

let, a well-known variety, was raised at Whites-

town, N. Y. Judge Piatt, of Plattsburgh, brought
sprouts from the original tree, from which thou-

sands of sprouts have been planted. From these

varieties, and others I can name, trees from suck-

ers or sprouts are uniformly gi-eat bearers.

As a plum is a rapid grower and early bearer,

and as a sprout taken at two years old, tap-rooted,

and planted as a standard or in the nursery, soon
makes a bearing tree, and throws up no sprouts

until they begin to decay, most people prefer them,
so as to insure a constant succession with little

trouble.

Any variety of plums may easily be had on their

own roots by grafting large stocks near the ground,
and after two years' growth plant them so as to

have the bottom of the graft a foot below the sur-

face; in three years after well rooted trees from
the scions only may be had by cutting the graft

from the original stock. I have the VVashington
plum three years bearing on its own roots, grown
in this manner.

hung down, Kate, and kissed thy lily cheek ; azure
eyes half filled with tears bespoke a spirit meek. To
be so charmed as I was then had ne'er before oc-

curred, when the rattling of the beans, Kate, was
all the sound I heard. I thought it was not wrong,
Kate, so leaning o'er the dish, as you snatched up a
lot of beans, I snatch'd a nectared kiss. And a sud-
den shower made my eyes blind, and I neither saw
nor stirred, but the rattling of the beans, Kate, was
all the sound I heard.

Poetry Sobered Dowx.—I'm thinking of the
time, Kate, when sitting by thy side, and shelling

beans, I gazed on thee and felt a wondrous pride.

In silence leaned we o'er the pan, and neither

spoke a word, but the ratthng of the beans, Kate,
was all the sound we heard. Thy auburn curls

For the New England Farmer.

DAIRY PRODUCTS.
In a late number of the Cultivator, is a state-

ment of the produce of a dairy of 14 cows, the kvSt

season, all of the common or native stock of the

country. This was 2920 lbs. of butter that sold

for 25 cts. per lb. Supposing the season for the

making of butter to nave been six months, or twen-
ty-six weeks, which is as much as cows ^fill aver-

age, this will be about 8 lbs. a week to each cow.

This is decidedly a good product ; I do not remem-
ber to have seen a better—taking so many cows to-

gether. If such be the product, on the best farm,

in the best counties of the State of New York, how
can more than this reasonably be expected, on the

shallow soil and threadbare farms of New England ?

1 know that single animals are here and there

found, yielding twice this amount or more ;—but
this is generally on extraordinary feed, or with ex-

traordinary care and attention. What particularly

arrested my notice, on reading this account, was,

that all the cows were of the common or native

stock of the country. As far as 1 have seen, or can
learn from others, seven-eighths of all the butter

made or brought to our markets, is from stock of

this character. Why then puff imported breeds as

superior to our own ? If they really are so, would
not the irwney-making, practical men have discov-

ered this fact ? Of itself, it tells the story. P.

For the New England Fcmner.

WILL GAS KILL TREES?

Let the following facts answer the inquiry :

—

Two years since, there stood in \igorous, growing

condition, on the westerly side of Washington
Street, in this town, a splendid elm tree, three feet

in diameter, supposed to have been there seventy

years, shading a circumference of three hundred

feet. The gas pipe was taken up the street, in the

centre to a point opposite the tree, and was heed-

lessly left, so insecure, that the gas when let on

escaped and saturated the region all around. It

was imbibed by the fibres of the tree, and in June

following, its deleterious influences became unmis-

takably apparent. Every imaginable effort, by

digging about, watering and fertilizing, was tried,

with no good efiiect ;—it languished, till the falling

of the decayed branches admonished of the insecu-

rity of its remaining. It now lies prostrate, with

perfect evidence that it fell a victim to this sulitle,

invisible fluid. The fact is mentioned as an admo-
nition to beware of the escape of gas—especially,

in the region of elms. It does not have the same
effect on horse chestnuts, the mountain ash, and

other trees—but it is death to the elm. P.

South Danvers, May 1, 1 856.
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For the New England Farmer.

ON CERTAIN BIRDS THAT MIGHT BE
DOMESTICATED.

Mk. Editor :—It was the opinion of Audubon,

the great American ornithologist, who does not

seem to have been actuated by visionary notions,

that several species of our indigenous birds are sus-

ceptible of domestication, and might prove useful

additions to our present domesticated stocks. I

have taken some pains to collect his remarks on

this subject, and to transcribe them, along with his

description of the species which he recommends
for such training,

I. The Canada Goose—Anser Canadensis.—This

bird is already domesticated, and is too well known
to require a description. Audubon says, "In the

nests of those which I have had in a domesticated

state, I have sometimes counted as many as eleven

eggs, several of these, however, usually proving

unproductive. The eggs measure, on an average,

3^ inches by 2^, are thick-shelled, rather smooth,

and of a dull yellowish-green color. The period of

incubation is 28 days. They never have more than

one brood in a season, imless the eggs are broken

or removed at an early period.

"The crossing of the Canada goose with the do-

mestic species has proved as advantageous as that

of the M'ild with the common tame turkey ; the

cross-breed being much larger than the original

one, more easily raised and more speedily fattened.

This process is at ])resent carried on to a considera-

ble extent in our Western and Eastern States, where
the hybrids are regularly offered for sale during au-

tumn and winter, and bring a higher price than

either of the species from which they are derived."

II. Wood-Duck—Anas Sponsa.—This beautiful

species ranges over the whole extent of the United

States. It also occurs sparingly, during the breed-

ing season, in Nova Scotia, but further north Au-
dubon has not seen it. Every where in this immense
tract he found it a constant resident, some spend-

ing the winter even in Massachusetts. It confines

itself entirely to fresh water, preferring at all times

the secluded retreats of ponds and creeks that oc-

cur so frequently in our woods.

"The flesh of this bird is excellent ; its feathers

are as good as those of any other species, and I

feel well assured that with a few years of care, the

wood-duck might be perfectly domesticated, when
it could not fail to be as valuable as it is beautiful."

I have been informed that Mr. Webster once had
several of these beautiful birds in a domesticated

state on his farm in Marshfield.

III. Eider Duck—Fuligula Molissima.—"The
Fuligula (says Audubon) are distinguished from all

other ducks, that feed in fresh or salt water, by the

comparative shortness of the neck, the greater ex-

pansion of their feet, the more depressed form of

their body, and their power of diAang to a consider-

able depth, in order to reach the beds on which
their favorite shelly food abounds. Their flight

differs from that of the tame ducks, being performed
nearer the surface of the water. They differ, more-
over, in their propensity to breed in communities,

and often at a very small distance from each other,

and they are more ready to abandon their females
the moment incubation has commenced.
"The Eider is seldom seen further south, along

our coast, than the city of New York. It breeds
in many places on the coast, from Boston to Lab-
rador where they are very abundant.

"It is by no means difficult to rear the young
ones, provided proper care be taken of them ; and
they soon become quite gentle and attached to the

place set apart for them. A fisherman of Eastport
who carried eight or ten of them from Labrador,
kept them several years in a yard close to the wa-
ter of the bay, to which, after they were grown, they
daily betook themselves, along with some common
ducks, regularly returning on shore towards eve-

ning." He adds, "I have no doubt that if this val-

uable bird were domesticated, it would prove a

great acquisition, both on account of its feathers

and down, and its flesh as an article of food. I am
persuaded that very little attention would be nec-

essary to effect this object. When m captivity, it

feeds on different kinds of grain and moistened
corn meal ; and its flesh becomes excellent."

IV. Dusky Duck—Black Duck—Anas Obscura.

—This species which has already been domestica-

ted in several places, and was quite common twenty
years since in our farm-yards, in the vicinity of Bos-

ton, extends its migrations from the coast of Lab-
rador to Texas, and breeds in both these countries.

The young grow with remarkable rapidity, and like

those of the MuUon, of which they seem to be only

a variety, acquire the full beauty of their spring

plumage, before the season of reproduction com-
mences.

"The young of this species (says Audubon,) in

the early part of autumn, afford delicious eating, in

my opinion, very much superior, in this respect, to

the more celebrated canvas-back duck. That this

species should not before now have been brought
into a state of perfect domestication, only indicates

our reluctance to augment the comforts which have
been so bountifully accorded by nature to the in-

habitants of this happy country."

V. Blue-ioinged Teal—Anas Discors.—"The
Blue-winged Teal is easily kept in captivity, and
soon becomes very docile. In this State it feeds

freely on coarse corn meal, and I have no doubt it

could readily be domesticated, in which case, so

snowy and tender is its flesh, that it would quickly

put the merits of the widely celebrated canvas-back

duck into the shade."

VI. Gadwell Duck—Anas Strepera.—^This spe-

cies is found along the whole of our Atlantic coast,

from Maine to Texas. From the following note of

Dr. Bachman, addressed to Audubon, we mayjudge
how easily this fine species might be domesticated.

Says Dr. B., "In the year 1812, 1 saw in Dutchess

County, in the State of New York, at the house of

a miller, a fine flock of ducks, to the number of at

least thirty, wliich, from their peculiar appearance,

struck me as different from any I had before seen

among the different varieties of the tame duck. On
inquiry I was informed, that three years before, a

pair of these ducks had been captured in the mill-

pond. They were kept in the poultry-yard, and it

was said, were easily tamed. One joint of the wing

was taken off to prevent their flying away. In the

following spring they were suffered to go into the

pond, and they returned daily to the house to be

fed. They built their nest on the edge of the pond

and reared a large brood. The young were perfect-

ly reconciled to domestication, and made no attempts

even at the migratory season to fly away, although

their wings were perfect. In the following season

they reared large broods. The family of the mil-

ler used them occasionally as food, and considered

them equal in flavor to the common duck and mor ;
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easily raised. The old males were more beautiful

than any I have examined since ; and as yet do-

mestication had produced no variety in their j)lu-

mage."
I should like to ascertain, through the pages of

the JV. E. Farmer, whether any of this stock to

which Dr. Bachman refers are still in existence

;

and whether any serious efforts have been made in

any part of this country to domesticate any other

species not named in this communication. The num-
ber of species of the feathered tribe which have

been reduced to perfect domestication is exceeding-

ly small, and every new species thus rendered subser-

vient to the use of man must be a valuable acquisi-

tion. Wilson Flagg.

LAYEES.
By the term "layer," as applied by horticultur-

ists, is meant simply a shoot, or surcle, which, while

yet attached to, and constituting a portion of the

tree from which it is contemplated to be taken,

is bent down and covered with soil till it has

radicated or taken root. It is then detached from

the parent, and considered a distinct plant, in-

spirited by the identifying principle of life, and ca-

pable—under favorable circumstances—of perpetu-

ating its kind.

The most favorable

time for the perform-

ance of this opera-

tion, is just before the

ascent of the sap, or

when it is fairly up

—

that is, in the early

spring, or mid-sum-

mer. The sprig or limb on being bent dovni, should

be half separated by a clean cut on the under side,

extending through the outer barks and the albur-

num or sapwood, to facilitate the formation of the

nucleus the first season. It may be proper here to

observe, that by making the incision much deeper

than this, the injurj' thereby caused to the circu-

lating powers will necessarily prove detrimental, if

not immediately fatal to the plant ; the channel of

the sap, which is the life-blood of the tree, being

intermitted by the deep cut, or at least so much
diminished in its capacity as not to yield a suffi-

cient quantity of nutriment to the new plant. In

some species, remarks an experienced horticultur-

ist, and particularly in delicate sorts, it is not suf-

ficient to cut a notch, merely, because, in that case,

the descending sap, instead of throwing out granu-

lated matter, in the upper side of the wound, would

descend by the entire side of the shoot ; therefore,

besides a notch formed by cutting out a portion of

bark and wood, the notched side is sHt up at least

an inch, separating it by a bit of twig or small

splinter of stone or wood. The end of the layer

which remains above the surface of the ground

should be raised nearly upright.

Grape vines, when bent down in this manner, and

covered with moist soil to the depth of three or

our inches, take root immediately, and when divi-

ded from the parent stock, and set in good soil,

make thrifty and vigorous vines. Some of the

finest and most prolific bearers we have ever

seen, were started in this way. The grape may be

also propagated by cuttings. These should be se-

lected from the matured wood of the last year's

growth, and cut into lengths, having three buds

each. In planting, set the cutting pointing to the

south, and cover two of the Ixids only, leaving the

third even with the surface of the soil. Irrigation

will be necessary, if the weather is dry, or the soil

destitute of moisture. If the soil is rich, a very

small quantity of manure will be required, but it

should be of the best kind. A compost made of

the tendrils and leaves of the grape vine, mixed

with plaster, is an excellent article for this pm*pose,

and should be applied when practicable.

HOW COAL WAS MADE.
Geology has proved that, at one period, there

existed an enormously abundant land vegetation,

the- ruins or rubbish of which, carried into seas, and
there sunk to the bottom, and afterwards covered
over by sand and mud beds, became the substance

which we now recognize as coal. This was a natu-

ral transaction of vast consequence to us, seeing

how much utility we find in coal, both for warming
our dwellings and for various manufactures, as well

as the production of steam, by which so great a
mechanical power is generated. It may naturally

excite surprise that the vegetable remains should
have so completely changed their apparent charac-

ter, and become black. But this can be exjjlained

by chemistry ; and part of the marvel becomes
clear to the simplest understanding when we recall

the familiar fact that damp hay, thrown closely in-

to a heap, gives out heat, and becomes of a dark
color.

When a vegetable mass is excluded fi-om the air,

and subjected to great pressure, a bituminous fer-

mentation is produced, and the result is the mineral

coal—which is of various characters, according as

the mass has been originally intermingled with

sand, clay, or other earthly impurities. On ac-

count of the change effected by mineralization, it is

difficult to detect in coal the traces of a vegetable

structure ; but these can be made clear in all ex-

cept the highly bituminous caking coal, by cutting

or polishing it down into thin, transparent slices,

when the microscojje shows the fibres and cells very

plainly.

From distinct isolated specimens found in the

sand stones amidst the coal beds, we discovered the

nature of the plants of this era. They are almost

all of a simple cellular structure, and such as exist

with us in small forms, (horse tails, club masses and
fens,) but advanced to an enormous magnitude.

—

The species are all long since extinct. The vegeta-

tion generally is such as now grows in clusters of

tropical islands ; but it must have been the result

of a high temperature obtained otherwise than that

of the tropical regions now is, for the coal strata

are now found in the temperate and even the polar

regions.
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The conclusion, therefore, to which most geolo-

gists have arrived is that the earth, originally an

incadescent or highly heated mass, gradually cooled

down, until, in the carboniferous period, it fostered

a growth of terrestrial vegetation all over its sur-

face, to which the existing jungles of the tropics

are mere barrenness in comparison. The high and

uniform temperature, combined with greater pro-

portion of carbonic acid gas in the manufacture,

could not only sustain a gigantic and prolific vege-

tation, but would also create dense vapors, showers

and rain ; and these again, gigantic rivers, periodi-

cal inundations, and deltas. Thus, all the condi-

tions for extensive deposits of wood in estuaries

would arise from this high temperature ; and every

circumstance connected with the coal measures

points to such conditions.

For the New England Farmer.

ONION AND TOMATO vs. PEAR TREE.
It has been observed by some that Peruvian

guano, in proper quantites, was an excellent manure
for pear trees. Some have found that the gather-

ings at a blacksmith's shop, where the solid ex-

crements of horses and oxen were gathered with

the parings of hoofs, charcoal dust, iron filings, &c.,

made a compost most highly valuable for pear

trees.

On the other hand, a variety of facts have come
to my knowledge, which show the danger of plant-

ing onions, tomatoes, and such plants as require a

very large amount of nitric acid, or, perhaps, I

should say, of ammonia, in their formation, near

pear trees.

Very valuable trees have been killed, where it

was evident that it was to be attributed to growing
tomatoes about the trees. Onions have sometimes
done mischief in a similar way to pears.

I do not pretend to know why it is ; but I

suppose that it is because the pear must have nitric

acid for its growth ; and that tomatoes and onions

draw it from the soil in the form of ammonia so

severely, that they deprive the pear tree of its in-

dispensable food. Has nobody wondered what
ailed the pear trees, when they were "trying titles''

with a crop of tomatoes or onions ?

Assonet, May, 1856. A. G. Comings.

For the New England Farmer.

NATIVES LOOKING UP.

"We learn that Mr. H., of South Danvers, has re

cently sold his cow, of which mention has been
made in your paper, for the sum of $150, to a gen-

tleman, who intends to raise her offspring. This is

as it should be, and as it was when the venerable

farmer of Quincy purchased the famous Oakes cow
for a like purpose. If we would be true to our-

selves, no reasonable opportunity of improving our
own stock should be permitted to jjass without

use. We ai-e not unmindful that sales of foreign

stock are often made at sums greatly in advance of

this; but we cannot well understand, why nine

teen quarts per day, (beer measure,) is not worth
as much from a first rate native cow, as from any
other. We have entire confidence this quantity

was given the last season, by this animal, on grass

feed alone, and that her butter products have been
of the very best quality. *.

May, 1856.

POPULAR FALLACIES.

It is not true that sugar candies are of them-
selves injurious to the teeth or the health of those

who use them ; so far from it, they are less injuri-

ous than any of the ordinary forms of food, when
employed in moderation.

Any scientific dentist will tell you, that the parts

of teeth most liable to decay are those which afford

lodgment to particles of food ; such particles being

decomposed by moisture and heat, give out an
acid, which will corrode steel as well as teeth ; but

pure sugar, and pure candies are wholly dissolved,

there is no remnant to be decomposed to yield this

destructive acid ; we remember now no item of

food which is so perfectly dissolved in the mouth,

as sugar and candy. When visiting the sugnr

plantations of Cuba, the attention was constantlv

arrested by the apparently white and solid teeth of

the negroes who superintended the operation of

cane grinding ; they drank the cane-juices like wa-

ter, there was no restraint as to its use, and the lit-

tle urchins playing about, would chew the sugar-

yielding cane by the hour. It is much the same in

Louisiana, where the shining faces and broad grins

of the blacks are equally indicative of exuberant

health and "splendid teeth."

How does it happen, then, that there should be

"the prevalent belief" that sugar and sugar-candy de-

stroy the teeth and undermine the health ? Per-

haps the most correct reply is tradition, the father

of a progeny of errors in theory and practice ; of

errors in doctrine and example, "too tedious to

mention."

One of the common faults of the times is an in-

disposition to investigate on the part of the masses.

We take too much for granted. A very common
answer to a demand for a reason for a time-honor-

ed custom is, " fVhy, I have heard it all my life.

Don't ever}) body say so ?"

It would be a strange contradiction in the nature

of things, if sugar and candy in moderation should

be hurtful to the human body in any way, for su-

gar is a constituent of every article of food we can

name ; there is not a vegetable out of which it can-

not be made, not a ripe fruit in our orchards which
does not yield it in large proportions, and it is the

main constituent of that "milk" which is provided

for the young of animals and men all over the

world. Perhaps the child has never lived, which
did not love sweet things beyond all others ; it is

an instinct, a passion, not less universal than the

love of water. A very Httle child can be hired to

do for a bit of sugar, what nothing else would.

The reason of this is, that without sugar, no child

could possibly live, it would freeze to death ; it is

the sugar in its food which keeps it warm, and
warmth is the first necessity for a child.

But to use this information intelligently and
profitably, it must be remembered that sugar is an

artificial product, is a concentration, and that, it'

used in much larger proportions than would be

found in our ordinary food, as provided by the be-

neficent Father of us all, we will suffer injury.

We should never forget that the immoderate use

of anything is destructive to human health and life,

if persevered in. The best general rules to be ob-

served are two :

1. Use concentrated sweets at meal times only.

1. Use them occasionally, and in moderation.

Hall's Journal of Health.
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THE BALDWIN APPLE.
The persons who met on Monday last to take

initiatory steps in relation to placing a monument

on the spot where the first Baldwin Apple tree

stood, had a general discussion of the subject, and

appointed the following gentlemen as a committee

to take further steps in the matter, viz :

Marshall P. Wilder, Dorchester,

'

James F. Baldwin, Boston,

Asa G. Sheldon, Wilmington,
Silas Brown, Wilmington,
Joseph Reynolds, Concord,
Simon Brown, Concord,

Thomas D. Bond, Wilmington,

Commit-
tee.

The chairman, Col. Wh^der, is requested to call

another meeting, at such time and place as he may
think proper. Simon Brown, Secretary.

NEW EXPERIMENTS IN CHURNING
CREAM.

[Our readers are aware that we do not usually

attach great importance to "theories," (as the term
is commonly understood,) until they are tested by
practical trial. We insert the following for the
experiments it details in connection with the sug-

gestions of theory, and invite attention to the sub-

ject]

I have something amusing to tell you, to set you
to thinking of a new theory of churning, and
should you approve of the theory perhaps your la-

dy readers would be gratified at the prospect of

getting the long-looked-for, perfect churn. The
thought occurred to me that to rupture the glob-

ules of cream perfectly and expeditiously, it should
be done by a force-pump, ejecting a stream of 3-16

or 1-4 mch with great velocity, against a hard sub-

stance, or into itself. Much to the amusement of

my family for trying to do that which thousands
have failed doing, I procured a pint syringe and a

quart of cream, and commenced squirting it into

itself; when lo, the butter developed itself shortly.

I then borrowed a little force-pump, and again suc-

ceeded. I then had a tin pump, 2^ inches diame-
ter, 1 1 inches long, made, and gave it a good trial.

I found the cream would soon break, but that it re-

quired a common churn to finish it by aggregating
the butter as a gatherer. I have concluded, my
plan is to provide for all churns, a breaker, thus
performing much the most important labor, and
greater production. My theory is to rupture the
globules by sufficient concussion in once passing
the cream through, by giving it sufficient force,

ejecting the stream of cream against a hard sub-

stance, or into itself. I thus get all the butter in a

much shorter time.

I propose to have got up a breaker by itself sep-

arately, or to be added to present churns ; if made
separately, have a simple force-pump attached to

a board or frame, under which place the crock of

cream to be broken; pass the cream from the
pump into the churn.

Our present churns are good gatherers, but all

churns lo be perfect, must have a breaker to do
the main work. The present mode of churning is

a good deal like taking a stick to crack a pile of
walnuts ; one nut protecting the others from con-

cussion, renders it tedious and imperfect. The pres-

ent dashers produce insufficient concussion to ex-
peditiously and perfectly break the globules ; hence
less product of butter, and constant disaffection

with all churns. Edgar Conklin.
Country Gentleman.

For tlie New England Farmer.

A HINT TO FARMERS.
Spring, lovely and charming spring, has come

again. All nature about us is rajildly throwing off

its wintry garb, and putting on its beautiful gar-

ments, all fresh and new, of Spring. How apt an
illustration of the seasons of life, death and the res-

urrection of man ! What more noble employment
than that of the thoughtful and intelHgent tiller of
the soil ? God's great book of instruction, to all

who study its pages—so full of wonder, interest,

and all that is ennobling to the soul of man. He in-

deed must be a dull scholar who cannot look from
nature up to nature's God, and behold in his works
an allwise, intelligent, great first cause. Farmer,
this great volume of intelligence is constantly open
before you ;

you behold it every step you take over
your broad acres, the wisdom and beneficence of a

merciful Creator ; and he who does not see this

and let its teachings pervade his soul, and uplift bis

heart in gratitude to that Creator, is little better,

than the cattle upon his many hills. Dull and stu-

pid must be the mind which is brought in con-

stant contact with the works of God, and not
see in them the beauties and wisdom of an eternal

and omnipotent power. This instruction book, the

farmer has ever before him. Aside from this, how
cheering the promise of his word to you—seed
time and harvest shall continue till the end of time.

The former and the latter rain, God will give in its

season. Thank God, things are not now-a-days as

they were wont to be. There is an inquiring intel-

ligence among the farmers, such as those tillers of

the soil in by-gone days little thought or dreamed
of. There is no branch of human industry that

has made greater or more rapid improvements
than that of farming, in thp broadest acceptation

of that term. We have reason to believe that this

will continue to be the case. Who cannot see

that there is a different class of minds engaged in

this business than formerly. To be successful now,
the head must work as well as the hands, and the

more they go together, I believe, the greater the
success.

Heretofore, the farmers have used the hands too

much, and their heads not enough ; but let them
work intelligently together, and the result is great-

er, and the farm, as well as the farmer, will constantly

improve. All past experience proves this to be true.

For one, I thank the agricultural jiress for what they

have done, and are still doing in this great matter.

Farmers, I want you to appreciate these things

more, and give them your helping mind and hand.

.^pril, 1856. Norfolk.

An Excellent Remedy for Horses that Pull
on the Halter.—Put on a strong harness with

good breeching, and a long strong halter, and bring

that down through the collar ; fasten him to some-

thing he cannot move. He will make but few at-

tempts before he gives it up, and in this way he can

be broke of it.

—

Country Gentleman.
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For the New England Fanner.

LETTER FROM MR. FRENCH.
DRAwraa Wateb—Hybeid Plants—Breeding Live Stock.

My Dear Brown :—Charles Lamb once said,

that what people call "easy wiiting" is generally

very hard reading. Whether this be so or not, it

is my prevailing sentiment, just at present, that I

shall not put a great deal of hard work into any

kind of wilting, till after planting.

If there is any reader of the Fai-mer who has

been shut up the past four weeks in a court-room,

with a farm or two awaiting his personal attention,

he will sympathize with us, who feel as if the "time

to plant" had precedence, just now, over the priv-

ilege of talking or writing about it.

The weekly Farmer of to-day suggests some top-

ics, of which a few words may, perhaps, be "fitly

spoken,' without the exercise of very hard writing,

or, I trust, of very haid reading.

WATER FOR THE FARM.

You speak of a "Water Lifter," ofwhich an engra-

ving is expected for the Farmer, to be worked by

the animal that drinks. It is easy to conceive that

such a machine might be arranged, to be operated

by the weight of the ox or cow standing on a plat-

form at the trough. A man who ever saw your

chicken feeder, which so delighted the members of

Congress at Washington, when you were nothing

but librarian of the House of Representatives, and

had not arrived at the dignity of principal editor of

the N'eiv England Farmer—a man who saw the

door of the corn bin fly open by the weight of the

astonished biddy as she was peering round for a

hole through which to extract the grain, which she

knew was shut up there, never will be surprised to

see a cow pump all the water she wants to drink,

and a little besides to fill up the can, if she does

not afford quite milk enough

!

Speaking of animals drawing water, of course

reminds us of the water ram, which, by the way, is

one of the most beautiful and practically success-

ful applications of science to everyday life that has

ever been discovered. Everybody knows, or ought

to know, that this machine, at a very small cost,

some eight or ten dollars for the ram itself, wher-

ever a fall of four or five feet, with water enough

to supply an inch and a half pipe, can be obtained,

will throw a certain proportion, say a seventh or

tenth of the water, to a reservoir at any desired

height above the head of water. I recently saw one

in operation at Manchester, N. H., which had worked

as regularly as the beating of the human heart,

through the whole winter, without cessation for a

minute, supplying a household with water which was

first thrown by the ram into a reservoir in the attic.

Where no fall can be obtained and the water

must be pumped, windmills have been used, with

various success.

The great obstacle to their use has been, that

with sufficient surface of wings to furnish power in

a moderate breeze, the machinery is broken by

sudden tempests. To obviate this difficulty, vari-

ous inventions have been tried, so that the sails or

wings may be filled by the wind itself when it in-

creases beyond a safe point.

So far as I have seen, the objection to this power

is its expense. The wind is cheap enough, but it

has its old trick of blowing "where it listeth," and a

somewhat complicated arrangement is requisite to

"raise the wind" when it does not feel much like

working, and to fetter its pinions, when it gets high

and is determined on a blow. However, all this

about windmills, is it not already written in the pa-

ges of the JVew England Farmer ?

The best way in the world to have water is, to

find a spring high enough, put in an aqueduct of

logs or something else that will not give the family

the lead paralysis, and "as the boy said of the molass-

es" in the Knick Knacks, "liet her run." Water is

always willing to run down hill, and has decided

objections to the contrary course. My own barn is

supplied by a lead pipe from a spring, and my house

by iron pumps, in both stories, which draw from a

well about ten feet deep.

In conclusion, let me say to all who are building,

that the less machinery is used in conveying water,

especially in this freezing climate, the less care and

vexation is in store for you.

MIXING OF PLANTS.

This number contains an article on the "mixing

of potatoes," which I do not propose to criticise, but

merely use as a text.

There are some principles that seem to be set-

tled about this matter of Hybridizing, or Cross

Breeding. In the blossoms of most plants the

seed or fruit is the offspring of the stamens and

fistil, which may be considered the male and female,

growing in the same flower usually, though some-

times in different flowers of the same plant, and

sometimes in the flowers borne by different plants or

trees. When the female flower is impregnated by

the dust or pollen from a male flower of a different

species, the product is a hybrid or cross of the two

species, partaking more or less of each, the tenden-

cy being towards that species which is most perma-

nent. Hence plants which are nearly allied will

mix in this way, if planted near together. Com,

melons, squashes and other annuals will mix the

first year, as every body knows ; but nobody ever

knew potatoes to mix the first year, or any other

year, unless the balls or seeds are planted, becaus

the potato is not the fruit or the seed, but in the

nature of a root. By planting the balls or true

seed of the potato, where different kinds have been

grown together, a great variety will be obtained.

The seeds of the apple or pear or peach seldom

produce their like kind, because their blossoms are
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fertilized by different varieties. It is not uncom-

mon to hear persons recommend some variety of

l)each as always producing from the stone the same

varietj'.

There may possibly be varieties of the peach

that will not mix with others, but it is very doubt-

ful. Probably a stone from a peach tree, or a seed

from an apple tree, that is so far from all other va-

rieties as not to be reached by the pollen of another,

will be found to produce its like, though it would

not be contrary to analogies if the product of a

mixed parentage should propagate a race of some-

what mixed qualities. I leave this question for

the scientific members of the Massachusetts Horti-

cultural Society, who understand it much better

than I do.

This brings me to another topic of the same

number

—

THE BREEDING OF LIVE STOCK.

Some person, whose name is nameless, sends you

a note, headed, "Natives looking up," which fur-

nishes an excuse, if one is needed, for a word on

this subject.

Some gentleman has paid $150, it seems, for a

native cow, intending to raise her offspring. If this

cow is really an accidental cow, a cow that has no

known parentage, the gentleman will probablj-

share the ill success of others who have tried, so

many times, the same experiment.

It requires something more than one cow to per-

petuate a stock of cattle, and if the old way of "or-

dinary generation," as the catechism has it, is to be

resorted to, the milking qualities of this animal's

posterity—according to the generally receved opin-

ion— will depend more on "the company she

keeps," than on herself. The tendency of hybrids,

both vegetable and animal, is towards the species

most permanently established. You might about as

reasonably expect the stone of the largest peach

on a tree, or the seed from the largest apple, to re-

produce its like, as to expect this remarkable cow,

compounded of accidental qualities, in unknown

quantities, to produce a great milking stock. From
a Devon bull, she will produce, generally, a Devon

calf. From a less firmly established blood, or from

a bull of like accidental parentage, she will produce

a stock of average qualities, probably with their un-

known ancestors, ringstreaked, speckled or other-

wise, as chance, or some unfathomed law of Nature,

may order. There is no objection to any gentle-

man paying a high price for a native cow, or to his

attempting to establish a new and native breed, but

there are serious objections to the dissemination

of the idea, that these ill begotten, accidental great

milkers are sm-e, or even likely to produce stock of

this same quality.

The man who buys such an animal, admits the

very principle claimed by those who breed blood

stock. He thinks his cow will transmit an accidental

quality to her posterity, a quality which she did not

acquire through any fixed quality of blood in her an-

cestors, while the breeders of the Ayrshires or Jer-

seys contend that it is more reasonable to expect

that a fixed and uniform quality, uncontaminated

by doubtful blood, will be contained in the progeny.

With no special interest in any particular stock,

I feel bound to enter a protest against the idea,

which often appears in the correspondence of the

Farmer, that native stock, that is, stock of un-

known, and of course, mixed blood, is as valuable

for breeding, as that of established character.

Exeter, JV. H., May 11th.

For the Netc England Fanner.

CATERPILLARS.
Friend Brown :— The season for caterpillars

has now arrived, and as usual, various receipts are

published in our agricultural journals to destroy

them. The best and most efficient way to destroy

them I know of, is to rub the nest with spirits of

turpentine, which can be easily done by tying a
woollen rag to the end of a pole. Dip in the liquid,

and just rub the nest; being very penetrating, the

whole will be at once saturated, and the effect will

be sure death to the inmates. Going over an or-

chard twice is usually sufficient for the season.

—

The nests frequently escape detection the first

time, but one application is sure cure for the evil.

Yours truly, W. G. Lewis.
Framingham, May 15.

For the New England Farmer.

HOW TO CURE HAMS.
I have, for nearly thirty years, practiced curing

my bacon in a pickle, made as strong with good
salt as could be made, and then reducing it just

one-half, by adding the same quantity of fresh wa-
ter. This gives it the right seasoning without salt-

petre, which, in my estimation, rather injures than

benefits it. Sugar or spices may be added to suit

the taste, or ideas of those who are to use the ba-

con ; or the hams can be ysed without smoke. A
similar pickle I find to be the best for beef used

through the winter, and when the weather becomes
warm, take it up, and give the requisite quantity o*

salt for summer preservation and use.

RuFUS McIntire.

A Luxury for Animals.—It is related of Rev.

Sidney Smith, that when on his farm, each cow and
calf, and horse and pig, were in turn visited, and
fed and patted, and all seemed to welcome him

;

he cared for their comforts as he cared for the

comforts of every living being around him. He
used to say, "I am for all cheap luxuries, even for

animals ; now all animals have a passion for scratch-

ing their back-bones ; they break down your gates

and palings to effect this. Look ! there is my uni

versal scratcher, a sharp-edged pole, resting on a

high and low post, adapted to every height from a

horse to a lamb. Even the Edinburgh Reviewer

can take his turn. You have no idea how popular

it is. I have not had a gate broken since I put it

up. I have it in all my fields."
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THE OLD ST. MICHAEL PEAR, OR WHITE DOYENNE.

There are few pears bearing so many names as

this old, •well known and excellent variety. In the

region about Boston it is called the St. Michael

;

in New York, the Virgalieu ; in Philadelphia, the

Butter Pear ; the English give it several names

—

among them that of Snow Pear and Pine Pear, as

well as St. Michael. This confusion in names

shows that the pear is extensively cultivated, and

ranked among the best.

In his American Fruit Culturist, Thomas says

that it fails in many localities near Boston, but

through inland New York and in most of the

Western States, it is unsurpassed in its excellent

quaUties of hardy growth, fair fruit, delicious flavor,

and great productiveness ; many trees jielding ten

or fifteen bushels of perfect fruit in a single sea-

son.

It is an old French variety, and was first brought

into notice by the Dean of some religious corpora-

tion, and as we are not particularly anxious to im-

mortalize the musty saints of the cloisters or cathe-

drals, perhaps we had better let the old Dean
have the credit of so good an act as bringing such

a pear into notice, and call it the White (doy-en-

nay) Doyenne.

We have known this pear from our youth, and

do not hesitate to say that if it can be ripened with_

out cracking, it is one of the best in our extended

list. Cole gives the following description :

—

Rather large ; obovate ; clear pale yellow, with

smaU dots ; a red cheek full in the sun ; stalk an

inch long, stout, in a small cavity ; calyx small, in

a shallow, finely plaited basin ; flesh white, fine tex-

ture, melting, very buttery, of a rich, high, delicious

flavor. Oct. and into Nov. Many regard this

pear as a standard of excellence ; many others pre-

fer the Seckel. It is perfectly hardy in tree and
fruit, and first-rate in quality in the Middle and

Western States, in Western New York, and in the

region of Baltimore ; but it generally blasts and

cracks in New England, on the sea-coast, yet it

still flourishes in the interior. Where uncertain,

it does better on the quince.

Girdled Trees. —The Lowell Citizen and

JVeti's says that "tin placed about young apple

trees will prevent the mice from girdling them.

The material used is the tin of refuse cans, and

costs one cent for each tree."

We saw an orchard in April where tin was used,

and not a tree was injured—while many trees in

the immediate neighborhood were ruined.

Seeds.—We are under obligations to the Hon.

Robert B. Hall, Chauncey L. Knapp, and the Com-

missioner of Patents, for various packages of seeds.
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For the New England Fanner.

TURNIP CULTURE.

Having received, by way of the Patent Office at

Washington, twenty-six kinds of turnip seed, which

were sent from England for experiment, I last

summer obtained a piece of ground, and tried them
as well as I could. The result was more satisfactory

than I expected it would be.

The seed was received so late as to forbid the

best choice of ground for the experiment, it being

some time in the month of June when it came to

hand. A piece of mowing ground was obtained,

which was first mowed. It was in such condition

that half an acre did not yield more than 200
pounds of hay.

After taking off" the hay, it was broken up, and
not again worked except with the cultivator. The
manure applied was estimated at eight cords of

stable manure to the aci-e, worked in with the

cultivator. To this was added, in the drills for

ruta-bagas, and broadcast on the surface for those

kinds which were to be sowed broadcast, of super-

phosjjhate of lime at the rate of 300 pounds to the

acre. The soil was a sandy loam. There were four

kinds of ruta-bagas, each kind occupjing one square

rod of ground. They were sowed on the eleventh

of July, and harvested on the fifth day of No-
vember. The product of No. 1, Skir\ing's Swed-
ish Turnip, was at the rate of 720 bushels to the

acre, with 4 tons of tops. The product of No. 2,

River's Stubble Swedish Turnip, 640 bushels, and
4 tons of tops. No 3, Laing's Swedish Turnip, gave
640 bushels, with 3^ tons of tops. No. 4, Green-
topped Swedish Turnips, the rate of 880 bushels,

with 3^ tons of tops.

The amount of each kind was ascertained, and
the product of one square rod multiplied by the
number of square rods in an acre. The tops were
"weighed immediately after they were trimmed, that

is, while they remained green.

Two of these kinds have proved to be extra fine

for culinary uses, No. 2 and No. 4. At this time
May 10th, they are as nice as any body could ask
for.

The other twenty-two kinds were sowed broad-
cast, on the 24th day of July, and were harvested,

on the 16th day of November. The product of
these were at the follo\ving rates per acre, by the
same way of computation above spoken of. No. 5,

Ball's Hybrid Turnip, 885 bushels and 8000 pounds
of tops. No. 6, Green-topped Six-weeks Turnip,

560 bushels, 4480 pounds tops. No. 7, Snow-ball
Turnip, 600 bushels, 6360 pounds tops. No 8,

Strap-leaved Turnip, 700 bushels, 4800 tops. No.
9, Small Yellow Malta, 480 bushels, 4800 pounds
tops. No. 10, White Globe or Norfolk White
Turnip, 660 bushels, 8000 pounds tops. No. 11,

Green Round or Norfolk Green Turnip, 440 bush-
els, 7360 pounds tops. No. 12, Green Globe, or

Green Norfolk Turnip, 620 bushels, 8320 pounds
tops. No. 13, Golden Ball Turnip, 440 bushels,

6400 pounds tops. No. 14 Red Globe or Norfolk
Red Turnip, 500 bushels, 980 pounds tops. No.
15,White Tankard or Decanter Turnip, 400 bushels,

5760 pounds tops. No. 16, Green Tankard or De-
canter Turnip, 400 bushels, 5640 pounds tops. No.
17, Yellow Tankard, or Decanter Turnip, 400 bush-
els, 5440, pounds tops. No. 18, Red Tankard or
Decanter Turnip, 400 bushels, 6240 pounds tops.

No. 19, Green-topped Scotch Turnip, 260 bushels,

6400 pounds tops. No. 20, Purple-topped Scotch
Turnip, 240 bushels, 7040 pounds tops. No. 21,
Skirving's Purple-topped Scotch Turnip, 400 bu-
shels, 5920 pounds tops. No. 22, Early Stone
or Stubble Stone Turnip, 320 bushels, 6400 pounds
tops. No. 23, Yellow Stone Turnip, 240 bushels
8000 pounds tops. No. 24, Red-topped Stone
Turnip, 640 bushels, 7040 pounds tops. No. 25,
White Dutch Turnip, 480 bushels, 7200 pounds
tops. No. 26, Yellow Dutch Turnip, 240 bushels,

4000 pounds tops.

We had so severe a drought from August 1st,

for eight weeks, that no rain at any time wet any-
thing below the mere surface of the ground. At
the middle of September, and from that until near
the first of October, the prospect appeared almost
hopeless. Some of the kinds never recovered from
the effect, scarcely in the least degree ; and there is

no reason to sup])ose that any of the kinds were
near equal in product to what they would have been
under more favorable circumstances.

Several of the late-sowed kind proved to be very
fine for culinary purposes. Among these, the Small
Yellow Malta, No. 9, for early use, and the Yellow
Tankard, No. 17, for later use, appeared to claim

first mark. The Green-topped Six-weeks Turnip,
No. 6, was very early.

I have for a good while been thinking of prepar-

ing a few articles for the jYeiv England Fanner on
Turnip Culture ; but ill-health, and a doubt wheth-
er I could rank them worthy of the space they
would occupy, has prevented. I have devoted con-

siderable attention to the subject for a number of
years, before leaving the Granite State.

Assonet, Mass., 1856. A. G. Comings.

SAVE YOUR PLUMS NOW.
We begin to think this can be done without Mr.

Matthews, if not with him. We were yesterday

on the grounds of one of our best horticulturists,

and saw the application, and have some faith in its

success. Our friend thinks there is no chance for

mistake about its efficacy. He informed us that he
applied it last year, after the curculio had begun its

ravages, and that it not only saved those which
were unstung, but many of the plums on which the

insect had left his card, healed up and ripened welL

The liquid enters the opened wound and destroys

the e^^. This is the only remedy he has ever

found to avail against this slippery enemy of one of

our best fruits. His recipe is

—

One peck of unslaked lime,
Six pounds of salt.

One barrel of water.

The mixture is to be applied with a common
garden syringe. If one application is not sufficient

repeat it. A single application answered vdth him
last year.

No time is to be lost, as the young plums are

already set, and the enemy has begun to show him-

self. If a syringe is not to be had, sprinkle on the

liquid in some other way. The mixture is cheap
and easily applied, and every man who has a plum
tree should try it. This is the most philosophical

remedy we have yet seen suggested, and we com-
mend it with more confidence than most new things

to the notice of fruit-growers. If it answers our

expectations, it will be worth millions to the country.

Plums can be grown on loose, sandy loams as well

as on clay soils, to which they have hitherto bee"
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mainly confined, on account of the ravages of this

insect. The cultivation of this fruit may be indefi-

nitely extended, and we may make our own dried

plums, instead of importing them from France.

Those who have Mr. Matthews's remedy in kee\y-

ing should hurry up their secret, or they will be too

late for the fair.

—

American Jlgriculturist.

THE CURCULIO.
The curculio was the corn wee\'il of the Romans,

and caused them considerable trouble before it em-

igrated to this country. It still does a good deal

of mischief, thinking, we suppose, that it has as

good a patent, to hve, multiply, and replenish, as

any other folks, and it does not hesitate to avail

itself of such means as are best adapted to pro-

mote the ends it has in view. So it lights on

the fair plum, the beautiful cherry, apricot or ap-

ple, makes a little crescent shaped incision, and de-

posits a delicate, tiny, white egg in it, where it is

surrounded by the juices of the tender fruit. Then

with some of its peculiar varnish—an exact recipe

for which we believe is not to be found in the

books—it seals over the wound it has made, so

that it is proof against sun, wind and rain. But not

knowing what accident may befal this jjarticular

egg, like a prudent skipper, who always has "an an-

chor to windward," it goes to another, and anoth-

er, and so on, ad infinitum, to other plums, and

peaches, and apples, in its eagerness to keep the

race good, until one-half, sometimes more, of the

young fruit has in it the element of its own de-

struction. The egg produces a httle white grub,

•which feeds its way gradually to the centre of the

fruit, destroys its vitality, and it falls to the earth,

where the grub is transformed into a winged insect,

the perfect curculio, who will be just as eager to

lay eggs, and propagate

its kind, as its mother

was before it.

Here they are now, in JraQfii|Jk
^

their diiferent stages of wMilifiln« 3

growth, and one of them

in the very act of obeying "^^.ilMMM 2.

the all-prevailing instinct

of its nature.

1. Curculio in the perfect or beetle state, as large as life.

2. Its assumed form, when disturbed, or shaken from the

tree.

3. Larva, or worm, as found in the fallen fruit.

4. Pupa, or chrysalis form, in which it lies in the ground,

and the last stage before the perfect state.

On the figure of a plum are the crescent-shaped marks as
made by the insect.

Well, they are not made in vain, did not choose

their own instincts, and if they destroy what we de-

sire to preserve, we must devise some way to pre-

vent it, or sufier the loss. To say how to avert it,

is the object of this MTiting.

Various methods are resorted to, which partially

prevent the mischief, but are mostly either too ex-

pensive or inconvenient. Some have covered very

fine plum trees entirely with gauze, others smoke

the limbs with tobacco smoke, or that of some oth-

er drug. We have known the fruit of large trees

saved by boring the tree, inserting a plug, and by

striking it with a large mallet, jar the insects down

upon cloths spread under the tree. But this mode

is tedious, as it must be done several times in each

day. We have practiced a remedy for several

years, and never have failed in it, when it has been

faithfully attended to. It is this: as soon as

the fruit becomes of the size of a common pea,

shake fine ashes, plaster, or lime over it, from some

convenient thing. We use a "corn popper," fast-

ened on a pole of any desired length, and prefer

air-slaked lime to put in it. Sift it upon the fruit

twice a week, after a shower, or when it is covered

with dew.

Now, gentlemen, and ladies too, if you will send

to the Farmer office one-tenth of the fruit that may

be saved by this cheap and simple remedy, we shall

be content with our share of the blessings of Po-

mona the coming season.

For the New England Farmer.

MIXING OF POTATOES.

Mr. Editor :—Will potatoes mix, or will they

not, when different varieties are planted in close

proximity, is a question which will find many able

supporters on either side.

What we have seen and proved by actual exper-

iment, regardless or not of what we have read or

heard, we are very apt to believe, for "seeing is be-

Heving,"—a belief founded upon the strongest pos-

sible terms in our own minds. Actuated by such a

belief founded upon practical experiment, do I of-

fer a few remarks upon this important subject, hop-

ing thereby to erase from the minds of many the

erroneous idea they have long entertained, that po-

toes never will mix in color or quality, however

near difierent varieties may be planted to each

other.

I am not prepared at present to believe that po-

tatoes will mix in quality; that a Peach-blow

planted in the spring, beside, or even in the hill

with a Carter, will in the fall, when dug, prove to

have lost its individuality and brought forth good

nice Carters, both in quality, size and color. This to

me, would be believing what I think never was

known or heard of, and would at once set aside

that established law of nature, "like produces like."

Now I have all due respect to this long estabhshed

law, but I am ofttimes led to think it almost con-

tains an inconsistency
;
perhaps it does not mean

that "like will produce like" in color and form, but

only in quality ; yet upon this point I am led to

doubt, for why should I not, when in the spring I

take my different varieties of corn, and plant eight

or ten rows of one kind, and the same of another,

and so on, until I have my field all planted, and in

the harvest, I find two, three, four, or perhaps

more different varieties in color, size, and quality,

all u]jon one single ear. That this is the case

where different varieties are planted in close prox-

imity, every practical farmer and intelligent reader

of your paper knows.
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Then shall we say "like produces like," or, shall

we say, "like produces like" in quality, but not in

size or color. We can say, and perhaps that is the

true meaning, corn will produce in a good season

corn, and that potatoes will produce potatoes, but

that they will produce the same in form or color,

we cannot say, when different varieties are planted

together. That some varieties of potatoes will nev-

er mix in any way, I as yet believe, but that there

are many that will, I know, and if a reader of your
paper doubts my authority in this statement, I can
show him a bushel or more of Jenny Lind or Cali-

fornia potatoes, raised from seed planted last sprin^

of light red color, but which were planted close be-

side a field of Carters, and when dug last fall, were
as perfectly white in color as any Carters I ever

raised. In shape and size they are like the origi-

nal seed, and the quality remains the same, and in

my opinion ever would, if planted beside different

varieties forever. That they will mix in color as

well as Rohans, Pink-eyes, Early Blues, &c., &c.,

and diminish in size, by being planted all varieties

within one hill or in the same field, I fully believe

;

but that they will change or mix in quality I am
yet to be convinced. Joseph Blake.

Ashfield, 1856.

THE HAPPY LOT.
O, happy, blest of all his race,

The man who tills the soil

;

Whose spring and harvest hopes in place.

Come sweet'ning every toil.

Were mine a field of waving grain,

A mead with "cattle sprinkled o'er ;"

A wood, to tempt the warbling train
j

Before my house a grassy plain,

Descending to some shore
;

In joyous ease I'd spend my life,

In spite of Fortune's frown
;

Nor e'er like Lot's unduteoua wife,

Regret the noisy town.

Farewell, the counting-house and store,

Amid the city's din

;

My eyes and ears be vexed no more,

With, "Lend me, Sir," without the door,

And "Sir, your note,'' within.

Lord help the man who spends his days

In borrowing and lending

;

Dogged here and there a hundred ways

;

Yet times are never mending.

Be mine the wagon, plow and spade,

'Tis man's first destination.

With health and plenty more than paid,

I'd take my cheer, and shake my head
At fools of rank and station. Pindab Hatiopt.

Ivy.—By a little management you may have your
vy to cling perfectly. Whenever a branch grows
without attaching itself to the wall, cut off the loose

part close to a leaf beneath which the attachment
is perfect. Continue this process till the wall is

covered, and ever afterwards cut away all hanging
branches, or by the force of the wind they will de-

tach others beside themselves. When the ends of
growing ivy once lose their hold, they are never
still sufficiently long to bo able to attach themselves

;

but, by cutting away to the point of contact, they
are enabled to proceed tt) the new growth, and thus
hold fast. Cut off the hanging branches as soon
as seen ; for, by swinging about in the wind, the in-

jury is constantly increasing.

For the New England Farmer.

PURCHASING FRUIT TREES.

Mr. Editor:—Why buy bad fruit trees? I

have bought and set within the last nine years,

about 400 apples, 175 pear, as well as cherry, plum,
and other fruit trees ; and experience has taught
me to keep away in future from buying any trees,

than such as are of the very best quahty. Indeed,
no farmer can afford to set and nurse a bad fruit

tree. I bought, nine years ago this time, 60 trees,

mostly Baldwins, of Dea. Leland, of Sherborn, pay-
ing him 75 cents each, and these trees were set on
about one acre in a lot of three acres, and are now
as fine trees as I have seen anywhere in my travels.

When seven years old, they produced twenty bar-

rels of as fine apples as can be found of the kind.

The next sprmg—eight years ago—I bought 40
apple trees from a nursery thirty miles south, and
being somewhat particular about the quality, it was
agreed that I have my choice out of a large lot of

trees, at 31 cents each. These were carefully ta-

ken up, brought home, and set on the same lot

with the others, and have always been cared for in

a like manner. Yet they are so far behind the

Sherboi'n trees, that I would gladly pay five dollars

each, to make them equal to the first named, and
I doubt not there will be twenty dollars difference in

ten years more. Two years after this, I went back
to Sherbom, and bought 100 more like the first

named, and a few more have been bought of Col.

Wilder, of Dorchester ; his charge was one dollar

each, and altogether the cheapest tree I have ever

bought, never having lost a single tree, and all that

he has sold me at that price will prove cheaper in

the end than the Sherborn trees if given to me, or

the 31 cent trees, if the seller had given me ten

dollars each to take them for nothing. Now this

is my experience and judgment.
The land on which these trees stand is good, and

of the same quality—all ha^•ing been thoroughly
under-trenched and drained.

I have bought within the last four years 150 pear
trees of Marshall P. Wilder, of Dorchester, paying
him one dollar each, for standards (that is, pear on
pear roots,) and never lost a single one by re-set-

ting, or otherwise, and many of them gave fruit the

second year. All of them had fine, healthy roots

and trunks, and have made as much wood as could

be desired in the time. Four years ago, a man
came on from Long Island with a few hundred
quite as good looking pear trees as I ever saw at

any nursery, and after selling in Worcester and vi-

cinity at 50 cents each, brought to me a ])undle of

25 trees, and insisted that I should set them at the

side of my trees bought the year before of Col.

Wilder, and after much importunity, I permitted

him to leave them, which he did, and at this time,

the second year after, I have but four alive, after

bestowing quite as much labor on them as the oth-

ers. I this spring ordered enough from Col. Wil-
der at $ 1 each, to take their places ; and I have
this morning just finished pulling up the Long
Island trees and setting those that I have entire

confidence in. Now, Mr. Editor, whilst I feel sore

in mind, body and estate, particularly about this

last transaction in pear trees, I consider it my duty

and privilege to warn all my brother farmers never

to buy trees of a travelling agent at any price, as

they generally are the gleanings of a badly man-
aged nursery ; besides, if you have any reputation,
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it is generally used pretty freely by these travelling

ao'ents to induce others to buy, saying that Mr.

Such-an-one bought freely of him. The same can

safely be said of those who are out selling super-

phosphate, and guano, and other fertilizers.

Respectfully yours, Harvey Dodge.
SuUon, May 9, 1856.

AGRICULTURAL ADDRESS.

We have received an Address delivered before

the Windham County Agricultural Society at

Brooklyn, Conn., by the Rev. Alexander H. Vin-

ton, of Boston. We have often noticed Mr. Vin-

ton in the agricultural meetings at the State House,

and are happy now to find his light shining in a

more public manner. His address is written in a

pleasant, attractive style, and abounds with excel-

lent suggestions. The farmer is indebted, consid-

erably, to the physician for aid in agricultural pro-

gress, but more to the clergy than to any other

class. They have the opportunity and the intelli'

gence—where they have the taste—to work in ag-

ricultural matters more scientifically than most of,

us are enabled to do. With the pen always at

hand, also, they note the results they gain and are

able to give them intelligibly to the world. For

want of space we are obliged to content ourselves

with the following extracts from this excellent ad-

dress :

"Agriculture has exacted tribute of mineralogy,

and has sometimes saved money by knowing the

difference between limestone and silex. Natural

philosophy has paid her tribute to agriculture, in

the shape of water-rams, and drains, and horse-

powers. Botany has taught her the principles and

laws of vegetable Hfc, and how to cross her breeds

or keep them pure. Entomology has lit its candle

and introduced her to the domestic manners and

habits of weevils, borers and caterpillars. It is not

quite time yet to say how much agriculture has

been aided by astronomy ; but if it shall be deter-

mined satisfactorily that pork shrinks in the pot,

or timber takes on decay according to the time of

the moon, then so much at least of astronomy will

be necessary to the farmer as to teach him when
that luminary is in her growth or wane.

* * * * *

"We have not time to extend the detail of agri-

cultural thrift, but there is one indispensable par-

ticular, without which no farmer can thrive as he

ought ; without which, one most important depart-

ment of his farm will be crippled and haggard

;

without which, if his purse grows full, his soul

grows lean ; without which, he will bring disgrace

on agriculture, and Nature will be revenged on his

unnatural state, in refusing Heaven's last, best gift

to man, a loving, prudent, first-rate wife. His

hired help may fail him, but he has this helpmeet

for him that never fails—heljiing his hands, helping

his head, helping his heart, and from being a mere
farmer makes him a whole man. Helping his

heart, I said—and this reminds me that the view

TPe take of agriculture is too often confined to the

mere question of dollars and cents

ployment should be capable of nothing higher and
better. The moral value of agriculture, its use in

refining the sentiments and tastes, is, alas ! almost

universally ignored. With so much to improve

the more spiritual part of our nature, how often do
we see the farmer destitute of all sense of the beau-

tiful, and despising all those improvements of na-

ture which heighten her attractions and feed the

soul with associations of loveliness, that, mingling

with her toil, turn drudgery to delight, and add
pleasure to profit. If the farm were made as

tasteful as a pleasure-ground, and the dwelling

adorned as a grotto, the farmer's toil would be

compensated by cheerfulness ; his weary body be
beguiled by his pleasant mind, and above all, the

children would not grow up to hate their father's

employment, using their first freedom to try a pre-

carious substitute, and leaving the hearth and home-
stead to the stranger and foreigner."

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.

D. J. Browne, Esq., Superintendent of the Ag-
ricultural Division of the Patent Office, has pre-

pared a table of the agricultural products of the

United States for 1855, and affixes a valuation to

the several products. However near he may ap-

proximate the amount, we think he has overshot

the mark in the valuation. For instance, he values

the whole crop of corn at 60 cents per bushel,

while 40 cents would be a good price. Other items

are as far wide of the mark. We publish the ta-

ble showing the amounts, and leave our readers to

figure out the value for themselves.

^'EGETABLE PRODUCTS.
Indian Corn 600,000,000 bug.

Wheat 165,000,000 "
Rye i4,noy,ooo '

'

Barley 6,600,000 "
Oats 170,000,000 «'

Buckwheat 10,000,000 "
Potatoes (all sorts) 110,C 00,000 "
Flaxseed 68,000 "
Beans and peas 9,500,000 "
Clover and grass seed 1,OijO,000 "

Eice 250,000,000 lbs.

Sugar (cane) 505,000,000 "
Sugar (maple) 34,000,000 "
Molasses 14,f 00,000 gals.

"Wine 2,500,000 "
Hops 3,500,000 lbs.

Tobacco 190,000,000 "
Cotton 1,700,000,000 "
Hemp 34,500 "
Flax 8 :0,000 «
Hay and fodder 16,600,000 tons.

DOMESTIC ANIMALS AND ANIMAL PRODUCTS.

Horned cattle 21,000,000 head.
Horses, asses and mules 5,100,000 "
Sheep 23,500,000 '•

Swine 32,0t0,0l0 "
Butter and cheese 500,000,000 lbs.

Milk 1,000,000,100 gals.

Wool 60,000,000 lbs.

Beeswax and honey 16,000,000 "
Silk cocoons 5,000 "

It must not be imagined that though the coun-

try has produced so abundantly the last year, that

the whole product will be realized. The loss by

wastage, rotting, accidents, disease, &c., takes off a

large percentage from this. The total estimated

value of vegetable products, is $1,355,887,500

—

animal products, &c., $1,352,005,000.

Gardening for the South.—This is the title

"But it is a grievous pity if this God-given em- 1 of a new work, setting forth the best method of cul-
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tivating all the trees, vegetables and flowers com-

mon to good gardens, and flourishing in the south-

em States. It is well arranged, the descriptions

are clear and practical, and it cannot fail to prove

of essential service to the gardener of the South,

The author says, that, with them, "gardening in all

its departments is generally deemed the peculiar

pro\'ince of the ladies, and that if Mr. Downing

had lived at the South, he would never have asked

'What is the reason American ladies do not love to

work in their gardens ?' " We are glad to learn

this fact, and hope their Northern sisters will "make

a note on't." The author has done his country a

good service. By William N. White, .of Athens,

Ga. Published by Saxton & Co., N. Y., and for

sale at Saxton's Agricultural Depot, 81 Washing-

ton St., Boston.

For the Neto England Farmer.

IMPROVING PASTURE LANDS.
BY PROF. J. A, NASH.

A -writer in the Country Gentleman, nameless

and placeless, so far as the communication shows,

has started a thought on the above subject, which

has, at least the merit of novelty.

His remarks relate to side-hill lands, which are

apparently underlaid by a crust or pan, preventing

the water sinking, and causing it to flow laterally

near the surface, and occasionally to ooze out at the

surface after heavy rains. He describes these lands

as producing a little fine, furzy grass, a few hard-

hacks, and here and there a bunch of brakes

enough in all to "keep poorly," (he might almost

have said to starve,) one cow to five acres. He
thinks that lands bearing this description, are gen-

erally infested with poisonous ingredients, often

some salt of iron ; and that underdraining is the

appropriate remedy ; he suggests that the drainage

water might, in many cases, be used for the pur-

pose of irrigation ; although it would issue from

the ground full of poisonous matters, hurtful in

their first effect to the grass to be flowed, yet that

these poisonous matters are soon neutralized in the

sun and air ; and that the water, containing, as it

would, other ingredients, favorable to vegetation,

would be beneficial. He suggests the idea of run-

ning drains from the upper edge of the pasture,

short distances, down the slope, making them deep

at the upper end, but less so as you proceed down-
ward, running out at the surface at the lower end

;

then commencing other drains, midway between

the lower extremities of these, and then in like

manner others, and so on to the lower side of the

pasture, or the foot of the hill, as the case might be.

The drains, if his suggestions were tried, might
best be of pebble stones, if such were plenty, but

otherwise of tiles, except at the lower ends, where
they would be exposed to frost, and where some
other material would need to be used. The process

would not be necessarily expensive, as such drains

could be excavated mostly by the plow, and the

earth returned by the scraper. The suggestion

would seem to be nf some importance, as applied

to such kind of land. But the writer adds, that,

inasmuch as the benefit of draining some lands is

vet but little appreciated in this country, and will

hardly be gone into by many, a tolerable substitute

for draining might be found in subsoiling ; that if

we should commence on the upper border of such

a pasture, and run furrows downward, short dis-

tances, say six rods, with the subsoil plow, making
them deep at the upper end and shallower till they

run out, placing them as in the marks below, the

efifect would be, on this side-hill land, at once to

drain the soil, and to irrigate the lower portions of

the pasture ; and he supposes both would be bene-

eficial, and that the operation would not be expen-

sive, even if repeated every few years. The sub-

soil plow, it will be understood, would not break

the tiu-f, but only make a cut through it, stir-

ring and loosening the subsoil below, so as to afford

a passage for the water with whatever poisonous

substances were dissolved in it, to the surface. He
would have these cuts with the subsoil plow, some
10 or 12 feet apart, and arranged as below, the

size of the line indicating the depth of the cut in

different parts.

This last suggestion, about thus subsoiling some
side hill pastures, could, of course, apply to but a

small proportion of our pasture lands, because

most of them are of a different character, but it

may be important in relating to those to which it

is applicable. I am aware that it will be objected,

that subsoiling is useless, unless preceded by under-

draining,—for it will be said that the gashes made
by the subsoil plow fill up shortly, if the water be

not first taken out. The objection is unanswerable

so far as relates to flat lands ; but would not these

short cuts with the subsoil plow, down a side-hill,

relieve the ground of water, first over the cut, and

then laterally half-way to the next cuts ? Perhaps

it would be better if the cuts with the subsoil plow

should be nearer each other, say half a rod apart,

and not more than three or four rods in length.

Will not some one who has cold, sour side-hill pas-

ture, try the experiment when the spring opens,

and at some future time report the result. It could

be tried on a single acre. If the cuts were made
eight feet from each other, and three rods in length,

there would be on an acre about one hundred of

the cuts, and their aggregate length would be three

hundred rods. With a stout pair of cattle and a

good driver, the work could be done in one hour

;

and although it would be but an experiment found-

ed, it is confessed, upon theory, and on theory

alone, yet there can scarcely be a doubt that the

effect would be good,—it would be, to tap the land,

to draw out the sour, poisonous water, to neutral-

ize its hurtful solutions, or to change them into in-

gredients* favorable to vegetation, and then to use

the water so cured and improved by exposure to

sun and air, for the purpose of irrigation.

The theory is—and the reader must judge of

its soundness—that the water in such a side-hill,

instead of sinking away into the earth, creeps along
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down the slope, below the surface, and above an

impervious stratum below, dissolving various hurt-

ful ingredients, and becoming worse and worse, the

further it goes ; whereas, if you could cause it to

flow alternately above and below the surface, it

would become surcharged with those poisonous

matters when below the surface, would deposite

them where they would be neutralized, sink again,

and again become charged with the same poisonous

matters, and again deposite them, and so on, act-

ing as a carrier, carrying out load after load of

these poisonous matters, and depositing them

where, under the influence of sun and air, they

would undergo a change which would render them

favorable, or at least, not hurtful, to vegetation.

EOOTS! ECOTS! ROOTS!

Farmers, cultivate more roots. Do not delay

preparations for this important crop. You can soon

increase your ability to feed double the amount of

stock you now feed ; this will double the manure,

and the manure will double your future crops. An

acre, with 20 loads of manure, and well cultivated,

will give two tons of hay, as an average. Call it

worth $40 ; it will cost $5 to harvest it. Another

acre, with the same amount of manure, will give

800 bushels of carrots, as an average. Cost of cuL

tivation, 840. They are worth 25 cts. a bushel for

stock, making $200. Deduct cost of cultivation,

$40, and we have $160 to offset against the $35

value of the hay. This is one way—and a sure one

—to increase the profits of the farm—let us try it,

INGENUITY OF BIEDS.

Thrushes feed very much on snails, looking for

them in mossy banks. Having frequently observed

some broken snail-shells near two projecting peb-

bles on a gravel walk, which had a hollow between
them, I endeavored to discover the occasion of theii-

being brought to that situation. At last, I saw a

thrush fly to the spot with a snail-shell in his

mouth, which he placed between the two stones,

and hammered at it with his beak till he had bro-

ken it, and was then able to feed on its contents

The bird must have discovered that he could not

apply his beak with sufficient force to break the

shell when it was rolling about, and he therefore

foimd out and made use of a spot which would
keep the shell in one position. When the lapwing
•wants to procure food, it seeks for a worm's cast,

and stamps the ground by the side of it with its

feet, somewhat in the same manner as I have often

done when a boy, in order to procure worms for

fishing. After doing this for a short time, the bird

waits for the issue of the worm from its hole, who
alarmed at the shaking of the ground, endeavors to

make its escape, when it is immediately seized, and
becomes the prey of the ingenious bird. The lap-

wing also frequents the haunts of moles. These
animals, when in pursuit of worms, on which they
feed, frighten them, and the worm in attempting to

escape, comes to the surface of the ground, where
it is seized by the lapwing. The same mode of

alarming his prey has been related of the gull.

—

The Cincinnatus.

For the New England Farmer.

SOMETHING ABOUT TEEES AND
HEDGES.

Mr. Editor :—There seems to be a growing
conviction among all classes of men who have be-

stowed any attention upon the subject, that some
other method of enclosing fields besides those in

general use must ere long be adopted, and that

the hedge is to form an important part of this sub-

stitution.

Many experiments which have been tried with

trees and shrubs of foreign growth, have for vari-

ous reasons partly or wholly failed; but in this, as

in most other new things, a want of knowledge
combined with a want of patience, deserves the

credit of frustrating a large share of these enter-

prises. To me, it seems highly important that our

btate and County Societies should take up and in-

vestigate the matter, so far, at least, as may be nec-

essary in order to relieve indi^'idual enterprise of

much of the embarrassment under which it now la-

bors, and thus prepare the way by the diffusion of

knowledge, for such changes in the art of fencing

as necessity may demand. I am not aware that any
of our societies have as yet taken this matter in hand.

Much may be done to relieve this growing want
of our country, if those farmers who are beginning

to regard it with apprehension, would now take the

pains to sow a small patch, such as every farmer

can easily spare, with the seeds of those trees

which are known to be of rapid growth, and which

when sufficiently matured, afford material for all

the requisites of the farm. This need not, under

ordinary circumstances be regarded as a mere ex-

periment ; the economj' of such an attempt has

been too thoroughly tested, and your readers have

become too well acquainted with the results to

doubt its practicability.

Much has been said in your valuable paper

which is calculated to attach interest to the subject,

and I hope that those who have made successful ex-

periments will continue to afford us the light of

fheir example. I would like to call the attention of

your readers, at this time, to the Tenth Legislative

Agricultural Meeting of last year, as reported in

your monthly journal, jiage 194. There was much
said at that meeting that is pertinent to our subject.

Can you tell us, Mr. Editor, what kind of Eng-
lish oak Mr. Fay referred to on page 194 ? I

would like also to know the price of acorns from

the English oak. I will mention but one other

tree referred to in that report, at present, for I can

not take a ramble through the woods now, and
that is the Scotch larch. This is used, as I am in-

formed, considerably in England for hedges, espe-

cially to fence against cattle. Its very rapid growth,

even on poor, worn-out land, together with its

adaptation to various uses as an almost indestructi-

ble material, would doubtless render it an impor-

tant acquisition for general use. Are these trees

sufficiently hardy to endure the extremes of our

climate? Most trees of rapid growth are liable to

injury from frost, especially when young. Again,

who has got any of the larch to sell ? If they can

be imported, as Mr. Fay says they can, I should

like a thousand or two of them. C. Blakeley.
Bristol, Ct., May, 1856,

Remarks.—Mr. Fay will oblige more than our

correspondent by answering his inquiries.
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Cabbox.—Carbon constitutes about one-half of

the organic combustible parts of plants and vegeta-

bles. The remainder of the organic matter is oxy-

gen, hydrogen and nitrogen, wliich become soUd in

vegetation.

BOYS' DEPARTMENT.

BROTHERS aUARRELING.
A SCOTCH NUKSERY BALLAD.

DAVIE.

"Father, settle Sandy

!

He's making mou's at me ;

He's aye plague, plaguing.

And winna let me be j

And snye he looks so simple -like

"Whene'er he thinks he's seen,

But just as soon's you're out of sight,

He's making mou's again-

"Father, settle Sandy I

He's crying names to me,

He's aye tig, tigging.

And winna let me be ;

But 0, sae sly, he bauds his tongue

"Whene'er he kens ye're near.

And says't again below his breath,

That none but he can hear."

8ANDT.

"Father, settle Davie !

It's him that winna gree,

He's aye jeer, jeering,

And lays the blame on me ;

1 daurna speak, I daurna look,

I daurna move a limbj

For, if I gi'e a wee bit laugh,

He says I laugh at him."

FATHER.

"O, learn to be loving, and kindly agree.

At home all as happy as brothers should be, •

Ere distance may part you or death may divide,

And leave you to sigh o'er a lonely fireside.

"The sweet look of kindness, the peace-speaking tongue,

So pleasant and lovely in old or in young,

"Will win the affections of all that you see,

And make you still dearer to mother and me.

"But, O '. if divided by distance or death.

How sore it would grieve you, till life's latest breath.

That anger or discord should ever have been.

Or aught but alTection two brothers between !"

exercising merely its power of recepti\ity—its mem-
ory, I say nay, nay, nay. The great princij^le on
which a child should be educated, is not that of re-

ception, but rather that of action, and it Avill ever

remain uneducated, in the highest sense, so long as

its higher mental powers remain inert. One may
lead a horse to water, but twenty cannot make him
drink—and yet if he does not drink, he dies. So a

boy or girl may be supplied with all the materials

of education, and yet remain uneducated to the end
of time. Moses struck the rock, and the waters

gushed forth. When it is proposed to apply a

force to inorganic matter, the force not being with-

in itself, must be applied externally, or it must
change it? internal constitution like chemical action.

But when we pass to the li\'ing soul, we find the

organizing, energizing force within, and all our skill

must be directed to the development of this, of a

true moral and spiritual life.—A. Potteb, D.D., in

Conn. School Journal.

LADIES' DEPARTMENT.

CHILDREN MUST DO IT THEMSELVES
If I were to reduce to a single maxim the con-

centrated wisdom of the world, on the subject of

practical education, I should but enunciate a prop-

osition, which I think will command your assent,

but which I fear, is not incorporated as it should be,

into the practice of schools and families. That
principle is, that in educating the young, you serve

them most effectually, not by what you do for them,
but by what you teach them to do themselves.

This is the secret of all educational development.

We talk of self-education as if it were an anomaly.

(n one sense of the word, all education is obtained

simply by the exertion of our own minds. And is

this self education ? What does education mean ?

Not inducation.

The popular opinion seems to be that education

is putting something into the mind of a child by

DOMESTIC RECIPES.

Ginger Beer.—Two gallons of ginger beer

may be made as follows : Put two gallons of cold

water into a pot upon the fire ; add to it two ounces

of good ginger bruised, and two pounds of white or

brown sugar. Let all this come to the boil, and
continue boiling for half an hour. Then skim the

Uquor, and pour it into ajar or tub, along with one

sliced lemon, and half an ounce of cream of tartar.

When nearly cold, put in a teacupful of yeast to

cause the liquor to work. The beer is now made ;

and after it has worked for two days, strain it and
bottle it for use. Tie the corks down firmly.

MouLDlNESS.—Fruit jellies may be preserved

from mouldiness, by covering the surface one-

fourth of an inch deep with finely pulverized loaf

sugar. Thus protected, they will keep in good con-

dition for years.

Rice Cakes.—Boil rice until it is soft, and while

warm make it into cakes or flat balls. Dip these

balls into a beaten egg, and then roll them into

Indian meal till thoroughly coated. This done,

fry them in lard, which is better than butter for

this purpose. Serve them with sauce, or with but-

ter or cream and sugar.

A Good Way of Cooking Onions.—It is a

good plan to boil onions in milk and water ; it di-

minishes the strong taste of that vegetable. It is

an excellent way of ser"ving up onions, to chop them
after they are boiled, and put them in a stew-pan,

with a little milk, butter, salt and pepper, and let

them stew about fifteen minutes. This gives them
a fine flavor, and they can be served up very hot.

Washing Silver Ware.—It seems that house-

keepers who wash their silver ware "with soap and

water, as the common practice is, do not know
what they are about. The proprietor of one of the

oldest silver estabHshments in the city of Philadel-

phia, says that "housekeepers ruin their silver by

washingit in soap suds ; it makes it look like pew-

ter. Never put a particle of soap about your silver;

then it will retain its original lustre. When it wants

polish take a piece of soft leather and whiting, and

rub it hard."
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GRASS-HAYIKG-HAY.
TLY is the month

M'hen the prmcipal

portion of the hay

crop in New Eng-

land is secured. It

is our staple crop

—

the one by which

we mainly increase

the fertility of our

farms, and having a

^1 eater money val-

ue than any single

crop produced at

the South ;— either

^ their cotton, tobacco

^ or corn crop is in-

-^ significant, compar-

^ ed with it; and New-

England, rocky and

^^'^^ sterile as much of it

Such, mainly, are the lands which should be de-

voted to grass.

The importance of this crop would justify the

farmer in making a good many experiments, and

in devoting considerable time to an investigation of

it in all its bearings. We believe there is no crop

that is commonly cultivated, in which so much loss

is suffered as in the hay crop. After a selection

and proper preparation of suitable lands, and seed-

ing and growing the crop, the first error usually

committed is in the

_-/^^ is, and whose soil is

contemned by those

living on easier and richer lands, produces a sur-

plus for those who possess every facility for raising

it, if they had industry and knew how.

Much of our best land for this crop still lies

waste; it is in meadow and swamp that need

either thorough reclaiming, or if partially reclaimed,

draining and deep plowing. When such lands are

once well set in grass, they will produce profitable

crops for many successive years, with little annual

expense. Another kind of excellent grass land is

of granite formation, at a higher level than the

meadow, but still having land abounding in springs

above it. These lands are a heavy loam, quite of-

ten a clayey loam, and generally pretty rocky. It

is sometimes as expensive to reclaim these, as it is

the swamp, but when once swarded and fed annu-

ally with a moderate dressing of compost, they will

produce from two to three tons of excellent herds-

grass and red-top, for a dozen years in succession.

THE TIME OF CUTTING.

Professor Martyn says, "grasses are Nature's

care," We wish they were more frequently the

care of man. We are well aware of the variety of

opinions entertained as to the proper time of cut-

ting, and of the diflficulty of not being able to se-

cure the whole crop at the precisely appropriate

time ; still there is a carelessness or indifference ex-

isting, which results in serious loss. The farmer

must remember that it is not so much the hulk of

hay on his scaffolds, that is to afford nutriment to

his cattle and take them through the winter in

good flesh and health, as it is that the hay is se-

cured with all its natural juices which it is possi-

ble to preserve.

In order to secure this it must first be cut at the

right time. If cut too soon, before the sap is fair-

ly elaborated into nutritive properties, such as su-

gar, mucilage, albumen, &c., it shrinks immensely,

and when dry has but little bulk or nutriment. On
the other hand, if left too long, the plant expends

its energies upon the seed in accordance with the

natural law to perpetuate its kind. The seeds ri-

pen, and fall to the ground and are lost, while the

stem and leaves are little better than oat or barley

straw.

But if the favorable moment can be improved to

cut the grass just as its blossoms begin to fall,

when the seed has formed, but is not perfected,

then we secure all its nutritive properties if the
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GRASS IS PROPERLY CURED.

The object in making good hay, says Low, is to

prepare it as quickly as possible, and with as little

exposure to the weather, and as little waste of the

natural juices, as circumstances will allow. When
we are enabled to do this the hay will be sweet,

fragrant, and of a greenish color. We still do

much of our farm work under the EngHsh notions

which came here with our ancestors, without taking

into account the great difference in the climate of

the two countries. There, they employ four days

in curing the herd's grass, which is often admirably

done under our July suns in a single day ! Many

farmers do not consider the effect of these cloud-

less suns, and the consequence is that they dry their

hay until its jucies are evaporated, and a large pro-

portion of its value lost. One cloudless July day,

with a slight breeze, is sufficient to cure hay cut in

the morning or the pre\ious evening, where there

is not more than thirty hundred to the acre. Li

such a case the swaths should be evenly spread,

and it will be necessary to stir it quite often, and

lay it up as lightly as possible from the ground.

A general rule should be enforced that no hay

be left in swath or winrow over night, unless it be

that cut just before or after sundown. There are

two advantages in its being cocked : it prevents the

injurious effects of dew or rain, while the slight

heating process -which is going on causes an exha-

lation which is retained in the cock, and gives the

hay a most fragrant odor. In good tveather, two

days, at most, are sufficient to secure hay, even

when heavy crops are cut. The cocks should not

be opened on the second day until the dew has

gone, and then only opened in thick masses. After

lying in this manner until noon they are ready to

be carted to the barn.

Clover requires a veiy different process. It should

be cut close to the gi-ound, and allowed to remain

imtil the afternoon of a bright day, in the swath

;

then they should be carefully turned upside down

with a fork, and left over night. After dinner on

the following day, the swaths should be taken up

with the fork and laid in a cock—not rolled or

pushed up—and then these cocks may remain two

nights. After that, on a clear morning, they may

be turned over to admit the sun and air for a few

hours, when they will be ready to go in, with their

leaves all on, and as sweet and fragrant as a nose-

gay. A load of brush is worth about as much for

cattle as a load of clover, ciu-ed as it is often done.

Allen, in his "Farm Book," says there is a loss of

nutritive matter in the ordinary mode of curing

hay, which is obvious to every careful feeder. This

is conspicuously evident, in the diminished quantity

of milk yielded by cows, when taken from the pas-

ture and put upon the hay made from grass simi-

lar to that before consumed. There is undoubted-

ly a combination of causes to which this may be

mputed, but the bad condition of the hay is often

a prominent one.

SALTING HAY.

This is now, we believe, extensively practiced,

and, judicious'ly done, we have no doubt it is well.

Those who are in the habit of placing salt before

cattle, know that during the winter season they will

take but little. A cow consuming a ton of hay in

the cold months, we are confident would not volun-

tarily consume two quarts of salt—and yet many
farmers are in the habit of applying eight quarts

to a ton ! This is probably the source of many of

the recent diseases among cattle. It leads, also, to

the slovenly practice of getting in the hay in a

damp or partially cured state, under the idea that

the salt will preserve all its virtues.

The whole subject of hay-making needs more

consideration. Several things are suggested which

must be left for another talk.

DUCKS IN CHINA.

It is well-known that a considerable portion of

the inhabitants of China dwell in floating houses, or

rather in boats, with large and convenient cabins,

where men, women and children may be seen in

abundance, having no other home, and gaining a

slender livelihood by some occupation that does not

require a residence on teira Jirma. In the neigh-

borhood of Canton, many of the owners of these

movable dwellings employ themselves in rearing

ducks; and the sagacity which these animals exhibit

is remarkable. Every morning they are allowed to

leave their habitation, and indulge in their aquatic

amusements ; and sometimes five or six hundred of

these noisy creatures are seen sporting on the wa-

ters near one of these floating duck pens. They
never stray far from their homes—and the sound of

a Httle tinkling bell seems to produce upon them a

magical effect. The moment the first sound of the

bell is heard, the ducks hasten towards their home
with astonishing swiftness, and the commotion thus

instantaneously produced in their rank, is amusing

enough, each one being apparently anxious to out-

strip his companions in the race—and such a scene

of sho\-ing, swimming, flying and gabbling is sel-

dom seen among ducks in any other part of the

world than in China. This prompt obedience on

the part of these stupid water fowl, is the result of

education ; and the means used, although exceed-

ingly efficient, are very simple. The last duck

which reaches the boat is invariably seized by the

duck-master-general, and is compelled to undergo

a severe drubbing with a bamboo cane—and the

fear of this punishment, which they are exceedingly

desirous to avoid, ensures the most perfect order

and obedience among these animals.

This mode of managing ducks is somewhat simi-

lar to that just and humane expedient resorted to

on board of some of the English ships of war, and

for aught we know, American also, to induce the

men to hasten on deck with all possible despatch,

when all hands are called to quarters, or for any

other purpose. A boatswain's mate is stationed at

the hatchway, and those who happen, through neg-

ligence, indolence or accident, to be at the fag end,

are sure to get a severe "starting."

—

Portfolio.
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For the New England Fanner.

LECTURES,
On the Relation of Trees to the Atmosphere and Climate, as

affectini; an equal Supply of Rain, through all the different

Seasons—The Equalization of Moisture on the Surface of the

Earth—The Salubrity of the Climate—The Fertility of the

Soil.

The subscriber proposes to deliver two lectures,

"0?i Trees in Relation to the Earth and the Atmo-
sphere^^' as stated above, in which he will endeavor

to establish the following points :—That
1. Trees are useful and indispensable agents in

theeconomy of moisture for equalizing the humidity

of the soil, and for promoting an equal supply of

rain throughout the year ; and their usefulness de-

pends on their situation.

2. They pump up moisture by their roots from

beneath the surface, and exhale it into the atmo-

sphere ; and they arrest the floating vapors of the

atmosphere and shed them upon the soil. Hence
they keep both the soil and the atmosphere in a

moister state then they would preserve without

them.
3. They loosen the soil to a great depth by

means of their roots, and thus open it to the chem-
ical influences of the atmosphere.

4. They act as conductors of the electric fluids

of passing clouds, and cause them to discharge their

rain upon the earth ; but their usefulness in this re-

sjject, depends on their elevation.

5. Were the earth entirely stripped of trees, our

wet and our dry seasons would be periodical, and
dependent entirely on meteorological changes

;

droughts, especially in summer, would be exces-

sive.

6. Were the earth entirely covered with trees,

the moisture both of the soil and the atmosphere
would be excessive, and all the lowlands would be

lakes or morasses.

7. Were the continent deprived of its forests in

tracts, some of a hundred miles square being desti-

tute of trees, while others of equal extent were
densely wooded, the country would be liable to

squalls, whirlwinds, and other convulsions of the

atmosphere.

8. Were the hills all laid bare of trees, and
turned into arable land, while all the vales and low-

lands were covered with forest, the trees would be
in no respect serviceable to agriculture, answering
the purpose, neither of protection nor fertilization.

They would receive all their washings from the

hilb, but they would impart nothing to them in re-

turn ; all their foliage would droop and decay at

their own roots.

9. Were the hills covered with trees, and the vales

and the lowlands converted into arable lands,—that

is, were the highest points of the country's sur-

face covered with trees, and the lowest points de-

voted to tillage—the arrangement would be such
as to secure the greatest advantage, from their in-

fluence. Under these circumstances (were they
universal) there would be comparatively but httle

drought ; the trees would answer for protection in

the best possible manner, and all their foliage

would contribute to fertilize the plains and valleys

below them.
10. Trees in elevations temper the severity of

cold in winter, and of heat in summer, and thereby
equalize the climate; while in the valleys and low-
lands they produce the opposite effect.

11. Trees on elevations break the violence of

the winds, and lessen the liability to storms and
hurricanes, by preserving an equilibrium of heat

and moisture on the surface of the earth, and by
promoting an electric equilibrium in the atmo-
sphere.

12. Trees growing in the lowlands serve to re-

tain moisture where there is already an excess of it

;

on elevations they retain the moisture iri places

which would otherwise be dry and unproductive.
Those above enumerated are some of the points

which the subscriber intends to establish ; but they
are only a few of the vast number of the ser\ices

performed by trees for the benefit of man. He will

show not only the general value and indispensable

necessity of forests to climate, and to the purposes
of agriculture, but he will also prove that their ad-

vantages depend on their situation, and that in

some places they are positively injurious. He will

point out the way in which they should be disposed,

in order to produce the most beneficial influence

upon climate and upon soil, how they may be made
to keep dry places moist, barren places productive,

and to secure the double purpose of irrigating and
fertilizing the soil. All these points, and many oth-

ers, he will establish by well authenticated facts,

and by the testimonies of eminent travellers, natur-

alists and philosophers.

He will dwell particularly on the services of trees

in their right situations, as electric and chemical

agents, and show how, by the proper distribution

of them, were the whole community to work in

concert, our climate might be permanently im-
proved. Our people are suflficiently intelligent and
public-spirited, to act in concert for the judicious

planting and clearing of forests, if it could be dem-
onstrated to them, that there is indeed one way of

clearing and planting which is useful, and another

way of clearing and planting which is decidedly inju-

rious to soil and climate. These points the subscril3er

believes he can successfully maintain. If he is mis-

taken in some of his views, the value of his attempt
will not be diminished by a few errors of theory, if

his efforts do but lead the joublic to give this sub-

ject their earnest attention. WiLSON Flagg.
Andover, Mass.

For the New England Farmer.

HOME-MADE GUANO.
Much as has been said and written upon this

subject, there are still some who neglect this

source of enriching the farm and garden, viz., the

scrapings of the poultry-roost. I have used it for

two years, and am fully convinced of its utility as a

fertilizer. For all kinds of garden vegetables, I

consider it excellent. Last season I used it in the

hill on corn, but had not quite enough to go over

my piece, and the result was, there was fully one-

third more corn where it was applied than where it

was not, though I put only a small handful to a

hill.

It was prepared as follows :—One-half hen ma-
nure, one-half decomposed swamp muck, and one

bushel of ashes to four of the mixture, put in th?

day it was used. The ashes should not be put in

until it is to be used, as they will set free the am-
monia and thereby cause a loss. In conclusion,

save what you have at home, before going abroad

after fertilizers ; so says common y^nse.

Mechanic Falls, Me. S. TenneY
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MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTUHE.
Before us, we have the "Third Annual Report of

the Secretary of the Massachusetts Board of Agri-

culture, together with the Reports of the Commit-

tees appointed to visit the County Societies," and

giving some account, also, of their condition. The

volume opens with a list of the persons composing

the State Board. The report of the Secretary fol-

lows, and presents a statement of the management

of the farm at Westboro' during the past year, to-

gether with tables showing the amount of food and

milk of cows for definite periods. The general im-

provements of the farm, the amount and kind of

crops, and the experiments with manure, are given

at some length, and are accompanied by such judi-

cious remarks of the Secretary as seemed to be

necessary to a clear understanding of these several

topics. Considerable space is devoted to a descrip-

tion of certain farm implements, and with illus-

trations of them. Under this head the short essay

on the structure of the plow, and the application

of the draft, should be read with care by all who
either direct, hold the plow, or drive. In this por-

tion of the report we find several replies from men
of experience, in various parts of the State, to inqui-

ries of the Secretar}-, in relation to the practicabili-

ty and expediency of using the mowing machine.

The writers—-we believe all of them—favor its use.

Valuable remarks and suggestions upon these re-

turns are made by the Secretary ; and these, with

the report of the committee appointed by the Mas-

sachusetts Society, who offered a premium of $600

on a mowing machine, give such descriptions of

their use as to enable one to form a pretty correct

judgment of them as labor-saving machines for the

farm.

The Secretary states that from the office of the

Board he has distributed many thousand packages

of seeds of different varieties, and that hereafter

this will be made a more prominent object of atten-

tion. He also suggests that a regular system of ex-

change is highly desirable, by which plants, fruits,

&c., which have been found to succeed in one sec-

tion could be brought to notice in other sections.

His remarks on this topic are pertinent and worthy
of consideration, and with an excellent letter on the

subject of the destruction of birds on our annual

Fast day, which was sent into every part of the

State, he closes his report to the Board.

The next division is the reports of committees

from the Board, to visit the several county exhibi-

tions. The plan is an excellent one, for several

reasons. If the reports are impartial and faithful,

they give a synopsis of all our exhibitions. They
should never flatter, but commend what is worthy,

and point out plainly what seems erroneous, or

where obvious improvement may be made. Know-
ing that a person of experience and keen observa-,

tion is to be present for the very purpose of noting

merits or deficiencies, a society will make greater

efibrt to call out the products of thd county, and
to have every department of the show properly

arranged, and in order. These visits prompt a

wholesome ambition, while they are, in themselves,

or should be, a sort of review of the transactions of

a particular society for the year. But as a general

thing, the}- do not go far enough ; Mobile they tell

us that a county has made great progress in the

breeds of its cattle or horses, and in the aggregate

of its grains and grasses, we want to know, also,

what influence these operations have had upon the

homes and hearts of the people ; whether the ad-

vancement is strictly confined to the specific ob-

jects set down in the bill, or whether a better

knowledge and practice of these specific things has

awakened a general desire for improvement in

whatever goes to make up the sum of human com-

fort and happiness. Is there a general better cul-

tivation of the soil ? Are the tables of the com-

mon farmer supplied with a greater variety, and a

better quality of vegetables and fruits than they were

ten or twenty years ago ? Is farming now better un-

derstood as an art, and a science, by those who di-

rect its operations ? Are inquiries on foot, and in-

vestigation encouraged? Are women interested

and contented in the occupation ? These, and ma-

ny other inquiries, should be suggested to the dele-

gate by the scene which he visits, and the influence

of these operations upon the condition of the people

should be made known to the Board ; and in or-

der to accomplish this, the delegate should pass

two or three days among the people, whose exhi-

bition he %dsits. We have read all these reports

with some care, and have been gratified in the oc-

cupation.

The next general subject is on agricultural sta-

tistics ; this we shall pass over now, and bye-and-

bye give a page or two in full. They will be found

of great value and imi)ortance.

The returns of societies, analysis of crops, mete-

orological observations &c., the reader must exam-

ine for himself.

The abstract of returns of the county societies

presents a mass of valuable and highly interesting

matter. It has been dipt of its redundancies by

the Secretary, and presented to the reader in a

terse, compact, and vigorous form, and occasionally

accompanied by suggestions or remarks from his

own pen. These abstracts alone would make a

volume of permanent and practical value. Some

of the reports on neat stock, on fruits and flowers,

and on domestic manufactures, are admirable.

One hundred and twenty-nine pages are then oc-

cupied by extracts from addresses delivered before

the various agricultural societies of the State dur-

ing the last year, and they contain an amount of

suggestion, varied information and practical good
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sense, such as have been rarely brought into so

small compass before.

The volume closes with a carefully prepared In-

dex, and is a credit to the printer, to the Secretary,

who has moulded and brought it into shape, to the

Board of Agriculture, who has furnished materials

and general direction, and to the State, whose mu-

nificence and fostering care have produced such hap-

py results.

It is handsomely illustrated with fine engra\'ings

of cattle, swine, poultry, machines and implements,

and we do not hesitate to say, is a model volume

for our sister States.

7. In the first, he never makes a start : in the
second, starts easily ; in the third, iirith privations.

The reason of the last is that the necessaries of
life are high in price, and those who have wealth
are too lazy to hire much for the sake of increas-

ing it.

MEN ON THE PACIFIC.

An Englishman who has resided several years

in Wisconsin, and since in Washington Territory,

says in the Coimtry Gentleman, of England, the

Atlantic Coast and the Pacific Coast :

—

1. In the first, a man is of ruddy complexion and

full flesh ; in the second, sallow and spare ; in the

thu-d, about like the first. In the first, when in

health, labor never tires him, and food and rest can

be foregone for a while with considerable indiffer-

ence; in the second, labor tires, and food and rest

are found to be necessary at the usual times ; in

the third, it nearly resembles the first. In the

first, he desires substantial food ; in the second,

knick-knacks; in the third an equal number of

each.

2. Feminine beauty, in the first, consists mostly

in a very soft and delicate skin and radiant color.

In the second, a finely formed countenance, and

finely proportioned, easy and graceful body. In

the third, a union of the two, and therefore excel-

Kng both the others ; and as Circassia is the apex

of beauty in the old world, so is this destined to

become in the new.

3. In the first, the prevalent diseases are gene-

rally of the chronical or lingering class, and appear

to arise chiefly from the want of tenseness of fibre,

and inaction of the secretions and excretions and
secretions ; they ai-e mostly, scurvy, scrofula, swel-

lings, rheumatism, hypochondria, dropsy, flatulent

cholic, gravel, consumption, and putrid fever. In

the second, including the South so far as before

mentioned, bilious fever, dysentery, flux, diabetes,

dropsy, inflammations and congestions of the liver,

lungs, and brain, and the "tarnal" ague. In the

third, we claim almost an exemption from all the

above, and it is hard to say if any disease prevails.

'

In a locaHty or two, on the Williamette in Oregon
|

and Columbia river bottoms, the ague has prevailed!

to some extent, but elsewhere there appears to I

to have been no prevailing sickness, with the ex-'

ception of now and then coughs and colds. In the

first, a man dies of slow and lingei'ing sickness ; in
j

the second, of acute and \-iolent disorders ; in the
j

third, by accident, violence, intemperance, or real

old age.

5, In England, a working man is a, drudge, hut\

his hours of labor are moderate ; in the States, he\

toils through too many hours in a day ; in this

country, he merely does enough.
6. In the first, a poor man contiues such of ne-

cessity ; in the second, through sickness ; in the
third, he cannot remain so.

For the New England Farmer.

LARGE AND SMALL POTATOES.
Friend Brown:—As "planting time" is at

hand, allow me to revive the old theme which has
brought into your sheet statements from so many
good, practical farmers.

Opinions, antagonistic, j'ou have published at

length. I have carefully read them up, and it is

clear to my mind that large potatoes should have
the preference over small ones for planting. Yet
to many, it is not a well settled fact or a well set-

tled principle, that small potatoes will not produce
as abundantly as large ones, but it is positively con-

trary to all farm practice in planting all kinds of
seed.

What would induce the farmer to riddle out his

smallest grains, or shell off" the tops of his ears of
corn, for seed ? Are not the cases exactly parallel ?

If we believe "as a man soweth so shall he reap,"

or, in the maxim of putting "good seed in good
ground," our anxious hope is strengthened in the

coming harvest.

Now my farming friends, I propose a plan which
will add but little to your labor, and may do much
for posterity.

1st. Of all long varieties of potatoes, cut off the
cluster of small eyes, called the seed end ; then cut

the potatoes in quarters, lengthwise, and plant two
feet apart ; three to five stalks in a hill will produce
more weight than a dozen or more.

2d. For the next row, leave on the seed en..,

and cut in quarters
;
plant two feet apart.

3d. Try the same experiment with the medium
size in the third row.

4th. The same, with sizes from a Seckel pear to

a hen's egg for the fourth row, or make two sizes

of what is called small ones and plant in separate
rows.

5th. That each row shall be planted with the

same weight, which is the only fair test in seeding.

I shall look for the first row to produce as many
pounds as the second, with less small ones ; and as

to the third and fourth row, I shall reckon on a
large decline of size and weight.

Formerly it was said, "potatoes hardly pay for

raising,"—but lately, a bag of money is needed to

supply one's family with them. Careless cultiva-

tion is now unprofitable, perhaps disreputable. Cer-

tainly the farmer has no cause of complaint as to

prices of his products. We look upon him as the

great almoner, distributing the work of his hands
to a hungry, starving, ungrateful people. We wish

him God speed, and while skill has marked the age
in the improvement of machinery and the arts,

every implement in husbandry has kept pace with

them ; sensil)ly have his burdens been lightened by
these ingenious and well timed discoveries. May
we look for a good list of potato reports next au-

tumn. H. Poor.
mw York, May, 1856.

Remarks.—V^e do not fully agree with friend

Poor. The potato is not the seed. We cut a
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minute slip of horse radish and plant it, but it pro-

duces as large a root as though we had planted a

piece weighing a pound, and so with many other

plants. We have experimented with potatoes for

several years, but have not been able to see any

sort of difference in the product between planting

large or small ones. But let us have the experi-

ments he suggests, by all means.

For the New England Farmer.

RURAL ECONOMY OF THE BRITISH
ISLES-No. 13.

MIDLAND COUNTIES.
Buckingham, Berkshire, Oxford, Wiltshire, Warwick,

Worcester, Rdtland, Leicester, Staffordshire,
Nottingham, Djsrdisuire.

Pursuing our agricultural tour, we arrive at the

central counties of England.
Buckinghamshire, directly west of London, has

an area of 470,000 acres, with a population of only

160,000, which, in England, indicates a county ex-

clusively agricultural. The lands of this county

are about equally divided among the various crops,

the farms are of all sizes, large, small and middling,

the extent of hill and level is about the same, and
strong and light soils divide the county between
them. The valley of Aylesbury is reckoned one of

the most fertile in the kingdom. Its pastures are

devoted to the fattening of sheep and oxen and the

feeding of milch cows in the proportion of about

one-third of each of these kinds of stock. There is

no remarkable feature in the agricultural condition

of the county.

Berkshire adjoins Surrey higher up the Thames.
Its soil is sandy and poor in the east, as in Surrey,

and in this part are Windsor Forest and tracts of

micultivated heath ; the rest of the county is com-
posed of calcareous hills or downs, and of a valley

famed for its fertility, called the White Horse Vale,

from one of its chalk hills having been cut in the

form of a horse. The chief occupation of the valley

is the making of cheese. The chalk hills pasture

sheep similar to the Southdown. The fattening of

pigs is carried on to a great extent near Farring-

don, the breed being the well known Berkshire.

The most celebrated farm m Berkshire is that of

Mr. Pusey, President of the Royal Agricultural

Society. The farm consists of 377 aci'es, well man-
aged in all its branches. But the most striking

thing is the breeding and fattening of sheep. The
flock consists of 800 head, half of which are breed-
ing ewes. In winter, they are fed with roots, and
during summer on irrigated meadows, Mr. Pu-
sey proposes to feed, during the five summer
months, 75 fine Southdowns upon two acres of
these irrigated meadows. The sheep are put on
the meadows in pens, and as the grass is eaten

down, the pens are shifted. Before putting the
sheep on, the water is stopped off, and let on again,

when they are removed. Mr. Pusey asserts that,

fed in this Avay, and finished off on corn and oil-

cake, in sheds, they are fattened, at a year old, and
sold at a high price to the butchers. All acknowledge
that Mr. Pusey has succeeded in fattening four

times the usual number of sheep, and doubling the
produce of wheat on his farm. But Mr. Pusey's
farming is high farming, and the general opinion is

that he does not realize a profit from it. High

farming is well for those who can afford to lose

money, and, by its experiments, may suggest meth-
ods, by which economical observers can obtain suc-

cessful results.

Oxford is an epitome of the soil and agriculture

of all England,
Wiltshire is divided into two very distinct parts,

north and south. The northern portion, consisting

of verdant valleys, through which flow the tributa-

ries of the Avon, is a country of grass and dairies.

The southern, composed of extensive calcareous

downs, like Dorset, is a region of wheat and sheep.

Here we have the famous Salisbury Plain. In the
south large farming prevails, and Salisbury Plain

presents to the eye the appearance of a deserted

country, where a few farms, at great distances from
each other, are hid from view, in hollows ; and
where fields of wheat, without a tree or fence, ex-

tend as far as the eye can reach. It would appear
that an excessive and mistaken application of large

farming has been here practiced. In no part of
England are wages lower or poverty more rife.

—

The forms are too large for the capital employed
on them, and not suited to wheat, the fovorite end
of large farming. The size of a farm is to be fixed

by a sound discretion, taking many things into

view ; but it should not be disproportioned to the

capital employed on it. This is an axiom in agri-

culture. There is a limit to everything. Large
farming is well, when it diminishes the expenses
of production ; useless, when it increases them.
That system of farming is best, which pays the best

wages and the best profit, and provides most equal-

ly for the largest number from the returns of the

land.

"We observe quite another state of things in the

midland counties of Warwick, Worcester, Rutland,
Leicester and Stafford. Situated between the grass

county of the West and four-course system of the

east, this district presents a happy combination of
both systems ; it is the richest farming district in

England. Beginning Avith Warwickshire, we at

once see the chief cause of its great rural prosperi-

ty. The parts of the county which have hitherto

fallen under our observation, have been exlusively

agricultural, with outlets and markets, no doubt,

from their proximity to Ijondon ; but the great

stimulus of manufactures, within the counties them-
selves, has been entirely wanting. In Warwick-
shire, Birmingham, with its dependencies, a great

manufacturing district, presents itself. The popu-
lation of the county is one to the acre, and four-

fifths of the population are engaged in manufactur-

ing ; whence it follows, that an acre is required to

produce food sufhcient for one person, and that a

farmer, who brings his produce to market, finds four

consumers to bid for it, and these consumers all in

the receipt of high wages, which enable them to

pay good prices. How is it possible that agricul-

ture should not prosper, under such circumstances ?

It must not be supposed, that the soil of War-
wickshire is good throughout. All the northern

part of the county was, at one time, an immense
moor, covered with wood and heather ; now half

the land is under grass, the remainder arable, and
cultivated, generally, upon the Norfolk system.

—

Nor must it be supposed that the system of large

farming prevails ; the average of farms is 150 acres,

and the majority under this size, in all the manu-
focturing counties, a circumstance which is most
satisfactory to an American, as this division of farms
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provides for a larger number more equally. Be-

sides, the gross produce is greater on smaller farms

than on large, when they are not deficient in capi-

tal and skill, as is shown in these counties. A tour

through this smiling county is very pleasant ; for

there are no lands in the world so well dressed by

the hand of man. Kenilworth and Warwick, with

their historical associations and the delightful banks

of the Avon, are additional attractions to such an

excursion.

What I have remarked in respect to Warwick-
shire applies equally to the neighboring counties of

Worcester and Leicester. The valley of the Avon
runs into Worcestershire, carrying along with it

the same beauty and fruitfulness. Leicestershire

is perhaps richer still. This county is famous for

the Stilton cheese and for the farm of Dishley

Grange, once occupied by Bakewell, from whence
emanated the great principle of the transformation

m breeds of domestic animals, one of the most val-

uable conquests of human genius.

Staffordshire affords, prol)ably, one of the most
striking examples, in England, of the influence

which the vicinity of manufactures exercises on ag-

riculture. This county is not naturally fertile, and
mountains, barren and wild, run through it. Owing
to the extraordinary progress manufactures are

every day making, the population of the county

exceeds G0O,()U0 upon an area of 730,000 acres.

With such a mass of pojnilation the land must be
stubborn indeed, Avhich cannot be forced to pro-

duce. The potteries and iron foundries produce
the immense wealth, which re-acts on agriculture.

Large property predominates in Staffordshire, as

in all counties, not naturally fertile.

Averse as we are to the relation of landlord and
tenant in the United States, one cannot but admire
the confidence and kindly relation which exists be-

tween landlord and tenant, in England. From gen-
eration to generation tenants hold their lands in

their own families, under leases that run from year

to year, and make great outla}s on the lands, and
generally refuse a longer lease, when oft'ered to

them. In this county, is Drayton Manor, a few-

years since the residence of Sir llobertPeel. When
he carried the repeal of the corn-laws, he caused
all his lands to be drained, at his own expense, upon
condition that the tenants paid him four per cent,

on the outlay, which terms they accepted ; and then
revised their rents, reducing all such as were not

moderate enough, which were few, and offered his

farmers long leases. These they refused, preferring

the yearly tenantry, under which they had held

their lands for generations, in their families. These
estates of Sir Robert are the model of good man-
agement. The excellent state of the roads and
buildings, the levellings and drainage, the good
cottages with gardens for the laborers, the most
improved implements, the most productive meth-
ods, everywhere the best crops and the best cattle,

all speak not only of a high state of agriculture, but
of a fortune used by the ])roprietor, as entrusted to

his care, to bring forth fruit, under his hands, for

the greatest good of the community.

Nottinghamshire is a hilly country bordering on
the mountainous. In former times Sherwood For-
est covered the greater part of these hills. It was
the region of Robin Hood and his exploits. Ow-
ing to the sterility and barreness of the soil, it has
continued in the possession of a few noblemen, who,
for their own enjoyment, have laid it out in fine

parks and extensive estates. The district now goes
by the name of the Dukeny, from the number of

ducal residences it contains. There is not much to

interest the agricultural student ; though there are

some extensive and very expensive systems of irri-

gation to be seen in the county, and nurseries and
plantations of all kinds of trees. In parts where
attempts to improve the land have not been attended
with success, some noblemen have set about plant-

ing regular forests. And it will be ascertained how
far these forests, sown and planted by man, com-
posed of selected trees, freed from all parasital veg-

etation, carefully thinned, will be superior to those

natural forests, which have grown up of themselves.

Derbyshire is one of the most picturesque coun-

ties of England, and is visited by crowds during the

summer. Chatsworth, the magnificent residence of

the Duke of Devonshire, is in this county, which
everybody has heard of, and which is thrown open
to the public with great liberality. One is struck,

in its gardens and magnificent park, that, at the

owner's expense, it is kept up more for the enjoy-

ment of the public than his own ; and that the time

will come when no private fortune can stand such

expense. The county is mountainous and much
devoted to pasture, the rearuig of cattle and the

making of cheese. M.

For t/ie New England Farmer.

WHITEWASHING EOOFS.

Having read the inquiries of a correspondent, and
the remarks of the editor upon the subject, I ofi'er

to "show mine opinion."

Within two years I have reshingled two barns,

and several sheds and out-buildings, and have used

for the purpose both hemlock and chestnut half-

inch boards, cut two feet in length, and laid eleven

inches to the weather, unseasoned and fastened

with sixpenny nails. Instead of laying by line,

I use straight-edged boards, eleven inches wide,

and extending the length of the roof. These are

kept in place by means of a quarter-inch bit and
40d spikes, two to each board, and the holes are af-

terwards plugged. With a broom and thick white-

wash, in which salt forms an important ingredient,

that part of the shingle which lies above the board

is saturated. This course is followed with each suc-

cessive layer of shingles, until the roof is complet-

ed, when the whole surface should be brushed over,

beginning at the top. If the above method is

adopted there is no danger of the evil consequences

which attend painted roofs. I see not why the

same method will not be of equal advantage where
the ordinary shaved or sawed shingles are used.

The advantages of whitewashing are

—

1. It prevents checking.

2. It prevents the rot in the jiart which is not

exposed to sight ; and
3. It prevents the growth of moss on the sur-

face.

I was led to adopt the use of whitewash for the

above purpose, by hearing an old mason say, that

"where lime mortar had i'allen on the roof in top-

ping out a chimney, he had found the shingles that

had been thus spattered remaining sound when the

rest of the roof was decayed." It is known that in

England, timber that is to be exposed to the

weather is first saturated in lime-vats.

Phkehas Field.

l^asl Charlcmont, Feb., 1856.
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A CABT FOR DISTRIBUTING LIQUID MAITURE.

For the New England Farmer.

LIQUID MANURE.
Mr. Editor :—In answer to your Chicopee cor-

respondent, in last week's Farmer, I can assure

very limited knowledge of practical agriculture, he
never could for a moment have doubted the ])racti-

cability of such plain, simple, every-day operations

as that to which he alludes. For his better infor-

mation, however, on the subject of distributing

aini that I generally find but little difficulty in
j

liquid manure, and that of other farmers of the old

making rational, thinking, practical farmers in this school who read your interesting and valuable pa-

juarter of the country believe in the doctrine that P^^^- I herewith send you a representation of Cros-

.he fertilizing properties of barn manure are often
*'"'''* J^k^i-id Manure Cart, in common use in Brit-

very much deteriorated, if not entirely destroved, '

tain, and many paits of this country, which you may
by exposure but for a few davs to the" influence ofjP"bl'«h if you please, as it may have a better ten-

the intense heat and drying Avinds of this climate, ^ency to dispell doubt on the subject than anything

when thinly spread in the common way as a top-

dressing for grass lands ; and that I have often

seen cow manure, in particular, so much reduced in

weight from exposure, that it was fit for fuel, and
have repeatedly seen poor people in some parts of

Europe using it for that purpose, in less than a
week after it had been spread out to dry. Now if

there can be any great amount of fertilizing matter
remaining in it by the time it can be used as a sub-
stitute for wood, I should like your Chicopee far-

mer to inform me where it may be found. That
the benefits to be derived to grass from top-dress-

ing, with soHd manures of any kind, depend entire-

ly on the quantity of rain that may chance to fall

unexpectedly after the dressing has been put on, is

a fact established beyond a doubt, and is admitted

1 have time to add at present, being busy in plant-

ing operations. At a more convenient season, you
may hear from me again concerning this matter.

This distribution cart is made of boiler plate iron,

and holds two hundred and fifty gallons. It is pro-

vided with a perforated partition, which adds to the

strength, and prevents a sudden surge in passing

over uneven ground. The improved spread board
is ada])tecl to watering broad-cast, either level or

unlevel lands ; and by a simple, mechanical contri-

vance, the liquid is regulated to spread equally on
the surface, and has an apparatus for watering

two rows of turnips, any required width. The iron

rod is attached to the shaft, and fitted to a brass

lever valve, and with this rod, the driver without

stopping his horse, can instantly increase or de-

by every inteUigent farmer in this part of the coun- crease the liquid, as required to manure the land,

try. And some of these thinking, practical farmers The pump is fitted into a grooved recess at the end

round these parts make from five to seven thousand
,

of the cart, and may easily be put in or taken out.

dollars a year from the produce of their farms, af-l^"}' length of hose may be added to suit conve-

ter paying all necessary expenses; and to keep "ience. This pump does not choke, even when
probabilities always in view when one writes—as he 'the liquid is nearly as thick as puddle, which is a

says—I would again inform him that with proper 'tatter of considerable importance, although I have

apparatus, and a fair field within a reasonable dis- l^ot time at present to give a full description of this

tance of the tank, I will undertake to manure effect- i.^^n^^erful machine; but the plate will explain for

ually—for one dressing—from six to eight acres of |itse|f. T. C.

grass land in a day, and not consider myself over-
tasked, although I have seen nearly sixty summers.
If your Chicopee farmer had had faith as a grain of

mustard seed in modern improvements, and but a

Beverly, West Beach, May, 1856.

Remarks.—Our attentive correspondent we trust

will excuse us for presenting the reader with an en-
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graving somewhat different from the one which he

sent us. Although Croskill's Cart is undoubtedly a

more perfect machine, it is too complicated and ex-

pensive for common use among our farmers of

moderate means. While we preserve the engrav-

mg of it, therefore, for the inspection of those who

desire to see it, we give an illustration of a sprinkler

which is at once simple, cheap and efficient.

The cart itself is a mere skeleton, the shafts be-

ing about 14 feet long. They are connected by a

fore and hind bar, placed at such distance as will

just admit the length of the cask, while the width

between the shafts is suited to the diameter of it.

The axle is bent downward to nearly a semicircle,

to receive the cask. A pair of common broad cart

wheels are fitted to the axle. The cask is suspen-

ded on two straps of hoop-iron, the ends of which

are bolted to the shafts, and the same bolts pass

also through the ends of two lighter straps which

pass over and secure the cask firmly in its place.

—

The funnel or hojjper is usually fixed on the top of

the cask over the bung-hole, or it may be inserted

therein by an attached pipe. The distributor may

be made of copper, or wood. The bore should be

about two inches, not less, and the length about

seven feet, and slightly bent with a uniform curva-

ture. The distributor may be attached to the cask

by means of a stem of the same material and bore

as the main tube, and should enter the end of the

cask close to the lower chine.

A stop-cock is frequently put upon the stem, as

will be seen in figure 2, to regulate the discharge

;

but for the entire setting off or on of the supply,

the stem opens into a small chamber inside the

cask, which chamber is closed by a flap-valve heavi-

ly loaded. This valve, when closed, stops the dis-

charge, and, when lifted, the fluid has a free pas-

sage to the distributor. The opening of the valve

the carter to set off or on at pleasure. Figure 2

is a section of a part of the cask, and showing the

chamber and valve
; f is the stem of the distributor,

h a stop-cock, i the chamber, and k the valve, which

is the common leather flap or clack valve, well load-

ed with lead, c c is part of the cask, I the chain at-

tached to the valve, and passing over the roller m.

Figure 2.

is effected by a small chain attached to the flap,

rising to the top of the cask, where it passes over a

small roller, and onward to the fore-part of the

cart on the right side, where it hangs at hand for

For the New England Farmer.

PREPARATION OF MUCK.
Mr, Editor :—Your correspondent, "D. T. A.,"

of Northfield, Vermont, inquires with regard to the

proper preparation of muck with ashes, in order to

be used as a manure. In replying to him, I would
say that the quality of what is called muck differs

so much in different localities, that no certain rule

can be given. The quality of muck differs, materi-

ally, from the geological formations in the vicinity.

The muck which is formed in that section of Ver-
mont where the rock, in places, is a frial:)le silicious

lime-stone, (the calaneo mica slate of Adams,) and
is formed over beds of shell marl, is of the best

quality, especially if it is from four to ten feet thick

above the marl. Mix with such muck two bushels

of caustic ashes with a cord, and shovel it over till

the ashes is well mixed with every part of the

muck, and he will have a good manure for wheat,

corn or potatoes, or for a top-dressing for grass.

It is ready to be applied just as soon as it is pro-

perly mixed. Caustic lime is as good as caustic

ashes for this purpose, bushes for bushel. There
are other beds in the same geological formations,

where no marl occurs. Such beds, if deep, and es-

pecially if found in the vicinity of rocks which con-

tain sulphuret of iron, (iron pyrites,) may be nearly

as valuable, but will require a greater proportion of

lime or ashes, say three bushels to the cord. If

there is not an excess of sulphuric acid, such muck
will be as valuable as that found above marl, with

this addition of ashes. If the muck has been
thrown up and exposed to the air, say for a year,

before using, a less quantity of ashes will answer.

The muck which is found where the rock is a
talcose or chlorite slate, like that in Waterbury,
the west part of Northfield, Waitsfield, &c., where
the water is soft, is of much less value. AVhen well

saturated with the urine of cattle, having been
placed in a bam cellar during the winter, or placed

in the hog-pen, it is valuable. It is better, when
possible, to be thrown out of the bed and exposed

to the air for a year, before being put in the barn

cellar, yard or hog-pen.

The muck found in those sections of Vermont
where the rock is lime-stone and the water is

hard, is a species of peat, the growth of a sphagnous

plant, and differs from other muck, as much as the

timber or other vegetation differs from that found

in the tolcose slate region. JJmj vegetable matter

may be composted, and made valuable, by mixture

with barn manures or alkalies. But the muck in

the linle-stone regions is more easily prepared and
of greater value than any other. I have a bed on
my farm which answers a good purpose, without

any preparation, especially for wheat and potatoes.

But when prepared by mixing with ashes, at the

rate of two bushels of ashes to a cord, it is better

than any manure from my barn, and fully equal

for corn to that from the hog-pen.

Brownington, Ft., 1856. Orleaxs.
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For the New England Farmer.

THE ADVANTAGE OF SIMPLE MA-
CHINES.

What has become of the "Ladies' Department"

in the Monthly Farmer'^ Have ladies ceased to

write for it ? Having always read that part of the

Farmer with considerable interest, I have several

times felt disappointed to find it so reduced, that

one-half column of recipes is all each Monthly now
affords for the farmers' wives. I have never seen

any reason why there is not more improvement in

the housewife's implements, unless it is because it

is not more boldly advocated than it ever has been.

Farmers are willing, in many cases, to avail them-

selves of every newly invented implement or ma-
chine that will render their labor easier, and, in

many cases, work is executed a great deal better

than it could be done in any other way. But how
few supply their wives with one of the many im-

proved churns, or butter-working machines. I am
sorry to say, that in too many cases, this fault is in

the wife, more than the husband, for I believe the

generality of Yankees are willing to do all that is

in their power to assist their weaker, if not better

half. I have often thought, since living in New
Hampshire, how much more labor the farmer's

wife might perform in the same length of time, if

she would only advocate her cause, and could have

the right kind of utensils to work with.

As an example, I will descril)e the results of one

evening's work by two families ; one having imple-

ments, the other not. The work was sausage fill-

ing, in a very comfortable New England farm-

house, where out-doors had the stamp of improve-

ment, but within the style of "old pod augur days"

prevailed. Although the wife could have every-

thing she wished for, without one murmuring word,

yet she was willing to live and die in the same old

track that her great-grand-parents had trodden, so

that any improvement seemed like innovation.

It was late in the fall, when the evenings were

The process was repeated, until all were filled. A
child stood near with a darning needle to open any
of the places that contained air. In this way, those

two persons and child used up nine or ten pailfuls

of sausage meat by nine o'clock.

Now if this little instrument diminishes labor, as

this experiment shows, it also saves time. I do
not think the cost of this simple machine is more
than 75 cts. ; but a much improved kind can be
bought at the Quincy Hall Warehouse, Boston,

which costs several dollars. I have not written this

from any invidious motives. I would not be under-

stood to say that there are no "sausage fillers"

used in this section of the country, for I doubt not

many a New England housewife does use one, and
that she also adopts many improvements upon the

old system. I have made these remarks merely to

show the advantage of having proper utensils to

work with. One that Loves LurROVEMENT.

Remarks.—We like the suggestions of our fair

correspondent, and hope to hear from her again.

But the "Ladies' Department" is from "A to Ez-

zard," in the Monthly Farmer. We take it for

granted that all our farmers' wives and daughters

are strong-minded, intelligent, discriminating wo-

men, and that whatever is useful to them, they will

select and "inwardly digest," no matter what head

it may come under.

. SLAVERY IN BRAZIL.

Trucks in every variety are now numerous.

Some recent ones are as heavily built and ironed as

brewers' drays, which they resemble, furnished

with winches in front to raise heavy goods. Each
is of itself sufficient for any animal below an ele-

phant to draw ; and yet loads varying from half a

ton to a ton are dragged on them by negroes.

Two strain at the shafts and one or two push be-

long, that two pails full of sausage meat were
! hind, or, what is quite as common, walk by the

brought into the kitchen, and set on a small table,
|

wheels, and pull down the spokes. ]t is surprising

with two brown earthen pans. Then each member how their naked feet and legs escape being crushed,

of the family, five in number, gathered around it,

prepared with a small piece of basket stuff, bent to-

gether in the form of a loop, and tied with a string
;

over this, they drew one end of the skin, and com-
menced putting the meat in with their fingers,

which crowded in as much air as meat. In this

way they worked the whole evening, and thought

they did well to finish by nine o'clock. The other

house was in Canada West, where men do not live

up to the times in improvements. Their farms are

generally large, and consequently the housewife's

time is in greater demand. It was evening, and a

large fire was on the hearth, near which stood two
brass kettles, scoured almost bright enough to see

one's face in, each holding about five pails full of

sausage meat, ready for use. Presently, a pale

woman entered, and a younger brother, who is the

picture of health. The table was moved out from

the wall, on which lay an instrument known as a

sausage staffer, and one of the kettles brought to

the side of it. Near by, stood a pail of skins. The
woman then drew a whole skin on the machine,

turned it up, and the young man dipped in about

two quarts of the meat, then placing the wooden
part of the stuffer into the mouth of it, and press-

mg against it, the whole was forced into the skin.

the more so as those in front cannot prevent the

wheels every now and then sinking into the gutters,

and whirling the shafts violently one way or the

other. One acts as a foreman, and the way he

gives his orders is a caution to the timid. From a

settled calm, he in a moment rages like a maniac,

and seems ready to tear his associates to pieces.

A slave was chained to one heavy truck. He
had been absent when it was wanted, and his en-

raged owner took this method of preventing him
from losing another job. The links of the chain

were three-quarter inch round iron.

Neither age nor sex is free from iron shackles.

I met this morning a very handsome ^Mozambique

girl with a double-pronged collar on ; she could not

have been over sixteen. And a few evenings ago,

while standing on the balcony of a house in Cus-

tom-House Street, a little old negress, four-fifths

naked, toddled past, in the middle of the street,

with an enormous tub of swill on her head, and se-

cured by a lock and chain to her neck. "Explain

that, Mr. C ," I said. "O, she is going to

empty slops on the beach, and being probably in

the habit of visiting vendas, she is thus prevented,

as the offensive vessel would not be admitted.

Some slaves have been known to sell their 'barils
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for rum, and such are sent to the fountains and to

the Praya accoutered as that old -woman is."

With a friend I went to Consulado, a depart-

ment of the Customs having charge over exports.

Gangs of slaves came in continually, with coffee for

shipment. Every bag is pierced, and a sample
withdrawn while on the carrier's head, to deter-

mine the quality and dutj'. The tariff, based on the

market price, is regulated every Saturday.

Every gang of coffee-carriers has a leader, who
commonly shakes a rattle, to the music of which

his associates behind him chant. The load weigh-

ing 160 lbs., rests on the head and shoulders, the

body is inclined forward, and the pace is a trot, or

half ruu. Most are stout and athletic, but a few

are so small and so slightly made that one wonders
how they manage to keep up with the rest. The
average life of a coffee-carrier does not exceed ten

years. In that time the work ruptures and kills

them. They have so much a bag, and what they

earn over the sum daily required by their owners
they keep. Except four or five, whose sole dress

was short canvass skirts without sleeves, all were
naked from the waist upward, and from the knee

below ; a few had on nothing but a towel round
the loins. Their rich chocolate skins shone in the

sun. On returning, some kept up their previous

chant, and ran as if enjoying the toil ; others went
more leisurely, and among them, some noble-look-

ing fellows stepped with much natural grace.

A gang of fourteen slaves came past with enor-

mously wide but shallow baskets on their heads.

They were unloading a barge of sea-coal, and con-

veying it to a foundry or forge. The weight each

bore appeared equal to that of a bag of cofl'ee (160
lbs.) This mode of transporting coal has one ad-

vantage over ours, since the material is taken di-

rectly from the vessel to the place where it is con-

sumed. As with the coal, so with every thing
;

when an article is once mounted on the head of a

negro, it is only removed at the place where it is to

remain.

A couple of slaves followed the coal-carriers,

each perspiring under a pair of the largest sized

blacksmith bellows—a load for a horse and cart,

with us. A week ago I stood to observe eight oxen
drag an ordinary wagon-load of building-stone for

the Capuchins up the steep Castle hill ; it was
straining work for them to ascend a few rods at a

time ; to-day I noticed a similar load of stone dis-

charged at the foot of the ascent, and borne up on
negroes' heads.

No wonder that slaves shockingly crippled in

their lower limbs, are so numerous. There wad-
dled before me, in a manner distressing to behold,

a man whose thighs and legs curved so far outward
that his trunk was not over fifteen inches from the
ground. It appeared sufficiently heavy, without
the loaded basket on his head, to snap the osseous
stem and drop between his feet. I observed anoth-
er whose knees crossed each other, and his feet

Ereternaturally apart, as if superincumbent loads

ad pushed his knees in instead of out. The lamp-

1

lighter of the Cattete district exhibits another vari-

ety. His body is settled low down, his feet are i

drawn both to one side, so that his legs are paral-

'

lei at an angle of thirty degrees. The heads of
Africans are hard, their necks strong, and both,
being perpendicular to the loads they are called

to support, are seldom injured. It is the lower
parts of the moving columns, where the weights

are alternately thrown on and off the jointed thighs

and legs, that are the weakest. These necessarily

are the first to give way under excessive burdens
;

and here are examples of their having yielded and
broken down in every direction.

—

Ewbank's Life in

Brazil.

THE SOIL—FOOB OF PLANTS.
The sustenance of vegetables, their habits and

modes of existence, constitutes the subject of one of

the most remarkable works to which the present

age has given birth. We allude to that of LiEBiG on

"Organic Chemistry, applied to the Science and

Art of Agriculture." The path which this distin-

guished philosopher has travelled with so much
honor to himself, and such lasting benefit to his

fellow-men, had been partially explored by his

predecessors, who had investigated the nature of

plants and soils, but the results of their labors and

experiments were isolated and detached, and when
collected, seemed, from their very nature, and the

manner in which they had been obtained to per-

plex rather than enlighten. From these, with true

German ingenuity and genius, Liebig has con-

structed a rational and comprehensive theory of

vegetable life,—one that effectually lifts the soil

from the hitherto concealed and inscrutable fea-

tures of the mysterious, and lays bare to the com-

prehension of the most irrecondite student, the

mechanism of that system, the operations of which

are at once so beautiful and so august.

From Liebig, Johnston, Sprengel, and others,

who have entered of late with so much zeal upon
the important subject, we ascertain a multitude of

facts of the utmost practical importance in the

prosecution of agricultural enterprises; for in-

stance, that all soils contain a certain proportion of

organic matter, chiefly of vegetable origin, though

in some cases mixed with animal organizations

;

that this matter is combustible, and, consequently,

is destroyed by fire ; that in some soils this com-

bustible matter often amounts to fifty or sixty per

cent, of the entire weight, while in others, less than

one per cent, is recognizable ; that in all combusti-

ble soils, or those which ai-e endued in an ordinary

degree with the capacity of vegetable reproduction,

the actually combustible portions consist of from

ten to twelve different mineral constituents ; that

the absence of one or more of these constituents,

renders the soil to a certain extent infructuous, and

incapable of producing affluent, or even ordinary

crops ; that to such soils as are characterized by

this deficiency, the constituents wanting to perfect

the equihbrium or adjust the balance of elements,

may be artificially supplied; that the excess of

some of these principles, is, oftentimes, productive

sterility, and must consequently be counteracted or

removed, before the cultivator can reduce them to

a profitable condition, and secure from them an ad-

equate remuneration for his toU.
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It has also been demonstrated, that in every

plant produced on the earth's surface, a certain

amount of inorganic matter is detectable ; such, for

instance, as silica, Hme, potash, soda, magnesia, &c.,

and that in every system of manuring and cultiva-

tion, substances containing these elementary mat-

ters must be supplied to the soil in order to coun-

teract the weakening effects of vegetation by re-

turning to it the energizing principles requisite to

the sustenance and perfection of the crops it is re-

quired to produce.

Were a soil to be cropped for a series of three

or more years without the application of manure,

it would become exhausted, cease to produce, and

be ultimately rendered utterly stei'ile and waste.

—

By comprehending the nature of soils and plants,

these men have been enabled to prepare rules for

regulating the operations of the farmer, in cases

where, before, he was likely to rely wholly upon

hearsay knowledge for direction.

For the New England Fanner.

SWEET POTATOES.
Sweet potato is a name we now hear everywhere.

Carolina was the epithet generally employed among
us, twenty years ago, to designate the wholesome
root. It was then considered more of a luxury,

and was scarcely seen beyond the tables of the

rich. As its use has become more common, and
its cultivation extended into higher latitudes, it has

taken the name, that, without consulting dictiona-

ries, the generality of people would naturally give

it. I recollect the time, when the ruralist could

scarcely ever procure this potato without sending

expressly for it to the markets of the city. In vain

would one inquire for it at the \illage store. It

was rarely kept there.

The sweet potato, (convolvulus batatas,) is in-

digenous to warm climates. Like many other

tropical things, I believe it is better flavored, raised

within the precincts of its true home. I say this,

not merely from conjecture, but after haAing tested

the difference, by eating some at tables of husband-
men dwelling on the banks of the Tombigbee, and
in my own native State.

It was imported into England from the Indies

by the way of Spain, before the Irish potato was
known there, and was in those days supposed to

possess the qualities of restoring decayed vigor to

the human frame ; and consequently more frequent-

ly found in the shop of the confectioner than in

the larder of the cook. The kissing comfits of

Falstaff, and such like confections, were principally

made of batatas and eringo roots. It seems at its

first introduction into England, to have held forth

no inducement to the cultivator. In the days of

Evylin, it was, as an edible, in such bad repute, that

he, in his work on gardening, as early as the year

1699, recommends that these potatoes should be
planted in the worst ground. It grows in Spain
and the Canary Islands, and one variety has been
cultivated with success in the neighborhood of

Paris. Time has shown that England's climate, at

least, has proved uncongenial to improvements of

any consequence respecting its out-door culture.

The mists and rams about London are proverbial

Such extreme humidity is very unfavorable to the

growth of this root.

In our own country, it used to be cultivated al-

most altogether in the southern States. It has

been gradually advancing northward, till it is now
raised of excellent quality, in the vicinity of Phil-

adelphia. It is the opinion of some, that, by accli-

mation, it may become a profitable crop in certain

districts of this State. While on a visit one au-

tumn, at a farmer's in Groton, I ate some quite

good ones, just dug from ground bordering the

southern side of a fence. It is said they are culti-

vated in Plymouth county, quite equal in quality to

those which come to us from New Jersey and Vir-

ginia. An article in the Ploughman, about two
years ago, says : "The soil in Massachusetts is not
generally adapted to the growth of this plant. But
there are strips of interval, and here and there

patches of warm, sandy land, which well-manured,
would yield an abundant crop, much larger than is

ever realized from the common potato. Its eating

quality, raised on sueh land, is averred, by those

who have tried the experiment in this State, to be
equal to the best Jerseys." An editor of a certain

agricultural paper says, referring to the cultivation of

this nutritious root for fodder, "The late Mr. Low-
ell, of Roxbury, succeeded in raising them, and if

we rightly recollect, he thought he could raise

about as many on an acre, and as certainly as he
could raise the Irish potato. If this can be done,

their fattening power will be found much superior

to that of the common potato," For several years

past, I have been making trials in respect to culti-

vating them upon my own grounds. As to quali-

ty, I have never succeeded to satisfaction. In size

I had one season about two bushels of them sur-

passing any Jersey ones seen at Faneuil Hall Mar-
ket, or in the provision stores. Were my soil as

warm, light and sandy as in some towns of the

State, I believe, in suitable seasons, I could have
them sufficiently good in quality for all culinary

purposes.

Sweet potatoes are excellent for fodder. Dur-
ing my sojourn in ISIississippi, I found them much
used there for this purpose. Cattle and horses nev-

er refuse them. An abundance of them, rejected

as to table use, was given to my stock last winter.

The horses, especially, preferred them to anything

else.

When dried in a brick oven, it is said they fur-

nish the material for making a delightful and whole-

some beverage in the shape of potato beer.

Southerners used to tell us there were twenty-

four ways for cooking the sweet potato. It may be

baked, boiled, fried, made into custards, puddings,

pies, cakes, &c. I have eaten loaf-bread, having in-

termixed with the flower or meal a certain quantity

of potato. Sometimes I have seen it made into a

biscuit for breakfast, or a sort of hoe-cake for tea.

It has been the chief ingredient of some of the best

puddings I ever tasted. Pies may be made much
in the same manner as squash or rhubarb. Some-
times the tender green shoots are boiled and eaten.

"The vine and leaf," says one, "somewhat resem-

ble a bean trailing over the ground. Perhaps it

still more resembles wild buckwheat, though its

leaf is larger, and a yellower green." Another

says :
—"In its general appearance, when growing,

the plant resembles the convolvulus purpurea, com-
mon morning glory, though of course not a climber,

like the latter."
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In this vicinity, it may be propagated by placing

the seed-tubers (large ones I think are preferable,)

lengthwise, end to end, across an ordinary hot-bed,

in rows a small distance apart, covering them about

two or three inches deep with mellow loam. In a

fortnight, or thereabouts, each tuber will begin to

throw up sprouts, ranging in number from five to

thirty, close to the side of the potato deposited in

the hot-bed. These sprouts, on attaining the

length of three to five inches, are of suitable size

for transplanting into the field. Care should be
taken to break the sprouts off" close to the parent,

so as to keep some of the fibres upon them. If

the potatoes are not too roughly handled, they will

give a second and even a third crop of sprouts. In

order that they may not be checked for a second

crop, some prefer to break off the earliest sprouts

in the ground. Mr. Goodrich says he has always

found it safe to take the tuber quite out of the

ground, while breaking off the sprouts. In such a

case, they must, of course, be immediately replaced

in the bed, and covered as before.

When the sprouts are nearly ready, have the

ground, which should be of a warm, sandy, mellow,

deep nature, plowed into ridges, [in our hot, dry
summers, ridging is hardly necessary

—

Ed.] say

4 feet apart, and 12 to 15 inches high; or if pre-

ferred, into rows equidistant, 3 feet apart, so as to

admit of cultivation both ways. The ground should

be thoroughly pulverized and made as light as pos-

sible. Heavy manuring is perhaps unadvisable.

A manure is needed, such as shall keep up the

lightness of the soil, and enable it to hold a good
heart. I would have it well-rotted, and thrown on
broadcast.

I think it useless to attempt to grow this crop

in compact, moist, rich soils. Except in a very dry,

or warm season, the crop in such cases, is sure to

sufier by an overgrowth of vines, with watery tu-

bers. Set the sprouts, in making choice of ridge-

culture, about 18 inches apart, inserting them in

the soil in the same manner as cabbage plants. It

is better to plant in a dry time, than when the earih

is soaked with rain, for when the ground becomes
dry, it will be apt to bake, and check the growth of

the sprouts. Transplant them only in the latter

part of the day. Water them sparingly with water
of a moderate temperatui'e. There should be oc-

casional plowings, as long as the extent of the vines

will allow it. No dirt should be thrown on the

vines. In hoeing, never throw the vines into a
{

cluster, about the top of the hill, it will hinder the

sun from giving warmth to it to the extent desira-

ble. The vines often make eight feet or more, in

length, in a rich and moist soil, which is some
longer than they need be, in order to have fine tu-

bers. Some individuals nip the ends, in order to

check the luxuriant growth. I have heard of it be-
ing recommended to keep them shortened in a foot

till the first of August, and then allow them to take
their own course. A New Jersey farmer recently

declared to me it made no difference whether they
were shortened or not. Roots are frequently

thown down at intervals along the trailing vines,

which are apt to produce small tubers at the points.

I have heard diff'erent opinions expressed as to the
results of allowing the vines to fasten themselves
beyond the immediate centre of the hill. I think
shortening in is of no advantage, and that loosen-

ing may have its uses, according to the richness of
the soil and the moistui'e of the weather.

The tubers almost always stand up vertically in

the soil, instead of lying horizontally, as in the case

of the common potato. I ad\'ise to dig before the
first frost. If the %'ines are frosted, the potatoes, it

is said, become watery, and will not keep any
length of time. If it is not convenient to remove
the tubers from the ground previous to the early

frost, their separation from the vines may be efi"ect-

ed by passing a sharp knife between, just above the
surface of the ground.

In preserving these potatoes for winter use, they
must always be kept unexposed to the atmosphere,
in a dry place, where a pretty uniform temperature
can be maintained, the safest range being between
50 to 60 degrees Fah. They should never be al-

lowed to become sweaty. F s.

For the Netc England Farmer.

MUCK AND PEAT.
Much is said of these for manure. I have used

them in various ways, and find some equal to a
rich compost, and some inferior to poor, sandy
loam. It depends wholly on what they are made
of, whether forest leaves, receiving the wash of

rich fields, where the dung has been spread or lain

all winter in heaps, or the wash of much travelled

roads, or a poor bottomless pond hole.

Much is said of bones being dissolved by ash-

es or horse-dung ; when pounded or ground to

one-half inch pieces, and covered close in a heap
with ashes, and not so that they will heat, they will

dissolve, and if well covered with loam to save the

ammonia, they are what is wanted. Much Is said of

sprinkHng potato vines with ashes to kill the bug
that causes the rot ; but if there are ashes and
lime enough in the ground, and good seed are

planted, there will be good potatoes and no rot,

either in potatoes or grapes.

I prepared a four acre lot (which had been en-

tirely worn out,) with leached ashes, which con-

tained lime, forty years ago, and have used ashes

and bone dust occasionally, since. Potatoes have
been planted on some part of it every year, and
they have been invariably sound and good.

If a man will prosper in business, he must pay
his debts, and if he would prosper in agriculture,

he must put back something of the same nature
which he has taken from a good soil. Exchanges
of views are important; excuse this, and I have
done.

Can you inform me what is the composition of
Babbitt's grafting wax; you will oblige me by so do-
ing. Yours very respectfully, Phixeas Pkatt.

Remarks.—We do not know the composition of

Babbitt's grafting wax.

Carrots for Horses.—Our horses are now feast-

ing on orange carrots. Since we began feeding

these they will not eat corn—it will remain all the

day untouched in feeding troughs or boxes. Theo-
rize and calculate as we may as to the greater ex-

pense of roots over Indian corn, and the greater

quantity of nutritive value per acre of the latter,

yet every farmer who has had experience with roots,

must admit that they are indispensable for the pres-

ervation of the animal's health during the season of

dry-feeding.
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For the New England Farmer, having them now placed upon the stand, I close

!Wra-KrAr'T7TVn71«irT (\^ PT7F«? r'^'^
^^^^ entrance perfectly tight to stop the cur-

mANAGJl.MJi.H i OJJ hJlilLb. rent of air under them, at the same time lettmg

Mb. EoiTorv :—I have read with pleasure sever- the rays of the sun strike fully upon the hives to

al articles in the Farmer relative to the manage- 1
assist in creating a sufficient degree of heat to prop-

ment of bees in winter, but no inducements to agate the eggs and larva, and at the same time as-

adopt any system are laid down, I am somewhat
|

certain if possible if there is a supply of honey ; if

engaged in " the culture of honey and the honey not sure there is enough, feed with a little honey or

bee, and thus far have been very successful
;
yet syrup, and they will repay as many dollars as cents

there are drawbacks which require attention, which

we can obviate if we will. I object to putting bees

in a cellar, packing them in straw, and also bury-

ing in the ground. In the first place, a damp situ-

ation would sooner or later prove downright ruin

to them, as it would be very likely to mould their

combs and cause disease and death ; I should as

soon think of wintering a family of children in a

cellar and having them come out healthy in the

spring as, I would a swarm of bees. Packing them

are ])aid for the trouble.

East Bethel, Ft., Jlpril, 1856.

Z. Vinton.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
FAT.\LITY AMONG LAMBS.

Mr. Editor :—I wish to say a word in relation

to a singular fatality among lambs in this vicinity,

which, if it extensively prevails, as I think it does,

have a disastrous effect on the wool and mut-.* ^ . , ^ ., ^ will ...^.^ ^ ......v,,.

ln^stra^yls also wrong, as you n^^uf* necessanb; stfP ton interest in Vt. I had about thirty ewes with
a free circulation of pure air which is so essential

j^^^^ ^j^j^^.'^jj in good condition, and
to all anmial_ life. The method of burying them in

; ^^^^^^ ^.^^^ r^^^ ^^^^^ \ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^
the ground, is, if possible, worse than either oi the

above, for a closer confinement and consequently a

greater degree of dampness must prevail. I be-

lieve that under ordinary circumstances six swarms

out of eight would either die or be worthless the

first season, if buried in the ground. A swarm re-

duced from four thousand to two or three hundred

would be almost worthless.

The method which I practice has been successful,

never having lost a swarm either in winter or

spring. My hives are twelve inches square inside,

with an opening in front and rear for egress and

ingress, three inches long and half an inch high,

with a seven by nine glass inserted in the rear for

the purpose of witnessing their operations, and as-

certaining if they have a sufficient supply of honey

the

graae. ine lamos oegan to come aoout the

first of May, and down to this time, the 16th, I

have but one lamb living, though I have had about

twenty in all. It makes no difJPerence whether they

come in stormy or fair weather, it is all the same

;

they come into the Avorld with just a breath of life

in their body, and will live from half an hour to

twenty-four. I could scarce get them to swallow

any milk, and only two have ever stood on their

feet.

Some farmers are able to raise most of their

lambs, but all complain that they are very hard to

raise, and some are as bad off as myself.

My sheep have not run among beechnuts this

spring. Some say the trouble is caused by our

cold winter. If you or any of your subscribers can

give us any good reason for the lambs dying, I
for winter use, &c.; the glass to be covered by a

^j^^^j^^ ^^ very thankful for the same.
door that can be opened and shut at pleasure.

—

About the first of December, the hive should be

placed down closely upon the bottom boai'd, with

the front and rear entrance opened for a free cir-

culation of pure ail", which is indispensable. I now
place the hive in a dark, unoccupied room, that is

rather cold ; even if the thermometer should run to

ten or fifteen degrees below the freezing point it

would do no harm, and should be kept at as even

a temperature as possible. In this condition a

swarm of bees will consume ten or twelve pounds

of honey less than they would were they exposed

to the rays of the sun. In the course of the win-

ter, I occasionally open the doors in the rear of the

hives to ascertain their condition, being careful to

keep the frost and ice out of the entrances.

When sufficiently warm, say the last of March,

they may be taken from the room and placed

upon the bee-stand where they are to be kept

for the summer, and if the weather be favora-

ble, and the bees wish to issue out, I open the

door in the rear of the hive for the purpose of let-

ting in the light, being careful not to let any of the

bees out until the door has been opened at least

twenty-four hours, and by so doing I prevent them
being blinded by the rays of the sun, especially

when there is snow on the ground. Hanng prac-

tised the above sj-stem, I feel assured that thei-e is

no safer way, and feel confident that should any

feel disposed to follow my directions, they would
not fail of success.

My spring management is somewhat different

;

Charles S. Palnh
East Bethel, Vt., May 16th, 18o6.

cow POISONED.

Friend Farmer :—On Saturday last, Mr. Jo-

seph Cline, of this town, lost a very nice cow, pois-

oned by eating what we call Indian poke, or swamp
cabbage. It grows in wet, swampy land, and has

been used to soak corn in to poison crows, and is

sure to accomplish the object.

Berry, jV. H., 1856. W. N. WlLKLXSON.

BOL^ND VOLUMES.

G. F. H., St. Albans, Ft.—We can supply all

the previous volumes of the Farmer, perfect, with

the exception of the March number of vol. 6.

Price $1 25 a volume. The transactions of the

Agi-icultural Societies of Mass., for 1855, are not

yet published.

WATER PIPES.

D. Pratt, Beep River, in reply to inquiries about

water pipes, states that block tin is used in that re-

gion, and found convenient and profitable.

Lauson Taylor, Sutton.—We have not the book

you mention, but will publish a table on the sub-

ject you mention when we can find or prepare one.
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CATERPILLARS—STRIPED SQUIRREL.

Mr. Farmer :—There seems to be various meth-

ods of destroying the caterpillar. "C." recom-

mends to blow them off with gunpowder. W. G.

Lewis feeds them with spirits of turpentine ; oth-

ers burn them with birch-bark torch, and I have

seen one man shower them with soap-suds ; but

the best method I ever could find, is to take a dry

mullein and poke it into the nest, then roll it in

the fingers and wind them up in their own web and

crush them under the feet. What few remain

may be destroyed with the mullein, by sawing back
and forth.

To prevent the striped squirrel digging up corn,

feed them. They are like some bipeds we have

seen, they will never dig, if they can possibly get

a living without. Take shelled corn, and scatter in-

to the cavities of the stone wall, or in the corners of

the fence around the field, three or four quarts will

be sufficient for a large field. I have tried it for

many years, with complete success. H. Briggs.
Fairhaven, Vt.

RHODE ISLAND GREENING APPLE.

In answer to a subscriber's inquiry in Duxbury,
about the Rhode Island Greening, I would say, your
trees have probably too much top, so that there is

not sap enough to nourish the tree and carry out

the fruit to perfection. Ap])ly more dressing after

pruning, in the form of barn manure, oyster shells,

lime, leached ashes, or if the ground be dry, chip

dung ; wash the trees occasionally with strong soft

soap-suds, and keep the soil loose around them by
plowing or digging around for some distance.

Deerfield Centre. James Prescott.

GIFFORD MORGAN HORSE.

Is there a horse known as the "Gifford Morgan,"
if so, by whom owned, and where kept, and what is

his pedigree. j. w. A.

Remarks.—There is, or has been a horse by the

above name—but we can give no account of him.

Brother HowAKD, of the Cultivator, will be likely

to know.

VfATER CEMENT FOR ROOFS.

I wish to know through you, or of those who
may have tried it, if common water cement will

make a tight and durable covering on a flat roof

—

too flat for shingles to turn water well ? Will it

stand heat and frost without cracking ? If so how
should it be applied ?

If you or some of your correspondents will an-
swer the above questions, you will obhge a

Henniker, 1856. Farmer.

Remarks.—The common water or hydraulic

cement will not stand frost—that is, when the ce-

ment is subjected to water and frost.

Michael, Bangor, Me.—Your article on "Bank-
ing up Houses," contains valuable suggestions. We
shall reserve it for a more seasonable period,

Wm. I., Green, Me.—We can give you no reli-

able information of the fertilizer or churn, which
you inquire about.

culture of millet.

What kind of seed is the best to sow for fodder,

and when is the best time to sow it ? Will it do to

sow it on stubble, or what kind of land will be best
for it, the time to cut it, &c. ? A SUBSCRIBER.

Milford, Ct.

Rem.arks.—There are two kinds of millet, the

Turkish, and our common seed. The seed of the

former resembles canary seed. We have never

seen the plants growing. Should advise to sow

our own. Any land suitable for corn or wheat will

produce good millet. Sow about the first of June.

Cut when just out of blossom.

POWDER-POST IN TIMBER.

Mr. Brown :—I wish to inquire the reason of

walnut and white oak timber becoming powder-
posted in the sap part of the timber at a certain

stage of seasoning ? Can you give a remedy ?

Amherst, 1856. a. b.

fish as a manure.

H. W. T., Taunton.—We should not think

alewives at fifty cents per hundred and hauled four

miles, would make a profitable manure. See arti-

cle on the subject offish manure in the April num-
ber of the Monthly Farmer for the present year,

1856. _
NEW BUILDING MATERIAL.

To G. B. S., Uxbridge, .¥a5S.—Fowler & Wells,

N. Y. city, have pubKshed a little work entitled "A
Home for All," which gives a good deal of informa-

tion on the subject of building with concrete.

For the New England Farmer^

CORN MEAL AND FLOUR.
Did W. H. H. suppose he was at work upon

me, or my fellow townsman, J. R. ? Beca;ise it is

a serious matter and no small honor to be noticed
in a public journal ; and until the "hash is settled,"

we, J. R. and myself, shall have a bone to pick
between us. Having pointed out your correspon-

dent's oversight, I will proceed to comment upon
those portions of his communication that refer to

me, and peradventure I may touch upon matter
strictly concerning him and J. R., for which I shall

have to crave the pardon of both, inasmuch as I
am unable, at this time, to discern definitely where-
in W. H. H.'s account with me lies. First, he
wishes to know "why corn meal, containing two
per cent, more gluten than wheat, will not make
an adhesive dough ? He had supposed that corn
meal was deficient in gluten, partly because Dr.
Pereira had said so," and partly for some reason

which he omits to mention, but which I surmise to

be this, viz.: because it would not make an adhe-
sive dough. He supposed that inasmuch as gluten

was known to possess powerful adhesive qualities

—

it being used on self-sealing envelopes, &c.—there-

fore the meal that contained it largely, ought to

make an adhesive dough, but as corn meal (lid not
do this, he concluded that it was "deficient in glu-

ten." "Perhaps, however," he adds, "the good Dr.
may be mistaken," a well timed and sensjiile oh-
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servation truly. I have not Dr. P.'s -work at hand,

but Prof. Johnston says, as I stated in my first

communication, that corn meal contains two per

cent, more gluten than wheat flour. If these

acknowledged authorities "agree to disagree," I

shall agree not to interfere. But supposing Prof.

J. to be right, and that meal contains more gluten

than flour, and yet makes a less adhesive dough
may not the anomaly be explained in whole, or in

part, by the facts, first that meal is much coarser,

and second, that it contains six, and sometimes
seven per cent, more fat than flour ? This is my
answer to his first question.

Next he inquires, do one hundred barrels of fine

wheat flour contain more or less nutritious matter
than the same weight of oat or corn meal ? My
authority for saying less is Prof. Johnston, {\{de

Chemistry of Common Life, vol. 1, p. 86.) The
last of his inquiries that I shall notice is, whether
it is true that the "potato-eating Ii'ish" have fair,

round bellies ? "Honest Mike Fagan, of Tipper-

ary, avers that it is not true." Prof. Johnston says

as follows : "The Hindoo who lives on rice, the

negro who lives on the plantain, and the irishman
who lives exclusively on the potato, are all describ-

ed as being more or less pot-bellied," (vide Chem.
Com. Life, vol. 1, p. 99.) The reason of this is,

that a given amount of starch—the substance that

enters most largely into the composition of the po-

tato—contains much less solid nutriment than the

same amount of gluten, and consequently a larger

quantity of starch must be eaten to supply the same
amount of nutriment that may be obtained from a

much smaller bulk of gluten. And the admission,

in large quantities, of a substance so light and po-

rous as starch into the stomach, would, it seems
to me, have a decided tendency to enlarge that

organ, and confer upon the individual a somewhat
corpulent habit. However, the controversy lies

between Michael and the distinguished chemist to

whom I have twice alluded. Your correspondent's

remaining remarks and inquiries I leave to J. K.
to answer as he sees fit. The subjects to which
they refer he is eminently qualified to elucidate.

With one inquiry, I bid my friend, W. H. H,,

adieu. What does he understand by "tissue form-
ing material," gluten alone, or gluten combined
with starch and fat ? j. b. R.

Concord, April 7, 1856.

SOUES OR ACIDS.
The sourness of the juice of a lemon and the

acidity of vinegar are so well known that the mere
mention of them is sufficient to convey a knowl-
edge of the chief qualities of sours or acids in their

natural state. There are so many acids that two
or three pages of an index to a chemical book are

taken up in enumerating them. Every fruit con-
tains an acid ; nearly all the metals are capable of

forming acids. When coal, wood, paper, rag,

charcoal, brimstone, phosphorus, and many other
substances, are bui'ned, acids are ])roduced. A
flint stone is an acid. There is an acid in our win-
dow glass, and in many of the most costly precious

stones. The air we breathe contains an acid. We
create an acid in the lungs by the act of breathing.

By a very slight change sugar can be converted
into oxalic acid, Avhich is a strong poison. Sugar,
by another change, is converted into vinegar.

These two illustrations show that a sweet can be

converted into a sour ; but when sour fruit becomes
sweet it proves almost to demonstration that a sour
can become a sweet acid.

The most powerful acid is that derived from
burning sulphur—it is called sulphuric acid, and is

one of the most important articles of manufacture.
Its acidity is so great that a tea-spoonful is suffi-

cient to make a pailful of water quite sour. Ni-
tric acid, obtained from nitre or salt-petre, is of
the next importance in the arts ; it is so corrosive

that it has long been distinguished by the name of
aqua fortis, that is, strong water—strong, sure
enough, for a nodule of iron, lead, or silver, dis-

solves in it like sugar placed in water. From the
number of acids which we find in nature, and the

tendency of many artificial substances to become
sour, it is evident that acids and sours are essen-

tial to our life and well being. Acids assume all

forms and colors ; some are liquids, some gaseous,

others solid. The acids of fruits, when separated
from the grosser particles that accompany them,
are very beautiful and crystalizable substances.

By the ingenuity of the chemist, the sour of un-
ripe apples, grapes, tamarinds, lemons, Ike, may
be crystalized into beautiful snow-white bodies,

which, however, when touched by the tongue, at

once indicate their origin by their flavor.—SEP-
TIMUS PlESSE, in Scientijic American.

To Destroy Caterpillars.—A gentleman from

Saugus, whose name we have forgotten, informs us

that he has found the use of molasses very effectu-

al in destroying caterpillars ; that when they are in

the nest he has smeared it over with molasses, and

that none have ever escaped from it ; that they

cannot travel over a limb where the molasses has

touched, and that it does not in any way injure the

tree, and that upon the whole, he likes it better

than lighted torches, gunpowder, soap-suds, whale

oil soap, or even the thumb and finger ! A cheap

and easy remedy. Let the molasses "work."

Apples wiTnouT Blossom.—The following was

sent us by a lady in Norwich, Vt., now at the ad-

vanced age of eighty-four years. It is written

with her own hand, which is as clear and legible as

the print you are now reading.

At Barre, Massachusetts, I saw two apple trees

which never blossomed, but bore good sized, fair

apples. I inquired into the philosophy of it, and
was told it was by reversing the scion when grafted.

M. D. R.

Parsnips for Stock.—The Prairie Farmer of

March 27th, in a valuable article on the Parsnip,

says :—It is excellent as food for horses, cattle and
swine. It is more nutritious than the carrot. The
winter butter from the cows of Jersey and Guernsey^

fed on the parsnip, is almost as rich in flavor and
color, as when they are fed in pastures. It bears

frost well. If left in the ground all winter, it will

be good in the spring. Its ash has 36 per cent,

potash. Wood ashes make a good manui'e for it.

It is more hardy, and less liable to disease and to

insects than the carrot. It may be sown, says the

Albany Cultivator, in the fall.
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PATENT SELF-REGULATING WIND-MILL.

The vrinA has been pressed into the service of

man on land, as well as on the sea, in many ways.

It raised the water to irrigate the lands of the an-

,

cients, as well as to winnow their grain and fill their

sails. Some interesting relics are left of the wind-

mills of our fathers, erected soon after the settle-

ment at Plymouth. But generally, they have been

found somewhat uncontrollable, and liable to be

broken in high winds. It is said that the one here

represented is cheap and not liable to this objec-

tion.

The Pennsylvania Farm Journal, from which

we take the description, says the accompanying

engravings illustrate an improvement for which a I

patent was granted to Dr. Frank G. Johnson, No.

196 Bridge St., Brooklyn, N. Y., on the 16th of.

January, 1856.

The invention consists in providing the wings of

the machine with weights and springs, which are

so arranged as to control the position of the wings,

causing them, whenever their velocity is too great,

to be more or less turned edgewise to the wind,

and vice versa. Also in providing the wind wheel

with a stop wheel, arranged in such a manner that

a slight pressure on the stop wheel has the same

effect on the wings as an increased velocity of the

wind, thus enabling the wings to be turned edge-

wise to the wind, and the mill to be thereby stopped

at pleasure.

In the engraving fig. 1 is a perspective, and figs.

2, 3, 4, sectional views of the improvements. Sim-

ilar letters refer to the same parts.

The sHding weights G, figs. 1 and 3, connecting

rods, r, and spiral springs, Y, constitute the gover-

nor or regulating apparatus. When the wheel re-

volves at its maximum velocity, the weights by cen-

trifugal force are thrown out from the centre, and

the extremities of the rods, r, drawn closer togeth-
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er, which causes the wings to turn edgewise to the

wind. The tendency of the mill now is to revolve

slower and slower, until the tension of the springs

shall overcome the centrifugal force of the weights,

which will slip or draw them in towr.rds the centre

again, and thus turn the wings flat to receive the

wind, and give the mill, whenever the wind is suffi-

ciently strong, a uniform velocity, irrespective of

the variation of wind and resistance presented to it.

One weight controls three wings, by connecting one

to another. To give the mill greater or less veloc-

ity it is only necessary to diminish or increase the

tension of the springs, Y, which is done by turning

the nuts, n, out from or in towards the centre. To

provide against strong and sudden gusts of \Nind,

the wings are made wider on the back than on the

front side of their bearings, so that they will turn

back and crowd the weights out from the centre,

before the velocity necessary to do the same could

be acquired.

The stop-wheel, C, and the rods, Z, connecting it

and the weights, constitute the stopping apparatus

which, operates as follows :—Thus, supj)ose brake

I (fig. 2) to be pressing upon tlie stop-wheel, and

thus stopping, or rather holding back, said wheel

;

while the main wheel turns on, then the point, O,

would rise to o, or as far above the wind-shaft as it

is now below it, and thus throw out the weights

from G to g, and turn all the wings edgewise to the

wind, causing them to stand still until the brake is

released ; the brake is made to operate by means

of a weight hung upon cord h. This governor and

stopping apparatus, it will be seen, revolve with and

constitute a part of the wind wheel, and are inde

pendent of every other part of the mill, thus mak'

ing the wind wheel alone self-regulating, and al-

most stopping in spite of the gale.

By means of the brace M, and collar, S, together

with the iron bar, R, the strain of the mill, in its

tendency to be blown over, is brought on the bot-

tom of the post or standard as well as on the top.

If the mill were sustained by a continuation of the

apindle, P, a distance down into the post, the whole

mill, by the peculiar action of the wind, would ac-

quire a rocking motion, placing the spindle and

post in danger of being broken off, which liability

is wholly prevented by the above arrangement.

—

Rotary motion is transmitted from the wind-wheel

to pulley \, by gearing, in the usual manner.

Its parts are simple ; they are nearly all made of

strong, ii'on, so as to be very durable. Many of the

parts are provided with adjusting screws, whereby

a proper degree of tension may be secured ; the

machine may also be taken down, removed, and put

up again very easily. These mills are sold at prices

ranging from $50 to $800, according to size. For

the lowest sum a machine is furnished having

about the power, during a pleasant breeze, of one

man.

For the New England Fanner.

IMPERFECTIONS.
Mr. Editor :—Having been a subscriber to your

paper for more than one year, I am free to say that

I know of no monthly publication which, in my
opinion, is doing an equal amount of good. Yet,

I would beg leave to say that in my judgment it

might be made far better, without any additional

cost. I refer to the fact, that the Post Office ad-
dress of very many of your correspondents is omit-
ted, which to me is a great loss. The cause becomes
quite apparent, from the least reflection. Public
discussion upon agricultural matters, all agree,

is of vast importance, and it is pleasing to know
that numei'ous clubs, or associations, have been
formed in most of the New England States for the

laudable purpose of diffusing useful knowledge upon
this important branch of industry. It is, however,
to be regretted that the great majority of those en-
gaged in agricultural pursuits cannot, or do not,

participate in the great benefits to be derived from
these meetings.

Some, indeed, seem to have so large a "bump"
of self-conceit, that they icill not he taught, while
others aim with great care to do as did their fath-

ers. There is, however, a large class who are aim-
ing at improvements. They are not satisfied Avith

present attainments, but regard the experience and
experiments of others as worthy of their notice

;

consequently, they seek to learn by means of the
press what others say upon these matters in which
they are so deeply interested. It is, however, ob-
vious that few printed communications on agricul-

tural subjects are so explicit as to require no addi-

tional explanations. This defect, if it exist, can
only be su])plied by means of epistolary correspon-
dence through the post-office. Hence, I trust, all

\nil see the importance of having the post-office ad-
dress clearly attached to the names of those who
are contributing so largely to the colums of a work
so universally popular and reliable as the JVeio

England Farmer. Solomon Steele.
Derby Line, Vt.,Feb., 1856.

For the Netc England Farmer

THE PAST WINTER,
AyrD THE \-ERMONT CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Mr. Farmer :—Some thirty years since a Ger-
man Duke travelled through a portion of Canada
and "the States," and puljlished his two volumes of

travels on his return. Of Vermont, he said, " Ihe
women of Vermont are very fat, have yellow hair,

and all smoke." It seems he passed through Lake
Champlain, did not land, and only saw some emi-

grants on one of our wharves, just from the ould

counthrie. This statement is much like your New
Hampshire correspondent's, published in your pa-

per of the 3d inst.

In my statement of weather, &c., dated Feb. 11,

I said, "The trains on the Central Railroad, from
Windsor 07i (printed over) Connecticut River to

Burlington on Lake Champlain, have not lost a
trij), nor have they been delayed so as to be more
than fifteen minutes behind making time on this

rond— sometimes late caused by non-arrival of
trains on connecting roads."

The data for this and the Vermont and Canada
road was taken at the office of the Central road ob
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the 10th, and written on the 11th February and

sent you. On the 12th, the same night friend

Varney was so unfortunate as to be an hour late,

we had a slight blow. Still, friend Varney should

not have growled at one hour's detention, as had

he, the same day, taken the southern route via Bel-

lows Falls, he would have stopped at a farm-house

on the mountain, and been, instead of one, thirty-

six hours behind time, notwithstanding the roads

in our vallty were all in running order.

A statement of the weather from Feb. 11 to this

time would surprise him quite as much as the last,

(which I assure him was strictly true,) and con-

vince even so great a traveller as he is, that the

valley of Lake Champlain has "presented an excep-

tion" to the generally severe past winter. I may
soon make compararive tables, and send you.

If friend Varney had seen a fat, yellow-haired

woman smoking at St. Albans, and had made the

same statement of the women of Vermont that the

German Duke did, he would not have been more
unfortunate in his conclusions than he has been in

the ])resent case. C. GOODRICH.
Burlington, Ft., May 26, 1856.

For the New England Farmer.

THE PROFIT OF FATTENING SWINE.
BY F. nOLBROOK.

In an article in the Monthly Farmer for April,

1854, I endeavored to show that swine may be

profitably fattened in New England ; and in the

Farmer for May, 1854, and again in that for July,

1855, I gave the results of experiments in feeding

pigs, instituted for the purpose of te-ting the

soundness of the views advanced in my first article.

Since writing those papers, I have made yet anoth-

er trial of the cost and profit of feeding, and will

now give the details.

On the 2d of January, 1856, 1 commenced feed-

ing five lean shoats, weighing respectively, 80, 77,

70, 66 and 61 lbs., or, in all, 354 lbs., gross weight.

They were placed in apartments consisting of a

compost pen, about 10 feet wide, by 14 feet long,

and an eating-room connected therewith. The

litter made by two horses was daily thrown into

the pen ; scrapings from the woods, consisting of

leaves, decayed sticks and rich mould, were occa-

sionally added, say two loads or a cord once a fort-

night ; and clean straw was frequently given to the

pigs, which they arranged in the pen, for bedding,

to suit themselves. It was quite an advantage to

have the pigs make their bed in the compost heap,

as the pen not being very large, the whole heap

was influenced by the heat generated by the pigs

while Ijing in their bed, so that it did not freeze

deeply, even in the coldest weather. The litter

from the horses also contributed to keep out frost.

As in the experiments heretofore made, so also

in this, the pigs were fed on corn and cob meal,

—

the rule being to give them all they would eat with

a good appetite, and keep the troiigh clean. Im-

mediately after feeding them at a given time, the

meal for the next feeding was placed in the bucket,

hot water poured on to scald it, and the wash of

the kitchen afterwards added, the mess standing in

a warm place the while, to soak and swell. Each

grist of ears of corn, when put up to be ground

for the pigs, was carefully measured, and at

once charged to them, so that all shrinkage from

toll taken out or otherwise, was placed to their de-

bit. Entire accuracy was aimed at in keeping the

account.

The pigs were thus treated till the 8th of April

last, when they were sold to the butcher at 9 cents

the pound, dressed,—he charging for the slaughter-

ing. The five weighed, dressed, 785 lbs. They

consumed eighty-four bushels of corn and cob, or

forty-two bushels of clear corn. During the tim'>

of feeding, they were supplied with twelve loads of

raw material from the woods, which they pulverized

and enriched, and mixed with the litter from the

horses and the straw for bedding, making up a com-

post of the best quality, both as regards material

and mode of manufacture.

Corn was worth in January last, in this market,

about one dollar and ten cents per bushel ; but has

been gradually falling in price, till now it is about

eighty cents, by the quantity.

The five pigs may be accounted with as follows

:

78") lbs. of pork, net, at 9 cents per lb $70,65
Deduct 84 bushels corn and cob, or 42 bushels

clear corn, at an average price of $1 per bu. .$42,00
riediict paid for slaufihterinf; the five 3,75

Deduct paid for the lean shoats $4 each 20,00 65,75

Balance, above the mariiet value of corn consumed... $4,90

And the pigs have converted 12 loads of raw ma-
terial into good comnost, worth a bushel of

corn, or $1 per load $12,00
From which, if you please, deduct the cost of

furni^liii.g material, say 50 cents per load,

which is pretty high 6,C0 6,00

Profit on the five pigs $10,90

This is the sixth experiment I have made, to as-

certain the cost and profit of fattening swine, and

it shows less profit than any other one of the six

;

and I attribute the smaller return mainly to the

extreme and long-continued cold weather of the

past winter. Probably, if I had fed these pigs a

month longer, so as to have given them the advan-

tages of warmer weather, to lay on fat, the gain in

proportion to the corn consumed would have been

materially greater than now appears. However, ex-

tremely unfavorable as the season was, yet the pigs

paid more for the corn consumed, than it could

have been sold for in market, by the quantity, and

supplied a pile of compost worth more than they

get credit for in the account.

Here, in New England, we must use all resources

available at a reasonable cost, if we would keep our

best lands up to the desirable pitch of fertility, and

much more, ifwe would improve those that have been

worn by long and severe cropping, or that neve)-,

by nature, had more than a thin hungry soil. The

means for the most part employed must bo those
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afforded by the farm itself. My object, in all these

experiments with swine, has been to show to my-

self and to others, one of the ways in which the

products of the farm may be disposed of so as to

or iron ; and have given orders for more to take

the place of iron."

I regret that there is not some one m this re-

gion that would commence the manufacture on a

large scale, as I am continually having applications

give them back to it in compost with materials for it. It is out of my line, aiid I have as" much to

otherwise lying waste or idle, and get as good a do at drain tile as I can attend to.

price for the crop as though it had been directly „. _ _ ,
James M. Crafts.

exchanged for money. Here is the policv for him ^^ '^°'*'3/. •^^«**-> -^^«2/ 15, 1856.

who desires to live by farming : so direct the busi-

ness as to obtain a reasonable return for capital and

labor invested, without robbing the soil. He who,

eager for a present income, regardless of the future
" ,.^. /i • n .1 11 f..„_ u !,„ „^„ „„t Mp.. Broavx:—I have seen much m vour excel-

condition of his farm, takes all irom it he can get, , .u i r e -i a .^oii „„'

ri 1 I
lent paper on the planting of large and small po-

retuming httle or nothing back, is not unlike the,
^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ j.^^. ^^,^^^^_ j ^^^^ neither side in the

man in the fable, who fortunately possessing a
|

controversy. If I took either, I should incline to

goose that laid a golden egg every day, was not
j

the small ])Otato ]iarty, and my reasons for so do-

content with so sure but slow, an income,"and think- !
i"J? you

^'fi
^ee in what follows.

, , ^ 1 1 ,il 1 hat wliicli vegetates m the potato is the eve.
in<j to seize a large treasure at once, mangled ancr - -- >- - ' - - -..

For the New England Farmer.

WHY SMALL POTATOES ARE BEST.

tortured the faithful goose, and in the end lost all.

F. HOLBROOK.
Braitleboro\ May 27, 1856.

For the I\eic England Farmer.

STONE WATER PIPES.

Mr. Editor :—In the monthly Farmer for ^lay

It would seem, at first sight, likely to make little

difference, whether the eye of the larger or small-

er potato were used for seed. Indeed, it would

seem, that as more of the nutritive matter of the

potato surrounds the eye in a large than in a small

])Otato, it would l)e better to use the large potato

than the small one for seed. But herein is the evil

winch follows the use of the larger potato for this

])iirpose—to wit, the quantity of arimentar}' matter,

in a large potato, is disadvantageous, by ])romoting

too great a develo])ment of stems and leaves

;

while on the other hand, the less alimentary mat-

ter in a small potato makes it better for seed to

I noticed an inquiry made by H. Morse, of John

son, Vt., as to the "best material to use for convey-

ing water to buildings. Some two years ago, I

commenced the manufacture of drain tile in Whate-
J

produce good crops than a large one, because it

ly, and the thought occurred to me that a pipe for 'Jess promotes rankness of stems and leaves,

aqueduct purposes might be made of stone ware,
I But still a question remains behind, u'% use ihe

which would be the desideratum, both asi regaY{\^,potaU), large or small, whole, for seed'? \Vliy raise

cost and durability, and not only that, but freedom '^ question between large and small potatoes, breth-

from deleterious matter, as there is no poisonous L-pi^ of the same family, and each entitled to pro-

substance used in the mianufacture of stone ware, ^luce after its kind ? When I was a boy, it was the

The only articles used in its com])osition are clay, emjilovment of "us boys" to cut the potatoes in the

(commonly known as pipe clay,) and salt, which
j

evenings, during plannng-time, into sets for plant-

forms the outside glazing, applied when the ware is i^g, j suppose this is done now, not to save seed,

at a white heat. The inside glazing is composed of but because potatoes, when planted as sets, run less

common clay. So you see that there can be no |(o tops and stems than whole tubers, and produce

objection to the material, so far as that is con-
^ more than whole tubers. I last year planted a

cerned. I therefore made a quantity of the ]>ipt',j small piece of land with potatoes of fair size, and

in sections of two feet, one end of each having a^ another piece of land with potatoes cut in sets,

socket or enlargement to receive the other end ofKly man testified, with Irish vehemence, that the

its fellow into it, some two inches or more; thi«' whole potatoes gave stalks and to spare; but that

joint is made tight by means of melted brimstone! the sets yielded abundantly of praters.

being poured into the space remaining in the sock-i But as I am accused of borrowing my wit, with-

et, thus making a ])erfectly tight joint. They out giving the lender credit, (and I confess I do
should be laid below the effects of the frost, or the borrow it all, for I came into the world with none,

liabiUty of cattle ste])i)ing on them. In that case and could never originate any,) IavIU quoteLindley,

I do not know of any thing that will compare Avith no mean authoritv. After saying that in laying

it for durability or cheajmess. The pipe, I have i down cuttings of the grape vine, each eye must have

^ince learned, is manufactured extensively in Ohio, la large piece of alburnum attached to it to nourish

and to some extent in Somerset, in this State. It it, Lindley adds, "The provision of alimentary mat-

has been submitted to a test, to ascertain its ter may,"however, be, in some case, disadvanta-

strength, by A. Stanwood, formerly superintendent geous, by ])romoting too great a development of

of pi])es, Cochituate Water -works, and found to stems and leaves, of which the potato itself is an

sustain a pressure of 300 pounds to the square in^h,

or greater than a column of water 6o0 feet luiih.

without injury to the pipe. Messrs. Bemis & Mc-
Clellan, of C'hicopee, have a large quantity laid,

and speak of it thus : — "It has been in constant

use since it was laid, conveying the water to our

instance. Theoretically, the more nutritive matter

there is for the eyes, the greater crop there will be ;

and so, probably," there is of leaves and stems ; and

it would seem that whole potatoes should be more

advantageous to plant than sets. But 1 have proved,

by a series of numerous experiments, that the

entire satisfaction. We have great confidence in: weight of potatoes, per acre, is greater, under equal

Its durability, and believe it to be superior to lead
j circumstances, from sets than from whole tubers,
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by upwards of from seven hundred weight to three

tons per acre ; and considerably more, on compar-

ison of the clear produce, after deducting the weight

died February 24, 1856. Being the oldest of his

father's fiimily, his services were required at home
at so early an age that even the scanty advantages

of sets, in both cases. In these instances, I sup-
1
of the district school of those days were in his case

posed the rankness of the vegetation, from the considerably abridged. Probably reading, writing,

whole tubers, to be the cause of the diminished 'spelling and arithmetic were the only branches to

crop ; for the stems were unable to sujiport them- which he paid any attention at school. Atlases, or

selves, and were blown about, laid, and broken by maps, of any kind were not introduced until many
the wind." M. I years after his leaving school, and he has told his

I

children that he was indebted to the books he
For the yew England Farmer,

j

bought for them, for his first lesson in geography.

LUTHER CARLTON. \^'^! twenty-one years of age, Mr. Carlton
worked out uy the month tor about live years.

—

Mr. Editor :—Believing the plan which you an-
1 Farm wages were then much lower than at pres-

nounccd a few weeks since of publishing brief bi-
i ent, while somethings that a young man has to

ographical sketches of "men distinguished for their buy were much higher. Aside from one year that

ability and influence in matters pertaining to agri-
1 he worked for his father and received a pair of

culture," will prove to be one of the most valuable 'steers worth forty dollars, his wages probably aver-

features of your excellent journal, I have written
|

aged less than ten dollars a month, and he paid as

for publication the following notice of the life of|highas fifty cents a yard for cotton cloth for his

this individual, although I have too much regard
|

shirts. Yet the savings of these years, insignifi-

for his well-known modesty, to claim for him a cant as so small a sum is apt to appear to young
rank among the "distinguished," in the ordinary 'men, proved the foundation of a competence that

sense of that word. Born in the neighborhood in many fail to secure with much larger wages and
which he lived and died, he passed the quiet and

\

more favorable opporturnities.

undistinguished life of a country farmer. And it is
j

Two or three years after his marriage, he as-

for this reason, that his example in many respects sumed the maintenance of his wife's parents, and
may be of greater value to those who are struggling! moved on to their farm. This undertaking so of-

with the obstacles and discouragements that he en- ten attended by more or less of family jealousy and
countered, than it would be had his course been

^

trouble, was performed to the entire satisfaction

marked by those rare events, or those uncommon! both of the old people and of their children and
qualities, which, falling to the lot of the few, make, grandchildren, who at the death of his father-in-

them prominent, distinguished, famous. The great' law, the late Dea. Nathaniel Pratt, numbered for-

and the glaring, the uncommon and the rare, have ty-six, including great-grandchildren, most of

long been the exclusive subjects of the biographer. 'whom resided but a short distance from the old

And were it to be announced to-day that the real
' homestead, to which they were perhaps more than

object of biography is to excite dissatisfaction with
|

ordinarily attached. As one of the number, I feel

thebusinessof farming and the occupations of every- it but justice to add that our frequent visits to our

day-life, and to teach the young to look to trade,
, grand-parents were as pleasant and cordial after

speculation, politics, Hterature and war as the only; the transfer of the property as before. This fact,

avenues to wealth and honor, would our books on
1 which might be regarded as strictly a family or per-

that subject need any alteration or revision?—
{ sonal matter, is alluded to with the impression that

Would not their examples be directly to the point ?
i it may afford a valuable suggestion to all who are or

But if biography is to teach the philosophy of com- may be placed in similar circumstances. "New
mon life by examples that shall afford hope and en-

j lords, new laws," is an old adage. And it is but

couragement to the multitude who find its trials 'natural for those situated as Mr. Carlton was, to feel

and difficulties disheartening, then there must be 'that others ought to respect such a change of own-
a radical change. Napoleon made the Life of Al-

1 ership as took place in this case, while those rela-

exander his constant companion; the merchant can itives, on the other hand, who have been accus-

do the same with the Diary and Correspondence of'tomed from their infancy to regard the old place as

Amos Lawrence ; and the politician may do well,
j

a home, find it difficult to respect the rights of a

perhaps, to study the history of Talleyrand ;—but i new occupant.

whose biography aflbrds a model for the young
|

At the time Mr. C. took possession of the old

farmer.'* Where shall he find examples applicable
[ farm, it had become so run out as to produce, the

to his sphere, and possible with his means? It -first year, little more hay than would feed the stock

cannot be doubted that perseverance, tact, skill, i that he had bound himself to keep for the exclu-

generalship, and all the nobler traits of human na-isive use of the old people, and from the want of

ture, are as often displayed on the farm as in the necessary farm-buildings, he lost four young cattle

camp, the cabinet or the counting-house. Let it, the first winter. The estate was somewhat in debt,

then, become a part of the duty of agricultural pa-|and money so scarce that he Avas obliged to pay 12

pers to furnish these examples; and until the at- 'per cent, for some he had to borrow to meet his

tractions of style and manner which good writers] taxes and other pressing demands. It was a dark

have the power of throwing around the subjects of dav, and fortune seemed against him. A piece of

their pen can be secured, something may be done 'cloth that his wife had made for a cloak for herself

by those of less humble claims, by presenting the ' was sold to a young man who wanted a wedding-

example of good and faithful men, to encourage to suit, and paid for with a note which proved worth-

perseverance in the duties of common Hfe, and to, less, when oftered to the merchant to whose ac-

contentment with the character of a citizen and '. count it was intended to apply. Under the circum-

neighbor. stances this was a heavy loss, and he often spoke of

The subject of this notice was born in Reading,
I its taking him four years to outgrow the loss of fif-

Windsor County, Vermont, January 21, 1792, and| teen dollars! The next web that was manufac-
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tured for the cloak was again disposed of in part

payment of the purchase of a horse for the old peo-

ple, in place of one that died. With such a wife a

man might well lake courage. I have often heard

him say that for three years they did not spend so

much as "a quarter" by way of pleasure or amuse-

ment. The first money he received from his farm

was by the sale of wool from the middle of the

fleece, at twenty-five cents a pound—the remnants

being kept at home to be worked up in his family.

The difficulty which the farmers of that day, and of

that section, experienced in obtaining money, will

hardly be appreciated by the young men of the

present time. Nor will they understand how a

man of Mr. Carlton's skill to plan, and of his en-

ergy and perseverance to execute, could have felt

the loss of fifteen dollars for four years. The sale

of a few lambs was then almost the only resource

for raising money with many farmers in Vermont.

They manufactured their own clothing, and, with

the aid of a blacksmith, pretty much all of their

own tools, and thus managed to get along with

very little ready cash ; consequently the reception

of a small sum was an event to be remembered, es-

pecially when as in this case, it came as the "first

fruits" of his labor. The produce and stock of his

farm, however, soon increased, so that he was able

to devote a small sum annually to the reduction of

his debts, after providing for the support of a large

family. I regret that I am not able to speak more
particularly of the improvements which he has ef-

fected upon the farm. But perhaps it is sufficient

to say that he added something to the "grand list"

of the town—something to the real wealth of the

country, by his well directed labors, based upon the

principle of cultivating thoroughly and manuring
highly all the land he plowed, and of keeping good
stock or none.

Mr. Carlton was not a trading farmer. He nev-

er bought an animal or anything else, for the mere
purpose of traffic. This 1 am aware is not in ac-

cordance with the advice of some agricultural wri-

ters, who hold that skill in trading is as essential

to success in farming as in commerce. It was not

from the want of judgment, or knowledge of the

value of property, that he refrained from trading.

Few men knew better the worth of both real and
personal estate. The opinion of Mr. Carlton

as to the value of a farm or an animal was often

consulted by his relatives and neighbors, and they

considered themselves safe in acting upon it. Per-

haps the value of his example In this respect would

be better appreciated by trading farmers were they

to estimate fairly all the incidental expenses of

money, time, and distraction of mind which their

most lucky trades really cost. The only advice in

relation to business Mr. C. gave his son during his

last illness was—to work what he was able to on a

farm, trade no more than was necessary for his farm-

ing business, and to keep his name from other peo-

ple's paper.

Mr. C. was a strong temperance man, even when
almost all farmers used ardent spirits, at least in

haying-time. I have heard him speak of his course

when he was a young man and worked with those

who drank their morning "bitters." "While they

were mixing their grog," he said, "I would take a

cup, go to the yard and drink as much milk as I

wanted fi-esh from the cow. I could then mow
with comfort till breakfast time, while others often

complained of faintness long before the horn

sounded."

Mr. Carlton was contented with the business

of farming, and never seemed to envy the suc-

cess, either apparent or real, of other professions.

His was not a mind to be captivated by show or

tinsel. "Others may dress better, and appear in

finer style than farmers, but in the end," 1 have of-

ten heard him remark, "they may not find them-
selves so far ahe^d of us."

It has been the purpose of this notice to allude

only to those incidents of his life and those traits

of his character which may aff"ord examples for the

imitation or for the encouragement of young far-

mers, and to avoid everything that is merely eulo-

gistic ; and, on this principle I cannot avoid a ref-

erence to his course in respect to pul)lic offices. He
held that those who accepted office ought to have

both time and money to spare. Although in later

life he represented his town in the State Legisla-

ture for two years, and held many other town of-

fices, he persisted in declining all that he thought

would interfere with his business, until he found

that his circumstances warranted him in accepting.

It is not supposed that the foregoing does full

justice to the character of Mr. Carltcn. I have

neither the facts nor the ability to justify the at-

tempt. My simple effort has been to make the

best use in my power of some of the examjiles

which his life afforded of industry, perseverance and
well-doing. But even this fragmentary notice

would be too imperfect without allusion to his char-

acter and example as a neighbor. In trouble and
affliction his advice and assistance was frequently

sought. In sickness, death and funerals his ser-

vices were freely offered and gratefully accepted.

—

And when, at last, the same sad offices were re-

quired for him, tne heartfelt respect and esteem

which was manifested by his neighbors and towns-

men, suggests to my mind the inquiry, whether in

our efforts to secure the respect oF the community
and to obtain an honorable standing in society, we
do not too often overlook those almost undefinable

little acts of kindness and friendUness which ever

mark the character of the good neighbor and the

good citizen. S. FLETCHER.
Winchester, Mass., May, 1856.

PLANTING CORN BY HORSE POWER.
Some weeks since we gave an engraving of Bil-

lings^ Corn Planter, and spoke in general terms of

its construction, and its apparent ability to do the

work well and with rajndity. At that time we had

not used it in the field, and could judge of it only

by its appearance, and by the application to it of

certain principles of construction which are indis-

pensable in such a machine.

On the thirtieth of May, ha\-ing a field of about

four acres in readiness for planting, we introduced

the Planter. The field was partially on a hill-side,

had both fast and loose stones, and plenty of witch

grass. Before taking it to the field we made a

thorough trial with it on a common road, where

there was not a suflUcient depth of loose earth to

cover up all the corn, and where we could plainly

see its operations. The trial here being satisfactory,

we took it to the field with confidence, mounted a

Boston boy on a good horse, and started off". After
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going acrops the field two or three times, and

watching the droppings with an interest which the

tyro usually feels when engaged in his first achieve-

ment, we hauled up and commenced an exploration

in the track which the roller made, to learn how

matters stood below. Ah, here they are, one, two,

three - but where are the fourth, fifth and sixth ker-

nels ? It scatters a little, the boy has found them.

All right. Mount ! In a twinkling the boy was

mounted again, Pegasus took up a lively walk,

click, click, click, went the machine, and four hours

of steady application planted the field, comprising a

little less than four acres !

The corn, we think, is planted as well as it could

possibly be done by hand ; being placed in straight

lines and covered at a uniform depth, and what is

pleasant, we found the machine admirably adapted

for clearing its own way, and putting the ground in

the best condition for receiving the corn. It is

held easy, sitting uprightly on its planes and the

roller, and pushes aside the stones, old corn butts,

&c., while the curved iron plates behind the mould

boards draw the fine soil upon the corn immediate-

ly before the roller as it passes along. "We believe

a person having three acres of corn to plant annu-

all}' will be the gainer by purchasing this machine,

We write without the suggestion or knowledge of

any one having an interest iu the manufacture or

sale of the Planter.

For the New England Farmer.

TREATMEIJT OF PLUM TREES.

Mr. Editor : —Some few days since, I read a

short article in the Boston Daily Journal, wherein
the writer gave his experience of his treatment of

plum trees diseased by warts, or those black, rough
excrescences, which sometimes attack these kind of

trees. As the writer's experience and mine so

strikingly coincided, indulge me with some remarks
on the subject. I can vouch for the efficacy of

that treatment ; while his method is a little differ-

ent from mine, the ])rinciple is the same. The wri-

ter of that article, in the first place, cut off all the

diseased parts of the tree, which strikes me as a

very good plan, and then washed them with strong

salt water. My method has been to apply salt

freely to the roots of the tree, and during the leaf-

ing and flowering jieriod, when the tree is wet with

dew or rain, throw fine salt over the branches
;

and I can truly say, that, by this treatment, I

have never foiled of curing the most inveterate

cases I have met with. Not only does the salt

treatment cure the warts, but it acts as a powerful

stimulant to the plum tree, and by salting them
freely, with such other care as every one should be-

stow upon his fruit trees, I have seen those which
had not for years perfected any fruit, bear profuse-

ly, and bring it to the most luscious perfection.

I can, with confidence, recommend this treatment
for plum trees, and feel perfectly assured that those

who will try it will be amply rewarded for their

trouble. For the coming six weeks, all kinds of
fruit trees will need their greatest attention. If

those having them wish to have good fruit and
thrifty trees, they must not expect them without.

Their culture is one of the most delightful employ-
ments of the tarm—and how liberal the reward
they bestow for all the care they receive ; and
then, too, what an ornament they are, scattered

over the farm, giving their soothing shade to man
and beast during the hot sunshine, gratifying the

palate with their luscious, fleshy fruit, and delight-

ing the eye with their beauty ; aflbrdiiig a trel)le

pleasure iur the attention which the careful tiller

l)estows. How largely fruit enters into the happi-

ness and oomlbrts of life ! Mr. Editor, now I have
my ])en in the business, permit nie to say a few
words about a wash for trees ; not only the apple,

but almost any other kind of a tree. Where you
wish to destroy all kinds of vermin which attach

themselves to their l:)ark and limbs, I think it will

not injure even the plum. I refer to the solution

of common ])otash—about a pound, to two gallons

of water. This is no new thing ; its use for such
purpose is older, I presume, than ihe writer of tliis,

and without any disparagement of any other wash,
which diil'erent persons may fLuicy; I can safely say

—as the loafer said about rum—for a sleaihj ivash,

there is nothing to compare with it. I have used
it upon old trees and young trees, in all stages of

their growth—and if used at the strength here rec-

ommended, I do not hesitate to warrant it to pro-

duce no injury whatever to the tree. The present

is as good a time as any other to make the first ai>
plication, and with an old broom, or what I prefer

as far better, a good sized sponge—prepared before

using, by taking a common darning needle, with

good strong twine, sew through and through it, in

all directions, which will make it wear a great

deal longer—fasten it to a suitable handle. A man
can easily wash two hundred tree trunks a day.

Most farmers sadly neglect their trees ; but a few
minutes a day, for the coming six weeks, devoted
to this department of the farm, will pretty much do
up the business for the season. For instance, how
easy it will be some of these dewy mornings, while

every caterpillar's nest will glisten in the sun,

just to take a light ladder, and with the hand cov-

ered with an old mitten, or not, just as suits the

fancy, give a hundred or two nests—if thei-e be as

many—a hearty squeeze of the hand, as a welcome
to spring. But just let these fellows have their

own way, a month or two, and they will laugh in

your face, and bid defiance to your hand, or most
anything else you may resort to, to get rid of them
for this season. And then, what a prominent sign of

your neghgence and carelessness they will present,

all over your trees, to every passei-by. Also to

that committee which you expect, ere long, to view
the improvements on your farm. Now do not let

this matter have the go-by, amid the i^ressing du-

ties of the farm, at this busy season. My word for

it, a squeeze in time—in this business—saves nine,

you will be astonished to find how easily this busi-

ness is accomplished, if only taken in time. There-
fore, take time by the foretop and go at it.

May, I80G. Norfolk.

Remarks.—We like all our correspondent's let-

ter, except the wash which he recommends. Our

readers well know how often we have spoken

against the potash wash. Made of the strength

the writer recommends, and in careful hands, it
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may be used without injurj'. But in hundreds of

cases, even of that strength, it would prove ex-

ceedingly injurious. We can point to many or-

chards to sustain these statements. There is no

need of using potash. Soft soap answers all the

desired purposes,—but even that needs to be dilu-

ted. If trees are well taken care of constantly,

there is no occasion for violent remedies.

For the New England Farmer.

SONG SPAREOW-EABITS OF BIRDS.

Mr. Editor :—I notice articles occa^^ionally in

your paper in relation to the birds. Feeling a deep
interest in the study of Ornithology, I always read

all that is written on the subject with avidity. Now
permit me to contribute a few lines on the subject

which lies next my heart. I will take my little fa-

vorite, the common Song Sparroiv, (Fringlila Me-
lodia,) as a subject for my pen. I have made this

little bird my special study for the last six years,

and now I think I can develop something new in

relation to its song, that writers on the subject have
failed to notice. Birds all have their peculiar ways
of singing. Some have a monotonous song, as the

Bay-winged Sparrow. The Yellow-bird has a con-

tinuous chatter without any particular form of song.

The Cat-bird is a mocker. The Golden Robin has

a song of its own, but each one may have a song of

his own, though those of the same locality are apt

to sing the same tune. The Hermit Thrush has a

round of variations, perhaps the sweetest singer of

the feathered choir. But the Song Sparrow has

the most remarkable charisteristics of song of any
bird that sings.

Every male Song Span-ow has seven indepen-
dent songs of its own, no two having the same notes

throughout, though sometimes, as if by accident,

they may hit upon one or more of the same.
Six years ago this spring, I first made the dis-

covery. A singer that had taken up his residence

in my garden, attracted my attention by the sweet
variations of its songs, so I commenced taking ob-

servations on the subject. I succeeded at last in

remembering all his songs, which are at this day as

fresh in my memory as any of our common airs

that I am so fond of whistling. On one occasion I

took note of the number of times he sang each song
and the order of singing. I copy from my journal,

six years back.

No. 1, sang 27 times. No. 2, 36 times, No. 3, 23
times, No. 4, 19 times, No. 5, 21 times, No. 6, 32
times. No. 7, 18 times. Perhaps next he would
sing No. 2, then perhaps No. 4 or 5, and so on.

Some males will sing each tune about fifty times,

though seldom ; some will only sing them from
five to ten times. But as far as I have observed,
each male has his seven songs. I have applied the
rule to as many as a dozen different birds, and the
result has been the same. I would say that it re-

quires a great degree of patience, and a good ear
to come at the truth of the matter ; biit any one
may watch a male bird while singing, and will find

he will change his tune in a few minutes, and again
in a few minutes more.
The bird that I first mentioned came to the same

vicinity five springs in succession, singing the same
seven songs, always singing within a circle of about

twenty rods. On the fifth spring he came a month
later than usual ; another sparrow had taken pos-
session of his hunting grounds, so he established

himself a little one side. I noticed that he sang
less frequently than of old, and in a few days his

song was hushed forever. No doubt old age claimed
him as a victim. In other cases I have known a
singer to return to the same place two, three and
lour years. But frequently, not more than one. I
think there is not a more interesting or remarkable
fact in natural history than the one I have related,

and it is a fact you may confidently believe.

Charles S. False.
East Randolph, May, 1856.

Fur the New England Fanner.

PLUMS.
!Mr. Brown :—A little more than a year ago,

in writing a piece for the Farmer, I casually made
the inquiry respecting plum trees—what to do with
those that blossomed fully every year, but never
matured any fruit. I was quite interested in the

opinions and remarks which it called forth from va-

rious correspondents—particularly a North Read-
ing correspondent. Your reply to my query was
to cut off the ends of the liml)s—to mulch and ma-
nure well. Well, I did so. The mulching and manur-
ing I had done several times before. The large tree

is a sound, thrifty one ; but I do not know of what
kind. Now for the results. The tree blossomed very
full, as usual; and set an abundance of fruit. As
soon as the fruit had grown to about the size of

small peas, I scattered fine ashes over them two or
three times a week, as well as all my others, of

which I have quite a variety. I soon found evi-

dence that the curculio had found my plums, for

they began to drop otl', for the crescent mark was to

be seen, and the white grub at the heart. I then
had recourse to jarring them upon a white sheet.

These two remedies I continued to use, till not
more than one-half dozen plums remained upon
the tree I am speaking of. The last of them, when
they dropped, were about as large as good sized

English walnuts. If I had succeeded in getting

ripe fruit from that tree, I had intended to send

you a box of it to pay for your advice. You say,

in your editorial of May I7th, that you will be con-

tent with "one-tenth of the fruit saved by tlie cheap
and simple remedy" of sifting ashes. Now as I

saved nothing, what would your shai-e be ? One-
tenth of nothing ? Well, so soon as I get it divi-

ded you shall have your share ; till then, you will

have to accept my thanks, in lieu of plums. But
I am not discouraged yet ; I shall "try again."

By-the-way, a single scion that I set last year grew
only some four or five inches less than twenty feet,

last year, and is alive and doing well at this time.

The scion, I believe, is of the Bradshaw plum, and
was set in a Canada stock. Can any of your read-

ers beat that ? J. T. w.
Marlboro', JV. H., 1856.

Remarks.—If we get one-tenth of the rilums

saved this season by sprinkling ashes, ])laster

and lime upon them, we shall need the largest

stall in Quincy Market to hold them. Does "J.

T. W." mean twenty inches, instead of twentyyeef,

that grew in one year ?
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NORTH STAR MORGAN.

The Morgan horses have attracted a good deal of

celebrity. Thej" are compact, round, usually weigh-

ing from ten hundred to eleven hundred and fifty

pounds, and are rarely excelled as horses for all

work. They are excellent roadsters, when used

for road service, as they have a graceful and com-

manding carriage, are sure-footed and good-tem-

pered.

The horse represented above is six years old, of

a light bay color, legs nearly black, with a glossy

coat lying upon a flexible skin. His chest is broad,

eye pleasant, mane hea\7, tail flowing and well set.

He is owned by Henry Olmstead, of East Hart-

ford, Conn.

Feed for Cows and Pigs. The cheapest food

for pigs through the season that we know of, is ten-

der young clover, refuse or sour milk, and in au-

tumn, the dropping i'rult of an apple orchard. Prac-

tical farmers differ as to the propriety of cutting

clover and soil. One of the most skilful farmers in

Western New York thinks it decidely best to shut

up his pigs, and cut and feed the clover to them,
alleging, from his own experience, that running
about a pasture wastes more value of flesh than the
cost of soiling. Others have given a different o])in-

ion, but these may not have fed their pigs reg-

ularly, nor provided them with the necessary com-
forts of a close pen. Certain breeds may also be
better adapted to confinement than others. We
should like the results of accurate experiments on
this subject. A crop of peas may be found advan-
tageous as food for hogs.

For the New England Fanner,

"MIXING OF POTATOES."

Mr. Editor :—Having read an article in your

paper from Mr. Blake, of Ashfield, with which I

cannot agree, I am induced to say a few words to

him, and while doing so, to the rest of your fifty

thousand readers. He takes the ground that po-

tatoes will mix M'hen planted side by side—that is,

that the color of the tuber, as well as form, will be
changed by growing together. Now, how is this to

be done ? In ])roof of his position, he says he takes

his different sorts of corn in the spring and plants

in the same field, and at harvest he finds three or

four, and perhaps more colors on the same ear.

—

All very true, plant different sorts of corn together,

and if they flower at the same time, they will be

almost sure to mix, so that the aeerf will be affected

;

but does your correspondent remember that the

tuber is not the seed of the potato. As well might

we say that tulips, or any other bulbs, by standing

in the same bed with others when in bloom, would
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be so affected as to lose their identity, and produce

the next year a flower of another color and form.

But is this ever the case ? In the seed you will see

tlie effects of their proximity. So with dahlias as

with ])otatoes, who ever heard of the bulbs or tu-

bers being changed by standing near others ? I

have had a hundred sorts planted out together year

after year without the slightest change having ta-

ken place, but "like produced like," and will contin-

ue to, till the last great trumj^et blows. That the

seed of these dahlias would have produced varieties

very unlike, and have shown the effects of standing

with other sorts, I grant. The ])osition the gentle^

man takes will lead him into innumerable difficul-

ties from wliich he will find it hard to extricate

himself, because according to his theory the ferti-

lizing matter, or pollen, has such an influence as

not only to change the flower, (or rather the seed

from tlie flower,) but exerts an influence on stock

and root so that we might expect a Baldwin apple

tree would be so wrought upon that it might pro-

duce Kussetts, or Hubhardston Nonsuch, the next

year. I trust that every person acquainted with

vegetable physiology will see the ftillacy of such

reasoning. Again, he says, in proof of his i)osition

that he planted Jenny Lind potatoes, and they

changed color ; does not the gentleman know that

some varieties are not fixed, but constantly sj)ort in

this way. I, too, have the Jenny Lind potatoes

and though most of the potatoes are a light red,

yet some are perfectly white ; some other sorts do

the same, but it is not owing to being plan-

ted together, they would do it if planted a hun-

dred miles from any other sort. 1 know a seed-

dling Camelia, belong...g to Messrs. Hovey &
Co., of I5oston, that produces four or five different

colored flowers, and would do so if transj)lanted

any distance you ])lease from all other plants of

that class. Dahlias and many other things sport

in the same way. I pretend to know somethin^

of potatoes, having for the last few years ])lanted

many sorts, and that too in the same field, and with

the closest observation I have never been able to

detect anything like the tubers mixing through

the flowers. This year I have planted sixty-six

kinds in the same field, a row of each, and I am
willing to risk my reputation in saying, that "like

will produce like" in color, form, quality, and every-

thing else. J. F. C. H.

JVewton Centre, May Slst, 1856.

About Trees.—The attention of the reader is

particularly called to the proposition of our able

correspondent Wilson Flagg, Esq., to deliver two

Lectures on "The Relation of Trees to the Atmos-

phere and Climate." It is a subject little understood

—we are glad to find it in such able hands, and

hope the services of the lecturer will be secured by

most of the towns in the State. He will make the

lectures interesting and profitable to any audience.

The Ohio Valley Farmer, is anew paper, just

issued at Cincinnati, by Messrs. Cropper & Brown.

It is in quarto form, monthly, at $ 1 a year. Its

pages are well filled, and the salutatory, by the ed-

itor, B. T. Sanford, is of the right sort. Success

to the enterprise.

J'^or the New England Farmer,

RURAL ECONOMY OF THE BRITISH
ISLES-No. 14. .

northern counties.
Lancashire, Yoek, Dckham, Westmoreiand, Cumberiaitd,

Northumberland.

The northern region, the last to come under our
notice, before quitting England proper, commences
with Lancashire, appended to which, and of the

same character, is the West Riding of Yorkshire.

Here, everything is on a large scale. Lancashire
has an area of 1,200,000 acres, and a population of
upwards of 2,000,000, which is nearly two per acre

!

The southern part of the county is the chief

seat of manufactures, and the most densely popula-

ted, and Liverpool and Manchester cover it with
their dependencies.

This is the most productive, and the dullest dis-

trict in the world. Let any one fancy an immense
morass, shut in between the sea on one side, and
mountains on the other ; stiff clay land, with an im-
pervious subsoil, every way hostile to farming ; add
to this, a most gloomy climate, continual rain, a con-

stant cold sea wind, a thick smoke shutting out what
little light penetrates the foggy atmosphere, ground,

inhabitants and dwellings covered with a coating of

black dust,—a strange country ; earth and air, in it,

seem to be a mixture of coal and water. Such,

however, is the influence upon agricultural produc-

tion of an earnest mai-ket for its products, that

these fields, so gFoomy, are rented, on an average,

at seven dollars and a half an acre ; and, in the

environs of the two cities, arable land lets at $20
the acre.

At one time, Lancashire was a county of large

property, and large forming ; large property still

remains, but farming is more divided with the

increase of population. Even in the midst of this

dense population, room is found for a number of

gentlemen's parks—much to the discontent of the

Manchester school, who dislike to see these large

tracts withdrawn from farming. An association

has been formed, with Mr. Cobden at its head,

which numbers thousands of adherents, and a large

subscription, for the purpose of buying large prop-

erties and cutting them up into small lots. In fact,

the opinions of this district are as democratic as

those of New England. The repeal of the corn-

laws was the work of Manchester
;
yet Lord Der-

by, one of the most strenuous opposers of the meas-

ure, is one of the largest proprietors in Lancashire.

At one time, he a])peared likely to overthrow the

repeal, as minister ; but ended by confirming it.

Before yielding, as minister, to the force of public

opinion, he made up his mind as proprietor. He
succeeded in averting any reduction of his rents, by
using the great antidote, that universal remedy

—

drainage. His whole lands were under-drained,

the farmers paying five per cent, on the outlay, in

addition to their rents. Such is the effect of drain-

ing upon these clay lands, under that damj) climate

that every one profits by it, even Lord Derby, him-
self, in spite of himself. English farming was
brought into competition with the farming of the

whole world, by the repeal of the corn laws—pro-

prietors met the competition by advancing still

more capital to agriculture, in outlays for drainage.

New Engalnd, when brought into competition with

the Western States, in farming, has, so to speak,

left her plow in the furrow, and moved into the
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land of her competitors, instead of advancing more
capital to her land.

The plan adopted in this county, for bringing

bog or moss land into cultivation, is worth descril>-

ing. First of all, deep trenches are cut at a dis-

tance of thirty feet ajjart, in which the tiles are

placed ; after that, vegetation on the surface is

burnt, and the ground is broken uj) by several

cross ])lovvings. When the whole is well pulverized,

marl is carried on, by means of a movable railway,

and spread over the land, at the rate of 100 to luO

tons to the acre. During these ojjerations, it fre-

quently happens, that the ground is so soft that it

is necessary to put planks under the feet of both

men and horses to prevent their sinking. The
land then receives a manuring of night soil and cin-

ders, and is planted with potatoes; after this crop,

wliich is usually a good one, the Norfolk rotation

follows.

Yorli is the largest county in England, contain-

ing 3,800,000 acres. It has been divided into three

parts, called Ridings, each of which is larger than

an ordinary county. The West Riding contains

the great manufacturing towns of Leeds and Shef-

field, the one as famous for its woolens, as the oth-

er for its hardware ; and in such a neighborhood,

agriculture must necessarily flourish, and rents and

wages rule higher than the average. The land is

nearly all in grass, and like all districts, where the

population is great, dairy forming, and the fatten-

ing of cattle, are the chief occuj)afions. jNIany

farms are below twenty arces, cultivated l)y journey-

men weavers, who add the produce of the farm to

that of the loom.

The East Riding is quite different from the

West, without manufactures, no large towns, no

small farms, the country is exclusively agricultural,

and large farming reigns supreme.

The North Riding is the beginning of the moun-
tainous region. It contains some fertile valleys,

but the whole is a vast table-land of about 400,000

acres, 1500 feet above the level of the sea, called

the Yorkshire moors. Human ingenuity has dis-

covered a way of turning these poor lands to good
account. Both hill and valley are almost entirely

in pasture, and the stock reared upon them, horses,

oxen and sheep, are held in great repute. The
best English carriage horses are bred here ; the

sheej) of this region, a distinct race, improved af-

ter Bakevifell's principle, sujiply the markets of the

north. Of cattle, the largest number are the short-

horned breed. There are, perhaps, half a dozen

breeders of them, who have, to a certain extent, a

monopoly, and spare neither expense nor pains to

keep up and improve their stock—often selling

their bulls at from $1000 to $2000.

Durham is a small county, whose principal

wealth consists in coal mines; the inexhaustible

produce of which is exported from Newcastle, and
other ports. Clay lands, with their usual difficul-

ties, predominate. The average extent of farms is

60 acres, the farmers of which are, generally

speaking, common laborers, who do everything for

themselves, and are not rich enough to lay out

much upon the land.

Westmoreland is also a small county, and its

name

—

land of the icesl moors—indicates the char-

acter of the soil, while it is the most mountainous,

the most uncultivated and thinly peopled part of

England. The valleys of Eden and Kendall have
a rich agriculture amidst this land of lakes, this

; Switzerland of England, so celebrated by ihe

poets.

Cumberland also is mountainous, and crowned,
in the south-east, with the high peaks of Seafell,

Helvellyn and Skiddaw. The history of this coun-

ty is very instructive, and confirms the truth, that

fai'mers, even proprietor farmers, who adhere to old

usages, and des])ise skill and capital in farming,

will run out and disappear from the land. At one
time, a pojiuiation of small proprietors, called

Statesmen, dwelt in this county, each family pos-

sessing from fifty to a hundred acres. Probably
they owed their origin to the necessity of defense

against the invasion of Scottish marauders. You
will find their mode of life pleasingly de^criljcd by
Wadsworth. Rut, as time went on, they adhered
to their old usages, their want of ready ca])ital, and
want of skill rendered the land unproductive in

their hand*: ; and debts, from one cause or another,

accumulated on their small properties, and swal-

lowed them up. On the very lands where these

lairds, as they were called, could not get a living,

with no rent to pay, a rent-paying farmer, with a
little money, and more skill, now flourishes. Noth-
ing can stop a decay of this kind.

No English nol)leman, and but few Englishmen,
can be convinced that any other than large farming

can be made profitable. Sir James Graham owns
a large property in this county, called Netherby, of

30,000 acres. In 1820, this property contained

340 farms, averaging 90 acres each. The starting

point of Sir James, in the improvement of this prop-

erty, was to reduce the number of fiirms upon it to

sixty-five, and retain only those fl^rmers who had
ca])ital, skill and energy. He spent, also, consider-

able sums in draining his lands, on which outlays

the farmers paid him five ])er cent., in addition to

their rents. Pie improved his property and rents
;

but two hundred and seventy farmers and their

families must have discussed and settled all the sad

questions which pertain to the breaking up of

home, the change of pursuits, and to emigration.

That cannot be a good system which breeds such

questions.

Nowhere does one realize the necessity and ben-

efits of draining, as he does in these northern coun-

ties. And this is attributa!)le to two causes ; the

clayey nature of the soil and the subsoil, and the

great abundance of rain. In London, the amount
of rain that falls, in a year, is twenty inches ; in

Lancashire, forty ; on the coast of Cumberland,
forty-seven, and in the lake district of Cumberland,
in the high valleys, one hundred and sixty inches

—

a tropical amount of rain.

Northumberland is situated on the eastern side

of the range of the British Appenines, as Cumber-
land is on the western side, and, like Cumberland,

is divided into a mountainous district, and low
ground. The mountainous part is mostly sterile

;

but the Cheviot hills support the race of sheep

which bear their name ; and some of the valleys

are rich and excellent land. The agriculture of

the Lowlands of Northumberland has a high repu-

tation, which is just, only in respect to the light

soils, which lie between the mountains and the

coasts. The clayey district is not to be praised.

We have now finished our tour of England, the

sovereign portion of three kingdoms—the scep-

tered isle.

If it is rich in its agriculture, I think our journey

justifies my remark, that it does not owe the supe-
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riority of its agriculture to the natural superiority

of its soil, nor to its climate.

I think every observation we have made, on our

way, justifies me in saying, that two cardinal things

in agriculture are capital and skill.

I think the example of England shows, that ag-

riculture cannot be rich in crops unless it is rich in

live stock, cattle, sheep, horses and pigs; because

live stock, by their manures, are the causes of cro])s,

and are also the consequences, or results of the

crops which feed them.

1 think we have seen that no breeds of sheep,

cattle or pigs can be profitable, or as profitable as

breeds which are precocious, or early fit for the

butcher, and which yield the greatest quantity of

meat at the earliest age ; and that a selected breed

of milch cows is more profitable than such breeds

as we may happen to have.

I think we have seen that England has profited

by a fixed rotation of crops, so far as to make it, at

least, an open question, whether other countries

may not profit by a similar one.

Other things our journey has suggested ; but

these things especially.

Some of these conclusions it behoves us to pon-

der, if a statement contained in your paper of the

23d of February last be true, to wit : "By the re-

turns made to the Patent Office, it apjjears that

between the years 1840 and ISoO, 300,000 acres

were added to those, previously under improve-

ment in Massachusetts, and, during that time, there

was a reduction of 177,000 in the number of sheep

and swine, in the State." I do not vouch for

the truth of the statement, but you have pub-

lished it. Unless other live stock have increased,

and taken the place of the sheep and swine re-

moved, here is an anomaly in our agriculture.

More acres improved, and less live stock su])port-

ed ! Now every good farmer must sec, that two

facts must lie at the basis of our agriculture. The
Jirst is, that we cannot take many crops from our

land, without exhausting it. The second is, that

animal manure is the best agent for renewing the

fertility of the soil. Therefore, we must a])ply our-

selves to feeding the largest number of cattle pos-

sible. As our cultivated land increases, our live

stock should increase, or all is wrong and awry.

We have, in a large animal production, the butch-

er's meat, which northern people require, and the

means of increasing the quantity of manure, the

richness of the soil, and the production of grain

and roots and grass. That Massachusetts agricul-

ture is deficient in this respect, the number of ani-

mals, all will acknowledge ; but if the patent office

report be true, we are going backward, in our agri-

culture, unless it can be shown, that as we have di-

minished our sheep and swine, we have increased

our other live stock. M.

vines. Several pages are devoted to a description

of the cultivation of various kinds of the strawber-

ry. For sale by J. Q. A. Warren, 119 Washington

Street.

The Grape and Strawberry.—We have be-

fore us a new book on the culture of the Grape and

Wine-Making; by Robert Buchan.\n, with an

appendix containing directions for the cultivation

of the Strawberry, by N. LoNGWORTH. Cincinnati,

Moore, Wilstach, Keys & Co. This work gives

the necessary directions for the preparation of soil,

planting, spring and summer pruning, culture, dis-

eases, varieties, &c. Also, the process for making

THE FARMER'S WIFE.
It is a common saying, and perhaps as true as it

is trite, that one woman is worth two men on a

farm. It is certainly beyond dispute that those

branches of husbandry which come mostly within a

woman's department are among the most profit-

able parts of the business. The dairy is a source

of large profit, if well conducted. It would not be

a remarkable cow that would give thirty dollars in

butter yearly,—and with a dozen cows yielding aS

that low estimate, the farmer, with the addition or

a garden and a hog, will very nearly have a sup-

port for a family. And this is in great part, fi'om

the care and labor of his wife. In the report of

the committee on butter and cheese to the Hamp-
den county agricultural society in 1846, it is said,

the value of butter, according to the statistics of

the assessors returned to the Secretary of the com-

monwealth for the year 1844, was nearly double

that of all the sheep then in the State. It also ex-

ceeded the aggregate value of wheat, rye, barley,

buckwheat and oats raised during the year.

The dairy, however, important as it is in the la-

bors and profits of the farm, is not the only branch

of rural economy which requires the care and labor

of the wife. Poultry, though smaller in amount,

is, in proportion to the expenditure, an object of

much profit. And the domestic manufactures,

wrought out by the spinning wheel, (for there are

some left yet) loom, needle, and other modes and

processes of woman's handiwork, are not inconsid-

erable.

All these labors are in addition to the house-

keeping cares and duties, which alone are consid-

ered by the industrious wives of the city, to be

quite sufficient for any woman.

The farmer's success depends very much on the

industry and good management of his wife. It is

in the power of the woman, at least, to do a large

share in making up the yearly income of the farm,

if she is not really quite equal to two men.

With a few good cows, and a wife who is skilful

and careful in the management of the dairy, the

farmer always has a safe dependence, even though

the drought or depredating insects should some-

what diminish his crops. But the farmer's wife

must not have too much required of her. Good,

dry fuel, and plenty of soft water, should always be

conveniently supplied, and all heavy and exposed

work be performed by the farmer or his men.

Then he will have a cheerful, tidy help-mate, who

will bear up her end of the yoke in such an even,

easy, and agreeable manner, as to make the domes-

tic duties a source of contentment and bliss.
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For the New England Farmer.

HOP VINES.

"Good evening, neighbor Robbins. Take a

seat."

"Good evening, sir. Pen, ink and paper before

you. I often find you thus occupied. I wonder
what you can find to write about, so much."

"Yes, I sometimes employ a leisure hour in this

way. I was just thinking I would write something

for the Farmer. What shall I write about ?"

"Well, there are so many subjects connected

with agriculture, that I should think you could

readily find something to write about."

"But, my dear sir, in the very fact that there are

so many subjects, lies the difficulty. If there were

but one or two subjects, one would never be at a

loss what to write about. I suppose many a man
has lived a bachelor all his life, because he could not

make u]) his mind which one of the many pretty girls

arouiid him, he should select for a wile. If there

had been but one or two girls in his neighborhood,

he would have married long ago. Is it not so,

neighl)or II. ?"

"Perha])s there is something in your suggestion.

One would not like to offend all the rest, by select-

ing one who is no better than they are."

"Offend the rest ! Do you believe the girls are so

selfish as to be offended because a man chooses one

of their number for a wife? No, no ! They will

like him the better for thus showing a proper ap-

preciation of tne value of the sex ; and, besides,

when one is taken off there is a better chance for

the rest. Depend upon it, sir, the girls will never

be offended when a man takes a wii'e. But what
is that which you have in your hand ?"

"A piece of hop vine."

"Let me see it. Perhaps this will do for a sub-

ject to write about."

"Write about a hop vine ! I think if I were
going to M'rite, I would take some juicier subject

than that. That must be a little too dry."

"The virtues of jilants do not all reside in their

juice, neighbor. Let us see. Here is the bark or

outer covering, the bitter principle, the tannin

and the coloring matter, the leaves and the young
shoots, of which cattle are very fond. Now let us

recollect what we have heard about the uses of

hop vines.

In England, they are used instead of oak bark,

for tanning light skins. The red vines are said to

contain the most tannin. In Sweden, the stalks

are successfully converted into strong cloth for

sacking and bags for holding the hops. They are

gathered in autumn, and soaked in water during
the winter, and after being dried on stones, are

dressed like flax. A coarse kind of paper has been
made from them. They are used as binders for

sheaves of grain. The prunings are cut into pieces,

and stored for winter food for cattle and horses,

which are very fond of them, their bitterness con-

stituting them an excellent stomachic. The tender
shoots of the hop may be used in the spring as a sal-

ad. In Flanders, the young shoots are used in the
same way as asparagus. An extract is procured
from the leaves and shoots that forms a dye for

woollens, of a fine cinnamon color, and in France
they are made to aflbrd a ])crmanent brown. All
these uses are distinct from the hop itself, for which
the plant is cultivated. Here, then, we have tannin,

«Ioth, paper, ropes, food for cattle and men, medi-

cine and dye-stuff'*, all from the hop vine. This is

not so dry a subject, after all, neighbor! And,
besides, from this subject, we may gather "food for

thought." How many of the products of nature

consist essentially of the same elements, and may
be readily substituted in practical use, the one for

the other. Here is a fruitful text from which an
ingenious man might write a long sermon ; herein

are displayed the forecast and wisdom of the Crea-

tor. When the supjily for man's wants is exhaust-

ed in one form, he finds it stored up in another
form, and safely preserved for his use ; as a general

fact, man never learns the uses of material things

any sooner than he is compelled by his necessities;

and, sometimes he struggles a long time under dif-

ficulties, before he finds out the proper remedies,

although they exist in abundance in the common-
est objects that lie thickly scattered around him.

The Indians and Mexicans used iron ore to paint

their bodies, and ornament the dressed sl<ins of an-

imals, and all the while used axes and chisels and
arrow-heads of stone, because they had not learned

to separate the metal from the oxygen which had
convei-ted it into rust. Oyster shells, clam shells

and bones, were an incumbrance and a nuisance un-

til their agricultural use gave them a commercial

value. When we shall invent some process 1)y

which granite can be converted into fine powder
like gypsum, it will become valuable as a manure
for certain soils, and then we shall be able to make
apple trees thrive on clay soils, as well as on graA'-

eliy loams. Straw, certain grasses and weeds, are

now becoming valuable as materials for paper, and
I have recently noticed that the stalks of the

broom corn are being used for this purpose. The
waste of the soap maker and tanner are now
valuable as manures. So in a thousand instances,

substances of the most promising appearnce, and
of no apparent value, have become the fruitful

sources by which our wants and conveniences are

supplied. The fact is, neighbor, nature has created

nothing in vain. When we have discovered a new
and important value in some common and hitherto

worthless article, we are surprised that it was never

thought of before. The most necessary and useful

articles are the cheapest and most al^undant, the

world over, and in this fact the care and benevo-

lei.ce of the Creator are manifested. He has fur-

nished the raw material, and left it to the ingenuity

and industry of man to convert it into such forms
jas shall best contribute to his advantage and com-
, fort. But I am not going to write a sermon, and
so I will stop. I thank you, neighbor, for bringing

I

in that piece of hop vine. If it has no other use, it

I

has served to occupy us pleasantly for half an hour.
' Well, I shall hang up this dry hop vine, in some
j conspicuous place, just to remhid nie that there is

nothing made in vain, and so good-night." J. R.

Devon Cattle.—We have received from San-

ford Howard, Esq., American Editor of the De-

von Herd Book, a circular, stating that he is now
collecting materials for a third volume, and inviting

breeders to send him the pedigrees of all animals

eligiijle for entry in the work. Mr. Howard has

also sent us Lewis G. Morris' 7th catalogue of

pure bred domestic animals, to be sold at auction

at Mount Fordham, N. Y., on Tuesday and Wednes-

day, the 24th and 25tli of June, 1856.
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For the New Kngland Fanner.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT PEARS.

I am much pleased, Mr. Editor, with your plan

of giving pictorial representations of different varie-

ties of fruit—particularly pears. The picture of

the old St. Michael, in the Farmer of May 24, was

so true to life, that I could almost taste the flavor

of it. You say truly that the St. Michael has

"many names," but I think you are mistaken in

supposing that it is called, in New York, the "Ver-

galieu." As far as my knowledge goes, the Verga-

lieu, in New York, is identical with the pear of the

same name raised in New England, and throughout

the West, and which differs materially from the St.

Michael, though, like that, it has many synonymes.

The Virgalieu, or "Virgouleuse," was one of the

first pears ever imported into this country from

France, where it was not only called by the name
it bears here, but also by those of de Glace,

Bezi Royale, Chambrette, &c. This fruit is still,

I understand, to be found occasionally in the

markets of Paris, but has very much deteriorated

under the peculiar modes of French culture.

—

It grows well in western New York, and in the

Western States, so far as my knowledge extends,

but it has seldom succeeded well for any length of

time here in Massachusetts. The same may be said

of late years of the St. Michael, the wood of which

cankers, and the fruit of which blasts and cracks

when exposed to our east winds. In situations

where it can be protected from these, I believe it

can still be cultivated in perfection, and I am loth

to suppose that this fine old variety is to be entire-

ly given up, although I believe there are other va-

rieties equally good and equally prolific. In Rhode
Island and Connecticut it has been cultivated under

the name of the Garner pear, hut in France it gen-

erally goes by the title of Doyenne Blanc, or

Beurre Blanc.

There are several comparatively new varieties of

pears now coming rapidly into vogue here, among
which I will mention the Rostleza and UAngolier.
The wood of the former is almost as dark as that

of the Baldwin apple, and it grows very thriftily

upon the quince stock. The fruit is small, though
somewhat larger than the Seckel, equally high fla-

vored, and the tree comes much earlier into bear-

ing. The L'Angolier 1 have not yet tried, though

I have reason to believe it will prove one of our

very best varieties.

I saw in a recent number of the Farmer, an arti-

cle from a nurseryman in New Hampshire, (Mr.

Copp, of Wakefield,) on the subject of "double-

working" the pear—that is, grafting or budding on
stocks which have been already grafted or budded.

The object of this is to obtain the fine varieties

which are weak of wood upon stocks of those varie-

ties known to be good growers. This has been tried

f)retty effectually by the French fruit-growers but I

earn that it is now generally abandoned by Ihem,

as a practice which deteriorates both the tree and

the fruit. ]Mr. Copp mentions the Jargonelle as a

good variety for double-working, but I think he has

fallen into the same error with many other nursery-

men, and substituted the Q^idsse Madame for the

Jargonelle. The latter is not vigorous, so far as I

have knowledge of it, and I have seen it under a

great variety of circumstances. So far as my ex-

perience goes, the very best grower upon the

quince stock is the Beurre d\%\auUs, and on the

pear stock the Beurre Diet. If nurserymen are

disposed to try the experiment of double working,
either upon the pear or quince, I think they will

find these two the best varieties for that purpose,

though I by no means recommend the experiment,

except in cases where fruit ])roves to be bad, as is

the case with the Beurre Diel upon some wet and
heavy soils.

In closing, permit me to say that I have seen the

best exemplification of the growth of the difierent

varieties of the pear upon quince stocks, in the ex-

tensive nursery of Mr. Geo. W. Wilson, of Mai-
den. Whole rows of the Beurre d\^maulis, Ros-
tieza, &c., grow with extraordinary vigor and
thrift, while rows of other varieties, budded at the

same time and treated in the same way, make but

a feeble and sickly appearance. I would give more
for a look at the results of ]\Ir. Wilson's thorough,

live experiments, in budding upon the Anglers

quince, than for whole hecatombs of newspaper
speculations upon the subject of "double working."

Somerville. E. c. p.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
A BIG CALF.

One of my neighbors, Mr. Samuel Arnold, has a

Durham cow which dropped a calf the 23d inst.,

that weighed 1 17^ pounds when 8 hours old.

Searsmont, Me., May, 1856.

FREAK OF NATURE.

Mr. Brown :—Enclosed you will find proof

that Mother Earth does not always bring forth

fruit according to the common course of events, or

ordinary expectations of men. Our farmers have
too little failh in her promi,-e to return a crop in

proportion to the care bestowed upon her cultiva-

tion. The sample of wheat I forward you, is from
a lot of seventy bushels, raised on one and three-

fourths acres, by Horace Kingsbury, Warren, Vt.,

the last season. The above crop was sold for seed

at $3 per bushel, except a small lot which made
52 lbs. fine flour per buushel, without tolling.

The above wheat was the Rio Grande. Mr. K..

sows 8 or 10 acres this yesr. P. J.

Remarks.—The specimen of wheat sent us with

the above is very fine—the kernels are large, clear,

and handsomely shaped. Farmers purchase too

much flour.

TRANSPLANTING EVERGREENS.

Dear Sir :—I think I have seen it somewhere
stated, that evergreens, such as the Fir, Balsam,

and common White Pine, may be transplanted

with success in June. Will you inform me
through your paper respecting it, and if it is the

best time. Yours, S. D. Wiieaton.

Orange, May, 1856.

Remarks.—Transplant evergreens any time, be-

fore they begin to grow.

BOG brakes.

Cut them off a little below the surface of the

ground, with an old axe or hoe ; they will seldom

show their heads again, if done about the first of

June. C.

Braitlehoro', Vt, 1856.
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WATER LIFTER.

C. S., Boston.—We are expecting an engraving

on the subject of raising water by the cow or ox

who drinks, and when it comes, shall refer to the

subject again.

THORN HEDGE.

Information wanted as to the best method of ob-

taining a thorn hedge—what the process, 8:c. Al-

so, in regard to celery, when the seed is to be
sown—what the process, &c. A Subscriber.

Remarks.—Hedges are produced by setting the

plants—which may be purchased at the nurseries

—

in good soil, finely pulverized. The process given

below is from an article by our associate editor,

Mr. FRE>X'n, published originally in the March

number of the Farmer for 1852.

"My land being light and sandy, I threw out the

earth, forming a trench at)out three feet wide, and
eighteen inches deep, filled it uj) with turf and soil

about half full, and the rest with good soil and
compost manure, about half and half. I set my
plants on the trench, ten inches apart in a single

row, in April or May, and cut them down to with-

in four inches of the surface. I keep the land liglit

and free from weeds, and cut the jjlants every au-

tumn, so that they gain but six inches height each

year, the main oly'ect being to get the hedge thick

at the bottom. Some of my jjlants I have cut

twice, once in Summer, and once in Fall or Spring.

I am not decided whether they should be cut once
or twice. My plants grew the first jear about two
feet, and afterwards they have made shoots three

feet long, when not stopped, in Summer."

BR.\XDON PAINTS.

Will some one inform "A Subscriber," where

Brandon paints may be obtained ? Whether they

are durable, what their cost is, and whether they

are in various colors .'

AFRICAN MARROW SQUASH.

T. A. S., South Danvers, Mass.—Will make
fair trial of the squash seeds kindly sent by you,

and report success.

WHAT AILS MY COW ?

"J. H." says he has no doubt it is eating too

much salt food—that is, hay salted and fed too lib-

erally.

THE STRIPED SQUIRREL,

A. M., Concord, Mass., is of the opinion that

the striped squirrel carries away the earth in his

mouth, which he displaces Vv'hen digging his hole.

"N." may find the book he desires at F. S. Sax-

TON's, 81 Washington St., Boston.

Farm Stock in the United States.—It is said
that there were estimated, two years ago, to be
within the United States more than twenty millions
of horned cattle, more than twenty millions of
sheep, and more than thirty millions of swine.

TJNITEB STATES AGRICULTUIIAL
SOCIETY.

The Fourth Annual Exhibition of the United
States Agricultural Society will be held at
Powelton, (Philadelphia,) on Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, October 7th, 8th,
9th and 10th.

The first exhibition of this Society, held at Spring-
field, !Mass., 1853, was devoted exclusively to an
examination of horses ;—at Springfield, Ohio, cat-

tle alone were exhibited; in Boston, 1755, all de-
partments of farm stock, cattle, horses, sheep and
swine, were shown.
The Society, encouraged by past success, and by

the approbation of the agricultural community, now
propose to offer ])remiums, not only for domestic
animals, but also for poultry, and the products of
the fruit garden, the grain field and the vineyard,
and for agricultural implements and machinery.
Premiums from twenty-five to two hundred dol-

lars, amounting in the aggregate to over twcive
thousand dollars, will be offered for the various
classes of domestic animals, fruits, American wines,
vegetables, grains, and agricultural implements and
machinery.

A local committee of forty-seven citizens of Phil-
adelphia, representing the various branches of in-

dustry, has already been appointed to co-operate
with the officers of the Society in j^erfecting ar-

rangements for the exhibition ; and fifteen thousand
dollars have been guaranteed to meet expenses.
This material aid, coupled with the excellence of
the selected location, and the large amount of pre-
miums offered, induces the expectation that the
exhii)ition of 1856 will be superior to any of its

predecessors.

Favorable arrangements for the transportation
of stock, and other articles, will be made with the
various railroads.

The list of entries, the awards of premiums, and
proceedings, will be published in the Journal of the
Society for 185G.

The premium list, with the regulations and pro-
gramme of the Exhibition, will be furnished on ap-
plication to Mr. John McGowan, Assistant Sec-
retary of the United States Agricultural Society,

160 Chestnut Street, (rooms of the Philadelphia
Agricultural Society,) or by addressing the Secre-
tary at Boston.

Marshall P. Wilder, President.
William S. King, Secretary.

June Ist, 1856.

A RAILROAD INCIDENT IN ASIERICA.

I had found it necessary to study physiognomy
since leaving England, and was horrified at the ap-
])earance of my next neighbor. Jlis forehead was
low, his deep-set and restless eye significant of cun-
ning, and I at once set him down as a swindler or
pickpocket. My convictions of the truth of my in-

ferences were so strong that I removed my purse

—

in which, however, acting by advice, I never carried

more than five dollars—from my ])ocket, leaving in

it only my handkerchief and the checks for my bag-
age, knowing that I could not possibly keep awake

the whole morning. In spite of my endeavors to

the contrary, I soon sank into an oblivious state,

from which I awoke to the consciousness that mjr

companion was withdrawing his hard from my
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pocket. My first impulse was to make an exclama-

tion ; my second, which I carried into execution, to

ascertain my loss, which I found to be the very

alarming one of my baggage checks—my whole

property being thereby placed at this vagabond's

disposal ; for I knew perfectly well that if I claimed

my trunks without my checks, the acute baggage-

master would have set me down as a bold swindler.

The keen-eyed conductor was not in the car, and,

had he been there, the necessity for habitual sus-

picion, incidental to his position, would so far have

removed his original sentiments of generosity as to

make him turn a deaf ear to my request ; and there

was not one of my fellow-travellers whose physiog-

nomy would have warranted me in appealing to

him. So, recollecting that my checks were marked

Chicago, and seeing that the thief's ticket bore the

same name, I resolved to wait the chapter of acci-

dents, or the reappearance of my friends. * *

With a whoop, like an Indian war-whoop, the

cars ran into ashed—they sto])ped—the pickjiocket

got up—I got up, too ; the baggage-master came

to the door. "This gentleman has the checks for

my baggage," said I, pointing to the thief. Bewil-

dered, he took them from his waistcoat pocket,

gave them to the baggage-master, and went hastily

away. 1 had no inclination to cry, "Stop thielT'

and had hardly time to congratulate myself on the

fortunate impulse which had led me to say what I

did, when my friends appeared from the next car.

They were too highly amused with my recital to

sympathize at all with my feelings of annoyance,

and one of them, a gentleman filling a high situa-

tion in the east, laughed heartily, saying, in a thor-

oughly American tone, "The Engli^h ladies must b?

'cute customers, if they can outwit Yankee pick-

pockets."—r/te Englishivoman in Amtrka.

PRUNING.

The object in pruning, generally, is not to make

the tree assume a form foreign to its nature, but, in

this country, to relieve it of a redundancy of growth,

and to take away those parts which interfere with

each other, and which may, if sufiered to remain,

endanger the whole condition of the tree at some

future time. In England, where the climate is

damp and the sun often obscured, they shape the

tree to relieve it from these unfavorable influences,

giving it a broad, open head, where the sun, when it

does shine, may be freely admitted as well as the

air. In this country, where sun and air are hot

for two or three months, somewhat dense heads

are unobjectionable, provided the limbs do not chafe

each other, and the soil is sufficiently rich to sus-

tain a liberal amount of limbs iiud leaves.

The Baldwin, for instance, unchecked, will form

a thick, compact top, the Northern Spy ])rim and

slender, and running up freely for the first six or

eight years, while the Ehode Island Greenings and

most of the sweet apples will spread themselves

widely on every side, or assume the whip-lash form,

with few leaves except on the extremities of the

branches. It ought to be clear to all, that these

varieties should receive different treatment in

pruning. No single rule will be apjilicable to all

trees.

Theybrwi of fruit trees should be decided in the

nursery ; that is, the limbs should be set by the

nurseryman where they ought to remain, so that

after being transplanted there shall be no cutting

of the main branches. But as there are different

tastes in this matter, the limbs may be allowed to

come out at different heights from the ground,

ranging from three feet to five feet, and in this

range all customers may be suited. Where trees

are started in life in this manner, there is really

very little pruning to be done. With a sharp kej'-

hole saw, a good knife, and a quick eye, one may
do all that is required to 200 young trees that have

been well tended in half a day.

The principal amount of pruning that is to be

done is upon old trees, that have been badly treat-

ed, and trees that have been grafted. It is custo-

mary to set two scions in each stock, so that there

may be a double chance of success, and as most of

the limbs are usually taken off, if both scions liA'e,

the tree is crowded to excess with its new top. In

such cases, one of the scions in each stock, after

having grown one year, should be cut out and the

wound carefully covered with wax. But this is

generally neglected, the top is dense, confused, and

unsightly,—and these are the cases where great

skill and tenderness are required in pruning.

In performing this work, it is of the utmost im-

portance as to what season of the year it is to be

done. We think few persons have investigated

this subject more, or had more practical experience

in it, than ourselves, and yet our conclusions are

contrary to those of several of our contemporaries.

The orchardist must be a careful student of the

habits and physiology of the tree. We believe

that the theory presented in our columns by Mr.

Groodrich, of Burlington, Vt., and by Mr. H. Cur-

tis, in the Rural Intelligencer, Augusta, Me., is

correct. It may do to take off a twig or quite

small branch at any time, but it should be an inex-

orable rule, that no liinb larger Ihan a pipe stem

should be removed during the vionths of March,

April or May. There is not an old orchard in our

knowledge in which we cannot point out an irre-

trievable mischief caused by spring pruning,—and

point it out so clearly as to convince the most pre-

judiced mind, if it be a candid one.

Prune through the middle of June, and again af-

ter the leaves have fallen, in October and Novem-

ber, always covering the wounds with gum shellac

dissolved in alcohol, paint, or something that will

keep out the sun and air. Fill the cavities of old

trees with clay and cow manure, thoroughly mixed,

and you will find your labors abundantly repaid.

The -whole subject is important, and suggests

more points than we have time or space for at pres-

lent.
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ABOUT BUDDING. ture their growtfi, and require to be budded in the

time in which budding is usually performed hottet part of our summer In the old method, the

, . T 1 ^ ^1 -jji 1? o J. u bud havmg only a shield of bark With but a particle

of wood in the heart oi the bud, is much more lia-

The

m

is from early in July to the middle of September

;

plums and cherries are among the earliest to be

budded, and pears, apples and quinces the latest.

If the season in July, or even in August, be very

dry, budding had better be postponed until there

are copious rains. Stocks, from a quarter of an

inch to an inch in diameter may be budded, al-

though those of an inch are more suitable for graft-

ing. The buds should be selected from thrifty

shoots that have nearly done growing.

Shield, or T budding, is the most approved

mode in all countries, and is described by Downing

as follows

:

Having your stick of buds ready,

choose a smooth portion of the stock.

When the latter is small, let it be near

the ground, and, if equally convenient,

select also the north side of the stock,

as less exposed to the sun. Make an

upright incision in the bark from an

inch to an inch and a half long, and at

the top of this make a cross cut, so

that the whole shall form a T. From
the stick of buds, Fig. 1,) your knife be-

ing very sharp, cut a thin, smooth slice

of wood and bark containing a bud.

—

With your budding knife, now raise

the bark on each side of the incision,

just wide enough to admit easily the

prepared bud. Taking hold of the

footstalk of the leaf, insert the bud
under the bark, pushing it gently down
to the bottom of the incision. If the

upper portion of the bud projects

above the horizontal part of the T, cut

it smoothly off now, so that it may
com])letely fit. A bandage of the soft

matting is now tied pretty firmly over

the whole wound, commencing at the

bottom, and leaving the bud, and the

footstalk of the leaf only exposed to

the light and air.

Common shield-budding, Fig. 4, practised in all

gardens in Europe, differs from the foregoing only

m one respect—the removal of the slice of wood
contained in the bud. This is taken out with the

point of the knife, holding the bud or shield by
the leaf stalk, with one hand, inserting the knife

under the wood at the lower

extremity, and then raising and
drawing out the wood by bend-

ing it upwards and downwards,
with a slight jerk, until it is loos-

ened from the bark ; always ta-

king care that a small portion

of the wood remains behind to

fill up the hollow at the base

or heart of the bud. The bud
thus prepared is inserted pre-

cisely as before described.

The American variety of shield

budding is found greatly prefer-

able to the European mode, at

least for this climate. Many
sorts of fruit trees, especially

plums and cherries, nearly ma-

ble to be destroyed by heat, or dry-

ness, than when the slice of wood is

left behind, in the American way.
Taking out this wood is always an
operation requiring some dexterity

and practice, as few buds grow when
their eye or heart wood is damaged.
The American method, therefore,

requires less skill, can be done ear-

lier in the season with younger wood,

is performed in much less time,

and is uniformly more successful.

It has been very fairly tested upon
hundreds of thousand fruit trees, in

our gardens, for the last twenty
years, and, although practised Eng-
lish budders coming here at first are greatly pre-

judiced against it, as being in direct opposition to

one of the most essential features in the old mode,

yet a fair trial has never

failed to convince them
of the superiority of tlie

new.

^fter treatment. — In

two weeks after the op-

eration you will be able

to see whether the bud
has taken, by its plump-
ness and freshness. If it

has failed, you may, if the

bark still parts readily,

make another trial; a

clever budder will not

lose more than G or 8

per cent. If it has suc-

ceeded, after a fortnight

more has elapsed, the

bandage must be loos-

ened, or if the stock has

swelled much, it should

be removed altogether.

When budding has been performed very late, we
have occasionally found it an advantage to leave tlie

bandage on during the winter.

As soon as the buds commence
swelling in the ensuing spring, head

down the stock, with a sloping back

cut, within two or three inches of

the bud. The bud will start vigor-

ously, and all "robbers," as the

shoots of the stock near to and be-

low the bud are termed, must be

taken off from time to time. To
secure the upright growth of the

bud, and to prevent its being bro-

ken by the winds, it is tied when a

few inches long to that portion of

the stock left for the purpose. Fig.

5. About mid summer, if the shoot

is strong, this support may be re-

moved, and the sujierfluous portion

of the stock smoothly cut away,

when it will be rapidly covered with Treatment of the

Fig 4 —European Shield
Budding.

Fis. 2.

—

.American
mhield Budding.

youns bark.
growing Bud.

I^° New white wheat of the first quality is arriv-

,
ing at Augusta, Georgia.
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THE CLIFF SWALLOW.
A beautiful story is going the rounds, taken from

an old number of the Greenfield (Mass.) Advertiser,

of the Cliff Swallow, which species has recently

made its appearance, and begun to make settlements

under the eaves, in Delaware county. Pa., its nest

being in the shape of a retort with a long neck.

—

The story referred to is of one of these swallows,

which was seen to linger after the tribe had taken

its usual flight to the tropics, apparently alone,

through the autumn and winter. The following is

the explanation

:

Spring came, and he was there. An occurrence so

singular, and contrary to the habits of the migrating

tribes, caused his motions to be watched with more
attention. At length another head was observed

protruding from one of the nests, which seemed to

be the abode of the bird which had been remarked

with so much interest. On examining the nest the

mystery was beautifully solved. Another swallow

was found there a prisoner.

One of its legs had become entangled by a thread

of hair, which had been used in the lining of the

nest, and held it there a captive. Yet it was not

deserted by its faithful mate. Through all the long

and dreary winter, this patient self-devoting love

supplied her wants. He saw without i*egret, but

for his hapless consort, the deepening gloom of the

fading year ; he felt without feeling, but for her,

the advancing rigor of winter ; and if he, at times,

remembered the sunny skies of the South, and the

pleasures his tribe were then enjoying, it was only

to sigh that she could not partake of them. By
night and by day, in sunshine and in cloud, in the

calm and the tempest, he was with her, ministering

to her wants, and cheering the hours of her hope-

iless captivity by his caresses and untii'ing devotion.

where the worm fell on the lime it was destroyed

;

in some cases the worm would spin himself up sev-

eral times, but finally would drop, curl up and die.

The next season, not a worm was to be seen, nor
has there been one since. Of course, I then

thought, and do now believe, that this was owing
wholly to the use of the muriate of lime.

If others have tried the experiment and have

not succeeded, I cannot help thinking that they did

not use the lime at the right season, and in the

right way ; I believe it should be used at the very

time, or rather a little before, the worm is leaving

the tree and going into the ground. The worm is

then in that state when he is weak, and can be

easily destroyed. The time I think, is of the ut-

most importance when the muriate should be
used, and the ground should be well covered. As
I only made one experiment, of course I have no
means of judging the eflect of the lime when used

at a different season or in a different way from the

time or manner tried by myself.

As a fertilizer, your muriate is already too well

known, and you have received testimonials from

far better judges than myself, to require anything

from me on that point.

Hoping that the above will be a sufficient an

swer to your questions, I remain yours truly,

William Plumer.
P. S.—The time I used the muriate in my ex])er-

iment was, I believe, from the 10th to the 15th of

June.

{t5=" For sale by James Gould, 70 State St., or

C. Young & Co., 118 State St.

CANKER WORMS.
Boston, May 2Sth, 1856.

'To THE Editor of the Evening Transcript.

Dear Sir :—There was, last year, under date of

June 21st, published in your paper, a letter from

William Plumer, Esq., of Lexington, in relation to

certain experiments made by him for the destruc-

tion of the canker worm, since which time several

persons have expressed a doubt of its effects, hav-

ing tried it at a much later season of the year, and

after the worm had gone into the ground. Under
these circumstances, I requested Mr. P. to state the

time and mode of trying the experiments, and the

follov,'ing communication is his answer to the same.

Please publish this in your valuable journal and

oblige Your most obedient servant,

TO State Street. James Gould.

Lexington, May 21th, 1856.

James Gould, Esq, :—Dear Sir,—I take plea

sure in again stating, at your request, the means I

used some years since to destroy the canker worm
by the application of your muriate of lime. And
I do this the more willingly, because I understand

there has been doubt expressed by some in regard

to the coiTectness of my former statement.

The facts are as follows : that I caused the

ground to the extent of the branches, under the

trees in question, to be covered from a quarter to

half an inch deep with the muriate of lime. I then

gently shook the tree, and found, that in every case,

EFFECTS OF HEAT UPON MEAT.
A well-cooked piece of meat should always be

full of its own juice or natural gravy. In roast-

ing, therefore, it should be exposed to a quick fire,

that the external surface may be made to contract

at once, and the albumen to coagulate before the

juice has had time to escape from within. And so

in boiling. When a piece of beef or mutton is

plunged into boiling water, the outer part contracts,

the albumen which is near the surface coagulates,

and the internal juice is prevented either from es-

caping into the water by which it is surrounded, or

from being diluted or weakened by the admission of

water among it. When cut up the meat yields

much gravy, and it is rich in flavor. Hence a beef-

steak or mutton-chop is done quickly, over a quick

fire, that the natural juices may be retained. On
the other hand, if the meat be exposed to a slow

fire, its pores remain open, the juice continues to

flow from within, as it has dried from the surface,

and the flesh pines, and becomes dry, hard and un-

savory. Or if it be put in cold or tepid water,

whicli is gradually brought to a boil, much of the

albumen is extracted before it coagulates, the nat-

ural juices flow out, ar^d the meat is served in a

nearly tasteless state. Hence, to prepare good

boiled meat, it should be put into water already

brought to a boil. But to make beef-tea, mutton-

broth, and other meat soups, the flesh should be

put into cold water, and this afterwards very slowly

warmed, and finally boiled. The advantage de-

rived from "simmering"—a term not unfrcquent in

cookery books—depends very much upon the ef-

fects of slow boiling, as above descril^ed.

These are the views of Liehig and Professor

Johnston on cooldng meat.
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For the New England Farmer.

LETTER ABOUT NORTH CAROLINA.
Ealeigh—Capitol Grounds—Lunatic Asylum—The Severe Win-

ter— Care oC Animals—Roads—The Southern Pine—Method
of procuring Turpentine—Probable extermination of the

Pine.

Lexington, Jlpril 20, 1856.

Hon. S. Bro'wn :—Dear Sir,—It is quite a long

jump in time, as well as interval in space, between
Weldon, N. C, Jan. 10th, and Lexington, Mass.,

April 20th. But time and convenience did not suf-

fice me to write you again upon my Southern jour-

ney, and you will be obliged to content yourself

with reminiscences.

When I wrote you from Weldon, I think I said

little or nothing about Raleigh, N. C, the capitol

of the State.

It is located, like a great manv other State capi-

tols, as near the centre as possible, M-ithout regard

to business so long as it accommodates State ])ur-

poses. The city is a mile square, and laid out in

rectangles, each street being either north and south

or east and west. The Capitol is a large stone

building ; its ground plan the Latin cross, and oth-

erwise rather Greek in style, which ought to have
cost about 820,000, and did in reality cost not

less than $60,000 ; so are things done for states.

When a state begins to spend and contract it is very

likely to suffer financially.

Raleigh, as above said, depends upon the State

business to support it, and is inhaliited either by
officials or men of wealth who like to be in sight of

each otlier, for you know at the South, in the coun-

try, men are very apt to be a long way from sight of

their neighbors. The city has appropriated several

large squares for ornamental purposes, much in the

same manner with Savannah,—none of which are as

yet laid out and adorned ; for the capitol grounds of

about four acres, I made designs, but whether they

will ever be executed depends upon the whim of a

Legislature which may or may not be of the orna-

mental kind.

Here, too, is the first Lunatic Asylum in North
Carolina. It owes its origin to the celebrated Miss
Dix, who stuck to the North Carolinians till they
appropriated the money. The building is very

large and capacious and the grounds of three hun-
dred acres very capable of improvement ; for this too

I had the honor and pleasure of prescribing, and I

hope some day, under its efficient manager. Dr. E.
C. Fisher, the estate will become as delightful as it

ought to be. During the whole of our stay in Ra-
leigh of a month, the ground was covered with
snow and ice, and it hardly thawed the whole time,

a condition of things that has not been known there

before for thirty years at least. No man, accus-

tomed to our care for cattle, could be here during
such weather without suffering every time he went
out, at the sight of the poor half or wholly starved

creatures, deprived of their accustomed forest and
town pickings and stealings by the snow, and for

whom their masters neither had made nor could
make any provision.

As no summer supply is laid in against the win-
ter, when it comes with its cold and snow, the ani

mals have to suffer. It seems incredible that in the
South, to which we have been accustomed to attach
ideas of warmth and comfort, Ave should suffer

more from the cold than at home during ever so
severe a winter as the past, but such is the lack of
winter comforts, th^t it is literally true. I have sat

for days in a room in a Southern hotel where all

the fire I could make would not warm the air for

ten feet around it.

Nor in such times do the beasts of burden suf-

fer less. The roads are never made ; they get a
road by selecting the direction in which it is to run,

and then dig some of the earth off the hilly places

and cart it, with brush to keep the loam out of the
water, into the low lands to fill up, and without the
least care for ease of grade, or side drains for the
removal of standing or spring water, consider the
road made. Nor do they in numerous instances

take even this pains ; for it will more often be
found that no digging has been done at all, but the
line being selected, the people drive over it any-
where within ten rods, and suit themselves about
the best place for animal and wagon, making a
great numlier of tracks very confusing to a stranger,

and not very desirable any of them. Where roads
are so made they become mere canals for the pas-

sage of the water down the hill-sides, which settles

in the hollows, and I have often in a few miles'

drive, forded half a dozen ponds or streams that

would rise above the hubs of the wheels. While
the frost is coming out, such roads are absolutely

impassable for loaded teams, and it is no rare thing

for a carriage to get bogged even after a heavy
rain. The badness of the road is also owing in

some measure to the awkward, heavy, springless

wagons in general use. It is well known to all

those engaged in constructing roads, properly, that

the wear and tear will be diminished one-third

by the use of springs. Thus you see the miser-

able economy of this kind of management; the

road is badly built, is always out of repair, is ren-

dered worse by the veh'cles being in their turn

cumbersome and badly constructed, and as a result,

demand the use of double or treble the team^ to

haul them ; cutting thus into the purse of the peo-
ple, in a three-fold manner.

I mentioned in my last the manufacture of tur-

pentine, &c., and how important it is to the States

possessing the long-leaved pine. I did not, how-
ever, describe the method of making it. The long-

leaved pine is a tree so unlike any Northern tree

that it is almost impossible to describe it to the un-
botanically scientific. It resembles our yellow field

pine somewhat, but has leaves often twelve to

eighteen inches long. These trees cover the sandy
plains of South and North Carolina in millions, and
yet at the present rate of consumption, must at no
distant day entirely disappear ; a plantation of these

(by plantation, I mean the trees contained in any
one plantation,) lasts about thirteen years from the

time operations commence upon them, so that

whilst they may be a source of profit to one gener-

ation, they will be lost to the next, thus killing the

goose for the golden egg.

The process of working the crop is as follows :

—

a gash is cut into the tree near its bottom, hollow-

ing below like a cup, bu„ rising above to the outside

of the bark ; the turpentine, or sap of the tree,

runs down and is caught in the cuj) ; every few davs
a negro goes out and scoops out whatever has col-

lected, and as the sap runs less freely, gouges or

scores the trunk for a line perpendicular to the

middle of the cup-shaped gash at bottom, out to a

line perpendicular to the side of the same; of

course, the sap runs out afresh a^ the new wound,
and is collected as before. This process is contin-

ued en all sides of the tree, till it is exhaust-
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ed ; this is the crude turpentine, which is carried

to the distillery and distilled, giving pure turpen-

tine and rosin. The trees are then cut down and

piled, as we pile for charcoal, over a hole in the

ground, covered with earth, and then set on fire
;

during their burning there runs out into the hole^impoj-tance to the world :

in the ground another pitchy substance, tar. The
Hard or Southern Pine lumber is derived from the

tree, cut before all this process has been

INDIA KUBBER IN A NEW SHAPE.

A New York correspondent of the Boston Jour-

nal gives the following account of a new applica-

tion of India rubber, which promises to be of much

passed through, though, sometimes, I believe the

tree is used for lumber after the turpentine has

been extracted.

Were it not for the practice of allowing the hogs

to run at large in the forest, as I mentioned in my
last, these trees would restore themselves, but the

hogs eat the mast or seed, and the tree is thus fast

disappearing ; and countless as their numbers seem,

no distant day will see the end of the Southern

pine, unless the Legislatures of the respective

States pass some forest laws restraining its destruc-

tion and promoting its growth.

Having thus described the North Carolina staple

crop, I will leave the rice of South Carolina for a

future number. I remain yours, &c.,

R. MoRFvIS COPELAND.

UTILITY OE MOLES.

Among the recent applications of India Rubber,
none are so remarkable as the manufacture of what
is called "Hard India Goods," into which the rubber

enters most largely. We have in this city a com-
pany called the Beacon Dam Company, which is

devoted to the manufecture of this class of goods.

By a process that originated with Mr. Chafi'ee, coal

tar is mixed with the rubber, and the compound
makes one of the most solid, elastic and elegant

articles that can be found in the market. It resem-

bles polished stone, is as black as coal, needs no
finish, and has of itself a hard and exquisite polish

as it is possible for any metal to bear. There seems

to be no end to the articles into which it can be

made. Canes of the most elegant form and ap-

pearance are constructed out of it, and are as tough

as so much steel, while they have all the elasticity

of whalebone. Cabinet Mork, inlaid and mosaic,

ornamental to the ])arlor and the chamber. Spec-

tacle bows and glasses for the eye, are made so

light as to be no annoyance, while their elastic

character cause them to sit firm to the head ; ojiera

glasses, castors, sand stands, ink stands, brushes

for the hair, that cannot l^e harmed by hot water,

tape lines, pen holders, pencil cases, cigar cases,

government boxes for the army and navy, govern-

ment buttons, and an endless variety of articles.

Mr. George Wilkins, in the .figrlcnUural Gazelle,

gives the following statement:—"The Journal of

the Royal Agricultural Society affirms that in one

year, and every year, full G0,()()0 bushels of seed

wheat, equal at this time to nearly £30,000 worth,

are destroyed by wireworms. If 60,000 bushels of I are thus made, and the articles are of a most ele-

seed are destroyed, full 720,000 bushels of crop are
I gant character; syringes of a novel form and char-

prevented, equal in value, at this time, to upwards jacter ; machines for oiling cars and engines, on a

of £300,000 a year ! If farmers, instead of killing i new principle, indicate that this new use of rubber

moles, partridges, and pheasants, would protect
|

is to work a complete revolution in the arts and
them, 720,000 more bushels of wheat would go manufactures.

every year into the English markets ; but the crea- But one of the greatest applications of this new
ture designed by a kind Providence to perform the rubber manufacture is the new telegraph wire that

chief part of this immense good is the mole. Someiis made from it. It needs no poles, as it is laid in

y ears since I had two fields, one of which was full the ground. It needs no covering; a trench of a

o^ wireworms, and the other was infested with them
i
few inches is dug; the rul)ber telegraph wire is put

to the extent of more than one-third part of it. Myjin and covered up; the wire is enclosed with the

crops failed for the first two or three years the land rubber ; no storm render the wires inoperative; no
was in my possession, but every year afterwards

i insect sever ; no rust corrode. It would appear

they improved, and at length rapidly. The cause I fabulous if I should state the miles of this wire

was this:—I bought all the live moles I could obtain,
, that have already been engaged, and the goods can-

first at 3s. a dozen and then at 2s., and turned them
down in my fields ; and one year in which I had 8

quarters of barley on an acre and nearly 7 quarters

of wheat, the moles were at work all the summer,
and in such numbers that, as I walked among the

growing crops, the ground under my feet was like

a honeycomb ; but that was the last year I had a

mole on my land ; their work being done, their

food—the former pests to my crops—being all

consumed, the little innocent workmen, who had
performed for me a service beyond the powers of

all the men in my parish, migrated to my neighbors

to perform for them the same kind or benefit they

had for me ; but of course, death met them at

every move, and soon the whole colony was de-

stroyed. I w\\\ add that now I will allow all farmers

in this country to turn upon the globe I myself oc-

cupy, all the moles from their farms they can bring,

being convinced they would do me no injury ; but,

if I happen to have a wireworm, they would by de-

stroying him do me good."

not be made to meet the demand.
The government of the United States is now

the best customer of the Beacon Dam Company.

The call for the Navy and Army button is immense ;

the article is elegant ; the naval button has on it

the motto, "don't give up the ship." And so tough

are these rubber buttons, that if one is placed on

an oak j)lank and pressure applied, it can be sunk

clear into the plank, and will come out unharmed ;

and the government shaving boxes, which are about

three inches in diameter, are so strong that a man
weighing 200 pounds can press his whole weight on

one of them, and not break them. Gun handles,

sword handles, and other military implements, are

constructed from this material. 'J'hey are cheap,

elegant, enduring. A walk through the sales-room

of this company is one of the marvels of New
York, and if any of your readers have the least

curiosity to see one of the most Avonderful appli-

cations "of India rubber that the world has ever

seen, they can be gratified by visiting the wholesale
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rooms of the Beacon Dam Company, located at

No. 63 Maiden Lane, and they will be gratified.

The Company retail no goods, but keep full speci-

mens on hand, and the President of the Company,

Col. L H. Rich, so long known in Burlington, Vt.

as one of the most enterprising of the citizens of

that beautiful city, will show the curious, the mar-

yels of this new trade.

"MUCK IS THE MOTHER OF THE
MEAL CHEST."

No truth ought to be better established than this

old homely one of the Scotchman, and yet, strange

to say, comparatively few have yet received it in its

broad signification ; while a large majority reject

it altogether. And, although no modern discovery

has been of such essential service to the farmer as

this, that 7nuck is not only one of the best substan

ces in nature to gather up and preserve for future

use other valuable agents, but it is in itself a power-

ful fertilizer, many will not only refuse to avail

themselves of its benefits, but discourage others

from so doing.

Entertaining these views, we were gratified to

find Swamp Muck and Salt Marsh the subject of

discussion at the American Institute Farmers' Club

in New York city, on Tuesday, the 15th of January.

Mr. R. L. Pell, renowned as the most extensive

fruit culturist in the world, and President of the

club, was presiding. Mr. Secretary Meigs read a

a paper from the London Journal of Arts and

Sciences, upon a patent plan of preserving meats

and vegetable substances used for food; and among

the gentlemen present to whom we were intro-

duced, were Judge LivrNGSTON, Mr. T. W. Field, of

Brooklyn, a gentleman extensively engaged in pear

culture, Dr.WATERBUKY, of Conn., Mr. Wy\koop,
and others. Our friend, Solon Robinson, the ag-

ricultural editor of the New York Tribune, was on

the spot, pen in hand, which has enabled us to give

below something that was said on the occasion.

Mr. Field, of Brooklyn, said all that was wanted

to make swamps productive was to relieve the sur-

face of stagnant water. The general use of muck,

as commonly applied, has been deleterious, and it

is difficult to induce men who have once made such

a mistake to try again in a proper manner. But

he finds nothing so valuable to mix with guano or

potash, or any other concentrated manure, as de-

composed muck. He supposes there is one-thir-

teenth part of this State now lying idle as worth-

less swamp. Here good garden land near New
York is w'orth $300 or $400 an acre, and yet the

swamps are everywhere l)'ing idle.

There are millions of loads of muscles within a

mile of Brooklyn, not one pound of which is ever

used, while all around men are complaining of the

failure of crops on light, sandy land.

Mr. Brown, being called upon, said he found

encouragement in thus meeting a farmer's club in

the heart of a great city ; since, even in the coun-

try itself, the farmer's occupation and interest is

neglected more than any other. It has never had

the fostering care of government, or of large asso-

ciations of men who had money to appropriate, or

of testamentary donations, such as are every day

made to colleges, libraries, and schools, but has

been left to work its own way up against an accu-

mulation of prejudice and ignorance which would

have crushed any other calling than that upon which

life itself depends. He therefore thought it a mat-

ter worthy of especial notice, that in a city like this,

amid all the busy pursuits of life, a club of men can

be found devoted to the purpose of discussing and

bringing before the world such useful matters as

emanate from this society ; for however little they

are studied in the city, they are widely read in the

country, and commented, and acted on, by those

most deeply interested. He had often republished

the questions discussed in this room to the advan-

tage and gratification of New England farmers.

He thought the subject had been just called up,

upon which Mr. Field had made some useful re-

marks, one that could not be talked about too

much. The people need line upon line to awaken

them to the importance of swamp draining, and the

use of muck as a fertilizer.

On the subject of salt meadows, he said he

thought their occupation by the farmers of western

Massachusetts of doubtful utility. If the hay pro-

duced on them were used for litter, for mulching,

for compost heaps, and the best of it as an agree-

able change in fodder, and to enable the farmer to

keep more stock than he could otherwise keep on

his upland grass, it would then be a valuable acqui-

sition to the farm. But wherever salt or marsh

hay is accessible, two principles seem to have uni-

versally prevailed. Fii'st, to secure all that it has

been found possible to obtain, and secondly, to car-

ry away and sell all the best grasses of the upland

farm. The time and labor expended in cutting

much of the marsh grass was at the expense of the

growing crops, so that short harvestings of corn

and potatoes and roots were the common result.

Ditching, draining, breaking up and re-seeding, and

most of the improvements which ought to be annu-

al on the farm, were pushed aside in order to per-

mit all hands "to go to the marsh." The swamps

near home were looked upon as valueless, or only

served to keep the hills together, or were the im-

prescriptible right of the noctui-nal serenaders, the

frogs. And he thought now, that very few persons

owning and improving salt marsh, had ever re-

claimed a swamp, however near it might be to the

buildings of the farm

!

If this were all, however, he said, the error might

be tolerated ; but the evils of the second part of

the drama are more disastrous than the first. The

oxen, cows, horses and sheep are kept in a great
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measure upon the salt hay, in order to save the

English to sell, and this they will not constantly

and freely eat, unless when kept down somewhere

in the neighborhod of the starvation point. In con-

sequence of this, their droppings are cold, watery

and inert, and they generally remain through the

year, neither fit for the dairy nor the shambles, en-

joying nothing themselves, and a lean and gaunt

reproach to their owners. Such is the system,

—

and instead of elevating the farmer and affording

him a profit, its tendency is constantly to impover-

ish and discourage. The hardest working farmers

he ever knew were those owning and cutting salt

meadows.

As to the use of muck as a fertilizer, he thought

comparatively few as yet properly appreciate it, or

well understand its composition and powers, and

the true way to use it. The muck of our swamps

is a mixture of mineral and vegetable matter,

—

but principally the latter. It is formed by the

growth of moss and annual grasses or rank aquatic

vegetables, of dead leaves, rotten trunks, and

branches of trees, where in some cases, a heavy

vegetable growth has been burned and the ashes

left, together with the refuse mould and mineral

matter of the hills, washed down through long ages

into the common receptacle—the swamp. Here

then are the materials we need as fertilizers stored

up for us in reserve like the coal beds, and waiting

for light and air to become the food which our

plants require. Dana says, it is highly concen-

trated vegetable food, and that when the state in

which this food exists is examined, it is found not

only partly cooked but seasoned. Peat ashes con-

tain all the inorganic principles of plants which

are insoluble. Twenty samples of peat examined

by Dr. C. T. Jackson, afforded an average of 72

vegetable matter, 24 ashes, in 100 parts dried.

Dana also says— and he has had ample experi-

ence to enable him to judge correctly—that equal

bulks of peat and cowdung do not materially dif-

fer ; that the salts of lime are about the same,

while the alumina, oxide of iron, magnesia in the

selicates added to the salts of lime, make the total

amount of salts, in round numbers, equal that of

cowduDg. That, "departing from cowdung and

wandering through all the varieties of animal and

vegetable manures, we land in a peat-bog. The

substance under our feet is analyzed, and found to

be cowdung, without its murky breath of cow-odor,

or the power of generating ammonia." The sub-

ject of muck as a fertilzer has received attention

from many able minds in this country, and in Eng-

land, and all accord in the opinion, that it is among

the most valuable materials for increasing the fer-

tility of the farm. Considering its nearness to the

place where it is wanted to be used, and to the fact

that it is a part of the farm itself, which was not

paid for at the rate of $50 per ton, it ought to

stand first in importance to the farmer, of all the

fertilizers he uses,—or at least side by side with

the droppings of his stalls.

Mr. Brown concluded by an earnest appeal to the

farmer to experiment more carefully, and to use more
extensively, and in so doing they would come to the

conclusion that Muck is, in reality, the Mother of

the Meal Chest.

For the New England Farmer.

GIFFOKD MORGAN HORSES.
An inquirer in the last Farmer wants light on

this the best branch of the Morgan race of horses.

The original Major Gifford was raised hy Ziba
Gifford, of East Randolph, Vermont, in the same
neighborhood where the first horse ever known as

"Morgan" was owned and kept, and I think, died,

by Justin Morgan. (Hence the name "Morgan"
was given the horse.) Major Gifford was a noble

animal, and his stock is much sought after by breed-

ers in the eastern part of Vermont. He was after-

wards owned by C. Blodgett, Chelsea, Vermont,
and thence taken to New Hampshire, (Walpole, I

think.) and died at an advanced age. His stock is

very generally of a beautiful chestnut color, very

plump or well proportioned, often quite gay, and
invariably possessing great power of endurance.

—

The old "Green Mountain" formerly owned by Si-

las Hale, of Royalston, Massachusetts, is of his .«:ire,

and though now at an advanced age, and by his

excessive use is now unfit for trotting on the course,

yet makes a fine appearance, and leaves abundant
marks of his superiority of blood, in the splendid

colts of his sire. He is now owned by a joint

stock company of farmers in Williamstown, Ver-

mont, and probably possesses the traits of "Major
Gifford" as much as any other horse of the same
stock.

There are "Gifford Morgans" in ever}- section of

New England, and in various places at the West,
each claiming various degrees of kindred to old

"Major Gifford" and like other horses claim to pos-

sess "more Morgan blood than any other horse now
living." "Major Gifford" was sired by the origi-

nal "Morgan" mentioned above, and one of the four

or five stock horses raised from a "Morgan."
Ferrisburg, Ft, May 30, 1856. P. J.

Log Houses.—A correspondent of the Boston

Journal, writing from Minnesota Territory, gives

the following description of a superior style of log

houses, which may interest persons going West

:

"Nothing is less attractive in appearance than an

ordinary log house, the logs being tumbled togeth-

er as fast as possible, and then plastered over with

mud. But give to a Swede the making of a house

from logs, and he turns one out which makes it very

doubtful to me whether it is not really the best

house that can be made of wood. The reason of

such a difference is, that in their own country, as

they tell me, their houses of wood are never con-

structed in any other manner. With a few simple

tools and principally the axe, they hew down the

logs to a thickness of about five inches (making of

them in fact a sort of plank) and then joint, pin and

fit them together with a nicety which our best car-

penters would find it hard to equal, and which
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makes them as impervious to Tvind and cold as the

•walls of a well caulked ship. In the way of rural

architeditre, this is something we do not read of,

but it is nevertheless as comfortable as it is unique,

and in apj)earance even is behind no other way of

putting wood together that I have seen."

EDUCATION BETTER THAN WEALTH.
Experience has often taught the lesson that the

children of wealthy parents are ruined by their

wealth, while children reared in abject poverty, by
the stern discipline of their early years, acquire ha-

bits of application and energy and self-control,

which qualify them for eminent success in the stern

struggles of life. The following incident, referring

probably to Judge CoUamore of Vermont, is in

point

:

"I remember," says the late Postmaster General

of the United States, "the first time 1 visited Bur-
lington, Vt., as Judge of the Supreme Court. I

had leit many years before, a poor boy. At the

time I left there were two families of special note

for their standing. Each of them had a son about

my own age. I was very poor, and these boys were

very rich. During the long years of hard toil which
passed before my return, I had almost forgotten

them. They had long ago forgotten me.
Approaching the court-house the first time in

company with several gentlemen of the bench and
bar, 1 noticed in the court-house yard, a ])ile of old

furniture about to be sold at auction. The scenes

of early boyhood with which I was surrounded,

prompted me to ask whose it was. I was told it

belonged to ^Ir. J. 'Mr. J.? I remember a fami-

ly of that name, very wealthy ; there is a son too

;

can it be he ?'

I was told that it was even so. He was the son

of one of the families already alluded to. He had
inherited more than I had earned, and spent it all

;

and now his own family was reduced to real want,

and his furniture was that day to be sold for debt.

I went into the court-house suddenly, yet almost
glad that I was born poor. I was soon absorbed in

the business before me. One of the first cases

called originated in a low drunken quarrel between
Mr. H. and Mr. A. Mr. H., thought I, that is a

familiar name. Can it be ? In short, I found this

was the son of the other wealthy man referred to.

I was overwhelmed alike with astonishment and
thanksgiving ; astonishment at the change in our
relative standing, and thanksgiving that I was not

born to inherit wealth without toil.

Those fathers provide best for their children

who leave them with the highest education, the

purest morals, and—the least money."

MANUEACTURE OF FISH GUANO.
At a late meeting of the Boston Society of Natu-

ral History, Dr. Charles T. Jackson, by request oi

one of the members, gave an account of the meth-

od now employed by the Narraganset Fish Guano
Company, in the extraction of oil from Menhaden,
and of converting the residual matter into a sub-

stitute for guano. "We find the following report of

his remarks in the Traveller :

He said that the manufacture of oil, and of arti-

ficial guano from fishes, had long been practised in

France, where the fish called Merlan was employed

I

for this purpose, and yielded but one and a half or
two per cent, of oil ; while the Menhaden is a much

I

fatter fish and produces oil more abundantly. In
France the fish cake, remaining after the extrac-

j

tion of oil, is dried at a steam heat, and is then
ground fine and packed in air-tight casks for sale

las a manure.
The Narraganset Company are engaged in sim-

jilar processes, in the conversion of their fish cake
into manure. They first steam the fish, then press

j

out the oil, and afterwards dry and grind the re-

,
mainder, mixing some gypsum, limestone, or earthy

I

material, in order to render the grinding more per-

|fect. Sometimes they add sulphuric acid to the
fish cake, and convert the bones of the fish into

,
sulphate of ammonia and humus, according to the

method first indicated by Dr. Hare, of Philadel-

:phia. In case this method is employed, the acid

fish cake should be ground with limestone, when
the excess of sulphuric acid will form sulphate of

I

lime, and render the addition of gypsum unneces-
sary.

It has been proposed to add a certain proportion
of peat to the fish cake, during the operation of

^

grinding it, the peat acting as an excellent absorb-
ent of ammonia, and as an antiseptic. This is ap-
plicable to the fish cake that has not been treated
with sulphuric acid.

Properly prepared fish cake is fully equal to gu-
ano as a fertilizer, and it can be prepared at a much
lower cost than guano can be brought from the
coast of Peru. There are doubtless many places

en our coast, where fish can be obtained in ade-
quate quantities for the manufacture of this manure.

The "Wixconsin Farmer, published monthly at

Madison, by Messrs. Powers & Skinner, is an ex-

cellent paper—printed well, and its columns filled

with practical and well written articles. It is a

credit to the West.

Howe's Seed Sower —Only a single machine has

been made; this is in the hands of practical farmers

for thorough trial. Others will be manufactured

as soon as one or two improvements which have

been suggested can be more completely tested.

Good Cows.—Mr. J. B. Philbrook, of Hardwick,
Vermont, has two cows of the native breed, (one of
them may be slightly crossed with the Devonshire,)
from which he made and sold six hundred lbs. of
butter last season, besides supplying his family oftwo
persons with milk and butter. I was at his house
to-day and he showed me a tub, containing twenty-
two and a half lbs. of beautiful butter, which he had
just churned from eight days' milk, being the first

the same two cows had made since their calves

were taken away this spring. What is remarkable
in this case is, that his dairy woman is his mother,
who is ninely-four years old. She never keepti a
hired-girl, and her boy, the said J. B. P., who is

now nearly seventy years old, does not intend to

marry while his mother can do her work.—S. D.
Kimball, Barton, Vt., Jlpril 1st, 1856.

0:3* If you would not be forgotten as soon as

you are dead, either write things worth reading or

do something worth writing.
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A BEAUTIFUL COTTAGE.

This is another of those tasteful, convenient, and

every way agreeable designs from the Messrs.

Cleveland and Backus' Work on " Village andFarm

Cottages." We have heretofore spoken of the ex-

cellence of this work, and as we look on its fair and

attractive pages again, we cannot help wishing that

every person about to build should have a copy of

it before him. A single glance at the features and

finish of this cottage would show to the passing

observer, that the owner was both able and willing

to consult his tastes as well as his purse.

FIRST STORY PLAN.

The arrangement needs some explanation. The
stairs, starting just back of the parlor-door on the

right side of the hall, land on a platform, six feet

above the floor, from which they return over the bed-

room closet. At the rear of the landing, a partition

crosses the hall, with a door at the side of the stair-

case. The cellar flight, starting in the back hall,

goes down under the main stairs, that part of it be-

yond the platform being incased. The back porch

is open, and the wood-room is beyond it, with

kitchen-pantry, and other conveniences.

In the second story, the stairs land over the par-

tition between the parlor and bedroom. There are

two closets between the chambers at the right of

the hall—one for each. There is a small one also

in the back chamber beyond the stairs. There is a

large closet in the hall for bedding, etc., and a

small one in the left-hand chamber. If needful,

this room may be divided in the centre, and a por-

tion of the hall closet devoted to the front half.

—

The chimneys are of brick, and topped out with the

same. The small dormer windows in the roof are

intended for ventilation as much as for light. But

they are decorative features also. The window

caps are of plank, supported on simple brackets.

The front gable vdndow has a flower-balcony. The

verandah is solid and plain, and is so finished as to

show its construction. Sawn brackets of solid

plank adorn the gable cornices, while the extended

rafters are made to show along the eaves.
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The first story is nine feet liigh. The second is

like those last described.

SECOND STOllY PLAN.

Though this house would not be out of place on

almost any village lot, it is especially suited to one

somewhat irregular in surface or outline. It is well

fitted for a corner house, the fronts, seen in the en-

graving, showing on the two streets. In any event,

the lot on which it stands should be of good size.

This plan may be eai^ily spoiled. No alteration

should be attempted without good advice. Some
practical man may perhaps object to its irregularity.

He may Avonder that one part of the house stands

back of the other. If he prefer the square, dreary,

double house, so common formerly, and seen some-

times still, his wish is easily gratified, and for a

model he can take a packing-box.

The cost of this house is $1,625.

For the New England Farmer.

POTATOES AGAIN.

Mr. Editor :—Every one holds very tenacious-

ly to his own judgment in all things, potatoes not

excepted. Each farmer knows how much he ex-

pects, and how much he raises from an acre of

ground ; and if the product exceeds his anticipa-

tions, all well ; if not, why the season was not favor-

able. Himself excused, he, in the prevalently be-

coming assertion, says, with all the swell of a Dutch
sage,—"Farming don't paj-." As don^t is self-evi-

dent to most ])ersons, and especially to intelligent

observers, under the means, further remarks are not

needed.

Farming requires study, money and a disposition

to try the soil. In East or West the same necessi-

ty is found of understanding the applications for

different localities and soils. Improvements are

necessary in all that hands can be placed upon.

And tlie practice of farming is better conducted
by intelligent men than by the antiquated booby
whose chief end is to work hard and drink cider

—

and who lives on the same jDlace that his father

wore out before him.

I am of the opinion that good, fxiir, fully ripe,

and middling potatoes, plnnted on well ])repared

ground, will insure a good and respectable crop.

Nevertheless, yet notwithstanding, if—. Enough.
w.

For the New England Farmer.

CHEAP LUXURIES-LAWNS.
BY H. F. FRENCH.

Without attempting to philosophize upon emo-

tions of Beauty, we may assume that the contem-

plation of some objects in Nature gives pleasure to

all, in a greater or less degree. This idea of Beau-

ty seems in some degree innate or natural, and to

be independent of the idea of Utility.

A leopard is more beautiful than a donkey, and

a rose is more beautiful than a potato, unless to a

half-starved Irishman, though the donkey and the

potato be the very tjpes of Utility, as the leopard

and rose are of mere Beauty. All persons, how-

ever uncultivated their taste, seem pleased with

cultivated nature, if the expression be allowable,

such as lawns and hedges, and beds of flowers, and

similar embellishments of artificial grounds, though

many persons entirely overlook the natural beauties

of forest, and river, and mountain, which have sur-

rounded them from childhood. It is, perhaps, be-

cause the one comes to them as a surprise, and so

attracts the attention, while the natural surround-

ings of their youth had never such novelty as to

call for especial notice. Beauty, like the vital air,

has surrounded them always, and been inhaled with

every breath unconsciously, and doubtless, like this

same air, would be somewhat missed were its exis-

tence to cease. This natural taste increases indefi-

nitely by cultivation, and every man who has a

house and land, desires at once to make it beautiful

to those within, and attractive to those without.

Extravagant expenditure about our houses is the

besetting and somewhat peculiar sin of Americans.

The man who even builds a house, without pecuni-

ary embarrassment, by reason of inaccurate esti-

mates at the outset, or a gradual yielding up of

his common sense to the desire to make a display of

his taste, such a man is rare ; but the man who not

only builds a house, but also undertakes landscape

gardening, and lives to a respectable old age out of

the alms-house, would be a curiosity.

Yankees are proverbial for getting their money's

worth, but that is only done in the way of trade.

Nobody gets worse cheated than they, when they

leave business and go a pleasuring. In all New
England we pay too much for yime wood architec-

ture, in the way of houses and stables and orna-

mental fences, and the Hke, and too little for those

ornaments which Nature so readily offers us, such

as lawns and hedges, and grand and graceful trees.

We can see in any village of moderate pretensions,

many dwellings where hundreds have been ex-

])ended in the ])oorest attempts at the Gothic or

Grecian style, while all around is as bare and deso-

late as a brick-yard, the funds of the builder having

been exhausted by the time the roof was covered.

Again, we see before many a cheap house, a front
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yard fence of structure as elaborate as the figures

on a blackboard made by the first class in trigo-

nometry, and many a man can aff'ord to pay a car-

penter for building a white pine, white painted

summer-house of boards and laths, whose means

some how completely give out, before he can get a

single evergreen tree, or a single vine, to cover the

nakedness of his land.

There is a limit to every man's means. Even

Queen Victoria, whose establishment, including

husband and children, is economically managed at

the annual cost of about five millions of dollars, is

obhged to call on Parliament for occasional extra

allowances, so that, with rich or poor, the question

is how can limited means be made to afibrd the

most of the necessaries, comforts and luxuries of

life. I commenced, with the intention now, when

we all, by opening our eyes, can at once test the

matter, of suggesting what are the cheapest as well

as most beautiful surroundings of our country

houses.

And at the head of the catalogue, first, second

and third, like action in oratorj', I place Green

Grass. Surround your house with grass, or a

lawTi in front, at the sides, any where there is

room. No matter whether the space be acres or

feet, nothing is so beautiful, from the opening spring

to the close of Autumn, as the green grass. But

cheap and common as is the grass, it is seldom that

we see even a small enclosure kept green through

the season.

In England, beautiful lawns are easily preserved,

for the climate is moist and equable. There, where

the climate is, on the whole, milder than here, the

Indian Corn will not ripen for want of the burning

summer heat of the sun. Here, the same clear

sun that ripens the corn, at the same time shrivels

the grass, unless some care is bestowed upon the

preparation of the soil, as well as the keeping ot

the lawn. Still, as I said, a lawn is our cheapest

luxury. Two things are essential to a beautiful

lawn. The first is deep culture of the soil, so that

the roots may strike down, where they can, in the

dryest time, find moisture. On my own place I

subsoiled the land, which is sandy, to the depth of

sixteen inches, and planted it with potatoes, the

year before sowing it. It has in the. six years

since it was sowed, once or twice been dried in

spots in August. Had it been spaded thoroughly

to the depth of eighteen inches, it would never

have changed its verdant hue. Every man must

judge for himself, according to the nature of his

land, as to the depth of tillage required. Deep

tillage is the one thing needful at the start. The

soil need not be very rich, but it should be thor-

oughly pulverized, cleared of all noxious grasses,

and perennial weeds, such as white weed and other

cumberers of the soil.

Then sow in spring or fall with grass seed, and

nothing else. The idea, which is common, of sow-

ing a few oats or other grain, just to shade the

grass, is entirely erroneous. It would be almost as

rational to let your neighbors turn into your pas-

ture a few large oxen, just to shade your calves, in

hot weather; as to sow these rank feeding grains, to

shelter your lawTi grass.

I sow nothing but what we call here red top, (in

Botany Jlgrostis Vidgaris,) and white clover, for

lawns. All the seed stores have laiim grass seed

for sale. I never knew any of it to come up, oth-

er than that composed of a mixtui-e of our common
grasses. The ground should be rolled, and the

lawn is then finished.

The other essential to a beautiful lawn is fre-

quent and close cutting. Cut the grass as soon in

the spring as the sharpest scythe will clip it, long

before it begins to head, and keep it as short as

possible through the season. I have found four

cuttings in the season to be sufficient for mine, but

in most places, perhaps it might require more.

We occasionally see, in travelling, some spot be-

fore an old house, where sheep or horses have

grazed at their pleasure, which presents the best

idea of a nicely shaven lawn, that we find. To keep

the lawn perfectly even, it should be rolled with a

hea%7 roller after each cutting, but at least, it

should have a thorough rolling once or t'W'ice in the

spring, to crush down any irregularities made by

the frost, or small stones, or other objects which

may be in the way of the scythe.

An occasional to])-dressing in the fall, and in

two or three years with fine compost, or superphos-

phate of lime, or ashes, vAM be sufficient to pre-

serve the fertihty of the soil.

Having laid out the lawn, be careful not to crowd

it with trees, a few fine specimens of the elm, the

Scotch larch, an occasional group of white pine, a

hemlock now and then, or a group of them, a trellis

with a rose or honeysuckle, a few flowering shrubs,

according to the extent of the ground, may be added,

but not so as to interfere with each other, or the

open impression of breadth and space, which is es-

sential to the true idea of a lawn.

Then, with a well-kept hedge of Buckthorn or

Privet, and walks neatly kept and evenly cut

through the turf in graceful curves, we have, at the

smallest possible cost, a perfect "thing of beauty,"

in its way, which Solomon in all his glory could

not equal.

In the March number of the Farmer for 1852,

1

wrote of hedges. My Buckthorn hedge, about

twenty rods in extent, which is there named, plant-

ed in 1849 and 'oO, has now arrived at the dignity

of a fence. This spring, the boards which had pro-

tected it were removed, and the hedge, about three

feet high, cut square and even, I am not ashamed

of. A single invisible wire runs along the top of it,

for protection against cattle in the street, and thus
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far proves sufficient. I defy the art of man, with

wood or metal, at any cost, to make a fence so

beautiful for a country residence, as a living hedge;

and I challenge the world of gardeners to form, by

the culture of flowers even, a landscape so perma-

nently and satisfactorily lovely, as the quiet, hum-

ble grass, on a well-kept lawn.

For the New England Farmer.

PRESENT OF A PAPEH-BARNS.
Mr. Editor :—A few weeks since, I received a

number of your paper containing a receipt making
me an advance paying subscriber for one year. My
prfisent purpose is not the finding out of my friend,

who choses to remain incognito. I leave that to

time and chance. But I most certainly shall find

him out.

The present of a paper is at once neat, chaste,

useful and unexceptionable. Nothing can be more
so. It may be received as a gentle hint that a lit-

tle more reading may be good for us. That to be

a little more intellectual will make us better and
more lovable. To a farmer it may intimate that

a little more learning is no dangerous thing. That
a little more use of books, or even the pen, need
not unfit us for using the other implements of our
art.

The JV. E. Farmer on my table, falls into the

good company of the Maine Farmer, the Working
Farmer, \-c., and no jealousies are yet engendered
by the meeting. The elder installed members of

the group are not ashamed of the venerable one
last in place. Not the least difficulty is apprehen-
ded.

A present of a good paper to a friend is yet too

much of a novelty. Such an act has sometimes
been perpetrated in Maine, and in no instance, to

my knowledge, has the least trouble grown out of

it.

Being a farmer, and I may be allowed to say,

something of a reading one—not much of a writing

one—I am often sorely tempted to drop in a few
words for the papers, when I fancy that the idea in

a well-written article might have been carried a

little farther with advantage. Though I generally

manage to quiet such desires, yet the case has
happened where I have indulged a little, and may
do so again.

In No. 10 of the current volume, your corres-

pondent, W. 1). B., of Concord, has advanced some
just and timely ideas on barns.

In the planning of all buildings, the mathemati-
cal fact should ever be ke])t in our view ; that in

economy of outer surface, the form of the square
and cube are to be approached. In the ground
plan for a barn, if the structure is to be a large one,

the best ])ractical width should be selected, which
is from 40 to 44 feet ; the best height, which will be
found about 20 feet, little more or less ; and ex-

tended in length to make your desired dimensions.
But the point I wish to make here, is, that mathe-
matical fact does not allow the economical builder
to stop at the square and the cube, but to reach on-
ward to the figure of the circle and the s])here.

In practice, with the materials mostly in use at

present, barns may not readily admit the circular

form. But for barns of medium size, we make an
approach to the circle by adopting the octagon,
which is free from valid objections.

Let us for a moment compare this form with the

square. A barn 30 by 30 feet, 16 feet high, con-

tains 14,400 cubic feet ; an octagon of the same sur-

face, making 15 feet on each of its 8 sides, same
height, encloses 17,385 feet.

A barn 40 by 40 feet, 20 feet high, contains 32,-

000 feet. An octagon, 20 feet sides, same height,

38,624 feet. Here we see a clear gain of about
one-fifth of the storage capacity.

For barns of larger dimensions, I have not given
this plan much thought. They may be objection-

able. For medium size there is no loss in sj)ace or
convenience in cattle stalls, but a positive gain.

—

There is a clear gain in material and labor in the
erection of a good, staunch frame, by choosing the
octagon over the square. Beams and ])osts inter-

nally above the girts and scaffold fiooring are im-
necessary.

I disclaim being a mechanic or the son of a me-
chanic ; but could give my private opinion to a me-
chanic, on the size and position of every stick of

timber in the frame of a moderate sized octagon
barn. Say a barn with storage for twenty to thirty

tons of haj'.

That such a barn is convenient and just the

thing, I have daily, actual, positive proof.

Yours sincerely, c. C.

Foxcroft, Maine, March 11th, 1856.

REFRIGERATION.
We are glad to learn that this safe and almost

painless anesthetic agent is rapidly gaining favor

among surgeons. By freezing the part, more or less,

according to the case, many of the minor surgical

operations, such as the removal of tumors, the ex-

traction of teeth, the destruction of morbid growths
and abnormal surfaces, can be performed with al-

most entire immunity from suffering, and with none
of the danger attending the use of chloroform.

One of our city dentists is now extracting teeth

in this way, to the great delight of those who have
not the fortitude to endure pain, and who fear

chloroform and other narcotic anesthetics. Noth-
ing is easier than the application of the freezing

mixture. Two parts of snow or pounded ice to one
part of common table salt, makes a convenient frig-

orific. The ingredients may be mixed and placed

In a Unen rag, a piece of fine gauze, or a bladder,

or in a hollow brass ball constructed so as to fit the

part or surface, and held in contact a few minutes,

or until the requisite degree of congelation has ta-

ken place. The gums are so thin that they are

frozen by a few moments' application, when the

rotten tooth, decayed stump, offending prong, or

other remnant of odontology, may be taken out

before the gums recover their sensibility. As many
deaths have occurred in persons apparently in good
health, while under the influence of chloroform,

for the purpose of having a tooth extracted, we
commend this plan to all who have teeth to be
pulled, or who defight in dental surgery.— Water
Cure Journal.

Cough in Horses.—We once had a horse that

had caught a bad cold, and coughed so severely that

he could be heard half a mile. All sorts of reme-
dies were proposed—enough we should think to

kill any good horse outright. These remedies were
all rejected, although some might have proved use-

ful, and the following course pursued. The horse
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was in the first place verj' carefully and moderately

used so to never produce perspiration. He was
carefully blanketed when the weather was cold,

(it was about mid-autumn,) or when he was in the

least degree heated—he was kept constantly on

green and succulent food, clover, roots, &c., and

was supplied with plenty of the best water at all

times. In a few weeks he was perfectly well.

—

It is an old saying that more depends on the nurse

than on the physician, which was verified in this

instance.

—

Jlgriculiural Exchange.

Perforated or Solid Bricks.—Some experi-

ments have lately been made on the comparative

sustaining power of jiatent perforated bricks, and
bricks of the ordinary kind. In each case, a pier

of four courses of the bricks to be tested was built

in Roman cement, on the table of a powerful hy-

draulic press, and allowed at least twenty-four hours
thoroughly to set. A light scale-board was sus-

pended to the safety valve lever of the press, on
which there were placed successive weights, until

the pier of bricks on the table of the press was
crushed. The number of weights was increased a
quarter of a pound at a time—being equivalent to

an increment of ten tons upon the press—com-
mencing at 30 tons, this starting point l)eing the

effect due to the united weights of the lever and
scale board. The pumps were worked very slowlj',

to eliminate the concussion produced otherwise by
the inertia of the water. The first experiment was
made with good ordinary brick in a pier of 18
inches square, built in four courses. 'J'his showed
sym])toms of failing with 110 tons, and was crushed
with 150 tons. A pier of the same dimensions of

perforated bricks began to crack with 270 tons, and
was crushed with 350 tons.

KNOX'S PATENT GANG CULTIVATOR.

This is a combination of the Horse Hoe and

Gang Plow. A row of small steel plows, attached

to a diagonal beam, lift and pulverize the soil, pro

ducing a fine tilth. For covering grain, and pre-

paring the soil for root and other crops, it is prefer-

able to the harrow.

The following letter shows how the "Gang Culti-

vor" is appreciated by practical men who have tried

it.

Mr. Editor :—Permit me to recommend to you
a flew implement of husbandrj-, of no small import-

ance. It is "Knox's Patent Gang Cultivator" man-
ufactured by Messrs. Nourse, Mason & Co.,

AVorcester, Mass. For putting in wheat, rye, oats,

&c., I have never seen anything nearly equal to it.

It leaves the ground light and level, whereas, a har-

row leaves it heavy. I plow my ground with a

side-hill plow, and if it is green sward I roll it

smooth ; put on my manure, and then put on the
Gang Cultivator and go lengthwise of the furrows
and then cross them, and then my land is nicely

levelled and the manure well put under. I was
fearful it would not do the work well with coarse

manure, but I found it was just the tool for it. I

tiiink our crops will be enough better, and our land

enough richer, to amply compensate for tlie ex-

pense of one. Wm. Emerson.
Auburn, Mass., May 29, 1856.

I have used one of the above-named Cultivators

to get my grain in this spring and for pulverizing

my land, and I do most fully concur in the above
statement of Mr. Emerson. MARCUS BENNETT.
Auburn, Mass., May, 1856.

A Practical Mistake.—In a certain town in

Vt., a fresh son of Erin and a young man who was

familiar with the "beasts of our forests," were walk-

ing leisurely home from their day's labor when a

little animal started off before them. "Och!" says

Pat, "I'm sure its a Pacock or wild Tarky," and

made after him, endeavoring to secure him under

his coat, which he was carrying on his shoulder.

—

"Hold, pat," said his friend, "it's a skunk." "An sure,

I'm after kaping the lad," said Pat, and threw his

coat over the Pacock and clasped him in his arms !

The scene suddenly changed, and the wild tarkey

was off, while Pat was rubbing his face and crying,

"Me eye's out ! me eye's out ! I'm kUt entirely."
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For the New England Fanner.

WOMAN'S INFLUENCE.
BY SUSIE SUMMERFIELD.

"Woman's Influence ! Why, how does it happen
that the editor of the 'JVeiv England Farmer' has

inserted a short sketch entitled thus in the agricul-

tural department of his paper ?" exclaims some
wise, elderly gentleman, who is a practical "farm-j

er," while he sits in his cosy arm-chair, by his own:

fire-side ; as he takes up this weekly paper, which

'

ever proves a source of pleasure and profit to his i

circle of "loved ones." Then, the dear old gentle-

man rubs up his spectacles, and holds the light

closely to the freshly printed page, as he mutters,

"Humi)h ! woman, woman ! what has she to do

with us men, in being interested in the progress of

agriculture, that we should read of her influence

here ?" "O, father ! perhaps this article may de-
^

fine the way in which she retards the progress of'

agriculture ; for I never knew a lady to confess

that she was interested in such a masculine and
unrefined science, yet," exclaims a pert young
farmer by profession, rather than by practice.

But let me assure you, my dear sir, that "Susie",

believes that woman does, will have, and must have

an unbounded influence in rendering agriculture a

popular, progressive science ; or in making it con-

trawise. "Why ?" Because farms are carried on

by men ; and men are influenced by women, or la-

dies, if this term suits thee better, my young gen-

1

tleman farmer. How, do you ask ? It is by her

becoming interested in, and by understanding what'

is the nature and character of the employment of

those with whom she is associated in life.

Young ladies are sent to our institutions of learn-

ing that they may become adepts in the higher

branches of education, such as Geology, Chemistry,

&e. If she acquires a knowledge of these different

branches, is she not prepared to assist, guide and
influence the male memliers of her home circle,

who are engaged in a science which needs instruc-

tion from such elevated sources? Her feminine

taste naturally urges her to admire the works and
wonders of nature, and if she becomes intei'ested

in the ])lanting and sowing of seed, in the training

and thriving of fruit trees, and in the cultivation of

vegetables, as well as the development of the ex-

otic, the opening of the perfumed rose-bud, and the

training of vines which ornament the trellisses that

beautify her portico, and which festoon above her

window ; can she not lend a new charm, a new in-

terest to the tillage of the soil, which every day is

becoming more and more ])opular, profitable and
pleasant to the intelligent, sturdy sons of New
England ? If, instead of peopling the air with im-

ages, and building imaginary structures in fanciful

dreams, she uses her expanded faculties in appeas-

ing man's irritability, as he meets with his every-

day vexations, and grants soothing sympathy unto
him, as he performs his wearisome toil, will not

woman's interest and influence be acknowledged,
yea, welcomed by old and young farmers ? When
woman employs her knowledge of the mathematics
in calculating the loss and gain there is in farm
work, and in the products of the soil, as well as to

merely discipline the mind, will she not receive the

acknowledged confidence of every practical, judi-

cious farmer in Christendom ?

Yes ! she may become a sunbeam within the

household of every farmer, which shall send cheer-

ing light deep down into the honest, generous heart

of every yeoman in the land ; or, by her listlessness,

she may prove herself to be like a vapory cloud,

which will dim the lustre of every star of promise
that may shine Avithin his horizon.

Let us see to it, then, that we lend sunshine to

our homes, and that, by our affectionate words,

and buoyant hopes, we chase away every shadow
that frowns upon our households, and then we will

coaxingly inquire of our farmer-husbands, and of our
farmer-brothers, if woman cannot lend an influence

to agriculture.

Sometimes we meet with deceived, u'onld-he-dig-

nijied young ladies, who imbibe the notion that the

occupation of farming is not so dignified as a pro-

fessional or mercantile life. O ! how erroneous is

such an idea ! Do you not call that pursuit digni-

fied which brings a person into an intimate acquaint-

ance with the most wonderful, elaborate operations

of nature's laws, and with the most sublime, intri-

cate beauties of creation ; while it strengthens the

mental fliculties by continually awakening deep,

calm refiection, and by keeping every one of man's
energies fresh, vigorous and active ? The farmer

who swings the scythe or the sickle amidst the

graceful heads of the ripened grain, or among the

purple clover heads, which exude their fragrance

upon the summer air, is for happier, and just as

dignified as the pale faced merchant who handles

costly fabrics with dainty fingers, or puzzles his

brain over his "ledger" in his counting-room ; or,

as the restless mechanic in his work-shop. Though
he is not able to count his gayi in silver and gold

dollars, with such rapidity, yet his expenses are fa

less, and he continually receives by far the most in

terest paid in unalloyed happiness.

That man who looks with the feeling of paterni

ty upon the buds of a j)lantation of choice trees, is

as much elevated and as happy as the scholar or

professor who rejoices in the birth of a new idea,

or beholds his completed discourse, oration or plea,

with intense delight.

Sometimes, when men begin to talk of the best

methods of enriching their lands, of the fertilizing

properties which compost contains, of the benefit

which is derived by farmers carefully selecting

their stock from choice breeds of animals, and of

the most efficacious manner of fattening swine, la-

dies toss their curls, and send out looks of disdain

from their bright eyes, and are shocked that farm-

ers will be "so vidgar" as to talk of such topics in

their dignified presence ! But ministers discuss

theological questions ; moralists converse upon
themes connected with their efforts for reforming

society ; lawyers speak of the best mode of argu-

ment ; statesmen discourse upon politics, and the

physicians announce the latest discovery in medical

science, and talk of the different ingredients which

form medical compounds ; and the ladies all smile

and listen, while they pronounce them very skilful,

inffuential practitioners, since they are so interested

as to talk about their different professions. Now,
if agriculturists desire to become skilful operators

upon their soil, must they not talk too about their

business, and will not the gentler sex encourage

them to do so ? But is it vulgar to be interested

in a science which engaged the attention of the

"father of our country," Washington ; and which is

connected with the pruning and training of that

tree, the falling fruit of which first aided the great

philosopher, Newton, to discover the laws of gravi-
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tation ? Is it undignified to speak of that demon-

strative knowledge which enables men to furrow

the ground ; and then to cover it with fields of lux-

uriant com, with carpeted meadows of green grass,

dotted here and there with fragrant clover heads,

and trailed over with exuberant vines, bearing clus-

ters of purple and golden fruit; all of which help

to form the picturesque part of nature's beauties ?

Was that woodman unrefined, who wielded the

axe which hewed those chips from the stately tree,

that awakened a train of thought in his mind that

enabled him to make that appropriate comparison

in referring to children and parents, when he said

"that the little chips were alwajs nearest to the

heart," and so he believed the little ones to be to

the parent. No ! my lady readers, he was one of

nature's pupils, and she teaches naught but purity,

and heart refinement in her lessons of wisdom.

Did not our Saviour select themes connected

with the fields to discourse upon in parables, to vast

concourses of peoj)le ? Was it not a cornfield,

which received the impressions of his holy feet as

he plucked the silken ear to feed the hungry on the

whole is then reduced to powder and packed up in

tins. The material is not necessarily kept air-tight,

but may be freely exposed to the air. The powder
is used in the ordinary way as eggs are, being mixed
with a little water, and is thus an excellent substi-

tute for milk on long voyages, besides capable of

being used for all cooking purposes in the same
way as the fresh egg. The powder will keep any
length of time without fear of deterioration.

—

Lon-
donpaper.

For the New England Farmer.

THE STUDY OF BOTANY.
"A standing objection to Botany has always been,

that it is a pursuit that amuses the fancy and ex-

ercises the memory, without improving the mind
or advancing any rt-al knowledge ; and when the

science is carried no further than a mere systemat-

ic classification, the charge is but too true. But the

botanist, desirous of wiping off this aspersion,

should be, by no means, content with a list of names
;

he should study plants philosophically, should in

Sabbath day? Was it not a garden which wasjvestigate the laws of vegetation, should examine

stained by Jesus' precious blood, when he was cru- the jiowers and virtues of herbs, should jiromote

cified for us, poor, blinded, helpless worms of the! their cultivation, and graft the gardener, the plan-

dust ? Was it not a garden, filled with trees, laden iter and the husbandman on the phytologist. Not
with rich fruit and adorned with ambrosial foun-

tains, which formed an Eden for our first parents ?

Was not agriculture the first science in which man
was instructed, one which he was commanded to

pursue ? And yet, some call it unprofitable, undig-

nified and unrefined, com])ared with the mechanical

arts, and the different professions.

But ho, ye women and daughters of New Eng-
land, of America, even, arise, and prove yourselves

that system is by any means to be thrown aside

;

without system the field of nature would be a path-

less wilderness ; but system should be subservient

to, not the main object of, pursuit.

"Vegetation is highly Avorthy of our attention
;

and in itself is of the utmost consequence to man-
kind and productive of many of the greatest com-
forts and elegancies of life.

"The productions of vegetation have had a vast

bright spirits which shall gladden homes, warm influence on the commerce of nations, and have been
" '

' the great promoters of navigation. As every cli-

mate has its peculiar producer, our natural wants

being on a mutual intercourse, so that each distant

part is sup])lied with the growth of every lattitude.

"Instead of examining the minute distinctions of

cheerless hearts, and inspire our young and old far-

mers with new zeal and new courage in the culture

of the soil.

AVhen we can number the noble trees which

spring from little seeds that mysteriously float

through the air, when we can calculate the flowers every various species, of each obscure genius, the

that the summer shower and the summer sun causes

to spring into glad luxuriance from the gener-

ous earth, we may then, and not till then, be

enabled to estimate the benefits which may arise

•when right minded, highly educated and sympa-
thetic females begin to exhibit an interest and a ra-

tional knowledge of agriculture. Then, I believe

the readers of the "J^ew Eii^land Farmer" will

botanist should endeavor to make himself acquaint-

ed with those which are useful. You will see a

man readily ascertain every herb of the field, yet

hardl} know wheat from barley, or at least one sort

of wheat or barley from another."

—

White'c jSfatu-

ral Historij of Selborne, 1778.

This last remark reminds us of an instance in

our school days. With our good professor, we
not be surprised to read a few ideas upon "Woman's

j

made many botanical and pleasure excursions out

Influence" in the agricultural department. Willi of the city. Returning once we were gathered

they, Mr. Editor ?

Remarks.—No, no! A few articles like this,

written by one who, herself, adorns the farmer's

home, and whose teachings spring from bright ex-

amples, will awaken many to a true sense of the

beauty, propriety and dignity of rural life. This

is good seed, madam, we will see that it is sown on

good soil, and it shall bring forth an hundred fold.

Condensed Egg.—A process has been devised

by Messrs. Thurgar, of the Albion Mills, Norwich,

for drying eggs, so that they will keep good for any
length of time. This is effected by evaporation.

The yolk and white of the egg are exposed to a

slow heat, and the moisture is thus driven oft'. The

about our teacher on the deck of the steamboat

talking over our specimeyis. Professor W. took up
one : "What is this young ladies ?" One guessed,

and another guessed, but none knew aught cei'tain-

ly. One exclaimed "O, isn't it pretty," another,

"what an odd thing," and another, "1 wish I had

found one for my herbarium, I wonder if it's rare."

Its sight seemed to revive some slumbering memory
within me. I was sure I had seen it in the rural

home of m-y early childhood. Yes! by patting

memory a little I could call up just the spot where

I had seen it—off in a neglected corner where

things came up of their own accord. But between

two I was undecided. There were tomato vines

there that came up every year of their own accord.

We called them "love apples," and when after care-

ful experiment and many misgivings, we children

pronounced them not poiso7ious, we considered
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ourselves vastly sage. But on further considera-

tion the ])lant in our teacher's hand belonged to an-

other weed adjacent in situation. Yes,it was night

shade ! Our professor laughed. "You are not so far

wrong—it is of the same familj', but another indi-

vidual, being a potato blossom." "We never shall

forget the difference between the three solanwm.
Children might be greatly interested in the ex-

amination and explanation of the ornamental por-

tion of our common and useful vegetables and herbs.

Thus incidentally might a taste and love for scien-

tific agricultural pursuits be engendered and encour-

aged in many who might otherwise turn from farm-

ing as an occupation, calling into use physical pow-

ers, mere practical matter-of-fact ideas, while the

higher powers of mind and heart were little exer-

cised. Elsie.

Waukesha, Wis.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
THE RAT AND THE SPARROWS.

Mr. Editor :—On a pleasant day, last week, four

gentlemen were standing in front of a house in

South Framingham. It was noticed that three or

four sparrows, near a pile of posts and rails, were

acting strangely. Soon a large rat was seen to dart

from the pile of rails towards the birds. They
scattered, and the rat returned. The birds soon

gathered again, and the rat again sprung towards

them, but soon returned. One of the gentlemen

went into his house for his loaded gun, and ap

proached the rails. The birds again gathered, and

the rat again ajipeared and chased one of them a

distance of thirty feet, the other birds hovering

about the rat. The birds then Hew away.

Never having seen or heard of such a thing, I

send the facts to you. Were the birds under a
charm ? Is it an uncommon thing ? T. P.

Boston, May, 1856.

Reiurks.—The sparrows probably had a nest

near the spot ; the rat saw one or more of them,

and fancied that they would make him a good din-

ner, but not having the instincts of the cat to watch

and wait, he was disappointed. Most birds make

a show of resistance when their nests are in danger.

We saw two black-birds, the other daj^, drive a

cow out of the rushes where their nest was un-

doubtedly bestowed. They would suddenly dart

down about her, screaming, and sometimes nearly

striking her on the back, until she deemed it best

to retire from the rushes and the birds.

PRESERVING SHINGLES.

A few weeks since we published a recipe for

preser\ing shingles, by soaking them in a solution

of lime and salt, dissolved in water. A subscriber

informs us that he laid several thousand shingles

prepared in this way, about eight years ago, and

he finds they are now loosening and coming off the

buildings. The shingles themselves are perfectly

sound, but the action of the salt has caused the

nails to rust quite off. Our informant recommends

lime alone, as it is sufficient to preserve the wood,

and has no effect on the nails.

WINTER GREEN SWEETING.

Mr, Brown :—I send you a specimen of the

Sweet Greening ; a new variety with me, but may
be an old one with you. The best apples to keep
through the winter I ever put up.

Respectfully yours, JosiAH BENNETT.
TFestmnreland, JV. K, 1856.

Remarks.—The apples were received in good

condition. They are well known to us, and are

among the few fine late-keeping^ sweet apples. If

kept in a cool, damp cellar, they are usually in ex-

cellent condition in May and June.

CATERPILLARS, SMOKING, PISMIRES.

We have six regular papers, and I believe the

Farmer would be the last I should be willing to

dispense with. There is a great deal of valuable

information in every number ; but there is one thing

that I have not yet seen a cure for, that is the dis-

gusting, filthy habit of smoking. If men will not

hear to reason nor affection, I should be glad to see

them obliged to yield to compulsion.

My husband uses bran, instead of powder, to kill

caterpillars ; it does not injure the trees. But he
has not been able to keep the great black pismires

from destroying pear buds ; they took more than
their share last year, and are determined to, this.

Fitzwilliam, JV. H. MRS. M. A. K.

Remarks.—If all the women were of the opin-

ion of our correspondent, we think a great many
pipes would soon go out. We will say for your

comfort. Madam, that there is not a person about

the JVeu; England Farmer establishment who

uses tobacco in any shape.

BOOK ON under-draining.

Will you be kind enough to name the best and
most thorough publication on under-draining of

the soil, describing the uses, benefits and different

modes. Perhaps you may remember that I wrote

to you last winter for information relative to mak-
ing a milk house with the w'aste water from an ice

house;—well, I have got it all arranged, and it ex-

cells any natural spring that ever broke out of the

ground. T. H. Collins.

Locust Laivn, hid., 1856.

Remarks.—Munn's Practical Land Drainer is,

perhaps, the best work on the subject in a small

compass. It is published by Saxton & Comjjany,

N. Y. _
BIG D.AXDELION.

I think I can beat that Bridgewater dandelion

noticed in your miscellaneous department.

A dandelion recently growing on my father's

farm, had one hundred and seventy-nine buds and
blossoms, and three hundred and twenty-tlu-ee

leaves, and weighed thirty-three ounces.

Jlshfield, June, 1856. William F. Bassett.

(i:^ We have just been shown a couple of eggs

from the hen-coop of Mr. 11. Munroe, of Burling-

ton, Mass., weighing five and one-fourth, and six

ounces each.
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Randolph of Roanoke.—One more is added

to the "Randolph of Roanoke" stories, by a Virgin-

ian correspondent of Harper, who says it has never

been published before

:

When John Randolph visited Richmond, it was

his habit to stop at the Eagle Hotel, and to drive

his own horse around to the stables, on another

street. On one of these occasions, while perform-

ing this latter operation, he was arrested by a coun-

try wagon, standing before the grocery store kept

by one Simpson and his wife—the wife being the

man of the two—and Randolph being impeded in

his passage of the narrow street, ordered the coun-

tryman to get out of his waj^ The frightened fel-

low tried to do so, but Randolph was too impatient,

and springing out of his wagon, put after the coun-

tryman, who took refuge in the grocery. As Ran-

dolph rushed in, Mrs. Simpson was coming out with

a bucket of dirty water in her hand, and seeing

the excitement of the intruder, demanded of him

where he was going.

"Madam," said Randolph, in his shrillest key,

"do you know Avho you are speaking to ?" And
then drawing himself up to his fullest lankitudc,

he exclaimed, "I am John Randolph, of Roanoke !"

"I don't care," said she, "who you are ; but if you

ain't out of this house in a minute, you'll get this

bucket of slops in your face
!"

Suiting the action to the threat, she raised the

bucket, and would have dashed it over the states-

man, had not his discretion, for the first and only

time, got the better of his valor. Turning on his

heel, he beat a hasty retreat, and left the woman
mistress of the field.

Blood Stock.—Who has full blooded Durham,
Devon, Ayrshire, Hereford, or Alderney bulls ?

—

Green Mountain Farmer.

We have a pure Alderney bull, 16 months old,

for sale at a fair price. Hon. B. V, French, of

Braintree, has Devons, and Charles B. Clark, Esq.,

of Concord, Mass., has Durhams.

LADIES' DEPARTMENT.

est girl, "can go out in Cuba with a dress, costing

perhaps only three dollars, provided it be tasteful,

while in 'the North,' according to what I have been
told, it is necessary always to wear expensive things,

as the cost, and not the taste, is what is generally

attended to."

The Filibuster, also, then rose against me, and
said, "What I consider most shocking in the cus-

toms of New York, is that a young lady going to

purchase new shoes, places her feet on the sales-

man's knee, in order to have them put on." On
hearing this, all the circle burst out into a loud

laugh which lasted several minutes. I was greatly

abashed, and could make no reply. The fault had
been entirely mine in introducing such a conver-

sation, I was pretty rigorously dealt with, and
at last concluded to laugh with the rest, and thus

diminish the mockery of the company.

The excitement of the ladies became exceedingly

great, and seemed like a kind of paroxysm. "Who
has ever seen in Havana," they asked, "a lady pay-

ing three or five hundred dollars for a cloak, or

investing five thousand dollars in the lace trimming

of a dress ? Where can you find a lady here so

lavish as to hire a carriage, which she veally does

not need, as she has one of her own, and keeping

it five or six hours, forgetting that it must be paid

for at a high rate?"

"For God's sake I replied, "let us capitulate ! let

us capitulate !" But there was no remedy, and I

had to suffer the penalty of our ladies' faults. * *

American ladies, not wishing to ])lace their coun-

trymen in "tight places," and causing them to be

troubled, as I was, by faults, in which nobody but

themselves are to blame, should reform their cus-

toms in that respect. I have come to the conclusion

not to marry any lady until she has visited Havana,

and learned some lessons of economy.— Yaiikee

Travels ihroui>'h Cuba.

"WHAT THEY SAY OF IT IN HAVANA.
This matter of shopping, as I have before

stated, was the subject of our conversation during

the whole evening. I intended to criticise these

habits, but the feminine portion of the company
revenged themselves with a pretty severe attack on

the customs of the New York ladies. "You will

never see in Havana," they said, "a lady leaving her

house at ten o'clock in the morning, and spending

the whole day in stores, talking to the salesmen,

not only about the goods they wish to purchase,

but also about the marriages that are going to take

place, and inquiring who the parties are, what is

their wealth, annual income, &c., and not returning

until five in the afternoon." "And what do you
think," said the old lady, "of the married ladies,

who during a single promenade through Broadway,
bring about the ruin of their poor husbands, who
tremble at the thought of a change of seasons

which takes place four times a year, and whihh
requires an entirely new assortment of bonnets, firs,

Fruit in Cans—Pie-Plant, &c.—Putting up
fruits. Sec, in sealed cans, is not always successful,

as many know from experience. Green corn has

been often tried, and generally without success.

—

The Ohio Cultivator says, "Others have a more

sad experience in canning rhubarb or pie-plant,

which contains so much oxalic acid, that on being

used from the cans has nearly been the death of

whole families. Keeping in this way seems to

give more virulence to its poisonous qualities,

which are comparatively harmless when the plant

is used fresh from the garden." Sealed glass

bottles are much better than metallic cans for this

purpose.

[Tomatoes have been put up in the self-sealing

tin cans, with complete success, in our family. The

fruit was as nice, in mid-winter, as when fresh

from the vines.

—

Ed. Farmek.]

To Make Fruit Pies.—No under-crust should

be made to apple or any fruit pie. It is always

heavy and not fit to eat. Place a narrow rim of

paste around the edge of the plate, and fill with the

fruit either raw or stewed, and cover it. The
juices will be retained much better, and it will save

a sight of butter and flour, which is no trifling

consideration in these days, and what is of more
consequence, save dyspepsia, -Khich costs more.

—

cloaks, shawls, &c.?" "A lady," answered the young- 1 After cutting, they are taken out with a spoon.
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SEASONABLE SUGGESTIONS.

UGL'ST, an observing wri-

ter says, "is that de-

bateable ground of

the year, which is

situated exactly up-

on the confines of

Summer and Au-

tumn ; and it is dif-

ficult to say which

has the better claim

to it. It is dressed

in half the flowers

"^ of the one, and half

the fruits of the oth-

er ; and it has a sky

and temj^erature all its own,

and which vie in beauty with

those of the Spring." Aug-

ust is the old age of Summer—but

beautiful in its age, and unlike any

other month. Along >Yith it comes new tones of

the insect world, both by night and day. New hues

invest the plants, as the almost unvarying green

has changed to a still richer and more conspicuous

gold color, contrasted with the leaves of green with

which it everywere lies in contact. The sickle has

been, or now is, busy with many of the plants

which have come to perfection, and the golden

sheaves have been borne away. Summer is rapid-

ly waning, as every sight and sound declares. The

pressure of the hay harvest is over, though mea-

dows and second-crops are still behind to swell the

value of this important product.

If July has been a dry month, August will pre-

sent a good time to construct water-cisterns, with

which every farm establishment should be provided

in a conveniently located place. If the farm build-

ings are numerous and compactly situated, a small

expenditure will suffice for the construction of all

the apparatus necessary for conducting the water

from the roofs into the reservoir, which, for great-

er convenience, should be located in some place

where it may subserve the wants of the animals oc-

cupying the yards in winter, as well as the house-

hold. The convenience and value of such an arrange-

ment will be particularly obvious during seasons

of protracted drougth, or accidents from fire.

Good and substantial reservoirs—perfectly wa-

ter tight, have been formed of sj^lit stone, brick,

and even plank, the interior surface, as well as the

bottom, being coated with cement. But they may
be made without the use of either of these materi-

als, by laying the cement dh-ectly on the surround-

ing earth. These cisterns should be "decked over,"

and made perfectly tight, and furnished with eflfi-

cient pumps. The expense, contrasted with the ad-

vantage, is small, and as they last for many years,

no one who studies his own convenience and the

comfort of his stock—to say nothing of the securi-

ty of his property and his family—will be disposed

to consider capital invested in this waj', otherwise

than judiciously and profitably laid out.

During this month, the strawberry beds will re-

quire some care, if we wish to find them in a con-

dition next spring to produce a liberal crop. It is

not only necessary to keep them free from weeds

and the ground in a well cultivated condition, but

if the month be a dry one, they should be liberally

watered once or twice a week, and the runners

carefully cut away. If the runners are allowed to

spread as they please, they will cover the ground,

and in the spring your bed will probably present

such a mass of weeds and plants as to defy all

your patience to set them right again. Many a

patch has been abandoned in despair when found

in this condition.

Young trees that were budded last year must be

attended to, and kept clean and well cultivated,

and the numerous shoots that spring out from the

main stem carefully cut away, allowing the vigor of

the tree to go to the young scion. This, however,

must be attended to at an earlier date, as well as

in August.
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One other suggestion for August, and v/e will

leave the reader to seek his fields and crops. Ma-

ny persons complain that their hens will not lay,

and that notwithstanding their assiduity in furnish-

ing them with all the articles ordinarily recom-

mended to ensure fecundity, the eggs they pro-

duce will not "half pay the expenses." Now we

presume there is sornething lacking, or the fowls

would certainly not run their owners in debt. It is not

generally understood even by those who profess to

be the most deeply versed in the mysteries of

'Henology," that the hen, being omnivorous, re-

quires, to ensure fecundity, a very liberal allowance

of meat ! When enjoying her liberty in the fields,

pastures, or door-yards, the principal part of her

sustenance is derived from insects, worms, &c. She

partakes but sparingly, at such times, of grain, and

often when that article is supplied, leaves it for

the more inviting food which nature supplies her

with, in her favorite haunts. Now if we confine

her where the natural propensity for this descrip-

tion of food cannot be gratified, even though we

supply the best of grain, and in abundance, she

ill cease to lay. The privation aff'ects her health,

and there will necessarily be an end of profit, until

the deficiency is supplied. When fresh meat or

fresh fish cannot be obtained, the common scraps

of the butcher, which are hard and compact, and

can be kept any length of time, answer all the de-

sired purpose.

Difference in Cows.—Cows under certain con-

stitutional circumstances, are naturally disposed to

convert their food into fat ; so much so that there

is great ditficulty in keeping some individuals in a

breeding state, and more especially the improved

Short-horns, I)evons, and Herefords. Turn a cow

of this description into rich grass, and she is soon

useless for anything but the shambles. The qual-

ity of the milk she gives may be fine but the quan-

tity almost nothing. We have had a Devon, the

property of a noble duke, which carried off" the

first prize in her class at one of the lloyal Agricul-

tural Society's meetings, not giving more than a

quart at milking.

On the other hand, there is another class of cows

naturally disposed to turn all their food into the

pail. Turn a cow of this kind into rich grass along

with the one above, and she will rather get poorer

every day, if the milk is taken from her ; while her

plump and sleek rival is gaining weight. The
former will consume greatly more grass and water

than the latter, returning for its in proportion, a

still greater quantity of milk, but inferior in qual-

itj'. In town dairies, when fed on aoxxr grains, dis-

tillers' wash, Szc, the quantity sometimes yielded is

almost incredible. When such is the ease., however,

life is generally short, especially if cows are in a low

state at calving. Hence the reason why dairymen

purchase near-calves of this class in good condi-

tion.

The above two classes may be called extremes

between which there is a mean—cows which if

turned into a rich field of grass along with the

other, would keep themselves in good condition

and give a medium quantity of milk, the quality

depending upon the richness of the food.

—

Mark
Lane Express.

For the New England Farmer.

HUBBARD SaUASH-POTATOES.
Mr. Editor :—The subscriber would like to ob-

tain a few seeds of the "Hubbard" squash, recom-
mended in the last Farmer by "J. J. H. G." As
the name and address are wanting, there seems to

be no way of communicating with him except

through you. If you can put me in the way to ob-

tain them, you will confer a great favor.

It still seems to be a mooted question, whether
diffierent varieties of potatoes will mix, when plant-

ed side by side. Mr. French, in his article in the

Farmer for June, thinks they will not; Mr. Joseph
Blake thinks they will, and bases his opinion upon
the fact that the product of Jenny Linds or Cali-

fornias, of a red color, planted near Carters, were
white. If his Carters had turned red, he might
have had some plausible ground for his opinion to

stand upon. Does Mr. Blake know the fact that

colored potatoes "sport ?" That Pink-eyes will oc-

casionally be entirely colored, with no white on
them ? That Merinos, Peach-blows, Californias

(the latter especially,) and other colored potatoes,

are often partly, and sometimes entirely white ? I

have raised, within the last five years, hundreds of

varieties of the potato, and have found no mixing of

the roots from planting side by side, and no change
of varieties produced in that way ; though I have

produced new varieties by sowing the true seed

(from the balls ;) and agree with Mr. French, that

they will mix in no other way.

Robert D. Weeks.
Bowen's Prairie, Iowa, June 24, 1856.

Remarks.—If correspondents would put their

names to their communications, it would save us

some labor and accommodate others.

TAME FISHES.
The last efficient sea-fish ])ond we chanced to

examine is situated near Port Nesson, in Wigtown-
shire. It was constructed in 1800. A flight of

steps leads downward to a small platform, by the

water's edge, and the moment the old woman, who
was our conductress, showed herself in the act of

descending those steps, the whole body of codfish

moved toward her, just as a flock of poultry follow

a henwife. She had in her had a basin filled with

sand-eels and limpets ; and when we neared the

surface of the pond, and were seen by the fish to

be manipulating the contents of the basin, as many
as could press themselves close in shore raised their

heads, or at least the anterior portion, quite out of

the water, opened their mouths wide, and made a

gurgling and occasionally a snapping sound, the

latter occasioned by the sudden shutting of their

jaws, when they felt or fancied that something had
dropped between them.

As we stood on the lowest step, au niveau of the

surface of the water, some of them laid their large

languishing faces over our feet, allowed us to put

our hands beneath them, and roll them over, or

even raise and replunge them—as nurses do chil-

dren—out of, and then beneath their native brine.
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The species were chiefly cod, with a few lithe, a

gurnard, and a small grilse, or sea-trout.

We were considerately affected by the tenderness

of feeling which seemed to exist between most of

these fishes and their ancient feeder. They had

entire confidence in each other, and this Avas, no

doubt, the foundation of their mutual respect and

happiness, as it is that of all the domestic affection.

Tame fish are now quite out of fashion, although we
hope that their recent introduction into the vivaria

of our zoological gardens may revive the taste.

We may add that fish are great favorites in Otaheite.

Mr. Ellis informs us that he has frequently accom-

panied a young chieftain to the side of a hole. So

soon as a whistle was sounded, an enormous eel

would show itself upon the surface, where it fed

fondly and familiarly from its master's hand.

—

Blackwood.

For the New England Farmer.

ON BEES.
Me, Editor :—For a few years past I have been

happy to observe that in this community there is a

growing interest in the raising of honey and the

domestication of the honey bee, and what has sur-

prised me most is, that so little is said in the agri-

cultural papers and various reports, on this inter-

esting branch of farm economy. In the different

Patent Office reports, with one or two exceptions,

nothing whatever is said on the subject. In that

of 1845 there may be found a short article. What
I would like to see is, a series of short, practically

written articles on the management of the honey
bee. Will not some one of the thousand readers

of the JVtio England Farmer take this matter in

hand and give us the desired information ?

Until this spring 1 had never hardly given a

moment's thought to these industrious "little fel-

lows," who, by their industry, economy, content-

ment and system, put most of us to shame. My
fii'st business after receiving my colony, was to

make myself as fully acquainted with their history

and habits as reading different treatises on the sub-

ject could do. But I have not yet been able to pro-

cure such a work as I think the novice, like my-
self, wants. There is no lack of books, and some of

them, I should judge, safe ones to follow, but out of

four different works which I have lately procured,

and carefully read, neither of them come up to my
ideas of what such a work should be. Instead of

a treatise on bees and their management, they are

rather a book advertisement of some particular

patent hive, and the instructions given are for the

use of the hive, and not for the management of the

bees, as adapted to such a hive as any common far-

mer with ordinary ingenuity can construct. All

the writers agree that the honey bee can be easily

managed, and made profitable, by proper care.

—

Without intending any disparagement of others,

those which come the nearest to what such a work
ought to be, I may mention Dr. Eddy's and Mr.
Weeks's, yet each was written to promote the sale,

probably, of a particular kind of hive. This sub-

ject must be a very interesting one to those fully

initiated into its mysteries. There are many such

no doubt, who read the JVew England Farmer,
from week to week. Let me say to such, give us

the desired information through the medium of the

JVew England Farmer, without any reference to

any thing more than the old-fashioned hive, and I,

for one, will hold the writer in ever grateful re-

membrance. On the mnnagement of the honey
bee, as adapted to the common box hive, who will

give us his experience ? Norfolk.
June 10, 1856.

Remarks.—Persons writing upon bees, it is pre-

sumed, give the results of their experience, and

that experience, now-a-days, is generally with other

than the common box hive. Has the writer seen

Langstroth's work on the honey bee, which is, per-

haps, the most perfect system promulgated. We
have had a good deal of experience with bees and

hives, and would not any longer use the common
box. Eddy's and Weeks's we have not tried. We
find nearly every conceiveable convenience in

Langstroth's.

For the New England Farmer.

WHEAT ON THE POTOMAC LANDS.

Mr. Editor :—I must be allowed to embrace an
occasion to express my entire satisfaction with your
usefid, interesting and cheap publication, one of
great value to every farmer, and especially in New
England. No money can the tiller of the soil in-

vest to more advantage.

As I am a farmer, near the Potomac River, on
Nanjemoy Creek, in Charles County, I avail my-
self of the occasion to make a statement to show
what our lowlands, in the low counties of Mary-
land can do. Last year my field of wheat, less

than 250 acres, following a corn crop on the same
land, produced 3G50 bu. of good marketable wheat,

58 lbs. to the bushel, which I sold during the au-

tumn, before the rise of prices, for $1,92 per bush-

el. My overseer, a truthful man, in whom I have

confidence, has furnished me what he calls "a plot

of the piece of land on which the 84 bushels of

wheat were made the last season." About one-

third of the wheat on the piece fell down in a bloom
state, where I consider the yield was not more than
half in consequence.

I used guano to advantage on about a third of my
wheat field ; but not on the 1| acre lot that made
the most productive ) ield. It had been for many
years a peach orchard. I can not pretend to say

how many years it had been thrown out of cultiva-

tion ; but certainly for more than twenty years,

during which it has been a clover lot, but rarely if

ever gi-azed. No manure has been put upon this

plot for many years. Respectfully,

Benjamin Ogle Tayloe.
Washington, D. C, June, 1856.

N. B. This year my plantation will not produce

half a crop of wheat because of the unfavorable

spring, that has been equally if not more destruc-

tive along the tide water counties of Maryland,

Virginia, and probably as far as the Blue Ridge in

Virginia.

Od^" The income of Ohio, last year was about four

and a quarter millions of dollars, and its expenditure

three millions and a half. It has 800 miles of ca-

nals, 600 of navigable rivers, and 2000 miles of

railroad. Its wheat crop last year was 30,000,000

bushels, and com 80,000,000.
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For the New England Farmer.

SCIENCE AND THE FAEMER.

The farmer should understand geology. He
should know the composition and structure of the

rocks which constitute so large a part of the soil

which he cultivates. He should know the nature

of the rocks in all the region around him, and what

kind of soil they will produce, when worn down by

the action of the sun and rain and frost. If the

mountains and hills that look down upon his farm

contain marble or granite or slate or iron, he

should know that these minerals, which have been

upheaved from the bowels of the earth, are being

annually spread over the valleys and plains that lie

at their feet, by the drenching rains and melting

snows which wash their declivities. He should know
how to select those soils whose mineral composi-

tion is best suited to particular croi)s, and to deter-

mine when they contain mineral elements that un-

fit them for his purposes.

He should know what is a sandy loam, and what

a clayey loam, and of what each consists. He
should know what is an alluvial soil, and what min-

eral elements it contains in any given locality.

—

The farmer should understand the leading princi-

ples of chemistry in general, and all about those

particular principles that are ap])licable to agricul-

ture. The earth is not a mere dead mass of mat-

ter. It is a vast chemical laboratory, filled with va-

rious and strange materials, full of activity and mo-
tion, in which composition and decomposition and

new combinations are constantly going on. To-

day it receives accessions and influences from the

heavens, to-morrow it throws off" newly-formed ele-

ments, that are carried into the oceans, and depos-

ited upon distant shores. The earth is almost a

Living creature, and when quickened by atmospher-

ic influences, she brings forth innumerable living

things, infinitely diversified in form, in hue and fra- true principle upon which the plow, and every oth-

grance, and each derives from her bosom the nu- er implement he uses, should be constructed, that

triment that is suited to its character and wants; he may discover any defects in their working, and

truly is she called the mother of all living things, be able to suggest any improvements which they

The cultivator of the earth should surelv know need. He should be able to use tools in a work-

something of its nature, its elements, its affinities, map like manner, and thus save many a black-

and its diseases. smith's and tool-maker's bill, which he would oth-

often their heai'ts beat, and how often they breathe

in a state of health, that he may judge how far, at

any time, they deviate from the healthy standard.

He should know the absolute and relative position

of all the organs, that he may the better determine

the seat of disease, and with more certainty apply

his remedies. He should know how the fat is de-

posited. How the bones are formed, and how the

muscles ; and what food or treatment will contrib-

ute to the most rapid growth of each ; and then the

knowledge of difi"erent races, and their curious his-

tories, and their several peculiarities, are all highly

impartant to the breeder of stock. The farmer
should have a knowledge of the diseases of his ani-

mals, and of the proper remedies, and should be
able to perform all the more common surgical o]>-

erations. Many a fine animal has been slaughtered,

because its owner could not set a bone, or bandage
a wound.
The former should carefully observe the habits

of animals, birds and insects. Who else has so

good an opportunity as he to do this ? He should

especially study the habits and nature of the insects

that are injurious to vegetation, that he maybe the

l^etter able to defend his crops from their ravages.

He can scarcely be expected to be familiar with the

whole subject of entomology ; but he should care-

fully study those insects that are found in his own
neighborhood, and upon his own premises, and note

with accuracy the result of his observations for the

benefit of himself and his neighbors.

The farmer should understand the general princi-

ples of mechanics, and particularly those that relate

to the structure and use of agricultural implements.

In ancient times, no man was considered an accom-
plished plowman, until he could construct his own
plow. In modern times, the division of labor,

and the use of machinery has rendered this qualifi-

cation unnecessarv. But he should understand the

The farmer should be a botanist. This is the

natural science of the agriculturist. Can he be

content to spend his life in ignorance of the names

and properties and distinguishing characteristics of

the trees and shrubs and flowers that are so lavish-

ly spread around him, painting his fields and woods
with their thousand hues, and rendering this out-

ward world a scene of beauty ? And how does the

seed germinate, and the tender leaf unfold itself?

and in what order are the several parts of the flow-

er developed ? How is the blossom impregnated

and the fruit formed ? What wjU injure and what

improve each plant ? How may plants be improved

by engrafting, by innoculation, by crossing ? How
may new varieties be obtained, and old ones be

made better ? Can the farmer be content to leave

questions and such as these unanswered ?

But vegetable physiology alone should not satis-

fy him. He has in his charge, and appropriated to

his use, some of the noblest animals upon the earth.

They are his companions through life, and by their

labor, or the products of their bodies, contribute

largely to his happiness and comfort. He should

make himself acquainted with the structure and

uses of their various organs. lie should know ho'v

erwise have to pay. He should make himself fa-

miliar with all these, and many other branches of

scientific knowledge. The study of these subjects

will be to him an unfailing source of pleasure, and
cannot f lil to improve and refine all his powers and

sensibilities. There is no branch of knowledge that

will not be ser\'iceable to him. There is none from

which he cannot derive some hint or some law that

may be ap])licable to some one of his varied pur-

suits, and they will all tend to refine his feelings,

to enlarge his intellect, and to elevate him in the

scale of being ; and there is scarcely a branch of

physical science that may not be made to put mo-
ney into his pocket, if this is the leading object which

he is prn'suing.

When our young farmers shall all be well in-

structed in the general principles of scientific

knowledge, individuals among them will acquire

and develop a taste for special scientific pursuits.

One will become distinguished as a geologist, an-

other as an agricultural chemist, a third will ac-

quire fame as a botanist, and a fourth as an ento-

mologist; a fifth will be distinguished as an inven-

tor of agricultural implements. Another will ob-

tain a fortune for himself, and confer inestimable
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benefits upon his country, by the introduction of' press speaks, a viol sings, a spade delves, or a flag

new varieties of plants and fruits, while another
, waves, without the hammer. Without the ham-

will devote himself to the introduction of new mer, civilization would be imknown, and the human
breeds of animals, or to the improvement of those

' species only as defenceless brutes ; but in skilful

already existing. If our farmers would become
! hands, directed by wisdom, it is an instrument of

self-instructors, and study and think for themselves, 'power, of gi-eatness and oftrue glory.

—

Fanner and

FoT the New Ensland Farmer.

no profession would be more honorable, or have Mechanic, JVashville, Tenn.
more weight in society, or be more eagerly sought

after by the active and intelligent of all classes.

—

Farming would cease to be mere drudgerv, and
those who pursue it, to be "of the earth, earthy."PULVERIZED GRANITE AS A MANURE.
All farm operations would be based upon scientific w -D-nni^ t a x-a^tt

knowledge. JNew prmciples, new processes, and

important and valuable results would be brought Mr. Brown :—An excellent farmer from a neigh-

out that would confer fame and fortune on their boring town recently called on me to inquire wheth-

discoverers, and great benefits upon the human t

er granite, reduced to a powder, would not be a

race. We should have farmers who would be'sood fertilizer, by reason of the alkalies contained

known as the authors of valuable works, farmers} in it, especially in the felspar and mica,

who would achieve a high rank in intellectual im- His reasoning was, that wood ashes prove an ex-

provement, which would fit them for the most hon- cellent manure for nearly all soils in this region
;

orable and dignified positions in society. R. '^"d that falspar and mica contain the very ingre-

dients to which we ascribe their benefit, in still lar-

ger proportions than ashes. I told him that ex-

periments had been made with the fine dust of

stone-yards, where granite only had been ham-
mered, and that good results were said to have
followed ; but that I knew not how carefully the

SEA WATER, AND A COTTON SHIRT

!

Between sea-water and a cotton shirt there is a

very close affinity ; and yet, how few men who wear
shirts made of cotton, and how few of their wives I . ^i,, . r u ^ i_

^^ ^u A • t-u i • 1 *u • *•„ * 1 I
experiments had been made, 1 could not say how

clothed in the same material, see the intimate rela-
j

^
, i ^ ^, -^ i ^ i

^ ,. ^

tion that subsists between the various salts of the

Most

much was due to the granite dust, or how much to

extraneous matters that might have accumulated
ocean and the great staple of the South? ^.^ucm,, . , .

persons know that an ovster is nutritious food, and ^tt '.
, j ., , , e , n • ^.i. ^

fi „t ,v „„„ • „ u „ ; u t- u *i • „ „^,-„ tie stated, that on his farm, and generally m that
that it grows m salt water ; but why this same ovs- • ii t_ i i

^,. •' ^, ^
„_ ,.;„i^„ „ ~ lu * i * *•'„„' neighborhood, are large masses oi granite, that
ter yields a manure worth ten or twenty times

\
'^

-, ,
'

, ?, ^ • .• i i

more than that of a pig fed on corn, ofa like weight, I ^""/'^ be spared as wel as not, consistmg largely

how few understand? Fish are the food of bh-ds'^/.^^ly^^^^-
^"d, "™^' ^^^h very little quartz; that

whose excrements constitute commercial g^^no ; if
^*^ ^j^ "^'^^^ "^^"^'e' ^"^ f«"l^' 1" "« oP™°"'

and fish themselves have been used for indefinite 1

"^^^'^^"^"^ t.° a fine powder at very htile exp_ense;

and that he beHeved the value of it, as a fertilizer,

would be equal to that of wood-ashes. lie was
ages to fertilize the ground cultivated by man.
But 100 pounds of dung formed exclusively of fish,

;

^^".
*u <. ^^ ..• u 1

1

u n i *. *i
/!,. , ^„- w • .„ *u 4. 4-u u 1 1 ,1 desirous that attention shou d be called to the
dry weight, is worth two or three hundred pounds , • . , -. . . , .

.. *i, .. t •* i,

^e f-L^ ^or^^ fi u ^ 1 e 4.U „ „ « t Isubiect, and it is at his request that 1 write, hop-
oi the same fish for manure before they were eaten . > ,,' ^ v •.. •

i- : *i u- J ..-u
I,,, 1-1^ rpi- • .„ t i.

<• + -^ J ti, ,.'ing rather to elicit information on the subject, than
by bu'ds. Ihis is an important fact, and one thati * . .

' '

points to the ifj^M guano is so valuable. Fish part p, .' j.™ ,, . .. ... j,

^ith a large share'of their carbon and elements of I ^f^^^^^^
differs great y m its composition. Some

water in the systems of birds that digest them, so I '^P^^^^.f
"«

^°"f
* largelyof quartz, which is nearly

-T, . p„,,„ 1 -•'t 1 ^-cuj-u*' 1,1
^ pure silica (nint sand,) and consequently would pos-

that tour hundred pounds of hsh, dry weight, yield ,

'

\ e { -i n,A • ^
„ 1 u J I A '

-, rvi ]\^ SQSS no value for ordinary sous. Others consist
only one hundred pounds 01 dry guano, i he latter

, , p/.i , i ..u ui e u
'.„•

1 11 1.1 -t 11 I ^ largeh of felspar, known by the resemblance or its
contains nearly all the nitrogen and phosphates,! , ^^ •' ^ .,,

' '» ,• ^ at- /i
„ 1 1- / . ,.s ,1 x: 1 J fracture to that of china ware. Mica (known some-
soda, iirae and magnesia, which the fish possessed

;

while the combustible carbon and hydrogen in the

fish were literally burnt in the bodies of the birds

to keep them warm. In this way nature concen-

trates fertilizers, and thereby greatly facilitates their

cheap and extensive distribution for agricultural

purposes.

—

Dr. Lee.

The Hammer.—The hammer is the universal

emblem of mechanics. With it are alike forged the

sword of contention and the plowshare of peaceful

agriculture. In ancient warfare, the hammer was
a powerful weapon, independent of the place which
it formed. The hammer is the wealth of nations.

By it are forged the ponderous engine and the tiny

needle. It is an instrument of the savage and the

civilized. Its merry clink points out the abode of
industry : it is a domestic ditty, presiding over the

grandeur of the most wealthy and ambitious, as wel:

as the humble and impoverished. Not a stick is

shaped, not a house is r lised, a ship floats, or a

carriage rolls, a wheel spins, an engine moves, a

times as isinglass) is the third ingredient of granite.

In some specimens, albite, which is a silicate of

soda instead of potash, takes the place of felspar.

—

In others, hornblende, containing considerable

amounts of lime and magnesia, takes the place of

mica, as the Quincy gi-anite, more properly termed
sienite.

An average sample of granite might consist of

something like two-fifths quartz, two-fifths felspar

and one-fifth mica. According to Dana, (Muck Man-
ual, page 50, fourth edition) felspar contains 67 per

cent, of silica, 17^ of alumina, 12 of potash and 1^ of

lime. This then is a silicate of alumina and pot-

ash, with a little lime. Gray mica, according to

the same authority, contains 51 per cent, of silica,

21 of alumina and 10 of potash, showing it to be a

silicate of alumina and potash without lime. He
makes bro\vn mica to contain 40 per cent, of silica,

22 per cent, of alumina, and 4^ per cent, of potash

or soda.

According to these figures, were many samples

of granite taken at random, and so mixed as tc
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[iroduce an average, we might expect to find in a

hundred pounds of the mixture, something like 75

pounds ofsiHca, 12 pounds alumina, 6 pounds of

potash, 1 or 2 pounds of soda, a little lime, oxide

of iron and other unimportant matters. The last

samples, such as our friend speaks of, consisting

largely of felspar and mica, with only scattering

grains of quartz, might be more than twice as rich

in the alkalies. If so, they would contain, to the

one hundred pounds, at least 12 pounds of alkali.

It is manifest that the silica would possess no val-

ue, unless for amending clay or peat lands, and

for that purpose it could be had at a cheaper rate,

in the form of sand or gravel. The alumina

would be of a little value for amending sandy soils

provided there were no clay beds near, as 40

pounds of alumina are equal in retentive power to

100 pounds of clay, pure clay being a silicate of

alumina, 40 pounds of the former to 60 of the

latter. The principal value of the granite dust

would be in the alkali, say from 6 to 12 pounds to

100 pounds of the crushed granite.

It should be considered that the potash spoken

of above is not the carbonate of potash, such as can

be procured for agricultural purposes at 7 or 8

cents a pound. It is nearly twice as valuable as

carbonate, provided that it will oi)erate as prompt-

ly. My impression is, that the potash, in the form

in which it exists in crushed granite, will act surely,

that the plants will gradually take it up, but not

as promptly as when applied in the form of a car-

bonate, as in the potash of ammonia, or in un-

leached ashes. But it would seem that a bushel of

crushed granite would contain quite as much alkali

(if it were of the felspathic kind, more than twice

as much) as a bushel of wood ashes. Could any

inexpensive way of crushing it be devised ? The
Californians make out to crush a kind of quartz

rock far harder than our granite, but perhaps they

see more gold in the quartz than the farmer does

in his crops ; and we have heard that "money
makes the mill go," or something like it. One
thing is certain ; if it should turn out that granite

is a good manure. New England would have a

right to be the richest country in the world. Let

us hear from any who have tried it. Our mechan-
ics would be glad to be constructing the mills .to

crush it, should it appear that they will be

wanted. In cases where it has been applied with

good effects, was it applied unmixed with other

matters, or after it had lain for years and become
enriched by various mixtures ? We want to know
all about it. J. A. N.

For the New England Fanner.

SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION.
Mr. Editor :—A few weeks ago, I saw an arti-

cle going the rounds of the papers, stating that if

cotton cloth which had been saturated in oil, was
exposed for a given length of time to the direct ac

tion of the sun's rays, spontaneous combustion

would take place. Allow me to present a case

which may, in the main, substantiate this state-

ment ; and, as facts are everything in this day of

theories, may serve to give to it additional weight.

Some years since, a Httle sister came running in

to the house, full of excitement, declaring that she

certainly "smelt fire in the barn chamber." We
hurried out into the finished loft of a large barn,

and commenced an anxious search, for the smell of

burning cotton was distinctly perceptible as soon

as we entered. After a general overhauling of old

rubbish, we discovered the fire in one of the bar-

rels in which we kept our waste rags. Some ways
down in the barrel, and under other rags, was a

large piece well on fire, smouldering like tinder.

I examined the piece and its situation with care, to

learn the origin of a fire in so strange a place.

There was nothing on which to ground the least

conjecture, excepting the fact that the jiiece on fire

smelt of oil, and what remained of it appeared

oily. Now whence came the fire ? It is my im-

pression that nothing had been emptied into the

barrel for some days previous ; the barrel itself

was close under the eaves, though the sun—it was
summer—could have no direct access to its con-

tents. No child was ever allowed to play with a

match about our premises, and no family could be
more careful in the use of them. These are the

facts, and others may draw from them what infer-

ences they may, but for ourselves, we made a stand-

ard rule in the family, never for the future to drop

anything into the rag-bag containing a particle of

oil, but to de])Osit such refuse in the proper place

for combustion—the fire-place. Now it does not

seem to my mind at all improbable that some of

the incendiary fires which are charged against the

morals of the community, may have an origin sim-

ilar to this ; for we know that oiled rags are fre-

quently thrown as nuisances into out-of-the-way

jjlaces, or dropped into the general deposits for

waste cotton material ; and by-and-by, it may be
that some thousands of property are suddenly an-

nihilated, and the public mind is shocked, and ner-

vous people are alarmed at the presence of some
unprincipled incendiary in their midst. We hope
that every prudent householder will look to it, that

there may be no such incendiary lurking about his

premises. J. G.

For the New England Farmer.

SAVE YOUR BACON.

About a couple of years ago, we were entertained

at the house of a friend with a good, old fashioned

dinner of eggs and bacon. We complimented our

host on the superior quahty of his bacon, and
were curious to inquire the way to like success

in the preparation of a dainty article of diet, though

one that is better fitted for the palate of an epicure

than for the stomach of a dyspeptic. To our sur-

prise we were informed that that portion of our

meal was cooked eight months before. Upon ask-

ing for an explanation, he stated that it was his

practice to slice and fry his bacon, immediately up-

on its being cured, and then pack it down in its

own fat. When occasion came for using it, the

slices slightly refried, had all the freshness and fla-

vor of new bacon, just prepared. By this precau-

tion, our friend had always succeeded in "saving his

bacon," fresh and sweet, through the hottest of

weather. J. G.

Marhlehead.

Lo^t; for Trees.—We love trees. They seem

like things of life. They stand like sentinels while

we sleep, and whisper to us through the day. It

seems as though they were our kindred, and we
hold converse with them as we watch their swaying

branches through the long summer days.
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BESSIE.
Bessie wears a pown of red,

A homespun gown and apron blue
;

She has no hat upon her head,

And her wee brown feet are without a shoe-

Bessie has hair like the sunset's gold,

And her eyes were born from the deep blue sea

;

In their depths a story is told

—

1 love Bessie and she loves me.

Bessie's hands are hard with toil,

And her cheeks are dark with the wind and rain
;

But her lips are rich with the rosy spoil,

That if once I taste, I must taste again

.

Bessie has ne'er a silken gown,

Nor a crimson hat nor a necklace fine

;

But she wears of cowslips a golden crown,

That I'd rather than any queen's were mine.

Bessie dwells in a lowly cot,

A lowly cabin with trembling walls
;

'Tis old and poor, but she thinks it not.

And loves it better than lordlj' halls.

She counts the stars as she goes to sleep.

And loves to listen the pattering song.

That o'er her head the rain-drops keep.

In the April weather, all night long.

Bessie's step is like the fawn's.

Her voice like the chiming of silver bells
;

I hear it oft in the summer morn
But I dare not whisper what it tells !

Lingering and dying round my heart,

Ever and ever its echoes be
;

Who shall divide us, or who shall part .'

I love Bessie and she loves me.

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME.
Every man should do his best to own a home.

The first money which he can spare ought to be

invested in a dwelling, where his family can live

permanently. Viewed as a matter of economy, that

is important, not only because he can ordinarily

build cheaper than he can rent, but because of the

expense caused by a frequent change of residence.

A man who early in life builds a home for himself

and family, will save some thousands of dollars in

the course of twenty years, besides avoiding the in-

convenience and trouble of removals. Apart from
this, there is som.ething agreeable to our better na-

ture in having a home that we can call our own.
It is a form of proj)erty that is more than property.

It speaks to the heart, enlists the sentiments, and
ennobles the possessor. The associations that

spring up around it, as the birthplace of children

—

as the scene of life's holiest emotions—as the sanc-

tuary where the spirit cherishes its purest thoughts,

are sure as all value ; and whenever their influence

is exerted, the moi-al sensibilities are improved and
exalted. The greater part of our happiness of to-

day is increased by the place where we were happy
on yesterday, and that, insensibly, scenes and cir-

cumstances gather up a store of blessedness for

the weary hours of the future ! On this account
we should do all in our power to make home at-

tractive. Not only should we cultivate such tem-
pers as serve to render its intercourse amiable and
affectionate, but we should strive to adorn it with
those charms which good sense and refinement so

easily impart to it. We say easily, for there are

persons who think that a home cannot be beautified

without a considerable outlay of money. Such peo-
ple are in error. It costs little to have a neat
flower garden, and to surround your dwelling with

those simple beauties which delight the eye far

more than expensive objects. If you will let the

sunshine and dew adorn your yard, they will do
more for you than any artist. Nature delights in

beauty. She loves to brighten the landscape and
make it agreeable to the eye. She hangs the ivy

around the ruin, and over the stump of a withered
tree twines the graceful vine. A thousand arts she
practices to animate the senses and please the
mind. Follow her example, and do for yourself

what she is always laboring to do for you. Beau-
ty is a divine instrumentality. It is one of God's
chosen forms of power. We never see creative

energy without something beyond mere existence,

and hence the whole universe is a teacher and in-

spirer of beauty. Every man was born to be an
artist so far as the a]3preciation and enjoyment of
beauty are concerned, and he robs himself of one
of the precious gifts of his being if he fails to ful-

fil this beneficent purpose of his creation.

—

South-
ern Times.

HAY CAPS.

The importance of the hay crop, and the short

time in which it is necessary to secure it, demand
that every precaution should be taken to prevent

delay or losses in harvesting it.

With the almost uniformly dry months of July

and August, as we have had for three years past in

this region, the haymaker may say, perhaps, that

coverings for the protection of his hay-cocks are un-

necessary. But there are sections of country every

summer, where the "weather is catching," and large

quantities of hay are ruined or much injured. After

the grass has been made nearly ready for the barn,

the loss is not that of the grass alone, but of the

labor also that has been bestowed upon it, and

which has now become a part of the value of the

crop.

Besides, if there is a way to protect the partially

made crop out of doors, it prevents many tons from

being injured after being taken in. When the

rain comes, the length of its duration is uncertain,

and the farmer will often hurry in hay that is not

sufficiently cured, and that will heat and become

musty in the barn. And then there springs, both

from the wetting and the moulding, a disappoint-

ment and uneasiness of feeling, that should be avoid-

ed, if it can be done without too expensive an out-

lay.

Again, in curing hay, it is sometimes absolutely

necessary that it should remain out two or three

nights, and there is too much risk without some

protection of the cocks.

A simple, cheap, and thoroughly effectual reme-

dy against losses by wetting hay, may be found by

using sheeting a yard wide, and sewing two pieces

two yards long, each, together; hem the edges;

turn down the corner an inch, and then that turn

another inch, and sew it down strong. This will

form a loop, into which a strong twine must be

placed. When the cap is thrown over the cock,
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thrust a pine pin about a foot long through the

string at each corner, and up into the hay, which

•will keep the cap in place, unless the whole cock is

overturned.

Your cap, made as above, will be two yards

square, which will be sufficiently large to cover half

or two-thirds the way down of a common cock

;

beyond this the rain will do no harm, as the water

will not penetrate the hay.

Good firm sheeting, worth eight to nine cents a

yard, will shed the rain from the hay through a

storm of three or four days' continuance ; and

the caps will last a lifetime by taking good care of

them when not in use.

Take a light nail cask and make a bail to it from

part of a hoop, to keep and carry the pins in, and

you are then provided with a remedy which will

pay its cost in a single season of "catching weather."

Caps may be found ready for use at Nourse, Ma-

son & Co.'s store, Quincy Hall.

For the New England Fanner.

BREEDS OF POULTRY.

Mr. Editor :—There is no one subject perhaps,

connected with farm economy, upon which a great-

er diversity of opinion exists, than the superiority

of the different breeds of poultry. The popularity

of the ostrich raced Shanghaes and their compeers

is deservedly at an end. With some, the Bolton

Grays are a sine qua non ; others advocate the black

Spanish ; while some avow a prejudice for Dork-
ings and Rolands. If we drop the pure bloods and
descend into the mixed breeds, we also find a vari-

ety of opinions. Some advocate yellow legs, oth-

ers blue, and all can produce quite a formidable ar-

ray of statistics to prove the excellence of their fa-

vorites.

I am not sure that we have greatly improved up-

on the type so eloquently given by Dryden, which

I take the liberty of transcribing for the benefit of

your readers to whom it may not be familiar.

"High was his comb and coral red withall,

In dents embattled like a castle wall,

His bill was raven black and shone like j''t,

Blue were his legs and orient were his feet,

White were his nails like silver to behold,

His body glittering like the burnished gold."

Now T doubt whether the most enthusiastic ad-

mirer of any breed can give us a description ex-

ceeding this. Be this as it may, however, after a

somewhat extensive experience, I have come to the

conclusion, that, take them for all in all, the grey

Dorkings and the Games are the best birds for this

climate. The former are larger and hardier than

the white Dorkings, are remarkably full breasted,

and are excellent layers. The Games are the har-

diest of all, approaching, perhaps, more nearly to

the wild breed than any other. Out of a great

number hatched last spring, I do not remember
losing one by disease. For splendor of plumage,

they are altogether unapproachable, and I am con-

vinced that few surpass tliem in laying qualities,

while the delicacy of their flesh is unrivaled.

Dartmouth, 1856. J. R. s.

For the Keie England Farmer.

THE VALUE OF LAUD.

We last spring told our neighbor and highly

esteemed friend, who has many a time represented

hi£ town in the Legislature, filled county offices of

trust and honor, and who owns a very large farm,

that we had made a purchase of real estate. "How
much land have you bought ?" was asked. Two and
a half acres, fenced with stone wall, no stones re-

maining on the surface of the ground, with over

fifty apple trees upon the same, was answered.

—

"How long have the trees been transplanted ?"

Four years. "How much did you pay for the land ?"

Two hundred dollars an acre. Shaking his head,

"no land is worth two hundred dollars an acre for

cultivation." We informed him that it was worth

that for building purposes, and he shortly after took

his leave.

The land was in grass, except a strip on one side

of the field containing one row of trees which were

full twice as large as the other trees, which had
been only imperfectly dug around. This was taken

as conclusive evidence that trees thrive better when
cultivated around.

Not wishing to plow the whole fiield, having no
manure to apply, a strip was plowed around each

tree nearly a square and planted to potatoes. What
slight pruning the trees needed was attended to,

and they were washed twice during the summer.
The last of April they were washed with strong

suds and sal soda; the first of July they were

washed with potash water not quite strong enough

to bear an egf:^. The land had received no manure
or other fertilizer for many years. The following

is the result

:

Dr.

To plaster and ashes $3,50
To labor, seed, &c 18,22—$21,72

Cr
By hay standing, 3480 lbs. sold for $20,00
By crop of potatoes, &c 13,72

Growth of 54 trees, 33|c 18,00—$51,72

$30,00

The growth of the trees I set down at two shill-

ings each, not that I thought that a fair price, but

because that amount made thirty dollars the inter-

est of five hundred dollars one year. Mr. Shel-

don, of Wilmington, remarked at a Legislative

Agricultural meeting that "a good tree, set one year,

is worth a dollar ; it will increase a dollar a year

for the next nine years, and in the next twenty

years it will pay the interest of that ten dollars and

the principal also."

There are many, doubtless, by high cultivation

and great care, verifying the truth of the above

statement. Would for their own interest there

were more such.

However cheap land may sell in the inland towns

of New England, there is undoubtedly much land

that pays the interest of two or three hundred

dollars an acre, and if put on an equal footing with

bank, railroad and other stock, would be worth

that. Yeoman.
Brookfield.

{{^'An editor out West says—"Ifwe have offen-

ded any man in the short but brilliant course of

our career, let him send us a new hat, and say

nothing more about it."
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THE BEURRE CLAIRGEAU PEAR.

The pear, finely represented above, was grown

and furnished us by Andrew Lackey, Esq., of

Marblehead, who has kindly supplied the subjoin-

ed description.

Mr. Editor :—The Beurre Clairgeau, all things

considered, is without doubt one of the most prom-

ising pears that has been introduced into the coun-

try for many years. It was originated at Nantes,

France, by M. Clairgeau, and was first introduced

here in 1848. Its early bearing and wonderful

productiveness will make it a general favorite. It

is a rapid grower, either on pear or quince. On
the latter it is apt to overbear ; and unless the

fruit is thinned, and considerable pains taken with

the tree, its energies will soon become paralized, if

not exhausted. I have a tree of this variety which

has been in bearing four or five years ; have

thinned the fruit every year until the last, when I

neglected to do it ; the consequence was, I was

compelled to head it in very severely. On the

quince, it commences bearing the second year from

the bud, and a number of pear stocks engrafted

with it last season, (although they made a rapid

growth) have their tops covered with fruit buds.

One remarkable characteristic of this tree is, that

nearly every blossom produces a perfect fruit ; and

the stem clings with such tenacity to the tree that

it is seldom blown oft' by high winds. Two years

ago, I raised a crop of this fruit, part of which was

gathered October 1st, the remainder were picked

November 1st ; the latter ripened November 28th,

and were cut in the presence of good judges of

fruit, and pronounced by them first-rate. The oth-

ers kept till the 10th of January, and were not so

good. In Salem, last season, fine specimens of

Beurre Clairgeau and Beurre d'Anjou were eaten

at the same time, and the merits of each compared,

and the result was in favor of the former. Some
specimens raised in the vicinity of Salem did not

answer expectations. It was probably owing to

the overbearing of the trees. The best way to

treat this variety is to prevent its bearing for a

number of years, until of sufficient size. It will

then be capable of bearing good specimens ; and

the flavor will be much better than those grown on

trees two years from the bud. The pear from

which the engraving was taken, was one of four,

grown on a tree three years from the bud. It is a

very showy fruit, of a yellow russet color, with a

splendid red cheek on the sunny side.

How it will answer for orchard culture, worked

on the pear, time alone will determine. It has

withstood the last winter remarkably well, and I

think is as hardy as most trees of this species.

Yours truly, Andrew Lackey.

Williard Day, Esq., of Brooklyn, that these nui-

ances may be destroyed by once motvin^, if done
during a warm rain. Mr. Day has satisfied him-
self of this by repeated successful experiments.
The principle of its action, no doubt, lies in the de-

cay of the roots consequent upon the filling of the

hollow stems with water.

—

The Homestead.

Finality on Canada Thistles and White
Daisies.—A friend informs us on the authority of

For the Nete England Farmer.

GRANITE BOWLDERS :

A practical way to remove them.

Many ingenious theories have been educed, as to

the time when, and the manner how, these frag-

ments of granite stones were scattered over the

New England States, and many other parts of the

world.

Some geologists think they were brought at the

time of the flood ; frozen to large pieces of ice,

as we often see small stones in the ice of our riv-

ers. From the direction of the various strata of
the earth, they argue that a drift has sometime
swept over it, from north-west to south-east, and
at that time, the bowlders were taken from their

parent quarries, and scattered over the land. In

corroboration of this hypothesis, is the well-known

fact that granite bowlders are found in large quan-

ties to the south-east of quarries of that stone.

But it is of little consequence to the farmer,

whose arable lands are encumbered with these

bowlders, whether this or other theories be true or

false. He wants to understand a practical way of
removing them. The following is a cheap and ex-

peditious method of breaking them, when large.

First, remove all the earth from around

them, as low as the bottom of the bowlder ; this

being done, kindle a fire upon its top, or side, as is

most convenient. In a short time, thin scales of

the stone will be detached under the fire ; these

must be removed, and the fire kept burning. The
heat expanding the stone and converting the mois-

ture it contains into steam, will open one or more
seams ; now with a sharp crow-bar, the seams are

widened by well-directed and energetic blows, and
in a short time the mammoth bowlder is broken in-

to pieces that may be easily removed.

This method is much cheaper, requires less skill,

and is less dangerous than blasting. Coarse and

refuse wood, of little value, may be used. Any
man can do the work, tending from six to ten fires

at a time, and will find it hard but exciting busi-

ness. Do not throw water upon the stone at all,

but keep up the fire, and you will not fail of suc-

cess. J. R. w.

Springfield, Vt, 1856.

Salting Hay.—This practice—we have reason

to think—is greatly overdone. Two quarts of fine

salt to each ton of hay, scattered through it, is suf-

ficient. It is a wasteful thing to get hay in half

made and then attempt to save it with salt. Too

much salt is as injurious to cattle as for them to go

without any.

I^^ A decision has been made by the Supreme
Court of Alabama, by which every railroad, steam-

boat, or stage, is liable to the owner of any slave

absenting himself from his owner, who may be found
traveling with them under any disguise or conceal-

ment.
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For the New England Farmer.

FARM BUILDINGS.
extracts from the records of the concord

farmers' club.

F. G. Pratt said, the main object to be kept in

view, in erecting farm buildings was, to adapt them
as perfectly as possible to the uses for which they

are intended. * * He thought the Shaker barn

at Harvard a good pattern—one important feature

of which is that of the elevated drive-way for hay,

by which much of the hard labor of pitching up is

saved, as well as much time ; time, too, when the

minutes are precious.

Charles B. Clark said he would prefer to have

the stable separate from the barn where the hay is

kept.

W. D. Brown said he hadalwaysbeen accustomed

to a poor barn, but lived in hopes of a better. He
thought there was no necessity for so many build-

ings as we sometimes see on fiirms—one for stock,

one for tools, one for carriages, another for grain,

another for the pigs. He was glad to see that mod-
ern barns are becoming larger and more compre-

hensive in plan. There was great economy in large

barns, built so as to include all needed accommoda-
tions for cattle, carriages, grain, tools, &c. He
thought hay was often injured by gases rising from
the manure in the cellar. To prevent this, the

hay should not come down to the floor. He would
like to have his barn face to the south, and then

would arrange the interior thus : on the north side

he would tie his cows, on a floor 4 ft. 4 in. long
;

for oxen, 5 ft. or 5 ft. 2 in. ; would fasten cows
with stanchions, giving each cow a little more than

3 ft. ofroom—but oxen need more freedom to move,

and he would tie them with chains. There should be

a trench behind the cattle 4^ or 5 in. deep, and 12

or 13 in. wide, and a scuttle with hinges to let the

manure down. On the south side of the barn he
would have horse-stalls, carriage-room, tool-room

vinegar-room, &c. This arrangement would efl"ect

a complete cut-off between the cellar and the hay.

Under the horse-stalls he would keep his swine,

and feed from the floor of the stalls—the trough by
means of a pulley to be raised up for convenience of

cleaning, filling, &c,

John Raynolds thought the trench behind cattle

should he 22 or 24 inches M'ide. With that width

the platform is kept dry and clean.

J. B. Moore did not think a platform 4 ft. 4 in.

wide, long enough for large cows ; 4 ft. 6 in. wide
would be better ; and there should be a crack in

the trench to let ofl' the watei".

John Raynolds expressed a decided preference

for keeping cows in a barn separate from that in

which hay is kept. Would build on to the hay-

barn an L for cows, and separate by a sliding door.

Would have the L, 36 ft. wide, well ventilated on
the roof, and the cows arranged on both sides. The
cellar should be ventilated by two chimneys lead-

ing up through the roof; the gases damage the

building as well as the hay.

J. B. Moore has not found his hay damaged by
the manure in the cellar. No farmer can afford to

let the gases escape so freely—he should use proper
absorbents. He would not build with matched
boards—thought hay more likely to be injured,

than when the cracks are larger, and admit a freer

circulation of air to dry up the moisture.

J. B. Farmer asked if hay was not full as likely

to be damaged by vapors from the cow stalls as by
gases from the manure under the barn ? He thought,
if the floor was tight, the manure would not injure

hay that was well cured before it was housed.

Jos. D. Brown did not think his hay had been
injured by manure in the cellar of his barn. He
thought it would injure the health of cattle to

crowd them into a small s])ace ; they need large
room and good air. He thought that Wm, D.
Brown's plan of tying cows on the north side of the
barn, might do for dry cows, but he would prefer
to have his milch cows on the south side.

John Raynolds introduced to the meeting Mr.
Hammond, of Grafton, who has had much experi-
ence in the subject of Farm Buildings.

Mr. Hammond said he had been engaged for a
number of years, in difterent towns and States, as
an architect for farm buildings. Has found great
difference of opinion as to the arrangement about
the barn—there was need of better models. His
own ex])erience was decidedly in favor of separating
the cattle-room and the hay barn ; is satisfied that

hay is injured by manure in the cellar under it.

—

The gases injure the lower timbers ; had known
timl)ers in barn-cellars rotted in six yeai-s. Hay is

as likely to be injured as timber. Barn-cellars

should be thoroughly ventilated by pipes leading
up through the roof, and absorbents should also be
freely used to secure the ammonia. By actual ex-
periments it was proved to him that it was less la-

bor to feed cattle in a separate room, than in the
usual manner, when the cattle and hay were togeth-

er. He moves the hay to the cow-house on a
truck. He considers ventilation of the cattle barn
very important. Has windows every ten feet be-
hind the cows, with blinds, which, when the win-
dows are open, give the cool air an upward motion,
and thus prevent its blowing directly on the cows.

Over the pitch-holes in the upper scaffolding, he has
a ventilating sash in the roof by means of which he
can regulate the temperature of the barn, and keep
it a little alcove the freezing point. In his barn for

the last five years, it has not frozen five feet from
the door. Cows give more milk in this equable,

moderate temperature. He would not match the
boards for the walls of his hay-barn, but would have
a tight floor. If possible, would arrange the drive-

way sixteen feet above the lower floor, so as to

pitch the hay down, instead of up. In proof that

hay is injured by keejjingthe cattle and manure un-

der it. Mr. Hammond stated that four men under-

took to compare his hay with that of some of his

neighbors. They found his hay perfectly bright and
sweet, while that in four other barns examined,
built in common style, was all more or less dam-
aged—though a part of it was mowed and got in the

same day as that which was examined of his own,
and they estimated that his hay was worth three

dollars a ton more than the other lots. In well-

ventilated barns, in barns where there are cracks be-

tween the boards, hay will keep better, he said, than

in barns built with matched boards or clapboards.

If the barn is tight, the hay will be musty.

Jos. 1). Brown asked if hay that was stacked in

the field in such a way as that no rain could get in-

to it, was better than that kept in tight barns ? He
did not believe it was ; and he thought hay would
keep as well in barns built with tight walls, as in

those built more openly—that the damj)ness which

is condensed on the walls, and sometimes shows in

frost on the roof, is caused by the stock.
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Mr. Farmer said there was much difference of

opinion and practice on curing haj'. Whether the

hay is damaged or not in the barn, depends a good

deal on its condition when brought in. He got in

some last j^ear rather damp in bad M'eather, and it

became quite musty. The main trouble arises from

getting it in too green.

Mr. Hammond said the exposed timbers of a

barn often presented a deceptive appearance. He
had frequently examined barns, and found the low-

er timbers unsound, though looking well on the

outside.

J. B. Moore said he had recently had occasion to

drive some spikes into the timber in his barn-cellar,

and found it hard work to get them in. The tim-

bers were of oak. He thought it poor policy to

put any but the best and most durable timber in

such places. He keeps his cellar doors open in

summer.
Dea. Wheeler said he had one of the first barn

cellars built in Concord—built in 1S32. Under his

barn the timbers are as sound as when first put in.

Mr. Hammond recommended beveled girths, so

that the water should be made to run off outside;

has had hay injured three feet from the wall, when
the hay happened to lie so as to turn the water in-

ward. Rain drives into a barn worse if the boards

are put on horizontally, than if perpendicularly

and the dairymaid. The gardener first caught sight

of the runaway, and, hastening after it, sprained
his ankle ; in consequence of which the ])oor man
was not able to get out of the house again for a

fortnight. The cook found, when she came back
from pursuing the pig, that the linen she had left

by the fire had fallen down and was burning; and
the dairymaid having, in her haste, neglected to tie

up one of her cows, the cow had kicked a colt,

which was in the same stable, and broken its leg.

The gardener's lost time was worth twenty crowns,
to say nothing of the pain he suffered. The linen

which was burned, and the colt which was spoiled,

were worth as much more. Here, then, was caused
a loss of forty crowns, as well as much trouble,

plague and vexation, for the want of a latch which
would not have cost threepence."

M. Say's story is one of the many examples of
the truth of the old proverb : "For want of a nail

the shoe was lost, for want of a shoe the horse was
lost, for want of a horse the man was lost."

For tlie New En aland Farmer.

SCRAPS-GREEN WOOD.
Last spring, I gave the result of my observation

on the use of small potatoes for seed. As the read-

He would have rows of lights on both sides of the ers of the Farmer know, it brought in quite a crop

barn. He described a Shaker barn which he had! of articles, whether all small potatoes or not. I

assisted to arrange. It is 100 ft. long, 44 ft. wide, 'have endeavored to balance the accounts, and ad-

with 26 ft. posts ; drive-way floor 18 ft. above the ding my own experience again this year, with small

sill, built on a side-hill. The cattle are tied in two seed, I think the evidence is very nearly well bal-

rows across the barn, facing each other, 12 ft. anced. Judging from all that has been written, I

apart. There are pens for turning cows in loose, I see not why we are not at liberty '.o use small, if

we cannot get large seed, and yet, not lose caste

with good fiirmers.

There is another point, which concerns, not only
the farmer, but everv other man who uses wood for

calf-pens, &c. The platform on which the cattle

stand varies in length from 4 ft. 5, 4 ft. 7, to 4 ft.

10. The trench behind them is 22 in. wide, and 5

in. deep. They put dry absorlients in the trenches.

Mr. H. said he would have all absorbents used for ' fuel. This is the use of green wood. Chapter
this purpose as dry as possible. A cubic foot of i

after chapter is written to show that the use of such
dry pulverized peat or loam, will absorb three gal- wood is in all cases productive of loss of heat; and
Ions of liquid, and when so saturated, is much more even our popular works on chemistry circulate the

valuable than the same quantity of the solid excre-jsame thing. If, on the other hand, you go among
ments of cattle. The stanchions pitch forward 5 in. jour farmers and ask which makes the hottest fire,

—the crib is placed inside. The platform on which
|

a given amount of all dry, or of mixed wood, and
the cattle stand, is sloped 2.i in., and he would give they will almost uniformly say the latter. Now,
the same pitch to the platform of the horse-stalls,

The platform should have a good strong floor un-
der it; valuable animals are often lost or injured
by insecure floors.

C. B. Clark thought there should be no slope to

the platform for horses. M. p.

HOW MUCH DEPENDS ON A LATCHET.
Our farmer friends should remember a quota-

tion, which we find here from M. Say, showing how
much depends on a latchet.

"Being in the country, I had an example of one
of those small losses which a family is exposed to

through negligence. For the want "of a latchet of
small value, the wicket of a barn-yard leading to

the fields was often left open. Every one who
•went through drew the door to ; but as there was
nothing to fasten the door with, it was always left

flapping ; sometimes open and sometimes shut. So
the cocks and hens, and the chickens, got out and

how comes it that the two authorities diSer so

much ?

There is doubtless truth in both, and it is from a

lack of discrimination of cases, that the former
pronounce against book knowledge, and the book
men aflarm the ignorance of the former. It is from
this want of discrimination, that the difficulty be-

tween practical and theoretical men usually arises.

The chemist well knows that water does not
burn very well as such, but if he decomposes the

water, forming oxygen and hydrogen, and then
burns them together, he will produce a most intense

heat. He also knows that a high heat will decom-
pose water, and that if it is decomposed in that way,
they will again unite and increase the heat. If car-

bon be present, a strong light will also be formed.

The result of this union of the elements of water
with carbon, many a one has seen to their own dis-

comfort, when they have attempted to put out

burning fat with water. The flame went to the top

of the room, while the heat kept them at a respect-

ful distance. The water was decomposed by thewere lost. One day a fine pig got out and ran off

mto the woods; and after the pig ran all the peo-]heat of the burning fat, and its elements uniting,

pie about the place—the gardener, and the cook, |
made an intense heat.
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The blacksmith understands the fact, but is igno-

rant of the reason, when he puts water on his fire to

make a great heat, as he often does. Then, too,

the heat of the burning coal decomposes the water

and the same result follows as before. In the

same way with green wood. If a hot fire is to be

kept up, the decomposition of the water of the

green wood will add to the heat ; while the quan-

tity of Avood consumed will be less than if all dry

was used. As to the value of green wood, or rath-

er, the amount of combustible material in it, as com-

pared with wood seasoned out of doors at least,

there is doubtless more in the former than in the

latter. Hence it is that wood should be seasoned

under cover.

The cost of drawing wood, all things considered,

is probably not much greater green than dry.

By thus considering the circumstances of the

case, we reconcile the opinions of practical men
with the teachings of science. I. H. N.

a novel but a very effectual method. At best it

always takes three men to shoe a horse—one to

hold him another to hold up his foot, while a third

fastens on the shoe."

MEDICAL USE OF SALT.

In many cases of disordered stomach, a teaspoon-

ful of salt is a certain cure. In the Aiolent internal

aching, termed colic, add a teaspoonful of salt to a

pint of cold water ; drink it and go to bed ; it is

one of the spediest remedies known. The same
will revive a person who seems almost dead from

receivmg a heavy fall, &c.

In an apoplectic fit, no time should be lost in

pouring down salt and water, if sufficient sensibili-

ty remain to allow of swallowing; if not, the head

must be sponged with cold water until the sense

rerurn, when salt will completely restore the pa-

tient from the lethargy.

In a fit, the feet should be placed in warm water,

with mustard added, and the legs briskly rubbed,

all bandages removed from the neck, and a cool

apartment procured, if possible. In many cases of

severe bleeding at the lungs, and when other rem-

edies fail. Dr. Rush found that two tea-spoons full

of salt completely stayed the blood.

In case of a bite from a mad-dog, wash the part

with a strong brine for an hour, and then bind on

some salt, with a rag.

In toothache, warm salt and water held to the

part, and removed two or three times, will relieve

it in most cases. If the gums be affected, wash the

mouth with brine. If the teeth be covered with

tartar, wash them twice a day with salt and water.

In swelled neck, wash the part with brine, and
drink it, also, twice a day, until cured.

Salt will expel worms, if used in food in a mod-
erate degree, and aids digestion, but salt meat is

injurious, if used much.

Blacksmithing in Turkey.—A correspondent
of the New York Commercial, writing from Con
stantinople, gives the following description of the

way in which Turkish blacksmiths do their work

:

"In passing a blacksmith's shop the other day, I

observed an attempt to shoe a mule. The animal
was very refractory, and not at all inclined to have
any liberties taken with his understandings. After
several fruitless attempts to conquer his obstinacy,

four Turks took hold of him, threw him down, and
ashed his legs to a stick, rolled him over on hi;

back, and put his shoes on at their leisure. It was

LETTER FROM MR. BROWN.
Washington, D. C, June 20, 1856.

De.\ii Sir :—It is more than three years since

I have visited this city, and during that time

marked changes have taken place. The city now
has suburbs ; we do not dash from the country, or

rather, the wild woods and jungle pastures, directly

into Pennsylvania Avenue, as we used to some

twenty years ago. On every side of the city, there

is visible improvement. Some of the lands in the

immediate neighborhood, once covered with the

decaying flesh and bones of dead horses, together

with the garbage of the city, infinitely worse than

the contents of FalstafF's buck-basket, are now

enclosed, reclaimed, and covered with grass, shrub-

bery and trees. Roads that were originally project-

ed, but whose boundaries could only be found in

some of the dark recesses of the City Hall, have

been laid out, graded, and have a "local habitation

and a name." In the thickly-settled part of the

city the improvements are none the less striking

;

and in no particular are they more pleasing than in

the new style of architecture which has been in-

troduced in some of the more recently erected

dwellings. The original style of building here was

truly of the "mixed order"—made up of a grand

touch of the Gothic and Corinthian, pig-stye, corn-

bam and rope-walk. To look at a house in its best

face, it was like a book standing on one of its ends,

long, high and rakish, causing the beholder to

wonder why the first "gust" did not topple it down,

until he turns the corner and finds how it is sup-

ported by a batch of young houses clustering at its

roots. A better taste has been introduced, and its

influence is perceptible in every part of the city.

With this improvement has sprung up another, not

less important than the flrst,—and that is in the

multiplication of fine shade trees and choice shrub-

bery and fiowers. The finest among the gardens I

have visited is that of Major French, a few rods

east of the capitol, on soil that I once knew as un-

kindly and perverse as that of any cold spring land

on any hill-side of New England ; but now, at this

early state, literally covering the eartn with flowers,

shrubbery and grass, gladdening the eye, and send-

ing blessings on every breeze that is wafted from

them to the neighborhood around. No high, tight

fence, like that about a country jail, cuts off the

vision or obstructs the fragrance that exhales from

this delectable spot. If a Httle one lingers at thp

gate, it is met with a kindly "God bless you, my
child ; here, take these flowers, and enjoy them

with us." O, if men would but unbutton the great

coat of selfishness in which so many of them are
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enclosed, and let out their sympathies upon the

world, how it would kindle emotions of gratitude

and love, and brighten the pathway of the meek

and lowly ! Mr. Corcoran, the banker, has a fine

garden, but being enclosed with a high brick wall,

it sheds no "sweetness on the desert air." He has

a fine gallery of paintings, however, open to the in-

spection of the public, one day in each week. It

contains many fine pictures, whose inspection af-

fords gratification to many ; but they are not like

the pictures of God's handiwork in the garden, that

are shut out of sight by the ugly wall.

Downing's genius has given a new creation on

the "old fields" that surrounded the Smithsonian

Institute, Judiciary Square, &c. Its influence did

not stop on the objects to which it was particularly

directed. It set a good example, which many have

been wise enough to imitate.

The frequent rains of the season have given the

country a beautil'ul aspect. The foliage is clean

and heavy. Some of the buttonwoods, so long in-

fected, are covered with luxuriant leaves, and look

finely. The grass promises to aflford an abundant

crop. In Delaware and Maryland, haying is al-

ready commenced, to a considerable extent, while

hundreds of acres on the way were covered with

the red clover in full bloom. Corn looks well, and

some fields I saw where it is already a foot in

height. The wheat crop also appears well, being

already headed out. Strawberries and currants

were in great abundance in the Philadelphia mar-

ket. New potatoes, here, are selling at $3,00 a

bushel, while the second crop of jjeas is now pre-

sented, and are selling low.

While on my way here I had the pleasure of

looking in upon the National Convention, at Phil-

adelphia, and was forcibly impressed with the one-

ness of purpose and the harmony of feeling which

prevailed in that assembly. There was nothing

Kke bitterness or discord in all its deHberations.

But you have long ago learned its results, and

there is no need of my repeating them.

The weather to-day is quite hot—the thermome-

ter in the shade standing at 90^, so that with the

plentiful moisture in the soil, vegetation is pro-

ceeding with great rapidity.

I shall visit in this region such farmers as are

men of progress, and perhaps note my observations

for future remark.

Truly yours, SrxiON Brown.
Joel N'ouse, Esq., Boston.

into molten sulphur cooled, then coated with a

composition of 16 parts, by weight, of gum arable,

9 of phosphorus, 14 of nitre, and 16 of fine peroxyd

of manganese, and a little sulphuret of antimony.

These ingredients are worked up with water to

form a thick paste, into which the matches are

dipped and then dried. Smalt and cinnabar are

employed to color the ends of the matches.

Those matches which ignite with a small crackHng
noise, are prepared with the chlorate of potash.

It is a dangerous substance to use in their prepara-

tion. When it is employed care must be ex-

ercised that the gum paste in which it is mixed
with the phosphorus, does not exceed 104° Fah.

These matches are dried in a dry and warm (but

not hot) room.
On October 24th, 1836, Alonzo D. Philips, of

Springfield, Nass, obtained a patent for manufactu-

ring locofoco matches with a preparation of chalk,

phosphorus and glue. An ounce of glue is dis-

solved in warm water ; to this is added four

ounces ot fine pulverized chalk, and stirred until it

forms into thick paste. One ounce of ])hosphorus

is then added, and the whole kept a little warm
and well stirred until the whole are well incorpora-

ted together. Into this the ends of the matches

—

which have been previously coated with sulpher

and dried—sre dipped, and then laid in rows on

sli])s of paper cut wide enough to lap over the

ends of the matches.

—

Scien. Am.

INDIAN CORN.

The value of this cereal to the country has never

been appreciated. Recent investigations and com-
parisons show conclusively that it is of more value

than any other agricultural production, not excep-

ting cotton even, about which so much has been

said. The culture of corn has wonderfully increased

the last few years ; the ratio of increase being far

tjreater than any other product. From 1839 tc

1849, as per census returns, the increase was fifty-

eight per cent. Wool the next highest, its increase

being fifty per cent. ; cotton, twenty-four ; oats,

twenty ; and wheat, sixteen. This is a remarkable

result.

The cotton crop has not increased half so rapidly

as the corn crop, and the claim of the former to the

title of "king," is only in its influence upon the com-
mercial interests of the country. The cotton crop

of 1851 was nine hundred and twenty-seven mil-

lions of pounds, valued at one hundred and twelve

millions of dollars, while the corn crop of 1850 was
five hundred and ninety-two millions of bushels,

which at the lowest possible price at which it can

be estimated, is of far greater value than the cot-

ton crop.

—

Boston Journal.

Friction Matches.—The first lucifer or friction

matches used were prepared with sulpher, chlorate

of potash and gum. The ends of these, when
dipped into a bottle containing asbestos moistened
with sulphuric acid, took tire at once. Such
matches have been superseded by the more simple

locofoco matches, which ignite liy friction without I

;;;^j;'^';i;gg ^^^.^^
tne ;Tid ot an acid. 1 hesc matches are first aionea

'

American Prizes at the Paris Exhibition.—
The Paris corresjjondent of the Commercial Adver-

tiser says the United States drew prizes at the

great Agricultural Exhibition for every article that

was presented for serious competition, numbering

five. Pitt's Buff"alo Threshing Machine drew a first

class medal, and was sold to the Emperor for 2200
francs ; Manny's Reaper drew a first class medal

;

a barrel of Col. Alston's South Carolina rice, do.

;

McCormick's Reaper, worked by Frenchmen, a
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CURE FOR CORNS ON HORSES' FEET.

Messrs. Editors :— I noticed the inquiry of a

correspondent in the March No. of The Cultivator,

concerning corns on horses' feet. In answer I

would say, corns of long standing are incurable.

Those of more recent date can be helped. The
only remedy I know, is the following, viz : Dig the

corn out and pour in hot tar. If the horse is flat-

footed, be careful about paring the heels—only

rasp it carefully, and avoid having the shoe bear
on the heel as much as possible. I make a few

extracts from Youatt on the Horse, which come
directly to the point.

In the angle between the bars and the quarters,

the horn of the sole, has sometimes a red appear-

ance and is more spongy and softer than at any
other part ; the horse flinches when this portion

of the horn is pressed upon, and occasional or

permanent lameness is produced. This disease of

the foot is termed corns. The first thing to be done
is to pare out the angle between the crust and the

bars. Two objects are answered by this ; the ex-

tent of the disease will be ascertained, and one
cause of it removed. A very small drawing knife

must be used for this purpose. The corn must be
pared out to the very bottom, taking care not to

wound the sole. It may then be discovered wheth-
er there is any effusion of blood or water under-
neath. If this is suspected an opening must be
made through the horn, the matter evacuated, the

separated horn taken away, the course and extent

of the sinuses explored, and the treatment recom-
mended for quitter adopted. Should there be no
collection of fluid, butyr of antimony should be ap-
plied over the whole extent of the corn after the
horn has been thinned, as closely as possible. A
horse that has once had corns to any considerable

extent, should at every shoeing have the seat of

the corn well pared out and the butyr of antimony
applied.

—

Country Gentleman.

THE GTJANO TRADE.
The New York Evening Post furnishes some in-

teresting facts respecting the guano deposits belong-
ing to Peru, and the manner in which the business

of removing and disposing of this important fertili-

zer is conducted. The guano islands (the Chinchas)
are about one hundred miles north from Callao,

the longest of the group being two miles in length
and a quarter of a mile wide, and the least about a
mile in length by half a mile in width. There is

but little guano on the largest island, while upon
the smallest it is two hundred and fifty feet deep.
There are often from three hundred to five hundred
sail of vessels, generally of large size, loading at one
time. At the rate of which guano is now shipped
from these islands, it will be exhausted in six to

eight years. Twenty thousand tons are sometimes
removed in a single day. There is on one of the
islands a settlement of Chinese coolies, who are em-
ployed in digging the guano and loading the ves-
sels. A task is given them each day, and if the
gang fail to get out the given number of wagon
loads, of two tons, each day, their bondage is con-
tinued a longer period, to make up; so many months
or days being added as wagon loads are wanting.

These coolies are cheated into the belief by Man-
darins, or knowing Chinamen, that they are to be
shipped from China to California and the gold dig-

gings, and are further deceived by the offer of a
free passage. The shipmaster takes them to the
Peruvian government and sells them for a round
sum in the shape of freight money, and they are
sent to the guano islands for life or for a term of
five to seven years. The Peruvians also send all

their prisoners of State, some two or three hund-
red, into the guano mines, where they are let out
to work by day and confined by night.

The guano is hard and can only be broken up
with the pickaxe. It is then broken and shoveled
into the wagons and rolled through the "shutters"
to the vessels. There is no fresh water upon the
islands, and each vessel is required to carry a ton
of water there for every hundred tons burden of
the ship. The oldest captain in the fleet from each
nation is appointed Commodore, and hoists his flaw

as such on his ship, where all disputes are settled.

Indeed, the municipal laws of the islands and the
fleet are decidedly of Yankee origin. Says the
Post

:

"The islands are about ten miles from the main
land, and are composed of new red sandstone. The
guano is not all bird dung, but is largely composed
of the mud of the ocean ; that brought "from Peru,
is so, at least. When anchors are hoisted into the
ship from the holding grounds of vessels along the
Peruvian coasts, large quantities of mud, of a green-
ish white color are brought up, and this mud when
dried makes guano equally good with the guano
taken from the islands. The birds and seals come
upon the islands when the people are not at work,
but it does not appear that their dung or decayed
bodies are more than a foot deep on any of the
islands. The composition taken from the islands,

called guano, is stratified, and Hes in the same form
it did before it was lifted up from the bottom of the
ocean. Our informant says that a geological ex-
amination of the islands will satisfy any man that
the guano ships are bringing away from these
islands a very different thing from the dung of birds
or decomposed animals.

Gibbs & Bright, of Liverpool, have a lease of the
Guano Islands from the Peruvian government for
five years, which expires in 1857, but hope to get
their lease renewed. This house jjays the Peruvian
government about $4,50 a ton for the privilege of
taking all the guano from the islands, the govern-
ment furnishing the men to dig the guano."

GiFFORD Morgan Horse.—Is there a horse
known as the "Gifford Morgan." If so, by whom
owned, and where kept, and what is his pedigree ?

J. w. A.

Remarks.—There is, or has been a horse by the
above name—but we can give no account of him.
Brother Howard, of the Cultivator, will be likely

to know.

—

JV. E. Farmer.

The horse Gifford ^lorgan was kept for several of
the latter years of his life by F. A. Wier, of
Walpole, N. H. He died at the stable of Benj.
Gates, in the town mentioned, Oct. 30th, 1850,
aged 24 years. He was got by Woodbury or
Burbank Morgan, and was the sire of Green Moun-
tain or Hale Morgan, and other well-known horses.— Cultivator.

^^ The Essex Agricultural Society have elected
Ben Parley Pooreto deliver the oration before them,
at their annual fair in September, at Newbiiryport.
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WOODWAHD'S PATENT WEEDING PLOW.

The implement pictured above we have never

used, or seen used, and can therefore only give a

description of its services from others, which is as

follows :

—

The plow is made to run within li inches of the

row on the even surface, about ^ or 'i of an inch

deep, removing the weeds into the middle between

the rows and covering them completely, so that if

the weather is wet or dry they are effectually des-

troyed. When the second crop of weeds come up,

the plate on the under side of the plow is moved

to the land side, which is run in the middle be-

tween the rows, splitting the ridge made at the first

time plowing, and the mould board rolls the weeds

under the furrow, carrying the dirt up to the plants

and covering nearly all those that were left the

first time ; what few are left should be pulled up

or covered without disturbing the furrows next the

row, the labor of which is all that is required in

addition to what is done with the plow through

the season. Ten hours labor of a man and horse

is abundantly sufficient to cultivate an acre of com
after it is planted. It is for sale by H. O. Wil-

liams, Sunderland, Mass.

Grape Vines in Gardens.—Grape vines delight

in being well manured, and will not give the best

satisfaction without a dry bottom and abundance of

rich soil. At this period of the season, those who
have trained grape -vines in their gardens, should

examine them thoroughly, to destroy caterpillar

worms while they ai'e small. One may now be

found in almost every bud, roUed up in a pellet of

fine wool. All the labor thus spent will pay for it-

self. During warm dry weather, the surface of the

ground around the roots of vines should be covered

with litter to protect the tender rootlets, that spread

out so near the surface.

GiFFORD Morgan Horse.—In reply to an in

quiry of "J. W. A.," B. H. Andrews, of AVater-

bury. Conn., states that he has a Gilford Morgan

horse at his farm for sale.
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For the New England Farmer.

KURAL ECONOMY OF THE BRITISH
ISLES-No. 15.

SCOTLAND.

If there is any country which might rebuke and
banish the feeling of despair which exists respect-

ing New England agriculture, it is Scotland.

Whatever question might be raised respecting the

soil of New England, as compared to that of Eng-
land, none can be raised, as respects natural fertili-

ty, when it is compared with that of Scotland.

Within the last century, Scotland was one of the

poorest and most barbarous countries in Europe.
Its progress in agriculture is so recent, that it can

be traced, and its progress seen, which cannot be
done in England, where sunk capital has accumu-
lated so long. No country owes so much as Scot-

land to the power of man over nature, except per-

haps Holland. Switzerland certainly does not pre
sent such obstacles to human industry. The total

production of the country has increased in the last

century, tenfold and the agricultural products in

an enormous ratio. Scotch agriculture is, at this

day, ill some districts at least, superior to English
In no country, is farming better regulated. It is

to the model forms of Scotland, that people send
their sons to be taught farming.

Scotland and its adjacent islands contain a total

of nineteen million acres, nearly three-fourths of

which are absolutely unfit for cultivation ; especial-

ly the Highlands and islands of the north. There
are perhaps five million acres of arable land, in

Scotland, of which two millions at least are in

meadow and artificial pasture. The Highlands are

the country for oats, and grow scarcely any other
grain. In the Lowlands, the four year course is

generally followed. The products of the soil, vege-
table and animal, are about $40 in value to each
inhabitant, in this respect equalling England. Yet
but little more than a century ago, famine and pe-
riodical scarcity devastated this country.

How comes it that Scotland has so rapidly at-

tained this high production, in spite of the natural
nfertility of her soil and climate ? The answer un
doubtedlyis, that it is owing to the employment of
capital and skill j though you would be told in

Scotland, that it was owing to the fact, that the
land is held in large properties, there being but
7,800 proprietors in all Scotland. But though
large property prevails in Scotland, the farms are

not large, hardly middle sized. I cannot help
thinking that if the farmers owned the farms, and
used the same capital and skill as now, the results

would be as great, or greater than now.
The Lowlands yield nine-tenths of the produce

of Scotland. Let us enter the undulating country
which surrounds Edinburgh, called the Lothians,
containing about 1,200,000 acres. Farming here,

is certainly not to be equalled. Rents of $7,50,
$15 and $25 the acre are not uncommon, the av-

erage about $5,00 ; and the farmer makes nearly
as much profit as the jjroprietor. The meadows in

the neighborhood of Edinburgh are irrigated with
the sewerage of the town, and are cut six or eight
times during the season. Some of them let as high
as $150 and $200 per annum, the acre.

A great part of the wheat produced in Scot-
land is grown in the Loihians, which are now fa-

mous for cereal crops. Yet this soil was at one

time reckoned incapable of bearing even rye ; only
barley and oats were cultivated. It is mentioned
that in 1727 a field of wheat of about eight acres,

near Edinburgh, was the object of universal curios-

ity. Now one-fifth of the Lothians, about 250,000
acres, is in wheat, and in good seasons, this crop
yields from 30 to 45 bushels the acre. Here,
again, it is the Norfolk rotation more or less mod-
ified, according to local circumstances, which pro-
duces this large return. Why should it not do so
in New England ? Turnip cultivation, the basis of
the rotation, is no where better understood than in

the Lothians. A complete system of drainage has
existed for a long time past. Every farm, or near-
ly so, has its steam engine. Stabulation of cattle

has been long in common practice. In the county
of Haddington alone, which contains not quite

200,000 acres, in 1853, one hundred and eighty-five

steam engines, of six horse power each, were em-
ployed for agricultural purposes, besides 81 water
mills.

See what the system of farming was in former
times, in the Lothians, and other parts of Scotland.

The lands of a farm used to be divided into M'hat

were called in-field and out-field. The out-field

portion remained quite in a state of nature, and
was used as pasture ; the in-field, on the contrary,

produced barley and oats, uninteruptedly in succes-

sion. A worse system can scarcely be imagined.
Fallows are an improvement on this barbarous
practice. The starting point in Scotland, from
which improvement began, was, certainly, low
enough to encourage New England.
Now enter Ayrshire, for I do not mean to give

a minute account of all Scotland, but only such an
account as will show the New England farmer
what Scotland was, and what it now is. "Fifty to

sixty years ago, there was scarcely a road which
was passable in the whole country," says a local

writer. "Everywhere the cottages were built of

mud, and thatched with straw, the fire in the cen-

ter, with an opening in the roof, to serve as a chim-
ney, and surrounded with a dunghill, while the

land was covered with all sorts of weeds. The on-

ly vegetable cultivated, consisted of a few Scotch
cabbages, which, with milk and oat-meal, formed
all the food of the population. Successive crops of
oats were taken off" the same field, as long as it con-

tinued to produce anything beyond the seed sown,
after which it remained sterile, until it was fit for

producing another miserable crop. The cattle

were famished in winter, and when spring arrived,

could scarcely rise without assistance. There was
not a farmer with money sufficient to improve this

state of things, and proprietors had not the means,
either." Can so disheartening a description be
given of any part of New England ?

Ayrshire now ranks among the most flourishing

districts of Great Britain. The increasing demand
for dairy produce has created the fine breed of

Ayrshire cows, and has changed those ancient

heaths into profitable pastures.

The further we go north, richness decreases, but
draining, the cultivation of turnips and forage crops,

extra manures, subsoil plowing, and liming, every-

where convert frightful mosses and barren rocks into

good lands. One might almost call it a second crea-

tion. Every day, this part of Scotland is increasing

its production of milk and meat. Oats and barley fol-

low the movement ; and wheat dares to show itself

in the gloomy, cold county of Caiihness, where at
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one time myriads of sea-fowl were almost sole oc-

pants.

It is perhaps worth while to mention the case of

Mr. Mactier, as an instance of the extent to which,

and of the faith with which, capital is sometimes

embarked in farming in Great Britain. He is an

enterprising Englishman, who, having realized a

fortune in the East Indies, purchased a property

of 22,000 acres of the Duke of Gordon, in Aber-

deenshire, which was almost entirely in a state of

nature. The price ])aid was nearly $600,000, and

he is laying out $125 the acre, or five times its

original cost, in improvements of all sorts. These
operations consist, principally, of subsoil plowing.

The property being covered with granite rocks,

these are blasted and removed. The ground, after

being thus cleared, is levelled, drained and limed,

and laid out in farms of about 400 acres each.

These farms, it is stated, are let for nineteen years,

at the rate of five per cent, on the money expend-

ed upon them. Tliis is the scale upon which agri-

cultural undertakings are sometimes conducted in

Great Britain ; for the whole operation, when com-
pleted, will absorb between three and four millions

of dollars.

The Scotch farmers, with more intelligence than

any others of the same class, are careful to under-

take only what they can do well. In that country,

not only are they not ambitious to become propri-

etors when they have only capital sufficient to be
farmers, but they take care not to rent a hundred
acres when they have only capital sufficient to work
fifty. They have the sense to live, rather below,

than above their income, and do not mind putting

their hand to the plow. They prefer in everything

realities. False pride has disappeared before the

natural good sense of the Scotch. Some in this

country might learn a useful lesson by visiting

them.
The Highlands, once the land of Clans and High

landers and warriors, now of romance and poetical

associations in the minds of thousands, who know
them only through the pages of Scott, are desolate

regions, almost destitute of trees, and with scarcely

even heather; everywhere steep and naked rocks,

streams of water of all sizes, lakes, falls, foaming
torrents, immense mosses, perpetual snows, and
rain, and violent winds from the North Sea. It

seems as if rural economy could have nothing to

do with such a country. The old inhabitants, the

clansmen and warriors and their descendants, are

gone from the land, forced away by means, which
none but a nation, rough-mannered like the Brit-

ish people, could have used ; and it is now the land

of silence and of sheep. It seems as if there were no
human inhabitants in it. If the bagpipe is heard,

it is the peaceful amusement of a shepherd, who
tends five hundred sheep for wages, and knows not

the history of the clans, but whether it has been a

good lambing season, and how wool is selling.

There are immense forests planted by noblemen,
and shooting grounds, and fisheries ; but sheep, and
desolation, and silence, rocks, crags, waterfalls, and
heather, romantic views, and romantic associations

with the past—these things, and not agriculture,

engage the thoughts of a visiter to the Highlands.

M.

The "Women of Peru.—Of all the Spanish cus-

toms of the olden time, devotion to women is pre-

served in perfect purity only in Peru. The loving

husband, with his ardent, poetic imagination, de-

lights in being the slave of his lady. The fair se-

noras make the largest demands on gallantry, and
the slightest lack of watchfulness often excites re-

sentment which will not be appeased. In company
a gentleman approaches a woman only when he
can shoAV her some Httle attention. Above all, her
right is su])reme to the first places and the strong-

est expressions of devotion. People do not say

here as elsewhere, "I have the honor to present my
compliments to you," or, "How do you do ?" but,

"Senora, I kiss your feet."

"Proposing," in Peru, is very romantic. The
suitor appears on the appointed evening with a gai-

ly-dressed troubador under the balcony of his be-

loved ; the singer steps before her flower-bedecked

window, and sings her beauties in the name of the

lover. He compares her size to that of a palm-tree,

her lips to two blushing rose-buds, and her wo-
manly foi-m to that of the dove. With assumed
harshness the lady asks the lover : "Who are you,

and what do you want ?" He answers with ardent

confidence : "Thee do I adore ; the stars live in

the harmony of love, and why should not we, too,

love each other ?" Then the proud beauty gives

herself away; she takes her flower wreath from her

hair and throws it do\vn to her lover, promising to

to be his own forever.

For the Neto England Farmer,

THE COLT GUESTION.

Mr. Editor :—In the June number of the Far-

mer I noticed an article from the pen of H. Poor,

Esq., of Brooklyn, N. Y., a gentleman reported to

be a good breeder of horses, in which he says he

takes "strong grounds" against my treatment of

colts.

The importance of the subject in hand leads

me to solicit another cornerof your valuable paper,

to set the gentleman right, as I perceive that I

have been entirely misunderstood in my former

communication, and consequently his reasonings on

the subject are all drawn from false premises.

I do saij that I never allow a colt to stand upon
a floor before he is two years old, as I believe the

practice to be prejudicial to the formation of good

feet, and I also agree with the gentleman, that if

my plan had been to keep my colts upon a plank

floor without cleaning from "December till plant-

ing time," I should expect that nine in ten thus

trained would either die, or become unsound before

they were two years old. The gentleman assumes

(tacitly) that there are but two plans of stabling

colts. The first is his, of keeping them upon a hard

clean floor. The second, is my plan, of keeping

them upon a large amount of manure in a heating

state. While I maintain, and am prepared to show,

that the first of these plans is bad, the second

worse, while another, which is in fact my method,

is safe and infinitely the best of all, and I also "speak

from experience, as many of your readers know,"

though I must confess that I have never experi-

enced the loss of a horse by allowing him "to stand

month after month in his own filth," having been

warned against the practice more than 40 years ago.

With regard to the keeping of colts upon a clean

hard floor I shall only say that the practice is con-

demned by the best horse breeders in Vermont, and

from personal experience and observation in these
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matters I entertain no doubt but ring bone, con- The cost of the bone was $2 a barrel in Boston,
tracted hoofs, sprung knees, as well as many other | the potash cost forty cents; so that the expense of
defects ni the feet and limbs ofhorses, are occasioned ^manuring that half," was a trifle more than two dol-
in most cases by confinement while young, upon

j lars for about oh rods, or nearly at the rate of $30
plank floors. Hence duraig the last fifteen years I 'per acre. The two loads of compost used, (one-
have discarded plank floors for young colts entirely, horse loads) would probably be estimated at about
and adopted those constructed by the God of na- the same price, or about a dollar a load.
ture, and in that I have never raised an unsound
horse.

The best stables I have ever seen for young hor-
ses is one built without any artificial floor, further
than to make the surface even. I prefer box stalls

In conclusion, my experience with various con-
centrated fertilizers has convinced me that if we
would judiciously spend their cost in saving the
fertilizers at home, most of us farmers would find
our compost heaps largely increased in size and1 ,: V /T^ • • - J--"-- -—"_--"" "-1 v^v^'^ljv^.^i. iic«,|« laiyeij' iiiureaseu m Size ana

lor each colt, ot sufhcient size to allow the animal value ; in value, much more than the worth of the
to turn himself, lie down, and rise with freedom, shop manure. jx^ P^
No young colt, in my opinion, should be confined
in a stall by a halter. Each stall should be thor-
oughly cleared at least once every day, and clean
bedding furnished every day.

Nothing can be more injurious to the health of
a horse of any age, than standing in a close stable,

in the midst of the ammonia, naturally generated by
their own excrements. Cleanliness is said to be
next to Godliness, and the maxim should not be
forgoten in the stable treatment of growing ani-

mals- Solomon Steele.
Derby Line, Ft., June 16, 18<56.

jPor t/ie New England Farmer.

BONE MANURE FOR TURNIPS.
Mr. Editor :—As the season for sowing tur-

nips is at hand, I will give you the result of an ex-
periment, tried a year or two since for the purpose
of testing the relative value of bone and compost
manures.

I selected a piece of land gently sloping to the
south-east. It had lain in grass for at least fifteen

years. The upper part of the lot was very light

soil, gradually improving as it descended, to a deep
rich loam, and running about one rod into a peaty
meadow. On the 21st of July, when the ground
was quite dry and dusty, 1 plowed a strip of this

containing a little more than eleven square rods.
On one half of this, I spread two loads of compost
manure, of fair quality ; on the other half, about
two-thirds of a barrel of crushed bone, prepared in

this manner: I made a lye by dissolving five

pounds of potash in a half barrel of water, and put
the bone into it, leaving it there perhaps a week.
I then mixed this bone and lye with a load of dry
peat, pulverized by the previous winter's frost ; and
after it had lain in a heap a few days, worked it

over to mix it more thoroughly. The whole mass
was quite warm, and the bone was mostly if not
entirely dissolved. These manures were spread
and well harrowed in after a light rain, that mois-
tened the earth to the depth of two or three inch-
es, and the turnip seed were sown on the 25th
of July, with a seed-sower, each half containing
eight rows. Dry weather followed, which, though
it did not prevent the germination of the seed, of
course hindered the rapid growth of the plant.
We hoed once, weeding and thinning out at the
same time.

When harvested, the crop on the side manured
with bone, measured fourteen bushels, of fifty

pounds each ; that on the composted half, twenty-
one bashels. 1 confess to some surprise at this re-
sult. My expectations leaned strongly the other
way.

Concord, Mass., 1856.

LETTER FROM MR. BROWN.
Washington, D. C, June 25, 1856.

Dear Sir :—In my last letter I alluded, briefly,

to recent improvements in this city. The letter

was written on one of the hottest mornings the
people ever experience here, and amidst various

interruptions. I said nothing of the public build-

ings, of Congress, or of many other matters of pub-
lic interest. The additions to the Capitol, now in

process of construction, are on a magnificent scale,

and are, alone, well worthy a visit to the Federal
City. A new room for the Representatives is to

be completed in the south wing, and a new Senate
Chamber in the north wing. The library is to be
extended, and include rooms now occupied by the
clerk of the House and his assistants. The old

Dome which so long braved the elements, and was
visited by hundreds of thousands of persons, of near-

ly all civilized nations, has been taken down, and a

rude wooden roof covers the rotunda to keep the

rain from the pictures below. The walls of both
wings are up, and this morning the workmen are

placing the highly wrought cornices on one comer

;

all about are derricks of huge construction, and on
the top of the work is a steam engine of ten horse

power to raise the massive blocks of marble to

their respective positions. The most perfect sys-

tem known for ventilating, warming and supplying

water, is to be adopted. Under the second story

floors there are long ranges of cast iron boxes about

two feet wide by twelve inches in hight ; these

rest upon the tops of the beautiful marble pillars

below, and their under sides, ornamented, form the

ceiling of the rooms on the first floor, so that the

ceiling, instead of mortar, is a series of cast iron

plates covered with various devices. Through these

boxes we understand that the pure air of heaven

is to be urged by a blower, such as is used for forges

and furnaces, and to be propelled by a. steam en-

gine. In the cold weather the boilers of this en-

gine are to furnish steam for warmmg by a system

of pipes scattered through every part of the build-

ing. On the top of this immense pile, may now be

seen several huge iron tanks of the common shape

of steam boilers, which are intended as water tanii
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or reservoirs, to receive the water from the roofs,

and thence be conducted wherever it may be want-

ed for use. To surmount all this the new dome

will rise two hundredfeet above the top of the arch

,of the rotunda, "beginning with rows of wrought

pillars at the base, and after rising some twenty or

thirty feet, recede, so as to lessen the diameter,

then another row of pillars, and so on until near-

ing the top, when a conical structure with windows

for an observatory will afford an unsurpassed view

of the surrounding country.

Such are some of the grand outlines. The finer

work, that which would attract all persons of taste,

may be found in some of the rooms already fin-

ished, and in the shops where numerous artists and

sculptors are bringing out of the rude blocks of

marble the most exquisite forms that can well b^i con

ceived. These are to be placed in various parts ol

the building, on pedestals or niches purposely left for

them in the walls.

But the happiest thought of all, carried into the

most beautiful and ornate embellishments, may be

found in the finish of the single committee room

now completed. It is the room, as we were informed,

to be occupied by the committee on Agriculture.

This room is, perhaps, 20 feet by 18 wide, and to

the top of the arched ceiling it may be some 20

feet. It is comfortably and handsomely furnished.

The floor is a tessellated pavement, of brilliant

colors, and the material is as hard as glass. Bui

it is the walls whith strike the beholder witli admi-

ration, and, when he has learned the manner in

which the gorgeous work before him is executed,

with astonishment. On four sides, or planes, of

the ceiling overhead, the four seasons are represent-

ed by the cornucopia, or horn of plenty, by sheafs

of grain, fruits and flowers, and otlit-r devices. On

one end Cincinnatus is seen as being called from the

plow, which he left in the furrow to fight the bat

ties of his country, and with numerous other em-

blems. All these representations are truthful, and

given in most brilliant colors. The pigment used,

we are told, is wrought into the mortar itself, so

that were a portion of the surface taken off the

picture would siill remain perfect. Two men,

Italians, were employed three months, on the ceil-

ing of this single room. We understand that the

committee rooms are to be finished in a style em-

blematical of the business of the committee ;—if on

Naval affairs, with ships and commercial emblems,

if on Public Lands, with prairies, perhaps on fire,

or as being fed by herds of buffaloes or, if on

Revolutionary Claims, with striking scenes of that

eventful epoch, with the old soldier presenting his

claim, and the doors of the Treasury thrown open

for his rehef ! Is this the long lost art of the days

of Herculaneum and Pompeii, now discovered, that

shows paintings buried through centuries, but ns

fresn as though executed yesterdaj ? We are ylad

to see this beautiful work going on. It is better

thus to appropriate a portion of the public funds

than leave them for the scrambling of unscrupulous

politicians. We have money, materials and work-

men, in abundance, and we trust the National

Capitol will not be second, by-and-by, to any struc-

ture in the world, in true architectural taste, rich-

ness and convenience.

The Treasury department is being extended, and

the coarse sandstone of which the original building

was constructed, has been painted with some soft

color, so that the eye rests pleasantly on it. The

Patent Office, of white marble, is also receiving

great additions, and is destined to become a mag-

nificent structure.

Many New England people are here looking in

upon Congress, at the public buildings, or catching

the excitement of the day. But I must close. The

heat is intolerable, and my letter will be, if I spin it

longer. Truly yours, Simon Bkown.

Joel JVourse, Esq., Boston.

DOINGS AT THE PATENT OFFICE.

In a recent letter from the Washington corres-

[iondent of the Boston Journal, are some in-

teresting statements of operations at the Patent

Office, a portion of which may be found below. It

affords us pleasure to find attention given to agricul-

tural matters by such influential papers as the

Journal, and its intelligent correspondent. We
more than half suspect that the proprietor of "In-

dian Hill Farm" speaks through the Journal, and

that he finds more pleasure in rural affairs than in

the political turmoil at Washington. But to the

extract. He says :

"Recently your correspondent paid a visit to the

Patent Office, the never-failing subject for amateur

letter-writers. Few of them, however, discover the

'Agricultural Bureau,' which is gradually attain-

ing an importance worthy of the interest which it

was instituted to aid. An appropriation of $30,000

lias already been made by the present Congress,

and a further appropriation of $70,000 will be

asked for in a few weeks—making $100,000 for

the ])resent year, besides cost of printing, binding,

packing and" transjjorfring 210,000 copies of the an-

ual report. A sketch of the present operations of

the Bureau may not be uninteresting.

About twenty thousand dollars are to be expend-

ed for seeds and cuttings, some of which are alrea-

dy purchased. Take, for instance, turnips ; last

year twenty varieties of EngHsh turnip seed were

distributed "for experiment ; from these, eleven va-

rieties were approved, and forty bushels have ar-

rived in New York ; they will reach here in a week,

and be immediately distributed. At the same time

the Bureau will receive four hundred bushels of

peas, and seven hundred pounds early York cab-

bage seed.

One thousand bushels of wheat have been order-

fd from the Mediterranean, with approved varie-

lies of hnrley and rye. This wheat will be distrib-

uted with especial reference to experiments in
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'cross fecundation,' by M-hich it is thought new and
valuable varieties of wheat can be established.

Dr. Parker, U. S. Commissioner to China, is to

make an excursion this summer to the northern

portion of the 'flowery kingdom,' and has one

thousand dollars placed at his disposal for the pur-

chase of seeds there.

Hay is our most valuable crop, yet some of our

imported grasses have become much deteriorated,

and the real value of many native varieties is un-

known. Mr. W. T. Dennis has been commissioned

to visit every State, report on its grasses, both na-

tive and foreign, and jjrocure seed for distribution.

When seed has been procured, experiments will be

instituted with a view of ascertaining what grasses

are most lasting, most prolific, and most nutritious

for stock, in each county of the Union. This is a

gigantic task, but one which promises imjjortant

results.

Townsend Glover, whose models of fruit are well

known in Boston, has been sent to Iowa, to ex-

amine the insects injurious to the wheat crop. It

is expected that Congress will make an appropria-

tion, enabling him to perfect his collection of arti-

ficial fruit, vegetables, &c.

Dr. C. T. Jackson, of Boston, is permanently en-

gaged in chemical experiments of agricultural

value. One of these has proved that oil worth
seventy-five cents per gallon can be extracted from
cotton seed, (hitherto worthless) leaving a cake
worth three cents per pound. Another analysis

shows that the cob of Indian corn only contains

three and a half per cent, of nutritive matter.

Experiments are to be carried on, determining the

comparative amount of nutriment in cereals—the

amount of tannin in barks and other materials

—

the amount of phosphoric acid in the worn-out
soils of the Atlantic as compared with the virgin

soils of the West, &c., &c.
The above paragraphs will give the readers of

the Journal an idea of the value of the 'Agricultu-

ral Bureau' to the yeomanry of our land. The di-

rector, D. Jay Browne, Esq., is a native of Exeter,

N. H., and admirably quahned for his task."

was slowly pacing the deck. "John," said the cap-

tain, "what will you take to climb to the mast-
head?" John glanced upwards an instant, and then
exclaimed with characteristic bluntness, "I'll take

five pound." A smile from the group proclaimed
the success of this trial.

The Scotchman was next approached ; he was a
sandy-complexioned, sharp-eyed fellow, and was
seated upon a sea-chest, darning a rent in an old
pair of pantaloons. "Sawney," said the captain,

jingling the silver in his pocket as he approached
him, "What will you take to climb to the mast-
head ?" Sawney's ears pricked up at the sound of
the coin, and as he slowly and cautiously measured
the height with his eye, without rising from his

seat, he replied, with the shrewdness of a true
Scotchman, "I dinna ken,mon; what'll ye gie ?"

The last one approached was the Irishman, who
was carelessly leaning over the bulwarks, humming
one of the lively melodies of his country ; his old

battered caubeen was cocked jauntily over his right

eye, while his left was employed in executing a
series of expressive winks at a group of the female
steerage passengers who were upon the other side

of the deck—"Pat, my boy, what will you take to

climb to the mast-head?" asked the captain.

Pat's blue eye twinkled as he turned it upward,
and a look of irresistible comicality played upon
his phiz, as he replied, "Shure 1 think I'd take a
bad cowld, iniirely."—Traveller.

NATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS.
It has been said that men will betray the char-

acteristics of their nation in their conversation.

It chanced that this point was under discussion by
a group of passengers and the captain of one of

our clipper ships, during a recent passage across

the Atlantic. It was a fine day, and most of the
passengers, both cabin and steerage, were upon
deck. The group above mentioned had l^ieen com-
menting upon the bluntness of the English, cau-

tious shrewdness of the Scotch, and the ready wit

of the Irish, when the captain, taking the segar
from his lips, pointed towards the forward part of
the ship, where, at different points, he indicated a

native of each of the three nations. He then pro-

posed to wager that he would ask each of them
the same question separately, and that the answer
of each would be an illustration of his national

characteristic. This proposition being acceded to,

it was decided that the question should be, "What
will you take to climb to the masthead !" and the
party moved forward to put the experiment to the
test.

The first one accosted was the Englishman, who

For the New England Parmer.

IN REGARD TO CAPT. SYMMES' HOLE.

Mr. Editor :—In reply partly to Mr. I. Stearns'

questions relative to the time the venturesome cap-

tain lectured upon the "theory of this earth's being
hollow," "whether his lectures were ever published,"

&c., &c., I will give him what information I pos-

sess upon said matter, premising he will find the

same correct, as I glean it from a bona fide publi-

cation of the year 1818, which appears from the

work in question, to be the period at which Capt.

S. flourished.

Whether his "lectures" were ever published or

not, is more than I have the means of telling ; if

they were, they were probably the earliest edition

of "curtain lectures," and had but a slight circula-

tion among the literati in this quarter of the coun-

The following is a copy of a document issued by
him at the time :

"CIRCULAR.
Light gives light, to light discover

—

ad infinitum.

St. Loois, MissoDRi Territory, North America, )

April 20, A. D. 1818.
\

TO ALL THE WORLD.

I declare the earth is hollow and habitable with-

in ; containing a number of solid concentric spheres,

one within the other, and that it is open at the

poles twelve or sixteen degrees. I pledge my life

in support of this truth, and am ready to explore

the hollow, if the world will supjjort and aid me in

the undertaking.

John Cleve Symmes, of Ohio.

N. B. I have ready for the press a 'Treatise on
the Principle of Matter,' wherein I show proofs of

the above positions, account for various phenome-
na, and disclose Dr. Darwin's golden secret. Mv
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terms are, the patronage of this and the new
•worlds. I dedicate to my wife and her ten chil-

dren. I select Dr. S. L. Mitchell, Sir. H. Davy,

and Baron Alexander de Humboldt as my protec-

tors. I ask one hundred brave companions, well

equipped, to start for Siberia, in the fall season,

with reindeer and sleighs, on the ice of the frozen

sea. I engage we find warm and rich land, stocked

with thrifty vegetables and animals, if not man. on

reaching one degree northward of latitude 82°.

We will return in the succeeding spring.

J. c. s.

To His Excellency Gov. Wm. Clarke."

Without further personal information in regard

to the movements of the captain, and not wishing

to treat a really serious matter in any other way

than with the importance the subject demands, I

will merely add, that years ago, when a wanderer

on the "deep, deep sea," in tlie solemn lonesome-

ness of a ship s forecastle, Capt. Symmes' name

used often to be mentioned, in connection with the

blowing of the North West winds, at times partic-

ularly when their prevalence made "going aloft"

anything but an amusement.

It was the common and believed report then,

among seamen, that Capt. Symmes had been to the

North Pole, and discovered a hole, which up to

the time I speak of had been familiarly known as

"Symmes' Hole ;" one of Capt. S.'s crew on their

return reported that the aperture discovered was

the one whence issued the North West winds, and

that the discovery was an accidental one of tho cap-

tain's, he having one day shinned up to it divested

of his coat and jacket; and had either of those ar-

ticles been within his reach, he would have closed

the hole, (it being very small.)

Could he have only succeeded in so doing, I am
sure he would have had the prayer of many a sea-

man as well as landsman, and no more fervent

one than would have been offered by.

J. P. T. SnrvER.

Wiiichendon, Mass., June 21, 18uG.

For the Keui England Farmer.

PROTECT THE BIRDS.

Very few persons indeed appreciate the field

birds as highly as they ought. By far too many
look upon the feathered tribe as mere tenants of

the air, having no specific duties to perform ; or as

creatures enjoying an existence merely, without be-

ing of any possible profit or pleasure to man.
Such a mean appreciation of their inestimable

worth, is perfectly absurd, not to say preposterous.

Can a man's heart be so hard and adamantine

like, as not to be touched and awakened to a liveli-

er unison even, by the sweet music discoursed by

the feathered songsters, from hill-top and glen ?

Surely, their music is sweeter than that of the

harp, and contains a vivacity which no human
breath or hand can impart.

But birds were not given us for pleasure only

;

they were intended to aid and assist us likewise.

—

And this they do most effectually, by destroying

innumerable insects which would be injurious and
destructive to vegetable growth.

Such birds as the robin, the blue bird, the linnet,

and the wren, are both pleasm-able and profitable.

But let us now come to the most remarkable and

peculiar of all birds—the king bird. All, I hope,

are familiar with his form, his beauty, his habits,

and his unsurpassed usefulness.

Who is n ot acquainted with the compactness
of his form, with the masculine contour of his

head, and lastly, with the peuliar formations of his

beak, and also with the efficient and cunning man-
ner in which he uses his sharp, and even deadly
weapon ?

How many a heart has rejoiced in Spring time,

to see this little monarch of birds rearing his nest

among the thick branches of some favorite old ap-

ple tree, near the farm house or barn.

How well-assured have the inmates felt, that, if

the king bird took up his habitation near the farm
buildings, no marauding hawk would dare to mo-
lest the sanctity of the hen-coop.

How well satisfied were they that no plundering
crow would dare venture among the thick boughs
of the stately elm overhanging the dwelling, to rob

the red-breast robin's nest of all that was so dear

and hallowed to the mother bird.

Truly, the king bird is no negligent or careless

watchman, neither is he a cowardly assailant. He
stands ever upon his guard, and when duty re-

quires, he is vigilant and brave to attack. Indeed,

I never realized the actual worth of the king bird

until the present season. My corn field is situated

ai)out one hundred rods from tlie house, and greatly

exposed to the ravages of the crows.

This field is large, and in it stand a few veteran

apple trees—the remainder of a once valuable or-

chard. To my great joy, I noticed early in spring

time, that two pairs of king birds had selected places

for building their nests among the boughs of these

trees.

From what I previously knew of the king bird,

I was at once constrained to believe that the bird

would be of great value to me in keeping off the

crows.

My expectations have been realized, for, during

the week past, I have noticed several times that an
old crow attempted to enter the field, but was
promptly met at the outer limit, and immediately
repulsed by my faithful guard.

My cornfield has remained unmolested by the

crows, although in a very exposed position, and I

attribute its preservation to the vigilance of the

king bird. •

A thousand times have I thanked the bird for

his watchfulness, and as often blessed the maker of

all things tor so glorious a gift.

Farmers, see to it that the birds are preserved,

and they will a thousand times pay you for your

care concerning them. J. T. J.

Leominster, Mass., 1856.

Rose Cuttings.—When is a good time to root

rose cuttings, and how, and in what soil?—G.
Sherma, Huron Co., O.

In the summer, choose a shady place—the north

side of a wall or building is best, and prepare a soil

from four to six inches deep, nearly all sand
;

pit

sand will do. A frame and glass is desirable, al-

though they will root in the open soil if kept moist

and shaded from the sun. In selecting the cut-

tings, choose the short-jointed wood, usually that

from which the flowers have recently fallen, taking

a portion of the heel, or attachment to the larger

shoot, with it. These being in what is called a

half ripe state, remain green sufficiently long to en-
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able the base to callous over, after which the roots

are quickly produced ; it may be known by its

commencing to grow. The cutting is then a per-

fect plant, and ready for potting off. For a few

cuttings, riower pots may be used, with bell or

hand glasses to cover them. Those kinds which

iiower more or less all the summer, as China and

Bourbons, strike very readily in the spring or fall,

or indeed at any season ; the hybrid perpetuals

best perhaps after the midsummer flowering, while

the last named are more usually propagated, as

are also all kinds of June or summer roses, by lay-

ers in the spring, from the greater difficulty in the

rooting them from cuttings. The cuttings should

be inserted about half their depth in the soil.

—

Country Gentleman.

Fur the New England Fanner.

KEEPING DOGS.

Mr. Editor :—As your paper is in part devoted

to the subject of raising and keeping stock, and as

there is one kind of stock which can be easily shown
to be not only unprofitable, but absolutely detri-

mental to the interests of our country, perhaps a

few words on that subject might be acceptable.

A race of animals called dogs, considered by
some indispensable, and yet in reality, such a nui-

sance, I would look at in the light of economy.
Now it is readily admitted that in some kinds of

business a dog may be useful and even necessary,

but I venture to say that in three cases out of four,

they are infinitely worse than useless.

The farmer says a good dog is useful on the

farm to protect his crops against the depredations

of his neighbors' cattle, and to protect the lambs
and poultry from the foxes and other wild animals,

and his clover from the wood-chucks. I think no
man deserves the appellation of "farmer," who
needs a dog to protect his crops, and if we turn

our sheep with young lambs into back pastures on
our wild mountain farms, it is very few lambs that

will be saved by the dog, and if, like some of our
more prudent farmers, we keep them in a small lot

near the barn, there is certainly no need of such a

sentinel. The wood-chucks have done me some
damage, but not one-fourth part as much as my
neighboi's' dogs and boys in tramping down my
crops, and tearing down my stone walls.

The mechanic, the doctor, the lawyer and many
others have no pretext whatever, only that "a good
dog is a good thing, and it costs nothing to keep
him," and "I like a good dog, and so I keep him."
Well, now, how is it about the cost of keeping him ?

I notice when I go into a neighbor's house at the
close of a meal that the good man or lady fills up
a large plate with rich food for the dog, sufficient

in quantity, if fed to the pig or the poultry, to
amount, at least to $5 a yearj I think §10 a "year

would be nearer the truth. Take the neighbor-
hood where I live for a sample. We have one dog
to every ten persons, or 272,811 in the New Eng-
land States. What an army of dogs

!

Supposing one in four to be really useful (which
is the most I can possibly admit) and we have
204,608 useless dogs to support at a cost, according
to the lowest estimation, of $1,032,040. So much
for the economy,—and now a few words for the
convenience.

1 have no disposition to abuse any dumb animal,

and if I kept a dog, I should, like most others, suf-

fer him to lie on the kitchen floor by the stove ; but
if my wife, in doing her work, was obliged every
five minutes to step over or go round and kick out
of the way a great lazy dog, I should expect her
smiles would be few and far between, to say noth-
ing of the disgust one feels when knocking at a
neighbor's door to have the inmates obliged to
wage a war of extermination with the dog before
they can let us in and then ten to one but the first

salutation will be from the gentleman with four
legs. H. Briggs.

Fairhaven, Vt.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
PLASTER, OR GYPSUM.

There is much said of the value of plaster. As
I have a variety of land, I thought plaster might
suit some of it. I can buy it at my door at 70
cents per hundred. You would much oblige a
subscriber by informing me of the use of it, i. e.

kind of land, how applied to a hoed crop, at the

time of planting or weeding, and quantity per acre,

on run-out grass land, and season of year ?

West Windsor, Vt., June, 1856. t. s. f.

Remarks.—In a case like yours where you pos-

sess a variety of soil and have no particular knowl-

edge of the action of plaster, we think the true

course is to make an experiment on each kind of

soil by applying the same amount of plaster to one

or more square rods of ground, and carefully noting

the result.

On soils that already contain a sufficient quanti-

ty of the sulphate of lime, little or no effect will

be observed ; while in those that are deficient in

this element, but abounding in others necessary to

the plant, the application of plaster will produce

the happiest results.

Light, dry, sandy, or open soils, as they are

sometimes called, are those iqjon which plaster

generally operates the best—because the rain water

readily dissolves and conveys it to the roots of

plants.

WIRE FENCE AND PLANTS.

Mr. Editor :—Is the vnre fence, as manufac-
tured and varnished by J. E. Butts, Jr. & Co., in-

jurious to the vine or fruit, when used as a trellis

for the grape ? If injurious, would the difficulty be
obviated by applying a coating of white paint, or

is it the material that injures ? w. p.

Remarks.—We have heard no complaint be-

fore, and do not think any varnish used would be

injurious to plants in the open air.

PLUM TREE—20 FEET GROWTH IN A SEASON.

You ask if "I. T. W. does not mean twenty in-

ches instead of twenty /ee^ that grew in one year."

I am not in the habit of telling Har^e stories,"

nor would I have the name of "stretching the truth"

for all the plums in New England ; and when I

stated that a single plum scion grew in one year

only some four or five inches less than twenty feet,

I meant just what I said—or in other words, not to
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be too precise, I mean over nineteen, feet and six

inches. I stated the simple fact—if it seems incred-

ible it is open for inspection. There were three

shoots from the scion, one over seven feet, and one

over six feet, and the other about five feet, with two
or three side shoots from these, all from a single

scion. Will that answer ? I. T. W.
Marlboro', JV. K, June, 1856.

THE CANKER WORM.
Frederic Howe, Danvers, Ms.—Tarring the

trunk of a tree is the remedy generally resorted to,

in order to prevent the female, who cannot fly, from

ascending the tree. We know nothing of the ex-

periment to which you refer of digging the ground

several times in the season, and especially just be-

fore it freezes. The worm descends into the ground

from two to six inches, according to the nature of

the soil.

Mr. Gregory, of Marblehead, in our volume for

1855, page 549, details a plan which has been suc-

cessful, and to which you are referred.

MAGGOTS ON BEET LEA^'ES—LICE ON TREES.

Can you, or your correspondents, inform me how
to preserve beet leaves from the ravages of the

maggot ? When it first came upon our beet leaves,

we thought it was a blight, but upon close exami-

nation we found it to be a maggot in the leaf be-

tween the two skins.

Do you know of any thing that will kill lice up-

on apple trees without injuring the tree ? By an-

swering the above in the Monthly J\F. E. Farmer,

you will much oblige a SUBSCRIBER.

Darlmouih, Mass., June l^th, 1856.

WOODRUFF'S NEW SELF-ACTING GATE.

THE GATE AS IT APPEARS, CLOSED.

These illustrations of a gate are not presented as

particularly designed for ordinary farm use, but for

front gates, and other important places. A gate of

this kind opening upon a highway where neighbors

persist in turning their cattle at large, must be ex-

ceedingly convenient. AVitb the common gate one

must either have a person go to it and open and

close it, or get out of the carriage, hitch the horse,

if he be a restive one, then drive him through,

hitch him again, and close the gate before he can

go on. This sort of tax we have been subjected to

for some years, and can, therefore, appreciate the

value of a self-opening and closing gate.

Mr. Woodruff sometime since obtained a patent

for an improvement in farm and ornamental gates,

and a full-sized working gate was on exhibition at

the late fair of the American Institute, at the

Crystal Palace, New York. Those who witnessed

the operation of that gate, expressed themselves

highly pleased with it, but experience has demon-

strated that self-acting swing gates are objection-

able, from their liability to damage by heavy gusts

of wind and gales. To remedy this and other de-

fects, Mr. AV. has invented the gate represented in

the annexed engravings, and has made an appHcation

lor a patent, through Fowler & Wells' Patent

Agency, of 308 Broadway, New York city. This

gate does not swing horizontally, but is composed
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THE GATE AS IT APPEARS, OPENED.

of two separate parts, one being attached to each

post by two hinges operating vertically.

The gate is so jointed as to close up something

after the manner of a lady's fan, yet in a very firm

and substantial manner. As each half of the gate

is but four or five feet long, it can easily be made

strong and durable. This gate is balanced upon its

hinges by counter weights beyond the posts, and

is operated by the wheels of the carriage or run-

ners of a sleigh, which moves the rod over which it

passes. This rod operates the side bars or chains,

which are attached to the cranks outside the posts,

and which move the gate as desired, opening it on

approach, and closing it on leaving.

We are informed that the inventor is prepared

to deliver the gate represented in the engravings,

boxed for shipment, Avith directions for putting it

up, so plain that any ordinary mechanic can under-

stand them—without the main posts, which can be

constructed to suit the taste of the applicant—for

$35, which is less than it could be manufactured for

without the labor saving appliances possessed by

him.

Any orders may be addressed to Fowler &
Wells, or to the inventor, at Elizabeth City, N. J.

French Surgery. — The following anecdote,

told of Sir Astley Cooper, is a fine illustration of

the difference between the French and English
mind ; the one content with outward display, the

other only with substantial fruit.

On visiting the French capital, he was asked by
the surgeon en chef of the empire how many times
he had performed a certain wonderful feat of sur-

gery. He re]ilied that he had performed the oper-
ation thirteen times. "Ah, but Monsieur, I have

done him one hundred and sixty times. How ma-
ny times did you save his life ?'' continued the cu-

rious Frenchman, after he looked into the blank

amazement of Sir Astley's face. "I," said the Eng-
lishman, "saved eleven out of the thirteen. How
many did you save out of one hundred and sixty ?"

"Ah, Monsieur, I lose dem all, but de operation

was very brillante
!"

PRESERVING SHINGLES ON ROOFS.
Some paint roof shingles after they are laid.

This makes them rot sooner than they otherwise

would. Some paint the courses as they are laid

;

this is a great preservative, if each shingle is paint-

ed the length of three courses. But about as sure

a way to preserve shingles, and that with little or

no expense, is a mode recommended in a letter to

us by Hon. David Hunter, of Clinton, on the 23d
of Feb. last. We republish so much of his letter

as relates to this subject, in hopes that it may be

of service to many of our readers.

"There is one thing more, that nearly all people

know, if they would only attend to it; that is, to

sprinkle slaked lime on the roofs of their buildings,

in rainy days. Put it on considerably thick, so as

to make the roof look white, and you never will be

troubled with moss, and if the shingles are covered

ever so thick with moss, by ])utting the lime on
twice, it will take it all off and leave it white and
clean, and will look almost as well as if it had been

])ainted. It ought to be done once a year, and, in

my opinion, the shingles will last almost twice as

long as they will to let the roof all grow over to

moss. I tried it on the back side of my house ten

years ago, when the shingles were all covered over

with moss, and they appeared to be nearly rotten.

I gave the roof a heavy coat of lime, and have fol-

lowed it nearly every year since, and the roof is bet-

ter now than it was then, and to all appearance, if

I follow my hand, it will last ten or fifteen years

longer. The shingles have been on the roof over
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thirty years. There is no more risk about sparks

catching on the roof than on a newly shingled roof.

Those who do not have lime near by, can use good

strong wood ashes, and these will answer a very

good purpose to the same end."

The action of the lime is to cleanse the surface

of all impediments to the free and rapid passage of

the rain-water off. This enables the shingles to

dry, very soon, and consequently prevents rotting.

Moss-covered roofs will rot very rapidly.

—

Rural
Intelligencer.

WHAT A POOR FARMER CANNOT
AFFORD.

The following remarks are from an Address by

Horace Greeley, at the annual fair in Ere Coun-

ty, N. Y., last autumn. Mr. Greeley had a pretty

thorough agricultural training while a boy, so that

nearly all the processes of the art are familiar to

him. To this he has added a close and discrimi-

nating observation, and thus qualified himself to

write as good an agricultural addi-ess as we read

from any source.

"The truth I am most anxious to impress, is that

no poor man can afford to be a poor farmer. When
I have recommended agricultural improvements, I

have often been told, 'this expensive farming will

do well enough for rich people, but we who are in

moderate circumstances can't afford it.' Now, it is

not ornamental farming that I recommend, but

profitable farming. It is true that the amount of

a man's capital must fix the limit of his business, in

agriculture as in everthing else. But however poor

you may be, you can afford to cultivate land well if

you can afford cultivate it at all. It may be out of

your power to keep a large farm under a high state

owner is a heathen, a heretic, or an infidel—a Chris-

tian he cannot be, or he would not allow the heri-

tage which God gave him to dress and keep,to be de-

formed and profaned. And if you will allow me
to make an appHcation of the doctrine I preach, I

must be permitted to say that there is a great field

for missionary effort on the farms between here

(East Hamburg) and Bufi'alo. Nature has been
bountiful to you, but there is great need of better

cultivation.

"Farmers cannot afford to grow a crop on a soil

that does not contain the natural elements that en-

ter into its compo^tion. When you burn a vege-

table, a large part of the bulk passes away during

the process of combustion into air. But there is

always a residue of mineral matter, consisting of

lime, potash, and other ingredients that entered in-

to its composition. Now, the plant drew these

materials out of the earth, and if you attempt to

grow that plant in soil that is deficient in these in-

gredients, you are driving an unsuccessful business.

Nature does not make vegetables out of nothing,

and you cannot expect to take crop after crop off

from a field that does not contain the elements of

which it is formed. If you wish to maintain the

fertiUty of your farms, you must constantly restore

to them the materials which are withdrawn in crop-

ping. No farmer can afford to sell his ashes. You
annually export from Western New York a large

amount of potash. Depend upon it there is no-

body in the world to whom this is worth so much
as to yourselves. You can't afford to sell it, but a

farmer can well afford to buy ashes at a higher

price than is paid by anybody that does not wish

to use them as fertilizers of the soil. Situated as

the farmers of this county are in the neighborhood

of a city that burns large quantities of wood for

fuel, you should make it a part of your system of

farming to secure all the ashes it produces. When
your teams go to town with loads of wood, it wouldof cultivation, but then you should sell a part of it.

and cultivate a small one. If you are a poor man,' cost comparatively Uttle to bring back loads of ash-

you cannot afford to raise small crops
;
you cannot es and other fertiHzers that would improve the pro-

afford to accept half a crop from land capable ofjductiveness of your farms.

yielding a whole one. If you are a poor man you "No poor farmer can afford to keep fruit tree&

cannot afford to fence two acres to secure the crop that do not bear good fruit. Good fruit is always

that ought to grow on one ;
you cannot afford to valuable, and should be raised by the farmer, not

pay or lose the interest on the cost of a hundred only for market, but for large consumption in his

acres of land to get the crops that will grow on fif- own family. As more enlightened views of diet

ty. No man can afford to raise twenty bushels of, prevail, fruit is destined to supplant the expensive

corn to an acre, not even if the land were given

him, for twenty bushels to the acre will not pay the

cost of the miserable cultivation that produces it.

"No poor man can afford to cultivate his land in

such a manner as will cause it to deteriorate in val-

ue. Good farming improves the value of land,

and the farmer who manages his farm so as to get

the largest crop it is capable of yielding, increases

its value every year.

"No farmer can afford to produce weeds. They
grow, to be sure, without cultivation; they spring

quantities of animal feed that are consumed in this

country. This change will produce better healthy

greater vigor of body, activity of mind, and elastic-

ity of spirits, and I cannot doubt that the time will

come when farmers, instead of putting down the

large quantities of meat they do at present, will

give their attention in autumn to the preservation

of large quantities of excellent fruit, for consump-

tion as a regular article of diet, the early part of

the following summer. Fruit will not then appear

on the table as it does now, only as dessert after

up spontaneously on all land, and especially rich dinner, but will come with every meal, and be

land, but though they cost no toil, a farmer cannot i reckoned a substantial aliment,

afibrd to raise them. The same elements that feed "No poor farmer can afibrd to work with poor

them, would, with proper cultivation, nourish a crop, implements, with implements that either do not do

and no farmer can afford to expend on weeds, the the work well, or that require an unnecessary ex-

natural wealth which was bestowed by Providence

to fill his granaries. I am accustomed, my friends,

to estimate the Christianity of the localities through

which I pass, by the absence of weeds on and about

the farms. When I see a farm covered by a gigan-

penditure of power. To illustrate this, it will be

necessary to ask your attention to the nature and

office of the mechanical operation requisite for the

production of good crops. It is essential to the

thrifty growth of a plant that the air should have

tic growth of weeds, I take it for granted that the free access to every part of it, the roots as well as
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the leaves, and that the soil in which it grows
should be moist, but not too moist, and should have

a certain degree of warmth. These necessities of

vegetation will enable us to understand the me-
chanical operations on the soil demanded by good
farming.

"The soil should be light and be finely pulver-

ized, in order that the little fibres sent out by the

roots in search of nourishment may be easily per-

meated in all directions. It should be porous to be
easily penetrated by air and water, and as its own
weight and the filtering of rains tend constantly to

bed it down into a compact mass,' it needs frequent

stirring."

THE CLOVER.
The surface of the earth at this time is almost

everywhere covered with that rich, beautiful and

fragrant plant, clover, of one kind or another. It

covers broad fields, waiting for the scythe, and

meanwhile scattering its fragrance over towns and

villages ; it springs in wide pastures, dots the hills

where sheep roam, checkers the valleys where cat-

tle graze and perfumes them with its sweet breath.

From it bees are busy laying up stores of honey

which may yet come to our tables. The dusty

way-side and the crevices in the dry rock are redo-

lent of the clover blossoms, and the bleak bank and

deep excavation of the railroad track are cheered

with its beauty and fragrance too. It is not a new
setting of gems in the sweet grass, but a multipli-

cation of them, with fresh brilliants added. It

comes to us daily, not only on our senses, but to

our physical nature, in the golden butter, tender

sirloins or lamb ; in the cream for our fruit and

ices, and grateful milk during the fervid heat

!

"The clover is every where," people say, "and

how came it there ?" Fields at hand are now so

thickly covered with it that it can no longer stand.

But those fields were not seeded by man. Last

year some of them were sowed with oats that are

now dense with clover alone ; and so it is with pas-

tures, and even some low grounds where clover

has rarely, if ever, been seen before. It is every

where. Grows in the garden and corn field.

Here, holds up its modest head in the hot high-

way, and there, looks clean and prim by the spring,

or laves its blossoms in the cool brook as the lim-

pid waters pass along.

Well, welcome, welcome, to the clover, for it

sheds innumerable blessings on us, for, with the

other grasses it forms the basis of agriculture. No
wonder the Flemings said, that "without clover,

no man in Flanders would pretend to call himself a

farmer." The introduction of clovers, and the cul-

tivated grasses, is one of the greatest improvements

in modern husbandry. The commencement of im-

provements in the different species of live stock,

in the mode of cultivation, and in the superior qual-

ity, as well as quantity, of the crops of grain, may
be dated from the period when the sowing of clo-

vers and grass seeds was generally introduced.

But where have the clovers come from now, ap-

pearing so suddenly and so universal in extent ?

We cannot tell—can you ?—but our theory is, that

their present appearance in such quantity, making
the earth rich and lovely, is the effect of the

drouths of 1854 and '55. During those seasons,

not only the surface of the earth became as dry as

a puff ball, but in digging some eight or ten feet,

scarcely a handful of moist earth could be found.

It was then that the secret stores of the earth

were called on to supply the enormous evaporation

from the surface. The moisture from below came
up, bringing with it the minerals in its way, and
among them something—perhaps the sulphate of

lime—having an affinity for clover seeds and put

them into an active condition ; they germinated and

grew and covered the earth with their foliage, fra-

grance and flowers.

If this theory be a plausible one—or if it is not

—drouths have their office to perform as well as

winds and showers and storms. Indeed, we have

no doubt of the fact ; and though they wasted our

fields, and the water-courses were dry, and cattle

went weary and thirsty to their parched valleys,

and returned to their heated stalls hollow and thin,

yet they were carrying on the operations of that

wise and Omnipotent Power who always knows

what is best.

It is our theory that the same causes—that is,

the introduction of mineral substances from below

—that ruined so many wells after those drouths,

and that contaminated the Cochituate water, where-

by tens of thousands were deprived of the pure

beverage, bring this abundance of clover, and may
feed innumerable other plants for years to come,

for the benefit of both man and beast.

We cannot now pursue the suggestions that

crowd upon us, but some of our learned and ob-

serving correspondents, may do the agricultural

world, at least, a favor, by giving the subject some

investigation.

SaXTIRREL NAVIGATION.
The instinctive ingenuity of animals almost equals

the deductions of the human reason. We have

read of an ingenious device of a company of mon-
keys to cross a narrow stream, by uniting their

tails firmly together, and swinging across from a

high tree on one bank, to a tree on the opposite

bank, but we have never before heard of squirrel

sagacity in fording a wide stream. We take the

incident from the Presbyterian

:

"What I am going to relate appears so extraor-

dinary, that were it not attested by numbers ot the

most creditable historians, among whom are Klein

and Linnfpus, it might be rejected with that scorn

with which we treat imposture or credulity; how-
ever, nothing can be more true than that when
these animals, in their progress, meet with broad
rivers and extensive lakes, which abound in Lap-
land, they take a very extraordinary method of

crossing them. Upon approaching the banlvs, and
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perceiving the breadth of the water, they return, as

if by common consent, into the neighboring forest,

each in quest of a piece of bark, which answers all

the purposes of boats for wafting them over. When
the whole company are fitted in this manner, they

boldly commit their little fleet to the waves, every

squirrel sitting on its own piece of bark, and fen-

ning the air with its tail, to drive the vessel to its

desired port. In this orderly manner they set for-

ward, and often cross lakes several miles broad.

—

But it too often happens that the poor mariners are

not aware of the dangers of their navigation ;
for

although at the edge of the water it is generally

calm, in the midst it is generally turbulent. There

the slightest additional gust of wind oversets the

little sailor and his vessel together. The whole na

vy that but a few minutes before rode proudly and

securely along is now overturned, and a shipwreck

of two or three thousand sail ensues.— Goldsmilh.

Goldsmith is not regarded as very good author-

ity in matters of Natural History. His Animated
Mature has more than one pleasant fable. As to

the squirrel story, although rather marvellous, we
can say that it has had its counterpart in this coun-

try. Many years ago, when on the banks of the

Ohio, we were told that on a certain occasion a

woodman, who had split and piled on the shore

some thousand shingles, found that during the night

the pile had disappeared, and the shingles were

scattered on the opposite shore. On inquiry, he

discovered that a troop of emigrating squirrels had

borrowed his property to ferry themselves across

the river. So said an eye witness. We do not

vouch for the fact.

—

Eds. Pres.

REMEDY FOR THE BORER.

Mr. Tucker :—With your approval, the follow

ing prescription is most respectfully and with great

pleasure dedicated, through your valuable paper, to

the New York State Agricultural Society.

Sure and total destruction to the Apple, (Quince

and Peach Borer ; and at the same time a decided

stimulant and safe fertilizer to the tree.

Make a concave mound of mellow earth around

the tree, rising about six inches above the work of

the insects. Thoroughly saturate this mound with a

strong common salt brine, twice, at an interval of

four weeks, at any time of the year when the ground

is not frozen; stale beef or pork brine, in its full

strength, is just the thing. • The mound of earth

holds the liquid in suspension, round the tree, until

by capillary attraction it is carried into the holes

and burrows of the insect—where the salt is sure

destruction to every grade of this ravaging and

pestilent enemy. Vary the quantity of the dose

with the size of the tree. Be cautious with small

trees. Old, large trees, three feet round, ma\
have a pailful at a time.

I have revived trees by this application from ap-

parent death. Apple trees, 30 years old, with their

trunks perforated very badly, are now perfectly

healthy, and their wounds are healing over. Two
Golden Sweetings, 8 years old, last June withered

and showed signs of death. On examination I

found the trunks full of borers, and more than half

the surface eaten off. I made the application twice.

Both trees revived, and made new wood the same
season. This spring, I have treated every other

tree with the application. These trees are in bloom

and the wounds made by the insect are rapidly heal-

ing* over. I would not now, without trial, recom-
mend the application to any other than the apple,

quince and peach. N. S. Smith.

Buffalo, JV. Y.—Country Gentleman.

For the New England Farmer.

POPULAR ERRORS.

Mr. Editor :—In this age of improvement and
innovation, when we behold the utmost rivalry dis-

played in the scientific and literary world, new in-

ventions of every kind being brought into existence

every where around us, new plans for the allevia-

tion of human misery continually developed, acad-

emies and colleges founded on new and imjiroved

principles, arising in every city and large village,

for the purpose of furnishing the means of instruc-

tion to the children and youth of our populous pla-

ces,—what systematic, thorough, well developed

efforts are being made to improve and amplify the

education of the laboring classes ? The question

has often been discussed at great length, what kind

of an education is most suitable for farmers, and
has never been decided. The term education in its

abstract and unlimited sense, implies an under-

standing of every branch of learning taught, but in

its common use means a proper instruction in all

the branches of learning and business which one is

called upon to ])erfbrm. It is an old and time-

honored error that farmers need but little learning,

and hence the expression which we often hear

used by even respectable farmers, "I have several

sons ; one I intend for a profession, he must go to

college ; another I intend shall learn a trade, I

shall send him a year or two to the academy ; but

the other is going to be a farmer ; the privilege of

the district school will be enough for him, he will

never have much use for learning." My dear

friend, you are making one of the greatest mistakes

possible. That son, whom you are intending shall

become a farmer, is entering upon a profession re-

quiring for its successful accomplishment the best

of learning, talent and judgment. It should be

your first care to give a thorough and perfect un-

derstanding of mathematical science, and its vari-

ous applications. In fact, the education of a far-

mer must be of the most comprehensive and
thorough nature.

But perhaps we hear an old and respectable

farmer say, "For my part, I cannot see the use of

so much learning. I have hved to the age of sixty

years or more, without any more education than

what I obtained at the old district school-house,

and I feel as contented as though I had been

through college." Very well, my friend, but where
are those' healthy, active boys that I saw a few

years ago, playing about your door ? "Why, my
boys did not seem to like farming enough to choose

it for their business. One said it was not profita-

ble enough, another that it was too hard and dirty,

another that there was not opportunity for reading

and study. Therefore, one has gone to California,

the other, next older, is learning a trade, and I

could keep the youngest only by sending him to an

academy for two or three years. And since he has

come home from school, he has so many new-fangled

notions that I scarcely know what to do with him."

Thus we see how it is, although we will admit, that

many farmers live to a good old age, and die hap-
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py ;
yet it is a hard matter to convince the rising

generation that agriculture is honorable, when it is

represented only by men of but meagre literary

and scientific attainments, and possessing a rough

and unrefined exterior. For it is an undeniable

fact, that a business is respected according to the

character of the individuals engaged in its prosecu-

tion. EULER NORCROSS.

South Hadlti), 1856.

GEN. OLIVER'S ADDRESS.

In the paragraphs below we give a part of the

Address of Gen. H. K. Olhtr, of Lawrence, Mass.,

before the York County Agricultural Society, in

Maine, last autumn. The following is a portrait-

ure of The Doubting Farmer. It will touch

a good many "under the flank," who, we fear,

will rather wince and kick, than "come up to the

collar" and mend their ways.

Now let us take a look at his barn. It is not

quite so good for a barn, as the house is for a house,

—and yet it should be better. The barn, at any

rate, should be the best of its kind, the most con-

venient and the most comfortable. But the barn

of our practical friend will answer, he thinks, just

as well for his cattle, as it did for the cattle of his

father, and so, with a nail and a patch, he makes it

do. To be sure, it is rather shaky and roughly put

together. The shingles have been on twenty-five

years, but he guesses they'll stand the sun and snow
of another year. The boards, neither clapboarded

nor battened, and yielding to the fickle influences

of our varying rain and shine, have, for years un-

counted, swollen and shrunk, in unequal degree, till

at length the emaciating process has made them
to shun all actual contact, as if afraid of each other,

and yawning seams gape wide, from eaves to under-

pinning, and as the knot holes, not "like angels'

\isits, few and far between," have not retained their

sweltered and dried-up knots, there is a "pretty

smart chance" that the cattle will be well ventilated

summer and winter. To be sure, a book-reading

farmer once told him, that the warmer his cattle

were kept, the less food they will consume, but he

don't see why it should be so, and he don't be-

lieve it. And so the old barn, shivering with ague-

fits, groans and creaks and whistles in the cold blasts

of winter. And so shakes the old shed that joins

the old barn to the old house, and serves as a shel

ter for the old cart and old plow and old harrow,

above which, on the old beams, roosts the cold-bc'

numbed hens and the old shivering cock, with their

frozen combs, keeping all beneath them in a state

of unseemly nastiness. * • *

In the matter of drainage, he knows nothing

and, of course, does nothing. Nor does he keep
his grounds well cleared of stumps and stones, and
his stone-wall free from brush and weeds. The
stumps he thinks will, by and by, rot out, and the

stones will be needed to mend the walls which his

father put up, and when mending-time comes, he

will get hold of them. It would be a waste of

time and labor to move them twice,—once to clear

the field and once to mend the wall. To be sure,

the plow don't go quite so easy nor so deep down
where they lie, and sometimes a stoutish rock, or a

young boulder among them, gives the plow a hard

knock and yanks the cattle's necks with a sudden

strain, but they don't mind it much, and in fact are

used to it, like eels to skinning, and so, on the

whole, he will let the stones stay awhile longer.

He plows, he plants, he reaps, he mows, he gathers

in his crops, as did his fathers before him, except-

ing that they are not quite so heavy as they used to

be, when he was a boy, and this he thinks is owing
to causes beyond his control, such as more rain, or

more sun, or more cold, or more heat, or more
something, or more nothing, than there used to be
in his good old father's time. He puts on manure,
fully as much, and of the same kind, and in the

same manner, as was done by a long line of "illus-

trious predecessors," but somehow or other, not

with the same successful results. Something must
be the matter, but he cannot tell what. His neigh-

bor talks about finding out what the soil may have

lost, during the long time it has been under culti-

vation, and of restoring the lost elements, and so

bringing back the soil to its original strength, but

this is all Greek to him, and he don't understand

nor believe in Greek. He has never attempted

root-crops, though strongly advised so to do, for

he thinks the experiment would be of doubtful

success, and would require more labor than he is

willing to expend, and more hands than he thinks

he can afl'ord.

We wish we could extract more liberally from

this excellent address, as it is full of capital hits at

the loose ideas that prevail about farming. The

writer so mingles wit with wisdom as to make his

subject exceedingly attractive while he instructs.

For the New England Farmer.

THE FILBERT.

That the filbert can be successfully cultivated in

this latitude, there appears to be no doubt, as two
species, the corylus rostrata and americana are

found growing wild in abundance. They are known
by the name of hazle nut, in this region. There is

also a species native in Europe, which is there called

hazle nut, and il is said the filbert is but an im-

proved variety of it. Our native kinds are both

shrubs, but some of the cultivated kinds attain a

height of thirty feet. William Cobbett sent a few

trees to Dulslin, Pennsylvania, not more than fifty

years ago, which were planted, and seventeen years

after he states that he saw them when they had at-

tained the height of twenty feet, and produced five

or six bushels in a year, measured in the husk ; a

yield seldom witnessed in England. He earnestly

recommends the cultivation of them, and thinks

the climate extremely favorable. In Europe, an

acre of land will sometimes produce two hundred

dollars worth of nuts in a year. In Italy, and

Spain, they are cultivated to much extent, and the

returns are very profitable. They may be propa-

gated by layers or grafting.

It is desirable that the experiment of cultivating

the filbert, should be tried here, as there are vast

quantities consumed in the United States ; and as

we have almost every variety of soil and climate, the

effort must be successful. It would seem that New
England is as well adapted to the purpose as any

other section, from the circumstance of two species,

both perfectly hardy, being found indigenous in

many parts of it. O. V. HiLLS.

JLeoininster, Mass., 1856.
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For the New England Farmer.

PORTRAITS FROM THE FIELD AND
FARM-YARD.

BY WILSON FLAGG.
THE OWL.

In mj' portraits from the field and farm-yard I

tion upon an enemy who selects the hour when oth-

er bu-ds are sleeping, to attack and devour them.

It is probable that while sitting upon the branch of

a tree or on a fence, after having been driven from
his hiding place, he has formed a subject for paint-

ers, who have always delighted to introduce him
into their pictures, to add expression to a desolate

must not omit the Owl, which is one of the most scene—an old deserted house, a ruined tower or an

remarkable of the feathered race, and in one way
or another familiar to all persons. There are about

fifty species belonging to this tribe ; but I shall se-

lect for my sketch the common little brown owl,

(strix nffivia) which is one of the typical owls, and

affords a fair specimen of the race. The owl has

been, by naturalists, compared with the cat, to which

he bears a strong resemblance in his face, in the

capacity of his vision, and in his predatory and noc-

turnal habits. Like the cat, he sees most clearly

by twilight, or by the light of the moon, seeks his

prey in the night and spends the greater part of

the day in dozing. He has a large head, round,

ancient belfry. Hence the owl deserves m a spe-

cial manner to be named among those animals

which are called picturesque.

I will not enter into a speculation concerning the

origin of those agreeable emotions which are so of-

ten produced by the sight of objects that are sug-

gestive of ruin or desolation. Nature has bene-

ficially provided that many an object which is capa-

ble of communicating no direct pleasure to our

senses, shall send joy to the heart through the me-
dium of sentiment. The figure of the owl is close-

ly allied with the sentiment of ruins, and to this

feeling of the human soul we may trace the pleas-

full and glaring eyes, set wide apart, and partially, ure we derive from the picture of this bird in his

encircled by a disk of white feathers, adding a pe-j appropriate scenery. Two doves upon the ragged

culiar and significant expression to his face. His branch of a tree in a wild and beautiful sylvan re-

hooked bill turned downwards, so as to resemble 'treat, are not more suggestive of pleasing fancies to

the nose in a human face, the general flatness of his the mind, than an owl sitting upon an old gate-post

features, and his upright position, yield him a sin-

gularly grave and intelligent look ; and it is un-

doubtedly on account of these appearances, that he

near a deserted house,

I have often listened with peculiar pleasure to

the distant sounds of the wings of night birds, on a

was selected by the ancients as the emblem of wis- summer evening in the country, while they are fly

dom, and was consecrated to Minerva.

After his nocturnal foragings, he rests quietly

during the day in some secluded retreat, where he

is not likely to be interrupted. His fear of dis-

turbance and his wish to escape the intrusion of

other birds has accustomed him to make his abode

in desolate and ruined buildings, and with these

solitary haunts his image is strongly associated. In

such places he resides during the day, and there in

company with his mate he builds his nest and

ing over short distances in the woods. There is a

mysterious feeling excited by these sounds, that

seems to heighten the pleasure derived from the

delightful influences of the season. But these

emotions are nothing in intensity to the scarcely

perceptible sound attending the flight of the owl, as

he glides by in the dusk of the evening, or in the

dim light of a summer moon. Similar in its in-

fluence is the dismal voice of this bird, which is

heard most frequently during the latter part of

rears his young. In thinly settled countries he se-j summer and in the autumn, when the young ones

lects the hollows of old trees and the clefts of are out, and use these cries for purposes of mutual

rocks for his nest and his retreat. All the small ' salutation and recognition.

species of the owl, however, seem to multiply with

the increase of human population, living upon the

rats and mice that accumulate in old barns and

granaries. The habit of seeing the owl in these

desolate haunts which are supposed to be the abode

These notes in the species which is the subject of

my remarks, are singularly wild and not unmusical.

They are far from being disagreeable to my ear,

though they have a cadence which is expressive of

dreariness and melancholy. These notes might be

of wicked spirits, has caused many superstitions to
j

correctly represented on a C flute by commencing

be attached to his image. His voice is supposed

to bode misfortune, and his spectral visits are re-

garded as the forewarnings of death.

The owl is remarkable for the acuteness of his

hearing, which enables him to distinguish the slight-

est sounds; and the plumage of his wings is ex-

tremely soft, causing him to fly with so little noise

as to be scarcely perceptible. Hence, while he is

silent in his own motions, he can perceive the least

motion or sound from any other object, and is able

to overtake his prey by coming upon it silently in

the darkness. The stillness of his flight is one of

the circumstances that adds mystery to his charac-

ter, and has undoubtedly contributed to render him
an object of superstitious dread.

When the owl is forced from his retreat in the

daytime he is singularly defenceless, and is at the

mercy of his enemies, who seem to be aware of his

helpless condition. On such occasions many of the

smaller birds assail him and annoy him in various

ways, while his pm-blindness prevents him from de-

fending himself. This is no more tlian just retalia-

with D in the octave, and running down by semi-

tones to one octave below,and constantly repeating

this performance, for the space of about a minute,

with occasional pauses and slight variations. The
owl does not slur the passage, and the separate

notes in the scale may be distinctly perceived, with

intervals of about a semitone.

The owl is not usually regarded as a useful

bird. Perhaps the generality of the tribe deserve

to be considered only as mischievous birds of prey,

and no more deserving of mercy and protection

than the hawks to which they are allied. Not so

should we regard the little red owl, or his congener,

the barn owl of Europe, or any of the smaller spe-

cies. The red owl is very serviceable as a destroy-

er of vermin ; and I have no doubt that were the

species to be domesticated, one pair of owls would

keep our enclosures almost entirely clear of rats

and mice. The owl flies low, because his prey con-

sists of those small quadrupeds which are generally

out by twilight. It is probably on account of hia

low flight that he is so seldom seen when on tliB
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wing. He is said by those who have observed his

habits to be remarkably diligent and expert in tak-

ing his prey, and to be in the habit of destroying

and carrying to his nest a greater amount of pro-

vision than is necessary for the supply of his fam-
Uy.

The reader may form a conception of the useful-

ness of the owl from the following remarks of Mr.
Waterton : He says that "if ihis useful bird caught
its food by day, instead of hunting for it by night,

mankind would have ocular demonstration of its

utility in thinning the country of mice ; and it

would be protected and encouraged everywhere. It

would be with us what the Ibis was with the

Egyptians. When it has young, it will bring a

mouse to the nest every twelve or fifteen minutes.
But in order to have a proper idea of the enormous
quantity of mice which this bird destroys, we must
examine the jjellets which it ejects from its stom-
ach in the j)lace of its retreat. Every pellet con-
tains from four to seven skeletons of mice. In six-

teen months from the time that the apartment of

an owl on an old gateway was cleaned out, there
has been a deposit of above a bushel of pellets.
* * * When farmers complain that the barn owl
destroys the eggs of their pigeons, they lay the

saddle on the wrong horse. They ought to put it on
the rat. Formerly I could get very few young pig-

eons, till the rats were excluded effectually from the
dovecote. Since that took place, it has produced
a great abundance every year, though the barn
owls frequent it and are encouraged all around it.

The barn owl merely resorts to it for repose and
concealment. If it were really an enemy to the
dovecote, we should see the pigeons in commotion
as soon as it begins his evening flight ; but the pig-

eons heed it not ; whereas, if the sparrow hawk or

hobby should make it? appearance, the whole com-
munity would be up at once

; proof sufficient that

the barn owl is not looked upon as a bad or even a

suspicious character by the inhabitants of the dove-
cote." The English barn owl alluded to by Mr.
A^'aterton, is likewise indigenous in America,
hough not so common as the red owl.
Few persons are aware of the vast amount of

mischief which may be committed in our fields by
field-mice, which, without some such check as that
of the owl, would multiply with incredible rapidity.

Mr. Jessie remarks in his "Gleanings" that "an ex-
traordinary instance of the rapid increase of mice,
and of the injury they sometimes do, occurred a
few years ago in the new plantations made by or-

der of the Crown in Dean Forest, Gloucestershire,
and in the New Forest, Hampshire. Soon after the
formation of these jilantations, a sudden and rapid
increase of mice took place in them, which threat-
ened destruction to the whole of the young plants.

Vast numbers of these were killed, the mice having
eaten through the roots of five year old oaks and
chestnuts, generally just below the surface of the
ground. Hollies also, which were five or six feet

high, were barked round the bottom ; and in some
instances the mice had crawled up the tree, and
were seen feedmg on the upper branches. Various
plans were devised for their destruction ; traps were
set, poison laid, and cats turned out ; but nothing
appeared to lessen their number. It was at last

suggested that if holes were dug into which the
mice might be enticed or fall, their destruction
might be effected." These holes were made in

Dean Forest about twenty yards asunder, and from

eighteen to twenty inches in depth, hollowed out
much wider at bottom than at the top ; so that the
animal when once in could not easily get out again.
In these holes at least thirty thousand mice were
found in the course of three or four months, and it

was calculated that a much greater number were
taken out of the holes by weasels, owls, magpies,
&c. The food of the field-mouse is exclusively
vegetable, and hence it is highly important to tht
farmer to prevent its increase.

"HOE OUT YOUa EOW.'
One la7,y day a farmer's boy
Was hoeing out the corn,

And moodily had listened long

To hear the dinner horn.

The welcome blast was heard at last,

And down he dropped his hoe
;

But the good man shouted in his ear.

My boy, "hoe out your row !"

Although a "hard one" was the row,

To use a plowman's phrase,

And the lad, as sailor's have it,

Beginning well to "haze"

—

"I can," said he, and manfully

He seized again his hoe
;

And the good man smiled to see

The boy hoe out his row.

The lad the text remembered,

And proved the moral well,

That perseverance to the end
At last will nobly tell.

Take courage, man ! resolve you can,

And strike a vigorous blow
;

In life's great field of varied toil

Always hoe out your row.

HAY CAPS.
Enterprising, systematic farmers, who drive their

work, and never have so much on hand at one time

as to distract them, derive much benefit from the

use of simple, cheap caps to cover their hay at night,

or when there is a prospect of stormy weather. But

those slip-shod, crotchty fellows, who do everything

in a hurry and always by halves, who hate books

and manure cellars, and put a stone in one end of

the bag when they go to mill, are not expected to

find benefit in anything out of the kingdom of Old

Fogydom ! Tliey wouldn't cover a hay cock with

a cap—not they, they 're too slow for that. They
had rather let it lay and soak awhile in rain water,

and get it in at their leisure, some day next week,per-

haps. They don't know whether the cap should be

kept on through a hot sunny day, or not, and they

wouldn't kiss a pretty girl if they had the chance,

because her lips were young ! But that is not our

taste. We go for the caps, for sweet hay, sweet

lips, and young America generally, wishing Old Fo-

gydom all the comfort it can find in its arm-chair

with so many tantalizing objects about it.

A Simple and Probably Efficacious Anti-
dote.—A correspondent of the London Literary

Gazette, alluding to the numerous cases of death
from accidental poisoning, adds : "I venture to
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affirm there is scarce even a cottage in this country

that does not contain an invaluable, certain, imme-

diate remedy for such events—nothing more than

a dessert spoonful of made mustard, mixed in a

tumbler of warm water, and drauk impiediately. It

acts as an emetic, is always ready, and may be used

•with safety in any case where one is required."

this, and, as said before, his enjoyment, his health,

and even his interest, as well as the comforts of his

family, will be benefited by it.

—

Exchange.

THE USE OF THE EYES.

The proper adjustment of the light is very im-

portant to the close reader and student. Altera-

FARMEKS' GAE.DENS. tions of light and darkness distress weak eyes, and
.

1 ii •
i- 14. VI debilitate those which are sound. The sudden

As a general thmg, farmers do not Provide .^^^^.^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^^j^ ^^ jjj^^ ^ the degree of
themselves with good gardens; a least, so far as

I ^^^ .^ ^^^ ^^^^^. -^^ ^^^^^^ j^
^j^v^j^

^^^
the wri erhas travelled, he has seldom seen what

[ j.|j^^ ^^j,^
-^^ '

^^.^ ^jj important consid-
he would call a good garden on farms. Ihe ex-,^^^.^^

^j^^ ^^ apparently triHing in themselves,
cuse for this neglect is generally the same with all

j.^^,^ j. -^ debilitates the eve and compels
of them—thev "have no time to attend to such » , .- .

^i

small matters." And yet it may safely be asserted

that an acre of ground appropriated to a good gar-

den will be more profitable to the farmer than any

other ten acres of the farm. The interests of the

farmer, the comforts of his family, the good condl

over-action, while too much dazzles and confuses,

and causes a morbid sensibility of the organ. The
student should not, after sitting in the dark to

meditate, suddenly commence his studies. There

should be sufficient light to see easily. The light

should be equally distributed, and not reflected or
tion and health of his whole househod, require, ^^^^^^^^^^^H

^j^^ tj,, „f ^....i^een shades
such a garden on every farm m th. country And;.^

^^^ ^^j^^^
^j^^^^ij^

^ deficiencv in the prominen-
it should be a garden-not a mere exucse for one

| ^^ ^^^ ^^.^ ^^ ^ ^^^^.^^ y^e^^kue.H of the sight,
a mere weedy patch. It should be one so managed

^^^^.^^ oi^ writing by twilight or moonlight, and

looking at lightning, are attended Avith danger to

the sight. Sitting in front of a window with a

book on the knees, sitting with the back directly to

any open window, and permitting strong light to

fall immediately upon the paper, holding a candle

between the eye and the book, are all practices

likely to debilitate the sight. The light should fall

obliquely from above, over the left shoulder.

—

Sci'

entljic American.

and arranged that every vegetable of a wholesome

quality for human food should be raised in it in

perfection, and at the earliest season. After a

Winter's diet on solid and generally salt animal

food, the human constitution requires the deterg-

ing operations of free vegetable and fruit diet, and,

as a general rule, no one can dispense with it safe-

ly. Besides this, the natural a])petite calls for it,

and there are few pleasures that may be so safely

and even beneficially indulged in. In the latter

part of Winter and early in Spring, measures

should be taken to secure early vegetables of all

kinds capable of early cultivation. Details will not

be expected here ; there are other books and pa-

pers appropriate to such information ; but I cannot

help saying, that when I am at a farm-house, at a

season when early peas, beans, cabbage, cucumbers,

potatoes, green corn, lettuce, &c., are properly in

season, and find none of these luxuries on the ta-

ble—nothing but the blue beef, salt pork and beans

or potatoes of Winter—I am free to say I do not

envy that farmer's life nor his family their enjoy

ments. These very people are fond enough of such

things when they go to the city, and it is not there-

fore want of taste. It is simply the fault of negli-

gence. Why may not every farmer in the State

have every kind of early vegetal^les on his table as

early as any gardener near the cities can raise them ?

There is not a single reason why he should not, while

there are a great many why he should. The gar-

deners have to incur a very considerable expense

in procuring hot manure for their hot-beds, while

the flirmer has it in his barn-yard. The gardener

has every thing to purchase, and draw a considera-

ble distance, while the farmer has nothing to buy.

The small quantity of lumber required is probably

rotting on his premises. It would only be a source

of amusement during Winter for him to construct

the frame of a hot bed, and prepare the manure
and bed for use. Having done this, and got his

plants in a thrifty state, he can, in a short time,

when the season arrives, get his garden ground in

order and make his plantations. And then he will

have these vegetal)le luxuries as early as many of

his town friends can purchase them It only re-

quires a little industry and attention to accomplish

NEW BOOKS.

The Family Kitchen Gardener. By Robert

Bidst. A new edition with twenty-five engravings.

This is an excellent work, containing plain and ac-

curate descriptions of the different species and va-

rieties of culinary vegetables. Saxton & Co., N.

Y., and 81 Washington St., Boston. Price 50

cents.

French Univers.vl Exposition of Procrea-

tiat; Animals, and of Agricultural Implements and

Products, for the years 1S56 and 1857. A copy of

the above has been received from the Secretary of

State at Washington. It gives a list of the premi-

ums, classes of stock and implements, and conditions

of the Exposition.

Treatise on the Stra'wtjerry. By Samuel

S. Brown. Price 15 cents. It contains about all

the information necessary for a successful culture

of the plant.

An Address delivered before the York

County Agricultural Society, October 4, 1856, by

Gen. Henry K. Oli\t;r, of Lawrence, Mass. Ex-

cellent. Twenty-five pages, small type, yet all ex-

cellent. The General has the happy faculty of so

mingling wisdom with his wit, that while every

page attracts, it also instructs. We shall find room

in another column for some extracts, and only

wish we could give the reader the whole address.
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PROFESSOR ZADOCK THOMPSON.
We copy from the Franklin County Journal,

Vt., the followhig memoir of Professor Zadock

Thompson, of Vermont, a gentleman who did much

to develop the advantages and charms of rural

life,—a true friend of the farmer, and one who has

left a healthful impress upon the region where he

lived. We have been obliged to omit some por-

tions of the Memoir as it Avas sent us, as the char-

acter of our journal will not admit very long ones.

Professor Zadock Thompson died at Burling-

ton on the 19th day of January, 1856, of ossifica-

tion of the heart. He was born in Bridgewater,

Windsor County, Vermont, in the year 1796, and,

at the time of his death, must have been in the six-

tieth year of his age. His early life was a contin-

ual struggle with poverty, and his education was

acquired while successfully combatting the evils

of pecuniary embarrassment. At the advanced

age of 27 years he was graduated from the Univer-

sity of Vermont, having for his classmate in 1823

and now living, the Hon. Frederick H. Allen, an

eminent lawyer in Boston, and Warren Hoxie, of

Westford, Vermont. Within a twelvemonth from

his graduation he published at Montpeher, his

"Gazetteer of Vermont," pp. 312, and, in 1833, he
published, at Burlington, his "History of Vermont
from its early settlement to the close of the year

1832," pp. 252. In the year 1832 he was editor

of and principal contributor to the " Green Moun-
tain Repository," a monthly magazine published

for about a year in Burlington. After pursuing

his study of theology, and occasionally teaching at

the "Vermont Episcopal Institute" and elsewhere,

he was prepared for orders and was ordained to

the diaconate in the Protestant Episcopal Church
by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Hopkins, in 1836. He
subsequently preached in several parishes in North-

ern Vermont and New York, and supplied the pul-

pit at St. Paul's Church, Burlington, during the ill-

ness or absence of the Rector ; but his feeble

health prevented his assuming the active and oner-

ous labors of a parish.

Ever since the publication of the books before

mentioned, he had contem])lated a larger and more
comprehensive work which would embrace the

General History of Vermont, both natural and civil.

From 1838 to 1842 he devoted the greater part

of his time to preparing and publishing his "Natu-
ral, Civil and Statistical History of Vermont."

The prosecution of this purpose necessarily

brought him into contact or correspondence with

the naturalists of the country. In completing his

account of the birds of Vermont he was greatly

assisted by Dr. Thomas M. Brewer, of Boston ; in

determining several species of reptiles and fishes,

he was aided by Dr. I). H. Storer, also of Boston.
For a full description of our molluscous animals,

he was indebted to Prof. Charles B. Adams, then
of Middlebury College, and to Prof. George W.
Benedict, then of the University of Vermont. For
his catalogue of plants, he was indebted to the late

William Oakes, of Ipswich, Mass., to Prof. Joseph
Torrey, William F. INIacrae, and John Carey, Esq.,

and others. With these aids in his arduous
labors, Prof. Thompson succeeded in embracing
in his work every thing of special importance rela-

tive tn tho N''>rr.r-' pn<-1 Civil History of Vermont;

and published it in so condensed and cheap a form
as to place it within the reach of every family in

the State, having but little regard to a pecuniary
recompense from the sale of a book which had
cost so much travel, research, time and expense in

its preparation.

Prof. Thompson found time also to prepare an-
nual astronomical calculations for the Messrs. Wal-
tons of Montpelier, and to publish a valuable arith-

metic and elementary work on the Geology and
Geography of Vermont, for the use of schools,

both jn-epared in the systematic, lucid and con-
densed manner which imparted so much value to
all of his publications.

In 1845, Governor Slade appointed Prof.
Charles B. Adams, State Geologist, who, with the
approbation of the Governor, appointed the subject

of this memoir one of his assistants in the field la-

bor. Prof. Thompson and the Rev. S. R. Hall,

the other assistant, visited and explored "more or
less thoroughly" about 110 townships in one sea-

son ; and Prof. Thompson was actively engaged
in this important scientific labor until the Legisla-

ture of Vermont neglected to make an appropria-

tion for a Final Report on the Geology of our
State, and thus permitted the materials, manu-
scripts, books, and specimens belonging to the Sur-
vey to remain at Montpelier and Burlington,

locked up in about fifty boxes. The brief and ex-

pressive Report of Prof. Thompson addressed to

Gov. Coolidge, in October, 1849, was published in

the appendix of the House Journal for that year,

and is a sad commentary on the folly of which our
State has been guilty in regard to the matter of a

Geological Survey. After the suspension of the

Geological Survey, Dr. Horace Eaton, Governor of

the State in 1847, appointed Prof. Thompson to

carry out the Resolution of the Legislature in rela-

tion to international, literary and scientific ex-

changes ; and in pursuance of his appointment he
presented the exchange system in its clearest light,

so that it commended itself to the approbation of

every benevolent mind. The preparation of the Re-
port of "Proceedings and Instructions," which, by
the bye, was beautifully printed in a pamphlet of

80 pages, reflected great credit upon Mr. Thomp-
son, and upon the State, and it is greatly to be de-

plored that the historical interest which was then
awakened throughout the State, by the visit of the

Founder of the System of Exchanges, and by the

labors of such men as Prof. Thompson, Hon. Hi-
land Hall, of Bennington, Henry Stevens, of Bar-
net, Daniel P. Thompson, of Montpelier, Prof.

James D. Butler, then of Norwich, Vt, and others,

should so soon and so thoroughly have subsided

and become almost extinct.

In June, 1850, Prof. Thompson delivered upon
invitation an address at Boston, before the Boston
Society of Natural History, in which he made the

announcement that "what he had accomplished in

the business of Natural History, he had done ivithoid

aiiy associates engaged in like pursuits, toithout

having any access to collections of specimens, and
almost ivithout books." In that admirable address,

(which by the way was printed by his devoted
friend and neighbor, Chauncey Goodrich, Esq., in

1850, in a pamjihlet of 32 pages,) he illustrated the

importance and difficidlies of a thorough cultiva-

tion of JVatural History, in country places, insist-

ing that a habit of observation and comparison of

objects of Natural History could be as quickly ac-
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quired in the country as in the city, and urging

that the study of Natural History should be more
generally taught in our common schools and colle-

ges, for the obvious reason that such a study

"would refine and improve the moral sensibilities

of our people, and sharpen and invigorate their in-

tellectual powers."

In such labors, beset with the difficulties so free-

ly confessed before the "Solid Men of Boston" on

the occasion of the delivery of the last mentioned

address, he passed his quiet life. At one time he

was a teacher of the exact science ; at another

time prosecuting his researches into Natural Histo-

ry ; and then he might be found preaching in his

modest and reverential manner the sublime doc-

trines of the Christian creed which he had adopted,

and whether in or out of the pulpit, always seen and
known as the industrious, patient, humble and ex-

emplary disciple of Him who was born in the man-
ger and died on the cross. Prof. Thompson thus

won friends, not "in single spies but in battalions,"

friends who knowing the anxieties he felt to see

the wonders of the great exhibition at London, in

1851, gladly put into his purse that "material aid,"

of which teaching and preaching and authorship

had not gathered a superabundance. Chiefly

through the kindness of friends, which he has beau-

tifully acknowledged in one of his books, he was
enabled to enjoy a trip to the Old World, "behold-

ing the wonders of the great deep, and seeing and
admiring the wonderful things of Nature and Art
which lie beyond it." After an absence of three

months, spending a few weeks in London and Paris

and after travelling about 7500 miles, he came
back refreshed in spirit and health to his humble
dwelHng at Burlington, and after a while yielded

to the importunities of his friends, and published a

neat volume of 143 pages, entitled a "Journal of a

trip to London, Paris, and the Great Exhibition in

1851." Although this "Journal" is composed of

notes for each day from May until August, jotted

down when travelling or sight-seeing, for the pri'

vate eye of family and friends, and with no expecta-

tion that they would ever be printed ; yet they

contain much that is new and valuable, and al-

though published as a "thank offering to his

friends," yet the reading public have perused it

with equal pleasure and profit.

Since the publication of his History of Vermont
in 1842, railroads and magnetic telegraphs have

been introduced into the State, and other changes

have taken place ; and early in 1853, Prof. TliOMP
son published an appendix to the History, chiefly

in the department of the Natural History. This

appendix, although, containing only 64 pages, is a

most valuable supplement to his large work, and if

his life had been spared a few years, as he says in

the Preface, he might have re-written the whole
history.

We have now arrived in chronological order at

his last work upon which the professor was en-

gaged when the summons came for him to join the

inajority and be gathered to his fathers. It will be
remembered that the labors of Prof. Adams and
his assistant had ceased in 1847 on behalf of the

State. The cold shoulder of "men most noted for

'.i'isdom and virtue" was turned towards them, after

it was an established fact "that as much labor ivas

performed, and as much investigaiioii effected, as
were ever accomplished with the same erperiditure in

rmjf other Slate." Prof. Adams' final report was

never made, and January 19th, 1853, he died on
the island of St. Thomas, W. I., cut down in the

prime of life and usefulness, when all that remained
of the geological survey of Vermont was shut up
in short hand in the field books of the State Geol-

ogist, and his assistants, or locked up in the fifty

boxes of unticketed and untrimmed specimens at

Burlington and Montpelier. Years after the field

work was done, and when Prof. Adams was slum-
bering in his grave, the "men most noted for wis-

dom and nrtue" discovered that they had made a

mistake in arresting the progress of the survey.

Then it was that Prof. Zadock Thompson was ap-

pointed by statute. State Naturalist, with the follow-

ing duties : "To enter upon a thorough prosecution

and completion of the Geological Survey of the

State, embracing therein full and scientific exami-

nation and description of its rocks, soils, metals and
minerals ; make careful and complete assays and
analyses of the same, and prepare the results of his

labors for pubUcation, under the three following

titles, to wit

:

1. Physical Geography, Scientific Geology and
Mineralogy.

2. Economical Geology, embracing Botany and
Agriculture.

3. General Zoology of the State."

Session Laws, \85S, pp. 45, 46.

He was pursuing the labors of this responsible

task which the State had honorably to herself and
to him, commissioned him to perform, when death

bereaved his family and friends and the commu-
nity of a man, who in all things was the type and
exemplar of his race. On the same day, three

years before, his predecessor went to his long home,
both leaving the matter of a geological survey in

which both delighted, and in which both had spent

long nights and laborious days, still unfinished.

At the time of his death. Prof. Thompson was a

Professor of Natural History in the University of

Vermont, an institution to which he had been

greatly attached since his graduation in 1823; and
the emment self-taught naturalist who had devoted

his life in a quiet and unpretending way to inde-

pendent scientific inquiry and the labors of author-

ship and the ministry, died in his humble dwelling

near the University, with his intellectual armor on,

ere his "eye had grown dim, or his natural force

abated." Dr. Thomas ]\I. Brewer, editor of the

Boston Mas, and a naturalist of great research and
acquirement, thus alludes in touching language to

the death of his valuable friend

:

"His loss, both as a citizen and a public man

—

he has not left his superior in science behind him,

in his own State—is one of no ordinary character.

We have known him long and well, and in speak-

ing of such a loss, we know not which most to

sympathize with, the family from whom has been

taken the upright, devoted and kind-hearted head,

or that larger family of science, who have lost an

honored and most valuable member. Modest and

unassuming, diligent and indefatigable in his sci-

entific pursuits, attentive to all, whether about him
or at a distance, and whether friends or strangers,

no man will be more missed, not merely in his im-

mediate circle of fam.ily and friends, but in that

larger s])here of the lovers of natural science, than

Zadock Thompson.
At any time we should hear of the death of such

a man with deep regret and grief, and these feel-
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ings are increased in the present case, when we re

member that he has been called from the field of

his usefulness when the great work of his most
useful life has been but partly done. But he has

been taken, and we may not murmur at the inscru-

table decree by which that work has been arrested,

just as it was on the eve of completion. New
England may have more brilliant and more popu-

lar illustrators of her natural science, but one more
thorough, or more devoted, we have never known

;

nor one who once known, has been more honored

and esteemed by naturalists, or beloved by friends,

than the late Professor Zadock Thompson."**«**
After these elegant and deserved tributes, [a

portion omitted.

—

Ed.] little remains for our jjartial

pen to add. We have known him well since 1834,

in his various relations, as a teacher, as a clergy-

man, as a professor, as a correspondent and a friend.

During the quarter of a century that he devoted

himself to the instruction of youth, to the labors of

authorship and to scientific research, he exhibited

himself as an unselfish, and unambitious man. He
loved hi", pu])ils, his friends, his church, his associ-

ates, his State, his town, and above all, his home.

As a teacher, he was kind and thorough ; as a cler-

gyman, what has been appropriately called his

"deep and unconquerable modesty of spirit" pre-

vented his ever rising above the Diaconate in the

Protestant E])iscopal church.

As an author, he has won high distinction for

the profundity of his research, and wonderful accu-

racy of date and detail has characterized all of his

historical ])roductions. His astronomical and me-
teorological observations were carefully made and
noted, and he vvas one of the best and most reliable

correspondents of the Smithsonian Institution.

As ins life has been chiefly spent in the develop-

ment and illustration of the natural productions of

his native State, the .scientific world, and esj^ecial-

ly Vermonters, will cherish his memory as that of a

man who devoted his life with energy and single-

ness of purpose to objects of lasting interest and
usefulness to the W'hole community.

Let the memory of such men be kept in perpetual

bloom! SuUM CuiQUE.
St. Albans, Vt.

A WIFE'S INFLUENCE.
A woman, in many instances, has her husband's

fortune in her power, because she may or may not

conform to his circumstances. This is her first du-

ty, and it ought to be her pride. No passion for

luxury or display ought to tempt her for a mo-
ment to deviate in the least degree from this line

of conduct. She will find her respectability in it.

Any other course is wretchedness itself, and inevi-

tably leads to ruin.

Nothing can be more miserable than to keep up
appearances. If it could succeed, it would cost

more than it is worth ; as it neyer can, its failure

involves the deepest mortification. Some of the
sublimest exhibitions of human virtue hive been
made by women who have been precipitated sud-
denly from wealth and splendor to absolute want.
Then a man's fortunes are in the hands of his

wife, inasmuch as his own power of exertion de-

pends on her. His moral strength is inconceivably
increased by her sympathy, her counsel, her aid.

She can aid him immensely, by relieving him of

everything which she is capable of taking upon
herself. His own employments are usually such as

to require his whole time and his whole mind.
A good wife will never suffer her husband's at-

tention to be distracted hy details to which her own
time and talents are adequate. If she be prompt-
ed by true affection and good sense, she will per-
ceive that when his spirits are borne down and
overwhelmed, she, of all human beings, can minis-
ter to its needs. For the sick soul her nursing is

quite as sovereign as it is for corporeal ills. If it be
weary, in her assiduity it finds repose and refresh-

ment. If it be harassed and worn to a morbid irri-

tability, her gentle tones steal over it with a sooth-

ing more potent than the most exquisite music. If

every enterprise be dead, her patience and forti-

tude have the power to rekindle them in the heart,

and he again goes forth to renew the encounter
with the toils and troubles of life.

—

Life Illustra-

ted.

MASSACHUSETTS TRANSACTIONS.
ECONOMY.

We have already acknowledged the reception of

the Third Annual Report of the Secretary of the

Massachusetts Board of Agriculture, and have no-

ticed very briefly some of the contents of this

Hand-book of Agriculture in our Commonwealth.

And now as we lay down the volume after another

partial examination of its contents, and with a fresh

admiration for the excellency of its arrangement,

we feel impelled to write a lecture on Economy!

We hardly know how the perusal of this volume

has suggested this topic. It may have been an in-

distinct view of the labor and expense which the

book itself m.ust have cost, freighted as it is with

so much information upon the details and results

of the labor expended upon the soil in all parts of

the State, from the cranberry meadows of the Cape-

cod ders, to the sweet-scented buttries among the

hills of Berkshire. It may have been a twinge of

the purse, as we read with so much interest the

dissertation of the Secretary upon farm imple-

ments, and examined with so much curiosity the

many cuts with which his subject is illustrated ; or,

the remark of the Norfolk County Committee on

the same subject, that, "There seems to be a prin-

ciple at work which requires that, in proportion as

the fruits of the earth are aided in their produc-

tion by beautiful and superior implements, the more

costly they shall become." * * » * "What is the

peculiar blessings of improvements so greatly ex-

tolled, if the result of their introduction is chiefly

seen in the enhancement of the price of the nec-

essaries of life, to such an extreme as to drive

people from the homes of their childhood to a coun-

try where the boasted civilization of our sections

have but just commenced to dawn?" Perhaps our

mind was directed to the subject of economy by

the several reports on Domestic Manufactures;

for the chairman of the Hampshire, Franklin and

Hampden Committee says, the times have so
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changed -within the memory of some now living,

that of many households, to whom a few years

since the description of Solomon would apply,

—

"Who seeketh wool and flax, and worketh diligent-

ly with their hands," it may now with truth be said

—"they toil not, neither do they spin." The valu-

able selection of agricultural Addresses, which oc-

cupy the 130 last pages of the volume, as they dis-

cuss "Chemistry and Farming," "The condition of

Agriculture," "Farming in New England," "The

Farmer's Wants," "The Farmer's Errors," "The

Future of Agriculture," "Practical Suggestions on

Farming," "Relations of the East and West,"

"The Farmer," "Chemistry of Agriculture," and

"Agricultural Societies," may have set us thinking

of Economy.

What great thoughts these addresses suggest

!

What noble fields they open to our view ! How
much there is yet to learn, how much yet to do !

Would that we could whisper in the ear of every

young farmer in New England, be economical

;

save your money, save your strength, save your

time ! Save them for your farm—save them for

your mind—save them for New England. Let

others wear fine coats ; let others enjoy the

"Midnight dances and the public show,"

let others build large and costly houses for the ad-

miration of passers-by, and fill them with expensive

furniture because their neighbors do ; let others

find themselves obliged to go West, to hide them-

selves from the results of their extravagant notions.

They will be sorry for it. We fully believe that it

is want of economy—a vague hope of getting into

some place where their own circumstances and the

example of their neighbors shall compel them to

be less extravagant—that is driving thousands from

New England, and from comforts and conveniences

which they find they must have here, but which

they, strangely enough, think they can do without,

just as well as not, when they but once get to the

West ! It is extravagance, and not as the Norfolk

committee say, the "superb instruments which have

now become objects of attraction, and almost ven-

eration, in the crystal palaces of the world," that is

driving our people from the "homes of their child-

hood." We might enumerate many of the evils

of extravagance, but we think it enough to charge

that vice with impairing our enjoyment of such pub-

lications as this Third Report on the Agriculture of

Massachusetts, by reminding us that many have not

the means of profiting by its suggestions.

The great want of New England farmers, is cap-

ital—is the money to cultivate as well as they know
how, and as well as they can learn how, to do it.

And probably in no part of the world have an

equal number of farmers so much capital invested

in fine clothing, costly houses, expensive furniture,

nice carriages, and other luxiirie':, ihot add nothing

to their resources, as farmers, but draw largely up-

on them for repairs.

Perhaps the drift of this article may be best il-

lustrated and closed by an example, which occurs

to our mind. Among our acquaintances, are two

farmers of nearly equal wealth. Some five years

ago the wife of one of them fixed her heart upon

a sofa. Most of her friends had one, and her

snug little parlor, she said, looked vacant. By
saving a little here and there, eighteen dollars were

laid aside, and the coveted article was wheeled into

place. The other family, in like manner, set their

hearts on some nice fruit trees. Fifty trees cost no

more money than the sofa
; yet they cost too much

to be thrown away, and extra pains were taken to

make them grow. They are beginning to bear.

Two or three kinds of apples, as many of pears,

and a dish full of quinces, were gathered from these

thrifty trees last fall, and we have seen the blossoms

upon them again, this spring.

Twenty dollars would buy the sofa to-day ; two

hundred might buy the trees, and twice that sum
might be refused. But remember! we wish to see

a good sofa in every farm house, but not at the ex-

pense of those things from which must spring the

farmer's chief support.

For the JSete England Farmer.

UNMERCIFUL BEATING OF ANIMALS.
There is no scene in the ordinary walks of life

more revolting, or which more keenly stirs up our
indignation, than that of a creature calling himself

a rational man, in a fury of passion, unmercifully

beating, for some real or imagined fault, a dumb
animal, as he says, "to break him of it ;" but ])rob-

ably, in reality, mostly to gratify his infuriated an-

ger. One can hardly look upon a sight more
fiendish, or be engaged in an act really more dis-

graceful to himself. It is a singular fact that some
men never have an animal which is not, every

time he is exercised, guilty of some misdemeanor,

in their opinion, and which calls for harsh treat-

ment. This rash way of dealing with the brutes

may gratify a savage or peevish disposition, but it

is anything but economical as a remedial agent

;

as in nine cases out of ten it aggravates the fault

charged upon the animal, and originates others, for

which, of course, he must in due time be corrected.

He will be apt to partake largely of the fractious

nature of his keeper, or become shy and apprehen-

sive, whenever he approaches him, and avoid him
if he can. His obedience and general service will

be that which fear renders in a reluctant manner

;

and not that which he renders with cheerfulness.

It represents, too, the man engaged in it as pos-

sessed of anything but a noble and manly frame of

mind. He certainly cannot, in the heat of passion,

be in a state of mind to do justice to the animal,

and will be in great danger of injuring him, as his

better judgment will have but little to do with the

matter, or with him, at such a time. In fact, we
should not be able to discover at such a moment
that he was possessed of any such gift ; and from

!;n divelop' ~ • h" r' - es of himsclT, ,v!.lle thus
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engaged, we should be entirely at loss to know
what place in creation to assign him ; or what sta-

tion, in the great chain of animated creation he is

designed to occupy. j. s. E.

July oth, 1856.

Remarks.—There is scarcely a week but we

witness in Boston examples of "man's inhumanity"

to his best servant, the noble horse. The first is

in the constant and tantalizing use of the abomina-

ble check-rein, which causes more anguish to the

horse ten times over than all the beating he gets,

and the second in overloading and then scourging

him because it is out of his power to back or draw

the load. We wish there were a city ordinance

preventing any teamster from carrying a whip

which should weigh more than two ounces.

For the New England Farmer.

RURAL ECONOMY OF THE BRITISH
ISLES-No. 16.

IRELAND.

The history of Irish agriculture is as mournful,

as the histories of the agricultures of England and
Scotland are brilliant. But there are important

lessons in it, or I would not attempt this sketch.

In soil, Ireland is superior to England. The
conformation of the country is peculiar ; mountains

range along nearly the whole extent of the coasts

of the island,—the interior being a vast plain, and,

for the most part, highly fertile. Ireland contains

about twenty million acres, exclusive of lakes. The
climate is milder and damper than in England,

vegetation is luxuriant, and not without reason is

the shamrock or clover adopted as the emblem of

Ireland. Its southern coast enjoys a perpetual

spring, owing to the ocean current of the gulf

stream passing along from the tropics, and myrtles

grow there in the open air.

No country has greater facilities for water car-

riage, interior as well as exterior. Immense lakes

afford unexampled means of transport ; the Shan-
non, the finest river in Great Britain—half river and
half lake—extends nearly across the island ; other

rivers equally navigable flow in all directions from
different lakes, and the coast is everywhere indent-

ed with bays and harbors, the most capacious.

—

Four large cities or capitals, Dublin, Cork, Belfast

and Limerick, are situated, as it were, in the centre

of the four faces of the island. The whole island,

except Connaught and part of Ulster, has great ag-

ricultural capacity, and the soil of some parts of it

is the richest soil in the world with a calcareous

subsoil.

This is the description of a splendid country.

Yet who has the heart to repeat its history of mis-

ery, poverty, woe, famine and emigration.

The absence of capital and skill were apparent
a few years ago, everywhere in Ireland, and the

imagination fails to appreciate the loss and destitu-

tion of a country, which is so deficient in agricul-

tural capital. Let us try to help the imagination
by facts. What was not wanting in Ireland ? It

was without buildings, fences, roads, drainage, man-
ures ; deficient in cattle, cows, sheep and pigs, in

plows, carts and horses,—the spade being almost

the only implement of husbandry ; deficient in tur-

nips, beans, artificial grasses, wheat, barley, stored

harvests, milk and cheese—oats and potatoes being
the principal food. To have furnished Ireland with

the capital which she lacked in sheep alone, as com-
pared to England, would have required a hundred
millions of dollars. Two hundred millions of dol-

lars would have been necessary for other kinds of

cattle, six hundred millions for drainage, and a like

sum for the construction of more comfortable
dwellings, roads and fences, and for necessary im-
plements of husbandry—in all say fifteen hundred
millions of dollars, which would have been only
about $80 the acre. Certainly a much larger sum
has been absorbed by England.

This statement shows not only the destitution of
Ireland, and one cause of its misery, and the hope-
lessness of making good, except after long time and
effort, the resources which should have been accu-

mulated thi'ough and by past generations ; but it

shows that the capital which is connected with and
necessary to a prosperous agriculture is immense,
and that a State which has it not must labor long

and suffer much, before it can lilt itself into a con-

dition of prosperity. But Ireland was not only
destitute of agricultural capital, but it was almost
without commerce and manufactures. But if it

had had commerce and manufactures, and was des-

titute of agricultural wealth, it would have had no
well-founded prosperity. A State is but half a

State, if it have a commerce rich in the wealth of

the Indies and all seas, if it manufacture the mar-
vels of all handicrafts, tapestries and porcelain and
rich furniture, cottons, woollens and shoes ; if it

possess machinery as ingenious as the human
mind and apt as the human hand, and artizans and
craftsmen who understand all the arts of luxury
and refinement, as well as the arts of common life

;

yet, if it have not an agriculture turned to the ele-

mentary purpose ofprocuring food and clothing, rich

in crops and sheep and cattle, in bread and meat,
and a rural population of large aggregate wealth,

spread over the face of the country, such a State is

weak and unsound ; a seam and fracture will be
found running through its structure, from its bat-

tlement down deep into its foundations. Let Mas-
sachusetts, while it rejoices in the development of
its commerce and manufactures, beware how it ne-

glects its agriculture.

But these thoughts need not be pressed in re-

gard to Ireland. Her condition suggested only the

idea of destitution of everything, except a supera-

bundant population, a few gentlemen's parks, and a

few cities. The rest was neglected pasture land and
cabins, and a few acres around cultivated with the

spade and devoted to potatoes.

Large property ruled supreme in Ireland. The
island was divided into immense estates of from
one thousand to one hundred thousand acres, and
the greater their extent, the more wretched their

condition. The advocates of large properties, who
attributed to large property all the agricultural

prosperity of England and Scotland, were perplexed

when they turned to Ireland. On the other hand,

though properties were large, farming was small,

and the advocates of small farming were equally

perplexed by Ireland ; for here Avere hundreds of

thousands of farms below five acres, and nearly as

many more of from five to fifteen acres, and only

fifty thousand above thirty aci'es. Yet, on every

hand were wretchedness and poverty. AU, propri-
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etors and farmers, seemed bent on a common ruin

by ruining the common wealth, the soil. Every-

thing was taken from it, and nothing added to it.

Capital was wanting and the skill to emi^loy it.

One thing marks the agriculture of England as

sujjerior to that of every other country. It is that

the productions of domestic animals, in England,

annually is greater in value than the annual crops

of England ; or, in other words, that the animal

produce is greater in value than the vegetable pro-

duce. This is always a sign of an ameliatory agri-

culture. The reason is plain ; animal manures ai'e

the great means of increasing the fertility of the

soil—the more animals the richer the agriculture,

the richer the agriculture the more domestic ani-

mals—cause and eflect, or rather each cause and
each effect. No fact, if it be one, makes more
against the agriculture of ]\lavssachusetts, than

that I commented on in a former number—that

the sheep and pigs in Massachusetts diminished

177,000 from 1840 to 18i50. But in Ireland, the

value of the crops was double the value of the ani-

mal jjroduce— sure harbinger of a decaying agricul-

ture. Besides, the whole value of the agricultural

produce of the island, animal and vegetable, gave

to each person but $20 the year, and much of this

was exported to absent j)roprietors, in kind ; while

that of England afforded each person $40 a year,

consumed at home.
Ireland formed one immense pasture country for

which by nature it is best fitted with arable lands

in small holdings, cultivated chiefly by the spade

and devoted to potatoes and oats
;
yet in 1846 it

contained eight millions of people. In such a coun-

try, with such an agriculture, how could such a

population have been brought into existence, or

how existed without the potato—a vegetable which
furnishes, especially in Ireland, the largest quantity

of human food upon a given surface, yet exhausts

without renewing the means of production. The
true place of the potato in a well-ordered economy,
is as a plentiful provision for cattle, and as a suj)-

plement to the food of man—a resource, also, if

other crops fail. But it formed in Ireland of neces-

sity three-fourths of the food of the peasantry, and
oats the other fourth. As long as these two produc-

tions could be obtained the population managed to

exist, and unfortunately to multiply, but in wretch-

ed poverty.

How came Ireland in this wretched condition ?

It is said the Irish character has peculiar failings. I

am willing to admit that the Celtic race has not the

same degree of energy as the Anglo-Saxon, but
this cannot account for everything. It is said the

Catholic faith has an enervating influence on the
Irish. This assertion may be, in some respects,

well founded ; for it is true, that in general, the

Protestant nations of modern Europe exhibit a

steadier and more decided character than the Cath-

olic. But it has not always been so, and even
now the remark is not absolutely just. Spain and
Italy preceded Holland, England and Germany in

civiHzation. Catholic Belgium, and to a certain ex-

tent, France, are not now much inferior to most
Protestant countries.

But the Irish in America re])ly to all these im-
])utations. As soon as they put their feet in our
soil, these demoralized, degraded and improvident
beings become changed, and are among the most
industrious in our land. As soon as they have the

hojje of bettering their condition, they better it.

They own two-thirds of the immense deposits of
our savings banks, and have sent as much more to

help their friends In Ireland. All the prejudices
in the world cannot set aside these facts.

How then came Ireland into its wretched condi-
tion ? The answer dates back in history. Ireland
was too near to England, it was conquered, confis-

cated, seized upon, oppressed by the unbending, ex-
clusive, rough-mannered English. Conquest and
confiscations of former days, followed by oppression
since, changed the destiny and fortunes of this fair

island. Our fathers and the Irish both suffered un-
der English oppression, and fled from it ; and in

both cases, religion mingled with and Increased the

i)itterness of strife ; but the Irish suffered more, far

more, than our fathers.

England conquered Ireland and made English-
men owners of its soil, by confiscations of the

estates of the native Irish—masters of its govern-
ment by excluding Irish Catholics from all partici-

pation in It, and made the Irish helots and laborers

on the soil which their fathers owned. Stripped of

their possessions, disfranchised on account of their

religion, the Irish hated the new jDrojirietors of the

soil, and the i)roprietors resided in other lands, for

fear of personal violence. Intestine strife and war-

fare ensued, and descended from generation to

generation. A wrong done in the world never dies,

but usually multi])lies itself in miseries by the force

of human jiassions, to the doers and the sufferers,

and to their descendants. So It was with the con-

quest and confiscations in Ireland. There was pea-

sant warfare, murders, plunderings, and l)urnings

on the one side—government, bayonets and law on
the other. There was the cry of "Ireland for the

Irisli," answered by the cry of "down with the Cath-

olics ;" the meteor-iike eloquence of Emmett,
Grattan and O'Connell shone over Ireland's wrongs,
but government replied only by capital trials and
bayonets.

But the Irish sunk deeper in povertj', and yet

amidst their misery multiplied in numbers; and
proprietors rejoiced that wages would be lower and
rents higher.

At last, England recoiled from her work, grant-

ed Catholic emanci])atIon, and sought in earnest to

undo the wrongs of centuries. But It was too late.

Man could not repair such evils. The question re-

mained to be solved by God, and has proved a ter-

rible solution. All that long arrear of crime and
error was to be atoned for by a terrible catastro-

phe. In 1846 the potato disease made its appear-

ance, destroying three-fourths of the crop, while

the oat crop was equally short. The English gov-

ernment, alarmed at the prospect, took the most ac-

tive measures for bringing supplies from all quar-

ters ; it took half a million laborers into Its pay,

and spent, in relief of all kinds, fifty millions of

dollars. Individuals also made great sacrifices.

But these tardy measures of kindness did not ar-

rest the evil. Famine was universal, and lasted

several years, and it was found by the census of

18ol, that one miUIon of a population of eight had
died of starvation and misery.

This frightful calamity effected what years of

war and o])pression had failed to do—it subdued
Ireland. When the Irish beheld the loss of their

chief article of food, they saw there was no longer

room for them on their native soil. They had re-

jected the idea of emigration as a flight before the

enemy ; but they now suddenly passed to the oth-
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er extreme. A current or rather torrent of emi-

gration set in, and in seven years a million and a

half of persons embarked for America, and the cur-

rent still flows. Ties of religion and country could

no longer bind them to a land of misery and death.

The state of warfare ceased. England found in the

event her safety and her punishment. God, it may
almost be said, had made peace out of solitude.

What was before impossible; in rural economy,
now became possible ; the great division of farms is

no longer matter of necessity. In place of 700,000

farms, there may now be half the number. Pota-

toes and oats which had been grown to excess,

may give i}lace to other crops ; the four-course sys-

tem may be extended ; cattle, which were neglect-

ed because the population could not get enough
poor food to feed themselves, may be multijilied.

Wages will be higher and capital will slowly accu-

mulate in the farmers' and laborers' hands. If man-
ufactures and commerce develop themselves, capi-

tal may yet enrich the Emerald Isle. But farming
ca])ital is yet very deficient there.

Ireland owes to Sir Ptobert Peel one great meas-
ure of relief for which it will long bless his memo-
ry,—the Encumbered Estate act. The object of

this act was to facilitate the sale of estates hope-

lessly encumbered with mortgages and other in-

cumbrances. Nearly all the southern and western

counties of Ireland were hopelessly insolvent.

—

Around all property hung a frightful host of mort-

gages and mortgagees and annuitants,—the claims

of some of them dating back to the time of Crom-
well. Nobody owned the lands and everybody

owned them ; no one had the power to improve
them. This legal plague, born of poverty, struck

the land with barrenness. Sir Robert Peel caused

parliament to enact that three commissioners

should be appointed for the sale of encumbered es-

tates ; that the process before them should be rap-

id ; that the purchaser receiving a title under their

conveyance, should have an indefeasible one ; that

the purchase money should be distributed by the

commissioners to those entitled to it. No single

measure has done so much to regenerate Ireland.

Within three years after the commissioners entered
on their duties, they had petitions before them for

the sale of 2500 properties, charged with mortgages
to the extent of a hundred and fifty millions of dol-

lars. At the sales, a majority of the purchases are
made by the Irish, a pleasing fact.

This sketch of the agriculture of Ireland may re-

mind the reader of a work by an Irish author, on
the "Reptiles of Ireland," who devoted a chapter of
his volutne to snakes, and had nothing to say about
these reptiles, except that there are no snakes in

Ireland. But if there be no good farming in Ire-

land, there are warnings enough of the dangers
and evils of bad. That unhappy country shows
that when crushing debt exists upon the land,

there is misery for the farmer, and exhaustion of
the soil ; that when agricultural capital is wanting
there can be no agricultui'al ])rosperity, and that
neither by large farms nor small farms, can the re-
sult be avoided ; that the accumulation of this cap-
ital is the resul: of much labor, through many gen-
erations ; that there can be no good agriculture,
unless there be on the land great numbers of do-
mestic animals, and if the agriculture be truly
prosperous, the annual animal produce will be
greater in value than the annual crops; that a
country cannot escape the danger of famine, if it

rely for its food on only one or two crops ; and v:

shows that dreadful lesson of Divine Providence,
that a wrong done never dies, but that "the ini-

quity of the fathers is visited upon the children un-
to the third and fourth generation." M.

"HOW COUNTRIFIED."
I saw a manly farmer, a champion of the soil.

With his neat, though homely garments, and look of honest
toil;

With wealth of heart, and wealth ofhand, brown beauty in his

face,

He stood within your city, and I marked his modest grace
;

And many passed with stately step, in broadcloth and ia

pride, .

But murmured, as they looked on him, "0, my ! how countri-

fied."

I saw an aged lady, a Deborah past her prime.

Who'd measured years of usefulness, content to bide her time;

For a seat within a stage-coach, I heard her ask one day,

When one with face like Esau, (no birthright by the way,)
From underneath a cloud of smoke, said, "Can't she ride out-

side ?

I'm sure there is no room within for one so countrified."

In learning's classic temple, with an open brow and high,

Stood one of nature's gentlemen, bright genius in his eye,

Yet bore his hands a trace of toil, his frame a store of health,

Of far more sterling worth, my friends, than all his classmate's

wealth

;

And high up wisdom's mount he stood, it could not be denied,

Yet in the distance one could see how very "countrified."

I saw a bounteous, well-spread board, in farm-house kept with

care
;

And merry was that household band, for city friends were
there.

While the generous, soul-felt welcome, each kindly lip ex-

pressed,

Inspired with easy confidence, each cared-for, happy guest

;

And while I listened earnestly to what each might confide,

I heard their numerous praises, but never "countrified."

Not many months from this, I saw the mistress of that farm,

At threshold of her last year's guest with satchel on her arm

;

Straightway a little daughter, well instructed what to say.

Appeared to tell her country friend, that "ma had gone away."
As with disappointed countenance, the woman turned aside,

The lady murmured in her room, "She looked so countrified."

Shake off your cankering fetters, ye slaves to Fashion's king,

Declare your independence, and truthful ofi'erings bring,

To deck the shrine of liberty ; in virtue put your trust,

And honor merit everywhere, in damask or in dust.

We're children of one family, it cannot be denied.

For our father dwelt in Eden—and he was "countrified."

New Bedford Standard,

THE CEDARS.
The question is often asked, what ails the cedars ?

but none seem, to be able, satisfactorily to reply.

As early as April they had the appearance that

evergreens presented during the severe drought of

1854, the leaves had a reddish-brown look, some-

thing as they appear when changing their old foli-

age for new. Many supposed it to be merely that

natural and annual transition. But the season

passed when that appearance was natural, and still

the cedars have a gloomy and funereal dress, still

fading, falling, and leaving bare and disconsolate

looking branches.

This condition of the cedars may be noticed
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through a wide extent of country ; through Con-

Becticut, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Penn-

sylvania, Maryland and Massachusetts. We have

not been in Maine, New Hampshire or Vermont to

notice them there, and are not informed whether

they are affected or not. At this time, many trees

seem to be actually dying. What is the cause of

it ? Is there a widely-spread disease or contagion,

as was the case with the buttonwood trees, or is it

the effect of winter, frost, heat or moisture ?

^<z^i^.^^^r'

PLAN FOR A DOUBLE COTTAGE.

Among the various plans of buildings which

•we have from time to time presented, there has

been none, we believe, for a double dwelling. In

Geevase Wheeler's "Homes for the People," we

find the following illustration and descriptions, and

give them, in the hope that our readers will find

just what they want.

A small home for the laboring man in the coun-

try, or the mechanic in the suburb of a city, is much
needed. Frequently the inducements of some sav-

ing in cost are sufficient to cause the erection of

double cottages, each one entirely distinct, but

causing a diminished outlay than would be required

for the construction of two separate dwellings.

Small houses so contrived are in increasing de-

mand. The following design illustrates a conve-

nient plan by which two separate dwellings are

comprised under one roof.

The plan represents a parallelogram consisting

DOUBLE COTTAGE—PLAN OF GROUND FLOOR,

of a double square, each half of which is twenty-

two feet, forming in all a building forty-four feet

by twenty-two, inside dimensions in the clear. The

chimney for each half is in the party wall between,

and the entrances are at the farthest corner of each

front.

Each dwelling is arranged as follows :

—

On the outer corner is an entry, No. 1, contain-

ing the front door, and fitted with hooks and other

conveniences for out-d jor garments ; in this is space

for a wash-stand for the use of the men of the

family, when returning home for their meals.

No". 2 is a large family living room, sixteen feet

square, having a fireplace and a large closet by its

side for earthem-ware. From this room an in-

closed flight of stairs leads to the cellar and to the

rooms upon the floor above.

By the side of the kitchen is a large inner closet,

No. 3, hghted by a window at the side, and open-

ing from a sink-room and scullery. No. 4, which

contains an outer door, and in the recesss by it a

sink. Under the staircase window is a

covered shoot to the cellar. Entered

from outside the building is a necessary,

No. 5, so arranged as to come next that

of the other dwelling, and thus con-

structed over but one vault.^ The walls

surrounding this are of brick, cement-

ed ; and although under the same roof

as the rest of the house, the position of

this appendage is in no way a source of

discomfort. From it, just below the

seat, a flue is formed in the party

wall, discharging into the smoke-flues

from the fireplace in the living room, by

which means all impure air is drawn

off and discharged above the building.

If wished, the partition wall, between 3

and 4, could be extended into the lat-

ter, and the increased space given to the
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former, would make it sufficient for a sleeping

room for a man or boy.

These plans are drawn, as before remarked, to

an enlarged scale. The height of this story, in the

clear, is eight feet six inches, and the walls are

thirteen feet from the underpinning to the under-

side of the plate, by which the charnbers are made

airy, and each room of proper height upon the

wails.

The space upon the second floor is used m the

most economical manner, as the plan testifies.

The staircase leads to a small hall, from which

doors conduct to a large chamber, No. 1, in one

end of which is a recess for the bed, leaving space

in the remainder of the chamber for a second bed,

if the number in the family required. No. 2 is the

For the New England Farmer.

MY GARDEN.
Its Weeds—Its Insects—Its Birds—Its injury by the last Win-
ter—An experiment of the fall planting of Potato a fail-

ure, and why—Office of the Seed Potato.

1. Weeds. The worst kinds to exterminate, I have

been taught to call chickweed and quack grass.

Perhaps others call the latter witch grass. The
chickweed spreads over the ground, in small vines,

with small leaves, rooting itself as it extends in

every direction. It is perennial, having great vi-

tality and fecundity. It blows and seeds early and
late, till frost binds the ground, and no cold ever

kills it. Any minute part left in the ground prop-

agates itself, and let alone claims the whole of it.

I Drought is no terror to it. It will live forever when
it has fairly taken ]50Ssession, as in the

shade of trees, or in any plot not culti-

vated. Quack grass sends forth trails

of roots near the surface, and sends up
a constant thick set of spires to usurp

the soil. Tne propagating power of this

grass is remarkal)le, and it is a sore ari-

noyance to the gardener. Summer weeds

propagated only by seed are easily sub-

dued, but I would fain learn how to kill

all setcis in vegetable compost.

2. Insects. The curculio is verj' de-

structive this season. The black flea

begins his work early upon cabbages

and cauliflowers, and kills the young plants and

stunts them when transplanted. He riddles with

his punctures leaves of potatoes till they blos-

som, perhaps later. The cutworm fells young cab-

bages, onions and even potato stalks, as well as

beets, and depredates through May and June. The
yellow bug and his offspring are very mischievous.

For want of cucumbers and melons perhaps, he at-

tacks, on my premises, the potato vines, and fares

sumptuously till the present time, July 9th. Very-

voracious and prolific, this insect breeds a multudi-

nous succession of broods of slugs, which consume

as they go the leaves, leaving but the coarse fibres

which, unless properly aired and attended to, are' often, and thus preventing the healthy development

CHAMBER FLOOR.

second chamber, and No. 3, adjoining it, is of

diminished size. Above the doors of each room,

are apertures for the circulation of air, and in the

skirting-board of each, opening on the well of the

staircase, or the upper hall, are left registers for the

admission of a current of air above the floor.
_
A

large window is provided upon the stairs, which

should drop at the top as well as bottom sash, and,

when open, would from its position fully ventilate

the air in the upper floor of the building ; inner

windows are also provided in rooms 1 and 2, open-

ing to the well of the stairway.

Space would not permit the provision of closets,

nests for vermin in such small dwellings. If need-

ed, however, the recess at the end of room

No. 1, could be inclosed so as to form a large store

closet, and having a swing window inserted therein

towards the well of the stairs, could easily be kept

sweet. These simple arrangements for securing a

circulation of air in the sleeping rooms, would ren-

der them healthful and pleasant, and should, on no

account, be lost sight of in the erection of the

building.

The outside finish of the cottage is so simple

as to render remark unnecessary. The walls, being

unbroken by any projections, can be constructed of

concrete, adobe, or any other material that local

circumstances render most economical and desira-

The chimney shafts are of brick, built so that

ble.

the flues are set diagonally to the base, by which

means increased beauty of effect is gained and the

current of air is broken.

The verandah is cheaply formed, and the roofs

are finished merely by the extension of the timbers

beyond the outer face of the walls.

The cost of this double dwelling would not ex-

ceed one thousand dollars, and under favorable

circumstances could be erected for less.

of the plant. Its blows are almost uniformly pre-

vented from expanding in my garden, and of course

few seed balls are formed. The stalks grow sickly

in consequence, and though new ones start from

the bottom, they cannot retrieve the damage of the

parent stalk, nor do their office in their late growth

of aiding in the formation and growth of the tu-

bers. I wonder not that they have consumption

and dropsy, for these and other insects, in my ex-

per'ience,fatally prevent the development and proper

functions of the essential part of the plant thai ex-

pands in the air. The stalk-borer does a share of

the same mischief, entering and drilling and killing

the stalks he attacks. He is a fellow of black and

white stripes, of length and size according to his

age, ever found in the centre of each stalk that

wilts.

3. Birds. The robin, oriole, chipping bird and

yellow bird are kind in destroying many slugs and

other accessible insects, but they soon get cloyid

and desist.

4. The past Winter. It killed my peach trees

many extreme branches of the cherry of last years'

growth, and greatly injured plum trees, and the Is-

abella grape.

5. I planted a row of potatoes in November,
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deeper than is usual in the spring. Those left in

the ground accidentally at die:ging, have come up

•well, been healthy, and not known to rot. But I

planted too late, and the potatoes were found rot-

ted in the spring. If potatoes accidentally left in

the ground survive the winter, grow early and ap-

pear more vigorous than the spring planted, I ask

•why cannot we plant potatoes in the fall and have

them do as well ? Let the potato be reposited in

the ground with but short exposure to the air.

6. The office of a seed potato is to furnish the

germs whence proceed the stalks or vines, and also

two sets of roots, sap roots and tuber-bearing roots.

Any farmer, by raising carefully all that has grown
from a planted tuber from its position will see this.

Only a part of the eyes have grown, sometimes

three, sometimes more, the others being inert. In

the most productive hills only the skin of the pa-

rent tuber remains, its substance being used up. It

has gone to feed the whole ])lant. A large pota-

to thus used up, must furnish more food than a

small one. A potato found under a bin in my cel-

lar in the fall, sent out stems with little potatoes

like peas upon them, and also fibre roots from the

same eye. The tuber was exhausted and dry, by

the process. J. Lee.

Salisbury, Conn., June 9, 1856.

For the Neio England Farmer.

FANCY FARMING.
BY HENRY F. FRENCH.

Hay Caps—Mowing Machine*—Root Crops—Wheel Hoes—The
Double Plow—Boxes and Bugs.

"Do you think all these fancy contrivances in

farming ivill payT' was the sensible question

bluntly propounded to me a day or two since, by

rather an old-fashioned farmer, who had occasion to

pass my land often, and is a keen observer of men

and things, with a careful eye to the main chance,

He was looking at the time at my hay in cock

covered with hay caps, with a glance now and then

at a wheel-hoe, with which at the time I was weed-

ing a carrot bed. "If they don't pay me, they may

perhaps pay some of you more cautious people,

who take the benefit of my experiments, without

bearing the loss of their failure," was my reply,

The fact is, I was obliged to be a little more meek

than accords with my general disposition, because I

was conscious that my neighbor had noticed one or

two awful failures, not to say blunders, of mine in

the farming line, and it would not answer for me
to set up for infallibility before him. One can pre-

tend to know everything in his newspaper articles,

but one's neighbors usually discount a trifle from

his omniscience.

We had a good agricultural talk, and if he did

not learn much, I did, and have been meditating a

good deal on "these fancy contrivances" since ; and

now, when the rain is pouring like a flood again,

on those same hay-caps, on another lot of hay, let

us pursue the subject with the readers of the Far-

mer.

HAY CAPS.

Hay caps do pay, and no mistake. Take four

yards of yard-wide cotton sheeting,—sew it togeth-

er so as to make two yards square, hem the rough

edges, turn up each corner two or three inches and

sew it strongly, tie in a short strong twine to form

a loop, and you have a hay cap ready for use.

Four sharp wooden pins, of hard wood, half an

inch in diameter, eighteen inches long, to be thrust

upward through the loops into the hay at the bot-

tom of the cock, complete the preparation.

This is our way of doing it in this neigborhood,

and we are all satisfied with it. The cost of the

cloth is eight cents per yard, and the making you

can calculate better than I, if you make them by

hand. Mine were made on a Wheeler & Wilson

sewing-machine, which sews a yard in a minute,

one of the "fancy contrivances" which, by the way,

is a great comfort to my family. "Well, how do

the hay caps work ?" is the question on all sides.

"Why don't they wet through, just as your cotton

shirt does on your back ?" The reason is, my
friend, because they shed rain just as your cotton

umbrella does. Or to be more precise, the princi-

ple of cohesive attraction at once unites two drops

of water that touch each other into one, and the

same principle conducts the water along the wet

cloth to its lower edge. If the hay were very fine

and very green so that the cloth would touch it at

all points, it would doubtless take off much of the

water, but coarse or partly dried hay is in contact

with the cloth, only at comparatively few points,

and so the cloth conducts the water away, like the

covering of a tent. Coarse clover will remain safe

through a week's rain with such protection, while I

have had fine hay which was cocked up green, in-

jured by heating, not by water, in three days. On
the whole, a farmer of moderate means, who cuts

much coarse hay, cannot afford to be without some

thirty or forty hay caps. He will save their value

in one such season as this, or that of last year.

MO'WING MACHINES.

In 1853, near Albany, I witnessed a trial exhibi-

tion of two mowing machines, Ketchum's and Em-
ery's, each of which did its work handsomely, and

at the rate of about an acre in an hour. Since

then I have seen several trials, but not one that was

satisfactory. Several tried in this county last year,

failed entirely. A good mower with the common
scythe, can cut an acre of grass in four hours, and

if a span of good horses, a skilful driver and a ma-

chine worth a hundred dollars or more, and liable

to expensive accidents, can do no more than four

times as much, there is no great saving of cost on

small farms. We usually mow our grass in the

morning, let it stand in cock through one night,

open it the next day, say at ten o'clock, and get it

in in the afternoon, and on this system, the men
can cut as much each morning by ten o'clock, as
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they can attend to through the day. Of course, we

use a horse-rake (the Independent,) with which one

man and horse can do the labor of eight or ten

men with hand rakes. Any farmer who cuts ten

tons of hay, and does not use a horse-rake, is behind

the age, and a fit subject for missionary enter-

prise. Horse-rakes are among the essentials of

respectable farmers, and not to be named among

doubtful implements.

Let us hear the reports of this year's experi-

ments with mowing machines, and perhaps a differ-

ent account may be rendered in future. What we

want in New Hampshire is a light one-horse ma-

chine, and no doubt we shall see it in general use

before many years.

EOOT CROPS—SOWING MACHINES—WHEEL HOES.

I shall leave it to the principal editor to advo-

cate the cultivation of root crops, merely saying at

present, that as usual, he is in the right, and that

the farmers will see, by-and-by, the benefit of this

branch of husbandry, especially of the culture of

carrots and turnips.

If the land is well prepared, rich and clean, and

the proper tools used, a crop of carrots is one of

our cheapest crops. I sow them with a machine,

about sixteen inches apart, between the rows, about

the first of June. As soon as the weeds appear, I

run the Wheel Hoe between the rows. This may

be done even before the carrots are up, if necessary

as the mark of the drill is plainly visible, and I

never use a common hoe at all about the crop. The

wheel hoe, I think, was invented at Danvers, where

they raise onions, and it is the very best hand ma
chine of its cost, on the farm. They are sold for

about a dollar and a half. I think a crop of carrots

or onions may be raised with one-half the labor, by

the use of this machine, that is required without it

Mr. Jona. A. Robinson, of Fremont, N. H., has

taken a patent upon a Hand Cultivator, which I

nave never used, but which is claimed to be an im^

provement upon the wheel hoe, because it cuts up

the weeds on both sides of the row at once.

I intend, this year, to repeat the experiment

which I have often tried successfully, of plowing

up some of my worn-out grass land, after haying,

and re-seeding with grass seed and turnips. I have

raised several fine crops in this way, sowing about

one pound of turnip seed to the acre, at any time

before the 10th of August, broadcast with the grass

seed. The prospect now is, that the present will

be a favorable season for such a crop. Try it, farm-

ers, as the last chance to make up for want of put-

ting in seed enough last spring. Ashes and super-

phosphate of lime, in addition to all the barn ma-

nure you can spare, are first rate food for the tur-

nip crop.

And in connection with this subject, it may be

well to say a word by way of reminder, if one may

borrow a word from the ministers, which is not

even in Webster, of

THE DOUBLE PLOW.

This is classed by many as a "new contrivance,"

but it is figured in the English books of a half cen-

tury ago, though perhaps, not then used except

for opening drains, or the like. For turning over

sod, to be immediately sowed again with grass seed

where the land is tolerably smooth, there is nothing

equal to the double plow. Apply all your manure

in fine compost to the furrow, and harrow it in.

The deeper you plow the better, provided you have

manure enough to enrich the stratum of soil

brought to the surface. A good deep plowing o^

sward land, with the double plow, will do more to

kill witch grass than any other operation. Where

I plowed last year, at Chester, on a piece of hard land

swarded with this grass, we found, on cross plow-

ing this year, that a large proportion of the roots

had been smothered to death. Naturally the roots

of this grass run near the surface, not usually more

than four inches deep, and trenching them in, not-

withstanding the stories about their vitality, is sure

death to them. By common plowing, they are

cut in pieces, and thus multiplied, and worked deep-

er into the soil than they would naturally strike.

If some of the Bay State farmers will plow an

old sward of witch grass a foot deep, with the

double plow, next May, harrow it, roll it with a

heavy roller and plant it immediately, I have no

doubt they will confirm this my apparent heresy,

about this plant, which is at once, one of our bes

grasses, and most troublesome weeds.

BOXES VERSUS BUGS.

I cover my cucumber and squnsh plants with

boxes covered with gauze, which I find effectual to

keep off the striped bugs. The Maine Farmer de-

clares that the gauze is a work of supererogation,

and that a fence made of cloth or wood, six inches

high, round each hill, is just as good without a cov-

ering. I know of no better authority than the

Maine Farmer, and as soon as I read the article, I

took off the gauze from several boxes, with a view

to test the matter, but have not yet become satis-

fied whether our friend is correct or not, or wheth-

er his theory, as to how that kind of bugs fly, will

answer without a slight variation, for this latitude.

So far as I could observe, I was inclined to the

opinion, that our bugs had not read the Maine Far-

mer!

Exeter, July 12, 1856.

A Shoeing Stool for Blacksmiths.—The
following is a descrijjtion of a stool for blacksmiths

for shoeing horses, whicli I have invented and found

to be very convenient and useful, and I present it

for the benefit of the craft.

I make a light, portal)le stool, of the form of a

common crutch, with one leg, and put a cushion
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on the seat. To this is secured a strap, which pass-

es around above the hips, ard is buckled tight in

front. The seat of the stool is about four inches

thick, and is held to its place in the leg by an iron

spur. The blacksmith puts it on behind and be-

tween his thighs and buckles it in front, and the

horse's foot is placed on the seat ; it thus supports

the weight of the animal's leg, and relieves the

back of the sheer from that severe strain which

makes horse-shoeing such hard work.

—

Scientific

American.

For the New England Fanner.

SCENERY AND POTATOES IN NOVA
SCOTIA.

A few remarks on potato culture may not be

without interest from a Vermont farmer, who in

his travels "away down East" finds himself in

Acadia, the land of the potato. When the English

took the country from the French, the name was

changed to Nova Scotia, or New Scotland. In the

distance may be seen the village where lived

"Benedict Bellefontaine, the wealthiest farmer of

Grand Pre, and Evangeline, his daughter," also,

"Gabriel the faithful, and his father, Basil the black-

smith ;" the basin of Minos washing its shores, and

Blomidon cape rising aloft in the distance, looking

quietly down upon one of the most loeautiful

scenes imaginable. Its summit affords the finest

water and landscape that I ever looked upon. The
valley of Cornwallis and Hooton is about two miles

wide, on each side of which rides a rklge of land,

called here, the North and South mountain, run-

ning parallel to each other, extending from Cape

Blomidon to Digby—-just one hundred miles. The
The shores of this valley, at the eastern part of

Cornwallis, is washed by Minos Basin ; and former-

ly, the tide, which rises here sixty feet, flowed up
numerous rivers, running into the country many
miles, overflowing large tracts of land at every

flood, and depositing a rich alluvial soil. The old

French Acadians, between one and two hundred
years ago, built abouteauls or dykes across the riv-

ers, excluding the tide, and making the richest grass

land in the world ; which now, after a century has

passed away, without ever having received a parti-

cle of manure of any kind, yields a burden of hay,

the amount of which, per acre, exceeds anything

that a Vermont farmer ever dreamed of. The
statement made by persons who are perfectly reli-

able is this ; that many portions of this dyke land

yield at one mowing,ybMr and sometimes five tons

per acre of the best hay, and that too, when well

made, and after it has been kept in a barn until

winter. The same land yields four hundred bush-

els of potatoes per acre.

The farms on the upland are generally superior.

Very seldom will one be found having less than ten

acres under cultivation with potatoes ; and our

farm has now sixty acres planted with the favorite

esculent. The method of culture is quite different

from what is practised in Vermont. One eye to

the hill is all that is used, the hills being two feet

apai't each way. The number of bushels required

to plant an acre is four, and the average yield two
hundred bushels yiev acre. Large potatoes are pre-

ferred for seed. Indeed, few small potatoes are

raised in Cornwallis. Small potatoes, when raised

on poor land and well ripened, yield a large crop

when planted on good land ; but the small ones

raised on rich land are generally what is called the

second settings, and probably do not fully ripen,

and are not considered good seed. One of the best

farmers in the country, John T. Newcomb, has in-

formed me that a few years ago, in a time of scar-

city, he planted an acre of land with one and a half

bushels of small potatoes, putting one eye to a hill,

the piece of potato with the eye often being no
larger than a pea ; from that acre of land he re-

ceived over five hundred bushels of very large po-

tatoes.

Wheat is raised here, though not largely. They
do not sow it until June, usually about the 10th.

—

One farmer sowed a piece of land to wheat the

29th of June, and received a good yield. Wheat
that is sowed in April and May is taken by the

weevil.

The business of the country has received a won-
derful impetus from the high price which ])otatoe8

have demanded for the last few years. The price

of real estate has advanced one hundred per cent.

More of what is termed Yankee enterprise has

been manifested. The schools are becoming supe-

rior to their former estate ; and church sjiires are

more frequently seen pointing toward heaven, the

desired goal of all humanity.

The pending difficulty between the two countries

is now a matter of great interest to the good people

of the province. They feel much concern for the

poor Yankees, and compassionate their condition,

in case a war should take place. You cannot con-

vince them but that Great Britain is almighty to

destroy every seaboard town and city on the At-

lantic shores in an inconceivably short space of

time, and would carry devastation and death in-

land. This, in their loving kindness, they would re-

gret,

—

-for il would destroy the marketfor their po"
tatoes. P. Pines.

Cornwallis, JVbva Scotia, July 14, 1856.

THE SEASON.
Crops of all kinds, and in all sections of our wide-

ly-extended country, so far as we can learn from

our own observations, and from our numerous ex-

changes, are abundant, well-ripened, so far as they

have been cut, and generally the weather has been

such as to enable the farmer to secure them in good

condition. The hay crop is a heavy one ; wheat

looks finely ; rye is good ; so are oats. Corn is

rather backward, but of fine strength and color,

and the recent extremely hot days are bringing it

forward rapidly. No complaint is yet made of rot

in the potatoes, and the -s-ines are now looking well

and promise a plentiful crop. Apple trees gave a

fair blossom, but through the activity of the curcu-

lio, or some other cause, the young fruit has dropt

from the tree in large quantities, so that the pros-

pect now is that the apple crop in the eastern part

of the New England States will be a light one.

Squash, cucumber and melon vines are generally

small and look tired, or, as though they had just

got up and had not decided whether they will grow

or not. Beans look well.

In some of the western States it has been a little

too dry, but no general complaint is made. In-
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deed, it will be somewhat difficult for them there

to procure help to secure the rich harvests of the

season.

Upon the whole, the world is beautiful and pros-

perous to most of us, and famine, in our extended

country and diversified climate, will perhaps never

visit our people. All we want to make us the hap-

piest and thriftest people on earth, is moderate de-

sires, virtuous lives, and a firm, steady and consist-

ent representative government—a government yield-

ing to all their just rights, and encroaching upon

none.

For the New England Farmer.

DEEP PLOWING.
Mr. Brown :—As much has been said upon the

subject of deep plowing, perhaps it may be thought
superfluous to add anything farther on that subject.

Yet, as plowing lies at the foundation of our agri-

cultural pursuits, permit me to give the readers of

your valuable journal the result of my own obser-

vation and experience upon a small scale. It has

been the prevailing opinion among our agricultur-

ists, who own land on the interval bordering on the

Connecticut river, that it would not do to plow so

deep as to disturb the subsoil, consequently, most
of our land has ever been plowed shallow, not

more than five inches. Their opinion has been
strengthened by an experiment made some years

ago. A gentleman from Boston came to reside

here, and purchased a valuable tract of land in the

meadow. With a heavy team and large plow,

which he ordered to be put in up to the beam, he
turned up so much of the subsoil, and putting on
no manure, that the efi"ect was as might have been
expected, it killed the land, at least for a number
of years. Whence I concluded, as other farmers

did, that it would "kill the land" to plow deep, but
being assured by Mr. Holbrook, in some of his ju-
dicious remarks published in the Farmer, that it

would not "kill the land," I was persuaded to try

an experiment, cautiously beginning with one acre,

which I ordei'ed to be plowed two inches deeper
every time of plowing, until it obtained the depth
of ten inches. It had not, until then, been plowed
more than four or five inches ; but after the first

year, I was satisfied it was not "killing the land,"

and had two acres more plowed in the same way.

The result will show whether the land is killed or

not. Two years ago, the three acres produced 1 13

bushels of rye, 37^ to the acre ; last year from the

same ground I raised 67 bushels of shelled corn to

the acre, weighing 57 lbs. to the bushel. Thus far,

I am satisfied with the experiment. But I ought
to say that I do not attribute the unusually large

crop wholly to deeper plowing, as there may be
other causes to come in for a share.

The same ground on which the corn was grown
last year, was sowed to rye after harvesting the

com last fall, and it promises to be a fair crop, but
ot near as heavy as the one two years ago.

The manner in which I cultivate my land is

simply this : when it is planted we use about ten

loads of long manure to the acre, which is plowed
under ; after harvest, the same ground is sowed to

rye, without any manure. E. c.

JVorthampton, June, 1856.

THE FARMER.
The farmer is a happy man,
He raises all he needs, sir,

The foremost stands of all the van,

All occupations leads, sir.

His cattle furnish beef enough,

His sheep, a heap of wool, sir.

His children hearty are and tough.

His coffers always full, sir.

His barns are large and all well filled

With hay, and corn, and rye, sir,

His orchards rich, his land well tilled,

Both fruit and food supply, sir.

His cellar in the autumn shows.

Of roots, a bounteous store, sir,

He's well prepared for winter snows,—

What could a man want more, sir ?

His horses kept in first rate trim.

For wagon, chaise, or sleigh, sir,

Are ready, now, to carry him.

At any time of day, sir.

His cows are many, and the best

The country can afford, sir.

His butter, cheese and milk attest,

His barns have been well stored, sir>

His pigs are of the Suffolk sort.

You never hear them squeal, sir,

Because they never are kept short.

But filled with corn and meal, sir.

His hens are not of Shanghae sort.

He chooses not by size, sir,

An egg's an egg, and when 'tis bought

As large a coin supplies, sir.

His turkeys and his geese are fine,

Of both he has a store, sir.

In fact, the farmer has a mine

Richer than golden ore, sir.

His very bees are "busy," too.

And fill his hives with comb, sir,

They have as much as they can do.

To bring his honey home, sir.

Who would not choose the farmer's lot'

What though he has to work, sir ?

Much happiness by toil is got.

But who would like a shirk, sir ?

There's land enough for all young men,

Our country is a great one.

Just pull up stakes and hasten then,

Where fortunes rich await one.

Dreic's Rural Intelligencer

Scott's Strawberry Patch.—We had the

pleasure, a few days ago, to visit the strawberry

grounds of Mr. J. C. Scott, of Brighton, and look

at, and test the varieties growing in his collection.

There were about seven acres under cultivation,

and had yielded then, two days in succession,/owr

hundred boxes each day. These were principally

the Brighton Pine and Scott's Seedling ; the latter

a large, sugar-loaf shaped variety, very sweet and

high-flavored. We may give at a future time an

engraving of one of these varieties.

f^" During the last seven years fourteen hundred

murders, it is said, have been i^erpetrated in and
about San Fransisco, and the city itself has been

burned down seven times.
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EXTRACTS AIJD REPLIES.
SALT ON PLUM TREES.

Mr. Editor :—In June 7th, of the JV. E. Far-
mer, "Norfolk" recommends sifting fine salt liber-

ally on plum trees. I would inquire of your read-

ers who have tried it, if they have seen any bad ef-

fects from salting plum trees. I have a fine tree

in my yard, bearing plums for the first time, and
was anxious to have the fruit mature, so I sifted salt

on the top, which killed the leaves where it re-

mained and dissolved, and the tree now looks like

one scorched with fire.

I would say to "J. T. W.," of Marlboro', that I

have a plum scion set one year ago last spring, that

is 4f in. in circumference at the but, 5 ft. 5 in. high,

had 8 limbs Saturday, that measured

No. 1 2 ft. 1 in.

No. 2 1 ft. 10 in.

No. 3 1 ft. 9 in.
No. 4 1 ft. 11 in.

No. 5 1 ft. 9 in.

No. 6 2 ft. 4^ in.

No. 7 ft. 11 in.

No. 8 1ft. 4 in.

I cut one foot off the top, and 12 side sprouts, last

spring.

J^ashua, JV. H., July, 1856.

Remarks.—You are not the only one who has

destroyed the foliage of plum trees by the too free

use of salt. As is necessary, in most othtr experi-

ments on the farm, the salt should be used sparing-

ly, until its efiect can be ascertained.

A profitable cow.

Mr. David Heath, of North Troy, Vt., week be-

fore last made from the milk of one cow of Dur-
ham breed, fifteeen pounds of butter. This we
deem extra for a cow that has had nothing but
common pasturage. From the first three days'

milking, he made seven pounds and ten ounces,

thi^ being about eighteen j)ovmds per week. The
cow probal)ly would have made that had not a part

of the milk been taken for family use.

O. N. Elkins.
JVorth Trorj, Vt., June 26th, 1856.

BLOSSOMS, BUT DOES NOT BEAR!

I have a standard Duchess d'Angouleme pear,

which blossoms every spring l)ut matures no fruit.

I have seen a remedy somewhere, but cannot now
call to mind where I saw it, or what the operation
was. Who can inform me? s. T., JR.

Swampscott, 1856.

CROPS IN VERMONT.

The weather is extremely warm
; grass and grain

crops look well ; fruit trees did not blossom much,
many trees are dead, and I think owing to the
great growth they got last season, and the severe
winter. We had more meadow moles this spring
than ever known here before, who ate grass roots

and young trees very much last winter. All stock

is high ; wocl is selling from 40 to 50 cents
per pound. I think there are many thousand sheep
less than there has been any year for the last 20
years in this country. W. T. GOODRICH.

Middlehury, Vt., June, 1856.

A GOOD APPLE.

I send you a few of my Washington Royal ap-
ples to show you their keeping qualities. They
are below an average size, but I think are eatable.

They have been kept without any extra care,

and have proved themselves a good apple to keep
for late as well as early eating. I can furnish sci-

ons from bearing trees of this fruit the ensuing
spring, to those who may wish to obtain them.

Ephraim Robbins.
Leominster, July, 1856.

Remarks.—The apples came in good condition,

and were as crisp, juicy and fine-flavored as any

we ever tasted in the month of July. Judging from

these, we should think them well worth a place in

any orchard.

ASHES on BEET LEA\'ES.

Your correspondent inquires how to preserve

beet leaves from the maggot. My beets have been
infested with them this year, and last too ; my
remedy is to sprinkle wood ashes on the leaves,

when the dew is on, and I find it effectual, as in a
short time they look as fresh as ever.

Cordaville, 1856. A SUBSCRIBER.

OCTAGON BARNS.

Mr. Editor :—I notice a correspondent of yours,

C. C, suggests that there is much room saved by
building an octagon, instead of a square barn.

Will he or yourself give me an idea of its internal

arrangements ? Respectfully, M.
Hlgldand, Madison Co., JV. Y., June, 1856.

For:m of the Earth.—The earth being roimd
like a ball, it follows that at a certain distance, even
though our vision can reach much further, its form
will prevent us from seeing objects even if its sur-

face were perfectly smooth. It has been calculated

that at 600 yards an object one inch high cannot

be seen in a sti-aight line ; at 900 yards, two inch-

es; at 1400 yards, five inches; at one mile, eight

inches ; three miles, six feet,—so at that distance a
man would be invisible. In leveling, it is usual to

allow the tenth of an inch in every two hundred
yards, or eight inches in a mile, for convexity.

Scientific American.

BOYS' DEPARTMENT.

A VISIT TO LUTHER'S SCHOOL.
[A correspondent of the JMassachusetts Teacher,

"W. L. G.," gives the following interesting account

of a visit to a school in which Martin Luther was

once a pupil, in Mansfeld, Germany :]

In the last number of the "Teacher" I gave its

readers a translation from the treatise of Madame
de Stael, on Germany ; I wish in this to describe a

visit made to a very remarkable school ; remarka-

ble not for its size, not for its Hberal endowment,

not for the learning of its teachers, but because it

was the school which Luther attended. In the

public school of Mansfeld he was a pupil from so

tender an age, that his father used to bring him in

his arms, up to the time when in his fifteenth year
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he went to study in the higher school of Magde
burg. Here it was that he received fifteen blows
in one day, for Luther was no saint, either as boy
or man, and was by no means so fortunate as toes-
cape the rod. A f'iend in Berlin has told me, how-
ever, that in this matter, the translator of Dr. Mer-
le's History of the Reformation has made Luther's
master little better than a brute, representing that

he gave the child fifteen floggings in one day. The
reader who has the History at hand, would do well

to turn to its pages, and correct the error, for it is

hardly creditable to Luther's school-days, that it

should stand recorded in a book so well known as

Merle's History, that he received fifteen floggings
within six hours.

Externally the school-room has the same appear-
ance as when Martin Luther entered its door. Over
that stands now a statue in relief of one of the
counts of Mansfeld, with these lines written beneath

:

Cen Trojanus equns piignaces ventre cohortes
Edidit, educt'^s &i<; schola docta viros.
In plures nobis, Maunorum Eques, ede Lutheros
Et surgent Christo plura trophuea duci.

"As the Trojan horse sent out from its belly war-
like bands, so a well-taught school sends forth cul-

tivated men. Give more Luthers to us, knight of
Mansfeld, and trophies will yet rise to the viciori-

ous CJhrist."

Within, all is changed : the stone pavement
whereon his feet trod, alone remains untouched.
The walls are white-washed, the upper rooms turned
into a dwelling-house for the present teacher ; the
old seats on which Luther used to sit have been re-

moved and destroyed. On one the name of the
Reformer was cut with a knife ; that too is gone.
When the last, and perhaps the only Americans
who have ever been here before, visited the school
five years since, the old seats were still to be seen,
but since then the teacher who received them in so

friemlly a manner has died, and the building has
been made more conformable to the wants of the
present generation.

Still the spirit of Luther dwells in the place: it

is called Luther's school ; the Reformer's portrait
IS to be seen m every room and the thick walls, the Italian, which we use, and the Deutsch or na-
the windows ^iththeir small panes, the low-stud- tional hand, well adapted to rapid writing, but stiff
ded ceiling, all bring those olden times to mind, and utterly ungiinly. It is well known to our read-

ing town of Eisleben, the birth-place of Luther, to
enter the Re-al School, and to advance to the high-
er stages of instruction.

_
The instruction given is of the most thorough

kind. Everything is systematized after the general
custom in Germany, and an hour is given to every
class. The teachers enter thoroughly into the spir-
it of their work, and everything that the stranger
notices bears that air of earnestness which is so
grateful to see. The order of the school was
nearly perfect. During the half day which I spent
there, I saw no instance of whisp"ering, nor any
breach of good manners. This is the more to be
wondered at, when we consider the crowded state
of the rooms. The desks are not separate, as with
us, and each accommodated about ten pupils. So
closely are they placed together, that at the end of
the session I noticed that it was impossible for the
pupils to rise and walk into the aisle ; they were
obliged to work their way along in a very primitive
manner.
At the entrance of a stranger, the pupils rise to-

gether, and give in concert, the common salutation,
"Ich empfeh]emich,"I recommend myself; and as
he leaves the room, all rise again and say, "Adieu!"
This originally French expression has become thor-
oughly Germanized, and is daily to be heard in all

the streets and in the shops. The school closes in
this instance as with us, the teacher addressing
himself to those sitting on each bench, but there
was this difference : as each scholar left the room
he said "Adieu." These were the only things which
were novel, and which seem peculiar to the German
character.

I had the pleasure of witnessing four school ex-
ercises, in writing, map-drawing, reading and anal-
ysis. The writing was excellent : such neat pages
and carefully written copies I have never seen.

—

One recognizes here that great feature of the na-
tional character, that exact knowledge of the rela-
tions of parts and of sounds, which gives them
their excellence in drawing and music.
The German children have this advantage in

writing
; they have two separate hands to learn :

and one can easily imagine the sickly little boy, the
miner's son, on the l)enches before him.

This is the first school for young children which
I have visited in Germany, and a description of its

appearance, of the method of teaching, so far as a
half day would admit of seeing it, may not be un-
interesting to the readers of the "Teacher." M}'
own investigations have therefore been confined to
the Re-al schools and the Gymansiums; and of
these I shall speak in future letters.

The Luther School in Mansfeld contains about
one hundred scholars. Two classes are taught in
the building where the Reformer first received in-

struction; another, the class for girls, meets under
the church, where Luther often preached; and the
elementary school, where both sexes are initiated
into the mysteries of the German alphabet, is held
in a neighboring room. These four classes form
one school, and are under the general direction of
Mr. Polhmann, the instructor of the highest class.

The age of the pupils is the same as in the summer
schools with us ; and when they have been here
grounded in reading, writing, arithmetic, geography,
history, and morals, they are sent to the neighbor-

ers of the Teacher that German books are every
year more and more printed in the Roman charac-
ter. All scientific books are so ; railway tickets,

cards of admission to lectures, the laws printed by
order of government are so, and the people are
gradually becoming reconciled to the change. But
the old hand-writing is still clung to. I do not
think that it will ever be entirely superseded. For
stenographic purposes it is admirable. I have of-

ten seen students at the University, take down a
lecture word for word from the Professor's lips

;

and a system ofhandwriting that has this advantage,
may well dispense with ornament.
The exercise in analysis which I witnessed was

excellent. The terms used in German grammar
are much more intelligible to children than those
of Latin origin which are employed with us. The
substantive or noun, which conveys to our children
no idea, because they do not know Latin, is to the
German children the -'Hanpt-wort," the head-word

;

the conjunction is the Bind-wort, the translation of
which is so obvious that I will not write it. What
life such a nomenclature gives to this usually un
meaning exercise, can readily be imagined.
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Reading, too, was very carefully, and what was
better, very well taught. Mr. Gieseman, whose
class I had the pleasure of hearing, is the compil-

er of the text-book in common use, and is himself

an excellent reader. The German reading books,

as I have noticed, are very different from our own

more in quantity than quality; emulation feeds it.

To outdo the others of her sex in the house, and
collect the largest circle, or retain the greatest

beau, is the goal of her ambition. She soon forgets

how to blush, and learns to talk loud, loses all

charm for the refined and intelligent, and prides

Instead of being comjjosed mainly of extracts herself upon being/asi. When some country cousin

from classic authors, and therefore of a literary i or earlv friend meets her unexpectedly, it is difR-

character, they are mostly made up of bits of his- cult to believe she is the same person known of

tory, natural science, geography, and while they
|

vore, so completely is the down rubbed off the

teach the scholar to read things which are within
j

peach, so wholly is the original interest of charac-

his comprehension, they throw a great deal of light iter evaporated. To unsex a sweet and modest girl,

upon his school studies.

I talked with the teachers about the methods of

discipline which they employ in the government of

the school. They punish with the rod an incorri-

gible offender, but they use words so long as they

are equally effective. The province of the teacher

is broader than with us; they have the care of the

children both within the school-room and beyond
its walls. P'arther than this, Mr. Pohlmann told

me, that it is his duty, if he sees any boy in the

place, whether his scholar or not, engaged in any-

thing which is not correct, to exercise the same
vigilance over him as over the children under his

instruction. What a field for influence is thus

opened to the faithful teacher. In such duties can

he realize what a hold he may have upon posterity;

onerous as his career may be, he can rely that they

will all be recompensed. w. L. G.

there is no quicker process than unmodified hotel

Hfe in Gotham. The picture, however, must be seen

and studied to be appreciated.

LADIES' DEPARTMENT.

HOTEL LIFE IN NEW YORK.

Many noble natures are ruined by the fashiona-

ble follies and vices of American society. The old

relations and endearments of home are almost un-

known in gay circles ; there is no inward life, no

retirement, in which the graces of the heart are

nurtured. All is life outward, gay, dazzling, aim-

ing at display, asking for admiration. The Tran-

script has some pertinent remarks on the influence

of hotel life in New York.

"Take, for instance, a woman brought up in one

of our New England or Avestern towns, of good pa-

rentage, some culture, and decided attractions
;
you

have the germs of a superior character. Choice so-

ciety, retirement, a life of tranquil improvement,

would develop the bud into a consummate flower.

Perhaps such a girl marries a business man, who
brings her to a New York hotel of the first class.

For the first time she is exposed to an epitome of

the great world ; daily she is seated beside a for

eign adventurer or an old coquette. The rude and

the gentle, the pleasure-seeker and the speculator

the politician and the trader, the vulgar and the

cultivated—all mingle in the sphere of her daily

life. Having no housekeeping to attend to, time

hangs heavily on her hands; she loiters in the

drawing-room, and chats on the stair-case; she

dresses elaborately for strangers' eyes
;
partly from

curiosity, and partly from ennui, she meets half-way

advances to an acquaintance, and before the winter

is over, is on familiar terms with scores of people,

of whose antecedents she knows nothing, and whose

companionship fritters away her time, and begets a

love of admiration, which finally becomes as requi-

site an excitement as alcohol to the inebriate. This

feeliv giows less and less fastidious, and exacts

DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

Raspberry Jam.—Pass the raspberries through

a fine sieve to extract their seeds, add to them their

weight in fine, white sugar, and boil them, and stir

them over the fire until you can just see the bot-

tom of the stew-pan.

Blackberry Jam.—Boil the blackberries with

half their weight of coarse moist sugar for three

quarters of an hour, keeping the mass stirred con-

tantly. A stew-pan is not a necessary vehicle

;

the commonest tin sauce-pan will answer the pur-

pose equally well. The cheapness of this homely

delicacy, besides its sanative properties, renders it

peculiarly desirable for scantily furnished tables. If

the berries be gathered in wet weather, an hour

will not be too long a time to boil them.

Gooseberry Jam.—Pick and clean red goose-

berries, thoroughly ripe. Boil them by themselves

for twenty minutes, skimming them frequently.

Then add brown sugar, in the proportio^i of one

pound of sugar to one pound of fruit. Boil for

half an hour after the sugar is in. Skim it, and

pour it into earthenware jars. When cold, paper

up the jars, and set aside in a dry cool situation.

Strawberry, and black currant jams, are made in

precisely the manner as the above ; but instead of

brown use lump sugar.

Self-Sealing Fruit Cans.—Take a common
fruit jar, with a tin cover, made like a shoe-black

box. The jar and the cover will probably cost a

dime, and hold a quart. Any of the cements that

are used for seaHng cans or jars will do for this.

Heat your fruit, either in the jars, or in some other

vessel, and pour it in the jar, (previously warming

them.) Now pour enough cement in the cover to

give the bottom and side a tin coat. When the

cement becomes slightly stiff, apply the cover over

the jar, the jar having been well filled, and turn

the jar upside down; and here is the invention.

As fruit jars have a lip, you now have a little trough

to fill with cement, and the work is done. Let

your jars get cold standing on the covers, and put

them away in the same position.

It is the steam escaping in the common way of

sealing or soldering cans, that leaves so many of

them imperfect. My plan entirely obviates this

difficulty, as the steam or vapor is always on top of

the fruit. This arrangement, you perceive, is real-

ly a chemist's pneumatic trough, and thf-re is no

danger when your fruit has cooled down and cre-

ated a vacuum, that the external atmosi)herip pres-

sure will/orce the corks in.— Cor. Ohio Cultimtor.
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SEPTEMBER.

EPTEMBER is, by ma-
ny, regarded as the

pleasantest month

of the year. The
scorching heat of

summer has given

place to the milder

sun-rays and grate-

fully cooling breez-

^f\ij es of autumn.

After the contin-

uous and exhaust-

J^^ ing labors of the

— hay and grain har-

vests, how grateful is a sea-

son of rest ! After swelter-

ing and .steaming in the

murky and enervating atmosphere o'

dog-days, how invigorating the pure,

elastic air of autumn's first month

!

Our pleasurable emotions depend mostly, if not

wholly, upon contrast. Having felt the pain of hun-

ger, we are prepared to appreciate the pleasure of

eating. "Sweet is the pleasure after pain." How
sweet to the laboring man is repose, after the toils

of the day ! and after the severe labors of the sea-

son are past, and the more valuable crops are gath-

ered, and scarcely housed, how delightful for the

husbandman to contemplate the work of his hands!

how natural for him to indulge in honest pride

when he reflects that, by the sweat of his own brow
he eats his bread,—that,he receives the bounties of

a kind Providence, direct from, the hand of the

great giver of all good

!

Supposing our readers are in some such happy

frame of mind as this, we propose, at the commence-

ment of this new quarter, to take a stroll with them

about the farm ; making such suggestions by the

way, as may be of service to those who desire pro-

gress in the great art of husbandry.

Winter wheat should be sown this month, and

the sooner the better. That wheat may be pro-

duced in most parts of Xew England, and made a

remunerative crop, needs not further to be argued.

The high price of flour for the last two years, if

there were no other consideration, should lead

those who have suitable ground to make the ex-

periment.

Whether spring or autumn is the best time for

sowing wheat, is a mooted question. We are in

favor of both. We have good authority for saying,

'•In the morning sow thy seed, and in the evening

withhold not thy hand."

In Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, we be-

lieve most of the wheat is sown in the spring. The
reason assigned is, that it is less liable to winter-

kiU. If the ground is wet and cold, we should prefer

not to sow M'heat upon it. But, if at all, we should

sow in the spring. Otherwise we prefer autumn.

The same preparation which is made for a crop

of rye, will ensure at least as good a return in

wheat; and, in most cases, as much better as

wheat is more valuable than rye. The ground
may be prepared as for rye, by fallowing and seed-

ing, early in September. It may be sown after the

corn or potatoes, provided they are got oflf early

in October. But we prefer turning under clover,-

and sowing about the first of September. In all-

cases, lime .should be used freely. Oyster-shell is

cheqjest, and answers a go(vI purpose. The shells

should be ground without burning. By passing,

through the fire they lose at least one-half their

virtue. Animal matter constitutes an essential

part of the shell. This is all driven off" by the

fire. After drying in the sun, there is no difficulty

in grinding them without burning. Wood ashes

also, and salt, do good.

^luch care should be exercised in the selection

of seed, to secure the best varieties, and that which

is clean. We think it well to soak the seed over

night in strong brine, and roll it in plaster, or lime.

Let all who can, try the experiment, if it be but

half an acre.
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Now is the time for budding peach trees. Se-

vere -winters and the yellows have made terrible

havoc with these trees throughout New England.

Unless we abandon this delicious fruit entirely, we
must set about the gi-owing of trees at once. All

who have unbudded seedlings should attend to

them now. Every farmer should be able to bud,

and graft, and prune trees properly. If the buds

are set early, and the ties loosened when it becomes

necessary, but not removed, there is less danger

from the frosts of winter. Other buds previously

set, should now be attended to.

Composling should not be neglected. The barn-

yard, the pig-stye, the cesspool, the privy-vault,

should now be liberally supplied with earth, muck,
weeds, brakes, and whatever, by decomposition,

will add to the value of their contents.

J)oubts have been expressed by those whose
opinions we are wont to regard in other matters,

of the value of muck, as a fertilizer. We are

among those who have faith in mud,—who would
put a muck rake into the hands of every farmer,
and who verily believe that much that is valuable,

may be raked out of it,—that it has intrinsic

value, and moreover is highly valuable as an ab-
sorbent and retainer of the volatile ingredients of

animal and mineral fertilizers.

jViiisances, if there are any upon the farm,
should now be removed. Partially decayed stumps
should be grubbed up, or burnt out. We would
apply the stump-puller and make a clean sweep.
In cultivated fields and grass grounds, stumps
should no more be tolerated than carious teeth in

the mouth. Brakes, decaying logs and brush-wood
should be removed from pastures and beside fences,

by all who would not keep a nursery of brakes and
thistles, and other pestilent weeds.

Bushes and briars which so abound on an un-
thrifty farm, should now be removed—extirpated.

In this matter we go for radiculture.

Autumn is the time for draining. Thousands of
acres of the best land in New England are now
producing nothing but brakes, lizards, foul grasses
and miasma, which need nothing but to be relieved

of surplus water. That New England is incapable
of sustaining her present population, we cannot
admit. Indeed, we believe that her soil, under
proper management, would produce enough to

support four times her present ])opulation. Shall

we not do our part towards securing so desirable

an object?

whelms the inhabitant and his habitation, so passion,
apting upon the elements of mischief, which perni
cious habits have brought together by imperceptible
accumulation, may overthrow the edifice of truth
and virtue.

—

Jeremy Bentham.

Habits.—Like flakes of snow that fall unper-
ceived upon the earth, the seeming unimportant
events of life succeed one another. As the snow
gathers together, so are our habits formed. No sin-

gle fiake that is added to the pile produces a sensi-
ble change ; no single action creates, however it

may exhibit, a man's character; but as the tempest
hurls the avalancne down tne mountains, and over-

For the New England Farmer.

SWEDISH HORSES.
Friend Brown :—Please copy the enclosed par-

agraph (cut from a paper) which corroborates my
statement in relation to hard floors, and is slightly

at war with your correspondent at Derby Line :

—

"In Sweden the floors of the stables are planked,
and the planks are perforated with holes, so that

wet will not lodge on them—the bare boards being
the only bedding allowed. To this lodging the

Swedes attribute the soundness of their horses'

feet, as it is quite uncommon to meet with a lame
or foundered horse in Sweden which has been so

stabled."

This practice, no doubt, begins Avith the foal.

Hence the enduring soundness of the feet. Here-
tofore we have argued the filthy practice in diseas-

ing the feet.

Nothing more need be said upon this point. It

appears neither cushions for the feet nor bedding
for the body are used in Sweden, but their horses

are made hardy by omitting these kind practices.

Is it not a mistaken kindness that we deal so large-

ly with bedding ?

A few years since nothing short of a feather bod
was tolerated even in mid-summer. Now it is

husks, hair, hazle, straw, or the soft side of a pine

floor in preference. If you happen to visit a friend

to tarry over night, and to take a sweat in advance,

just take a peep into the fat, plump leather-bed— or
take the reality and plunge in—to dream of warm
water rain storms, or of drowning in your own
prespiration— and waking unrefrcshed, to find

yourself an exhausted mass of vitality.

The comparison is not inapt, hard beds for man
and hard floors for horses, in either case, to pio-

mote health. An elm plank floor or oak is cheap-

er and better than pine for horse stalls. All deal-

ers and raisers of horses may learn a good lesson

from the Swedish paragraph. H. Poor.

Fur the New England Farmer.

BARBARISM.
Mr. Editor :—I have thought it might produce

a good moral effect upon the public mind, to collect

and publish such instances of barbarism as the fol-

lowing facts exhibit. I have in this communication
collected only a very few cases ; but I hope it may
call out from among your intelligent correspondents,

others who may be able to lay before your readers

additional cases which may serve as a warning to

barbarians, of whom not a few disgrace our land.

Mr. Emerson speaks of a sassafras tree which
was "growing in 1842, in West Cambridge, which

measured more than three feet through at the base,

and rose without a limb, more than thirty feet, with

a trunk very straight and slightly diminished, above

which it had a somewhat lofty and broad head. It

was nearly sixty feet high, and had been long grow-
ing by itself. It was felled and its roots dug up, to

allow a stone ivall to run in a strai";ht line ! Such
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pieces of barbarism are still but too common. A
tree so beautiful and lofty, and of such rare dimen-

sions, such an ornament to a bare hill-side, sacri-

ficed to the straightness of a -wall!" Had this tree

been sacrificed for the value of its root and bark, to

be used in the manufacture of small beer, I should

consider the motives that actuated its destroyers as

immeasurably superior to those of the leaden-

headed men, who set so high a value upon a math-

ematical line.

I can name another instance that fell under my
own observation, in which a noble and valuable tree

was sacrificed to Gunter. In the town of Beverly,

four years since, there stood, about a quarter of a

mile from the E. R. R. station, a Tupelo tree, of

krge dimensions, about forty feet in height, and

probably one of the largest trees of this species in

Essex County. As the Tupelo is very slow in its

growth, I have no doubt this tree was 200 years

old. A new street was laid out through the field

where it grew. The street was named Rantoul
Street, in honor of the late lamented Robert Ran-
toul, Jr., who was in his youth an "admirable Critch-

ton," in all intellectual exercises, and in his ma-
ture years one of the most gifted orators and states-

men of the age. Had Mr. R. been consulted on the

point the tree would have been saved. But the

surveyors found that it would come about three

feet inside of the road ! It was therefore cut down,
though it was the only tree that was worth saving

that could be found near the street, from one end

of it to the other.

The other case was one in M'hich a tree, manj
years since, was sacrificed to commercial feeling. A
gentleman interested in foreign trade was liindercd

in making observations with his spy-glass from hh
housetop, by a magnificent elm that stood in Bart-

lett Street, Beverly, intercepting his prospect of tlie

bay. He prevailed upon the individual in whose

land it stood, (an old gentleman well stricken in

years) to cut it down. For this service he paid him
ten dollars, "the price of blood." Had I been the

owner of the tree, I should as soon though. t of ne-

gotiating for killing one of the old men of my neigh-

borhood. But if I had taken the "pieces of silver''

and consented to destroy the tree, after the deed

was done, I should feel myself under moral o!)liga-

tions to finish the series of enormities which I had
commenced, by hanging myself, like Judas, on the

next tree that could be found. Piiilo-dendkon

A Profitable Vixe.—There is in the city of

Dayton a grape vine, which is standing beside a

well, over which it is trained on an arl)or ; well

trained, no doubt, well trimmed too, and in every

way well cared for by its excellent owner, Mr. A.

M. Clark.

Besides those used by the family, fifty dollars

have been received by the owner this year, from the

sale of the surplus produce of this one grape vine,

at $3 per bushel.— Western Horticultural Review.

Cd* We are informed that the writer of the ar

tide in our last, headed, "Agriculture in Massachu

setts," taken from the Boston Journal, labors under

an entire misapprehension of facts in his statements

with reference to the farm occupied by Messrs. Da
vis and Flint. These gentlemen had no intention,

in taking the place, of engaging in model experl

mental farming, but simply of securing a quiet sum-

mer residence.

FALL PLOWING.
The advantages of Fall Plowing may be enumera-

ted as follows :

1. In autumn, the team having become inured to

work through the summer, is more vigorous and
better prepared for labor than in the spring, and
other farm work is less pressing in its demands up-
on the time and attention than in that bustling pe-
riod. Let all the plowing be done which is possi-

ble in the fall, and still the spring work would give
abundant employment to the farmer and his teams,
in drawing manure, cross-plowing, cultivating, har-
rowing, &c.

2. In the fall, low, moist lands are generally in

better condition for plowing than in spring lime.

We say generally, for this season low, moist lands

are decidedly moist, at present. Still, we cannot
hope for any better state very early next year, and
if plowed as they should be, wet lands w'ill sufi"er

very little from water through the winter.

3. Stiff", heavy soils, plowed in autumn, undergo,
by the action of water- and frost, a more thorough
disintegration—clays are pulverized and crumbled,
and heavy loams and hard pan lands are acted up-
on in a like manner and with like benefit.

4. Heavy, coarse swards, full of rank weeds and
grasses, can be better subdued by plowing in the
fall—their roots are more apt to die out, and far

less liable to sprout again than when plowed in the

spring. The turf is better prepared, by its more
advanced state of decay, for the use of the crops
which may be sown or planted upon it.

5. Fall plowing disturbs the "winter arrange-
ments" of numerous worms and insects, and must
destroy a large number of these pests, and also their

eggs and larva?. This is a minor advantage, but one
worthy of consideration, especially on lands infested

with the wire-worm.

Ihc principal objections to fall plowing are these :

1. The loss of that fresh friable condition readily

permeal)le to air and moisture, and the consolida-

tion of the soil by long exposure to changing and
stormy weather. This, on soils of a light character,

is a very serious objection to plowing in autumn.
2. Tlie loss of vegetable matter and the gases o

the same while in a state of decay, is another disad-

vantage. The latter is but a small loss, if the work
is done late in the fall, but often, on hill sides, a

large part of the soluble and floating organic matter
is washed away by the heavy rains of winter and
early spring time. The soil is also consolidated by
the same influences. Heavy swards thus situated

would sustain less injury than light swards or stub-

ble lands.

The advantages and disadvantages of this prac-

tice may be appropriately followed by brief direc-

tions for performing the work.

1. Do it in the best manner.

2. Throw up low lands in narrow beds and cut

cro^s furrows and drains sufficient to carry off' at

once all surface water. This will obviate one great

objection to fall plowing.

3. Plow deep and narrow furrows—such will

best secure the action of the ameliorating influences

of frost upon the soil. A rough broken surface is

better than a smooth one for this purpose.

—

Rural
JVcw-i-'orker.
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For the Kew England Farmer.

FERTILIZERS.

Mr. Editor :—An argument adverse to the use

of concentrated fertilizers is often made to this ef-

fect, that there is not, as there ought to be, the

same production of fruit as stock.

Plants derive their nourishment entirely from the

soil, by their roots, until their leaves are sufficient-

ly matured to receive atmospheric nutrition. Con-

sequently if the soil has l)een vei'y richly prepared,

and the stock has largely developed itself, it will re-

quire more from the air to complete its growth,

blossoms and fruit, than it can take ; because the

necessary properties that it needs are limited; for

this reason, fruit does not arrive at maturity, or if

it does, there is not the quantity anticipated.

The question arises, what must, or can be used

to give to plants this exterior food, that they may
ripen a larger quantity of fruit? It is a slow and

dear process to feed eacii plant with the acid and
ammonia that would be necessary, in any concen-

trated form. Being not so much a chemist as a

farmer, I had rather take forming apparatus in

my experiments. Therefore, experimenting, I very

often loosen, by hoe and cullivator, the soil which

surrounds plants, as this fovors the admission of air,

and the formation of the acid required. Hence
plants must advance rapidly when supplied with

food below and above ground ; until the maturity

of the plant, and full formation of the atmospheric

organs indicate that acid from the soil is not de-

manded. At ihis stage dryness of the soil does

not essentially effect the plant, as all farther sup-

port is taken from the air.

Pruning is practicable and beneficial, as upon
vines, shrubs and trees; also potato vines should

have the blossom taken off; and whatever agency

throws strength to the advantage of the fruit should

be enforced thereto.

I draw from these remarks that something be-

sides the fertilizer is wanted to insure a good crop.

I contend for free speech znCi free soil consequent-

ly I must agitate both, to receive any benefit.

E. J. w.

For the Hew England Farmer.

THE GIFFORD MORGAN HORSE.

]Mr. Editor:—In the Farmer ofMay 24, a cor-

respondent, "J. W. A.," wishes to know if there is

ahorse known as the "Gifford Morgan," and if so,

by whom owned and where kept. In the Farmer
of June 27, a correspondent from Ferrisburg, "P.

J.," has attempted to give the desired information,

but is not probably well informed, as his commu-
nication is somewhat erroneous. I am familiarly

acquainted with Mr. ZiBA Gifford, of Tunbridge,

Vt., who resides within two miles of me, and from
him I can give you the information wanted, and in

doing so it may be necessary to give you the ped-
igree of the celebrated horse known as the Wood-
bury ilorgan. The Woodbury horse was sired by
the original Morgan horse owned by Justin Mor-
gan, and was folded in June, 1S16. The dam of

the Woodbury horse was an English mare owned
by Lyman Wight, of Tunbridge, Vt. The Gifford

Morgan was sired by the Woodbury ISIorgan in

1825, and died in October, 1850, and was 24 years

old ; he was owned and kept by Ziba Gifford, of

Tunbridge, Vt., 16 years, and then sold to a Mr,

Stuart, of Barnard, Vt, and was afterwards owned
by F. A. Wier, of Walpole, Vt., where he died.

—

Major Gifford was the sire of the celebrated horse,

known as the Green Mountain Morgan, owned by
Mr. Hale, and several other noted stock horses of

Vermont. The dam of the Gifford horse was an

English bay mare whose sire was a horse known as

the Henry Dundas, owned at the time by Oliver H.
Brooks, of Bethel, Vt. The above statement of

facts was gi^^n me by Mr. Gifford, and if you think

proper you can use them at your leisure.

ZopiiAR Vinton.

East Bethel, Vt., July 14.

DO GOOD IN YOUR LIFE-TIME.
Some wealthy men are penurious in their chari-

ties during life, reserving their property for mag-
nificent schemes of benevolence after death. The
history of these posthumous legacies is not very en-

couraging, and Providence does not set the seal of

approval on that covetousness which seeks to win

the name and rewards of benevolence. The Balti-

more Sun gives an instructive account of the

McDonough estate :

"A number of papers, relative to the condition

of the McDonough estate at New Orleans, have

been forwarded to the Mayor and City Council of

Baltimore, by Messrs. Emory and Peterkin, which

embrace statements of considerable importance. It

is stated by gentlemen of the New Orleans City

Council that 'the income from the estate is about

$55,000 per annum, and the expense about $27,000
—leaving only $28,000 of net revenue, which is

$1,000 less than the taxes on the property for the

year 1856. So that the net income is insufficient

to pay the taxes on it.'

Another said that the McDonough estate was
worth now about one- half what it was when Mc-
Donough died—$5,000,000 then, $2,270,000 now.

We have a bequest estimated, and fairly estimated,

as worth $2,271,000. We have it under the con-

trol of able and accomplished gentlemen, and what

are the fruits of their labors? John McDonough
has been gathered to his fathers five long years.

In a vain attemp>t to leave a noble monument of

charity, he made a will as wonderful and curious

as it IS hopelessly imjjracticable. Over $250,000
have been spent in litigation; over $100,000 have

been spent in charges and commissions; over

$500,000 have been lost in interest and delays;

over $500,000 have been lost in decay and jiillage,

and depreciation of the princely domain. And, in

short, these five years past have cost the estate one-

half its original value. But notwithstanding all

this, not one dollar of charity has ever yet been

received by this estate, not one poor child has ever

yet been educated ; not one poor negro has ever yet

been sent to Liberia ; nor the tears and sorrows of

one poor orphan boy ever yet been assuaged.

At every point and in every way has the last will

and testament of John McDonough been frustrated

and thwarted. For the year 1855 the report of

the agents and commissioners informs us that the

revenues were $49,000, whilst its expenses were

$29,000. The value of the real estate in the city

of New Orleans is $1,200,000. In the State of

Louisiana $2,270,000. The net revenues of $19,-

805 have thus been for 1855 but h per cent, of the

city property, and but I per cent, of the whole es-

tate. The charges of commissions of agents, &c.,
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for lSo5, were near $15,000, or one-third of the

gross revenues and three-fourths of the net reve-

nues. The estate jmid no city tax for 1854, which
would have been for Baltimore's half over $15,000,

and for the whole $30,000—or a sum greater than

the whole net revenue. Such are the naked and
startling facts displayed by the rejiort. Nor is the

end yet ; three suits are now pending against the

estate, each involving a large sum, and each carry-

ing a new burden of expense."

FvT the New England Farmer.

LITTLE THINGS.
Or, a Walk in My Garden....No. 8.

Ha ! ha ! ha ! There is a Tomato in blossom

!

How long I have nursed it to secure a feast of to-

matoes. The richest, loveliest and healthiest of all

the productions of my garden. Then why not

laugh, and call out the wife to see it ? Much of our

pleasure is derived from witnessing the improve-

ments around us. Our eldest daughter grows tall-

er every day, and the heart of the parent is set

aglow with "the thought that she will soon be a

woman. Those tomatoes, too, will soon be ripe,

and the ingenuity of the cook will be put to the test

in serving them up. Speaking of the tomato, one

thing will be noticed by those who have had but

little experience in their cultivation, and that is,

that when started in the house we should not be in

too great a hurry to transplant them. Not till the

warm weather in June, will they grow in open air.

I would like to know from medical men, whether
they have met with cases of our autumnal fevers in

persons who have made a daily, or even weekly use

of tomatoes. My impression is that such cases are

rare. But let us go along and look at those

EARLY FRENCH EMPEROR PEAS,

which I received from the Governor of Maine.

—

How beautiful and prolific they look. Then there

is another nameless kind, which they say is just as

good to boil when dry, as when green. Who can

give me its name ? Then there are the Prince

Albert, the Marrow-fat, and several other kinds re-

ceived from the Patent Office, all doing finely. I

have learned a little secret, I believe, in raising peas.

Spade up a strip in the fall, and incorporate some
manure with the soil, and in the spring, stir the

ground lightly with hoe and rake, ])lant them an

inch in dej^th, and they will come forward earlier

and bear the drought better than when planted

shallow. The ground will be porous and allow the

water to drain from it better than when spaded in

the spring. But let us glance at the

They are doing well. The onion maggot has not

disturbed them. A neighbor tells me that no in-

sect will eat tansy, (Tanacetum vulgare.) If so,

why will not the expressed juice keep off the mag-
got, and that prince of rascals, the

CURCULIO,

who has taken nearly all my plums this year. I

have no confidence in any remedy yet suggested,

though it is best to keep experimenting, for I nev-
er yet saw so malevolent a looking fidlow as this

same curculio. 1 don't think much of the naturalist

who should bestow on him so euphonious a name.

I have thought of trimming some of my trees as

compactly as possible, and putting round some mil-
linet until they close their career for the season, I

notice that they have also bitten the apple.

Bethel, Me., July 5, 1856. N. T. T.

CURRANT WINE.
The following recipe for making currant wine is

s«nt us by one of the best physicians in Middlesex

County

:

Let the currants be thoroughly ripened before
gathering, and squeeze them with the hand in a
sieve, to avoid any mixture of seeds and stem with
the juice. Strain the juice, and to every quart, add
two quarts of water. To every quart of the mix-
ture add one pound of sugar. Put this mixture in-

to a clean keg, of a size adapted to the quantity, in

order that by filling the keg the refuse matter of

fermentation maybe thrown out of the bung.

When all fermentation has ceased, bung the

cask, and let it remain in a cool cellar a few weeks,

until all sediment has subsided ; then draw off the

clear liquor into bottles. Very much of the future

good character of the wine will depend upon the

manner of corking, and as you may not be provid-

ed with a machine for the purpose, let me suggest

to throw the corks into boiling water, which pro-

cess will render them very soft in a few minutes,

and in this condition they may be driven very tight

with great ease.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
BRAKES AND "LHTFOREVER."

Please communicate through the Farmer the best

method of killing brakes on land too wet and stony

to plow ; and also how to destroy liveforever.

Chittenden, Vl. r. e. b.

Remarks.—We know of no other method of

destroying brakes than that of cutting them in Au-

gust two or three times and grubbing with the hoe

;

after this is done fine manure spread on with some

grass seed will be well,—for if the grass seed should

start, and the brakes were kept down for a while,

the grass might eventually get the upper hand and

clothe your land with grass instead of brakes. That

which is destined to "live forever" we cannot kill,

but the attempt may be made on the plant which

you call liveforever, the same as on the brakes.

The first and essential thing to be done, in such a

case as you describe, is thorough draining—that

will accomplish more towards the destruction of the

offensive plants than all cutting and grubbing.

—

Drain it.

DOUBLE SWARD PLOW,

I would inquire through the columns of the JV.

E. Farmer, if there is such an implement as a double

side-hill ploiv, made, used or sold in this part of

the country ? If so, where can they be oblained?

Sunapee, J\t. H.,June, 185G.

Remarks.—A double side hill plow is manufac-

tured and sold by Nourse, Mason & Co., Ouincy

Hall, Boston.
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CELERY PLANTS.

Is there any danger of getting too much, or too

strong manure, especially liquid, around celery

plants after they get fairly to growing ? (a.)

Do they require more water than most other

plants ? (6.)

Do you draw the soil about the stalks until they

are nearly grown ? (c.)

Why not set the plants upon the top of the

ground and then hill up ? (il.)

Thorndike, Ms., 1856. J. B. Thomas.

Remarks.—(a.) There is. A liberal, not an

excessive, manuring, is all the plant requires. Es-

pecially, unfermented, liquid manure should not be

freely applied.

(6.) When first transplanted celery requires wa-

tering and a soil quite moist ; after that, perhaps

no more moisture than beets or parsnips.

(c.) For winter use, there is no need of drawing

the earth about the plants, until within two or

three weeks before frost is expected, say about the

first of September, and then do it at once, keeping

the leaves carefully gathered up.

(d.) A slight trench of three or four inches we
regard as more convenient than a level, or a trench

of a spade's depth. Without any trench it is diffi-

cult—without removing a large amount of earth

—

to cover the stems of the plants ; and with a deep

one the earth is constantly roiling down and ob-

structing the young plants.

CEDARS AND OTHER EVERGREENS.

In reply to your question "what ails the cedars,"

I would say, that althou,i^h not living in a cedar
country, I o'iserved a similar ap])earance with oth-

er evergreens, especially the hemlock, quite early

in spring. I at first attributed it to the extreme
cold of the past winter, ')ut on further investiga-

tion I found the windward side of the tree was most
discolored, and tho-e trees which are rigid, like the

common spruce, and not easily whipped about by
the wind, w-ere mostly fi'ee from blight.

In this section we had an unusual number of

high \nnds late in winter and early in spring, and
the snow was in many jilaces, even at a distance

from any trees of this variety, tliickly strewn with
small hemlock boughs and twigs, and I have come
to the conclusion that the destruction of the ever-

greens is the effect of very severe and long con-
tinuous winds, when the leaves and small branches
were frozen so as to prevent their natural freedom
of motion. Wm. F. Bassett.

CROPS IN CHESTER CO., PENN.

The harvest is mainly gathered, excepting oats.

Grass was light, owing to dry weather. Wheat is

an average crop. Corn is backward, partly owing
to being late planted and wet spring. Some sup-
pose the cause to spring from sowing corn taken
from the bin, that was gathered before it was fairly

ripened. Early potatoes here are an entire foil-

ure, and if there is not rain soon, the late ones will

be cut off. Our pastures and fields are nearly
burnt up. r,

Louisville, Chester Co., Penn., July 19, 1856.

LAxNGSTROTH'S BEE-HI\'E.

The price of these hives varies from $2 to $6,

according to the manner in whicli they are made.

The $6 hives are double, but they are not so con-

venient as the single hive.

Langstroth's book on bees, we believe is for sale

at the book-stores in this city; perhaps at the

Warehouse of Nourse, Mason & Co.

APPLE TREE BORERS.

!Mr. Brown :—Will mulching apple trees in-

crease the working of the borers in them ? I had
a number of small trees in my garden, around
which I put some straw, last spring to the depth of

about 4 inches ; on taking them up this spring, I

found but very few that did not contain borers,

and many were entirely destroyed, having the whole
centre taken out, and it is very difficult to find thera

without taking the tree up by its roots. Perhaps
you, or some of your correspondents, can tell me of
some remedy that will keep them out.

BARREN GRAPE VINTS.

I have a grape vine of a productive kind, taken
from a productive vine, and grows with other vines

that produce well annually, which blossoms full

every year, and yet has never born a grape—and
also those taken from this by layers are like it.

Can any of the readers of your valuable paper tell

me the reason, or give a remedy ?

Middlebury, Ft. 11. W. SHELDON.

Remarks.—We are inclined to believe that

mulching trees close to the stems is an invitation to

the borer ; that is, other things being equal, he will

take the mulched tree in preference. In mulching

it is not necessary to place the material near the

stem—it is better to place it over the tender roots

farther off. Then in the winter this mulching in-

vites mice, and must be removed.

The grape vine spoken of is undoubtedly what

is called a male vine. They are not rmcommon

—

blossoming, giving out a delightful fragrance, and

setting the fruit, but never perfecting it.

STRAWBERRIES.

G. p. Sanborn, Esq., of Chelmsford, has picked
from sixteen square rods, or one-tenth of an acre

of ground, 450 boxes of strawberries, this season,

which were sold in this market for 25 cents per
box. Being at the rate of 4,500 boxes per acre.

Lowell, July 5, 1856. A Subscriber.

MORRILL HORSE.

Is there a horse known as the Morrill Horse ; if

so, where kept, and what is his pedigree ?

Bridgewater, JV. H. J. w. b.

Will I. G. W., of Marlboro', N. H., inform me
through the Farmer to what variety of plum the

scion that grew nearly twenty feet in one season

belonged—and into what variety of stock it was
grafted? M. M. J.
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Fvr the Neio England Farmer.

A MACHINE FOR MILKING COWS.

There is no work about a farm that is so univer-

sally considered drudgery, and avoided, and dread-

ed by all the inmates of the farm-house, as the con-

stantly recurring labor of milking. It is always the

first thing to be done in the morning, and the last at

night. And after a hard day's work at the wash-

tub, or in the hay field, through a long, hot day in

July or August,—to be obliged to sit down and

milk three or four cows, is certainly no very tri-

fling or attractive affair. To be able to perform

this work easily and rapidly by machinery is there-

fore one of the most desirable steps to be made
in the jirocess of labor-saving inventions, in agri^

cultural improvement. And when it is considered

that in the United States alone, there were in 1850 |ly affects it at all, and there is no pulling, or flinch-

6,385,000 milch cows, each one to be milked by ing, or squeezing in any direction. All the while

hand twice every day for about three hundred days the milk is flowing at the rate of about two quarts

teat, with a small hole in the bottom for the milk
to pass through. The cap fits to the top of the

cup, air tight, by its own contraction, and also hangs
around the end of the teat, but by its flexibility

permits a free flow of the milk into the cup and
through the rubber tube into the pail.

Having got the machine in readiness, I slip eac^

of the cow's teats into one of the sofl, flexible sacks

or mouths, which can be done in an instant with

the end of the thumb—the rubber clings around
the teats and holds the cups in place. I then com-
mence pumping slowly and easily, and the milk
flows in a large, steady stream from each teat,

through the tubes into the pail. The cow, mean
time, is quietly chewing her cud, hardly knowing
that anything is going on ; so jjcriectly is ihe teat

sustained by the rubber sack, that the suction hard

in a year; that the amount of the butter and cheese

for that year, as shown by the census, was 418,-

881,000 "pounds, in addition to $7,000,000 worth
of milk sold, we get some idea of the magnitude of

the labor to be annually performed in milking.

But it is not a difficult matter to perform all this

unpleasant drudgery by machinery. The only wonder
h that so simple a thing had not been discovered and
used years ago. Just look at a calf while he is suck-

ing, and consider how rapidly, easily and perfectly he

would perlbrm the operation of drawing milk from

the cow's udder, if he had four mouths instead oj

one! And every one will see it is no very difficult

afiair to construct a machine with four mouths,

that will do the same thing in the same way, quite

as easily, rapidly and perfectly as the calf could do

it! drawing all the milk into a pail or vessel, free

from every impurity, and with very little exertion.

Acting on this idea, I have been devoting the

leisure moments of some two or three years to ex-

periments, with a view to perfect a machine for

milking cows ; and I am happy to say that I have

succeeded beyond my most sanguine expectations.

My application for a patent is now under examina-

tion in the Patent Office, and the machine will soon

be presented to the public.

It is somewhat dilhcult to describe even the most
simple piece of mechanism, without diagrams or

illustrations, so as to make one's self understood

;

but this little machine is so simple, and its action

so easily comprehended, that I will venture to des-

cribe it without cuts or figures.

In the first place, I take a large size pail, either

of tin or wood, and fit on it a cover so as to make
it air tight ; then I construct a small pump in some
compact form, so as to exhaust a part of the air

from the pail. The pump made for my experi-

ments (and which is described in the application

for a patent) is a part of the cover to the pail, and

being flat and thin, works rapidly and without fric-

tion, and does not wear so as to leak. It is only

necessary to produce a slight vacuum, such as a

calf might make with his mouth— I then connect

four small rubber tubes, about eighteen inches long,

with the top of the pail ; and on the other end of

each of these tubes, I fix a little cup of tin, glass,

or any other convenient material, about two inch-

es in diameter and three inches deep. Over the

top of each of these cups is drawn a cap of thin,

flexilile rubber, having a sack or mouth in the cen-

tre, of sufficient size to receive the end of the cow's

per minute ; at any rate, I have milked eight quarts

of milk from my cow in four minutes, with a ma-
chine by no means perfect ; because being the fi-rst

and only one ever made, and got up only to ex-

periment with, it has suggested improvements
which will be embodied hereafter ; I am entirely

satisfied that a child or a woman can milk with this

machine with perfect ease, faster than four milkers

either men or women, can milk by hand.

But the chiefest recommendation of the machine
still remains to be mentioned. The common meth-

od of miU\ing by hand necessarily exposes the milk

to more or less dust, dripping from the hands, and

other kinds of filth, Avhich often spoils its taste, and
always gives one the idea that he is swallowing a

disagreeable amount of unmentionable materials.

Even the best and most careful milkers cannot

avoid getting something into the pail that should

not go there ; this is ])roved by the universal cus-

tom of the straining milk immediately after milking,

in all cases, and l)y whomsoever it may have been

milked. But straining will not take out the drip-

pings from the hands of careless, filthy milkers

;

and the result is, a very general complaint among
consumers, of the l)ad taste of milk, too often at-

tributed to the adulteration or dishonesty of milk-

men.
This machine, however, entirely obviates this un-

])leasant difficulty. The milk is drawn directly

from the udder into a covered, air tight pail, where

no dust or drippings or filth can fall of itself, or

be thrown by carelessness. The Irish girls cannot

dip their hands into the pail to moisten the teats,

as is their common practice, nor can the cow step

into the pail, or kick it over, so as to spill the milk.

In short, I think the milking machine will be a

great labor-saving improvement for the agricultu-

ral community, and a genuine comfort to both the

cows and the consumers. Immediate effn-fs will

be made, after obtaining a patent, to introduce the

machine to the notice of the public, and to supply

the market demand for them. It is no': possible

at present to say at what ])rice they can be afford-

ed, but probably they will not cost far from five

dollars apiece. John W. Kingsman.

Dover, JV.H^JuhjIl, 1856.

Order!—Never leave things lying about—

a

shawl here, a pair of slippers there, and a bonnet

somewhere else—trusting to a servant to set thing?
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to rights. No matter how many servants you have,

it is a miserable habit, and if its source is not in

the intellectual and moral character, it will inevita-

bly terminate there. If you have used the dipper,

towel, tumbler, &c., put them back in their places,

raid you will know where to find them when you
vvfant them again. Or if you set an example of

carelessness, do not blame your servants for follow-

ing it. Children should be taught to put things

I ack in their places as soon as they are old enough
to use them; and if each member of the family

were to oljserve this sim.ple rule, the house would
never get much out of order, and a large amount
of vexation and useless labor would be avoided.

AGEICULTUEE IN MASSACHUSETTS.
To THE Editor of the Boston Journal :—In

your pai)er of the 2d, you give a somewhat elabor-

ate report of the proceedings of the Board of Agri-

culture at Westboro', and comment at some length

upon the benefit to agriculture of the experiments
and inquiries instituted upon that noble farm.

Nothing is more gratifying to the lover of his

country's welfare tlian thus to see a leadingjournal
giving its time, and room in its columns, to the fur-

therance of agriculture among us, an art which does
not usually rise above the notice of the few who
happen to b" interested, in other parts of the
world.

Every improvement in agriculture that tends to

increase the amount of gross returns from the
earth's culture, per annum, or that reduces the cost

of cultivation or harvest, is of more real importance
to the woild than any other invention, discovery or

improvement to the same amount that is ever
made.

Whilst many of our enthusiastic countrymen
luive been for years devoting their time and money
to this cause, others have held back and sneered at

all prospect of valuable returns in such a cause.

—

The strongest opposition has always been met
among those who ought to be the warmest support-
ers, the practicalfarmers ; they have always expe-
rienced just so much labor and trouble, and get
a certain amount in return, and they, particularly,

are very apt to despise the so-called model farms,
with their boards of oificers, discoveries and im
provements.

Our Massachusetts State Farm at Westboro' has
been thus sneered at repeatedly, and many even of
those who are among the progressives, and believe
that something new may be discovered, and im-
provements made, have particularly objected to this

place.

They have found fault with the laxity with which
experiments have been conducted, at the want of
accuracy and value in the returns and accounts of
experiments, and at the general feilure of the
scheme.

Now, first, the scheme is by no means a failure,

for very valuable experiments have been tried there
and numerous discoveries made ; and it may be
said that those persons who point at the reports of
the Board of Agriculture by the Secretary, G. L.
Flint, E^q., as meagre and inaccurate, are not just
either to the re])orts or the maker of them. The
reports are always compilations of the reports of
other societies, to whom all who object to inaccu-
rate reports should look, and of tvhich complain.

not of that general compendium which brings them
all together before the public. And, again, who-
ever complains that Mr. Flint's accounts of tran-

sactions, experiments, &-c. at Westboro', are value-
less from a too superficial account of the commence-
ment, course and residt of experiments, should re-

member that the whole matter there is under the
charge of some dozen committees, who are respon-
sible for the success of the farm, and failure of the

undertakings there—not Mr. Flint, who is merely
the Secretary and vehicle for bringing their experi-
ments before the world.

Indeed, it may be said few men could be placed
in a more onerous position, to be thus, to many
people the proposer and manager of improvements
and experiments for whose failure he is blamed,
when the whole merit or blame appertains to oth-

ers, and he could not if he would control the matter.

It is the very fact of the large amount of machi-
nery involved and the expense necessary at such a
place that discourages general farmers from under-
taking improved agriculture ; they say it is all very
well for pul)]ic instiUitions and rich men to dabble
in experiments ; they can afford to fail—we can't.

What will they say when they see that the men

I

who have the best means ofjudging of the success

jor failm-e of such experiments are wilhng to risk

their own capital and time in similar private ven-
tures.

You remember, perhaps, that Dr. W. T. G.
Morton, oi" Ether and Suffolk Pig celebrity, has a

fine farm in West Needham. Last year his farm
took the premium as a model farm from the Nor-
folk Agricultural Society ; and his dairy of six

cows took the State premium of $150 for the best

dairy in Massachusetts. Now this farm, fully

stocked with blood stock, Suffolk pigs, and Alder-
ney cows, Mr. C. L. Flint, in company with a friend,

Capt. Davis, hired last fall just before harvest, and
bought the crops and stock for some $5000, and
are now carrying it on. Here Mr. F. has the op-

portunity to display his agricultural skill, and to

try experiments that the State farm could never
give : for here he has no controlling power to in-

terfere with the success or management of his ex-
periments, or to assume the credit where any re-

sults, or be responsible for any failures.

Although those who believe inl)ook-f;irming ver-

sus the so-called practical, would have liked that a
man in Mr. Flint's position, with all the science,

knowledge and experience, his long continuance in

the board of agriculture, and his connection with,

and supervision over the Westboro' farm, ought to

have given him, should take some poor, worn-out
farm, there to show more triumphantly the power
of science and books; still we cannot but be delight-

ed that such an evidence as this should be given of

the faith men really have in their own theories.

With this fine, rich well cultivated form, and with

the superior stock upon, it nothing but the most vi-

olent natural accidents can prevent Mr. Flint's

trying and proving all the theories and experiments
his reading may suggest to him, and there can he

no doubt he willfurnish iis this ajttumn with state-

ments relative to the commencement, continuance and
conclusion of experiments that will demonstrate to

the world, conclusively, that book farming is all

that it pretends to be, and is capable of regenerat-

ing the worn-out lands of New England.

Yours respectfully, Rusxicus.
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MACHINE FOa STRIPPING BEOOM CORN.

Among the numberless machines for saving la-

bor, there are few more effectual or more impor-

tant than this. The old mode, and it is the mode

now generally practised, is a slow, tedious, expen-

sive one ; expensive, because it requires so much

time of able-bodied persons who might be more

profitably employed. The way in which it was

done, was by placing two pieces of steel or iron on

a large block, or some firm place, resembling, some-

what, the letter V, but having a spring to them so

as to yield or advance a little according to the size

of the handful of brush placed between them. The

brush was then drawn slowly through, scraping off

the seed, which fell upon the floor or in measures,

mixed with more or less of the ends of the husk

broken off in the process of scraping.

With the machine figured above the process is

far different. It is supplied by belts moving

over the platform on which the brush is placed

crosswise, in handfuls, in such a position as to have

the toothwheel seize the brush just where the

hurll and quill join, and carry it to the cylinders,

which commence their work at the tip of the brush,

straitening it out, and stripping off the seed. The

circular cutters cut the quills to a projier length if

too long, and the brush leaves the machine stripped

of seed, and in a perfect condition.

The machine is safe to use, as those tending it are

not liable to those terrible accidents to which they

were exposed in machines where the brush was

held in the hands ; it will also earn its cost in the

saving of brush grown on 200 acres

!

It is manufactured in a thorough and desirable

manner, by Messrs. Burt, Wright & Co., at Har-

vard, Mass. See advertisement in another column.

WASHING CLOTHES.
Messrs. Editors :— I noticed in the Country

Geiillemaji of June 5th, an inquiry about washing
clothes and washing machines. I have never used
any machine but the primitive one, which, I sup-

pose, has been in use ever since clothes were
washed ; so I cannot speak from experience about

other machines. But I have used for several years

a washing fluid, which very much lessens the labor

of washing, without hijuving the clothes in the least.

It is made as follows: take, for one gallon of water

one pound of washing soda, and a quarter of a
pound of unslaked lime. Put them in the water,

and simmer twenty minutes. '\\'hen cool, pour off

tlie clear fluid into glass or stone ware, (for it will

ruin earthenware, causing it to crack until it falls

to pieces.) If the clothes are very dirty, put them
in soak over night ; wring them them out in the

morning ; soaj) them, and put them in the wash-
kettle, Avith enough water to cover them. To a

common-sized kettle or Ijoiler full, put a tea-cup-

full of fluid. Boil half an hour, then wash well

through one suds, and rinse thoroughly in two wa-

ters. Those careful housewives, who have always

washed their clothes twice, then boiled them, and

then washed them again, will think this a very su-
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perficial way of washing ; but I know from experi-

ence, that my clothes not only wash easier, but

look better, and last fully as longj as when I

washed in the old way.

This fluid is very good for cleaning paint. A very

little put in the water will remove grease or fly-

stains, much better than soap. Too much of it will

remove the paint also.—S. S. Socwell, in Coun-
ti-y Gentleman.

For the New England Farmer.

HAY-HOW SHALL IT BE USED?

Mr. Editor :
—"Book Farming" has not taught

me at what season it is best to feed the different

kinds of hay to horses, oxen and cows—also sheep.

I have no old hay, but have already housed some
10 or 12 tons of new hay—choice clover, best Eng-
lish hay and some that is about two-thirds white-

weed (or daisy) and one-third of good grasses

this last was cut when the daisy was in the height of

its bloom and of course the grasses were not quite

ready for cutting. Now, the question is, which is

best to feed now to horses and oxen ? and, general

ly, which kind is best for each kind of stock above

mentioned at the different seasons of the year?

My neighbors differ in their opinions ; I do not

know, being a new farmer. I hope that some of

your correspondents can give (and defend) the

right opmion by their own well-tried experience.

Dedham, June 30, 1856. Chesterholme.

Remarks.—The common practice among far-

mers is to feed the poor hay during the coldest

weather ; and we think all who have had experi-

ence in feeding cattle, have noticed that stock eat

meadow hay more freely during the cold weather

of early, or mid-winter, than they do at other times.

We can see no reason why the same kind of hay is

not equally good for oxen as cows,—or cows as ox-

en. It is not customary to feed much clover to

horses, and yet we should do it freely if the clover

were cured well. Sheep are more fond of clover

than any other hay,—but it must be cured without

the loss of the leaves, and so that the stems retain

their juices. The question is practical and interes-

ting—who will shed light upon it ?

To Correspondents.—Most of the communi

cations sent us for publication, are of such a char-

acter as to make them interesting and instructive

to readers generally. But there are occasionally

those having more the character of an advertise-

ment than anything else, and those we must insert

in their proper department, or not use them. The

correspondent Avho sent us an account of a favorite

apple, with a long list of certificates of its excel-

lence, must, we think, upon reflection, see that it

appeared to us more like recommending an article

for sale, than giving any valuable information to

the public. The twenty-five thousand six hundred

and eighty-four subscribers to the Farmer, or the

Publisher, will not be seriously affected by the dis'

continuance of his subscription.

For the New England Fanner.

CARE OF STOCK.
"Ah, that same old tune, heard it these ten years

or more." Have, eh ? if you have heeded it, ridicule

is but a poor return for the benefits which it has

brought you ; if 7iot, you judge unadvisedly and con-

demn prematurely. "Care well for your stock,"

is a precept which has long been taught, (too fre-

quently in vain,) but which will bear teaching for

many a long year, yet future. He who keeps stock,

does it for pleasure and profit ; neglect and expo-

sure conduce to neither, attention and shelter se-

cure both. Tliere are for too many cattle and sheep

kept in New York, whose best protection from the

chill blasts of vigorous winter is but the warm side

of a barn, or perchance a rail-fence, and if a clump
of bushes occupy a corner of the latter it is a won-
drous blessing to the poor brutes. Such manner of

keep keeps the flesh from the farmers' cattle, and

the money from his pockets. Were the wild myth
of the transmigration of souls as truthful as it is

fabulous and absurd, some such owners and keepers

might chance to get their just deserts, and shiver

over night, under the lee of an alder bush.

Cattle should be stabled; warm, commodious and
ventilated stables should be an appendage to every

farm in Christendom. The advantages of stabling

are many and important. Increased health, flesh,

and comfort to the animals, economy of time, labor,

and patience in feeding, and saving of food con-

sumed ; these are a few of the benefits of stabling.

Stables for stock should be constructed with an eye

to convenience and comfort. Stanchions (or stanch-

ells) are the best means of fastening. Behind the

stanchell frame there should be a liberal allowance

of space, say 10 feet. In order to secure the full

benefits of stabling, which appertain to economy iu

feeding, there should be a manger in front, with a

separate division in front of each animal. This is

easily done by erecting a front for the manger
some 2 feet, or thereabouts, from the stanchell

frame, and about 30 inches high, then nail strips

from the top of this front wall to the upper beam
of the stanchell frame, place the partition board be-

tween these strips, and secure at the bottom by

elects nailed down upon each side of the partition

boards.

By this arrangement each animal has its own
allowance of food, and is prevented from infringing

upon the rights of its mates, either by appropriat-

ing their hay or by striking them with its horns.

Cattle thus sheltered should be regularly fed and

supplied with water—should be tui'ned into the

yard to amuse themselves during pleasant days,

and should be carded as often as semi-occasionally.

Thus attended will they prosper, and so, likewise,

will their owner. J. G. K.

Small Farms.—We desire to impress on the

common- sense reasoning of every man, the para-

mount importance of having no more land in culti-

vation than can be well cultivated. By no means

attempt to manage more than you can manage
well. Be a Farmer, not a mere earth scraper, la-

zily scratching up sufficient earth to destroy the

face of the soil, and throw seed away, or you will al-

ways have to scratch hard for a living. But make
your farm a source of pride, and it will surely be-

come a source of profit. Make the object to be not

to have many, but rich acres.
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VEGETABLE ECONOMY.
FUNCTIONS OF THE LEAVES.

The leaves are the most important parts of plants,

performing various most essential functions in the

vegetixble economy. By them the actions of res-

piration, digestion, exhalation and absorption are

carried on. The leaf, it is considered, is formed by

an extension of the skin or cuticle of the plant, and

if examined, it will be found that a skin ni:.y be

stripped off from either surface, the interstices be-

ing composed of cells. The cuticle of the leaf is

furnished abundantly throughout its surface with

pores, called by botanists stomatas, through which

water and gases pass out and enter. These are

chiefly or sometimes wholly on the lower surface.

By these pores, are carried on the respiration of

air, and the exhalation and absorption of water.

Experiments have shown that some plants exhale

twice their own weight daily. A cabbage has been

found to exhale from 15 to 25 ounces daily ; a sun-

flower 20 ounces, on an average of 15 days, and on

a warm, dry day, 30 ounces. A leaf of a sunflower

weighing 31^ grains, with its stalk immersed in

water, took up, in 4 hours, 25 grains ; the leaf had

increased in weight only 4^ grains, so that 20^ grains

had passed ofi" by exhalation. At this rate the leaf

would take up its own weight in about 5 hours, and

exhale an equal weight in 6 hours.

Plants of a juicy kind, or succulent, have usually

very few pores, and require much light to stimulate

their evaporation. Hence when melons are grown

in a frame, as many leaves as possible should be

exposed to the light of the sun, and the accumula-

tion of water from within should be prevented.

Some of these plants of the succulent kind, by rea-

son of a deficiency of pores, may be preserved a long

time without moisture. In the summer, exhalation

is most active ; and therefore plants cannot well be

transplanted, because from the injury to the roots,

absorption is checked, and is not sufficient to sup-

ply the loss by exhalation. In young plants, like

cabbages and lettuce, the roots suffer but little, and

plentiful watering will enable the plant to rally.

By keeping plants in the dark, exhalation is

checked, and thus a nosegay may be preserved a

longer time from withering.

bon, the elements of the great mass of the vege-

table kingdom. In this, it is closely allied to ani-

mal food, and on this account as well as others, it

is a valuable addition to the usual food of animals.

We believe the cabbage worthy of high estimation

as a regular field crop, not merely for the pork
and cabbage trade, but as food for cattle and hogs,

and that it will he extensively cultivated for that

purpose ; but however this may be, we are confi-

dent that the cabbage affords the best means of

filling the ground which, from any cause remains

vacated the first of August.

—

Cultivator and Gu'
zette.

Cabbages for Stock.—Every farmer, and in-

deed, every person having a garden and a hen, a

pig or a cow, will do well to have some cabbage

plants with which to fill the ground when early

croj)s have been removed too late for turnips. The
cabbage is a sure grower, and faithful in its mis-

sion, whether put out early or late. To secure

good, firni heads for table use, requires considerable

care in kinds, times, soil, and culture ; but to secure

a good growth of highly nutritious and valuable

food for stock, requires but a small measure of re-

gard for either.

The cabbage contains a full proportion of nitro-

gen in addition to the oxygen, hydrogen and car-

For the New England Farmer.

THE SPAEROW AND THE HEN.

^Ir. Editor :—I know not if there be anything

new in what I am about to relate ; at any rate, we
who have been brought up surrounded by brick

walls, look upon many of the common doings of

dame Nature as something wonderful, and many
of her every-day ways as anomalous or passing

strange.

The first instance I have to record is that of a

little brown sparrow, which built its tiny nest in a

honeysuckle vine trained on a trellis close by the

front door. The bird built its nest and then was

absent for nearly a week. At length she appeared

and laid two little green-colored eggs, each about as

large as a good-sized pea. I am very sure tliere

were only two eggs, for I, as well as many others,

looked into the nest very frequently during the ab-

sence of the parent ; we thought she was manag-
ing very poorly, her absence, as 1 have remarked,

being frequent and prolonged. She knew, how-

ever, better than we could tell her, for lo, and be-

hold, one morning there appeared in the nest four

young ones, all, so far as we could judge, perfectly

formed, and in no wise connected ; she brooded

them from the 21st of June until the 1st of July,

on which day the upper tier of two flew, and the

day following the remainder. I said they flew in

tiers, for the nest was so small, they could not all

lay on the bottom, and the old bird used to perch

in the honeysuckle vine at night. The nest still

remains, and shall be respected, and not a straw

suffered to be touched or molested. I am in hopes

Mistress Sparrow will repeat her performance an-

other season in the same place. I assure her she

shall be protected, and that her proceedings have

given the occupants of our domicile, as well as nu-

merous visitors, great gratification. At any rate,

such doings are well worthy of record.

My ornithological acquirements are so limited, 1

know not whether to consider the above a regular

performance, or a lusiis nnlurrt. I can only repeat,

well done. Mistress Sparrow ! four birds out of two

eggs, all reared safely, and I am in hopes, now en-

joying themselves amid summer beauties. I would

add, that during the whole time the parents seemed

perfectly fearless, not in the least alarmed, although

numbers passed in and out of the door during the

time, and all stopped to observe and admire. The

nest was about midway up the trellis so that a per-

son of common altitude could look directly into it.

The young birds appeared in a very callow state

when they left the nest.

The next act on the part of the feathered tribe,

of which I would make brief mention, is that of a

hen belonging to a near neighbor of mine, Mr.
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John Walker. Jkli.stress Biddy hatched out a fine

brood of chicks, but at the expiration of ten days

from their announcement into this "breathing

world," commenced laying, to which practice she

has adhered with true hen-like pertinacity for some

three weeks, retiring at stated moments to deposit

her egg, and then returning to her maternal dutes.

It is, indeed, curious, to say the least, to see this

model hen engaged in making her daily egg depos-

it, with her little ones about her ; some on her back,

some under her wing, and otherwise chicken-like

disposed. I know not in what light to view this

matter of well-doing, but commend her example as

well worthy of imitation by all hendom ; I think

her kind is rare. w.

Sonwville, July, 185C.

Remarks.—The above are some of the pleasant

attractions of country life. We do not believe there

is a heart, we care not in whose bosom it beats, if

it beats at all, that is not touched by these simple

relations. We can easily imagine that dame Spar-

row Avas in a hurry to see her offspring, and com-

menced her sitting process before the usual comple-

ment of eggs was laid, and that the other tico eggs

were laid after incubation had commenced on the

first two. Birds build among the climbers immedi-

ately about our doors every year, and are a source

of pleasure to the whole household. It is next to

impossible that children brought up amidst such

scenes shall be selfish or indifferent to the welfare

of the world.

For the New Englayid Farmer.

BARN SWALLOW.
H 1 R U N D AMERICANA.

It is supposed by many persons that this bird in

autumn descends to the bottom of ponds and rivers,

and there buries itself in the mud until the return

of spring ; such people entertain a very absurd idea.

If w^e compare the structure of this bird with

those animals that are amphibious, we shall discover

a wide difference in the construction of their bod-

ies; the swallow, who is made for an inhabitant of

the air, has his whole frame-work made light and
buoyant ; and to see how nature intended that he
should be powerful in his element, the sternum or

breast bone is exceedingly large, covering the lar-

ger part of the abdomen, and formed below like

the keel of a ship, to which is attached the ])ectoral

muscles, which are employed to move the wings,

and which in weight exceed all the other part of

the body ; these constitute the untiring powers that

this bird possesses, and which enable him to fly

with a velocity as great as a mile in a minute. It

also becomes necessary, as they are to be buoyed
in the air, that they be specifically lighter ; for this

the bones, the flesh, and the plumage, are admira-
bly adapted. The lungs are full of vessels tlirough

which the air passes into the chest, decarbonizing

the blood as it is drawn in, passing at the same
time into all the cavities and air-cells of the body,

and, likewise into the bones, which become, as M.
Chabrier says, "a light gas, being dilated and rare-

fied by great heat ; not only is its specific gravity

probal>ly diminished, but it must also contribute to

diminish that of the bird by inflating it and supply'

ing all vacancies during the flight."

They, therefore, being thus constituted, must
possess a knowledge of the changes in the atmo-
sphere before, and quicker, than any other animal.

It is well known that before bad weather, water-

fowls retire from the sea, parade the shore and
creeks, and are exceedingly clamorous ; the hum-
ming bird sits sadly by the half-closed flower, the

eagle stands erect on a withered branch for hours,

under the lee of some tall wood, ^hile the groves
are silent, save now and then a faint chirp from
some dumpish warbler ; but on the change of the

atmosphere to fine dry weather, we see the water-

fowl stretching far over the sea, the humming bird

darting with a speed that almost eludes the sight,

the eagle rising on his broad wings, circling higher,

and still higher in the clear blue sky, while the

woods resound with the sweetest melody. Can it,

then, be possible, that an animal so curiously and
finely wrought, as to be susceptible of the changes

of the atmosphere, could undergo so great a change
as they would be subject to, in being immersed in

water, or buried in the mud, at the bottom of our

rivers, for six months of the year ? Could they

endure life, with all those air-cells in their bodies,

those hollow bones, and vascular lungs, as full of

water as they were with air ? No, they are migra-

tory, and pass to another climate to spend a more
active and joyous season.

This bird is the loveliest and most beautiful spe-

cies of the swallow tribe ; with the tidings that the

"swallows are come," we associate all the loveliness

of spring, the fields spread in their newness, the

green leaf and painted blossom burst from their

buds, and "ruddy summer," with its long, warm
mornings, maturing noons, and tranquil evenings.

"So when the earth smiles with a summer's ray,
Tlie wanton swallows o'er the \ alleys play

;

In sport each other they so swiftly chase,
Sweeping with easy wings the meadow's face,

They seem upon the ground to fly a race."

Danvers-porl, 1856. a. f.

A Fearful Scene in a School-Room.—The
Cleveland Herald has an article stating that great

havoc has been committed by dogs among flocks of

sheep in different parts of the State. One farmer

had 90 killed in one night another lost an entire

flock of 30, and so on. The following incident is

said to have occurred in the township of Orange.

A middle-sized savage dog belonging to Mr.
Honeywell, rushed into the school-house among the

children, biting them right and left. One little girl

was dragged all around the school-house by the

brute, and six children were bitten. One little girl

had a large piece of flesh taken from her hi]). The
children sought refuge under the benches and
wherever they could to get out of the reach of the

dog. A man came with a club to the relief of the

children, and killed the animal. The dog, accord-

ing to the statement of the wife of the owner, had
been tied up through the winter and spring—of

course, because it was a dangerous animal. One of

the owner's children were among the bitten. Mr.

A. M. Lloyd, from whom we get the facts, was at

the spot soon after the occurrence, and the women
were cleaning the school-house, and scrubbing the

benches, fearing that the dog may have been mad.

As the animal was killed, of course it cannot be

known whether it was mad, or only naturally sav-

age. The children were under treatment, but of

course their friends will suffer under fearful appre-

hensions for a long time.
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Our Opinion of Tobacco.—The editor of the

"Middle Stales Medical Reformer" published at

Millville, Pa., in answer to a correspondent who

asks his opinion of "tobacco chewing," thus expres-

ses himself:

Though treading on sensitive ground, we shall

not refrain from placing our "opinion" upon record.

We view the use of tobacco as a vile, pernicious

and expensive habit. It is derogatory to the virtue

of personal cleanliness, injurious to health, and a

perpetual drain upon the purse. Its tendency is to

engender debility, imbecility, disease, and prema-
ture death. It tends to exhaust and derange the

nervous powers, to induce dyspepsia and all its kin-

dred evils, and as it is a recognized principle in na-

ture, that whatever enfeebles the body must, in the

end, and in the same degree, enfeeble the mind,
it reaches the intellect, and exerts a ruinous effect

upon the mind. Thus aflecting body and mind, it

should be totally abandoned. Yet we painfully re-

alize the fact, that the habit is on the increase. O,
could those young men who are about learning its

use, but realize the evils it has in store for them,
they would turn away with loathing and disgust,

and ne'er touch the "vile stuff" again.

fie coast ; but, as in many cases this may not be
known, the letter may still l)e registered by sending
its address to the "Mail List." We have given the
above extended notice, believing that to many of
oiu: readers the plan may prove of much service.

Letters for California—The Post-Office De-
partment has adopted a system for securing the de-

livery of letters by mail to California, and theTerri-

tories of Oregon and Washington. The plan, which
is as simple as it is effective, may be explained by
the following example : Suppose a letter has been
directed to Mr. Frank M. Caldwell, (formerly of

Pennsylvania,) Sacramento, California ; but it is

feared that Mr. Caldwell may not be in Sacramen-
to, and hence may not receive the letter. In this

case deposit the letter as usual, in the mail for Cali-

fornia ; but, at the same time, send to the New
York Post-Olfice a slip of paper, upon which is

copied the address upon the letter. This slip of pa-

per must be enclosed, together with a three-cent

postage-stamp, in an envelope, and directed to the

"Pacific Mail List," New York Post-Office. The
address on the slip of paper thus received at the

New York Office will be entered in its appropriate

place in tlie "Pacific Mail List," which list is prin-

ted, and being sent by each mail to each and every

post-office throughout the entire Pacific region, it

will point out to Mr. Caldwell, v.'herever he may
be, that a letter for him has been sent to the Sac-

ramento Post-Office. Thousands of letters may
thus be safely and speedily received, that would
otherwise become dead letters. This mode of regis-

tering a letter does not require one minute of extra
labor to perform it.

An envelope directed to the "Pacific Mail List,"

pays postage like ordinary mail matter, and must
be pre-paid. The three-cent stamp enclosed in the
envelope defrays the expense of publication, and
must not be pasted, but simjjly enclosed. The slip

of paper sent to the New York Office, should be
cut to fit the envelope loosely, and enclosed with-
out folding. When two or more addresses are en-

i

closed in the same envelope, each address should
be copied on a separate slip of paper. Cards will

make a good substitute for slips of paper.

It is advisable to give in the address on a letter

tf:e name of the State from which the person for

wQom the letter is intended emigrated to the Paci-

For the New England Farma

.

USE OF SALT—SEEDS FROM THE
PATENT OFFICE.

Mr. Editor :—In the article I sent to the JVew
England Farmer in regard to the benefit of salt

being applied to the plum tree—perhaps my lan-
guage was a little strong, and I see by your issue
of to-day a correspondent has injured one of his
trees by its too liberal application. I have no
doubt but what this may be possible. It is a pow-
erful stimulant, and my idea is, that its virtues

have not begun to become known in farm econo-
my, as yet. What I meant to convey in its use, as
indicated in my article, was, that it is a first rate
thing for diseased and unthrifty plum trees—that
it would almost invariably cure the part diseased,

in a good degree destroy the ravages of the curcu-
lio, and powerfully promote the growth of the tree.

I have found it also a benefit to the quince, and its

application sown broadcast, as a preHminary before

plowing the garden in the spring. More particu-

larly is this the case where it is the intention to use
hog manure. That salt is destined to become more
generally into use, I have no doubt. But in mak-
ing use of new things, too much caution can hard-
ly be used by farmers, when approved and useful

things are already known.

Early in the spring, I received from the Agricul-
tural Department of the Patent Office a package
of seed, all of which I have planted. Among these
were three kinds of lettuce, the Malta cabbage,
Admii'al cabbage and Hammersmith cabbage. New
INIexican white flint corn, Flottbeck Quintal cab-
bage, white onion, and three different kinds of
dwarf beans, and a tall white runner bean, besides
several other varieties of seeds. In making men-
tion of this, my object is to call attention to them,
and first the lettuce. Each of the above mentioned
is of a very superior quahty, particularly the Malta;
its color is of a light, yellowish green, very bright,

crimped leaf with serrated edges ; as taken from the
bed its taste is mild and pleasant, none of, or very
slightly, the bitter tast of our common lettuce. It

forms a beautiful and noble head, with considera-

ble body to the leaves. Every way worthy of cul-

tivation, either for home use or market. The Ad-
miral very much resembles the Malta, its color

nearly the same, a httle lighter, not quite so much
body to the leaves, nor does it form so good a head.

Its taste has a little more of the bitter to it. Edges
of the leaf smoother and brittle. Very excellent

variety. The Hammersmith very much resembles

a lettuce much cultivated in gardens hereabouts.

I should think it the same thing, judging from its

appearance, taste, &c. ; if any difference, it is more
brittle and tender, and not quite so bitter. Its

leaves are very crimply and dark green, and is prone
to run to seed, unless its growth is rapid and plant-

ed in deep rich soil, with thorough cultivation. They
all like deep rich soil, with considerable moisture.

I may have more to say in regard to these hereaf-

ter, I had supposed, from the looks of the seed,
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that the New Mexican white flint corn was com-
mon about here, until I planted it. At the time of

writing this, it stands from five to six feet high in

my garden, with no ap])earance of the "spindle,"

with a !)road, heavy, dark green leaf, looking very

much like our southern corn planted here; leaf of a

darker green color. It certainly presents a very

beautiful appearance while growing in the garden
;

of course, I cannot speak of its merits "in the pot,"

as yet, but it has the reputation of being most ex-

cellent cooked in its green state, or when dry,

ground into meal and used the same as our common
Indian meal.

Before closing, a few words in regard to the

dwarf white podded beans. These I planted too

early, about the middle of ]May, just before the

long rain we had at that time, and I expected the

seed would rot in the ground. But they came up
well. The color of the seed, a brownish black,

smooth, and shining. The leaf and stem of the

plant quite dwarfish, and of a ])ale or light green

color, presenting a very delicate appearance. A
profu'e and early bearer. Pods of a yellowish white,

I should say cream color, when cooked as snaps.

We had our first mess from them the early part of

this week ; they have no strings to them, very ten-

der, and a peculiar pleasant taste; worthy of a fur-

ther trial, and will undoubtedly prove themselves

a valuable addition to our already extended list of

beans. More anon. Norfolk.
July I9th, 1856.

Fur the New England Farmer.

HOW TO SAVE AND MAKE MANURE.
Mr. Editor :—I have in my little place, (and I

recommend it to every one who is building a

house) a reservoir laid in cement, into which all my
drains run, from privy, kitchen, ^c, and also the

water from one side ofmy roof after passing through

the privy vault. In this way I make a great deal

of liquid manure, which 1 have been in the habit of

pumping out and putting on my little half acre of

grass, trees, shrubbery and garden, with large wa-
tering pots, and also of ])umpinginto a cart load or

two of loam hauled for the purpose. Every spring

I clear out of my cellar and back yard a large heap
of well sifted coal ashes, from furnace and range,

which it has sometimes been a bill of expense to

me to have carted away. Now I want to knov/ ifi

it would make good manure to mix this ashes half

and half with loam, and pump my hquid manure
into it. (a.)

Can any of your scientific readers tell me wheth-
er hard coal ashes contains ingredients in a suffi-

ciently active state to absorb the ammonia of the

hquid, or would any other chemical change be pro-

duced which would convert what I have always

supposed to be an inert and valueless material into

an active fertilizer ? Have any of your readers ev-

er tried a similar experiment with hard coal ashes ?

Jidy, 1856. Suburban.

Remarks.—(a.) We have no doubt, whatever,

that such a mixture would be a highly valuable

manure. Plenty of evidence has been given that

coal ashes alone is a valuable fertiHzer, and when

mingled with the other materials mentioned, the

v/holc must be among the best.

For the New England Fanner,

"THE CLOVER YEAR."
It is a common remark of the rural population,

"this will be memorable as the clover year." Pass-

ing through AVorcester county and the eastern part

of Hampshire, a little more than a week since, and
though very familiar with this region for the last

twenty-five years, I never saw so much clover, red,

and white, as at the present season. The air is

fragrant with the perfume, and the mowings and
pastures vocal, as it were, with the hum of the va-

rious species of bees, actively employed each shin-

ing hour in gathering honey so profusely secreted *

by the trifoliums.

Had the farmers generally served or applied plas-

ter, ashes, guano, or any of the artificial manures,
they would have remarked, "the effect is wonder-
ful !"' The clovers, though not grasses, are very

successfully cultivated with them. White clover

for pasturing should be mixed with other grasses.

Pure clover jiastures, when fed by sheep, have been
known to induce disease. Hence the importance
of mixing with the grasses, whether the white or

red, or any other species of the genus, trifolium.

On a comparison of the nutritive matter, of equal

quantities of the clovers, white and red, it apjiears,

that the white is inferior, the proportion being 5

to 4.

It is said by Sinclair, an English writer on the

subject, that the produce of clover is usually very
great after a very severe winter, and inferior after

a mild winter.

It is a common remark among the farmers, that

land when it produces clover readily, or as it were,

spontaneousl)', is in a good condition for any crop.

I heard the best farmer in the Connecticut valley

say a few days ago, "I never sow clover seed when
I seed down apiece of land, only Timothy. There
is clover seed enough in the soil."

Said an M. D., "we shall have a hard winter."

"Why, how do you know ?" "Because there is so

much red clover to furnish the honey bee with an
extra amount of honey." "But, sir, did you know
that the honey bee does not work on the red clo-

ver ?" "No !" "It is said by the best Naturalists

and most careful observers that they do not."

—

Thus was explained the sign of a hard winter.

RUSTICUS.

For the New England Farmer.

STRAWBERRIES-COAL ASHES.

The present season my crop of strawberries has
been unusually abundant, the size of the fruit large,

and the quality in every way satisfactory. For the

information of your readers, I will give you a brief

account of my treatment of the vines. My beds

were mostly renewed last year and the year before,

and are a mixture of Boston Pine and Hovey's

Seedlings. During the last summer and autumn
great pains were taken to keep them free from

weeds, and each plant in a hill by itself. For this

purpose they were often hoed, and the runners cut

off. In the fall I covered them with old hay and

litter from the garden, but put on no manure.

—

When the snow was a foot deep in March, by way
of experiment, I had a coating of hard coal ashes

put on the snow and the beds. This, as the snov/

melted, sifted dov.n on the plants, and M^hen the

ground was dry the coarse particles were raked ofH
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The plants put out leaves and buds early, and with

great vigor, many of the former have grown near a

foot in height, the leaves of an uncommon size, and

the yield was I think extraordinary.

Now, whether the hoe'ng, the snow, or the coal

ashes produced the result I, cannot say, but as I

have faith in coal ashes as of some efficacy, and it

is quite evident they have done the plant no harm,

my opinion is that there is something in the ashes

adapted to the wants of the strawberry. If this is

the fact, it will be well to make it known, and I trust

others will try this and other experiments with this

article, and let the public know the result.

Brookline, July, 1856. L. T. S.

"NO."

There's a word very short, but decided and plain.

And speaks to the purpose at once ;

Not a child but its meaning can quiclily explain.

Yet oft 'tis too hard to pronounce ;

What a world of vexation and trouble 'twould spare.

What pleasure and peace 'twould bestow,

If we turned when temptation wouU lure and ensnare,

And firmly repulsed it with—"No !"

When the idler would tempt us with trifles and play

To waste the bright moments so dear
;

When the scoffer unholy our faith would gainsay.

And mock at the world we revere
;

When deception, and falsehood, and guile would invite.

And fleeting enjoyments bestow,

Never palter with truth for a transient delight,

But check the first impulse with—"No !"

In the morning of life, in maturity's day.

Whatever the cares that engage,

Be the precepts of virtue our guide and our stay

Our solace from youth unto age !

Thus the heart shall ne'er waver, no matter how tried,

But firmness and constancy show,

And when passion or folly would draw us aside.

We'd sourn the seducer wi!h—"No !"

For the New England Farmer.

ABOUT POULTRY.
Friend Brown :—I must say that I am high-

ly pleased with the JV. E. Farmer; the moment it

arrives it is read in my family with pleasure ; al-

though there are some pieces that do not exactly

agree with my experience, still there is much that

is very useful. As I am an old man, may be I had
better give you some of my experience. I was
born a farmer's boy, have owned a farm and lived

on it for foi'ty-five jxars ; in that time I have bought
and sold a goodly number of oxen, cows, sheep,

hogs, guinea pigs, jackasses, mules, and all kinds of

poultry, from the full-blooded Cochin China down
to the little white bantam. The former and the

latter are "small potatoes ;" the Polands I should

like if their flesh was a little better, and if they
could see like other hens, and would not be under
foot in the stable ; other animals often step on them.
The frizzled fowl, if kept at all, must be for fancy.

For fifteen years I have been trying to get a kind
that would lay from two to four eggs a day. Two
years ago I had all Polands ; they lay well, but I

have new a m.ixed breed. The Chittagongs lay

large eggs, but their flesh is not the best ; they have
large bodies, but after all, I like smaller hens ; the
old-fasl)ioned yellow \egf, I think, will lay as many
egg?, and are as profitable, taking all into consider-

ation ; when cooked for the table I find the great
folks like them best. I might say something about
all kinds, but it would only take time, and when
the needle came to settle it would ])oint directly at
the half-blooded yellow leg Dorkings, one nearly
like the old native sort. All pullets' lay the best.

I never keep a hen more than three years, they are
apt to get so fat that they will not "lay an egg a
month. Were my hens all old, I would not feed
them only once a day, and then not all they would
eat.

Turkeys are profitable, if your farm is right for
them. Geese and ducks are good eating, and very
profitable if you live near a pond of water, and can
keep them away from your neighbor's premises. I
have bought and sold from two to three thousand
horses and a lot of mules, and some jackasses. I
have lived on the Green Jlountain all my days since

1816, and have seen a great deal that relates to the
farm, and have laid up a large stock of

Experience.

For the Netc England Farmer.

CULTUEE OF EOOTS.

Friend Brown :—I notice in a late number of

the Farmer, a paragraph urging upon farmers the
importance of raising more roots than they usually

do, which is a timely suggestion.

It would certainly be for the interest of every one
to bestow more attention upon crops that are easi-

ly cultivated. If any one will take the right course
in the culture of roots, he will double the value of

his crops over that of hay for the purpose of feed-

ing stock. The course I v/ould pui'sue, is to take

a piece of grass land that will not produce more
than a ton or so to the acre, and then with a plow
of the right construction, so as to completely invert

the sod , a piece of ground can be had for the pur-
pose with a smooth surface. Put on about twenty
cart loads of fine manure to the acre, and work it

into the ground well with the harrow; sow ruta-

baga seed at the rate of a pound to the acre, about
the middle to the twentieth of June, and with good
care, thinning them so that the plants be left a foot

apart, and I feel confident that a cro]) of at least

four hundred bushels can be obtained from an acre,

worth twentj--five cents a bushel. I would here
suggest a plan in sowing, although it is no new thing
to some, but may be so to many, which is to sow
three feet apart, instead of the old way of eighteen
or twenty inches, thereby avoiding much severe
manual labor with the hoe, substituting horse-power
with the cultivator, which will lessen the expense
of raising roots, as every one must know who has
tried it.

I wish to inquire of you or j'our numerous read-

ers, if you know of any successful experiments ever

being made in the way of cooking turnips or other

food for stock ? I have in my mind a plan that I

think would work to a charm. It is to procure a
large boiler that can be seen and purchased at

Nourse, Mason & Co.'s, manufactured by Mann &
Torrance, of X. Y., holding about two barrels, or

five bushels; after being sufficiently cooked, take
them out into a large trough, then add the requi-

site quantity of meal, and a little salt, mashing the

whole together while scalding hot. After it has
cooled enough put it into boxes or on a clean floor,

and I know it would be eagerly devoured by them,
which I think would be better than in a raw state
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Do you not imagine, Mr. Editor, that food thus

prepared, -would afford a delicious repast to cows
giving milk during our cold winters ? as much as

the difference would he to a person living on bread

and water, to change it to smoking hot potatoes

and bacon, hot rolls and coffee.

And now I wish to repeat my inquiries if you or

your readers know an instance of its being tried

and with what success; for unless it will pay we
should have nothing more to do with it, as a matter
of course. There are many, doubtless, who if asked
their opinion, individually concerning the informa-

tion sought for, would give an answer in a verbal

way ; now let all such take a pen in hand, put it

upon paper and send it to you for publication, and
I doubt not it would make its appearance in your
paper in due time. J. Underwood.

Lexington, ISoG.

Remarks.—The above article got astray or it

would have been ])ublished before. We have

cooked various kmds of roots, such as turnips, car-

rots, parsnips, Sec, in large quantities for swine,

and upon which they throve well and profitably

Who will tell us of the effect ofsuch a process with

neat cattle ?

CHEREIES.
There are two, at least, striking advantages in

the cultivation of the cherry. First, we get a quick-

growing, handsome shade tree,—one that is orna-

mental to the grounds, and that will afford a fine

shade for us to repose in when we have an inclina-

tion that way. Secondly, we get a fruit at a cheap

rate, one which all may have, and one that is es-

teemed by all who indulge in eating any fruit.

In speaking of its uses, Downing says "that as a

pleasant and refreshing dessert fruit, the cherry is

everywhere highly esteemed. The early season at

which it ripens, its juiciness, delicacy and richness,

render it always acceptable. While the large and

fleshy varieties are exceedingly sweet and luscious,

others which are more or less acid, are very valua-

ble for pies, tarts, and various kinds of cookery."

Persons setting trees will do well to remember that

they may get shade much sooner from cherry trees

than from elms and maples, and fruit a good deal

sooner, even if the boys and birds take a portion.

May Duke, Early Duke. Me-
dial ; obtuse heart-shaped ; very
dark red; flesh tender, melting,
juicy, slighty acid, but at full ma-
turity rich and excellent, loth
to last of June. Answers to cook
early, and is long in use. A week
earlier than Black Tartarian. Tree
of moderate growth, large, spread-
ing, a great bearer. One of the
best early cherries, suited to vari-

ous climates and soils. It endures
the climate of the North as far as

Maine. Fruit middling hardy.

—

In this region are large trees 40
or 50 years old. Foreign.

ROCKPORT BiGARREAU.
Very large; roundish, heart
sha])ed ; beautiful clear
and deep red, on amber
ground ; flesh yellowish,

firm, juicy, with a sweet,

rich flavor. Ripens from
20 th to last of June.—
Strong, upright growth.
As it is large, handsome,
and excellent, it is highly
valuable both for the mar-
ket and private garden.

RiciiARDROX. Very large,

heart-shaped, but rather short,

and tapering much to the

point ; very dark red, inclining

to black ; stem rather short

and slender. Flesh deep red,

half tender, juicy, saccharine,

rich, luscious flavor. Last of

June and first of July. It keeps

well on or off the tree. Good
grower and bearer, rather up-

right, hardy in tree and fruit.

Original tree, as far as known,
in the garden of J. B. Richard-
son, Esq., Boston.

Manning's Late Black
Heart. Large medial; round-
ish heart-shaped; dark-red; stem
long, middle size ; flesh liright

red; half tender, rather juicy,

spirited, with a pleasant, luscious

flavor. Ripens 1 to 10 of July,

with Honey Heart. We have
seen the original tree at Salem

;

it is hardy, very vigorous, large

and beautiful, from its immense
foliage, which screens the fruit

from the birds. Great bearer,

pretty large. — Cole's Fruit
Book.

AVestern Farjh JourN/VL. — Louisville, Ivy.

James P. H.vll & Co., Proprietors, W. 1). Galla-

gher, Editor. This paper has for its motto, "The
field, the forest, the fireside." It is in large quar-

to form, on good type and paper, and filled with

well written, practical articles. The Editor writes

as though he understands the wants of the farmers

of Kentucky, and is determined to supply them.

We place the Journal on our exchange list and

wish it great success.

^^ The Austrian Qazette states that for the three
years, in which horses' flesh has been sold at Vien-
na, 3,925 horses have been slaughtered, which have
furnished 1,902,000 pounds of meat.
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BONE-SICKNESS IN COWS.

Mr. J. A. Nash, of Amherst, Mass., writes as 'earned.

bone-renovating substance. She has the bone-sick-

[ness. Never was a disease more appropriately

It is called hone sickness for two reasons

:

follows to the editor of the Coimtn/ Gentleman :
\
ist, because it is really a disease of the bones, these

In your paper of a recent date 1 perceive an m- organs having fallen into an abnormal, sickly state;
quiry by A. T. Tuttle, of Enfield, to winch I deem and 2d, because it is manifested by an unnatural
it important that a correct answer should be given, and, in some cases, an almost rabid craving for
both for the gratification of that gentleman, and {^ones, so that the cows afflicted with it, as Mr.
also as atlording information important to all dairy Xuttle savs, will run for a bone as if a dog were af-
farmers on old lands. ter them.' So much for the cause.

It appears tliat Mr. Tuttle's cows have a morbid, Yor the cure, the best ])rescription is to remove
sickly appetite fcr old bones ; that those most af- the cows to a good pasture, in which ate plenty of
fected with the disease, gradually lose their flesh clover and other sweet grasses, if it is summer ; "and
and become poor ; that, although they eat well, to feed them, if it be winter, on good, well cured
they appear dumpish, stiff m the joints, weak across hay from richly manured land. Such food will sup-
the l)-cks—so much so that they can hardly move, ply the necessities of the milk-giving animal, and
Mr. Tuttle has graphically described the symptoms

^.ijl be likely to restore health. If a change of
of a disease to which milch cows, on old. worn-out pasture could not be had, it would be well to soil

pastures, are always liable ; but he has failed to the cows on grass cut from well manured mowing,
give information respecting his land—whether it is n would also be well to give them bone-dust, ashes
old, or recently cleared, and if old, whether it has

been long used for dairy purposes, all of which is

important to an intelligent answer to his inquiries.

In the absence of positive information, I shall

and salt. The latter, of course, should always be

within the reach of cows. The two former would
tend to mitigate, and might cure the disease. If

the three were ])lnced separately, the instinct of
presume that his lands have been long used fcr the animals would be the best possible guide which
dairy purposes. Indeed the single fact that his, to take and which to reject ; fori suppose that no
cows are thus affected, affords strong presumptive animal would eat bone-dust, or ashes, or salt even,
evidence that his lands, both mowing and pastures,

' uniggg led to it by a real want of its nature,
but more especially the latter, are dairy-worn. If

j

Xow for the prevention. This has been already
so, the bone-sickness of his cows is easily pointed intimated ; for what would cure, would in this case
out ; and although its application may be som.ewhat

; be likely to prevent a recurrence of the disease. I

expensive, yet the expense incurred will afford a believe cows never have the bone-sickness, if fed on
paying investment. The cause of the disease, its rich, sweet pasturage, or on hay from well manured
cure as now existmg, and the prevention of recur-

; mow lands. But what shall be done with our old
rence, are the points claiming our attention.

j

pastures, so poor that ten acres but keep a cow,
It should be born m mmd that the cow creates and that on grasses so innutritions that she needs

nothing. It IS true also that the grass creates noth-
1 after all bone-dust, ashes, salt, and gypsum to keep

lug. Certain inorganic substances exist in the soil, her from sickness P Put these things on the land,
among which are phosphate of lime, potash, soda, I a compost of 5 bushels of ashes unleached, 4 of
common salt, gypsum, &c. The grass cannot ere- oyster shell lime, 3 of cheap, agricultural salt, 2 of
ate these substances for itself. It can only draw

; bone-dust, and 1 of gypsum, to the acre, would
them from the soil. If they exist abundantly m I prevent the 6one-siVit»css, and more than pay the
the soil, as in most newly cleared lands, those sweet,

I
expense in the

nutritious grasses, most valued by the farmer, will
j

grow luxuriantly ; but if the soil do not contain

them, except in very minute portions, as in old dai-

ry farms, then those nutritious grasses will die out,

and meagre, innutritions grasses will take their place.

But it so hapi)ens that the same substances which
are essential to the sweet, nutritious grasses consti-

tute the essentials of milk. Of phosphate of lime,

for instance, two ounces are recjuired for the elalx)-

ratlon of each pail of milk in the mysterious organ-
ism of the cow ; and several pounds are carried off

in the bones of every calf sold from the farm. In
process of time, this substance, which never exists

but in small quantities, is exhausted. "When no
longer found in the soil, it cannot be in the grasses

growing from that soil. But the cow cannot elabo-

rate milk without it. Still there is in the organ-
ism of the cow an effort of nature to elaborate

milk. The little phosphate contained in her food

increased productiveness of the land.

MADDER.
(ra'BIA TINCTUELM.)

It has been ascertained of l:Ue that this plant is

susceptible of cultivation in this country, though

the very large quantity of it annually consumed in

our clothing establishments, and dye-houses, are

im])orted. The plant has a perennial root and an

annual stalk, and those who have carefully investi-

gated it with reference to its habits, say that it

does best in a deep, rich, sand loam, moist, but not

wet. It requires three summers to come to per-

fection ; and as the roots strike deep, the ground

should be plowed and mellowed two feet deep for

is all abstracted from her system in the composition '^s reception. Miller says it should be planted

of milk. None is left for that steady and constant 1
with a dibble (it is propagated by off-sets from the

renovation of her bones which nature requires.
|
old roots,) in rows from two to three feet apart • while

Her bones are deprived of what is necessary to

keep them in a sound, healthy, constantly renova-
ted state. In other words, her bones are not fed
with food convenient for them. Phosphate of lime
is the proper food for bones, but this cow's bones
have been cheated out of that bone-growing and

Beechstein says they should be p'lanted only six

inches asunder. The practice in this country, we

believe, for we are not personallj familiar with it,

is to plant in rows four to five feet a})art, and to

cultivate rows of corn or potatoes between them,
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at least the first year. The season for planting is

the last of May or first of June. The acre produ-

ces, as things are favorable or unfavorable, from

ten to twenty hundred pounds.

Hitherto, it has been cultivated principally in

Holland; the province of Zealand, according to a

late traveller, being almost covered with if, and

from whence it is exported to every part of England

and America, "jielding almost incalculable profit."

Several years since it was stated that the imports

of madder for the use of our own manufactures

amounted, annually, to more than two miUions of

dollars ! There is no reason, as it appears to us,

why our farmers should not succeed as well in the

cultivation of this imjiortant and valuable product,

as the Hollanders, and thus avail themselves of a

new resource, and an amount of income which

would be of great benefit, not only in its effects up-

on their own interests, individually, but upon the

interests of the country at large.

Successful experiments have already been made

in Otsego and Madison counties, New York, and

very favorable results are anticipated by those who

have commenced the business of growing it, as a

field crop, in other parts.

For the New England Fanner.

OBJECTIONS TO FARMING.
Mr. Editor :—As I like farming best of all oc-

cupations to which I have as yet turned my
thoughts, the desire to become a fiirmer is natural-

ly uppermost in my mind ; but the pleasures and
advantages of learning which the farmer enjoys are

so few,—when there is no capital to work on,

—

that I am deterred from ever trying to become a

farmer.

In your valuable paper of June 7th, in the biog-

raphy of Luther Carlton, were contained those very

objections, which I have against the life of a far-

1

mer. Although it was written for the express pur-j

pose of encouraging, yet it has the tendency of di-
heartening the young beginner in the all important

branch of business, farming, if I may judge from

myself. The account was altogether too true to be
passed by unheeded. It was the only piece, Mr.
P'ditor, that I have seen in your ever-w^elcorae pa-

per for a great while, which pictured out in ti'ue

colors the life of a poor farmer. The condition of
liUther Carlton, from childhood till death, was the

same as that of many farmers by whom we are sur-

rounded.

And now, who, Mr. Editor, having read the life

of this wortliy man, and being in the same situation

in regard to the good things of this world—name-
ly, money,—could ever wish to become a farmer ?

Who is there to whom tlie love of this life is so

dear that he would be willing to bend his neck to the

yoke of ignorance, and submit himself to the servi-

tude of a farmer's life for the sake of living ? Who
is there, who is willing to work hard from sun to sun,

toil with might and main six days out of every seven,

following in the steps of his fathers, without the

means of trying any new course in the art of hus-

bandry, and without the means of carrying out any
new thought of his ovm which may appear to hira

to be advantageous? Who is there, who will

choose a life in the country, and work and toil da_

after day for the pri^ilege of breathing the open air

and be deprived of the advantages of learning which

are opened to professional men ; and, to a greater

degree to the mechanics who reside in the city

than to tiie farmer ? What, Mr. Editor, is a far-

mer without learning ? Even though a man has

heaps of money—if he is without the desire of

study—is it anything more than downright slavery ?

Perhaps, you ask, why has not the farmer the

advantages of learning ? has he not the privilege of

attending lectures on different subjects through the

winter? Are there no books and newspapers in

the country ? Yes, Mr. Editor, there are all these
;

yet a few farmers only of the "upper ten" can af-

ford to enjoy them ? And why ? First, because

we have not time to spare. Secondly, because our

motto is, and has been, and must ever be, if things

remain as they are now, "a penny saved is two
pence clear." Thirdly, because, having never

learned the first principles of science when young,

the farmer has no desire to study them when he is

old.

These, then, are my objections against farming

;

first, because I have no money, and no chance of

gaining it by farming ; secondly, because there are

so few opportunities enjoyed by the farmer of im-

proving iiis mind ; and I consider that the only

thing worth living for ; the only lasting work
which we can accomplish upon the earth ; the only

thing which we can do that will be of any advan-

tage to us hereafter. And therefore, that avoca-

tion, and that only, which affords the greatest means
for the accomplishment of this purpose will be

chosen by mc ; and would to God that it was, as

it might be, farming. Yours respectfully,

BriJgcwaler, June 9. A Farmer's Son.

Remarks.—The foregoing is one of a class of

letters that we occasionally receive, and to which

we have on several occasions more or less fully re-

plied. This one has remained on file some weeks,

not because we lacked the disposition to take im-

mediate notice of the communication, but because

other pressing duties have fully occupied our time,

and, we may here confess,—as the apology has a

direct bearing on the subject of the letter before

us,—because, after considerable experience in both,

we find it much easier to w'ork on our farm, than

to write editorials, and that it is with a hearty re-

luctance that we go from the labors of the fields to

those of the editorial office.

As an expression of the feelings of a multitude

of the sons of farmers in all parts of the country,

we are disposed to regard with much deference

these well-stated objections to farming, however in-

conclusive they may appear to ourselves.

We must confess, at the outset, to no little sur-

prise at the impression which a biography lately

published in our paper has made upon the mind of

our young friend. The individual who wrote that

article wished to avoid that indiscriminate praise

and eulogy which are too common in obituary no-

tices, and he might perhaps have thought too little
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of the many readers of the Farmer, who knew

nothing of the man, and too much of those few

friends and acquaintances, to most of whom the

success and prosperity of Mr. Carlton were much

better known than his early struggles with the

"poverty," the "ignorance," and the "slavery" of

labor which stand out so prominently in the picture

as it is looked upon from the stand-point of "A
Farmer's Son." For such readers, and for the

credit of farming, it might have been well had he

spoken more fully, as we are assured he most truth-

fully might have done, of the long career of pros-

perity which Mr. Carlton enjoyed after the obsta-

cles that beset his early life were surmounted. But

this was what the feelings of the writer of that sketch,

and the known wishes of the family of his respect-

ed relative, prompted him to avoid. And we can

hardly believe that many will agree with our young

friend, that this biography is calculated to disheart-

en the young farmei*. Commencing life without

any capital at all, with much poorer advantages

of education than are now enjoyed in all parts of

New England, he became an intelligent, indepen-

dent citizen, discharging with marked efficiency

and faithfulness the various duties which that term

implies, as a town officer, a juror, and a representa-

tive in the Legislature of his State,—it does appear

to us that the history of Mr. Carlton affords a

most encouraging example and stimulant to tlie

youth of our country. Especially from the fact that

during his last illness, when he looked upon the

past with the same calmness that he did upon the

future, and had time to review fully the hardships

of his life, which have so disheartened our young

friend, he deliberately advised an only son to re-

main a farmer.

But, says our young friend, "he had to work

hard." Ah, there it is ! "From sun to sun." Now
we admit that farmers do and must work hard. It

were worse than useless to deny or disguise that

fact. Not the farmer merely, but all his family

must work ; not occasionally onl)', but as a general

rule, year in and year out. Nor may he hope to

succeed unless he act upon the principle expressed

by the adage, "a penny saved is two pence clear,"

which seems to he regarded by "A Farmer's Son"

as a dire necessity.

Admitting, then, the full force of this objection

to farming, what shall we reply ? How shall we

induce our spirited young friend to "bend his neck"

to this "downright slavery ?" Shall we assure him

that as he perseveres, labor will grow less irksome

;

as it becomes a habit, it will become a second na-

ture ; as his neck gets calloused, the yoke will feel

lighter ? However much truth there may be in

these assurances—and we believe there is very

much—we fear they will not satisfy him. We pre-

fer to put him on the defensive, by asking, what av-

ocation will exempt you from the sad necessity of

labor ? What path to excellence goes rovmd all

toil, all hard work, all drudgery ? The first mile-

post on that road is the philosopher's stone, but

none have ever reached it yet—none ever will.

—

Property is the product of labor; and what right

have 3'ou, my friend, to the one, while you with-

hold the other ? If you produce nothing yourself,

nor add anything to the comfort and convenience

of those who do produce, what right have you to

enjoy the results of their labors ? In more direct

terms, are you not guilty of a wrong—a crime—in

seeking for any means by which to live without

work? in even urging hard work as an objection

against flirming ? You would probably shudder at

the imputation of sharing the spirit of the gambler,

the thief, or the robber
; yet what but the simple

desire to live without work—a desire too often re-

garded as perfectly innocent—impels to these

crimes ?

Perhaps from this point we look upon the dark

side of the picture ; but in all earnestness we de-

sire to caution the youth of our land against the

dangers of indulging the idea of linng without

work, and of forgetting that "he that gathereth by

labor shall increase," while "wealth gotten by vani-

ty shall be diminished."

But probably all this has little application to the

case of"A Farmer's Son," as he may be looking to

some of the many industrial and useful avocations

in which the dignity and importance of labor are

as fully recognized as upon the farm. In respect

to the comparative inducements of these branches

of industry and those of agriculture, we should be

glad to extend our remarks, but do not propose

doing so at this time, and will now only refer to the

many articles which have been pubHshed in the

Fanner on this subject.

We must, however, notice another remark of our

young friend. He asks, "Who would desire to be

a farmer without capital ?" Now, while we admit

the great want of capital in farming, we may ask,

in reply, in what avocation is not capital needed ?

As a merchant, as a manufacturer, or as a mechan-

ic, what can he do without capital, except to labor

or serve as a clerk, agent or journeyman ? How
many thousands of factory operatives and other

"hands" contribute to the wealth of every Amos
Lawrence, we have no means of judging; but we

saw it stated not long since, that Mr. Chickering,

the celebrated piano-manufacturer of Boston, em-

ployed about three hundred men, and had some five

hundred thousand dollars invested in his business.

A bare printing-press for one of the daily papers of

this city is said to have cost twenty thousand dol-

lars. Then, why not work a few years as a jour-

neyman farmer, as well as a journeyman merchant

or mechanic ? As a general rule, we have no

doubt that the journeyman farmer lays up money

faster than tlio clerk or mechanic, although "the
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nominal wages of the latter may be much the lar-

gest. The young man on the farm can easily lay

aside one thousand dollars by the time he is twen-

ty-eight or thirty years of age, and then by locat-

ing according to his means, this sum, with the pru-

dence and energy by which it was accumulated,

will enable him to secure a good New England

farm. While the probabilities are that the clerk

or mechanic will remain a journeyman all his Ufe.

Upon the last objection urged against farming

by our young friend, although a very important

one, we must be brief. He says farming affords

but few opportunities for the improvement of the

mind. Were we to admit that, in the circumstan-

ces of the past, and in some respects, of the pres-

ent, there is too much truth in the allegation, do

vail ; they are the exceptions, not the general rule.

So far as I am acquainted, the best farmers, and
those that have made the most improvement upon
their uplands, are those that cut a fair proportion

of salt hay for the size of their farm.

There is no need of salt haying's interfering

with the other necessary business on the farm ; if the

manager is a man of good calculations, he may find

time to pay proper attention to all his other crops,

and some for improving low lands.

I have made no great improvement to boast of,

but salt hay has been the first moving spring to

enable me to do what I have done. If you will

make me a visit, I think I can show you enough to

con\'ince you that it is not worse than useless. Al-

so show you two young cows and a bull that I have
raise d mostly upon it, which I think are no dis-

grace to my farm.

It is a mistake that cattle must be kept at the

not the si"ns of the times authorize us to" promise I

starvation point to induce them to eat salt hay, if it

,°. , », r, n'-L n ^ ,., IS cut m season, and properly cured. It is no prooi
better things for the future? Ihe first essential,

^j^^^ ^^^^^j^ ^^.^ ^^p^ ^^^^J ;^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^p^^^^

movement in all great revolutions, has already been
j

fo^ there are poor cattle where there is no salt hay.

accompHshed in respect to a reform of agricultural! You must blame the managers, not the hay.

education—<^e need of improvement is felt, deeply TnoMAs Haskell.

felt. Upon this point there is perfect agreement,

although as yet there exists a diversity of opinions

as to the best means of securing the object. In an

excellent article from the Puritan Recorder, lately

pubUshed among the miscellaneous matter on the

last page of the weekly Farmer, it is said, "that

there is no single department of labor on which so

much is now written, and so much of science and

of experimental philosophy is now employed, as

that of agriculture." And, then, the improved im-

plements and the labor-saving machinery which are

every year introduced to lighten the toil and to

save the time of the farmer. If these considera-

tions do not satisfy "A Farmer's Son" that his pres-

ent business affords a proper field for the develop-

ment and exercise of his powers, we can assure him

that the longer he mingles in the crowd of a city

the stronger will his gratitude grow that he was

born upon a farm, and the more reasons will he

see for regretting that his children are deprived of

the advantages of such a birth and education.

Gloucester, June 27, 1856.

Por the New England Farmer.

SALT HAY.

Remarks.—Well, that is plainly spoken, un-

doubtedly comes from the heart, and we like the

spirit. It does not quite controvert our objections,

however, to the attention that is given to the use

of salt hay. We did not intend to "blame the haj',

but the managers," as our correspondent suggests.

Thank you for the invitation, friend H., and shall

certainly look at the cows and bull when we find

ourselves in your neighborhood.

MIGHTY CEDARS OF CALIFORNIA.

Rev. Dr. Bushnell, of Hartford, writes from Cal-

ifornia to the New York Independent a graphic ac-

count of the immense cedars of California, the

greatest trees in the Avorld. One of them, which

had been felled, he ascertained, by counting the

grains of the stump, to be twelve hundred and
eighty years old. When Mahomet was at nurse

this tree was sprouting. Says the llev. gentleman

:

"It is forest, yet nothing that we mean by forest.

There is no under-growth, scarcely anywhere a

rock ; the surfiaces are as beautifully turned as if

shaped by a landscape gardener, and dotted all

over by myriads of flowers, more delicate, if not

more various, than any garden ever grew. Moving
along these surfaces, rounding over a hill, or gal-Mr. Brown :—In an editorial last week you

made some remarks upon salt marsh and haj-. As loping through some silent valley, winding here

I think you do not give them their true value, I
j

among the native oaks, casting their round shadovrs,

wish to say a few words in their defence, and hope
j

and here among tall pines and cedars drawing their

that some wiser head and nobler ))en than mine; huge conical shapes on the ground, we seem, in

will come forward and give them tlieir fair worth, i fact, to be riding through some vast park. Indeed,

I know nothing of their value in western Massa-; after we had seen the trees and taken their impres-

chusetts, but in Essex County I do. Making and sion, we could think of nothing but to call it the

applying manures is tli grand secret of farming.

If Essex County should be deprived of its salt hay,

it would sing small in the manure line, for it must

park of the Lord Almighty. The other trees we
observed were increasing in size as we neared the

place, till finally, descending gently along a west-

be remembered that all the salt hay that is brought ern slope among the files of little giants, v.-e came
on to the fiirm is so much gain, for there is no ma- to the gate of the real giants, emerging into the

nure needed in return. I think you mistake in; cleared ground of the Big Tree Hotel, between the

the two principles which you think universally pre-! two sentinels, which are 500 feet high, and stand
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only far enough apart for the narrow road to pass

between. These were the first of the Washington
cedars we had seen ; it would really seem that we
had never seen a tree before. And yet they were

only medium specimens.

Close by the house lay the first cut of the Big
Tree par eminence ; the remaining part, or top,

had been cut up and removed. Near this first cut

stood the stump, about six feet high, with an arbor

mounted on the top, which had been squared down
for this purpose, the posts of the arbor standing out

in the line of the largest circuit at the ground, and
the space between them and the circuit of the toj)

filled in by a floor of short boards. The diameter

of the top is by measurement twenty-five feet one

way, and twenty-three and one-half the other. The
diameter at the ground was thirty-one feet. They
are all included in a space of fitty acres, and are

only ninety in number. The ground occupied is a

rich wet bottom, and the foot of the moist northern

slope adjacent, covered also with an undergrowth.

And why are they here, just here, and no where
else ? This, I confess, is to me the greatest, strang-

est wonder of all, that nowhere in the whole earth

is there another known example of these Anakiras

of the forest ; ninety seeds alone have been started,

ninety, and no more. Is there, was there no other

piece of ground but just this, in the whole world,

that could fitly take the seeds of such a growth?

—

Why have they never spread, why has no one seed

of the myriads they sprinkled every year on the

earth, ever started in any other locahty ?

And what a starting it is, when such a seed o^

life begins to grow. Little did that tiny form of

matter, about the size of a parsnip seed, and look-

ing more like it than any other, imagine what it

was going to do, what feelings to excite, when it

started the first sproutings of the Big Tree ! We
measured an enormous sugar pine recently felled.

Sixty feet from the ground it was six feet in diam-
eter, and it was two hundred and forty feet high.

We measured one of the prostrate giants, and two
hundred and forty feet from the ground it was six

feet in diameter. The top was gone, but it could not

have been less than three hundred and fifty feet

high. And yet this tree was only eighteen feet

in diameter, where the Big Tree was twenty-five.

If the Big Tree were hollowed, one might drive

the largest load of hay through it without even
a brush of contact.

Many of the trees, and all the largest of them
that remain, are greatly injured by fire. Their
time is therefore shortened, and a long time will

be required to bring the smaller ones to their max-
imum of growth. That a man instigafcd by the in-

fernal love of money, should have cut down the

biggest of them, and skinned the next, one hundred
and twenty feet upwards from the ground, (viz.

:

the mother) that he might show or sell the bark of

her body, both sound as a rock at the heart, and
good for a thousand years to come—O, it surpasses
all contempt ! And yet to see this giant mother
still growing up as before, and bearing her fresh

foliage, ripening her seeds, and refusing to die ; hid-

ing still her juices and working her pumps in the
deep masses of her barkless body, which the sun of
two whole years has not been able to season through,
dead as it is, and weather-cracked without—it is a
sight so grand as almost to compensate for the loss

we sufier by the baseness of the human scamp."

CORN-FIELDS.
When on the breath of autumn breeze,

From pastures dry and brown,

Goes floating like an idle thought,

The fair white thistle-down,

then what joy to walk at will,

Upon the golden harvest hill !

What joy in dreamy ease to lie

Amid a field new shorn,

And see all round on sun-lit slopes

The piled-up stokes of corn,

And send the Fancy wandering o'er

All pleasant harvest fields of yore !

1 feel the day ; I see the field,

The quivering of the leaves,

And good old Jacob and his house

Binding the yellow sheaves
;

And at this very hour I seem
To be with Joseph in his dream.

I see the fields of Bethlehem,

And reapers many a one

—

Bending unto their sickles' stroke,

And Boaz looking on
;

And Ruth, the Moabitess fair.

Among the gleaners stooping there.

Again I see a little child.

His mother's sole delight,

God's living gift of good unto

The kind, good Shunamite,

To mortal pangs I see him yield,

And the lad bear him from the field.

The sun-bathed quiet of the hills,

The fields of Galilee,

That eighteen hundred years ago

Were full of corn, I see.

And the dear Saviour take his way
'Mid ripe ears on the Sabbath day.

O golden fields of bending corn.

How beautiful they seem !

The reaper-folk, the piled up sheaves,

To me are like a dream ;

The sunshine and the very air

Seem of old time, acd take me there !

Fur the New England Farmer.

EFFECTS OF HOME-MADE GUAKO.

Mr. Brown :—Having noticed several articles

on the value and use of " Home Guano," or hen
manure, in the jV. E. Farmer, and having an ac-

cumulation of the droppings of the hen roost for

years on hand, about half of which had been heaped
up, wet, and have undergone a state of fementa-

tion, the balance being dry, I determined to make
an application of it to my corn-field, although not

in strict conformity to the course suggested by the
correspondents of the Farmer. 1 took something
over one-half of a two-acre piece v.hich I had pre-

pared by turning under 40 loads of Ijarn-yard ma-
nure, spread on the sod, marked off" my land and
dropped the guano in rows, a single handful to the

hill, from a basket as one would ])laster, and cov-

ered with a hoe full or two, of soil to the depth of

half to three-fourths of an inch deep. On this 1

planted the corn. The balance of the pi( ce wag
planted from the same seed the same d ly, ma-
nured with compost. You no doubt have juiticipa-

ted the result, but for the benefit of those inexpe-

rienced in its use, and not appreciating its nutri-

tive or killing qualities, I submit it. While that
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planted with compost is up and looks finely, that

planted -with guano is destroyed "root and branch ;"

some of it came up, but soon withered, and on ex-

amination I found the root eat off or killed, and

the kernel turned black. I could see no difference

in the effect of the fermented or dry, both retaining

the same killing qualities, I have no doubt but a

judicious application, with a knowledge of its char-

acter would have shown a different result.

Bolton, VL, June, 1856. i. R. J.

ing the animals themselves, to establish the true,

unmistakable comparative value of different species

of food. Something of the kind has been done,

but not enough to establish what is desired. As it

is, we can only give our correspondent the tables as

established by chemists in their analyses—and we
will here copy that of Boussingault—by w])ich it is

stated that 100 lbs. of hay may l)e replaced by

Bran 85 lbs.

Oats 68 lbs.

Bark'y 65 lbs.

Indian Corn 59 lbs.

Rve 77 lbs.

Linseed Cake 22 lbs.

Beans 23 lbs.
COMPARATIVE VALUE OF DIFFERENT

KINDS OF FOOD.

The careful study of the prices of substances

used as food, and their relative value, is a matter

too much neglected by most farmers. It is a study

incumbent on the farmer—doubly so at the present

time, in view of the high prices of all kinds of

grain and fodder. We commend the careful peru-

sal of the following article upon this subject, cop-

ied from the Maine Farmer. It will be found spe-

cially applicable at the present time, to western far-

mers. The time has been, since we have been a

resident of the West, when it mattered but little

what kinds of food cattle were wintered on, or how
much they consumed. Corn found a slow market
at from 15 to 18 cents per bushel, payable in "cats

and dogs"—wheat, 31 cents; hay, $2,50 per ton,

&c. But the time has come when the western

farmer should acquire the best economy in feeding

his stock.

"Will you please insert, if convenient, the com-
parative value of corn with good hay, for feeding

'

/^'"j^j^q e^p^g/of
store cattle? There are various opinions in regard

i^^ 22 lbs of hav ")

to it. Some think ten bushels worth a ton of hay. ^^ - ^^ *^f 1,^,) \'h.

"There are no certain data, as yet, by which a

very certain comparative value of the different

kinds of feed can be given. It is true that some
very excellent tables have been given by different

chemists, who have labored long and diligently in

analyzing the substances named, and ascertainin

Peas 27 lbs.

Potatoes 230 lbs.

Carrots 382 lbs.

Wheat Straw 426 lbs.

Oat Straw 383 lbs.

Barley Straw 460 lbs.

Pea Straw 64 lbs.

The editor of the Genesee Farmer, (Dr. Lee,)

who is exceedingly well "posted up," as the saying

is, in these matters, says there can be no doubt that

100 lbs. of ground corn meal mixed with the re-

quired bulk of cut straw, will be of more avail in

sustaining animal life, during the winter, than any
other food that can be obtained at the same price.

In commenting upon the above table, the same
writer observes, that, if this table of equivalents

can be relied upon, it appears that 100 lbs. of hay
is equal to 426 lbs. of wheat straw, and that 22
lbs. of oil cake is equal to 100 lbs. of hay, 68 lbs.

of oats, 85 lbs. of bran, &c. Boussingault found

that his 17 horses, averaging 1070 lbs. each in

weight, ate and did well on a ration of 33 lbs. of

hay per day, working eight hours regularly every

day. To obtain the same amount of nutritious

food in straw, a horse must eat 165 lbs. of the

straw per day—a feat which he is incapable of per-

forming. But if we give him 30 lbs, of straw,
" hay,) 5 lbs. of oil cake, (equal

and 3 lbs. of corn meal, (equal

to 5 lbs. of hay,) he will receive the same amount
of nourishment, and in about the same bulk, while

the cost of wintering him in this way would be con-

siderably reduced.

By carefully studying, sajs he, the prices of sub-

stances used as food, and their relative value, most
farmers may save co;isiderable expense in keeping

the_ ingredients of which they are composed, and;^^^^:^.
^^[^^1,^^,^^ ],,. ,anti„g them, (no farmer can

their proportions in every hundred pounds. y.^^^ ^^.^^s
^^^ ,

-^^^ ^^^^ ^{^j^j^ contains the
Ihese are undoubted y correct, and show the ^^^^ nutriment for them at a given cost."

comparative amounts oi this or that ingredient; and

hence a general estimate may be made of their

comparative value as feed. It must be remembered,
however, that these estimates are only approxima-
tions to the truth, and not real truths. The reason

is, because ,the stomach of different animals are

formed differently, on purpose to draw nourishment
from its owner from materials different from what
another one would. The stomach of an ox and
that of a horse are different. The horse or the

ox will live very well on hay, but the ox will do
better on some kinds of jjoor hay than the horse.

They both fatten on the meal of Indian corn, but

neither of them could live on meal alone. Their

stomachs are made to be distended with bulky ma-
terial, and if they do not receive this stimulus of

distension, they languish. Hence, when we say

that 60 lbs. of Indian corn are as good as 100 lbs.

of hay, and will yield them as much nourishment,
ome allowance must be made, for it will not do to

say that if you supply them with as much nourish-

ment from a given amount of corn as they would
derive from a corresponding amount of hay—you
need not feed them with hay at all, A long series

of" well conducted experiments is necessary, in feed-

The Plough, Loom and Anvil,—^This long-

familiar and standard journal comes to us for July

with new attractions. In paper and typographical

execution, it is equal to many of our be.st printed

books. But the chief attraction which it has re-

cently gained, is in the acquisition of our late fel-

low-laborer, Professor John A, Nash, of Amherst.

Prof, Nash is one of the best agricultural writers

in the country ; a gentleman of sound judgment,

of critical and keen observation. He writes fluent-

ly, but in a plain and comprehensive style. Few
persons are so well informed in agricultural chem-

istry as he, and there are a still less number who

can so clearly express their ideas on a subject em-

bracing so many technical terms. His Progressive

Farmer, which is a scientific treatise on agricultural

chemistry, ought to be in the hands of every far-

mer in the land, and there is not one but might

be benefited by its perusal. We congratulate Mr.
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Parish, the formex* able Editor, not only upon the

accession of strength brought to the journal, but

upon the agreeable and profitable associations he

cannot fail to realize with such a "companion in

arms."

The terms for the Plough, Loom and Anvil are

$3 for a single year, $5 for two copies or $6 for three

copies. Office, 7 Beckman Street, N. Y.

HOW WOLVES CAJOLE AND CAPTURE
WILD HORSES.

Wherever several of the larger wolves associate

together for mischief, there is always a numerous
train of smaller ones to follow in the rear, and act

as auxiliaries in the work of destruction. Two
large wolves are sufficient to destroy the most pow-

erful horse, and seldom more than two ever begin

the assault, although there may be a score in the

gang. It is no less curious than amusing to witness

this ingenious mode of attack. If there is no snow,

or but little on the ground, two wolves approach in

the most playful and caressing manner, lying, rol-

ling and frisking about, until the too credulous and

unsuspecting victim is completely put off his guard

oy curiosity and familiarity. During this time the

gang, squatting on their hind quarters, look on at a

distance. After some time spent in this way, the

two assailants separate, when one approaches the

horse's head, the other his tail, with a shyness and

cunning peculiar to themselves. At this stage of

the attack their frolicksome approaches become very

interesting—it is in right good earnest ; the former

is a mere decoy, the latter is the real assailant, and
keeps his eyes steadily fixed on the ham-strings or

flank of the horse. The critical moment is then

watched, and the attack is simultaneous ; both

wolves spring at their victim, at the same instant

—

one to the throat, the other to the flank—and if

successful, which they generally are, the hind one

never lets go his hold till the horse is completely

disabled. Instead of springing forward or kicking

to disengage himself, the horse turns round and
round without attempting a defence. The wolf be-

fore then springs behind, to assist the other. The
sinews are cut, and in half the time I have been
des;cribing it, the horse is on his side; his struggles

are fruitless—the victory is won. At this signal the

lookers-on close in at a gallop ; but the small fry

of followers keep at a respectable distance, until

their superiors are gorged, and then they take

their turn unmolested.

How THEY USE GuANO IN Peru.—A gentle-

man writing from Arequipa, Peru, gives the follow-

ing account of the manner in which Peruvians em-

ploy guano

:

"It is applied to two crops only, maize (Indian

corn) and potatoes, carefully by the hand. To
maize, when the plant is about two months old,

and about three-fourths vara high, one-half handful

is applied near each root. A larger quantity is

said to be prejudicial, by "burning the plant." The
guano is then covered with earth, and a small quan-
tity of water (by irrigation) is applied to "fix the

guano." If the state of the soil does not absolute-

ly require it, no more water is appHed until after

six or eight days.

The quantity required for each "topo," of 5000
varas (about 1 1 acre,) is four fanegas, or say 500
pounds. For potatoes the quantity required is the
same, and is applied much in the same manner as
regards the age of the plant, and a small quantity
of water to fix the guano. The stalk of the pota-
to is then about one-fourth vara in height, and the
earth heaped up in ridges the same as in Britain.

A person inserts a s])ade in the top of the ridge
beside each plant, whilst a woman follov/s, jjouring
about half a handful of guano into the hole thus
made, and covering it with earth, so that the ridge
remains the same as before the application of the
guano.

To wheat the application of guano is not ap-
proved, principally, we believe, on account of the
rankness it produces in the stalk, thereby delaying
the ripening of the grain—a point of great impor-
tance in lands where they count on obtaining two
crops a year.

For the New England Fanner.

GOOD FARMING MAKES ITS MAE,K.
Mr. Editor :—I am aware the time has been,

when a false idea prevailed in relation to ag-
riculture. It was deemed an employment onlv
proper for the lower classes of society. It would
do for the serfs of Europe, the "slaves" of America,
or men of little means and ingenuity ; but not for

men of great minds and ability, liberally stored
with knowledge. The time has been when such
men could levy no tax on mother earth by actual

experiment, without bringing themselves into disre-

pute. There have been, however, worthy exceptions.

Abraham Avas one, Lot another, Jacob, ]\Ioses, Job
and David were others, and then there have been
others ; but the idea, which has to a wide extent
prevailed, was, that "farming" did not require great
minds, that very little knowledge was ample for

such an employment, and that noble minds would
not be dabbling in such small matters. But where
did this opinion originate ? who started and held to

it ? They were shallow, simpering girls, and proud,

foppish dandies, who carried their character on their

back. They were either the Puritan stock all run
out, or some outlandish breed introduced. Their
opinion was as false as the head was empty which
formed it. The fact is, there is no employment on
earth more noble and elevating, more truly praise-

worthy, than that of the husbandman. Our Puritan

fathers well understood it, too, and so did their

daughters. Their parents did not object to their

marrying good, honest, common-sense farmers.

Since the days of the Puritans, the false notion

referred to has been running its race. I am glad,

however, that the tables are being turned, and in

spite of all opposition, that agriculture is beginning

to take its proper stand with the other arts and
sciences. I am truly rejoiced to find the press speak-

ing forth the words of truth and soberness on this

important subject. I believe the JVeio England
Farmer a great aid to this cause, and were it in

every family in the land, they would, I believe, find

themselves abundantly enriched by its perusal.

Farmers must think and read as well as other men.
They do well to tax their brains as well as hands.

By thinking a little, many a fine touch can be jmt

upon matters and things around the house, or barn,

in adorning and decorating—or at least, putting

every thing in its place.
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As I cast about me, wherever I go, 1 can but

mark the appearance of thrift or waste which stares

every traveller in the face, and even a careless ob-

server can tell the cause. Around the one is a

good, substantial fence, high enough, and strong

enough ; the other has a sheeji-hole here, and a few

old boards half nailed there, which a slight touch

of an animal would throw down, and while the

owner is asleep, the cattle enter, and destroy much
f his hard earnings, in a single night. Shiftless-

ness is the cause.

On the subject of adorning, I would like to write

a volume, and hope to find time to think more on
tfiat subject, soon, for my very soul is pained within

me when I see such gross neglect on the part of

many as to the whole business of beautifying the

front and rear of their buildings with trees of vari-

ous kinds. I look upon a tree, as I do upon a

tried friend. Sincerity and fidelity are seen upon
its bark, branches, and leaves. A little care and la-

[)or furnishes such friends in abundance ; a shade
in the heat, a shield in the storm. B. D.

Kennebec, Me.

"WHY TEE CAT DOES HOT SWEAT."
An article appeared in the Conntnj Gentleman

under this head, several months ago, which has
l!een copied into several country papers, and is still

going the rounds. The article contained several er-

rors, which, for the sake of the children and youth
that may read the piece and obtain false notions,

both of the phenomena of the case and the philos-

oj)hy, should be corrected. The first error is con-

tained in the proposition, that all herbivorous ani-

mals sweat, and that all carnivorous animals do not
sweat. It may be true that all carnivorous animals
never sweat, but it does not follow that all herbiv-

orous animals sweat. The rule is this—all animals
that loll, whether carnivorous or herbivorous, never
sweat, but throw off their surplus heat from the
mouth in the act of lolling. But all animals that

never loll, throw off their surplus heat thi'ough the

skin in the process of sweating. All animals that

chew the cud, (except man,) loll, and therefore nev-
er sweat. The hair of oxen and cows will be found
to be very wet sometimes on a warm daj', but such
moisture does not come through the skin, but con-
clenses from the atmosphere u];on the hair. This
takes place by reason of their bodies having been
cooled by throwing the heat from the mouth. Hors-
es generally sweat freely when at work, and espe-
cially in hot weather. I have seen horses, however,
ihat seldom sweat any, even in the hottest weather,
but would loll like the ox. Hogs, fowls and cats
even, will loll freely when worried in a hot day.

13ut the explanation is as erroneous as the state-

ment of the facts of the phenomenon. The reason
ifiven i?, that the food of the herbivorous animals
contains a greater amount of fuel, and, therefore,

the heat produced must be thrown off through the
s'.in. Now, it is true that the foo3 of the herbiv-
cious animals contains more of the elements of
heat than that of carnivorous, and would produce
more heat if it were all burned, and burned as rap-
idly as the food of the carnivorous animal.

But this is not the case ; for but a small propor-
tion of the food of the herbivorous animal is burned
at all, but passes through the animal unburned, in

the form of dung, or accumulated fat, whilst that

which is burned, is burned very slowly, so that it

is not perceptible as it otherwise would be. Whilst
the proper food of the carnivorous animal is all of

it burned, and burned rapidly, producing a greater

amount of immediate, available heat, than would
be produced by vegetable food. The dog and the

cat are referred to by the writer as animals very
sensible to cold. But the dog and the cat are not
living in their normal condition. They live mostly
upon vegetables. But feed them with plenty of

pure flesh, and no animals would endure the cold

better. The inhabitants of all cold climates require

more meat than those of warmer climates, and re-

quire and consume more, also in the winter than in

the summer. The reason has already been given,

which is, that, though flesh contains less of the el-

ements of heat than vegetable food, it is all burned|

and burned more rapidly than vegetable.—J. L.
Edgerton. Georgia, Vt, Feb. 19, 18-56.

—

Coun-
try Gentleman.

HOW THE FLY WALKS ON THE
CEILING.

How the fly manages to walk over the smoothest

surface with his feet upward, in defiance of the law

of gravity, is a phenomenon that would interest us

more than it does, were it not so common. It has

been generally supposed that his feet were sup-

plied with valves or suckers, and that he is thus en-

abled to hold himself upwards by atmospheric pres-

sure. Others have attributed this peculiar power

to the secretion of a sticky liquid in the feet, which

enables him to sustain himself in this seemingly

unnatural position. The microscope has demon-

strated that in many insects of the fly kind, the

foot is furnished with a paii- of membranous expan-

sions, termed pulvilli, commonly known as valves,

and that these are beset with numerous hairs, each

of which has a minute disk at its extremity. There

is no doubt that this apparatus is connected with

the power these insects possess of walking with the

feet upwards, but there is still some uncertainty as

to the precise manner in which it ministers to this

faculty. AVe learn, however, from the Medical and

Surgical Journal, that the recent careful observa-

tions of Mr. Hepworth, published in the (^uaHerly

Journal of Microscopic Science, has led him to a

conclusion which seems in harmony with all the

facts in the case, viz., that the minute disks at the

end of the hairs upon the puhilli act as suckers,

and that each of them secretes a liquid, v/hich,

though not viscid, serves to make its adhesion per-

fect.

Old Chuech Music.—In the tmie of Edward
Fourth, it was the custom to have whole chapters

of the Bible set to music and sung in the churches,

and an old writer mentions that the whole of the

first chapter of Matthew, containing the genealogy,

was so arranged. He goes on very quaintly to say

that "vv-hile the Bass was holding forth the existence

of Abraham, the Tenor, in defiance of nature and

chronology, was begetting Isaac ; the Counter-Ten-

or begetting Jacob ; and the Treble, begetting Jo-

seph and all his brethren."
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AS" AYESHIEE COW.

This breed of entile has become a favorite one with

amateurs, and it is probable that by careful feedin

and attention, the largest products of the cow have

been developed. These are sometimes surprising,

In Middlesex county, we believe, premiums have

been paid for butter made from an Ayrshire cow

where the product amounted to eighteen pounds

per week, and the butter of the very best quality

In other counties in this State, and in other States,

we have noticed similar returns.

Mr. Alton, in his "Treatise on the Dairy Breed

of Cows," thus describes the Ayrshire cattle :

—

"The shapes most apj^roved are—head small, but

rather long and narrow at the muzzle ; the eye

small, but smai-t and lively ; the horns small, clear,

crooked, and their roots at considerable distance

from each other ; neck long and slender, tapering

toward the head, with no loose skin below ; shoul-

ders thin ; fore-quarters thin ; hind-quarters large

;

back straight, broad behind, the joints rather loose

and open ; carcass deep, and pelvis capacious, and

wide over the hips, with round, fleshy buttocks; tail

long and small ; legs small and short, with firm

joints ; udder capacious, broad and square, stretch-

ing forward, and neither fleshy, low-hung, nor

loose ; the milk veins large and prominent ; teats

ghcrt, all pointing outward, and at considerable dis-

tance from each other ; skin thin and loose ; hair

soft and v/oolly. The head, bones, horns, and all

parts of least value, small ; and the general figure

compact and well proportioned." Mr. Rankin

very properly remarks, that, "compared with other

mproved breeds, the thighs, or what is called the

twist of the Ayrshire cow, are thin. She is, charac-

teristically, not a fleshy animal."

The Ayrshire farmers prefer their dairy-bulls, ac-

cording to the feminine aspect of their heads and

necks ; and wish them not round behind, but broad

at the hook-bones and hips, and full in the flanks.

Experience, dearly bought, led to this, for the con-

sequence of the crossing of the small native breeds

with the heavy cattle imported from the south, was

a bony, ill-shaped animal, not much improved as a

milker, and its disposition to fat lamentably de-

creased ; it may, however, demand consideration

whether the round and compact form of the West
Highlander and the Galloway have not been too

much sacrificed, and even the defects of the short-

horn needlessly pei'petuated.

Mr. Aiton says :
—"The qualities of a cow are of

great importance. Tameness and docility of tem-

per greatly enhance the value of a milch cow.

Some degree of hardiness, a sound constitution, and

a moderate degree of life and spirits, are qualities

to be wished for in a dairy cow, and what those of

Ayrshire generally possess. The most valuable

quality which a dairy cow can possess is, that she

yields much milk, and that of an oily, or butyra-

ceous, or caseous nature, and that after she has

yielded very large quantities of milk for several

years, she shall be as valuable for beef as any oth-

er breed of cows known ; her fat shall be much
more mixed through the whole flesh, and she shall

fatten faster than any other." This is high praise,
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if it can be trulv affirmed of the Ayrshire cattle ;

we are anxious to know the origin, the history, and

the general management of this valuable animal.

The origin of the Ayrshire cow is even at the

present day, a matter of dispute ; all that is cer-

tainly known is, that a century ago, there was no

such breed in Cunningham, or Ayrshire, or Scot-

land. Did the Ayrshire cattle arise entirely from

a careful selection of the best of the native breed ?

If they did, it is a circumstance unparalleled in the

history of agriculture. The native breed may be

ameliorated by careful selection ; its value may be

incalculably increased, some good qualities—some

of its best qualities—may be for the first time de-

velo])ed; but yet, there will be some resemblance

to the original stock, and the more we examine the

animal, the more clearly we can trace out the char-

acteristic points of the ancestor, although every one

of them improved.

For Die New England Farmer.

GEOLOGY.

Mil. Editor :—It seems to me that all young
persons, young farmeis especially, should try to

obtain some just notion of the leading principles of

geology and mineralogy. Though I do not pre

tend to a very accurate knowledge of either of

these sciences, yet I have v>'ritten two brief articles

for insertion in your pajjer, if you deem them
worthy, in order to encourage some attention to

knowledge of this subject can be acquired without
personal examination ? Where are the text-books,

so adapted to the capacities of common minds, as

to supercede the necessity of personal examination,
observation and experience ? Nay, where are the
geologists, or the mineralogists, who have derived

all their information from schools, or from books
alone ? If geologists and mineralogists themselves
have been obhged to take their chief lessons from
the works of Nature, rather than from books, so

must we and all others. Theory is useless without

practice, and practice cannot be advantageously
pursued without some kind of theory. In fact, a

judicious text book may be of essential service to

beginners in pursuing this study, as it will assist

them in arranging and classifying the different ma-
terials.

The surface of the earth is found to be composed
of different strata or beds placed one above the

other. These strata or layers are very much mixed,
and their direction, matter, thickness and relative

condition vary considerably in different places.

—

These strata are divided into seven classes, as fol-

lows :—black earth, clay, sandy earth, marl, bog,

chalk, and stony earth. The surface of the globe,

by its inequalities, is divided into highland, lowland

and the bottom of the sea. At first sight, the so-

lid mass of the earth appears to be a confused as-

semblage of rocky masses, piled on each other

without regularity or order ; but, on a nearer view,

a variety of beautifying arrangements has been
traced by the industry of geologists, and the light

of modern discoveries.

The materials of which the solid crust of the

earth is composed, have been arranged into the

four following classes :— 1. Primitive rocks, which
these studies. When I meet wiih mdividuals, as 1

1 pQ^tain no animal or vegetable remains ; the period
frequently do, who cannot tell one kmd of earth 'p ^-1^03^ formation is considered as antecedent to
from another, or one kmd of stone from another, ^^^^ ^f ^jj^ creation of organic beings. These are
except by the quantity, color or size, I am am.azed

beyond measure. I wonder how it has happened,

that they have lived all the days of their lives in

the very midst of their Creator's works, ^vithoutjj,yj^.
jjjpj.g-gpj^j.jjigjy

ever having their curiosity sufficiently excited top
inquire into some of their peculiar properties, qual

ities, and uses. If I shall but succeed in drawing
attention to these two branches of science, I shall

accomplish my object.

Geology, as it treats of the formation and struc-

ture of the earth, of its rocks, strata, soil, minerals,

organic remains, &c., is one of the most interesting

and useful branches of knowledge. The object of

this science is to investigate and describe the in

ternal structure of the earth, the arrangement of

the materials of which it is composed, the circum-
stances peculiar to its original formation, the differ-

ent states under which it has existed, and the dif-

ferent changes which it appears to have under-
gone.

Now, it is perfectly evident, from various consid-

erations, that our knowledge of this important sub-

ject must be very shallow and imperfect. For in-

stance, we cannot examine into the interior of the
earth to any considerable distance. We can do
little more than examine what is denominated the
outward crust of the earth, while all the interior

parts remain unexplored. So that a question natu-

rally arises, how a competent or accurate knowl-
edge of geology is to be acquired ? Can it be
learned at school, or from books alone ? Where
are the schools in which a correct and thorough

granite, gneiss, mica slate, clay slate, which occur

abundantly in all regions of the globe, with quartz

rock, serpentine, granular limestone, &c., which oc-

2. Secondary rocks, contain-

mg organic remams, and are therefore considered

s having been formed posterior to the existence of

organized beings. These are greywacke, sand-

stone, limestone, and gypsum of various kinds,

slate clay, with certain species of trap ; and they

are found lying above the primary or primitive

rocks. 3. Alluvial rocks or formations, consisting

of beds of gravel, sand, earth, and moss, and lying

above the secondary rocks. This class comprehends
those rocky substances formed from previously ex-

isting rocks, of which the materials have been bro-

ken down by the agency of water and air ; they

are, therefore, generally loose in their texture, and
are never covered with any real solid and rocky se-

condary strata. 4. Volcanic rocks, under which
class are comprehended all those rocks, beds of lava,

scoria;, and other matter, thrown out at certain

points of the earth's surface by the action of subter-

raneous fires.

Many have been deterred from the study of ge-

ology by the supposed difficulties which attend it.

But no greater difficulties have been found in the

pursuit of this study, than in any other useful

branch of science. Until the sciences of chemistry

and mineralogy had made considerable advances

towards that state of perfection in which we now
find them, geology was scarcely understood at all;

but, Mith the aid of these sister sciences, geology
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has become intelligible to all who have attended

to the subject. But without a personal knowledge

of these kindred sciences, a competent knowledge

of geology may be easily obtained. By examina-

tion and careful observation, the different kinds of

soil may be easily distinguished and well under-

stood by farmers, at least for all practical purposes,

without their being able to make an accurate and

critical analysis of all their different constituent

properties. And it is this practical knowledge

which is most needed by farmers. They have not

time, the means, or the ability, to analyze, with

any degree of exactness, all the different kinds of

soil which they cultivate. But they have tlie time,

the means and the abihty, to examine them care-

fully, to note their differences, and to distinguish

accurately many of their peculiar })roperties.

But it may be asked, what is the use of this

study? What is all this knowledge good for?

What practical purpose can it subserve ? It is a

sufficient answer to these inquiries to say, that it

has its uses. Besides those of an outward and

practical character, relating to the business of this

world, it has a mighty influence on the intellect,

the heart and the life. Whatever study tends to

raise our minds to the Supreme Ruler of the uni-

verse—to exj/and our views of his infinite knowl-

edge and wisdom— to excite our gratitude and ad-

miration—to guard us against erroneous concep-

tions of his cliaracter and providence—and to fur-

nish us with the means of intellectual and moral

improvement, must always be useful, and answer a

valuable purpose. John Goldsbury.

"WEALTH OF THE BRITISH AEISTOC-
EACY.

In evidence of the wealth amassed by ancient fam-

ilies, the traveller is shown the palaces in Piccadilly,

Burlington House, Devonshire House, Lansdowne
House in Berkshire Square, and, lower down in the

city, a few noble houses which still withstand in all

their amplitude the enroachment of streets. The
Duke of Bedford includes or included a mile square

in the heart of London, where the British Museum,
once Montague House, now stands, and the land

occupied by Woburn Square, Bedford Square, Rus-

sell Square. The Marquis of Westminster built

within a few years the series of squares called Bel-

gravia. Stafford House is the noblest palace in

London. Northumberland House holds its place

by Charing Cross. Chesterfield House remains in

Audley Street. Sion House and Holland House
are i:i the suburbs. But most of the historical hous-

es are masked or lost in the modern uses to which

trade or charity has converted them. A multitude

of town i)alaccs contain inestimal)le galleries of art.

In the country, the size of private estates is more
impressive. From Barnard Castle, I rode on to the

highv.-ay twenty-three miles from High Force, a fall

of the Tees, towards Darlington, past Raby Castle,

through the estate of the Duke of Cleveland. The
Marquis of Breadalbane rides out of his house a

hundred miles in a straight line to the sea, on his

own property. The Duke of Sutherland owns the

county of Sutherland, stretching across Scotland

from sea to sea. The Duke of ] )evonshire, besides

his other estates, owns 90,000 acres in the county

of Derby. The Duke of Riclimond has 40,000

acres at "Goodwood, and 300,000 at Gordon Castle.

The Duke of Norfolk's park in Sussex, is fifteen

miles in circuit. An agriculturist bought lately the

island of Lewes, in Hebrides, containing 500,000

acres. The possessions of the Earl of Lonsdale

gave him eight seats in Parliament. This is the

Heptarchy again ; and before the Reform of 1832,

one hundred and fifty-four persons sent three hun-

dred and seven members to Parliament. The
borough-mongers governed England.

These large domains are growing larger. The
great estates are absorbing the small freeholds.

In 17S6, the soil of England was owned by 200,000
corporations and proprietors; and, in 1822, by
32,000. These t)road estates find room on this nar-

row island. All over England, scattered at short

intervals among ship-yards, mills, mines and for-

ges, are the paradises of the noble, where the live-

long repose and refinement are heightened by the

contrast with the roar of industry and necessity, out

of which you have stepped aside.

—

R. JV. Emerson's

English Travels.

For the New England Farmer.

A WOED OF CATJTIOlir.

For ten or twelve years I have been in the habit

—till last year—of purchasing trees, shrubs, Sec,

at Hyde's, or Winship's, near Boston ; and have

seldom, if ever, had reason to regret.

But last year, a gentlemanly-looking man calhng

himself Stevens, came along, and said he Avas mak-
ing arrangements to supply ray neighbors and the

])ublic generally with trees, &c., from Flushing, L. I.

On inquiry if tlie establishment at F. with which

he was connected, was the one that, a few years

ago, had a branch estabhshment at Brighton, he

said yes. On the strength of that assurance, and

that of one of my neighbors who knew him, that

he had a good reputation, I made a few purchases,

and among the rest engaged some buckthorn for a

hedge at an extra price, because, as he assured

me, they were of extra size. The trees were to be

delivered at the Auburndale depot in October.

On meeting with Mr. Breck, of Boston, in the

cars, some little time afterwards, and telling him

what I had done, he smiled, and asked me why I

did not purchase of him, or of somebody with

whom I was acquainted, rather than of strangers,

and said, that though he knew nothing of Mr. S. in

particular, yet one was very apt, in these circum-

stances, to get bitten.

Subsequent to the first engagement I changed

my order somewhat, requesting a few new trees,

and a reduction of the buckthorn from one thou-

sand to eight hundred and fifty.

When the trees arrived in October at Auburn-

dale, our bills came with them, in the name of

Messrs. Parsons & Co., of Flushing—Mr. Stevens

being their agent—accompanied by a request that

we would pay them at the depot. I paid mine at

once, but finding from the bill that while the addi-

tions I requested had been made, the subtractions

had been forgotten, I asked for a reduction of the

price ; accordingly, a few shillings were allowed,

and Mr. S. promised to come around and see me
further by-and-byc. I saw him about half an horn-

afterwards, but as I expected he would call at my
house, the final adjustment was not made.

When I came to unbind my parcels in order to

set them, I found to my great mortification, that

besides other mistalces, some small buckthorn,

worth here and at Flushing only $10 a thousand,
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bad been sent at $15 a thousand, instead of a larger

kind for which I had ah-eady paid him at $20 a thou-

sand. But Mr. S. was gone, and I saw no remedy
but to set them, although the largest—as large as

his finger, Mr. S. said—would ha^-e been several

years in advance of them.

I wrote to !Mr. S. at Flushing ; and among the

rest—still supposing it was all one firm—to Messrs.

Parsons & Co. The latter said they had nothing

to do with Mr. S., except to sell him largely;

though they incidentally told me they never kept

any such large buckthorn as Mr. S. had mentioned,

and also, that they had forbidden him to use their

name in the manner he did. Of Mr. S., I never

obtained anything but promises, and of late a few

reproaches and insults.

Such information as this statement involves,would

have done me good a year ago ; and this suggests

the notion for suggesting a caution to others. For
myself I have learned to sufi'er and to endure what
cannot be cured ; but I woyld save others, if I

could, from suffering. Nearly every neighbor who
has dealt with INIr. S. complains about him; but I

have seen no one who expects he Tsill show himself

again in this village. W. A. Alcott.

Auhurndale, Mass., Aug. 9, 1856.

weather fine, not so hot as last week ; two days the

thermometer stood 104°, between two and four

o'clock, in the shade ; and 160*^ in the sun. Yield

of grain will be very good—hay crop short. Gar-
dens doing Vt'ell ; country quiet, and people univer-

sally supporting the action of the Vigilance {Com-

mittee of San Francisco."

—

California Farmer.

SOKG OF THE PEASANT WIFE.
BY THE HON. MRS. NORTON.

Come, Patrick, clear up the storms on your brow ;

You were kind to me once—will you frown on me now

—

Shall the storm settle here when from heaven it departs.

And the cold from without find its way to our hearts .'

No, Patrick, no ! sure the wintriest weather

[s easily borne when we bear it together.

Though the rain's dropping through, from the roof to the floor.

And the wind whistles free where there once was a door,

Can the rain, or the sn">w, or the storm, wash away

All the warm vows we made in our love's early day .'

No, Patrick, no ! sure the dark stormy weather

Is easily borne if we bear it together.

When you stole out to woo me when labor was done,

And the day that was closing to us seemed begun.

Did we care if the sunset was bright on the flowers.

Or if we crept out amid darkness and showers .'

No, Patrick, no '. we talked, while we braved the wild weather,

Of all we could bear, if we bore it together.

Soon, soon, will these dark dreary days be gone by.

And our hearts be lit up with a beam from the sky !

O, let not our spirits, embittered with pain.

Be dead to the sunshine that come to us then

!

Heart in heart, hand in hand, let us welcome the weather.

And sunshine or storm, we will bear it together.

Grain Prospects.—Along the Sacramento Val

ley, even high up, we have very favorable reports

of the crops—better, much better, than was antici-

pated, appear the crops, to all who write us. From
accounts around Shaster, very favorable news comes
to us of the prospect. The Sonora Herald gives a

glowing account of the prospects for grain. Our
correspondents from the lower coast, from Los An-
gelos and \icinity, give us very flattering accounts

the crops never looked better, and they will be
heavier than last year. Similar news comes from
all quarters.

A correspondent from high up the American,
writes thus :

—"The gi-ain is coming down in every

direction. Cradlers and reapers are at work

—

For the New England Farmer.

BOG MEADOWS.
BY HENRY F. FRENCH.

Manchester, JV. H., July 24, 1856.

Mr. French :

—

Dear Sir,—Having heard that

you have had some experience in reclaiming mead-
ow or bog from its natural state, and fitting it for

the production of English grass, I write a few lines

to obtain information. My father has, in Auburn,

a meadow which can be easily drained, and as I

have considerable faith that such pieces of lands

may be made valuable if properly—that is scientifi-

cally—managed, I am anxious that he should take

it in hand. The mud is from twelve to thirty

inches deep. Now, after draining, how shall it be

treated ? ^yould it be beneficial to draw on and
mix with it high land of a sandy or gravelly char-

acter ? What is the greatest distance that ditches

should be apart, and drain it effectually ? Is a much
greater depth of mud than can be cultivated neces-

sary ? If you think the breaking in of such a piece

of land will pay, and M'ill answer my questions, giving

such suggestions as your experience may dictate,

or refer me to any account that you may have
published of your work, you will confer a favor.

Respectfullv yours, Benj. Cn.4SE, Jr.

H. F. French, Esq., Exeter, JV. H.

I thought, on reading the foregoing letter from

Mr. Chase, that I could readily refer him to divers

articles of my own, on the subject of reclaiming

Bog Meadows, but have not been able to find even

one. In volume sixth of the JV. E. Farmer, page

77, is an accurate account of the expenditures and

receipts on such an experiment, which shows a

pretty satisfactory result, and in vol. 3, page 365,

is an article on under-draining, which gives my no

tions on that subject.

I have reclaimed several meadows, and have ne-

ver yet attacked one that was not worth the exper-

iment. I have heard of swamps that would not

produce good crops, after being well drained, but I

never saw, and never expect to see one in NewHamp-
shire. Everybody knows, or may know, on slight

reflection, that the richest part of the soil on the

hills is constantly working into the low places.

This process has gone on for thousands of years,

and I know of no compensating process, which re-

turns again this rich deposit to the hills.

These low places, these swamps, are then the ve-

ry store-houses of Nature, for her treasures of fer-

tility. So theory teaches, and experience verifies

the theory. By the same law of gravitation, the

water as well as the soil, is left in those valleys, and

so we usually find them too wet for our cultivated
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crops. Two things then are to be done, before our

upland crops of grass, or grain or roots, can thrive

upon them. The first is

DBAISTSG.

Examine your ground carefully, at the outset,

and be sure that you know whence the water

comes that makes the land too wet. Does it rain

down upon the hills, and run into the swamp, and

so flood it for want of an outlet ? or does some
stream back up upon it from below, raised by a

dam, which sonie factory or grist mill has a right

to keep up ? or does it flow into the land from

springs which burst up around the edges, or per-

haps in the midst of it, at the bottom ? If the wa-

ter runs in on the surface, the obvious mode of dry-

ing the swamp is to make open ditches that shall

cut it oif before it reaches the low land, or if this

cannot be done, to collect it at the outside, in

open ditches, and conduct it off through the lot, as

speedily as possible. If you have back-water from

a dam to contend with, perhaps your best course is

to sell out and move ofi", for in many local investi-

gations which I have witnessed, I have never been

able to see any limit to the effect of back-water.

It not only rises to the height of the dam, but is

'

drawn by cajjillary attraction, as well as piled up i

by the retardation of the stream, so that nothing

but actual experiment can determine where the ef-

fect of tlie dam ceases. Besides that, the efi"ect of

back-water, which of course produces stagnant wa-

ter in the ground, is far worse than that of run-

ning \\ater. In nine cases out of ten, however,

meadows in this part of the country are rendered

too wet by spring water, which is rain water falling

on higher land and passing down into the earth till

it finds a water-bearing stratum, frequently clay or

rock, but sometimes of compact gravel, upon which

it runs until it comes out at the surface, or oozes

through the soil, rendering it cold and barren. I

have at this time a drain open on land which has

been m.owed eight years, and which I have plowed

since hayi'ng, to be laid down with grass seed and
turnips, which gives a good illustration of the o])e-

ration of these cold springs. I noticed a wet place

?fter plowing, and had a hole dug with a spade to

ascertain the cause. This is a spot on a hill-side,

perhaps fifteen feet above the level of the stream
which runs along twenty rods below. First came
about a foot of dark soil, then two or three inches

cf white compact sand, then about six inches of red
gravel, and under this down to the centre, for

aught I know, solid clay. The water filled the hole
in an hour or two, to within a foot of the surface

of the ground, and this in a dry time. V/ater can-
not pass through clay, but runs on the top of it, in
the ground, just as on the surface, only slower, and
breaking out thus on the hill-sides, and very often

at the edge of a swamp, drowns all vegetation, with-

•jut showing itself at all on the top of the soil.

Usually water flows into a swamp only from one
side. The substratum of clay, or other impervious
substance, frequently has a dip or inclination much
more regular than the visible surface, and carries

the water in one direction, as for instance on my
farm, from north to south. To intercept and cut
off" this water, cut a ditch across the course of it,

deep enough to cut into the stratum on which the
water runs, a few inches, otherwise the water will

run under the bottom of the ditch, and come out
as before.

For want of stones, I have made use of brush for

underdrains, covering it with turf. These answer
a good purpose for eight or ten years. I am now
using strips of pine boards, wliich I happen to have
on hand, sawed six inches wide. Two of these I
nail together, and lay the edges upon old boards
in the bottom of the drain, forming a triangular

opening. On this, I place swamp hay, bushes or
tan, and cover up. In wet land I find bushes that
were laid eight years ago, quite sound, so that I

think pine boards will last many years. This
seems a shiftless way of doing the business, but my

I farm affords no stones, and we have not arrived at

I

the dignity of drain tiles yet, and on the whole we
jmay say of it, as a woman said of her husband who
jwas not a pattern of good morals, "He is no great
'of a husband, but he is a dreadful sight belter than
none."

If open drains are used, cut the boards at an an-

gle of forty-five degrees, so that they will not fall

in. If underdrains are used, cut them nearly per-

pendicular, and as narrow as is convenient.

KrLLEXG OUT THE WILD GRASS.

The cheapest, quickest and best method of kill-

ing out the bad grasses, is to plow the land. If the

mud is very deep, this perhaps cannot be done, but
if there is not more than a foot or eighteen inches

of mud, land ought to be drained enough, so that

the plow can be used. Hauling sand or gravel

upon a swamp to form a soil, on top of the wild
I grass, is an endless task. It requires about one

I

hundred ox cart loads of earth to cover an acre

jone inch deep, and it requires several inches to kill

swamp grass. After the land is plowed, almost any
sand, gravel or soil, is beneficial to a bog meadow,
applied to the surface and harrowed in with the

grass seed. I should advise to apply manure of
some kind.

A compost of guano, at the rate of two hundred
pounds to the acre, I think is well adapted to bog
meadowy .vhich contain the elements of fertility in

themselves, though frequently combined with acids

which render them unproductive at their first ex-

posure to the air. The action of frost, after a

swamp is drained, and exposed to the atmosphere
by planting and hoeing for a season, usually is

found to add to their fertility.

No rule can be given as to the distance at which
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drains should be laid from each other. Frequent-

ly a single drain across one or two sides, will cut

off all the water from several acres, but if springs

burst up at the bottom, drains must be run from

them so as to carry off the water. A foot or two

of black mud, is as good as a greater depth, so far

as I have asceitained, and usually is much more

easily cultivated, because cattle may work upon it,

however wet it may be, if there is not depth enough

of mud to get them mired in.

On the whole, if I were working for a farm in

New England, I should regard a wild swamp of

twenty or thirty acres as coming in the way of re-

commendations, only a little lower than the con-

venience of common schools and gospel pri\ileges.

It is up-hill work farming hereabouts, on a farm

entirely upland, and I have found no farming ope-

ration more satisfactory, than converting a dismal

swamp into a beautiful and productive grass field.

For the New England Farmer.

NOTHING LIKE THE FARM.
Mr. Editor :— It would be a very interesting in-

quiry, to ascertain the origin why farming and farm
labor, either in the house, barn, or out-dooi-s, is by
many considered a vulgar employment. There is

a better "taste" in these respects, now-a-days, than
there was a few years ago, and public opinion is

getting right in this matter very fast. The first

account we have of man is as a farmer, or tiller of

the ground. At the commencement of his creation,

God placed the stamp of his approbation upon man
as a farmer. And thus we find it all through the
Bible. The great majority of God's favored peo-

ple, we have reason to believe, were farmers ; ma-
ny of them of great intelligence, wealth and influ-

ence. There are few men of the ])resent day, if

any, who can compare with good old Job, in this

respect, and from what is handed down to us, from
history and antiquarian research, the men in soDie

respects equal, if not indeed in advance of, our
farmers of the present time, in the management of

their flocks and herds, as well as "the fruits of the
earth." Then, so far as the respectability of firm-
ing is concerned, and its superiority over all other
callings, it has the Divine approbation in making
the first man, "created a little lower than the an-

gels," a farmer, and as such, "seed time and har-
vest" shall be continued to him until the closing up
of all things, and there will be no further use for

the ox, nor the plow, and the earth shall be no
more.

To me, I can conceive of no employment so well
calculated to ennoble the soul, expand the mind, sof-

ten and humanize the feelings, and cause mankind
to prove themselves "created a little lower than
the angels," than the occupation of the farmer. He
can work his broad acres in all the dignity and in-

dependence of his manhood, and "look from nature
up to nature's God," as little dependent as any one
on God's earth for all the necessaries of his depen-
dent life. All other employments, but for his,

would prove futile and abortive ; every other call-

ing has his for its basis, and without it, they were
useless. I would that our com.plaining farmers, our

sighing maidens, and our restle5S farmers' sons,

could but realize their high vocation . If they would
but comprehend it, they are, indeed, the "salt of
the earth," but O, how many of them have lost

their savor. If contentment is ever to be found,
and fully reaUzed in this world, it will, in my judg-
ment, be found M'ith the tiller of the soil. There
are few men capable of understanding right from
wrong, but long to be the owner of land. No oth-
er professions carry with them such a satisfaction

of security and pleasure, as the ownership of land.

Ask the careworn and toiling merchant, why he
thus toils almost unceasingly, day and night, scarce-

ly known in his home or family, except upon the
Sabbath, and then, perhaps, his thoughts busy with
the past or future. He will tell you, it is that he
may acquire a competency, with which he hopes
some day to purchase a farm, and upon which he
can retire from the care, anxiety, and bustle of
business, and spend his declining years, happy with
his family, and what God has given him.
Young men and maidens, take my advice, and

stay at home with the old folks. Assist them in

carrying on the old farm operations. Remember
the old adage, "that all is not gold that glitters ;"

that no concerns of life but what has its cares, and
if you would be happy, virtuous, healthy, with a

sound mind in a sound body, if you would enjoy

all the pure pleasures of this life, free from its per-

plexities, that it is possible in this world reasonably

to expect—stay at home ; stick by the farm.

Make it everything it is capable of, and yourself

equal to its privileges, and my word for it, your
life will be a useful and happy one, your death
peaceful, and you will go to your reward.

August, 1856. T. Q. Norton.

ENGLISH CHARACTEmSTICS.
These Saxons are the hands of mankind. They

have the taste for toil, a distaste for jDleasure or re-

pose, and the telescopic appreciation of distant gain.

They are the wealth-makers—and by dint of men-
tal faculty; which has its own conditions. The
Saxon works after liking, or, only for himself ; and
to set him at work, and to begin to draw his mon-
strous values out of barren Britain, all dishonor,

fret, and barrier m.ust be removed, and then his en-

ergies begin to play.

The Scandinavian fancied himself surrounded by
the Trolls—a kind of goblin men, with vast power
of work and skilful production—divine stevedors,

carpenters, reapers, smiths, and m.asons, swift to

reward every kindness done them, with gifts of
gold and silver. In all English history, this dream
comes to pass. Certain Trolls or working brains,

under the names of Alfi-ed, Bede, Caxton, Bracton,

Camden, Drake, Selden, Dugdale, Newton, Gib-

bon, Brindley, Watt, Wedgewood, dwell in the

troll-mounts of Britain, and turn the sweat of their

face to power and renown.
When Thor and his companions arrive at Utgard,

he is told that "nobody is perm.itted to remain
here, unless he understand some art, and excel in

it all other men." The same question is still put

to the posterity of Thor. A nation of laborers,

every man is trained to some one art or detail, and
aims at perfection in that ; not content unless he
has something in which he thinks he surpasses all

other men. He v/ould rather not do anything at

all, than not do it well. I suppose no people have
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such thoroughness ;—from the highest to the low-
est, every man meaning to be master of his art.*****
They have approved their Saxon blood, by their

sea-going qualities; their descent from Odin's
smiths, by their hereditary skill in working in iron

;

their British birth, by husbandry and imm.en&e
wheat harvests ; and justified their occupancy of
the centre of habitable" land, by their supreme abil-

ity and cosmopolitan spirit. They have tilled, build-
ed, forged, spun, and woven. They have made the
island a thoroughfare ; aud London a shop, a law-
court, a record-office, and scientific bereau, invit-

ing to strangers,_ a sanctuary to refugees of every
political and religious opinion ; and such a city,

that almost every active man, in any nation, finds
himself, at one time or other, forced to visit it,

I find the Euglishman to be him of all men who
stands firmest in his shoes. They have in them
selves what they value in their horses, mettle and
bottom. On the day of my arrival in Liverpool, a
gentleman in describing to me the Lord Lieuten-
ant of Ireland, happened to say, "Lord Clarendon
has pluck like a cock, and will fight till he dies;"
and, what I heard first, I heard last, and the one
thing_ the English value is pluck. The cabmen
have it; the merchants have it ; the bishops have
it ; the women have it ; the journals have it ; the
Times newspaper, they say, is the pluckiest thing
in England, and Sydney Smith had made it a
proverb, that little Lord John Russell, the minis-
ter, would take the command of the Channel fleet

to-morrow.
They require you to dare to be of your own

opinion, and they hate the practical cowards who
cannot in aflaiirs answer directly yes or no. They
dare to displease, nay, they will let you break all

the commandments, if you do it natively, and Avith
spirit. You must be somebody

; then you may do
this or that, as you will.—J?, jf. Emerson's English
Traits.

For t/ic Neto England Farmer.

DISEASES OE THE PLUM.
I have, Mr. Editor, for several years been among

the croakers in regard to plums. I have been ap^
prehensive that this, one of the finest and most de-
licious of all the fruits of the earth, was destined to
become extinct imder the combined attacks of the
black wart and curculio. But I begin to hope for
better things, and I hasten to give my brief expe-
rience of a few months past, in the hope that it

may accomplish something towards arresting the
decadence of the plum.

I have a few young and thrifty plum trees in
my garden, of choice varieties, some of which have
just begun to bear. For two years past, I have
been in the habit of cutting away with a knife the
fungus called the black wart, as fast as it m.ade its

appearance, and sometimes at the expense of cruel
amputations of quite large limbs. I almost de-
stroyed one 01- two of my JFinest trees in that way.
Late last spring, however, one of my neighbors
told me that he had cured his plum trees of the
wart by sewing up a small quantity of common salt,
(say half a pint) loosely in a cotton bag, and plac-
ing one m the lower crotch of each tree. An ex-
periment so easy and simple, you may rest as-
sured, I was not long in trying ; and I am happy
to say, with gror.t apparent success. Some verv

trifling excrescences have since made their appear-
ance, but nothing to interrupt or injure the growth
of the trees, which now show extraordinary thrift.

Had I begun the experiment earlier in the spring,
I am quite confident that the M^arts would have en-
tirely ceased. As it is, I have cut away perhaps
half a dozen very small ones, and rubbed the wound-
ed place with salt, and I feel that I have got the
mastery of the disease,

I believe fruit growers are not agreed as to the
cause of the black wart in the plum. There is cer-
tainly a minute insect in the case ; liut whether it

is the cause, or only the result of the disease, I am
unable to say with certainty. My impression is,

however, that the insect poisons* the tree, inter-
rupts the flow of the sap, and thus creates a fungus,
which becomes black by exposure to the sun and
air. A similar excrescence, but of a reddish brown
color, sometimes appears upon the quince bush, and
I have seen the fruit of the quince dv/arfed into a
kind of hard substance, which, when cut with a
knife, resembles the wart on the plum. If the dis-

ease be occasioned by an insect, I can readily con-
ceive that the salt in the bag, dissolved somewhat
by each successive shower, and thereby covering
the bark, might be offensive to the insect, and ar-
rest its progress up the tree.

As to the curculio, which attacks the plum in

preference to all other fruit, in consequence of the
smoothness of its skin, I think it can be kept off' in
a great degree by the apphcation of tar around the
tree, the same as the canker worm is kept off". The
curculio is a kind of beetle with wings, but uses
those wings very reluctantly in ascending into the
tree. It greatly prefers to m-ike its way up the
trunk by crawling, and in all such cases, the tar
would prove a pretty sure remedy. Mr. Kenrick,
in his "i^merican Orchardist," suggests that the
curculio dislikes the smell of tar, and that coal tar,

especially, placed in the tree, might keep off" the
insect. In my own case, I placed some tarred pa-
per around my plum trees, and applied fresh tar,

mixed with oil about twice a week, to keep off the
canker worms which I shook from the trees, I
continued the application a few days after the can-
ker worms had disappeared ; and all I can say is,

that among the few plums on my trees, there is no
appearance of the bite of the curculio. A neigh-
bor of mine threw lime freely upon his plum trees

;

but, although it killed many of the leaves, it did
not prevent the curculio from biting a large portion
of the plums. I feel quite confident that the tar,

if applied from the time the plums have attained
the size of a pea until they are half grown, will

prove a more eff"ectual remedy than any yet
known to fruit growers. e. c. r.

Somerville, 18o6.

Instixct of Hoeses.—It is asserted as a fact,

says the Cincinnati Times, that some of the horses
in the service of the Fire Department become en-
tirely restless, and seem anxious to "be off'" the
moment the fire-bell commences ringing — and
though gentle at other times, are no sooner in the
traces of an engine, than they dart off" at the top of
their speed. They seem to partake of all the ex-
citement of the firemen on such occasions. An in-

cident, resulting rather seriously to Mr, John Wil-
son, a member of fire company No, 10, exhibiting
thi.^ inr-tinct, occurred vesterday afternoon. Mr.
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Wilson had one of the horses of the company

hitched in a cart, and was driving leisurely along

the st»eet, when the fire bells commenced ringing.

The horse immediately became excited, and whirl-

ing, started for the engine house at full speed.

Mr. Wilson found it almost impossible to manage

him. The horse ran on until he came to the en-

gine, when in turning the corner, he upset the cart.

Mr. Wilson was thrown out, and the wheel of the

cart passed over him, crushing his ribs.

A DAY IN OLD ESSEX.

After a day and night of sweet repose at the

summer residence of the proprietor of the Farmer,

at Lynn Beach, we started with new energies for a

stroll through the ancient town of Danvers. The

heat, during the last days of July and the first

days in August, had been intense, and man and the

vegetable kingdom drooped under it. There had

been, however, no pinching drought ; the grass and

foliage were clean, and the corn still spread its

broad leaves to the sun and the kissing breezes as

they passed.

Essex county is nearly a continuous village, or

cluster of cities and towns, in whatever direction it

is traversed, and is, probably, more densely popu-

lated than any similar extent of territory in the

union. It has great wealth, and its commerce and

fisheries are unrivalled by any other section of coun-

try, while it is equally distinguished for its varied

and excellent manufacture of many of the impor-

tant articles of trade. But. notwithstanding all the

temptations to go down to the sea in ships, and to

invest capital in commercial, manufacturing and

mechanical pursuits, the habits of industry which

characterize the people, together with their good

taste and good sense, have prompted them to a

most beautiful, as well as profitable cultivation of

the soil. And though it be stubborn and hard,

here presenting abrupt hills, and there sinking in-

to repulsive swamps, yet the indomitable energy

of these pilgrim descendants, coupled with their

perceptions of the beautiful, has made every part of

the county to blossom with attractions. The

swamp is reclaimed, and fertile with sweet grasses,

elegant villas look down from the gentle hills,

while in quiet seclusion stands the substantial farm

house and its appurtances, the rational home of in-

telligent and patriotic men and women. The ledg-

es that once glittered in the sun, are now in the

loving embraces of the bignonia, the clematis, or

honeysuckle, refreshing the eye of the traveller, as

he passes over the unrivalled blue gravel highways

of the county. All around him are representa-

tives of a high degree of civilization, and of the ele-

gancies as well as comforts of life. The church,

the school-house, the town-hall, the forge, bench,

tan-pit, the garden, plethoric with flowers and new

vegetables, and the fields, though narrow they may

be, stooping with their burdens ! These are the

true battlements of a State, better than cannon, or

moated grounds, or edicts, or fiery banner.?. The

lap of industry here is full ; and though the sea

reaches up its arms and is ever taking away, like

the goddess of the harvest, the energy and will of

the people again fills the bin, the bale, box, or bar-

rel, and the world is still supplied.

The Essexonians are patterns of industry, thrift

and patriotism. They were patriotic in the revo-

lution—they would be again if they were needed.

When the foot of the enemy was on the soil of Lex-

ington and Concord,—not on the necks of the peo-

ple,—Danvers men bled freely, but their breath

ceased forever. Essex county was settled early.

Salem as early as 1626 ; Newbury in 1633, and

Ipswich in 1634, had an organized church. It is

full of historical land-marks, incidents, and associa-

tions, and to the historian, traveller, or even the

lover of rural beauty, presents numerous attractions

scarcely to be found in any other portion of our

country. It is a conglomerate of the commercial,

the manufacturing, and mechanical, and charms of

country life. The deep bass of the ever restless sea

lulls you to repose at night, and the sharp clang of

the sounding anvil wakens from delicious dreams

in the morning, or lowing cows, or bleating lambs,

or the busy hum of the manufacturers' great wheel,

greet the ear at every turn. The people of Essex

county will never die of a surfeit,—they cannot

spare time for that. And yet, they can give thou-

sands to perpetuate free institutions, to erect acade-

mies, or top the hill with a church, or a school-

house. They visit foreign climes, and return laden

with valuable experiences of men and things, un-

der widely different circumstances, or send out

their sons to arrange or direct the most important

interests in other nations. The Honorable George

Peabody, a banker of London, and of world-wide

reputation, is now about revisiting his native town

of Danvers.

But we must rein up our Pegasus, a little, or he

will canter with us so pleasantly among these Essex

people that we shall never get away.

Everybody knows S. P. Fowler, Esq., of Dan-

versport, in Essex county ; at least, everybody who

has read the delightful descriptions of The Birds of

JVeiv England, in these columns,—and they make

a good part of the world. Mr. Fowler is a true

son of Massachusetts. He loves her history—and

few understand it better—her soil, her trees, plants,

animals and insects, and everything in her borders

that is good, with the ardor of youth or a first love.

We found him in the counting-room of h's tanne-

rj-, but clad in the suitable habiliments of his voca-

tion, taking a part in, as well as directing, the man-

ipulations of the craft. But his true character and

tastes were not to be found in the pits over which

we were led, for in a moment we emerged through

a narrow door-way into fairy-land,— a land of fruits
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and fiowers, of rare shrubs and trees. Here stood

the beautiful magnolia (not the lofty grandiflora)

.

and there the noble tulip tree, liriodendron, soraej

40 feet in height, and other half-hardy and foreign
j

plants interspersed through the ample grounds, and,

taking us by sm-prise as we passed along. There

were retreats from the sun under clusters of creep-

ing plants, summer-houses in\'iting to repose, edges

of box or grass, or a curve some twenty feet long,

edged with the white bone of a whale that once

sported in Arctic seas. The bottom of the garden

is laved by an arm of the sea, where each afflux of

the tide brings sparkling Atlantic waters for the

daily ablutions of the family. If this was not the

original garden of Eden, fair Eves trim its paths and

pluck its flowers, and grace it with their presence

and care.

Among other evidences of good taste, we had

the pleasure of examining a portfolio of drawings

of the nests and eggs of the birds of New England,

and some twenty of them accompanied by paintings

of the birds themselves. These were by Augustus

Fowler, Esq., a brother of S. P., and one of our

correspondents. These drawings and paintings are

executed with great fidelity and skill, and although

done at intervals of leisure from the cares of his

business, and Avithout any teaching from others,

they would reflect credit upon our best artists.

In the afternoon we visited some of the ancient

trees in the neighborhood, and found an Elm at

The Plains, which, at eighty feet from the ground

measured twenty feet in circumference ; another at

the Kimball Place, fifteen feet in circumference, and

spreading 100 feet, and on the Eppes farm at South

Danvers, one that measured, six feet from the

ground, 18 feet in circumference. This was a no-

ble specimen. Between ten and fifteen feet from

the ground it throws out ten limbs, each of which

would make a good-sized tree, and containing in all,

it was judged, from six to eight cords of wood ! In

a grove near the residence of Mr. Aaron Put-

nam, we found a specimen of the Locust, eight feet

in circumference, the largest we had ever seen.

There were several other fine trees, but none so

large as these. The grove is extensive, and not a

sign of the borer discoverable in it. The branches

were covered with a luxurient foliage, and the

trunks clean and healthy. The bark stood in su-

tures of from four to six inches deep, with a grey-

ish silver appearance, and all indicating great age.

Other groves of locust which we saw were all more

or less aff'ected by the borer, and some of them

were rapidly dying out.

On the Eppes farm we saw the precise locaHty

of the original Danvers Avinter sweet apple. There

is now a fine tree on the spot from a shoot which

sprang from the old stump. "We tasted the apple,

and found it sweet, and undoubtedly true to the

original. The old Endicott pear tree afforded also

a deep interest. It was planted as is supposed by

the first Governor of Massachusetts in 1630. En-

dicott was the first Governor—but he was sent

over from England, to look after the affairs of the

New England Company. Winthrop was the first

Governor chosen by the people. We have already

given a portrait of this pear tree in these columns.

It is surrounded by a rude fence to keep off sacri-

legious hands, and although dilapidated and bowed
with age, it looks as if it might last, with good care

fifty years longer.

A thousand recollections and associations crowd

the mind of the visitor as he stands on these

grounds. From a little eminence may be seen in

the distance many an object which would, and per-

haps has, engaged the attention of the poet, the an-

tiquarian, the historian and statesman, and arrest

the attention of the indifferent observer ; for it

seems that

"Nature enthroned as queen of loveliest scenes,

Her outstretched sceptre o'er the valley gleams

;

Each verdant hill, each vale, each rare -seen flower,

Proclaims her presence, demonstrates her power."

Retracing our steps as the afternoon waned, we

passed the house where Gen. Putnam was bora,

the wolf-hunter of Connecticut and hero a? the

Revolution. But light faded too fast

—

"Eve's mist now veiled the valley from the Sfght,

The hills were shrouded by approaching night

;

The laborer hastened from his daily care.

The cattle ceased with him in toil to share
;

The feathered songster left his leafy throne,

—

All, all is silent, we are left alone."

Man's activity has ceased—the city lies in repose

—but the restless sea still washes the trending

shore with its monotonons tones ; it tires the ear,

but never tires itself. Our pleasant visit is ended,

and has brought healthful fatigue. So

"Out, brief candle,"

and let us seek that repose which to the laboring

man is sweet.

VALUE OF HAY CAPS.

On Friday, the first day of August, we had a

small field of oats cut which were wet by showers

before they were fairly wilted. It was two or three

days before they were sufficiently dry to be cocked,

owing to the frequent and sudden showers. When
cocked, they were covered with impainted cotton

cloth caps, and remained in that position five days.

One cock was left uncovered—that was soaked to

the bottom, and when dried, had lost that peculiar

aroma which all good fodder, when perfectly cured,

gives out. The covered cocks were wet on the

edges near the ground, but a large portion of eacii

was dry, and after being exposed to the sun a few

hours, were bright and sweet. Half the cost of the

caps was saved in this single crop.
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For the New England Farmei ,

EURAL ECONOMY OE THE BEITISH
ISLES-No. 17.

FRANCE.

It may make the views developed in these num-
bers still clearer, if Ave compare the agriculture of

France, in a few particulars, with that of England.

France is one of the finest countries in the

world. Its soil and climate are both superior to

those of England. This is the testimony of Arthur
Young, and of all observers. Take the thirty-six

departments which are grouped around Paris, and
you find in them forty millions of acres, which sur-

pass in quality, as they do in extent, the twenty-

six millions of English acres. You find scarcely

any mountains, few natural marshes, extensive

olains, sound almost throughout, a soil sufficiently

deep, and of a nature most suitable for production,

rich deposits in the broad valleys of the Seine and
the Loire, and their tributaries, a climate not so

moist but warmer than that of England, less favor-

able, perhaps, to meadow vegetation, but more suit-

able for ripening wheat and other grains ; all the

products of England, obtained with less trouble,

and in addition other valuable products, such as

sugar, tobacco, wine, fruits, textile and oleaginous

plants. It would be easy to carry out, step by
step, the comparison between France and England,
and the result would show the marked superiority

of the French soil ; that there are no lands so bad,

in France, for which worse may not be found in

England, nor so rich in England, which may not

be equalled or even surpassed, in France.

The French landscape is peculiar and character-

istic. The country is comparatively level, and
fences almost unknown. Here and there is a

chateau, or large farm-house, with its appendages, i

But the common or laboring people live chiefly in

villages, scattered about like islands over the face of

the country, with the spire of the church over-top-

1

ping the cluster of houses. These villages, with a

paved street running through them, more resemble
compact towns, than th'ey do our country villages, i

While the EngHsh farmers,with Protestant indepen-|

deuce, live in their soUlary and remote farm-houses ;

'

the French country people congregate in these com-
j

pact villages, for social enjoyment, and to celebrate i

the rites and festivals of the Catholic church, going
every morning a good distance to their field la-

bors.

The French farmer is of a happier temperament
than the English, but less energetic, and self-sus-

tained and persistent; he is more economical, and
will live well on a smaller income than the English
farmer. The love of a country life is not part of

the nature of a Frencliman, as it is of an English-
man ; if he prospers and wishes to play a part, his

heart turns more towards P.iris than to his estate.

France, too, has been a country of conscriptions, of
war, of revolution, sometimes of anarchv, twice of
invacions, never of liberty. The elements of socie-

ty are volcanic, and political shocks, at intervals

not infrequent, scatter and waste the accumulations
of capital, and impede the national progress in ag-
riculture, as in all arts.

But let us leave these details, and compare, first,

the sheep husbandry of the two countries. The
whole British Islands contain sixty-two millions of
acres, and support thirty-five millions of sheep;
v,'hile Fran"" contains one hundred and six millions

of acres, and supports the same number. In pro-

portion to its acres, France should support sixty

millions of sheep. But the difference between the
two countries becomes more striking, if we com-
pare France with England proper, which has thir-

ty millions of sheep, on thirty millions of acres, or

one sheep to each acre. France, on the other
hand, devotes three acres to one sheep—so that

England proper, in the proportion of acres, has
three times as many sheep as France.

All that France has done, in the last eighty
years, to improve the race of sheep, may be summed
up almost entirely in the statement, that France
has introduced the Merinos from Spain ; she has
not improved her breeds nor developed their size

and weight. France has made the wool of its

sheep the primary object, and not meat. Eng-
land, on the other hand, has made meat the prin-

cipal product of her flocks, and wool the accessa-

ry product. The sheep of England average, in net

weight of meat, 80 pounds each ; those of France
40 pounds each. Of her flock, England slaughters

annually, ten millions; the sheep of France not be-

ing precocious, France slaughters annually eight

millions. England obtains from her flock eiglit

hundred millions of pounds of meat, annually;

France, from her flock, three hundred and twenty
millions of pounds. The weight of wool on the

EngHsh sheep, from their size, is greater than on
French sheej) ; but the quality of French wool is

superior to that of English wool. Therefore, the

product of wool from the flocks of the two coun-
tries may be called equal, in value ; though the

English think they have an advantage in this re-

spect, of twelve or fifteen per cent. Inasmuch, as

England feeds three sheep on the number of acres

on which France feeds one, and as the produce of

English sheep is more than double that of French
sheep, the conclusion to which we are brought, in

regard to the sheep husbandry of the two coun-

tries is, that the return of an English sheep farm is

six times greater than that of a French one.

Compare the agriculture of the two countries, in

respect to cows and their produce. France pos-

sesses four millions of cows, and Great Britain

three millions. The French work their cows, and
inure them to labor, whereby they become a strong

and hardy race, and, in consequence of want of

care, bad food and labor, lose their milking quali-

ties. Three-fourths of the French cows are not

really milch cows, which all the English are. Ob-
serving Frenchmen are of the opinion that the

United Kingdom milks from its three millions Oi

cows, double the quantity of milk, which France
does from her four millions. Owing to the num
ber of manufacturing towns and cities with which

England is crowded, the English farmer sells his

milk at four cents a quart, while the price of milk

in France is two cents a quart. It is supposed,

therefore, that while the French farmers realize

twenty millions of dollars, annually, as the produce

of four millions of cows, the English farmers realize

eighty millions of dollars, as the product of three

millions.

Of cattle. Great Britain supports eight million

head, of the most improved breeds, never worked,

perfect animals, fed and developed so as to yield

the greatest weight of butchers' meat, at the earli-

est age, and killed at the precise period when the

animals have reached maximum growth. France

supports ten million head of unimproved breeds,
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many of them worked to an age when growth has

long ceased, that is, after the period when the food

consumed by them contributes to their growth ; and

many of them killed as calves, at a period when
growth is most rapid. Great Britain slaughters,

annually, two million head of cattle, of an average

weight of 600 pounds ; France slaughters annually

four million head, all of an average weight of 240

pounds. At ten cents a pound, the butchers' meat

of two millions of British cattle would pay a hun-

dred and twenty miUions of dollars; while the

butchers' meat o'f four millions of French cattle

would pay ninety-six millions of dollars.

But that I may avoid wearying the reader with

statistics, it may be said in a few words, comparing

the total production of the two agricultures, that

while France, as a whole, produces ten dollars an

acre, England proper produces twenty dollars.

The animal produce alone of an English farm is

equal to, at least, the total produce of a French

farm of equal area—all the vegetable production

being additional. Taking the three jmncipal kinds

of domestic animals, sheep, oxen, and pigs, the

English obtain from these four times more than

the French do in meat, milk and wool. Compar-
ing the Avheat raised in France, with all its acres,

it does not average more than two bushsls to the

acre ; comparing all the wheat raised in England
to all its acres, it averages four bushels to the acre.

But the most striking feature, in comparing the

two agricultures, is that \^hile the animal produce

of England is greater in value than the vegetable

produce, the animal produce of France is less than

half the value of the vegetable produce. This is a

most instructive statement to farmers of every

country : for it may be laid down as an axiom in

agriculture, that when the animal produce of the

country is equal, in value, to the vegetable, its ag-

riculture is prosperous, and when the animal falls

far short, in value, of the vegetable ])rodace, its

agriculture is in an unsatisfactory condition. We
have seen in Ireland how poor its agriculture was,

and the fact stood before us, that its animal pro-

duce was far below its vegetable, in value ; we see

the same thing in France ; while in England, we
find a rich agriculture, accompanied by the fact,

that its animal produce is greater in value than its

vegetable. The reason is plain enough, to wit,

that the great means of increasing the fertility of

che soil are the manures of domestic animals. If I

could write but one lesson on the door-post of eve-

ry farm-house in the land, it would be this :
—"It

is live stock which makes an ungrateful soil availa-

ble." Agricultural societies, farmers' clubs, wise

and grave men in legislative halls, assemble to dis-

cuss the subject of manures, and memorialize, re-

specting guano islands ; and it is well, and wise

suggestions are, doubtless, made ; but this lesson

should be, first, inculcated on every farmer, that he

must first of all bring his farm and his live stock

into such a condition, and into such a relation to

each other, that his live stock shall be in propor-

tion to the number of his acres, and in such a pro-

portion, that his annual animal produce on his

farm shall at least equal the vegetable in value

;

then, if he have not manure enough, or knows not

how to make it, or hov/ to apply it, to the best ad-

vantage, "let him consult the brethren." This les-

son may, perhaps, be neglected on new western

lands, during the brief days of their virgin fertility

;

but it cannot be ignored long in northern countries

without sad results. M

LENGTH OF TREE PvOOTS.

The practice adopted by many cultivators of fruit,

shows that the distance to which the trees extend

their roots is but very imperfectly comprehended
or understood. We allude more particularly to the

practice, of digging or loosening small circles of

earth at the foot of the trunk, or of working the

soil up mellow but a short distance off. We have
recently made some measurements to prove the

length of the roots of the peach tree. A number
of young trees of equal size, and all of the same
variety, (the Tillotson,) were set on a piece of ground
of uniform quality, at the same time. They were
equally cultivated for two or three years, and grew
alike. For the past two years, the ground has been
allowed to become covered with grass, which has

been pastured ; but near one side of the orchard, a

heap of old straw, manure, &c., has been deposited

l",ut has not been worked into the soil, consequently

all the fertility which the roots have obtained has

soaked into the soil. The trees are now about two

and a half inches in diameter, and ten feet high to

the tip of the highest branches.

The following are the effects of the heap of ma-
nure and litter, already described. The tree which

stood within two feet of this heap, and whose roots

could freely extend under it on one side, has made
a growth of shoots the past season, more than four
feet and a halflong. The next tree, seven feet off,

had grown over two feet. The third tree, fifteen feet

off, made a growth of fourteen {7iches. The fourth

tree, twenty-three feet oft', and all others at greater

distances, made no growth more than about eight

inches. The fourteen-inch shoots weighed about

triple the eight-inch shoots, and the two-feet shoots

fifteen times as much, those which grew four and a

half feet about seventy times as much.
This experiment jiroves conclusively, that trees

ten feet high will send off" their roots in search of

nourishment to a distance of fifteen feet, and what
they thus get on one side only, or through about

one-fourth part of their roots, will increase their

shoots to triple weight. Consequently, if a tree of

this size stood in grass, a circle of fertility thirty

feet in diameter, or fifteen feet distant on each side,

would greatly increase its thriftiness ; decidedly

more, according to our own experiments, than if a

circle only four feet in diameter were dug about

the foot of its trunk.

If the circle of fertility were only fourteen feet in

diameter, or approached within seven feet, the re-

sult would be quadrupled, according to the prece-

ding experiments.

Altogether, these results show the great impor-

tance of broadcast cultivation, and that young trees

only ten feet high, and two and a half inches in di-

ameter, even if placed thirl})fed aparl,ha.\e already

extended their roots so for as to meet together.

An experiment was made by the celebrated Je-

thro TuU, to determine the length of the roots of

the turnip. A piece of hard and sterile ground was

selected, and an oblong space dug out of it, about

a foot wide at one end, and eight feet wide at the

other. This space was filled with rich earth, and a

row of turnips^ planted along the middle. Those at

the narrow end were smallest, and they continued

to become larger all the v,-ay to the wide end, show-

ing that the roots from the bottoms of these bulbs,

extended four feet each way. Doubtless the fibres

from the roots of most weeds and other plants are

quite as long, and if so, the fallacy is evident of the
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practice commonly adopted, of leaving a narrow

strip or small circle for cultivation, where young or-

chards are planted with other crops. Suppose, for

example, that a crop be planted within two feet of

a row of trees ; the roots would extend beyond the

trees, and withdraw much nourishment which the

latter ought to retain. If the roots of the crop were

only four feet long, a strip of unoccupied land should

be left eight feet wide, without taking the roots of

the trees into the account. If the latter were only

four feet also, then the vacant and cultivated strip

would have to be sixteen feet wide. But in two or

three years the tree roots would extend much fur-

ther, and occupy all the surface.

—

Country Gent.

MY FIRST WHISTLE.
Of all the toys I have ever known,

I loved that whistle best

;

It was my first, it was my own,

And I was doubly blest.

'Twas Saturday, and afternoon,

That schoolboy's jubilee,

When the young heart is all in tune,

From book and ferule free.

I then was in my seventh year

;

The birds were all a-singing ;

Above a brook that rippled clear ,

A willow tree was swinging.

My brother Charles was very »cute,

He climbed that willow tree ;

He cut a branch, and I was mute

The while with ecstasy.

With penknife did he cut it round.

And gave the bark a wring

;

He shaped the mouth, and tried the sound.

It was a glorious thing!

I blew that whistle, full of joy,

It echoed o'er the ground
;

And never since that simple toy

Such music have I found.

I've seen blue eyes, I've tasted wines.

With many toys been blest.

But backward memory still inclines

Ts love the whistle best.

For the Netc England Farmer.

HISTORY OF THE SWALLOW FAMILY.
No. 1.

BY LEANDER WETHERELL.

Already has the culmination of summer passed.

The luxuriant verdure and freshness of the meadows,
the pasture and the forest, have faded and are fast

vanishing away. The insects and the birds, which
are the harbingers of the advent of spring and sum-
mer, also serve to remind the careful observer of

summer'.s decay and final departure. As the fresh-

ness of childhood and youth soon fade from the hu-

man face, however carefully cherished, so does the

lovely freshness of summer give ])lace to mature
autumn. Of the numerous birds that indicate the

near approach of summer, there is, perhaps, none
that is regarded as a more sure precursor of that

season of flowers thun the swallow. So does its

early departure remind the disciple of nature, that

the summer is fast waning. If the swallow, fire-fly

and rose-bug remind us of early summer, so does
the drumming of the locust, or dog-day fly, and the

shrilling of the fall cricket, and the departure of

the swallow remind us that autumn is nigh, even
at the door. How charming and inspiring these

voices of the seasons. How strikingly they pro-

claim the wisdom and the goodness of God ; and
happy is he, whose soul, by culture, is attuned to

these rich harmonies, for he has enjoyment and
pleasure that the multitude know nothing of, any
more than the blind do of color, or the deaf of vo-

cal sounds.

The Barn Swallow, Hirundo n<sh'ca of Audubon,
H. Americana of Wilson, and H. rvfa of Gmelin,
and others, is known to almost everybody that

knows any bird by the common name, called barn
swallow, from the fact of their generally building

their nests in the barn. Every body seems to wel-

come with enthusiastic delight the swallows on
their first appearance as the heralders of the re-

turn of joyous and flowery summer, for a train of

delightful ideas and emotions at once fill the mind.

Of all the bird families, there is none, probably

—

except the humming-bird—that surpasses the swal-

low in swiftness of flight and habits of activity on
the wing. What a striking contrast in this respect

between the swallow and most other birds. Wil-
son makes the following calculation : "Let us sup-

pose that the swallow flies at the rate of a mile a

minute, which I believe to be within the truth ; and

that it is so engaged for ten hours a day, and fur-

ther, allowing that it lives ten years, it would fly in

this time, 2,190,000 miles, equal to 87 times round

the globe." And yet, it is claimed and advocated

by some that this wonderful aerial seraph, as it

were, on the approach of winter, aye, before sum-
mer is gone, descends to the bottom of lakes, ponds,

rivers and brooks, and there hibernates with toads,

and frogs, and snakes, and eels, and salamanders,

and lizards, and snapping turtles ; or, according to

other wise ones, seeks winter quarters in some hol-

low tree, where squirrels and reptiles sometimes
make their dwelling place during the winter, and
there remains until the return of spring, in a state

of torpidity. Other birds, it is admitted by these

writers, are migratory, and fly away to warm re-

gions to spend the cold season. But the swallow,

whose wing power is superior to all, it is claimed

and maintained, dozes away the winter at the bot-

tom of a mill-pond or lake, with the reptile genus,

about the lowest order of creation. Such absurd

notions are not really worthy of refutation. The
wonder is that such an hypothesis can find a single

advocate. Yet there are those in New England,

aye, in Boston, sometimes called the Athens of

America, who maintain this absurdity, without one

single authenticated fact to confirm it.

Says Audubon, the barn swallow first appears in

New Orleans about the middle of Feb. ; in the Mid-
dle States from the first to the middle of April

;

and arrive in New England from the first to the

tenth of May. At the close of the breeding season,

the swallows prepare to depart toward the South,

leaving hereabouts soon after the 20th of August.

For several days before they take their final depar-

ture, they may be observed collected in family

groups on the roofs of barns, dead trees and fences,

as if engaged in social converse about the migrato-

ry journey soon to be undertaken. The thought

of sadness comes over the mind as one contem-

plates their departure, to be absent at the South

for almost three-fourths of the year, as he views

them for the last time in their accustomed place,

on the bright morning preceding the day of their
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departure, just ready to rise high above the trees

to pursue their journey.

They visit the North in pairs, and return to the

South in flocks. It is now a favorable opportunity

to notice from day to day, for a few days, the hab-

its of these cheerful and happy birds. They seem
remarkably sociable and lively. Let persons be

stationed in a line southward, and note their obser-

vations, and these flocks wi!l be seen journeying

toward the tropics. Says Audubon :
—"I saw flocks

of swallows for several days near St. Augustine,

just preceding Dec. 1st." He was of the opinion

that they wintered along the South coast of the

Gulf of Mexico.

The habits of the bam swallow are very interest-

ing, and pretty well known, even to the most care-

less observers. Let the readers of the JVew Eng-
land Farmer observe the day of the swallow's de-

parture, this summer, the day when you see the

last flock, and note it down in your dailyjournal.

For tite New England Farmer.

DEEP PLOWniG.
BY F. IIOLBROOK.

^Iy Friend Brown :—I was pleased with the

article in a late number of the Farmer, from your

able Northampton correspondent, E. C, on the

subject of Deep Plowing. So far as I know, his

views are entirely correct ; and the good results

realized from gradually deepening his plowing, are

such as I should expect would follow his practice.

He also relates the instance occurring in his neigh-

borhood, of a gentleman from Boston having at

once i)ut a great plow beam deep into land which

had not before been plowed more than five inches

deep, and turning up a large mass of under soil

which had never before seen the day, without ma-

nuring the land at all, and finding that good crops

did not follow the practice, he and his neighbors

concluded that deep plowing would not do, that it

"killed the land." This is by no means a singular

and solitary case of indiscriminate deep plowing,

and of incorrect and hasty conclusions drawn there-

from. Similar cases are of too frequent occur-

rence, and the public should be cautioned against

plunging the plow into a poor subsoil at hap-haz-

ard.

The average depth of plowing in New England

will not perhaps exceed five to six inches. Now
take two farms of equal soil and location, equally

manured well, and otherwise cultivated alike, ex-

cept that on one the plowing is gradually and judi-

ciously deepened till an active surface soil of eight

to ten inches is attained, while the other is never

plowed more than five or six inches deep, and I

feel q'ute^ure that the land plowed deepest will

produce the best of the two, and be worth the most

"in after years, either to sell or to keep. Especial-

ly will the advantages of deep plowing be mani-

fest, in those hot and dry seasons which in our cli-

mate so frequently occur, when the crops of all

kinds will be much more likely to stand through

the drought and yield well in a soil deeply worked,

than in one that is shallow, with perhaps a natural

hard pan near the surface, or an artificial one, pro-

duced by the oft repeated action of the sole of the

plow and feet of the oxen or horses, in an invaria-

bly shallow furrow channel.

An old friend who has resided now twenty years

in Illinois, calling on me the other day, remarked

that in portions of that State the farmers were al-

ready finding it advantageous to plow deeper

than formerly, when the land was new ; that on his

farm, with a surface soil mostly of vegetable mould,

on a subsoil of clay, he was now succeeding better

in the production of crops, by deep plowing, not-

withstanding that the surface soil is somewhat

worn, than he did formerly by shallow plowing and

a virgin soil ; and that every third or fourth year

there occurred a protracted summer drought, which

was apt to spoil the corn crop planted on shallow

furrows, but by deeper plowing the bad eff"ects of

the drought were, in a measure, overcome, and a

fair yield of corn secured.

From several years of practice and somewhat

particular observation, I am persuaded that there

are but very few, if an}', lands that may not be

benefited by gradually deepening the soil, say an

inch or two at each breaking up from grass, until

a depth of eight to ten inches is obtained. The

better class of lands will of course be susceptible of

a deeper tilth than could perhaps ever be conven-

iently given to those of ihe poorest quality, with

naturally a very thin surface soil, and a loose, hun-

gry, or sour, or cold subsoil. The former will also

allow of a more rapid increase in depth of furrow

than would be advisable in the cultivation of the

latter. Of course, no one can reasonably expect

that deep plowing, alone, will make the thin primi-

tive soils of New England highly productive. We
cannot at the best do much at farming here, with-

out the liberal use of fertilizers accompanying good

cultivation. But the advocates of deeper plowing

than commonly prevails claim that, in connection

with good farming otherwise, their system insures

a greater improvement of the farm and more uni-

formly good crops, taking all kinds of seasons into

view, than can be realized from a shallow tilth

;

that land deeply and thoroughly plowed, derives

more advantage from desirable atmospheric influ-

ences, is easier to work in the after-cultivation of the

crops, and susceptible of more thorough pulveriza-

tion, than can be attained by the shallow and su-

perficial plowing which too commonly prevails.

But as remarked at the outset, a portion of the

community need to be cautioned against indiscrim-

inate deep plowing. Many persons are now year-

ly going to farming from other business, entering

upon their new calling, or what was, perhaps, the

pursuit of their younger and happiest days, with

much enthusiasm and delight, and at the first go-
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off at farming, they do not readily see how there

can be too much of so good a thing as deep plow-

ing. The mistake committed by the gentleman

from Boston, as related by your Northampton cor-

respondent, is therefore of frequent occurrence.

Land of inferior quality, especially as regards the

subsoils, and that never was plow ed more than four

to six inches deep, is, perhaps, at once plowed ten

or twelve inches deep, turning up a huge slice of

loose and hungry, or cold, or sour subsoil, and

burying the manure at the bottom of the deep fur-

row, away from the agents of decomposition, where

it lies perhaps quite inert ; the crops are planted

on the deep furrows, and not succeeding well, the

proprietor is perhaps mortified and discouraged,

and concludes that deep plowing will not do. Now
the great point is to study the nature and condi-

tion of the soil and subsoil, and then adapt the

practice to them. In some cases, where the sub-

soil is quite good, and manure can be plentifully

applied, even if the land has heretofore been plow-

ed shallow, a furrow eight or nine inches may at

once be taken, with benefit to the land and all the

crops of the rotation following— especially if fine

compost is plentifully and thoroughly intermingled

with the under soil now turned up to the surface,

by cross plowing to the depth of four inches. The

after-cultivation of the crop also will stir the sub-

soil and manure up together. It is a good practice

in such cases, to leave the sod, or, what was before the

deep plowing, the surface, underneath through the

whole rotation, and the subsoil on top, where it is

made active by the compost intermingled with it,

and by the modifying influences of the atmosphere.

If, when preparing this land for grain and grass

seeds, the sod is thus left undisturbed beneath, and

the seeds are cast upon the subsoil turned up at the

first plowing, the new surface, while the land lies

in mowing, will be filled with the thickly matted

sward, so that by the time the land again needs

plowing, this portion that was originally subsoil,

will be well charged with vegetable matter, and be

good, active soil, adding materially to the depth of

the soil of the field. This I call good farming.

There are other cases, where, the subsoil being not

so promising, but still not very forbidding, the

plovang may be advantageously deepened some

two inches at a time, till the desirable depth is at-

tained ; and there are others, where the land being

decidedly poor, with a sour and deleterious subsoil,

the plowing cannot be profitably deepened, except

by a very gradual process ; though still a little at a

time of the subsoil may be brought up and correct-

ed by good tillage, and in time a soil of comforta-

ble depth be attained. In these matters one's eyes

and observation must be wide awake, and his own

good judgment must be the guide in practice.

I have sometimes thought, that in farming, al-

most more than in anv other business, theories and

methods in themselves, most excellent, are hastily

condemned from being injudiciously practiced,

while it is wholly the bad management that is at

fault, and should be condemned.

Braitleboro', Vt., August 7, 1856.

OLD GORDON AED HIS LADDIES.

John Gordon, who died near TurrifF, Bangshire,

some time ago, attained the age of one hundred

and thirty-two. All the travellers who ch:inced to

call at the neighboring inn of Turriff, were uniform-

ly directed by the landlady, Mi's. Vt^allace, to the

cottage of the patriarch, "where they wad see," she

used to say, "the auldest man i' Bangshire—ay, in

a' the warid." Among the visitors one day, about

the close of harvest, was a young Englishman, who,

coming up to the door of the cottage, accosted a

venerable looking man employed in knitting hose,

with, "So my old friend, can you see to knit at

your advanced period of life? One hundred and
thirty-itwo is truly a rare age."

"Deil's in the man ! it '11 be my grandfather

ye're seeking—I'm only seventy-three, ye'll find

"him round the comer o' the hous." On turning

round the corner, the stranger encountered a de-

bilitated old man, whose whitened locks bore testi-

mony to his having long passed the meridian of life,

and whom the stranger at once concluded to be

Jordon himself. "You seem wonderfully fresh, my
good sir, for so old a man ! I doubt not you have

experienced many vicissitudes in the course of your

very long life." "What's your wull, sir ?" inquired

the person addressed, whose sense of hearing was
somewhat impaired. The observation was repeat-

ed. "O, ye'll be wanting my father, I reckon—he's

i' the yard there
!

" The stranger now entered the

garden, where he at last found the venerable old

man busily employed in digging potatoes, and hum-
ming the "Battle of Harlaw." "I have had some
difficulty in finding you, friend, as I successively

encountered your grandson and son, both of whom
I mistook for you ; indeed, they seem as old as

yourself. Your labor is rather hard for one of

your advanced age." "It is," replied John ; "but

I am thankfu' that I 'm able for't, as the laddies,

puir things, are no very stout, now !"

Glasgow Railway Journal.

To Ascertain the Weight of Hat by Meas-
urement.—We observe a statement going the

rounds in some of the agricultural journals, that

100 cubic feet of hay in a stack or mow, make a

ton ! ! In a work, published some years ago, we
think the author said 268 cubical feet of hay in a

mow, which had become well settled, make a ton.

" Hay in the field-iick," says Low, weighs some-

what better than 112 His. the cubic yard, after be-

ing comprised in the stack, it weighs from 140 to

180 lbs., and when old 200 lbs." Or from 270 to

482 cubic feet will make a ton.

We have had considerable experience in this

matter, as we put up a building some years ago,

for the purpose of stowing away hay, which we in-

tended for market. For several years we sold hay

from this building, both weighing and measuring

the quantity sold, till at last we came to the conclu-

sion that weighing was unnecessary.

Since that, we have measured large quantities,
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for our neighbors, v/ho have sold at vendues, and,

so far as we have learned, the jjurchasers Tvere

well satisfied. It appears to apply well to clear

timothy, and clear clover, or a mixture of the two.

Take a mow of 12 or 15 feet in depth, and which
has been filled with hay, as it was drawn from the

field, and has been lying till spring, and measure
the length, breadtli and height in feet—multiply

them to get the cubical content. For instance

—

the length is 20 feet, breadth 40 feet, and lieight

16 feet—20 times 40 make 800, multiplied by 16,

equal 12,800 cubic feet, which being divided by

700, the number of feet that make a ton of 200()

lbs., will give 1828^ lbs. The top of a mow, say

about one-third, v;e rate at 800 feet to the ton, the

middle 700 feet, and the bottom of the mow at COO

;

so the whole bulk would average 700 feet, if the

mow is 12 or 15 feet deep, but if only 5 or

6 feet deep, count 800 feet for a ton, and so ac-

cordingly with other bulks.

—

JVew Jersey Farmer.

PRINCIPLES OE AGRICULTURE.
A pa])er was recently read before the Farmers'

Club of New York, by Dr. R. L. Waterbury, which

seems to have conflicted with the views of the sa-

vans of that illustrious body, consisting of ^Messrs.

Mapes, Waring, et id omne genus, who undertook

to answer it. On reading the report of their re-

marks, Dr, W. found it necessary to disclaim the

views attributed to him, and in doing so gives the

purport of the. paper read by him as follows:

—

That without the use of any foreign fertilizer,

produce enough may be sold off from a farm in

most portions of the Union to pay the expense of

conducting it; and yet, by judicious management,
the soil may be annually improving in condition

;

That this can be effected easiest in tho?e ])or-

tions of the Union where the value of land is the

least, and where, consequently, the f\rms are larg-

est, and the longest rotations of crops can be prof-

itably resorted to

;

That no system of farming is deserving of our

attention that does not recognize the necessity of

farm exports

;

That a State may, to some extent, export agri-

tural products, without diminishing in capability to

produce them

;

That an inspection of the census returns of the

United States and of the State of New York, shows
that the amount of crops of this State has increased

for the last ten years much faster than the area of

improved lands in the State, and that consequently

the lands cannot be "running out
;"

That the processes of Nature, to which we owe
the present alluvia condition of the surface of the

earth, are still at work, and that land left entirely

to itself will, by the action of water and vegetation,

improve in fertility

;

That the process of tillage alone may be made
to accelerate this improvement, and help to provide

for the necessary waste of marketing
;

That rain penetrates the porous parts of the

earth's surface, and percolates through them until

it comes to impervious strata, and that it runs along

this impervious strata until it finds egress as springs,

and that spring water is impregnated, more or less,

with saline substances

;

That the evaporation which is continually going

on of the water from the surface of the earth, leaves
the saline matter in the surface, as but a small ])art

of the water that falls as rain ever reaches the sea

;

That the mineral springs of Saratoga and other
localities, are exaggerated illustrations of this pro-
cess, and the mere fertile conditions of valleys is to

be in part referred to the same cause

;

That, in the present thinly populated condition
of our Continent, the true purpose of American
agriculture at this time is to wisely direct these
natural forces, rather than apply pinches of guano
and tea-spoonfuls of super-phosphates to individual

plants, although such applications may pay on some
farms, and probably do pay well on all market gar-
dening o])erations.

The objection to soil analysis is this :

—

The difference between the early soil of Virginia

and the same soil in its present condition, has been
made by the loss of 1,200 lbs. of alkalies to the

acre. But this 1,200 lbs. forms not quite three

ten-thousandths (000.27) of the soil to the de;;th

of a foot.

The idea that any amount of variation within

such infinitesimal limits can be measured and de-

fined by quantitative analysis, is absurd. Top-
dressing of the same amount would, in the same
way, fail of being detected.

That directions given by agricultural chemists

have led to successful results, is undoubtedly true
;

but these directions have been founded rather upon
experience and observation than upon chemiaal an-

alysis.

A GARDEN.
Not wholly in the busy world, nor quite

Beyond it, blooms the garden that I love.

News from the humming city comes to it

In sound of funeral or of marriage bells
;

And, sitting muffled in dark leaves, you heat

The windy clanging of the minster clock
;

Although between it and the garden lies

A league of grass, washed by a slow, broad streaxQ,

That stirred with languid pulses of the oar,

Waves all its lazy lilies, and creeps on,

Barge-laden, to three arches of a bridge

Crowned with the minster-towers. TENrrrsos.

Rosse's Telescope.---The Earl of Rosse, who
has recently completed another telescope, the larg-

est ever made, alluded, at a meeting in London, to

its effects. He said that, with respect to the moon,
every object on its surface of 100 feet in height

was now distinctly to be seen; and he had no

doubt that, under very favorable circumstances, it

would be so with objects sixty feet in height. On
its surface were craters of extinct volcanoes, rocks,

and masses of stones, almost innumerable. lie

had no doubt that if such a building as he was then

in were upon the surfice of the moon, it would be

rendered distinctly visible by these instruments.

But there were no signs of habitations such as

ours—no vestiges of architecture remain to show

that the moon is or ever was inhabited by a race

of mortals similar to ourselves. It presented no ap-

pearance which could lead to the su])position that

it contained anything like the green fields and the

lovely verdure of this beautiful world of ours.

—

There was no water visible—not a sea or a river,

or even the measure of a reservoir for supplying

town or factory—all seemed desolate.
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THE SECKEL PEAR.

The fruit fror.. which the above i)ortraits were

taken, was from the garden of the Messrs. J. F. C.

Hyde, of Newton Centre. We cannot do better

than give Mr. Downing's description of it. He
says—"We do not hesitate to pronounce this Amer-

ican pear the richest and most exquisitelj- flavored

variety known. In its highly concentrated, spicy,

and honied flavor, it is not surpassed, nor indeed

equalled, by any European variety. When we add

to this, that the tree is the healthiest and hardiesi

of all pear trees, forming a fine, compact, symmet-

rical head, and bearing regular and abundant crops

in clusters at the ends of the branches, it is easy to

see that we consider no garden complete without

it. Indeed, we think it indispensable in the small-

est garden. The stout, short-jointed olive-colored

wood distinguishes this variety, as well as the pe-

culiar reddish-brown color of the fruit. The soil

should receive a top-dressing of manure frequently,

when the size of the pear is an object. The Seckel

pear originated on the farm of Mr. Seckel, about

four miles from Philadelphia. It was sent to

Europe by the late Dr. Hosack, in 1819, and the

fruit was pronounced by the London Horticultural

Societj', exceeding in flavor the richest of their au*

tumn pears.

Fruit small, (except in rich soils,) regularly

formed, obovate. Skin brownish-green at first, be-

coming dull yellowish-brown, Avith a lively russet

red cheek. Stalk half to three-fourths of an inch

long, slightly curved, and set in a trifling depres-

sion. Calyx small, and placed in a basin scarcely

at all sunk. Flesh whitish, buttery, very juicy and

melting, with a peculiarly rich, spicy flavor and

aroma. It ripens gradually in the house, from the

end of August to the last of October.

Essex County.—We are pleased to learn that

the late Dr. John G. Trk\dwell, who recently

died in Salem, has by legacy left the Essex County

Agricaltural Society a farm of seventy acres in the

town of Topsfield, to be used as an experimental

form. Blessings will rest on the memory of the

man. Why has not a similar bequcathment long

before this been made in old Middlesex ? If men
understood better what would perpetuate their

good name, they would often give their philan-

thropy a different direction.

Soap.—Some one has sent us a glowing descrip-

tion of this article, from which we are almost led

to believe that it would wash the skin of an Ethi-

opian, white. He says some female has written

for our columns, who has been experimenting with

soap, and has found borax mixed with it very eco-

nomical. He desires her to try his soap—well, we
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are willing she should,—but until we try it our-

selves, can neither vouch for his declarations, nor

add any experiments of our own. We have a high

regard for clean linen, and for the "ladies hands,"

too ; if they are honestly soft, so much the better.

But his soap comes to us too soft, altogether. We
must see it, feel it, rub it, lather it, wash with it,

before we can say anything more to the women
about it.

For the New England Fanner.

lUaUIRIES ABOUT APPLE TREES.

Miv York, Aup;. 8th, 18o6.

Mr. Editor:—In a recent visit 1o my place p.t

Westfield, Mass., I saw a number of your work, en-

titled the JVew England Farmer. I was very

much pleased with it, and read every chapter with

interest. The chapter on Lawns, in particular,

should be read by every farmer and rural improver

of the land. It is a subject in which our farmers

do not take near the interest they should. I hope
it will be the means of stirring up every one of

your numerous readers to the importance of the

subject. Enclosed you will find two dollars; please

send me the paper.

In this connection I will take the liberty of

troubling you with a few questions in regard to the

setting out of a couple of orchards on my place.

There are two pieces which I intend planting with

apple trees, one of which is gravelly land. In set-

ting out some trees last year, in the same kind of

ground, we dug holes 3 feet deep and 6 feet across,

which we filled with good turf soil and set the trees

in it, and in the fall put manure around them a

short distance from the body of the tree. Do you
think the above a good plan ? My object is to

force the trees all that is possible. My other piece

is meadow land, on which, heretofore, I have first

dug holes large enough to admit the roots, but put

manure around them same as those on the gravelly

land. Do you think I have pursued the best plan

with these ? I want to set the trees a sufficient dis-

tance apart so as not to interfere with the usual

farm crops. Last year we put them some 30 and
some 40 feet apart ; this year we thought of put-

ting them 50 feet apart. Do you think the distance

too great ? Which do you think is the best season

to set trees out, spring or fall, and which the best

place to get them from to set out in Westfield cli-

mate ?

Last year we set our trees out in the fall and got

them from Parsons', Flushing, Long Island, and out

of 300 trees nearly 40 have died. What age do
you think it is best to have the trees ? What are

the best varieties of winter a])ples, that is, the most
profitable to raise in our soil? I find what I in-

tended for a few inquiries have become a long list,

but I hope you will find time to answer them, as

many of the farmers in our vicinity would like to

have your opinions very much. I am with great

respect, your friend, C. L. Ingersoll.

Remarks.—We are always gratified to learn

that the subjects discussed in these columns are

well received, and are affording suggestions for im-

provement. Indeed, this assurance, often freely

expressed, forms the spring of action Avith up, and

strengthens and sustains and ennobles the calling

in which we are engaged. The money interest of

this establishment, to the proprietor, we know to

be entirely ofsecondary consequence, as the income

of another branch of industry, already immense, is

more than suffii;ient to gratify any personal ambi-

tion of a man self-taught, self-made, and who has

the happiness and welfare of the world at heart.

The things requisite to sujjply our own simple

wants might well be afforded by the acres we culti-

vated, and leave us sufficient leisure to gratify the

taste in exploring abstruse subjects and treasur-

ing up the lore of the books, did not the prompt-

ings of duty impel us to strike while the iron is hot,

and impart to the waiting world portions in due

season of such as has been committed to our care.

We labor, therefore, with a happy zeal. Our

daily walks and conversations with you are all of

the most pleasing character. We impart some-

thing, but gain a great deal more from you through

the aid of your pens and your approbation of our

enterprise.

In this spirit we receive and reply to the letter

of our correspondent from New York. The chap-

ter on Laions was written by our Associate, Judge

French, a gentleman qualified by observation,

reading, and actual experience, to write correctly

on the subject. To those who examine his grounds,

laid out by his own skill, and prepared mainly with

his own hands, no testimony of ours is necessary.

His articles are not only written with a graceful

ease, and in a most attractive style, but as Burke

said of a certain kind of oratory, they go home to

men's business and bosoms. They all have a direct

practical bearing, which at once pleases all practi-

cal men, while the purity, vigor and ease of their

style attract the student or scholar.

The inquiries of our correspondent aff'ord us an

opportunity to speak once more of our favorite em-

ployment, the cultivation of trees. There is no

branch of husbandry to which we have given so

much attention, and none in which we have been

more successful. A budded or grafted tree is a

fair representation of civilization. It shows, in a

degree, the advance of scientific effect, and minis-

ters greatly to the necessities of man. Could we

fix the doom of bad spirits beyond the great river,

it should be no worse than to banish them to a

world without trees! Trees are social, living

things. They have a language all their own—they

stand between us and the fierce Euroclydon or the

burning sun ;—amid their branches the birds re-

pose, and cattle quietly ruminate in their grateful

shade. They condense atmospheric moisture and

renew the springs. But in the date, the almond,

the hickory, and numerous other nuts, and in the

apple, pear, peach, plum, and a variety of other

fruits, they compose a very considerable amount of

the food of man. Thev warm, siiellei, and feed
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us ; they take up, use, and purify the air which has

been exhausted of its oxygen by man and the animal

kingdom, and give great beauty to the landscape.

By meadow land we suppose our correspondent

means low land that produces the common upland

grasses, such as herds grass and red-tojj. The

prevalent opinion hes been for many years that

low and rather wet lands were not suitable for ap-

ple trees. The late Mr. James Brown, of West

Cambridge, who had extensive orcharding on almost

all varieties of land, informed us that the apple

trees on his low lands, had for many years pro-

duced a better crop than those on the hill lands.

They will not flourish long, however, where standing

water remains for any considerable time.

On the gravelly land, mulching with hay, fine

chips, straw, saw-dust, or fine brush is of great ser-

vice. The latter affords a fine material, as, while it suf-

ficiently shades the ground to prevent excessive evap-

oration, it does not prevent the access of light and

heat. In the fall it is easily removed from the

stem of the tree, so as not to harbor mice, who love

to feed on the young and tender bark. After trees

have been well manured and dug about, perhaps

there is no better material for mulching than a coat

of two to four inches of old and fine meadow muck,

which should be spread about the tree in a circle of

six feet in diameter. Holes to receive the tree

which are six feet across, and eighteen inches deep

are liberal. On land with a hard pan three feet

deep is undoubtedly better, if one can afford it. If

manure is mingled with the earth in the holes, it

should be well decomposed. If applied after the

tree is set, it should be slightly dug under the sur-

face.

We do not think it well to force the tree to an

excessively rapid growth ; in such case it grows

late in the season, so that the wood is not matured,

is liable to be broken by the winds or snows, and

is more susceptible to the cold. A regular annual

growth of from ten to twenty inches on the leading

branches is enough.

There is considerable diversity of opinion as to

the distance of trees from each other. If too near,

the limbs soon meet and obstruct each other, and

shut out the sun ; and the difficulties of cultivation

are increased. On the other hand, if too far apart,

in order to get a desirable number of trees, they

would cover such an amount of land as few farmers

could find manure to enrich or to keep under cul-

tivation.

At 40 feet apart, 27 trees would cover an acre,

and 18.i acres would be required for 500 trees. On
our small New England farms, where there is usu-

ally a lack of manure, the true course is to plant

trees at such a distance from each other as will en-

able the leading branches to meet when the tree

oomes to maturity ; the ground will then be cov-

ered, but not densely so, and the whole of it occu-

pied. If at maturity the limbs mingle a little, it is

l)etter to shorten them in than to cover a large

space by setting the trees farther apart. At 29

feet, we get 51 trees to the acre, and this, in our

v>pinion, is better than to go over more ground by

setting them at a greater distance. However, all

(his may depend on circumstances. If land, and

(eams to plow are plenty, and manure is abundant,

•10 feet apart may not be too much. After trees

liave been set some fifteen years, the orchard crop

should be considered a distinct crop, and the trees

must not be robbed of their supplies by corn, pota-

toes, and especially the small grains. The soil

ought to be kept loose, and in good condition, by

[iroper applications of manure. Under such cir-

cumstances, the orchard will pay better dividends

than banks, railroads or manufacturing stocks usu-

ally do.

Opinions vaiy, also, as to the best time for trans-

planting apple trees. If we were ready, we should

not hesitate to transplant in the autumn ; and we are

not aware by the condition of any trees which we

have observed, that there is any advantage in the

spring over the autumn, or vice versa. If the trees

are good ones, carefully taken up, and preserved if

kej)t out of the ground long, and then well set,

ninety-eight out of a hundred ought to live and

grow thriftily.

We prefer trees grown north of us for trans-

jilanting, and those two years from the bud are

more certain, under the common management,

to live and grow, than those of a greater age.

The Danvers Winter Sweet, Winter Green Sweet,

1 iadies' Sweet and Russet Sweet, are all good vari-

eties.

HEALTH.
Heaven never granted a richer boon than health

;

and without it, all other blessings are comparative-

ly valueless. Yet it is often lighly esteemed and
carelessly thrown away, and never fully appreciated

until it is gone. Ihave seen the mistress of a splen-

did mansion, surrounded by every luxury which

wealth can command, lying upon her couch, pale

and miserable, fretful and unhappy. Within her

reach were the most delicate viands and exquisite

fruits, yet she could partake of none. Health wap

no longer hers. She had parted with it for the sake

of gratiying her vanity, by wearing thin shoes, to

display the beauty of her foot, and now, when con-

sumption was preying upon her, she repented her

folly, but it was too late ; and though she would
willingly give all that she possessed, the priceless

treasure could not be recalled. The thin, ghastly-

looking gentleman, who reclines in his luxurious

easy chair, with his gouty foot upon a pillow, sighs

and groans in anguish, and thinks of the many
weary nights of pain, when the bed of down and

the silken covering could bring him no repose.

—

How he envies the plough-boy who whistles on the

green fields, whose step is elastic, and whose heart

is light and gay at his toil, while his sleep is sound

and refreshing.
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What is wealth to the invalid but a bitter mock-
ery which can yield no happiness. Then prize the

rich boon of health, ye v.ho possess it, and lift your

hearts in gratitude to God, even though your lot

may be one of poverty and toil.

For (If Nerp England Fanner.

EOY/ MUCH EDTJCATIOH "fOS THE
FARMEE ?

Sib,—'Tis true that they sent me to college

Anil thniiuht there was in it no harm,
For they thoir^lit that a li.lle more Unowledge

Could not injure my work on the farm.

They saitl, but few would not say it,

Tliat culture, expansion of brain,
Mipht assist, and perhaps would repay it.

But most surely not injure the grain.

And is there in tones of the matin.
In chemistry, angles, the cone.

Or in botany, Greek or the Latin,

Any milk that will nurture a drone ?

I went, and I labored with pleasure.
For culture of mind and of soul

;

I returned, and am seeking the treasure
For to clothe and to nourish 7)iy whole.

How changed is the home of my childhood,
No shade trees, nor tlowers nor lawn.

Nor stream with its grove and its wild-wood.
And the joy of my heart, she is gone.

I long for a farm which has beauty
In nature, improvements in stock,

And a wife in the house, in whose duty
There is ^lappiness, soug, and good luck.

What course with a boy would you follow .'

Keep him on the farm or at school.

Run the risk of a fool for a scholar.

Or a farmer in spite of a fool ? X. Z.

P. S.—If she to my hopes is no sinner,
Whenever you come into town,

You are welcome to call for a dinner.
If your answer's "the pure Simon Brown."

I have prefaced my query somewhat at length, in

hopes to draw out from some one the true ideal of

n model farmer's home, as well as what kind, and
how much education a farmer should have. Small
potatoes, muck, the habits of animals, Sec, are all

very interesting ; but is the development of the true

wants of our natures, and how we may best satisfy

those wants, of less importance, when our true hap-
piness consists only in supplying those wants ? But
if the all-powerful dollar is to take precedence,

then will the subject, as heretofore, be discussed by
the fireside, in angry debate, over a few pennies,

for some trifling luxury. The idea of a gentleman
farmer or a farmer's daughter at a boarding-school,

lias been ridiculed. Perhaps some one can make
it appear, that the farmer's vocation is not incon-

HStent with true education, refinement in taste andj

feeling,—that the tones of the piano and the splash
j

of the churn may be made to harmonize, and a'

singing as well as a scolding wi."e can make the
butter come. Let him who has the idea, write.

JVare, Mass., July, 1856.

Remarks.—Write yourself. You have touched

the right vStrings,—give us more chords.

tt^' Col. Daxiel Needuam will deliver the an-

nual address before the JVindsor Countij Jlgrkul-

lural Socidy, at Woodstock, Vermont, September
25th.

Fur the Neu> England Farmer.

HAY TIME.

The busiest time in the year. The time when
there is not a moment to lose. The days are the
longest in the year, but they are not quite long
enough. There arc no other days when men, and
women too, rise so e?.rly and so willingly, when
all go to their labor so cheerfully. The labor

of the early morning, when the mower, with stal-

wart arm and newly-ground scythe, lays the sweet-
scented and dew-loaded gra^s in straight and even
swaths, is the pleasantest labor of the day. Be-
fore the beams of the rising sun shoot across

the green meadow, he is at his work. The glit-

tering dew-drops sparkle in the first ravs of the
morning, as they scatter before his keen and steady

stroke. The music of his rifle rings clear in the

still morning. The air is balmy and bracing. The
blackbird and boboHnk are whistling by the side of
the meadow. The redbreast, perched upon the

top of a distant tree, is pouring forth his full, clear

notes, and all nature seems just waking into new life.

But hark ! the housewife has been busy at her
task, and the shrill horn summons the mowers to

their morning meal. The fragrant coffee, the
golden Johnny cake, the sweet butter, the substan-

tial bacon or cold beef, and then to wind off", a plate

of muffins or a milk-toast, constitute the morning
repast. The mower's breakfast is no light affliir.

For two hours he has been using his full strength.

His muscles have had free play. He has drawn
without stint, upon the powers of his system, and
now he must have a new supply of that which is

to give him strength for the remaining labors of

the day. Breakfast over, he returns to the field,

and is soon followed by the boys, who, with fork in

hand, scatter the swaths evenly over the surface of

the meadow. Ten o'clock has now arrived, and
the dew has dried up. The hay that v.as out the

day before and left in the cock, must be spread.

So the scythe is hung on a tree, and the mowing
for the morning is over. The haymaker seizes his

fork, and shakes out the cocks of hay, laying it up
lightly to the sun and air. Having completed this,

he is ready for the luncheon which his careful wife

has sent him, and taking his seat upon the ground
under the shade of the tree upon which his scythe

is hung, he uncovers the basket, and calling the

boys, they partake of the coffee, and doughnuts
and cheese, and apple-pie, with which it is filled.

Now, boys, we must turn the hay. Shake it well

up to th(^ sun, for we must get it into the barn im-
mediately after dinner. When this is all nicely

done, they shake up again the thickest of the swaths,

which were cut in the morning. And now the sun

has reached the meridian, and the youngest boy
goes to the pasture for the oxen, and the eldest,

taking the scythe from the tree, goes to the house
with his father. Dinner is nearly ready, but there

is no time to be lost. So while they are waiting

for dinner to be put on the table, and the boy to

come from the ])asture with the oxen, they take a

pail of water and go to the grindstone, and put a

new edge upon the scythe, that it may be ready

for use when it is wanted. Now dinner is ready,

and they take their seats at the well-spread table,

with a])petites none the worse for the luncheon in

the field.

Haymakers do not live to eat, but they eat to

live and work, and they do both with a Iiearty
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good will. Having satisfied their wants, they rest

a few moments, and then, Come, boys, we've no
time to lose. So the boys yoke up the oxen, and
take the cart with the rakes, and return to the field.

The fother is there before them, raking the cocks

of hay, which have been sjiread into tumbles, that

they may be ready to load upon the cart. Soon
they are all ready ; and now the oldest boy gets

into the cart, and the youngest takes the rake, and
the father pitches the hay on to the load. It is

busy work. You must rake clean, my boy. Fly
around, fly around, make clean work after the cart

if you would not be called a sloven. We have
now got on twenty tumbles ; that is enough, we
will take the rest next time. Now let me take the

rake, and brush down the load. There, that will

do. Now j)ut up the bars, after I drive the load

out of the field.

And now we've got to the barn, and driven the

load on to the floor; and, boys, we will have a
drink of that nice hop beer which mother brewed
yesterday, before ws unload. This unloading hay
is warm work, in a hot day. It will make the juice

run out of a man or boy, if he has got any in him;
but it must be done. So, boys, both go on to the

mow. Well, the hay is off in less time than it

took to put it on ; and now for another drink of

beer. Now for the other load. This is soon tum-
bled up, and pitched on to the cart. The oldest

boy is now sent up to the barn with the load, with

directions to leave it on the floor, and unyoke the

oxen and leave them in the yard, and return to the

field. They now set to work to rake up the hay
that was cut in the morning, and put it into cocks
to keep it from the dew. This work they diligent-

!}• pursue, till the cocks are all standing in rows,

of uniform size, and neatly trimmed. And now
the fiither takes down the scythe, and, as the sun

is declining, and the dew begins to fall, and a

refreshing coolness pervades the air, he gives full

play to his muscles, and swings his scythe with a

vigorous arm. It is newly-ground, and the edge is

keen. He reaches well forward, and rapidly falls

the grass before him.

One of the boys drives the oxen to the pasture,

and drives home the cows, with full udders, the
mi.k streaming from their teats. The other boy
goes into the garden with his basket, and digs

a peck of potatoes, and gathers a parcel of cucum-
bers from the vines. When the cows reach their

yard, the boys take the bright pails from the bench
by the door, and engage in their evening task of
milking them. The milli runs in copious streams,
and the rich froth foams up in the pails, while the
cows, happy to be relieved, quietly chew the cud.

And now the sun is going down behind the hill,

and the dewy air is filled with fragrance. The
swallows are twittering in their nests under the
eaves of the barn, and the chickens are gathering
to their roosts. The pigs are grunting their satis-

faction over the full pail of skimmed milk in the
trough, and the turkeys are lazily mounting to

their resting-place on the roof of the shed.

The day's work is done. Father has come from
the meadow, and goes to the pump, and laying

aside his hat, and rolling up his shirt sleeves, ap-

plies freely the clear, cold water to his arms, and
head, and neck, and feet. The boys had washed
up bright and clean before him. Supper is ready,

and mother is waiting for them, with a cheerful

smile. The hot biscuit, the sweet butter, the rich

cheese, the apple-pie, the cup of tea or the mug of

warm milk, compose the meah They deliberately

satisfy their a])petites, and talk over the labor of
the day, and the plans for to-morrow. And now,
boys, I think you are tired enough to go to bed.
Remember, you must be u]) early m the morning,
and milk the cows, and pitch off that load of hay
before breakfast. There is no time to be lost.

There, Mr, Editor, there is a day's work in hay-
time, when you and I were boys on the old flirm at

home. Does it not remind you of the good old
times, before mowing-machines and horse-rakes

were invented ? Those were busy days. We ex-
pected to work hard while they lasted. We had not
heard of the ten hour system then. Bo*^^^ rraster

and hired man expected to work as long as daylight

lasted. Work was done in those days by strong
arms and brave hearts ; and nobody thought of
giving out till the hay from the upland was all in

the barn, and the hay from the meadow was neatly

stacked. We worked hard, to be sure, but it was
cheerful, pleasant work. Does not your heart leap

with pleasure when you think of those times ? We
were full of life, and ambitious to show ourselves

men. If we did not take so wide a raking as the
men, we took care to keep out of their way. We
did not carry so wide a swath, but we pointed out

well, and cut clean, and took good care of our
heels, I remember the first scythe I ever had, I

was about 16, and as puny a lad as you would wish
to see. But I wanted a scythe. So I walked four

miles to a store where they had a good assortment
of them, and picked out one that I liked. It was
but about three feet long, and I got a light snath

to go with it, and then went to a grindstone that

was turned by water, and got it ground. I then
had it nicely hung, so that it balanced just right,

and got me a new rifle that exactly fitted my hand,
and then I was a man, every inch of me. I had
learned liow to whet a scythe, and I took especial

care to keep it sharp. I soon got a knack of
swinging it easih', without a great outlay of strength,

for this I had not, so I made up for want of strength

by sleight of hand.

Many a bright morning have I gone into 'he field,

and led off three or four men, with long scythes

and brawny arms, and if my swath was but half as

wide as theirs, I always came out ahead. And
here let me say, if you would make a lioy love his

work, always furnish him with a good tool, which
he can call his own, and teach him how to use it.

I love to think of those old times. It makes me
feel young again, I love to think of the men and
boys with whom I worked, and of the fields, where
we worked, and the maples by the border of the

meadow, and the old oak under whose shadow we
used to take our luncheon. They were busy times,

but happy times, those old hay times. R.

Hydropathy Applied to Swarming Bees.—
Dr. Robinson, of Farmington, N. Y., informs us

that he succeeded perfectly with a hive of bees that

persisted in collecting in thick masses outside the

hive and doing nothing. He bored a hole through
the top, which happened, as he wished, to strike the

space between the combs. He then fitted a small

hive above the old one, and standing at a respect-

ful distance, with a syringe in his hands, continued

to shoot the bees with a delicate broadside of cold

water. They soon retreated to the interior, and as-
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cending through the holes, occupied the new hive

above. They immediately went to work to fill it,

and in about five weeks it was found to contain

twenty pounds of honey. Another person had ac-

coni|ilished the same purpose by covering the top

with fresh branches of trees, and then imitating a

shower of rain by drenching these branches with a

watering pot.

—

Country Genthman.

NATIONAL AND STATE SHOWS
FOR 1856.

American Pomological Society Rochester, Sept. 24.

Cans. la East Three Rivers, Sept. 16, 17, 18.

Canada West Kiugston, Sept. 23, 24, 23, 26.

Connecticut New Haven, Oct. 7, 8, 9, 10.

Geoi;.'ia Atalanta, Oct. 20, 21,22,23.
Illinois Alton, Sept. 30, Oct. 1, 2. 3.

Indiana Indianapolis, Oct. 20, 21, 22, 23.

Maine Oct. 28, 29, 30,31.
Michican Detroit, Sept. 30, Oct. 1, 2, 3.

New Hampshire Oct. 8, 9, 10.

New Jersey Newark, Sept. 10, 11, 12.

New Vork." Watertown, Sept. 30, Oct. 1, 2, 3.

.\orth Carolina Raleigh, Oct. 14, 15, 16, 17.

Ohio Cleveland, Sept. 23, 24, 2a, 26.

Pennsylvania Pittsburg, Sept. 30.

South Carolina Columbia, Nov. 11, 12, 13, 14.

D. States .Agricultural Society... Philadelphia, Oct. 7, 8, 9, 10.

WiiCousin MUwaukie, Oct. 8, 9, 10.

COUNTY SHOWS IX MASS.VCHUSETTS.

Barnstable Barnstable, Oct. 7, 8.

Berkshire Pittstield, Oct. 1, 2, 3.

Brist(d Fall River, Oct. 1, 2.

Essex Newburyport, Oct. 1, 2.

Franklin Greenfield, Oct. 1, 2.

Hamiibhire, Franklin and Hampden. ..Northampton, Oct. 7, 8.

Haaip.^hire Amherst, Oct. 9, 10.

Hampden Springfield, Oct. 1, 2, 3.

Housatonic Great Barrington, Sept. 24, 25.

Middlese.x Concord, Sept. 20.

Midfilese.x Nortli Chelmsford, Sept. 17.

Middlesex South Framingham, Sept. 17, 18.

Norfolk Dcdham, Sept. 30, Oct. 1.

Pl.v mouth Bridge water, Sept. 24, 25.

Worcester Worcester, Sept. 21, 25.

Worcester West Barre, Sept. 18.

Worcester North Fitchburg, Sept. 19.

Worcester South Sturbridge, Oct. 1, 2.

For the New England Farmer.

CROPS, &c., IN VERMONT.
Mr. Editor :—As items of news concerning

crops, weather, etc. etc., are interesting to most
readers, I thought I would just say a few words re-

sjjecting such things in this section of our State.

The crops are, as a general thing, promising an
abundant yield. Corn, till within a few days, had
grown for a few weeks almost beyond all prece-

dent, and the various cereals are in a forward state,

and look remiirkably well. Potatoes looic well and
healthy, with no apj)earance of the rot, that I have
heard, but in some gardens have been afi'ected. The
hay crop thus far, has been abundant and good, or

rather till one week ago on Monday last, when the

weather changed from the nicest hay-weather to a

very disagreeable "wet spell." It has rained every

day for nine d.iys in succession, and with the excep-

tion of a few loads that were unfit, there has been
no hay got in since the commencement of the "wet
term."

Yesterday, (Aug. 11th,) about the time people

were just ready to draw in their hay, there came up
a shovv-er, which finally ended in hail, that, for so

short a period, did great damage. My nearest

neighbor, west, has had his crop nearly destroyed.

The next one estimates his loss at $300, and so on,

those residing in the narrow track of the storm,

losing more or less. Many of our farmers have

done haying, while it will take the majority from
three to ten days yet to finish.

There is quite an interest felt here among many
of our farmers, in the various methods of improved
cultivation, as well as improved implements ; but
still far too many esteem all improvers as so many
subjects for Carnum's Museum, and until there
shall be more of an awakening to the subject of
truly scientific agriculture, our farmers will be "be-
hind the times." And until more interest is taken
in agricultural reading so as to elevate the minds
of the "tillers of the soil," for no avocation can be
elevated without a real and true expansion of mind,
there will be too many of the opinion of "A Far-
mer's Son"—see Farmer of Aug. 9th.

I would ask your correspondent who thinks

"cooked turnips" are excellent for stock, if he think

the efi'ect on stock, would be the same, as warm
bi.scuit, hot coffee, &c. &c., on the human organiza-

tion, if so I prefer that my cattle do without them,
for dyspepsia is not a very agreeable disease to

have.

Is it true that a "wet spell" about the time the

weevil commence their operations upon wheat,

has a tendency to destroy them ?

When is the proper time for budding apple

trees, and should the buds be taken from scions of

this year's growth on trees from which you wish to

bud ? Progress.
Glover, Vl, 1S56.

Rf.m.irks.—Send the suggestions as you pro-

pose. From July to September, apple trees may
be budded with success. If very dry in July, post-

pone till rains come. Use buds from a shoot of

the present year's growth.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
COOKED VEGETABLES FOR STOCK—MILLET—LU-

CERNE—STRAWBERRIES.

Some one through the Farmer asks if cooking

vegetables will pay. I cooked beets, carrots and

turnips and mixed with shorts for my cows last

winter, and think it paid well ; the milk was much
better.

I would like to be informed in regard to millet,

the time to cut it, and if lucerne will come up the

next spring after sowing, as clover does ? When
is the proper time to set out strawberries ?

Coluit Port, JV. Y., 1856. D. Childs.

Remarks.—Millet should be cut when just pass-

ing out of bloom.

Lucerne is a perennial plant, and will last, under

favorable circumstances, some eight or ten years.

Set out strawberries in August or May.

artesian wells.
."^ would like to inquire through your ])aper if

there are any artesian wells in New England, and

if so, in what place ? Is there any one acquainted

with the business of boring ? II. s. w.

Sunderlaiid, 185G.

PRUNE SCIONS—PLUM SCIONS.

"M. M. J." is informed that the prune scion.5 he

inquires for were distributed gratis, and exhausted

weeks ago.
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PRUNING AND SCRAPING TREES.

What season of the year do you consider the

best for scraping and pruning trees ? R. s. s.

Derry, JV. H., 1856.

Remarks.— Old apple trees may be carefully dug

about, and small branches and twigs, such as may

be taken off easily with a pen-knife, cut off, at any

time between the first of May and November. Tlie

middle of June is considered by distinguished or-

chardists, as the best time for pruning ; after that,

the month of October. It cannot, howevei*, be too

earnestly urged to cover all wounds, even though

they be small ones, with something to protect them

from the sun, rain and air. We have known com-

mon red paint extensively used, and without any

apparent harm. This being a strong paint, resists

the elements for many years. Care should be ta-

ken that the paint does not touch the edges of the

bark. Gum araliic dissolved in alcohol, is, jjerhaps,

the safest and best preservative to use.

now TO GET RID OF EMMETS,

Mr. Farmer :—Can you, or any of your numer-
ous correspondents inform me how to get rid of

emmets, which infest our pantry in swarms. We
have never had any until about a month since, when,
by some means or other, they got in. We have

tried all manner of ways to exterminate them, with-

out success. L. s.

South Abington, Aug., 1856.

Remarks.—Wet a large sponge in sugar-water,

and lay it on the shelf; when it is filled with ants,

drop it into cold water, and drown them. If put

into hot water, the ants are killed in the sponge,

and occasion much trouble in removing them.

MIXING OF PLANTS.

There is but one way in which vegetable or ani-

mal hybrids are produced. Corn will mix when the
pollen of one variety falls on, or rather around the

silk of another, and not otherwise. Beans and po
tatoes v/ill mix when made to blossom in close

proxim.ity, but the mixing will be in the seeds, and
not in the roots ; a red tuber will no more become
white, because a white one is planted in the same
field, than a red cow will become white, if a white
one graze in the same pasture.

A friend had two kinds of potatoes, red and
white, which had been planted together till the
"memory of man ran not to the contrary." The
white variety had much the pleasantest flavor, but
he assured me that they could not be separated, for

when he planted white ones alone, still the product
was red and white as before. I picked out a few
of the white tubers, planted them carefully by
themselves, and when I dug them found white one's

only. I saved the balls, planted the seeds, and still!

had the same variety unmixed, unchanged, except
|

they were of more vigorous growth. They are an
excellent variety, and my family would not willing-

1

ly part with them.
By the way, I have another variety ; they are

long, a little curved, very smooth, olive colored,

one end a little larger than the other, and when ofi

full growth, weigh one-half lb. ; when eaten warmj

they are soft, and of excellent flavor. Are they
State of Maine potatoes ? CllARLES CooK.

Blackslone, Mass., Aug. \st, 1856.

IS AMMONIA A FERTILIZER?

Mr. Editor :—Judging from the writings of ag-

1 iculturists, it would seem to be a well ascertained

fact that ammonia is the principal fertilizing agent
of manures. The subscriber having never met with

the proofs of this fact, you would confer a favor up-
on him, and perhaps upon others, by giving a state-

ment of them in your valuable paper. A, \v.

Stephentown, JV. Y., 1856,

Remarks.—The "proofs of this fact," ])robably,

may be found in every load of dung that is used.

It is stated by all chemists, we believe, that ammo-
nia is one of the most valuable fertilizing substan-

ces contained in farm-yard manure, and it is usual-

ly present in greater proportion in the liquid than

in the solid contents of the farm-yard. We have

many particular instances of its efficacy before us

in the books. A case is mentioned of a field in

England being mamu-ed for wheat, m part with or-

dinary farm-yard manure, and in p?.rt with one

hundred and fifty pounds of sulphate of ammonia,

costing $5 50—when the produce of the manure

was 24 bushels, and that of the ammonia, 33 bush-

els per imperial acre. Seeds steeped in the sahs

of ammonia, have been hastened in germination,

and in the after luxuriance of the crop. In one ex-

[leriment, seeds of wheat, steeped in the sulphate of

ammonia on the 5th of July, had, by the lOlh of

August, tillered into nine, ten, and eleven stems of

nearly equal vigor, while unprepared seed had not

tillered into more than two, three or four stems.

In Uj^per India sal ammoniac is prepared by heat-

ing together camel's dung and sea-salt, and is used

for plants, and for the keeping of seeds. Plenty

of experiments are detailed in the books, to which

we refer "A. W.," such as Liebeg, Johnston's Ele-

ments, Thaer, Shaw, &c,

THE PLUM AND CURCULIO,

Mr, Brown :—I recently read an in the Farmer
by J, T, W, upon these subjects which I liked. I

last year made a solution of salt, sulphur and urine,

which proved a preventive of the curculio slugs. Af-

ter diluting the mixture with water, I ap[)lied it to

the trees and young fruit with a syringe, and my
fruit was preserved.

THE GROUND CHERRY.

We would inform "O. L. K." that there is noth-

ing particularly remarkable about this fruit, or

which should cause a demand o? ffUj cents each

for it. We have only eaten it as a preserve, and

in this form found it pleasant.

AVHITE BLINT WHEAT.

Mr. George W. ^Maynard, of Berlin, has left

with us some fine specimens of this wheat, the pro-

duct of his farm.
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THE BLUEBERRY TEAR.

Mr. Editor :—The year 1856 will be remem-
bered here, in all coming time, as the blueberry year.

Two years ago, large tracts of forest land were
burnt over, leaving the ground in many places, fit

for the harrow ; these lands have fince grown up
whortleberry bushes, and they are literally covered

with them this season. A bushel a d^y is an ordi-

nary day's toil for a boy. The berries would com-
mand from 8 to 10 cts. per qt. at the fir^•.t picking,

but now they will not bring in Bangor market more
than from one to two cts., and no sale at that. I

have eight bushels which I bought to-day at the

low price of 4 cts, per qt., and they will not pay me
the freight on them to Bangor, a distance of 25
miles. What shall I do with them ? Will they

bring anything dried, in Boston market, next win-

ter ? Some one suggests to fill a barrel with them,

and again fill with pure water, and then keep them
in a cool place, and they will be good for pies, not-

M-ithstanding they become sour by fermentation.

If so, will they be saleable ? I can purchase 50
bushels of the nicest berries that were ever grown
for 3 to 4 cts. per qt. Please to give us some in-

Ibrmation whereby so much of this bounty of our
woods may be made to clothe our children, and
still dispense a luxury to those far av/ay.

Yours, C. *S. Weld,
Ramon, Penobscot Co., Me., 1856.

MORRILL HORSE.

Mr. Editor:—I notice in your ])aper of the

21st inst. an inquiry about the Morrill Horse. Being
a subscriber, I thought I would give the desired in-

formation.

The Morrill Horse is owned by French Morrill

of Danville, Vt., and kept by him at that place

Mr. Morrill has been the owner of the above horse

since he was 3 years old ; he is now 13 years old

of a jet black color, and weighs 1226 lbs.

pedigree.

The Morrill Horse is a true descendant of the
Justin Morgan and Messenger blood ; he was sired

by .lannison Horse, Jannison Horse by Young Mor
gan Bulrush, Young Bulrush by old Bulrush, and
old Bulrush by Justin Farrington Horse, Farring-
ton Horse by Vance Horse, and the Vance Horse
by the celebrated Messenger Horse, an imported
horse.

The Morrill Horse is probably the best stock
horse for all work that can be found in New Eng-
land; his stock has proved well and sells very high.

Danville, Vt, July 28th, 1859. a. m. w.

CROPS in ILLINOIS.

The July number of the Farmer has reached
our prairie home as usual—we found it full of in-

terest and encouragement for the farmer, perhaps
more so to me, it being published in my own na-
tive State. We are now in our wheat harvest,

which is excellent. Henry Co., as usual, will turn
out a large surplus. Corn is growing on at a gal-
lop speed, and bids fair to fill the granaries again
to the brim. I wish I could induce some 50 or 100
young farmers from New England to come out here
and occupy the thousands of acres now in view lay-

ing uncultivated within 3 or 5 miles from the great
thoroughfare to the Atlantic. D. Stebbins.
Bums, Henry Co., Illinois, July, 1856.

BOYS' DEPARTMENT.

SIT UPEIGHT.
"Sit upright! sit upright, my son !" said a lady

to her son, George, who had formed a wretched
habit of bending whenever he sat down to read.

His mother had told him that he could not breathe
right unless ho sat upright. But it was no use

;

bend over he would, it spite of all his mother could
say.

_

"Sit upright, Master George!" cried his teacher,

as George l>ent over his copy book at school. "I.

you don't sit ujiiight, like Master Charles, you will

ruin your health, and possibly die of consumption."
This started Master George. He did not want

to die, and he felt alarmed. So after school he
said to his teacher :

—

"Please, sir, explain to me how bending over
when I sit cancans-} me to have the consumption?"'

"That I will, George," replied his teacher, with

a cordial smile. "There is an element in the air

called oxygen, which is necessary to make your
blood circulate, and to help it purify itself by
throwing off what is called its carbon. When you
stoop you cannot take in a sufficient quantity of air

to accomplish these purposes ; hence, the blood re-

mains bad, and the air cells in your lungs inflame.

The cough comes on. Next the lungs ulcerate, and
then you die. Give the lungs room to inspire

plenty of air, and you will not be injured by study.

Do you understand the matter now, George ?"

"I think I do, sir, »and I will try to sit ujn-ight

hereafter," snid George.

A TtiRKisn School.—What a pictvn-e it was!

On the cushioned divan, which ran along one side

of the room, sat three venerable-looking Imaunv:,

in flowing robes, long beards, white turbans, and
with chibouque. On their right and left, upon the

divan, were seated a dozen boys, of ages varying

from six to twelve, whose dress marked them of

high rank. In a conspicuous position among these

was a tiny l)oy, about four years old. He wore a

little coat of crimson velvet embroidered in gold
;

trousers and vest to match ; a leathei band, richly

worked, round his waist, from which hung a tiny

sword. On his head a velvet fez, beautifully em-
broidered, with a heavy gold tassel, completed his

attire. On a small derk ijerore the Imaums weie
several large books in the Turkish language. Otv?.

was lying open. Belov.' the divan were rows of lit-

tle Turks all dressed alike, in the coat and trousers

and crimson cloth fez. They sat in rows on the
floor, like an English infant school, and their little

red caps made them look in the distance, like a bed
of poppies. Truth to say, they behaved a great

deal better than the same number of little Brit-

tons would have done. Our entrance attracted

their attention. Only for an instant they gave us

a look, then settled themselves again. And now,
one Imaum called up one boy after another to read

a sentence out of the great book ; when he had
finished his sentence all the scnool cried out "Amen."
At length, the little boy whose dress wo have de-

scribed descended from his seat, and stood at the

Imaum's feet, then slowly repeated each v/ord after

the Imaum. He accomplished a sentence ; a very

loud "Amen !" followed, and there was a buz and a

smile on every one's face, as if some feat had been
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accomplished. The child returned to his place,

and the other boys went up in turns for their les-

son.

EIGHTEEN THINGS
In which young people render themselves very

impohte :

—

1. Loud laughter.

2. Reading while others are talking.

3. Cutting finger-nails in company.
4. Leaving meeting before it is closed.

5. Whispering in company.
6. Gazing at strangers.

7. Leaving a stranger without a seat.

8. A want of reverence for superiors.

9. Reading aloud in company without being

asked.

10. Receiving a present without some manifes-

tation of gratitude.

1 1. Making yourself the topic of conversation.

12. Laughing at the mistakes of others.

13. Joking others in company.
14. Correcting older persons than yourself, es-

pecially pai'ents.

15. To commence talking before others are

through.

IG. Answering questions when put to others.

17. Commencing to cat as soon as you get to

the table. And

—

18. In not listening to what one is saying, in

company—unless you desire to show open con-

tempt for the speaker. <

A well bred person will not make an observa-

tion whilst another of the company is addressing

himself to it.

LADIES' DEPARTMENT.

FEMALE BEAUTY.
Dean Swift proposed to tax female beauty, and

leave every lady to rate her own charms. He said

the tax would be cheerfully paid and very produc-

tive.

Fontenelle thus daintily compliments the sex,

when he comi^ares women and clocks—the latter

serve to point out the hours, the former to make
us forget them.
The standards of beauty in woman vary with

those of taste. Socrates called beauty a short-lived

tyranny ; Plato, a privilege of nature ; Theophras-
tus, a silent cheat; Theocritus, a delightful preju-

dice ; Carneades, a solitary kingdom ; and Aristotle

affirmed that it was better than all the letters of

recommendation in the world.

With the Modern Greeks, and other nations on
the shores of the Mediterranean, corpulency is the

perfection of form of women ; and these very attri-

butes which disgust the Western European, form
the attractions of an Oriental fair. It was from the

common and admired shape of his countrywomen,
that Rubens, in his pictures, delights so much in a

vulgar and odious plumpness ; when his master
was desirous to represent the " beautiful," he
had no idea of beauty under two hundred
weight. His very graces are all fat. But it should

be remembered that all his models were Dutch wo-
men. The hair is a beautiful ornament of women,
but it has always been a disputed point which color

most becomes it. Wc account red hair an abomi-
nation ; but in the time of Elizabeth it found ad-

mirers and was in fashion. Mary of Scotland,

though she had exquisite hair of her own, wore red

fronts. Cleopatra was red-haired ; and the Vene-
tian ladies to this day counterfeit yellow hair.

After all that may be said or sung about it,

beauty is an undeniable foct, and its endowment
not to be disparaged. Sidney Smith gives some
good advice on the subject. "Never teach false

morality. How exquisitely absurd to teach a girl

that beauty is of no value, dress of no use ! Beauty
is of value—her whole ])rospects and happiness in

life may often depend upon a new gown, or a be-

coming bonnet; if she has five grains of common
sense she will find this out. The great thing is to

teach her their just value, and that there must be

something better under the bonnet than a pretty

face for real happiness. But never sacrifice truth."
—Salad for the Social.

DOMESTIC EECEIPTS.

Potted Meats.—It sometimes happens to the

ladies from some unforeseen circumstances, that

large quantities of cooked meats, prepared for a

party which did not come off, perhaps, remains on
hand, which are measurably lost. Such should be

potted. Cut the meat from the bone, and chop
fine, €and season high with salt, pepper, cloves and
cinnamon. ^loisten with vinegar, wine, brandy, ci-

der, or Worcestershire sauce, or melted butter, ac-

cording tothekind of meat, or to suit your own taste.

Then pound it tight into a stone jar, and cover

over tlie top with about a quarter of an inch of

melted butter. It v/ill keep months, and always

aflbrd a ready and excellent dish for the tea-table.

Pine-APPLE Jelly.— Pare and grate the pine-ap-

ple, and put into the preserving pan with one

pound of fine white sugar to every pound of fruit:

stir it and boil it until well mixed, and thicken suf-

ficiently ; then strain it, pour it into jars, and when
it has become cool, cover the jellies with papers wet
with brandy, cover tlie jars tightly, and treat them
as apple jelly.

To Prevent Jams from Graining.—A corres-

pondent inform.s us that to prevent jams, preserves,

etc., from graining, a teaspoonful of cream of tartar

must be added to every gallon of the jam or pre-

serve.

A Good Wife.—In the eighty-fourth year of

his age, Dr. Calvin Chapin wrote of his wife

:

"My domestic enjoyments have been, perhaps, as

near pcrlection as the human condition permits.

She made my home the pleasantest spot on earth to

me. And now that she is gone, my worldly loss is

perfect."

How many a poor fellow would be saved from

suicide, from the penitentiary and the gallows,

every year, had he been blessed with such a v.ife.

"She made home the pleasantest spot to me on

earth." What a grand tribute to that woman's

love, and piety, and common sense ! Rather differ-

ent was the testimony of an old man some three

years ago, just before he was hung in the Tombs'

yard of this city, "I didn't intend to kill my wife,

but she was a very aggravating woman," Let

each wife inquire, "Wliich wife am I?"

—

HaWs
Journal of Health.
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OCTOBER AND ITS SUGGESTIONS.

-^^fTf^. ^rr^ ctober! Season of

soft suns, and mild

airs; of falling leaves

and ripened crops.

Fruition of the year

!

When gathered har-

vests swell the barns

and fill the cellars,

so that there shall

be no winter of want

or discontent. The

-s^ early morning spar-

kles with frost or

^ dew-drops, at noon
"°^

the sun's rays reach

us delightfully tempered by

the hazy atmosphere, and the

cool evening, bringing the

family around the bright fire, closes

the day with charming contrast^. But

like the flowers, and a thousand things

near us, the beautiful changes, and the peculiari-

ties they bring, are unregarded by too many.

—

They are gradual, and the well -tempered mind falls

into unison with thsm, and expands with the pleas-

ing truths they teach.

There are some persons always living in the

country, who know little of country life ; they for-

get that

"There's beauty all around our paths, if but our watchful eyes

Can trace it midst familiar things, and through their lowly

guise."

The grass grows at their feet, but they have only

deemed it fit to tread upon, or for the brutes to

graze ; that it is the basis of all our prosperity, and

sustains the world, are facts which have never oc-

cupied their thoughts. The tree drops its foliage

on the earth, and presents its naked branches to

winter storms and winds, yet they have not reflect-

ed upon the office of the leaf in perfecting the fruit,

or in contributing to their own comfort and health.

'^P
<$

The Voices of Nature are peculiar to the months,

and change with the seasons, but they regard them

not, though they are full of attraction and lessons of

wisdom to the observing mind. How many have

passed early life near a pine wood, the grand tem-

ple of nature, and yet never sat in silent contem-

plation, amid the ever-returning murmurs among its

branches, like the dull, distant sound of marching

armies, or mighty ocean-waves washing a trending

shore ! How many near an ancient forest of oaks,

beeches, and chestnuts, peopled with denizens find-

ing every want supplied amid their solitudes,

"Where the sound of dropping nuts is heard, though all the

wood is still,

and yet have no proper appreciation of the life and

offices of the forest, or of its inhabitants, or of its

effect on the imagination and heart. Who see in the

forest excellent timber only, for railroad lies or

ships, or fuel for the fire ! forgetting its effect in the

landscape, its wings of shelter, or its indispensable

duties as an atmospheric agent. The springs flow

on in their joyous course, and they drink and are

satisfied, or the hills are parched, the water cour-

ses dry, and they famish, yet without pausing to

ti'ace the cause of either, and live a listless and un-

observing life. Neither the changes of the Sea-

sons, the Voices of Nature, or the suggestions of the

living world around them, arrest the attention or

inform the mind.

High culture in one department, is quite likely

to excite to a higher degree of culture in another.

The family which occupies a farm where the fields

and fences and the rotation of crops is systematic,

—where the hours of labor and of eating and sleep-

ing are regular, will be more likely—as a general

thing—to send the children to school, to have a va-

riety of well selected books about the house, and

attend to the culture of the mind, than the family

where order and an economical arrangement of its

affairs is neglected. Our habits do not stand alone

in their influences ; one runs into, and gives tone

and coloring: to another. It is so in the moral
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world. He who habitually violates a single moral have been our friends during the summer's labor
;

duty, will scarcely be found true to all others. The well fed and groomed,they will enjoy it too. The air

careless and indifferent farmer will be likely to in

troduce his habits and tastes into the household,

because they are contagious, and as all the duties

of life are so intimately interwoven into each other.

And these are the natural suggestions of October,

because October will faithfully discharge its offices

of the seasons, and be true to itself. Such should

be our fidelity.

Culture brings refinement of taste and feeling,

gives us new and better views of life, and an in-

creased power over the elements, as well as our-

selves. But even culture must be tempered by

prudence and reason. There may be too high cul-

ture in the field for the best good of the plants

;

there may be too high culture for the intellect, and

there is always danger that the appetites may be

too highly excited or trained. Even among farm-

ers, engaged in the most healthful occupation, a

large amount of the sickness and disease which pre-

vails, we think may be traced to an undue cultiva-

tion of the appetites. We are too refined in our

diet ; our food is not only deprived of certain ele-

ments indispensable to health, but it is taken in too

concentrated a form. The grains of wheat from

which our flour is made, contain, among other

things, iron, a certain portion of which is necessary

to health, and ought to be taken in the minute

quantities in which we should naturally get it in

our bread. But by the cultivated art of the miller,

this is refined away, and consequently, we suffer.

This sufficiently illustrates our point.

October suggests that all the harvests should be

carefully secured

;

That cattle should not feed mowing fields very

closely

;

That Indian hills should be split, and stubble

grounds plowed

;

That walls may be built or repaired

;

That swamps may be reclaimed, wet uplands

drained, and stones in fields to be cultivated, sunk

below the reach of the plow.

October suggests that the gathered apples

packed in barrels should not be left exposed to the

is pure, cool, and elastic, the scenery attractive and

beautiful beyond description, and the roads usually

ood. Do not, then, deny yourselves of this com-

mon means of a higher intellectual and agricultural

culture, so that you shall be able to say that you

have found more true wisdom in this than in any

former month of October.

GATHERING CLOVER SEED.

A writer in the • Valley Farmer gives the follow-

ing method of collecting clover heads.

"We once made and used for many years, a

very simple machine for gathering clover heads,

with which a man and horse can go over and gath-

er the seed from double the quantity of land in a

day than he can cut over with a scythe ; and when
the heads only are gathered, they require no other

labor, except drying, to prepare them to run through

the hulling and cleaning machine. Any tolera-

ble workman can make one of these machines in

two days. It is upon the following plan : Make
an ordinary sled with sides or runners 14 inches -wide

and 6 feet 6 inches long. These may be placed 5 or

6 feet apart, and secured together with two cross

pieces only at the back end, leaving the forward

part open to the length of 3i or 4 feet ; then a

box is made to nearly fill the width between the

runners. The box is 4 feet long and 15 inches

deep, with the forward end open. To the cross

pieces at the bottom of the box, at the forward

end, teeth of hard wood are secured so as to pro-

ject about 12 inches ; they should be | of an inch

thick and 1 inch wide on the top, and made a quar-

ter of an inch narrower or beveling on the underside.

These teeth are placed three-sixteenths of an inch

apart, so as to form a comb. If the upper side of the

teeth were capped with hooped-iron, neatly fitted,

it would be better. This box is hung between the

sides of the sled upon two gudgeons or pins two

inches in diameter, just as cannon is hung in

its carriage. With two handles, four feet long, se-

cured to the box and projecting behind, the box

may be moved on the pins so as to lower or raise

the teeth to adapt them to clover of any height.

A man with a horse can strip the heads from four

or five acres of clover in a day with this machine,

and collect it in the box. With one of these ma-

chines a farmer can gather as much seed in a day

as would be required to seed forty or fifty acres,

sun, because they are heated during the day, and jit needs no hulling or cleaning unless it is designed

suddenly cooled during the frosty nights, thus fre- for market. Some_ prefer to sow the seed in the

quently changing their temperature, and hastening chafi' to that which is cleaned.

decay

;

It suggests that apple trees that were not pruned

in June, may be attended to now
;

That aqueducts may be laid, water-courses

cleaned, cisterns formed, and matters about the

house arranged for the comfort and convenience of

the women and children.

Lastly, October suggests to us all that this

month is usually a delightful one in which to visit

our friends in adjacent towns or States ; not shut

up in a railroad car, but drawn by the horses who

^s:^ Will some one inform us of the post office

address of Mr. Haywaed, editor of the Gazetteer

of J^ew England '7

^° Hon. B. Murray, in a letter to the rrairie

Farmer, nublished at Chicago, 111., proposes to be

one of 105 subscribers to a fund of $50,000, to be

awarded as a premium for a perfected steam plow

suited to farm use, and capable of performing the

work at an expense in money not greater than the

average cost of performing the same work under the

present system.
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For the New England Farmer.

EXPERIMENTS IN AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Editor :—I have read the monthly issues

of the Farmer, during the past year, with much
pleasure, and I trust with profit. With the high

tone of morality which has manifested itself through

its columns, I have been especially gratified. But

with all the fine wrought theories which agricultu-

ral books and papers contain, I find it not best, al-

ways, to trust them. The farmer, after all, must

be an experimenter himself, at least, to some ex-

tent. The kind of tillage which suits one locality

may not always work well in another. This I have

found to be true by experience. Until twenty-one

years of age I resided on a farm in the south-west-

erly part of Windsor county, Vt., where tolerable

crops were raised by shallow plowing. Subsequent-

ly, for about fifteen years I was engaged in another

calling, after which, I purchased a small farm in

Orange county, Vt. Here the soil was of a dark

loam, and appeared quite deep, without any hard

pan underneath. My neighbors mostly practised

shallow plowing, but I found by plowing deep, much
better crops could be raised. I had been accustom-

ed to seeing potatoes cultivated on land that had
been tilled the pre^^ous year and become sc'mewhat

mellow ; here I found they did much the best to

plant them on green-sward, the rougher the better,

provided they would grow at all.

In 1853, I removed again to Windsor county.

Here in attempting to raise potatoes on green-sward

my crop was almost a complete failure ; the next

year I planted on the same ground as the year be-

fore, with very good success. I find that shallow

plowing produces better crops here, than deep

plowing. One of my neighbors who has resided

here a number of years, when breaking up his

ground, usually cuts the sod only from about four

to six inches in depth, and he has sometimes raised^

thirty bushels of wheat and forty of barley to the

acre. Though much in favor of deep plowing where

it will answer, I have come to the conclusion that

shallow plowing is best adapted to some kinds ol

soils.

Another item of experience I wish to mention.

Last spring I wished to obtain some superphos-

phate of lime to apply to my wheat ground ; and

supposing I could manufacture it somewhat cheaper

and quite as pure as any that I could purchase, I

engaged a merchant to procure me two hundred

pounds of ground bone when he went to Boston to

purchase goods. But he delayed going to the city,

until I found I could not prepare it in season ; so,

having a quantity of bones on hand, I broke into

small pieces about fifty pounds, placed them in a

tub, saturated them with w^ater, and then poured

on ten pounds of sulphuric acid. The next day I

poured on ten pounds more of the acid, stirred it

often for a fortnight, but somehow or other the}

didn't dissolve.

As the time for sowing my grain drew nigh, I

concluded some other method must be resorted to

or I should lose all my labor and money too, that

I had expended. So I poured off the liquid, placed

the bones in a large kettle with a sufficient quanti-

ty of water, with a half bushel of lime, and after

boiling them about twenty-four hours, they were
nearly all dissolved as fine as the lime. After taking

it from the kettle, 1 stirred in the diluted acid with

it, and having mixed the whole with a quantity ol

chip manure, spread it on the land. Whether it

was of any particular benefit or not, I am not able

to say, as the ground was rather too moist when
the wheat was sown, and it did not come up well;

Init the heads of that which did grow were large

and well filled. I think the next time I undertake
to manufacture superphosphate, / shall let it alone.

I am inclined to think that farmers, especially those

back in the country, instead of sending to the city

for concentrated manures, might contrive by saving

their liquids, or some other way, to enrich their

land equally as well with less expense. The cost

of my sulphuric acid was ten cents per pound, and
my bone meal, which at last arrived, came to nearly

five dollars, but instead of two hundred pounds of

ground bone, it was a barrel of something, I know
not what, but by its smell I conclude it must have

come from someJilthy place.

I ventured to use some of it on my corn, but

without any apparent benefit. Bones dissolved in

lime applied to land, I think may prove beneficial,

and I intend trying it again the coming season.

L. B. Pettengill.

Weslon, Vt., 1856.

For the New England Fanner.

FATAL DISEASE AMONG HORSES.

Dear Sir :—The disease of which you speak in

the Farmer of the 30th ult., is caused (usually,) by

cold closing the ])ores, producuig catarrh or influ-

enza, with congestion of the brain, affecting the ner-

vous system, and circulation of blood in the small,

or capillary vessels. The remedy is, to restore and

equalize the circulation of blood, and open the

pores. I use a vegetable deobstruent powder, one

tablespoonful on wet oats, (sprinkled on the surface

drv, so as to have the aroma taken hito the nos-

trils) three times a day, the animal to be well sta-

bled, and thoroughly blanketed, and the legs ban-

daged with flannel. Castor oil, or a strong decoc-

tion of thoroughwort, (Eupaiorium perfoliatum) is

the proper physic. This course has cured every

case, if used before the jaws were set and the ani-

mal refused to eat.

The deobstruent powder is a preparation I use

in influenza, in the practice of medicine, and is

worth $4 per pound ; half a pound is sufficient to

cure one horse. Lawson Long, M. D.

Holyokc, Sept., 1856.

New Hampshire State Horse Show, and

Hillsborough County Agricultitral and Me-

chanical Fair.—The Hillsborough County Agri-

cultural Society have determined to hold their an

nual fair this year in Manchester, on the Fair Field,

on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 30,

and Oct. 1st and 2d, in connection with tlie Granite

State Horse Show, which will be held at the same

time, under its auspices.

Snow-birds in Summer.—Will Mr. Fowler, or

some other correspondent, tell me where snow-

birds tarry during the summer and rear their

young ? Yours, T. C.
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For the New England Parmer.

THINGS IN VERMONT.

Mr. Editor :—I noticed the article in your pa-

per of Jan, 12, about "Things in New Hampshire,"

in which your correspondent gives a description of

gome of the rural districts in that State, and, strange

to say, he confounds Vermont, as partaking of the

same defects to such a degree, that "whereas Ver-

mont and New Hampshire once supplied the cities

with butter and cheese, they now do but little to-

wards it." In respect to the latter State, I have

nothing to say. But I think I can prove to your

correspondent that Vermont, instead of suffering a

decline in the production of butter, cheese and

wool, is very rapidly increasing in these jjroducts,

and many other products of the farm. Any reason-

able person who will compare the number of cattle,

sheep, &c., which are carried to your city from

Vermont, with those of the other New England

States, would be at once convinced that this State

is yet occupying the front rank in that respect, and

consequently if Vermont sends a yearly increasing

number of cattle to market, it must be the same

also in the amount or quantity of butter and cheese.

Why is it that the provision dealers of your good

city take so much pride in displaying the sign of

"Vermot butter," &c., around the entrance to their

sales-room ? Does it not denote a superabundance

of the article from that State, also superior quality ?

The Green Mountain State has ever been fresh

with laurels won from the soil, gained by a success-

ful war waged against the thorns and thistles which

throughout the whole world I'ise in opposition to

the farmer. Our virgin soil, cultivated by the

skilful hand of the Green ]Mountain boys, has

amply repaid them for their labor in supplying our

own families with choice vegetables and fat meats,

and thousands of others beyond the limits of our

State.

The dairy, too, under the supervision of our wives

and mothers, assisted by their fair, wise and virtu-

ous daughters, (who unlike the city belles, are not

ashamed of laljor.) will still continue to pour forth

its choice productions, to grace the tables of the

city consumers.

As I have visited several of the counties in this

State, I will give a description of a few localities,

which shall not be selected, but may be taken as a

general average throughout the State. Although
Vermont has so much good soil of which to boast,

yet there are large tracts of excellent land which

are not improved.

In the counties of Orleans, Caledonia and Essex,

there are several towns which have been settled

from fifty to a hundred years, and yet increase so

slowly that the best of timbered lands, with soil to

match, may be bought for from three to six dol-

lars per acre. These lands, however, are situated

in the towns which are a short distance back from
the principal business towns, and in those, real es-

value as in New York

If the emigrants westward from New England
would turn their attention to the unsettled acres in

Vermont, they would find them far better than any
description yet given, where they would find no
fever and ague to shake the possessors from their

possessions, and would be, by the assistance of

steam, within a day's ride of Boston. These lands

of which I have spoken, will soon be in close prox-

imity to the new railroad which is now begun, from

St. Johnsbury to Derby Line.

The town of Derby is situated in the north part

of Orleans County, extending to Canada Line. It

has three villages, the central, north and west. The
centre village is a beautiful plain, through which

flows the river Clyde, which furnishes an abundant

water power. The country through which the

Clyde runs is so level that a small milldam, in the

town of Charleston, shuts back its waters for the

space of six miles. At the centre village in Derby
is located Derby Academy, a flourishing institution,

largely patronized by the lovers of education.

The scenery around this village is unsurpassed.

The beautiful farm buildings everywhere meet the

eye, filled with the productions of the rich soil. In

the distance rises a range of picturesque mountains,

at whose base rest the placid waters of Lake Mem-
phremagog.

In a short time the iron horse will be heard

thundering his way along to be hailed with joyful

acclamations, which will, undoubtedly, increase the

business and beauty of the place, as it has done for

other ])laces of a like character. J. P. Smith.

Derhj, 1856.

For the New England Fanner.

THE EFFECTS OF THE LATE HEAVY
RAINS UPON FISH.

Mr. Editor :— T^ast week ray attention was

called to the large quantities of fish found dead in

our mill ponds at Danvers-port. The dams form-

ing these ponds are thrown across arms of the sea,

and are filled with salt water, at every flood tide.

In the summer season, salt water fish from the

ocean visit these ponds, and remain during the

warm season. The heavy rains, that have occurred

of late, have filled the ponds with dirty fresh water,

and have prevented for some days the opening of

the flood-gates, thereby hindering the sea-water

from entering the reservoirs, thus causing the des-

truction of all the strictly salt-water fish and the

Crustacea. These dead fish are so numerous, as to

cause a very unpleasant odor in the vicinity of

the ponds. I noticed none but the true salt-water

fish suffered in this freshet, such as the Blue Perch,

or Conner, Flounder and Menhaden. All the

tate is, perhaps, as high in

In the town of East Haven, Essex County, are

more than ten thousand acres of unimproved land,

with a soil adapted to all kinds of grain, and as] hopes are, that they are all destroyed,

good for grass as the best old farms in the State.
|

and minnows did not appear to suffer, and
The timber is for the most part "mixed," with hard

|
shell fish inhabiting the pond escaped. I ol

Crustacea have perished which came into the pond

from the sea, such as the common and horse-shoe

Crab, and Lobster. How the minute crustaceous

animals, the Limnoria terebrans, which feed upon

the wood immersed in the pond, and cause so much
mischief to the wooden structures erected about

the dam, stood effected by this influx of dirty fresh

water, I do not know ; time will determine. Our
The eels

all the

observed

and soft wood, consisting of spruce, hemlock, ma- in many places great numbers of one kind of fish,

pie, beach and birch; But in many sections the such, for instance, as flounders, in a dense mass.

timber is nearly all hard wood, mostly large rock

maples, together with a few beech and birch.

which led me to suppose something like a common
sympathy in their distress might have caused them
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thus to come together. "Whether the freshness of

the water, or its turbidness, caused the death of

the fish I do not know, but probably both com-
bined.

This rising of the water in our ponds and
meadows, at this season of the year, is unusual, and
has been severely felt both by animate and inani-

mate nature. The trees and shrubs around our

water courses now begin to exhibit its effects.

Such a succession of hea\'y rains, as we have
lately experienced, was probably seldom known, if

ever observed, by that very old and respectable

gentleman, "the oldest inhabitant."

Yours, &c., S. P. Fowler.
Danvers Port, Aug. 16, 1856.

LETTER FEOM MR. BROWN.
Hancock, JV. H., Aug. l^th, 1856.

Dear Sir :—From Concord, Mass., to this place

by county roads, the distance is fifty miles, and

one can scarcely travel through such a distance,

over a route of poorer land, or one presenting less

inducements to agricultural life. Bordering the

road over which we travelled, the soil is thin, and

either abounding in uncounted stony or gravelly

knolls, or thickly studded with boulders, too large

to be removed by cattle, and too gnarly to be re-

duced to any regular shapes by wedge or powder.

In particular locations, however, there are excep-

tions both to the general charge against the soil

and the rocks ; for about some of the villages, and

along some of the streams, there are oases of orig-

inally fertile and now highly cultivated lands.

Some of these produce fine crops of corn, wheat,

barley and oats, and especially grass, occasionally

amounting to tliree tons per acre of the latter.

In the neighborhood of these lands, there are

comfortable farm-houses, painted; commodious

bams, sheds, and granaries, good fences, barn-cel-

lars, and a general appearance of thrift and com

fort. Here, too, are to be found improved agri-

cultural implements and stock, things rarely attend-

ed to where the energies are fully taxed to protect

the body against the elements and hunger. It is

no use to talk to a man of the rotund and juicy

Durham, or of the buttery Alderney with her meek

face and silky coat, who hasn't a peck of meal in

the chest, and the corn on whose lean and hungry

soil looks as though it must be budded this year,

to enable it to arrive at the common stature of

corn next year or the year after ! Talk to the moth

er of the virtues of system, neatness, of the educa

tion of her children, and she will tell you that she

has done all she could, and point you to the stern

and barren fields that refuse to reward their unre-

mitting toils. No wonder the broad West looms

up with visions of golden cakes, pails of frothing

milk, and pitchers of cream.

It is an incontrovertible fact that there are thou-

sands of acres in Massachusetts, and tens of thou

sands in New Hampshire, upon which the energies

of man should never be wasted. There are acres

enough without them. There are acres without

original fertility, (ra mountain tops, or sides, away
from streams, or good roads, swept by rains, and

scorched by summer suns. They are difficult of

access to plow, manure and plant, or if, providen-

tially, a crop is grown, to secure it. To persist in

their cultivation is a contest between man and the

powers of nature, in which the former will certain--

ly come off" second best. It has been going on now
between one and two hundred years. The axe and

fire has swept the noble forests from the hills, while

innumerable crops of rye have taken up the virtues

of the virgin soil, to which nothing has been re-

turned. By removing the forests, the springs that

ran among the hills have disappeared, and gradu-

ally, year after year, the rich, leafy mould has been

taken up, until nought but a scanty and innutri-

tious vegetation is left springing from a bleached,

thin and inactive soil

!

Man, here, is yielding to natural, but inexorable

laws. The gloomy records of his defeat are left

upon the land. All along the way, occasionally in

the valley, sometimes on the narrow plain, but

mostly on the bleak hills, stand dreary monuments

not only of his defeat, but of his retreat, also, from

the unequal contest. In a brief travel of only one

day, stand more than fifty deserted mansions to at-

test this fact ! These are not the tenements of the

first settlers, but the re-buildings of their descend-

ants, never to be repeated : one, only, mostly de-

moHshed, showing the log structure of the pioneer.

Here and there some careful hand has removed the

dilapidated frame work, and the cellar only marks

the spot of th(; habitation. In the other cases, no

herds stand in their stalls, no smokes curl from

their chimneys, and the grass—nature's beautiful

covering wheie man mars—has overspread the

pathway to the doors. Owls and bats may enter

and enjoy their solitary reign, but man inhabits

there no longer, nor ever will. In those deserted

rooms no human hearts will again beat with tumul-

tuous pleasure, or anguish and pain ; no hopes will

flatter,

"No days of toil, or nights of grief,"

be related around the morning board, or in the

evening chair.

Though perhaps not strictly applicable to the

condition of things around me, I could not help re-

calling that beautiful, but somewhat melancholy

poem of Goldsmith, The Deserted Village, and es-

pecially the following passage :

—

"Princes and lords may flourish and may fade,

A breath can make them, as a breath has made :

But a bold yeomanry, a country's pride,

When once destroyed, can never be supplied."

All around these once fair representatives of civ-

ilization, Nature is rapidly making encroach-
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ments ; and there are unerring tokens of her im-

pending approach. The clang of the anvil has

ceased; the mill grinds not, nor saws, and the

mountain stream babbles or roars along its unim-

peded course. The majesty of State laws compels

to a good condition of the public roads, though

there are few to travel them. But Nature is on her

triumphal march, arid trenches upon these as well

as the garden and the field. First comes the grass,

like the atmosphere, determined that there shall be

no vacuum in nature. It covers the fallows of hus-

bandry, the deep cuts made for the avenues of

trade ; spreads over and obliterates the art or skill

of the landscape gardener, and claims a place or

even superiority, with the exquisite flowers of the

parterre. It is universal. Cattle graze and enjoy

it, and minister to the wants of man.

But as the lion reigns supreme in the locality

which he has inherited or selected as his own, and

levels contributions over st'll wider circles, so

there is a power behind the grass which shall not

only supplant, but drive it from its realm. The for-

est approaches. Here and there, where the decay

ing rock yields up its potash or its lime, fit food for

the embryo plant, appears the pine, ash, oak, ma
pie, beech, birch or walnut, and soon assumes the

form and comeliness of a tree. Various shrubs

mingle with them, whose innumerable leaves ex-

tract from the atmosphere its nutritive properties

and these, cast annually, cover and protect the sur-

face and supply nourishment to the roots of all,

Forest trees take the lead, and as they f;ain superi-

ority, the lesser plants yield, laying down their

lives—a sort of vegetable martyrdom—for the gen-

eral g.' od ; they were useful in life, and when done

with that, still continue to sustain the living growth.

Here is a new state of things. Man and his ways

have disappeared. Nature has assumed the sway,

and again clothed the earth in her primitive dress.

The forest is everywhere, covering hill, valley and

plain. Silence is in its dark courts, save when the

thunder breaks over it, or the tornado prostrates it

with its ferocious breath.

Such is the course of Nature—to contend with

her is worse than folly, being no less than a sacri-

fice of health, prosperity and comfort. Let her

have these lands, and use them as she will. In

thirty years they will be covered with trees fit for

timber and fuel, and return a profit to their own-

ers.

In the mean time, if the proprietors of the more
level and fertile lands wish to keep the native pop-

ulation at home, they must invite the mountain-

men and the cobble-stone-knoll-men into their dis-

tricts, and give them employment in the numerous
manufactories of one kind and another, or divide

their rich lands with them for a fair compensation.

These lands, under a higher state of cultivation,

Will produce well nigh as much as the whole do

now, while the products of the forest will be a clear

gain ; an immense expense of fencing and road-

making will be saved, the sparse population will be

gathered into more compact communities, taxes of

all sorts decreased, and the facilities for the trans-

action of business and the general welfare and hap-

piness of all greatly promoted. If these things are

not regarded, the emigration West will continue

until scarcely a type of the original New England

stock will be left, and the Shylocks who hold on to

the better lands with penurious grip, will find them-

selves surrounded by those speaking other tongues,

and in whose veins runs not a drop of their ances-

tral blood.

The fiat has gone forth, and puny man cannot

check its career. Large portions of Massachusetts

soil, and immensely larger of Maine, New Hamp-

shire and Vermont will grow up to forest, in spite

of furnaces and locomotives. England has passed

through the same process. Even now, some of the

old towns of ^lassachusetts, already settled more

than two hundred years, have a great many more

acres covered with wood than they had fifty years

ago. In the introduction of scientific principles to

his fields, the farmer's head now performs much

that was once required of his hands. He tills less

land, but the cultivation is more systematic and

thorough, and when his crops are secured, they are

expended with an economy little understood by his

predecessors.

Our travelling companion, Jacob B. Farmer,

Esq., of Concord, Mass., is a gentleman of rare

powers of observation ; he confirms the views we

have expressed,—states that he has travelled over

the various routes we have now taken, more than

one hundred and fifty times within forty years, and

that he has noticed these desertions of the original

homesteads through the whole time,—but that a

large majority of them belong to the latter half of

that period.

In this stroll among the farmers, we passed

through fourteen towns,—eight in Massachusetts

and six in N. H. Hancock, from which we date,

is generally hilly. On the south and easterly

portion there is a comparatively flat tract of sever-

al hundred acres of excllent land, much of it free

from stones, and producing large crops of good

quality grass without manure. It is seldom plowed.

Mr. David Wood, who owns one of the farms oc-

cupying this tract, has adopted the English fal-

lowing system on a portion of it, by plowing two

or three years in succession, and then seeding down,

but with what success, we did not learn. Mr.

Wood usually winters some thirty horses, a pair of

oxen, and several cows, for all of which the hay is

cut. The horses perform no labor, and are kept in

good condition, by a half bushel of cut hay, and a

quart of meal, corn and oat meal, twice each day.

Out of the 19,000 acres of this town, we should
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judge that 13,000 are devoted to pasturage. Mr.

Wood owns some six or seven hundred,—a consid-

erable portion being owned by Massachusetts peo-

ple, whose cattle, principally milch cows, graze

here through the summer months, or even until

the last of October, in flivorable seasons. Capt.

JosiAH Stone owns another of the fine farms com-

prising this tract; he winters some forty head of

cattle, and in his pastures we found about half a

dozen heifers, for which we endeavored to effect a

change for sundry of the promises to pay by Mas-

sachusetts banks ; but without effect. He had the

eye of an amateur, as well as th# hand of a farmer,

and intends that the heifers shall grace his own

stalls. Some fine colts, also, ran in his pastures,

among them a Morgan, which we should be glad to

"hold the ribbons over" at some future day. Capt.

Stone is a progressive farmer. He found a path

for the water, and it comes to house and barn by

its own gravity. No manures bleach in the sun, or

are drenched by storms, in his yards ; cuts hay for

horses ; believes in the efficacy of science, and the

education of children ; makes domestic arrange-

ments convenient and comfortable for his wife and

daughters, and wears a cheerful countenance and a

happy heart generally—all essentials in farm hus-

bandry. The hill portions of this town are mostly de

voted to grazing, and afford evidence of the fact

that large portions of the lands of the State are

fast returning to their primitive condition,—the

forest. They are now in the first stage of the pro

cess, grazing lands. We look up here to the Grand

Monadnock, to which a party of Young America,

of both sexes, has just started. We wish them a

happy occasion ; but the grim cap on the old fel-

low's head indicates anything rather than sunshine

and extended vision.

My letter is already too long. I believe in "short

stories." But I shall write again from another

halting place. Truly yours, Simon Brown.

Joel JVourse, Esq.

in tow its four-wheeled wagon, with coals, and four

heavy iron plows, and water enough for four hours'

work. When on the soft turnip-field—after a night's

rain—it drew after it plows, scarifier, &c., with per-

fect ease, and then walked home again to Camdeu-
town. It can ascend an acclivity of one in three,

which is nearly walking up stairs, our stairs being

one in two. It can back, advance or stop instanta-

neously, the pinion being shifted from the cogs of

the driving-wheel ; and the power thus suddenly

released is carried off by a separate fly-wheel,

which may be used for driving threshing-machines,

mill-stones, or other purposes. In fact, instead of

a farmer sending for and sending back a six horse-

power engine and threshing-machine, requiring in

each trip four horses, this machine will move itself

anywhere—draw the corn to market, bring home
manure, and do the cultivation and work of the

farm. The machine can turn as easily as a com-
mon wagon, and does not mind a deep furrow or a

side-hill.

—

Abridged from a LtUerfrovi Mr. Alechi,

of Triptree Hall, in the Journal of the Societij oj

Arts.

THE CHINESE SUGAR CANE.

A correspondent of the Traveller gives the fol-

lowing account of a new species of sugar cane

which has been introduced into this country by the

Agricultural bureau of the Patent Office :

Have you seen any account of the new variety

of sugar cane—the Chinese Sugar Cane—lately in-

troduced to our agriculturists through the Agricul-

tural bureau of tlie Patent office ? If it is worth
half what is claimed for it, the plant is a wonder.

First, it produces sugar, the juice having from fif-

teen to twenty-five percent, of pure saccharine, va-

rying according to the soil and climate. Then
as fodder it will yield twenty-five tons to the acre

;

cattle, horses and hogs devouring stalks and leaves

with the greatest avidity. As a green crop it will

produce a great mass of vegetable matter to turn

in and enrich the soil. As fodder it will produce

two crops in a year, or a good growth of it can be

grown for stock by sowing afrer wheat or other

crops have been harvested. It is equally good for

cattle and horses dry or green. The juice can be

made into a most delicate drink that can scarcely be

distinguished from cham])agne wine. I've not done

with it yet. That same juice—set with alum—will

color silk a beautiful red. One thing more ; after

that, taking the leaves to feed stock, the roots to

manure the land, and the juice to make sugar,

champagne or coloring matter, the refuse of the

crushed stalks can be manufactured into an elegant

article of paper.

The tops, when cleaned of the seed, make cap-

ital brooms, and the seed itself, ground into meal

or fed whole, will fatten any kind of stock, from

chickens up to elephants.

There ! If that is not a catalogue of virtues for

one plant, that you can appreciate and admire, then

I must say you do not deserve the gifts of Ceres

by attaching to his feet wide pieces of board, the! or Pomona, or any of " the goods the gods pro-

pressure is diminished to a bearing condition. Thus
i
vide." There is an acre or so of this cane growing

in the case of Mr. Boydell's machine, although it i here at Wasbington, on Uncle Sam's own land,

weighed nine tons, its impress was scui'01y percep-jnear the Capitol, and a prettier sight in a farmer's

tible, where a horse's foot left a deep indentation. The
I

field cannot be found. It looks something like

engine walked from Camden-town to Acton, taking, corn, tall, graceful stalks, and long taper leaves.

THE NEW STEAM-FARMER.
I devoted two days to the examination of the

operation of Boydell's Traction Steam-engine as a

locomotive and tractive power, and have come to

the conclusion that it is "a great success." This suc-

cess is owing to the endless and wide railway at-

tached to the circumference of *he wheels, which
gives a fulcrum for the lever, and a bearing suffi-

ciently wide to carry a great weight on soft ground,

without imbedding in the soil. Hence the avoidance

of friction and clogging. We might illustrate this

by a sportsman on the mud oozes, whose feet would
sink in, and thus render his power unavailable ; but
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One great advantage is, that it will grow in all cli-

mates of the Union, from Tampa Bay to Canada.

Another advantage is, that it can be propa-

j^ated from the seed, as it will ripen all over the

Union ; while the Louisiana cane has to be propa-

gated by cuttings, taking twenty per cent, of the

stalks of the entire crop for the next year's growth.

As in the case of all plants propagated by cut-

tings, there is a constant deterioration, so that

in many parts of the South the growth of cane

is not over two-thirds as much as it was some
years ago, and that on equally fertile soil.

I send you some papers of the seed. This came
from China, and was first obtained by a traveller.

and tried at the Cape of Good Hope, and then in

Europe. China covers about the same parallels

of latitude of this country, and sugar is made from

this cane in all parts of the empire. Plant this

seed, some of it now, and see how large a growth

you will get by October. Of course it is jiretty

late for this year. Enough has been distributed

over the country to give it a trial, and in a year or

two we shall know more of it. Last year a man ip

Georgia tried some of it, and being asked how it

turned out : " Really," said he, " I can't tell, for

it was so good my children and the niggers eat it

all up !"

MORGAN HORSE, VERMONT.

Above we give the portrait of Vermont, a splen-

did Morgan horse, owned by J. H. Peters & Co., of

Bradford, Vt. He is a descendant of the old Gifford

and Green Mountain Morgan, and has received the

first premium at the Vermont State Fair, and it is

claimed on the part of his owners that he jjossesses

the celebrated Morgan blood in greater purity than

any other horse now living. His color is dark

chestnut. He is fourteen hands three inches high,

weighs 1000 pounds, and is six years old this sea-

son.

The Walnut.—The Walnut was originally in

England called the Gaulnut, having been introduced
'Vom France. Herbalists used to consider the wal-

nut efficacious in diseases of the head, because it

l;nre what they called the signature of the head (i.

e, a fancied resemblance;) the outer green skin

r; presenting the pericranium, the shell within, the
i-kull, and the kernel the brain. Towards the close

of the sixteenth century, walnuts were found more
elfective than cannon balls in the city. Amiens was
besieged by the Spaniards, who were then in arms
to oppose the accession of Henri Quartre to the
throne of France. A small number of Spanish
soldiers, disguised as French peasants, with a cart

laden with sacks of walnuts, came to the gate, and
asked admittance to sell their walnuts. On the

gate being opened for them, one of the sacks which
was purposely left untied, fell (as designed) from
the cart, and the French guard, busying themselves

in picking up the scattered walnuts, were attacked

by the disguised soldiers ; then a party of Span-
iards,who were at hand in ambush, rushed forward,

surprised and took the to^v;n.

The California Farmer.—This paper is a fair

type of Young America. Born and nurtured in

that young State where the trees grow up through

the clouds,—and how much farther we have not

been up to see,—it has got to be a young Hercules

even in its "teens." And yet strong as it is, its

great heart beats in deep sympathy with the suffer-

ing and distressed. We advise the returned Californi-

an,ifhe wishes to learn of the land where he gathered

his gold, or where he "saw the elephant," to sub-

scribe for the California Farmer.

The Ohio Valley Farmer is a new paper pub-

lished at '^ncinnati, by B. F. Sandfokd, Esq.

Number four is before us, and is filled with useful

matter, well printed.
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For the New England Farmei ,

PASTURE GRASSES.

The suhject of improving our pastures is receiv-

ing much attention, and is one well deserving of

much more consideration than it has yet received.

In our natural pastures, from four to six acres are

required for the pasturage of one cow. In pastures

properly prepared, half this number of acres is

found sufficient. Indeed, many instances may be

named, in which one acre h s yielded an ample
supply to a cow for five months. But most of our

pasture lands are of such a character, that we can

never hope to reach this standard, liand that will

feed one cow per acre, will yield from one to two
tons of good hay, worth from twelve to twenty dol

lars. This is too expensive pasturage. The land

is worth more for hay or other cro])s. Some years

ago, I pastured a cow upon an acre of intervale

land, and she did w^ell. But the land would have

yielded a ton and a half of good hay, worth fifteen

dollars standing. Cows were pastured in the vicinity

for 7 or 8 dollars per year. This was not good
economy. It was merely a matter of convenience.

But if our pasture lands can be made to yield dou-

ble the amount of feed they now do, the advantage

must be too obvious to need a word of comment.
Our nati^ pastures contain from twenty to forty

kinds of plants. Many of them are little better

than worthless weeds. Some of them contain so

much bitter extractive matter, that cattle will not

eat them. Others are so dry and tough that cattle

will not eat them, so long as they can find any-

thing green and succulent. These various grasses

arrive at maturity at different seasons of the year.

This is a circumstance of great importance—and
shows the necessity of having a variety of grasses

in a pasture that is to be fed during the whole sea-

son. Some grasses, as the meadow foxtail, the or-

chard grass, the meadow fescue, the herds grass,

the sweet vernal grass, and the brome, put forth

early and are productive in May and June. Oth-

ers, as the oat grass, the dogs-tail, the various mead
ow grasses, and red and white clovers, and the

smooth fescue, yield most feed in the summer
months. The various bent grasses, the wheat grass,

the birds foot clover, and some others, are green

and vigorous in the rutumn. By a mixture of these

various grasses, a green and tender herbage is fur-

nished through the season. This is seldom or nev-

er done in artificial pastures, where but two or

three kinds of grass are sowed. The various grass-

es and ])lants on which cattle feed, possess very dif-

ferent properties. Some contribute more to the

production of fat. Others yield more milk, while

others furnish in larger quantity the bone-making
materials. Others again have properties by which
they affect the various glands of the body. Some
promote the secretion of urine, others the bile, oth-

ers the saliva. When obtained in due proportion,

they ])roniote the health and vigor of the animal.

The finest natural pastures contain about twenty
kinds of valuable grasses, some one or more of

which is in a green and thriving state every month
in the season, from early spring till late in the fall.

The spring grasses are, the Alopecuvus Pratensis,

(meadow foxtail,) Phleum Pratense, (meadow cat's

tail or herds grass,) Anthoxanthum Odorato,
(sweet vernal grass,) Dactylis Glomerata, (orchard
grass,) Festuca Pratense, (meadow fescue,) Holcus
A.venaccus, (tall oat grass,) Solium Perenne, (rye

grass,) Bromus Arvensis, (field brome.) and the Poa
Annua, (annual meadow grass.)

The summer grasses are, the Cynosurus Crista-
tus, (crested dogstail,) Poa Trivialis and Poa Pra-
tensis, (rough and smooth stalked meadow grass,)

Festuca Duriasculus, (hard fescue grass,) Trifolium
Pratense Perenne, (perennial red clover,) Trifolium
Repens, (white clover,) and the Festuca Glabra,
(smooth fescue.)

The fall grasses are, the Agrostis Vulgaris, (the
various red tops,) Triticum Repens, (creeping
wheat grass,) and the Lotus Major, (birdsfoot tre-
foil) Some of these are annual plants, that is, they
arrive at maturity, drop their seed and die in one
year. Others are biennial, or require two years to
attain maturity, and then die, like winter rye and
wheat. Others are perennial, that is, spring up from
the root every year, for many years in succession.

Where pastures abound in worthless grasses, the
best remedy, if the nature of the land admits it, is

to plow and cultivate two or three years, with some
hoed crop—by which they will be killed out. Some-
times the larger and more vigorous grasses may be
brought in by means of plaster or ashes or ground
bone or compost spread upon the surface. These
grasses thus stimulated, will attain a rank growth,
and choke out the less valuable and sour grasses.

Harrowing old jjastures with a sharp harrow, and
sowing them with oat grass, herds grass, or red and
white clover, and dressing them with plaster or
bone dust, will often succeed in bringing in a much
larger and better growth of feed, and is money and
labor well laid out. Dry plains, that yield but lit-

tle grass, may be greatly improved by this treat-

ment, applied to them in August, so that the grass-
es may get well rooted before winter. The late

excellent Daniel P. King, of Essex county, had a
tract of light, sandy plain land, which hebrought
into good condition, by plowing it in the summer,
and apjilying a dressing of compost manure, and
seeding it down with different kinds of grasses. He
usually took off from one to two tons of hay, the
next season—and then pastured three or four
years, and repeated the same process. He was
highly satisfied with the result of this treatment.

R.

MOLE CRICKET.

No insect of the cricket kind is so extraordinary,
in its appearance and habits, as the acheta gryllo'
talpa, commonly known as the mole-cricket. The
color is of a dusky brown, and at the extremity of
the tail there are two hairy appendages ; the body
consists of eight scaly joints, and the thorax is cov-

ered with a very hard and thick shield. But a most
curious peculiarity of this insect, from which it re-

ceived its name, is the form of its forefeet, which
spread out precisely like those of the mole, are

strong, webbed and hairy, and terminate in separ-

ate claws. This curious insect is much larger in

Europe than in this country, and much more trou-

blesome and annoying. It often undermines the
banks of canals, and destroys extensive fields and
vegetable gardens, by devouring the roots of the
plants, causing the to])s to wither and die. It gen-
erally runs backward, and is said to burrow faster

even than the mole itself.

Gardeners specially detest this insect, as in a sin-

gle night it will run along a newly-sown furrow, rob-

bing it of its entire contents ; for nothing can es-
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cape it, as its legs are so formed that it can with

ease penetrate the earth in any direction, above, be-

neath, before, and behind. It seldom ventures

above ground during the daytime, and the night is

the time for its depredations.

These insects prefer moist meadows, and the

banks of rivers and small streams. They excavate

beneath the surface a chamber about the size of a

small hare's egg, carefully smoothed and rounded,
where are deposited a hundred or more eggs of a

dusky yellow color. The eggs are hatched in about

a month; the young resemble the parent in every-

thing but the wings, which are wanting ; at this

stage they are soft, of a light color, and very small.

They are very careful of their eggs, and the pas-

sage leading to the cell where they are deposited

winds in various directions ; besides this precaution,

the anxious parent stations herself above to watch
it. There is a certain black beetle which often at-

tempts to get at the eggs to destroy them, but the

watchful ])arent seizes the beetle from behind and
bites it asunder.

This insect, although so troub]e?ome in many
countries, causes very little trou!)le in this, where
it is very seldom seen. We know of but two speci-

mens that have bet n taken anywhere in this neigh-

borhood— indeed, they are the only ones we have
ever seen—one was captured by Dr. S. A. Cooley,

in Hartford, Connecticut, and is preserved in our
own cabinet of entomological specimens, the other

was also taken in Hartford by Mr. Henry A. Good-
win, by whom it is still preserved. The last men-
tioned is a remarkably fine specimen, and was cap-

tured during a severe shower, which brought it out
from its place of retreat, as these insects are re-

markably fond of moisture, and can live almost as

well in water as out of it.

For t/ie Netc England Farmer.

HISTORY OF THE SWALLOW FAMILY.
No. 2.

BY LEANDER WETHERELL.

Having invited attention to some of the habits of

the barn swallow in a former article, it is proposed,
in continuation of the subject, to call the attention

of the reader to the Cliff or Republican Swallow, its

history, and some of its habits.

The Cliff, or Republican Swallow, Hirundo fulva
ofVieillot and Audubon, H. Lunifrous of Say and
Richardson, was little known here until quite re-

cently. Audubon remarks that he first saw the
species at Henderson, on the banks of the Ohio,
120 miles below the falls, in the spring of 1815.
"It was," says he, "an excessively cold morning, and
nearly all were killed by the severity of the weath-
er. I described it, and called it Hirundo Repuhli-
cana, in allusion to the mode of their association

for the purj)Ose of breeding. These specimens
were lost, and it was not until 1819 that I was able
to replace them. Visiting Newport, Ky., there, in

the immediate neighborhood of Cincinnati, my ears
were saluted with the chirruping of my long lost

strangers." ]M.ij. (Oldham, of the U. S. Army, in-

formed A. that they first appeared there in 1815,
and had appeared regularly, about the 10th of
April, ever !^ince. They had, at the time of this vis-

it, fifty nests completed, and several in progress.
Until the females began to sit, they all roosted in

the hollow hmbs of the buttonwoods, on the banks,

of the Licking river, the males only resorting

thither, while the females wei-e sitting. They not
unfrequently attach their nests to rocks overhang-
ing rivers, hence the name. Cliff Swallow.

This species of the swallow family was noticed by
Vieillot, in St. Domingo and Porto Rico, in large

flocks, about the middle of May ; the year is not
given. A writer claims, (name lost) that it was
seen in Dennisville, Me., in 1795. The late Prof.

Zadock Thompson says, a solitary pair first ap-

peared at Whitehall, the south end of Lake Cham-
plain, in 1817, and soon after, they appeared at

Randolph, Richmond, and other places. Chief
Justice Shaw says, that he saw it at tiie White
Mountains, in 1816. Some account is given of its

habits in Long's expedition to the Rocky Moun-
tains. Say observed it in great numbers in the

Rocky Mountains, in 1820. It appeared in various

places in New York about this time. In 1824, the

celebrated De Witt Clinton sent a description of this

bird to tlie Lyceum of Natural History, in New
York, calling it Hirundo ossifex, afterwards, how-
ever, adopting Vieillot's description. The writer

first saw them in Worcester county about 1838.

They are now very common, and well known to

every observing farmer, as they usually build their

nests under the eaves of the roofs, occu])ying nearly

the whole space from one end of the bajn to the

other—numbering fifty nests or more, resembling

retorts used by the chemist.

Being extremely desirous, says Audubon, to

settle the vexed question respecting the migration,

or su])posed torpidity of swallows, I embraced every

opportunity of observing and examining their hab-

its, carefully noting the time of their arrival and
disappearance, and recording every fact thus gath-
ered from personal observation. Observation taught
me that migratory birds, removing ferthest south,

depart first ; and by parity of reasoning, those that

remain longest, return earliest in spring. These
remarks were confirmed by travelling to the south-

west with the ap])roach of winter. In Lower
Louisiana, the Wiu-blers, Thrushes, &c., were in

full feather and song. The Hirundo viridis of
Wilson, the white bellied swallow, (Le Petit Mar-
tinet a ventre blanc of the French of Lower Louisi-

ana) remained about New Orleans later than any
other swallow. I saw immense numbers of them
during November. I kept a record of the temper-

ature from the 3d, until the arrival of the Hirundo
purpurea, the purple martin. The following ex-

tracts were taken from my journal, after a resi-

dence of many years in that country, visiting lakes

whither these swallows were said to resort during

the season of frosts.

Nov. 11.—Weather very sharp—heavy white

frost. Swallows very abundant during the day, a

usual occurrence, said the French and the Span-
iards. From this date to the 22d, the thermome-
ter averaged 65'^ ; the weather generally a drizzly

fog. Swallows flying over the city in thousands.

Nov. 25th.—Thermometer 30° this morning. Ice

a quarter of an inch thick. The swallows resort to

the lee of the Cypress swamp, in the rear of the

city. Thousands were flying in different flocks.

Fourteen were killed at a single shot, in perfect

plumage, and very fat. The markets were abun-

dantly supplied with these tender, juicy, and deli-

cious birds. Saw swallows every day, but remarked
them more plentiful, the stronger the breeze from

the sea.
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January 14th. — Thermometer 40°. Havin<»

seen the Hirundo viridis continually, and the H.
jnirpuren, the martin I^eginning to appear, I dis-

continued my observation. During the winter,

many of them retired to holes about the houses,

others resorting to the lakes, roosting on the

branches of the Mijrica cerijera, called the drier
by the French. Their aerial evolutions thither to-

ward eve are truly beautiful. When in a few feet

of the driers they quickly disperse, and settle in a

few moments. Their twitterings, and the motion

of their wings may be heard during the night. As
soon as the morning light dawns, they rise and fly

ofi" in pursuit of food. The hunters destroy large

numbers of them with their canoe paddles, while

perched on the afore-named shrubs.

Thus much has been selected and condensed
from Audulion's great work on birds, in order to

give the reader some facts going to prove that

swallows are migratory birds—thus overthrowing

that absurd notion of their hibernating with snap-

ping turtles, serpents, and lizzards, in mud holes.

A few words more from Audubon on the habits

of the Cliff, or Republican Swallow, will close this

already protracted article. Speaking of their de-

parture after breeding, he says, they all assembled
near their nests on the first of August, (this was at

Nev/port, already named,) mounted about 300 feet

into the air, and, at ten, A. M., took their depar-
ture, due north. At evening they returned, and
continued these gregarious excursions until the
third day, when, uttering their farewell cry, they
took their final departure, returning no more hith-

er, until the following spring-time, when they
came as full of joy as ever, their spirit of republi-

canism not having lost or abated one whit of its

ardor. Other members of this beautiful aerial fam-
ily will be noticed, briefly, unless the editor says

enough for the present.

For the New England Farmer.

THE MODEL FARMER.
The model farmer, according to my idea, is one

whose ])hysical, mental and moral natures are du-

ly developed and cultivated.

Perhaps these are the qualifications of many
other model men, besides farmers, and perhaps, of

a model man in general, but at any rate, they are
those of the model farmer, and for this reason :

The husbandman, the farmer, the man who
makes it his particular business to till the soil, and
who obtains his subsistence in this way, enjoys pe-
culiar opportunities for developing his powers, ])hy-

sical, mental and moral. Now it is a fact, univer-

sally attested, that exercise develops and strength-

ens the part exercised, whether it be a muscle of
the body, or a faculty of the mind.
The daily avocations of the farmer are such as

call into play the largest part of his physical or-

ganism. He rarely complains of those numberless
ills that arise from a want of proper exei;cise.

Health and strength are his in a remarkable degree.
Brought up to subsist upon hearty and wholesome
food, to reject dainties and delicacies, as aflbrding

but little nutriment, and intended only for the
gratification of a morbid appetite, he becomes vig-

orous, and cajjable of an endurance which the city-

born and city-fed gentleman knows not cf. He
reaches manhood, not prematurely, but after hav-

ing passed through the full periods of childhood and
youth. He has not been forced to maturity, and
so does not suddenly sink into decay, and after

dragging out a few years, with one foot in the
grave, all at once thrust in the other and settle out
of sight. But, taught from the first to battle with
obstacles, to subject himself to exposure, and deny
the cravings of appetite, he has become hardy and
athletic,

"His massive limbs are strong and struggling."

He descends the downward slope of life, gradu-
ally and peacefully, and having accomplished his

mission, the messe.nger comes and takes him, still

toiling, from his post.

But if the farmer enjoys peculiar opportunities

for developing bodily strength and activity, his oc-

casions for promoting mental growth are none the
less peculiar. It might appear, upon a casual o1a-

servance of the sulyect, that other walks in life pre-

sent more frequent and better opportunities for cul-

tivating and enlarging the powers of the mind. But
where, among the pursuits and callings of men, will

you find such chances for the observation and com-
parison of facts, for theorizing and speculating, for

making discoveries, and exercising the power of in-

vention? Where, too, will you find such difficult,

and at the same time interesting problems for solu-

tion, as the farmer has constantly before him ? He,
of all others, has opportunities for exercising dis-

crimination and judgment, in training the inferior

natures of plants, and animals, which fell to his

charge. The right discharge of his duties demands
deep thought and careful reflection.

Who is the most successful cultivator of the soil,

he who pursues a routine of action that somebody
in a past age, under entirely difterent circumstances,

originated, or he, who considering his own means
and resources, strikes out a system which his judg-
ment dictates as the one best suited to his present

condition and wants ?

The true husbandman will study his soils, and
learn what elements they possess, what seeds are

best adapted to them, and how he can secure the

largest yield at the smallest expense. And does

this require no exercise of the mental faculties ?

Many other persons are, in a measure, restricted

to the study of printed pages, and have not access to

the book of nature, cannot peruse those "books in

the running brooks," nor drink in knowledge from
the fountain head.

Here is an advantage, which the true husband-
man will not fail to improve. But he is by no
means wholly confined to the study of nature. There
are hours ot relaxation from bodily toil, rainy days,

and long, winter evenings, which our model farmer

will employ in gathering from books the experience

and opinions, both of his predecessors and contem-
poraries. Carefully digesting these, and combining
them with the results of his own observation, and
afterwards practising them, he will attain a superi-

ority over his less diligent and studious neighbor.

But his advantages cover a wider ground still. Not
only for physical and mental improvement does he
possess peculiar opportunities, but for moral also.

Who, like him, can behold so many manilesUtions

of the Father's goodness ? Whithersoever he

turns his eye, he sees life gushing and exuberant.

The little songsters of the wood, the many insects

that swarm the grassy meadows, the "lowing herd,"

the "finny tribe," springing sportively from their
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native element, all meet him as he goes forth to

his labor in the morning, or returns home at night-

fall, and tell him of their gratitude to God for life

and its joys. If he possesses true sympathies, he

will join in the universal ascription of praise and
thansgiving to the Creator of all.

As he considers "all this scene of man," he con-

fesses it a "mighty maze, but not without a plan."

He witnesses the unfailing regularity of all the

changes in nature. In the "seed-time" he stakes

his all on the coming of the "harvest." Counting
on the faithfulness of nature, he lays plans, and
takes preliminary steps for extensive schemes, which

he would not dare enter upon, were nature accus-

tomed to swerve in the least from her uniform

course. He sees nature co-operating with him to

bring about desired ends. He, if any one, may see

the harmony and fitness of things. When he

searches for the cause of this wonderful beauty and
order, lo ! it is God.

Is not then the husbandman peculiarly surround-

ed by circumstances suited to improve his moral
nature ? What folly for such a man to repine at

his lot, and seek to exchange his independence, and
happy seclusion from the vices of society, for the
uncertainties of trade, or for pursuits involving a

ten-fold greater risk of life and fortune than can
possibly pertain to agriculture.

If he rightly estimated his privileges, he would
consider himself the happiest of men, and if he
rightly improved those priveleges, he would elevate

at once, in the eyes of mankind, the labor of culti-

vating the soil to be the most dignified and enno-

bling of employments. J. B. K.

March, 1856.

WORK-AN ODE.
Bt C. 8. PIRCITAL.

There is a giant strong and brave,

And generous as great,

Who for the feeble race of man
Doth early toil and late.

He delveth in the murky mine,

And on the furrowed lea
;

And, with his vessels built of oak,

He plows the stormy sea.

The forest falls beneath his axe,

And cities vast arise ;

And verdant fields look smiling up,

To greet the smiling skies.

He builds the mansion towering high,

The little cottage near,

And fills to overflowing both.

With all the heart can cheer.

He chains the streamlet to the wheel,

And bids it turn the mill
j

He harnesses the iron horse,

And guides him at his will.

His powerful arm defends the weak
Against o'erpowering wrong

;

And grateful hearts contpire to praise

The giant, great and strong.

Fair hands have twined a wreath to deck

His rugged brow with bay.

And we, with joy, have met to keep
His festival to-day.

Then farmers, artizans and all

Who scorn your task to shirk,

Come, join your song with olts, to sing

The mighty giant, Work !

For the New England Farmer.

REPORTS OF THE STATE BOARD OF
AGRICULTURE.

Mr. Editor.—You have read these reports, and
to you therefore anything I may say will not ap])ly.

For the past month or so, I have devoted my
spare moments to reading the three volumes al-

ready issued. Why, Mr, Editor, the very sight of
these volumes, as they lay on my study-table, fill

me with pride—pride that our good old mother
Massachusetts has produced three such monuments
to the enterprise, industry and progressive spirit of
the farmers of the good old Commonwealth. Look
at them—the manner in which they are got up

—

the information contained in them. There are no
superior documents issued, either State or national.

They are perfect text books for managing a farm
in all its details, and a person may take these books,

and by reading and digesting their contents, be-

come an accomplished farmer, without other in-

struction. I have been very much interested in

reading the experiments which have been made on
the State farm in Westboro'. While as yet ihere is

little or nothing as fairly settled in regard to the

application of manures for instance, still, there

must in the very nature of things, be some certain

and fixed truths come out of them. And for one I

regret that the Legislature jws/ dissolved dieted with

such illiberal s])irit towards the Board—cutting

down its appropriation from $6,000 to $.'5,000. The
wiser course wottld have been to have added $4,000
to the six—but if the farmers throughout the State

approve of this act of their representatives, all right,

I have nothing to say, only permit me to think,

Mr. Farmer, that your brothers do not fully under-
stand their interest yet. Just look at the hosts of
schemes which are presented to our Hon. General
Court every year, asking, and many of them obtain-

ing grants of money, the benefits to the State of

which, in comparison to what the Board of Agricul-

ture wish to do on the State farm, for the real good
of the farmers—"is as the picked end o f nothing
whittled down to a point." Ten thousand dollars

a year is little enough for such an object, and I will

venture to say, Mr. Editor—and with all seriousness

too—that in twenty years' time, the State would be
the gainer. The fact is, farmers, many of them, not

all, wish the State to manage as they do their farms,

with a more liberal expenditure of money in the

right direction, and both would be greatly benefited.

Individual farmers are not able to carry on their

experiments, at least very few ; while the good re-

ceived is for all, high or low, rich and poor; the

man of one acre or of a thousand acres. Now the

State is abundantly able to do this business; if all

is a failure, no one feels it, while every truth orfact
brought to light is a public benefit to the end of

time. Mr. Editor, I go in for an appropriation of

ten thousand dollars a year for five years,—that's too

short a time—say ten years, to the State Board of

Agriculture, for carrying on experiments in all the

different branches of farming, in the broadest ac-

ceptation of that term ; and I believe that if all the

farmers throughout the State could have a copy of

these reports, and read them, they would say amen
to my proposition. There is altogether too much
theory abroad in the community, and too few facts

and truths. We want the latter," and this the Board
are trying to give us.

In conclusion, I once more express my regret at
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the short-sighted policy persued by our Gen. Court

in this matter. I only hope more intelligent far-

mers will compose the next one ; or at any rate,

give as much out of the treasury of the State to ad-

vance one of its greatest and most important inter-

ests, as to a Female Medical School. I believe every

town has a copy of these reports. Gentlemen far-

mers—get them—read them. Norfolk.
August, 1856.

EESTORING THE DROWNED.
The great number of deaths from drowning

which take place at this season, will give interest

to the following new rules for the treatment of

persons rescued from the water. They are by Dr.

Marshall Hall, of London, perhaps the most distin-

guished physiologist of the present day, who has

investigated the subject of drowning, and estab-

lished new principles of treatment. He condemns

the rules proposed and practiced by the Royal Hu-
mane Society, and substitutes the following for

the treatment of asphyxia from drowning.

L Send with all speed for medical aid, for ar-

ticles of clothing, blankets, &c.

II. Treat the patient on the spot, in the open
air, exposing the face and chest freely to the breeze,

except in too cold weather.

I. TO EXCITE EESPIRATIOX.

in. Place the patient gently on the face—to

allow any fluids to flow from the mouth.
IV. Then raise the patient into the sitting pos-

ture, and endeavor to excite respiration.

\. By snuff, hartshorne, &c., applied to the

nostrils

;

2. By irritating the throat, by a feather or the

finger

;

3. By dashing hot and cold water alternate-

ly on the face and chest.

If there be no success, lose no time, but

II. TO IMITATE RESPIRATIOX.

V. Replace the patient on his face, his arms
under his head, that the tongue may fall forward,
^nd leave the entrance into the windpipe free, and
that any fluids may flow out of the mouth ; then

1. Turn the body gradually but completely on
the side and a little more and then again on the
face, alternately (to induce inspiration and expira-

tion ;)

2. When replaced, apply pressure along the

back and ribs, and then remove it (to induce fur-

ther expiration and inspiration,) and proceed as be-

fore;

3. Let these measures be repeated gently, delib-

erately, but efficiently and perseveringly, sixteen

times in the minute only.

III. TO INDUCE CIRCULATION AND VTARJITH.

1. Continuing these measures, rub all the limbs
and the trunk upwards with the warm hands,
making_^rni pressures energetically

;

2. Replace the wet clothes by such other cover-

ings, &c., as can be procured.

IV. OMIT THE WARM BATH UNTIL RESPIRATION BE
RE-ESTABLISHED.

To recapitulate—observe that

1. If there be one fact more self-evident than

another, it is that artificial respiration is the sine
qua nan in the treatment of asphixia, apnoa, or
sus])ended respiration.

2. If there be one more fact established in phy-
siology than another, it is, that within just limits

a low temperature conduces to the protraction of

Hfe, in cases of suspended respiration, and that a

more elevated temperalure destroys life.

3. Now the only mode of inducing efficient res-

piration artificially, at all times and under all cir-

cumstances, by the hands alone, is that of postural
manoeuvres described above.

This measure must be adopted.
4. The next measure is, to restore the circula-

tion and warmth by means of pressure firmly and
simultaneously applied in the course of the veins,

therefore, upwards.
5. And the measure not to be adopted, because

it tends to extinguish life, is the warm bath with-

oid artificial respiration.

The measure must be relinquished.

These conclusions are at once the conclusions of

common sense and of physiological experiment.
On these views human life may, nay, must some-
times depend.

ABOUT DIGGING WELLS.
Editor Michigan Farmer—Dear Sir:—Some

time ago I thought of sending you a short article

on the above subject, but it had nearly escaped my
mind until I saw an inquiry in the last number of

the Farmer in reference to the best manner of

stopping quicksand from flowing in at the bottom
of a well.

Now I am not a "well digger," but as I believe I

have some knowledge that way, gathered from ex-

perience and observation, that may be useful to

some, I will endeavor to relate the same for the
benefit of all your readers who may be interested.

About ten years ago the coming fall, I hired two
young men who were engaged in the business, to

dig me a well on my farm, then in the town of

Green Oak, Livingston county. They took it by the
job to dig and stone and finish up right, and war-
rant three feet of water, for 24 dollars, provided
they did not have to go over forty feet.

From the experience of the neighbors, and the
make of the ground, we estimated it at thirty-four

feet. I was to furnish stone and timber for curbing
necessary, on the ground.

So they commenced, and after throwing out

about eight feet by hand, they set up their appara-

tus for raising out the rest by horse power. This

was constructed by simply taking a piece of plank
about two feet long, and two inclies wide, and set-

ting it up at an angle of forty-five degrees, with the

upper end right above the vveU, and suj)ported with

two heavy braces, set up at the same angle, in dif-

ferent directions, and secured with iron i)ins at the

top. Then a notch in the upper end of the plank,

and a pulley of about eight inches in diameter, for

the rope to run over, with the tub into the well,

and a roller at the bottom of the plank for the

rope to run under, completed the "machine."

Then they had what is very necessary, a quick,

active horse, and well broke, to go ahead and hack

up at the word every time, without flinching or fal-

tering.

The soil was loose sand, and they chose to curb

it all the way down. This was done by splitting
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out stuff of oak timber, five feet long, and about

six or seven inches wide, and notching them half

on one side, and putting them in log-house fashion.

When they came to the water, as was always the

case there on the openings, they found an abun-

dance of quicksand. So to stop that out they went

to the woods and cut a white oak tree about three

feet over, and cut off three feet of the butt, then

marked off about three inches thick around the

outside, and split it off into pieces like stave bolts,

being careful to number them so as to set them up
just as they grew ; then took them home, set them
up, hooped tfxem together—having first chambered
off the outside so as to shapen the lower end, then

let them down into the Avell, and drove them down
into the quicksand, a little at a time, being careful

to keep them to their natural place, dipping out

the sand from the inside, and thus settling them
down till the top was even with the water.

Thus we calculated we had a foundation as firm

as a rock, and as durable as the everlasting hills;

for being under water it would never rot out, and

the thickness of the staves would prevent them
from ever moving from their place. It kept the

sand out perfectly, the water came in from the bot-

tom, and after the first six months, was as clear as

the crystal fountain. I deemed it good enough to

slack the thirst of an angel, should I be so fortu-

nate as to entertain one unawares.

W. O. HOUGHTALING.
Grand Rapids, Kent Co., Mich.

Two weeks growth gained in autumn is two
weeks gained in Spring—and most important of

all, two iveeks gained upon dog-days, with their

rusting, blighting effect. Could it be said to every
New England farmer, and the advice heeded, sow
three acres of winter, and two acres of spring wheat,
annually, for three years, and I am sure it is no ex-

aggeration to say, they would all bread their fami-

lies, and have grain to sell.

What necessity, the past two years or more, for

action .' Does it not continue ? Can your farmers

afford to buy flour at the rate of two-fifty to three

dollars a bushel for wheat, when they can produce
it on every farm in New England, at one dollar or

less, which will pay better than any other crop at

that price ? I had resolved never to trouble you
further upon this subject. I have had no motive,

but to benefit the farmer ; and to your excellent pa-

per, as the exponent of my views, I am much in-

debted.

The Western farmers can see no reason, they say,

why wheat cannot be grown with you as successful-

ly as other grains, and express surprise at your ap-
alhy, but while you are good payins; customers,

they would like the privilege of feeding you from
their own granaries. Respectfully, H. Poor.

JVew York, Aug. 25, 1856.

For the New England Farmer.

SOWING TIME.

Friend Brown :—The Northern States—Maine,

Vermont and New Hampshire—should not fail to

get in their wheat during the first week of Sept.

;

Massachusetts should do lier sowing by the 15th of

Sept., if not earlier. Should any farmer require

reasons for sowing so early, we answer, and will

further submit a wholesome practice for him to

adopt.

1

.

Plow in the stubble (with manure if you have

it) of an exhausted mowing field

.

2. Plow deep, whether it be a tilled or mowing
field.

3. Soak the wheat over night in salt pickle, to

destroy insects, and skim off foul seed ; see that no
chess is in your seed wheat. It resembles the seed

of twich grass.

4. Rake the seed with ashes and lime when wet,

and it will come up in three to five days.

5. Sow a bushel and a half to three-quarters to

the acre.

6. Cultivate in, three inches deep, with a horse

plow, or cultivator.

7. If you have no manure, sow ashes, or ashes

and lime, upon the field, and cultivate in with the

grain.

8. Let this work be done the first and second
week in September.

Early sowing, and deep planting, Ihat the roots

get well imbedded, are positive proofs against win-
ter-kill or clayey soils. To wait till the corn or po-

tato crop is taken off in Oct., then sow wheat, and
slightly harrow in, gives but a meagre chance for

the roots to fasten themselves against the attacks of

thawing and freezing, called "winter-kill,"—thus,

being thrown out to die.

Remarks.—We had commenced an article on

the subject discussed by Mr. Poor; but his is so

directly to the point, and so perfectly expresses our

own views, that we are happy to give him the pre-

ference. Take his advice, gentlemen, you will find

profit in it.

For the Netv England Farmer.

GIVING MEDICINE.

If Dr. J. C. Jackson, whom you quote in your
paper of Aug. 16th, is correct, our medical men, it

seems, must either be very greatly deluded, or

guilty of the most "outrageous knavery." Now the

famous Dr. Samuel Johnson is often quoted as say-

ing, "every sick man is a rascal." If, then, it should

turn out that all who give medicine, and all who
are sick and take it, are either outrageous knavgs

or rascals, the conclusion by people of good sense

must be thai there is no want of bad men in the

world.

Now, sir, I am an old school physician ; was bred

such, and have practised as such more or less for

thirty years, and yet I am ready, or almost so, to

endorse you and Dr. Jackson both, if you will allow

me to change one word in the doctor's statement

;

I wish to substitute "men educated," for "deluded."

I confess, I do not like the razor the doctor shaves

with—it is rather harsh ; but then, he does not

shave much too closely.

You quote the elder Dr. Jackson, in support of

what you regard as a somewhat modified, or less

ultra view than that of the sage of Glenhaven.

—

You might have quoted his son, whose life was writ-

ten by his father, and doubtless correctly written.

And Boston has at this moment in it other emi-

nent medical men, who, apart from all bitterness of

language or censoriousness, are not very far from

the same "platform." It has in it at least one re-

spectable medical institute—that of Dr. Brown, at

20 La Grange Place, where all active medicine is re-

pudiated, and always has been, and the success of
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that institution for the last j-ear will compare fa-

vorably with that of any other in the known world.

The two oldest and wisest physicians of Cleveland

are—or were three years ago—of the same opinion.

One of them absolutely refused to give any more

active medicine, and the other only gives a little.

I could mention many more such men. In truth,

as you justly intimate, the idea of avoiding medi-

cine is fast gaining ground, and I, for one, am
heartily glad of it.

1 will not, indeed, say with the Glenhaven doctor,

that "no living creature was ever cured by it,"

(medicine.) It is true that in a certain physiologi

cal sense, no one ever ivas cured ; but this is not

Dr. J.'s meaning. He is using customary language,

I will say, however, that so far as I know, no one

ever was so well cured (I do not say so quickly) by

medicine as without it. There is a great deal in

curing people well. Sumner was being cured, it

was thought, but Dr. Perry will tell you, that when
he found him, he was far enough from being in a

way to be cured well.

In short, I am glad to see this subject up in your

paper ; it is one of great practical importance to a

world that dearly loves to be drugged and dosed

CORRECTION.

In my "Word of Caution," in your paper of the

16th, I made a mistake, as I now see. Messrs. Par-

sons 8z Co. did not say they had forbidden Mr, S
to use their name in the way he did ; but they told

me, in their last communication, that he ought not

to use it in such a way. I may also add, that those

gentlemen appear to think Mr. S. a fair man, after

all ! I am sorry to see such good men as they are

mistaken.

LARGE TURNIP TOP—PERHAPS.

I have in my garden, a Peruvian turnip, the cir

cumference of whose top measures from seventeen

to eighteen feet. The size of the tuber is not re

markable, not over a foot, I suppose, in circumfer-

ance ; and as I am not much of a horticulturist, per-

haps the top still is not so remarkable in the eye

of your readers as of myself. AV. A. Alcott.

Destruction of Weeds in Paved Paths and
Courts.—The growing of weeds between the stones

of a pavement is often very injurious, as well as un-

sightly. The following method of destroying them
is adopted at the Mint in Paris and elsewhere, with

good effect. One hundred pounds of water, twen-

ty pounds of quick-lime, and two pounds of flour of

sulphur, are boiled in an iron vessel ; the clear part

drawn off, and being more or less diluted, according

to circumstances, is to be used for watering the al

leys and pavements. The weeds will not reappear

for several years.

This plan will prove most effectual, but remem-
ber that the liquid will be death to the box or oth-

er plants upon the borders of such plots or paths,

if it be allowed to reach the roots.—»4ni. ^^sr.

Fruits and Flowers.—J. S. C. will find Breck's

Book ofFlowers, already issued in a re\ised edition,

and Downing^s Fruit of America, a new edition of

which will soon be published, the most valuable

works on those subjects. For sale by J. Q. A
Warren, 119 Washington Street, Boston.

For the New England Farmer.

FATAL DISEASE AMONG HORSES.

Friend Brown :— I have recently lost a very val-

uable mare by some disease unknown to me, or to

any who saw her while sick. ^ly object in this

communication is to call public attention to the

matter, as mine is the third horse that has died

within a few days with similar symptoms, in this

town.

It seems to me to be necessary to give you a full

account of her treatment, living, &c.,for the past

few months, in order that you or your readers may
judge of her condition for themselves. She was
turned to pasture about the 15th of May, and was
not taken out until July ; she had a colt on the

24th of May ; her keeping has been the best of

pasturage, without grain. I used her to cart my
hay, but that all lay within one- half mile of my
barn. She has not been harnessed in a carriage

more than five or six times within the last four

months, and then not driven more than two or three

miles at a time. She was in the best flesh, and had
the sleekest and most shiny hair that I ever saw a

mare have that suckled a colt. She was turned out

in the morning, apparently as well and lively as

ever she was, and within fifteen or tAventy minutes,

returned, with her own accord, to the shed, and

was then discovered to have lost the use of her legs

to such an extent that she could hardly walk ; she

threw up her head and snuffed a few times, then

fell to rise no more. After she fell, her legs were

stiff and cold, her head and ears were very hot, but

she lay without any apparent pain until she died ;

she appeared to be conscious as any beast, for at

times she would whimer for the colt, and would

look up when called by name ; she lay in this con-

dition for about eleven hours, then died. We rubbed

her for two or three hours and bathed her in white

lye, attempted to bleed her, but the blood was so

thick (and very black) that it would not run.

I have a faint recollection of reading in some pa-

per of a disease that was prevalent in Indiana, that

carried off every horse that was attacked with it

within twelve hours after the attack, if a certain

medicine or course of treatment was not pursued,

all of which I have forgotten. J. B. Farmer.
Concord, Aug. 23, 1856.

Remarks.—The mare spoken of was one of the

best animals in Middlesex county. Yesterday, the

24th, we were called to see another horse, in the

same neighborhood, attacked in the ssme way, and

presenting the same symptoms that appeared in

Mr. Farmer's mare. They are few, and are weak-

ness, or giddiness, indicated by a staggering gait

—

coldness of the extremities, some pain, though appa-

rently not severe, with a continual pushing out of

the head, and drawing both lips away from the

teeth ; the pulse is weak and slow, and an entire

loss of appetite, but there is perfect consciousness.

We have heard of eight or ten deaths by this

disease, and fear that it may become quite prevalent.

AVhat shall be done to arrest it ? In the case of

the horse which we were called to see, we recom-

mended gentle, but continued rubbing, and a pint of

castor oil. Enough of this not being at hand, a por-
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tion of sweet oil was added, and the dose adminis-

tered. The next morning the horse was greatly re-

lieved, and justified the hope that it would recover.

p, s.— Since writing the above, we learn that

the horse has recovered, and is agahi at work. We
have great confidence in the treatment resorted to.

FAT MEAT AS FOOD.

The prevailing fashion and taste are against the

use of fat mutton and beef. At hotels and private

families, the fat meat to which persons are served,

is usually left, and the lean only eaten. Those who
purchase meat, of course select the lean, instead of

the fatter pieces, and butchers, accommodating

themselves to the demand, kill all sorts of lean and

ill-fed animals.

The losses resulting from this are many. In the

first place, it is contrary to public economy, the

number of lean animals sacrificed to secure a given

weight of meat, being twice as great as would be

required, if all the animals slaughtered for food

were well fattened. The cost of raising animals

far exceeds the cost of fattening them, and there-

fore a pound of lean meat costs more to the pro-

ducer than a pound of fat, besides the unnecessary

waste of animal life involved. Another disadvan-

tage resulting from the use of lean meats exclusive-

ly, is in the fact, that lean meat, whatever the

quantity used, will not supply the place of the fat,

especially in winter. Food is required for two pur-

poses—one is to supply materials for the growth of

the body, and to repair the waste which labor and

all our activities occasion ; the other use is to sup-

ply fuel for the maintenance of animal heat, the

amount required for the latter purpose being much
greater in cold regions, and in the colder portion of

the year. The fat of animals is in many respects,

for man, the best and cheapest of all the heat-

producing articles of diet. In high latitudes, there

is no substitute for it, or possibility of doing with-

out it ; and the same thing is true, though not to

the same extent, in temperate climates during the

winter. Strangely enough, in this variable climate,

our diet is made comparatively uniform by fashion

and habit, instead of varying with the changes of

temperature. In summer, we use too much of car-

bonacous, or heat-producing food, and liVer diseases

and various fevers are the consequence ; while in

winter, a sufficiency of such food is not supplied,

and hence the prevalence of pulmonary affections.

Life and health are more involved in this mat-

ter, than some imagine. In the last January num-
ber of the Ohio Medical and Surgical Journal
there is an excellent article, that was read before

the American Medical Association, by Dr. Hooker,
which shows conclusively, that persons abstaining

from fat meat, are much more liable than others to

lung diseases, and especially consumption ; while

those who are in the constant habit of using an
abundance of fat meat, are almost untouched by
this terrible destroyer. Multitudes of facts within

the knowledge of every one, are referred to by this

writer in support of his conclusions, placing the

matter, one would suppose, beyond doubt.

What, then, is the conclusion of the whole mat-

ter ? Just this :—let farmers see to it that the an-

imals designed for the butcher are properly fat-

tened ; let butchers, who have a regard for their

reputation, buy only good animals, and let those

butchers be discountenanced, who wiS continue to

murder such as are unfed ; let consumers use a

due proportion of fat meat with the lean, and let

the proportion be larger in winter than in summer ;

and especially, let those who have constitutional

tendencies to consumption, learn to eat good fat

meat ; and if their present tastes are averse to it,

let them struggle to overcome this aversion, as

though fife depended upon it. How much better

is good, fat beef, than cod liver oil ; how much bet-

ter it is, to use the beef while you are well, and

keep so, than to use quarts of the oil, when it is

too late ;—and finally, let all those who are inter-

ested in the health and vigor of our whole peo-

ple, use their endeavors and influence to dissemi-

nate right views in relation to this important mat-

ter.

—

Ohio Farmer.

Coal Locomotives.—After a variety of exj^eri-

ments, A. S. Adams, master machinist of the Boston

and Worcester railroad, has now in operation a

freight locomotive adapted to burning coal, which

seems so well to meet the wants of the road that

all the engines of the company, used in drawing

freight, are to be altered to the same style. The
engine in question, the "Bison," has one of the

Delano grates, by which the coal is forced from the

bottom up through the bed of the fire. This grate

is but 38 inches in length, but by its manner of

operation all the gas is consumed and the top of

the bed of coal is kept always ignited, no new coal

ever being thrown upon it. The draft is also kept

good and is never obstructed by clinkers. Careful

estimations of the precise cost of running this en-

gine have been made, and it appears that with it

for 12 cents per mile a common freight train can

be run and make the usual speed. A wood engine

to run the same train costs 30 cents per mile. The
saving, as will be seen, is very great. The cost of

altering a common wood engine to fit it for burn-

ing coal is but $150 ; and as we have before re-

marked, the Worcester Company have decided to

have all their freight engines converted into coal-

ers as speedily as possible.

—

Traveller.

To Dress Skins with Wool or Fur on.—
Take two table spoons full of saltpetre and one

of alum; pulverize freely, mix them together

and sprinkle carefully over the flesh side of the

skin. Then roll the skin together and let it remain

a few days, according to the weather. Unroll and

scrape them with a chip, dull knife, or draw them

over a board fence until they are dry, soft and pli-

able.

Errata.—In a recent article on the Milking

Machine, first paragraph, for process, read pro-

gress. Last period of fifth paragraph should read

:

—"The cap fits to the top of the cup, air tight, by

its own construction, and also hugs around the end

of the teat so closebj as to prevent the airfrom pass-

ing doiim beside the teat, but by its flexibility," &c.

Sixth paragraph, for flinching read pinching. Sig-

nature should be, Kingman.
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A SaUARE COTTAGE.

Below, we give another plan of a house from

Wheeler's "Homesfor the People." Houses upon
this plan have been erected in the vicinity of Hud-
son, N. Y., at a cost of $2,300. We cannot find

room for the whole description, so that if any one
decides to adopt any of the plans we give, they

will find it profitable to purchase the work.

The plan exhibits a building, thirty-eight feet
front, and thirty-two in depth, with a wing of one
or two stories, as the amount of accommodation
needed may require—twenty feet by thirteen.

A wide veranda stretches across the front, and
in the centre is the entrance hall, No. 1, with stair

PLAN OF THE FIRST FLOOR.

case. Upon one side is a sitting-room, No. 2, which
is fifteen feet square, and in its rear a dining-room.

No. 3, fifteen feet by nineteen, provided with a

china closet at one end, and corresponding with it

an entry with drawers and wardrobe, leading to a

bed-room. No. 4, the dimensions of which are fif-

teen feet by ten.

No. 5 is a parlor, with veranda, and with one of

smaller size at the side. This room is fifteen by
twenty feet six inches. All these rooms are ten

feet high in the clear. The wing contains a back
entry, No. 6, with outer door and store closet, lit

by a small window, and next to this a kitchen. No.
7, with a back staircase to the rooms over (if the
wing be made two stories in height) and under thi^,

one to the cellar, which should be under the whole
house, or only this portion, as the nature of the
soil might permit.

The kitchen contains a sink and cook's closet,

and is eight feet high in the clear.

The wood-house, necessaries, and other outbuild-

ing*!, are intended to be in a distinct erection, con-

nected with the rear of the house by a covered

way, or disposed in such a manner as the nature of

the situation rendered desirable.

The arrangement of the chamber floor affords

four large sleeping-rooms above the apartments
below, and two small ones; the latter contrived

in front, at the end of the hall, and the other, by a

continuation of the same partition across the end
of the room, over the dining-room.

The sleeping-room for servants would be in the

wmg.
The height of the chambers in the main body of

the building is eight feet in the clear, with a space

in the roof for storage.

The view of the exterior shows that by simple

grouping of the necessary details of the building,

a liveliness of efiect can be obtained which the

square form of the place seldom permits. The
common defect is in the persisting of country-

builders in filling their houses with windows—to

the destruction of all of what the painters call

breadth, and to the actual discomfort of the in-

dwellers, who show their sense of the existence of
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evil by invariably keeping the windows closed by

blinds inside or out, but who rarely have the good
sense to resist the temptatation to make their

house, when building, a perfect glass-case. In the

plan under discussion, the whole effect would be

destroyed by pairs of windows in each room, and
it is strange how constantly, in house after house,

the blunder is repeated.

HEALTH FOE CHILDREN.
There are as many children die in cities as in the

country, and half the children born do not reach

ten years. Such a result could never have been
intended I)y the wise and kind Maker of us all. A
different result must be brought about, by the ex-

ercise of the reason which is implanted in all pa-

rents, and which, if properly cultivated and practised

in the lights of our time, would soon work a wonder-
ful change in infantile mortality.

1. Children should sleep in separate beds, on
mattresses of straw or shucks of corn.

2. Require them to go to bed at a regidar early

hour, and let them have the fullest amount of sleep

they can take, allowing them in no case to be waked
up.

3. Except a rug beside the bed, there should be
no carpet on the floor of their chamber, no bed or

window curtains, no clothing of any description

hanging about, no furniture beyond a dressing-ta-

ble and a few chairs, no standing fluids, except a

glass of water, and nothing at all in the way of

food, or plants, or flowers. In short, a chamber
should be the cleanest, driest, coolest, lightest and
most barren room in the house, in order to secure

the utmost purity of air possible.

4. Make it your study to keep your children out

of doors every hour possible, from breakfast until

sundown, for every five minutes so spent in joyous

play increases the probabilities of a healthful old

age.

5. Let them eat at regular hours, and nothing

between meals ; eating thus, never stint them ; let

them partake of plain substantial food, until fully

satisfied. Multitudes of children are starved into

dyspepsia. The last meal of the day should be at

least two hours before retiring.

6. Dress children warmly, woollen flannel next
their persons during the whole year. By every
consideration, proteiit the extremities well. It is

an ignorant barbarism which allows a child to have
bare arms, and legs and feet, even in summer. The
circulation should be invited to the extremities;

warmth does that ; cold repels it. It is at the hands
and feet we begin to die. Those who have cold

hands and feet are never well. Plenty of ivarmlh,

plenty of substantial food and ripefruits, plenty of
sleep, andplenty of joyous out-door exercise, would
save millions of children annually.—Hall's A*. Y.

Journal ofHealth,

Sea Waves and Sea Sickness.—The old vague
account of waves being "mountains high" was well

known to be an exaggeration ; but we do not think
even philosophers were prepared for the statement
made at a meeting some years since of the British

Scientific Association by Dr. Scoresby, that they
averaged no more than 20 feet in altitude, and rarely

exceeded 28 feet. The popular impression, princi-

pally produced by marine i^ainters, that waves

formed valleys thousands of yards across, down the
sides of which ships slid as though they were about
to be engulfed, seems to have been equally errone-
ous, as the maximum length of ocean waves, accor-

ding to the same authority, is 600 feet, whilst in a
moderate gale they are only 300, and, in a fresh sea,

about 120 feet in length. A moment's considera-
tion of these facts leads to the conclusion that long
ships must have a great advantage over short ones
with respect to the rapidity with which thev make
their journey, as it is quite evident that whilst the
latter have to perform their voyages by making a
series of short curves—much to the impediment of
their progress, and to the discomfort of their in-

mates—the former, by ruling the waves with their

commanding proportions, make shorter and smooth-
er passages. As steamers grow larger and larger,

sea-sickness must therefore gradually diminish.

—

Scientifc American.

For the Hew England Farmer.

EURAL ECONOMY OF THE BRITISH
ISLES-No. 18.

N E W ENGL A N D.

Greater ignorance and greater neglect of agricul-

ture has been witnessed, nowhere, than in the United
States. This is perhaps strongly stated, but is near

the truth. In the South and West, the proprietors

held land enough to persist in bad management, for

two or three generations ; an exuberant soil pro-

duced abundant crops, without artificial enrichment,

or very heavy labor ; when one field was exhausted
another was cleared and tilled to poverty in its

turn. This kind of farming so impoverished the
country in some of the older districts, that the in-

habitants were, at length compelled to emigrate to

a new region ; the employment of more skill and
capital on the old farms being out of the question.

In New England, a less fertile soil always de-

manded more labor
; yet few attempts were, for Or

long time, made and now they are not too frequent,

to go out of the common routine of a very restric-

ted cultivation. The inclination among the rural

population of New England has been almost uni-

versal, to devote all their skill and capital to some
branch of trade or manufactures, or to navigation.

Those who have been disposed to continue agricul-

turists, have found it easier and more congenial

to their restless and enterprising natures, to sell

out, collect then- effects, and remove a thousand
miles, to a richer region, than to think of improv-
ing the old homestead. Change of location or

cliange of pursuit, rather than the employment of

more skill and more capital, have, thus far, been
ihe means of bettering theii- condition, among New
England farmers. Hence our rural population has
been kept scattered and thin, over the face of the

country.

The routine of cultivation has, in general, been
this—a field of Indian corn, with a border of pota-

toes—a few fields of small grains—an old pasture

and old meadow of natural grass, and with a stock

of cattle to suit. The only part of the farm, well

cultivated, was the field of Indian corn, which re-

ceived, commonly, two or three plowings and hoe-

ings—the plant beautiful, in all stages of its growth.

No root crops were ever thought of for animals

—

no manure provided for the farm, except what was
thrown from the barn windows, during the winter
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Breeds of cattle or horses were not considered

;

but such were raised or bought, as happened to be.

Indeed, with the exception of the working oxen, if

the other stock, was kept from starving, during the

winter, the farmer was satisfied. In a plentiful

year, all that was raised was consumed, and if a lit-

tle waste was necessary to this end, it was readily

resorted to. If there was a large crop of corn, the

turkeys, pigs and hens were somewhat fatter ; and

if any hay was left, old hay was considered poor

stuff. It would have been difficult, in any county,

to have found ten farmers who looked forward to

the blending of the operations of two or three

years together, or who had any system of farming

or of agricultural economy. How often, even yet,

is the question discussed of how much working cap-

ital is necessary for a farm, or how many animals it

will support, or can be made to support ? I do

not say that better things have not been attempted,

but the experimentalist has, generally, been a warn-

ing ; and after having made his improvements, of

walls, fences, showy barns, and orchards ; and af-

ter having cultivated his fields without economy of

labor and with strict economy of manures and

outlays in stock and implements, and without a

system, running over a term of years, he has found

his produce a few tons of hay, a few bushels of

corn and potatoes, and has joined his testimony to

that of others, that it was impossible to make any-

thing, by farming, in New England.

Still, I can call before my mind scenes which

even our poor New England agriculture has creat-

ed, on which my eyes have rested, with a delight

which no other scene on earth can call forth—the

farm-house, looking like a home, shaded by two or

three spreading elms, with its large barns, where

the grain and hay were stored and the cattle housed,

with their large barn doors and ample floors, for

husking, and threshing, and for a play-place, for

rainy days ; with its extensive orchard ; its one or

two fields of Indian corn, with pumpkin vines in-

terlaced; its small brook-home of trout, running

through the green meadow ; within sight of, if not

adjoining, the noble wood-lot of trees of clean and

smooth bark free from moss, such as are found in

no other land, that supplied the fuel of the family

fire, which from capacious fire-places shone on the

manly, honest, cheerful faces, through long winter

evenings, of a religious New England household.

Still, though our agriculture afforded many love-

ly scenes, these did not alter its history. Farmers

were generally in debt ; when the income of the

year failed to meet its expenses, they gave notes to

the store-keepers for the balance, until the debt, in

a few successive years, sv/elled to a magnitude that

demanded a mortgage, the foreclosure of which

swallowed up the farm ; while the law of attach-

ment swept off its personal property. Such has

been the history of our agriculture.

Agriculture has some disadvantages in New
England ; our late springs and their June frosts,

—

our droughts—and our long winters.

The evil of late frost is most felt by the farmer in

the cultivation of Indian corn ; and against this evil,

he must offset the splendid advantage he has in the

warm summer, when the plant grows audibly, and

the late falls.

The effect of our droughts can be entirely over-

come by deep tillage, which our soil needs. About
six years ago, rather in the way of experiment than

of profit, I began to trench two or three acres of

land, resolved to trench it five or six years, syste-

matically, mixing about four inches of the subsoil,

at every annual trenching, with the upper soil. The
natural soil was a gravelly clay loam, of about a

foot in depth. By bringing up each year about

four inches of subsoil, and mixing it with the upper
soil, and bringing it in contact with the atmosphere
and manure, the whole soil is now about three feet

deep. No drought has ever affected this land.

The same thing which I did with the spade, might
have been done by the subsoil plow, followed by

a common plow, till the soil was sufficiently deep

for all purposes.

Our long winters, the farmer must find the bless-

ing in which God has imparted to them, rest and
improvement, if not profit,

I do not admit the disadvantage of our soil, for

I do not think it, naturally, inferior to the natural

soil of England, the best farmed country in the

world. Our climate is not as favorable as that of Eng-
land to the turnip ; but Indian corn is a gift of

God as valuable to us as the turnip is to England.

But we are, for the most part, successful in the cul-

ture of the turnip.

The complaint is often made that our New Eng-

land farmers occupy too much land. This is not

the proper form in which the fault, with which our

farmers are chargeable, should be stated. The prop-

er complaint is, that our farmers do not employ, in

the tillage of their lands, capital proportioned to

their acres. C'apital, among New England farmers,

being limited and more divided than in England, it

is expedient that the farms should be smaller, so

as to correspond with the working capital. Sup-

pose the working capital to exist in proportion to

the acres cultivated, the size of the farm is de-

termined by such circumstances as these, the na-

ture of the soil, the climate, and the kinds of crops

prevailing. Branches of agriculture that require

a great amount of manual laboi", demand a great-

er division of fields of operation. You are struck

with this fact, in the market gardens, in the neigh-

borhood of cities ; in the onion cultivation, in the

neighborhood of Wethersfield. A larger farm is

expedient where a part is fine meadow land, espec-

ially, if it be overflowed and mowed by machines, a

part in wheat, rye, or oats, with a soil easily prepared

for the crop by horse plowing, and a part in Indian

corn, cultivated by the plow or cultivator chiefly,

and a small part in potatoes and roots. But still

larger farming is required, and small farming is an

evil in such a case as this, not uncommon in New
England ; take a mountainous region where the

soil is poor and granite, the cHmate cold, where

wheat cannot be cultivated and hardly rye and oats,

where, however, grasses and roots flourish, and irri-

gation is easy from abundant streams, and the slope

of the land—here is a region for breeding and

fattening cattle and calls for large farming. Ag-ain,

take a cheese farm, a branch of domestic industry,

in Avhich ten or twelve good cows suffice to give em-

ployment to a family in the country, without assis-

tance ; here you call for small fiirming ; for who
would wish the cares and help of a large farm to

disturb the interior of one of these humble cottages

so clean, so orderly, with an air that breathes peace

and industry and happiness. But the whole secret

of farming,*large and small, be it never forgotten,

lies in two words. Capital and Skill, "Working

capital is one of the chief agents of production.

Three kinds of capital conduce to the development
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of agricultural wealth. First, sunk capital, which
is formed, in the course of time, by outlays of all

kinds, often through successive generations, for

bringing the land into good condition. Second,

working capital, consisting of animals, implements,

and seeds, &c. Third, iirtclledual capital, or agri-

cultural skill, which is improved by experience and
thought. In sunk capital—that is outlays through
successive generations, for bringing the land into

good condition—England is very rich,—New Eng-
land very poor. Of working capital, England used
to deem forty dollars to the acre sufficient ; now,
she deems eighty dollars to the acre not too much.
New England deems that sufficient which the

farmer happens to have. I shall not compare the

intellectual capital ofthe two countries, lest I should
hurt the feelings of my countrymen, or do injustice

to our ancestor's children, who remain in the old

home.
I do not claim that the agriculture of New

England should be assimilated in all respects, to

thrl of England. I know this is impossible, and I

do not regret it. But I do claim, that we should
learn, from English experience in agriculture, as we
have in manufactures.

England has settled it, that agriculture cannot be
conducted with success, without capital and skill.

I do claim, that we should not attempt 1o get along
without them, nor consider that our agriculture

cannot succeed, till we have tried them. England
has settled that agriculture cannot be rich, unless
it maintains many animals, sheep, cattle and l)igs,

which enrich the soil that feeds them. I claim, we
should consider this a settled axiom, as true here
as there.

England has settled, that it is more than twice
as profitable to feed breeds of sheep, on its farms,
which are fit for the buLcher at from one to two
years old, than a breed that is fit for the butcher
at from three to four years old ; and that it is

twice as profitable to raise breeds of sheep, which,
when fit for the butcher, will yield from 80 to 100
pounds of net mutton, than a breed which will

yield from 40 to 50 pounds. England has further

shown, that there are such breeds, and how they
may be produced. New England, I claim, must take
notice of this fact, and act upon it.

England has shown similar results in cattle.

England has shown that her agriculture is rich in

crops, and enriched by crops, according as she
connects the operixtions of three or four years to-

gether, by a rotation of crops. New England
must adopt a system or rotation of her own, or
show that England does not produce the results
claimed by her system, or that a similar system
will not produce similar results here. The Eng-
lish system is, first year, roots ; second, barley or
oats ; third, clover ; fourth, wheat. Is there no
Arthur Young who can settle ours in New Eng-
land? If we believe the Quakers, our Arthur
Young must leave wheat out of our rotation ; for
some of that sect have maintained that we have
never been able to raise wheat, in Massachusetts,
since we hung the Quakers. Our crime was bad
enough, and its punishment has been severe enough
if it has been the curse of our wheat culture ; but
I would recommend that we try a somewhat more
systematic culture, before we acquiesce in the Quak-
er doctrine.

in a year ; and her cows average nearly double the
quantity of ours. New England must estabHsh
similar breeds, if it would have an agriculture as

rich as England's, in milk, butter and cheese.

England has shown that an agriculture can not be
prosperous in which the animal produce falls short
of the vegetable produce ; and the agriculture of

Ireland and France confirm this truth. Yet the
five stock of New England is said to be diminish-
ing.

England has shown what can be done for wet
lands and a moist climate, by drainage. How long
are our wet lands to have their fertility obstructed

by standing water ? If our uplands need not drain-

age, like those of England, they need deep tillage.

England has shown what cultivation with capital

and skill can do for a soil not naturally superior to

that of New England. Are we to despair of our
soil, because it remains sterile, when we have not
cultivated and enriched it P England has shown that

the love of country life gives vigor to a race, and
strength to a nation. Are we to learn the same
lesson, after we have wasted our strength in cities,

and lost the freshness of our natures, in the dusty
paths of gain ?

I come now to the most difficult question, which
perplexes many minds, and spreads despondency
over many households in New England. Can agri-

culture be made profitable as a business, and fol-

lowed as an occupation, with a reasonable hope of

bettering one's condition in New England ? If the

farmers of New England should testify that they
had found it a profitable ])ursuit, and state what
these profits have been, this would be the most
satisfactory settlement of the question. I suppose
their testimony generally, would be that they made
both ends meet, and but little, if anything more ;

at least, this would be the general testimony,

though in some parts of New England it would be
less satisfactory than this. But if the farmers of

New England testified that they could not get a
living by farming, this would not settle the question

that farming could not be made profitable in New
England, because it might be they had not adopt-
ed the right system, or had not employed capital

enough, or skill enough, or had not the best and
most profitable breeds of cattle on their farms.

Let us approach this question from the English
side, and by comparison ; and see whether English
farming is profitable, and how, and from what caus-

es, and what advantages the English farmer has,

and what disadvantages we labor under.

Farmers in England are, generally, tenant farm-
ers ; who hire the farms they cultivate, and pay rent.

They form, there, a class of men, early educated to

farming, and who devote their whole lives to it.

These men are not exactly laborers, but are in com-
paratively superior circumstances, and quite intelli-

gent. Farming is their profession, with all the

chances of loss and gain ; and if the cliances of loss

are sufiicient to keep their attention awakened, the

chances of gain are also sufficient, to excite their

emulation. England has many examples of for-

tunes made by farming, wb.Ieh induce many to be-

come farmers by j^rofesslon ; while, at the same
time, it is one of the most agreeable, the most
healthy, the most honoi-able professions in whicli

mind and body can be engasred. These_ed. inese larmers

.
live, for the most part, in a quiet, comfortable style,

England has established breeds of milch cows, have their newspapers and periodicals, and produce,
%.hich give three or four thousand quarts of milk I occasionally, on their tables, a bottle of claret or
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port. When visiting the counti-y in England, one

meets with a hospitable reception from these kind

and simple families, who have occupied the same

lands for several generations. The most perfect

order reigns in their domestic economy, and every-

thing in their houses is conducted with that habit-

ual regularity, which indicates long usage.

Now these farmers in England realize from three

dollars and a half to seven dollars and a half per

acre, as their net income, or profit, after paying

their landlords from five to ten dollars the acre, as

rent, and after paying about two dollars an acre, as

taxes. They have no desire to change their situa-

tion, because they get the net profit stated, employ-

ing a working capital of their own, on which they

also get interest, of about $4000, on a farm of

fi'om 100 to 150 acres ; whereas, to be a proprie-

tor, the farmer would be obliged to invest from

$15,000 to $20,000 in the farm, in addition.

Now, I suppose it will be conceded, that where a

man is proprietor of his acres, as he is in the Unit

ed States, as well as the farmer of his acres, and

has as much skill as a tenant farmer, the same cap-

ital to carry on his farm, and as good a farm, that

no mode of farming can compete with proprietor

farming.

The wages of a farm laborer in England are from
forty to fifty cents a day, probably now fifty. The
prices of farm produce in London, to wit, hay,

wheat, mutton, beef, milk, &c., do not average

higher than in Boston. The price of farming lands

in England, aie more than double the price of

farming lands in New England ; but much richer

in sunk capital.

Taxes in New England probably do not exceed
fifty cents an acre, on farming lands ; while in Eng-
land, they are two dollars an acre. Farm laborers'

wages in New England are double what they are in

England, that is, a dollar a day.

Now, here are the elements of calculation or

comparison, to determine whether the same forming

which is profitable in England, could be profitable

in New England. Observe, I say the same farm-

ing ; for we cannot expect poor farming, without

capital and skill, to be profitable in New England,
while only good farming, with capital and skill, is

profitable in England.
In cost of land, the New England farmer has, I

think, the advantage, even after he has enriched it;

in taxes, he has the advantage ; in markets, equal-

ity ; in wages, he pays double. Can the disadvan-

tage the Nev/ England farmer labors under in the

rate of wages be overcome ? One would think

that a proprietor former, in New England, might
arrange a system of farming which calls for the

least manual labor, and pay a dollar a day for labor,

and do more than compete with an English tenant

farmer, who pays a heavy rent, heavy taxes, and
fifty cents a day for labor.

I can point to many a farm in England, of 150
acres, on which the tenant farmer pays $1200 a

year rent, $300 a year taxes, and what are there

called good wages, and clears, without much trou-

ble, 8600 a year. But here are the elements of

his success—not better markets than ours, but a

good stock of sheep of the best breeds, early fit for

the butcher, yielding 80 to 100 pounds of net mut-
ton, and a good fleece; the best breeds of cattle, of

similar qualities, the best breeds of cows and of

pigs, his farm cultivated with a proper rotation of

crops, with proper proportion of meadow and pas-

ture, the farming not high, but such as the most
judicious and economical man would approve.

Would such a farm, thus cultivated and stocked, in

the hands of a New England proprietor farmer, of

equal skill, pay—wages being a dollar a day ? If

it would yield no profit, then our agriculture is,

and is likely to be, in poor condition ; if it would
yield a remunerating profit, then we may yet have

a rich agriculture.

To make more distinct the different results which

we should have in New England, if we covered our

farms with the best breeds of sheep and cattle, as

the English do, that is, breeds of great precocity,

and yielding the greatest weight of meat at the

earliest age, I make the following statement, which

is the result of pretty accurate calculation, and will

bear, I think, examination, and make clear that we
may have success in our agriculture, if we will imi-

tate those who have succeeded. The markets in

England and New England being equal in price

for mutton and wool, and allowing what is not

true, that we get as heavy a fleece from our sheep

as the English do from theirs—for every fourteen

dollars our farmer realizes from a flock of sheep,

the English farmer realizes from a flock of the

same number, thirty- six dollars; or v/here our

farmer realizes fourteen cents, the English farmer

realizes thirty-six cents. And in regard to cattle,

oxen and cows, where our farmer, from their milk,

and meat, and work, realizes $28, the Englisli

farmer, from the same number, realizes $36 ;
yet

the English farmer never works his oxen. In the

one case, the English farmer has an advantage of

more than a hundred per cent., and in the other, of

about twenty-five per cent. What wonder, if these

things be true, that English agriculture is profita-

ble, and our agriculture unprofitable ?

Some now living can remember when it was
stoutly contended that we could never carry on
manufactures to advantage ; but time has proved

their predictions false. Agriculture is only another

and higher branch of manufacturing, carried on by

skill and capital, proportioned to the acres cultivat-

ed ; and when the capital and skill of New Eng-

land shall turn in this direction, and the love of

the country, which is natural to our race, shall re-

turn to our bosoms, the present feeling of despair

respecting New England agriculture will vanish

away.

Agriculture is an art of slow growth, not a sci-

ence ; tliough science may, and has contributed to

its progress, in a degree. In its fir.st stages, agri-

culture is imperfect and poor, depending almost

wholly on the natural fertility of the soil, and poor

methods, and not on the skiil and capital of man.

In this stage it remains, until commerce and man-

ufactui-es have developed themselves. Then it Is

found that to feed the cities, and towns, and plains,

where manufactures have fixed their seats, agricul-

ture must be developed info an art, requiring skill

and capital, as much as any branch of manufacture.

If, after manufoctures and commerce have been de-

veloped in a State, the ])eople Iiave not_ energy and

skill, then, to bring agriculture to a higher (hncl-

opment, the whole State languishes, and Individual

distress, poverty and emigration prevail, and nation-

al decay follows. Wise and good men h;.ve thus

far, watched agriculture In New England, through

its primitive stage, in which it rehed on the natural

fertility of the soil, and as this wore out, have seen

the rural population grow thin through emigration,
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and by engaging in commerce, and navigation, and

manufactures ; and these good men have not de-

spaired, but have been diligent in stimulating the

agricultural spirit of the people, by organizing ag-

ricultural societies, establishing agricultural publica-

tions, invoking the aid and patronage of the State,

importing the best breeds of cattle, and used every

method and endeavor to inaugurate in New Eng-

land, the second stage of agricultural development,

in which skill and capital make agriculture the

fruitful mother of harvests and of men. These

men have never been wanting in hope, and faith,

and patience ; and others will see, if they do not,

the results of their works. M.

TRAVELING POWERS OF THE CAMEL.

Prof. Marsh, of Burlington, Vt., has recently

issued a work on " The Camel : his Organization,

Habits and Uses, considered with reference to his

introduction into the United States," a subject

made of special interest at this time by the recent

importation by our government of a number of

these animals for the purpose of testing their capa

cities as carriers in this country. From this work

we copy the following :

Mehemet Ali, when hastening to his capital to

accomplish the destruction of the Mamelukes, rode

without changing his camel, from Suez to Cairo, a

distance of eighty-four miles, in twelve hours. A
French officer in the service of the Pacha, repeat-

ed the same feat in thirteen hours, and two gentle-

men of my acquaintance have performed it in less

than seventeen. Laborde travelled the distance in

the same time, and afterwards rode the same drom-
edary from a point opposite Cairo to Alexandria, a

distance of about one hundred and fifty miles, in

thirty-four hours. But the most extraordinary

well-authenticated performance of the dromedary
is that recorded by the accurate Burckhardt in his

Travels. The owner of a fine dromedary laid a

wager that he would ride the animal from Esneh
to Keneh, and back, a distance of one hundred and
twenty-five miles, between sun and sun. He accom-
plished one hundred and fifteen miles, occupying

twenty minutes in crossing and re-crossing the Nile

by ferry, in eleven hours, and they gave up the wa-

ger. Burckhardt thinks this domedary would
have travelled one hundred and eighty or two-

hundred miles in twenty-four hours without seri-

ous injury. The valuable paper extracted from
the notes of General Harlan, and printed in the

,U. S. Patent-Office Report of 1853, Agriculture

61, states that the ordinary day's journey of the

dromedary of Cabul is sixty miles, but that picked

animals will travel one hundred miles a day for

several days in succession, their greatest speed be-

ing about ten miles an hour. Captain Lyon affirms

that the mahari of the Sahara will travel many
successive hours at the rate of nine miles an hour.

The Syrian defoul goes in five days from Bagdad
to Sokhne, a distance which the loaded caravans

require twenty-one days to perform, or from the

same city to Aleppo in seven, the caravans gener-

ally taking twenty-five. Couriers have ridden, with-

out change of dromedary, from Cairo to Mecca in

eighteen days, while the ordinary camels seldom

accomplish the journey in less than forty-five.

Layard gives several instances of apparently re-

markable performances, but as the distances are

not stated, it is not easy to compare tliem with

those recorded by other authors.

A late and apparently credible writer says :
" I

knew a camel-driver who had bought a dromedary
belonging to a sheriff of Mecca, lately deceased at

Cairo. This animal often made the round trip be-

tween that city and Suez, going and returning in

twenty-four hours, thus travelling a distance of six-

ty leagues in a single day." The performance of
the dromedary is rather understated by the writer.

The actual distance between Cairo and Suez is

eighty-four English miles, and the animal must
consequently have accomplished one hundred and
sixty-eight miles in twenty-four hours. He re-

mained four hours at Suez to rest, and therefore

travelled at the rate of eight miles and four-tenths

per hour.

Upon longer journeys, the daily rate of the best

dromedaries, though not equal to these instances,

is still extraordinary. A French officer of high
character in the Egyptian service, assured me that

he had ridden a favorite dromedary ninety miles in

a single day, and five hundred miles in ten. Mails

have been carried from Bagdad to Damascus, up-
on the same animals, four hundred and eighty- two
miles, in seven days; and on one occasion, by
means of regular delays, Mehemet Ali sent an ex-

])ress to Ibrahim Pasha, from Cairo to Antioch, five

himdred and sixty miles, in five days and a half.

But the most remarkable long journey on record

is that of Col. Chesney, of the British army, who
rode with three companions, and without change
of camel, from Basrah to Damascus, a distance of

nine hundred and sixty miles, in nineteen days and
three or four hours, thus averaging fifty miles per

day, the animals having no food but such as they

gathered for themselves during the halts of the

party. These dromedaries averaged forty-five

steps a jninute, with a length of step of six feet

five inches, giving a speed of about three and one-

third miles the hour.

GRAVELLING MEADOW LANDS.

Many persons occupy portions of the autumn in

reclaiming or improving their meadow lands, and

among other modes resorted to, they apply to them

gravel or sand. This has a favorable effect in sev-

eral ways. It settles into the mud and makes it

porous, attracts heat, and supplies sihca to the

grass. A few loads per acre will sometimes effect

an astonishing change.

The operation, however, must be judiciously

performed, in order to secure favorable results.

The sand or gravel should be spread evenly, and

a small quantity only, in a single year. A half

inch in depth, at one time, and a similar amount

applied each year for several years, would be of

much greater service than the whole amount ap-

pHed at once. Indeed, some meadows are ruined

for all present purposes by the application of too

much sand or gravel at once. The sand presses

heavily on the mud of the meadows, excludes the

sun and air, and makes the whole as cold and inert
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as a dead lamb's tongue. Green mosses and fun-

gi soon appear on the smface of the sand, and all

other vegetaiion is forbidden to approach. The

meadow has lost its activity, and never wiil recover

it until sufficient time elapses for water brush to

spring up, or until the meadow is plowed or bogged

and the sand mixed with the mud below.

For the New England Farmer.

HOP RAISING, A FICKLE BUSINESS.

Messrs. Editors :—There are causes, and effects

which follow causes, that may be felt years after

causes cease to exist. There are causes which lead

to prosperity and those which tend to adversity.

Hop-raising and hop-speculations, like lotteries,

have made some wealthy and a larger number sorry.

There is no production growing out of the earth li-

able to such fluctuations in prices as hops. Who-
ever raises hops, to sell, runs a gambler's risk, he
has no assurance whether he shall realize fifty cents

a pound, or lose his labor. Perhaps there was no
town in this Commonwealth more celebrated than

Wilmington for producing hops at an early period.

In the latter part of the last century, almost every

farmer in town had a hop-yard, and as hops grew
in demand the raisers prospered, and from an al-

most utter destitution of money, that fascinating

tempter began to circulate in such sums as to produce

a giddiness in some of the heads of those who had
been unacustomed, only occasionally to have their

organs of vision gratified by such a rare visitant.

The flow of money into Wilmington fx-om the sale

of hops, was soon promulgated in the neighboring

towns, and the hop excitment arrived at such a

pitch that men might be seen from all directions

bound to Wilmington to purchase hop-roots which
afforded an other source of profit to the producer.

As a consequence of ready sale at high prices, the

hop fever became epidemic in all the neighboring

towTis, and finally extended to all the New En_
land States and New York, till that business, like

every other profitable business, was over-dnne, and
the production was vastly greater than the demand,
and hops fell from twenty-five cents or more, down
to four cents a pound, or no sale, which made many
a speculator regret his temerity. After losing their

labor, and more besides, for one or more reasons

the farmers in their wrath would plow up their

hop-yards and put their ground to a better us

When prices were high, yards would be muUipHed
;

when low, they would be torn up. This course of

action and reaction was followed by continued fluc-

tuations from the highest prices to the lowest, or

no sale at all. No produce ever sent into market
has disappointed the expectations of farmers more
than hops, nor no species of traffic ever entered

into, proved more disastrous than hop-speculations.

Now, let us view other consequences. It is well

known that hops are not a necessary of life, but

used mostly as a luxury. At the time of the hop
mania, hop-raising was the prominent subject of

conversation. The merino or hen-fever never had
a harder struggle to form a crisis than the hop-fe-

ver. Most of the farmers directed all their ener-

gies to the production of hops, which required all

the manure that possibly could be robbed from
the other crops, and of course but scanty crops of

grain, English hay and meat could be obtained

from a cheated soil. Hops, like other bulky crops,

exhaust the soil, they make no return to it in the

shape of manure, and every tun transported from

the town was reducing the value of the soil. Thus
this delusive money-making business went on till

most of the land would neither produce hops or

any other decent crop. Scanty crops of English

hay compelled the cattle to live on meadow hay,

and who ever saw good butter or beef produced

from meadow hay? Manure made from it was

but a feeble restorative to land growing poorer every

year under the exhausting system of hop-raising,

and to this day the exhausting effects of growing

crops which left no restoratives to sustain the soil

are visible.

For a few years at the close of the last and the

beginning of the present century, very few country

towns of its size could boast of as much money
brought in for produce as Wilmington, but this

was done at a proportionate reduction of the value

in the farms. The excitement produced by this

sudden flowing in of wealth seemed to overpowe.

reason, paraUze all inducement to regular industry,

and make the wages of regular labor look like a

"very little thing," and men whom we should have

as little suspected, as the deacons of the Scottish

covenanters, entered into hop speculations at the

neglect of good trades, farms and every other pur-

suit of honest industry and plunged, in thoughtless

hast, into the dazzling phantoms which promise

wealth, till the last dollar was mortgaged and the

character weather-beaten and looked upon Avith

suspicion where veracity was required as a test. In

consequence of money becoming more plenty, new
ideas began to crowd out old ones, new desires to

form, and new views and transports awakened in

the craniums of those which we had supposed were

proof against all sorts of changes and innovations.

The most of the fortunes made so suddenly by hop
speculations were as transient as Jonah's gourd,

and I hardly recollect an individual who did not

lose a part or all of the property which he had, by

patient industry earned before the hop excitement

took place; and it is a question in the minds of

many thinking people whether Wilmington, as a

town, is a dollar the richer for there ever having

been such a thing in the world as a hop.

I was personally and practically engaged at hop-

raising from 1792 to 1797, and though young, the

impression of hop-raising and hop-gambling was

indelibly stamped on my memory in such a man-

ner that it will probably be one of the last things I

shall forget. SiLAS Brown.
JVorth Jfilmmgton, May, 1856.

The Curculio.—An old friend, Mr. John Dux-

lap, at Chester, N. H., writes us that the stings

of the curculio on fruit may be prevented by plac-

ing coals on an old frying pan, and when under the

tree sprinkle sulphur on them so that the fumes

will pass up and touch the fruit. He says this can

be proved by an "ordained minister."

RuRi\.L Economy of the British Isles.—The

attention of the reader is called to the last of this

series of articles, in another column. It is entitled

"New England," and is a sort of summing up of

tlie general argument of the series, or a comparison
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between the agricultural practices of Old and New
England. We are greatly indebted to the writer

for the interest and value they have given these

pages, and part from him with sincere reluctance.

They have been widely copied, and their clear, prac-

tical and vigorous style, has undoubtedly arrested

the attention of many, and given them new views

of the importance of agriculture, as well as the true

way in which to reap its profits.

For the New England Fanner.

TH7. EIOH FAEMEE vs. THE POOE
EAUMER.

It is not my intention, in the few brief remarks I

have to make under this head, to array these two
classes, the rich and the poor, against each other,

but simply to show some of the advantages which
the rich farmer has over his brother of moderate
means. This is the sense in which I use the term,

poor farmer ; not intending to convey the idea that

he does not till the ground as well, and as success-

fully, according to his means, as his rich brother.

Let us suppose, at the outset, that they both pos-

sess equal skill and industry, and, also, an equal

amount of land, similarly situated, and alike in

quality and condition. On this supposition, let us

compare the two together, and see which has the
advantage in other respects.

In all the wide world the poor farmer has noth-

ing but his farm and a few miserable old buildings,

except a horse, a cow, a pig, a few hens, and, perhaps,

a few old fashioned farming tools to work with.

This is the whole extent of his resources, if we ex-

cept his physical strength. With such slender
means, he must do his best ; and then he will not
be able to compete with the rich farmer, who has
rue needful, the ready cash to do with. The poor
farmer cannot procure new and improved imple-
ments to work with, or hire laborers, or purchase
stock for his farm, or manure to enrich his lands.

He needs a team, a cart, a plow, a harrow, and oth-

er implements ; to procure which, he must either

run into debt, or, hire all these of the rich farmer.
He has such a dread of being involved in debt,

without the prospect of being able to pay, that he
resolves, for the first year, to hire all those things
which he cannot possibly do without, and which are
absolutely essential to his success ; and, by the most
rigid economy, self-denial and persevering industry,
he finds, at the close of the year, that, besides sup-
porting himself and family, and paying all his inci-

dental expenses, he has enough left to purchase a
team for the ensuing year. By pursuing this course
for a few years, he is able to stock his farm, to pur-
chase a complete set of new and improved farming
tools, and, not only to cultivate his land to better
advantage, but to produce better crops than before.

Having thus overcome the difficulties and dis-

couragements which surrounded him at the outset,
he now begins to feel that he has arrived at a po-
sition in his calling, in which he stands some small
chance, at least, to compete with the rich farmer
for the honors and rewards of productive and suc-
cessful husbandry.
Now, with this account of the condition of the

poor farmer, let us compare the condition and cir-

cumstances of the rich farmer, and see what great
and peculiar advantages the latter has over the for-

mer. In the beginning of Hfe, by our supposition,

their lands are equal, as well as their skill and in-

dustry ; but they differ in other respects. There is

a great difierence in their resources—the one is a
rich farmer, the other a poor farmer. The rich

farmer has abundant resoui-ces of every kind. He
has cash enough and to spare ; so that he is able to

hire any amount of labor on his lands, to purchase
the most costly manures, to try experiments of
every kind, and to make whatever improvements
he desires. His farm is well stocked with the best
animals, horses, oxen, cows, sheep, swine, poultry,

Szc. He has v/agons, carts, plows, harrows, cultiva-

tors, and all the best implements now employed in

successful cultivation. But, were he destitute' of all

these, he would still be able to procure them, and
still have money left for other uses. Such is his

inheritance at the outset of life.

Now, will it be pretended by any one, that there
is anything like an equality of condition between
these two farmers ? that the one stands just as

good a chance as the other to obtain the highest

prize at the cattle show, for the best cultivated farm,

or for the greatest crop of any kind, on a given

number of acres ? This can not and will not be
pretended, because all the chances of success are on
the side of the rich farmer, who possesses all the

means for producing the desired result. I am not
complaining of this, I am only stating the fact. I

do not know that I would if I could, have it other-

wise. Perhaps it is best, on the whole, that there

should be some rich farmers who are able to be at

the expense of trying costly experiments, and of

carrying forward cultivation to the highest degree
of perfection.

It seems to be thought by some, however, that

the perfection of agriculture consists in obtaining

the greatest quantity of produce from a given quan-
tity of land, without regard to the expense. But
it appears to me that agriculture is good or bad, in

proportion to the return it makes for the capital

employed, which consists not of land only, but of
land, stock and labor. In those places where land
is dear, and labor cheap, the farmer expends much
labor on a little land, and renders that extremely
productive. The reverse is generally the case,

where land is cheap and labor dear. There the

capital in land may counterbalance the advance
price of labor. As labor commands more money,
and money more of the necessaries of life, in one
place than in another ; so the laborer lives better,

and rears a family more easily, in one place than in

another. In my opinion, he is the best farmer who
reaps the greatest profit from his capital, whether
he be a rich farmer, or a poor farmer. In raising

large crops of produce, for instance, it is always

proper to consider whether the profits are adequate

to the expense. It is easy enough to increase the

amount of produce by a greater expenditure in la-

bor, and in fertilizing properties. But, with the

farmer of moderate means, the question is, and al-

ways should be, will it pay ? JoiLS Goldsbury.

To Preserve Herbs.—All kinds of herbs should

be gathered on a dry day, just before, or while in

blossom. Tie them in bundles and suspend them in

a dry, airy place, with the blossoms downwards.
When perfectly dry wrap the medical ones in paper
and keep them from the air. Pick oil the leaves of

those which are to be used in cooking, pound and
sift them fine, and keep the powder in tight bottles.
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SALEM IIOEMAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC.

The above Institution is situated about 10 miles
|

from Norwich, and 13 from New London, in the

rural town of Salem, Ct., and in one of the most

pleasant valleys in New London County.

The Institution is designed for ladies only, and

the only study taught is music. It was founded by

Orrajiel Whittlesey, about 16 years ago and un-

der his auspices it has grown into public favor, and

is now justly celebrated as a place where a thor-

ough and practical musical education may be at-

tained. It is retired from the noise and amuse-

ments of city life,—has an able board of teachers,

and an unique system of instruction, well adapted

to secure the purpose for which the school is estab-

lished. Its usual number of pupils is about forty.

It is emphatically a school among the farmers.

Among the number of its pupils from year to year,

I have noticed the daughters of farmers from dif-

ferent States of our Union. These young ladies

have gone out from it accomplished musicians and

teachers. At the recent anniversary, the graduat-

ing class consisted of twenty to whom the examin-

ing board awarded diplomas.

The young ladies who received diplomas, remain

at the seminary one year. They practice on the

piano, or other instruments five hours each day

—

and study the theory of music about three to five

more, and are required to pass an examination in

presence of a board of examiners before receiving

the honors of the Institution.

Attached to the Institution is a farm of about

one hundred acres, which is worked in a scientific

manner under the dii-ection of Mr. Whittlesey.

Much of this farm is under very high cultivation,

and furnishes the school family with every variety

of vegetable and fruit in their season.

The expense of a musical education at this Insti-

tution is $250. The time required one year. Stu-

dents may enter the seminary at any time, and

there are no vacation*, but an annual examination

in August or September, E. R. Warren.
Boston, Aug. 30, 1856.

h'or the New England Farmer.

SHALL I STICK TO THE FARM?
Mr. Editor:—BelieA-ing that you are willing

to make all due allowances for the writings of
youth, I again venture to communicate with you
on the subject of farming ; not for the purpose of

gratifying any vanity which I may liave of seeing

my thoughts occupy a place in your valuable jour-

nal, but for the purpose of laying before you my
objections to farming.

In my former communication, I gave my objec-

tions in such a way that you were led to a misun- .

detstanding of them, and consequently your kind
'

remarks did not meet my case exactly ; therefore

in consideration of this fact, I will now attempt to

give them in as clear a manner as possible.

In the first place the returns for labor spent on
the farm are so small, that it becomes necessary

for one who attempts to gain a livelihood from the

soil—being without money and those sciences the

knowledge of which are so indispensable to a thor-

ough understanding of the art of farming, it seems
to me a stranger might as well hope to find his

way through Boston, blindfolded, as for a man to

think he can progress in farming, and su])port a

family as he should ; especially, if he should have
the misfortune to possess a large one—to employ
every moment from early in the morning till late

at night, in hard, physical labor, allowing himself

scarcely a moment for study, unless you might call

the perusing of a newspaper study, which, I am
pained to say, is a great stranger in many of our

tarm- houses.

Here, Mr. Editor, is my great objection to re-

maining in the business in which I now find myself

engaged ; not because there is too much bone la-

bor, as you seemed to think—but because there is

too little mental.

If it were ])ossil)le for one to start in this em-
])loyment with so small a sum as you think suffi-

cient, and so divide his time that a regular system
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of study as well as work might be to him, you

may vest assured, that I, for one, would never quit

the farm. Perhaps you will answer this by asking

me how much time the poor mechanic or laborer

in the city gets for study ? If so, I should answer that

they can get at least three hours daily, with the

assistance, also, of libraries, lectures, and that which

is derived from association. Whereas on the farm,

the ten hour system is not yet ; libraries are not

considered as things needful, lectures are few, far

between, and poor at that, and associations for the

benefit of the farmer, are among the things heard

of, but not seen. With such thoughts as these, is

it strange that the farmers' boys are restless, and

their maidens sigh ?

Now that I have given you a knowledge of my
situation, likes and dislikes, I shall wait patiently

for your advice, whether I had better "stick to the

farm," or something else, until I have a knowledge
as well as a purse sufHcieut to enable me to farm

as farming ought to be done.

Yours respectfully, A Farmer's Sox.

JVorth Bridgewater, Aug. 21, 1856.

EELS AKD EEL CATCHERS.

One curious in eels as exposed for sale in the

Fulton market, might follow up a portion of these

esteemed fish, to Moriches Bay, on the south side

of Long Island. There sixty miles from New York,

and sixty rods from the 'Atlantic, in an almost

fresh water bay about fifteen miles long, and from

half a mile to three miles wide, these wiggle them-

selves by thousands into the traps set for them.

The eel pot is a round basket 20 inches long, with

a hinged lid at the top and a hole in the bottom.

This bottom runs upwards, as do the bottoms of

champaigne and other wine bottles, fraudulently

presenting size and space, but sadly diminishing ca-

pacity. This cone-shaped base, however, is a part

of the trap. In the spring of the year small fish,

taken near the Fire Island inlet, (the outlet ofMo-
riches Bay) make bait for eels. In hot weather,

the "horse-shoes" are rather the coarse appetizers

man offers them. Those, without apology or per-

ceptible hesitation, are chopped with axes into four

parts. A pile of these quartered dead being heaped
up in the bow, the boat is pushed out for the pots.

High stakes set upright in a line, filty feet apart,

sustain the pots, which hang from them under wa-
ter by ropes. The fisherman pulls up the pot in-

to the gunwale of his boat, flirts open the lid, and
if old as Methusaleh in his business, is sure to yield

to curiosity, and peak in before he empties it. Out
come eels and little fish, and the shelly or uncon-
sumed part of the bait. The hole at the top of the

conical bottom lets the eels in. The sides at the

bottom, and the bottom's real bottom, (involution

worse involved) prevent their getting out. Fresh
bait is then thrown into the pot, the lid is quickly

fastened, and the trap is dropped overboard. The
eels meanwhile glide and crawl about the bottom
of the boat in a fashion so snake-like, that a lands-

man involuntarily lifts his boots from their approach.

From stake to stake rapidly goes the fisherman,

and empties and resets the traps. This he does
twice a day. Forty traps will keep an active man
busy during the season. Upon the statement of a

grand-child of Neptune, to us made on Wednesday
last, (his hands then affirmatively placed on an eel

trap,) twenty-five dozen eels a day are the custo-

mary catch for a fisherman. These are placed in

tank, till a large wagon load is collected. They
!then go to an "agent," the first of the middle-men
;
who stand between the consumer and the produ-

cer of these fish. This man has them skinned.

:
riled round the operator the eels are stirred into

the sand, partly to make them gritty to the grasp,

but chiefly we suppose to spoil the proverb of "slii>

pery as an eel." The throat, with one quick gash,

is cut through to the skin on the back of the neck,

the belly is then slit, and with a nice use of the

j

thumb nails, and an artistic jerk with both hands,

that eel's skin is oflf. It is a marvellously fast pro-

t cess. "Smart" skinners will take the epidermis off

'thirty dozen in an hour. A cent a dozen is the

;

price paid for this queer labor. The peeled fish

are packed while yet wriggling, in ice, and taken

by rail to New York. There they go into the hands

of a "commission merchant" attached to some mar-

Iket. He sells and pockets ten per cent, of the

I

gross receipts, and remits the balance to the

"agent." This one deducts freight, charges for ice,

I

and cost of skinning, then scales off" six j er cent,

ifrom the balance as his commission, and divides

{the residue among the fishermen. These net for

'their labor, according to the quality of their catch,

and the season of the year, but from six cents to

eighteen cents a dozen for the eels.

Three hundred dozen eels, miniu; their skins, are

the ordinary daily shipment from Centre Moriches
to New York, by the Long Island road. How
;many besides are daily sent from all other points

I

in the circle of the north and south shores of the

Island, the curious in fish statistics may cypher out.

When they have finished, if the atmosphere before

them does not undulate and wiggle with skinned

eels, as the air waves and vibrates in summer
against a heated wall—indeed if all Long Island is

not undulating with a snake-like movement towards

New York and the Fulton market, those statisti-

cians have only figures of arithmetic in them

—

that's all.

—

Evening Journal.

To CoREESPONDENTS.—We must beg the indul-

gence of correspondents for delaying the publica-

tion of some of their articles. Our paper is now

so widely extended, and there are so many persons

feeling a lively interest in the cause, and desirous

of relating their views, or describing their experi-

ments, that even the hurried season of summer and

harvest finds us with an unusual press of matter.

Articles on "A selection of 12 best varieties Straw-

berries," on "Wanted—less land or more labor,"

"Mineralogy," "Lunacy," "Reclaiming Bog Mea-

dows," "Education of Farmers," "Mental and Mor-

al Improvement," "Nuts for a Farmer's Son to

crack," "The advantage of small farms," "Influences

of clearing and draining on the atmosphere," "Green

corn for soiling," "Corn fodder," and many others,

are on hand, and for which we hope to find room

soon. Short articles usually find a place sooner

than long ones. We now have some numbering

ten or twelve closely-written pages. The insertion

of these would exclude variely, which we must give,

in order to meet the wants of the general reader.
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For the Neiv England Farmer,

FARMING IN WESTERN MASSACHU-
SETTS.

BY PROF. J. A. NASH.

In the hundred or more towns in Berkshh-e,

Hampshire, Franklin and Hampden counties, there

are a few large manufacturing villages, a great ma-

ny small ones, and still more little, unpretending

establishments, where more or less hands are em-

ployed. Among the articles manufactured are

•woollen and cotton goods, whips in quantities suth-

cient to do as much whipping as ought to be done

in the whole country, cigars, more than the whole

world ought to smoke, plows, axes, cutlery, cultiva-

tors, harrows, steam engines, railroad cars, scythes,

arms of all descriptions, tools for nearly all pur-

poses, and too many other things to name, employ-

ing a great number of men, and paying such wages

as enable them to be good customers to the farmer.

In this same district, there are two colleges,

drawing their students mostly from out of the

State. There are about five hundred of the col-

lege officers and college students, including the

families of the -former. There are two female sem-

inaries, with at least five hundred persons connect-

ed with them, drawing still more largely from with-

out the State bounds. And there are many male
and female boarding-schools, of a high order, draw-

ing largely from other States.

Besides these, there are the marble and iron of

Berkshire, and the clay beds for brick and tile drains,

which employ a large number of men, and yield a

large revenue. And, further, this region is well sup-

plied Avith professional men ; and, though the people

are considerably industrious, there are here, as every-

where else, some idlers, who nevertheless eat, and
we suppose, pay for what they eat.

The farmers of this region, then, have a pretty

good array of customers ; and there is little ground
of fear that they will not continue to have. Our
fathers would have drained their swamps, cleared

off the boulders from their uplands, and enriched

their faiTus, if they could have seen as many cus-

tomers at their door. But they could not. Ne'-er

in their day was there a fair prospect before them,

that they would be able to obtain a reasonable

price for all they could raise. There was no reason

in paying the lawyer fifty cents for a dunning let-

ter in potatoes at ninepence a bushel, or in giving

the merchant fifty cents a yard for India cotton,

and paying him in veal, at two or three cents a

pound. And since labor was higher in proportion

to produce than now, I see not how they could

have done better than to skim such parts of the

farm from time to time, as could be skimmed with

the least labor.

assure the farmer that he will have a stable market

;

not as high, perhaps, as the past year, but high

enough to make him a reasonable compensation for

his labor. Now, then, he can improve his land

with a fair prospect of being the gainer by it. He
can borrow money, if need be, with no quixotic

hope of being able to pay it, and retain a profit for

himself, in the increased value of his farm.

If it be said that the great West will run us

down M'ith produce more cheaply raised, the an-

swer is, that we have now a home market, and that

it will demand all we can raise, aside from such ar-

ticles as the West can compete in. There is enough
for the New England farmer to do, that must be

done among ourselves ; the growing of heavy arti-

cles that cannot be transported, for low as trans-

portation is, it must ever remain a complete pro-

tection against the West, on certain important ar-

ticles, and those, in most cases, the very ones best

adapted to his soil.

August, 1856.

aUEEN ELIZABETH'S DINNER.

A gentleman entered the room bearing a rod, and
along with him another, who had a tablecloth,

which, after they had both kneeled three times with

the utmost veneration, he spread upon the table,

and after kneeling again, they both retired. Then
came two others, one with a rod again, the other

with a saltcellar, a plate and bread ; when the y had

kneeled as others had done, and placed what was

brought upon the table, they too retired with the

same ceremonies performed by the first. At last

came an unmarried lady, (we were told she was a

countess,) and along with her a married one, bear-

ing a tasting-knife ; the former was dressed hi white

silk, who, when she had prostrated herself three

times in the most graceful manner, approached

the table, and rubbed the plates with bread and salt,

with as much awe as if the queen had been present.

When they had waited there a little while, the yeo-

men of the guard entered, bareheaded, clothed in

scarlet, with a golden rose upon their backs, bring-

ing in at each turn a course . of twenty-four dishes,

served in plate, most of it gilt ; these dishes were re-

ceived by a gentleman in the same order they were

brought, and placed upon the table, while the lady-

taster gave to each of the guard a mouthful to eat

of the particular dish he had brought, for fear of

any poison. During the time that the guard (which

consisted of the tallest and stoutest men that could

be found in all England, being carefully selected

for this service) were bringing dinner, twelve trum-

pets and two kettle-drums made the hall ring for

half an hour together ; at the end of all this cere-

r^, , , , . . . ^ o monial, a num.ber of unmarried ladies appeared, who
They lacked mcentives to exertion

;
and as often

^,j^jj peculiar solemnity lifted the meat off the ta-

I think of their position, no manufacturing
|
j^l^^ ^^^^^j conveyed it into the queen's inner and

among them, no working of marble and iron, "01^^^^.^ pj-i^ate chamber, where, after she had chosen
colleges, seminaries, and boarding-schools, few me
chanics, and not an overstock of professional men,

I wonder, not that they became rather dull, a little

fogyish, as we should deserve to be called, were we
not to wake up to an appreciation of our altered

circumstances, but rather that they retained so

much enterprise as they did. No wonder that the

old swamp by the barn afforded a lurking place for

serpents and frogs. But that after the prices of

the past few years, the frogs should peep out of the

same holes, is too bad. Everything now goes to

for herself, the rest goes to the ladies of the court.

The queen dines and sups along with very few at-

tendants, and it is very seldom that anybody, for-

eigner or native, is admitted at that time, and then

only at the intercession of somebody in power.

0C?= It is less tiresome to walk than to stand still

a given length of time, for in walking, each set of

muscles is resting half of the time, but when stand-

ing still all the muscles are continually exerted.
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OF IRON.

The mineral wealth of the region of Lake Supe-

rior is ahuost beyond calculation or even concep-

tion. Nature has here stored away her mineral

one deposit is iron enough to supply the whole
world fo'.' thousands of years. Here is revealed the
magnificent profusion of the great Author of Na-
ture. One wonders where are the gigantic labora-
tories where were mingled, and whence were sent

treasures on so vast a scale, that ages will not ex- 1
forth, the untold masses of iron ore. One reflects,

haust the deposit, even after the continent becomes

densely peopled. The rich copper mines of this re-

gion are already beginning to be unlocked ; but

perhaps it is not generally known to those who are

acquainted with these mines only through the "cop-

per stocks" which represent them at the Brokers'

Board, that the shores of Lake Superior are also

lined for miles by literal mountains of solid iron I

While the copper is found in a pure state in veins,

the iron is deposited in ore, and in masses. A late

visitor to the region furnishes the Chicago Congre-

gational Herald with an interesting account of

what he saw. Proceeding by boat to the flourishing

village of Marquette, he found that there was no

mode of conveyance to the mines but one's own

feet, or the rude cars, drawn by horses, constructed

precisely like the "dirt cars," on Avhicli earth and

gravel are transported on our railroads, but which

here are used for carrying the iron ore from the

mines to the shore. In one of these rough convey-

ances, seated on a pail and drawn by mules, we
proceeded to the interior. The road however was

excellent, benig made of plank where the mules

travelled, and laid with iron rails, on which the cars

moved. What he saw, at the end of the route, is

thus described

:

"About fifteen miles south-westerly from Mar-
quette, is a range of high hills, several hundred feet

high above the lake, and at least two hundred feet

above the land immediately adjacent. These hills

extend forty or fifty miles, and are in outward ap-

pearance much like other hills, covered v/ith earth

and trees. But they are in tnithmountains of iron.

When the thin covering of earth is scraped away

—

which earth is perhaps from six inches to three feet

in depth—the rest of the mountain is solid iron

ore. There are no veins, no rocks, no earth, no ad-

too, on the immense wealth which for ages can be
extracted from these mountains of iron ; wealth
more durable and valuable than that which comes
from the mines of CaKfornia."

LETTER FROM MR. BROWN.
jYew Ipswich, JV. H.,Aug. 21, 1856.

Dear Sir :—A severe easterly storm has shut

me up closely here yesterday and to-day. For
nearly forty-eight hours the fall of rain has been

incessant ; the stage travellers report the streams

full, roads flooded and badly gullied, and fears are

entertained that some bridges are gone.

In my last I spoke of the tendency of New
Hampshire lands to go back, first to grass and

then to forest lands. A fellow-travdller, detained

here, from Hillsboro', states that twenty farms in

that town have been deserted, and probably will

never again be occupied by man ; while a resident

of this place informs me that on a single mountain

tract in this neighborhood, ten farms are deserted,

and the buildings are in ruins ! Such are the strik-

ing features all over this region of country.

New Ipswich is a pleasant and thriving town. It

has a good clayey loam soil, watered by the Souhe-

gan river, and numerous small rivulets, which af-

ford abundant and valuable water privileges. The

first cotton factory erected in the State was put in

operation here in 1803. An Academy was incor-

porated here in June, 1789, which has flourished

to this day. It has numerous stores and shops of

various kinds. The population is less than two

thousand, but active and intelligent.

The storm has been too severe to visit farms in

the vicinity with comfort ; but I could not resist

„ , . , , , . the inclination to look at Mr. Preston's stock and
mixtures ot any kmd whatever, but iron ore : and ,, <.i-ttiiu j^ ti ,.i
ore, too, of the very richest kind. It yields iron of

l'^-""^^'
"^ ^'^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^""'^ favorable reports be-

the very best kind, said to be of tougher, stronger
i

i^-re- I fo""^ him quite ready to gratify my wishes,

quality, than the best iron from Russia, or from and any thing but an "umbrella man," for the storm
Salisbury. The per centage of pure iron extracted
from this ore, is seventy-five per cent.

"There is no skill or expense hardly requii-ed in

mining. For no excavations are needed ; no drifts,

shafts, nor adits, no machinery nor artificial power.
When the earth is scraped away, the whole side of
the mountain of solid ore is exposed, like an enor-
mous stone quarry. A single blast will loosen many

seemed to give him no sort of uneasiness. His

farm and stock are not only a credit to him, but

an honor to the art of agriculture. A brief account

of the management and products of a single field

will give your readers a pretty correct idea of what

he has been doing.

, ,

.

..- ,. , . . •
I

The field in question contains nine acres, and at
tons, peraaps thirty or forty, from the precipitous L, .• . c . i i •. n . *

side of the mountain. The laborers shovel the frag- 1

^^^ ^'"^^ ^^ ^""'^ P^°''^'^ '^ '^"''^^ ''°^ summer two

menls into barrows, wheel them two or three rods cows. It was very stony. He first plowed one-

to the cars waiting on the road, and the work is

done.

"The mere inspection of the mines reveals noth-
ing very remarkable. One sees only vast masses of
rock, such as one may see in any common stone
quarry. But the wonderful fact is, the immense
masses of mineral wealth here deposited. In this

half and sowed oats, without manure ; but a crop

of 35 bushels per acre showed the natural strength

of the soil. Stones were removed and the remain-

der of the field plowed. A barrel of plaster was

applied to the oats after sowing. In the autumn

25 ox loads of manure per acre were applied to
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the^alf first plowed, and the next spring sowed

with oats and grass seed. The crop was 50 bush-

els to the acre; this course was pursued until the

whole field was in grass. He mowed this field six

years, and obtained a fair crop. He then plowed,

applied 30 loads of manure per acre, planted corn

and got a yield of 50 bushels an acre. After corn

one year, wheat was sown ia the spring, and on the

first half 20 bushels, and on the other 26^ bushels

was obtained. The land at the same time was

seeded to grass. Last year, on eight acres of this

field, he got 196^ bushels of wheat, and this, twen-

ty-four tons of hay ! The second crop, we should

judge, will yield a ton to the acre.

Mr. Preston stales that the hay on the whole

farm when he purchased it in 1840, did not exceed

15 tons, and that this year, up to the date of this

letter, he had cut and got in seventy-five tons, and

had much more waiting for fair weather.

The cows and heifers which we saw on his farm,

are crosses of native Durham and Ayrshire. Five

of the calves are half Jersey, quarter Ayrshire,

eighth native and eighth Durham. Most of them

are half Ayrshire, quarter Durham and quarter

native. This cross is, he says, very satisfactory. Of

the 44 cows and'heifers which we saw, two only

are above the age of seven years, and nearly all four

years old and under.

We have seen a good many dairies in New Eng-

land, and several south, where great pains had been

taken with them, but no one, containing so large a

number, of so much marked excellence. The cas-

ual beholder would be quite likely to say that their

ribs and hip bones were too prominent; but the

skilful herdsman would instantly recognize the

strongly marked milking qualities in a large majori-

ty of them. Mr. Preston is a lawj'er, and like all

men who mean to make the world a happy and pro-

gressive one, is called on to do and say a thousand

things about town and State affairs, and banks and

railroads, and every thing else. Yet he has found

skill and opportunity to make a thousand spears of

grass grow where only one grew before, and what

is exactly to the point, has made them grow profita-

bly ! We are inclined to think that success is not

entirely due to him,—for we found his wife enam-

ored of the farm, conversant with stock and soils,

plants and flowers, acquainted with theories as well

as stubborn facts, and ready to criticize sharply the

errors of the field or the barn. With such an aux-

iliary, who couldn't be a good husband—man ?

Truly yours, SiMON Brown.
Joel JVburse, Esq.

thrown into a sink, will remove the ofi'ensive

effluvia. Choloride of zinc and chloride of lime

are better, but much more expensive. Three
cents worth of copperas applied every week in the
manner described, will keep down ofi'ensive odors
in a pretty large sink.

We say it with all seriousness, that there are

thousands of persons in our cities who should be
hung up by the ears for being ignorant of, or neg-
lectful in not applying this cheap disinfectant.

—

Scientific American.

Cheap Disinfectants.—For all we have said

on this subject, we have frequent inquiries re-

specting the best and cheapest substances for

removing ofi'ensive odors in sinks, &c., during

hot weather. Half a pound of sulphate of iron

(copperas) dissolved in a pailful of hot water and

THE WEATHSU AHD ITS SIGNS.

There is no subject of more importance, and yet
there is none with which men of science, and others,

are so superficially acquainted, as that indicat-

ed ia the above caption.

The heat of summer and the cold of winter, the

rain and the snow, the thunder and the lightning,

the hurricane and the gentle breeze,—how many
mingled associations of pleasure and grief are con-

nected with these. Our enjoyments, yea, our very
existence, it may be said, are dependent on those

operations of nature, which we call the iveather.

Sometimes, as in 1854, the clouds will refuse their

refreshing showers for a long period, and over ex-

tensive tracts of country the grass withers, and
the lowing kine perish for want of the water-

brooks, and then famine comes and desolates many
once happy homes. Sometimes, again, the clouds

will pour down their torrents for long periods, and
the floods \\ill come and sweep resistless over broad
lands, carrying the crops of the farmer from his

fields, and his fiocks from the vales. Again, the

hurricane will sometimes come on swift wing, bear-

ing destruction in its pathway ; and, if accompanied
with red bolts of lightning, may consume well filled

barns and storehouses, and level many beautiful

dwellings to ashes. Were those weather changes

governed by immutable laws, and were we well ac-

quainted with these, we might adopt special means
to meet special ends, and provide against the com-
ing drouth, the floods, and the hurricane. Hither-

to the weather has been considered fickle as the

human temper, and if it is governed by fixed laws,

the whole world lieth nearly in gross darkness re-

specting them. The sky may be cloudless to-day,

and to-morrow, yea, in a few hours, the lightning

and the tempest may come, and no man living, so

far as we know, can predict the event with certainty.

The astronomer has watched the motions of the

distant plants, has weighed them in a balance, and
can tell the exact period when the moon, after a

long interval, will hide the sun's rays from the

earth by day ; and also when the eccentric comet,

after long journeys in unseen regions of space, will

revisit our system again, but he cannot positively

tell the particular atmospheric changes that will

occur to-morrow in the city where he dwells ;

and yet a correct knowledge of coming atmospheric

changes would be most useful to all men.

Can such information ever be obtained? Not
unless such phenomena are governed by fixed laws.

Well, when we consider that the planets roll, and
the tides flow by immutable decrees, can any person

doubt that the weather is governed by fixed

law? That such laws do exist, no one in his

senses can doubt, and that they will yet be dis-

covered, we have as little doubt, and it is a

shame that so little has been done to discover
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them. We are glad, however, that something has wings for migration, would lead these persons to

been done, and there is a promise of more. Vari- 1
believe and assert, that the cow bird (Icterus peco-

ous stations have lately been established in our m) always made a nest of her own, as every bird in

own country for taking meteorological observa- ;
this country is known to do, because it is capably

tions, and all the leading nations of Europe have ;
of doing it. What! it maybe said, does a bird

also entered upon the same course of investigations. '
having proper anatomical structure, and possessing

Such observations extending over various parts of the same functions and capacities as others, fail to

the globe, and for a number of years continuously,! prepare a dwelling-place, and provide for the wants
will no doubt lead to astonishing results. Already, '

of her young, and leaving them to be reared by
by private enterprise and keen observation. Prof. j strangers, lead herself an idle, vagrant life?

—

Espy and Mr. W. C. Redfield, of this city, have
|

Away with such absurd notions, they are not
made valuable discoveries relating to gales and !

worthy of refutation. And if I should say, I am
for navigators, regarding the rotary progressive

course of tornadoes, which have proven to be of

great benefit, by teaching seamen how to withdraw
from their power. The spots observed on the

sun's disk take place at regular intervals, and these.

Sir Wm. Hershel asserts, affect the weather on
our globe to such a degree as to regulate the very

acquainted with a native plant, the {^^pocynum,)
that had a contrivance, like a steel trap, set at the
bottom of its corolla, by which flies and small bees
were caught by their tongues or probosis, and there

held, until the poor things perish, it would proba-
bly be said, who believes that ? so contrary to na-

ture, and furthermore, of what possible use would
price of wheat. Lieut. INIaury has done much to it be to. the plant, to possess the power to do this

reduce the weather changes on the ocean to a sci-

ence. It is believed by Humboldt and other emr
nent philosophers, that the sun is the source of

magnetism as well as heat, and the -vibrations of

the magnet are to our globe, as the beating of the

pulse to the human system.

In an article in the last number of the JVorth

British Review, believed to be written by Sir Da-
vid Brewster, he says, "Had Hipparchus and Ptol-

emy made their observations, and had they also

been made by their contemporaries and successors in

different parts of the world, we might now be pre-

dicting the weather with as much certainty as we
do the planetary motions." The great number of

meteorological observations now being made in va-

rious parts of the world, inspire us with hope that

such a result will yet be accomplished. We hail

cruel act.

Now, I would say to such unbeUevers, that na-

ture, as I have observed her for many years, is

sometimes queer. That the causes of some of her
operations are frequently beyond our comprehen-
sion, and she sometimes, though not often, contra-

venes her own laws ; and we had better, if we are

her students, come to the conclusion, to believe all

well authenticated facts in her history.

Danvtrsport, Aug. 26, 1856.

For the New England Fanner.

SELECTING SEED CORN.

Messrs.
your back

Editors :—In looking over some of

numbers, I found an article on seed
H. Stratton, and as I am alwavsevery effort that is made to reduce " the weather [corn, signed

and its changes" to a positive science, because, as I

pleased to read articles that tend to instruct, I will

we have already stated, such knowledge will be
j

begin by using the writer's own words. First, "It

most useful and important to all men.—Scie7itijic\'^s a law_ of nature that like begets like in the veg&
American. table kingdom. This being a fact, I base my re^

For the New England Farmer,

THE BRTJMAL RETREAT OF THE
SWALLOW.

BY S. r. FOWLER.

Mr. Editor :—It is not my intention again to

attempt to prove, that swallows do, under peculiar

circumstances, hibernate in trees, and at the bot-

tom of lakes and ponds. This fact is as well au-

thenticated, as many in Natural History.

There always have been^and are still, distin-

guished naturalists and travellers, who believe in

the brumal retreat of the swallow, and who possess
facts, to confirm them in their belief.

I am in the possession of more information upon
this subject, than when I wrote the articles upon
the swallow, contained in the i3th volume of the
A''eiv England Fitrmer. One of the principal rea-

sons for disbelieving in the hibernation of these
birds, is, that having such powers of flight, it is

marks upon it. Whenever you find a stalk of corn

that has two ears on it, you will find that the top

ear is from four to eight days earlier than the bot-

tom ear; there being this difference in the setting

of the ears." Now I do not say that that is incor-

rect, but is something different from what I have
observed. I have been accustomed to select my
seed corn from stalks that have two or three ears

on them, and from those stalks of smaller growth,

above the ears, and saving both the first and second
ears, and planting both. I select to plant, those

ears that are as large at the top as at the stem, or

nearly so. I have planted one kind, the large ker-

nel, round ears, fourteen years, and I have never
been able to discover why I did not have as early

corn, and as many bushels to the acre, as my neigh-

bors. Two years ago I changed my seed corn, and
bought the long eared, eight rowed corn, so called,

taking it from the crib as it was gathered promis-
cuously from the field. In the fall when I came to

gather my corn, I found but f(!W stalks with two
absurd to suppose they would not use them, and] ears on, and the second ear not in a single instance
migrate to warmer climate, in autumn. I as large as the top one

; yet, I planted the second
This habit of the swallow may seem strange, but i with the top one, about equally. Last fall, when I

not more so than habits peculiar to some other
I came to top my stalks, I noticed, on almost every

birds. The same form of argument, M'hich some of
I

hill, from one "to three stalks with two ears on,
your correspondents have used, to disprove the be- 1 and not unfrequently, three ears, and also that the
lief, that these birds, in some instances, are found! second ear was the larger, and in some instances,
at the bottom of ponds, because they have good l)sst car, wb.ich was not the case the ycnr before.
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Upon the principle that we begun upon, that like

begets like in the vegetable kingdom, the nearer

the ears start to the ground, the less stalk, and the

longer time it has to rij)en, and the more ears will

grow on the acre. Now, as like begets like, so in

saving the top ear year after year, will not your
corn ear out some six feet high ? I have often no-

ticed ])ieces of corn, after topping, with ears stand-

ing from four to six feet high, I try to select from
stalks where the ears stand not more than two to

three and one-half feet high, and yet produce larger

ears. The way I select my seed corn, is, when toj)-

ping, or cutting up at the bottom, I find a stalk

with two or three ears, and stalks not larger, but

forward in rij)ening, I leave it standing as it grew,

for a week or so, and then cut up at the roots, bind

and stack them a week or two, then gather, and
trace, and hang them up. I have practised in this

manner for years, and have never had a failure

in my corn coming up. From the 1st to the 8th

of May is the time I plant, and I have not had a

crop of corn injured by frost in thirty years.

Sonthwick, 1856. L. D. F.

For the New England Fanner.

NEIGHBOR DUMPBIET'S DAIEY.
Mr. Editor :—As 1 sometimes write a little for

the papers for recreation, I propose to furnish you
with an account of the dairy of my neighbor Dump-
dirt, knov.ing that he can never find time to Hxvor

you with an account of it himself.

You have probably seen my neighbor Dump-
dirt somewhere, most likely on the way to market,
for he is there more than anywhere else, for he goes
often and is a long time about it. Not that his

farm produces more than his neighbor's, but I have
thought it was because he took so much pleasure

in marketing ; and thus v.hen his wife churns or the

children find a hen's nest, he harnesses up his old

hammer-head horse and commences to work his

passage to Donklin Falls.

But it is not mth Dumpdirt or his horse that I

have to do now, but his dairy ; and to begin at the
beginning, Mr. Dumpdirt has four cows—the old-

est the mother of the others. During the winter
they are fed on straw and poor hay, for Dumpdirt
thinks that feed good enough for covrs that don't
give much milk, and he don't want them to give!

much milk in the winter, for he has a theory that

!

they will not give so much in the summer if they'

do. He will not raise turnips for his cows, for the'

butter will taste of them ; he will not raise can-ots,!

because it talves so much time in haying to weed I

them, and beels ru-;t and do not come to much. j

Under these circumstances, it cannot be expected
i

that Dumpdirt's cows should come out in the spring
so fat as others that are kept without regard to ex-
pense or profit. And they do not give so much
milk when they calve, to be sure, but then "then-
is no great loss without some small gain"—it saves

the trouble of milking and taking care of what milk
the calves would leave, and it is about impossible
to get the girls to milk in the tie-up, for they de-
clare it to be too dirty for the hogs.

But soon after they are ''turned out" they begin
to "give down," for they have the range "of the
whole farm. As soon as the calves feel the benefit

of the increase of milk enough to make them sala-

ble, they are disponed of by having their heads cut

off, and being dressed as well as Dumpdirt knows
' how, and carried to market.

Then Mrs. Dumpdirt begins to make her but-

^

ter. The oldest of the children at home are girls,

land they do the milking if Ben gets the cows at

I

night, and if they do not get hungry and get out

I

of the yard and "go to grass" before the girls are

I

up in the morniug. Sometimes they get out of
the pasture and go away, and their bags do not
ache enough to induce them to go home, and they
!"lay out." But Mr. Dumpdirt thinks it does them

I

good to "lay out" a night or two in the spring, for

it stretches their bags, and they are not so hkely
'to leak their milk.

Now Dumpdirl's barnyard is not the cleanest

that ever was, and the girls are so hurried to get
through with the despised job of milking that they
cannot stop to clean the cows, and it is rather dis-

couraging work Mhen no pains is taken to keep the
yard clean. Some of this dirt finds its way into

the milk-pail, and when it rains the water drops
from the cow's sides into it also, and perhaps im-
proves the color of the butter if not the flavor.

But the Dumpdirt girls have a theory which they
have learned from their parents, that it is the lot

of every mortal to eat one peck of dirt during their

life, and they think it makes no difference how
soon they eat it, provided they do not know it at

the time.

The heifer milks rather hard, and the girls have
agreed that the one who gets her first cow done
first shall have her choice of the other two, and the
consequence is that the two first cows are not al-

ways "stripped" as they should be.

After milking, the milk is taken to the kitchen.

The pans have been washed the day previous, and
set up edgewise against the house to dry in the
sun. The chickens run at large on the premises,
and they run from the dough-dish and the swill-

tub to the milk-pans, to catch flies. The chickens
catching flies in the milk-pans, has nothing to do
with making butter, but I mention it to show that
one branch of business chimes in with another at

Mr. Dumpdirt's. The chickens thrive, and the flies

are destroyed.

The milk is strained and carried to the cellar,

but Mr. Dumpdirt's cellar needs description, or the
peculiar flavor of some butter could never be ac-

counted for.

The drain, if there ever was any, is filled up by
the rats, and as a consequence there is some water
in the cellar the most of the year. To prevent wet-
ting their feet, the "women folks" have carried

dov^n pieces of board, little and large, to step on.

They have lain rotting in the stagnant water for

years, and with other "culch" mixed among them.
Then there is an old pork barrel, a beef barrel half

full of brine, a soap barrel, a vinegar barrel, a ci-

der barrel, and a dozen other barrels, many of them
falling to pieces. Time would fiiil to tell of the fir-

kins, pots and boxes, and bushels of decayed and
growing vegetables and other stuff that are scat-

tered around. The cellar windows, or rather the

place where the windows ought to be, are filled

with a row of little stakes driven into the ground
outside, but notwithstanding all this precaution, the

cats (and there are many) will creep in and skim
the milk a little sometimes.

As the milk is needed for (he pigs, it is skimmed
and the cream put in an earthern pot which stands

under the stairs.
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Mrs. Dumpdirt uses the dasher churn, and when
not in use, it is kept on the wood-pile, lajing on its

side, to prevent its filling when a shower comes.

The other morning I was over there to get an axe
lent to my neighbor, and the kittens were playing

"hide and seek" in the churn. I do not mention
it to show that Mr. Dumpdirt is dependent on me
for any tools, but to account for the hairs that are
sometimes found in the butter. It cannot be ex-

pected that butter will be peifedbj clean when i)ro-

fit is an object in its manufacture, for too much

A NEW APPLE-PAKER.
The Yankee mind is still prolific in invention,

and it is not from the large and costly machines

that the greatest benefit is derived : but from the

small, and cheap articles, such as are required by
every body, and so cheap that all may purchase

them. Among these is fVhittemore, Harrington
S{ Co.'s Apple-Parer, figured above. It quickly

and pleasantly performs the office of paring, coring.

time sjient upon it would make it cost more than
it would come to.

When the cream pot is full the churn is brought
in, and, if it leaks, hot water is poured in until it

is tight. The water is then poured out and the
cream poured in. Then comes the tedious work
of churning with a dash churn, having no idea how
long it will take. And for some reason or other
Mr. l)um])dirt's butter is rather uncertain about
coming. If it comes in half a day or less, "well
and good;" if not, she pours in cold water. Then
if it does not come in a few hour-; she pours in hot
water. If it does not come by night, she is sure it

is bewitched, and tries various charms to break the
spell, one of which is to heat a silver half dollar

and drop it into the chm-n. Mrs. Dumpdirt is a
firm believer in witches, and she often relates as

positive proof of her belief, that once she was heat-
ing a half dollar in the fire, and all at once it dis-

appeared, and she "never could find hide nor hair
of it."

If the butter comes out, and it generally does
after a while, it is taken out by hand and put into

a pan of cold water, worked over and salted to the
taste, and the balls made up by hand, and put in-

to the butter-box, and it is ready for the market.
Mrs. Dumpdirt thinks butter ought to be salted

as much as it will bear, for it keeps sweeter, weighs
more, and lasts longer.

I have thus, Mr. Editor, given you some of the

particulars of Mr. Dumpdirt's dairying. I do not
say his ways of working it are all the best. Indeed,
my own method and that of most of my farmer ac-

quaintances are very different, though it coots aj

great deal of care and painstaking.

"If a thing is worth doing at all, it is worth do-
ing well," is a rule my uncle Grisley often repeat-
ed to me when I was his plow-boy, and now I

am my own man, I find the saying verified in most
cases.^ But many persons hold the opposite, ati

least in practice, and being liable to err oui'selves.
i

are bound to respect their opinions.
j

GoosEQUiLL Grey, i

C'harlestoicn, July, 1856.

and slicing the apple at one operation, by merely

turning a crank. It is simple in its construction,

costs $1,25, and may be purchased of Blake, Bar-

nard &,' Co., 22 and 26 [Merchants Row, Boston.

For the New England Farmer.

FARMING.
Mr. Editor :—In the Fanner of Aug. 9th, I no-

ticed an article entitled "Objections to Farming."
It really made my heart ache to read the sad story

there told ; if "A Farmer's Son" is short of money,
as he says, and he intends to ti-y to get a living

without work, I am afraid he will be disappointed.

He intimates pretty strongly, that a farmer has not

the advantages of learning. Now, sir, I should
think that must be a mistake. Why is a farmer
without ca])ital in any worse condition, as regards
learning, than a mechanic in similar circumstan-

ces?

He speaks of ignorance and servitude as necessa-

ry associations of a farmer's life. It must be he is

ignorant, or he could not entertain such an idea.

Why, they are no more necessary to a farmer's life,

than are drunkenness and idolatry. He asks who
there is that is willing to toil six days out of seven.

Stop—God hath said, "six days shalt thou labor,"

and "by the sweat of thy brow thou shalt earn thy
bread."

From what "A Farmer's Son" says, I should

think he considered farming one unending routine

of pleasureless drudgery ; then let me tell him he
does not see things as they are ; there are ten

thousand pleasures which the former has, that the

mechanic knows nothing of; the farmer has the

pleasure of living continually in the midst of na-

ture, and has her beautiful and glorious charms for-

ever before his eyes ; if he is insensible to these, he

is not such a man as he should be. Perhaps "A.

F. S." would say, "they have no time for such,

things ;" but if they are careful how they use their

spare moments, they will find more of them, and
by using spare time judiciously, a farmer may make
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his home beautiful, so that it will give him inward

pleasure whenever he comes in sight of it. If there

is a man in the world that enjoys life, that is Inily

happy, it is the nature-loving, honest, industrious,

laboring farmer ; he it is, if it is anybody, that is

preparing for eternity ; if his soul has not descend-

ed to a level with the brute, the influences that sur-

round him will lead his mind up to the great Au-
thor of all the works and wonders of nature.

In the above mentioned article it is asserted that

only a very few farmers can afford to have books

and newspapers. Now, I should think that books

and papers were as necessary to good and profita-

ble farming, as good plows and shovels ; and the

man that does without them, cannot farm it as he
should, he will be slack and shiftless, always behind

time, and in consequence, takes all things to disad-

vantage, and never does a thing as it ought to be

done. The motto, "a penny saved, is two-pence

clear," applied to the buying of books and papers,

would in truth and reality be "a penny saved is

two-pence lost." "First," he says, "because we
have no time to spare." Now, sir, the farmer that

does everything at the right time, tcill find time to

spare in the perusal of an agricultural paper or

book ; if he has so much land that it takes him all

the time to get over the ground, without doing jus-

tice to one single acre, then he is certainly farm-

ing in a shiftless and unprofitable manner ; for it is

more profitable to have o??e acre well tilled, than to

have Jive that are merely "gone over."

Yours respectfully. Sixteen.

OUT-DOOR AIR.
Many talk quite learnedly and eloquently on the

importance of fresh air to permanent good health,

but the rationale of the matter is not often ex-

plained so well as in the following article, which we
find in an exchange. It is well worth a careful

reading, for fresh air, in some places, and at some
seasons, may prove pernicious instead of healthful.

Night air and damp weather are held in great

horror by multitudes of persons who are sickly, or

of weak constitutions ; consequently, by avoiding

the night air and damp weather, and changeable

weather, that is considered too hot or too cold, they

are kept within doors the much largest portion of

their time, and, as a matter of course, continue in-

valids, more and more ripening for the grave every

hour ; the reason is, they are breathing an impure
atmosphere nineteen-twentieths of their whole ex-

istence.

As nothing can wash us clean but pure water, so

nothing can cleanse the blood, nothing can make
health-giving blood, but the agency of pure air. So
great is the tendency of the blood to become im-
pure in consequence of waste and useless matter
mixing with it as it passes through the body, that

it requires a hogshead of air every hour of our lives

to unload it of these impurities ; but in proportion

as this air is vitiated, in such proportion does it in-

fallibly fail to relieve the blood of these impurities,

and impure blood is the foundation of all disease.

The great facts that those who are out of doors
most, summer and winter, day and night, rain and
shine, have the best health the world over, does of

itself falsify the general impression that night air,

or any other out-door air, is unhealthy as compared
with in-door air at the same time.

Air is the great necessity of life ; so much so,

that if deprived of it for a moment, we perish, and
so constant is the necessity of the blood for contact

with the atmosphere, that every drop in the bod_^

is exposed to the air through the medium of th^

lungs every two mmutes and a half of our existence.

Whatever may be the impurity of the out-door
air of any locality, the in-door air of that locality is

still more impure, because of the dust, and decay-
ing and odoriferous matters which are found in all

dwellings. Besides, how can in-door air be more
healthy than the out-door air, other things being
equal, when the dwelling is supplied with air from
without ?

To this very general law there is one exception,

which is of the highest importance to note. When
the days are hot and the nights cool, there are pe-
riods of time within each twenty-four hours, when
it is safest to be in-doors with windows closed ; that

is to say, for the hour or two, including sunrise and
sunset, because about sunset the air cools, and the

vapors which the heat of the day have caused to as-

cend far above us, condense and settle near the sur-

face of the earth, so as to be breathed by the inhab-

itants ; as the night grows colder, these vapors sink

lower, and are within a foot or two of the earth, so

they are not breathed. As the sun rises, these same
vapors are warmed, and begin to ascend, to be
breathed again, but as the air becomes warmer,
they are carried so far above our heads as to be in-

nocuous. Thus it is that the old citizens of Charles-

ton, South Carolina, remember, that while it was
considered important to live in the country during

the summer, the common observation of the peo-

ple originated the custom of riding into town, not

in the cool of the evening or of the morning, but

in the middle of the day. They did not understand

the philosophy, but they observed the fact, that

those who came to the city at mid-day remained
well, while those who did so early or late suffered

from it.

All strangers at Rome are cautioned not to cross

the Pontine marshes after the heat of the day is

over. Sixteen of a ship's crew touching at one of

the AVest India Islands, slept on shore several

nights, and thirteen of them died of yellow fever in

a few days, while of two hundred and eighty who
were freely ashore during the day, not a single case

of illness occurred. The mai'sbes above named are

crossed in six or eight hours, and many travellers

who do it in the night are attacked with mortal fe-

vers. This does, at first sight, seem to indicate

that night air is unwholesome, at least in the local-

ity of virulent malarias, but there is no direct proof

that the air about sunrise and sunset is not that

which is productive of the mischief.

For the sake of eliciting the observations of in-

telligent men, we present our theory on this subject.

A person might cross these marshes with impu-
nity, who would set out on his journey an hour or

two after sundown, an'' finish it an hoyr or two be-

fore the sun is up, especially if he began that jour-

ney on a hearty meal, because, in this way, he would
be travelling in the cool of the night, which cool-

ness keeps the malaria so near the surface of the

earth as to prevent its being breathed to a hurtful

extent.

But if it is deadly to sleep out of doors all night

in a malarial locality, would it not be necessarily

fatal to sleep in the house, especially if the windows

and doors were closed ? The reason is, that the

house has been warmed during the day, and if kept
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closed it remains much warmer during the night in

doors than it is out doors, consequently the malaria

is kept by this warmth so high above the head, and

so rarified, as to be comparatively harmless. This

may seem to some too nice a distinction altogether,

but it will be found throughout the world of na-

ture, that the works of the Almighty are most stri-

kingly beautiful in their minutite, and these minu-

tifB are the foundation of his mightiest manifesta-

tion.

Thus it is, too, what we call "Fever and Ague"
might be banished from the country as a general

disease, if two thingswere done.

1. Have a fire kindled every morning at day-

light, from spring to fall, in the familj'-room, to

which all should repair from their chambers, and
there remain until breakfast is taken.

2. Let a fire be kindled in the family-room a

short time before sundown ; let every member of

the family repair to it, and there remain uritil sup

per is taken.

Fur the Sew England Fanner.

FISH IN ARTIFICIAL PONDS.

Mr. Editor :—Some time since, I saw in the

JV. E. Farmer an inquiry with regard to the prop'

agation of the trout in artificial ponds or resei''

voirs. I know notliing of the fish except from per-

sonal observation and experience, the relation of

which may suggest useful hints to those who feel

an interest in the subject.

I have in my garden a spring of pure water from

which the earth has been excavated in nearly a cir-

cular form about 30 feet over, and in parts three

feet deeper than the natural outlet ; to this has

been connected another reservoir, rather larger

than the first, by a space 3 feet wide, the water in

which is about 20 inches deep, the two ponds part-

ed by a peninsula of oval shape about 15 to 25

feet in extent. I have in these ponds some 50 to

100 fine trout, varying from the size of the com-

mon brook trout to several specimens of more than

a foot in length. The trouts confine themselves

almost exclusively to the spring, and seldom, ex-

cept in the spawning season, go into the shallow

pond, keeping a large space perfectly clean from

all mud, where they may always be seen of a sunny

morning lying on the pure white gravel on the bot-

tom, in a most amiable group, seemingly in the

realization of a most perfect and quiet enjoyment.

Earlier and later in the day each one betakes itself

to its own hiding place, and watches for such in-

sects as may fall into the water, or some juvenile

frog that may venture within their reach, and which

they are sure to add to their dinner. I feed them
occasionally with angle worms, fresh meat and lit-

tle fishes cut up fine, &c. crumbs of bread and
cracker they will not eat. The trout is not easily

tamed ; they know when one comes to feed them
;

and they will approach within six or eight feet, but

they are alarmed at any quick or unusual move-
ment, and will not be easily coaxed back again.

My fish are very healthy and beautiful, and are ob-

jects of much interest to all visitors in the garden.

The pairing season of the trout continues through

the last weeks in October and first weeks in No-
vember, when they go by pairs, some into shallow

corners about the deep pond, but mostly into the

shallow pond, where they select separate places and
stay by themselves two or three weeks, allowin:

none to interrupt their dual society ; on the ap-

proach of cold weather they again seek the deep
water and resume their former habits. I have no
doubt if the old fish, which are very voracious, should
be entirely taken from the water, a million of little

trouts would grow up in their place, but in my pond
I have not seen them after the first few weeks in

spring; I believe they serve as food for their parents.

The second pond through which the water pass-

es to its final outlet, was intended and is used for

a paddling place for some half dozen little children,

v,-ho make a good deal of music about my garden,

and it would do your heart good to see the delight,

the splashing, and hear the shouts of the little

rogues as they occasionally frolic in the mimic sea.

There is a growing inclination to experiment in

the matter of fish raising, and if my little experience

as related above, is in your estimation of any value,

you are at liberty to use it. The present is a good
season to prepare the ponds, and at the pairing sea-

son the fish can easily be taken with a net and
transferred to it. J. w. c.

Framingham, August 20, 1856.

Remarks.—We are pleased with the above ac-

count, because we believe that every thing of this

kind goes to make the world beautiful, interesting

and profitable ; for we do not yet think that all

profit lies in dollars and cents. There is a profit

to the heart and soul which has not yet been suffi-

ciently considered ; but where it has touched them,

it shines forth in the very abodes of poverty, as

well as in more pretentious conditions. Many of

the mud cabins of the English peasantry, possess

more true nobility of character than some of the

towering mansions of the rich citizen ; and their

souls are more in unison with God and Nature, and

they have a wealth of feeling, and love, and patriot-

ism, which are strangers to many educated minds

which look down on them with pity or contempt.

The great Architect has given us tastes to enjoy

some things better, in forms or conditions difiierent

from those in which he has left them, and he who
changes and makes them pleasant and attractive,

merits, and will receive the public regard and ap-

probation.

Breathing and Thinking.—Let any reader

think for a moment of what he experiences when
he breathes, and attends to the act. He will find

that his whole frame heaves and subsides at the

time ; face, chest, stomach and limbs are all actu-

ated by his respiration. Now let him feel his

thoughts, and he will see that they too heave with

the mass. When he entertains a long thought, he
draws a l^ng breath ; when he thinks quickly, his

breath alternates with rapid alternations ; when the

tempest of anger shakes his mind, his breath is tu-

multuous ; when his soul is deep and tranquil, so

is his respiration ; when success inflates him, his

lungs are as tumid as his conceits. Let him make
trial of the contrary ; let him endeavor to think in

long stretches at the same time he breathes in fits,

and he will find that it is impossible ; that in this

case the chopping lungs will needs mince his

thoughts.
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CONCORD JAIL.

Gentlemen :—I read with more than ordinary

satisfaction the letter from your correspondent
" Here and There," dated " Concord, Massachu-

setts, July 31," The revolutionary reminiscences

connected with that old town must ever excite in a

true American bosom feelings of patriotism, pride,

and pleasure. There the first blood of the Amer-
ican Revolution was shed, and there lie buried the

remains of those who fell ; and tracing from the

point of time when that momentous occurrence

took place, the events and results of that war of in-

dependence ; resting the mind for a moment on

that glorious " Declaration" of our fathers, and
then coming down " through all the past" to the

present, what American heart swells not with admi-
ration at the heroic deeds that have accomplished

our present prosperity and happiness as a nation,

and who is there with one particle of the spirit of

'76 in his bosom who does not anathematize any
wretched hope or purpose of a dissolution of the

Union ?

But I am straying from my object in writing this,

which was to state to you a curious historical remin-

iscence connected with Concord. You are aware,

I believe, that the pleasant residence of ex-Lieuten-

ant Governor Simon Brown, formerly of this city,

is on the banks of that same " sluggish Musketo-
quid" (Concord) river. Many a pleasant day has

it been my lot to pass beneath his hospitable

roof, and many an hour have I spent boating on
that river, with fowling piece and rod and line

;

and the chowder I assisted in eating on its bank
last summer, made by the Governor and equal-

ing one of Daniel Webster's best, will not soon

be forgotton.

Well, there hangs in one of the parlors of Gov.

Brown's house a picture, in water colors, presenting

a view, in admirable perspective, of Concord jail

and the keeper's house as they were in 1778 ; and
that picture is supposed to be by the hand of Sir

Archibald Campbell, who was imprisoned in Con-
cord jail during that year.

The picture was sent from England many years

ago to a relative of Sir Archibald, and was pre-

sented to Gov. Brown by the family, and is care-

fully preserved by him. Under it is written, so far

as I now remember, " Concord Jail in America."

By reference to Stedman's History of the Amer-
ican War, vol. 1, p. 160, an account of the capture

of " Lieutenant Colonel Sir Archibald Campbell,"

with his troops, will be found, with a letter from

Sir Archibald to Sir William Howe, dated " Con-

cord Gaol, 14th February, 1777." He describes his

treatment, which appears not to have been very

satisfactory, and describes very minutely the jail it-

self, and closes itself in the following words :

" In short, sir, was a fire to happen in any cham-
ber of the gaol, which is all of wood, the chimney
stacks excepted, I might perish in the flames, be-

fore the gaoler could go through the ceremony of

unbolting the doors; although to do him justice

in his station, I really think him a man of hu-

manity : his house is so remote that any call from
within, especially if the wind is high, might
be long of reaching him effectually.

" I have the honor to be, &c.
" Archibald Campbell."

I confess to having looked upon that old picture,

knowing all the interesting circumstances which at-

tended its production, and its final deposite in the
very village where the jail once stood, with as deep
an interest as I ever examined any picture in my
life. The next day, full of the thought of it, I rod
past the spot where the old jail was located, and
so on, down to Cambridge, over the ground up
which the British troops marched on the morning
of the 23d of April, 1775, and over which they re-

treated so disastrously on the afternoon of the same
day, " in which," says Stedman, " they were driv-

en before the Americans Hke sheep."
One can hardly move in the vicinity of Boston

without finding something to stir the memory and
set the blood to tingling with thoughts of " those
men of old" who suffered everything to found our
Union, now so prosperous and which might be so
happy.

_

B. B. French.
JVational Intelligencer, Sept. 1, 1856.

GARGET, OR INFLAMED UDDER,
The town in which we reside, as well as most of

the towns in the vicinity, is strictly an agricultural

town, and the attention of farmers has been turned

for several years to raising milk for the Boston and

other markets in that neighborhood. Ofcourse, cows

command a high price, the best are eagerly sought

for, even into the States of Maine, New Hamp-
shire and Vermont, and the skill of the producer is

taxed to ascertain the best modes of feeding and

sheltering, in order to produce the largest quantity

of milk. Large sums are annually expended for

oil and rice meal, corn meal and shorts, in addition

to the best hay usually fed to them. On some farms,

roots are raised in abundance and fed out, and care

is taken of every kind to get as large a flow oi

milk as possible.

These cows run in pastures in summer, and are

kejjt in clean and well ventilated stables in winter

;

they are carded, fed and watered regularly, appear

healthy, and have nothing to do but to chew the

cud of quiet contentment, and daily replenish the

farmer's pails in return for his bounty and care.

But under this systematic attention, the disease

which we have named at the head of this article,

often materially reduces the profits of the business.

Various remedies have been resorted to, but have

generally failed to produce any beneficial results.

The present loss of milk is not all, for the cow af-

fected does not always so entirely recover as not to

have her value depreciated, and sometimes perma-

nent defects are established.

A neighbor purchased a fine looking cow a few

weeks since, for which he paid fifty dollars. For a

week after getting her home, she yielded a good

supply of milk, ate well, and promised to be all he

expected. At this period, her bag began to swell,

appearing to have hard lumps in it, and followed

by a flow of bloody milk from one of the teats.

The inflammation and hardness increased, until the

cow lost appetite, and was altogether in a bad way.

The gentleman then had reference to the bound
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volumes of the JV. E. Farmer for a remedy, and in

volume 5, page 496, he found a remedy communi-

cated by Mr. MiNOT Pratt, of Concord, Mass., a

very intelligent and carefully observing man. It is

the use of Aconite, given by soaking a piece of

bread in water where three or four drops of Aco'

nite have been infused. He says he has never

failed to cure when he has administered it. It was

given in this new case, and "with excellent results. (

In vol. 7, p. 336, we have extracted liberally on

this subject from Youatt and Martin. They re-

commend a wash in Arnica water, when the udder

has received an external injury. But Aconite, if

occasioned by a cold. See the article.

A small vial of the Aconite in solution, costing

but ten cents, would be sufficient for any farm for

a year ; it is easily administered, and, in our opin-

ion, is the remedy which should be used in the dis-

ease of which we have been speaking.

quees, over half a million feet of lumber will be re-

quired in putting up the necessary structures.

The entrance to the grounds will be at the north-
ern and^ southern extremities of the area, and the

exit gates will be located on the western side.

The exhibition will commence on the 7th of Oc-
tober. The Butcher's Association intend to cele-

brate the event by a grand parade, for which ac-

tive and extensive preparations are making."

THE GREAT AGRICULTURAL EXHIBI-
TION AT PHILADELPHIA.

The Philadelphians are wide awake in regard to

the exhibition of the U. S. Agricultural Society,

which takes place in that city next month. The

local committee are straining every nerve to have

the exhibition excel that held in this city last year.

The following paragraphs from the Philadelphia

Inquirer give some idea of the extent of the pre-

parations made for the exiiibition :

" The preparations for this exhibition at Powel-
ton. Twenty-fourth Ward, are progressing rapidly.

A very large number of workmen are employed.

—

A large portion of the fencing has been already

put up. The grounds within the enclosure embrace
an area of about fifty acres, reaching nearly to the

wire bridge on the North, and upon the South tak-

ing in the ravine and the old cemetery near the
Fairmount bridge. Upon the East the fence runs

along the high water lin^ taking in the river road,

and using up the former camping ground. A public

road, thirty feet in width, will be left on the West
of the enclosure between the latter ami the Penn-
slyvania Railroad.

The ground will be double in extent that of the

State Fair two years since. Many of the sheds are

nearly finished, and they present quite a picturesque

appearance, with their gable ends jutting toward
the fair grounds. There will be stalls provided for

twelve hundred cattle.

A prominent feature of the grounds is the course

for the exhibition of horses, near the southern end.

The track will be nearly level, and great care is

taken to adapt it for the purpose for which it was
designed. The ring is half a mile in circumference,

and near it there will be a stand erected that will

accommodate eight thousand spectators. Inside this

ring the tent of President Wilder will be located.

The tents for the different departments of the exhi-

bition, for the officers, for the banquet, and for the
use of the Reporters for the Press, will occupy ap-
propriate places on the grounds. Some idea of the

extent of the buildings to be erected maybe formed
from the fact that in addition to the tents and mar-

SUGAR.

The following statistics in regard to this article,

which now commands an exorbitant price, will be

read with interest. We copy from the Traveller.

It will be seen that there is no scarcity of sugar, in

the great markets of Europe and America, bat, on

the contrary, the supply is unusually large.

This old luxury, but now article of almost prime
necessity, droops in price under the accumulation
which a diminished consumption, produced by high
prices, has caused.

The stock at New York is larger than was ever

before known, and is very large ii» all the ports of

the United States. In New York it is set down
at 73,833 hhds. and 19,231 boxes, against 26,469
hhds. and 27,280 boxes last year; in Boston, 7,301

hhds. and 14,412 boxes against 692 hhds. and 6,32o

boxes last year ; in Philadelphia, 8,387 hhds. and
2,242 boxes, against 4,802 hds. and 2,450 boxes last

year ; in Baltimore, 5,534 hhds. and 2,582 boxes,

against 3,255 hhds. and 2,817 boxes last year.

In Europe, including Great Britain, which is the

great depot of supply for the Continent, the siock

is not only larger, but the imports of the year thus

far have been greater than last year, and the busi

ness is limited, with a dull market.

The imports into Great Britain, up to the middle
of August, this year, were 584,400,000 lbs., against

462,400,000 lbs. last year ; and the imports into

the chief ports of the Continent of Europe are

442,000,000 lbs,, against 454,000,000 lbs. last year.

The stock on hand in Great Britain is 23^,200,000
lbs., against 164,200,000 lbs. at the same time last

year; and the stocks at the chief ports of Europe
48,100,000 lbs., against 75,700,000 lbs. last year-.

It will be seen that England has in store nearly

three times the overplus necessary to make up the

deficiency on the Continent.

The United States is a great sugar market, and
a correspondent at Salem, who is well versed in

the statistics of commerce, sends us the following

statement of brown sugar entered into the United
States in two years, namely

:

In 1853, 456,510,627 lbs., costing $14,639,776,
on which the duties were $4,391,929.

In 1854, the imports into the United States

were 449,520,309 lbs., costing $13,406,996, the

duties on which were $4,622,092.
Now, in 1856 the sugar costs double, and the du-

ties under the advalorem rate are double also.

Government does not want the money, and certain-

ly when the Louisiana sugar crop is so almost en-

tirely cut off that the planters have none to sell, we
ought not to be subjected to double duties, but are

rather entitled to have it on the free list.

Molasses now pays 9 cents a gallon duty, under
the advalorem tariff, instead of 5 cents, as under
the specific duty of 1842.
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A HEW AFRICAN GRAIN.

In Chambers^ Edinburgh Journal we find the fol-

lowing notice of a grain, obtained from the colony

of Sierra Leone, Africa, which has recently been

introduced into Great Britain

:

"According to Mr. Clarke, Assistant Surgeon of

the Colony, this grain, which is called ' fundi,' or

'fundungi,' is cultivated in the neighborhood of

Kissij' village, and in other parts of the colony, by

industrious individuals of the Soosoo, Foulah, and

other tribes, by whom it is highly prized. By the

natives it is called ' hungry rice,' though neither in

botanical character nor a2)pearance does it bear the

least resemblance to the rice of common culture.

The fundi is a slender grass, with digitate spikes,

and grows to the height of about eighteen inches.

The ear consists of two conjugate spikes, the

grain being arranged on the outer edge of either

spike, and alternated ; the grain is attached by a

short peduncle to the husk, from which it is easily

separated. The grain which is codiform, (heart-

shaped) and about the size of mignonette seed, is

covered by a thin fawn-colored membrane ; and
when freed from this membrane, is whitish and
semi-transparent. It is highly glutinous, and has

a delicate flavor, between that of rice and kiln-

dried oats.

The mode of culture is extremely simple. The
ground is cleared for its reception by burning down
the copse-wood, and hoeing between the roots and
stumps. It is sown in the months of May and
June, the soil being slightly opened, and again

lightly drawn together over the seed with a hoe.

In August, when it begins to shoot into ear, it is

carefully weeded. It ripens in September, grow-

ing to the height of about eighteen inches ; its

stems, which are very slender, being then bent to

the earth by the mere weight of the grain. The
patch of land is then either suffered to lie fallow,

or is planted with yams or cassado in rotation.

—

Experienced cultivators of this Lilliputian grain

assured Mr. Clark that manure was unnecessary,

nay, injurious, as it delights in light soils, and is

even raised in rocky situations, which is the gener-

al character of the surface in and around Kissy.

When cut down, it is tied up in small sheaves, and
placed in a dry situation, generally within the huts

of the natives ; for, if allowed to remain on the

ground and to get rain, the grains become aggluti-

nated to their coverings. The grain is trodden

out with the feet, and is then parched or dried in

the sun, to allow of the more easy removal of the

outer membrane (or epicarp) in the process of

pounding, which is performed in wooden mortars.

It is afterwards winnowed with a kind of cane fan-

ner on mats.

In preparing this delicious grain for food, it is

first put into boiling water, assiduously stirred for

a few minutes, and the water then poured off. To
the grain so prepared, the Soosoos, Foulahs, &c.,

add palm oil, butter, or milk, but the Europeans
and negroes connected with the colony genei'ally

stew it in a close saucepan, with fowl, fish or mut-
ton, a small piece of salt pork being added for the

sake of flavor. This is said to make a very good
dish. Sometimes it is made into puddings with

the usual condiments, and eaten either hot or cold

with milk. By the few natives of Scotland in the

colony it its dressed as milk porridge. In either

form it is said to be excellent ; and Mr. Clarke is

of opinion that could it be raised in sufficient quali-

ties, it would become an important article of com-
merce, as it would prove a valuable addition to

the light farinaceous articles of food now in use

among the delicate and convalescent.

From the specimen kindly furnished us by Mr.
Clarke, the fundi grain appears to be quite as del-

cate as arrow root, while it possesses a more agree-

able flavor than sago, potato starch, and other sim-

ilar preparations."

For the New England Farmer.

"TROTTING COURSES ON OUR FAIR
GROUNDS."

I perceive, Mr. Editor, that you say there exists

a diversity of opinion as to the expediency of this

class of exhibitions, and invite discussion of the

question. If this diversity of opinion actually ex-

ists, then it presents a fair subject for discussion.

That there is a growing disposition to introduce

these at all our agricultural shows, cannot be de-

nied. There will always be a class of persons with

an ambition to show their adroitness in the man-
agement of fast horses ; and generally, their skill

in other things is universalbj in proportion to theii

ability in this. A fast horse, like a powerful ca-

thartic, may be of value in an emergency, but nei-

ther can be desirable on ordinary occasions.

A correspondent in the Farmer of February 2d
speaksof the /eais of ladies on horseback as worthy
to be encouraged at our shows. Of this I have
great duubt. Not that I would discourage ladies

in learning to ride, but I think these occasions are

not fit opportunities to display their skill in this

particular. Ladies should be able to ride on horse-

back, when health or necessity demand it, but nev-

er for show. The exercise does not accord with

that modest deportment, which is ever their great-

est charm. I cannot, therefore, commend such a

display on our show grounds. I hope it never will

be encouraged. But it is said the speed of the no-

ble animal, the horse, can never be perfected, un-

less it is tested, and therefore it is fit that opportu-

nity be given to put them to the test. This may
be well, when it can be done without the usual ac-

companiments ; but when a speculating, gambling
spirit is awakened by the operation, it is productive

of more evil than good. Whoever saw a horse-

race, in presence of many lookers on, without wit-

nessing a disposition to bet upon the result ? Who-
ever knew any good to result from such bettuig, or

hazarding movements ? They are neither more or

less than gambling—and gambling is always de-

moralizing.

Beyond question, there are numerous ways of op-

erating at our shows, that are unexceptionable

;

and wliile this is so, there can be no occasion to in-

troduce operations of a questionable character.

August, 185G. %•

The Season in New Hampshire.—Concord,

July 27, 1819.—Corn has not presented a more
promising appearance since the year 1783—Ilj-e

much better than that fruitful season— Wheat
generally middling, and some fields very fine.

Flax and Oats better than an average. Hay about

a middling crop.

I commenced my haying on the morning of the
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6th inst. and finished on the evening of the 15th,

In that time, I got in 91 loads, with about 96 days'

labor, including boys, and what is extraordinary in

my husbandry, the whole was housed without a

drop of rain. I expended 15 gallons of rum, the

flesh of two calves, pork, fish and other provisions

the quantity unknown. I had scarcely housed my
hay, when a plentiful rain refreshed the earth.— C.

Stark, in Salem Gazette.

For the New England Farmer.

IMPROVEMENT OF PASTUKES.

BY FREDERICK HOLBROOK.

I am interested in the improvement of some frix-

ty acres of pasture land, now in low condition, hav-

ing been formerly impoverished with successive

crops of rye, and in later years too closely fed by

village cows. The land is covered with grasses of

inferior quality, interspersed here and there with

ferns, shrub-pines, and bushes of various sorts ; it

early feels the influence of summer droughts, so

that the pasturage is scanty and poor after about

the middle of July each year,—indeed, it is not of

very good quality at any season. The land lies

pretty well for plowing, being either level or mod-

erately undulating, and free from large boulders

or fast rocks, though cobbly in some places ; its

soil is rather thin, but naturally a tolerably good

quality of yellow loam. It is an important object

to improve the land, pasturage in this locality be-

ing quite scarce, and commanding a high price.

Various modes of improvement have been consid-

ered ; and the plan adopted is to plow up so much

annually as leisure from other employments will

permit, say ten to twelve acres, in August or the

forepart of September, top-dressing with some con-

centrated fertilizer, and reseeding to grass, sowing

winter rye at the same time, for pasturage, while

the young grass is getting foothold. It is not the

intention in any case to allow the rye to ripen for

a grain crop, as the removal of such a crop would

draw upon the land too heavily, and in a large

measure defeat its improvement for pasture.

In August of last year, twelve acres of the old

pasture were measured off, for treatment in the

way above-mentioned. Before starting the plow,

the piece was cleared of the shrub-pines and large

bushes, by taking a chain-hitch around the tops

and pulling them out of the ground, roots and all,

with the oxen, and drawing them off the field, pil-

ing them in heaps for burning. A few furrows

were then turned around the field, with a hght

plow, drawn by one yoke of oxen ; but finding the

^low and team were quite too light to contend suc-

cessfully with the stones and roots of brakes and

bushes still infesting the ground, a larger and wide

turning plow was substituted and an additional

yoke of oxen employed. The larger plow was set

to run from six to seven inches deep, and with the

double team the work of breaking-up was easily

and thoroughly done.

In plowing, particular care was taken to over-

turn the sod completely, and shut the furrow-slices

down flat, side by side, so that the vegetation then

standing should be entirely turned under and

smothered, leaving a clean sm-face-soil for the re-

ception of the grass-seed, in which the young plant

might grow without obstruction. In attempting

the improvement of an old pasture, it is quite im-

portant that the vegetation of poor quality which

has taken possession of the deteriorating soil, should

be handsomely turned beneath, to decompose and

furnish nutriment to the new grasses. A superfi-

cial "cut and cover" mode of plowing, therefore,

although it may seem to save a little time at the

outset, is in the end just no economy at all; for

wherever there is a balk in plowing, or the furrow-

slices are not matched in at the edges, there the

wild herbage will at once begin to spread its roots

and spring up again, choking down the young and

tender grasses of the new seeding, instead of yield-

ing them sustenance by its own decay beneath, and

growuig all the better for having the land in a

measure stirred up and mellowed.

After plowing the land, it was harrowed length-

wise the furrows ; then top-dressed with the fol-

lowing fertilizers, sowing them by hand, broadcast,

the same as one would sow grain : eight acres with

ground bone, four hundred pounds to each acre

;

two acres with guano, three hundred pounds to the

acre ; and two acres with fresh unleached ashes
>

twenty bushels to the acre. The field was then

stocked down with twelve quarts of herds-grass

and one bushel of red-top seeds, together with five

pecks of winter rye to each acre, and thoroughly

harrowed across and lengthwise the furrows, and

the surface pressed down smooth with a heavy rol-

ler,—the work being all finished before the first of

September.

The weather during the autumn following being

quite wet, the rye and grasses came up finely, cover-

ing the plowed land with a handsome green—the

rye giving the cowS considerable feed in October.

The rye and young grasses survived the winter

well, and started up green early in the spring, giv-

ing pasturage before vegetation had started much
in the old sward of the adjoining land. The rye

mostly disappeared, however, early in July, but

the young grass took its place, standing well through

the summer, and affording a fresh, tender bite for

the cows, even in the dryest time, when the old

fields adjoining were so parched by droughts as to

yield but Httle feed, and that not very good. In-

deed, just as far off as the eye could discern the

pasture lot, it would readily mark off the newly

seeded portion, by its deep green color in contrast

with the brown and sombre appearance of the

surrounding land. The rye paid for itself well in
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the pasturage it afforded ; and hereafter, six pecks

to the acre, instead of five, will be sown. It was

the intention to have sowed about five pounds of

red and three pounds of white clover seeds to the

acre, on a late snow in April last, but through the

pressure of other employments it was erroneously

omitted.

It is generally admitted to be doing well to make

two spires of grass grow where but one grew before

;

but these twelve acres give fair promise of a great-

er increase over former products than that ; and

the quality of the grass produced now is much su-

perior to that yielded before- the land was plowed

and seeded, which superiority is likely to last for

several years. The cows have congregated on the

twelve acres every day the present season, keeping

the grass clipped as close and smooth as a newly*

shaven lawn.

Not knowing by experience what stimulant would

be most valuable as a top-dressing for this land,

but feeling quite certain that the young grass

would need something of the kind to start it into

life vigorously, and that the land might thus be

profitably helped, it was thought advisable to try

several concentrated fertilizers side by side, com-

paring one with another as to expense and results

produced, and thus determining what top-dressing

would on the whole be best for future use. It was

an additional reason for trying several applications

that the land was of very uniform quality, and

treated in all respects alike, saving the variations

in kinds of top-dressing used. It would be draw-

ing a hasty conclusion to say thus early, which, all

things considered, is the best of the three fertiliz-

ers tried. It may, however, be fair to say, that up

to the present time, the ashes give the thickest

"stand" of grass, and a trifle the deepest green

color ; the bone-dust ranks next, and the guano

last—though all have done remarkably well. It

would be theoretical rather than practical to ven-

ture an opinion now of the comparative future ef-

fects of each manure applied ; but the land will, in

the end, show for itself, and upon that showing I

may say something at a future day. Judging

from the remarkable immediate effect of unleached

ashes in this instance, I should conclude that even

ten bushels of good fresh ashes, applied to pasture

land in the same way, would produce marked good

results ; and I should plow and reseed such land

if I had ten bushels of ashes to spread to the acre

—not failing to apply twenty or thirty bushels,

however, if I had them.

Brattkboro', JJug. 18, 1856.

attractive, and it cannot fail to be so to all those who

have read the delightful and instructive Essays of

Mr. Flagg, in Hovey's Magazine, and in our own

columns. He is a writer of rare excellence in the

department which he has selected, and his work

will be eagerly sought by all lovers of rural life.

A New Work.—Messrs. Little, Brown &Co.,

of this city, we learn, are about to publish a work

descriptive of the external phenomena of Nature,

entitled, "Studies in the Field and Forest." By Wil-

son Flagg. To us, the title itself is exceedingly

For the New England Farmer.

STRAWBEERIES.
A SELECTION OF TWELVE OF THE MOST ESTIMABLE

VARIETIES.

Princes Magnate, (P.,) the largest variety yet

produced in our country, rounded and some berries

compressed, scarlet, rich flavor, productive and

highly valuable. A very showy berry for market,

and a very remarkable and distinct fruit. Plant

extremely hardy and vigorous, with large broad

dark-green foUage. The leaves never burn during

summer, nor are the plants ever injured by the

winter.

Prince's Climax, (P.,) very large, conical, beau-

tiful bright scarlet, a splendid fruit,
_

good flavor,

very productive, estimable; plant vigorous, with

pale-green foliage.

Imperial Scarlet, (P.,) second only in size to the

two preceding, to which it is rather superior in fla-

vor ; the form obtuse conical or rounded, scarlet,

handsome and very showy, juicy and sprightlyfla-

vor, firm and well suited for market, productive

;

plant very vigorous, foliage pale-green, very large

and luxuriant ; a remarkable variety, very valuable

for the size and beauty of its fruit and for its other

qualities. This and the preceding variety are of

larger average size than Hovey's Seedling, and

much superior in color and flavor, and consequently

better suited for market.

Imperial Crimson, (P.,) large, short cone or

rounded, dark scarlet or crimson, fine color, sweet,

fine flavor, productive, a first-rate berry, firm for

market. It is nearly as large as McAvoy's Su]>eri-

or, and has the qualities for a market fruit in whicli

that variety is so deficient.

Le Baron, (H.,) early, very large, obtuse cone,

dark scarlet, not showy, sweet, rich, melting, high-

est flavor of all the large varieties, very productive

for one of its sexuality, and continues long in suc-

cessive bearing ; foliage tall, light green, and very

vigorous, a seedling of the old Swainstone.

Suprema, (P.,) very large, obtuse cone, bright

light scarlet, a beautiful berry. Juicy, sprightly,

moderately sweet, very productive ; foliage large

and vigorous. A seedling from Montevideo or

Chili, and precisely equivalent to obtaining a

Pistillate variety from the British Queen.

Rosalind, (P.,) very large, obovate, beautiful

light scarlet, moderate but good flavor, very showy,

scarcely firm enough for long carriage to market,

very productive
;
plant vigorous, witifi large broad

foliage.

Eclipse, (P.,) early, large, conical, splendid fruit

on long penduncles, and has the remarkable prop-

erty of ripening all its berries at the same time,

bright scarlet, high brilliant color, fine flavor w'"th

slight acidity. It is one of the greatest bearers of

all strawberries, and a full and profuse crop may
be earlier supplied for the market from this variety

than from any other; plant vigorous, with large

foliage. A very striking and remarkable variety.
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Ladies^ Pine, (P.,) medium size, perfectly round,

beautiful light scarlet, very sweet, highest and most

exquisite flavor, productive ; foliage dark-green, as

if varnished, vigorous growth, with large fruit

stems. This most estimable fruit will be deemed
indispensable by every amateur who once tastes it,

Magnijicent, (P.,) very large, obtuse cone, light

scarlet, good flavor, very productive, very valuable.

Diadem, (P.,) very large and showy, rounded,

beautiful light scarlet, pleasant flavor, a remarkably

fine and beautiful berry ; plant very robust, vigor-

ous, and hardy, with tall light green foliage, very

productive ; a seedling of the Iowa.

Huntsman's Favorite, (P.,) medium size, obtuse

cone, bright scarlet, very handsome, sprightly, juicy,

sweet, and very fine, productive, highly valuable.

This variety was selected by Professor Huntsman
from a bed of my seedlings, and was named as

above.

Crimson Perfumed, (P.,) large, obovate or round-

ed, crimson, sweet, juicy, high perfumed flavor

when fully ripe, very productive, valuable; foliage

dark-green.

Malvina, (P.,) large, obovate, bright crimson,

juicy, sprightly, good flavor, very productive. This

variety greatly resembles Hovey's Seedling, its pa-

rent, both in the growth and foliage of the plant

and in the form of its fruit. But when contrasted it is

rather smaller, with the advantage that the berries

are of a more average size, and less unequal than

that variety ; the color is a brighter red, the ber
ries more juicy, and of a more spirited and higher

flavor, and it ripens fully a week or more before

the Ilovey, thus obviating the disadvantages of that

variety. It is firm and well suited for market ; fo-

liage dark green and luxuriant when in full growth.

A grower who sent a considerable quantity to mar-
ket the past season, contracted for the whole at 3

1

cents per quart. "Wm. R. Prin'CE.

Flushing, .V. ¥.

FRUIT STEALING.
There is scarcely a cultivator of fine fruit in the

country, who has not been annoyed by fruit- steal-

ing, and the loss of some new and rare specimens

of kinds which he has procured at great pains and
expense, and watched over for years, is a much
greater loss than if money had been stolen from

his pocket-book. We have not seen any card on
the subject more to the point than the following,

which has just fallen into our hands, and which
was printed and posted up, as we are informed,

with decidedly beneficial results. Dr. Whippo, its

author, has long held several distinguished oflices

of tiust in Pennsylvania, and among the rest that

of Chief Engineer on the canals of that State :

—

"Men, women and boys—I want to say a word
to you. I mean you who would come into my or-

chard, especially on Sunday, and carry off my fruit.

Of what next will you rob me? There is nothing

I would spare more reluctantly than my fruit

—

there is nothing that has cost me so much time, la-

bor and money, and nothing I have in my posses-

sion I value so highly. Upon what principle do you
rob me of it ? I do not like to be robbed at all

—

on your account as well as my own ; but, if you rob

me, take something that I would more willingly

spare—take my money or the grain out ofmy barn.

But I would not advise you to do even that, because

it is wrong, and will cost you more obtained in this

way than if you worked for it, and obtained it hon-
estly. 'Honesty is the best policy,' and so you will

find it, let me assure you.

"The law against stealing fruit is very severe, as

any of you will find by inquiry : and I know of a
number of individuals who might be punished in a
way they little expect, if I would put the law in

force. But I abstain for the present, and she) 11 on-
ly resort to the law when every other means have
failed. If any doubt my word with regard to the
severity of the law let them inquire. My patience
is worn threadbare with these depredations, and I

must put a stop to them somehow.— Country Gentleman. Cns. T. Whippo."

BRITISH ENERGY.
A proof of the energy of the British people, is

the highly artificial construction of the whole fab-

ric. The climate and geography, I said, were fac-

titious, as if the hands of man had arranged the
conditions. The same character pervades the whole
kingdom. Bacon said, "Rome was a State not subject

to paradoxes," hut England subsists by antagonisms
and contradictions. The foundations of its great-

ness are the roUing waves ; and, from first to last,

it is a museum of anomalies. This foggy and rainy

country furnishes the world with astronomical ob-

servations. Its short rivers do not afibrd water-
power, but the land shakes under the thunder of

the mills. There is no gold mine of any impor-
tance, but there is more gold in England than in

all other countries. It is too far north for the cul-

ture of the vine, but the wines of all countries are

in its docks. The French Comte de Lauraguais
said, "no fruit ripens in England but a baked aj>

pie ;" but oranges and pineapples are as cheap in

London as in the Mediterranean. The Mark Lane
Express, or the Custom House returns, bear out to

the letter the vaunt of Pope

—

"Let India boast her palms, nor envy we
The weeping amber, nor the spicy tree,

While by our oaks shose precious loads are borne.
And realms commanded which those trees adorn."

The native cattle are extinct, but the island is

full of artificial breeds. The agriculturist, Bake-
well, created sheep, and cows, and horses, to order,

and breeds in which everything is omitted but

what is economical. The cow is sacrificed to her
bag, the ox to his sirloin. Stall-feeding makes
sperm-mills of the cattle, and converts the stable to

a chemical factory. The rivers, lakes and ponds,

too much fished, or obstructed by factories, are ar-

tificially filled with the eggs of salmon, turbot and
herring.

Chat Moss and the fens of Lincolnshire and
Cambridgeshire are unhealthy, and too barren to

pay rent. By cylindrical tiles, and gutta-percha

tubes, five millions of acres of bad land have been
drained and put on an equality with the best, for

rape culture, and grass. The climate, too, which
was already believed to have become milder and
drier by the enormous consumption of coal, is so

far reached by this new action, that fogs and storms

are said to disappear. lu due course, all England
will be drained, and rise a second time out of the

waters. The latest step was to call in the aid of

steam to agriculture. Steam is almost an English-

man. I do not know but they will send him to

Parliament next, to make laws.

—

Emerson's Eng
lish Traits.
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BEINCKLE'S ORANGE RASPBERRY.

Imported Cov/s.—Paran Stevens, Esq., the wel-
known proprietor of the Revere House, has just
received by the ship Simoda, from Havre, three
superior cows purchased by him at the late Paris
Exhibition, where each of them took a prize. Two
of them are of the Guernsey, and the other is of
the Alderney breed. The two Guernsey cows have
bull calves, and the other cow a heifer calf, all of
which arrived safely. Mr. Stevens considered
these the finest specimens of the breeds to which
they belong, that he met with in Europe. They
have been sent for the present to Nahant.

ET Thomas W. Olcott, Esq.
to the Dudley Observatory.

has given $10,000

This is a new variety

of this excellent fruit, ori-

ginated and propagated

by the highly intelligent

and indefatigable gentle-

man, Doct. Brlnckle,

whose name it bears.

—

Mr. Geo. Davenport, 14

Commercial Street, who
has it for sale, has fruited

it this season, and exhi-

bited it at the Horticul-

tural Rooms in this city.

He showed branches on

the 23d of August, on

which were berries in full

perfection as to ripeness,

with others in all stages

down to undeveloped

blossoms. He states that

he picked the first ripe

fruit from the same stalks

July 12, that the plants

stood the winter well, and

have every appearance of

hardiness.

The fruit is of good size

and flavor, and as its

name indicates, is of an

orange color. It also

promises to be a very

prolific variety.

A gentleman 0!i the

Hudson river, a horticul-

turist, and a judge of

these fruits, says

:

"In flavor and beauty
it has no competitors,

and is not surpassed by
any variety in any good
quality. It equals Kne-
vett's giant in hardiness

and vigor, and continues

as long in bearing as

River's Monthly, Gushing
and V. P. French, which
is as long as the season

continues warm enough to ripen the fruit. I have
picked fine large berries on the 10th of October,

with its leaves as green as at any time in the sea-

son, with the Antwerp and Fastalf by its side,

brown and dry, killed by frost. This has been imi-

formly the case in different localities, during the five

years that it has been in cultivation."

Fodder Corn.—The attention of the reader is

called to an excellent article on this subject, in

another column. It should have been published at

an earlier date ; but will be preserved for reference

in the Monthly edition of the Farmer.
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For the New England Farmer.

LITTLE THINGS BY THE WAY-SIDE.

Mr. Editor :—When my hog is sick, I give

him h pint of fresh lard in a quart of new milk.

Simmer until the lard is melted, then give it warm.
Repeat this dose once in 6 hours until the hog
shows signs of recovery.

TO PAINT AN OLD HOUSE

which requires much paint, I would take 2 quarts

of linseed, (tie up in a cloth) and boil 3 or 4 hours

in 4 gallons of water ; then stir in whiting until it is

as thick as whitewash in a proper condition to lay

;

put it on with a whitewash brush. In a few hours,

it will be smooth and hard, and furnishes a cheap,

but durable ground for a coat of paint.

SAW^-DUST MANURE.

I would dissuade any person from using saw-dust

in their stables as litter, or as an absorbent in any
way. As an absorbent of liquid manures, its first

office is to absorb a much larger bulk than its own,

specifically speaking ; second, to contribute noth-

ing to the soil, to which it is applied, as its union

with liquids prevents its decomposition, as an arti-

ficial heat is engendered by such union, which de-

stroys the liquids ; after which, the saw-dust re-

mains intact. Meadow hay, straw, muck or loam,

is much better, as any of the last named, when well

saturated with liquids, immediately commences de-

composition, by which the whole mass is easily

made into manure. Our liquid manures are much
more valuable than the hard excrements, from the

fact that they contain the salts and minerals in a

greater degree, so essential to a profitable improve-

ment of our soil.

CHIP DUNG FOR MULCHING TREES

also stands condemned on my journal. By close

observations, made this season, I find that the

worm that bores dry pines, and other trees, is the

identical "apple borer," and inhabits old logs, chip

dung, and nearly every variety of decaj'ing wood.

Well decomposed muck is a clear exception to

this class, and in my opicion, is the very best arti-

cle to put about young trees, at transplanting,

mixed with an equal amount of well pulverized

barn yard manure. I am well persuaded, from ex-

periments made this season, that one-half peck

of clear sand, or bank sand, put around the body
of the tree, at the top of the ground, has a strong

tendency to keep the borer away. Not one of

mine treated in this way has been injured this

season. I attribute the ravages of the borer upon
our apple and quince trees, for the past fifteen

years, to an absence of the broad forests which once
covered this section of country. Now the subject

is before me, allow me to say a few words in rela-

tion to

TR-^NSPLANTING YOUNG FRUIT TREES.

As to the time of setting, my method is to do it

when I have time to do it in the most thorough
manner, s])ring or fall. In process, I dig a hole 6
feet in diameter, and l| deep; putting the

loam by itself, and placing the sods at the bottom
of the hole, bottom up, to form a mellow, penetra-

ble bed for the roots of the tree. I now take the

tree from the nursery, and with a sharp knife trim

ofi" all the roots that have been cut or bruised by
the shovel in taking up, with a slanting cut, slant-

ing from the bottom up, so that when the tree

stands up, the angle cut upon the root, lies flat up-
on the ground. I now set the tree upright, in the

centre of the hole, leaning a little to the west, and
with a watering-pot, wet all the little roots, so that

the dirt will readily adhere to them. Now I take

some loam upon a shovel, finely pulverized, and
shake it upon the roots while wet, filling all the in-

terstices between the roots with light, fine earth, so

as to leave the roots in their natural position at the
nursery as much as possible. Put all the loam dug
from the hole about the roots, then throw in the
remaining earth, careful not to tread it down (as

many do) as the light and permeable earth will ad-

mit dews, rains, heat and moisture, more readily

than hard trodden earth, and will enable the tree

to withstand the drouth, and frost much better.

Set the bulby or bushy side of the tree to the
south-west, to protect the bodj', in a measure, from
the burning sun, and cold winter blasts which pre-

vail in this section. When the trees are set, mulch
each tree with a a wheelbarrow load of compost,
made of equal parts of compost and fine yard ma-
nure.

P. S.—Before setthig, if the tree is large and
thrifty, I usually head in the upright shoots in pref-

erence to cutting out some of the main branches.

This checks its upright growth, and induces it to

form a more symmetrical head than it would oth-

erwise do. Lewis L. Pierce.
East Jaffrey, .Y. H., 1856.

VERMONT STATE FAIR.

The Sixth Annual Agricultural Fair for the

State of Vermont, took place at Burlington, on the

9th, 10th, 1 1th and 12th days of September. The

grounds were directly on the shore of Lake Cham-

plain, on a high table land, level, and afibrding fine

opportunities for all the various departments of the

exhibition. The edge of the bold bluff was skirt-

ed with yellow pines, checking the fresh breeze

which came across the lake, and tempering the hot

rays of the sun. Water was brought to the grounds

in abundance, both for man and beast, hay and

provender were plenty, and booths, crowded with

all sorts of edibles, afibrded aliment for the hungry

and tired visitors who were in attendance to the

number of thousands.

The weather was favorable, the roads in good

condition, and, with the exception of a political

meeting at Plattsburg on the second day, nothing

to prevent a numerous attendance by the people of

the State.

The show of Horses made the leading feature of

the occasion, and well may Vermont bear off the

palm in this department of rural industry. The

attention of the country is now turned to Vermont

for the best blood in this noble animal ; and a sin-

gle visit to the course at this fair, would satisfy

the attentive observer that the reputation gained

is not a fictitious, and will not be an ephemeral,

one. Prices ran high. $20,000 was oflfered for

the well known ^horse, "Ethan Allen," and refused.
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and $9,600 was paid for a Black Hawk colt less

than two years old, to be taken to Baltimore.

In the department of cattle, the exhibition did

not reflect credit upon the productive ability of

Vermont. The ivorking oxen were neither numer-

ous nor particularly excellent. A few bulls only,

of any blood, were remarkable ; and with the ex-

ception of a lot of cattle of mixed Durham blood,

the property of Mr. Ezra Meach, Jr., of Shelburn

Point, there was nothing of striking excellence, in

numbers. There were a few young milch cows of

fine appearance, and some yearlings of large size

and excellent points.

Among the Fat Cattle, there were some very

fine. A pair by B. P. Munson, of Wallingford, and

others by G. W. Brownell, of Williston, were a

credit to the State.

The show of Sheep did not come up to what we

have seen in Vermont before.

What butter and cheese we saw appeared to be

of the highest excellence ; but both were meagre

in quantity.

Where the women*were wholly concerned, in

the department of domestic manufactures, and all

in-door industry, there were many evidences of

taste and skill.

There was little fruit of any kind, not as much

as any single good garden might show.

Fine specimens of the Vermont marbles were

presented, and had been wrought with a praise-

worthy skill. There were also castings, in iron, of

various utensils.

The department o/" macHne and agricultural im-

plements—but especially of large machinery, such

as hay-presses, stump-pullers, and sowing-machines,

was well represented. A seed sower presented by

Mr. Hazen fVillard, of Vergennes, attracted con-

siderable attention. It was claimed to possess the

ability to sow any seed, from the size of a kernel of

corn down to mustard seed, and sow it and cover

it regularly. The machine occupies a breadth of

some eight feet, has two revolving cylinders, with

adjusting slides so as to reduce the holes to any re-

quired size. The seed is covered by a round stick,

coming near the ground and filled up with spikes

or teeth, about 6 inches long. The cylinders, and

this revolving harrow, are moved by gearing con^

nected with the wheels and moved by their motion

A new Corn Sheller, patent of J. P. Smith, did

the work with great rapidity, and separated the

cobs from the corn. It is manufactured by Jason

Davenport, of Middlebury, Vt.

In some respects, the Sixth Annual Agricultural

Show of Vermont was surpassingly attractive ; but

in many others we thought it greatly deficient. We
have little fault, however, to find with the officers

who conducted it—they rather command our admi-

ration for their zeal and the self-sacrificing spirit

they have manifested in this and former years.

The first error, in our opinion, is, that che State

does nothing to promote the objects of the occa-

sion. It has neither given the enterprise the .ad-

vantages and dignity of an incorporated body, nor

contributed to its means of attracting the public

interest. There can be no doubt that an appropri-

ation of ten or fifteen hundred dollars, annually,

would soon replenish the State treasury to more

than double that amount. Then we would suggest

that there be provided on the grounds a rude build-

ing of sufficient capacity to accommodate officers,

reporters, judges, and such other persons as would

be glad to dine together each day. There ought

also to be, on one of the days, an address from some

person engaged in agricultural pursuits, and dur-

ing its delivery, the course should be kept clear of

horses, and efforts made to bring as many as possi-

ble within its influence. Then the show of horses

— although it will be the leading feature—should

not be allowed to overshadow all things else. Sys-

tematic effort should be made to draw to the Ex-

hibition the finest cattle, sheep and swine of the

State, and the cattle should be groomed and made

to appear to the best advantage.

A bold policy will be the true one. The people

must make an effort to show their best and in its

best condition. Vermont is capable of making the

finest show—all thmgs considered—of any New
England State,—but unless she bestirs herself in

all the departments of the Exhibition, she will

surely lose her laurels in everything but the single

show of horses.

We would express our obligations to the officers

of the society, and the Hon. Harry Bradley, for

their kind attentions, and to President Wheeler and

his interesting family, for the hospitalities of their

house during our stay at Burlington. Some other

matters connected with our visit will be spoken of

hereafter.

SWALLOWS AGAINST FLIES.

While on a late visit to a friend's residence in

the country, we were most agreeably surprised at

finding an unusual scarcity of flies, mosquitoes and
the whole tribe of winged nuisances which have

there in years past warred against peace and com-

fort of both bipeds and quadrupeds. The change

was readily accounted for upon learning the follow-

ing facts :

—

Last May, about one hundred and fifty swal-

lows one morning made their appearance and com-
menced building their nests under the eaves of a

long new bam. As soon as their operations were

discovered a cleat was nailed along the boards,

which was painted, and thus better facilities afford-

ed the swallows for attaching their nests. Thus
encouraged, the whole feathered company at once

set to nest building, and in three weeks' time, be-

tween seventy and eighty of these mud fabrics

were completed; and in about one month more,

each of these was occupied by from three to six

tenants. Your readers can easily conceive of the
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immense sacrifice of insect life required to feed

such a numerous company. The result has been

as before stated. Add to this, the joyous warb-

lings from these feathered songsters, and what a

contribution of pleasure and comfort

!

To legislatures in general and the whole com-
munity in particular, we say, encourage bird rais-

ing. ])on't sufier wanton sportsmen to enter your
fields, and prey ujjon these friends of man and
beast. Show your regard for your own and the

welfdre of the community by sparing the birds.

—

Travdler.

For the New England Farmer.

FODDER CORH.

I have observed frequent references in the JVeu»

England Farmer to an article which I thus denom-
inate, but as all I have seen appear to have been
from men who were inquiring, rather than of those

who had made full experiments in the business of

growing this kind of fodder, I have been induced
to forward the following communication, which is

the result of about fifteen years experience.

I began with common corn in drills three feet

apart, and let it stand much too long, so that I had
a large supply of hard stalks which were useless

for fodder. After sundry trials, I at length came
to the following results and adopted the following

rules.

1. Any kind of land which is suitable for corn, is

good for the crop in question. If it is rich, the

growth will be so much more rapid and luxuriant,

but you may get a good crop on land of moderate
fertility.

2. My time of sowing or planting is at any pe-

riod from early spring, to the middle of August.

If at the latest period, your land should be in good
condition, and you will have a growth sufficient

for the best kind of fodder by the time of the

earliest frosts. And if it gets some slight nippings

it is not fatal, but the sooner it is then cut the bet-

ter. I have, however, let patches stand till the

middle of November, when the top leaves were
faded and dry. But the body of the stalks were
Rtill good, and I had rather have them to feed out

to milch cows than good hay as a part of their

food.

3. On planting in drills or solving broadcast.

The drill system is the best for weedy land, on
account of the advantage of hoeing, which requires

but little labor if it is done in season. All under-
growth will soon be overtopped on my mode of

cultivation. When I go for drills, eighteen inches

apart is an ample width. I have gone down to

twelve, but this is too narrow, unless your land is

very rich. The abundance of roots will be too

much cramped, to produce a suflficient growth of

blades. In the drill system you have this advan-
tage ; with a sickle or hand scythe you can cut

down the rows in a rapid manner, and prepare for

curing and binding very easily. On this plan the
corn is dropped like peas, the average distance

should be about three inches.

When I sow the corn broadcast, four bushels to

the acre is my general rule. If the kernels are

large more seed should be used. Like small grain

for fodder, I have found the more that will grow
well, the better it is fur feeding.

4. The best kind of seed. My rule is to look out
for the best iiat corn I can find, and avoid by all

means that which has been swelled on the voyage,
as much of it will not come up. In former years

I found the Maryland corn was better than that

which came from farther south. The kernels, how
ever, are generally large, so that fewer plants will

be obtained from a bushel. For a few years past

I have sought for the yellow western corn, that

comes by the way of the lakes. The kernels are

of moderate size, and pretty sure to vegetate if it

comes direct.

5. Sweet corn for fodder. This I have often

used, and find it very good, l)ut still I cannot rec-

ommend it in preference to the gourd seed kind,

as it is called. The yield is much less. It no
doubt contains more saccharine matter, and is more
dehcious to the taste of cattle, and it is well enough
to use it in a small way, but a full foliage is easiest

obtained from southern or western seed. Cattle

are fond enough of that, green or dry.

6. The proper lime to cut this fodder. In my
early experiments I was very apt to let it stand

too long, so that I lost, in the hardening of the un-

der growth, what I gained in the upper, so that I

now cut it so early that most of the stalks will be
eaten, especially by the aid of a cutter. But still

if a portion of them ai-e left for litter, you will get

more substantial fodder from the same ground
than from dry small grain, minus the leavings.

Com in drills on good land may be cropped
once or twice, according to the luxuriance of its

growth before the final cutting. Where a man has

but a cow or two, these croppings will aid very

much the supply of food, and the yield of milk.

The way this is done is to grasp a handful of the

tops, and take them off with a stroke, but be care-

ful not to go doAvn too far. In a few weeks, where
the plants are in vigorous growth the leaves will

have attained their former height. Half a bushel

of these leaves pressed down by hand, are a good
mess for a cow instead of meal.

7. How to manage the broadcast solving. I

prepare the ground the same as for oats and millet.

It should be levelled with a harrow, to secure uni-

formity in the disposition of the seed. But so dif-

ferent is this sowing from that of other grain, that

a good sower will often find it difficult to spread it

even as he travels on. This deficiency may be

remedied by one who has no sowing skill following

after, and supplying the thin places, as they can

be easily seen. The covering may be done by a tooth

harrow and a brush. But I think the better way
is to use the tooth harrow twice in different direc-

tions, and finish with a roller. This prepares the

ground for the scythe.

8. On the curing of corn fodder. This is the

most difficult part of the whole operation. Millet

is a hard thing to cure, but this kind of fodder is

much harder, as the stalks are much larger, and
full of juice. In my early experiments I carted it

out on to grass land, principally to avoid the grit

which would adhere to the leaves in case of rain.

But this practice I long since abandoned, and lei

the crop remain where it grew. The grit will all

fall off by handling, and I found the making will

not go on so fast on grass, as the dry soil. A few

good sunny days will prepare the fodder for being

gathered into a smaller compass. That which

comes from drills must be gathered into bundles

for sheaves, and be opened and turned as long as

it is needful. It is a good plan as soon as you
choose, after cutting, to bind up the article into
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bundles of any size, and carry it home to barns or

sheds, or wherever it can be safe from rain, and
then open it and stand it up around, or spread it on
poles or any platform where the air can circulate

underneath. No matter about the sun in this po-

sition ; the moisture, the great trouble to be over-

come, will gradually evaporate, and the whole may
be packed away safely for any length of time. In

this way the brightest and best fodder is obtained.

The bundles left on the ground may be shocked up
like top stalks, but special care should be taken in

binding and capping the shocks, to guard against

any water getting down into the bundles, for so

solid are they when bound, that it will not run

through, and the moisture about the bands will re-

main to the injury of the fodder. Were it not for

the extra labor of dropping the seed in the drills,

1 should always follow this system, as more fodder

can be got from the same ground and it is more
conveniently handled through every process. In the

making of this fodder which has been mowed the

same process may be followed as with clover, only

it takes longer time. After two days' sun it should
be put in heaps of moderate size, to stand for a

few days. At every opening and putting up the

heaps may be made larger, till they are young
stacks, and then they may be left at discretion as

to time. But as the mass is very porous the heaps
should be well covered with green cuttings or any
thing else.

Thus far I have had respect to small operations

in the fodder line, to the doings of those who have
but little land or stock. To such I would recom-
mend to employ every spare patch on their prem-
ises in growing the fodder in question, to be used
green or dry ; to plant the seed in every nook and
corner, and particularly on head lands and in out-

side rows instead of potatoes, which in such situa-

tions generally do but little, but the roots of the

corn here will extend outward and make vigorous

plants. A good late crop of my favorite article may
be obtained immediately after oats which are cut

early for fodder, with a slight dressing with guano
or ashes or some vigorous manure.

9. Cornfodder compared ivith good hayfor mak-
ing milk. I have often tried the experiment, with

a result in favor of the former. But many say

we will plant our land with our corn in our old

way, and then we get the grain and fodder too.

This is true, but the fodder is far inferior and but
about one-tenth as much. And besides, a good
growth of fodder may be had on land, where there

would be but a meagre yield of common corn.

10. Green corn stalks are injurious to milch cows.

This idea was referred to by a writer in the Farmer
last year. Although this old tradition has been
nullified by all my experience, yet to get the opin-

ion of others I inquired of a milk man for his ex-

perience in his business. His answer was to this

effect : "I grow a large amount of sweet corn on
purpose for my cows, and begin to feed it out as

soon as it will do to cut, and continue to, so long as

it continues green, and I plant at different times.

This practice I have continued for years, in face of

the old notion of drying up the milk. To test this

question," continued he, "let a cow break into a field

of green corn, when of course she will eat all she
wants, but who ever found she gave less milk for it ?

Instead of any injury from green corn fodder for

my cows, I consider it among the best articles I

can get for soil feeding, and for helping out my
short pastures in dry times."

Farmers who have an ample supply of mowing
lands have less inducement to go for this fodder,

but even in that case, they will see their account in

it in part at least, for their cows, green or dry.

From no grain can so much per acre be obtained.

11. Corn fodderfor horses. Through all the south
and west, where grass does not grow naturally as

with us, corn blades, as the leaves are called, consti-

tute the principal fodder for horses, as well as
other stock. These leaves are stripped off when
green, and cured and done up much as top stalks

are managed with us. In seasons when the grass
crop will evidently be short, much may be done to

help the deficiency by the sowing of corn, which
may be done after it is certain the failure will take
place. But where I can have my choice I get this

fodder ready for cutting while the sun shines with
full power, as the making of it is attended with
more ease and less hazard. Agkicola.

UNITED STATES AGHICULTURAL SO-

CIETY.
Office 160 Chestnut Steset, Philadblphia.

The Fourth Annual Exhibition of the United
States Agricultural Society will be held at

PowELTON, (Philadelphia,) on Tuesday, Wednes-
day, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, October 7th,

8th, 9thj 10th and 11th.

Premiums from Twextt-Fiye to Two Hun-
dred Dollars, amounting in the aggregate to

FoLTiTEEN Thousand Dollars, will be offered for

the various classes of Domestic Animals, Fruits,

American Wines, Vegetables, Grains, and Agricul-

tural Implements and Machinery.
A Local Committee at Philadelphia, represent-

ing the various branches of Industry, has been ap-

pointed to co-operate with the officers of the socie-

ty, in perfecting arrangements for the Exhibition.

FiETEEN Thous.and DOLLARS have been guaran-
teed to meet expenses. This material aid, coupled
with the excellence of the selected location, and
the large amount of Premiums offered, induces the
expectation that the Exhibition of 1856 will be su-

perior to any of its predecessors.

A Grand Agricultural Banquet, in which ladies,

as well as gentlemen, will participate, will take

place on Friday, October 10th, when distinguished

gentlemen will address the assemblage.

Favorable arrangements with the various rail-

roads for the transportation of Stock and other ar-

ticles are in progress, the terms of which will be
given on application at the office.

The List of Entries, the Awards of Premiums,
and the Proceedings, will be published in the Jour-
nal of the Society for 1856.

The Premium List, with the Regulations and
Programme of the Exhibition, will be furnished on
application to Mr. John M'Gowan, Assistant Sec-

retary of the United States Agricultural Society,

160 Chestnut Street, (Rooms of the Philadelphia

Agricultural Society,) or by addressing the Secre-

tary, at Boston.

Marshall P. Wilder, President.

William S. King, Secretary.

Sept. 1st, 1856.

Effect of Hard Water lton Animals.—
Horses have an instinctive love of soft water, and
refuse hard water, if they can possibly get the form-
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er. Hard water produces a rough and staring coat
on horses, and renders them hable to gripes.
Pigeons also refuse hard water, if they can obtain
access to soft. Cleghorn states that hard water in
Minorca causes diseases in certain animals, especial-
ly sheep. So much are race-horses influenced by
the quality of the water, that it is not unfrequent
to carry a supply of soft water to the locality in
which the race is to take place, lest there being
only hard water, the horses should lose condition,
Mr. Youatt, in his book called "The Horse," re-

marking on the desirableness of soft water for the
horse, says :--"Instinct or experience has made the
horse himself conscious of this, for he will never
drink hard water if he has access to soft he will
leave the most transparent water of a well for a riv-
er, although the water may be turbid, and even for
the muddiest pool." And again, in another place he
says

: "Hard water, drawn fresh from the well, will
assuredly make the coat of a horse unaccustomed
to it stare, and will not unfrequently gripe or fur-
ther injure him."

and enterprismg minds and bodies to the now hon-
orable occupation of farming. This is the ultimate
alternative. I expect under these circumstances
to be respected yet. e. J. w

Fi-eetoum, Mass.

Fur the New England Farmer.

THE SEASON AND CROPS.
Mr. Editor :—On returning home, after sever-

al months' absence, by reason of ill-health, I find
the complaint general among the cultivators of this
neighborhood that their crops are much less per-
fect than was anticipated. The general reason
assigned is, superabundance of moisture. Within
the last two months there has fallen about as much
rain as there usually falls in an entire year. The
consequence is, many of the crops are literally
drowned out ; and what are not, fail to ripen in a
sound condition. Potatoes, for instance, are en-
tirely defective. Onions, not more than two-thirds
of a crop, where a large yield was anticipated.
Rye, less than half the usual quantity of matured
grain. Corn, much stalks but imperfect ears. Ap-
ples, none to speak of. Grasses, much grown, but
a large part spoilt in making. And so generally
with all the products of this abundant season.—
Heretofore, we have suffered from a Avant of mois-
ture

;
the present season from a superabundance of it.

South Danvers, Sept. 12, 185G. *

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
THE YELLOW LOCUST.

I wish )ou would state where yelloiv locust seeds
are to be had—the best time to plant them—how
long the seeds are to be soaked, and how valuable
the yellow locust tree is. j -^y

JSTewport, JV. H., 1856.

Remarks,—Our correspondent is referred to the
Monthly Farmer for 1854, for several articles on
this subject. See pages 48, 265, 479 and 482. Mr.
S. Cane, of Brattleboro', Vt,, writes the Country
Gentleman :

"I will tell you how I managed to get a grove of
yellow Locust trees. About twenty years a^o I
sowed half a pound of locust seeds in bedsf the
same as I sow beets or carrots, I jjrepared my
seed by pouring hot water on it and letting it stand
a few hours. The next spring, I took up my seed-
ling trees, and set them out on a piece of ground
that was so poor that it would hardly turf over.
1 plowed some furrows twelve or fifteen feet apart,
laid the roots of my seedling trees into them, about
two feel apart, covered them with my hoe, righted
them up with my hands, and let them go without
further cultivation. At this time I have a beauti-
ful grove of trees, straight and thrifty, and many
of them long enough for fence posts. The effect
on the land is wonderful. It produces ten times
the feed it did before the trees were set out.—
When I took possession of my farm, I found that
acre had been skinned, >mtil it was almost worth-
less. Now it produces double the feed of any acre
of pasture I have, I take no little pride in show-
ing my trees, and the luxuriant growth of white
clover under them."

Remarks.—We have travelled over a large ex-
tent of country since the middle of August, and
find the crops, as stated by our correspondent, sad-
ly affected by the rains.

For the New England Farmer.

WHY DON'T YOU SELL YOUR FARM?
Mr. Editor :—This question was asked me by

a neighbor, after reading your travels in New
Hampshire, and glancing at the "Farms for Sale."
I have a reason for not selling—without mention-
ing a thousand truly logical arguments which give
more favor to farming than any other profession—
which I will state. If people continue to be vul-
gar enough to eat, and the country becomes too
vulgar for a decent young man to remain in it, I
see no other alternative than this, that farms will
be plenty and cheap for cash,and provision will be
high for cash, and a general stagnation in business
will turn the rich men of the cities to purchasino-
farms, and for the future to bend their intelligent!

I

nUBBARD SQUASH.

Mr. Editor :—I would respectfully refer Mr.
Robert D. Weeks, or any other person desirous of
obtaining seed of the Hubbard squash, to J. L.
Gould, Esq., of Bridgeport, Ct. I would gladly
supply that gentleman directly, but all our spare
seed were reserved for Mr. Gould, and forwarded
accordingly. Mr. G. has entered largely on their
cultivation the present season, and should the sea-
son prove propitious, after November next, he will
supply parties desiring it, with good seed, at a fair
price. I have Mr. Gould's authority for making
this statement. Yours respectfully,

J. J. H. Gregory.
Marblehead, Mass., 1856.

now to cure fodder corx.

Mr. Editor :—In the first place, get a stick that
has two sticks inserted at right angles at the top.
Insert it in the ground, after stocking the corn
draw the stick out ; then let it stand as you would
field corn. Draw the corn round, and then draw
it over. Stook a little this vear, and try it.

Medfeld, 1856. ' Wm. S.\lisbury.
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WASHING MACHINE—GARDENER'S TEXT-BOOK

—

PEARS—PEACHES.

Do you know of any washing machine that saves

enough labor to make it an object to procure one ?

Are they preferable to washing fljiids ? If so, why ?

Which is the best kind, and how do the floating

ball machines work ?

Is Schneck's Gardener's Text Book better adapt-

ed to this part of the country than Buist on the

Kitchen Garden ? Do Beurre Clarigeau pears

hang well on the tree ? Which is the best kind of

early watermelon ? Which the best very early and

late peaches ? A Subscriber.

Filchburg, Sept., 1856.

Remarks.—Mr. W. Wheeler, of Acton, Mass.,

is the manufacturer of a washing machine which is

constantly in use in our family, and will not be dis-

pensed with very soon—so say the women.

WOOL, potatoes and cheese.

A correspondent sends us a letter, with samples

of wool, and requests us to see some of the mann

facturers, and ascertain what they will pay for

2,000 pounds of it ; also, what he can get for po-

tatoes, peas and cheese, and who are the honest

men to whom he can consign his goods ! Dunder

and blitzen ! 0> for the head of a Hydra, and the

hands of a Briareus—if we only had them, how

we'd make the wool fly ! Wool and cheese, pota-

toes and peas. Now we are one of the cleverest

and most accommodating persons in the world

;

we never could see a child in trouble, but would

leave a good dinner to run and tend it ; never heard

a maiden sigh, but felt as though we must go and

whisper consolation in her ear, and never saw a

horse going to market with his master's potatoes

and peas, but we had a mind to take a part of the

creature's load on our own back. But what shall

we do ? A hundred letters a day, sometimes, and

only one poor head to decipher them all. Some of

them are in the Arabic, and some in the Sanscrit,

we suppose, for we don't know what else they can

be. Really, good friend, we wish we were a huck-

ster or a commission merchant, for your sake ; but

as we are not, must refer you to the hosts of either

that flock about North and South Market Streets

in Boston. One thing is certain, the sample of

wool is very fine, and "the manufacturer" may

know where to find it by calling at this office. We
have no doubt the cheese, potatoes and peas are,

also.

lime and potatoes.

I have several times noticed that where potatoes

are planted on dressing which contains a portion of

lime, or old plastering, they are much aff'ected with

the rot ; whilst those in the same field where hme
is not used, are perfectly sound. Having some po
tatoes accidentally left on a board which had been

whitewashed, for a few days, on examination

found those on the board entirely worthless with

the rot, while some in a dish near by, that had oth-

erwise been treated in the same way, were perfectly

sound. Should this save for one of your numerous
readers, a single mess of potatoes, my object will be
accomplished. A. A. Wells.

Kennehimk, Sept., 1856.

ABOUT PRESER\TNG.

In preserving green corn, mine was put up in tin

cans, boiling hot, and sealed while the cans were
hot, and yet became sour. I wish you would give

us such information as will reach the pockets of the

poor. Give us the best receipt for making to-

mato ketchup, pickling cucumbers, and you will

much oblige many of your subscribers.

__ A Subscriber.

CABBAGES STIMP FOOTED.

Will you, or some of your correspondents, in-

form me how to prevent cabbages fioni growing
stump footed. Formerly it was a very easy mat-
ter to raise cabbages, but of late years, the roots

become covered with knobs, which destroy the

growth of the top, and prevent their heading. I

have tried them on different soils, with different

manures, but nothing seems to remedy the evil. I

am satisfied the excrescences are not formed by a

worm, nor by any particular manure. H. D. J.

Upton, August, 1856.

BOYS' DEPARTMENT.

"WHERE THERE'S A WILL, THERE'S
A WAY."

Henry Burgett was not quite twelve years of age

when his father died ; and fast as his tears fell when
he knew that his kind papa would be with him no
more, he wept, if possible, more violently, when his

mother told him they must leave the pretty cot-

tage, the only home they had ever known, and that

hereafter he was to live with fta-mer Howard.
"We are poor, Henry," she said, "very poor, and

young as you are, my boy, you must now earn your

own support. But keep up a stout heart, you can

do it. Fie on those tears !" and she turned hastily

that he might not perceive the grief that was pierc-

ing her own soul.

Farmer Howard was a hard master, and a sorry

time had poor Henry daring the long summer days

that succeeded this interview with his mother. It

was work, with no relaxation, from the earliest dawn
until the twilight had quite faded. Often did his

courage fail, and despondency and indolence urge

him to stop, but a stern necessity was on him, he

must do or starve ; and hence he kept at it, weari-

ly enough to be sure, until the last apple was in the

cellar, the last ear of corn in the crib, and all things

secured against the Avinter, with the most pains-

taking thoroughness.

The winter, tardy as its approach appeared to

Henry, came at last, with its three months privi-

lege of school, and its glorious long evenings that

he might spend as he chose, with no spectres of

huge heaps of corn to husk, or vast fields of pota-

toes to dig, looming up in the distance.

How well those hours for study were improved,

or how highly prized, the bright light which the

blazing pine splinter shed from the attic window,

until long jnc-.t the hoar of t\yelve, m'»y\t tell. (A
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pine splinter, because the mistress was a careful

soul, and saved the candle-ends to light Henry to

bed.) He advanced with surprising rapidity in his

studies, and what wonder ? Ardent, persevering ef-

fort was never unsuccessful. When the spring came
he was quite master of the Latin grammar, and was
beginning to read in this language with some de-

gree of ease. The summer, with its wearisome
round of duties, could not damp his desire for

knowledge. Every spare moment was carefully

seized and sedulously employed in his favorite

study.

The winter came again, and with gleeful heart

Henry bounded away to the village school. On
the way a classmate overtook him; one who had
often jeered him for his bashfulness, and plain,

homespun attire, and who, with every advantage,

had uninterruptedly pursued his studies.

"Ha, ha, how are you, Hal ?" said he ; "don't

you wish you could read all that ?" triumphantly

holding up a Latin Reader, and spreading his palm
complacently over the open page. Henry kept his

own counsel, and together they proceeded toward

the school-house.

Soon after the opening of the morning exercis-

es, the class in Latin was called to the recitation

bench.

"Henry," said the master, "I think you will not

be able to go on with the class you were in last

winter, you must fall back with the beginners."

"I should like to enter the Virgil class, Sir."

"Virgil class ! Nonsense, boy, you could not read

one word. Just let me see now," opening the book
and placing it in his hand.

"How far shall I read ?"

"As far as you can," replied the master, with a

sharp twinkle of his gray eyes, and an involuntary

sarcastic smile.

Henry commenced unhesitatingly to read, and

had turned the first, second and third leaves before

the master had sufficiently recovered from his sur-

prise to arrest him.

"Stop, sir ! Where did you learn all this ?''

Henry told him where. Taking him by the arm,

the master led him to the centre of the room, and
placing his hand upon his head, said

;

"Attention, boys ; here is a hero ; a greater con-

queror than was Cajsar or Napoleon. Give him a

round ; three times three, now."
Cheerily, heartily, rang out that applause, pene-

trating the farthest recesses of that time-worn
building, making the windows fairly shake again.

What a proud day was that for Henry ! How his

neart leaped and almost bounded out of his bo-

som—how the boys shook hands and envied him

—

how the girls nodded and blinked their pretty eyes

at him ; he has not yei forgotten, and although at

the ])resent time the laurels of a country's regard

are clustering thick about his brow, he often says,

"That was the victory of my life. It was at former

Howard's I learned to labor unflinchingly for a giv-

en end."

Children, this is no fane; sketch. Such a lad as

1 have described really existed, and from his exam-'

pie may we not learn to plant for ourselves elevated

standards, and never give over until we have mas-
tered every obstacle and reaohed our aim ?

It is not always lessons to be learned, or wood-
piles to be demolished or rebuilt. There are bad
hearts to govern, vicious inclinations to restrain,

selfish dispositions to be overcome ; many, many

wrongs to be righted. There is room for a life

long labor in our own hearts. Up then, my young
friends, with a strong purpose of life. Shrink not
at the sight of difficulty. Remember that "where
there's a will, there's a way," and that perseverance
is a sure guaranty of success.—JV. Y. Independent.

LADIES' DEPARTMENT.

For the New England Farmer.

FRUIT PIES.

I have seen a statement going the rounds of the

papers, and yours amongst the rest, I think—that

fruit pies should never be made with an under

crust. Now I want to tell you my plan, which I

think far better, and much more convenient than to

dish out with a spoon. I often make both crusts

of the same, and consider them much more healthy

to set before my family, yes, and company too, than

a fashionable crust, though it does not look quite

as nice. Take sour milk and cream, with a little

salt, and saleratus enough to sweeten, mix quick,

roll thin, and when ready to put the fruit on, set in

the stove oven, till it has time to rise, and bake

slightly—then proceed in the usual way. Cream

of tartar may be used as a substitute for sour milk

;

and a little butter, or lard, for cream.

H. Barlow.

Black Lace.—The brown hue, frequently per-

cej)tible in black lace, if occasioned merely by dust,

may be removed by the following simple process

:

Steep the lace in porter which has stood long
enough to become slightly stale. Dab it about in

a basin until perfectly soaked ; then press out the

liquid by squeezing, carefully avoiding wringing,

which would tear or fray the lace. After stretch-

ing it to its proper width, pin it out to dry. This

will be found preferable to the use of gum-water
for imparting to the lace the requisite degree of

stiffening or dressing, and will make it appear as

beautiful as when new.

To Clean Kid Gloves of any Color.—Take
white soap and make a very thick "lather" with a

soft brush, such as gentlemen use in shaving, and
put the glove upon the hand ; cover it with the

"lather" and rub it off quickly with a clean flannel

till it is dry. Repeat the process till the glove is

clean, being careful that it is done so quickly as

not to saturate the kid, and "it will look as nice as

Preserved Fish.—When the Russians desire

to keep fish perfectly fresh, to be carried a long

journey in a hot climate, they dip them into hot

beesivax, which acts like an air-tight covering.

—

In this way they are taken to Malta, perfectly

sweet even in summer.

Holes in Pies.—Persons who are in the habit

of making pies during fruit season, should not make
a hole in the top of their pies. By leaving the

crust whole the juice is made to boil quicker, and

thus the fruit is well done without the crust bemg
burnt. The same result applies to meat pies.
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TRAITS OE NOVSMBSa.
'Tor autumn comes in solemn gold,

And all Ihs gaudy leaves are strown
;

The leaves look barren, thin, and cold,

Beneath the darkening tempest's frown.

The hunter wanders by the wold,

By heath, and fell, and mountain brown,

—

By hill, and dale, and river head,

^Vhere the dead leaves find a bed,

Hectic, and grey, and fever-red."

o\'£MBER, in New
England, is often a

month of bright

suns and soft air.

It has the reputa-

tion of a blusterer,

of bting fitful, and

S gloomy, and uncer-
'

'
''

tiin. But for many
}pars past this has

::ot been the case;

ibr the farmer has

l)een able to pursue

jsi''" his out-door busi.

ness with pleasure

and profit. It is certainly a

changeable month, and will

' sometimes justify the descrip.

tion of a fine writer whom we quote

:

"The fruit trees have now shed their

leaves ; the grass of the meadows is

withered ; dark clouds gather in the sky ; the rain

falls in heavy showers ; the roads are impaired,

and walking abroad is almost impracticable. The
man who has no resources in himself, murmurs at

tTiis change ; but the philosopher contemplates it

with satisfaction. The sere leaves and withered

grass, moistened by the autumnal rains, form a rich

manure to fertihze the land. This consideration,

and the sweet expectation of spring, naturally

ought to excite our gratitude for the tender cares

of our Creator, and inspire us with a perfect confi-

dence in him. Whilst the earth has lost its beauty

and external charms, and is exposed to the mm'. I

murs of those it has nourished and delighted, it has

commenced its labors anew, and is busily employed

in secret working for the future good of the crea-

tion."

There is a chord in every bosom which, if prop-

erly tuned, beats in harmony with all the varying

aspects of nature, with the surly blasts of autumn,

as readily as with the soft sunshine and fragrant

breath of summer. St. Pierre says, "beneficent n:>-

ture converts all her phenomena into so many

sources of pleasure to man ; and if we attend to her

procedure, it will be found that her most common,

appearances are the most agreeable. I enjoy ple<i-

sure, for example, when I see old mossy walls

dripping, and hear the whistling of the wind, min-

gled with the battering of the rain. These melan-

choly sounds, in the night time, throw me into n

profound repose. In bad weather, the senti-

ment of my human misery is tranquilized by seeing

it rain, while I am under cover ; by hearing the

wind blow violently, while I am comfortably in

bed. I, in this case, enjoy a negative felicity.

—

With this are afterwards blended some of those

sentiments of the divinity, the perception of which

communicates such exquisite pleasure to the soul.

It looks as if nature were then conforming to my
situation, like a sympathizing friend. She h, be-

sides, at all times so interesting, under whatever as-

pects she exhibits herself, that when it rains, I

think I see a beautiful woman in tears. She seemri

to me more beautiful, the more she wears the ap-

pearance of affliction."

The farmer has been too little in the habit of

looking at life in these varied aspects. He forgets

that he is what his mind makes him; that when

once in comfortable circumstances—not affluent

—

the possession of a thousand, or tens of thousands

more, ca7i add nothing to his real happiness. All,

after that, depends upon his own state of mind. If

he reflects upon the natural phemomena about him,

and occasionally reveals his thoughts to the family

circle, there will soon spring up the most delight-

ul companionship among them ; all will advane r
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in scientific knowledge, books will be introduced

and studied, and a sweet serenity and calm con-

tentment of mind will pervade the whole house-

hold. This is true wealth ; a wealth of which he

cannot be robbed, so long as reason holds her sway.

Corporations may refuse dividends, and banks their

discounts, but they cannot reach that mine of wealth

locked up in the recesses of his own thoughts.

—

They will not be obliged to roam for subjects of

contemplation, for he finds them in his daily walks

ever new, varying and instructive.

J\rovember commences the period which offers the

farmer the opportunity for this particular depart-

ment of farming. Will he not embrace and im-

prove it ? Will he not remember that knowledge

ispower to him, as well as to the mechanic or law-

yer ? Does he not confess that the skilful plow-

man, or he that best sows his grains and grass seed,

or tends his nursery and orchard, stands the best

chance to make the most money ? The money ad-

vantage ought to settle the question with all—but

when connected with the other, it leaves no room

for indecision.

JVovember, however, demands a variety of hand-

work, as well as head-work.

Fuel and Timber.—In district where snows

lie deep, it is difficult to chop and collect wood or

timber 5 this may be done to great advantage this

month. Cord the wood, or if left sled length, place

that and the timber in an easy position to be loaded.

Cellars.—The house cellar walls should be

thoroughly white-washed, and the whole cellar per-

fectly cleansed of all decaying wood or roots and

so drained that water shall not stand in any part of

it for a moment.

Pumps.—These should be in order now, and pro-

tected from freezing.

Cracks akd Crannies.—If you wish to save fu-

el, and always have your wife good-natured, stop

all access for the wind about the underpinning of

the house. It is difficult to keep warm rooms where

the wind is allowed to sweep under any portion of

the house. It works its way up between the ceil-

ings, and makes double the fuel necessary to secure

a comfortable degree of warmth.

Fatting Hogs.—JVovember is a good time for

the pigs to grow and the hogs to fatten. Give

them a warm, dry place, and just as much clean,

nutritious food as they will eat with a good appe-

tite, and no more. If any is left in the trough, take

it at once away, dash in cold water and sweep it

out ; at the next feeding be sure to give no more
than will be greedily eaten. There ought to be

this sentence printed in large letters and posted in

every piggery in the land

—

"Leave no sivill in the

trough." The annual money-loss in Massachusetts

by this error, would purchase a good farm.

Sheep.—Give them plenty of sweet clover haj',

and opportunity to go under cover when they

please—and they should have racks and be fed un-

der cover in stormy weather.

Quince, Pear, Cherry, Plum and Apple trees

may be set this month, so may Currant, Gooseberry,

and Raspberry plants.

Cuttings and Seedlings should be protected by
a compost of muck and manure.

Pruning.—Better do it now than in March or

April, if you care anything for your trees.

Young ORCiLiRDS.—Bank up around the stems

of young trees with earth, and when the first snow

comes tread it down around them. If mice are

particularly numerous, place a tin, ten inches high

round each tree. "It costs something." Certainly

—but better do that than lose a nice tree and break

up your rows.

November! Welcome, JVovember! Are we all

ready for you ?

For the New England Farmer.

GEEEN CORN FOR SOILING.
I have read with interest the number of the JV.

E. Farmer containing ilr. Blakely's article on
green corn for soiling, and I well remember the

article in the October number referred to by him.

I was sorry, then, that the writer did not give his

manner of feeding, for very much depends on that,

more than many farmers seem to think. But Mr.
Blakely has told us how he feeds green corn, and I

have observed that those farmers who have not

found, on trial, green corn and other green
food to be beneficial, have generally used it as he
has done. He says : "Three years ago, I fed sev-

en cows quite liberally, for a month or more, on
green stalks. My custom was to feed in the morn-
ing, as it was the only convenient time of doing it,

and to scatter the stalks over a portion of an ad-

joining pasture on which they had not of late been
fed, so as to give them as clean a place as possible,

taking care to give them much more than they

would immediately consume, which they would gen-

erally finish off in the course of the day." Now I

beg leave to say to Mr. B., and to all others who
pursue his course, that that is not the way, and
that that makes all the difi"erence.

Then he says, "1 could not perceive that the

stalks made much if any difference in the quantity

of milk produced ; but the cows continued to give

less and less, about as the grass failed them, al-

though they continued I0 consume a proportionably

larger amount of stalks." He does not say wheth-

er his cows, finally, to cap the climax, jumped the

fence between his corn-field and the "adjoining pas-

ture," and ate to excess of the corn which they had
so long been impatiently waiting and reaching for;

but if they did not, he may consider himself a for-

tunate man, that his experiment terminated no
worse. .

And now, by the way, is there any kind of food

that cows ever eat that has not been by somebody
condemned as useless, or injurious? Some of our

so called best farmers have their doubts in regard

to carrots as a food to make milk and butter from,

(except they be grated and churned with the

cream) and very few would dare to feed milch cows

on apples, sweet or sour ; and some even think

Indian meal will dry up the milk ; and still others
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withhold turni])s, both tops and bottoms, because

they have heard that somebody had a whole

churning spoiled so, once ; don't doubt but

what they did, but the cause was not in the

food, but in the way of giving it ; and I say again,

that makes all the difference. Now we are not

afraid to feed any or all of these different kinds

of food to milch cows, our trouble being to get

enough of them. Having a cold, sour pasture, that

wont keep any cow well, I am obliged to raise corn

or some kind of feed not found in the pasture, for

my cattle, both cows and oxen.

I might keep poorly, throe or four cows through

the summer, by letting them have the after feed

in the fall on all my mowing lots, but by raising

from a half to three-fourths of an acre of corn fod-

der, I am able to keep six or seven well, and that

without feeding down my mowing fields, so as to

spoil them for succeeding years. In the spring, and
before the corn fodder can be grown, I feed with

good English hay at night and morning, allowing
the cows to get their dinner in the pasture. In the

morning, all that give milk have an extra feed of

shorts, or some kind of meal, wet up thin in water,

and always given when in the stall. When the corn
is grown enough, I cut and haul it to the barn in a

cart, enough at a time to last two or three days

;

then give at two or three feedings as much as they
will eat up clean, butts and all; which is a good
deal, especially during the driest part of the sum-
mer. And this I do every night and morning,
from July till into October, or till the frosts spoil

the corn ; and always in the barn, so that they ex-

pect it nowhere else, and when they are turned out
into the pasture, they have nothing to hinder them
from feeding on such as they may find in the pas-

ture. They are seldom seen lingering around the

cornfield, or knocking stones off from the walls by
endeavors to get where they ought not to be ; nor
do they ever learn to jump or throw fence, as cat-

tle always are inclined to do, when fed with stalks,

pumpkins, &c., from the cornfield.

And now, you have been shown another way ; is

it not the icay that makes all the difference ? It

gives us the means to keep nearly twice as much
stock through the year as we could without the

green corn, for while we are feeding the corn in

the barn, we are making, or saving a great amount
of manure, that we could not, if we fed it in the

pasture. And then, by keeping our cows out of

the after-feed, we get much more hay the next
year with which to winter our extra number of

cows above Avhat might be kept in the pasture

alone during the summer. Then, during the dry
weather, and usual shoit feed of August and Sep-
tember, our cows are less affected than those that

have no green corn. Speaking of manure, I

should have said that by stabling the cows every
night (which we should hardly have thought of,

had it not been for feeding purposes) we can make
fully as much manure as at any part of the year.

The corn should be planted at intervals, so that

it will not ripen all at once, but continue along
through the whole season. The large kinds of
sweet corn are best. There are several ways of

planting and tending it. I have, of late, spread all

the manure, planted in rows, eighteen inches apart,

and in the row, four or five inches with a seed-sow-
er or corn-planter. Then draw a cultivator tooth
between the rows by hand, a few times, before the
corn gets high enough to sliade the ground. After

If ]Mr. B. wishes to prove that Indian corn is

not good food for hogs, let him feed them as he
did liis cows, throw enough good ears over to them
in the morning to last them all day. Has he nev-
er seen farmers do that ? And have they not, gen-
erally, had small, uneasy and squealing hogs ? But
let us feed corn, or any other good feed, to hogs at

their trough, and in proper quantities, and at jirop-

er times, and they fatten kindly and contented.
So I believe we may all feed cows with any kind of
food which they love, having due regard for quan-
tity, times and places, with equally favorably re-

sults. A. w. c.

FARMERS' FESTIVAL AT GROTON.
The enterprising people of Groton have held an

agricultural fair for two or three years past. On
Friday, Sept. 26, it took place for the present year,

and resulted, we believe, in giving great gratifica-

tion to themselves, and a large collection of people

who had com: in from other towns. The day was

pleasant. Recent rains had sufficiently moistened

the earth to prevent any inconvenience from dust

;

the sun was bright, and the air elastic, and they im-

parted their cheering influences to the multitudes

that thronged the highways and halls.

There was a plowing match, a trial of working

oxen, a show of cattle, horses, sheep, swine and

poultry ; in the hall were many samples of butter,

some of it remarkably fine, domestic manufactures,

a handsome collection of herbs neatly put up in

boxes, sieves, brooms. Sec, presented by the Shakers

at Harvard, and the usual fruits of the season.

The Address was given by the Agricultural Editor

of the Farmer, and was patiently listened to by a

large auditory. The tent was pitched on a common
near the centre of the village, and most appropri-

ately nestled alongside of a school-house ! Through-

out the occasion, the idea was prominent that the

mind is the man. Seven hundred and fifty sat

down to the tables, one-third ofwhom were females.

After some interesting manipulations for the space

of fifteen or twenty minutes, the President, JosiAlI

BiGELOW, Esq., called the company "from refresh-

ment to labor," and the toast-master read the regu-

lar toasts, several of which hit so decidedly hard

upon individuals present, that they felt it necessary

to reply. These replies were short, nervous and

witty, and often "brought down the house" at a

dreadful rate. The Grotonians were wide awake

that day. Everything was well arranged, and well

up to time. We thought the exhibition, in all its

departments, was highly creditable, though theij

Ex-Governor said at the dinner-table that it was

nothing like as well as the people might do, iflhey

ivould.

The Farmers' Club at Groton holds meetings in

the winter, and these, with their annual exhibitions,

will soon work a wonderful change in the condition

of agriculture about them. We wish them great

success.
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For the New England Farmer.

HUTS FOE "A FAEMER'S SOH" TO
CEACK

Mr. Editor :—Stranjje as it may appear—and

"truth is stranger than fiction"—there are hun-

dreds that look with contempt upon the noble av-

ocation of farming, as well as upon farmers ; little

thinking, no doubt, that the vast numbers of a

For m3'Self, sir, I am trying to be a farmer, and
feel proud of the name, and love my avocation, and
for the further encouragement of a "Farmer's
Son," 1 will give a synopsis of the trials to which I

have been heir. I am English by birth. At the

age of fifteen years, was brought to this country by
my father, accompanied by my mother, who was
then sick, (1836,) and has been ever since, and five

sisters. I could read quite well, and write a fair
world's population are dependent upon the vigor-

j^and ; that was all the education I had. In less
ous exertions of the "sons of the soil tor all theLj^^^ ^^^ ^.^^^.^ ^^^. f^^her died, leaving the family
substantial of life. Should we not be proud m be-LntJrely destitute, after his sickness and death. I
ing one of those, without the exertions of whom L^^g

.j^^^ ^^^ o^l g^n; six months, however, add-
the world, m its civilized state, could not exist a L(j another son to the family. 1 was the oldest
smgle month after the present supply should bek^j.

^^j^g j^^ ^^jg fj^j^^j.^ By my exertions, and the
exhausted.

„ . ^•o o ^ ^ I
assistance of the few friends that we had made in

Others look upon farming as a life of drudgery

yielding no mental delights and intellectual privil-

eges, nor holding out inducements for its votaries

to strive for posts of honor and trust. Were it

otherwise, many would be glad to follow farming

through life's long journey ; among which, is one

this strange country, I supported my mother and

the little one, by working out on a farm, and by
other work that would alford a pittance, until I was

nearly twenty-one years of age, when, by the assist-

ance of friends, I was enabled to go and learn the

shoemaker's trade, by which I supported my own
"Farmer's Son," who made known his objections in

f^jj^jj^,^ Meantime, I had attended a common
your paper of August 0, and for his encouragement,

and others like him, to engage in the avocation of

their choice, with your permission, I would present

a few facts and suggestions. First, the chances of
success ivhen commencing without capital. Ac-
cording to my observation of facts, the proportion

of those who succeed, commencing with or without

capital, is very much in favor of the latter, as the

former are very apt to imagine that their patrimo-

ny is sufficient to warrant them in hiring their work
done, and they themselves live on the income, un-

til finally they find themselves involved in debts, so

deeply, that they sell out, and live and die, shift-

less, worthless creatures. Exceptions to this rule,

to be sure, are not hard to find. On the other

hand, as I sit at this moment, my eye rests en the

broad acres of six brothers, whose only patrimony

at 21 years af age, was a fair amount of clothes, for

those days, and a sickle each ; all of whom are

above board—save one, perhaps, who has been so

unfortunate as to be kept back by a great amount
of sickness—three of whom are money lenders,

aside from holding railroad stock, and I think but

one of the three over forty years of age, owning
from one extensive, or two farms each ; well

stocked with animals and implements. One of,

these now holds the important office of Selectman

of the town.

Other young and middle aged farmers have been
sent as Representatives to our State Legislature.

Does the "Farmer's Son," wish other men of more
notorious fame, that are practical farmers ? Let
the names of Professor Mapes, Dr. Lee, of the

"Genesee Farmer," and others, answer his purpose.

It is a lamentable fact, that farmers generally, do
not read enough, nor are they stored with scholas'

tic lore ; were it otherwise, it would be better for

the country, for then, the farmer would have some
thing "worth living for," and as "knowledge is

power," it would afibrd and suggest facilities for ac-

quiring that which is worth working for, viz., wealth.

Inferring from what the "Farmer's Son" has writ-

ten, he has a liberal education ; let him be one to

enter the field as an educated farmer, and thus as-

sit to elevate the avocation to that dignity which it

ought to command, and thus force the world, from
peasant to king, to acknowledge that to be afanner
is to be. a man, and not merely to be^a thing, a

kind ©f self-acting, rotary, motive machine

school six months ; and since I was married, when
twenty-eight years of age, I went to an academy
five weeks ; being all tlie education I ever got in

that way. Working at my trade destroyed my
health, and at this time, a phrenologist came along,

and gave a course of lectures, which so engaged

my attention, that I determined to study and prac-

tice the same, and by dint of ])erseverancc, work-

ing days, and robbing myself of sleep, and study-

ing nights, in a year and a half I commenced the

profession publicly, with what success, the public

must judge. I was then $300 in debt, with noth-

ing to pay with ; however, I determined to pay, and
get me a farm. By January, 1852, I had paid my
debts, and had $48 left in money, one cow, and a

small library, worth, perhaps, $100. I purchased

my farm for $800, paying $40 down out of the

$48, promising the remainder of $100 in the

spring, and a yearly payment of $100 and interest,

till all should be paid. Thus far, I have succeeded

in payhig as fast as due, and supporting quite a

large family. I have a nice little stock, and have

made some improvements on my farm, and intend

to make more. I am thirty-five years age, and by

the time I am of the serious age of forty, I hope to

have a comfortable and happy home, free from the

liabiHty of sherifl''s hands. I have something

"worth living for," as I have increased my library

somewhat, andfind time to read some seven papers

each week, besides some from books. Besides all

that, I expect to make, on my farm, from time to

time, comsiderable sums. Progress.
Glover, Vt., Aug., 1856.

USE OF CATS' WHISKIES.
Every one has observed the whiskers of a cat

;

but few, perhaps, dream that they serve any valua-

ble end. The following passage will prove the

contrary

:

"Every one must have observed what are usual-

ly called the whiskers on a cat's upper lip. The
use of these in a state of nature is very important.

They are organs of touch. They are attached to a

bed of close glands under the skin, and each of

these long hairs is connected with the nerves of the

Up. The slight-est contact of these whiskers^ with

any surrounding object, is thus felt most distinctly
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by the animal, although the hairs of themselves
are insensible. They stand out on each side of the

lion as well as the common cat ; so that, from point

to point, they are equal to the width of the ani-

mal's body. If we imagine, therefore, a lion steal-

ing through a coA-ert of wood, in an imperfect light

we shall see at once the use of these long hairs.

They indicate to him, through the nicest feeling,

any ol)stacle which may present itself to the pas-

sage of the body ; they prevent the rustle of boughs
and leaves which would give warning to his prey,

if he were to attempt to pass through too close a

a bush ; and thus, in conjunction with the soft cush-

ions of his feet, and the fur upon which he treads

(the retractile claws never coming in contact with

the ground,) they enable him to move towards his

victim with a stillness even greater than that of the
snake, that creeps along the grass, and is not per-

ceived until it is coiled around its prey."

Fof the New England Farmer.

AN EXPEEIMEKT WITH VEGETABLE
MUCK.

Mr. Editor :—I have j^reviously given to your
readers some account of my farming experiments
in the use of vegetable muck. Last autumn I ven-
tured, from what I had noticed of the action of

muck, to bank my house with it. Muck is emi-
nently a non-conductor of heat, and of course we
should be led to expect that it would be quite as

useful for banking houses as spent tan, or saw-
dust, or spruce boughs, all of which are extensive-

ly used in this region. The objection against the

use of muck, after the thing was thought of, for

embanking, was the fear of soiling the paint. I

tried the muck, thinking that, at least, I could
wash off any dirt or stain that might be left. It

proved the best protection against frost of any of

the above named materials.

Within a few days I have removed the embank-
ment, and no stain or soiling of the paint on the
house appears, but the Avhole fell off readily and
cleanly. In removing the muck, I spread it over
my grass land, and about my trees; where it will

do good as a top-dressing to the grass, and as

mulching to the trees. The whole labor of re-

moving the muck was but two or three hours, and
everything is left in a neat and improved condition.

The expense of procuring and placing the muck,
in the autumn, was less than to have procured any
of the other matirials ; the expense of removal much
less, and the benefit to the lawn and trees will ful-

ly repay the whole cost, and thus a saving is made
and trouble avoided. Hereafter I shall use muck
alone for embanking. Is not this little experiment
sufficiently suggestive to appear in your excellent

periodical ? Michael.
Bangor, May, 1856.

Scientific American.—This popular journal of

art and science entered upon its twelfth volume,

last week. It is conducted with much abiUty, and

is one of the most welcome and valuable of our ex-

changes, as the frequent drafts we make upon it,

in filling our own columns, will bear witness. No
inventor can afford to be without it, and it is of

hardly less value to the mechanic, the artisan, the

manufacturer, and the student in science.

CARE OF THE FEET.

One evening in Boston, just as Washington
Alston, the painter, was approaching the door of a
dwelling where a splendid party had assembled, he
suddenly stopped short, and said to his friend :

"I cannot go in."

"Nonsense ! Avhy not ?"

"I have a hole in one of my stockings."

"Pshaw, man, nobody knows it."

"But I do," said the celebrated artist, as he
turned on his htel, and left his friend in doubt,
whether to SM'ear or laugh outright.

A long time ago, "when you and I were boys,"

reader, when dead people were brought in and
thrown down upon the fioor of the dissecting-

room, just as indifferently as a brawny butcher
throws down a great big pig to dissect into sausage
meat, ham and spare-rib, and just as nude, except

the face, which alone tells, in the recent subject,

that the man is dead, we used, as a pastime, while

the lecturer was calling over long Latin and Greek
names, as dry as a fence rail, and as hard, to be
cogitating in our own minds what was the position

of that body when in life, what its relative stand-

ing in society. Somehow or other, we fell on ths

fed as the most reliable indicator, especially if the

ap]3earance of the body as to plumpness indicated

sudden death. Now and then, the well trimmed
toe-nail, its freedom from collections under it, and
in every other spot, from toe-nail to ankle, scrupu-

lously clean ; these showed full well that the poor
body so ruthlessly treated now, was tenanted, but a
few hours before, by a spirit of purity, refinement

and elevation, or had friends around it in the last

sad hours of life, who merited such a character;

and it was impossible to withhold our sympathy
and respect for that lump of lifeless clay. At oth-

er times, the feet would be found in so filthy a con-

dition, as to excite within us sentiments of the

most irrestrainable disgust and contempt, and we
felt as if the spirit which had so recently left that

tenement was as foul and low as liestiality could

make it.

On a beautiful November afternoon, away back
yonder in the Forties, we had just stepped ashore

on the Levee at New Orleans, after a ten-days' jour-

ney from Louisville, and hurrying along down the

water's edge, a few yards from the shore, in the di-

rection of the post-office, thinking of how many
letters we would find there from absent friends, and
kindred, and patients, we were aroused from our

reverie by a tremendous concussion and noise.

—

The first glance was upward at the sky, filled with

innumerable objects of every size and description;

they had scarcely got high enough to take their

turn downwards, and the first thought, that mira-

cle of instinct, was, could we, by any rate of locomo-

tion, put ourselves beyond the point at which the

falling articles would strike the earth ? We looked

again, and thought we could. If any individual

ever "heeled it" in double quick time, it was the

writer of this article—every hair on the head and

body seemed to stand on end, a chill thrilled

through the whole frame at every successive step

;

we felt an expectation of an instantaneous crush to

the earth! O, how long that race for life seemed,

for we were not forty yards from the Louisiana, at

the moment of explosion. Not a single thing

touched us, although we heard many pattering

around us, apparently as thick as hailstones. In an
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instant, we stood still, why we cannot say, it was
instinctive, not rational, and as soon as the sound
of falling ceased, we turned to the scene of disaster

Just as we turned, a poor young fellow passed us,

scarcely able to limp along, and the next instant,

was a full grown man, flat on his back, without one
atom of injury except he had no head ; the back-
bone just i)rotruded a little above the line of the
shoulder. In that instant of time, some eighty-one
persons, if we remember well, were hurried into

eternity. Some lingered a moment and died; oth-

ers lay a long time, and no aid came to them.

—

The v;hole surface of the levee was covered with
bits of human bones, and joints, and flesh, and hair,

and parts of clothing ; a piece of boiler weighing
perhaps a thousand pounds, struck a bale of cotton,

cutting a mule in two, and shivered a cast-iron

awning-post, some four hundred feet from the ill-

fated steamer. As litter after litter passed by us
towards the hosjiital and town, bearing its black-
ened, mutilated, dying occupants, a resolution sud-
denly formed itself in our mind, as apparently for-

eign to scenes like these, as it was possible to be

—

that as long as we lived, we never would, if alone,
'put our Foot on a steamer or rail-car, except in our
best clothing, and the whole body in as unexcep-
tionable condition as razor, and soap, and water
could make it. Now, why ? The argument ran
itself out in our mind as follows :—"If in that terri-

ble hour, I had been bereft of all sense, the atten-
tion shown me, and the place assigned me in a private
house or public hotel, or large hospital, would have
depended, to a considerable extent, on the charac-
ter of personal belongings." This is a thought
which will bear maturing by all travellers.

Therefore, reader, if you would secure more
marked attention from your physicians or nurses in

times of sudden calamities and terrible mutilations
of body, a clean person, a clean foot, would not be
a despised passport.

The feet should be soaked in warm water, for at

least twenty minutes, twice a week, and at the same
time, rubbed and scrubbed with a brush and soap.

Resides this, if they were dipped in cold water of
mornings, ankle deep, both in at once, for a single
minute, winter and summer, having them vigorous
ly and briskly rubbed all the time they are in, then
wiped dry and a walk taken, or held to a fire ui.til

perfectly warmed, the skin of the feet would be
kept in a soft, cleanly, pliable condition, the circula
tion about them would be vigorous, and the result

would be, in many instances, that corns and callosi

ties would almost cease to trouble you ; coldness of
feet would, to a considerable extent, be removed
and 'taking cold' would not occur once, where it

now occurs a dozen times ; for it is through the
feet, that many of our most serious ailments come.
In addition, let us suggest, that one of the most
useful of habits, as well as agreeable, during all the
seasons of the year, in which fires are kept burning,
let the last operation preceding getting into bed
be, holding the naked foot to the fire, for ten or
fifteen minutes, rubbing with the hands all the time,
until most thoroughly dry and warm. A good ano-
dyne thsit.— Hall's Journal of Health.

our own State. If we had the disposition, we could

scarcely afibrd to use much wine, and do not pre-

tend that we should "die in aromatic pain," if we
found the flavor of a glass we were tasting a mil-

lionth part of a shade different from what we ex-

pected. Rut this native product was excellent

—

better than any of Longworth's sparkling Catawba

we have ever tasted. Several persons tasting it

pronounced it very fine. In sickness, and cases of

weakness and debihty, we should think it would be

a capital wine. We are assured that there is not a

particle of brandy or alcohol added to this grape

juice, and that the sugar of which it is made is re-

fined of most of its alcoholic properties.

Native Grape Wine.—Messrs. E. Paige & Co.,

41 and 42 North Market Street, sent us the other

day a sample of their wine made from the grapes
which grow on the hills and along the streams of

For the New England Farmer,

EECLAIMING BOG-MEADOW.
BY F. HOLBROOK.

The Vermont Asylum for the Insane, located in

this town, has a farm connected with it, afi'ording a

variety of luxuries and substantial farm-products

for the use of the establishment. The consump-

tion of the products of the soil by the Institution,

is of course, in many articles, very much greater

than the farm can ever supply ; and to increase its

productivenes in all reasonable ways, is a desirable

object. The writer of this article, having some of-

ficial connection with the asylum, occasionally coun-

sels with its active ofucers as to the improvements

of the farm, and feels quite an interest in their

progress and results. Among the leading farm

operations, is that of furnishing the establishment

with fresh milk. To do this fully, a large stock of

cows must be kept, and the farm must be made to

support them, as well as the working teams of ox-

en and horses, summer and winter. The pastures

and mowing lands must therefore be looked after.

The method commenced for renovating the older

portions of the pasture lands, was detailed by the

writer in a recent communication to the Farmer.

The mowing lands are mostly Connecticut river in-

tervale, of excellent natural quality. About thirty

acres of the intervale, however, lie low, and were,

until recently reclaimed, wet and boggy, yielding

little or nothing but coarse swale grass, fit only to

be used for bedding the stock. This tract of bog-

meadow is now all drained, and yields a great bur-

den of excellent hay. It is the purpose of this ar-

ticle to describe the method of draining and re-

claiming this land.

The meadow is not what would be called a peaty

soil, but a stiff", heavy loam, or alluvial deposit, ap-

proaching in texture to clay, and of uniform, and

very rich quality to the depth of two to three feet.

It is annually flooded by the waters of the Connec-

ticut, setting back in times of freshet. Some years

several freshets occur to flow the land, andin others

it is only covered by a January or a spring flood.
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The water always deposits more or less sediment

upon the land, and is often very muddy, leaving

quite a top-dressing. The meadow was also made

wet by a little brook from the highlands, and by

several cold springs, which boiled up in various

places, from a considerable depth below the surface.

Thus encumbered by water, the land was cold

and sour, and contributed but Utile of value to-

wards keeping the stock. But being evidently of

the richest quality, and a greater quantity of hay

than the farm was producing being quite desirable,

it was resolved that the meadow should be drained

and brought into English mowing, if on investiga-

tion a sufficient fall could be obtained to carry off

the water. Some doubts were entertained as to

what disposition could be made of the numerous

cold springs, because, bubbling up from a consider-

able depth, independently of any connection with

the higher lands adjacent, and in places more or

less remote from each other, they could not be cut

off by marginal ditches. We started various theo-

ries, but finally concluded they might be willing to

discharge themselves at the bottom of the ditches

that were to be made, on the principle that water

seeks the lowest level. The sequel proved our

supposition well-founded.

The first thing in attempting to drain the land,

was to make an accurate survey with leveling in-

struments, to find where the ditches could be loca-

ted so as to have fall enough towards the river to

give them good draught. After careful investiga-

tion, satisfactory locations were found for two main

open ditches, starting from a common point at the

upper end, and sweeping along through the lowest

and wettest portions of the meadow, by different

routes, separating widely from each other in some

places, but uniting in one ditch at the lower end,

and from thence to the river, with fall enough to

give a good motion to the water. In getting a

suitable fall, however, one of the ditches had to be

cut some seven or eight feet deep, for a few rods,

through a swell of land near the lower end of

its route. It is of course very important in attempt-

ing the drainage of land, to obtain a good draught

to the ditches. In pretty level lowland, particular-

ly, the best locations to secure this result, can only

be accurately ascertained by the use of leveling

instruments,—the eye, alone, being a vei-y uncer-

tain guide, and when followed, often leading one to

commit sad blunders, and to find too late that the

ditches are not dug in the right places to draw well,

and must therelbre be removed to another location,

or the inconvenience and loss arising from the im-

perfect drainage of the land must be a very pres.

ent trouble for all time.

The ditches were made about two feet wide at

the bottom, and the sides were sloped up at an

inclination of 4o'^,—this slant making the drains

from eight to ten or twelve faet wide at the top.

according to the depth of cut. In sloping the sides,

the workmen were guided by little frames made of

scantling pieces, two feet wide at bottom, and the

sides flaring at angles of 45'', the frames be-

ing set along occasionally in the ditches to regulate

the shaping up. Hundreds of loads of excellent

stufi" for the uplands were obtained in digging out

the ditches. It was carted otT into piles on the

higher ground, to be used in the yards and sheds,

and otherwise mixed with manure, for compost.

The work of draining the thirty acres was com-

menced in July, 1851, and was ail finished and the

earth from the ditches all carted oft" that season,

leaving the land free for future operations.

The brook from the highlands, which formerly

found its own way over the surface of the meadow

to the river, is now conducted through the ditches.

The springs which burst up to the surface in vari-

ous places, spreading very cold water around to

chill the land, have changed their outlets, and may

now be seen bubbling up every few rods along in

the bottom of the ditches. It is quite curious to

observe how far, in some instances, a spring has re-

moved its discharging place, to indulge its hydrau-

Hc propensity for the lowest level.

The lay of the land was generally favorable for

passing the water off the surface into the ditches
;

there were occasional slight depressions, or dishing

places of various extent, which must be smoothed

up to the general surface. This was done by plow-

ing down the crowning places surrounding them,

and removing the furrows into these little hollows,

with the oxen and scraper. The process of level-

ing was not expensive, being very rapidly done

with plow and scraper ; but it was quite indispen-

sable, however, for otherwise, after an overflow

from the river, the dishing places would not have

discharged themselves cleanly, and the water re-

maining in them to stagnate and pass slowly oft" by

evaporation, would have chilled and poisoned the

ground, killing out the cultivated grasses and

bringing in the swale again.

The meadow thus ditched and levelled up, be-

came dry enough for plowing and seeding to grass

during the fall of 1851. But it would have been

too great an undertaking to fit the whole of it for

mowing, in one year. Accordingly so much of the

land as could be conveniently managed at one

time, say about ten acres, was plowed in October.

The breaking of the sod commenced with the larg-

est plows then at command ; but we very soon saw

that thorough work could not be done with them.

The swale was very stiif and ugly about turning

over. The coarse water-grasses had held posses-

sion of the land from time immemorial, and were

so deeply and thickly set as to form a sward al-

most impenetrable by a common plow. The roots

of ihe grasses were very large and tough, and

would double over the edge of the plow-share, so
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as to throw the plow out of the ground. It was

found that in order to turn the swale over' hand

somely, we must have a plow large enough to go

entirely below the sod ; and which, with a long

and wide-winged mould-board, should be able to

carry a deep and wide furrow-slice, giving it that

powerful twist which should compel it to lay over,

grass side down. Such a plow was at once pro

cured. With the great plow, drawn by three yokes

of oxen, the swale v/as thoroughly and handsomely

turned over, to the depth of nine or ten inches. In

the winter following, over two hundred loads of

compost, made of upland loam and barn manure,

were carried by sledding on to the highest places

in the meadow, and deposited in large piles. In

June and July following, when the ground had be-

come dry enough to work kindly, the manure was

spread over the plowed land, at the rate of twenty

to twenty-five loads to the acre, and plowed in

lightly, say three to four inches deep. The land

was then harrowed fine, and stocked down with

one-half bushel of herds-grass, one bushel of red-

top, and twelve pounds of clover seeds to each

acre, and the surface was smoothed with a light

one-horse roller. The grass came up quicklj-, and

having full possession of the land, it got well root-

ed that season, covering the ground with a thick

mat, so that the winter and spring floods did not

kill it. This was the result sought for, and it was

found that the plans were well laid for securing

it. The following year ten or twelve acres more

of the bog were treated as above detailed ; and the

year after that, nearly all that remained of the un-

improved land was reclaimed in like manner.

As the meadow is now fixed, it is never too wet,

except while overflowed by the river ; and the wa-

ter in such case recedes just as fast as the river

falls again. Indeed, the flooding of the land is

now highly salutary, the water not continuing on it

long enough at a time to kill the grass, but on the

contrary nourishing it by depositing a rich sedi-

ment and moistening the soil about right to pro-

duce a thick fine bottom, and a heavy crop. Be-

fore draining and reclaiming the land, an ox team

could only be driven over the higher portions, in a

dry time, miring considerably at that ; and a man
eould not mow the grass in the wettest places with-

out going over shoes in water. Now, the cartage

is good over any and all parts. The ditches will

need clearing out once in two or three years ; but

the sediment thrown out will prove Very fertilizing

to upland soil, and pay a great profit on the labor

of getting it. If the ditches are properly attend-

ed to, no reason is now seen why the meadow may
not be productive of good grass for an indefinite

period. The change wrought by reclaiming the

land is very striking, and the barns look after hay-

ing as though an additional farm had been added

to the estate. F. H. I

Braltkboro', Mg. 25, 1856.

For the New England Farmer.

APPLES AND INSECTS.

The apple crop will be very light in this region.

There was no lack of blossoms. Fruit, in great
abundance, formed and held on, until about the
middle of June, when it began to fell, and the first

of July, but little remained. The falling apples,

in addition to the usual perforations, many of them
had carious spots, which indicated that they had
been punctured with an instrument similar to that

used by the curculio.

I wish some of your contributors, Mr. Editor,

would tell us whether this is the v.'ork of a new en-

emy, or an old one in new guise. The number of

these ruffians is already legion, and we may well
pray that it be not enlarged.

I am sorry to announce that the borer has made
his appearance hereabouts. While committing his

ravages, in the eastern and central portions of this

State, we were exempt. But now the sneaking var-

mint has made his entree into the valley, and is

making his mark upon every orchard.

Our farmers and gardeners have not yet made the

acquaintance of his ugliness, and probably will not,

till he has done more damage. Those who have
young orchards, and would preserve them, must
look after these chaps. There is no safety in de-

lay. The proper place to meet ruffians is on the

border, and dispute the entrance. Let them once
worm themselves into the territory, and nothing
short of hard fighting will expel the graceless vil-

lains.

Precautionary measures should first be taken, the
grass and weeds should be removed and kept from
the body of the tree, the bark, from the roots to

the limbs should be thoroughly scraped and washed
frequently, say three times in course of the season,

with some liquid that will be offensive to the insect.

A solution of potash, not too strong, or a ley of

wood ashes, or whale-oil soap, dissolved in water,

with 2 oz. of sulphur to one gallon of water, makes
a good wash. Assafoetida, barn manure, and other

offensive matters may be added, and a little clay

mixed, to make it adhesive. This may be regard-

ed as a sectional movement, calculated to produce
agitation, and even endanger the Union.

If let alone, the enemy will secretly sap the foun-

dations of the tree, and thus settling the extremes
of variance, when discordant winds arise, agita-

tion will follow, and the Union of vitality with the

physical constitution will be dissolved.

Next, frequent examinations should be made for

the worms. They remain and work in the tree two
seasons ; if caught and killed during the first, the

injury will soon be repaired in a vigorous tree. If

suffered to remain during the second season, and
till full grown, the injury may, and in most cases

will be irreparable.

I hope, Mr. Editor, none of your readers will

suspect me of political squinting, in my remarks.

The farthest possible from it. I have been writ-

ing about civilized i-uffians, and nothing more.
Amherst, Aug. 25, 1856.

Cramp.—Those who may be subject in the night

time to that excruciating pain called cramp, will

doubtless be glad to learn that by tying any kind of

a bandage very tight around the leg, immediately
above the knee^ this unpleasant sensation will be in-

stantaneously removed.
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A NEW STUMP PULLER.

We have not seen this machine in operation, and

know nothing, personally, of its merits. The de-

Ecxiption below we find in the Scientific Amtrican.

The above engraving shows a recent improve-

ment in stump pullers, for which letters patent

were granted to Mr. Solomon W. Ruggles, Fitch-

burg, Mass., May 6, 1856.

The chain. A, is attached by a hook at one end,

to the stump, and at the other to a strut, B ; this

is connected by rod, C, with lever, D, the forward

end of which has a strap, E, which winds around

the shaft, F ; this shaft has a ratchet wheel, G, up-

on it, operated by lever, H. When the lever is

raised, the pawl, I, catches in the teeth of the

ratchet wheel, G, and turns it in direction of the

arrow ; the pawl, J, holds the purchase obtained,

and prevents the ratchet wheel from turning back.

By the winding of strap, E, on shaft, F, the lever,

D, is brought down, strut, B, raised to a perpendic-

ular position, and the stump pulled. Most of the

parts are attached to the sled, K, on which they

are conveniently transported from place to place.

This machine is very compact, portable, and
economical to manufacture. It is also very pow-
erful. A force of 200 pounds applied to the end
of lever, H, will lift 2000 tons on chain, A. The
power of the apparatus is only limited by the strength

of the wood and iron of which it is made.

Bees.—The raising and management of bees has

of late become something of an art. The old whim
that success in the keeping of bees was altogether a

matter of " luck" is now pretty much exploded.

—

To be successful in the production of honey, re

quires constant and vigilant attention, and a knowl-

edge of the habits and wants of this most industri

ous of insects. In this climate, the bee has much
to encounter. In addition to the length of the win-

ter, there are the moth and the ant, the most dajj-

gerous and unyielding of foes, both of which can

only be kept from injuring the swarm by the use

of suitable hives and the vigilance and care of the

keeper. When, however, a skilful attention is

given to it, the making of honey becomes profita-

ble, even in New Hampshire. Mr. George Sim-
mons, of Weare, commenced the experiment some
four years ago, with two swarms, and has not

only found it profitable from the sale of honey, but

has now thirty swarms to be kept through the win-

ter. Mr. Burns, of Goffstown has also been success-

ful in the management of bees, having made $200
net profit fi'om them in a single season.

Fur the New England Farmer.

THE KOHL-EABI.

Mr. Editor :—Through the kindness of my
Representative in Congress, I received in the spring

a package of seeds from the Patent Office, which I

planted. Among them was Chinese sugar cane,

or sugar millet, which is now eleven and a half feet

high by measurement ; but I think I have seen a

statement that experiments were made with it some
years ago, and that it did not prove of much value.

1 should think it would make good feed.

Another paper was marked "Kohl-Ilabi," a suf-

ficiently mysterious title, and I planted it, not

knowing whether it would come up a lion or a uni-

corn. It did come up well, and behaved itself at

first, something like a young cabbage. It has since

been engaged in turning itself into a turnip, but,

for all the world, one that grows above ground.

Having room enough in my little garden, I planted
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"Kohl-Rabis" all about, for I rather guessed they

were some kind of caulifiower, which I love ; but,

Mr. Editor, what am I to do with these critters ?

Are they food to eat ? and what part do you eat

—

the turnip part or the leaves, or is there another

story underground ? How do you cook them

—

with pepper and mustard, or boil them in vinegar,

or eat them raw ? I feel like the man with the el-

ephant, with all these "Kohl-Rabis" about the gar-

den. By throwing light on the subject, you will

relieve the mind of your obedient servant.

September. Ignoramus.

Remarks.—Resolve yourself into a "tasting

committee," and "smelling" too, if you please—first

taste the branch and then the root, in its raw state

If not perfectly satisfactory, boil, or bake, or stew

If unpalatable in any way, try them with your cow

or horse, and you will find that they will eat a "bulb-

stalked cabbage" as readily as any other cabbage.

It is the caula-rapa of the Germans, and pretty

poor fodder at that.

For the New England Famiet ,

TOMATOES-PICKLES.
Dear Farmer :—Somebody would lilve to have

you tell them how to make tomato ketchup

Here is Mrs. Swisshelm's rule, and it is a good
one ; she says, " Our plan of making ketchup

is to have the tomatoes taken ripe and fresh off the

vines, wash them clean in cold water, and put them
immediately into the kettle, crushing each one in

the hand as it is dropped in; hang them over the

fire, and stir occasionally until they boil about five

minutes; then strain, first through a colander and

next through a seive. Get the liquid over the fire

again soon as possible, boil, skim and stir, wliile

your patience lasts, or until it is reduced one-half;

if two-thirds, all the better. When boiled enough
add to every gallon of this condensed liquor two
teaspoonsful of salt, an ounce of cayenne pepper,

the same of black pepper and cloves, a pint of good
cider vinegar, an ounce of mace and four of cinna-

mon
;
jug or bottle it, and it is ready for use."

The same body is more fortunate than we, and
has cucumbers for pickles ; here is a West India

method, and this is a good one

:

To every 100 cucumbers put one pint of salt,

and. boiling water enough to cover them, shut them
close to keep in the steam ; 24 hours after wipe

them dry, taking care not to break the skins, lay

them in jars or firkins and pour over them boiling

vinegar sufficient to cover them. Cloves, allspice

and mustard should be put in a bag and boiled in the

vinegar. In a fortnight they will be ready for

use. When pickling citrons, alum instead of salt

should be used to scald them in, and a large

spoonful of sugar to every quart of vinegar added.
The citrons should first be cut and the seeds re-

moved. This makes " sweet pickles." I tried cut-

ting the cucumbers so as to leave a small piece on
the stem, and s])lit the pieces according to chrec-

tions in the Farmer some weeks since. A fev/ days

after I went to see how my little cucumbers were
coming on, but instead of finding any, all that was
left on the stem had rotted. M. A. K.

Filzwilliam, Sept., 1856.

For the New England Farmer.

MANAGEMENT OF STOCK.
Mr. Editor :—It seems to me, there is no sub-

ject which ought to interest the farmer more at

this season of the year, than the management of
stock. Yet it teems to me also that there is no
subject upon which there is so much ignorance, if

we may judge by men's actions. I say ignorance,

because it does appear to me that if men were not
ignorant, they would adopt a more humane, and at

the same time a more economical course in the
treatment of their cattle. My object in writing is

to call the attention of my neighbors, and brother

farmers, to this matter, and see if after a little con-

versation they cannot be induced to "turn from the
error of their ways." Sometimes for the credit of the
race I think it is through carelessness, or for the
want of thought, that men will allow (or rather

compel) their cattle to stand out exposed to cold

and storm, while they themselves are in the village

store talking of some late horse trot, or exaggerat-
ing the small faults of some neighbor.

I must confess, Mr. Editor, that I was offended

the other day, as I passed by a farmer's, and saw
his cattle standing out in the storm and wind, with
nothing to eat, while he was away hunting down
some stray fox, which had done less mischief than
his own dogs. It is the practice of many far-

mers in this vicinity to feed their cattle twice in

the morning, then carry some hay or straw to the

yard, or nearest fence, and after going to the brook
to chop the ice, leave them to their fate until near-

ly night. And what are the reasons given for this

course ? One is, that they will eat better out of
doors. Another is, they like to be in the sun. Now
if an animal is properly fed and cared for, they will

eat all that is necessai-y for them to eat, and all

which is fit for them to cat in the barn. And as

for being in the sun, I think if the o-.vner himself

were to stand out of doors from morning until

night, he would prefer to be in the sun.

But there is another gi'eat error of which I must
speak at this time, which is this. If a farmer has

meadow hay or other poor fodder, he brings his cat-

tle to the barn, and commences feeding it out to

them first, and continues the same feed until it is

used up, and as might be expected by any thinking

man the poor animals look as though they had ar-

rived very near the same point. And so I might
go on and mention many other things which are

little better, but will not contemplate this side of

the picture longer, lest this intended criticism should

be called a stujjid fault-finder.

Come, brother farmers, examine this matter, and
see if we cannot find out a better way of managing
our stock ; one which shall administer greatly to

their comfort, and to our own happiness, by seeing

them look sleek and fat. If this should meet with

a notice from you, I intend to write you a few lines

upon the other side of this matter, and state some
things which I hope may be of some benefit to

those who have not yet given much atteniion to

this subject. Amplificator.
West Brookfield, 1856.

Remarks.—This article has been delayed too

long—shall be happy to hear from the writer again.

03^ Half an ounce of alum in powder, will purify

twelve gallons of corrupted water.
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For the Netp England Farmer.

GRAFTING-PLUMS-PEACHES.
Two years since, I purchased of N. P. Morrison,

of Somerville, ((he "apple man" of the Farmer,)

scions of the Red Russet and Hubbardston Non-
such. Mr. Morrison, who is a skilful and success-

ful orchardist, directed me to graft all the stocks

that were to be grafted in a tree the first year, to

cut out all the old wood that remained the second,

and prune ofi" the sprouts the third year. His or-

ders have been closely followed, and now, the third

season, I find blossoms on trees grafted with both

varieties. The Red Russet has made a growth of

wood fully equal to the Baldwin, which is a stand-

ard of growth and bearing. Mr. Morrison tells

me this apple equals in long keeping the Roxbury
Russet, and in size, quality and appearance, the

Baldwin, which it much resembles. I obtained at

the West, and have grafted since my return, several

varieties which are new to me. The Twenty-three

Ounce apple, which I have heard of only in Illinois,

the Tvvenly Ounce, which originated and is exten-

sively grown in New York, the Mammoth, Hol-

land Pippin and Beauty of Kent, all very large

;

the beautiful little Lady apple by way of contrast

;

the Northern Spy and Red Astrachan. The Twen-
ty-three Ounce is a dai-k green, sweet apple, long

keeping, and reaches its maturity or is eatable, the

last of winter or first of spring. Specimens have

been raised in Illinois weighing twentysix ounces.

The Twenty Ounce is a greenish-yellow and red

subacid apple, in use from November to January.

I am told by those acquainted with it, that it is a

great grower and bearer, and that specimens are

often raised weighing twenty-four ounces.

Decidedly the finest apples, as far as appearance

was concerned, on the tables of the N. H. Agricul-

tural Society at their fair at Manchester, in Septem-

ber last, was the Mammoth, raised by Mr. Leverett,

of Keene, who received the premium on apples.

Aware that beauty among apples, as well as people,

was only one of several requisites, I applied to Mr.
I,everett for information concerning the Mammoth,
and was told that it was superior in quality, growth

and productiveness. That it is so in size its name
indicates.

It is an object with me to secure a succession of

fruit, which every farmer may do with little trouble

or expense. With this object in view, I have graft-

ed russetts that keep till the Red Astrachan ripens,

about the last of July ; the Bloodgood pear, that

ripens in August, succeeded by the Bartlett in Sep-

tember, and others before mentioned, and a succes-

sion of plums, from the Peach in August to the Blue

Egg that hangs till the frost comes. The Canada
stock is generally preferred for grafting the plum,

on account of its hardiness. It has been supposed

the plum must be grafted very early. One of my
neighbors grafted scions of the Yellow Egg into

a small Canada tree in the latter part of May, when
the tree had blossomed and was leaved out, and the

second season had a quart of plums from the same.

Encouraged by his example I have grafted at the

same time, but my success remains to be determined.

1 find the low or dwarf training general among the

nursery men of New York. They suy they intend

to keep their trees so low that they will never be

obliged to use a ladder when picking the fruit.

Root grafting is prel'erred by them. When the

seedling trees are two years old they are taken up.

the tops cut off and thrown away, the roots cut in-

to two or three pieces, and each piece grafted and
planted to form a new tree. They cut scions in

November, when in the dormant state, and keep
them in the cellar in damp moss. In this way they

may be kept all the year round. Some of the fin-

est of my young trees are victims of the borer, which

is committing great depredations in this vicinity.

Can the editor or his correspondents suggest a rem-
edy? Disbarking is recommended by Cole and
others. I have a lot of old rough bark-bound trees,

and I should think disbarking a more effectual rem-
edy than scraping and washing. It is an experi-

ment that I have never seen tried. Will those ac-

quainted with the subject give me their experience

or observation, through the Farmer,
I think the statement originated with Cole that

most of our apple trees yielded the heaviest crops

in even years— 1850, '52, '54, and the lightest in

odd years—1851, '53, '55. This statement has

been true in regard to New England, as far as

I have known, especially, with our leading apples,

such as Baldwin, Greening, &c., until 1855, So
true that the grafts of a single Baldwin tree in my
neighborhood, which, unlike the rest of its kind

produced a heavy crop in the odd year, were in

great request, as it was supposed they would derive

their habits from the parent tree, but last year this

habit was reversed, our orchards were white with

blossoms and loaded with fruit, while this season

the blow is very small. Can any one explain this

phenomenon ? I am told by experienced orchard-

ists that west of New England the greatest bearing

has uniformly taken place in odd years.

I believe Cole the best authority on the subjects

on which he treats, as his views were derived not

from theory alone, but were the result of thorough
experience and practical information. I would
therefore recommend his Fruit Book to the pomol-
ogist as I believe it contains a greater amount of

useful information on that subject than any other

book of the same size, and would be worth more
than its cost in one year to the fruit-grower who
owns but one apple tree. G. J. Smith.

Washington, JV. H.

For the New England Famier.

MONTHLY NEW ENGLAND FARMER.
Mr. Editor :—I am pleased to h?ar of the gen-

eral success, and increasing patronage of the jYew
England Farmer. One of the distinguishing ex-

cellences of this publication, and one that adds
much to its value and usefulness, is its monthly

issue. By this arrangement, that part of the pa-

per possessing the most permanent value, its agri-

cultural department, is put)lished in a monthly pe-

riodical, in a form most suitable for binding and
preserving. Were all this great amount of infor-

mation, so valuable to the cultivators of the soil,

comfined to the weekly issue of the Farmer, it

would soon be lost for all useful purposes, even if

the papers were preserved and bound, as it would
form an unwieldly volume, containing a large por-

tion of com])aratively useless reading, and being

without an index, or at best, a very scanty 'one,

where nothing could l)e found when -wanted. This

enduring form of the JVew England Farmer
sh.;uld, and undoubtedly does give to its corres-

pondents, and more particularly to its editor, a
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feelin» of responsibility, when they consider their

thoughts, as exhibited on the printed page, are to

be read by future generations. I am also pleased

to learn of the success attending this paper, and
the prospect of its long continuance, from the in-

creased value it acquires, the longer it is published.

A continued series of a Avork, treating upon a sub-
ject of so much general importance as agriculture,

can not but be enhanced in value, as it increases

the number of its volumes. And while it fully sus-

tains the reputation of its former namesake, whose
mantle has fallen upon it, I hope and trust it will

receive the patronage.it so richly deserves.

Yours with respect, S. P. Fo'UXER.
Danvers Port, Jlug. 20, 1856.

Remarks.—The cheerful view of the Monthly

Parmer, taken by our intelligent and respected cor-

respondent, is encouraging to us. We should feel

it to be a great loss of labor, both of body and

mind, to make all the exertions we do, and incur

such an expense as we are obliged to for a mere
weekly paper. It is inconvenient in form, and is

ephemeral in its nature. Few expect to preserve

it, or have a place to keep so unwieldly a sheet.

The majority of the agricultural articles we publish

are written with care, and give actual facts and ex-

periments, and are as valuable for one year as

another. The Monthly Farmer is, perhaps, the

most valuable as a book of reference.

point at the other end; which after writing the
name of the tree, the date when set out, and when
obtained, can be bent round one of the small
branches, with the writing outside, and as the
branch grows it will expand without injuring it.

The ink for writing on those labels is made thus :

Take of verdigris and sal ammoniac each 2 drachms,
lampblack 1 drachm, Vifater 4 ounces, to be Avell

mixed in a mortar, adding the water graduallv.
It must be kept in a glass stopped vial. Write on
the zinc with the ink, after shaking it well, in a
quill pen ; and after it is dry you may expose it to
the weather or bury it in the groundfor years, and
it will be as legible as when first written.

—

Louis-
ville Journal.

LABELS FOR FRUIT TREES.

Much of the confusion of nomenclature of fruits

arises from the little precaution generally used to

preserve the names. If, when a tree comes into

bearing, the fruit is found to be particularly fine,

persons at once desire to obtain grafts, and for want
of a better name they attach that of the person from
whom the grafts were obtained, although in most
cases the fruit is well-known to pomologists by an-

other name. Nurserymen also frequently perpe-
trate errors in the same way. There are doubtless

many fine seedlings with local names only ; but in

a large majority of cases these local names are

given to old and well known fruit. To guard
against such errors and correct those already exist-

ing, will be the work of Horticultural Societies and
individuals who are well acquainted with the com-
mon fruits of the country ; but the greatest safe-

guard against the repetition of them in future is

the careful marking of every young tree set out.

Though, in addition to putting the names on the
trees, we advise the further ])recaution of plotting

out the ground of the orchard on paper, and mark-
ing the locality of each tree with its name. This
once carefully done, removes the possibility of er-

rors.

The labels which come from the nursery on trees

are not designed to be permanent, and they should
be replaced with permanent ones at the first leisure

after planting. Be particular that the wire by
which the label is attached is not round the body
of the young tree, otherwise it will, as the tree

grows, be buried in it and materially injure the tree.

The very best -label we have ever used is a strip of

thin sheet zinc, about four inches and three-fourths

of an inch wide at one end, cut so as to taper to a

NATURE THE WORK OF ONE MIND.
[The unity of God's works, as brought to light

by modern science, was the theme of Prof Agas-

siz, in his address at the dedication of the State

Geological Hall at Albany, a few weeks since. His

remarks, which are very interesting, were as fol-

lows :—

]

Ancient philosophers studied only morals. Then
they took up speculations of astronomy and of
physics. Only recently has philosophy turned its

attention to the study of plants, of animals, and of
the crust of the earth. These studies lead them
irresistibly to the conclusion that Nature can only
be the work of an intellectual Being—of Mind,

—

of an Individual God.
Everywhere there is a diversity among organ-

ized beings. Everywhere we find types among
them that are identical. The two facts, taken to-

gether, show that all organized beings have been
ordered according to a plan. Thought is visible

everywhere ; in geological distributions, in organic
structure and gradation. Everywhere tliere is an
intellectual connection running through the whole.

Were we not intellectual beings, allied by the
nature of our intellect to the Maker of these, we
could not read them. That we can trace the plan,

is proof of our mental affinity to the Being that

planned it.

For an illustration of this universally appearing
plan, lake the human arm. It has an upper sock-

et, next a large single bone, next two smaller

bones, next the smaller bones of the wrist, next the

diverging bones and joints of the hands and fin-

gers. Now take any animal that walks, or creeps,

or runs, that has limbs, and you will find the same
bones in the same consecutive arrangement. Even
the fish, unlike as it appears to a human being, has

in its fins what might be a copy of the bones of the
human arm. This chain of resemblances shows
that one intellect controlled the whole, and ordered
them alike. Why should they all be constructed

—how could they all he constructed on the same
plan, unless they were constructed by the same
hand ?

The same resembling adaptation of means to

ends we find throughout all created animals and
plants. Their diversity is in special expressions,

their unity in general design.

A fish and a bird, unlike as they look, have the

same general anatomical structure. There is the

vertebral column, there are the bones diverging

from it, there are the cavities above and below, in

each. Nay, more. Thousands of fish and birds,
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thousands of snakes, turtles and quadrupeds, and so

on up to man himself, all are alike in these par-

ticulars.

Look at the lizard. There are a vast number
of lizards distributed over the globe, differing from

each other mainly in the number of their legs.

One kind has none. Another has hind only. An-
other both. One has a single toe, another has two,

another three, another four, another five. When
brought together in a museum, it is evident that

they are variations of the same great family. But
to find them you must go all over the world. For
erne kind you must go to Bengal, for another to

Australia, for a third to the Phillipine Islands, for

a fourth to South Africa, for a fifth to the Cape of

Good Hope, for a sixth to South America, for a

seventh to Europe, for an eighth to the United

States. They are scattered about the earth, wide

as the poles apart, and yet they form, when brought
together, a system that we read at a glance ! How
else could they have been formed, unless by an
Omniscient, Omnipotent, Provident Creator ?

The development of animal life from infancy to

maturity, shows the same working of a single in-

tellect. This development during the lifetime of

an individual corresponds closely to the gradations

from lowest tohighest, of the whole series to which
the individual belongs. Thus in one series of ani-

mals, we have the lowest the Worm, next above it

the Crustacea, such as crabs and lobsters, with par-

tially developed legs and head, and next above that

the Insects with perfect head and six legs fully

formed. Now, how does the insect develop ?

—

Why, in its first stage, it it a worm or cateri^illar.

In the next it is a chrysaHs closely resembling the

Crustacea. In the third it is a perfect Insect. It

goes through as many gradations in its lifetime, as

there are gradations below it in its existence.

Here, then, is thought, but thought reaching the

same result, through two different processes, in

two different series.

Just so, the animals of former ages were differ-

ent from those of the present one, and the whole
series has been gradually developed on similar prin-

ciples. Just so the Crustacea now existing, exact-

ly resemble, in their different stages of growth, the

different and successive fossil Crustacea found in

the geological beds. The crab when but a germ,
is like a tri lobite, the oldest fossil found. As it

goes on to maturity it passes through stages each

of which resembles another and another fossil,

found in succession, each more complete than the

preceding.

In the vegetable kingdom, the principle holds.

Leaves form regular series. They are arranged
according to a regular succession of numbers or

fractions. Consider a blade of grass. Its leaves

spring alternately on either side. Commencing at

the bottom of the stalk and going up spirally, you
find the second leaf on the opposite side from the

first, and exactly over it, the fourth over the sec-

ond, and so on. You go spirally half way round
from one to the other.

Now take marsh grass. Its blades are arranged

round the stalk in the same way, but the distances

are difl'erent. The second blade is one-third of the

way around the stalk from the first. The next is

two-thirds of the way around, and so on.

Take now a rosebush stem. The second leaf is

distant from the first, two-fifths of the way around
the stalk. The others follow each two-fifths far-

ther around, until finally the sixth is just over the

first.

Take again a pine tree twig. The second blade

is distant from the first three-eights of the way
around, until finally the ninth blade is exactly over

the first.

Other plants have their leaves arranged each dis-

tant from the other five-thirteenths of the way
around the stalk.

So that we have a series of fractional distances,

thus :

—

1-2 1-3 2-5 3-8 5-13

These fractions, it will be seen, do not differ much
from each other. There are none of them less

than 1-3, and none of them more than 1-2. They
form a regularly ascending series, in which any two
added together will make the third. Such is the

uniform and careful arrangement of the countless

leaves of the elms above our heads, and of the pine

forests of yonder plains !

Turn now from plants to planets. Measure the

time in which each of them circles the sun. It is

here :
—

Neptune 62,600 days.
Uranus 31,000 "
Saturn 10,000 "
Jupiter 4,330 "
Asterodia 1,600 "

Mars 680 "
Earth 365 "

Now examine these sums. The second it half

the first ; the third is one-third of the second ; the

fourth is two-fifths of the third ; the fifth is three-

eighths of the fourth ; the sixth is five-thirteenths

of the fifth. So that we have again precisely the

same fractions in the same order :

—

1-2 1-3 2-5 3-8 5-13

Whence this strange similarity ? How can it be
accounted for except by the fact that the same
Hand adjusted the blades of grass, which set in mo-
tion the Orbs of the Universe ?

For the New England Farmer.

APPLES.

Mr. BRO^VN:—In this part of INIassachusetts,

from all I can see and hear, I fear that this noble

fruit is likely to be very scarce this season, although

it is generally regarded as the "bearing year." In

his "Fruit Book," Mr. Cole says, "We never knew
a great crop in an odd year, nor a small crop in

even years." Eighteen hundred and fifty-six is an

even year, yet we are likely to have less apples in

this section than we have had in any past year,

odd or even, for a long while ; and I fear the re-

mark will apply to New England generally. On a

recent trip to Vermont, I examined the trees on the

way as carefully as the dust and smoke and speed

of a railroad train would allow, and saw but few

;;pples any where. The past winter was sujjposed

to be favorable to an abundant supply of fruit, and
with the exception of apples and peaches, fruit has

thus far been unusually plenty. One of your cor-

respondents proposes to distinguish this as the

blackberry year. In Vermont whole hill-sides were

red with raspberries.

What, then, ails the apples ? Some people now
assign unfavorable weather at the time of blossom-

ing as the cause of the failure. In Vermont it was
said there were but few blossoms. Here, it was
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remarked that the trees were uncommonly full.

One of my neighbors said that I ought to have

twenty barrels of apples from a young orchard, that

showed as handsome a bloom as I ever saw. Of
sound marketable apples, I shall not probably gath-

er so much as a bushel, from the whole orchard.

Now, Mr. Editor, I wish to say that I believe the

curculio to be the cause of the failure of apples

in this section, at least ; and fear, that henceforth,

it will be as difficult to raise apples, as it has been

for many years past to raise plums; and conse-

quently, that those who have given up their plums
to this insect, must now give up their apples also,

or devise some means for its destruction. I shall,

however, be very happy to see cause to change or

modify this opinion, which I have stated thus dog-

matically, partly for the purpose of calling out an

expression from those more experienced and more
observing in these matters than myself, but mainly

because I think I have seen enough of the opera-

tions and oi" the rapid increase of this pest, within

a few years past, to justify the statement here

made. S. Fletcher.
Winchester, Sept., 1856.

YOUNG MEN.
Whatever may be your choice of future occupation

—whatever calling or profession you may select,

there is certainly none more honorable than that of

a farmer. The patriarch of the fields, as he sits

beside his cottage door when his daily toil is over,

feels an inward calm never known in the halls of

pride. His labor yields him unpurchasable health

and repose. I have observed with more grief and
pain than I can express, the visible tokens which

appear in all directions of a growing disposition to

avoid agricultural pursuits, and to rush into some
of the overcrowded professions, because a corrupt

and debasing fashion has thrown around them the

tinsel of imaginary respectability. Hence the far-

mer, instead of preparing his child to follow in the

path of usefulness himself has trod, educates him
for a sloth ; labor is considered vulgar, to work is

ungenteel, the jack-plane is less respectable than

the lawyer's green bag ; the handles of the plow
less dignified than the yard-stick. Unfortunate in-

fatuation ! How melancholy is this delusion, which,

unless it be checked by a wholesome reform in

public opinion, will cover our country with wreck
and ruin ! This state of things is striking at the

very foundation of our national greatness ; it is up-
on agriculture that we mainly depend for our con-

tinued prosperity, and dark and evil will be the day
when it falls into disrepute. What other pursuit

offers so sure a guarantee of an honest indepen-
dence, a comfortable support for a dependent fami-

ly ? Where else can we look but to the produc-
tions of the soil for safety of investmei\t, and for

ample return ? In commercial speculations all is

chance and uncertainty, change and fluctuation, rise

and fall. In the learned professions scarce one in

ten makes enough to meet his incidental expenses
;

how, then, are we to account for this fatal misdi-

rection of public opinion ?

The cultivators of the earth are the most valua-

ble citizens. They are the r^- st independent, ih':

most virtuous, and they are tied to their country;

and wedded to its liberty and interests by the moi!
lasting bonds.

—

Jefferson.

WORCESTER NORTH CATTLE SHOW.
The Fourth Annual Exhibition of the Worces-

ter North Agricultural Society took place at Fitch-

burg, on Friday last. The weather was pleasant,

and all things seemed favorable. The attendance,

through the entire day, was very large. The wo-

men and children made up at least one-half the

number, and their faces indicated the enjoyment

they found in the duties and attractions of the Far-

mer's Festival :—And this is one of the great mer-

its of these gatherings,—that all who have labored

in promoting the articles of growth or manufac-

ture which are presented, may participate in the

Exhibition, and share the honors it confers.

The whole centre of the romantic and beautiful

town presented the scenes of a gala day ; and the

charming natural scenery added grace and gran-

deur to the whole. The narrow vale was vocal

with glad voices, and the gentle babblings of the

.lively stream, now dancing over the stones, or bend-

ing the grass on its borders, as it went on its way

to turn the thousand wheels of industry below.

Up, almost overhead, sat the hills, serene in ma-

jesty, looking upon the enchanting scene in the

valley beneath, or, as the changing clouds partially

obscured their summits, seemed approaching and

lovingly kissing each other.

The common was crowded with cattle, horse's,

sheep, swine, carts and carriages of every descrip-

tion, even down to the "Donkey Express," with his

load of baggage for the next train. Pedlers, good,

honest pedlers, enlivened the scenes with their or-

atory and songs—buns, beads and popping beer

had a lively sale, and horse cakes and gingerbread,

apple pies, tarts and tongue, allayed the cravings of

the half-famished children, who had come a long

way over the hills that morning.

In a quiet green spot, just off the highway, and

where they would not trample the infants or jostle

this mothers, the horses were admirably arranged,

and could be seen with comfort.

Happy young ladies crowded the open windows

and balconies, so intent on the attractions below,

that they, perhaps ! did not notice the young gen,'

tleman^s heads promiscuously mixed in with their

own ! But it was all right. Stoics and old bach-

elors, alone, would be untouched and look on such

a group with indifference !

Our first critical examination of articles present-

ed was in the large town hall, where the fruits and

articles of domestic manufacture were exhibited.

None of the fruits were i'li large quantity, but there

were samples of great exVellence of apples, pears,

peaches, a few plums, aVd several varieties of

grapes. Indeed, "in this ^loor year for fruit," we

were most agreeably surpised to find in the north-

i em part of Worcester county an exhibition in Po-

mona's kingdom, wliich would reflect credit upon

'any Horticultural finciety. They w^re also -^r-
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ranged in good taste, and were properly attended.

The crowd of ladies was too great about the capes,

collars, skirts, embroidery, and "dimity" generally,

for us to attempt anything lilie a thorough look at

them. We saw enough, however, over the shoul-

ders of the fair throng, to satisfy us that there were

many articles of rare merit among them. A piece

of embroidery hanging at the end of the hall, was

of pre-eminent excellence. In a room underneath,

•were the vegetables, but there was nothing remark-

able among them, excepting a few fine pumpkins,

and some very large marrow squashes.

Few implements of any kind, or carriages, or har-

nesses, were j /resented.

The stock department was well sustained. There

were tine specimens of milch cows, of various blood,

and also of heifers, calves and steers. Among the

working oxen, numbering some seventy or eighty

pairs, there might be seen several that would be a

credit to any county. Dr. Field, of Leominster,

had a bull and cow of the pure Alderney blood

;

the bull was the finest we have seen this autumn.

The trial of the working oxen was witnessed by a

large number of people, with much satisfaction.

The plowing match had some fifteen contestants,

and the work, we understood, was well done.

The show of swine was good, but not large in

number. There were a few sheeji, mostly cossets,

and a variety of poultry, and among the latter, a

coop of very beautiful white turkeys.

The butter and cheese all looked well, and so far

as we tasted, the butter could not easily be ex-

celled.

Altogether, these bounties of the soil, and pro-

duets of skill, must have made a strong impression

upon the mind of every attentive beholder, and

serve to convince him that the earth will always

yield a proper reward to him who cultivates it with

industry and intelligence.

"These are thy blessings, Industry ! rough power !

Whom labor still attends, and sweat, and pain
;

Yet the kind source of every gentle art.

And all the soft civility of life

:

Raiser of human kind !"

We would suggest to our friends, as a crowning

excellence to their festival, that they adopt some
mode to Jill the house ivith people to hear the ad-

dress, and keep all noise away from it, and so ar-

range matters as to have two hours, at least, at the

dinner table. Our thanks are due the officers of

the Society, some old friends, and especially to

Gen. Wood, for kind attentions during the day.

Steam Plowing.—Since 1850, no less than

thirty-five patents have been taken out, in England,

for the application of steam to plowing. In a late

'lumber of the Prairie Fanner, v;e notice that Mr,
John Percy offers to sell himself "a slave for life,"

in«case of his failure to equip a machine that shall

"turn over, sow and harrow eleven acres per hour,

or one hundred and eleven acres in ten hours,"

provided any person will furnish him with $5000

!

Whether the "Calliope" is to be attached, we are

not informed ; but certain it is, that the "good time

coming" cannot be far distant, if Mr. Percy can

perform all he promises to do with five thousand

dollars.

For the New England Fanner.

THE FARMER'S HARVEST HYMN.
We thank Thee ! Oh God of the seasons,

Thy power is around us alway
;

Thou givest us rest in the night time,

Thou givest us labor by day.

We scatter our seed in the spring time,

Trusting strongly thy promise of old
;

We gather our harvest in autumn, •

The bright corn-ears glistening like gold
;

We go forth rejoicing in summer,

The grass- field waves bright in the sun
;

With our scythes sharpened brightly and keenly.

We cut it ere noontime comes on.

In autumn the leaves falling around us,

Reveal the ripe fruit on the trees
;

Our hives are filled up with fresh honey,

By the labor of our busy bees.

In winter, the poor and the needy

Require a kind word or kind deed
,

Thus passes the life of the farmer,

—

What more can man wish for, or need.'

True, we labor, but labor's a blessing,

'Twas no curse of our God when he said,

"In the sweat of thy brow thou shalt eat it"

—

We are willing to work for our bread,

And we're happiest thus to be fed.

Mr. Brown—Dear Sir:—1 promised you, some
time since, conditionally, to give you an article oc-

casionally for the Farmer. I have tried to do so,

but with G or 8 hands to find in work through hay-
time, and such a haytime as we have had this year,

it has been impossible. I am bound to have no
idle help on my farm. One of my men was a true

Yankee, and could turn his hand to almost any-
thing. One was a shoemaker, and these two I had
no difficulty to keep employed through the weeks,
when we have had four days out of six rainy ; but
with the others it was a more difficult matter, re-

quiring a good deal of calculation and mental la-

bor, and leaving me but little time for anything
else.

I therefore send you the above little song of
mine. It expresses my idea of a farmer's life, la-

bors' and enjoyment completely. I hope it will be
responded to, should you think it worth a corner of
your paper, by many of my brother farmers.

Westford, Sept. 1, 1856. L. H. Hildreth.

To Correspondents.—The article on "Swallows,"

signed "Sixteen," is well written, but contains no

new facts on the subject. We feel obliged to our

young friend for his attention. The one on "Sho-

ing Hens" will be seasonable in April, and will be

preserved. Several other articles, of too great

length, or where the subject has already been fully

treated, and some for want of adaptation, are inad-

missible.
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PEESEEVATIOIT AND USE OF AGEI-
CULTUEAL JOUENALS.

As the volume of njost periodicals closes with

their year, it is an appropriate time to make some
suggestions upon their use. To begin with—Care-;

fully preserve your agricultural papers. Afler^

reading the papers as they come out, have a place

for them where you can lay your hand on them at

any moment, when waiting for meals or for any-

thing else. A distinguished scholar is said to have

acquired a language in odd moments, when wailing

for breakfast. Every farmer has at times leisure

in his family, which may be well occupied in refer-

ring to facts which have excited his interest in the

first reading of the papers. Have a place, then,

for them ; and be very careful how you lend them.

If your experience is anything like the writer's, it

will be a losing business, both to yourself and to

the borrower. Ten chances to one, the paper will

not come home at all, or if it come, it vill be minus

one or more leaves, or plus a little soil which has

ceased to be free. In that case, your volume is

broken or injured for binding, and you are the

loser. It is equally a bad operation for the bor-

rower ; for so long as he lives by borrowing he will

not take and pay for an agricultural paper for him-

self, and what he reads or learns of his business will

be superficial. " A little learning is a dangerous

thing" in farming. Better pay for a second paper

for your neighbor than to be without your own.
The merchant might as well lend his ledger, the

scholar his text-books, or the Christian his Bible.

At the close of the volume bind up the numbers,
and put them on the shelf among the books. If

you are flush, and live near a book-bindery, get

the man of sheep skin and muslin to give your vol-

ume a handsome dress ; but if mother wit is more
plenty with you than the coin, and you have a

Yankee's skill in the use of tools, do the binding

yourself. A table, a bradawl, a darning needle,

and a stout piece of twine, will furnish you for the

work. Put your numbers in regular order upon
the table or board, then, with your awl, make
three holes, at suitable distances apart, and with

the twine and needles make the numbers fast. If

you wish a cover to the volume, put a coating of

glue upon the back, and put over a stiff sheet of

wrapping paper, and trim it off to the size of the

book. Put the name of the work upon the back,

and the No. of the volume, and your binding is

finished.

You have now preserved jour volume. No
number, containing just the information or experi-

ment you want, will be lent to your neighbor, or

stray away into the miscellaneous pile of newspa-
pers, and be hustled off into the garret by the good
housewife, who loves so dearly to have everything
packed away in its place. The next thing, after

preserving the papers, is to use them. If an ag-
ricultural journal is v/orth reading at all, it is worth
studying, until you thoroughly comjirehend its

teachings. If your paper is merely an appendage
to an agricultural seed or tool store—a vehicle of

puffing this man's potatoes or that man's plow—it

would be better to change it for one that has no
axe of its own to grind, but stands ready to do the
needful by yours. There are practical scientific

farmers, as well as seedsmen, in the editorial field,

and there is a choice in papers, as well worthy of

your attention as a choice of seeds or a choice of

stock. If the editor of your paper is accomplished
in his profession, take him as a standard, and his

teachings for your text-book, until you can find a
better. Study your text-book, for it contains not

only the news of your business, but its fundamental
principles. There is a grammar of agriculture,

which needs to be fastened in the memory, and in-

wardly digested. These principles are as essential

to your success, as the principles of Blackstone and
kindred text books are to the lawyer. The law-

yer has also his reports and book of cases, with
which it becomes him to be familiar. Your bound
volumes contain your reports and record of cases.

Many of the experiments therein recorded would
be an improvement upon your present style of

farming, if you would adopt them. They would
give you larger crops with less expense, and show
a great difference in the annual income of the farm.

If the writer has derived any benefit from agricul-

tural papers, it has been gained by studying their

principles and following their teachings. If any
one can grow corn, or any other farm croj), more
economically than yourself, it is for your interest to

learn the method and put it in practice. We say,

then, preserve your papers and use them. They
will beguile you of many a weary hour in stormy

weather or in winter, and furnish you with material

for reflection when your hands are busy.

—

The
HoTnestead.

For the New England Fanner.

CHINESE SUGAR CANE.
SORGHUM SACCIIARATUM.

Mr. Editor :—Last spring I received from the

Patent Office, through your hands, a paper of seed

of the Chinese Sugar Cane, which I planted about

the 20th of May, not believing it would amount to

much. It came up well, and has grown well, hav-

ing attained to the height of ten feet. Last week

—

the corn being just in bloom—I cut several stalks

and crushed them and pressed out the juice, which

I boiled down to molasses, a sample of which I send

you, that you may both see and taste for yourself.

The juice is very rich in saccharine matter, the quart

of juice which I boiled making about half a pint

of thick molasses. I did not know how to make
sugar, and so did not see what it would do ; nor

have I made any champagne of it, though it is

said to make a fine article. The great difiiculty is

to express the juice from the stalk, and nothing

that I know of will do it effectually but a sugar

mill, and those we do not have in these parts. I3ut

if this article proves, on a further trial, to be what
I think it is, sugar mills may be erected even in the

good old Bay State, and we be no longer depen-

dent on slave labor for our supply of sugar and
molasses. I hope it may be so, for then we shall

give slavery a check, and perhaps Virginia will find

the demand for slaves to go South on the sugar

plantations considerably diminished, so as to render

the breeding of slaves unprofitable for that State.

Then again there will be some satisfaction in know-
ing that you are using sugar and molasses from

cane grown on free soil by free labor. If this article

should succeed perfectly we cannot sufficiently^ es-

timate the glorious results of its successful cultiva-

tion. It is a fine article for stover, it is so rich in

saccharine matter ; cows, pigs and even horses w-ill

eat the stalks as well as the leaves with the greatest

avidity. The tops may be used for brooms, just
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as broom corn is used. It is said that the juice vocation or profession which interest or taste may
when set with alum, dyes a beautiful red, but in lead him to choose and follow. There is really no

this experiment I have not been successful. The
,
vocation in which men can engage that demands a

seed when ripe is good for fattening hogs, fowls, 'more libei'al culture than agriculture. In this

Sec. I believe it is to be a great article, second in pursuit, the brightest genius may find ample scope

importance to few things that the farmer can grow.
|

to display and exert itself.

It is very desirable that it should be more exten- As the writer has often remarked, farming is the

siA'ely raised another year, and careful experiments most complicated of all the arts. It is the art of

made with it so as to determine its comparative [arts. And alas, how little has been done to devel-

value as a field crop. If you desire I will send some op and confirm the rules of this art. Had the

stalks of the cane to your office.

James H. Hyde.
JVewton Centre, Sept. 22, 1856.

Remarks.—Our own experiments with the

growth of the Chinese Sugar Cane correspond with

those of our correspondent. We can scarcely con-

ceive of a more important acquisition to our pro-

ducts than that of some plant which will enable us

to cultivate sugar orchards along side of our cran-

berry meadows, and apple orchards. We trust

that others will make such experiments with the

cane as will justify a more extended trial another

year.

/•'or the New England Farmer.

EDUCATION OF FARMEES.
"How much education for the farmer ?" inquires

a recent correspondent in the columns of the JVew
England Farmer. Just as much as circumstances

and opportunities will allow him to acquire
;
just

as much as if he intended to be a minister, a doc-

tor, or a lawyer. The prevalent notion, however,

is, that if a farmer have six sons, and intends that

the eldest shall be a farmer, the second a school-

master, the third a doctor, the fourth a lawyer, the

fifth a minister, and the sixth a merchant—three

of them, at least, those designed for the learned

professions, must have a "liberal education," while

the two that are designed for mercantile life and
teaching, must each have what is called a good
English education ; the other, it matters little

whether he go to school much or not, for he is to

be a farmer. The chief thing for him is, that he

conductors of the farms over Christendom been ed-

ucated men, as well as practical, how different

would have been the condition of the farmers to-

day, compared with what it really is. Why, every

farm, so to speak, is a laboratory ; for a lal)oratory,

says Webster, is "a place where work is performed,

or any thing is prejjared for use." The conductor

of the farm work, whether he do the labor with his

own hands, or em})loy others, is the master chemist

of the field laboratory, and is "preparing something

for use." One of his experiments, if it prove suc-

cessful, will prepare wheat for bread ; another will

prepare corn, another oats, another barley, another

buckwheat, another potatoes, and others, roots,

bulbs, grass, hay, live stock, &:c., &c. Now if it be

admitted that it requires a liberal amount of cul-

ture for a man to go into a chemical laboratory, (a

mere toy-shop compared with a farm, in results

and everything else,) and work experiments suc-

cessfully—and none will deny it—then how much
more important is it, that the conductor of a farm

should be a man of liberal culture, a man that

knows how to combine elements, so as to make
wheat, corn, roots, grass, &c., upon which man and
beast are to subsist. The chemist in the laborato-

ry makes his labor successful, as his audiences will

bear record. So should the director of a farm ; and
so does the farm director in his laboratory, when
under the influence of experience, observation and

knowledge ; a trio that should illuminate the path

of every farmer. More anon, if you will allow,

Messrs. Editors. L. v/.

To Make Ink.—Seeing in your column "To
Correspondents" your answer to a communication
from C. C, of Ohio, I send you the enclosed circu-

should be athletic, apt, and willing to work with jlar, which I received from Detroit, in answer tp a

his hands ; ready and skilful in dirt digging, as

taught by the traditions of his ancestors, and by
the same, to hate and despise all "book farming,"

as being speculative and theoretical hypotheses.

It might be deemed pertinent here to start the in-

quiry why tliis son should be taught to hate hook
farming, and the others be taught to love hook
{)reaching, hook counselling, hook diagnoses, and the

ike ? Are not law, medicine and theology as rife

in speculative hypotheses as agi-iculture ? Why
not then be consistent, and either discard hook

note "enclosing stamp." If C. C. wishes a good ink

let him try this.

1. Take three ounces of best galls, and 1-4 of an

ounce of cloves, bruise to a coarse powder, and bcil

over a slow fire in a pint of water for a few hours,

stirring frequently ; then set aside in a covered ves-

sel till cold ; then strain, and supply the place of the

water lost by evaporation till it measures one pint.

2. Now dissolve 1 ounce and 1 dram of best

copperas in 1-2 pint of water and strain; then dis-

solve 5 drams of gum arable in 1-2 pint of water,

knowledge in all'cases, or else admit it in all, and and add to tlae copperas solution and 1-2 pint of

so learn to discriminate between truth and error,

between mere speculative theory and sound instruc-

tion, between hypotheses and true knowledge, as to

avoid imposition, deception, impostors and charla-

tans, whether they appear as lecturers and teachers,

or as authors of books, papers or periodicals ?

The position taken by the writer, is, that it is no
matter v/hat vocation or profession you design your
son for, give him the best, and highest, and most
liberal intellectual culture in your power, and then

he is ready to study and pursue successfully any

good cider vinegar. Now mix 1 and 2, and add 1

ounce of Uquid blue. Use soft water. Let your

ink be exposed to the air, and you will have a black

ink.

—

Scientific American.

Sealixg-tvax for Fruit C^ins.—A very good

sealing-wax is made by melting and stirring well

together, one ounce of Venice turjjenetine, four

ounces of common resin, and six ounces of gum
shellac. A beautiful red color may be given by ad-

ding one quarter of an ounce or less of Vermilli-on.
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EAELY JOE AHD MEXICO APPLES.

Early Joe. (Dotted Outline.) Small;

flattish round; smooth, bright red on a pale

yellow ground, covered with bloom ; stalk

short, slim, in a broad, deep_ cavity ; calyx

small, closed, in a shallow basin ; flesh white,

melting, and very tender, of a very fine, high

aromatic flavor. One of the very best and

most beautiful ; but good only when eaten

from the tree. During Sept. We find it

to be only a moderate grower, and a great

bearer. Origin, Bloomfield, N. Y.

Mexico. Medial ; roundish ; bright crim-

son, clouded and striped with very dark red,

a little yellow in the shade ; few large light

dots; stern rather long and stoats in a broad,

rather shallow, russety cavity ; calyx rather

Lirge, in a narrow basin ; flesh whitish,

tinged with red ; tender, rather juicy, of a

fine high flavor. We find it a moderate

grower
;
perfectly hardy even in Maine. A

good bearer, very handsome, excellent fruit.

Sept. Origin, Canterbury, Ct.

HOW TO SECUEE PEACE AT HOME.

It is just as possible to keep a calm house as a

clean house, a cheerful house, an orderly house, as

a furnished house, if the heads set themselves to do

so. Where is the difficulty of consulting each oth-

er's weakness, as well as each other's wants ; each

other's tempers, as well as each other's health

;

each other's comfort, as well as each other's char-

acter ? O ! it is by leaving the peace at home to

chance, instead of pursuing it by system, that so

many homes are unhappy. It deserves notice, also,

that almost any one can be courteous, and forbear-

ing, and patient in a neighbor's house. If anything

goes wrong, or be out of time, or disagreeable there,

it is made the best of, not the worst ; even efforts

are made to excuse it, and to show that it is not

felt ; or, if felt, it is attributed to accident, not de-

sign ; and this is not only easy, but natural, in the

house of a friend. I will not, therefore, beUeve

that what is so natural in the house of another is

impossible at home ; but maintain, without fear,

that all the courtesies of social life may be upheld

in domestic societies. A husband as willing to be

pleased at home and as anxious to please as in his

neighbor's house, and a wife as intent on making
things comfortable every day to her family as on

set daj's to her guests, could not fail to make their

own home happy. Let us not evade the point of

these remarks by recurring to the maxim about al-

lowances for temper. It is worse than folly to re-

fer to our temper, unless we could prove that we
ever gained anything good by giving way to i'.

Fits of ill humor punish us quite as much, if not

more, than those they are vented upon ; and it ac-

tually requires more eff"ort, and inflicts more pain

to give them up, than would be required to avoid

them.

—

Phillip.

The Use of Chloroform upon Animals.—It

being necessary, a few days ago, to perform an op-

eration upon a favorite horse belonging to Rev. A.

V/. Burnham, of Rindge, N. H., chloroform was

given with complete success. The horse laid down
quietly in a sound sleep, and did not wake till fif-

teen minutes after the operation was over, having

apparently suffered not a particle of pain. This

fact is made public for the benefit of those " right-

eous men" who are merciful to their beasts.

TO AUTUMN.
BT KEATS.

Season of mist and mellow mirthfulncss,

Close bosom friend of the maturing sun

;

Conspiring with him how to load and bless

With fruit and vines that round the thatcheaves run :

To bend with apples the mossed cottage trees.

And fill all fruit with ripeness to the core ;

To swell the ground, and plump the hazel shells

With a sweet kernel ; to set budding more,

And still more, later flowers for the bees,

Until they think warm days will never cease,

For Summer has o'er-brimmed their clammy cells.

Who hath not seen thee oft amid thy store ?

Sometimes whoever seeks abroad may find

Thee sitting caseless on a granary floor.

Thy hair soft-lifted by the winnowing wind
;

Or in a half-reaped furrow, sound asleep,

Drowsed with the fume of poppies, while thy hock

Spares the next swath and all its twined flowers

;

And sometimes like a gleaner thou dost keep

Steady thy laden head across a brook

;

Or by a cider press with patient look,

Thou watchest the last oozing hours by hours.

Where are the sons of Spring ? Aye, where are they .'

Think not of them—thou has thy music too,

While barred clouds bloom the soft dying day,

And touch the stubble plains with rosy hue
;

Then in a wailful choir the small gnats mourn

Among the rivers shallow, borne aloft

Or sinking as the light wind lives or dies
;

And full-grown lambs loud bleat from hilly bourn ;

Hedge-crickets sing ; and now with treble soft

The red-breast whistles from the garden-croft

;

And gathering swallows twitter in the skies.
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For the New England Farmer.

DEPAETUES OF THE SWALLOWS.
There is an old-fashioned barn ujjon the farm

where I reside, which is the favorite resort of nu-

merous swallows. As special provision has been

made for their entrance into the barn, and as they

are never disturbed in their domestic felicities, from
seventy-five to a hundred young swallows are

hatched and reared every year, beneath its friendly

roof.

Towards the middle of August these swallows,

old and young, began to hold conventions, (musi-

cal, not political,) in various localities about the

I^remises. Sometimes they would gather upon the

top of the barn, or house, or some of the out-build-

ings ; sometimes upon the dead limb of a tree, or

upon a fence, or the tops of the beautiful Indian

corn. But wherever their place of meeting chanced
to be, the air around was filled with their lively

music.

On Sunday evening, August 24, just before dark,

they held a grand "mass meeting," upon the top

of the old barn, and since then, they have not been
seen. They probably commenced their journey
southward, early on Monday morning, August 25.

Two pairs, with seven or eight young ones,—which,

doubtless, had not, at the time, sufficient strength

of wing for a "trip to the tropics,"—remained un-

til September 3d, when they also departed for

"the sunny South." So the swallows have again

left us ; and with them nearly all the feathered

songsters which have cheered our hearts with their

sweet music, during the long, bright, summer days.

Another summer, with its lovely flowers, its fresh

green leaves, its myriads of gay insects, its dewy
mornings and balmy evenings, has also departed.

The voices of autumn can already be heard, and
its scenes meet our gaze ; the chirping of the crick-

et, the sound of the near or distant flail, the sigh-

ing of the wind through the fading, withering

leaves, the ripening corn and fruit, the red, yellow,

and purple tints upon the maples in the lonely

swamp. Sad Autumn will soon glide away into the

"unrelenting past," leaving stern winter, with its

howling winds and drifting snows, in the undisput-

ed possession of the once beautiful fields and
groves.

Although we know that with another summer
they will all return, yet we cannot suppress a feel-

ing of sadness as we witness these successive de-

partures of the fair and beautiful things of earth.

But we need not feel sad, for if our hearts are true

and brave, we shall find that every season has its

charms ; and we know that when the time comes
for our departure, if obedient children of the Most
High, we too, like the birds, shall pass to a more
genial clime, but not like them, to return.

SWALLOWS BUILDING THEIR NESTS IN TREES.

During the present summer, a pair of swallows,

with white breasts and black, shiny backs, built

their nest in the dead linab of a tree which stands

near my house. They took possession of a hole
which was once occupied by the "chick- a-dees."

They came somewhat later than the barn swallows,
and departed much sooner. Their wing and tail

feathers were I'ather shorter than those of the barn
swallow, which made them appear smaller when
flying. So iar as I had an opportunity of observ-
ing, I could see no difference between the male and

female, either in size or color. Their notes were
few and plaintive.

As I have no work on ornithology at hand just

now, I should be obliged to Mr. Fowler, or Mr.
Wetherell, or any one who knows, if they would say
(if, from my description they are able thus to do)
what class of swallows these birds belong to, and
whether they usually build their nests in trees.

Groton, Sept. 6, 1856. S. L. White.

For the New England Farmer.

TOO MANY SHADE TEEES.
BY HEXRY F. FRENCH.

In some old school-book there is a story of one

of the early settlers, whose wife and several small

children were attacked by Indians, in their field a

short distance from his log house. Hearing their

cry, he mounted his horse, and rode to protect

them, but, seeing the overwhelming number of the

savages, he at first gave up the idea of a contest, in

despair, and determined to snatch up the one of his

family most dear to him, and escape to his well-for-

tified cabin.

He rode up to his little flock, who crowded

around him for protection. And now, which should

he select, and leave the rest to the merciless sav-

ages ? He glanced at their pleading, upturned

faces, and he could not choose. He resolved to

die with them all together, and turning upon the

cowardly foe, he attacked them with such fury,

riding back and forth across their path, and threat-

ening first one and then another, with his deadly

rifle, that they were kept at bay, till his family all

reached their home in safety.

We have looked forward from youth to a home
of our own. We have planned and re-planned our

house, and in our minds, again and again laid out

our walks, and groves, and gardens. Presently,

our wishes are realized, and we have, through much

tribulation, it may be, much embarrassment of

means, and the vexations and disappointments in-

cident to all that is human, actually builded our

house, and laid out our grounds, and to end at once

and forever, the reign of barrenness which was

over our land, when we bought it, we have planted

small trees, and shrubs and hedges, and with the

help of imagination to aid their growth, we see at

length, our ideal become the actual. We knew at

the outset, that sunlight is essential to health, that

the distant, beautiful view of mountain, or river, or

meadow, or waterfall, is worth more than gilded

pictures of them that hang upon the parlor wall.

—

We knew that the grace and true grandeur of the

noble forest tree, result from its breadth and ful-

ness of outline, which it can attain only as man at-

tains his true nobility, with freedom and space to

develop the natural capacity for greatness. We ad-

mired the beautiful smooth lawn about our dwell-

ing, and every spring, the grass seemed greener
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than ever before ; and we were thankful that this, [old chimney in the middle of the dwelling is almost

at least, was born like Pallas, in fullest beauty, and falling down. Old sheds, and a well-house, aiid

The

after

and

the other outbuildings, are in ruins. Little irregu-

lar enclosures divide the farm, especially near the

buildings, into ill shaped yards, and the old stone

walls are crooked and covered with moss.

In that old house, you may be sure there lives an

old man, and those things so forbidding to us, are

asked no waiting for to exhibit perfection.

All things prospered under our hands,

trees grew while we were sleeping. Year

year, they awakened in the spring time,

stretched out their hands towards each other, near-

er and nearer. Shooting upwards, they have spread

a curtain across the sunlight, and while watching' his idols. He, in the days of his strength, built the

the Uttle birds in their nests on the branches, we
|

house, and according to the light he had, arranged

have almost forgotten the life-giving sunshine, and
j

his home. Here were his barns for his cattle, his

the glowing pictures which lie behind them. places for his swine and poultry, his calves and his

The lawn, at length, is crowded with shrubs and
j

colts, and while his wife was spared, and his boys

were at home, all was kept in order. But the

lights of his house, one by one, have gone out,

and alone he bides his time. His memory is his

vision. He sees by the "light of other days," and

will hear of no change, no innovation upon the

home of his youth and manhood. Let his monu-

ments of buried hopes and vanished pleasures be

sacred.

Soon we may pass that way again, and thought-

lessly we exclaim, what an improvement has been

made. The old house has been recreated. New
doors and larger windows, porticos and verandahs,

with paint or stucco, have transformed the old man-

sion to a modern villa. The old walls are torn

down, the little yards have vanished with the little

decayed sheds which they surrounded, and modern

taste has profited by the work of near a century,

and brought the fine old oaks and elms into cen-

tres of beautiful lawns. The old man has died, and

his home has been sold, and now, while we bless

the new beauty that comes over his old home, let

vines. The trees are striving upward for light,

with long and naked stems. The hemlock and

the larch have but dry sticks in place of their grace-

ful lower branches. The pine is thinking of utih-

ty, and trying to become a mast. The hedge is

dying of sheer mortification, that every other tree

should tower above it, and the beautiful green

grass, our first and early love, no longer cherished

with the dew and sunlight shed uj)on it, has well

nigh perished.

What shall we do ? We are sure we cannot

save all, but Uke our pioneer in the story, we can-

not decide which shall perish, and usually, we re-

main undecided, and a worse than pristine wilder-

ness shrouds our dwelling. In the older villages

of New England, we as often see the want of thin-

ning out as the want of planting ; and the task of

destroying is far more difficult and more delicate

than that of creating. We see that our grounds

are crowded, and yearly becoming more tangled,

and disorderly. We cannot help suspecting that

comfort and health, even, are affected by the damp- us drop a tear over his idols that are thus pitiless

ness of too much shade ; but where shall we apply

the destroying axe ?

Tliis tree was the gift of a friend who is far away;

another was brought from the woods with the help

ly broken. The new is not so sacred as the old.

Still, the work of thinning out must sometimes

be done. Often, we live on from year to year, and

the vegetation around us changes imperceptibly to

of a brother, and together we placed it where it is us, and we vainly imagine that the grace and beau-

growing. That vine reminds us of one whose
|

ty which we sought so carefully, and for which we

memory is sacred, for it was her favorite flower

;

and this shrub came from the old homestead, and

so has a peculiar value. Then there are the noble

elms and maples, too noble to be ruthlessly slain

;

and so, though we appreciate the necessity of the

sacrifice, our hands almost refuse the office of the

high priest.

Great reverence is due to the objects of any man's

affection, be they human, or no more than inani-

mate. Lov.e makes all things sacred. The very

idols of the pagan should not be profaned, or treat-

ed with disrespect, even, could we not offer him a

more worthy object of adoration. Often as we
travel through the older portions of the Northern

States, we see some old farm-house and its sur-

roundings, an object almost of disgust, from its neg-

lected and dilapidated condition. The house is

unpainted and black ; the glass is small, and the

grouped our trees, and arranged our walks, has

been attained, when, to a stranger's eye, our dwell-

ing is surrounded by a thicket as uninviting as an

alder swamp.

The man who can live and not grow old,—and

there are some such—who can continue to cultivate

his taste, can sympathize with the young, and not

forget the aged, who can appreciate new beau-

ty, and still revere the old, may satisfy the de-

mands of public taste, wnile he preserves about his

home all that with him constitutes its identity.

—

A rural home, even of ten year's growth, requires

often as much cutting away as transplanting.

Great improvement may at once be made in this

way by a judicious hand, without desecration.

We have labored hard to induce men to plant

trees, and have no regrets for such teachings. The

bare suggestion that there is an extreme opposite
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to that of "the bare and the bald," will, in many

cases, be sufficient to correct the evil of too much

shade about our dwellings.

HOETICULTURAL SONG.
BY EPES SAKGENT.

The Winter chill has pleasure still,

And Spring is fair to see
;

In Summer's heat the groves are sweet.

But Autumn bold for me !

With vine-leaves on his honest brow,

And harvest in his arms,

He comes, with all of Winter's cheer,

And all of summer's charms !

The Flowers and Fruit that deck our board.

To Woman tribute owe
;

From her the Rose steals all its bloom.

From her, the Peach its glow

;

The Lily, in her purity.

May see i'.s own eclipse
;

And where did Cherries take their red,

If not from woman's lips ?

The purple bloom upon the Grape,
The Violet's modest hue

—

Who does not see they're borrowed, both.

From certain eyes of blue ?

And if the Orange Flower is sweet.

And the Hyacinth is fair,

Will any one their lovely tints,

With those we sing compare ?

And there be men of high renown,

Who're welcome here to-day,

In Church and State who've garlands won.

That will not fade away
;

And tillers of the soil have come
To grace our festival

;

And Horticulture's peaceful chiefs

—

And they are welcome all

!

Then while we show our garden's wealth,

And boast our Plums and Pears,

And while we welcome to our hall

Our Governors and Mayors,

Let's not forget, of all the charms

That grace our board, the crown

—

But eat a lusty pippin each,

To Mother Eve's renown !

adoption ; true in the latter we may love it, take

good care of it, and all that, interest dictates this

—

but after all, the real genuine affection is wanting.

It is a well-known and settled fact that some seeds

of the same species ripen sooner than others, and
herein is involved a very important principle i'n

their selection. Particularly is this the case in those

crops which it is important should ripen before

our early frosts come. Now by going through
your field of corn you will observe that very many
of the ears are some days in advance of others, per-

haps a week. My advice is—mark those ears for

seed, and generally these ears will be among the

fairest in the field. I do' not pretend to say, that

by planting those seeds, another year they will come
to maturity a week earlier, but that if you will fol-

low this course for a series of years, you will get a

variety of the same species of corn that will ripen a

week or more earlier than it does now, and what
an important acquisition this would be. The same
thing holds true in regard to other crops, so that

by a judicious selection of the seed you may have

an early and late kind of the same species. Is not

this principle in accordance with the operations of

Nature ? It has been said that a farmer should

never buy what he can possibly produce on his own
farm, and this is sound doctrine. The most fore-

handed and prosperous farmers I know of, are

those who act upon the above principle ; they have

"everything" to sell, and buy but little. They are

the men who plant their own trees, raise their own
seeds, as well as pigs, and take the JVew England
Farmer and pay for it. Norfolk.

September, 1856.

For the New England Farmei

SEEDS-TIME TO ATTEND TO.

Mr. Editor :—Now is the time to attend to this

business in good earnest ; do not let the proper time

pass away. I take it for granted, that you were
thoughtful in this respect in the spring—and prop-

erly attended to such roots, &c., as were necessary

to give you seed for another season. This going to

the stores and seed shops every spring for seeds,

and often getting an inferior kind, frequently a

worthless article, and paying from two to five hun-

dred per cent, above the cost of production, besides

the risk of disappointment, is rather a too expen-

sive business.

By selecting seeds from your own vegetables, you
know what you get and what may be expected from

them. With me, I derive four-fold more pleasure in

planting my own seeds than those I buy, and I

have no doubt you will find it so. Who does not feel a

double pleasure in a tree of his own jjlanting, than

in that planted by stranger hands ? In the one case

it is a child of our own, and in the olher a child by

NORTH MIDDLESEX CATTLE SHOW
Came off on the 16th. The day was fine, the ar-

rangements were well made, and well carried out.

We didn't see the plowing match, which was said

to be well contested. There were many fine spec-

imens of blood and grade stock, showing that much

attention is being paid to the introduction of fine

stock in this part of the county. The swine were

of the finest description, and there were a number

of promising colts. But the greatest attraction

was in the hall, where a grand display of vegeta-

bles and fruit was presented. The peaches and

pears especially were in great variety and perfec-

tion. An interesting address was given by Rev.

Mr. Foster, of Lowell ; a good dinner was served

up in a tent, at which the President, Mr. Spencer,

presided with his accustomed urbanity and ease.

Good speeches and sentiments in abundance fol-

lowed the dinner. Among the speakers were Mr.

Sheriff Keyes, Rev. Mr. Foster, Hon. T. Went-

worth, His Honor Ex-Lieut. Gov. Huntington, Dea.

Otis Adams, of Chelmsford, and others. The whole

affair was a very pleasant one, and highly satisfac-

tory to all concerned.

A Pretty Process.—Among the machines late-

ly on exhibition at the agricultural exposition in

Paris, was one for hulling wheat. It is said that

by the methods now in use, the bran, when it. is

separated from the wheat, carries away with it at
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least twenty per cent, of nutritive matter. The
new process reduces this amount to four per cent.

The hulled grains of wheat, seen through a micro-

scope, present a perl'ectly smooth and polished ap-

pearance, something like that of potatoes when the

skin has been removed by washing. The bran it-

self is but a pellicle, of which excellent paper is now
made. The inventor of the machine, M. Besnire

de la Pontonaire, affirms that if this process had
been applied to the grain consumed in France the

past year, the crops, instead of presenting a deficit

of seven million hectolitres, would have shown a

surplus of three million hectolitres. (The hectolitre

is a fraction over two and one-halfbushels.) The cost

of hulling a hectolitre of wheat by the new process

is about four cents.

For the New England Farmer.

EFFECTS OF PUMPKIN SEEDS ON
COWS.

Mr. Editor :—I noticed a statement in a late

number of the Farmer, to the effect that pumpkin
seeds dried up a cow's milk. This was something
new to me, and contrary to the idea that I had al-

ways entertained, to wit, that pumpkins were valu-

able to feed to milch cows, therefore 1 resolved to

ascertain the real value of that statement before

taking any stock therein. Being unsuccessful in

raising a crop of pumpkins myself, the past season,

I procured a few loads of one of my neighbors, who
had a surplus, and commenced feeding them out
to my cow, at the rate of half a bushel per day

;

she was then giving about eight quarts of milk per
day, but instead of this increasing the quantity,

they diminished it. I increased the feed to a bush-

el per day ; still there was a decrease in the quan-
tity of milk until the pumpkins froze up, when she

did not give but four quarts per day. The cow
did not fatten, and the reason for the decrease in

the quantity of milk, I could in no way account for.

When I stopped feeding the pumpkins, I gave a

pail-full of slops from the house, with two quarts of

oat meal per day, and in a short time, she was giv-

ing her former quantity ; still I did not think of

the pumpkins doing the mischief. When I read
the statement in your paper, I had commenced
feeding boiled to the cow, in addition to the slops

and meal, with the same effect on the milk as m
the fall. I then took out all the seeds before boil-

ing, when, lo, the change ! Instead of five quarts
of milk per day, I got nearly nine in a short time.

1 again kept in the seeds, with precisely the same
result as before.

Now this experiment establishes a fact, which,
(to me at least,) is of importance. Probably there
are some who knew the same thing, years ago

;

and, perhaps, there are others, some that, like my-
self, were not posted, to whom this will be of conse-
quence. I also noticed while I left out the seeds,

that the cow made no extra quantity of urine,

which all cattle invariably do, when fed on pump-
kins, seeds and all. If you see fit to give this an
insertion, it may b» of benefit to some who have
had no more experience than myself.

Yours, ^c, J. B. FreeMjIN.
Lebanon, JV. H., 1856,

8^^ The total export of treasure from San Fran-
cisco, for the last seven months, was thirty million.

LEOMINSTER CATTLE SHOW.

On the 23d inst. the Farmer's Club of the good

old town of Leominster had its annual exhibition.

The day was lowery, and in the afternoon there was

a good deal of rain, but the public spirit of the

people surmounted all the discouragement arising

from the state of the weather. They were deter-

mined to have a good time, and they did. They
were punctual in carrying out all their arrange-

ments, and there was a general turn out of all ages

and sexes. The show of stock and swine was good,

and highly creditable to the town. There were

some fine pigs, a cross between the SuSblks and

Mackays, that promises well.

The show in the Hall was surpassingly fine, and

commanded the unqualified admiration of all who
witnessed it. Magnificent apples, pears, peaches

and grapes were piled upon four long tables in al-

most unlimited variety, and in quality equal to any

thing to be found in any part of the State. Ths

show of fruit raised in this town alone, would have

done credit to any county exhibition in New Fug-

land. Indeed, we have been present at more than

one State show where the exhibition would not

compare with this, either in quality or quantity.

There were Crawford peaches, weighing 10 ounces.

Isabellas, Dianas, Sweet-water, Black Hamburgs

and fine native grapes were here in abundance. Mr,

Hall's Black Hamburgs were magnificent. Among
the largest contributors were C. C. Field, the Pres-

ident, Isaac Smith, Mrs. E. Robbins, W. Gates, I.

Whitcomb, L. Heustis, L. Burrage, N, Harlow, I.

C. Adams, L. Buss, G. P. Gibson, C. Boyden, D.

Maynard, Jona. Colburn, George Smith, Oliver Hall

and E. Buss. There were others, perhaps, equally

deserving, whose names we did not get. The ex-

hibition of combs, pianos, needle-work, shell-work,

hair-work, and other works of art and taste, was

of a high order. The show of butter, cheese and

bread spoke volumes for the housewifery of the Le-

ominster ladies. There were in close contiguity

with the bread, some splendid samples of honey, re-

minding us of the days of onr boyhood when we
used, once a year, upon the taking up of the honey,

to have a feast upon brown bread and honey. There

were some samples of coffee wheat, a variety of

much promise, and specimens of white rye—and

one of flour from white rye—equal in whiteness to

wheat flour. This new variety of rye we would

commend to the notice of New England farmers,

generally.

A large quantity of vegetables in one corner of

the hall attracted much attention.

At 12 o'clock an address was given by Dr. Het-

NOLDS, of Concord. The address was of a highly

practical character, and was listened to with close

attention. At the close of the address a proces-

sion was formed and proceeded to the hotel and
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sat down to an excellent dinner. The tables were

well filled, and after the wants of the body were

satisfied, "the feast of reason" commenced, and an

hour was spent in a very pleasant manner. We think

there is no other town in the county of Worcester,

with the exception of the city of Worcester, that

can get up so fine an exhibition of fruits.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
BMNE AND ONION SEED.

Having just been into my garden, I found my
onions were bottoming finely. For some ten

years past, insects have almost entirely prevented

raising onions, so much so, that but few in this sec-

tion have tried it at all. I was speaking, last spring,

with one of my neighbors, about raising onions.

He said there would be no trouble about the in-

sect, if I would soak the seed in salt waler, but he

had forgotten the quantity, so I guessed at it. I

made a tea-cup two-thirds full of brine, as strong

as could be made by pouring hot water to

salt, which I let cool, and then put a paper of seed

in it, which remained until the next morning. On
examining it in the morning, a small white maggot

was plainly to be seen in the brine ; the brine v/as

poured off, and ashes added to the seed, so I could

sow it. The seed came up as well as any I ever

saw, and have grown undisturbed by insects.

JFest Windsor, Ft, 1856. * * *

HOW SHALL I PROTECT GRAPE VINES?

I have a grape vine which has grown from the

root ten feet since the first of July last ; it is now

very green, and like a sprout in June, and it has

occurred to me that if left unprotected, the winter

might be too severe for it. I am desirous of pre-

serving it, and wish to know the best plan for doing

so. If you will inform me of the best one to adopt,

I shall be greatly obliged. A Subscriber.

Boston, Sept., 1856.

Remarks.—Lay it upon the ground and throw

leaves, coarse weeds, hay or brush of any kind over

it. It ought not to be compactly covered.

ON HARVESTING CORN.

I have been trying the different methods for a

number of years, to satisfy myself which is best.

—

I have tried breaking the corn off, and cutting up

the butts, (for the slovenly practice of leaving the

butts in the field, I cannot put up with,) and cut-

ting the butts and corn together ; and I have tried

cutting all together, and shocking it in the field,

which I think is decidedly the best waj'. T. n.

Gloucester, Sept., 1856.

posed to the gambling, horse-racing tendency to

which our fairs seem tending, and who think it

much better to improve the morals of man, than

the speed of the horse. Z. White.
Middlebury, Ft, 1856.

PRICES CURRENT.

Mr. Editor :—The Monthly Farmer comes to

hand in good form, and I am much pleased with

its contents. But there is one thing missing, that

is the market price of all the field and garden pro-

ducts that it teaches us to raise. As it is in the

weekly, would it not be a good plan to insert a list

in the monthly ? Then we can judge of the value

of these things. Some of your subscribers raise

more than they want for themselves.

JVilliamstown, 1856. A Subscriber.

Remarks.—We are occasionally asked why we

publish no prices current in the Monthly Farmer,

The reason is that the matter for the Monthly is

in the printer's hands some weeks before it is

issued, and the delays occasioned by printing, fold-

ing, &c., are so great that subscribers do not re-

ceive their papers until a fortnight after the copy is

prepared. Of course we could give nothing like

an accurate statement of prices, and any other is

useless.

fine peaches.

Dear Sir :—Something was said in a former

letter about my furnishmg you with a practical ar-

ticle. I send you one now, the product of my
hands, if not my head. Please accept it from

Truly yours, S. H. Hildreth.

Westford, Sept., 1856.

Remarks.—This year, friend Hildreth, such a

practical illustration of "bestowing your goods,"

comes home to men's "bosoms," at any rate. The

box was received in good order, and its "contents

noticed" with unusual satisfaction.

ELDER berry WINE.

I would inquire through you, or your excellent

paper, of the best method of making elder berry

wine ? A Subscriber.

Dover, JV. H., Sept., 1856.

Remarks.—To one quart of elderberry juice, add

two quarts of water and three pounds of sugar—the

better the sugar, the better will be the wine. As

soon as it is done fermenting, strain it, and put it

in vessels that are perfectly clean. It will improve

by age. _

AN EXPLANATION.

Mr. Editor :—I notice in your account of the

Vermont State Fair, a statement that $20,000 was

offered for the famous Ethan Allen horse, and re-

fused. Permit me to state the facts : $20 000 was

offered for the horse, by Mr. Austin, of Orwell,

one of the owners of the horse ; but there was no

one, not interested, ready to purchase at quite so

high a price. By publishing the above, you will

oblige one, and I think, many who are much op-

bugs in peas—trimming pear trees—borers.

What can be done to seed peas to prevent the

bugs from eating holes in them ?

Will it do to trim a young pear tree at this sea-

son of the year, and how much take off ?

How can borers be prevented from getting in

trees, and how killed after they are in ? Is there

any wash that will destroy the egg before it is

hatched ? if so, what is it, when and how applied ?

How proceed with the wound after they are out ?

Orange, August, 1856. A Subscriber.
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A HERES'ORD HEIEER.

There is a considerable portion of the business of

the farmer as much unlike the mere cultivation of

the soil, as that of the mechanic, or any of the pro-

fessions. He ought to understand keeping accounts,

and purchasing and selling, for of the last two he

has a good deal to do. His business is partly mer-

cantile. The farmers, in any of our country towns,

buy and sell to many times the amount of the

stbre-keepers each year, and it becomes them as

much to understand, thoroughly, the articles in

which they deal, as for the store-keeper to be well

acquainted with the cloths and silks, and sugars and

other goods which he purchases.

It is with this view that we sometimes give illus-

trations of animals or implements, that have not

been thoroughly tested, and are not well known
and established.

Every farmer should know something of all the

breeds of cattle that have been introduced into this

country, so much, at least, as to be able to detect

a leading blood in any animal that is placed before

him. Then, when he learns the growing, fattening

and other productive qualities of each, he is in pos-'

session of enough of that mercantile knowledge of

which we have spoken, to enable him to trade ad-

vantageously in any of them.

The Heifer, pictured above, is the property of

Charles B. Clark, Esq., of Concord, Mass., and

took the second prize at the U. S. Cattle Show at

Boston last autumn. Below we give the opinions

of some distinguished breeders.

The Hereford oxen are considerably larger than
the North Devons. They are usually of a darker
red ; some of them are brown, and even yellow,

and a few are brindled ; but they are principally

distinguished by their white faces, throats, and bel-

lies. In a few, the white extends to the shoulders.

The old Herefords were brown or red-brown, with
not a spot of white about them. It is only within

the last fifty or sixty years that it has been the fash-

ion to breed for white faces. Whatever may be
thought of the change of color, the present bi-eed

is certainly far superior to the old one. The hide

is considerably thicker than that of the Devon, and
the beasts are more hardy. Compared with the

Devons, they are shorter in the leg, and also in the

carcass ; higher, and broader, and heavier in the

chine ; rounder and wider across the hips, and bet-

ter covered with fat ; the thigh fuller and more
muscular, and the shoulders larger and coarser.

They are not now much used for husbandry,
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tliough their form adujits them for the heavier

work ; and they have all the honesty and docility

of the Devon ox, and greater strength, if not his

activity. The Herefordshire ox fattens speedily at

a very early age, and it is therefore more advanta-

geous to the farmer, and perhaps to the country,

that he should go to market at three years old, than

be kept longer to be employed as a beast of draught.

They are far worse milkers than Devons. This is

so generally acknowledged, that while there are

many dairies of Devon cows in various parts of the

country, (none of which, however, are very profita-

ble to their owners,) a dairy of Herefords is rarely

to be found.

To compensate for this, they are even more kind-

ly feeders than the Devons, and will live and grow
fat where a Devon would scarcely live. Their beef

may be objeeted to by some, as being occasionally

a little too large in the bone, and the forequarters

being coarse and heavy ; but the meat of the best

pieces is often very fine-grained and beautifully

marbled. There are few cattle more prized in the

market than the eenuine Herefords.

For the Netr England Fanner.

MAN, A COMPLEX BEIKG.

Mr. Editor:—]Man is a complex being, en-

dowed with various faculties, passions, and desires,

and each one of these organs needs its appropri-

ate stimulus and training. He was not created and

placed upon this earth, simply for the purpose of

satisfying his animal wants and desires ; he has a

nobler and more heaven-born mission to fulfil ; and

even if an education should not aid him in the

least in getting money, I should still consider it to

be his duty and privilege to obtain all the learning

which his means and opportunities would allow. 1

do not consider that the study of the dead languag-

es is of importance to the farmer or laborer of any

class. It is a relic of ancient barbarism, which has

descended to us through many centuries, like an

heir-loom, and entailed upon us by colleges and

universities, that the study of the dead languages

is the base and apex, the foundation and lapstone

of all education. But that day has passed. Men
have discovered that the highest attainments in sci-

ence may be made without ever looking at a Greek

grammar. In fict, it may be questioned whether

the study of Latin and Greek is good for anything,

excepting to some professional men. It has, in

many cases, done more harm than good, by divert-

ing the mind from the sublime truths of science

and nature, and causing the mind to worry itself by

studying out Greek roots. Yet in the study of

mathematics there is a vast fund of practical

knowledge, with which it is of importance that

every farmer should be acquainted. Surveying,

chemistry, geology, and botany, together with sev-

eral other studies, open an extensive field of inves-

tigation and research, involvitt^ many principles of

the utmost utility, besides disciplining the mind, and

affording the utmost pleasure to the investigator.

And again I would say, that I consider it to be

of the utmost importance that the farmer should be

well educated ; for in this country, where the peo-

ple are sovereign, and where every man of good
moral character is liable to be called upon to fill

some station of honor or trust, I regard it of

great importance that all should be prepared to oc

cupy any place in government to which he may be

called. Perhaps it is a somewhat common belief

among the great mass of people, that the laboring

classes cannot study, that the almost constant toil

of the body to which they are subjected unnerves

the mind, and incapacitates them for mental labor;

but the idea is erroneous, for, although severe and
unrelaxing toil does impair the mind, simply be-

cause the too severe taxation of any part of the

system must of necessity, weaken the whole, and
the mind is impaired, because it is not allowed free

and sufficient scope for the exercise of its faculties,

which unexercised, will weaken it to the same de-

gree that Gverexercise would
; yet, manual labor,

when practised in a proper manner, and to a suita-

ble degree, is most eminently qualified to develop

and strengthen the intellectual faculties. In fact,

they can never be unfolded without suitable bodily

labor. EuLER Norcross.
South Hadley, 1856.

Remarks.—We do not entirely agree with our

respected correspondent, when he says that the

study of the dead languages is only a relic of bar-

barism. We confess that it would not be best for

the man who is inevitably doomed to jjush the

fore-plane, and do nothing else, to spend years in

acquiring a knowledge of the Latin or Greek. But

no such case occurs with us. The carpenter and

the farmer will read, and the better they under-

stand the meaning of the words they read, the

greater will be the gratification they feel, and a

greater positive benefit will they derive from that

reading. Words grow from things and facts, called

"roots," and when we understand what these are,

we are in possession of the whole force and mean-

ing cf them. The study of these languages, also,

exercises and disciplines the mind, as well as the

other branches he recommends. We do not mean

to say that the study of these languages is of the

^rst importance, but that all may derive consider-

able benefit and gratification from even a partial

knowledge of them.

For the New England Farmer.

HOW TO PICKLE CUCUMBERS.
I saw in your paper a week or two since, an in-

quiry as to the best mode of pickling cucumbers.

1 have used the following for several years, and

think it the best of recipes :

Make a brine l)y putting one pint of rock salt in-

to a pail of boiling water, and pour it over the cu-

cumbers, cover tight, to keep in the steam, and let

them remain all night and part of a day ; make a

second brine as above, and let them remain in it

the same length of lime ; then scald and skim the

btine, as it will answer for the third brine, and let

them remain in it as above ; then rinse and wipe

them dry, and add boiling hot vinegar, throw in a

lump of* alum as large as an oilnut to every pail of

pickles, and you will have a fine, hard, and green

pickle. Add sjjices, if you like, and keep the pick-

les under the vinegar. A brick on the top of the

cover which keeps the pickles under has a tenden-

cy to collect the scum to itself, which may arise.

Andover, Mass., Sept., 185G. c. E. L.
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AGRICULTURAL SHOW AT WOR-
CESTER.

September 24, 25 and 26, at Worcester, were de-

voted to the annual cattle show. Most of the usu-

al exhibitions were made, and in addition, there was

a competition in dairy productions for premiums

offered by the State Society, amounting to $2,290.

These ranged from $250 down to $25. Of course,

these brought out a large number of bulls and milch

cows, and probably brought together a finer show

of dairy stock than has ever been seen together be-

fore. The Durham bull. Kirk Leavington, owned

by Paoli Lathrop, Esq., of South Hadley, was

probably the best animal of that blood that has

been in this part of the State. The following is

the award of the State premiums

:

Dairy Stock—Class 1—For best six Dairy Cows,
owned and kept together, 1st premium Samuel Ells-

worth Barre, $250 ; 2d, to Asa G. Sheldon, Wil-
mington, t200 ; 3d, to Wm. Robinson, Jr., Barre,

$150; 4th, not awarded.
Class 2—For best four Dairy Cows, owned and

kept from July to day of Show, 1st premium to

Amos S, Knight, West Boylston, ipl50 ; 2d to Wm.
J. Robinson, Barre, $100 ; 3d, not awarded.

Gratuity to Mr. John Mann of Worcester of $25.
Glass 3 and 6—Devon stock—no cows offered for

premiums; W. Buckminster of Framingham, had
a line lot on exhibition, which the Committee com-
mended very highly ; the first premium on Devon
bulls was awarded to Harvey Dodge of Sutton,

$50; 2d to John Brooks of Princetan, $40; 3d
to Peter Harwcod of Barre, $30.

Class 4 and G—Durham stock. No cows offered
;

of bulls only one pure blood, •' Kirk Leavington,"
owned by Mr. Lathrop of So. Hadley took the pre-

mium of $50. Gratuities were recommended to E.
R. Brigham and S. Brigham of Southboro'.

Class 3—Ayrshires—There were nine entries of

bulls. 1st premium to W. S. Lincoln, §50 ; 2d, to

J, Brooks, $40 ; 3d, to W. S. Lincoln, $25.
Class 4—Native Cows—two entries. Wm. Wat-

sou of Princeton, and Wm. Eames of Worcester,
but neither complied with the regulations, and gra-

tuities were recommended of $30 and $20 to these

two gentlemen.
Class 5—Only one entry, and the premium was

awarded to Rufus Carter, $40, and a gratuity was
recommended to E. R. Brigham of Marlboro'.

Class 3 and 6—Jersey and Alderney stock ; 1st

premium, best bull, to Wm. Spencer of Lowell,

$50 ; 2d, to Stephen Salisbury of Worcester, $40

;

3d, to Joseph Burnett of Southboro', $35. No
competition on cows in this class.

Class 6—native and mixed—entries sixteen : 1st

Moses Thompson of New Bramtree, best bull, $50 ;

2d, to Daniel Dwight of Dudley, $40; 3d, to

Francis Carroll of Grafton, $25.
Mowing Machines.—This Society offered a premi-

um of $1000 for the best mowing machine, compe-
tition being invited from all parts of the country

;

the principal trial was had at Northfield in this

State some weeks since, there being seventeen en-
tries, and seven being present. The Committee
awarded the premium of $1000 to D. C. Henderson
of Chicago, for the best machine and the best mow-
ing of 50 acres in the best manner.

Aside from the stock presented, we consider the

last exhibition of the AVorcester County Society a

failure ; that is, it did not meet the expectations of

the people. Worcester county is capable of mak-
ing a show in all the departments of agriculture

that shall command the attention and admiration

of all—in horses, oxen, cows, young cattle, swine

and poultry ; in implements and machines, in but-

ter and cheese, in grains, vegetables and fruits. At
the late show she did herself credit in two de-

partments only,—those of cattle and horses. In

some, the grand essentials to success were com-

pletely wanting. In vain did we wander through

the resounding rooms of their commodious build-

ing to find the fruit department, in vain for the veg-

etables, and with no better success for the butter

and the cheese. Where were the evidences of the

industry and skill in domestic manufactures, or

what evidences were to be seen that the farmers of

Worcester county had any wives and daughters

!

We are aware it may be said that a neighboring

horticultural society, like the lean kine, had swal-

lowed up the fruits and flowers and vegetables.

—

But was it in the contract with those in the associ-

ation, that they should be compelled to go far off

to see the productions of the county in this de-

partment of her industry, and then at an expense

which they might not feel willing to incur?

There was room enough in the great hall, and

there were products enough in the county to fill

it, and there throngs of people came and went for

hours, and wondered where the butter and cheese

and bread, and vegetables, and grains and fruits,

all were ! It was Hamlet, the Prince of Denmark,

with Hamlet omitted. It was not the good old

Worcester county cittle show of former years,

—

There were not one-fourlh of the people present

on the second day of the show that there should

have been—not half as many, we should judge, as

were present at the lown show in Groton the next

day. The last day, we understand, when the horses

were introduced, the assemblage of people was very

large. Indeed, wherever a tract is laid on our show

grounds, and horses are exhibited and trotted, we

find them overshadowing every thing else, and grad-

ually changing the whole afi'air from its original

purposes. Great dissatisfaction has already grown

up in consequence of this, and it is rapidly increas-

ing. Many persons not only stay away themselves

from the entire exhibition, but will not allow any

under their guardianshij) to visit them.

We have no sickly sensibilities about these mat-

ters, and appreclat^a good horse and know his val-

ue, as well as any man ; and we also mingle with

the people of the State so as to know their senti-

ments on this subject, as well as any man ; and we

tell our friends, now, that unless they return to the

old practice of exhibiting all the products of the

farm in their proper places, and allowing no de-

partment to overshadow the rest, the usefulness of

our happy festivals is at an end.
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"We make no apology for expressing these views

in connection with any society, for it is a dut}',

though it may not be a pleasure, to express our

opinions of these matters in a plain and candid man-

ner.

AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
We are in the midst of the season for agricultU'

ral exhibitions. They are held in great numbers
all over New England, and will continue lo be

held until the second week in November. If thi

increase of cattle fairs, and the increased atten-

tion and interest which is paid to them, is

any indication of growth, no interest of the coun
try has so progressed within the last quarter of

a century as agriculture. It is but a comparative

iy short time ago, when the only cattle shows
in the State were at Brighton and Pittsfield. Now
they are not only held in every county, but in some
counties there iire three or four flourishing societies,

while many towns hold fairs upon their own hook.

This is certainly an encouraging state of things.

Our Commonwealth, rich in everything but a good
soil, have determined by perseverance, intelligent

culture and legislative bounty to overcome narrow
and unwilling fields, and to draw from them the

sources of food and nourishment, of luxury and
beauty, in their fullest measure. As an incentive

to efforts in this dirsction and an encouragement to

the citizens to form Agricultural Societies for mu-
tual improvement in the "art of Husbandry," the

State allows and pays out of the Treasury $200 for

every $1,000 contributed by individuals and put
out at interest on public or private security ; no so-

ciety, however, to receive more than $600 in any
one year.

This liberal provision extends only to county so-

cieties. It follows, then, I hat minor societies asso-

ciate for the promotion of the cause, solely from
their love for it, sustaining themselves by their own
funds, without any hope or expectation of receiving

aid from any other quarter. Yet we can see that

societies for sections of counties have flourished and
are flourishing, quite as vigorously which as those

which are sustained, in part, by the bounty of the

State.

It is certainly a source of gratification and pride

that our farmers have been enabled to realize so

much from the comparatively small number of acres

which they cultivate. To obtain a realizing idea of

the large quantities and amounts of fruits, vegeta-

bles and field crops that are di-awn from a few hun-
dred thousand acres, it is only necessary to con-

sult the " Statistics of Massachusetts Industry aflfd

Production," published by order of the Legislature.

What other 7000 square miles of territorj^, what
other one million of people on the face of the
whole earth, have produced or can produce $296,-
000,000 as the result of a year's industry ? " This
result, surprising as it seems," remarks the Secre-

tary of State, falls, manifestly, below the reality."

The Agricultural Societies of the Commonwealth
have contributed largely in this good work, and
they will contribute still more to the development
of our agricultural resources. In this point of view
they deserve every encouragement it is possible to

extend to them. Several exhibitions take place
this week. We shall give attention to as many of

them as we can reach, and publish reports of them.
-

—

Boston Herald. I

For the New England Fanner.

SINGULAR FACTS ABOUT POULTRY.
Dear Sir :—A most singular occurrence has ta-

ken place among my poultry, which I thought
might be of some interest to you. A fall chicken
perfectly black, commenced laying in A])ril last, and
laid eighteen eggs ; she then wanted to set, but as

she was a young bird, I shut her up for a week or
two, and then let her loose. In a few days she
again commenced laying, and laid as many eggs as

before; and as before, wanted to set. I shut her
up for ten days, then she was let out again. Soon
after her neck became covered with gold colored
feathers, while those on the rest of her body were
a bright beautiful purple, brighter than any of the
cock's. Her head and legs remained as before, ex-

cepting the spurs, which were longer. In October
she shed her feathers, and put forth beautiful, bril-

liant ones with those in the tail longer and bright-

er than any cock's, her head and legs remain the

same. She takes but little notice of any of the

hens, and the cocks do not notice her. She has

laid no eggs since her feathers changed. Last week
I set some hens near each other, and to my great

surprise, this hen has taken it upon herself to be
their nurse ; she sits in front of them all day, and
has pecked ofi" the feathers from her breast to lin

their nests. S. A. Shurtleff.
Brookline, April 12, 1856.

Sept. 2.—Since the above was written the above-

named hen has laid four litters of eggs, in all about

80, and wanted to set four times, and is now laying

again. I let her set in May on 13 good eggs, but

she did not bring out a single chick, and the other

hens that were set at the same time brought a full

brood. Why she did not is to me a mystery. She
is in perfect health, and her plumage is most bril-

liant, with all feathers like the male bird, changed

from black to a rich golden and purple, s. A. s.

FuT the New England Farmer.

MANURE AND ITS USE.
Mr. Editor :—^The making and applying ofma-

nure to the land is often discussed. I would like

to express my mind on the subject. If it pays to

farm at all, it pays to farm well, and in order to

farm to any profit, for much length of time, we
must have manure of some kind,—and farmers in

the country have to depend mostly on home-made
manure. No good farmer will allow anything in

the shape of manure to be wasted on his farm. It

pays well to keep a good supply of mud or loam
in the yard where cattle are yarded, hog pens, and
under where manure is thrown out, or under the

barn, that nothing be wasted. A great addition

can be made by bedding cattle and hogs with poor
hay, brush and leaves from the woods, hard wood
saw-dust, &c.

As for green manure from the heap, it is not fit

to use in any shape until it has been worked over

fine with mud, or loam, or sand, if nothing better

can be had, and remain until it has heated a little

;

it can then be spread and it Avill mix with the soil

in good shape—or it can be put in the hill. If

spread in a green state, it will be in chunks, the

plow will not cover it at all, and the more you har-

row or cultivate the land, the more manure will

come to the top to be dried and wasted by the sun
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and winds. Tliere has been much written in favor

of high manuring, and little, if any, the reverse. It

is as easy to manure too high for profit as not high

enough. A good crop pays better than an extra

one. I think too much manure has been spread,

of late, and not enough put in the hill. Manure
spread on grass land that is dry enough to ])low, is

one-half wasted. Thorough plowing pays well.

Princeton, 1856. L. C.

THE CO^T OF LUXURIES.

We have lately set uj) a statue of Franklin in

our city, and we think wr have therein done a good

thing ; but what would "Poor Richard" think of us,

could he actually return to the body, and vi^alk

through the streets of New York, Philadelphia and

Boston, as of old ? All of the honors these cities

have done to him would not avail, we fear, to save

us from some of those homely l^ut keen-edged

sayings for which the old philosopher was famous,

as he glanced around him, and marked on every

side the evidences of the extravagant habits of the

age. The era of modest simplicity and prudence

seems to have completely passed away, and the

reign of show and extravagance is fully inaugura-

ted. Our imports tell the story. Every week, for

months in succession, from a million and a half to

two millions of dollars' worth of dry goods of a

costly description have been thrown upon the New
York market. For the year ending in September,

the sum total of dry goods imports in that city

alone was $78,311,878! A dry goods dealer ad-

vertises a lace scarf, for which he demands fifteen

hundred dollars. Lace at twenty dollars a yard

—

and that but one-tenth of a yard wide—finds ready

purchasers ; so do capes at two hundred dollars

apiece, and jets at one hundred. Another dealer

offers a bridal dress for twelve hundred dollars.

Shawls at one and two hundred dollars apiece are

not uncommon. Cashmeres from three hundred

dollars upwards are seen by dozens in a walk along

Broadway. A hundred dollars is quite a common
price for a silk gown. Bonnets at two hundred

dollars are not unfrequently sold. A set of Rus-

sia sable furs costs about fifteen hundred dollars,

and yet w^e have ladies who think they can aSbrd

to wear them. The importation of fancy furs at

New York this year already amounts to two mil-

lion dollars, to which nearly another million must

be added, for duties and profits of importers.

A fashionable lady spends annually on her millin-

er, mantua-maker and lace-dealer, a sum that would

have supported an entire household, even in her

own rank in life, in the days of Mrs. Washington.

A thousand dollars a year is considered, we are told,

quite a narrow income for such purposes among
those pretending to be "in society" in some of our

cities. To this must be added the expenditure for

opera tickets, for a summer trip to the springs, and

for a score of little inevitable d cderas. There are

few, it is true, who are able to indulge in this reck-

less scale of extravagance ; but, unfortunately, these

few vain and foolish women are recognized as lead-

ers in fashionable society, and the pernicious influ-

ence of their example is felt in every rank, and in

every section of the country. In how many fami-

lies, even in our sober New England towns and re-

tired villages, is it considered of more moment to

be showily dressed, than to be graceful, amiable

and intelligent

!

Ladies, are not these things so ? If they cannot

be denied, then we ask, might not a selection of

Poor Richard's maxims be profitably introduced as

a study into our schools, especially those for young

ladies ?

For the New England Farmer.

STABLING CATTLE AND HORSES.

Mr. Editor:—One word of comfort to those

farmers, who have no barn-cellar. I was invited,

recently to visit the barn of Mr. Austin Eastman,
in the north part of this town. His stables are on
a plan of his own. He has no plank flooring. His
horses and cattle stand upon the ground. His prin-

cipal stable is, I should judge, about eighty feet

long and twenty-two wide. At each end is a sliding

door suspended at top, of sufficient width to admit an
ox-team. Into this, he hauls from 20 to 40 cart-loads

of mud, earth or sand. After his cattle have lain

upon it awhile, he goes in with his plow and turns

it all over, then smooths it with a harrow, and leaves

it till sufficiently composted, when it is removed,
and tis place supplied by fresh earth.

In this way, all the solid and liquid manure is

preserved. When he wishes to manure upland, he
carries in muck or loam. When a piece of mucky
meadow, sand, instead.

The stall will contain enough to give a good
dressing to an acre. And it has this advantage
among others, it can be worked all winter, and
the manure can be carried out ujicn soft meadow
land, while the ground is frozen and covered over

with snow.

That it is as well for cattle to stand upon a plank
floor, if properly cared for, I have no doubt. Nor
have I, that more than twice as much manure wil'

be saved. ii.

Amherst, Sept. 15, 1856.

FiTCHBURG Cattle Show.—We have already

given some account of this Show, but did not say,

as we intended to, that the Address was delivered

by CllARi.ES L. Flint, Esq., Secretary of the State

Board of Agriculture, and that his subject was the

organization, objects and operations of that Board.

He gave a lucid statement of its labors, the oppo-

sition manifested last winter by some of the mem-

bers of the Legislature, and the importance of sus-

taining the Board. It was listened to with atten-

tion, and cordially received by an intelligent audi-

ence.

1^° A suspension bridge is to be built from Cin-

cinnati to Covington, sixty feet in height.
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For the New England Farmer.

THE DIGNITY OF LABOR.
BY SUSIE SUMMERFIELD.

It may be deemed inappropriate to some of my
readers, that I have associated two such words as

dignity and labor, since a larger portion of society

cannot any how classify them in a harmonious
union. Why is it thus, since there truly is a pe-

culiar connection between true dignity and labor,

which is constantly exhibited by the moving mass
of the American population ? It is simply because

we have been governed by false notions, as to what
true dignity consists in. Especially do we notice

that an erroneous idea has been disseminated among
the farming population of both sexes, in this pro-

lific and beautiful country of ours.

Though towering mountains and lofty trees

;

verdant meadows and flowering shrubs; roaring

cataracts ai;d majestic rivers ; shelving rocks, and
rolling praries, and great extent of continent, whose
borders are continually bathed in the blue waters

of the Atlantic, or in the still depths of the broad
Pacific, are ours to behold, to admire, and all of

which should inspire the beholder with true, pure
elevation of moral feeling, yet we fear that we lack

most in this right kind of elevated feeling. It was
in the free excicise of our "Pilgrim Fathers' " sin-

ewy arms, that the tall trees bowed their majestic

heads, as the forest echoes rung out their requiems

;

and it is by labor that finally the New England
States are dotted over with fertile farms.

Labor has made the clustering vine thrive, where
once the deep-hued ivy crept around towering oaks,

and yet, who dares to stigmatize our forefathers,

as being undignified ? It was by toil that our Pil-

grim mothers hatchelled, spun and wove the flax,

which they fabricated into linen, and by industry

they clothed their families ; while they spumed to

keep cemented the chain with which England then

thought to wreath about Young America's brow,
while noble dignity attended their every look ; and
yet, where shall we find the aristocrat of the pres-

ent day, who blushes because his ancestors labored ?

There never was a useful invention put to eflect,

without thought and labor. All that contributes

to the elegance and refinement of civilized and en-

lightened society, has been effected by mental and
physical labor. Why, is it not by tugging toil that

our cities are adorned with intricate structures of

masonry and carved work, that unsightly and an-

noying hills are graded, and transformed into

smoothly paved streets ?

Is it enchantment that has made cooling, grace-

ful jets of water, continually sparkle in the sun-

beams; that has festooned trellised bowers with ro-

ses, that has trained the lily-cups, which are dame
nature's perfumery tankards, whose aroma charms
the exquisite gent and his dainty lady, as they aris-

tocratically promenade through our public gardens
and shady parks ? No ! Labor has done it, while

it has made beautiful villas, long rows or superb

buildings, inviting farm-houses, yea, even whole vil-

kges spring up, beneath the deep shade of majes-

tic elms, maples and willows, all over the New
England States, where once the dense forest was
undisturbed. It is labor, which will establish cities,

towns and villages over the vast prairies of the

West, where now the antelope and wild horse

range. Now, is there aught humbling connected

with these desirable transformations ? But labor

accomplishes them, and can the sturdy yeoman, the

ingenius mechanic, the muscular-armed mason that

polished the rough stone, the farmer's son, or his

bonny, red-faced daughter, for one moment, admit
that there is anything but dignity connected with

honest labor ?

I have met with "would-be ladies," who would
not for worlds acknowledge that a "chequered
apron" had come in contact with their delicate tis-

sue dresses ; or that their rose-tinted fingers were
ever dusted over with flour, as they have prepared

the tempting muffin, or juicy pie. I have seen la-

dies, that could give the modulated shriek, as they

stood amidst Nature's sublimities, when there w'as

nothing but bold pictures of wonderful design, upon
Nature's page, to keep them silent, enthralled with

admiration ! I have seen young and even "oldish"

ones, affect an ignorance respecting common things

and look with startled, meaningless stare, when
conversation was turned -upon the occupations of

the laboring classes. And I did once hear of a la-

dy inquiring of a gentleman "what that animal w^as

with powder horns growing in its forehead ?" as

she pointed to a cow ! But all this compels us to

say from our souls that we "loathe all affectation,"

and to affirm, that such are absurdities of society.

We believe, that this all occurs, because, that an
erroneous idea, as to tvhat is really excellent, ad-

mirable, in the female character, is prevalent in so-

ciety ; and we hope our New England farmers'

daughters will be up and doing in this matter, and
see to it, that they live it down. Why, ladies, po-

ets have sung about "bonnie lassies" that have

milked the cows, and husked the golden eared

corn, so don't pout, if it should be known that you
have done such an act, in your life-time, for we do
not believe poetry ever emanated from real vul-

garity !

But I would not exclude refinement and elegance

from the farmer's household. I would advocate

the introduction of gravelled walks, climbing roses,

luscious fruits, along with plump pumpkins, round
cabbage heads, mealy potatoes, golden corn, the

best breeds of cattle and swine, and the chemical

compost to be made without-doors, while within, we
would approbate the rosewood piano, that its tones

might cheer up father, when he looks too much
upon life's "shady side," and to make brother for-

get his bone-aches, while he joins in the duet with

his rich, manly voice, after he has been plowing all

day ; all of which makes mother ply her knitting-

needles more vigorously, while a tear will stand in

her eye, in spite of her, as she looks over her glass-

es upon her household treasures, and her heart goes

out in one great throb of love toward them, and

she is grateful to God that He has lent them unto

her!

Brussel-carpets, alabaster statuary, and carved

mahogany and fanciful ornaments, are as appropri-

ate for the farm-house, where means will afibrd, as

they are for the dwellings of the moustached law-

yer, or princely merchant, while the introduction of

such refinements have a softening, elevating influ-

ence. But the sons and daughters strive to prove

that themselves are the most attractive ornaments,

and blend utility with beauty.

Allow me to say one word to the farmer's sons

of our country. Let not a blush suffuse your cheek

or deteriorate from your estimation of yourselves,

because it has been your destiny to labor hard. If

you are upright and honest, if you but aspire af-
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ter an association with science and intelligence, as

you toil, remember, that you are America's noble-

men ! Sneering allusions have often been made
unto the dust beneath our feet, as follows :

—

"I care no more for such and such, than I do for

the dust of the earth." Eut ought we not to care

for the dust of the earth ? What is there beautiful,

wonderful, and needful for our pleasure and life,

that does not originate from the earth ? It is in

the brown dirt, where the diamond, the topaz, the

amethyst, and the gold, lie embedded. It is from
the earth, that the food for millions of human be-

ings springs. The dust of the earth was the ingre-

dient which God used, when he made man after

his own image, and shall man blush, because it i?

his province to furrow into the rich soil ? I again

say, farmers, farmers' sons, and farmers' daugh-
ters, you are mistaken, when you once dream that

anything but dignity is connected with your noble

calling in lil'e. Seek to recognize the fact, that one
class of human beings depends upon another!

Pause, and look into the future, and see what la-

bor, intelligence and ingenuity will eventually make
the science of agriculture. It is progressive, it is a

necessary art, and though attended with toil, it is

dignified! Let the rising generation be imbued
with the right kind of dignity. Let our scholars

apply their botany to the general economy of veg-

etation, their geology to j)ractical uses, so that rocks

may be pulverized, and miasmatic bogs be convert-

ed into fruitful meadows by chemical compositions,

till our fields shall vie with the western prairies.

Let them combine the real with the poetical. As
they attend scientific lectures, let them not be en-

abled to merely talk of the names of the gases,

striking phenomena of electricity, of the galvanic

battery and other popular exhibitions of the lec-

ture-room, but let them learn to take a general

survey of the laws of the universe, and bow to the

conviction that man has been created by a hand di-

vine, for some mission of good in the world. Let
them come to years of maturity cherishing correct

notions, realizing that there is true dignity connect-

ed with labor.

Mr. Editor, can "Susie" once more be allowed
•to say a little in your "agricultural department ?"

She never would have had her "agricultural enthu
siasm" so aroused, had she not read the short arti-

cle entitled, "Why don't you sell your Farm," in

your weekly paper, which closed thus :—"I expect
under these circumstances to be respected yet." A:

she read this sentiment, she said, "Humph, I guess
he is respected, and so is every farmer, at least

ought to be, or any how, I respect them, and like

them too." This real dignity, must glow within the
farmer's soul, and I guess the time has now come,
when they will be respected, and even kindly re-

garded by all the ladies ! So don't chide, if "Su-
sie" will talk to you with her pen.

Remarks.—^The articles with the signature above,

are written by a lady of mature years, and living in

the country, and more or less engaged in the culti

vation of fruits and flowers, and who feels the live-

liest interest in everything relating to the farm

Could but thousands of our females catch her spirit

and enthusiasm, then, literally, would the "desert

blossom as the rose." Not the fields alone,—but

how would the home blossom with new attractions,

with contentment and sweet affections and refine-

ments of every kind. If woman wills it, it shall be

done ! She has the power, and is answerable for

the trust.

THE FARMEE'S SONG.
Cackle and blaze,

Cackle and blaze,

There's snow on the houso-tops—there's ice on the ways,

But the keener the season,

The stronger the reason

Our ceiling should flicker and glow in thy blaze
;

So fire, piled fire.

Leap, fire, and shout

—

Be it warmer within,

As 'tis colder wilhout

;

And as curtains we draw and around the hearth close,

As we glad us with talk of great frosts and deep scows.

As ruddily thy warmth on the shadowed wall plays,

We'll say winter's evenings outmarch summer's days,

And a song, jolly roarer, we'll shout in thy praise.

So crackle and blaze,

Crackle and Haze,

While roaring the chorus goes round in thy praise.

Crackle and blaze.

Crackle and blaze,

There's ice on the ponds, there are leaves on the ways

;

Bat the barer each tree

The more reason have we
To joy in the summer that roars in thy blaze

;

So fire, piled fire,

The lustier shout,

The louder the winds shriek.

And roar by without

;

And as red through the curtains go out witli their light,

Pleasant thoughts of warm firesides across the dark night,

Passers by, hastening on, shall be loud in thy praise
;

And while spark with red spark in thy curling smoke plays,

Within the loud song to thy honor we'll raise.

So crackle and blaze.

Crackle and blaze,

While roaring (he chorus goes round in thy praise.

THE SNOW.
The snow was proverbially called the "poor far-

mer's manure" before scientific analysis had shown
that it contained a larger per centage of ammonia
than rain. The snow serves as a ja-oteeting mantle

to the tender herbage and the roots of all plants

against the fierce blasts and cold of winter. An
examination of snow in Siberia showed that when
the temperature of the air was seventy-two degrees

below zero the temperature of the snow a little be-

low the surface was twenty-nine degrees above ze-

ro, over one hundred degrees difference. The snow
keeps the earth just ijelow its surface in a condition

to take on chemical changes which would not hap-

pen if the earth Vi'ere biue and frozen to a great

depth. The snow prevents exhalations from the

earth, and is a powerful absorbent, retaining and
returning to the earth gases arising from vegetable

and animal decomposition. The snow, though it

falls Jieavily at the door of the poor, and brings

death and starvation to the fowls of the air and

beasts of the field, is yet of incalculable benefit in a

climate like ours, and especially at this time, when
the deep springs of the earth were failing and the

mill streams were refusing their m.otive powers to

the craving appetites of man. If, during the last

month, the clouds had dropped rain instead of

snow, we might have pumped and bored the earth
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in vain for water ; but, with a foot of snow upon
the earth and many feet upon the mountains, the

hum of the mill-stones and the harsh notes of the

saw will soon and long testify to its beneficence.

Bridges, earth-works, and the fruits of engineering

skill and toil may be swept away, but man tvill still

rejoice in the general good and adore the benevo-

lence of Him M'lio orders all things aright. The
snow is a great purifier of the atmosphere. The
absorbent powerof capillary action of snow is like

that of a sponge or charcoal. Immediately after

snow has fallen, melt it in a clean vessel and taste

it, and you will find immediately evidences of its

impurity. Try some a day or two old, and it be-

comes nauseous, especially in cities. Snow water
makes the mouth harsh and dry. It has the Same
effect upon the skin, and upon the hands and feet

produces the painful malady of chilblains. The fol-

lowing easy experiment illustrates beautifully the

absorbent jjroperty of snow : Take a lump of snow
(a piece of snow crust answers well) of three or

four inches in length, and hold it in the flame of a

lamp ; not a drop of water will fall from the snow,

but the water, as fast as forijied, will penetrate or

be drawn up into the mass of snow by capillary at-

traction. It is by virtue of this attraction that the

snow purifies the atmosphere by absorbing and re-

taining its noxious and noisome gases and odors.

For the New England Fanner.

"A GOOD COW MAY HAVE A GOOD
CALF."

This sentence has often been construed as ex-

pressive of a doubt as to the expediency of attempt-

ing to raise the offsjjring of superior animals, in

the hopes of producing their like. I believe it

not wise thus to construe it. I think the chance of

growing valuable animals, from those which are

themselves valuable, is much greater than from
those which arc not.

In illustration of this principle, my attention has

lately been called to a heifer, three years old, now
owned by Mr. 0.,the offspring of Mr. Huntington's

cow, that was sold last April for $150, and which
was said to have yielded more than two pounds of

butter per day the previous season. This heifer is

now of good size, bearing a strong resemblance to

the cow from which she came, and yields sixteen

quarts of milk daily. Of her butter-making quali-

ties I am not advised, but her milk is of first rate

quality. If I do not mistake, this a very good pro-

duct for an animal of this age ;—and I know no
reason why this animal should not be worth as

much as any of the same age of the most improved
breed—although her name and number may not be
found in the herd-book.

I understand that the mother meets the expec-

tations of the purchaser, yielding twenty quarts or

more of milk daily. I hope these animals will be
exhibited at our Shows, that the farmers may see

what can be done by selecting, and care in rearing.

Sept. 30, 1856. *

Maixe State Society.—The time of meeting

of the Maine State Agricultural Society will be

holden at Portland, October 2 1st, 22d, 23d and 24th,

instead of the 28th to 31st, as has been stated

heretofore.

MIDDLESEX COUNTY CATTLE SHOW.
The annual exhibition of the Middlesex County

Society took place at Concord, on Tuesday, Sept.

30. The weather was unfavorable, there being

a drizzling rain, inters])ersed with an occasional

"drencher," throughout the daj'. But in spite of

all the discomforts and discouragements of a rainy

day, the old society did not, probably, come off" sec-

ond best to any show that has taken place ! The
numbers in attendance,to be sure, were not so great

as they might have been under a clear sky,—but

all the various departments were well filled, and

the whole passed off with promptness and a good

degree of enthusiasm.

The Plowing Match took piace near the depot

on a fine field belonging to Mr. Henry A. Whee-
ler, who, in the most accommodating spirit, al-

lowed the society to go there after it had been dis-

appointed in arrangements to plow in another place.

Twenty -two teams were entered, fifteen only were

present and contested, but their contest was ani-

mated, and resulted in the execution of the best

plowing, as a whole, that we have ever seen on a

similar occasion. Several double plows were used,

and they left the ground in condition to receive

even the smallest seeds, with very little labor after

plowing. Middlesex county cannot be beaten, v/e

think, if it can be equalled, by any plowmen in the

country. Plowmen and teams have been trained

there, until a degree of skill has been reached,

which we think accomplishes all that men, team

and plow can do. The work of the single plows

was excellent, but we think the double plow, where-

ever it can be used, will save, in the after cultiva-

tion, all the cost of plowing the land.

The Spading Match afforded a spirited scene.

Ten stalwart young men entered the lists, and kept

time with the stirring notes of the Lowell Band,

while a vast throng surrounded the hollow square

and watched with eager interest the progress of

the work. Even the pedlers and showmen were

hushed for a time, and mounting the highest box

of their cart, peered over the heads of the multi-

tude to catch a glimpse of the stout contestants

within the ropes. Several of the squares, five feet

by twelve, were left in a condition fit to receive the

celery, or other seeds as small. There is consid-

erable skill in good spading, and there are many
persons calling themselves good gardeners, who
cannot spade rapidly and effectively ; this part of

the exhibition, therefore, is an important one, and

is always watched with interest.

Ten teams engaged in the Drawing Match, or tri-

al of strength and skill in working oxen. The loads

to be drawn, backed and turned, were one of 4,000,

and the other of 4,500 pounds, and they were moved

up hill and down with certainty and ease. After

this Mr. Samuel Blood, of Pepperell, unyoked

his cattle and drove them in every direction through
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the enclosure, side by side, as evenly as though the

yoke were upon them, then backed the nigh ox to

the off side, and through various interesting evolu-

tions which showed how much may be taught the

patient animal, and how much he may be brought

under the control of man. His cattle did not appear

to fear him, but watched, with ear and eye, every

sound and motion, and evinced a great desire to

answer his commands. This exhibition was ex-

ceedingly gratifying to all, and elicited warm appro-

bation. Mr. A. B. Lane, of Bedford, had a pair

under good control, which he had been training

only a single month.

The Address was by Rev. Augustus R. Pope, of

Somerville, and its subject was "Agricultural Head-

work." He said there are two classes of farmers,

one of which will follow in the old ruts and beaten

paths pursued by their forefathers, casting aside

everything in the shape of improvement, while the

other class are willing to adopt such a system of

agricultural chemistry as will tend more rapidly to

bring forth the rich products of the soil. Agri-

turists should continually endeavor to make the last

product, whatever it may be, better than the previ-

ous one ; and by so doing the flirmer will never be

obliged to say that an article has "run out." It is

necessary to join agricultural head-work with hand-

work, and in this manner the soil can be fertilized

so as to make nature bring forth her richest boun-

ties. It was Hstened to with much gratification, and

undoubtedly with profit.

But it is at the dinner-table at Concord, where

the most interesting and we think the most profit-

able part of the occasion takes place. Beside a

good dinner, there are always accomplished speak-

ers present, who occupy the time with short and

appropriate remarks. At this meeting, among
other things, a brief history of the society was giv-

en by its Secretary, and the ancient records, com-

mencing in December, 1793, were shown and quot-

ed from. They are in perfect preservation, and

very minute in their details of business meetings.

The show of Fruit surprised all. The collection

was of the highest order in point of quality. A
rule prevents the admission of a large amount, lim-

iting it to specimens of twelve of each variety.

—

This gives the common farmer a fair chance with

the nurserymen, on most of the entries. The ar-

rangement of the fruit, and all articles in the build-

ing, was under the direction of Capt. JoHN B.

Moore, of Concord, who not only knows how to

produce good fruit and vegetables, but to arrange

them for exhibition to the best possible advantage.

His long experience in the State Horticultural So-

ciety has given him much skill in this department.

The Vegetahle department was well represented

by specimens suitable for the table, of parsnips,

carrots, beets, turnips, &c.

There were several articles for the attention of

the committee on inventions, among which was a

Power Press, Cider Mill, and Root Cutter, com-

bined, manufactured and sold by O. Nichols, Esq.,

of Lowell. It has high testimonials of its practi-

cal utility. Mr. Rufus Spalding, of Lowell, states

that he made from seventy-five to one hundred

barrels of cider with it last year,—that he could

and did, grind a bushel of apples in one minute

with it by hand power, and that he considers it su-

perior to any mill ever brought before the public.

It is intended to reduce turnips, carrots. Sec, to a

pulp, so that they may be strewed upon cut hay

and fed to cattle. It is said, also, to be adapted to

other purposes. We have seen it in operation two

or three times, and think it has valuable powers.

Some articles of cutlery were also presented and

pronounced very fine.

There was on the table a fine show of Shaker ar-

ticles, consisting of tomato catsup, pulverized herbs,

brooms, sieves, &c., all showing the neat finish of

the Shaker work, and forming quite an attractive

feature. They were presented by A. II. Groves-

nor, from the Society at Harvard.

The Show of Cattle, Horses, Swine and Poultry,

though not remarkably numerous in either depart-

ment, all excelled in quality. Rarely have we
seen so much stock of first quality at any exhibi-

tion in New England.

So, notwithstanding the elements were unpropi-

tious, the old Middlesex Society set a good exam-

ple to her two lovely daughters, and bids them

good speed in thier work.

Fall Treatment of Asparagus.—As soon as

the heavy frosts come to kill the tops, they should
be cut and removed to the stye, or to the compost
heap. The surface of the beds, which has become
hard, and perhaps weedy, should now be thorough-
ly scarified with the hoe, or forked over, taking
care not to injure the crowns. About the last of

the month, spread on a heavy coating of stable ma-
nure, at least a half cord to every two square rods.

The rains will carry down its fertilizing properties

to the roots, and give them great strength and vig-

or for an early start in the spring. If near the

shore, where marsh mud is accessible, a coating of

this, one inch thick, in addition to the manure, will

do good service. We have also found it an excel-

lent plan to cover the beds with seaweed or old

hay during the winter. The roots keep active

longer before the ground closes up ; the ground
does not freeze so deep, and starts sooner in the

spring. The mulch of course needs to be removed
as soon as the winter is over. Asparagus is a gross

feeder, and can be had in its perfection only by
high manuring. This we believe will pay, whether
the bed have been thoroughly prepared or not.

—

American Agriculturist.

^PA hog exhibited at the Chilicothe (Ohio)

Fair, last week, weighed 1135 pounds, and measur-

ed 9 feet in length, and about the same in girth.

He was two years and three months old.
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To Preserve Trees from Mice.—Mr. David
Gray, of Deerfield, Oneida county, who has r.everal

large young orchards, recently informed me that

for the last two or three years he has used a very

simple preventive against the girdling propensi-

ties of mice, which has succeeded in every case.

—

He adds one pound of tallow to two quarts of com-
mon tar, melts and mixes thoroughly, and applies

while warm with a paint brush to the trunks of his

young trees, from the ground as high up as he
thinks there is danger of their being gnawed. He
makes the application just before winter sets in

;

any time late in the fall will answer. This simple
application he finds entirely successful, for while his

neighbors have suffered largely from mice, he has

not lost a tree. He is very confident that common
tar thus mixed and applied has no injurious effect

upon the trees.

Mr. Gray's plan commends itself for its simplici-

ty, and if it proves as successful with others as it

has with him, of which I have no doubt If properly

applied, it will prove of great value to those who

ESBECCA GEAPE.
Under this name a new grape was ex-

hibited at the late annual exhibifion of

the Massachusetts Horticultural Scciety,

which attracted much attention, and which

seems to promise to become an acquisition

of great value to our hmited number of

hardy grapes.

We have no white grape which is per-

fectly hardy, those that ripen their fruit

out of doors requiring to be covered up in

the winter. If this grape shall be found

equal to all that is said of it, and that it

promises to become, it will supply a want

that has long been felt, in not only adding

a valuable variety to the few really good

grapes, but also one of a color so desira-

ble, but heretofore never obtained, exr p]M

combined with so small a degree of hartli-

ness as to make the cultivation of the fruit

impracticable.

We are not able to give a full account

of the grape, but take pleasure in presen-

ting our readers a cut of it, and in quoting

the following description from a lettei-

written by a gentleman in Hudson, wh:>

has had opportunities to observe the vine

from its first bearing.

"The 'Rebecca' is an accidental sect!

ling which originated in the garden of Mi

.

Peake, Hudson, N. Y., whether from the

seed of native or foreign grape is no'

known ; it is perfectly hardy, enduring ouj

severest winters In any exposure withou:

injury. The original vine has fruited fo'

the last five years. It Is a good bearer and
vigorous grower, extending its shoots

from fifteen to twenty feet in one season

with good cultivation. The bunches are

about the size of the Diana, compact, with-

out shoulders, and the berries are of s-imi-

lar size, the flesh is soft and melting, with a luscious

flavor. Skin thin, of a beautiful color, and ripens

Its fruit at Hudson, where It originated, ten days

earlier than the Diana or Isabella."

The vines are advertised in another column by

Mr. Geo. Davenport, 14 Commercial Street.

GROWING GRAPES IN POTS.

One of the finest ornaments produced by horti-

cultural science Is the raising of "grapes In pots,"

There can be no sight In Pomology more beautiful

than a well-trained vine In full fruit, for an orna-

ment to a conservatory, or for a table at a public

dinner. To accomplish this desirable object in the

most speedy way, a good branch of a bearing vine

should be layered Into a pot, or small tub, in the

winter, before fruit spurs start. In this way it will

form its roots and immediately sot its fruits, go on

and perfect them, and thus jjresent in a single year

a handsome vine. AVith a judicious care, the vine

can be separated from the old one, and the pot re-

wish to raise orchards or nurseries.

—

Couninj Gen. 'moved with the fruit perfected. Great care should
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be had not to let the vine overhear : this would af-

fect the size of the clusters, and the size of the ber-

ries. The circumference of the vine will always

guide tlie grower as to the number of clusters and

the weight of crops that the vine can ripen.

"Hoar's Treatise on the Vine," is a standard work,

and will be valuable reference to grape-vine grow-

ers.

We have been led to these remarks by seeing a

vine thus grown in a ])ot by Mr. Lee, of the Oak-

land Gardens, and which is now exhibiting at the

stall of Mr. H. Gushee, in the Washington Market.

On this vine we saw one handsome cluster and near-

ly a dozen of half growth, with berries of various

sizes. Had every bunch but four been taken from

the vine, and the whole strength of the vine given

to ripening those, the result would have been

twelve or sixteen pounds of delicious grapes—now
only one bunch is mature, the others are worthless;

and the vine is injured for two or three years. This

is always the result of overbearing young vines or

trees.— California Farmer.

THE CEmESE SUGAE CANE.
Tlie Chinese Sugar Cane has come to the ordi-

nary name of the Sorgho Sucre, a mo?t valuable

plant of the sugsr cane order, and therefore, allied

to the maize or Lidian corn, but more nearly to

the broom corn. Its culti\alion has commenced
amongst us, and there is now in Washington more
than an acre of it growing luxuriantly and promis-

ing a yield of considerably upwards of a hundred
bushels of seed, besides many tons of stems and fo-

liage, rich with saccharine fluid and solid food ma-

terial for horses, neat cattle and swine. Not only

here, but in various and widely distant parts of the

Union has trial been made of it, and with uniform

gratifying results. We have read a letter from a

fiirmer in Illinois who has tested its character, and

reports of it in the most favorable manner. Out
of a gallon of the liquid sap in the stem, which he

expressed by the primitive contrivance of a rolling-

pin, he obtained, by boiling, a quart of molasses,

with very little impurity and of approved taste.

The usual proportions of sugar to sap lie between

fifteen and twenty per cent., the crystalizable sugar

increasing with the decrease of the latitude. Be-

sides this proportion of sugar there is an amount
of perhaps 5 to 8 per cent, of uncrystalizable sap,

from which a very agreeable beverage can be made,

snd alcohol distilled more cheaply than by any

other method. This sap, strange to say, if set with

the oxide of tin, will dye silk of a beautiful jtink.

As a food for stock of all kinds it seems to over-

top all that we now possess, furnishing, in fair

soils, 25 tons per acre of excellent fodder, every

bit of which is greedily eaten by animals. The
seed, too, by which the plant is propagated—in

this, unlike and superior to the sugar cane of Lou-
isiana, which is raised by cuttings—are fit for hu-

man food ; at all events, when ground and made
up into cakes, after the manner of linseed cakes,

they supply a good material for fattening stock.

—

The brush or top from which these seeds are taken,

is not without its service, for the plant is a species

of broom-colrn, and, therefore, its top, when de-

prived of seed, answers well wherewith to manufac-
ture brooms. When the sap, top, seeds and le;-.ves

are taken, leaving only the crushed stem, it still

has an economic value : jiaper can be manufactured
from it.

This valuable addition to our vegetable produc-

tion was originally a native of China, but has been
sedulously cultivated for several years in southeast-

ern Caffraria, whence it passed into France and
Algeria, in which last country it comes to great per-

fection. It would be hard to calculate its value.

It constitutes every farm on which it is grown its

own sugar-camp, orchard, winery, and granary, as

well as a stock farm and dairy ; indeed, the " Sor-

gho" may be deemed a sort of vegetable sheep,

every part and constituent of which is valuable.—JVational Intelligencer,

For tlie New England Fanner.

MY FEIEI^B'S MISTAKE.

INIr. Editor :—]\Iy friend's mistake is this ; he
works as a matter of necessity to perform what
must absolutely be done on his farm towards ob-

taining a living. His situation is pleasant, and en-

tirely his own, affording great facilities for work-

ing to advantage, and also for pleasure. He has a

fanciful horse and carriage, and an excellent wife,

who is too often ready to improve the pleasantry

of riding and company. He also takes the cam-
paign paper of his district, and is quite fluent and
intensely interesting on Kansas affairs, is down on

the Administration, and up for Ihe next General

Court.

A thousand voices, from the city to the country,

exclaim :
—"O, that I was a farmer ! It is the mis-

take of my lifetime, it is the mistake of my own

!

]\Iy dying flither .said, 'ray son, remain on this

goodly heritage, and study to be a farmer, and
blessings shall await you.' I would not listen to

ihe counsel, I spurned ii, ii was beneath my noble

nature. Now, I have in all my wealth no ])eace,

but continued anxiety, for I have not been what I

ought to have been, and cannot answer for any of

my many derelictions of duty. And he, whom I see

so charmingly and comfortably seated by his wife,

in that nice carriage, Avorked for my father, mar-

ried my sister, lives on the home.stead, and takes, I

am afraid, down-hill comfort ! Where is the mis-

take ?"

In the farmer it is too much capital and time de-

voted to horse and carriage, politics and company,

and too little attention expended upon the study

and practical examination of "Dana's Muck Manu-
al," that the farm may be advancing in value. Too
many superfluities about the house, and a laxity of

judgment perceptible about the barn-yard. Too
great a care for external adornments for children,

while entirely forgetting the mind and soul. Too
much overlooking what is for real benefit, for pres-

ent gratification. Too much "living Avhile we do

live," while not willing to raise a finger to alleviate

the hardships of mankind, but perfectly ready to

anathematize with the unbridled tongue the cruel

oppressor

!

No wonder that the farmer's son will not stay at

home ; there is not that noble interest manifested

and exerted on the farm that will excite and stim-

ulate the better susceptibilities of the youthful mind
and intellect.

The city man longing for a farm must he discon-

tented, and surely it is better for us all to be hon-

orable and contented in our various pursuits, and

joy and gladness will eventually crown us.

E. J. w.
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For the New England Farmer.

MAKE LABOR AGREEABLE.
Last eve as I was in at a neighbor's, I heard the

father express to his sons a hope that they would
take good care of a calf which he intended to pur-

chase for them, to which the mother replied it

•would only bring censure on them to feed it with

corn and potatoes, which they immediately express-

ed a wish to do. Then the thought suggested itself

at once, that though the father purchased it with

the hope that it might influence them to take good
caie of it, and consequently of other things, still,

would they not be likely to err in want of attention,

or by feeding it with what the father would think

he could hardly afford ? Then the thought present-

ed itself, why would it not be better for him, and
every man who possesses a son and a garden s])ot,

to expend what they wish to give them, for influen-

ces of a like nature, in purchasing some light, han-

dy tools, for any thing in which a child takes a pride

he likes to have for a constant companion ; and

would not possessing good handy tools lead them to

love work a part of the time as well as play, and

especially, when they are assisted to make a garden

for themselves, and taught how to transplant fruit

trees of their own ? Can a parent find any better

or surer method to keep their children at work, and
save themselves the trouble and vexation of forcing

them to work with large unhandy tools, than by fur-

nishing them with lighter, modern implements, that

they will find a pride in using and keeping clean ?

Though they are children now, how soon will they

be called to act for themselves, and the reins of

government even be in their hands.

I have derived much assistance in training chil-

dren from a work by A. B. Muzzey, entitled "Aid
to Parents."

Kemiebunk, Sept. 27, 1856. A. A. Wells.

it degrading to be seen side by side with them in

the labors of the field or kitchen.

This being the case, the farmer is under the ne-

cessity of applying the labor of the unskilful foreign-

er to that portion of his farm which is already most
productive, that he may be enabled to meet current

expenses and perhaps save a dollar against time of

need. By this management our more sterile lands

are left untouched—acres upon acres of which had
by far better be left to the growth of wood, than

be cut over with the brush scythe, followed by fire,

as is often the case.

The white birch is readily obtained from the seed,

which may be sown at the same time with the pine.

The birch is of quick growth, which being taken oft*

leaves the pine to spread its branches, which in its

turn will, by the help of birds and squirrels, give

place to the trees which from "little acorns grow."

What land we can cultivate to profit, let us take

care of—with more than that, it is folly to engage.

Sheicsbiiry, Sept. 23. Thomas W. Ward.

For ihe New England Farmer.

LET THE POOR LANDS GO.

Mr. Browx ;—In a recent number of the JVew
England Farmer, I noticed some remarks of yours

while at Hancock, N. H., on a rusticating tour, in

relation to the prospects of our glorious New Eng-
land in coming times ; and I can assure you that

you are not alone in the entertainment of such views.

"While New England is blessed with some of the

best soil in the Union—soil requiring perhaps the

bestov.'ment of as little labor,and returning as great

a reward for that labor, as any other known territo-

ry, it has some of the hardest soil perhaps in the

known world—soil as valueless in its products, as

are the deserts of Arabia. To cultivate these landr?

with the expectation of making them productive, is

a wild scheme—a project without the least shadow
of hope for renumeration for the labor bestoM'ed on
them, more especially since labor commands such

enormous prices. When labor was low, and Ave

Yankees were willing to put up with common ordi-

nary fare, then to labor on such lands was no of-

fence to our expanding genius. But now it M'ill not

pay—our enterprising young men no longer think

to harden their hands by honest labor, but rather

direct the steam or telegraph dispatch—hand-work
has given place to head-work.

Foreigners are taking the work from, and filling

the places which should be occupied by our own
sons and daughters, who are too ready to consider

Fvr the Nao England Fanner.

CULTURE OF THE PEAR.

Mil. Editor :—I have, for many months past,

been a constant reader of your valuable journal, and
though not at present a practical farmer, it affords

me great pleasure to read it. All my early impres-

sions in regard to farming were of the most com-
mon order, and I have spent many years since in

following the sea. I had, however, a strong nat-

ural tasje for cultivating the soil, without the means
of indulging it, but from a child entertained a love

for the beautiful in nature, and devoured with great

satisfaction all agricultural papers or books that

happened in my way. I could not, when a boy, re-

sist the temptation of cutting and trimming what

few trees were on my father's farm, that they might
grow and form handsome tops, and always did it

with a sharp knife, and without any instruction,

other than my own impulse. 1 felt the importance

of cutting off a limb smoothly, and often did my
moiher come to the door and beg of me not to

spoil the trees. The study of agriculture is to me
exceedingly instructive. It elevates the mind and

harmonizes the feelings in all that is interesting and

beautiful in nature. Men are bid to behold God,

and the goodness of God, in the cultivation of the

soil.

In 1850, late in the fall, I sent from Albany to a

brother in Cayuga Co., N. Y., some twenty pear

trees of small size ; Bartlett, Seckel, Winter Nelis,

and some other choice varieties. They were set

out in holes dug five feet in diameter, and eiglueen

inches deep ; all the injured roots were carefully

cut out, and the holes filled with compost from the

wood-pile, or chip-heap and barn-yard. The first

year they rooted well, but did not grow much ; in

1852, I went out and spent two years. All my old

disposition for cutting and trimming has returned,

and with a sharp knife, I introduced myself to the

young orchard of some fifty trees. The pear trees

received my especial attention, cutting out the

stinted wood, and shaping the tops with regard

to beauty of form, according to my notions of a

beautiful tree top, taking great care to cut the

the limbs smoothly and closely, that the bark

might cover the wound smoothly. The orchard

was kept highly manured, and in cultivation as a
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garden, in part. I washed the trees with a weak

ley, taking ofT all foreign substances, about the

time they were in blossom. When a sheep or

lamb died upon the farm, they were immediately

buried with great care around the pear trees.
_
In

August of '52 they commenced to grow rapidly,

previous to that they had grown but Httle. In

'53 the growth was most rapid and vigorous. In

'54, the trees set full of fruit, but only a few were

left to grow and mature, but the trees grew with

great rapidity, and were vigorous and healthy. In

July, '55, they had attained a height of more than

twelve feet, and were loaded with fruit, fair and of

large size. One little Seckel that had been injured

by one of the horses, I had nursed with great care,

by digging a trench all around, just outside the

roots, and filled it with rich compost, was loaded

down with fruit. The Bartletts and Seckles were

the heaviest in fruit, but all were loaded with the

fairest fruit I ever saw. The orchard was exposed

to all winds. They were washed once a year. The
soil was a rich loam, slightly mixed with clay.

JVew Bedford, Sept., 1856.

THE RAIN-POWER.
The rain-power is steam-power. Older than Ful-

ton, Watt, or the Marquis of Worcester, it has op-

erated from the beginning, since the day when first

the sunbeam dallied with the wave, and the rain-

bow was woven for their bridal robe. We may
judge something of the grandeur of this apparatus,

when we reflect tliat all the rivers in the world are

only the overplus of its stores, only the drippings

from its vast magazines, as its bounties are distribu-

ted over the land. Rivers are of course fed by the

rains, and represent the excess of moisture deposi-

ted on the country which they drain. All the wa-

ter-power in the world—the stupendous Niagara,

the Mississippi, the Amazon, the Nile, the Ganges ;

every valuable or invaluable water privilege that

floats Yankee logs, or chokes with Yankee sawdust

;

each and all, are but the ivsidue of the steam pow-
er which waters the earth. All gain their force

from the labors of steam. In some far ofl' sea, the

power of sun-heat lifted the steaming vapor high in

air. Leagues away the cloud floats before the winds,

still upheld by heat, till the cold air benumbs the

fingers of the great water-carrier, and forces him to

drop it in rain. The amount of the yearly fall of

rain varies from twenty-three feet, in some parts of

South America ; down to nothing, on some desert

portions of the globe. Our New England average

is thirty-eight inches. The mean for the entire sur-

face of the globe is about five feet. This would re-

quire a body of water, as long as from Boston to

Liverpool, one thousand miles wide, and two hun-
dred and twenty-four feet in depth, each year. *

This mass of water is each year hoisted up hun-

dreds of feet into the air, carried, some of it thou-

sands of miles, and then let down again where it is

wanted. "What a powerful engine is the atmo-
sphere ! and how nicely adjusted must be all the

cogs and wheels, and springs and pinions of this

exquisite piece of machinery, that it never wears
out, nor fails to do its work at the right time, and
in the right way."

—

Universalist Quarterly.

* Physical Geography of the Sea, sec. 145. Prof. Mau-
ry has, we think, erred in his calculation, by failing to sub-
ract the breadth of larid which lies under the tropics, say ten
housand miles.

HOW THE HUMAN BODY KEEPS
WARM.

The phenomena of heat in the body is something
like that produced by the combustion of fuel, such
as coal ; only in the body the combustion is slow,

and the heat far lower than that of flame. The
act of breathing is very like the bellows of a sm.ith,

and our food is very much the same as the coals

which he puts upon his fire. It is probable that

some heat may be* produced in the various secret-

ing organs of the body by the chemical action

which takes place in them. From these two
sources animal heat is probably derived. It is pos-

itively certain that the blood is heated at least one
degree of Fahrenheit in passing through the lungs;

and that arterial blood is warmer than venous.

—

Most of the phenomena which occur in the produc-

tion of heat may be explained by attributing it to a
combination or union of the oxygen of the air with

the carbon of the blood in the lungs.

This supply of animal heat enables the body to

resist the fatal effects of exposure to a low temper-

ature. In the polar regions the thermometer often

falls to 108 or 109 degrees below zero ; and yet

the power of evolving heat, possessed by our bodies,

enables us to resist this degree of cold. The tem-

perature of oiu* bodies in that region is about the

same that it would be were they in the regions

near the equator. The thermometer, if plunged
into the blood of a man in both situations men-
tioned, would indicate about the same. Our bodies

have nearly the same temperature in both places;

because, so to speak, and it is not very absurd, the

combustion or fire in the lungs gives out more heat,

it burns with greater intensity in polar regions

than in the equatorial. We all know tliat a large

fire will Avarm our rooms, no matter how cold it

may be. We can give our rooms the same tem-
perature in winter that they have in summer, if we
regulate our fires accordingly. A little more fuel

is all that is requisite for that purpose. Nature has

so ordered that when our bodies are in a cold tem-

perature, we inspire more air than when tliey are

in a warm temperature. In other words, she com-
pels us to take in more fuel, and increase the com-
bustion in the lungs.

The Esquimaux eats blubber, which is mostly all

carbon, and the Laplanders drink plenty of grease.

In warm countries, the food of the Laplander would

kill the negro, and food of the natives of the West
Indies would not be able to keep the Esquimaux
from perishing with cold.

The temperature of the human body, and of

most warm-blooded animals, is from 98 to 100 de-

grees Fahrenheit, and is affiected but a few degrees

by any variation of that of tlie surrounding atmo-

spere. Animals are warm-blooded when they can

preserve nearly an equal temperature, in despite of

the atmosperic vicissitudes from heat to cold and

from cold to heat. They have a temperature of

their own, independent of atmospheric changes.

The time will soon arrive when thicker clothing

must be worn by our citizens at the North. They
must line their vests well along the back bone, and

I)rovide against freezing. It is a fact that warm
clothes tend to save footl in proportion to the cold

of the atmosphere. This is the reason why cattle

that are well housed consume less food, and keep

in better condition, than those which are shelter-

less and exposed.
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ANTI-PROGRESSION.

One of the most curious pages in the world's

history, is that which records the treatment expe-

rienced by the men to whom the race is indebted

for most of the progress it has made in the arts of

Hfe. To be the discoverer of a new truth, or the

inventor of a new machine or implement, has fre-

quently been deemed a sufficient offence to place a

man beyond the pale of the common courtesies of

life ; and in proportion to the importance of the

invention or discovery, has been the degree of

chastisement inflicted upon the offender. Happy

if he escaped with no more serious annoyance than

the sneers, the ridicule, or the incredulous pity of

mankind. Many have fared worse than this. To

be in advance of the age, is a crime that the world

is slow to overlook.

The telescope and microscope were once stigma^

tized as "atheistical inventions, which perverted our

organ of sight, and made everythuig appear in a

false light." The establishment of the Hoyal So

ciety in England was opposed because it was as-

serted that "experimental philosophy was subver

sive of the Christian faith ;" and this prejudice

against learning has not died out, even in our day

Less than fifty years ago, there was an anti-vacci

nation society in England, which denounced Jen

ner's discovery as "the cruel, despotic tyranny of

forcing cow-pox misery on the innocent babes of

the poor—a gross violation of religion, morality,

law, and humanity." Learned men gravely print

ed statements that vaccinated children became "ox-

faced," and that abscesses broke out to "indicate

sprouting horns," that the countenances were grad

ually "transmuted into the visage of a cow, the voice

into the bellowing of bulls"—that the character

underwent "strange mutations, from quadrupedan

sympathy." The influence of religion was called

in to strengthen the prejudices of ignorance, and

the operation was denounced from the pulpit as

"diabolical," as a "tempting of God's providence,

and therefore a heinous crime ;" and its abettors

were charged with sorcery and atheism.

When coal was first introduced into use as fuel

in Great Britain, the prejudice against it was so

strong that the Commons petitioned to the Crown

to prohibit the "noxious" fuel. A royal proclama

tion having failed to abate the growing nuisance, a

commission was issued to ascertain who burnt the

coal within the city and its neighborhood, and to

punish them by fine for the first offence, and by

demolition of their furnaces if they persisted in

transgression. A law was at length passed, mak-

ing it a capital offence to burn coal within the city

of London, and only permitting it to be used in

the forges in the vicinity. It took three centuries

entirely to efface this prejudice. What would

England be, now, without its inexhaustible coal

fields ?

The project of uniting the Atlantic and Pacific

oceans by a canal through the isthmus of Panama^

has been much discussed in our day. Many ob-

jections to this scheme have been brought up ; but

the argument of the priest who wrote upon this

very undertaking in 1588, would not probably oc-

cur to our modern capitalists and men of enter-

prise. "Human power," he reasoned, "should not

be allowed to cut through the strong and impene-

trable bounds which God has put between the two

oceans, of mountains and of iron rocks which can

stand the fury of the raging seas. And, if it were

possible, it would appear to me very just, that we
should fear the vengeance of Heaven, for attempt-

ing to improve that which the Creator, in his al-

mighty will and providence, has ordained from the

creation of the world."

When the arrangement of fans was first intro-

duced to assist in Avinnowing corn from the chaff

by producing artificial currents of air, it was argued

that "winds were raised by God alone, and it was

irreligious in man to attempt to raise wind for

himself, and by eflbrts of his own." One Scottish

clergyman actually refused the holy communion to

those of his parishioners who thus irreverently

raised the "Devil's wind." When forks were first

introduced into England, some preachers de-

nounced their use "as an insult on Providence not

to touch our meat with our fingers." In those

times, many worthy people had great scruples

about the emancipation of the negroes, because

they were the descendants of Ham, on whom the

curse of perpetual slavery had been pronounced.

Many others pleaded against the measure for the

emancipation of the Jews, that the bill was a din^ct

attempt to controvert the will and word of God,

and to revoke his sentence upon the chosen but

rebellious people. This reminds us of the disin-

terested piety of some of our Southern brethren,

who make chattels of men, because they think this

is God's way of benefiting Africa.

The introduction of cotton in England was re-

garded as a dire calamity, and led to riot and

bloodshed. Whenever distress fell upon the la-

boring population, it was the fashion, not more

than a century ago, to attribute it to cotton. The

ruin of the country, and the irretrievable misery of

"millions yet unborn," were predicted over and over

again, from the spinning and weaving of this arti-

cle, the manufacture of which now sustains one-

sixth of the population of England, and gives com-

fort to every nation under the sun.

When spinning jennies and power looms were

first introduced into England, nothing would do

with the outraged and insulted spinsters and weav-

ers, but pulling down the factories and breaking

the machines. It was thought that there was an

end to labor, and nothing was left to the poor but

to starve. But now, although there is more work
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done in England, by the power of machinery, than

all the men and women in the world could do

without it, yet there is a far greater demand for op-

eratives than there was when all the spinning and

weaving were done by hand. At the time of the

last census, the entire working population of Great

Britain was estimated at four millions, while the

mechanical power at work was equal to the labor

of six hundred millions of men. The operative in

a cotton mill to-day, superintends as much work as

could have been executed by two or three hundred

workmen, seventy years ago.

The planing-machine, the trip-hammer, the saw-

mill, and many other mechanical contrivances, were

quite, as violently opposed, on their introduction
;

but now the world owns their value, and could not

do without them. Sewing machines are at this

very time encountering similar prejudice and oppo-

sition, from those who are too short-sighted to see

that these little iron stitchers are in reahty the

friends, not the foes, of the needle-women.

The fact ivS, machinery has increased the demand
for labor, has added to the wages and lessened the

hours of toil, and has reduced the price of the nec-

essaries of life. We cannot have too much ma-
chinery, provided it is good. All efforts to block

the wheels of progress, and to put a check to the

onward march of the race, must prove as futile as

the attempts of the Eastern monarch to shackle

the restless waves of tlie sea.

OYSTEHS.
The New Orleans Picmjum gives the following

account of the manner in which oysters are propa-
gated :

"During the summer months, the oystermen are
engaged in preparing for the Avinter's fishing and
supply. The principal feature in this operation is

the selection of banks or beds in such a situation

as to secure a sufficient depth—say an average of

a foot or two of water over them, without much
flow, or danger of its exceeding at any time four
or five feet. These beds are generally covered with
a layer of shells, of from a foot to a foot and a half
deep, as otherwise the oyster would spoil in the mud.
The oysters from which the next produce is to be
procured are then planted, with the hinge of the
shell downwards, just deep enough to keep them
standing firm, and about a span's length apart. In
doing this, no regard is paid to the relative number
or positions of the sexes. On these beds they lie,

for the greater part of the time, with their shells

gaping, their natural position of rest. If a foot
be put on the bed, or other intrusion on them made,
those nearest at once close with a hissing noise,

squirting out the water as they do so ; and the ex-
ample is immediately followed in all directions. In
a short time, their 'spat,' as the earliest form of the
next breed is called, is seen floating among them,
and setthng either on the shells of the planted ani-

mals, or on any other object, and gradually devel-
oping into bunches of oysters, which become fit for

eating in six or eight months, the beds being then
thickly covered with them."

For the Nete England Farmer.

SMALL FAPvMS.

Mr. Editor :—I find in an old Roman poet this

precept to Roman farmers :

"Praise a large farm,—till a small one."

Although it was penned almost two thousand
years ago, yet it applies with unabated force to

American, and especially to New England farmers.

There is among our tillers of the soil a passion to

be Ipjrge land-owners, which is prejudicial, high-

ly prejudicial to the agricultural interest. Many
begin life pennyless and landless. Their first scanty

earnings are spent in the purchase of land. They
go on as their means increase, adding field to field

until some of them may have half a township in

their possession. For this object they rise early,

sit up late, and eat the bread o# carefulness. For
this they sacrifice all improvement of themselves.

Now is there not a more excellent way ? Would
it not be better for land-holders to moderate their

passion for land, to be content with a few acres, and
spend their surplus money in the more careful til-

lage of those few ? There would then be land

in New England for all that desire it ; agricultural

skill would be developed, and many enterprising

persons would be retained on farms through life to

ennoble the pursuits of their early years, to enlight-

en by their instruction and example their fellow-

laborers, while they are now driven to shops, to

merchandize and to professional life, only to be baf-

fled at every turn of fortune.

No one thing, at this time, is more detrimental

to the farmers of New England than their propen-
sity to till too much land. It is making whole
counties poorer every year. So great has been this

impoverishment that it is estimated that a thousand
million of dollars are now needed to bring back
the soil of the Free States to the high fertility it

possessed when the woodman's axe first felled the

forests and let in the sun— and this same process

must go on till we leai-n that first lesson in farming
;

that our income does not depend ujjon the scanty

tillage of many acres, but upon the liberal tillage

of a few.

There is an intimate connection between large

farms and scanty crops—the earth makes just re-

turns. She yields sparingly or bountifully, just as

men deal sparingly or bountifully with her. As
most men having large farms, have no capital be-

sides their land, buildings and stock, they are not

able to introduce more expensive but tried modes
of culture, to make experiments or to reclaim their

waste lands. When they are urged to make such
and such improvements, their plea invariably is,

"We cannot atTord it. The best we can do is to

support our families and pay our taxes. Improve-
ment is out of the question." So they go on, year
after year, in those old ways of culture by which a

large part of New England soil has become so prof-

itless.

I would suggest to these large land-holders that

they turn part of their land back again into capital,

and that they use that capital in tilling as they

ought to till the rest. Or if they have sons, to di-

vide a portion among them. Then they would be
compelled to limit their own strength and skill to

a smaller surface. Their net income would be
greater, their lands would become better, the with-

ered pasture lands would receive attention, and the
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meadows, those mines of agricultural wealth, would

be drained and recovered. C.

Oct., 1856.

A STSAM PLOW FOE THE PEAIRIES.

In the Prairie Farmer, Cliicago, 111., of the 10th

insc, Bronson Murray proposes that a premium ofj

$50,000 be raised by subscription of one hundred!

persons, paying $oQ0 each, to be av.-arded for a per-
j

fected steam plow suited to farm use, and capable

'

of performing the labor at an expense not greater

|

than the average cost of performing the same work
|

under the present system. He offers to be one of

the hundred subscribers, and wishes the subscrip-

tions secured to the Illinois State Agricultural So-

ciety, and the premium to be offered by it, under
such rules as an Executive Committee may direct.

He asserts that there is not a farmer who cultivates

500 acres of prairie land, but can well afford to

unite in the proposed subscription. He is confident

that the steam plow would long since have been
invented, had the capital of mechanics been equal

to their inventive genius. In this opinion we cor-

dially agree with him. It would be a most inesti-

mable boon to farmers on the prairies if they could

plow their stubble lands quickly after the crops are

removed. The benefit of the steam plow to them
VFould be quick-plowing,—doing as much by one
plow in one day, as is now done by five or six with

teams, which cannot be driven beyond a certain

speed. When Mr. Murray came to the prairies

fourteen years ago, there were no harvesting ma-
chines in use ; but he felt confident they would
soon be, and this determined him in settling in Ill-

inois. His hopes have been realized regarding

harvesting machines, and we trust they will also be

realized respecting a prairie steam plow. Its work-
ing expenses may be as great as plowing by pres-

ent modes, but if it does the work in less time,

with fewer hands, (as Vi'e undersland it,) farmers

will be satisfied.

At a meeting of the Farmers' Club, held at the

American Institute, in this city, on the 9th iust.,

Judge Meigs read an account of an English farm
locomotive of 16 horse power. It weighed 9 tuns,

was stated to move easily over soft fields, and as-

cend pretty steep inclines. Its inventor had spent

$50,000 in making experiments, and he was now
sati.-.fied with its performances. It draws a gang of

plows with ease. Our friends in Illinois would like

a steam plow of much less weight than 6 tuns ; it

is too heavy for general use, but no doubt smaller

ones on the same principle can be constructed. We
are not acquainted with its peculiarities ; but in our
opinion, the common locomotive, with broad-faced

wheels, is the principle on which to build a success-

ful prairie steam plow.

Something New about Bread.—Louis Napo-
leon, whom men begin to recognize as a Napoleon-
ic sort of a man, in 1853 conceived the idea that it

would be practicable to compress flour so as to

diminish its bulky and in that way facilitate its

transportation, and yet not injure its quality. In

July of that year an experiment was made by his

command to test his views. Flour, subjected to a

hydraulic pressure of 300 tons, was reduced in vol-

ume more than 24 per cent. On close examina-

tion it was found to possess all the qualities it had
previous to its violent treatment. It was then put

into zinc boxes and sealed up. At the same time,

other ilour manufactured from the same wheat, but
not compressed, was also sealed up. In October
thereafter, several boxes containing both kinds of

flour v."ere opened and examined. The pressed
was pronounced to be the best. Twelve months
after this, in October, '54, another examination
took place, and with the same result. 1 he two
kinds were then kneaded into loaves and baked.
The pressed flour made the best bread. In March,
'55, more of the zinc boxes were opened, and on
examination the loose flour showed mouldiness,
while the ]n-essed was sweet, and retained all its

qualities. Made into bread, the same differences

were observable.

The Emperor has ordered experiments to be
made at sea, as well as on land. ]Men-of-war are

to take out both kinds of flour, and both are to be
sent on sea voyages to hot and to cold latitudes, and
examinations are to be made and recorded of the

influence of climate and salt air upon each.

—

Jllba-

ny Journal.

EIGHT EYED.
In a paper read before the Association for the

Advancement of Science, at its recsnt session in

Albany, Prof. John Brocklesby, of Trinity College,

Hartford, Conn., gives the following as the result

of a series of experiments on "visual direction :"

"In view of these facts, I am inclined to believe

that most persons, when they gaze upon a near ob-

ject with both eyes open, habitually neglect the

image formed by the left eye and employ that of

the right to fix the visual direction— in fact, that

we are right eyed. Moreover, that cases some-
times occur where the left eye is used for this pur-

pose, and in such exceptional instances the observ-

ers may be termed left eyed. A boy shoots mar-
bles with both eyes open, and a sportsman not un-

frequently brings down his game in the same man-
ner; but I a])prehend that in both instances the

aim is as truly taken as if one eye is shut ; and that

either the right eye or the left gives the range,

while the other is passive.

"If it is true that the right eye, under the cir-

cumstances mentioned, possesses a superiority over

the other, the fact would be in strict accordance

with some other physiological phenomena. V/e
are all aware of the pre-eminence which the right

hand has over the left, either from iiabit or other-

wise. How much more ready and quick it is in all

its motions, being the first to advance whenever
the hand is needed. So marked is this character-

istic that we term expertness and activity of manip-

ulation, dexterity. Right handedness constitutes

the law, left handedness the exception. The same
fact is observed in respect to the feet. In the

game of foot-ball, for instance, the right foot na-

turally comes first into play, and is decidedly more
active than the other. The superiority of one or-

garf of vision over the other would not therefore

constitute an anomaly, neither would it be surpris-

ing if the same phenomena should be found to ex-

ist in respect to one or more of the other senses.

I^^The Warrenton (Fauquier, Va.) Flag notices

a decline in the prices of negroes, and says that

several sold to the highest bidder on Monday, at

prices ranging several hundred dollars below sums
paid for the same description of servants a few week?

ago.
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EXTRACTS AND EEPLIES.
AN INQUIRY.

An article which was recently copied into your

paper from the Ohio Farmer, says* "The fat of an-

imals is, in many respects, for man, the best and

cheapest of all the heat-producing articles of diet."

Now, I am not quite sure I understood the writer

of the article referred to ; but if by "heat-produc-

ing articles of diet," he refers exclusively to meats,

then it is possible his statement maj be correct. If,

however, he does not mean to exclude the cereal

grains—for these are heat-producing substances as

well as flesh and fish, only not wholly designed to

give out heat—then I shall be obliged to dissent

from his opinion. It has long been known to the

scientific world that bread or grain give out a suf-

ficient quantity of heat to the system ; while they

nourish the body—that is a flesh-producing article

—as many as six or eight times longer before they

are converted into fat, or even into flesh of any kind,

than they do afterward. So much for encouraging

the farmer to have his cattle well fed. w. A. A.

La Grange Place, Sept. 29.

CORN OR MEAL, FOR FATTDCG HOGS.

Will some one who has learned which is the most
profitable for swine, corn or meal, give us the re

suit of his experience ? (a.) A. A. w.

CHINESE SUG.\R CANE.

Please tell us where the Chinese Sugar Cane seed

can be obtained, at what cost, what soil it requires

what amount, and what kind of dressing, and if it

will grow in our seasons in Maine ? (b.)

Kennebunk, Me. A. A. Wells.

(a.) Working animals require considerable bulk

in their food, while animals that are merely laying

on fat, require concentrated, or highly nutritious

food, and the food that is fine, and that can be the

most readily assimilated, or brought into a like sub

stance with the body, is the best. Can there be

any doubt but the meal is that food ?

(6.) The Chinese sugar cane has been raised the

past summer in various places about Boston, and

with perfect success. Our crop was planted in a

spot rather unfavorable, but grew ten feet high,

and has perfectly seeded. We presume that the

same soil and culture that suits the Indian corn

will be proper for the sugar cane. Growing, as it

has in a season with us both cold and wet, it will

undoubtedly flourish finely in our usually hot sum-

mers.

COVERED OR OPEN WELLS.

Mr. Editor :—What effect does it have upon
the water in wells (from fifteen to twenty feet deep)
to keep them covered air-tight throughout fhe
year ; and if there is any efl'ect, does it become in-

jurious to its use ? South Danvers.
Oct., 1856. _

WASHING MACHINES.

Speaking of Washing ^Machines, in answer to a

recent inquiry in the Fanner, a correspondent says,

"Try Wisner's Patent, with zinc floats. We, that

is, our better half and our children, are using one

with wooden floats, and think it saves one-half the

labor, washes cleaner, and with less wear to the

clothes."

PLUMS.

The plum scion mentioned by me, that grew
nearly 24 feet in a season, was probably the Brad-
shaw. I only measured what grew from April to

Nov. J. T. w.

NATIVE GR.\PES.

The vine on which these grapes grew was taken
from the parent vine 56 years since, and set on the

west side of a ledge of rocks, and is thirtj--two

inches in circumference ; the branches extend 130
feet upon a ledge, and would have gone much far-

ther, if it had not been stopped. T. Haskell.
Gloucester, 1856.

HOW TO SEND POULTHY TO MARKET.
My daily observation in the poultry market of

this city, of the loss suffered by poultry-raisers for

want of a little care or else want of proper knowl-
edge, prompts me to offer a word, with the hope
that some abler pen will continue the subject. It

is mortifying to me to see so much good poultry

sold by farmers at half-price, simply because not

nicely dressed. Half-dressed, half-fattened fowls

will not bring half-price. I will not attempt to de-

scribe the best method of fattening, but leaving that

to others, I will say, that only a little more fat put

upon a fowl after it is in bare passable order will

not unfrequently double the value.

Turkeys and geese should be lulled with great

care to keep them from bruising themselves. A
very good plan is to tie their wings, and hang them
on a pole by their legs, before cutting off the head.

The same may be said of other fowls.

All kinds of poultry should be "dry picked" if to

be carried far to market, as they keep better if

dressed in this way. If scalded, the water should

be just below the boiling point. In any case be
very careful not to tear the skin or rub off the cuti-

cle (or outer skin) from the legs. After being nice-

ly picked, wash in clean warm soap-suds, and then
"plump" them—as the Jersey men call it—that is,

hold them in boiUng water about five seconds.

Draw back the skin and cut off" the neck bone
near the body, and then draw the skin over again

and tie it tightly with a string. This keeps the

blood from running over and disfiguring the bodies.

AVhen all the animal heat is entirely gone, pack
them in boxes of about 200 lbs., using clean rye

straw, as this is less heating than other kinds. A

.

little attention to these hints will materially in-
\

crease the price and give greater satisfaction to the

producer, seller, and consumer.

Isaac Emens, 226 Front St.

JVew York, Sept. 8, 1856.

American Agriculturist.

!EF° The Andover Advertiser says Mr. John
Thompson, of Frye Village, last Spring planted two
top onions One of them split into thirteen at the

root, and had ten stems with,o?ie hundred andforty

-

one onions on the top of the stems. The other split

into twelve at the root, nine stems one hundred and
forty on the top ; all the tops had seed on. The
seed came from Wisconsin,
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DEDERICK'S PARALLEL LEVEE VERTICAL HAY PRESS.

The manufacturers say they be-

lieve this press to be, in every

respect, the simplest, most com-

pact, easiest working, most con-

venient and powerful hay press in

the United States,

"The engraving is so plain,"

they continue, "that it requires

scarcely any explanation. AVhen

the door, C, is closed, the heads

U, is moved over to either side at

pleasure. The hay is then thrown

in, and when the box is full the

head is moved back again to the

centre of the press. The power

being then applied to the parallel

levers, J, K, through the block

and tackle system of ropes and

pulleys, N, R, R, the follower, B,

is pressed upward against the hay

with a power which is not inter-

fered with by the least particle of

friction against the sides of the

press ; with a power which is as

simple as it is evidently tremen-

dous. The door, C, and also a

similar door on the other side,

are then opened ; the bale is then

bound, and the ends of it being

relieved by releasing the end of

the bar or handle, D, it is taken

out from either side at pleasure.

"It is worthy of remark that when the bale is

made, the doors of this press can be opened by a

boy, standing right in front of the door, with one

hand ; whereas, as is well known, the doors of the

other hay presses have to be pounded open with a

mallet or crowbar, and when relieved will fly open

with a force sufficient to break a man's leg. This

press is operated by a horse upon a capstan, the

horse going round on a seven or eight foot sweep

only six times to make a bale. With two men and

a boy it will bale, without any extra exertion, from

six to nine tons per day, according to the number

or size of the press. This can be readily conceived

when it is considered that the time required to op-

erate the machine to make a bale does not exceed

30 seconds ; and how easily this is done by the

horse may be inferred from the fact that three men
upon a sweep two feet longer than that used by the

horse, can press 300 lbs. into our usual dimensions

—viz., 3 feet ten inches long by 22 by 28 inches on

the sides—in the same time, and without any hard

or extra labor whatever."

For the Kew England Farmer.

STATE OF MAINS POTATO—SIDE-HILL
PLOW.

Mr. Editor :—I took occasion to say, the last

autumn, in a communication that I forwarded to

you, that intelligent cultivators in this vicinity ex-

pressed doubts of the superlative qualities of the

variety of potato called State of Maine ; whereup-

on, a gentleman who professes to know all about

this variety, and much about most others, queried

whether I had ever seen the genuine State of

Maine potato, and strongly reaffirmed its superior

excellence. I am now assured by the cultivator

before referred to, that he and others of his neigh-

bors have tested this variety thoroughly the pres-

ent season, and find it to fail in having those supe-

rior qualities that have been ascribed to it. That

it yields many small potatoes, is quite liable to rot,

and compared with other varieties they have grown

is decidedly inferior. I am quite confident their

views of it are correct.

The same gentleman informs me, that he and

his neighbors aje very much in favor of the side-

hill plow on their cultivated grounds. They find
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a decided benefit in the uniform level surface it

leaves, avoiding those hollows usually left on the

finishing of a land ; also it completes the work

much better at the end of furrows. In a word, he

says he had rather pay the price of a side-hill

plow than to use any other kind for nothing.

Our cultivators are busy in gathering in their

crops, though they are not so abundant as they

promised to be in the early part of the season. *

South Dnnvers, Sept., 1856.

LETTEK FROM MR. BROWN.
Philadelphia, Oct. 7, 1856.

Dear Sir :—The Fourth Annual Exhibition of

the U. S. Agricultural Society, opened in solemn

form this morning. The grounds, some forty acres

in extent, are on the west side of the city, on the

banks of the Schuylkill, of easy access on every

side; and dotted, as they are, with noble old cedars

and groups of other trees, they afibrd a pleasant re-

treat for the tired visitor when his physical powers

are weary with standing, and his mental, with look-

ing at the objects of interest about him, and answer-

ing the thousand questions put to him at every

turn.

The elements, as well as all minor matters, are

favorable. Wiih a clear sky and elastic atmosphere,

the spirit of success is at once infused into those

having charge of the arrangements, and this is at

once infused into the surrounding numbers. Upon

approaching the grounds from the North or the

South, the most conspicuous objects are the orna-

mental gateways, which are finished with much ar-

chitectural taste. Inside the enclosure, the eye is

greeted with a perfect city of neat wooden struc-

tures, and a miniature encampment of tents. The

sheds and stalls for the oxen, horses, sheep and

swine, are located principally upon the Western side

and the Northern end of the grounds. Upon the

green sward inside the "track," the "stand" for the

judges is erected, and also the marquee of the

President of the Society, and officers, and here

gather the men distinguished for their knowl-

edge and zeal in agricultural affairs. East of the

track are the tents appropriated to the display

of agricultural implements, and machinery, the

coops of poultry, and cages of birds, which form

a distinctive feature of the exhibition. On the

West of the centre is the tent devoted to the show

of fruits, grains, vegetables, flowers, &c., and all

around these various general points are booths for

private parties, tents for resting, dressing, and eat-

ing. Such are the arrangements on the grounds.

Around them the country is picturesque and at-

tractive,— the Schuylkill is spanned by a noble

structure, over w}nch pass the railroad trains, and

the unceasing throng that go to and from the city.

The liver itself is dotted with various craft, eager

in their several pursuits, and above, the wire bridge

which bounds the north--\vestern end of the grounds.

are two or three steamers, constantly running a

few miles up and back, passing the village of Man-

ayunk. Laurel Hill, and giving a fine view of the

scenery of the surrounding country.

The great tent for the Banquet on Friday is not

yet up,—it is to stand on the green sward in the

centre of the grounds, where assembled thousands,

coming from every part of our widely extended

country, are expected to meet in council, and speak

of its most important element, the agricultural in-

terest. The show in all the departments is fine.

But night a})proaches, and with it many prompt-

ings to seek the quiet and retirement of my room.

The receijjts to-day have been about $3,000. They

must be greatly exceeded every future day during

the fair to prevent loss.

SECOND DAT.

Philadelphia, Oct. 8, 1856.

Again the sun burst upon the world in its bright-

est splendor. Thousands of eager eyes were peer-

ing into the East in the morning, long before he

had found it convenient to show his face above the

horizon, but his advance beams lit up the whole

Eastern world, and promised that mists and clouds

should not check the festivities of the occasion.

—

And they did not,—for he so tempered the Octo-

ber air that invalids and babes came out, and grew,

and gained health, and were happy in it.

My first careful visit on the grounds this morn-

ing, was to see the cattle ; the number of entries

is very large, and consists of Durhams, Devcns,

Jerseys, Ayrshlres, Herefords, Natives and Grades.

The Durhams are not so numerous nor so excel-

lent as 1 expected to see ; the Devons are numer-

ous, and many of them very fine, half a dozen cows

particularly ; there is a yearling Jersey bull, sur-

passing in shape and color any I have seen ; several

of the cows are also very fine ; the Aijrshires, both

pure and mixed, are numerous, and some of them

remarkably good. The Herefords were pretty well

represented, having some good specimens. Some
of our common, or what are called JVative cattle,

are, in form, color, temperament, and productive

qualities, (as stated) as handsome as anything on

the ground ; there are grades, also, of all bloods,

exceedingly well made and promising. On the

whole, the show of cattle is interesting, but falls

short of my expectations. None of the States are

faii'ly represented. Maryland or Kentucky, single-

handed, could make a finer show of Durhams alone,

pure and grades, than the combined exhibition

presents. Among the Jerseys, or Alderneys, there

are exceedingly interesting specimens of the

French variety, retaining most of the characteris-

tics of that blood in size and shape, but in color en-

tirely unique,—it being all over of a uniform mouse

color ; these are said to be of the best variety of the

Jersey blood.

The Working Oxen and Fat Cattle were a cred-
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it to their contributors, though not large in num-

ber ; the fat cattle had a large quantity of beef

steaks, which I more than once felt a clisijosltion to

discuss during my stay on the grounds. The

working oxen were large and well-formed, but how

well trained I had no opportunity of judging,

—

More Durham stock has been entered since my re-

port yesterday, and among them is a bull by Mr

many of them bulky, awkward, and inefficient ma-

chines. I cannot mention even a tenth of the im-

plements that are useful and eminently adapted to

tlie farmer's use. The large manufacturers and

dealers are represented in the most creditable man-

ner. T'he Messrs. Landreth, Pascall, Morris & Co.,

and one or two other companies of Philadelphia,

and some of the Boston houses, make shows of the

A. Belmak, of West Chester Co., Pa., weighs most attractive character. Nourse, Mason &
2,552 pounds, and is a finely formed animal. This

department has been considerably improved to-day.

In the department of Swine, there are several

Bpecimens of the old, immense fellows, that occu-

pied the ground many years ago, growing up to

six hundred or a thousand pounds, with legs like

those of an English draft horse, and ears that

might be coveted by the farmer who lacked plank

to cover his drains. They appeared healthy and

exceedingly vigorous, and crossed with our fine-

haired, and fine-meated Suffolks, Mackays, Essex

and Berkshires, would make an exceedingly valua-

ble variety. The display of swine is large, and it

has specimens of the highest excellence, and it

shows what improvemimt may be effected in this

department of rural industry.

The show of Sheep is fine. That of English sheep

such as Southdowns, Cotswold, Leceister, Bakewell,

&c., is very large—that of the fine-wooled varieties

is rather limited, but excellent in quality. Daxiel

Kimball, of Rutland, Vt, has 20 French Merinos,

Geo. Campbell, of Westminster, Vt., has Spanish

and Silesian,W. CiiAMBEELAiN, of Red Hook, N.Y.,

Mr. Blakely, of Conn., a few Spanish. Mr. Camp-

bell has crosses of the Spanish and Silesian, which

commanded much attention. I saw two Oxford

Downs weighing 200 pounds each, belonging to

C. A. Murphy, of Wilmington, Del., and two Tar-

tar sheep, or Fat Tail breed ; they breed twice a

year, and bring two to four at a time. The tail of

one of them was some ten inches wide, about the

Bame length, and appeared to be a mass of fat. The

sheep, on the whole, made a good appearance, and

attracted much attention.

The collection of Poultry was large, and included

many specimens of great merit in all the different

classes. It was well arranged, and made a point

of a good deal of attraction.

In the department of Agricultural Implements

and Machines, there is a collection which has prob-

ably never been equalled in this or any other coun-

try, as to their excellence of manufacture, and for

their practical utility. There are some, to be sure,

whose unwieldiness or manifest want of adaptation,

excite a smile, and show how little their originators

knew of the laljors to be performed by them, and

the general results to be secured. But they afford

a fine contrast with the others around them, and

enable spectators to see the progress actually made.

The number of reapers and mowers is quite large,

Company, Boston, have presented seventy Plows

of their own manufacture, no two being alike.

They were taken from their common stock, and in

their construction and finish represent those which

they are sending out in such remarkable quantities

every day from their manufactories and workshops.

This part of the exhibition is eminently full, excel-

lent and attractive, as the crowds that constantly

throng it bear ample evidence. This is as it should

be.

In the Fruit and Vegetable department, thereis

a fair general show, and in some particulars, strong

attractions. The show of pears by Col. Wilder
and Mr. Ho'V'EY, of Boston, has been rarely excelled

any where. Several varieties of corn, some wheat,

rye, turnips, potatoes, &c., were very fine. Some

white rye weighed GO lbs. per bushel. The corn

was remarkably large, the ears being of a mon-

strous size.

We saw no butter or cheese

—

not being products

of the farm, no premium was offered on them

!

Mr. Langstroth's patent hive, with the bees at

work, was on the ground, Mr. Phelps was there in

person with his, and his bees industriously attend-

ing to their own affairs.

THIRD day.

Fowelton, Oct. 9, 1S58.

I date and write to-day on the grounds. The

weather is propitious. The morning opens glori-

ously, and the city is early in motion. All the world

is going to Powelton. Omnibuses, hacks, carts, drays

and every available vehicle utterly fail to get the

people along half as fast as they desire to go. The

"buss" that I got on was loaded until its ribs broke

and it collapsed, squeezing two or three young la-

dies something more than tenderly, driving a gen-

tleman out of the back door, and doing sundry oth-

er disagreeable things. The crowd to-day has been

immense—70,000 must have visited the grounds,

for the Treasurer reports the receipts to-day at

$15,000—yesterday, about $7,000, and the first

day $3,000.

Yesterday, as I was walking among the neat

stock, I met Senator Sumner, his brother, and the

Rev. Mr. Furness. Mr. Sumner is much thinner

than when I saw him last autumn. He told me
that his bodily health is good, and he has appetite,

but that any continued effort of the mind brings

nervous excitement, which utterly forbids exertion

at present. He chafes under this restraint as does
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the noble lion in his cage. His eye flashed, and his

form grew erect and trembled, as he spoke of the

impending crisis in our national affairs, and of his

burning desire to be again on duty. He appeared

much interested in the exhibition, and conversed

freely upon the merits of the various breeds before

us as we passed along.

New entries of stock and implements continue to

be made, so that up to this evening, there has been

428 entries of neat stock, and about the same number

of horses. If the weather continues favorable to-

morrow, there will undoubtedly be an increased

number of visitors, and the receipts may become

sufficiently ample to meet the expenses, which have

been very large. To-morrow is the principal day,

when the Banquet is to take j^lace, and the great

display of horses.

1 shall make further note as I have opportunity.

Very truly yours, SiMON Broavn.

Joel JVourse, Esq.

For the New England Farmer,

DRAINING WITH TILES.

BY 11. F. FRENCH.

Enough has been said, and written, and observed,

to convince all enlightened farmers that a great

proportion of the lands in New England which

prove in the end most valuable, require to be first

relieved of surplus water. This is true of all our

low meadows, and a great deal of upland, especial-

ly springy hill-sides.

Thorough draining with tiles is, without doubt,

the cheapest and best mode of doing this, and, al-

though I remarked in a recent article, that we
have not yet arrived at the luxury of using drain

tiles, I find that our farmers are resolving that they

will act in this, as in other matters, on the princi-

ple that what is Morth doing, is worth doing well

;

and will not be satisfied till the best mode of drain-

ing is adopted. To keep up with the spirit of the

age, I have myself opened some hundred rods of

drains, on mj farm, and procured tiles all the way

from Albany to lay in thera. This being my first

attempt, I can only speak now from observation,

and the infoi-mation I have gathered from men and

books, on the subject. As this subject must occu-

py the attention of our farmers more than any oth-

er, for many years to come, it being the next great

step to be taken in the march of improvement on

all our old farms, it will be deemed excusable to

begin at the beginning in our discussion. Though

milk be "for babes," it cannot injure full grown

men to taste it occasionally. So let us first answer

WHAT ARE DRAIN TILES?

Drain tiles are made of clay, similar to brick

clay, moulded by a machine into tubes, usually

fourteen inches long, and burnt in a kiln, or fur-

nace, to be about as hard as what are called hard

burnt bricks. They are of various forms and sizes.

Some are round, with a sole or flat bottom, mould-

ed with the tile, others are horse-shoe formed, open

at the bottom, to be laid on the hard bottom of a

ditch without a sole, or in soft places with a sole or

flat bottom, of the same material with the tile.

The size varies from l-i to 6 inches calibre, accord-

ing to the quantity of water to be conveyed. It is

a question of expediency, whether to use very large

tiles, or to lay two or more courses of smaller size,

side by side, when the flow of water is very great.

now ARE TILES LAID?

Trenches are opened to the requisite depth, as

narrow as convenient for men to walk in. Green

hands at ditching will declare they cannot trench

three feet deep, without breaking the ground 2^

feet wide, but with proper tools, I have found no

difficulty in going 4^ feet deep in a trench but two

feet wide at top. The English books say that men
who work by the rod, always open very narrow

trenches. My tools are, first, a common shovel ;

next, a common spade, and lastly, a long-handled

spade, cut down at a machine shop with shears, to

3i inches width at the point, with a true taper

from the heel, making a wedge shaped spade.

—

With this the ditch is finished, with just comforta-

ble room to lay the tiles straight, and lay in a chip

of brick or stone on each side, where a joint is too

open. Then having laid the tiles end to end, with a

true descent in the trench, commencing at the top,

cover them first with something that will exclude

sand, which I take to be the worst enemy to

contend with. I use spent tan as a convenient and

very perfect strainer. The books say turf with the

grass down is commonly used. Hay, straw, or

pine or hemlock boughs are also used. Having

thus covered the tiles, put into the trench next that

part of the earth thrown out, which lets the water

pass through most readily, as sand or gravel, or in

a clay soil, the top soil. It is perhaps possible with

pure clay puddled in, to stop water from getting

into the tiles, and no person of common judgment

would put pure wet clay immediately on to the

tiles. Finally, fill the trenches and make all level,

making allowance for what the earth over the drain

may settle. The first question that is asked by a

novice in the art of draining with tiles always is,

now DOES THE WATER GET INTO THE TILES?

The answer i.<, it gets in at thejoints, and through

the pores of the burnt clay. Professor Mapes says

that if you cork up both ends of a common drain

tile, and put it under water empty, it will fill by

water passing through the pores in two minutes, A
Scotchman with Mhom I recently conversed, who

is familiar with the practical operations of tile

draining, said that you might stop one end of a

tile, and pour in a quart of water every day in the

year, and it would all go through. There need be
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no fear on this point. In any soil but pure clay,

you cannot keep the -water out of the tiles, and it is

very rarely that clay is found that cannot be thorough-

ly drained with them. This is no new business, and

there is no need of any doubt about the facts as to

the operation of tile draining.

Ml-. Colman states that the Duke of Portland had

completed on his immense estates seven thousand

miles of drains ; and that the Duke of Bedford

had made two hundred miles of drains on his es-

tates in one year ! Tiles have been used extensive-

ly in parts of New York, and to some extent, in

New England, but if evidence of their utility is

wanted, an experiment may be referred to, tried by

a neighbor of mine in Exeter, a first-rate farmer,

and most reliable man.

EXPERIMENT BY MR. AVILLIAM CONNER, OF
EXETER, N. H.

Mr. Conner procured 4000 drain tiles from Alba-

ny, most of them two inch, a few larger, and laid

the greater part of them in 1855. His land is a

hill-side, of easy descent, of a slatey soil, with a

clay subsoil in part, in other parts sand and gravel.

Under the most of the drained land, he found a

clay bottom, at about three feet depth upon wliich

the water from the hill above flowed along, oozing

out upon the surface, and standing, in wet seasons,

in Httle pools, and producing grass so sour and

coarse that cattle would not feed upon it, and it

grew up, and was mowed in the pasture where cat

tie were kept, for bedding. Mr. Conner put in his

drains across the slope, at three rods distance apart,

nearly parallel, and sixty rods long, mostly in

straight lines. He carried the bottoms on a regu-

lar descent, without regard to the surface, laying

none less than three feet deep, and in some instan-

ces cutting to the depth of six or seven feet, and

united the whole in one main drain.

He cons^idered it important to cut through the

upper strata into the clay, to cut off the flow of

water from the higher land. The general rule will

be found to be different from this course in one

particular. The best authorities advise ordinarily,

to cut the trenches up and down, and not across the

hill-side. But the course adopted by Mr. Conner

seems effectual for his purpose. His drained land

has not been plowed, or changed in any way, ex-

cept by the drains, but so great has been the effect

in a single year, of removing the cold water, that

the cattle have fed the ground closely, no water

standing in the holes upon the surface, even a day

after a heavy fall of rain.

Mr. Conner is well pleased with his experiment,

and says that he had rather have the product of

the land without manure, for five years to come

than to have it, had $75 worth of manure to the

acre been applied, without draining.

He has for many years attempted to drain his

fields with stone drains, and pointed out a field

where more than a hundred rods of them had been

laid ten years. They answered well for a time,

but of late have in part failed, and the cold wa-

ter begins to do its secret work upon the crops.

Like most of our best farmers, he feels the want

of drain tiles, at a reasonable price.

^^^IY are tiles better than stone or wood?

We may answer briefly, they are better, be-

cause they are more durable than any other

drain, being so far as ascertained, imperishable,

when properly laid. They are better, again, be-

cause mice and other vermin cannot live in them,

or destroy them. They are better, because they

drain more evenly than anything else. The labor

of excavating is much less than for other drains, as

the trenches may be very narrow. Finally, if the

tiles can be obtained at the fair price of manufactur-

ing, say $12 per 1000, they are cheaper in the first

cost than stone laying on the farm, because they

are so much more cheaply laid. There are no tile

works in New England that I know of, except in

one town in Massachusetts, AVhately, and the cost

of freight from there or from Albany, where some

three millions a year are made, nearly doubles the

cost to us in New Hampshire.

But let there be a demand, and the supply will

come. We have clay, and capital, and men, and

can have tile works, whenever the farmers make
known their wants. For one, I am determined to

try the experiment of tile draining, though at too

great a cost for profit, perhaps, on my own farm.

The whole subject requires discussion. The old

fogies, if a cant Congressional term is allowable, of

course will declare that this country does not re-

quire draining, and that if it did, stones are best

;

but the young farmers who have their living to get

off" of land that has been skinned, will M'ork deep-

er than their fathers, and a few years will show a

systematic course of thorough draining with tiles,

on all our good farms. It was designed, in this

article, to throw out a few practical hints only.

A full discussion of the proper depth, distance,

course, size, and construction of drains, would oc-

cupy our paper for months. This may suffice for

the present.

The Rebecca Grape.—In another column may

be found an illustration and brief account of this

fruit. The remarks were made by a gentleman in

our office who had not seen the grape, and who, of

course, could say no more than he did say. We
have seen several bunches and tasted them, first at

Philadelphia in company with some half dozen of

the most distinguished pomologists in the country,

and again in a company of some thirty gentlemen

and ladies, several of whom are fine gardeners and

grape growers, and the testimony, by all, was un-

qualified, as to its excellence. So far as our own

taste is concerned, we think it equal to the Golden
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Chasselas, or the Muscat of Alexandria, and that

is saying much. As to its hardiness or its bearing

qualities, we must, at present, rely on the declara-

tions of others ; but we have no doubt, from what

we have heard, that it is hardy and productive.

We, therefore, look upon it as a valuable acquisi-

tion to our list of fruits, and think the demand for

it will be very great.

LETTEH FROM MR. BROWN.
POWELTON, NEAR PHILADELPHIA, )

OCTOBEE 10, 1856.
)

Dear Sir :—My last closed with the closing

hour of the great show on Thursday evening. It

was a day of success. The eager throng enjoyed

the sunshine and the bland October air, as well as

the novelities and excitements of the occasion.

The mechanic had broken away from the rou-

tine of his daily labor, and with his wife and chil-

dren were looking on scenes which they had never

witnessed before. The professional man and stu-

dent were there, with pale and anxious faces, some

wondering what all the fuss might be about agricul-

ture, a trifling and unimportant affair, which only

finds people something to wear and to eat ! while oth-

ers, careful observers of men and things, beheld with

surprise, the wonderful progress which has been

made in nearly everything that relates to the farm.

Friday morning dawned upon Powelton with as

much favor as any of the preceding days of the

show—but the point of excitement had turned

—

men were becoming rational and considerate again.

Still, the human current set toward Powelton.

Stock men were early on the ground, and took one

more turn to see the cows and bulls, sheep, swine,

oxen, pigs and horses ; fruit men clustered in the

horticultural tent
;

poultry fanciers gabbled with

the geese, while their hopeful boys imitated the

young cocks, that were making their first essays in

their line of music. For want of "articles of do-

mestic manufacture" to look at, the ladies eyed and

criticized each others bonnets and talmas and so-ons,

and were as lovely and good-natured as the morn-

ing itself, with their clean faces and bright smiles.

Within a rifle shot of the westerly end of the

grounds, are the famous Fairmount Water Works,

where a row of cast iron wheels, of enormous di-

mensions, propel pumps which throw the water from

the Schuylkill up the steep bank some 100 feet in-

to a capacious basin, from whence, filtered and pu-

rified, it is conveyed in pipes all over the city. A
dam is thrown across the river, thus leading the

water into a side canal, and giving a fall of 10 or 15

feet, which aflbrds ample power to joropel the pon-

derous wheels that move the huge pumps, night and

day, unceasingly, through the lapse of years. At

the foot of the water-works nestles three or four

little gems of steamers, the "Fred Graff," "Wash-

ington," "Wissahickon" and "Reindeer," which ply

to and from Fairmount, Laurel Hill Cemetry, Wiss-

ahickon Falls and Manayunk. This morning, after

again looking at all the departments of the show,

I took a seat on the Wissahickon for an hour's rec-

reation and respite from the crowd and confusion

of the show grounds. In going up to Manayunk,

only six miles, I passed under nine splendid bridg-

es crossing the Schuylkill, noticed another over

the Wissahickon, four railroads, an inclined plane,

three magnificent water works, locks and canals

bearing the coal in immense quantities down the riv-

er, aided by an unlimited amount of mule power, to

gether with some surpassingly lovely scenery, great-

ly heightened by the variously colored foliage of the

broken forests on the shore. Handsome villas

crowned the receding hills, or dotted the beautiful

la-\vns near the bank, while grazing cows and sheep

enlivened and charmed the scene, perfected by the

enthusiastic remarks of a sympathetic friend at my
side. I passed the far-famed Laurel Hill Cemetery,

but only caught a glimps of some of the statuary

which seemed moving among the trees, or of the

circling paths hidden or revealed as the boat went on

her way. The October sun of to-day has been like that

of July, so that the shade of the steamer's awning

and the cool breeze from the hills is grateful and

refreshing. I returned to the Babel below with

new vigor, and in season to join the gathering in

the President's tent, preparatory to marching to

the great Banquet tent.

Here an hour was spent in pleasant introductions,

re-unions and renewals of old friendships. Many
ladies were present, and the President of the soci-

ety, with some of the Vice Presidents, glowing with

enthusiasm and good-will, met and received them

with an easy urbanity which soon infused itselfinto all.

Gov. Pollock, of Penn., with his wife. Gov. Price,

of N. J., and the governors of some other States,

Hon. Daniel M. Barpjnger, of N. C, late Minis-

ter to Spain, Col. Kimmel, Vice President of the

society from Maryland ,Hon. JosiAil Quinxy, Jr., of

Boston, together with the Editors of many agricultu-

ral and other journals, were present.

At about 2 o'clock, a bugle blast and tattoo in-

terrupted the conversation in the tent, and the

clear voice of the President announced the order of

the procession, which was then formed and marched

to the Banquet. Some 3,000 sat down, and after

the usual attention to the demands of appetite, the

President made a short, excellent Address. He
was followed by Gov. Pollock, who welcomed the

vast crowd to the Key Stone State, in warm terms,

Gov. Price, the venerable George Washington P.

Custis, the only surviving relative of Gen. Wash-

ington, Mr. Quincy, of Boston, Mr. Congden, of

New York, and many others, spoke, and uttered a

good many pleasant and encouraging things. It

would have pleased my ear better, had the speakers

said less about saving the Union, and more about
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•!;rasses and grains, and cotton, rice, hemp, fruit,

cattle, slieep and plows. Suppose they are vulgar

thing.?, we cannot, somehow, well get along with-

out them. When will wise men learn that the

threats and bluster about dissolving the Union are

the capital of knaves and mere trading politicians,

who hate a \)\ow more than they do the works of

the devil, and that this hue and cry is the motive

power of their profession. The Union is safe

enough. There is as much danger that all that ga-

laxy of beauty before me two hours ago, all that

noble band of mothers, shall go home and dissolve

the nuptial ties which they have worn and graced

£0 long, as that the union of these States shall be

dissolved. Political adventurers can never dissolve

and separate the principles and interests which

bind such hearts together as gathered in the tent

to-day, and then sat down to that Banquet Board.

Never ! The idea which it is desired the child should

not receive, should not be uttered in his presence.

That of disunion must be spoken only in council,

on grave occasions. It is already too familiar to

the young. Nothing vsdll better tend to bind the

States, than associations and gatherings like this,

where hearts will touch as well as pockets, and

where a thousand sharp corners will be knocked off

by this national attrition. The premiums award-

ed by the committees were proclaimed at the table

by Mr. Stockw^ell, the accomplised reporter for

the Boston Journal, who did yeoman's service

throughout the occasion as the private Secretary of

the President, and then the big tent gave up the

thousands that had thronged it but a moment be-

fore.

During my stay here, I have had opportunities

of meeting old friends, and renewing friendships

with gentlemen from many States of the union,

and of taking by the hand several agricultural Edi-

tors whom I had not met before. At the table, in a

conversation with Mr. Barringer, who I had known

for many years, we spoke of the happy influences

arising from this mingling of our people, and of

their energy and persistence in their favorite pur-

suits. "Opposite us," I said, "sits a gentleman who
has come to the Exhibition from the green hills of

Vermont, with a flock of the fme-wooled Spanish

Merino sheep, a man of energy and integrity, and

who will do much to make the world better than

he found it." Yes, re])lied Mr. Barringer, that en-

ergy is characteristic, particularly of your people at

the north. While at Madrid, he continued, two

Vermont gentlemen called on me for some advice,

neither of whom could speak a word of Spanish or

French, but yet who appeared confident and at ease

everywhere ; and the gentleman before us strongly

resembles one of them. I called to Mr, Campbell

and inquired if he had been in Spain ? Yes, was

the reply. Did you meet this gentleman there ?

pointing to Mr. B. The recognition was instanta-

neous, and the renewal of an old acquaintance, in

a far distant land, was exceedingly interesting. Mr.

Campbell's travelling companion was Mr. W.
Chamberlain, of Red Hook, N. Y., both of whom
purchased and sent home some of the best merinos

we have had. Mr. Barringer, being Minister to

the Court of Spain, from the U. S., was enabled to

be of essential sei'vice to the sheep-purchasing Yan-

kees, who were among a strange people ivithout a

tongue! He afterwards met Mr. Chamberlain in

Rome. I also had a pleasant chat with Gov. Pol-

lock, and several others, upon our agricultural inter-

ests, and siLh rosa, a word upon some impending

matters, not easily at this juncture kept down.

And so I leave the Fourth Annual Exhibition of

the U. S. Agricultural Society. It has been truly

National,—having representatives from the ex-

treme portions of the Union. The utmost harmo-

ny and cordiality has prevailed throughout. The
Grounds have been free from all indecencies and in-

toxication, and the men and women have been well

clad, mannerly, and highly intelligent in their ap-

peai'ance, at least. President Wilder has gained

golden opinions on every hand, While he has

shown great povyers in conceiving and executing,

he has been attentive and courteous, mingling with

all who participated in the Exhibition, either as ex-

hibitors, or as visitors, unravelling the knotty ques-

tions of the one, affably leading the other into the

pleasant paths of the great gathering. We know
of no other man who could conceive and so success-

fully carry out the plan, and no one who would be

willing to incur the labor and responsibilities, if he

could.

As a v/hole, the exhibition had great merit.

Much fine stock, of every kind, was presented.

The horses, as I have mentioned were numerous,

and many of them of great value. But the pres-

ence of the agricultural implements, the fruit,

flowers, vegetables, grains, honey, and machines,

made up a part which commanded undivided ad-

miration, and which will prove of more service than

any other branch of the exhibition. But, my dear

sir, I shall have some fault to find with it,—with

defects that should not have existed, and that are

defects in the conception of the plan. But I will

not mar the page with them now.

Returning, I shall pass a few daj's in Western

Massachusetts, and then hope to see our friends

again at my usual post of duty.

Very truly yours, SiMON Bkown.

Joel J^,''ourse, Esq.

1^° George W. Johnson, one of the large sugar
planters of the Mississippi, below New Orleans, who
died recently, has left an estate valued at not less

than $.700,000. He has by his will manumitted all

his slaves, 20t) in number. They are all to be sent

to Liberia ia four years from his death, and each one
is to be furnished with !$oO.
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COUNTRY SPORTS.

Among all the grateful gifts of summer, none, I

think, has been deeper and more various, than the

sight of the enjoyment of the children. I do pity

children in a city. There is no place for them—
the streets are full of bad boys, that they must not

play with, and the house, of furniture that they

must not touch. They are alwaj's in some body's

way, or making a noise out of proper time—for the

twenty-fifth hour of the day is the only time when
people think children should be noisy. There is

no grass for their feet, no trees for cUmbing, no

orchards or nut-laden trees for their enterprise.

But here has been a troop of children, of three

families, nine that may be called children, (without

offense to any sweet fifteen,) that have had the

simimer before them to disport themselves as they

chose. There are no ugly boys to be watched, no

dangerous places to fall from, no bulls or wicked

hippogriffs to chase them. They are up and fledged

by breakfast, and then they are off in uncircum-

scribed liberty till dinner. They may go to the bam
or to either of three orchards, or to either of two

springs, or to grandma's, (who are the very genii

of comfort and gingerbread to children.) They
can build all manner of structures in wet sand, or

paddle in the water, and even get their feet wet,

their clothes dirty, or their pantaloons torn, with-

out its being reckoned against them. They scuffle

along the road to make a dust in the world, they

chase the hens, hunt sly nests, build fires on the

rocks in the pastures, and fire off Chinese crackers

until they are surfeited with noise ; they can run,

wade, halloo, stubb their toes, lie down, climb, tum-

ble down, with or without hurting themselves, just

as much as they please. They may climb in and

out of wagons, sail chips in the water-trough at the

barn, fire apples from the sharpened end of a Um-
ber stick, pick up baskets full of brilliant apples in

competition with the hired men, proud of being

"almost men." Their hands, thank fortune, are

never clean, their faces are tanned, their hair is

tangled within five minutes after combing, and a

button is always off somewhere. The day is a cre-

ation especially made for children. Our Noble has

been at least equal to one hand and one foot extra

for frolic and mischief, to each of the urchins. But
grandest of all joy, highest in the scale of rapture,

the last thing talked of before sleep, and the first

thing remembered in the morning, is the going for

a-nutling. O! the hunting of little baskets, the

irrepressible glee, as bags and big baskets, into which

little ones are to disembogue, come forth ! Then the

departure, the father or uncle climbing the tree

—

"O ! how high!"—the shaking of limbs, the rattle

of hundreds of chestnuts, which squirrels shall nev-

er see again, the eager picking up, the merry ohs

!

and ouches! as nuts come plump down on their

bare heads, the growing heap, the approaching din-

ner by the brook, on leaves yellow as gold, and in

sunlight yellower still, the mysterious baskets to

be opened, the cold chicken, the bread slices—ah

!

me! one would love to be tv/enty boj's, or a boy
twenty times over, just to experience the simple,

genuine, full, unalloyed pleasure of children in a

wood, with father and mother, "a-nuttiug!"

—

H.
W. Beecher.

^^ A California pamphlet alleges, upon pretty

good evidence, that live thousand murders have
been committed in that country in six years.

LADIES' DEPARTMENT.

THE DYING WIFE TO HER HUSBAND.
I am passing through the waters, but a blessed shore appears;
Kneel beside me, dearest husband, let me kiss away tby tears

;

Wrestle with thy grief as Jacob strove from midnight until day

,

It may leave an Angel's blessing when it vanishes away.
Lay the babe upon my bosom, 'tis not long she can be there,

—

See how to my heart she nestles—'tis the pearl I love to wear.
If, in after years, beside thee sits another in my chair,

Though her voice be sweeter music, and her face than mine
more fair ;

—

If a cherub call thee father, far more beautiful than this.

Love thy first-born, my husband, turn not from the mother-
less.

Tell her sometimes of her mother—you may call her Anna
Jane

—

Shield from her the winds of sorrow—if she errs, O, gently
blame

;

Lead her sometimes where I'm sleeping, I will answer if she
calls.

And my breath will stir her ringlets, when my voice in bless-
ing falls

;

And her soft blue eye will brighten with a wonder whence it

came,
In her heart, when years pass o'er her, she will find her moth-

er's name.
I will be her right-hand angel, sealing up the good for Heaven,
Striving that tlie midnight watches find no misdeed nnforgiven.
You will not forget me, dearest, when I'm sleeping 'neath the

sod
;

0, love the babe upon my bosom as I love thee—next to God.

DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.
To Pkeserve Herbs.— All kinds of herbs

should be gathered on a dry day, just- before, or

while in blossom. Tie them in bundles, and sus-

pend them in a dry, airy place, with the blossoms

downwards. When perfectly dry, wrap the medic-

inal ones in paper, and keep them from the au'.

Pick off the leaves of those which are to be used

in cooking, pound and sift them fine, and keep the

powder in bottles, oorked up tight.

To Trevext Colors from Ruxning.—To pre-

vent the colors from running in washing muslin

dresses—take out all the gathers at the top of the

sleeves and waist, quickly wash it in warm, not hot

water, rinse it immediately, then roll it in a dry

sheet, and let it remain till just damp enough to

iron.

To Raise the Pile of Velvet when Pressed
Do^^'X.—Cover a hot smoothing-iron with a wet

cloth, and hold the velvet firmly over it ; the va-

por arising from it will raise the pile of the velvet

with the assistance of a light whisk.

To Take Rust out of Steel.—Cover the steel

with sweet oil well rubbed on it ; in two days use

unslaked lime, finely powdered, to rub until the

rust disappears. To take iron stains out of a

marble chimney-piece: mix in a bottle an equal

quantity of fresh spirit of vitriol and lemon juice

;

shake this well ; wet the spots, and, in a few min-

utes, rub with soft linen until they disappear.

HAltf Toast.—Boil a quarter of a pound of lean

ham ; chop it small, with the yolk of three eggs

well beaten, half an ounce of butter, two table-

spoonfulls of cream, and a little cayenne. Stir it

over the fire till it thickens, and spread it on hot

toast with the crust cut off. Garnish with parsley.

Cranberry Jelly,—Make a very strong isin-

glass jelly ; when cold, mix it with a double quan-

tity of cranberry juice, pressed and strained ; sweet-

en and boil it up, and make it into the desii-ed

shape, by straining in the proper vessels ; use good
white sugar, or the jelly will not be clear.
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DECEMBER'S SUGGESTIONS.
"He marks the bounds which winter may not pass,

And blunts his pointed fury ; in its case,

Russet and rude, folds up the tender germ

Uninjured, with inimitable art

;

And, ere one flowery season fades and dies.

Designs the blooming wonders of the next."

—

Cowper.

ECEMBER, like all the

other months, comes

with its own peculiar

characteristics. The

year has grown old,

- —its last sands are

- ebbing out, soon to

be numbered with

the days and months

nd years that have

lolled away before

it. The external as-

pects of Nature are

in harmony with it.

Spring, Summer and

Autumn have had, each, its

gloiies, worn well its honors,

and gracefully yielded them to

the unceasing march of Time, so that

Winter may close the scene, and give

-' repose to the plants that have been

so active through all the former year.

Our thoughts and feelings partake of these char-

acteristics of the months. When Spring bursts in-

to life and enchantment, they are full of joy and

animation and hope. The heart beats in unison

with the nature around it, with the cheerful sun-

shine and the singing of birds, or dilates in gladness

with the opening flowers. In Summer, the young

hope is strengthened by the i)rogress of the vege-

table Idngdom, and the heart kindles with lauda-

ble ambition, and feels strong in the glowing world

that inspires it. So when Autumn perfects the

plants that have been the objects of so much care,

and the sunlight streams on golden grains, and

fruits and ripened crops, the heart is serene.

and is pervaded by a sweet and calm content. But

as Winter approaches, and the leaves fall, the flow-

ers fade, the trees throw their naked branches to

the wind, and the meadows and fields are bleak

and bare, the heart falls into deep sympathy with

it, and confesses that these natural periods are sug-

gestive of a review of the past, and of resolutions

of a truer future life. Our spring, and summer,

and autumn, also, hasten on, on tireless wing,—our

moments fly with the fleeting year, and bring uf.

near the winter of our days ; but if of days rightly

lived, not a winter of discontent, but of a steady

abiding love and perfection. The perfection of our

being, as is the coming of winter the perfection of

the plant.

Let us indulge, then, in this privilege of retre--

spection—each for himself, looking into his inmost

heart, to examine its motives, desires and hopes,

and to kindle in it a broader humanity, and new

determinations of usefulness to the world.

Our connection with surrounding nature is most

intimate ; "it is God's air that we breathe, and God's

sun that enlightens us. The graceful vicissiUide of

day and night, the revolutions of the seasons,

marked by the regular return of summer and win-

ter, seed-time and harvest, are all appointed by Hi^-

unerring wisdom. It is His pencil that points the

flower, and His fragrance which it exhales. By

His hand the fields are clothed in beauty, and caused

to teem with plenty. At His command the moun-

tains rose, the valley sank, and the plains were

stretched out. His seas surround our coasts, and

His winds blow, to waft to us the treasures of dis-

tant lands, and to extend the intercourse of man

with man.'' It is in His love, only, that we can be

sustained.

The more completely this thought pervades our

mindsj the more thoroughly shall we cultivate our

affections and our fields, and approach that true life

illustrated in the example of the Master while with

us on earth.

This train of thought in Decemher, will stimulate
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us to the faithful discharge of every duty. It will

better educate the children, and diffuse joy through

the family circle ; will tend to shelter and feed the

stock, and increase our regard for it ; it will have

an influence to clothe the fields in beauty in their

season, and finally act upon our own hearts and make

them the happy recipients of a thousand pleasant

impressions from the external world.

Thus, though we say little of the manual labors

of this month, December may become to us the most

important one of the twelve, fitting and preparing us

for the duties of all the rest.

PROTECT YOUR TENDER PLANTS.

Great complaint was made last spring that trees,

shrubs and valuable plants were injured, or killed

outright, by the winter. To prevent a recurrence of

such results another spring, we suggest that wherever

a plant or vine can be bent over and covered with

earth, that it be done. Prune grapes immediate-

ly, and do not be afraid of cutting away too much
of last summer's growth ; then take them from the

trellis, lay them along the ground, and cover three

or four inches with earth. All weeds, grass and

leaves should be removed from them, as they af-

ford a harbor and materials for mice to construct

their nests from. Even if a grape is considered

hardv, it will be benefited i y this process, as the

vine and buds will be plump and juicy in the spring,

and will start more vigorously than if desiccated by

the wind of three or four cold months.

Most raspberries, and the cultivated blackberries,

will be better if treated in this manner. Take

away a spade or two of earth on the side you wish

to bend the plant, then lay it over carefully and

cover it. Altheas, and other half-hardy shrubbery

may be greatly preserved by slightly protecting

them with matting or straw.

To Prevent Bucks from Fighting.—Former
ly I annually lost several valuable bucks by fight-

ing ; some killed immediately by their necks being
broken, and others would become fly-blown, or

poisoned by rubbing against stumps which were
overgrown with poison vines, and to prevent a lin-

gering death, I was compelled to examine them of-

ten, and use quite an amount of oil of spike and
turpentine. I now cut pieces of harness leather,

and cut two holes in the upper side of each piece,

and tie to each horn, which will efi'ectually prevent
them from fighting ; for they cannot see each oth-

er when by their side. The expense is trifling, and
will save the lives of many animals, and allow the
ov/ner to rest contented that his bucks will not
harm each other. I feel induced to make this

known, not only to lend a helping hand in the hour
of trouble, but to serve as an answer to the many
letters of inquiry, written to me in regard to the
above trouble.

—

J. S. Gore, BrownsvUle, Pa,, in
Albany Cultivator.

For the ISew England Farmer.

MAINE STATE FAIR AT PORTLAND.
October, 1856.

Mr. Editor :—By way of diversity, I will give

you my impressions, derived from a hasty glance at

the objects exhibited, on the second and third

days of the Show,—though I do not profess to be
an expert in these matters.

The number of animals of every class was great-

er than I have been accustomed to meet at our
county shows. The Durhams, and crosses with

the Durhams, were more prominent than any oth-

er class ; though there were good specimens of the

Devons, the Jerseys, the Herefords, and here and
there, a Yankee, or native, but not so many of

them as I should have liked to have seen. Why is

it, that farmers hesitate to bring forward their best

specimens of JVew England stock ? Is it because

they are ashamed of these animals, without a ped-

igree ? Or is it because they will not compare fa-

vorably with animals imported, and their offspring?

Give the Yankees the same feed and attention as

are given to the animals imported, and then you
will see whether or not they are worthy to be ex-

hibited.

The show of working cattle was first-rate. I

have never seen oxen superior to several pairs here

presented. The show of horses was numerous

;

some of them of superior order. But I cannot

stop to witness their movements, without losing

the grander show of the jockies at Boston. It was
ill-timed, having both these exhibitions on the

same daj s. If I do not mistake, our friends in

Maine are in want of a Col. Wilder, to give an ad-

vantageous impulse to their exhibitions. I passed

through their hall for fruits, and their hall for im-

plements, and saw many fine things ; but having

no one with me acquainted with their distinguished

merits, I failed to appreciate their superiority to ar-

ticles of the same kind seen at Boston.

On Thursday, I learned there was to be a parade
of the ladies of Maine on horseback ; and judging
of their quality by those I met in the parlors of the

city, it must have been an interesting spectacle

;

though I must confess, I should prefer meeting the

ladies in a less conspicuous position. I cannot

view them as an agricultural product ; or some-
thing to be tossed about for show only. I forbear

to say more—our friend Holmes will tell us about

their shows. %*
October 2oth, 1856.

English vs. American Girls.—The English

girl spends more than one-half of her waking hours

in physical amusements, which tend to develop and

invigorate and ripen the bodily powers. She rides,

walks, drives, rows upon the water, runs, dances,

plays, sings, jumps the rope, throws the ball, hurls

the quoit, draws'the bow, keeps up the shuttlecock

—and all this without having it pressed forever

upon her mind that she is thereby wasting her time.

She does this every day until it becomes a habit

which she will follow up through life. Her frame,

as a natural consequence, is larger, her muscular

system better developed, her nervous system in bet-

ter subordination, her strength more enduring, and

the whole tone of her mind healthier.
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For the Neie England Farme?

.

"WANTED-LESS LAND OH MORE
LABOR."

BY PROF. J. A. NASH.

This is the title of an excellent article in a late

number of "Moore's Rural JVew-Yorker." Is it

true, that we want less land or more labor ? and

if so, which will be best, to diminish the land, or

to increase the labor ?

Uncultivated land produces as much as cultivat-

ed, perhaps more. The same sun shines upon it

;

the same i-ains water it; the same atmosphere em-

bosoms it. It is the nature of land to be always

producing; it icill produce something. An acre in

Massachusetts produced more wood three hundred

years ago, than it does corn now. It happened

that wood was worth nothing then ; there was no

market for it. An acre on the Rocky Mountains

produces as much now. But whom does it benefit ?

The province of agriculture is to make the acres

produce the greatest value at the time and place
;

or, if not the greatest value absolutely, the greatest

value above the cost of production, or the greatest

profit. It v.'ould be a great piece of folly for a shoe-

maker to build a shop a hundred feet long, and

then do in it only the work which he could do

•with his own hands. The interest on the outlay

would more than balance the income. It would be

possible for a former to make as unwise a distribu-

tion of his capital. If he should hold a hundred

acres of high-priced, arable land, and do no more
work on it than he could do with his own hands,

the case would be similar. The long shop would

be dead capital, because not in use ; and the farm

would be dead capital, half dead at least, because

he could not possibly draw out its capabilities.

—

There is a proportion to be observed between the

fixed and the floating capital in every business.

You will not catch a shrewd merchant, in Broad-

way, or in Washington Street, laying out all the

money he can raise in a fine store, nor in the store

and the goods to fill it. He reserves something to

hire clerks with. Is there any reason why the far-

mer should invest everything in land, implements,

and stock, and leave nothing with which to hire la-

bor ?

A thousand acresof land, with no labor at all on

it, would produce some game, some fish, if there

were streams on it, some wild fruits and berries,

and possibly, some roots, that would serve to pro-

long life, in case of extreme hunger. A native,

with his squaw and papooses, might possibly eke a

living from it. This would be an extreme case.

—

Let us look at the opposite extreme. If a thou-

sand strong men were to work on these acres, one
man to each acre, the whole would soon be cleared

;

the rocks would be worked into walls, or so dis-

posed of as not to impede cultivation ; the wet
portions would be underdrained

;
portions admit-

ting it would be put under irrigation ; the soils on
different portions of it would be mixed, by putting

clay upon sands, and sand upon clays ; the whole
would be securely fenced, and every acre would be
like a garden. Instead of feeding one lone family,

it would now give food for a population of ten

thousand persons. But all this might not be prof-

itable. A thousand dollars a day would be a large

sum to pay for labor.

These are the extremes. The golden mean is

somewhere between ; and, depend upon it, it is not

very near either extreme. Not a few are manag-
ing as if they thought it in the very neighborhood
of the first mentioned. If they would not invest

the last penny in land, and nothing in labor, they

would come as near to it as possible. Others may
be running too near the other extreme—paying

too much for labor in proportion to the land they
cultivate ; reclaiming their waste lands faster than

is profitable, and cultivating larger crops than they

can afford ; for all this is possible ; and if any one
knows of a well attested case of the kind, he would
do well to report it, that the errant farmer, whose
reclaimed land and large crops are Hkely to prove

ruinous, may have a guardian put over him in time.

Our fathers paid fifty cents for a yard of India

cotton, in butter at ten cents a pound ; fifty cents

for writing a dunning letter of three lines to them,

in meal at three cents a pound ; and fifty cents for

an English door-lock, that would make a rogue

laugh, and an honest man cry, in cheese at five

cents a pound, or less. No wonder they did not

improve their farms. Their best way was to wag
along as easily as they could. There was no re-

ward for enterprise. The only wonder is how they

wagged at all. If they could have bought a better

yard of cotton for a quarter of a pound of butter,

instead of giving five pounds for it ; if they could

have paid the law-yer for his short epistle, with four

pounds of meal, instead of seventeen, or if they

could have bought an American door-lock for some
less than ten pounds of cheese, that would have

kept out all manner of rogues, and their father in-

to the bargain, they would have made all New
England a garden before our day. Why will men
manage their farms now just as their fathers were
compelled to do under the policy of George III.

and Lord North, and, it may almost be said, of

Jefterson and James Madison, so far as protection

to the farmer is concerned ? Then it would not

pay to employ labor. But will it not pay now ?

The price of labor is relatively lower than it was
then ; it takes less produce to pay a man's wages,

than it ever has since the fathers landed at Ply-

mouth. Laborers are coming in upon us, down
from Canada, over from Ireland, back from the far

West. Perhaps you say they are ignorant and dis-

honest. They are as honest as we are, which is not

saying very much for them; and they will work
well, if you will tell them how. It would seem as

if divine Providence meant that New England
should now become a cultivated country. Will

New England farmers be true to themselves, and

to the old cradle of American liberty ?

Never has the encouragement for farmers to hire

labor, put their land to producing, and go ahead,

been as good as now. Present prices may not hold.

We have a big West to compete with on the more
portable items of produce. It may not be two

years before they will be underselling us under our

own noses. But it is not probable that we shall

again have to pay five pounds of butter for a door-

lock that none but a burglar would be pleased with

;

or seventeen pounds of veal for a yard of India cot-

ton, too hght for any purpose but for a millerite to

go up in, and not strong enough to patch a mouldy

cheese with. If government should do its worst,

it could not bring back those times. The tariff of

'47 shows no special favor to the farming interest,

and yet, farmers have had pretty good times since.

But how many farmers have not profited by high

prices the last two years—have lost the high prices,
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by having nothing to sell ? And why ? Not be-
1 for mechanics, let him benefit himself and the

cause their farms could produce nothing, but be-
j

world by exercising it. Or if his genius is for com-
cause they were not worked. The farmer himselfimerce, let him plow the ocean, while others plow

has labored as hard as any one ought, perhaps too the land. Both must be vexed, in order to carry

hard, may have broken down his courage, broken; out the designs of a beneficent Providence towards

his spirit, and tamed his enterprise by too severe our race. If an individual would be a farmer, and
labor. This is sometimes the case. But what is i yet loves a quiet life, less land would of course suit

one man in a hundred acres. The allies might! him better than more labor. If he has little capi-

about as well have sent one man to humble thcital, and has not the integrity which, in a farmer,

Muscovite. He cannot alone amend his soils ; can- always aff'ords a just basis for credit, or, if like

not make the bad soils good ones; can but half cul-' some, he has not the faculty to make his integrity

tivate those good by nature; can gather up no fer-j known to an extent that will command money at

tilizers by labor, can buy none, for he has nothing [reasonable rates, then less land will be his best

to pay with. After trying all the year to do what
I course ; for farming without either capital or cred-

no mortal can—to take care of a hundred acres
, it is a bad business, and will be worse as the coun-

with his own hands, the result is, that he has bro

ken himself down, and built uj) nothing, buildings

no better, fences no better, land no better, and has

nothing to sell to make things better with next

year. If he had cultivated ten acres well, with his

try grows older.

But if a man is willing to take the trouble of a

business life, (that of farming is not more onerous

than others,) if he has money, or the basis of a

character that will command it at ordinary rates

;

own hand, or if he had put through a hundred
j

if he has cultivation, as much as consists with his

acres with the help of four men, (five men can do .being a safe man—enough to prompt him tovigor-

about as well by a hundred acres as one can with

ten,) it would have been otherwise. In the first

case, he might have had a little to sell ; and in the

latter he could have shown an improved farm at

ous action, to make him desirous of distinguishing

himself without wronging any one, if he has a

knowledge of his business, and loves it, and espec-

ially if he has what some have not, the faculty to

least. Land well cultivated pays better than land: direct the labors of others, why talk to him about

run over. It is true that we "want less land, or
i less land? Let him have a thousand acres. It

more labor"—as true as it is that you can see the i would be well for him and the country that he

nose on a man's face, after he has swallowed enough

of the ardent to make it biggest at the little end.

But how are we to arrive at the end ? Shall

we sell a part of the land, or hire more labor?

The latter, beyond all question, if circumstances fa-

vor the enterprise. "A little farm well tilled," is

better in "song" than in practice. You cannot af-

should have. Not less land, but more labor is the

ivant for such a man. "A little farm well tilled,"

is just the thing for a farmer, who wishes to take

life easy, and barely live. It is a fine thing for

men who have made their fortune, and want some-
thing to recreate themselves with, in order to en-

joy it the longer. No amusement is more innocent

ford, for a small farm, the variety and excellence of
I

or more rational. Nothing is better adapted to

implements that are requisite to a good and profit-
! prolong life, and to make its decline ha])py. But

able production of crops. The best implements,
[

why should a man in the prime or meridian of life,

and buildings every way ample and convenient, whose trade is farming, and who loves his trade, wish

cheapen the cost of production in Lrge farms, but
j

to be a little farmer ? Let him rather change one

increase it in small ones. The farm-r of a few word in the old song, and say, "A hig farm well

acres must be content to creep along as he can, to tilled give me ;" for, though a little form well tilled

produce what he can at a higher cost than his is a good thing in many cases, better always than a

neighbor on a large farm, and to hve only by screw- great one, badly tilled, yet a large farm well tilled,

ing down the wants of his family to the zero point ; the holder being master of his business, and willing

a course, the whole tendency of which is to de- to plunge into it, is better than either,

grade, instead of elevate—to give occasion to fools

and fops to speak foolishly of it, to frighten sensi-

ble girls away from the rank of farmers' wives, and

to make a certain class of misses, good for nothing

but to be taken care of by their daddies, think

farming a very thmall buithneth.

Tastes and predilections, and a thousand circum-

stances, known only to the individual himself, are

to be taken into the account. It is not desirable

that all should be farmers, for then there would be

none to buy their produce ; nor that all who are

farmers, should be great farmers, for then there

would not be land enough ; and besides, some are

bound to be small in any business, and they may as

well be small farmers as anything else. If a man
has no relish for the splendors of nature ; if he

prefers brick and mortar and ftietid gutters to flow-

ering landscapes, if his soul is unattuned to the mu-
sic of a country home, if he feels no pleasure when
the noble horse obeys him, when the sturdy ox

looks wishfully to him for his food, and the whole

tenantry of the stall rejoice at his coming, let him
burrough in the city, and retail milk in the suburbs,

or ribbons at the counter. Or, if he has a genius

THE LAWTON BLACXBEREY, &c.

JVew RocheUe, Juhf 15, 1856.

The low temperature of the past Winter was de-

structive to trees and plants that have hitherto sur-

vived all changes—and it is not surprising that in

some localities the blackberry should be injured. I

had several acres crowded with ])lants, and in tak-

ing up many thousand in the Spring, I in no in-

stance found them "killed down to the ground."

The extremities of the canes being the latest growth

of the season, were in some cases killed, but not be-

low the point to which I recommend cultivators of

these plants to prune them. I visited the grounds

of Messrs. George Seymour & Co., (which you have

heretofore described,) to ascertain the eff'ects of the

cold upon their plants, and from what I saw, and

from the evidence of Mr. Seymour, I am convinced

that under every vicissitude of climate and variation

of soils this blackberry remains true to the original

and that the genuine plants are more hardy than

the wild varieties, and will endure without protec-

tion the coldest climate, and all who keep the true
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Taritiet)', unmixed with seedlings or the wild up'

right plants which abound everywhere, will give the

same testimony.

When the effects of the low temperature of last

Winter began to be seen upon our various hardy

trees and plants, I took a stroll of several miles in

this neighborhood, to examine them in different lo-

calities. The effect upon the common red cedar was

very peculiar and destructive, equally so upon low

or "high ground. The vitality seems not only to

have been destroyed, but the sap entirely dried out

;

sometimes a single branch, or the branches on one

side, or the top only, and sometimes in a larger col-

lection, one-half appeared to be unscathed, and the

residue totally destroyed or injured as above de-

scribed. But the dead or injured trees are mingled

in with the healthy, without any regard to the as-

pect or locahty.
'

Wm. Lawton.
—*4?n. Jlgriculturist.

MEMOEY.
Soft as rays of sunlight, stealing

In the dying day,

Sweet as chimes of low bells pealing

When the eve fades away
;

Sad as winds at night, that moan
Through the heath o'er mountains lone

j

Come the thoughts of days now gone,

On manhood's memory.

As the sunbeams from the heaven,

Hide at eve their light

;

As the bells when fades the even

Peal not on the night;

As the night winds cease to sigh,

VFhen the rain falls from the sky,

Pass the thoughts of days gone by.

From age's memory !

Yet the sunlight in the morning

Forth again shall break,

And the bells give sweet-voiced warning

To the world to wake.

Soon the winds shall freely breathe

O'er the mountain's purple heath

—

But the past is lost in death

—

He hath no memory.
John F. Waller, LL. D.

For the New England Farmer.

MANURING IN HILL.

The secret of success, with the farmer, is to know
how to procure and apply manure. On the fertile

prairies of the Mississippi Valley, the planter need

not trouble himself to supply food for his plants.

But in New England it is far otherwise. Without
manure, nothing good can be effected.- We may
plow and sow, but cannot reap. Hence the impor-

tance of this subject, in all its bearings, to the cul-

tivator.

Of applying manures, there are various modes.

Farmer Oldschool says he wants the manure di-

rectly underneath the plant ; therefore, in planting

corn and potatoes, he "dungs in the hole."

The theory and practice of the new school goes

against, this mode. It advocates an equal distribu-

tion, over the whole surface, of all the nutriment

intended for the crops.

We had supposed this question virtually settled

;

that all "book farmers," at last, admitted the cor-

rectness of the distribution theory. But we find it

otherwise. In the Connecticut valley, many, and

we believe a large majority of the farmers, will con-

tinue in the old practice, and these men are ready

to give a reason for the faith that is in them.

1. Having but little manure, they must econo-

mize in the use of it. They cannot afford to spade

it over the whole ground, they must maniure for

the crop, and not for the land.

2. The plant needs artificial stimulus in the ear-

ly part of the season. By placing the manure in

the hill, an impulse is given, which will last through

the whole course.

Not being convinced by these considerations, we
will give our views of the matter. In the growth
of the plant, the roots keep pace with the stalk,

when the latter is mature, not an inch of ground,

within a distance equal to the height of the stalk,

will be void of roots or fibres, sent out in pursuit

of nourishment for the plant. If there is nutri-

ment within this range, it will be taken up and ap-

propriated, and all the purposes of the plant served

as well certainly, as if the whole were concentrated

at a point, answering exactly to the nadir of the

tassel.

When the seed first sends out its radicle, its

fibres absorb moisture from the substances with

which they come in contact. If it is a shovelful of

manure, they will revel in that, for a time. But
soon these porous fibres, these rootlets, become
roots and take on a woody structure, which fits

them to sustain the stalk with its burden.

These roots, or this portion of the roots, no lon-

ger contain absorbent vessels ; and moisture and
nourishment must be obtained, if at all, from abroad.

A Shanghai rooster would be somewhat discommo-

ded by having his feed placed directly under his feet.

Not less so would the plant be, which has not, like

the fowl, the power of locomotion. Then to con-

centrate all the nutriment designed for the de-

velopment of the plant about the roots, in its in-

fancy, seems to me much like giving to a horse in

the morning all the grain intended for the day.

Better let it be administered as needed.

^lanured in the hill, the plant is unduly stimu-

lated, during the first of the season. Consequently

it lays out more work than it can perform. When
rearing time comes, the strength of the plant is ex-

hausted, or what is equivalent to it. The absorb-

ents have wandered into a region, where there is

no nutriment, consequently stalks are abundant,

but ears are few. Furthermore, in manuring, re-

gard should be had to the land, to the future crops.

Manuring for the crops alone is ruinous policy, im-

poverishing alike to the soil and the tiller.

The teamster, who administers stimulating drinks

and a goad to his horse, may secure more labor for

a few hours, but many days of rest and good feed-

ing will be required to make good what he has

lost.

On a piece of land that has recently come into

my possession, which was in rye last season, and

corn the year before, the place of the hill may be

pointed out, as easily as if the corn were now stand-

ing. Where the hills were is grass, elsewhere none.

Is that good farming? Much like the policy of him,

who fed his pig one day, and fasted him the next

because he liked a "streak of fat, and a streak of

lean."

In the use of mineral fertilizers, it may be advis-

able, in some cases, to make application directly to

the roots of che plants, but animal and vegetable

manures, and all composts, I think, should be dis-
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tributed over the whole ground., and every farmer

who once makes a fair trial of the spading process,

•will never again engage in "dunging in the hole" his

corn any more than his fence posts. H.

For the New England Farmer.

THE SWALLOW FAMILY-No. 3.

BY LEANDER WETHERELL.

The next species of this interesting family is the

green-blue or white bellied swallow, Hirundo bico-

lor, not very numerous over the State. It selects

hollow trees, blue-bird and martin boxes, for its

place for a nest, which is constructed of dry grass

chiefly, being lined with feathers or soft material.

It is rather quarrelsome in its habits—idoes not live

on friendly terms with the barn swallow, frequent-

ly attacking it and taking possession of its nest.

Audubon says it winters in Louisiana, in the neigh-

borhood of the lakes and marshes in the southern

part of the State. It feeds like the other swal-

lows on insects taken on the wing. Their note is

a sort of gutural chatter. They appear about the

time of the barn swallows, and are very numerous
about the marshes and southern shores of Longjthologists

Island, where they are taken by thousands and sent
|

The purple martin, Hinindo purpurea, is the most

to market, being considered, by gourmands, equal 'redoubtable ot the swallow family, as is well known
to snipe. They feed on wax-berry, called bay-ber- to all observers of birds and their habits. Tradl

blades of scissors." In the summer, they roost in

the holes made for their nests. In Florida they

roost among the tall grass. When migrating north-

ward, they go in pairs, like the barn swallows. In

preparing for the nest, both sexes, hke the wood-
pecks, work at excavating. They lay from five to

seven eggs. Both sexes sit alternately on the eggs,

and engage in feeding the young. Audubon remarks
that the bank swallow of Europe and America are

identical.

The species called rough-winged swallows, Hir-
undo serriptnnis, resembling the bank-swallow, was
discovered in Charleston, S. C, by the Rev. John
Bachman, a name well known to students of natural

history,who sent four eggs to Audubon with a letter

containing the following remarks :
—"Two pairs of

swallows, resembling the sand-martin, have built

their nests, for two years in succession in the walls

of an unfinished brick house at Charleston, in the

holes where the scaffoldings had been placed. It

is believed here that there are two species of these

birds." This species is not figured in Audubon's
great work. He thinks they inhabit the country

west of the Rocky Mountains, in the valley of the

Columbia. Little is known of its habits by orni-

ry also, before their departure, which is about the

first of September, and become exceedingly fat. It

ranges from the Gulf of Mexico to the 60th degree

of north latitude.

The bank swallow, sometimes called the sand

martin, Hirundo riporia, is gregarious in its habits,

like the cliff swallow. They are usually found con-

gregating wherever suitable places for nesting are

found. Sandbanks along river banks,or where excava-

tions have been made, are places selected for breed-

ing. They commence two or three feet below the sur-

face, and penetrate from two to four feet, rising a

little from a horizontal line, as if they knew how to

keep out the water. At the extremity of this hole,

which is rounded out for it, the nest is built of dry

grass, lined with feathers. Audubon says he has

known one of these excavations made, and the nest

built in four days, and an egg laid on the morning
of the fifth day. This indicates great industry.

Their note is a feeble twitter. They are very ])len-

ty on the banks of the rivers Ohio and Mississippi.

They have been traced as far north as the mouth of

the river Mackenzie, 68th degree of north latitude,

where thousands were seen on the Fourth of July.

Wilson says he has examined hundreds of these

holes in the winter months, but never found a sin-

gle swallow, living or torpid.

Audubon says he was delighted, in the winter of

1831, in seeing thousands of these swallows skim-

ming over the waters, and along the rivers and in-

lets of East Florida. He also saw a few barn and
white-bellied swallows, though fewer than about

New Orleans. The bank swallow is common on

the western coast of North America. The flight

of this swallow is exceedingly graceful, light, firm,

and of a leng continuance. It is said by Audubon
that they alight less frequently to rest than any

other species of known birds. Like all other swal-

lows, they drink and bathe on the wing. They flap

their wings less frequently than any other of the

land birds. "The wings act on the hinge formed

by the carpel joint, opening and closing like the

tion says that it was not seen in New England un-

til about the time of the Revolution. It was com-
mon in New Jersey in 1749, as mentioned by Kalm,

the naturalist. This species of the swallow family

seems to be on the greatest terms of intimacy with

man of any of the bird tribes. This seems to be

natural, for so great favorites are they considered,

that houses are built especially to furnish them a

home during their flishionable northern tour, to

spend the summer. This is done also by those liv-

ing in more southern latitudes. The slave and the

Indian put up a calabash, or cane pole, at the cabin

door, to furnish an abiding place for the martins,

for they are great insect-destroyers. They ore a

little disposed to gossip, and have even been seen

looking into the windows, as if to discover what's

goin' on within. Whether this habit is natural or

acquired from their living in proximity with man,

is not fully settled by naturalists. The martins

formerly built their nests in hollow trees, like oth-

ers of their kindred.

Judge Henry, of Pennsylvania, gives some very

interesting facts in the history of the martins. Ha
says they are named as common in Chili, South

America, and may be undoubtedly traced as far

south as Terra del Fuego ; and north as far as the

6()th degree, where Hearne speaks of having seen

them. He relates the following anecdote illustra-

tive of their habits : "In 1800 I removed from

Lancaster to a farm, a few miles from Harrisburg.

Knowing the benefits to a farmer by having the

martins about, in preventing the depredations of

eagles, hawks and crows, I provided a large box

and put it up in the fall. Near, and about the house

were many fruit trees and much shrubbery—a fit

abode for the feathered songsters which were always

welcomed. About the middle of February the

blue-birds came, and three pairs took possession of

the nest. About the 15th of May the martins

came, and a war was waged. Though the box was

built for the martins, the blue-birds claimed it by

right of possession, or pre-emption, as the western
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squatter would say, and were victorious. The mar-
tins regularly visited the box on the middle of May
for eight successive years, but always found it in

possession of the blue-birds. That beautiful bird

is, however, furnished with lodgings not very dis-

tant from my bed head. Their notes seem discor-

dant, but to me they are pleasing. The industri-

ous farmers and mechanics would do Avell to have

boxes fixed near the apartments of their drowsy

laborers. Just at the approach of dawn the mar-
tins begin to sing, and then rest a little until twi-

light is broken. An animated and incessant clat-

tering now ensues, sufficient to arouse the most
sleepy persons. Chanticleer is not their superior

in this beneficial qualification, and far inferior in

annoying birds of prey.

The martin differs from his kindred in the kind

of insects selected for food. Wasps, bees, large

beetles, seem his favorite game, says Wilson. They
appear from the 20th of April to the 1st of May.
They leave for the South about the 20th of Aug-
ust, says Audubon, confirmed by observation. Their

habits in preparation for this are so similar to those

of the barn and cliff swallows that they need not

be here repeated. But if they hibernate—if these

half domesticated birds descend to the bottom of

lakes and ponds and mud-holes, and there remain
in a state of torpidity, those about Hudson Bay,
where they do not appear until May, and leave or

disappear about the 1st of August, must have a

long nap—say some eight or nine months, in those

frozen regions. How do the advocates of this ab-

surd doctrine account for the fact, that the martins,

like others of the swallow family, are observed and
traced, both north and south, on their migratory

journeys ?

For the New England Farmer.

'•IRISH" POTATOES.

Why is the term "Irish" applied to the potato,

which is notoriously a "native American ?" I don't

recollect ever to have seen the question answered,

but it is probably owing to the manner of its in-

troduction into this part of America. To get at

the whole story we must go back some two or three

hundred years, and turn to the history of England.
Ireland was subjugated to the English throne by

Elizabeth, but the more difficult task of elevating

the inhabitants from the degradation of semi-bar-

barism and reconciling them to the restraints of

law and habits of industr}^ devolved upon the

"Virgin Queen's" successor, James the first. Though
this Scotch successor compared rather poorly as a

sovereign, with Elizabeth, still his jiolicy toward
Ireland was wise and successful. Immense por-

tions of the north of Ireland had become forfeited

to the crown, and in order to introduce the arts of

civilization and jjrosperity, a company was formed
in London for llie purpose of ))lanting colonies on
the crown lands of Ireland. Among the colonies

sent out, was one of Scotch presbyterians, who were
regarded with esppcial favor by James. They set-

tled near the town of Londonderry, and by their fru-

gality, industry and enterprise, they soon surround-
ed themselves with all the blessings and com orts

of prosperity and thrift. But under Charles the

First, and afterward under James the Second, Ca-
tholicism gained the ascendancy, and Protestant
prosperity was at an end. Anarchy and rapine were
abroad, and it was with the utmost difficulty that

protestantism held a foothold in Ireland. The
siege of Londonderry has hardly a parallel in his-

tory. After the overthrow of the Catholic power
by William of Orange, the descendants of the

Scotch colonists almost unanimously determined
not to remain where they had suffered so much,
and abandoning Ireland, they set sail in five ships

for America. On the 14th of October, 1718, one
hundred families of them landed in Boston. Sev-
enty other families landed at Casco, on the coast of

Maine. Though a township was granted to the

emigrants by the General Court of Massachusetts,

by whom the character of the emigrants was prob-

ably understood, still the colonists generally knew
no difference between these and others from Ire-

land, and called them all "Irish," an epithet which
was particularly odious to these emigrants. They
finally selected as the location of their grant, a

township above Haverhill, now within the limits of

New Hampshire, then known as Nutfield, but which
the emigrants changed to Londonderry, after the

name of the i)lace where many of them had lived

in Ireland, and where some of them had suffered

all the horrors of a most terrible siege.

It was these Scotch Irish emigrants that intro-

duced the cultivation of potatoes into this country,

and from them, probal)ly, obtained the prefix

"Irish." The first potatoes ever cultivated here

were planted in the garden of Nathaniel Walker,
in Andover, of this State.*

Very truly yours, ICHABOD Hoe.

* Sir Belknap's Hist. N. tf., p. 193, Farmer's edition.

IxcEEASED Duration of Life.—Professor Bu-
chanan, in an lecture before the Mechanics' Insti-

tute of Cincinnati, makes the following observations

upon the average duration of life, the effect in part

of the improvements in medical science. He says

that in the latter part of the sixteenth century, one-

half of all that were born died under five years of

age, and the average longevity of the whole popu-
lation was but 18 years. In the 17th century, one-

half of the population died under twelve. But in

the first sixty years of the 18th century, one-half

of the population lived over 27 years. In the lat-

ter forty years, one-half exceeded thirty-two years

of age. At the beginning of the present century,

one-half exceeded forty years, and from 1838 to

1845 one-half exceeded forty-three. The average

longevity at these successive periods has been in-

creased from 18 years in the 16th century, ujj to

43.7 by our last reports.

Apples for Export.—Owing to the failure of

the apple crop in Europe, there is a large demand
here for exportation, and at least 10,000 barrels of

Newtown pippins, embracing the best of the crop,

will be sent out this fall. One firm here has al-

ready contracts for England to the amount of 6,000
barrels. This variety of apples has the preference

over all others, though Baldwins and Ilussetts are

exported to some extent. Shipments this year have

commenced early; and all the first quality fruit

received in this market up to the 1st of December,
of the varieties mentioned, will be readily pur-

chased, to send oflF.

—

JV. Y. Journal of Commeree.

Id^ The fall of rain in England the last week in

September, was greater than in any corresponding

period for fourteen years.
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A SIDE-HILL COTTAGE.

We present this week another of the beautiful de-

signs of Messrs. Cleveland and Backus Brothers, of

New York. They cannot fail to afford important

suggestions to many who are about to build in the

extensive circle of our readers.

"Our second hill-side plan is meant for a position

below the road. The principal front is therefore

on the higher side. Such a situation has usually

less of descent and abruptness than those to which

the former design is suited. Gentle swells by some
valley side, or on the outer margin of a plain, often

furnish sites will adapted to this plan.

The internal arrangement, as shown by the plan,

needs but little explanation. The windows open-

iag on the verandah and on the small balcony at

the end, are long, and are hung on hinges. The

PRINCIPAL FLOOR PLAN.

basement has a fuel cellar, F, a vegetable cellar,V C,

a closet, C, and the important rooms, L R, and
K. In the attic plan there are four bedrooms and
as many closets. These rooms are ten feet high in

the highest part, but two feet and nine inches at

the side ; a result which is due to the lower pitched

roof. The stairs are of a compact form, and occu-

py but little space.

The position of the upper flight determines that

of the lower, and makes necessary the recess in

the stone wall as shown by the basement plan.

Where so close a calculation is required, as in this

case, a small alteration in one part of a staircase

without a corresponding change in some other, may
just spoil the whole thing. Indeed, few changes in

a plan are safe, or likely to be successful, unless

they are considered with minute and judicious ref-

erence to their bearing on every other part ; and
this is about equal to original planning—a thing

more easily talked of than done. This point has

been alluded to already, but it is so important that

we venture to give line upon line.

The position, on the whole, most eligible for this

house is one in which its shaded side should face

the west, and its jiarlor windows look out upon the

south. The road might wind round its southern

end, with a sufficient space between for shrubbery

and lawn, while the garden might stretch down to-

ward the vale.

Upright boarding is the proper covering for the

sides of this btijlding, though clapboards might be

used, if specially preferred. But there are some
objections to this once almost universal mode of

covering wooden walls, and we may as well state

them here.

In the first place, clapboards form a sort of hor-

izontal ruling, and it is a well-known effect of such

ruling that it shortens and flattens, to the eye, the

surfaces on which it is laid. Now this result is di-

rectly the reverse of what is often intended, and
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BASEMENT PLAN.

should Still oftener be aimed at in architectural de-

signs.

The second objection is connected with questions

of light and shade. The strength and character of

a building depend almost wholly on the shadows

which are thrown upon its surface by projecting

members. A structure without projections has no

character at all. It is blank and meaningless, just

as a human face would be without lips and nose

and eyebrows. The horizontal ruling of the clap-

boards, being itself a species of shading, not unlike

the parallel lines of an engraving, cannot but weak-

en the power of the other shadows,—thus impair-

ing, if not neutralizing, this part of the effect in-

tended by projecting eaves, canopies, and sills.

A third objection to clapboards rests on the fact,

that when they are used, the trimmings are first at-

tached and the boards then fitted to them. This

increases the expense, as well as the chances of im-

perfect work. The reverse happens with plain

boarding. The first cost of thin clapboards is

about the same as that of thick upright boarding

without battens. In durability and warmth the

former is decidedly inferior.

To balance all this the clapboard possesses one
advantage, and that is the power derived from old

habits and early associations. But this power is

growing weaker every day.

Height of basement, 7 feet. Main story, 8 feet 6
inches. Cost, as in the last design, $1,375."

Important, if True.—To secure from cattle

male or female progeny at will.—According to an
article in the Annals of the Luxemburg Agricultu-

ral Society, communicated by a Belgian farmer, a

heifer calf is invariably produced when the cow is

put to bull before milking, and a male calf when
the cow is put to bull just after she has been thor-

oughly milked. The author of this statement
claims to have confirmed its accuracy by four years

experience, and asserts that the plan has succeed-

ed beyond all expectation. Cows, which previously

had borne only male calves, and that for four or

five years, gave heifer calves by the above treat-

ment. Give it a trial.

—

Country Gentleman.

Remarks.—This has long been stated by Mr.

French, of Braintree, this State, who raises some

of the finest cattle among us, and who is a careful

observer of this and similar phenomena.

For the New England Farmer.

PORTRAITS FROM THE FIELD AND
FARM-YARD.

BY WILSON FLAGG.
No. 5—THE WOOD THRUSH, CTerdus Melodus.)

"Most musical, most melancholy."

—

Milton.

The wood thrush is one of the most remarkable
songsters of the American forest. He is about the
size of a blue-bird, and resembles in plumage the
red thrush, except that the brown of his back is light-

er and slightly tinged with olive. He arrives early

in May, and is first heard to sing during some part

of the second week of that month, about the same
time with the bobolink and the golden robin. Un-
like them, he is not one of our familiar birds ; and
unless our dwelling-house is in close proximity to

a wild wood, we should never hear his voice from
our doors and windows. He sings neither in the

park nor in the garden ; he shuns the exhibitions

of art, and reserves his wild notes for the ears of

those who frequent the inner sanctuary of the groves.

All who have once become famihar with his song
await his arrival with impatience, and take note of

his silence in midsummer with regret. Until this

little bird has arrived, I always feel as an audience

do at a concert, before the chief singer has made
her appearance, while the other performers are

vainly endeavoring to soothe them by their inferior

strains.

This bird is more retiring than any other singing

bird, except the hermit-thrush, being heard only in

deep woods that remain in their primitive state,

and usually in the vicinity of a pond or a stream.

Here, where few other birds are in the habit of sing-

ing, he pours forth his brilliant and melancholy

strains with a peculiar cadence, and fills the whole
forest with sound. It seems as if the echoes were
delighted with his notes, and took pleasure in pass-

ing them round, with multiplied reverberations. I

am confident this bird refrains from singing, when
others are the most vociferous, from the pleasure

he feels, either in listening to his own notes, or to

the melodious responses which others of his own
kindred repeat in different parts of the wood.
Hence he chooses the early evening for his vocal

hour, when the little chattering birds are mostly si-

lent, that their voices may not clash with his more
harmonious lays. At this hour, during a period of

about nine weeks, he charms the evening with his

strains, and often prolongs them in still weather till

after dark, and whispers them sweetly into the ear

of night.

No other bird of his size has more strength of

voice ; but his song, though loud, is modulated
with such a sweet and flowing cadence, that it comes
to the ear with all the mellowness of the softest

music. It would be difficult to describe his song.

It seems at first to be wanting in variety. I was
long of this opinion ; though I was puzzled to ex-

plain, on this ground, its pleasing and extraordina-

ry effect upon the mind of the listener. The song

of the wood thrush consists of five distinct strains

or bars. By carefully analyzing these notes, I think

I have ascertained that the whole series has a com-
pass of about two octaves. They might perhaps be

represented en the musical staff, by commencing
the first strain on D above the staff, and running

down with a series of rapid notes to G, one-fifth be-

low ; the second, third, fourth and fifth strains are
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repetitions of the first, except that each is two or

three tones lower than the preceding, the last end-

ing at least two octaves lower than the commen-
cing note of the song.

Were one to attempt to perform these notes

with a whistle adapted to the purpose, he would

probably fail, from the impossil)ility of imitating the

peculiar trilling sound which the bird makes, espec-

ially at the conclusion of each strain. The whole is

warbled in such a manner as to produce upon the ear

the effect of harmony. It seems as if one heard

two or three concordant notes at the same moment.
I have never noticed this effect in the song of any
other bird. I should judge that it might be pro-

duced by the rapid descent from the commencing
note of his strain, to the last note a fifth below, the

latter being distinctly heard, simultaneously with

the reverberation of the first note.

Another remarkable quality of his song is the

union of brilliancy and plaintiveness. The first ef-

fect is produced by the commencing notes of each

strain, which are sudden and on a high key ; the

second by the graceful chromatic slide to a fifth be-

low, with a termination that is inimitable and ex-

ceedingly solemn. I have sometimes thought that

a part of the delightful effect of these notes might
be attributable to the deep woods in which they are

uttered. But I have occasionally heard them, while

the bird was singing from a solitary tree in an open
field, where they were equally pleasing and impres-

sive. I am not peculiar in my admiration of this

little bird. Audubon declares his preference for it,

and considers it the finest singer of the groves

;

and I have observed that people who are strangers

to the woods, and to the notes of birds, are always

attracted by the song of the wood thrush.

In my early days, when I was at school, I board-

ed in a house adjoining a grove that was vocal with

wood thrushes ; and it was there I learned to love

that song more than any other sound in nature, and
above the finest strains of artificial music. Since

that time I have lived in town, apart from these

sylvan solitudes, which I have visited only during

my hours of leisure. But I have seldom failed on
each returning year, to make frequent visits to the

wood, to listen to these notes, which cause a full

half of the pleasure I derive from a summer walk.

If on any year, I fail to hear the song of the wood
thrush, I feel a sense of regret, as when I have

missed an opportunity to see an absent friend, dur-

ing a periodical visit.

For a y(>ar past, I have lived near a grove that

is frequented by wood thrushes, and in May I of-

ten walk to this wood in the evening to listen to

their concerts. I was ill and confined at home dur-

ing all the month of June, and did not go abi'oad

until near the middle of July. At length I took

one of my accustomed walks, and listened for the

notes of the wood thrush. As I looked around I

perceived that the wild roses had mostly dropped
from their stems ; the asclepias and the red sum-
mer lilies were in bloom, and on all sides were the

evidences that the time of the singing birds was
drawing near to a close. I listened and waited

long ; but his voice was not to be heard. The
sweetest singer of the groves, the philomel of our

pleasant summer evenings was silent, and a sadness

seemed to pervade all the woodland solitude. The
ground-robin still uttered his monotonous ditty, the

grass -finch sang his familiar notes from the fences

"n the mowing fields, and the little wood-sparrow,

with his delightful pensive warble, was more vocal

than ever in the wild whortleberry pastures. But
not all these could compensate for the silence of
the woodthrush. When I perceived that this little

bird was silent, I felt more keenly sensible of the

time I had lost by my illness, and of the rapid flight

of the pleasant summer months.
As may be inferred by the reader, the wood thrush

is not one of our latest singers. His notes are not
often heard after the middle of July, though the

hermit thrush, an allied species, sometimes sings

as late as the middle of August. The notes of this

bird are hardly less remarkable than those of the

wood thrush ; and they would undoubtedly produce

as powerful an effect upon the listener, were it not

for the long pauses between the different strains,

which if they followed each other immediately,

would be unrivalled by the notes of any bird in ex-

istence. But I must reserve the hermit thrush for

another sketch.

JVote.—I have seldom read any thing with so

much pleasure as the communication of Mr. Charles

S. Paine, respecting certain peculiarities in the sing-

ing habits of the song-sparrow. I think he is truly

entitled to the reputation of a discoverer ; for it is

not probable that the fact which he stated has been

observed by any other person. I have always no-

ticed that the song-sparrow varied his notes, but

never suspected that he sang through a regular se-

ries of variations. Since I read Mr. Paine's com-
munication, I have made an attempt to transcribe

the notes of this bird upon the musical staff, and
have made out five distinct tones, and I have no
doubt I shall succeed in com])leting the seven. I

have tested the truth of Mr. P.'s assertion to my
own satisfaction ; and while making my observa-

tions, I was surprised at the near approach in the

notes of the song-sparrow to accuracy in time, and
in musical intervals. It seems to me that his strains

are mostly in triple time, a few in common time,

with an occasional blending of both. The song con-

sists usually of four strains, occasionally lengthened

to five, while the song is frequently terminated at

the end of the third strain. This habit of varying

his notes through so many permutations, and the

singularly fine intonations of many of them, entitle

the song-sparrow to a very high rank as a singing

bird. I hope Mr. Paine, who is evidently a keen

and original observer, will favor the public with

more of his observations.

For the I\ew England Farmer.

WHAT BRINGS THE CLOVER ?

Mr. Editor :—In a recent number of the Far-
mer, I notice an article in which is the question,

"Where have the clovers come from ?" and the

question seems to be yet open for discussion.

There is no doubt but that this has been an ex-

traordinary year for the production of clover.

—

Some of our fields have yielded two crops this sea-

son, and there is a good growth standing. One field

which we never plow, owing to its liability to wash,

and which seldom produced clover, this year was

covered with a fine crop, and every farm in this re-

gion has been more than usually prolific in the

production of clover.

One theory presented as to the cause of this is,

that it is owing to the effects of ])revious droughts,

which cause the moisture to rise from below, bring-
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ing with it various minerals adapted to the growth

of clover. If this is the reason, why is it that its

effects cannot be seen on other crops ? A few ad-

vance the opinion that "the produce of clover is

usually very great, after a severe winter, and infe

rior after a mild winter." Last fall the ground did

not freeze very hard before it was covered with

snow, which remained on until spring. Owing to

It is a very different class of men that require

such horses, and perhaps, it may be said that farm-

ers should therefore raise them to supply this de-

mand. Not so, as I humbly conceive. ]>et it first

be shown that raising fast horses, is a profitable

business in our State, before it can be recommend-
ed to *our farmers. But even if it were so, it

would not follow, by any means, that it should be

the porous nature of snow it is a very bad con- made a special object of encouragement by our ag

ductor of caloric, and when the ground is thorough-

ly mulched with it, it is kept at a uniform r;ate of

temperature.

Now it appears to me that the extra quantity of

clover this season is owing to the protecting influ-

ence of the dee[) snows of last winter. It is well

known that clover does not succeed so well when
sown in fall as when sown in spring, yet I think it

would, if protected by deep snow. I have con-

versed with several intelligent farmers on this sub-

ject, and they concur in this opinion, yet it may be

error. J. s. c.

Uxbridge, October, 1856.

For the New England Farmer.

HORSE RACING AT CATTLE SHOWS.
Mk. Editor :—In your last paper you alluded to

the subject of trotting horses at our cattle shows.

You remarked that "great dissatisfaction has al-

ready grown up in consequence of this, and it is

rapidly increasing." You assign three reasons for

this dissatisfaction—the exciting nature—and de-

moralizing tendency, real or supposed, of these trials

of horse-speed—the overshadowing by them of oth-

er departments of the cattle show, and the chang-

ing by this means of the whole affair from its orig-

inal purposes.

I believe you are right, Mr. Editor, and for one,

I am truly glad that you have the courage to come
out with your honest convictions on the subject.

—

The truth is, this practice of connecting horse trot-

ting with our cattle shows has sprung up so sud-

denly, that the sober thoughts of the community
have not been heard or consulted respecting it.

But depend upon it there is a deep and strong

ground-swell of public opinion under the apparent

popular current, which will, ere long, make itself

felt in the management of our cattle shows and

the legislative aid afforded to them. The majority

of the sober-minded farmers, and the staid people

generally of Massachusetts, will not encourage cat-

tle shows, nor consent that the State, by her boun
ty, shall encourage them, if they are to become, in

fact, only a sort of licensed horse-racing.

The professed object of our agricultural societies

is to promote the cause and the interests of agri-

culture, and cattle shows are one of the many
adopted for this purpose. Premiums are offered,

and the State furnishes a part of the funds, for the

encouragement of excellence in the several depart

ments of husbandry. But is the trial of the speed

of horses—and on a race track—a legitimate ob-

ject of such encoui'agement ? Is the speed of horses

a matter in which farmers are specially interested,

and is it essential to advancement in the practice of

agriculture? Farmers must have horses, but they

do not need fast horses, they want only farm horses

—work horses, such horses as are adapted to their

purposes—and surely the fancy fast horses are the

very last animals they would accept, even as a gift,

if they were obliged to keep and drive them.

ricultural societies, and that race-courses should be

estabhshed on our show grounds, to test the merits

of such horses. There may be so many counter-

balancing evils as to render such a practice very

undesirable. And these evils are, in fact, now be-

ginning to develop themselves, as you have pointed

out in the last Mew England Farmer.

True, the advocates of horse-racing deny the ex-

istence of these evils, or rather contend that what,

by some, are considered evils, are not such in real-

ity, that it is only prejudice, and conservative no-

tions that make up their judgments. But who is

to decide upon this question ? The majority, of

course, and it may safely be left to the intelligent,

moral and sober minded men of Massachusetts,

who constitute a large majority of the people, to

render this verdict on the subject.

But, say the advocates of horse-racing, strike out

this trial of horse sjieed from your cattle shows,

and you make them far less attractive, and the re-

ceipts for admission are consequently diminished.

Suppose this to follow—which may well be doubt-

ed—what then ? Are cattle snows to be mere
amusements to call crowds together ? You can

get men together in a cheaper way, if that is all,

but certainly, this was never contemplated by the

founders of cattle shows. They had a higher and

more useful object in view, and it would be well,

were it still kept in view. As to making money
out of a cattle show, by horse racing, why not then

introduce other sports, or trials—a foot-race by

young men, or climbing a greased pole—and thus

go in for a greater swelling still of the receipts of

the show grounds ?

But I leave the subject, only hoping that atten-

tion may be directeil to it by the managers of our

agricultural societies, before they become ultimate-

ly diverted and perverted from the true objects of

such institutions. Pequod.

THE YOUNG MAN'S LEISURE.
Young man ! after the duties of the day are over,

how do you spend your evenings ? When business

is dull, and leaves at your disposal many unoccu-

pied hours, what disposition do you make of them?
I have known and now know, many young men,
who, if they devoted to any scientific, or professional

pursuits, the time they spend in games of chance,

and lounging in bed, might rise to any eminence.

You have all read of the sexton's son who became

a tine astronomer by spending a short time every

evening in gazing at the stars after ringing the bell

for nine o'clock. Sir Wm. Phipps, who at the age

of forty-five had attained the order of knighthood,

and the office of High Sheriff of New England, and

Governor of Massachusetts, learned to read and

write after his eighteenth year, of a ship-carpenter

in Boston. Wm, Gilford, the great editor of the

Quarterly, was an aj)prentice to a shoemaker, and

spent his leisure hours in study. And because he

had neither pen nor paper, slate nor pencil, he
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wrought out his problems on smooth leather, with
a blunt awl.

David Rittenhouse, the American Astronomer,
when a plough-boy, was observed to have covered
his plough and fences with figures and calculations.

James Ferguson, the great Scotch astronomer,
learned to read by himself, and mastered the ele-

ments of astronomy whilst a shepherd's boy in the
fields by night. And perhaps it is not too much to

say that if the hours wasted in idle company, in

conversation at the tavern, were only spent in the
pursuit of knowledge, the dullest apprentice at any
of our shops might become an intelligent member
of society, and a fit person for most of our civil offi-

ces. By such a course, the rough covering of many
a youth is laid aside ; and their ideas, instead of

being confined to local subjects and technicalities,

might range the wide fields of creation ; and other
stars from among the young men of this city might
be added to the list of worthies that are gilding our
country with bright yet mellow light.

—

Rev. Br.
Murray.

For the Kew England Farmer.

FESTIVAL AT NEWBURYPORT,
October 2, 1856.

It was my privilege to witness the 3Gth Exhibi-
tion, by this time-honored association, and I hesi-

tate not to say, it was one of the most successful

ever witnessed in the county. All praise is due to

the energy and industry that displayed such an
abundance of choice fruits and products as were
seen by thousands in the City Hall. Notwithstand-
ing the season is reported to have been unfavora
ble to such products, no one would have suspected
this, from the appearance of the tables. The com^
petition in the plowing field was well sustained

About thirty teams were engaged, with every form
of plow of approved structure. Among these, there
was no one that finished the work so entirely to

my satisfaction, as that which is denominated the
side-hill ploiv. This leaves the surface of the field

unilbrm, without the awkwardness of dead fur-

rows.

The show of animals in the place was about the
same in number as in years past,—but of superior
quality. There was a bull, owned by Mr. Rogers
of South Danvers, which, I thought a very su-

perior animal. Many of the young animals were
very promising. Of the milch cows, I could form
no opinions— not being informed of their products

;

having often found the worst looking animals to be
the best producers of milk.

The collection of people was immense, showing
an increasing interest in these exhibitions. More
than one thousand ladies and gentlemen dined to-

gether upon the field.

The address by Mr. B. P. Poor, of Indian Hill
farm, was an able and interesting performance, and
will add to the high reputation of this gentleman
as a scholar. As a whole, the occasion passed to

the general satisfaction of all concerned ; notwith-
standing the murmurs of a few growlers at the de-
lay in starting the plows, which cut short the
speeches at the table. This society has paid out
more than $600 a year in premiums, and now has
a permanent fund of more than $10,000 well in-

vested on interest. Its published transactions

have been among the most instructive lessons dis-

tributed among the farmers. For these great cred-
it is due the faithful and intelligent Secretary.

For the J\ew Jingland Farmer.

"BARBARISM."
Mr. Editor :—I noticed a communication in

your paper of August 23, under the above caption,

in which the writer speaks of instances where beau-
tiful shade trees have been sacrificed, seemingly for
no other object or excuse but mere wantonness

;

and as I have an "additional case," I will give it.

It may be remembered by those who, a few years
ago, had occasion to travel on the Concord and
Cambridge turnpike, which passes through the south
part of Lexington, that a large white oak tree stood
on the south side of the road nearly opposite my
residence, with others of smaller size in the imme-
diate vicinity. This tree was nearly, or quite, four
feet through at the base, its huge limbs branching
out about ten feet from the ground, full fifty feet

horizontally on all sides from the main trunk ; with
others extending upwards in proportion, so that
any one can imagine the beauty of that noble and
stately tree.

Well do I remember for many years when mar-
ket days at Brighton came on Monday, large droves
of cattle were driven on this road from the country,

slowly wending their way for a mile or two in

length ; and when, on a hot and dusty day in sum-
mer, the foremost of them came to the shade of
those trees, they would lie down, followed by the
rest of the drove, until the road was completely
blocked up by them ; and the drivers would then
sit upon the wall, uncover, and wipe the dust and
perspiration from their faces. After having tarried

an hour or two in the cooling breeze, man and
beast would resume their journey. Two of these
drovers of times gone by, were "Dea. Kimball," of
Littleton, and a Mr. Cotting, of Vermont, doubt-
less old familiar names with cattle dealers in the
country.

But we were not alway^s destined to enjoy the
grateful shade of that tree ; for as fate would have
it, it so happened that late in the year 1840, a con-
tractor with ship-builders in Medford came along,

and noticing the tree, he inquired for, and sought
out the owner, who was one of my neighbors, and
thereupon commenced to bargain for the purchase
of the tree. The owner at first refused to sell, but
by the man's incessant importunities, be at last

yielded, and about the last of January, 1850, the

monarch of the forest was laid low, filling the

neighborhood with the reverberating sound of its

tremendous crash. I would have given the inter-

est on its value for a number of years, if it could
not have remained on any other conditions. And
furthermore, if the owner had been one in needy
circumstances, there would have been some excuse
for it ; but as he was worth his thousands, there

was no necessity in so doing. It is almost impos-
sible to find words with which to speak in just terms
of condemnation, for such an outrageous act of van-

dalism. And it would not be too much to say,

that those who have so little feeling for others, and
who are so incapable of realizing the beauties of

nature, might be classed with barbarians who have
never seen the light of civilization. We should

preserve these relics of olden times while we can,

and not only that, but we should plant trees by the

road-sides and about our homes, that they may, in

years hence, be a source of enjoyment to the trav-

eller and that of our children. J. Underwood.
Lexington, Sept., 1856.
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RECOLLECTIONS.

During our late visit to the State Fair at Bur-

lington, Vt., we met several gentlemen, with whom
we had much pleasant conversation, and from

whom we learned many useful things. On the

grounds, and among the neat stock, there was a lot

belonging to Ezra Mel^ch, Jr., of "^Shelburn Point,

which would at once attract the attention of the

visitor. This gentleman, we were informed, usual-

ly winters a hundred horses. They are turned to-

gether, late in autumn, into rich clover pastures,

where they remain through the winter, without any

other feed than the grass they get, and with only

the shelter afforded by the woods adjacent to the

pastures. In a climate like ours in any part of

New England, it would seem almost incredible

that horses could survive the winter in such a con-

dition,—but several gentlemen, whose statements

would command belief, assured us that they not

only live under these circumstances, but that they

usually come out in the spring in excellent condi-

tion !

The Hon. Haery Bradley, at whose pleasant

residence we spent a portion of an evening, cut this

year forty-Jive acres of spring wheat, and last year

hadJi/ly acres of Indian corn. His crops of wheat

are usually good, and afford a handsome profit.

—

Formerly, and for many years, he fatted one hun-

dred oxen annually,—but since the railroads have

opened a market at every man's door, the person

who raises finds it also to his advantage to fatten

and market for himself.

On the Fair grounds we also found an old ac-

quaintance, the Hon. WrxsLOW C. "Watsox, of

Port Kent, N. Y. Mr. Watson is one of the most in-

dustrious and best agricultural writers in the country,

and he has contributed largely and usefully to our ag-

ricultural literature. His "Survey of Essex Coun-

ty," it being the county on the shore of Lake

Champlain, opposite BurHngton, Vt., is a volume

intensely interesting, while it has the valuable qual-

ification of being remarkably instructive. He dis-

cusses in a clear and comprehensive manner, the

civil and political history of the county, its physical

geography, natural history, mineralogy and geolo-

gy, its industrial progress and pursuits, and agri-

culture.

The committee to whom Mr. Watson's report

was submitted, and who recommended its publica-

tion in the transactions of the State Society, say

that it is "a work abounding in facts, closely inter-

woven not only with the physical condition of man,

but including also his social, political and commer-

cial relations, as connected with a portion of the

State of New York which may be deemed classic,

because of events and actions both remarkable and

interesting, carrying their influences upon our na-

tion to the present period."

Essex county is the country of the Adirondacs

presenting, perhaps, a larger extent of unbroken

forest, covering mountains, hills, ravines and vales,

than can be found in any other portion of the north-

ern States. It is supposed that here are vast tracts

still untrodden by civilized man, where nature reigns

in primeval grandeur, and where the panther and

deer, and other wild animals, still retain possession

of the forest never yet trenched upon by the axe

and the plow. The agricultural division of the

work presents features of interest that were not ex-

pected, and exhibits a climate where the grape has

flourished in profusion ; the wild apple and plum
cover the hill-sides, and the wild cherry forms en-

tire groves in the fastnesses of the Adirondacs.

After a day of fatigue on the grounds of the

show at Burlington, we gladly accepted an invita-

tion to visit Mr. Watson and pass the night at his

hospitable mansion, across the Lake at Port Kent.

Stepping on board one of the clean and well-or-

dered steamers, a short hour brought us to the

landing on the opposite side, and soon to a grateful

cup of tea, and a most interesting conversation

around the family board.

In the morning we were allowed to look at some

of the numerous manuscripts and records preserved

by the Hon. ELK.\>rAH Watsox, the father of our

host, and the orignator of the old Berkshire Agri-

cultural Society in our State. But we shall have

occasion to speak of him, and of the author of the

Survey, in another connection hereafter.

Another gentleman whom we met at this exhi-

bition, was Col. Daxiel Needham, recently from

Groton, Mass., who has left the law for the farm,

and is settled at Quechee, Vt. He is an earnest,

practical man, and we suggest to the managers of

the Vermont Society, to draw him into their ser-

vice, if they desire an efficient and able co-worker.

TOKS OF BREAD.
H. Berden, says the Journal of Commerce, has

just completed an enormous oven in Brooklyn, of a
capacity almost sufficient for the supply of the

whole city. Five hundred andforty barrels of flour

can be baked every day, if the powers of the oven
are put to their full test. The apparatus is purely

scientific in its construction, with special reference

to the preservation of the alcoholic gases and other

valuable properties which are wholly lost, during
fermentation, in the ordinary process of baking.

While exposed to the heat, the bread is constantly

in motion, on a series of revolving platforms, and
finally emerges on miniature rail cars, ready for de-

livery. A uniform temperature is secured by a

very ingenious contrivance, consisting of a strip of

grass, thirty feet in length, within the oven, so as

to be very sensitive to thermometrical changes

;

and the least shrinkage or contraction is made to

act directly upon the furnace fires, by its connec-

tions with the dampers, effected by a lever. The
cost of this machinery, with boilers, wells for pure

water, &c., is said to be in the neighborhood of

$40,000. The plan is to furnish bakers with their
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daily supplies at wholesale prices, which, it is con- I see that one of your correspondents attributes

tended, can be done at a much lower rate than they

can supply themselves. So it is quite possible

that a reduction in the price of bread may ensue,

The wholesale price for the very best quality is

fixed at 1 1 cents per loaf of 3| pounds, and 5t cts.

for If pounds loaves—to be retailed at 6 1 to 12^
cents. This, it is claimed, give'^ the public about

40 per cent, more bread, and of a better quality,

than they have heretofore received. The economy
of labor effected by this invention is surprising,

when the number of hands employed is contrasted

with the results accomplished.

For the New England Farmer.

A LETTER FROM EASTERN VERMONT.
Mr. Editor :—I observe in the Farmer that you

have had reports of the season and crops from al-

most all. parts of N. England, but none, as yet, from

this region. With the exception of the drought in

midsummer, we have had an unusually fine season

for farmers. The hay crop was much larger than

last year, and is very good in quality, and some

very fine wheat has been raised on our hill farms.

1 would like to have you eat some of the bread and

butter produced here, and if you will make us a

call, we will give you a chance, and I am sure you

the failure of the crop entirely to the curculio, and
prophesies that New England will never again pro-

duce large crops of apples on account of the in-

crease of this insect. Now this poor creature is

guilty of sins enough, and deserves the "extreme

penalty," if any living thing ever did, but do not

let us blame him for crimes he did not commit.

Now I learn that in Maine they have a good crop

of apples. Can it be that some good St. Patrick

has driven the venomous insect from that State ?

I trow not, for I do not believe that the down-east-

ers are good Catholics enough for that. Nor will

I believe that it is a paradise as yet uninvaded by

this marauding Turk, for he follows civilization, and

is about as universal as the original sin of the cat-

echism

—

"In Adam's fall

We sinned aU."

Then again, the apples have a deformed, starved

look—stunted in their growth, like the inhabitants

of the polar regions, wheve the sun is so miserly of

his heat and light. When the young fruit was

growing it lacked light and heat, and like every

thing thus deprived of these essentials, it made but

an abnormal growth. There is a great flutter

will pronounce them -sweeter and more palatable among the housekeepers for the lack of materials

than the finest flour from your city mills, and the

butter sweetf^r than can be made from the pastures

on the sea-board.

Raspberries have been very abundant, more so

than for many years before ; for three or four weeks

our table was abundantly supplied with them from

the fields and the road-side. Blackberries were

scarce and inferior. The drought commenced the

latter part of July; for ten or twelve days the

thermometer stood 90^ and upwards, with scarce-

ly a shower to relieve the intense heat. The corn

on light soil sufi"ered much, but owing to the favor-

able fall a medium crop will be gathered.

There was no frost until September 27th, and

then so light as to be only perceptible on the ten-

derest vines ; the next was October 5th, and even

then did not kill the tomato vines. The night of

October 14lh was the first severe frost, and that

was hard enough to make our gardens and fields

turn very pale. We have had frequent rains, and

warm, sunny weather between, that has kept the

grass good, and butter ought to be good and cheap,

but there seems to be an effort to keep this almost

necessary of life at a high price.

Our apple crop is very short ; they are selling

now at higher prices than have ever been known
in this State before. Four dollars per barrel for

winter fruit, and that not as good as usual. The
trees blossomed well, but we had a great deal of

cold, windy weather while the apple was forming,

and this, combined with the curculio, apple-worm

and rose-bug, has deprived us of our usual supply.

for pies and preserves. As to the latter article,

we would not advise very deep mourning for their

loss ; we shall be as strong in body and mind

without them—and those who consider them a

sine qua non can, if they will take plenty of refined

sugar and lemons, make as handsome preserves out

of water mellon rinds and pumpkins as one would

wish to see. And if they only look nice, Mr. Edi-

tor, on the table, why they will do to place beside

the rich loaf-cake, and you and I will compliment

these ladies on the prettiness of their table, and

come home to satisfy the appetite with some of that

aforesaid bread and butter.

Speaking of sugar reminds me of some exper-

iments we have made here in raising the Chinese

sugar cane. We had a small quantity in our gar-

den that grew well—and here last Monday my
husband had an original idea occur to him. Now
I do wish men wouldn't have original ideas on

Monday, or want to make experiments just as we
are taking the clothes from the boiler. But then

we were told that this experiment might be for the

good of the country, and as it was on the eve of

Pennsylvania election, when a great effort was to

be made for free labor there, we consented that our

experiment should be cotemporary with that; or

rather, entre nous, if we indulge a husband in some
of his notions, we may reasonably hope for more

indulgence in our own. So amid the "noise and

confusion" of washing-day the cane was cut and

pounded in a most primitive manner in the wood-

en tray, and boiled and strained till a thick, rich
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syrup was actually produced ; and if the sugar plan-

ters of Louisiana had heard our remarks and pro-

phecies over that bowl of syrup, they would have

'hook in their shoes.

It makes a rich syrup, but has an acid like the

cane and beet, which must be neutralized to make

good sugar. One gentleman here has succeeded

in ripening the seed by sowing in a hot bed. If

we can cultivate this cane in New England, I see

no obstacles to our making our own sugar at a

cheap rate.

We have raised a few peaches here, by protect-

ing the trees during the winter. We find by

training the trees low, and bending the branches in

the fall, we can have quite a sure crop, and we think

it pays the way, as the fruit can only be had in per-

fection directly from the tree.

Those who have grape vines here, have been

very successful this year in ripening the Isabella

and Sweet Water, rather difficult in common

seasons.

We find that the pears which do best in this

climate are the Paradise d'Automne, Flemish Beau-

ty and Winter Nelis. The Napoleon and some

others do not prove good, and the Bartlett does not

thrive as with you.

I must not forget to tell you that we had on our

table for lea last week a dish of raspberries, the

second crop of the season, the result of our beauti-

ful fall. Beautiful I must indeed call it, for having

no frosts, the leaves of our forest trees have ripened

slowly, and the change in the cellular tissue has

been so gradual that our woods have had time to

array themselves in the most gorgeous robes I ev-

er saw them wear. The deep blue of our October

skies, and the gold and crimson drapery of the

forest, have been such a feast to the eye, that the

tongue cannot help exclaiming, hourly, how

beautiful! It surpasses the richest display that

can be made on Washington Street.

But, Mr. Editor, you know I make it a rule nev-

er to write for the Farmer "unless I have some-

thing to say, and then stop when I am done."

Yours truly, A. E. P.

Springfield, Vt, Od. 18, 1856.

Our thanks are due to the lady who sends us the

above, and whose favors are always welcome. We
hope yet to be able to test that "bread and butter,"

the thought of which makes our mouth water. One

who can discourse so pleasantly and intelligently of

all the affairs of the farm, must surely be a pattern

house-wife, and capable of manufacturing bread and

butter "fit for the gods."

Frost, of Schuyler county, about six days before

Isabella—W. Reid, of New Jersey, had found it a
week earlier, and had formed a more favorable

opinion of it than seeing it at Boston. H. E.
Hooker, of Rochester, said that on his grounds it

was not so early as Diana, but ripened about the

same time as Isabella.

A fact was stated by Hanford, of Indiana,

showing the importance of a dry bottom for grapes.

On a porous soil, vines had withstood thirty-one

degrees below zero, but on impervious subsoil they

were killed.

Grapes.—At the late pomological meeting at

Concord, this was said of the Concord :

—

Concord. C. Downing had fruited it and found
it about ten days earlier than the Isabella—Col.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
CHINESE SUGAR CANE.

J. A. French, North Clarendon, Vt.—The Chi-

nese sugar cane seed is for sale by Messrs. Nourse

& Co., 13 Commercial Street, Boston, at fifty cents

a pound. We have no doubt it will grow well on

Otter Creek, under the same cultivation that you

give Indian corn. You may plant in hills or drills.

We have a bottle of molasses made from this cane

in Georgia, at the rate of 400 gallons an acre. It

is very clear, and of fine flavor.

"WATER TO HOUSE AND BARN.

Will you inform me what is the best method to

convey water to the house for family use, and barn

for stock ? Is lead pipe considered healthy, and is

gutta-percha pipe good for such ])urposes, and if

so, what is the cost and durability of it, and where
may it be found ? J. S. SoMERS.

Barnet, Vt, Oct. 8, 1856.

Remarks.—We cannot recommend the use of

lead pipe for carrying water for family purposes
;

we should prefer wood, stone or gutta percha for

conveying it to the barn, unless the water were pure

spring water. Good chestnut logs, with a two or

three inch bore well laid, would last many years.

Pipe is made of stone, also of iron and glazed, but

are at present too expensive. Cement pipes are

also made, and Mr. A. Butterfield, of Colosse, N.Y.,

states, that he can construct pipe for 37.^ cts. a rod,

and found, and that it will be as lasting as time.

Mr. Charles Stodder, 75 Kilby Street, Boston,

will tell you all about gutta percha pipe.

CARROTS FOR HORSES.

Please inform me the proper quantity of carrots

for the daily allowance for a horse. A person pre-

tending to know, tells me all over four quarts per

day are worse than wasted. If this be true, surely

your numerous subscribers ought to know it.

Hanover, Mass., 1856. s. T.

Remarks.—In addition to four quarts of cob-

meal with cut hay, we give our work horses four

quarts of carrots, at noon, and no other feed. This

keeps them in good flesh and spirits. If their la-

bor is constant, they would require as much again

meal. If a hard working horse could have eight,

instead of four quarts of carrots, he would be ben-

efited by them, if he had only four quarts of meal.
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TO PRE'\'ENT AKTS, COCKROACHES AND OTHER
VERMIN.

Mr. Editor : — Noticing in your paper for Au-
gust a writer who mentions having much trouble

with red ants, I send you the following method of

getting rid of them, as well as cockroaches and all

creeping insects that infest our dwellings.

Take one ounce of corrosive sublimate, (common
bed-bug poison) mix it in one pint of New England
rum, and let it dissolve. After cleaning the closet

or other place thoroughly, take a pencil brush or

feather, wet it well with the solution, and draw it

along every crack and crevice, and across the thresh-

old of the door, (if a closet,) and across the sills of

the windows. Do this once in three weeks, in v/arm

weather, and it will be found a perfect preventive.

I have used this for a number of years, and have

never found a creeping insect willing to cross any

crack thus treated. I use it also upon my piazza

floor where spiders are apt to be troublesome.

Respectfully, c. c. s.

JVewtonville, Oct. 5, 1856.

QUERIES about CRANBERRIES.

I am just beginning farming on my own account,

and find a great deal of useful information in the

Farmer, but I want a little on a particular point. I

wish to set out a patch with cranberries. I have an

excellent run, or meadow, which 1 think is well

adapted to such a purpose. I find sand at the bot-

tom of the mud. There is a natural bed of them
upon it already ; will those plants do to take up
and set out ? How far apart the hills or rows, when
the best time to set them out, and how prepare the

land, Szc. ? A few words of advice will be gladly

received by A Subscriber.

Berry, JV. H., Od. 6, 1856.

to kill ticks.

North Clarendon, Vt.—Mr. J. A. French, of

this place, states that flax seed fed to sheep, about

a table spoonful each day to an animal, will destroy

the ticks, and promote the health of the animal.

He mixes it with cut feed.

A THRIFTY "SCION."

I have an apple tree scion which I set last May,
the entire growth of which measures twenty-six

feet five and one-half inches. Perhaps this may not

seem to you, or your numerous correspondents,

anything extraordinary, but it seems to me to be

an uncommon growth, and is at least deserving of

being called a little fast. P. B. Hood.
Milford, J\r. H., 1856.

A Rare Chance.—Upon application to us per-

sonally or by letter, we will inform the person wish-

ing to purchase, where he can obtain thirty to fifty-

acres of excellent land, at a moderate price. It is

a deep, black, sandy loam, without stones, and sit-

uated within five minutes' drive of one of the pleas-

antest villages in Middlesex county. There are

some apple trees now on it—no buildings, but a

fine, high location for building, bounded by the

highway.

For the New England Farmer.

PATENT OFFICE EEPORTS.
Mr. Editor :—Having often seen in different

papers the reports of the Patent Office spoken of

as though the statements therein contained were
not just the thing, or were, many of them, exaggera-
tions, I have been led to examine the subject, and
have come to the conclusion that, as a general

thing, they are correct. And now for the reason

of this. A farmer, or any one else, shall receive a
package of seeds from the Patent Office, with direc-

tions it may be as to planting, &c. Now in the natu-

ral course of human events, the crops expected
from these particular seeds will receive very par-

ticular attention. Probably they will occupy the

best land on the farm. Taking these things into

consideration, is it to be wondered at, that the crop

is a large one, and the "statement," or report, rath-

er a "tall affair ?" Most assuredly not ; for cause

and effect have not ceased to follow each other as

yet in this go-ahead day of progress. Tiiese reports

only illustrate what ought to be a general thing

with every crop cultivated on the farm.

When farmers have learned to carry all their

operations to the highest state of perfection instead

of attempting so much, and half doing the whole,

they will have made a rapid stride in the right di-

rection, and they may lawfully be classed among
the "progressionists" of the day. The more I reflect

upon the subject, the more I am convinced that too

much land is the curse of modern farming. In the

"good times coming," this great lesson is yet to be
learned. Many have already got it by heart, and
they are the men who find farming a delight, and
a paying business. This class of farmers, beheve
in blood stock, in the use of mowing machines, horse

rakes and steam plows. They "keep their eyes

open," and if you wish to get ahead of them, you
must rise early, and be in no hurry to go to bed.

But the great million have not yet learned this

lesson. With them, the Patent Office Report is a

humbug, book farming a bore, blood stock, mowing
machines, &c. &c., a nuisance. Their eyes need to

be opened. Notwithstanding, Mr. Editor, this great

stumbling block, the world will continue to pro-

gress, and the science of agriculture with it.

There is a leaven at work among the farming

interest which is destined to affect the whole mass.

For one, I rejoice for what the Government at

Washington is now doing for the benefit of the far-

mers of the United States. It is amove in the

right direction, and a vast amount of good must be

the result. Let every tiller of the soil speed on
the good work. In its distribution of seeds, we
have only a prelude, I humbly trust, of what is yet

to follow. No better man can be at the head of

this department than the present incumbent, D. J.

Brown, Esq. I only regret that our government

is not liberal enough to supply every legitimate far-

mer in the country with the Agricultural Report of

the Patent Office.

October, 1856. NORFOLK.

I^^ The weather-wise are predicting a mild au-

tumn and an open winter. They say that when the

sun passed the equinox on the 20th of September
the wind set the whole day from the southeast, giv-

ing us a warm storm, and that during several days
the wind stood in the same quarter. This prognos-

ticates a continuance of the same character of

weather during the next six months.
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SWAN'S ORANGE AND WHITE DOYENNE.

Swan's Oraxge, Onondaga. Very

largje ; long-obovate ; smooth, golden

yellow, russet specks, tinged with light

red in the sun ; stem an inch long, stout,

curved, set obliquely in a slight cavity;

calyx small, close, in a small basin ;
flesh

white, fine, melting, very juicy, rich, sub-

acid, aromatic flavor, but hardly flrst

quality ; or varying^from nearly first to

second-rate. Oct. and into Nov. Tree

\
/

\
-WAV-

\ ^'\W.h

ures. Since I have been privileged to wit-

ness these entertainments, my views of the

matter of agricultural fairs have essentially

changed. The sentiment, once entertained,

that it was unladylike and improper for our

sex to attend them, or, at least, to take an
interest in the fine specimens of the brute

creation usually to be seen on such occa-

sions, I now regard as a weakness approach-

ing to imbecility.

That the conduct of some individuals, (as

on all public occasions,) is quite exception-

able, on these I do not deny ; although of

this I would not speak, but would look at

brighter things.

The "Ladies' Collection," and the "Col-

lection of Ladies," are things self-evident,

as we say in mathematics, and need not be
commented upon here. Neither the spe-

cimens of an abundant harvest, of the pro-

duce of the maple and the apiary, which re-

mind the farmer how rich his board will

be all through the long cold winter ; nor

the cheval kind, which cannot fail to attract

the attention of all w'ho admire the majestic

and beautiful in the animal creation, nor

the patient ox, and mothei'ly cow, in which
we farmers' daughters are proud to say we
take an interested pleasure ; all which,

seen at our recent fair, are worthy each of

a chapter ; and I pass these, to speak more
definitely of an object which must have

hardy, vigorous, and a great bearer. As it com-

riveted the attention of every beholder

^It was not, as might be imagined, a splendid horse,

bines many excellences, it is regarded as oneVf^theio'-/ mammoth ox, but ^ Sheep, both mammoth

best. .Origin, farm of Mr. Curtis, Farmington, Ct.,!and splendid,_owned_by Mr. Lawrence Smith, of

whence a graft was carried to Onondaga, N. Y.

;

there propagated, and lately disseminated

White Doyexne, Virgoulouse, St. Michael, of

Middlefield, Mass. He boasts of transatlantic ori-

gin, having been brought from Oxfordshire, Eng-
land, a few years since. One might very easily

imagine him the noblest of some kingly line, and
New England, ffirgalien,^o^^ New York, B utter

\^^.q^]^i treat him with a different courtesy, demand
ed by a truly noble descendant of our mother coun-

try ; at least, all ordinary sheepdom must bow to

him, and acknowledge his sovereignty.

If the seeing of this noble animal had power to

di'aw tears from the eye of an English lady, who
witnessed it at the World's Fair in New York, it

can bul draw a beam of pleasure from that of a true

American lady, who appreciates the beautiful in all

the productions of nature. His symmetrical figure

defies the embellishment of art, and the hue of his

even coat equals in whiteness that lady's hose, which

possibly might originally have formed a part of his

wardrobe, a second-hand garment truly ! A view

of this specimen of nature's perfection would well

reward one for the trouble of a considerable jour-

ney ; especially at this season, it might be truly re-

freshing, from its association with the idea of warm
yarn mittens, hose, mufflers, etc. ; for he might at

any time spare enough from his load of wool, to

form a universal covering for his owner, even

though his dimensions were some feet above medi-

ocrity. Nor is this the only rare specimen of the

agriculturist's possessions to be seen on the premises

of Mr. Smith, but to him especially would I pay

my respects, with a wish that by the public he may
be more particularly noticed as he deserves.

Worthington, Oct., 1856.

Pear, of Pennsylvania. (Dotted Outline.) Rather
large ; obovate ; clear pale yellow, with small dots ;

a red cheek, full in the sun ; stalk an inch long,

stout, in a small cavity ; calyx small, in a shallow,

finely plaited basin ; flesh white, fine texture, melt-

ing, very buttery, of a rich, high, delicious flavor.

Oct. and into Nov. Many regard this pear as a

standard of excellence ; many others prefer the

Seckel. It is perfectly hardy in tree and fruit, and
first-rate in quality, in the Middle and Western
States, in western N. Y., and in the region of Bal-

timore ; but it generally blasts and cracks in New
England, on the sea-coast, yet it still flourishes in

the interior. Where uncertain, it does better on
the quince.

For the New England Farmer.

THE FARMER'S HOLIDAY.
It is a fine autumnal morning toward the latter

part of September ; summer's verdancy is just giv-

ing place to the first hues of decay, and soon that

canopy of varied coloring will have passed through
the vicissitudes of its life, and sought a superficial

earthy bed, to be interred by the drapery of winter.

Sad thoughts might arise at these tokens of decay,

but to-day's scenes are of a character to cheer us in

the midst of these marks of approaching gloom
;

for it is the farmer's holiday, and his wife, sons and
daughters are permitted to participate in its pleas-

Keep more Stock.—Stock growing is fast be-

coming popular among our most astute farmers.
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They begin to find, or rather to realize "in the

light," as the Quakers say, the truth of the Scotch

maxim, "No cattle no manure, no manure no corn."

So long as our generous alluvial soils gave crops

without stint, the farmer only set down the- cost of

feeding a pair of three year olds against the small

sum for which he sold them ; counting as nothing

the manure they made, which alone prevented the

deterioration of his soil. But all this is changed

now : three year olds are sold at this time at more
than $50 a head, and such is their scarcity on the

farm, that the soil is fast deteriorating, except

among those thinking farmers who have bought as

many lean kine, as they have sold fat ones. These

men have grown large crops of corn, and fed it all

to their animals, thus realizing stall-fed prices in

their sales, over and above the gain in that extra

nitrogenous manure made from sorn fed-cattle.

—

Rural American.

For the New England Farmer.

INCIDENTS OF TRAVEL.

So much accustomed have we all become to be-

ing whisked over hills and through valleys, boxed

up in railroad cars, with our eyes closed to keep

out cinders, and gasping for breath, amid smoke and

dust, that we are in danger of losing all idea of the

beauties of natural scenery—at least, of the pleas-

ures of travelling in the country. Railroad travel-

ling is tolerable for business excursions, and when-

ever dispatch is paramount to all other considera-

tions. But to take the cars, thinking to see and

enjoy the beauties of the landscape, borders upon

absurdity. I should as soon think of a pleasure

trip over the sands of the Great Desert, packed op

the apex of a camel's back, or of being sent or

drawn, nolens volens, through the underground let-

ter-box of the new telegraphic fixture.

Give me the old mode of travelling yet ; a good

horse, a comfortable vehicle, and agreeable compan-

ions, a smooth road, and pleasant weather ; with

- such an outfit—the time, September—a man must

be blind, or a dunce, Mho would not meet with a

.profusion of objects and incidents worth recording.

Having recently taken such a trip through a por-

tion of the Connecticut valley, from Amherst,

Mass., to Hanover, N. H., I forward you, Mr. Ed-

itor^ some of my "pencillings by the way."

Sunderland.—This little town is worthy of spe-

cial mention. It embraces less than six square

miles, about one-half of which is occupied by Mt.

Toby. The residue, naturally light land, is made
highly productive, and sustains a population of 900

inhabitants. There are not many towns in the

commonwealth, in which the agricultural reforma-

tion has taken stronger hold than here. A Farmers'

Club is in full tide of successful experiment, and its

good effects are visible in every part of the town.

During the winter, semi-monthly meetings are held,

when the old and the young meet and compare

notes, and discuss topics connected with their voca-

tions. In the spring, the whole field, embracing

agriculture and horticulture, is divided into conve-

nient sections, and committees are appointed to

make observations and experiments in each, and re

port to the club in autumn. This plan proves em-
inentlv successful, and it would be well were this

example generally imitated.

South Deerfield is a place of interest, connected

with the early history of this valley. A granite

monument commemorates the fall of Lathrop, and
most of his eighty followers,—the "flower of old

Essex." A marble slab lying upon the ground,

designates the spot where the bones of most of the

slain were buried. At the laying of the corner-

stone of said monument, nearly a quarter of a cen-

tury ago, there was a great gathering of the free-

men of this portion of the valley, and Edward Ev-
erett delivered an oration worthy of the occasion

—

worthy of the Masaachusetts colony. As if con-

scious that he stood upon soil consecrated to free-

dom, that he was surrounded by a free people, he
gave utterance to words that breathe, and thoughts

that burn, touching the wrongs of the red men, and
the natural, inalienable rights of all to "life, liberty,

and the pursuit of happiness." With eloquence sel-

dom equalled, he extolled the wisdom of our an-

cestors in planting, watering and defending the tree

of liberty, while, with withering rebuke, he depicted

the blackness of tyranny.

Old Deerfield is the garden of New England.

—

Comparisons may be invidious ; but I have not

seen the town in New England, which, in fertility

of soil, beauty of scenery, and natural advantages,

surpasses this. Both the Connecticut and the

Deerfield rivers contribute to its productiveness

and its beauty. The banks of the Nile have ac-

quired a world-wide fame for fertility. But with-

out the ponderous and expensive machinery for irri-

gation, they never could have equalled in produc-

tiveness the "meadows" in Deerfield. The village

is charmingly beautiful. Nestling cosily at the

foot of Deerfield Mountain, on the east, with broad

fields of the most fertile alluvium, diversified with

the various crops of the climate, stretching far to the

south, the Avest, and the north,—with its long ave-

nue of majestic elms, which "have come down to us

from a former generation,"—with its substantial and

commodious farm-houses, built more for use than

ornament, but combining both in a degree,—with its

neat white cottages interspersed, which speak of

modern times,—with its grove-encircled academy,

and neat church spires, towering above 'the elms, it

constitutes an object which every traveller of cor-

rect taste must contemplate with feelings of delight.

No wonder the Indian was loth to leave this spot.

The mass meeting of 8000 persons, recently assem-

bled here to sympathize with the friends of the

murdered Hoyt, shows that the hearts of this peo-

ple, as well as their village, are in the right place.

Greenfield is a city set upon a hill ; a thriving

town, which owes its prosperity to several causes,

such as its fertile meadows, its manufactures of cot-

ton fabrics, joiner's tools, cutlery, and infantry car-

riages, baby-wagons, the enterprise of its citizens,

and the fact of its being the shire of the county.

Should the Hoosac ever be tunneled, Greenfield

will become far more consequential.

Seven miles north is Be.mardslon, a fine old

town, with whose prosperity the name of Henry

W. Cushman is closely identified. From the num-
ber of its churches, a stranger might infer that the

state of morals is bad, seeing it requires the labor

of so many clergymen to keep the people in order.

In Guildfiord, the second town in Vermont, are

extensive quarries of slate. Since the opening of

the C. R. Railway, these quarries have been in ac-

tive operation. The price of slate, at the depot,

varies from three to six dollars per square, or one

hundred feet, which is about the cost of shingles.
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I wonder that slate is not more used. A roof thus

covered, is fixed for time. The inquiry is often

made, if chestnut shingles are worth laying ? I saw
chestnut shingles taken from a roof in Brattleboro',

which, I was told by the owner, had been laid 24
years.

Brattleboro' has become a place of much resort

during the summer season. The Hydropathic es-

tablishments here call together multitudes from all

quarters, and make this little village as busy as a

bee-hive, and as gay as a butterfly. Such success

has attended the two now in existence, that a third

is to be opened before the next watering season,

H.

For the New England Farmer.

"NOTHING LIKE THE FAKM."
It would be interesting, Mr. N., to know how you

came by that idea. You must be easily situated as

regards this world's goods, or have such an educa
tion that you can sympathize with the misery of far

ming ; always lookieg on the bright side, letting

the darker one take care of itself. I would like to

have you down here, and have to farm it as I do
you would say, not anything like a farm, I reckon !

Think of thirty-five acres of land all worn out, fairly

skimmed of all its resources, covered with rocks,

grown over to bushes, not a chance to feed more
than one cow and an old horse, who if he had to

get his living on the place, would look as some far

mer's horses do when they dine on barrel staves

When I get my hay, I have to go over nearly ten

acres to cut a ton of good English.

You tell us about good old Job ; I should like

you to tell me whether he had a good farm, or a

poor one ? if he had to do all his work himself or

not ? Perhaps these researches might be interesting

to the farmer, if you would take time to investigate

them, and bring the results before the public. In

my copy of the Sacred Word, I find him in posses-

sion of every thing needful for the purpose of pur-

suing his business, and I believe it is recorded in

the same book, that when affliction came upon him,
he did bemoan himself that God had chosen to

take away his former greatness. And is it strange

that we poor flirmers complain of our lot ?

Farming is calculated to expand the mind, you
think ? (according to Dr. Johnson, that means en-

larging the mind.) Why sir, I don't know one-half

as much as I did when I first went to farming.

When I commenced this vocation, I knew more
about it than any old farmer who had been in the
business for a lifetime. I could tell him how to pur-

sue his occupation, and amass an independent for-

tune in a few years, as well as to have his farm the
object of admiration and envy to the whole neigh-
borhood around him.

You say it softens and humanizes the feelings.

Would it soften your feelings to have a neighbor
who will not put up his part of the fence between
you and him ? who insists he has a right to feed

your land, when his cattle get over the wall, and
puts his old cow where she will be sure to get her
fodder on another's land ? who thinks you insult him
every time you speak about having the lines run, in

order to know whether your land is out door or

not ? It has a different efl'ect on me ; it rather har-

dens my feelings towards mankind, but perhaps I

am not blessed with that forget and forgive spirit

which some other men have.

I sliould like to know if merchant's sons are con-

tented ? if they are not as restless as farmer's sons ?

Don't they like to go down to Newport, or Nahant,
to see the belles ? Why should not farmer's sons be
very anxious to roam arouud, and see the fashions

of this little world ? Is it anything very strange,

that they should be looking after some smiling face

just in hoops, and are therefore discontented?
You have shown us the effects of good farming,

and I for one should be pleased to hear by what
causes you have arrived at that position in life which
you seem to have attained. I should like to know
what a farmer can do on a rainy day Hke this, when
we have had a gentle shower of only thirty-six

hours, and bids fair to continue thirty-six more ?

What sort of feelings you would have in regard to

tlirming, if you had to pay six dollars and a half

for ploughing an acre of land, and then have to beg
almost to get it done? Would it enlarge your
mind any to read of the valuable effects of guano,
think you would try it, and put on a plenty, so as

to get the greatest amount of good from the land

you could, and find after you had planted it, you
had killed the seed by your too lavish expenditure

of fertilizing materials ? PooR Farmer.
JVorth Bridgeivater, 1856.

Remarks.—"A Poor Farmer" suggests many
interesting topics in a negative form. It seems to

us that where it costs $6,50 to plow an ordinary

acre of land, the services of the farmer, and his

team, are in demand ; and how that fact squares

with cutting over ten acres for a ton of English

hay, ice cannot imagine. "A Poor Farmer" is fair-

ly entitled to an answer to the question, "By what

causes have you arrived at that position in life which

you seem to have attained ?"

FRUIT GROWING.
At a late meeting of the "Fruit Growers' Society,"

of the western section of the State of New York,
statements were made by several of the members,
going to show that fruit growing was the most re-

munerative of the farmer's labor. Dr. Sylvester,

of Lyons, showed a clear profit of $175 per acre, and
alluded to a neighbor's orchard which averaged $ 1 00
per acre. A. Loomis, of Byron, Genesee county, cal-

culates from some Baldwin apples grown by his broth-

er, that a profit of over $500 per acre has been made
per annum, after making allowances for the failure

of the fruit every other year. It is known that Mr.
Pell, near New York, has made very large profits

by shipping Newtown Pippins to England, and he
has devised methods which secure him fruit every

year, using lime and careful pruning. Dr. Under-
bill states that quinces, grown for the New York
market, produced him a profit of $1,200 per acre.

He is on the Hudson, at Croton Point, and has

made a fortune at the fruit businesso

The main thing needed by the farmers, in this

section, to the profitable raising of fruit, is some
plan whereby they can secure a full crop every year,

instead of (as now) every other year. We know
of one apple orchard, of about 500 trees in this

county, which, last year, producing 2,500 bushels

of api)les, will not yield five bushels this fall. The
product of four trees on that orchard, last year
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brought $80 ; this year the four have not produced

fifty cents worth of fruit. Some method whereby
this biennial barrenness may be overcome, is all

that is needed by our farmers, especially those own-

ing small farms, to make the fruit raising business

profitable to them, beyond that of any other crop.

—Albany Argus.

BLESSED MEMOHIES.
We hunted berries by a babbling brook,

And odorous flowers from every sunny nook
;

And stopped to laugh and hear the echo's mock
King from old woods and gloomy rifts of rock.

We walked at noonday in a sheltered glade,

Where sun nor starlight ever broke the shade
;

Within the damp and gloom a bird-song gushed,

A streamlet through a rocky crevice rushed.

A moaning murmur through the pine trees swept.

Within the caves the owl in safety slept;

The laurel's snowy pillars opened there.

And poured their poisons on the sunless air.

We paused to rest beneath a trailing vine

That clambered darkly o'er a blasted pine ;

Above the rocks its sweeping curtains hung.

And o'er the stream in tangled masses swung.

She had a great proud wealth of golden hair.

That shone like moonlight in that shadowed air
;

A large blue eye that made me think of heaven.

When not a cloud across its deep is driven.

She sang : not as they sing with heedless lips,

When keys are sprung by rosy finger-tips.

But that strange strain we only hear in dreams

From voices tuned to more than mortal themes.

She walks no more that narrow unsunned glade,

Long, long ago she passed a denser shade ;

And when the darkness fled and morning broke.

She slept in death, and with the angela woke. Tribune.

For the New England Farvier,

A CATTLE SH0WI2f GEIGGSVILLE, ILL.

Mr. Editor:—I propose to give you a brief

sketch of a county Ag. Exhibition, which I attend-

ed at Griggsville, 111., on the 8th and 9th of Oct.

It was for the county of Pike, on the western bor-

der of the State. The exhibition was very much
on the plan of our New England exhibitions, but
the arrangements were not so complete as with us.

On one side of the open space where the fair was
held, a roof was erected under which the fruit and
vegetables and the handiwork of the ladies were
placed. The rest of the space was roped in, and
into this enclosure, the horses and cattle were
driven, to be inspected by the various committees,
and then withdrawn. The horses were tied to trees

or held by boys ; the cattle, some were served in

the same way as the horses, others were shut up in

pens, formed by piling oak rails one upon another,

after the fashion of Virginia fences. The number
of cows and heifers was not large. The animals

themselves were of good size, and generally of good
shrjpe, but evidently not calculated for dairy stock.

The great object here, is not milk, nor butter, nor
cheese, but beef for the market. The largest and
finest bulls I have ever seen, and in the greatest

numbers, I think, I saw here. The weight of the

largest one was 2150 lbs. The prevailing breed,

here, is the Durham. Cattle are not so much used

in teams, as horses and mules. Of these last, 1

saw some very fine specimens. There were a few
sheep, but they were rather inferior looking. The
hogs were few, considering that this is a hog-rais-

ing countrj'. I saw some quite large ones, but they

were coarser made and much less handsome ani-

mals than we are wont to see at out New England
fairs. The hogs here, as you know, run at large

in the streets and in the woods, and pick up their

food wherever they can. There were some noble

looking draught horses on exhibition, some of the

finest I remember to have seen. The carriage

horses, as a general thing, are better looking than

ours, but I think I could select single specimens

from among ours altogether superior to any I have

yet seen here.

And now a word about the products of the soil,

and the specimens of handiwork, and I have done.

In the potato line, there were some fine Chenan-
goes, Pink-eyes and Baltimore Blues. The pota-

toes here are not affected by the rot. There was a

single basket of beautiful looking turnips. Squashes

and beets were scarce. I saw no pears, nor peach-

es, and but few apples, (although apples, this way,

are plenty and good) but these few were very fine.

I measured one and found it 13^ inches in circum-

ference, it weighed 15 ozs., another measured 16

inches in circumference. There were some large

ears of corn, and some specimens of wheat. I saw
to-day, though not in connection with the Fair,

acorn-stalk, that by actual measurement, was 16 ft.

long. About half past three, the company was in-

vited to listen to an address from Prof. Turner, of

Jacksonville. He spoke only half an hour, but his

address deserves to be printed, and circulated far

and wide. The following is a bare outline of it.

He said : "Gentlemen and fellow-citizens of Pike
County, I hail the happy auspices which have hith-

erto attended our exhibitions, and which to-day

attend us, as omens of good, for the future pros-

perity of this society, of the agricultural interests

of this county, and of our rising and beloved State."

He then considered at length, some of the causes,

that have hitherto checked progress, in this im-

portant source of national wealth, and some of the

means to be used in promoting its greater advance-

ment. 1st, Associations like this are of invalua-

ble importance. They awaken interest in the sub-

ject. They set men to thinking ; they lead to an
interchange of thought, to a renunciation of old,

and used up theories and practices, and an adop-

tion of new ones, better suited to the condition and
wants. of the age. This cause needs the assistance

of judicious legislation. While commerce and
manufactures are yearly receiving aid from Con-

gress, by appropriations and favorable enactments,

this great interest, which engages, at the present

time, four-fifths of the capital of the nation, is ruth-

lessly neglected. Ought this to be ? Commercial
and manufacturing capitalists spend thousands upon
lobby members, in Congress, who do nothing but

agitate their interests. We have nothing of the

kind. Candidates for office, on the stump, never fail

to declaim loudly upon the importance of the sub-

ject of agriculture, and upon what they desire to

see done for it, by Congress, and what they intend

to do for it themselves, if they only get there.

—

But alas ! Congress assembles and adjourns, year

after year, and nothing is done, and when you ask

the men whom you have sent there, what was done
with the agricultural bill ? 'O, it was left among
the unfinished business.' Gentlemen, my advice is,
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that you leave these men among the unfinished

Representatives. You must vote for men who
will attend to your interests. For half a century,

we have souglit to have our agricultural Bureau
established, but for half a century, we have failed.

With you, and the farmers of our country every-

where, the ultimate success or failure of this pro-

ject rests, and the careful instruction of the young,

in matters pertaining to agriculture^ is a means to

be used in promoting the prosperity of this cause.

Instruction in our schools should be of a more
practical character. God and nature never intend-

ed that Latin and Greek, and the higher mathe-

matics, should be taught to children, who are to

become farmers. Subjects should be brought be-

fore them, a knowledge of which will be of practi-

cal advantage to them in after life. This is but a

meagre sketch of Prof. T.'s remarks. On Thursday
there was a plowing match in the forenoon, and in

the afternoon, a trial of skill in horsemanship by
the ladies. Thus ended the first exhibition of the

kind ever held in this town, and the fourth ever

held in the county. It is proposed to make Pitts-

field, the county seat, the permanent locality for

these fairs. j, b. k.

Oct. 10, 1856.

A JAPANESE FEAST.

It is possible that intercourse with this exclusive

nation may add some new dishes to the American
cuisine, but Commodore Perry's experience of their

hospitality was not very tempting to an epicure, as

one would infer from his account of the entertain-

ment

:

"Immediately on entering, the guests were de-

sired to seat themselves, the Commodore, with

Captains Buchanan and Adams, occupying the

highest tables on the right hand, and the regent

and his associates the one opposite the left. A
pair of chop-sticks was placed at each corner of every

table ; in the centre was an earthern pot filled with

saki—the intoxicating drink made by the Lew-
Chewans—surrounded with four acorn cups, four

large, coarse China cups, with clumsy spoons of the

same material, and four tea-cups. On each table

were dishes to the number of some twenty, of

various sizes and shapes, and the exact basis of

some of which no American knoweth to this day

;

possibly it was pig. Of the dishes, however, which
were familiar to western apprehension, there were
sliced boiled eggs, which had been dyed crimson,

fish made into rolls and boiled in fat, j^ieces of cold

baked fish, slicesof hog's liver, sugar candy, cucum-
bers, mustard, salted radish tops, and fragments

of lean pork, fried. Cups of tea were first handed
round ; these were followed by very small cups of

saki, which had the taste of French liqueur. Small
sticks, boobam sharpened at one end, and which
some of the guests mistook for tooth-picks, were
furnished, to be used as forks, in taking balls of

meat and dough from the soup, which made the

first course. Soup constituted also the next seven

courses of the twelve, where of the repast consisted.

The other four were gingerbread, salad made of

bean sprouts and young onion toi)s, a basket of

what appeared to be some dark red fruit, but proved

to be balls composed of a thin dough rind covering

a sugar pulp, and a delicious mixture compounded
of beaten eggs and a slender white root with an

aromatic taste. Novel as was this bill of fare, the

gentlemen of the expedition endeavored, with true

courtesy, to do honor to the repast, and at the end
of the twelfth course respectfully took leave, though
they were assured there were twelve more to come.
The number of the courses indicated a desire to do
our countrymen a double share of honor, inasmuch
as twelve is the prescribed number for a royal en-
tertainment."

CATTLE SHOW AT AMHERST.
The Express gives a glowing account of the ex-

ercises at the dinner table on the day of the recent

annual Show at Amherst, and quotes portions of

the speeches made. It must have been a brilliant

affair, while it was wholly appropriate to the occa-

sion, instructive as well as brilliant. The speakers

were, Mr. Dickinson, the President of the Socie-

ty, Dr. Hitchcock, the orator, J. H. W. Page,

Delegate from State Board of Agriculture, A. H.

Bullock, of Worcester, one of the Trustees, of

Amherst College, Francis De Witt, of Ware, the

present Secretary of State, C. C. Chaffee, M. C,
of Springfield, and Professor Haven, of Amherst.

We have not found such eloquence and enthusi-

asm in any other similar gathering this autumn.

—

As one of our good old fathers said at Lexington,

"why, they are firing bullets,"—so, at this festival,

they so far departed from the usual custom as to

talk about agriculture ! The Union was saved but

once, and that in the briefest possible manner.

But why will not the farmers themselves some-

times talk at these gatherings ? They have the

facts, and with occasional eff"orts, and such excellent

examples as were afforded them on the occasion of

which we have just been speaking, they could not

fail to instruct others, and would increase their own

interest in the subject. Try it, brethren, and take

a full share in all the departments of our instruc-

tive and useful festivals.

We regret that we could not be at Amherst, and

reap a portion of that ample harvest for ourselves.

But we shall gather up the rich sheaves that have

come to our hands, and ponder them well.

For the New England Farmer.

FAIR AT NORTHAMPTON.

The Annual Fair of the Old Hampshire Society

was holdeu at Northampton, on the 7th and 8th

inst. The exhibition compared favorably with

those of former years. The society has purchased

and enclosed a plot of ground with a high fence,

including a trotting course. The exhibition of horses

was unusually good, and the show of speed was

among the greatest attractions of the occasion.

The orator was non inventus est. These frequent

failures are extremely annoying, and call for reform.

It may well be questioned whether this now fea-

ture in our agricultural shows—trotting-matches

—

will work more good than evil. Please let us have

your opinion, Mr. Editor. H.
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For the New England Fanner.

THE MORRILL HORSE.

Mr. Editor :—I noticed in the JV. E. Farmer
last August, the following inquiry : "Is there a

horse known as the Morrill horse ? If so, where is

he, and what is his pedigree ?"

In reply I will say that the "Morrill horse" was

raised by French Morrill, of Danville, Vt., and kept

there till sometime last month, when Mr. Morrill

started for Illinois with the horse and four of his

colts. This horse is thirteen years old last spring,

of a very dark, rich brown color, fine proportions,

and weighs about 1200 pounds. His pedigree, so

far as known, is as follows : Sired by Jennison

horse. Jennison horse sired by young Morgan
Bulrush. Young Morgan Bulrush, by old Morgan
Bulrush. Old Morgan Bulrush, by original Justin

Morgan. Dam of Morrill horse, part Messenger,

but true pedigree not known. Dam of Jennison

horse, English. Dam of young Morgan Bulrush,

pedigree not definitely known, but supposed to be

Morgan.
In consequence of a wrong impression upon the

minds of some horse-men in relation to the size of

the Morrill, I will mention that Mr. Abijah Jenni-

son, of Walden, Vt., writes me as follows ;—"I

raised the horse known as the Jennison horse.

He took the name from me. He was a horse of

great power and docility. His color was a bright

bay, with black mane and tail, not a white hair on

him. He weighed, I should think, when I sold him,

some over 1200 lbs. He sired the Morrill horse,

when only two years old, and, consequently, if liv-

ing, is 16 years old last spring. I sold him in

Franklin, N. H., to a man by the name of Heath.

His given name I did not learn."

I will here state that this Jennison horse is re-

ported to have been taken to Mass., and gelded.

The Morrill horse took the second premium at the

National Horse Show at Springfield, Mass., three

years ago this fall. He is, I think, with the excep-

tion of one of his colts, the most powerful horse

that we have any account of in America. He can

take a wagon of common size, with two, and even

three men in it, and trot his mile in two minutes

and fifty seconds, with comparative ease, and in the

highest style. He is very kind and docile, being

frequently driven by Mrs. ]\I. To have him go
West is a great loss to New England breeders

;

but he will doubtless be heard from there. There
are several of his colts in northern Vermont. One
in Barre, known as the young Morrill, owned by

Silas Town and Luke Trow, of which I may speak

hereafter. Yours truly, Leonard F. Tucker.
Meredith Bridge, JV. H., Oct. 13, 1856.

Proper Under-clothing for Winter Weath
ER.—Welsh flannel or merino (all wool) shirts,

with drawers of the same material. Knitted wors'

ted stockings, with a chamois- leather jerkin or

waistcoat with sleeves, to be worn over the flannel

in the coldest weather, or in bleak windy days.

For the Ladies.—The same garments of the

same materials, except that in the article of drawers

they may preferentially use linsey-woolsey, or Caa
ton flannel, and these should be made tight at the

ankles. No Hoors ! no funnel sleeves for the cold

air to rush up to the arm-pits, and chill the chest.

The shirt, and other under-clothes, as well as the

dress, should be made to cover the shoulders and
collar-bones, close around the throat. By this

means you will be prevented from throwing addi-

tional weight upon the shoulders, in the shape of

extra shawls and cloaks, and thus diminish the la-

bor of breathing. Also cover the top of the head.

Beware of catarrh and neuralgia !

—

Medical Spec-

ialist.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.
A NEW FERTILIZER.

Mr. Brown :—I take the liberty of forwarding

you a sample of potatoes by Harding's express.

The result of my experiment this year is so as-

tonishing, having produced from a piece of land

33 by 28 feet, ten bushels, of which the sample I

send you is fair a average, I consider it my duty

that this should be made known to you, and also

to the public, through the medium of your inesti-

mable paper ; this year's produce confirming the

last ones experience. These potatoes have been
produced with no other manure than Lloyd's su-

perphosphate of lime ; it surpasses all I have ever

used. The efficacy of its results, and the ease of

its application, combined with its cheapness, renders

it a fertilizing agent indispensable to all agricultu-

rists. Its effects are equally good for every de-

scription of cultivation. Your kindness in making
this known will oblige Robert Fields.

Providence, Oct., 1856.

Remarks.—The potatoes cooked were good.

We known nothing, personally, of the fertilizer.

HOG MANURE.

Formerly, if I had a good warm pen, with the

floor perforated, to drain off' the liquid, and kept
the solid part well scraped out and thrown into a

snug pile on the ground, (perhaps under the eaves,)

ready to be removed in the spring, I thought I was
doing the thing up in good style ; but since I com-
menced reading the Farmer, I use a tight floor, and
for the want of a better absorbent, keep it littered

with straw, and as fast as it becomes wet, shovel it

into another apartment of the pen, intending to

use it for corn in the hill if that is advisable, but I

fear it will be rather coarse : Now how will it

work to compost it with lime ? If you will give

me a little advice in this matter, I shall be much
obliged. H. Briggs.

Fairhaven, Vt.

Remarks.—A floor, with holes and cracks in it,

where swine are kept, entails asthmas, rheumatisms

colds, coughs and catarrhs, and a whole catalogue

of evils, upon the unoS'ending animals. The bed-

ding, of course, is soon wet, and then the wind

comes up through it, and the pig is not only wet,

but always exposed to a draught of cold air. No
pig will thrive under such circumstances so as to

afford a profit to the owner. If the sleeping apart-

ment is in the barn cellar, where the wind is ex-

cluded, that will alter the case.

Now, friend Briggs, it seems to us that if you

cut the litter before using it, you will obviate all ob-

jections. It is urged that the timecannot be spared

for this. We have found by experience that it re-
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quires less time to cut corn stalks and the orts that

cattle leave, than it does to overhaul them in the

manure heap, and to get them plowed under in

the field. A man will load about as much again

manure in a day where he can cut down into it

with a shovel, as he can pull and twitch out of a

heap made up of corn butts, straw and long hay.

When everything is cut, it is so minute that it rots

quick, and if to this a little fine meadow mud is

added, he finds the heap in the spring a black,

unctuous paste, easily plowed under, and in a fit

condition to feed the plant.

But if you do not cut the litter, still use the tight

floor, litter and clean out often, and throw into a

compost heap. In the spring, as soon as the heaj)

is free from frost, overhaul it, throw it up lightly,

keeping it wet until a gentle heat is gained, when

decomposition will take place and soon fit it for

use.

It is a good rule never to use lime with vegeta-

ble matter. Quicklime has the effect of disengage

ing and setting free the ammonia from fermenting

manures, and so it would from guano, or any other

fertilizer highly charged with ammonia.

HOKSE ETHAN ALLEN.

Mk. Editor :—I noticed in your paper of Oct.

4th., an article headed "An explanation," and signed

Z. White. He declares $20,000 was ofiered for

the horse Ethan Allen, by Mr. Austin, of Orwell,

one of the owners of the horse, but there was no
one, not interested, ready to purchase, at quite so

high a price. By publishing my statement you
will obhge one, and I think many, who are much
opposed to the gambling and horse racing to which

our fairs are tending, and who think it much better

to improve the morals of man, than the speed of

the horse. As there is but one Mr. Austin resid-

ing in Orwell, I suppose the "Explanation" is in-

tended for me. I am not acquainted with Z. While,
but he is mistaken when he states that I am a

partner in the horse Ethan Allen—I do not at this

time, and never did, own any interest in the horse.

Orwell, Oct., 1856. Me. Austin.

PUMPKINS AND VINES.

There grew on my farm this summer, a pump-
kin vine whose whole length was 448 feet; there

also grew on the same vine 10 pumpkins,—their

weight together was 175 lbs. p. c.

Dartmouth, Oct., 1856.

SWEET MOUNTAIN PEPPERS.

Mr. Albert Howard, of South Braintree, Mass.,

has left with us some beautiful peppers of this vari-

ety. They are large, of fine shape, and he says

are superior for pickling.

EARLY SWEET CORN.

Thanks to"M. K.," of Ascutneyville, Vt.,for the

early sweet corn. We hope to test it next year.

For the New England Farmer,

SHEEP ON SMALL FARMS.
Sir :—I wish to learn through your paper a few

facts about the keeping of sheep. They are much
neglected, on various accounts, and not without rea-

son—the want of suitably fenced pastures, and the

occasional depredations of dogs, are almost insur-

mountable. I have a well fenced piece of mowing-
land, of about six acres. It yields about a ton of

English hay per acre, unless on the upper and dryer

part, where perhaps it yields less. I have enough
else to keep me busily occupied, I think, consistent-

ly with economy and profit, and think this would
be a good jilace to keep sheep. I want to know
how many sheep I could keep here. The soil is

good, and if the sheep would fertilize it well in

three or four years, whether it could be mowed to

good advantage then, without plowing or break-

ing up ? Please tell me if I could reasonably

count u])on a good revenue from the lambs, and
how much for the wool ?

I would like, in conclusion, to know if in your
estimation this would be the most profitable use to

which I could put this field, considering that I have
about thirty acres of tillage beside, in high cultiva-

tion, and also the amount of hay the sheep would
eat during winter ? Very respectfully, Essex.

Remarks.—The keeping a few sheep, even on

many of our small farms, would be an interesting

feature in our husbandry, and we have no doubt, if

properly understood, might be done with profit.

We have had considerable experience with sheep,

but it was on a farm where there was a hundred

acres of pasturage. The case in question is so dis-

similar, and our experience under such circumstan-

ces is so limited, that we are quite willing to stand

aside, and give place to some of our intelligent cor-

respondents, who have the information which may
be of use to "Essex."

The subject is interesting and important, and we

trust some one who abounds in facts will speak up-

on it.

COMPOSTS.
The business of forming composts is one in which

we may derive important assistance from chemis-

try. Every plant is composed of certain constitu-

ents derived either directly from the soil, or through

the medium of the atmosphere. It has been con-

clusively shown by experiment, that the best man-

ure that can be applied to the grape-vine, is a

compost formed principally of its own foliage. In

like manner we find that wheat straw, and the haulm
of the potato plant, constitute the best manures

for the sustenance of those crops. Analogy also

teaches us that the residuum of all vegetables, or

that portion of thpm which remains after decom-

position, contains the true pabulum of their respec-

tive tribes, and that in no way can their growth

be more effectually promoted than by their appli-

cation. This is, indeed, the course nature pursues.

In our forests the only aliment the trees receive is

furnished by the decay of the annual foliage, with

the exception of a certain though unascertained

amount of atmospheric food derived through the

medium of their leaves, and which is also of vegeta-
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ble origin. These facts indicate a definite course

to be i^ursued in feeding our crops. All vegetable

matters are replete with the principles of reproduc-

tion, and should consequently be economised and

turned -to profitable account. Our lands are in want

of all the fructifymg substances we can procure, , , ., • . , •
. c

1 ^, . . til. t r« „ ^o^„ t^ ^u;„v, dress, and it consisted in part oi a

and this is one oi the most prouiic sources to which
i

' ^

we can hopefully amly.— Germantown Telegraph, influence of the "reciprocity bill"

For the New England Farmer.

FARMERS' SHOWS.
On looking over the awards made at some of our

county exhibitions the present season, I find $30,

$25 and $20 awarded to young ladies who made
the best appearance on horseback, in the field

;

and $10, $8 and $5 to those who presented the

best products of the dairy, prepared by their own
hands. The query arose whether those gentlemen

who thus ordered these premiums, had not sufi'ered

their fancy to run away with their judgment. No
one will hesitate to admit that it is an elegant ac-

compHshment for a young lady to be able to ride

handsomely on horseback, at a proper time, and

in proper places ; but will any one presume to say

that the funds of our agricultural societies were ac-

cumulated to reward such feats of equestrianism ?

Reference is here made to the late show at Bridge-

water; which, if we do not mistake, is not the first

time that the attention of the sturdy farmers of

that section has been diverted from their proper

business, by the display made by ladies. Diversions

of like character have occurred in the western part

of the State. If they should become general, some
further provision for the encouragement of the la-

borer will need to be made by the Legislature.

October 12th, 1856. *

HORSES.
Those who have the care of horses are frequently

very negligent in the manner of discharging their

duty. There is no animal in existence so suscepti-

ble to the effects of dirt, impure air, bad bedding,

&c., as the horse. All excrements in the horse's

stable, however small in quantity, should be removed
at least once a day, and a clean, dry place left the

acimal to stand or lie down on. Many a horse

when stabled for an hour's feeding, is placed in a

close filthy place without a breath of pure air

—

there obliged to make his meal. We would almost

as soon think of eating in such a place ourselves, as

of compelling the horse to do it. If you have no
windows in your stable, by all means make one at

once, or knock off" a board to let in light and pure

air. When you have removed the droppings from
the stable at night, strew the floor with dry straw

or rusk ; the value of the manure will more than

pay the expense—besides rendering your horse

healthier.

Horses take cold very easily ; for this reason they

should never be turned from a warm stall where
they have perspired for an hour, directly into a

COL. NEEDHAM'S ADDRESS.
At the late Fair of the Windsor County Agricul-

tural Society, at Woodstock, Vt., Col. Needham,
recently of Groton, in this State, delivered the ad-

a discussion of the

upon agricultural

labor in New England.

It will be remembered that the Legislature of

Vermont took action in opposition to the "bill," and

that Senator Foote, of Vermont, was the only New
England Senator, who voted against the ratification

of the "treaty" in secret session.

Col. Needham argued that labor in the Canadas

costs but little more than one-third of what it does

in New England ; that the land of the Canadas is

much more productive than the soil of New Eng-

land ; and that the admission of wheat, rye, barley

and other staples of New England, the Middle

States, and the West, to our markets, from ihe

Canadas, free of duty, would be prejudicial to our

farmers ; and that by bringing the price of igno-

rant, foreign labor into direct competition with our

own, an open attack had been made by the gov-

ernment upon the free labor of the North and

West.

Senator Pearce attacked the bill when it was be-

fore the Senate, in a speech of great ability, in

which he used the following language :

"I think it is a very important measure, a depar-

ture from the general revenue policy of the coun-

try, involving in it consequences, direct and remote,

a probable and a serious injury to one of the great-

est interests of the country—an interest as little or

less protected than any other, and quite as much
entitled to the benefit of direct or incidental pro-

tection as any.

"The bill proposes to allow the importation into

the United States from Canada, free of duty, of

wheat and breadstuff's generally, and other products

of that colony, upon condition that similar articles,

the product of the United States, may be imported
into Canada free of duty. Now, sir, there is no
reciprocity in all this ; the bill is delusive. If it

pass, not a dollar's worth of all these products will

be exported from the United States to the Cana-
das."

But, on the contrary, as Col. Needham argued,

the amount of grain to be poured in upon our mar-

kets from the Canadas, to depress agricultural la-

bor in New England and the West, will annually

exceed the amount of our exportations.

Honolulu, Hawailvx Isla>-ds.—We have re-

ceived the "Pacific Commercial Mvertiser," pub-

damp pasture. " Neither should a horse ever be left fished at Honolulu, July 17, 1850, and in looking
to lie down over night in a damp pasture where
there is no shelter, but let a shed be built, to which
they can retire at night. A horse will never he
down in an open lot when he can find a place of

shelter ; and if there is nothing better, they will

always get near a fence or tree, at night.— Weekly
Visitor,

over its colums we find how it happens that the

Honolulu people send to us for nearly fifty copies

of the JsTtw England Farmer. They are enthusi-

astic in the great art, and probably seek informa-

tion everywhere, so that forty odd of these island-
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ers have found their way to our books. At the

date of this paper they were anticipating "A Fair,"

and the following is one of the calls to the people

:

Let all then who desire this society to flourish,

and to increase in usefulness, rally at once, and
contribute to render the coming exhibition one

that will be both creditable and encouraging.

Give us of the produce of your fields, and of

your brains. The fruits of your farms to grace our

tables, and the fruits of your experience to grace

our reports. Let this exhibition be but a fair dis-

play of what these islands really can produce, and
not only the stranger but the resident will be de-

lighted and surprised.

The native society holds its first exhibition on
the same day with the other association. Let us

wake up iioio, or we shall be handsomely beaten,

and not only rub our eyes open in time to see our-

selws distanced by our infant competitor.

THE FALL PIPPIN APPLE.

Reinette Blanche d'Espagne. Thomp. Nois.

White Spanish Reinette.
D'Espagne.
Fall I'ippin.

Large Fall Pippin.
Cobbett's Fall Pippin.

Pcnj. Mag. Lind.

Of some
English
gardens.

A very celebrated old Spanish variety, which is

said to be the national apple of Spain, where it is

called Cameusar. Notwithstanding that Thomp-
son and other English authorities consider this ap-

ple the same as our Fall Pippin, we are yet stroni;;-

ly of opinion that it is different. The true Fall

Pippin is only an autumn variety, while this is a

winter sort, keeping till mid-winter here, and in

England till March. It is quite probable that the

White Spanish Reinette is the parent of both the

Fall and Holland Pippins. The fruit of the pres-

ent variety is rather more oblong than that of the

Fall Pippin.

Fruit very large, roundish-o?'?ong', somewhat an-

gular, with broad ribs on its sides, terminating in

an uneven crown, where it is nearly as broad as at

the base. Calyx large, open, very deply sunk in a

broad-angled, oblique, irregular basin. Stalk half

an inch long, set in a rather small even cavity.

Skin smooth, yellowish-green on the shaded side,

orange, tinged with brownish-red next the sun,
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and sprinkled with blackish dots. Flesh yellowish-

white, crips, tender, with a sugary juice. Noisette

{Jardin Fruitier) adds, "the skin is covered with a

bloom, like that on a jilum, which distinguishes this

variety from all those most resembling it." The
tree has the same wood, foliage, and vigorous habit,

as our Fall Pippin, and the fruit keeps from No-
vember to February, or March.

Remarks.—The apple from which the beautiful

engraving above was made. Is from a tree making

one of twenty-five varieties, which we set near our

dwelling in the autumn of 184.8. All the trees

have fruited, several of them have borne abundant-

ly, and promise to repay us amply for our care.

The description of the Fall Pippin we take from

Downing.

SHAKER FARMING IN KENTUCKY.
The prosperity and thrift which mark this singu-

lar sect, whether located in New England or the

West, is of that quiet, unostentatious and comfort-

able character which is pleasant both to witness and

to read about. The editor of the Valley Farmer

gives an account of a visit he made recently to the

Society in Mercer County, Kentucky, from which

we make the following extracts. They certainly

show that farming may be made profitable :

—

Their Farm.—This society was established in

1807. They were extremely poor, &c., and began
farming upon about one hundred acres of land.

They now own about five thousand acres, worth

from $50 to $100 an acre. There are five "fami-

lies," and between three and four hundred mem-
bers. Their dwelling and outhouses are large, com-
modious and well built, chiefly of brick and stone.

The most of their land is enclosed and subdivided

with substantial stone walls. They have hired one

man for twelve years, who has devoted his whole

time to building this kind of fence, aided from time

to time by others. They have now about forty

miles of this wall completed which cost about

$1,000 a mile, or $40,000 for the whole.

Tlieir Stock.—The whole number of cattle upon
the farm is about 500 head, mostly full blood Short-

horns, some of which are from the best imported

stock in the State. They average about 40 head
of milch cows to each family. The cattle are bred

with a view to the improvement of their milking

qualities, and in this respect we think that breeders

generally in Kentucky pay so little regard that

their stock is permanently injured by it. Their

system of feeding is of the most economical char-

acter, and best calculated to promote the growth
and sustain the health of the animals. The hay,

oats and straw are stored and cm ujion the floor

above. Their cutting machines are of the Sinclair

pattern, propelled by horse-power, and will cut a

ton of feed in a short time. Their cattle are ar-

ranged in stalls on each side of the barn, with a pas-

sage between. In this passage is a railway upon
which is run a large box for mixing and delivering

the food, which is wet with water applied by a

pump from a cistern immediately under the pas-

sage. The meal, which is of corn and rye, ground
Jine, is stored above, and is let down into the box,

tjirough a spout.

They make no calculation on raising grain be-

yond the wants of the several families and their

stock. In 1855 they harvested from 100 acres,

3,100 bushels of wheat, equal to 31 bushels per
acre. The crop of the present season is of superi-

or quality, but the yield was but 18 bushels per
acre.

Fruit Growing and Preserving constitutes one
of the chief sources of revenue to this society. Be-
sides the large amount of apples, peaches, pears and
strawberries that are dried and preserved for their

own use, they preserve large quantities annually

for sale. In 1855, which was a fruitful year, they

preserved in sugar 30 tons of difl'erent kinds of

fruit. The present year, their leading varieties hav-

ing been cut ofl', the quantity put up is but about

15 tons, chiefly of strawberries, raspberries, cher-

ries, plums, and plum jelly ; nearly half of the

whole is strawberries, and the quantity of these

would have been greatly increased but for the se-

vere drought which set in just as the fruit was ri-

pening.

Other Matters.—In addition to their annual sales

of Durham cattle and preserved fruits, the society

manufacture a large number of brooms, which from
their superior quality and neatness of finish, find

ready sale in our markets at an advanced price up-

on the ordinary article. Of the number of acres in

broom corn the present year we did not inquire,

but besides what they cultivate themselves, they

hire the neighboring farmers to grow a considera-

ble quantity, and from what we saw, should esti-

mate the land occupied with this crop at several

hundred acres; the present season the crop has

been considerably cut short for want of rain.

They also grow and put up a large amount of

garden seeds which are sold in Kentucky and other

Southern States.

Every family raise a few pounds of silk, which
they manufacture exclusively for their own use.

They also keep a flock of the finest Saxony sheep,

the wool of which is combed and manufactured in-

to fabrics for family use.

Their liouses are furnished with every conve-

nience calculated to reduce the labor of the various

domestic operations. The village is sujjplied with

water from a large spring about half a mile distant,

which is forced up into a reservoir and is conveyed

in pipes directly to every apartment in the prem-

ises where it is needed. Machinery is employed for

washing, wringing and smoothing clothes, and in

the operations for baking, &c. &c.

A Wrinkle about the Age of Horses.—

A

few days ago we met a gentleman from Alabama,
who gave us a piece of information in regard to as-

certaining the age of a horse, after he or she has

passed the ninth year, which was new to us, and
will be, we are si^re, to most of our readers. It is

this : after the horse is nine years old, a wrinkle

comes on the eyelid at the upper corner of the

lower lid, and every year thereafter he has one

well-defined wrinkle for each year over nine. If,

for instance, a horse has three wrinkles, he is twelve

;

if four, he is thirteen. Add the number of wrin-

kles to nine, and you will always get it. So says

the gentleman ; and he is confident it will never

fail. As a good many people have horses over

nine, it is easily tried. If true, the horse dentist

must give up his trade.

—

Southern Planter.
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FARMERS ! BE ON YOUR GUARD.

The usual season of the Farmer's Festivals has

now again, just closed ; they have been numerous,

and numerously attended, and previously to the

present season, there cannot be a doubt but they

have had a wholesome influence on all concerned.

They have increased the happiness of the husband-

man and his family, stimulated him to renewed,

and more intelligent efforts in his calling, and grad-

ually led him to a study and research into the prin-

ciples of the art, to which he had been wholly un-

accustomed heretofore.

As a general thing, these Festivals have been

uninfluenced by party names or tactics of any sort,

having stood entirely upon their own merits, and,

like the dews of heaven, shedding their blessings

alike upon every industrial pursuit in the commu-

nity ; and this has been done without the slightest

invasion of any other interest or avocation.

In connection with the town farmer's club, we

can point to communities where the probable in-

crease in agricultural products has been twenty-five

per cent, within the last ten years, thus adding a

fourth part to the income of a farming town in that

short space of time. What more desirable state

of things, or what happier influences, could be

brought to bear on our rural population, we cannot

well imagine. This gain, too, has come in the

right way ; it has come gradually, from honest and

intelligent labor, and is not the offspring of any ex-

citement or speculation that can ever bring recol-

lections of regret.

This happy and prosperous era in rural art and

production has been a constant theme of congrat-

ulation among all classes for several years past,

and until the present season. Now, dark clouds

are impending ! A new state of things has dawned

upon us,—new doctrines and practices are intro-

duced which were once looked on as exceedingly

objectionable, and whose unfriendly influence will

scarcely admit of a doubt to-day.

Our sober, unpretending gatherings have as-

sumed a "pomp and circumstance," like that of an

emblazoned racer, coming upon us with his hot

breath and speed of the wind. We are surprised

by the suddenness with which our puritan notions

have been overwhelmed and the original intentions

of our associations swept aside ! As

"The Assyrians came down, like a wolf from the fold,

Their cohorts all streaming with silver and gold,"

so the pawing and neighing of steeds, the rush of

men to and fro, the ring, the galleries, and the

heated manner of the attendants upon our shows,

have bewildered our staid people for a time, until the

morning dawns in gloom and discontent.

For two years past we have had occasional com-

munications from our correspondents, questioning,

or condemning, the introduction of the "trotting

course" in our show grounds. We doubted their

propriety from the first, but were willing to wait

and watch their influence, before speaking of them

in terms of disapprobation. This observation has

satisfied us that if the same practices that now ex-

ist are continued, if the "track" is to be kept open

and horses put to the test upon it, in any way, that

the original intentions of the legislature and of the

founders of the societies will be utterly subverted;

that the entries of neat stock, of implements and

machines, of fruits and vegetables and poultry, will

gradually decrease, that the men who have hereto-

fore sustained the exhibitions will leave them, and

the fair fabric reared at so much cost through many

years of labor and discouragement, will become a

total wreck.

It is urged that our agricultural festivals cannot

be sustained unless "the track" is laid and horses

introduced upon it. We do not so think. On the

contrary, we question whether the introduction of

"the track" has added any permanent pecuniary

advantage to any society. In a neighboring coun-

ty, "the track" cost $3,000, while the whole receipts

were only $1400, and the premiums on the horses

were to be paid from that sum. In this case, too,

there was nothing to be seen from the farm, but

neat stock and swine.

We are decidedly in favor of the introduction of

horses at all our agricultural exhibitions. The

horse is the noblest of irrational animals, and while

his services are indispensable to us in our business,

he greatly contributes to our pleasures. He is, in

numberless cases, almost the companion of man,

and his attachment and fidelity are so great as

sometimes to stagger the belief of the credulous.

We hope ever to see him at our gatherings as one

of the principal and profitable products of the farm,

and that he may sustain there the position which

his importance demands—but nothing more.

The speed,—yvhich. seems to be the principal

quality desired on "the track,"—is not a desirable

quality on the road, or on the farm ; it would be an

absolute objection in both places, for it would en-

danger the lives of those that must use them there.

A horse that will take two persons in a chaise at

the rate of eight or nine miles per hour for two or

three hours, or carry them fifty miles hand-

somely in eight hours, including a stop for feeding,

has all the qualities of speed that ought to be ex-

pected for the road,—for such a horse might be

pressed to twelve miles for a single hour without

injury to himself. A "2.40" horse on the farm,

would be execrable,—for like the fox-hunter, who

at the cry of the hounds would leap the style and

run the race, rider or no rider, so would the "fast-

nag" remember his paces, and thinking himself on

the course, dash the carriage and rider, plow, cart

or harrow, to atoms, and perhaps break his own

neck or legs in the mad race. But if men insist
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upon these paces, we ask them, in all fairness, not

to introduce "the track" upon our show grounds,

and thus give our exhibitions a new and doubtful

character.

Entertaining these views, we have looked with

interest to our exchange papers to learn what opin-

ions they have upon the subject, and we find them,

with scarcely an exception, agreeing with us. Among
those now before us, are the Country Gentleman,

Albany, the Amherst Express, the Massachusetts

Ploughman, the Ohio Cultivator, the Sicentific

American, Boston Traveller, Evening Transcript,

Boston, New York Tribune, Rural jYew-Yorker,

Philadelphia Ledger and Transcript, New Hamp-
shire Telegraph, and many others not tiow at

hand. The Prairie Farmer, published at Chicago,

in speaking of the Wisconsin State Fair, says :—"A
gentleman from Walworth County, who took stock

there to exhibit, says, farmers have decided to with-

draw their countenance and influence from horse-

races, and will exhibit no more stock, or any more

farm products, at any fair where "jockeyism con-

trols." We know such to be the feeling to some

extent in New England. We had hoped that these

festivals would be kept free from all "entangling

alliances," and especially from those of a political

nature, or any that might by the remotest transmu-

tation be considered of an immoral, or even of a

doubtful character.

We are, we confess, disappointed. A blight has

fallen on our cherished hopes. The tree which we

planted and nourished until its fair limbs spread in

freshness and beauty over the land, has been graft-

ed by other hands with bitter and repulsive fruit.

It is for thefarmer to say whether he will contin-

ue to cherish it, or purge it of its corruptions, and

restore it to its original purity.

How AND WHEN TO APPLY Gu.\JS'o.—The Mark
Lane Express gives the following rules to be used

in the application of Guano, and considers them,

from experience, to be useful as a guide to those

using the fertilizer :— 1st. Guano is best applied in

damp or showery weather. 2d. Guano should not

generally be put on grass land in the spring later

than April. 3d. When Guano is applied to arable

land, it should be immediately mixed with the

soil, either by harrowing or otherwise. 4th. When
the wheat is sown very early in the autumn, a less

than usual amount of Guano should at that time be

applied, and the rest in the spring. The wheat,

otherwise, might become too luxuriant, and be in-

jured by subsequent frosts. 5th. Guano, and arti-

ficial manures in general, should be put on the

land only in quantities sufficient for the particular

crop intended to be grown, and not with the inten-

tion of assisting the succeeding one. Each crop

should be separately manured. 6th. Guano, be-

fore application, should be mixed with at least

from five to six times its weight of ashes, charcoal,

salt, or fine soil. 7th. Guano should on no ac-

count be allowed to come in direct contact with

the seed.

AN OPEN POLAR SEA.
An open sea near the pole, or even an open po-

lar basin, has been a topic of theory for a long
time, and has been shadowed forth to some extent

by actual or supposed discoveries. As far back as

the days of Barentz, in 1596, without referring to

the earlier and more uncertain chronicles, water
was seen to eastward of the northernmost cape of

Novaia Zemlia ; and, until its limited extent was
defined by direct observation, it was assumed to be
the sea itself. The Dutch fishermen, above and
around Spitzbergen, pushed their adventurous

cruises through the ice into open space varying in

size and form with the season and the winds ; and
Dr. Scoresby, a venerated authority, alludes to such

vacancies in the floe as pointing in argument to a

freedom of movement from the north, inducing

open water in the neighborhood of the pole. Bar-

on Wrangell, when forty miles from the coast of

Arctic Asia, savy, as he thought, a "vast, illimitable

ocean," forgetting for the moment how narrow are

the limits of the human vision on a sphere. So,

still more recently. Captain Penny proclaimed a sea

in Wellington Sound on the very spot where Sir

Edward Belcher has since left his frozen ships;

and my predecessor. Captain Inglefiekl, from the

mast-head of his little vessel, announced an "open
Polar basin" but fifteen miles ofi" from the ice which

arrested our progress the next year.

All these illusory discoveries were, no doubt,

chronicled with perfect integrity ; and it may seem
to others, as since I have left the field it sometimes

does to myself, that my own, though on a larger

scale, may one day pass within the same category.

Unlike the others, however, that which I have ven-

tured tocdll an open sea has been travelled for ma-
ny miles along its coast, and was viewed from an
elevation of five hundred and eighty feet, still with-

out a limit, moved by a heavy swell, free of ice,

and dashing in surf against a rock-bound shore.

It is impossible, in reviewing the facts which con-

nect themselves with this discovery—the melted

snow upon the rocks, the crowds of marine birds,

the limited but still advancing vegetable life, the

rise of the thermometer in the water—not to be

struck with their bearing on the question of a mild-

er climate near the pole. To refer them all to the

modification of temperature induced by the prox-

imity of open water is only to change the form of

the question ; for it leaves the inquiry unsatisfied,

what is the cause of the open water ?

This, however, is not the place to enter upon

such a discussion. There is no doubt on my mind

that at a time within historical and even recent

limits, the climate of this region was milder than it

is now. I might base this opinion on the fact,

abundantly developed by our expedition, of a secu-

lar elevation of the coast line ; but, independently

of the ancient beaches and terraces, and other ge-

ological marks, which show that the shore has ris-

en, the stone huts of the natives are found scatter-

ed along the line of the bay in spots now so fenced

in by ice, as to preclude all possibility of the hunt,

and, of course, of habitation by men who rely on i'

for subsistence.

Tradition points to these as once favorite hunt-

ing-grounds near open water. At Rensselaer har-

bor, called by the natives Aunatok, or the Thawing,

we met with" huts in quite tolerable preservation,

with the stone pedestals still, standing, which used

to sustain the carcasses of the captured seals and
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walrus. Sunny Gorge, and a large indentation in

Dallas Bay, which bears the name of the Inhabited

place, showed us the remains of a village, surround-

ed by the bones of seals, walrus and whales, all now
cased in ice. In impressive connection with the

same facts, showing not only the former extension

of the Esquimaux race to the higher north, but the

climatic changes which may, perhaps, be still in

progress there, is the sledge-runner, which Mr.
Morton saw on the shores of Morris Bay, in lati-

tude 81°. It was made of the bone of a whale,

and worked out with skilful labor.

In this recapitulation of facts, I am not entering

upon the question of a warmer climate, impressed

upon this region in virtue of a physical law, which
extends the isotherms toward the pole. Still less

am I disposed to express an opinion as to the in-

fluence which ocean currents may exert on the

temperature of these far northern regions. There
is, at least, one man—an officer in the same ser-

vice with myself, and whose scientific investigations

do it honor—with whom I am content to leave

that discussion. But I would respectfully suggest

to those whose opportunities facilitate the inquiry,

whether it may not be that the Gulf Stream, traced

already to (he coast of Novaia Zemlia, is defected

by that peninsula into the space around the pole.

It would require a change in the mean summer
temperature of only a few degrees to develop the

periodical recurrence of open water. The condi-

tions which define the line of perpetual snow and
the limits of the glacier formation, may have, cer-

tainly, a proximate application to the problem of

such water spaces near the pole.

—

Dr. Kane's Arc-

tic Expeditions.

within striking distance of a land of plenty—seems
to us a very absurd conclusion.

There are enough horses to be found dressed up
in the garb of starvation ; having tight skin, promi-
nent ribs, and a cadaverous countenance, living, yet

half dead. But they know nothing of the "Famine
in Egypt ;" they get enough, but too much of the

same kind.—Dadd's Veterinary Journal.

HOUSES TOO WELL FED.

A great proportion of our horses are too well

fed—obtain more food than they require. In this

land oi plenty most of our valuable horses are over

fed, and more especially does this happen, among
animals owned by wealthy and liberal individuals.

The impression we wish to convey to the mind of

the reader is, that the food of such, is not propor-

•tioned to labor—in other words, there exists a dis-

proportion between the amount of carbon taken in

the form of food, and the oxygen received in the

process of respiration. Now to illustrate this, we
will suppose that a man engaged in mercantile pur-

suits owns one or more horses, he has not the time,

nor inclination to give the one or the other the ne-

cessary amount of exercise ; they stand up to a full

crib, from day to day ; enjoying—or rather, gorg-

ing themselves with a certain amount of fodder,

over and above what they actually require, and
much more than they really need ; the surplus is

often stored up in the form of fat, and this induces

acute diseases, and they die of too much food and
care. It is very rare that we have occasion to rec-

ommend a man to feed his horse more liberally,

but almost always the reverse. Starvation is said

to be the cause for many equine diseases, but so far

as our experience goes, such cases are, in this coun-

try, very rare. We conceive the term starvation

to be a libel upon civilization ; and so infrequent is

its application among a nation of husbandmen, that

it is omitted in our dictionaries. A inan on a bar-

ren rock, or a horse in the deserts of Arabia, might
probably starve, but the idea of the latter starving

in the vicinity of a well-stocked barn, or stable

—

For the New England Farmer.

AN OPINION, NOTHING MORE.
Mr. Editor :—I am confident that too much at-

tention is not given, nor is likely to be, to the rear-

ing of good horses. The wealth of our country is

being fast developed, is diff'using itself among the

masses, enabling thousands to indulge in rational

gratifications, who had before contented themselves

with the bare necessaries of life. Now it is possi-

ble, with very little extra expense, to have races of

those animals, such as to gratify a just self-respect.

The man who drives a good horse thinks more of

himself than if he drove a mean one ; and as he
thinks, so he really is, a little wiser, somewhat bet-

ter, more of a man.
Monstrous doctrine ! do I hear some one exclaim?

Yes, monstrous, because it is new ; but it is true,

nevertheless. We take the color of our being

from the men we associate with, in a large degree.

In a smaller degree, we take it from the very ani-

mals about us, from the things we are conversant

with, from the scenery, from every thing which af-

fects our senses and our imagination. Now, then,

think of a horse, thorough bred, sagacious, mild in

temper, beautiful in form, in color, in movement

;

and then think of the man who drives him, feeds

him, loves him, admires him, is loved by him, con-

fided in, and obeyed. If he is not someM'hat a bet-

ter man after managing such a horse a few years,

than if he had the care and feeding, the training

and working of an ugly, contrary scrub, for the

same time, he must certainly be a hard case, one of

those impracticable, unsympathizing, heartless bun-
dles of bone and muscle, which are hardly entitled

to be called men.
Any one who has the best elements of humanity

in his nature, who is susceptible of meliorating in-

fluences, cannot fail to feel a high degree of satis-

faction in the management of a good horse, nor flul

to receive a kindly influence on his own feelings

and character. The people of a State, having a

supply of good horses, and indulging a reasonable

gratification in the use of such horses, other things

being equal, will inevitably become superior to

those of another State, where it is more common
to be angry with a vicious horse than to be grate-

ful for the services of a kind one, and more com-
mon to be ashamed of an ugly one, than to enjoy a

rational j^leasure in a beautiful one. Viewing the

matter as we will, whether in a merely economical

light, as that the keeping of a horse that is a horse,

is no more than the keeping of a mere scrub, or

whether in the higher influences on social and mor-
al character, the importance of the sultject is great.

But I have not yet learned that extremely fast

horses are good horses. The ability to go a mile

in two minutes twenty, is no test of beauty or ser-

viceableness. A horse that can go it, is not the

horse that men of taste like to look upon, or that

men of sense prefer to use. Such speed is no test
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of ability for the real jjurposes the horse is designed

to answer. There are horses so graceful in form

and movement, so kind, amiable, faithful, servicea-

ble, that a community can hardly possess them
without receiving benefits higher than can be esti-

mated in dollars and cents. But when have fast

horses promoted industry, temperance, good taste

and good morals ? My opinion—it is not offered

as worth much—is, that funds raised for the ad-

vancement of agriculture should be all expended
for other purposes than encouragement of fast

horses. J. A. Nash.

HINTS OH WINTERING BEES.

In response to your request, I will offer a few
suggestions on keeping bees during winter, with-

out stopping to give all the reasons for the posi-

tions assumed.
To ensure success, the first thing to be attended

to is, to see that you begin the winter with none
but good stock. It will not do to consider a stock

good because it has thrown off swarms, stored sur-

plus honey, &c. ; but it is important to know its

condition noiv. This must be learned by close in-

spection. Turn the hive over on a cool morning,
so carefully as not to arouse the bees. Should
they chance to be disturbed they may be quieted
by tobacco smoke blown among them. The best

stocks will show bees between nearly all the combs,
unless the number of combs exceeds a dozen.
Where they are found only between three or four
combs, the most favorable circumstances will be
required to get them through the winter. With-
out superior accommodations such should be taken
up, and thus save further trouble and vexation.

The brood combs of old stocks should also be
examined, to see that they contain no foul and dis-

eased brood. Such old stocks, when healthy, are
just as good as young swarms, and will stand the
cold even better.

As soon as the sunny days ofautumn are past, so
that there is no danger of their being tempted out,

the hives intended for winter should be moved to

their quarters, unless they already stand in a suita-

ble place.

W^hen but few are kept, it is generally advisable
to winter in the open air. Choose a warm place
in the sun, yes, in the sun, where it can strike the
hive an hour or two each day.

Many people are alarmed at seeing a few bees
lying dead upon the snow during winter, and there
is a prevalent idea that they get "snow-blind," and
fall down to perish. This is an error, for a close
examination will show that just as many pevish up-
on the bare ground, only that they are not so rea-
dily seen as when on snow. I have frequently ta-

ken them out from their winter quarters in the
house, when the snow covered the ground, in ma-
ny places two feet in depth, and yet lost a less

number than at many other times when the ground
was bare.

A light snow, newly fallen, is somewhat fatal,

should the next day or two be still and pleasant to
tempt them out. If they settle on such snow, it

will not support their weight—they sink below
reach of the sun, get chilled and perish. A hard
crust or melting snow is "terra firma" to a bee.
In case of a light snow, put up a board to shade
the hive, and should the air be sufficiently mild for
them to leave when thus shaded, it will generally

do to remove the board and allow them to fly—the
majority will return. The entrance should be se-

cured against mice, and yet allow sufficient ventila-

tion, a greater amount of which is required than in

usually supposed. Small pieces, or strips of wire
cloth, partially covering the entrance, are just the
things. These should be fastened with carpet tacks
in such a manner that the bees may pass, and still

the mice not be admitted.

To get rid of the vapor that is continually pass-
ing off fro 11 the bees, which often moulds the
combs and spoils the honey, make half-a-dozen or
more inch holes through the top, and cover with
an empty box, in such a way as to keep out rain,

snow and mice.

When fully ventilated and secured from the mice,
they may be covered two feet with snow and no
harm will be done. A little snow only around the
bottom, is not so well.

Where fifty or more stocks are kept, I would
recommend a small, dark, warm room, or dry cel-

lar. A much less number will not be likely to

keep the temperature sufficiently high. Very little

air admitted is sufficient. To get rid of the mois-
ture, the hives should be turned bottom upward
upon shelves, with little blocks under to raise them
an inch from the shelf—the holes in the top being
left open to allow free circulation of air. By hav-
ing several tiers of shelves, one above another, a
great many may be packed in one room ; I have
frequently put in two hundred on three tiers of
shelves, in a room twelve by eighteen feet. That
number will keep such a room above the freezing

point at most times. But if the room cannot be
kept uniformly warm by the number of stocks, or
by other means, I prefer leaving bees out of doors,

though housing is preferable with a large number.—American Jls-ricullurist.

HORSES AND CARROTS.
For two months past I have fed my two horses

upon carrots and hay. My horses are in constant
service on the road ; and under this treatment they
usually come out at the end of the "pile" looking
better than when they commenced. My dose is

two quarts, morning, noon, and at night—four to

each horse ; they have as much good, sweet English
hay as they will eat, and cut, whether fed to them
dry or otherwise. This latter I have always prac-
tised ever since I have had the management of
horses ; and I am satisfied that it is the cheapest
and best way in which it can be given to the horse.

There is no waste, and horses eat it better, and have
more time to rest, which is quite an important con-
sideration, -where the horse is liable to be taken
from the stable at any moment. I am satisfied

there is no better way of feeding horses, nor is there
any cheaper one—that I have ever tried—than the
one mentioned. If there is, will not some person
who knows please report ? I always cut them quite

fine before using. Carrots are most excellent for

horses whose wind is any way affected—such as the
heaves, &c. Those who have tried them for this

purpose will, I think, agree with me in this ; if not,

just try the experiment and be satisfied. They are

unsually cheap, compared with other articles of
food of equal nutritiousness. Last year 1 paid nine

dollars per ton, this year eleven, and at the latter

period I prefer them to oats—measure for meas-
ure.

—

Saturday Evening Post.
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For the New England Farmer.

AUTUMNAL ELEGIAC.
BY THE "PEASANT BARD."

The vane points south. Damp blows the gala

From off towards ocean's misty wa^te
;

Aloft the rainy signals sail,

And on their stormy mission haste.

I stand and hear the roaring blast,

And see the wild rack drifting fast.

And watch on Unadilla's* braes,

Where late the summer sun did smile

The marching mist, and scudding haze

Like spectral rank and file !

There go the hopeful hours of spring

;

There summer's more exalted pride,

In autumn glooms evanishing

By mournful Unadilla's side.

And other phantoms, too, I see,

Of perished objects, dear to me.

Once real as the flowers of spring,

—

Now all on memory devolves

;

While in the blast all hollow sing

The ghosts of good resolves,

O, buried time ! 0, vain regrets !

Yon vision'd, gloom'd, autumnal strife

Minds me how fast towards Autumn sets

My own bright summer bark of life !

Yea, voyager to the unknown shore.

No anchor holds, that you throw o'er
;

Affection's lower, e'en Love's strong sheet.

Cannot the forward tide withstand.

Blest Hope ! keep watch ; thy cry is sweet:

Land ho ! the '"better land."

the health of those who linger by the bedside of a

diseased friend. It is said by medical men that

there is no kind of malaria more pernicious and

fatal in its effects, than the poisonous atmosphere of

an unventilated chamber where a person is suffering

from a violent attack of an acute disease. Here

lies the mystery of the contagiousness of epidem-

ics.

A celebrated English physician, (Dr. Smith oa

Fever,) says that "the room of a fever patient, in

a small and heated apartment, in a populous city,

with no circuktion of fresh air, is perfectly anala-

gous to a stagnant pool in Ethiopia, full of the

bodies of dead locusts. Nature, with her burning

sun, her stilled and pent up wind, her stagnant and

teeming marsh, manufactures plague on a large

and fearful scale ;
poverty in her hut, covered with

rags, surrounded with filth, striving with all her

might to keep out the pure air, and to increase the

heat, imitates nature but too successfully ! the pro-

cess and the product are the same—the only differ-

ence is the magnitude of the result. Penury and

ignorance can thus at any time, and in any place,

create a moral plague."

* The name of the stream flowing through the farm of the

writer ; sacred to mournful memories.

Gill, Mass., Oct. 4, 1856.

CLEANLINESS.

There is a proverb in the Levant that "no Prince

ever died of the plague," which means that the

many resources which opulence affords are preven-

tives against contagion. Accordingly, we find that

in those Mahometan countries, where the plague

rages with the greatest violence, but few of those

who enjoy the first offices of the State are ever

attacked with the distemper, although according to

the precepts of Mahomet, they are obliged to ap-

pear in public at all times, and must comply with

the general custom in giving their hands to be

kissed indiscriminately by every Moor who comes
to beg justice, or throw himself under their pro-

tection.

At a time when the plague at Algiers destroyed

many thousands of the populace, who easily caught

the infection from their negligence respecting their

persons, but two out of three hundred officers

belonging to the Dey's household, were attacked

with this mortal sickness.

Nor is cleanliness beneficial only in contagious

disorders. Filth engenders corruption, taints the

atmosphere, and predisposes the system to disease.

And when an epidemic prevails, those persons who
are particularly cleanly in their habits, are less

likely to become victims to indisposition, than those

who pursue an op])Osite course.

The importance of well ventilated rooms cannot

be too strongly urged upon the attendants of the

sick. A free circulation of air is not only beneficial

to persons laboring under severe attacks of illness,

but is absolutely necessary for the preservation of

THE EAST AND THE WEST.

We have read with much interest an article writ-

ten by the editor of the Wisconsin Farmer, in re-

ply to Gov. Boutwell's address before the Franklin

County Society, of this State, in 1855. The object

of this address is stated to be to indicate that the

West, although a region of great fertility and

abundant harvests, is not in every respect superior

to the East, and that we have some compensations

for the hardness of New England soil, and the rig-

or of our noi-thern climate. After speaking of the

well known fact that the mountain and the seashore

have ever been more favorable to an active, vigor-

ous, and free race of men, than the fertile plain,

Gov. Boutwell shows from the census statistics of

1850, that the agricultural and manufacturing pro-

ducts of Massachusetts and Vermont were larger,

on an average to each person, than were those pro-

ducts of Ohio, Illinois and Wisconsin.

On this point, the remarks of the editor of the

Wisconsin Farmer are spirited and able. His facts

and his arguments are creditable to himself, and

honorable to his State.

Our object, however, in this notice, is not to in-

volve ourselves in this controversy between the

East and the West. While we rejoice in the re-

wards which honest industry finds in Wisconsin,

we are content with those which Massachusetts af-

fords. We wish simply to call the attention of our

friends who are "falling in love with the West" in

particular, and new countries in general, to the

following extract from the apology which the ed-

itor of the Wisconsin Farmer offers for the fact

that the people of Massachusetts and Vermont pro-

duce more than the people of the West. We re-

gard it as a very important concession, coming as

it does from one who has "spent over twenty years
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on a good farm in Vermont, and about the same

time in Wisconsin, and, hence, speaks from his own

actual experience." Our observation satisfied us

long ago that the actual difference between a "farm"

and a "government lot of land" was seldom fully

appreciated. We are here told plainly, that at

least one-half of the first five years, and one-fourth

of the next ten years, are employed by the whole

population in all new countries in doing that, which

in old countries is already done ! Hence, the rea-

son why the Wisconsin farmer cannot produce as

much as the Vermont farmer, is because he is

obliged to be gone three days out of every week

from his fields, to attend to the "making up of the

country !"

The following is the paragraph alluded to, and

we would again urge it upon the attention of all

who have any symptoms of the "Western fever."

"After enumerating every item of income in the

old States, he (Gov. Boutwell,) simply takes up the

same class of items in the new states, without say-

ing ever a word about another class of labor, and

product, which in every new country must and does

engross a large share of the labor and productive

industry of the population—to wit : the erection of

houses and buildings of all sorts, from the palace

to the log-cabin, the pig-pen and hen-coop ; the

clearing and breaking of lands, and ditching

and fencing the same ; the planting of orchards,

the making of roads and public conveniences of

every kind. These all urge themselves, first and fore-

most, upon the attention of the settler in the new

country ; and it is not too much to assume, that at

least one-half of the time of the whole population,

is employed in thus making up the country, as one

may say, for the first five years ; and at least one-

fourth for the next ten years ; while in the old

States it is notorious that little or nothing of the

kind is to be done."

fashion of sawing wood makes fewer chips than the

old process of chopping ; but there will, under all

systems, be splinters and fragments of wood that

may be usefully employed. Every farm, especially

if it has a wood lot, can furnish a great quantity of

these.

It will never do to throw them down under the

wood-shed.. They become damp and mouldy in

such positions, and soon get covered with litter and
are lost sight of.

No plan of a house is complete without a regu-

lar Chip Room, accessible, and capacious enough for

all purposes connected with chips.

The writer has a 'Chip Room,' a little distance

from the house, but we grossly abuse it by filling

it full of all imaginable and unimaginable things,

besides chips. For want of a better place, a room
may be constructed in the upper part of the wood
shed. At any rate, it should have a floor above the

ground, so as to leave the chips dry.

In the spring of the year, or on a dry day, gath-

er up the pieces, and make your 'deposit.' You
can then 'draw' against it in any time of need.

Farmers usually have, in the spring, a large ac-

cumulaiion of chips, which, for want of a place and

a proper system, are spoiled, or in the general

clearing up, if such a thing should occur, they are

burned up with the rubbish or carted oft' with the

'chip-machine.'

Besides the great convenience of chips, in kind-

ling fires, they are particularly useful in the sum-

mer when a blaze is wanted to boil a tea-kettle, and

a hot, continuous fire is not desired.

At any rate, the saving of fuel by any and by all

means, becomes a necessity, in view of our increas-

ing population, and our diminishing forests.

H. T. B."

ABOUT CHIPS.

We copy the following article from the Attica

Atlas. It is prefaced with the remark that an indi-

vidual chip is diminutive and does not weigh much
in the great world's affairs ; but chips in the aggre-

gate are numerous, valuable, and every way respec-

table. Certain it is, that a dry room to which all

chips, splinters and fragments of wood can be con-

signed, might prevent the accumulation of unsight-

ly rubbish about the wood-house and yards, and

greatly facilitate the building of fires, and withal

save a great deal of valuable material

:

"Chips,—Yes, I mean veritable chips. 'Chip, a

piece of wood,'

—

Webster. And a very good thing

it is, too, if it is dry and on hand when you want

it ! Chips make a quick fire in the morning ; they

are better than a 'three minute horse,' in a Februa-

ry freeze, when you are striding about the room at

day-break, your hair pointing to all parts of the

habitable and uninhabitable universe, your bowels

collapsed by playing the part of a bellows, and your

heart sick from 'hope deferred,'

There is a world of comfort and of value in chips,

if you ^\ill only save and use them. The modern

For the New England Farmer.

A SHORT PHILIPIC.

Mr. Editor :—I take it to be as plain as the

nose on a man's face—hardly less glaring than the

proboscis of one who has swallowed adulterated li-

quors till his snuffing apparatus has become the larg-

est part of him, and the highest colored—that a

horse all thigh and no haunch,more wind than meat,

snuffing applause instanter, and scampering unbid,

is not the horse to look well and do us good and

safe service every day in the year. He may win

his owner a thousand dollar purse, when a foci can

be found to give it, but is worth little for other and

more rational purposes. The idea, that a horse's

power to scamper like a spirit through applausing

crowds, is a test of his real serviceableness, is a hum-
bug, mere fol-de-rol, no truth in it. We want hors-

es to do us service, safe, able, always sure, hand-

some always, three hundred sixty-five days in a

year, not to win a gambler's purse, on a holiday.

These fast horses are anything but what we need.

We can break our necks on the railroad, if that be-

comes desirable, or with a halter, if the public good

requires it. We need such savagely fast horses for

no good purpose whatever. Why under heaven

will sober-minded, right-thinking, honest farmers

tolerate the rickety, fidgety, harum-scarum things,

at shows got up with their approbation, for their

benefit, and partly with their money ? Once the

fairs were useful. May they become so again.

Old Times.
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For the New England Farmer.

HAMPSHIRE CATTLE SHOW.
The seventh anniversary of this society was hold-

en in this place, on the 9th and 10th of October,

and fully sustained the reputation of this younger

member of the fraternity. The show of cattle and

horses was unusually good. There were fine speci-

mens of Durhams, Devonshires, Ayrshires, Alder-

neys and Natives.

There was no trial of speed among horses, but

of skill in riding, by female equestrians. This is a

novel feature in fiiirs in this region, and by some
is thought very objectionable. If something can

be done to induce ladies to take more out-door ex-

ercise, on horse-back and on foot, I think it would
be well.

The plowing-match was well sustained, fifteen

horses contesting for the- prizes. The Michigan

plow is the plow for me. It does its work "finely

and well." There was also a mowing match ; sever-

al machines were introduced, and their ability test-

ed in cutting rowen. The show of fruit was far

better than was anticipated, and proves that this

department of agriculture is receiving more atten^

tion in this region. It has been much neglected,

and we are still far behind Worcester and the east

ern counties in this respect. In fine arts there was

a very respectable show, but in mechanic arts there

was a meager exhibition.

In the matter of oration, there was a failure, as

in many other places. Dr. Hitchcock generously

stepped in to the gap, and gave us sucli an enter-

tainment that the loss was not felt, if any loss there

was. An excellent dinner was served up by Mr.

Lincoln, of the American House, after which a still

richer intellectual entertainment was furnished, in

speeches by Col. Bullock, of Worcester, Dr. Chaf-

fee, of Springfield, and Prof. Haven, of Amherst
College.

During the show, the ladies of Amherst, ever

foremost in works of benevolence, got up a fair in

aid of Kansas, the net proceeds of which amount
to about one hundred and eixty-four dollars.

Amherst, Oct., 1856. Yours, n.

For the A'etr England Farmer,

AN OLD ELM GONE!

Mr. Editor :—In a late number of the Monthly
Farmer, under the caption "Barbarism," the writer

cites several cases which had justly applied to them
that epithet, and hoping that the recital of a few

cases—will prevent the repetition of such acts of

barbarism, 1 am induced to give the facts in regard

to the sacrifice of another elm, for the sake of a

few rods of ground.

This memento of the past—for its infancy must be

dated back more than a hundred years— stood just

within the highway on the north side of the road,

spreading its graceful branches more than half way
over the street and a corresponding distance on the

opposite side, shading a few rods of a farm.

There is stood, singly, and affording a pleasant

retreat amid its spacious top for the birds of the

air, and in its cool shade, fowls, beasts and children

refreshed themselves from the hot rays of the sum-
mer's sun.

But, alas, it is no more. The stump alone re-

mains, a monument of its former greatness. The

owner of the few rods of ground thought the pro-

ductiveness of these rods might be increased by
the removal of the tree, so a consultation was had
with the person, in front of whose residence this

tree stood sentinel, and permission obtained to cut

it do\vn.

Thus fell in an hour the result of the united ef-

forts of more than a century. There is a vacant

spot. So felt one who had grown old in its compa-
ny, whose majestic form was indelibly engraven on
her memory, when she exclaimed, "It seems as if I

had lost an old friend." H.

Wesljield, 1856.

ATWOOB'S PATENT GLOBE MILLS.

This cut represents a portable hand mill for

grinding corn and other grains. This mill will en-

able every family to make their own corn meal,

samp, hominy, wheaten grits, graham flour, &c.,

always having it fresh and sweet, making it much

more wholesome for food. It is well known that

grain, (especially corn,) commences losing its sweet-

ness as soon as the hull is broken, therefore the

sooner it is used after being ground, the better it

is for food.

This mill is slightly varied and used as a coffee

mill for stores, where it may be placed on the

counter with a drawer under it, and made exceed-

ingly convenient. Where grist mills are few

it must be of great convenience, as a sufficient

amount of corn, wheat, or buckwheat, may be

ground in a few minutes for the daily supply of the

family.

They are manufactured of the following sizes, viz

:

No. 4. Coffee Mills, - - - - - $S at retail.

No. 4, Grain Mills, - . . - . 10 at retail.

No. 5, Grain Mills, - - - - - 12 at retail.

The mills are manufactured and for sale by An-

son Atwood, Eqipire Foundry, Troy, N. Y.
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DEDEEICK'S PARALLEL LEVER HAY
PRESS.

Patented Mat 16, and June 6, 1856.

Twenty years ago it was said that railroads v/ould

almost entirely remove the necessity for horses,

but the fact now is, that to-day, there are more
horses employed, solely in connection with rail-

roads, than at that time were in the country alto-

gether ; and, as these are mostly employed around

our depots, and places of transportation in the

cities, it follows that the hay for them has to be

transported to the cities, and hence, the necessity

for a machine to put it into the proper form for

safe and convenient transportation.

Hay presses were first made to operate by a

screw, worked by a long lever. If the screw was

made coarse, so as to make a bale in a short time,

then the work of turning it was exceedingly labo-

rious; and if it was made fine, so' as to be easily

worked, then those operating it had to walk round

and round, almost interminably, to make a bale,

while they had to walk just as many times back

again to lower the follower, preparatory to making

another bale. Of course, this could not give any

permanent satisfaction ; and, consequently, in due

course of time, it was supplanted by the ajipllcation

to this purpose of the power and working of the

toggle joint. This, as every body may know, is a

progressive power, which we may illustrate by say-

ing, that if you bend your knees to an angle of for-

ty-five degrees, the greatest weight you can bear

up in your hands is, say 30 pounds ; raise yourself

a little, and you can hold up 40 pounds ; a little

more, and you can sustain GO ; a little more, 100

;

and as, raising yourself a little more, you become

nearly erect, you can sustain 200 pounds as easily

as at first you sustained the 30. The power of the

toggle joint, which, scientifically speaking, is a lev-

er operating upon, or in connection with a mova-

ble fulcrum, was first applied to pressing hay by

the application of one joint and lever ; but, as in

this plan, the platen or follower was moved by a

lever attached only by a point to its centre, it—the

follower—would tip now to one side, and again to

the other ; and therefore its movement was accom-

panied by a great friction against the sides of the

press. The plan was afterwards improved upon,

by the application of two points and levers—these

levers working to and from each other, like the

legs of a pair of compasses. But, as the two lev-

ers, like the one, were attached to the centre of

the follower, this plan did not remove that tipping,

and consequent friction, just spoken of.

Another evil visible in this plan was, that one

lever felt the application of the power before the

other, so that the strain was always more or less

of an uneasy character, and in an undue direction.

But now, both and all of these evils are removed,

in the above Parallel Lever Press, invented by Mr.

Dederick, and introduced by Messrs. Deering &
Dederick, of Albany, N. Y., in 1854. This press

is operated by two parallel toggle joints and levers,

so arranged that one lever is near one end, and the

other near the other end of the follower ; and as

the arms of each set of these parallel toggles are

exactly of the same length, and connected together

at exactly the same distance upon the follower, and

at their outward ends, it will be at once apparent

that the follower cannot tip or cant to either side,

and, consequently, it moves Avithout any friction

against the sides of the press ; and, also, by this

parallel arrangement of the toggles, both levers,

and every part of the follower start simultaneously,

which insures the bale coming from the machine
square, and of a proper form. The sweep by which

the horse turns the capstan is about eight feet in

length, the horse going round but five or six times

to make a bale ; and how easily this is done, may
be inferred from the fact, that, by making the

sweep two or three feet longer, two men can walk

round, pressing the same amount of hay into the

same compass, quite easily. When the bale is

made, the door, C, and also a similar door on the

other side, is then opened, the bale is then bound,

and the end is relieved, by releasing the end of

the bar, or handle, D, it is taken out from either

side at pleasure.

There is also a great improvement made in the

doors of these presses, which, contrary to the

doors of the old presses, which have to be pounded
open with a heavy mallet, or crowbar, these doors

can be opened quite easily with one hand.

Another great advantage in connection with

these presses is, that they are what a good horse-

power press has never been before—namely, an ar-

ticle of merchandise which can be transported to

any part of the country as conveniently, and at

about the same cost, as a railroad horse-power and

thresher. Hence they are now being forwarded to

all parts of the countrj-—full printed directions ac-

companying each press, for the benefit of those to

whom baling hay is a new business. Messrs.

JVourse, Mason ^ Co., of Boston, who are the

principal agents for the sale of these presses in New
England, say that "in view of the numerous first-

class references which can be made to gentlemen

using these machines, it can be safely affirmed that

this parallel lever hay press is the simplest, most

compact, easiest working, most convenient and pow-
erful hay press in the United States." They are

made of various numbers, to bale from 100 to 500
pounds, and are sold in Boston at from SlOO to

$190. All other information necessary may be

had by personal or letter application to the gen-

tlemen above named.

Remarks.—An engraving of this Press was re-

cently given in the Farmer, reference to which may

be had by those particularly interested.

For the New England Farmer.

BOSTON AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

Notwithstanding the attractive name, we believe

this Association has little in it pertaining to agricul-

ture, except the name. When you look into the

pens, you find nothing but horses there ;—and when
you go upon the fields, you find nothing but speed

of movement there regarded. This is well enough,

so long as they use their own means for their pur-

poses, but when they borrow thefrock of the farmer

as a cloak to cover the tricks of their horses, and

thereby mislead the multitude, we think there is

reasonable ground of complaint. We like to see

such perfect animals as Ethan Allen and Flora Tem-

ple, and should like occasionally to see them driven

|at their best speed, whether it be 2m. 25s., or

2m. 338. per mile, provided it be fairly done, and
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no gouging—but we do not like to be gulled by a

pretended trial of their speed, when those that di-

rect it know as well before they start, as they do

afterwards, which will come out ahead. We have

heard with our own ears, directions given to the

riders, just before they start, "be careful, and mind
what I told you." Now the question is, what was

the instruction ? Was it not such instruction as

would save the bet of the director? If it was, and

given for this purpose, then the whole movement
is a gambling trick, and those who engage in it are

no better than genteel gamblers. *

COLIC IN HORSES.

The following article is from the American Vet-

erinary Journal, edited by George H. Dadd, M.

D., Boston. If carefully read and remembered by

our readers who own horses, it may be the means

of saving some valuable animals. In another arti-

cle we will give the "Catise of Colic," from the

same work.

The term colic is used to designate a disease of

very frequent occurrence, both among horses and
their masters; those of my audience who have ev-

er been the subjects of an attack of this character,

and have experienced the excruciating torment at-

tending it, can readily sympathize with a poor
horse when in a similar condition. There is no
disease with which I am acquainted that is so sud-

den in its attack, nor for the time being so distress-

ingly painful, as colic. It is sometimes accompa-
nied with delirium, so that the unfortunate creature

will, in falling, or while on the floor, mutilate his

own body with reckless ferocity, as if striving to

find relief in his own destruction; and occasionally

he does succeed in hastening death, either by rup-

ture of the diaphragm or intestines, or inflamma-

tion of the latter.

J^ature of the Disease.—There are two forms of

colic to which hoi'ses are subject, one is termed
spasmodic, the other Jlatulent. The first form is

recognized by horsemen as spasms, gripes, cramps,

and stoppage. The term stoppage has been ap-

plied, from the fact, that in some cases the patient

passes neither fa;ces, flatus, nor urine, and thus the

stablemen infer, and the inference, in some cases, is

probably correct ; that the bowels, as well as oth-

er part«, are spasmodically contracted, or else intiis-

sception (a folding of one part of the bowel into an-

other,) has taken place ; although the latter feature

is often associated with flatulency.

It is only necessary to know something of the ana-

tomical structure of the intestines, to perceive how
and by what means the spasmodic action takes

place. The intestinal tube of the horse, which is

about ninety feet in length, is composed of exter-

nal, internal and central coats. The central coat,

or rather layer, is composed of muscular fibres of

two orders ; one set are circular, the other longitu-

dinal ; should contraction occur in the longitudinal

fibres, the bowel is proportionately shortened

;

when it occurs in the circular fibres, the calibre of

the intestine is decreased, and sometimes in tonic

spasm, comj)lete stricture of the part takes place,

so that it is almost impossible to pass even a small
probe through the intestinal stricture. On exam-
ing horses that die in this state, the small intes-

tines have a knotted appearance, from wliich fea-

ture some persons have compounded the term "gut-

tie."

Flatulent Colic, which is by far the most com-
mon affection, differs so essentially from the pre-

ceding that the one can easily be distinguished

from the other ; in the latter affection flatus, or

"wind," is always present, and if at the early stage

no perceptible abdominal distension occurs, it very

soon shows itself. One way of satisfying ourselves

of the presence of flatus is, to apply the ear to the

abdominal region ; within, a sort of active rumbling
is heard, often accompanied by a tinkling or metal-

ic sound. But while examining the case, we may
perhaps perceive that the horse passes flatus by
the anus, or eructates it from the mouth ; in

either case our doubts, if we have any, are immedi-
ately set at rest ; this feature, accompanied by oth-

ers which I shall allude to, complete the chain of

evidence.

In some cases the gas goes on accumulating in

the large intestines until the abdomen resembles

that of an ox, said to be "hoven" or "blasted ;" this

is a state called tympanites, (windy distension.)

When the gas generates very suddenly, and the ab-

domen immediately acquires immense volume,

the case is termed meteorization.*

It is very distressing to witness the suflTerings of

an animal in this condition ; and the only chance

in relieving him is by puncturing the colon, and
unless this operation be performed early, it will

prove fruitless.

Symptoms of Colic.—It may be well to bear in

mind that whatever form of colic occurs, it is always

sudden in its attack ; and horses are liable to it at

all times ; in the stable, on the road, or at grass.

In the early stage very little occurs to attract at-

tention. The animal, all at once, becomes uneasy

from pain, and commences to paw with his fore-

feet ; soon gets down, and if he be in space suflS-

cient, will commence to roll from side to side, of-

ten remaining for a few moments on his back, in

which posture he seems to obtain temporary relief;

sometimes, as quick as thought, he is on his legs

again : gives his body a shake, anxiously regards

the flanks by turning his head in that direction

;

when down, again, he goes to perform the same
rolling feat. Now and then the patient remains
quiet, in a crouching attitude ; the limbs being gath-

ered under the body until the distension is so great,

or the pains so severe, that he must shift his posi-

tion, when again we find him rolling, or else stand-

ing with the hind extremities stretched back-

wards,t the fore advanced ; thus representing the

attitude of a horse when urinating. Supposing at

this period that there be no flatulency present, yet

the respirations are hurried, the pulse wirey, the

eyes glassy, and the patient excessively nervous and
uncontrollable ; the case is then of a spasmodic

character.

Should the animal pass flatus, or the abdomen
increase in volume, the case is one of flatulency.

Then again, in spasmodic colic, the patient has pe-

riods of ease, which gradually grow shorter, until

* Meteorization—a windy state of the abdomen, which talies

place suddenly and unexpectedly, as doth the appturauce of a
meteor in the Heavens.

—

PercitM.

\ When a horse assumes this attitude, people are apt to con-

clude that the subject is lal;oring under suppression of urine, and
then down goes the nitre, gin and rosin. But the fact is, he puts

himself in ihis position for the purpose of pressing on the ab-

domen, and thus giving it support by means of the rectus mus-
cles.
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he either gets relief or becomes delirious, and soon

dies. Either form of the disease may, however,

terminate in inflammation of the bowels. The blad-

der often becomes sympathetically afi'ecled, and re-

tentions of urine is the result ; this can be ascer-

tained by introducing the hand into the rectum.

These are some of the principal features of the

colic.

HEAT AND COLD.

Cold is supposed to be a negative propert)'—the

absence of heat—and the terms heat and cold are

only relative, as compared with the sensations of

animal heat ; yet cold has some singular effects

upon vegetable matter and fluid compounds.

—

The peculiar properties of wines and vinegar

are destroyed by freezing, as are many other ar-

ticles. Many of the seeds of fruit and forest

trees, will not vegetate until they have undergone

the action of frost, while the seeds of the locust and

a variety of others, will not grow the first year

they are planted, notwithstanding they are exposed

to cold, unless they are scalded. All of these pe-

culiarities may be owing to some mechanical eflfect,

rather than to any radical change on the chemical

decomposition or composition of its constituents.

Many vegetables may be entirely frozen, and if the

temperature is raised slowly under water, or even

in an air-tight vessel, no change can be discovered.

A singular change takes place in freezing the pump-
kin. The saccharine principle is so developed,

that the concentrated juice is a very fair molasses,

and as such, was extensively used during the rev-

olution. The efi"ect of both heat and cold upon

the potato is altogether the most singular, and we
began this article to mention this fact.

The potato contains a great deal of body—of

positive animal nutriment, composed, like the

breadstuff's, of farina, starch and gluten, and a

large portion of water. A potato, if frozen, and in

stantly put into cold water does, not recover, but is

totally changed, and becomes a flaccid sack of un-

savory, gummy matter, of a very disagreeable odor,

its original properties entirely changed and lost

;

but if while in the frozen state they are thrown

one by one into water constantly boiling, they are

in no way afi'ected, and are as edible as when first

taken from the earth. This is an anomaly in the

action of cold, which may also be true when ap-

plied to other vegetables, of which we are not ad-

vised ; but it is a fact worth knowing, as it may,

on some occasions, meet the necessities of almost

any family—especially in those flat countries where

cellars are difficult of construction.

—

Rural JVtw
Yorker.

For the Nac England Farmer.

CRANBERRIES CULTIVATED.
I have heretofore spoken of the attention given

by Mr. E. Needham, of West Danvers, to the cul-

tivation of the cranberry on upland. I learn from

him that he has gathered the present season, one

hundred bushels from less than one hundred and

twenty rods ot land, of fruit of superior quality.

—

When I take into view the comparative value of the

cultivated cranberry with that of natural growth,

and the general failure of this crop the present sea-

son,! think no one can hesitate in saying, that Mr,

Needham's experiment is worthy the highest com-

mendation. P.

MURIATE OF LIME.

This is a fertilizer manufactured by Mr. James
Gould, of Boston, and one which we have spoken

of before. Our attention is now called to it by no-

ticing in a pamphlet, an analysis of Dr. Charles

T. Jackson, the State Assayer, which we give be-

low:

—

Boston, Sept. 15, 1856.

James Gould, Esq.,—Dear Sir

:

—I have com-
pleted the analysis of your fertilizer, called "Muri-
ate of Lime," and have obtained the following re-

sults per cent.

:

Carbonate of Lime 54.00
Chloride of Sodium (Salt) 14.40
Phosphate of Lime and some Oxide of Iron 6.50
Chloriiie of Calcium (Muriate of Lime) 2.70
Chloride of Magnesium (Muriate of Magnesia) 2.49

Ammonia 6.41
Organ'c Matter 4.59

Fine Sand 8.50

Loss 0.50

100.00

Twenty per cent, of this compound is soluble in

water.

It is shown by the above analysis that this fertil-

izer is a valuable manure, admirably adapted to sil-

iceous soils and to those which have been impover-

ished by long croping.

Respectfully, your obedient servant,

Charles T. Jackson, M. D.,

State Assayer, &c. &c.

We have not used it sufficiently to decide wheth-

er the good results we have obtained were in con-

sequence of the muriate of lime, or a combination

of circumstances ; but our own favorable crops, and

the high testimonials of others, suggest to us to

recommend it to others to try small quantities of it

in various ways and test its ability. Several per-

sons who have used it speak highly of its effects on

apple trees and grape vines.

THE BOA AND ELEPHANT.
Shortly after emerging from the jungle into the

paddy, our liveHest curiosity was aroused by the ec-

centric movements of our elephant, and the sudden
excitement of his mahout, who, leaning over the

head of his beast, explored the ground before him,

and on each side, with curious, anxious scrutiny,

conversing all the while with his huge philosopher

and friend, in quick, sharp ejaculations, sometimes

shrill, sometimes subdued, sometimes almost whis-

pered in his ear.

"Old Injin-Rubber" crept forward cautiously,

(imagine an elephant on tiptoe,) hesitating, suspi-

cious, vigilant, defen.sive, holding his precious pro-

boscis high in air. Presently he stops short, stares

straight before him with evident agitation, for we
feel the mass vibrating beneath us, as when a hea-

vily laden wagon crosses a suspensi(m bridge.

—

Then, hark ! with trumpet pointed to the sky, he

blows a sharp and brazen blast, and trots forward.

At the same moment, an exultant exclamation

from the mahout tells the story in a word—"the

boa ! the boa
!"

Right in the path, where the sun was hottest, lay

a serpent, such as he who charmed the first vanity,

his vast length of splendid ugliness gorged, torpid,
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motionless, not coiled up, nor vermicular, but out-

stretched, prostrate and limp—subject, abject to

the great gluttony of his instinct.

"Old Injin-Rubber" pauses, as if for instructions

he receives them on his organ of philoprogenitive

ness from the boat-hook. Half a dozen more rolls

and lurches, and he plants his mountainous fore-

foot on the head of the drunken horror—eyes,

brains, blood burst out together. Like an eartb

worm on the pin-hook of an angling urchin, he

wriggles and squirms—now twisting his great girth

into seemingly everlasting knots—now erecting all

his length, without a kink, in air—now, in a tem-

pest of dust, thrashing the ground with resoundin,

stripes ; till, at last, his crushing strength all spent,

even his tail subdued, he lies and only shivers.

Then, again and again, Behemoth tosses him aloft,

again and again dashes him to earth ; till, torn and
spoiled, his gold and black all tarnished with slime,

and blood, and dust, the enemy is brought to

shame, and the heel of a babe might bruise the

head of the serpent.

—

Tlie Golden JDagon.

For the New England Farmer.

RELATION OF AGRICULTURE TO
HEALTH.

Mr. Editor :—It is unquestionably admitted

that life in man cannot be sustained without air,

and also, that by breathing, most of the diseases of

mankind are acquired
;
proving that through the

medium of air, man is, or is not healthy, according

as that air is or is not in a state conducive to health.

New countries are not healthy, nor are unimproved
lands ; and that place that produces the greatest re-

turn for labor expended cannot be healthy.

The first relation of agriculture to health will be

obvious on exposition, that life cannot be prolonged

without oxygen, while that oxygen is produced by

the exhalation of plants
;
plants, at the same time,

inspire and derive their nourishment from carbonic

acids, which, in a soil that vegetates vigorously, and
in the air that surrounds that soil, is found abun-

dantly ; and when it superabounds it causes mala-

dies; then imperatively demanding for continuance

of life more thorough and extensive cultivation, and
better disposal of that, which decomposing, causes

renewed quantities to circulate in the air. If the

impure air of our cities, and of all places where our
olfactory nerves would declare that there was car-

bonic acid, could be removed and placed upon
plants deprived of their supply, Doctors of Medi-
cine would flee from a country made healthy, not

by them, but by the farmer. How few estimate

the value of Boston Common to Boston.
Thus it will be seen that an unhealthy country

contains in the air the fertilizing elements for ex-

tensive vegetation, the removal of which, by plants,

and the renewal of oxj'gen, will give to the air the
principles of health. But as this vegetable culture

improves the air, it becomes in consequence less

able to assist the growth of plants, and a previous-

ly productive country now positively needs manure
to generate the acid that heretofore was supplied
simply by the atmosphere.

These observations indicate the relation of the
farmer to his country. He is a benefactor, he
holds the blessings of life in his sinewy hands

;

taking that which would destroy vs, he, in return,

offers us pure air, free, and wholesome food at con-
venient prices. E. J. w.

SUPERIORITY OF OUR AGE.
Our age is boastful of its advances beyond all

which have preceded it. It claims a vast superior-
ity, at least in the conveniences and arts of social

life, and has small respect for the rude implements
and barbarian manners of our great grandfathers.
The Saturday Evening Post is skej)tical as to the
face of progress, and from a long article in which it

sets forth the grounds of its unbelief, we select the
following paragraph, which may startle some of our
readers

:

Let us say a word about Mechanics. Everybody
knows, or ought to know, that the ancients had
telescopes, astrolabes, quadrants, burning and mag-
nifying glas.ses, the lever, the screw, and the imple-
ments of Science, Art, War, Agriculture, Manufac-
tures, etc., in great number and perfection. Without
them they could not have accomplished their known
results ; and one-tenth part of what they had or

accomplished is not known to us. Time makes sad
havoc of the monuments of man's skill. But now

;

there is the little city of Karnac in Egypt—there

are two Karnacs—the great and the little ;—in lit-

tle Karnac you could put Philadelphia and New
York and have room to spare ! The walls and
structures are colossal, and we argue safely that their

builders had both mechanical skill and sufficient

enginery to build them. There is Pompey's pillar,

fallen in the desert. The French and English en-

gineers, with all their best appliances, labored seven
days to move the enormous shaft ; they moved it

about an inch ! Yet that shaft had been quarried
from the rock at a distance of seven hundred miles,

conveyed from thence, and erectedm the desert ! sit

was hewn from the quarry of porphyry ; it is sculp-
tured all over with deep hieroglyphics ; and yet, as

we have said, our best instruments can hardly make
a scratch on porphyry, and having made it, are
blunted and useless ! Our best hydraulic works are
said by competent judges to be inferior to the
Chinese canals ; our best fortifications are pigmy to

the Chinese walls. We have no Artesian wells so

deep as the Chinese. In China the traveller meets
with borings three thousand feet deep, made to get
coal gas from the interior of the earth. Printing,

of a certain clumsy fashion, the Chinese have had
for centuries : it is highly probable other nations

had it too in greater perfection, though as the phil-

osophy of those ages was hostile to the diffusion of

knowledge, it was probably the secretof the aristo-

cracy or the priests. The relics of railroads are still

seen in India, but of gigantic size, capable of bearing

an entire temple. How do we know they had not
steam, or some propulsive force equal thereto ? It

is hardly safe to assume of such people that they
had not everything they needed, if within the scope

of human wit. Herodotus mentions having seen at

Demi, an enormous globe of vivid light surmounting
a tall column, which lit the entire city. That beats

our gas-lamps all to nothing ! We have lately seen

statements purporting to come from (we think,)

Col. Maitland, of the East India Company, narrat-

ing as a fact that the natives in that country have

some mysterious method of communication by
which they are enabled to transmit news from one

part of the country to another, faster than a courier

can convey it at his utmost speed. If this is true,

(and really one is prepared to believe anything of

the Hindus !) there is an odor about it very like the

magnetic telegraph.
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For the New Ensland Farmei ,

THOEOUGH DRAINING.
BY UENllY F. FRENCH.

Heat will not pass downward in water. If

therefore your soil be saturated with water, the heat

of the sun in spring cannot warm it, and your plow-

ing and planting must be late, and your crop a

failure.

Count Rumford tried many experiments to illus-

trate the mode of the propagation of heat in flu-

ids, and his conclusion, I presume, is now held to be

the true theory, that heat is transmitted in water

only by the motion of the particles of water, so that

if you could stop the heated particles from rising,

water could not be warmed except where it touch-

es the vessel containing it. Heat applied to the

bottom of a vessel of water, warms the particles of

water in contact with the vessel, and they rise and

colder particles descend, and so the whole is

warmed.

Heat applied to the surface of the water can nev-

er warm it, except so far as the heat is conducted

downwards by the vessel containing it.

Count Rumford confined cakes of ice in the bot-

tom of glass jars, and covering the ice with one

thickness of paper, poured boiling hot water on top

of it, and there it remained for hours without melt-

ing the ice. The paper was placed over the ice so

that the hot water would not be poured on to it,

which would thaw it at once. Every man who has

poured hot water into a frozen pump, hoping to

thaw out the ice by the means, has arrived at the

fact, if not at the theory, that ice will not melt by

hot water on top of it. If, however, a piece of lead

pipe be placed in the pump, resting on the ice, and

hot water be poured through it, the ice will melt at

once. In the first instance, the hot water in con-

tact with the ice, becomes cold, and there it re

mains, because cold water is heavier than warm,

and there it will remain, though the top be boiling,

But when hot water is poured through the pipe,

the downward current drives away the cold water,

and brings heated particles in succession on to the

ice.

Heat is propagated in water, then, only by circu-

lation, that is, by the upward movement of the heat-

ed particles, and the downward movement of the

colder particles, to take their place.

Anything that obstructs circulation, prevents the

passage of heat. Chocolate retains heat longer

than tea, because it is thicker, and the hot parti-

cles cannot so readily rise to be cooled at the sur-

face. Count Rumford illustrated this fact satisfac-

torily, by putting eider-down into water which was

found to obstruct the circulation, and to prevent

the rapid heating or cooling of it. The same is

true of all viscous substances, as starch, glue, and

so of oil. They retain heat much longer than wa^

ter or si-iirits.

The November number of the Hortictdturist has

an article, with a cut explaining this subject, and

applying the above theory to wet land. The ex-

periment was made with a box of peat saturated

with water, and it is satisfactorily proved that it is

not possible to warm the earth at the bottom, by

putting boiling water on the surface, so long as no

water is drawn out at the bottom.

As soon, however, as water was drawn out at the

bottom, the hot water passed down, and the earth

at the bottom was warmed.

"In this experiment, the wooden box may be
supposed to be the field ; the peat and cold water

represent the water-logged portion ; rain falls on
the surface and becomes warmed by contact with

the soil, and thus heated descends. But it is stop-

ped by the cold water, and the heat will go no fur-

ther. But if the soil is drained, and not water-logged,

the warm rain trickles through the crevices of the

earth, carrying to the drain level the high tempera-

ture it had gained on the surface, parts with it to

the soil as it passes down, and thus produces that

bottom heat which is so essential to plants."

Thus is shown one of the advantages of draining

land. Many others might be named, did time and

space allow. Since my article on Draining with

Tiles was written, I have completed my work and

plowed the drained land. The water disappeared

from between the drains, as fast as they were open-

ed. The low wet places where rushes had started

up, and where the surface without the drains would

have been covered several inches deep, became dry,

through the whole space of fifty feet, between the

drains. A springy side-hill, which we could not

plant till the 6th of June, because it was so wet,

and where my potatoes needed life-preservers in

dog days, is as dry and friable as an old market

garden. The 100 rods of tile drains which are laid

in this field empty at one opening, and although

the field has so dry and innocent a look, we find a

large flow of water at all times, and after a short

storm, a stream that nearly fills a three-inch tile.

B. F. Nourse, of Orrington, Maine, has been kind

enough to send me a report of a Committee of the

Bangor Horticultural Society, showing his opera-

tions in draining. Mr. Nourse writes me that he

has this season extended his work, having now about

3^ miles of drains laid, two miles of which is with

tiles from Albany.

I cannot make a better contribution to the cause

than by giving extracts from that report.

"At the time of our visit in early summer, there

was but one expression of satisfaction, not only from

each individual member ofthe Committee, but from

all the invited guests, at the appearance of the

farm, the buildings, fences and crops. Although

the season had been wet, yet the land was dry
;_
the

grass, grain, corn and trees were making a vigor-

ous growth, being clothed with a richness of ver-

dure which gave promise of abundant
_
harvest.

They all bore testimony to a careful, intelligent, sci-
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entific culture. Comparing; this land with certain

other portions of similar character in the vicinity

Avhich had not received the same treatment, the

contrast was very perceptible. The one was light,

porous, arable and free from water; the other hard,

lumpy, cohesive or miry. The one had been drain-

ed, the other drowned.

The whole farm lies upon the northerly inclina-

tion of a hill several hundred feet above t'de water,

and extends to the summit. The super soil 's gen-

erally clay loam with some gravel ; the latter is

present in some places in sufficient quantity to con-

stitute gravelly loam. Near the top of the hill, the

loam rests directly upon a ledge of rock similar to

that which crests the neighboring hills, and this

ledge appears at the surface in a few spots of one

or two rods extent each. When cleared and

plowed, enough loose stones and boulders of gran-

ite were exposed on the surface to build the exter-

nal walls. It might be called a 'rocky' farm. With
the exception of two places, each of about two acres,

the whole farm was wet and 'springy,' unfit for

plowing or any other agricultural process until

quite late in spring or early summei*. Water is

found everywhere quite near the surface. The deep-

est well on the premises, dug in the dry season of

1854, extends down only thirteen feet. The excess

of water made it cold and rather discouraging for

any crop except grass, and even this was too readi-

ly killed by the action of winter frost. The surface

soil is underlaid throughout (except immediately on

the ledge of rock) by an impervious sub-soil or

hard pan of stiff clay, quite retentive of water.

The first draining was done in 1852, on a piece

of about li acres, designed for a pear orchard.

Thirteen drains 15 rods in length, and 20 feet

apart were opened down the hill. The duct or

channel was made by placing two fiat stones apart

on their edges, and letting the upper edges fall to-

gether ; these were wedged in place filled above

with six or eight inches of small cobble and broken

stones. Inverted turfs or boughs were then spread

upon them, to prevent the washing of earthy parti-

cles into the drain, and the earth was relumed over

all. These drains empty by bending at an acute

angle into a main drain which is at right angles

with the general course of the former, following a

more gentle inclination westward, and laid with flat

stones resting upon side stones covered and filled

in as the others. This main discharges the VKater

at the road-side which has never ceased flowing from
it during the coldest winter weather. The land was
then plowed across the drains with six oxen and
the largest plow obtainable, opening a furrow twelve

inches deep, in which followed a sub-soil plow diawn
by four oxen, cutting twelve inches deeper.

Upon this piece of land the frost comes out some
days earlier, is later in fall, and of less depth in

winter than in contiguous land undrained. The
whole is dry enough for spading or plowing as soon
as the frost is out in the spring, or within two hours

after any heavy rain. During the drought of 1854,

there was at all times sufficient dampness apparent

on scraping the surface of the ground (with the

foot in passing,) and a crop of beans was planted,

grown and gathered therefrom, without so much
rain as will usually fall in a shower of fifteen min-
utes duration, while vegetation on the next field,

was parching for lack of moisture.

The small drains were laid with sole tile that

cost ^24, .30 per thousand, delivered at the farm,

(double the cost in Albany, where manufactured,)

and the mains with flat stones, resting on side stones,

filled in and covered as before described, the earth

being returned easily Avith a two horse-scraper. A
field of one acre and two-fifths 'thorough drained'

in this way, 40 feet apart, 3i feet deep, required

105 rods, including main, and cost $67,50 per acre

completed. This field was plowed and sub-soiled

each about ten inches deep, and a hoed crop taken

off last season. During the heaviest rain no run-

ning or standing water could be seen on its surface.

When your committee made its visit, we were

shown an acre of this field, which had been manur-

ed and partly plowed for corn, when a protracted

rain came on. The seed being in soak and manure
wasting, after the second day's rain, it was resolved

to prosecute the planting, and the plowing was fin-

ished, the land harrowed, furrowed, dressed in the

furrow, and planted in a drizzling rain, working easi-

ly and well. The corn all came up, and has grown

well ; and still we did not see many clods or other

appearances of wet weather working. Yet this was

a clay loam, formerly as wet as the adjoining grass

field, upon which oxen and cart could not pass on

the day of this planting without cutting through

the turf and 'miring' deeply. The nearest neighbor,

a member of your committee, said 'if he had plant-

ed that day it must have been from a raft
!'

In 1855, provisions were so high that such labor

as ditchers rendered could not be cheapened in cost

per rod ; but an experiment was tried on a field oi'

three acres by laying tile drains 3A feet deep, 4 rod&
apart, leading into a stone main, all of them coves--

ed and filled as before. An acre required 45 rods.

—

average cost 90 cents per rod, or $40,50 per &3te.

More time is needed with wet and dry seasorii to .

test the efficiency of drains so far apart.

This field was plowed, but not sul)-soiled last fall.

It was ia good working order in three daya after

the frost was out, two weeks earlier than the adja-

cent land was ready to plow. If not so thorough

in laying the land dry and given it such an open,
,

porous soil as is desirable, its evident benefit at so

small a cost per acre makes the expevJEaant worthy

of imitation.

Appended are some statistics of the- cast, as as-

certained, in draining this farm.

MAINS. Psr Pad.

DiggJDg 4 feet deep, 2 feet wide at bottom, - 44 eta.

Hauling stone for channel, - - - - - 15
_

Laying same, .--.---12
Hauling and picking small stones for filling, - 12
Sods, boughs or moss, ..... 6 ,.

Returning earth with scraper, - - - - 12

$1 (0
SMALL DRAINS.

'

Digging 3i feet deep, 20 inches at bottom, - 37^ cts.

Hauling stone for channel, ----- 124
Laying same, ------- 10
Hauling and picking small stones for filling, - 12
Sods, boughs or moss, . . . - _ 4
Returnihg earth with scraper, - - - - 10

88 cts.

TILE-2 INCHES CALIBRE.
Digging SJ feet deep, 6 inches at bottom, - - 33 cts.

Tile, -- o3
Laying same, ..--.--4
Stone fitting, ---... -lo
Sods, &c., 2
Refilling, 6

88 cts.

In conclusion we would represent that the con-

current testimony, of all in this country and Eu-
rope, who have tried this system ofdraining, prove*
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that the following benefits are obtained : It obvi-

ates the bad effects of drought, because the roots

of plants and trees can descend more deeply for nu-

triment and moisture ; by removing excess of wa-

ter, it renders soils earlier in spring, and allows

work to be done sooner after rains ; it averts the

effects of cold weather later in autumn ; it prevents

the heaving of grass and grain in winter, and the

frost from penetrating so deeply ; it enables us to

deepen the surface soil, it accelerates the disintegra-

tion of the mineral matters in the soil, and improves

its mechanical condition by promoting the finer

comminution of the earthy particles ; it hastens

the decay of roots and other vegetable matter ; it

allows the fertilizing gases ofthe atmosphere and the

water from rains to percolate deeply, and be deposi-

ted among the absorbent parts of the soil until the ne-

cessities of plants require them ; it causes a more
even distribution of nutritious matters among those

parts of soil traversed by roots ; by removing stag-

nant water, it prevents the cooling process of evap-

oration, and the abstraction of heat ; it contributes

to the warmth of the lower portions of the soil ; it

prevents meadows from becoming impoverished
;

it causes the poisonous excrementitious matter of

plants to be carried out of the reach of their roots;

it prevents the formation of acetic and other organ-

ic acids, which favor the production of sorrel and

other noxious weeds, and it makes the surface soil

of heavy lands light, and free from incrustation.

From the preceding facts, your Committee are

fully of the opinion, that this system of under-

ground draining would be of great public utility,

and we cannot too strongly recommend it to every

Horticulturist and Agriculturist."

Several of my neighbors have used some of the

tiles which I procured from Albany, and although

they cost us twice the Albany price, the freight ex-

ceeding the first cost, we are satisfied that they are

cheaper than stone at the cost of hauling. One

thing we have determined on, that we will have the

tiles at a cheaper rate, and if nobody offers them

at a fair jjrice, some of the members of the Rock-

ingham Fair will establish works and make them for

ourselves, before many months. Probably we may

have to pay something for an education, as most

people do, who engage in new enterprises, but the

tiles are to be supplied at a cheaper rate than

double the Albany prices.

Dr. Harris's Cabinet.—The entomological

cabinet of the late Dr. Harris, of Cambridge, con-

tains between four and five . thousand species of

American, besides a collection of foreign insects. It

is in perfect preservation, and a Committee of the

Natural History Society are endeavoring to raise

funds to purchase it, in behalf of that association.

To Clean Knives with Expedition and Ease.

—Make a strong solution of the common washing

soda and water ; after wiping them, dip the blades

of the knives in the solution, then polish on a

knife-board. The same would, of course, be effec-

tual for forks. This simple method will no doubt

greatly diminish the dislike which some servants

have to this part of domestic work.

PROSPECTS.

In our remarks at the close of the year 1855, we
were justified in speaking encouragingly of the fu-

ture, because new friends had gathered around us,

and the labor of both head and hands had been

most abundantly sustained. The future we then

spoke of, has been one of happiness to ourselves,

and of prosperity to the JVew England Farmer.

While its list has materially increased, the paper,

printing and engraving, have all been improved

;

indeed, the engraving for the last year has been

from original subjects, and has been executed in

the highest style of the art. Whatever will tend

to improve the Farmer in its appearance, or will

give it more practical value to the cultivator of the

soil, will be given it without regard to present ex-

pense. The publisher entertains the most liberal

and enlightened views in relation to such a publi-

cation as this, has ample means, ai i will make it

in every respect, a true co-worker in the farming

interest. His outlays have been met with a degree

of confidence and liberality which are regarded as

an appreciation of his efforts to meet the public

wants.

In closing the year, we wish to acknowledge our

indebtedness to the numerous practical, observing,

and intelligent contributors to the columns of the

Farmer, and to those partial friends, who, every-

where, have appreciated our labors, and have always

had good word to say for us.

The year has been one of considerable progress

in the art. There are evidences of new views wher-

ever we turn, and while the products of the soil

have been greatly increased, a less quantity of land

has been under cultivation, and, we believe, a great,

deal less manual labor has been performed. This

would leave large tracts of land to be used for gra-

zing, or to run to forest, both of which yield their

products without the direct agency of man. In this,

the gain to New England must be very great.

The industrial habits, also, of the farmer, have

been more carefully considered, so that large num-

bers now give more time than they have hereto-

fore to study and recreation, and find the gratifv'ing

result of larger crops, better health, and a more

elevated tone of domestic life.

There has been generally abundant crops, so that

our gamers are full, and no fatal disease has deci-

mated our herds of stock.

The year to those who manage the farm, has

been one of great gratification,—for while they have

reaped a fair reward for their labors, they have had

the pleasure to learn that these labors have been

acceptable to a discriminating public, have had a

tendency to promote all the arts of peace, and that

of agriculture especially, and upon the whole, to do

something to make the world better at its close,

than it was at the beginning of the year.














